MARKS PUBLISHED FOR OPPOSITION

The following marks are published in compliance with section 12(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946. Applications for the registration of marks in more than one class have been filed as provided in section 30 of said act as amended by Public Law 772, 87th Congress, approved Oct. 9, 1962, 76 Stat. 769. Opposition under section 13 may be filed within thirty days of the date of this publication. See rules 2.101 to 2.105.

A separate fee of two hundred dollars for opposing each mark in each class must accompany the opposition.

SECTION 1.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in more than one class


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, NAMELY, PROTECTIVE ENCAPSULATING SUITS AND CHEMICALLY PROTECTIVE SUITS; LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GLOVE BOXES, GERM FREE ISOLATORS, BARRIER ISOLATORS, AND ISOLATORS FOR USE IN BIO-CONTAINMENT, CHEMICAL CONTAINMENT AND POTENT COMPOUND CONTAINMENT APPLICATIONS, AND PARTS FOR ALL OF THE ABOVE; LABORATORY ISOLATOR AND GLOVE BOX COMPONENTS, NAMELY, FILTERS AND FILTER MEDIA, SEALING CLAMPS, TRANSFER SLEEVES, TRANSFER CAPS, TRANSFER DOORS, AND DRY BOX GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TELECOM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR VIDEO-ON-DEMAND TRANSMISSION SERVICES; DELIVERY OF MULTIMEDIA DATA BY TRANSMISSION THROUGH COMPUTER NETWORKS; AND ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION SERVICES OF MESSAGES AND AUDIOVISUAL TEXT, IMAGE AND VIDEO DATA VIA A TELECOMMUNICATIONS OR COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

GROUP TELECOM

TV TAXI


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TELECOM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY RADIO TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS AND PROTECTION SWITCHING SYSTEMS, COMPRISING SWITCHING CONTROLS, INTELLIGENT MULTIPLEXERS, PROTECTION SWITCHES, MINI-REPEATER HOUSINGS, FRAME CONTROLLERS, ASYNCHRONOUS AND FRACTIONAL DATA CARDS, AND MOD-EMS THEREFOR; RADIO RepeatERS, FIBER OPTIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS COMPRISING ROUTERS, SWITCHES, HUBS, BRIDGES, FIBER OPTIC CABLE, FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS; MULTIPLEX SYSTEMS, COMPRISING NETWORK MULTIPLEXERS; CABLE CARRIER SYSTEMS, COMPRISING COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINES, COAXIAL CABLES, COAXIAL CABLE ASSEMBLIES, COAXIAL RIGID LINES, COAXIAL CABLE FEEDS, COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS, SUBSCRIBER CARRIER SYSTEMS COMPRISING ANALOG SUBSCRIBER CARRIERS AND TRANSCODERS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR MANAGING AND OPERATING TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS; DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS COMPRISING OPTICAL SIGNAL GENERATORS, OPTICAL SIGNAL RECEIVERS, OPTICAL SIGNAL TRANSMITTERS, OPTICAL SIGNAL DISTRIBUTORS, OPTICAL SIGNAL CONVERTERS, OPTICAL SIGNAL MULTIPLIERS, AND EMULATIVE, OPTICAL AMPLIFIERS, OPTICAL RepeatERS, OPTICAL FILTERS, OPTICAL FIBERS AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREFOR; PULSE CODE MODULATION SYSTEMS COMPRISING PULSE CODE MODULATION CHANNEL ANALYZERS, PULSE CODE MODULATION TEST SETS, ECHO SUPPRESSORS, FAX MACHINES, TELEPHONE SWITCHES, PRIVATE AUTOMATIC BRANCH EXCHANGERS, STATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY TELEPHONE SETS, CORD CONNECTORS, COIN OPERATED TELEPHONES, TELEPHONE APPARATUS NAMELY INTERCOMMUNICATION APPARATUS, NAMELY TELEPHONES, CELLULAR TELEPHONES, COMPUTER PRINTERS, ANSWERING MACHINES, PAGERS, MOBILE RADIO EQUIPMENT NAMELY MOBILE RADIOS, TRANSCIEVERS AND TRANSPONDER FOR MOBILE RADIOS, SOFTWARE FOR SECURE DATA TELECOMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY LOCAL, LONG DISTANCE AND INTERNATIONAL VOICE, TEXT, FACSIMILE, VIDEO AND DATA TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, VIDEO AND AUDIO TELECONFERENCING SERVICES, DATA TRANSMISSION SERVICES, NAMELY THE ELECTRONIC TRANS- MISSION OF DATA, DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION; AND PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-109,492. BELL CANADA, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, FILED 8-14-2000.

GROUP TELECOM COMPLETELY CONNECTED

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1046531, FILED 2-14-2000, REG. NO. TMA648907, DATED 9-26-2005, EXPIRES 9-26-2020. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TELECOM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


SN 76-109,495. BELL CANADA, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, FILED 8-14-2000.

How would You like to connect?
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY RADIO TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS AND PROTECTION SWITCHING SYSTEMS, COMPRISING SWITCHING CONTROLS, INTELLIGENT MULTIPLEXERS, PROTECTION SWITCHES, MINI-REPEATER HOUSINGS, FRAME CONTROLLERS, ASYNCHRONOUS AND FRACTIONAL DATA CARDS, AND MOD-EMS THEREOF; RADIO REPEATERS, FIBER OPTIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS COMPRISING ROUTERS, SWITCHES, HUBS, BRIDGES, FIBER OPTIC CABLE, FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS; MULTIPLEX SYSTEMS, COMPRISING NETWORK MULTIPLEXERS; CABLE CARRIER SYSTEMS, COMPRISING COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINES, COAXIAL CABLES, COAXIAL CABLE ASSEMBLIES, COAXIAL RIGID LINES, COAXIAL CABLE FEEDS, COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS, SUBSCRIBER CARRIER SYSTEMS COMPRISING ANALOG SUBSCRIBER CARRIERS AND TRANSCODERS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR MANAGING AND OPERATING TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS, DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS COMPRISING OPTICAL SIGNAL GENERATORS, OPTICAL SIGNAL REGENERATORS, OPTICAL SIGNAL RECEIVERS, OPTICAL SIGNAL TRANSMITTERS, OPTICAL SIGNAL DISTRIBUTORS, OPTICAL SIGNAL CONVERTERS, OPTICAL SIGNAL MULTIPLEXERS, AND DEMULTIPLEXERS, OPTICAL AMPLIFIERS, OPTICAL REPEATERS, OPTICAL FILTERS, OPTICAL FIBERS AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREFOR; PULSE CODE MODULATION SYSTEMS COMPRISING PULSE CODE MODULATION CHANNEL ANALYZERS, PULSE CODE MODULATION TEST SETS, ECHO SUPPRESSORS, FAX MACHINES, TELEPHONE SWITCHES, PRIVATE AUTOMATIC BRANCH EXCHANGERS, STATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY TELEPHONE SETS, CORD CONNECTORS, COIN OPERATED TELEPHONES, TELEPHONE APPARATUS NAMELY INTERCOMS AND TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES, TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS, NAMELY TELEPHONES, CELLULAR TELEPHONES, COMPUTERS PRINTERS, ANSWERING MACHINES, PAGERS, MOBILE RADIO EQUIPMENT NAMELY MOBILE RADIOS, TRANSPONDERS FOR MOBILE RADIOS; SOFTWARE FOR SECURE DATA TELECOMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY LOCAL, LONG DISTANCE AND INTERNATIONAL VOICE, TEXT, FACSIMILE, VIDEO AND DATA TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; VIDEO AND AUDIO TELECONFERENCING SERVICES; CALLING CARD SERVICES; DATA TRANSMISSION SERVICES; NAMELY THE ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA, DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION; TELEPHONE VOICE MESSAGING SERVICES; VOICE MAIL SERVICES; AND PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TROPICAL CAFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR PREPACKAGED FOODS, NAMELY, ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF FISH, MEAT, POULTRY OR VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR SAUCES AND COOKIES: PREPACKAGED FOODS, NAMELY, ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA OR RICE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

FOR DISTILLED LIQUOR; WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ART GALLERIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, NAMELY, CONCERT INFORMATION, ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF DATES, TIMES AND LOCATIONS, NIGHTLIFE INFORMATION, COOKING SHOWS INFORMATION, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION ABOUT MUSIC, SINGING, DANCING, MUSIC VIDEOS, ART EXHIBITS FEATURING THE DISPLAY OF FINE ART, AND TELEVISION SHOWS FEATURING INTERVIEWS WITH ARTISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING RESTAURANT INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CELINA DION

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,097,499, FILED 3-31-2001.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR CALENDARS, TRADING CARDS, GREETING CARDS; CHILDREN’S STORY BOOKS, ADDRESS BOOKS, AUTOGRAPH BOOKS, DATE STATIONERY PAPER, WRITING PAPER; ACTIVITY BOOKS, ACTIVITY CHARTS IN THE NATURE OF PRINTED CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 19, 22, 23, 39, 41 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR LEATHER JEWELRY BOXES; STATUETTES, FIGURINES AND FIGURES MADE OF PLASTIC AND WOOD (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR STATUETTES, FIGURINES AND FIGURES MADE OF CHINA, CRYSTAL, EARTHENWARE, GLASS, PORCELAIN AND TERRA COTTA; CERAMIC FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR WASH CLOTHS, FACE CLOTHS, BED SHEETS, PILLOW CASES, DUVET COVERS, BEDSPREADS, QUILTS, CURTAINS, TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, COATS, SHOES, GOLF PANTS, GOLF SHOES, BEACHWEAR, NAMELY, BIKINIS, BABY CLOTHING, NAMELY, BLouses, PANTS, DRESSES, SLEEPWEAR, SHOES, BOOTS, HATS, JUMPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR HAIR ORNAMENTS, HAIR BANDS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR MODELED PLASTIC TOY FIGURINES, TOY ACTION FIGURES, TOY BENDABLE FIGURES, BEAN FILLED TOYS IN THE NATURE OF BEAN BAGS, DOLLS AND ANIMALS, MUSICAL TOYS, TOY MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS; GOLF BAGS, GOLF GLOVES, GOLF PUTTER COVERS, GOLF BALL MARKERS, GOLF TEES, PLAYTHINGS FOR INFANTS, NAMELY, MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOY SETS COMPOSED OF ANIMAL FIGURINES, VISUAL DISPLAYS, SOFT BLOCKS AND TOY FIGURES; ACTIVITY MATS CONTAINING INFANT TOYS; BABIES’ RATTLES; DOLLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DANONO

OWNER OF FRANCE REG. NO. 003065514, DATED 5-7-2001, EXPIRES 5-7-2011.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR MEAT, FISH, HAM, POULTRY, GAME, CUT MEATS IN PARTICULAR FOR APPETIZERS, DRIED, PRESERVED OR COOKED FRUIT AND VEGETABLES; STEWED FRUIT, JAM, FRUIT PURÉES, JELLY, SOUPS, CANNED FOOD PRIMARILY MADE OF MEAT, FISH, HAM, POULTRY OR GAME; APPETIZERS MADE OF FRUITS OR VEGETABLES, NAMELY, POTATO; POTATO CHIPS, DRIED FRUIT MIX, PREPARED OLEAGINOUS NUTS, NAMELY, PEANUTS AND CASHEW NUTS; OLEAGINOUS PRODUCTS, NAMELY, PREPARED NUTS, HAZELNUTS, PEANUTS, CASHEW NUTS; MINI COOKED MEATS AS APPETIZERS, MILK, MILK POWDER, GELLED, FLAVORED AND WHIPPED MILK; MILK PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MILKY DESSERTS, NAMELY, YOGURT-BASED PRODUCTS, BREAD, CREAMER DESSERT CREAMS, NAMELY, WHIPPED CREAMS, FRESH CREAM, BUTTER, CHEESE SPREADS, CHEESES, RIPENED CHEESES WITH MOULD, UNMATUR ED FRESH CHEESES AND CHEESES IN BRINE; COTTAGE CHEESE, FRESH CHEESES SOLD EITHER LIQUID OR IN PASTE; MILK BASED BEVERAGES EXCLUDING SMOOTHIES; FERMENTED PLAIN OR FLAVORED MILK PRODUCTS NAMELY, FRESH CREAM, BUTTER, CHEESE SPREADS, CHEESES, RIPENED CHEESES, RIPENED CHEESES WITH MOULD, UNMATUR ED FRESH CHEESES AND CHEESES IN BRINE; COTTAGE CHEESE, FRESH CHEESES SOLD EITHER LIQUID OR IN PASTE; YOGURT BASED; EDIBLE OILS, OLIVE OILS, EDIBLE FATS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR FROZEN YOGURT, FLAN, CUSTARDS, PUDDINGS, FROZEN YOGURTS, MILKSHAKES, SORBETS, MOUSSES, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, CHOCOLATE, COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES EXCLUDING MILK, HERB-FRUIT-BASED BEVERAGES, CHOCOLATE-BASED BEVERAGES, SUGAR, RICE, PUDDING RICE, TAPIOCA, FLOURS, TARTS AND PIES, PIZZAS, PASTAS, FLAVORED OR FILLED PASTA; CEREAL BASED SNACK FOOD, BREAKFAST CEREALS, PREPARED MEALS PRIMARILY CONSISTING OF PASTA; PREPARED MEALS PRIMARILY CONSISTING OF TART PASTRY; BREAD, RUSKS, BISCUITS, WAFFLES, WAFFLES, CAKES, PASTRIES, ALL THESE PRODUCTS BEING PLAIN, COATED, FILLED OR FLAVORED; APPETIZERS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF BREAD, BISCUIT OR PASTRY DOUGH; CANDY, FROZEN CONFECTIONS, EDIBLE FLAVORED ICES, EDIBLE FLAVORED ICES PRIMARILY MADE OF YOGURT, ICE CREAMS, FLAVORED WATER ICES, FROZEN YOGURTS, FROZEN FLAVORED WATER, HONEY, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES, SWEET SAUCES, PASTA SAUCES, SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR BEER, STILL OR SPARKLING WATER, MINERAL WATER, FRUIT OR VEGETABLE JUICES, FRUIT OR VEGETABLE DRINKS, LEMONADES, SODA, GINGER ALE, BEER, SORBET DRINKS, NAMELY, FRUIT DRINKS AND SMOOTHIES, CONCENTRATES FOR MAKING FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES, VEGETABLE DRINKS, AND SOFT DRINKS; SYRUPS FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS, EXTRACTS USED AS FLAVORING, NAMELY ALCOHOL-FREE FRUIT OR VEGETABLE EXTRACTS, ALCOHOL-FREE SOFT DRINKS COMPRISING LACTIC FERMENTING AGENTS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR BATTING HELMETS, REPLACEMENT WIRE GUARDS AND STRAPS FOR BATTING HELMETS, BAGS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR CARRYING SPORTS HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 22, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 7-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1990.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR TRAVEL BAGS OF LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, TOTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). FIRST USE 7-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1990.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, BASEBALLS, SOFTBALLS, PITCHING MACHINE BALLS, CATCHER’S MASKS, FOREARM PROTECTIVE GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE, ANKLE PROTECTIVE GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE, WRIST PROTECTIVE GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE, THROAT PROTECTIVE GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE, BATTING GLOVES, MITTS, FACE MASKS, REPLACEMENT FACE MASK PADS, BODY AND CHEST PROTECTIVE GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE, UMPIRE BODY AND CHEST PROTECTIVE GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE, BATTING GLOVES, MITTS, FACE MASKS, REPLACEMENT FACE MASK PADS, BODY AND CHEST PROTECTIVE GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE, UMPIRE BODY AND CHEST PROTECTIVE GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE, UMPIRE BALL-STRIKE INDICATORS, BASEBALL PLATE BRUSHES, BAGS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR CARRYING SPORTS BALLS, ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT BAGS AND TOTE BAGS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR CARRYING SPORTS BALLS, BUCKET DESIGNED FOR CARRYING SPORTS BALLS, FOOTBALL SHOULDER PADS, FOOTBALL SHOULDER AND ARM BRACES, FOOTBALL THIGH GUARDS, FOOTBALL KNEE PADS, FOOTBALL ELBOW PADS, FOOTBALL KNEE BRACES, FOOTBALL HIP PADS, FOOTBALL BLOCKING PADS AND FOOTBALL SHIN GUARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 7-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1990.

GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

For electric lamps, air conditioners, electric air circulators, exhaust fans, air circulating fans, household air cleaners, electric fans, electric refrigerators, hot water heaters, air filters for air conditioning apparatus, electric freezers, electric hot air hand dryers, electric heaters for household and commercial use (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For cooperative advertising and marketing services, professional business consultation services, market research, namely providing information regarding the sales of goods, market research, import-export agency services, customs clearance agency services, document reproduction services, and message transcription and data processing services using computers, arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of art (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

For providing account information services regarding acceptance of deposits including substitute bond insurance and acceptance of fixed interval installment deposits via global computer networks, providing information regarding foreign exchange account transactions via global computer networks, providing financial information in the nature of foreign exchange, providing financial information in the nature of stock exchange price quotations and providing financial information regarding real estate (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

For installation, maintenance and repair of telecommunication equipment, installation, maintenance and repair of office machines, electric appliance installation and repair and air conditioning apparatus installation and repair services (U.S. CLS. 103 and 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

For electronic transmission of data and documents by computers, and computer aided electronic transmission of messages and images, rental of telecommunication equipment and providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For computer education services, namely instruction and training for computer operation and computer programming, and educational testing services involving measuring information technology skills and abilities, public reference library services, special event planning of movies and performances of shows, plays and music, and the distribution of movies, entertainment in the nature of visual and audio performances, namely plays, productions and radio and television programs, entertainment in the nature of golf tournaments, providing movie and recording studios, providing sports facilities, providing facilities for recreational studies, providing on-line computer games, theatrical and concert booking agency services, rental and leasing of motion pictures, rental and leasing of television sets, lending services library, rental of records of pre-recorded magnetic tape and the rental of pre-recorded video tapes (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For testing of information technology skills for the purpose of certification (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE MUSICAL CONCERTS AND DANCE PERFORMANCES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES; AND FOR CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, NAMELY CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF COOKING, MANNERS AND ETIQUETTE, DANCE, MUSIC, OPERA, SINGING, DRAWING, WRITING, HOW TO AUDITION, PERFORMANCE ARTS, AND PARENTING SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


CHAMPION BARBELL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BARBELL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR FAT CALIPERS FOR SPORTS USE; PULSE RATE MONITORS IN BAR FORM, AND HEART AND PULSE RATE MONITORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR BOOKS RELATING TO THE USE OF PLYOMETRIC PLATFORMS FOR EXERCISE PURPOSES; PRINTED FITNESS CHARTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR WEIGHTLIFTING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BARBELLS, WEIGHTLIFTING EXERCISE BARS, WEIGHT COLLARS, DUMB–BELLS, BARBELL, DUMB–BELL STORAGE RACKS, EXERCISE WEIGHT STACK PLATES AND HOLDERS THEREFOR, BARBELL/DUMB–BELL STORAGE RACKS AND WEIGHT PLATE HOLDERS SOLD AS A UNIT, WEIGHT SETS COMPRISING ALL OF THE ABOVE, ANKLE AND WRIST WEIGHTS FOR EXERCISE, MULTI–USE EXERCISE BENCHES, JUMP ROPE, AND AEROBIC STAIR STEPPING MACHINES; EXERCISE MACHINE MOUNTED ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, HANDLES FOR EXERCISE BARS, EXERCISE BELTS, AND ROPE; WEIGHTLIFTING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BARBELLS, WEIGHTLIFTING EXERCISE BARS, WEIGHTBELTS, WEIGHTLIFTING VESTS, WEIGHTLIFTING CHALK; CARDIO EXERCISING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, PERSONAL EXERCISE/YOGA/AEROBIC MACHINES, AND AEROBIC STAIR STEPPING MACHINES; EXERCISE MACHINE MOUNTED ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, WATER BOTTLE MOUNTS, AND BOOK/MAGAZINE READING MOUNTS, AND EXERCISE MACHINE FLOOR MATS; PERSONAL EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, PERSONAL EXERCISE/YOGA/AEROBIC MACHINES, EXERCISE STRAPS, EXERCISE BANDS, EXERCISE BALLS, MEDICINE BALLS, PERSONAL EXERCISE TILES FOR USE AS FLOOR CUSHIONING, JUMP ROPE, CHINNING/PULL–UP EXERCISE BARS, EXERCISE BLOCKS FOR USE IN STRETCHING EXERCISES, ABDOMINAL EXERCISE, ABDOMINAL EXERCISE MACHINES, MANUALLY OPERATED EXERCISE EQUIPMENT CREATING A SLIDING MOTION, AND MANUALLY OPERATED EXERCISE EQUIPMENT IN THE FORM OF A RACK FOR WEIGHTLIFTING OR POWER LIFTING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF WEIGHTLIFTING AND EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP, WHOLESALE, CATALOG AND ON-LINE ORDERING, AND ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES ALL IN THE FIELD OF WEIGHTLIFTING AND EXERCISE EQUIPMENT VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101, AND 102).

ZHALEH DELEANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-506,055. METERIO AG, HERGISWILL, SWITZERLAND, FILED 4-8-2003.


CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR INHALERS CONTAINING PRE-METERED DOSES OF PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN POWDERED FORM FOR USE IN TREATING ILLNESSES, MEDICAL CONDITIONS AND DISORDERS CAPABLE OF BEING TREATED THROUGH THE DELIVERY OF A PRE-METERED DOSE OF MEDICAMENT POWDER INITIATED INTO THE BODY BY INHALING, INCLUDING ASTHMA, DIABETES AND OTHER SIMILARLY TREATABLE CONDITIONS; EQUIPMENT FOR DOSING PHARMACEUTICALS SOLD FILLED WITH PHARMACEUTICALS USED TO TREAT ASTHMA, CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE, PAIN, DISORDERS OF THE ALIMENTARY TRACT OR THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM, DISORDERS OF THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, DISORDERS OF THE ENDOCRINE SYSTEM, DIABETES, DISORDERS OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM, GENITAL OR SEXUAL DISORDERS, DISORDERS OF THE MUSCULAR OR NEUROMUSCULAR SYSTEM, PSYCHOSOMATIC DISORDERS, INFECTIONS AND ALLERGIC DISORDERS SOLD FILLED (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR INHALERS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR PREVENTATIVE USE SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 26, 59 AND 44).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR CONSULTATION IN THE FIELDS OF REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT AND REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES OF RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES, UNDEVELOPED PROPERTIES AND INDIVIDUAL RESIDENCES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES, REAL ESTATE TITLE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES, AND INSURANCE AGENCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPING, LAYING OUT AND CONSTRUCTING RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES AND INDIVIDUAL RESIDENCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.

LEIGH LOWRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-590,046. ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY, INC., BALTIMORE, MD. FILED 4-30-2004.

OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,459,735 AND 1,459,736. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FRATERNITY, INCORPORATED AND 2006, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "1906".

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR ARMCHAIRS, BENCHES, CHAIRS, CHAIR PAD, DESK CHAIR, AND TABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JACKETS, HATS, SHORTS, PANTS, SHOES, SOCKS, JoggIng SUITS, SWEAT SUITS, POLO SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, UNDERWEAR, SWIM WEAR, COATS, LEATHER COATS, BANDANNAS, SWEAT BANDS, BOOTS, GYM SHOES, TENNIS SHOES, AEROBIC SHOES, AND WALKING SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ADVANCING THE SCIENCE OF DERMATOLOGY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAMPHLETS, NEWSLETTERS, FLYERS, BROCHURES AND POSTERS RELATING TO DERMATOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-600,520. LENNAR PACIFIC PROPERTIES MANAGEMENT, INC., MISSION VIEJO, CA. FILED 7-2-2004.
QUALITY. VALUE. INTEGRITY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR CONSULTATION IN THE FIELDS OF REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT AND REAL ESTATE BROKERING; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT AND REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES OF RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES; UNDEVELOPED PROPERTIES AND INDIVIDUAL RESIDENCES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES, REAL ESTATE TITLE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES, AND INSURANCE AGENCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-1954; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1954.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPING, LAYING OUT AND CONSTRUCTING RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES AND INDIVIDUAL RESIDENCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-1-1954; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1954.
LEIGH LOWRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TROUTHALL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR DRIED FRUITS, JELLIES, JAMS, EDIBLE OILS, CANNED FRUITS, PROCESSED PEAS AND BEANS; CANNED BEANS AND VEGETABLES; TOMATO PASTE, PROCESSED NUTS; CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR SAUCES, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, RICE, SUGAR, FLOUR, SEASONING, SPICES, CRACKERS, BISCUITS, BREAD, COOKIES, WAFERS, CANDIES, HONEY, YEAST, BAKING POWDER (U.S. CL. 46).
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SHAPE THE FUTURE ONE PROJECT AT A TIME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, MANAGEMENT OF MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF WASTE WATER MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING FOR THE DESIGN OF MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES AND PUBLIC WORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.
JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR REFRIGERATED POTATO SALADS AND SNACK DIPS (EXCLUDING SALSA AND OTHER SAUCES USED AS DIPS) (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2004.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR REFRIGERATED MACARONI SALADS, MAYONNAISE, KETCHUP, TARTAR SAUCE, SANDWICH SPREADS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MAYONNAISE AND RELISH, MUSTARD (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2004.

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL SEALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR STRAPPING MACHINES AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFORE; POWER-OPERATED STRAPPING TOOLS FOR FEEDING, TENSIONING, SEALING, AND CUFFING STRAPPING MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR HAND OPERATED STRAPPING TOOLS; NAMELY, STRAPPING TOOLS FOR FEEDING, TENSIONING, SEALING AND CUTTING STRAPPING MATERIALS; HAND-OPERATED DISPENSERS FOR STRAPPING MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR NON-METAL SEALS FOR USE WITH STRAPPING OR TIE DOWNS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR NON-METAL STRAPPING OR TIE DOWNS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR STRAP BUCKLES (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING COMPUTER NETWORK USERS TO ONLINE DATABASES ON THE INTERNET FOR RESEARCH OF LEGAL INFORMATION, NAMELY, LEGISLATION, CASE LAW AND DOCTRINE, AND FOR LOCATING SAID INFORMATION IN VARIOUS LIBRARIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK IN THE FIELD OF LEGAL INFORMATION, NAMELY, LEGISLATION, CASE LAW AND DOCTRINE; PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASES AND ON-LINE LIBRARIES IN THE FIELD OF LEGAL INFORMATION, NAMELY, LEGISLATION, CASE LAW AND DOCTRINE; CONDUCTING RESEARCH OVER THE INTERNET FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF LEGAL INFORMATION, NAMELY, LEGISLATION, CASE LAW AND DOCTRINE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,245,520, FILED 2-1-2005, REG. NO. 662245, DATED 4-5-2006, EXPIRES 4-5-2021.

THEMA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CUBED EARTH WITH STRAPS HOLDING IT DOWN.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR REFRIGERATED POTATO SALADS AND SNACK DIPS (EXCLUDING SALSA AND OTHER SAUCES USED AS DIPS) (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2004.

PATHFINDER MARKS, INC., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-634,625. CURREN, WILLIAM S., OKEECHOBEE, FL. FILED 7-26-2005.

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR LIVESTOCK, NAMELY, CATTLE (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR BREEDING AND STUD SERVICES FOR CATTLE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-644,223. TIMBER TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES, L.L.C., SPRINGFIELD, VA. FILED 8-4-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR FIRE-RESISTING CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS AND CHEMICAL BARRIERS TO PROTECT WOOD FROM INSECTS, MOLD, BACTERIA AND OTHER ORGANISMS, ALL FOR WOOD AND ARTICLES OF WOOD (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR FIRE-RESISTING TREATED WOOD AND WOOD TREATED FOR PROTECTION FROM INSECTS, MOLD, BACTERIA AND OTHER ORGANISMS, NAMELY, TREATED LUMBER, TREATED Logs FOR LOG HOMES, FENCE POSTS, PILINGS, UTILITY POLES, RAILROAD TIES, PANEL BOARD, CHIPBOARD, FIBERBOARD, ORIENTED STRAND BOARD, AND PLYWOOD (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 30).
INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-647,112. AUTOTRONIC CONTROLS CORPORATION, EL PASO, TX. FILED 9-20-2005.

THE COLORS BLACK, RED, AND WHITE ARE USED ON THE MARK, AND SUCH COLORS ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS SF IN A STYLIZED FONT THE UPPER PORTION OF BOTH LETTERS MERGED IN A SINGLE BLACK LINE AND THE LOWER PORTION OF BOTH LETTERS IN THE COLOR RED CENTERED ABOVE, AND SLIGHTLY SEPARATED FROM, THE ELEMENT STREET FIRE, WITH THE TERM STREET IN A STYLIZED WHITE FONT OUTLINED IN BLACK, AND THE TERM FIRE IN A STYLIZED RED FONT OUTLINED IN BLACK.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TIMING COMPUTERS, ELECTRIC RELAYS, MODULE SELECTORS, RPM ACTIVATED SWITCHES, IGNITION SWITCHES, TACHOMETER, ADAPTERS, IGNITION SUPPLY MONITORS, ELECTRIC COILS, TIMING MASTERS, NAMELY, IGNITION TIMING RETARD CONTROLS; TIMING CONTROLS, NAMELY, DISTRIBUTORS AND IGNITION TIMING CONTROLS; ENGINE GOVERNORS, NAMELY, ENGINE SPEED GOVERNORS OR LIMITERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL GROUP INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION, NAMELY ANALYZING LABOR DISPUTES FOR BUSINESSES, PROVIDING CONTINGENCY PLANNING FOR SUCH DISPUTES AND RECRUITING REPLACEMENT WORKERS; AND BUSINESS INVESTIGATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2001.
CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRANSPORTING, STORING AND DIVERTING PRODUCTS AND MATERIALS FOR A BUSINESS AFFECTED BY A LABOR DIPUTE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 6-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2001.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COLLECTING AND ORGANIZING EVIDENCE FOR LEGAL PROCEEDINGS RELATED TO LABOR DISPUTES AND FACILITATING WORKPLACE ACCESS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2001.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING SECURITY TO PERSONS AND PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2001.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CERAMICA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLOR(S) CREAM, BEIGE, RED AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR TIRES; DUAL TIRES; DUAL TIRES WITH A SPACER IN BETWEEN THE TIRES; SAFETY DEVICES FOR INFLATABLE TIRES, NAMELY, NON-PNEUMATIC INSERTS FOR MAINTAINING TIRE INTEGRITY DURING RUN FLAT OR NEARLY RUN FLAT CONDITION (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR TIRE-RELATED PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIRE FILLS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

SEC. 2(f) AS TO "U-505 SUBMARINE" FOR INTERNATIONAL CLASS 041.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR MUGS AND BEVERAGE GLASSWARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR MUSEUM EXHIBITION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 107).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CERAMICA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLOR(S) CREAM, BEIGE, RED AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METAL WINDOWS; CERAMIC TILES FOR FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, NAMELY, SILICONE FLUIDS, SILICONE RESINS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 9-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2005.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS FOR DIGITAL VIDEO, RECORDING AND STORAGE EQUIPMENT; COMPUTERS; MODEMS; COMPUTER SERVERS; INTERNET PHONES; INTERNET CAMERAS; COMPUTER VIDEO SERVERS; COMPUTER NETWORK HUBS, SWITCHES AND ROUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN VIDEO STREAMING, RECORDING AND MONITORING MANAGEMENT; VIDEO RECORDERS; MULTIPLEXERS; OPTICAL LENSES; VIDEO CAMERAS; VIDEO MONITORS; ACCESS CONTROL AND ALARM MONITORING SYSTEMS; ALARM AND SECURITY RELATED SYSTEMS, NAMELY, PERSONAL SECURITY ALARMS, MONITORING BURGLAR AND SECURITY ALARMS, FIRE ALARMS; TRANSCIEVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 9-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2005.

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR GOLF CLOTHING AND APPAREL, NAMELY CAPS, HATS, VISORS, GOLF CLEATS, JACKETS, SHIRTS, SOCKS, VESTS, TROUSERS, SHORTS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF GLOVES; GOLF ACCESSORIES, NAMELY GOLF CLUB COVERS, GOLF CLUB BAGS, GOLF BALLS, GOLF TEES AND DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KATHERINE CONNOLLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN OVAL SHAPE REPRESENTING A GOLF PUTTING GREEN OCCUPYING THE MAJORITY OF THE BOTTOM ROUNDED SEGMENT OF A CAPITAL LETTER B WITH A FLAGPOLE WITH A TRIANGULAR SHAPED FLAG RAISING FROM THE CENTER ALIGNING WITH THE SIDE OF A CAPITAL LETTER B.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR GOLF CLOTHING AND APPAREL, NAMELY CAPS, HATS, VISORS, GOLF CLEATS, JACKETS, SHIRTS, SOCKS, VESTS, TROUSERS, SHORTS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF GLOVES; GOLF ACCESSORIES, NAMELY GOLF CLUB COVERS, GOLF CLUB BAGS, GOLF BALLS, GOLF TEES AND DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

SN 76-656,680. AMPA LTD., HERZLIYA PITUACH, ISRAEL, FILED 3-13-2006.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) ELECTRIC DEVICES FOR KILLING INSECTS AND VERMIN (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS, NAMELY; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, NAMELY BRACES, CRUTCHES, INVALID WALKERS; SURGICAL SUTURES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) (BASED ON 44(E)) ELECTRONIC AIR PURIFIERS, AIR CONDITIONERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
INXITU

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR PROTOTYPE FABRICATION AND FABRICATION OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS AND DATA ANALYSIS SOFTWARE AND ASSOCIATED COMPUTER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 8-7-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2004.

MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DOODLELAB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SOFTWARE FOR THE UPLOADING AND DIGITAL ENHANCEMENTS OF IMAGES AND PHOTOGRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DESIGNING SOFTWARE WEB PAGES AND WEB BASED APPLICATIONS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 7 — MACHINERY
FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC PANEL-POWERED WATER PUMPS FOR PUMPING WELL WATER FOR WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 7-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2001.

CLASS 9 — ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR PANELS FOR CONVERTING SUNLIGHT INTO ELECTRICITY; INVERTERS FOR CONVERTING DC ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATED BY PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS TO AC POWER; CHARGE CONTROLLERS FOR REGULATING AND CONTROLLING POWER FROM PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS USED TO CHARGE BATTERIES; STRUCTURES FOR MOUNTING PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS; BATTERIES FOR STORAGE OF DC POWER OBTAINED FROM PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2001.

CLASS 11 — ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR SOLAR LIGHT FIXTURES, NAMELY, LIGHTS USED WITH PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS TO PROVIDE INDOOR AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING AT NIGHT (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 7-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2001.

CLASS 19 — NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METAL BUILDING MATERIALS MADE WITH PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS, NAMELY, WINDOWS, DOORS, SPANDREL GLASS PANELS AND ROOF AND WALL PANELS, ELEMENTS AND MEMBERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2001;
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,806,522 AND 2,639,272.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LEARNING CENTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) WHITE, FUSCIA, RED, ORANGE, PINK, BLUE, AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK IS COMPRISED OF THE WORDS "CHILDTIME LEARNING CENTERS" IN A STYLIZED FONT, WITH THE WORD "CHILDTIME" IN UPPER CASE LETTERS AS FOLLOWS: "C" IS FUSCIA; "H" IS RED, "I" IS ORANGE, "L" IS PINK, "D" IS BLUE, "T" IS LIGHT BLUE, "M" IS DARK GREEN, AND "E" IS LIGHT GREEN WITH A DARK BLUE ELONGATED OVAL HAVING THE WORDS "LEARNING CENTERS" IN WHITE LETTERS THEREIN; AND AN IMPRINT OF A HAND SHOWN IN BLUE AND GREEN UNDERNEATH AND TOUCHING PART OF THE ELONGATED OVAL.

CLASS 16 — PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, TEXTBOOKS, MANUALS, AND WORKBOOKS, FEATURING PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM SUBJECTS FOR USE IN TEACHING AND TRAINING CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.

CLASS 41 — EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A CURRICULUM OF CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS FOR PARENTS, TEACHERS AND CHILDREN DESIGNED TO ENHANCE PARENTING SKILLS AND BEHAVIORAL SKILLS FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.

CLASS 43 — HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING DAY CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001;
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
GRO

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
For construction of low energy buildings, installation of solar energy systems and alternative energy products for residential and commercial use (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
For design of low energy buildings (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
Carolyn Gray, Examining Attorney


ABSOLUTELY NEEDLEPOINT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEEDLEPOINT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
For needlepoint instruction (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).
Shaila Settles, Examining Attorney

SN 76-659,702. Efron, Paul, Tucson, AZ. Filed 5-8-2006.

SWINGEViTY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

JAMES RUSSELL DESIGN COMPANY, MONROE, MI. FILED 4-6-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
For retail store services featuring needlepoint items (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
First use 5-0-2000; in commerce 6-0-2000.

ABSOLUTELY NEEDLEPOINT

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 30—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
For furniture (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 50).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
For custom manufacture of furniture to the specifications of others (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).
Jill Prater, Examining Attorney

SN 76-659,945. James Russell Design Company, Monroe, MI. Filed 4-6-2006.

JAMES RUSSELL

GRO

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
For construction services, namely building restoration and restoration of buildings after fire damage (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).
First use 3-8-2003; in commerce 3-8-2003.
Kathy De Jonge, Examining Attorney


911 RESTORATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESTORATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

First use 3-8-2003; in commerce 3-8-2003.


GLOBAL RESOURCE OPTIONS, INC., WHITE RIVER JUNCTION, VT. FILED 5-3-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
For retail store services featuring needlepoint items (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

SHAILA SETTLES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For design of low energy buildings (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
Carolyn Gray, Examining Attorney

SN 76-659,702. Efron, Paul, Tucson, AZ. Filed 5-8-2006.

SWINGEViTY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES, CDs AND DVDS FEATURING GOLF TECHNIQUES AND EXERCISE PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY, BOOK AND MANUAL DESCRIBING GOLF TECHNIQUES AND EXERCISE PROGRAMS, AND GRAPHICS, NAMELY, PHOTOGRAPHS AND PICTURES FEATURING GOLF TECHNIQUES AND EXERCISE PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "IRON WORKS INC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REPAIR AND/OR MAINTENANCE OF METAL TOOLS, METAL VEHICLE COMPONENTS, METAL PARTS FOR BOATS, AND METAL POWERED AND NON-POWERED EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 12-31-1990; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1990.


JAN'S IRON WORKS INC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "IRON WORKS INC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR WELDING; MANUFACTURING SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE NATURE OF BENDING, PUNCHING, ROLLING AND FORMING ARTICLES OF PLASTIC AND METAL IN THE FIELDS OF TOOLS, VEHICLE COMPONENTS, PARTS FOR BOATS, AND POWERED AND NON-POWERED EQUIPMENT; MANUFACTURE OF BRAZING MACHINES, TORQUE CONVERTERS, TIG WELDERS, AUTOMATIC BLOW DOWN MACHINES, HIGH SHEAR EMULSIFIER MACHINES, ARMATURE SEASONING STANDS, WAX BEAD MAKERS, DRUM LIFTERS AND FLIGHT TUBE CLEANING FIXTURES TO THE ORDER AND/OR SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS; AND METAL FABRICATION AND FINISHING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 12-31-1990; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1990.

MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-660,523. VDA, INC., SOMERVILLE, MA. FILED 5-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR ORGANIZATION, BOOKING AND ARRANGEMENT OF EXCURSIONS, DAY TRIPS AND SIGHTSEEING TOURS, FOR TROUBLED YOUTHS AND THEIR FAMILIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, AND PROGRAMS WHICH ADDRESS ISSUES IN VARIOUS AREAS CONFRONTING TROUBLED YOUTHS AND THEIR FAMILIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ONE-ON-ONE MENTORING THAT ADDRESSES ISSUES CONFRONTING TROUBLED YOUTHS AND THEIR FAMILIES; PROVIDING RECREATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CAMPING, FISHING, WHITEWATER RAFTING, ROCK CLIMBING, WALL CLIMBING, SKIING, SNOWBOARDING AND PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES FOR TROUBLED YOUTHS AND THEIR FAMILIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.

GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-660,197. FAMILY HOPE SERVICES, INC., PLYMOUTH, MN. FILED 5-17-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,156,045 AND 2,156,046.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR CONSTRUCTION OF MUSEUM EXHIBITS, PERMANENT RETAIL ENVIRONMENTS, TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTS FOR MEETINGS AND RECEPTIONS, STAGE SETS FOR MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES, AND TRADE SHOW BOOTHS, DESIGNED TO EVOKE OR REINFORCE A PARTICULAR THEME OR CONCEPT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 6-22-1994; IN COMMERCE 6-22-1994.
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DESIGN OF MUSEUM EXHIBITS, PERMANENT RETAIL ENVIRONMENTS, TEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTS FOR MEETINGS AND RECEPTIONS, STAGE SETS FOR MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES, AND TRADE SHOW BOOTH DESIGNED TO EVOKE OR REINFORCE A PARTICULAR THEME OR CONCEPT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-22-1994; IN COMMERCE 6-22-1994.
CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-661,155. LUMENERGI, LLC, SPARKS, NV. FILED 6-1-2006.

LUMENERGI
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION OF LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEMS AND RELATED HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DESIGN FOR OTHERS OF LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEMS AND RELATED HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-662,724. GREAT SOUTHERN TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, BROKEN ARROW, OK. FILED 7-10-2006.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "REENCUENTRO NORTEÑO" IS "NORTHERN RHYTHM ENCOUNTER".

DESIGN
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PLASTIC STORAGE BAGS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR GENERAL UTILITY BAGS MADE OF PLASTIC FOR COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
WILLIAM ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-663,069. BROADWAY KLEER-GUARD CORP., EDISON, NJ. FILED 7-14-2006.

REENCUENTRO NORTEÑO
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "REENCUENTRO NORTEÑO" IS "NORTHERN RHYTHM ENCOUNTER".
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SOUND RECORDINGS, NAMELY, PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, AUDIO CASSETTES, VIDEO CASSETTES AND COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC PERFORMED IN SPANISH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-3-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-3-2001.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-3-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-3-2001.
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HISTORIC
KENWOOD

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HISTORIC KENWOOD, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF THE HISTORIC KENWOOD NEIGHBORHOOD RESIDENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR CONDUCTING ENTERTAINMENT EXHIBITIONS IN THE NATURE OF HISTORIC HOME TOURS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-666,895. QURESHI, MOHAMMAD NASAR, ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS, NJ. FILED 10-3-2006.

QDX PATHALLIANCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PATHOLOGY LABORATORIES FOR CLINICAL GROUPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF MEDICINE AND HEALTHCARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RELENTLESS ADVANCEMENT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,544,079 AND 2,581,278.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR FOOD PRODUCT, NAMELY, A NON-CALORIC SUGAR SUBSTITUTE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION AND RECIPES CONTAINING SUGAR SUBSTITUTES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED CDS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, SHIRTS, JACKETS AND SHOES; FOOTWEAR AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,212. GROUP PUBLISHING, INC., LOVELAND, CO. FILED 10-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BEVERAGE GLASSWARE; HURRICANE GLASSES; SHOT GLASSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; POLO SHIRTS; SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING THE ENTERTAINMENT AND CONCERT EVENTS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING CONCERT HALL AND PERFORMANCE FACILITIES; CONCERT BOOKING; AND RENTAL OF CONCERT HALL AND PERFORMANCE FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LAURIE KAUFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED CDS FEATURING CHRISTIAN EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SOLD AS PART OF A MINISTRY KIT TO BE USED IN HOMES, CHURCHES AND OTHER CHRISTIAN EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-668,351. AMERICAN ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND DANCE, RESTON, VA. FILED 10-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,689,904.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, DIRECTORIES, GUIDELINES AND BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 0-0-1972; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1972.

SN 76-668,423. TEXTRON INC., PROVIDENCE, RI. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,008,207 AND 3,033,762.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR T-SHIRTS; POLO SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 0-0-1974; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1974.

SN 76-668,545. SILVER CITY BREWING COMPANY, INC., SILVERDALE, WA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR BEER AND NONALCOHOLIC CARBONATED BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

FIRST USE 9-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1996.

SN 76-668,649. PRIMAVERA TECHNOLOGIES, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR CONDUCTING SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS AND PROVIDING PUBLIC INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SPORT AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 0-0-1972; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1972.

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 2—MACHINERY

FOR REEL-TYPE LAWNMOWER ATTACHMENT SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF MAGNETICALLY-ATTACHED BEDKNIVES WITH LOCATING DOWELS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, REMOVAL/INSTALLATION TOOL FOR MAGNETIC BEDKNIVES ON REEL-TYPE LAWNMOWERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,443. TEXTRON INC., PROVIDENCE, RI. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SN 76-668,545. SILVER CITY BREWING COMPANY, INC., SILVERDALE, WA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION ON THE SUBJECT OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND THE USE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 2(F).
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCIES; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT; LAND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PLANNING AND LAYING OUT OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL COMMUNITY CONSTRUCTION; CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION OF HOUSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

LAURA HAMMEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,675. PRIMAVERA TECHNOLOGIES, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 11-7-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,835,276, 2,639,265 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, OFFERING SEMINARS AND TRAINING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND THE USE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION ON THE SUBJECT OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND THE USE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,700. MARU DISTRIBUTION, LLC, SOUTH AMBOY, NJ. FILED 11-8-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ADULT NOVELTY PRODUCTS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

RED AND BLACK
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING MARU IN BLACK WITH A STYLIZED RED FEMALE FIGURE WITH BLACK HAIR. THE FEMALE BODY INCORPORATES THE LETTER M, ALL APPEARING ABOVE THE WORDING ADULT NOVELTY PRODUCTS WHICH IS IN BLACK.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD MARU IN THE MARK IS CIRCLE.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR ADULT SEXUAL AIDS, NAMELY, ARTIFICIAL PENISES, ARTIFICIAL VAGINAS, VIBRATORS, ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC MASSAGE APPARATUS, INFLATABLE LIFE-SIZED DOLLS USED IN SEXUAL ACTIVITY (U.S. CLS. 20, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR WHIPS, RESTRAINTS IN THE NATURE OF HARNESS AND HARNESS STRAPS, ALL FOR USE AS SEXUAL AIDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR ADULT FANTASY AND BONDAGE CLOTHING, NAMELY, LINGERIE, MASQUERADE COSTUMES AND MASKS SOLD AS A UNIT WITH HOODS, BLINDFOLDS, COLLARS, AND CUFFS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,723. CREATIVE BRANDS GROUP, INC., SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR PIZZA (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2005.
CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

For metal latches, locks, hinges and handles for cabinets, drawers and closures; metal latches for multi-purpose use; lockable and padlockable metal latch assemblies; metal cam latches; metal combination operated cam latches, metal key operated cam latches and adjustable cam latches; metal compartment latches; metal hasp latches; metal draw latches and metal take-up latches; metal flush mountable, recess mountable and surface mountable latches; metal quarter-turn and half-turn latches; metal compression and swell latches; metal rotary latches; spring projected bolt latches and dead bolt latches; metal finger pull and pull ring latches; metal squeeze operated, push button operated, paddle handle operated, tool operated, trigger operated, linkage operated and cable operated latches; metal single-point, two-point and multi-point latches; metal pivot handle, slideable handle, foldable handle, d-handle, l-handle, t-handle and push button type operating assemblies for metal latches and metal locks; metal locks for multi-purpose use and parts thereof; pivot door, sliding door, folding door, overhead door and gate metal locks; combination operated and key operated metal locks and parts thereof; flush mountable and surface mountable metal locks and parts thereof; metal cam locks and metal adjustable cam locks and parts thereof; pivot handle operated, push button operated, paddle operated, tool operated, trigger operated, linkage operated and cable operated latches; single-point, two-point and multi-point latches; pivot handle, slideable handle, foldable handle, d-handle, l-handle, t-handle and push button type operating assemblies for latches and locks; pivot door, sliding door, folding door and overhead door locks; combination operated and key operated locks; flush mountable and surface mountable metal handles for doors, drawers and cabinets; lockable and padlockable metal handles; flush mountable, recess mountable and surface mountable metal handles for doors, drawers and cabinets; foldable handles, d-handles, l-handles and t-handles for doors, drawers, cabinets, latches and locks; metal hinges for general purpose use; butt, strap and lift-off metal hinges; flush mountable, recess mountable and surface mountable metal hinges; metal door hardware, namely custom washers, custom metal stampings, nameplate, semi-finished malleable iron castings; metal tie down brackets; metal general purpose rope cleats; metal tie down rings; metal pull cleats; metal escutcheons for use behind handles of the foregoing types; metal closure retainers for holding doors in open and closed positions; metal hardware, namely folding step assemblies for general purpose use and component parts for the aforementioned goods (U.S. Cls. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 and 30).


CLASS 7—MACHINERY

For gas spring units for regulating movements of closures, and mounting component parts thereof (U.S. Cls. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 and 35).


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For electrically and electronically controlled latches and locks, and component parts thereof; electromechanical latches and locks, and component parts thereof; electrically powered actuators for moving components of latches and locks, and component parts thereof; and, electrical and electronic latches and locks, and component parts thereof (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).


CLASS 12—VEHICLES

For hardware adapted for use on vehicles, namely all the following – latches, locks, hinges and handles for closures; metal passenger restraint latches and parts thereof; lockable and padlockable latch assemblies; cam latches; combination operated cam latches, key operated cam latches and adjustable cam latches; slam latches, compartment latches, hasp latches, draw latches and take-up latches; flush mountable, recess mountable and surface mountable latches, quarter-turn and half-turn latches, compression and swell latches, rotary latches, spring projected bolt latches and dead bolt latches; finger pull and pull ring latches; squeeze operated, push button operated, paddle handle operated, tool operated, trigger operated, linkage operated and cable operated latches; single-point, two-point and multi-point latches; pivot handle, slideable handle, foldable handle, d-handle, l-handle, t-handle and push button type operating assemblies for latches and locks; pivot door, sliding door, folding door and overhead door locks; combination operated and key operated locks; flush mountable and surface mountable latches, compartments, hasp latches, compartment latches, lockable and adjustable cam locks; pivot handle operated, push button operated, paddle operated, tool operated, trigger operated, linkage operated and cable operated latches; single-point, two-point and multi-point latches; pivot handle, slideable handle, foldable handle, d-handle, l-handle, t-handle and push button type operating assemblies for latches and locks; pivot door, sliding door, folding door and overhead door locks; combination operated and key operated locks; flush mountable and surface mountable latches, compartments, hasp latches, compartment latches, lockable and adjustable cam locks; pivot handle operated, push button operated, paddle operated, tool operated, trigger operated, linkage operated and cable operated latches; lock cylinders; lock catches; hasp latches for handles and locks; pull handles, grab handles, doorknobs and cabinet handles; lockable and padlockable metal handles; flush mountable, recess mountable and surface mountable metal handles for doors, drawers and cabinets; foldable handles, d-handles, l-handles and t-handles for doors, drawers, cabinets, latches and locks; metal hinges for general purpose use; butt, strap and lift-off metal hinges; flush mountable, recess mountable and surface mountable metal hinges; metal door hardware, namely custom washers, custom metal stampings, nameplate, semi-finished malleable iron castings; metal tie down brackets; metal general purpose rope cleats; metal tie down rings; metal pull cleats; metal escutcheons for use behind handles of the foregoing types; metal closure retainers for holding doors in open and closed positions; metal hardware, namely folding step assemblies for general purpose use and component parts for the aforementioned goods (U.S. Cls. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 and 30).

RECESS MOUNTABLE AND SURFACE MOUNTABLE HINGES, STRIKES, DOOR GUIDES AND DOOR HOLDERS; TIE DOWN BRACKETS; ROPE CLEATS; ROPE HOOKS; PULL CLEAT BRACKETS; ESCUTCHEONS FOR USE BEHIND HANDLES OF THE FOREGOING TYPES; CLOSURE RETAINERS FOR HOLDING DOORS IN OPEN AND CLOSED POSITIONS; FOLDING STEPS AND FOLDING STEP ASSEMBLIES AND PARTS THEREOF; BODY HANDLES, BRACKETS FOR BODY HANDLES, BUS SEAT HANDLES, SIDE DOOR CONTROLS FOR BUSES AND MOTOR COACHES, EMERGENCY DOOR CONTROLS FOR BUSES AND COACHES, FOLDING STEP IRONS, SEAT IRONS, LADDER HOLDERS, END GATE FASTENERS, PIVOT PLATES FOR END GATES, STAKE RACK FASTENERS, END GATE CATCH HOOKS, TOP HOOD BRACES, SLIDING DOOR GUIDES, YOKE ROD ENDS, LOCKS FOR USE ON VEHICLE DOORS AND CABINERY ON VEHICLES, TRAILER HITCHES, COMPONENT PARTS FOR ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).


JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-670,105. ELITE CAR WASH, LLC, CLERMONT, FL. FILED 12-8-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,121,177.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARWASH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR T-SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, POLO SHIRTS, SHORTS AND PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2006.

CLASS 27—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR AUTOMOBILE CLEANING AND CAR WASHING; AUTOMOBILE DETAILING; CARPET CLEANING; LUBRICATION, CONDITIONING AND REPAIR (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2006.

GEOFF CARY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR ANIMAL RESCUE SERVICES FOR WILD AND EXOTIC ANIMALS THAT HAVE BEEN CONFINED FROM PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 0-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2005.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING WILD ANIMAL SANCTUARY SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A PERMANENT REFUGE FOR WILD ANIMALS FOR THE PUBLIC VIEWING OF WILD ANIMALS THAT HAVE BEEN CONFINED FROM PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 0-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2005.

SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-978,495. TPB PRODUCTIONS LIMITED, HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA, CANADA, FILED 6-2-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR KEY CHAINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR POSTER, CALENDARS AND POSTCARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR MUGS AND DRINKING GLASSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY HATS, JACKETS, PULL-OVERS, AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND MOTION PICTURE FILMS; AND ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMEDY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SITTING ON A GOLDMINE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,040,757 AND 2,157,853.

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR BATH TOWELS; BEACH TOWELS; CHILDREN'S TOWELS; FACE TOWELS; GOLF TOWELS; HAND TOWELS; PILLOW SHAMS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-10-1995; IN COMMERCE 1-10-1995.
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-10-1995; IN COMMERCE 1-10-1995.
EMILY CARLSEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING POLITICAL ISSUES, KNOWING HOW TO VOTE AND KNOWING HOW TO REGISTER TO VOTE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Happy Name Day

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2006506614, FILED 9-5-2006.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR QUESTIONNAIRES ON CANDIDATE POSITIONS FOR POLITICAL OFFICE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR DELIVERY OF PERSONALIZED GREETING CARDS TO OTHERS VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING A SELECTION OF ON-LINE ELECTRONIC GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
EMILY CARLSEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Harpworld

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SOUND RECORDINGS featuring HARP (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR SHEET MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR COMPOSITION OF MUSIC FOR OTHERS; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS; INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC; MUSIC COMPOSITION AND TRANSCRIPTION FOR OTHERS; MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR OTHERS; MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES; MUSIC PUBLISHING SERVICES; MUSIC TRANSCRIPTION FOR OTHERS; PRESENTATION OF MUSICAL PERFORMANCE. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR PANTS, SKIRTS, JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES AND ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR PAINTBALL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, PAINTBALL GUNS, PAINTBALLS, AMMUNITION PODS AND CARRYING PACKS THEREFOR, PAINTBALL TEAM MARKERS, AND PAINTBALL ARMOR, PADS, FACE MASKS, HEADSHIELDS, KNEEPADS, CHESTPADS, HIP PADS, Padded JEANS, PADDED PANTS, AND GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING AND PARTICIPATING IN PAINTBALL COMPETITIONS, LIVE PERFORMANCES OF A PAINTBALL TEAM, AND TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPETITIVE PAINTBALL. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
T.R.U. BALL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BALL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ONLINE MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES Featuring GOLF PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STYLUS ONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ONLINE MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES Featuring GOLF PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STYLUS TWO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

HEATH & HENRY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR ANTIBACTERIAL SKIN SOAPS; ANTIBACTERIAL SOAP; BODY AND BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY LOTION; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BODY CARE; COSMETICS; DEODORANT SOAP; DEODORANTS FOR BODY CARE; EYE COMPRESSES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; FACE AND BODY LOTIONS; FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE; HAIR SHAMPOO; HAND SOAPS; LIQUID BATH SOAPS; LIQUID SOAP; LOTIONS FOR FACE AND BODY CARE; PERFUMES; POTPOURRI; ROOM FRAGRANCES; SHAMPOOS; SOAPS FOR BODY CARE; SUN-BLOCK LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR AIR FRESHENERS; ROOM FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-007,515. TOMORROW'S RESOURCES UNLIMITED, INC., MADISON HEIGHTS, VA. FILED 9-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF OUTLINE OF TOP PART OF A GOLF BALL WITH COURSE BELOW, INSIDE OF GOLF BALL ARE FOUR CRESCENT MOON SHAPES.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ONLINE MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING GOLF PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-008,457. LEROSE ENTERPRISES, INC., FREDERICKSBURG, VA. FILED 9-27-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,507,630.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NUTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY BEACHWEAR, BOXER SHORTS, HEADWEAR, DRESSES, LOUNGEWEAR, NIGHTWEAR, SHIRTS, SLEEPWEAR, SWIMWEAR, T-SHIRTS, TROUSERS, AND UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-12-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-12-1999.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER CARRYING CASES, HAND BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS; TRAVEL BAGS; CLUTCH BAGS; SATCHELS; LUGGAGE; KNAPSACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR STAPLE FOODS, NAMELY CANDY, CHOCOLATE COVERED NUTS, HOT SAUCE, POPCORN, SALSA, SAUCES, SEASONINGS, AND SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF CRACKERS, PRETZELS, CANDIED NUTS, AND/OR POPPED POPCORN (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-12-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-12-1999.

JESSICA A. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,023,095 AND 3,026,873.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "B".

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR HOLDERS IN THE NATURE OF SPECIALTY HOLSTERS AND CARRYING CASES, ALL SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR HANDHELD COMPUTERS, LAPTOP COMPUTERS, WIRELESS PHONES, PAGERS, CAMERAS, VIDEO CAMCORDERS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, PORTABLE COMMUNICATION DEVICES, NAMELY, TWO-WAY RADIOS, TWO-WAY PAGERS AND RADIO PAGERS, PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYERS, NAMELY, MP3 PLAYERS AND DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS, PORTABLE ELECTRONIC RECORDERS, NAMELY DIGITAL AUDIO AND DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS, AND PORTABLE LISTENING DEVICES, NAMELY, MP3 PLAYERS AND DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS; BACKPACKS, BRIEFCASES, AND LUGGAGE, ALL SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR HANDHELD COMPUTERS, LAPTOP COMPUTERS, WIRELESS PHONES, PAGERS, CAMERAS, VIDEO CAMCORDERS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, PORTABLE COMMUNICATION DEVICES, NAMELY, TWO-WAY RADIOS, TWO-WAY PAGERS AND RADIO PAGERS, PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYERS, NAMELY, MP3 PLAYERS AND DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS, PORTABLE ELECTRONIC RECORDERS, NAMELY DIGITAL AUDIO AND DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS, AND PORTABLE LISTENING DEVICES, NAMELY, MP3 PLAYERS AND DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
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CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR THERMAL INSULATED BOTTLE TOTE BAGS AND CONTAINERS FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGES; THERMAL INSULATED TOTE BAGS WITH SHOCK RESISTANT PROPERTIES FOR CARRYING WINE BOTTLES AND OTHER GLASS BOTTLES CONTAINING BEVERAGES; WINE BOTTLE CRADLES; THERMALLY INSULATED WRAP FOR CANS TO KEEP CONTENTS COLD OR HOT; CONTAINERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL FOR HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN USE; NEOPRENE BOTTLE HOLDERS; INSULATING NEOPRENE SLEEVE HOLDERS FOR BEVERAGE CANS; THERMAL INSULATED LUNCH BAGS, LUNCH BOXES, LUNCH PAILS; THERMAL INSULATED WRAPS FOR CONTAINERS AND BOTTLES TO KEEP CONTENTS THEREIN COLD OR HOT; PORTABLE BEVERAGE COOLERS; HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS NAMELY CORKSCREWS, STRAINERS, SPATULAS, GRATERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GIRL OF THE YEAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, CHILDREN'S BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-009,04. RUDSAK INC., MONTREAL, CANADA. FILED 9-28-2006.

RUDSAK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,037,313.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ARRANGING FOR OTHERS THE REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT OF RESIDENTIAL APPLIANCES, MAJOR HOME SYSTEMS, UTILITIES, AND PARTS PROVIDED BY OTHERS PURSUANT TO SERVICE AGREEMENTS; ISSUING HOME SERVICE CONTRACTS, NAMELY ARRANGING FOR OTHERS THE REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT OF RESIDENTIAL APPLIANCES; ISSUING HOME REPAIR REFERRAL CONTRACTS, NAMELY, MAKING REFERRALS IN THE FIELD OF HOME REPAIR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR ISSUING HOME WARRANTIES, NAMELY, UNDERWRITING EXTENDED WARRANTY CONTRACTS IN THE FIELD OF HOMES AND APPLIANCES; INSURANCE UNDERWRITING IN THE FIELD OF PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY AND RISK MANAGEMENT FOR REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS, HOME INSPECTORS, PURCHASERS OF RESIDENCES, SELLERS OF RESIDENCES, HOME BUILDERS AND HOME REPAIR CONTRACTORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SILIKOPON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUER, COLORANTS AND COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVE COATINGS TO PROTECT AGAINST RUST AND DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAINTS, VARNISHES, COATINGS, LACQUERS, AND DYESTUFFS; MORDANTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAINTS, VARNISHES, COATINGS, LACQUERS, AND DYESTUFFS; RAW NATURAL RESINS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF RESINS AND FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
REBECCA GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MICROBUILD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING POPULATION, POPULATION DENSITY, AND POPULATION PROJECTION INFORMATION FOR GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS TO OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REAL ESTATE SITE SELECTION AND IDENTIFICATION SERVICES FOR REAL ESTATE AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KING COBRA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 657,078, 2,705,366 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR TRAVEL BAGS AND BACKPACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ORB WITH A GRID AND THE LETTERS OLOC OVERLAID. THE OS HAVE ADDED DESCENDERS WHICH GIVE THE LETTERS THE LOOK OF THE FEMALE SYMBOL.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR GREETING CARDS; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF AGEISM; PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF AGEISM (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELDS OF AGEISM; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING INFORMAL PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF AGEISM, USING ON-LINE ACTIVITIES AND INTERACTIVE EXHIBITS, AND PRINTABLE MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 0-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.
DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-012,659. THE GADBERRY GROUP, LLC, LITTLE ROCK, AR. FILED 10-3-2006.

SN 77-013,256. COBRA GOLF INCORPORATED, CARLSBAD, CA. FILED 10-4-2006.

JEWELRY GO ROUND, LLC, ELKHORN, WI. FILED 10-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JEWELRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR JEWELRY BOXES OF METAL; METAL BOXES; METAL LOCK BOXES; METAL SAFES; METAL STRONG BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR CABINETS; FURNITURE; FURNITURE CHESTS; FURNITURE, NAMELY, DISPLAY UNITS; FURNITURE, NAMELY, DRESSERS; JEWELRY BOXES NOT OF METAL; JEWELRY CASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; NON-METAL LOCK BOXES; WOOD BOXES; WOODEN JEWELLERY BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 90).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-017,873. THE KEMPE FOUNDATION FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT, DENVER, CO. FILED 10-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FOUNDATION FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PUBLIC ADVOCACY SERVICES TO PROMOTE THE INTERESTS OF CHILDREN RELATING TO LEGISLATIVE AND PUBLIC POLICY MATTERS IN THE FIELD OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF CHILD ABUSE AND THE PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE THROUGH THE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION AND MATERIALS THROUGH A VARIETY OF MEDIUMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-17-2006.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-17-2006.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 4-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-17-2006.

DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Shopisode

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS, SERVICES, BRAND IDENTITY AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND NEWS OF THIRD PARTIES THROUGH PRINT, AUDIO, VIDEO, DIGITAL AND ON-LINE MEDIA; PROVIDING CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES AND MAKING REFERRALS IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES FOR PRODUCTS, SERVICES, EVENTS, ACTIVITIES, FACILITIES AND LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SMUGMUG

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR STREAMING OF VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROCESSING OF VIDEO DATA, NAMELY, INTERPRETING VIDEO CONTENT AND IDENTIFYING SEGMENTS THAT CONTAIN PREDEFINED KEY EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Alohalana

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE JOURNALS, NAMELY, ONLINE BLOGS FEATURING PHOTOGRAPHS AND INFORMATION ABOUT PHOTOGRAPHY, TRAVEL AND TOPICS OF GENERAL INTEREST (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MICHAEL TANNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RENEWABLE FUELS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,403,533 AND 2,403,534. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RENEWABLE FUELS" AND "OIL COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
"THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLACK SQUARE BACKGROUND WITH AN IMAGE OF THE EARTH (PRIMARILY WESTERN HEMISPHERE) WITH THE WORDS ATLAS OIL COMPANY ACROSS THE CENTER OF THE EARTH AND THE WORDS RENEWABLE FUELS AND PROTECTING OUR FUTURE ARRANGED CIRCUMFERENTIALLY AROUND THE EARTH."

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR RENEWABLE FUELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE OF FUELS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS AND DIGITAL VIDEOS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 77-017,876. DELIVERY AGENT, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 10-10-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RESTAURANT FRANCHISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-5-2006.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 9-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-5-2006.
CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR CHICKEN; FRIED MEAT; POULTRY; PREPARED MEAT; SEASONED POULTRY (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RESTAURANT FRANCHISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR CARRY-OUT RESTAURANTS; FAST FOOD AND NON-STOP RESTAURANT SERVICES; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANTS; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANTS AND SNACKBARS; RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANTS; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
COLLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POLLO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The English translation of the word Pollo in the Mark is Chicken.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR DIPS; SNACK DIPS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR HOT SAUCE; PICANTE SAUCE; PIZZA SAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).
JESSICA A. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF AN EVERGREEN TREE IN A CIRCLE.
Liquid Armor

STF Armor

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIQUID" FOR CLASS 1 AND "ARMOR" FOR CLASSES 9, 24 AND 28, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICAL AGENTS FOR IMPREGNATING, BINDING OR COATING OF TEXTILES, FURS AND LEATHER, NON-WOVENS AND FABRICS; CHEMICALS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FABRIC OR TEXTILES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR BULLET-PROOF VESTS AND CLOTHING; PROTECTIVE CLOTHING; PROTECTIVE GLOVES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; PROTECTIVE HEAD GUARDS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; PROTECTIVE HELMETS; PROTECTIVE HELMETS FOR SPORTS; PROTECTIVE INDUSTRIAL BOOTS; PROTECTIVE INDUSTRIAL SHOES; PROTECTIVE WORK GLOVES; SHOES FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS AND FIRE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR BALLISTIC RESISTANT FABRICS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF BULLETPROOF AND BLAST PROOF CLOTHING, SHOES AND BULLET PROOF AND BLAST PROOF GARMENTS AND SHIELDS; TEXTILE FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING; TEXTILE USED AS LINING FOR CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR; ATHLETIC SHOES; ATHLETIC UNIFORMS; FOOTWEAR FOR TRACK AND FIELD ATHLETICS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR ARM GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE; ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GUARDS FOR SHINS; ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MOUTH GUARDS; ATHLETIC PROTECTIVE PADS FOR FOOTBALL, SOCCER, BASKETBALL, VOLLEYBALL, AUTO RACING, HOCKEY, BASEBALL, RUGBY, INLINE SKATING, SKATEBOARDING, SKIING, AND SNOWBOARDING FOR PROTECTING THE HEAD, NECK AND THROAT, SHOULDERS, UPPER ARMS, ELBOWS, FOREARMS, HANDS, CHEST, BACK, HIPS, THIGHS, KNEES, SHINS AND CALVES, FEET, AND TAILBONE; ELBOW GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE; ELBOW PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE; KNEE GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE; KNEE PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE; LEG GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE; SHIN GUARDS FOR ATHLETIC USE; SHIN PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE; SHOULDER PADS FOR ATHLETIC USE; THROAT PROTECTORS FOR ATHLETIC USE; UMPIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SONA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PLATFORMS FOR COLLECTION AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION TO VARIOUS INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES AND DVD'S FEATURING EXERCISE, FITNESS AND DIETARY INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING CONSULTING; ON-LINE MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING CONSULTING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY DOWNLOADABLE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING FUNDING SOURCES AND DISBURSEMENTS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT AND EXPANSION PROJECTS AND OTHER RELATED MANAGEMENT TRACKING APPLICATIONS FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
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CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE, NAMELY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING FUNDING SOURCES AND DISBURSEMENTS FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT OR EXPANSION PROJECTS AND OTHER RELATED MANAGEMENT TRACKING APPLICATIONS FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,967. TF ASSOCIATION, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR PRECIOUS STONES, NAMELY TANZANITE AND JEWELRY INCORPORATING TANZANITE (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR OTHERS MAINLY THE DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED MATERIALS AND VIA AN ONLINE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORK; PROMOTING THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF PRECIOUS GEMSTONES AND JEWELRY BY PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS AND INFORMATION IN AN ELECTRONIC SITE ACCESSED VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-028,156. NERDS ON SITE INC., LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 10-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PIZZA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR PIZZA (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,106. SAMUEL AARON, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, NY. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,644,312.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR PERFUMES; COSMETICS, NAMELY, SKIN CARE LOTIONS, CREAMS, GELS, FACIAL MAKEUP, NAMELY, EYE MAKEUP, BLUSH, LIPSTICK, FOUNDATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR EYEGLASSES, SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,644,312.

SN 77-028,156. NERDS ON SITE INC., LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 10-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

LOCAL NERDS. GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE.
CLASS 14—JEWELRY
    FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
    FOR HANDBAGS, WALLETS, TOTE BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
    FOR APPAREL, NAMELY, BLOUSES, T-SHIRTS, SLACKS, JEANS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SCARVES, BELTS, HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,249. SPIEGLER BRAKE SYSTEMS USA, LLC, DAYTON, OH. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERFORMANCE PARTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


CLASS 12—VEHICLES
    FOR PARTS FOR MOTORCYCLES, NAMELY BRAKE LINES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
    FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PARTS FOR MOTORCYCLES, ALL TERRAIN VEHICLES AND AUTOMOBILES; WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING PARTS FOR MOTORCYCLES, ALL TERRAIN VEHICLES AND AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.

RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,940. CAREY INTERNATIONAL, INC., WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 10-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,107,533.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
    FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1997.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
    FOR DELICATESSENS; RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1997.

RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,761. BIPIN, PATEL, MISSOULA, MT. FILED 10-26-2006.


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
    FOR TRAVEL MANAGEMENT; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS CONFERENCES, MEETINGS AND EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,940. CAREY INTERNATIONAL, INC., WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 10-26-2006.
CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRANSPORTATION RESERVATION SERVICES; ONLINE TRANSPORTATION RESERVATION SERVICES; TRANSPORTATION RESERVATION SERVICES NAMELY, GROUND TRANSPORTATION SERVICES FEATURING A FREQUENT CUSTOMER BONUS PROGRAM; ARRANGING TRAVEL TOURS; COORDINATING TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS FOR INDIVIDUALS AND FOR GROUPS; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES; TRAVEL BOOKING AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING TRAVEL LODGING INFORMATION SERVICES AND TRAVEL LODGING BOOKING AGENCY SERVICES FOR TRAVELERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WILLIAM ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,949. CURRENT TO CURRENT CORPORATION, BURLINGTON, MA. FILED 10-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF EQUIPMENT USED IN THE GENERATION, TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR UTILITY SERVICES, NAMELY TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICITY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR TECHNOLOGY CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY, ENERGY CONSERVATION AND ELECTRICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,164. ROLL SYSTEMS, INC., BURLINGTON, MA. FILED 10-27-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,241,539.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "R" SUGGESTIVE OF A ROLL OF MATERIAL BEING FED. SEC. 2(F) AS TO "R".

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR PAPER HANDLING MACHINES FOR THE HIGH-VOLUME FEEDING, SORTING, BURSTING, CUTTING, FOLDING, SEPARATING, TRANSFERRING, PRINTING, TRANSPORTING, UNWINDING, REWINDING, STACKING, INSPECTING, CONTROLLING, BUFFERING AND GENERAL HANDLING OF WEBS AND SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


B. Jolley productions

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PRODUCTIONS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING FOR THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY; CONCEPT AND BRAND DEVELOPMENT IN THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY; MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS AND PROMOTION SERVICES RELATED THERETO; PUBLICITY CONSULTATION; PUBLIC RELATIONS; MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS IN THE NATURE OF CONCERT AND TOUR MANAGEMENT AND PROMOTION SERVICES RELATED THERETO (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-27-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-27-2006.

JESSICA A. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,164. ROLL SYSTEMS, INC., BURLINGTON, MA. FILED 10-27-2006.

D. Jolley productions

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PRODUCTIONS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 27—MACHINERY

FOR PAPER HANDLING MACHINES FOR THE HIGH-VOLUME FEEDING, SORTING, BURSTING, CUTTING, FOLDING, SEPARATING, TRANSFERRING, PRINTING, TRANSPORTING, UNWINDING, REWINDING, STACKING, INSPECTING, CONTROLLING, BUFFERING AND GENERAL HANDLING OF WEBS AND SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PAPER HANDLING MACHINES FOR THE TRACKING AND INSPECTING OF WEBS AND SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEW UNDERSTANDINGS AWAKEN WORLDWIDE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, TRAINING MANUALS AND BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF SELF AWARENESS, SPIRITUALITY, SELF-HELP AND PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT SUBJECT MATTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ARRANGING OF SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES; EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS IN SELF AWARENESS, SPIRITUALITY, SELF-HELP AND PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT SUBJECT MATTERS AND DISTRIBUTING MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The Shechinah Monarchy

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC, SONGS TEACHING SELF IMPROVEMENT, SONGS TEACHING SCIENCE, SONGS TEACHING RELIGION, SONGS TEACHING BUSINESS, SONGS TEACHING ART; CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL MUSIC, CD'S AND DVDS; DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES, GRAPHICS AND MUSIC VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC, SONGS TEACHING SELF IMPROVEMENT, SONGS TEACHING SCIENCE, SONGS TEACHING RELIGION, SONGS TEACHING BUSINESS, SONGS TEACHING ART; MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC, SONGS TEACHING SELF IMPROVEMENT, SONGS TEACHING SCIENCE, SONGS TEACHING RELIGION, SONGS TEACHING BUSINESS, SONGS TEACHING ART; VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC, SONGS TEACHING SELF IMPROVEMENT, SONGS TEACHING SCIENCE, SONGS TEACHING RELIGION, SONGS TEACHING BUSINESS; SONGS TEACHING ART; VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC, SONGS TEACHING SELF IMPROVEMENT, SONGS TEACHING SCIENCE, SONGS TEACHING RELIGION, SONGS TEACHING BUSINESS, SONGS TEACHING ART; SIGNS AND SIGNS TEACHING SELF IMPROVEMENT, SONGS TEACHING SCIENCE, SONGS TEACHING RELIGION, SONGS TEACHING BUSINESS, SONGS TEACHING ART; SOUVENIRS FEATURING MUSIC, SONGS TEACHING SELF IMPROVEMENT, SONGS TEACHING SCIENCE, SONGS TEACHING RELIGION, SONGS TEACHING BUSINESS, SONGS TEACHING ART; TOYS FEATURING MUSIC, SONGS TEACHING SELF IMPROVEMENT, SONGS TEACHING SCIENCE, SONGS TEACHING RELIGION, SONGS TEACHING BUSINESS, SONGS TEACHING ART; MUSICAL CD'S AND DVDS; MUSICAL SIGNS; MUSICAL TOYS; SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSICAL RHYTHMS; MUSICAL CD'S AND DVDS; MUSICAL SIGNS; MUSICAL TOYS; VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSICAL RHYTHMS; MUSICAL CD'S AND DVDS; MUSICAL SIGNS; MUSICAL TOYS; AUDIO AND VISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING SPEECHES ON MUSIC, ART, SCIENCE, RELIGION, BUSINESS WITH INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO DO BETTER IN EACH FIELD; VISUAL RECORDINGS AND AUDIO VISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND ANIMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, ART, SCIENCE, RELIGION, BUSINESS, PSYCHOLOGY, RENDERED THROUGH LIVE SPEECHES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE SPEECHES IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, ART, SCIENCE, RELIGION, BUSINESS, PSYCHOLOGY, RENDERED THROUGH LIVE SPEECHES; EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, ART, SCIENCE, RELIGION, BUSINESS, PSYCHOLOGY, RENDERED THROUGH CORRESPONDENCE COURSES; EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, ART, SCIENCE, RELIGION, BUSINESS, PSYCHOLOGY, RENDERED THROUGH VIDEO CONFERENCE; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, AND MUSICAL, VARIETY, NEWS AND COMEDY SHOWS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, MUSICAL BAND, ROCK GROUP, GYMNASTIC, DANCE, AND BALLETT PERFORMANCES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, RADIO PERFORMANCE; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, AN ONLINE ACTIVITY WHERE YOU CREATE YOUR OWN MUSIC VIDEOS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, MUSICAL VIDEOS, RELATED FILM CLIPS, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE REVIEWS OF MUSIC ARTISTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PRERECORDED MUSIC, INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, ART, SCIENCE, RELIGION, BUSINESS, PSYCHOLOGY, RENDERED THROUGH THE INTERNET AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY LIVE PERFORMANCES BY MUSICAL BANDS; INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, ART, SCIENCE, RELIGION, BUSINESS, PSYCHOLOGY; MUSIC COMPOSITION AND TRANSCRIPTION FOR OTHERS; MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR OTHERS; MUSIC PUBLISHING SERVICES; PLANNING ARRANGEMENT OF SHOWING MOVIES, SHOWS, PLAYS OR MUSICAL PERFORMANCES; PRESENTATION OF MUSICAL PERFORMANCE; PRODUCTION OF SOUND AND MUSIC VIDEO RECORDINGS; PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR MOVIES, SHOWS, PLAYS; MUSIC OR EDUCATIONAL TRAINING; TEACHING IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, ART, SCIENCE, RELIGION, BUSINESS, PSYCHOLOGY; THEATRE AND MUSICAL FLOOR SHOWS PROVIDED AT DISCOTHEQUES AND NIGHTCLUBS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
NAPOLEON SHARMA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
muscle daddy

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BOARD SHORTS; BOXER BRIEFS; BOXER SHORTS; BRIEFS; BRIEFS; CAP VISORS; CAPS; CAPS WITH VISORS; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN WRESTLING GAMES; FABRIC BELTS; GLOVES; GOLF CAPS; GOLF SHIRTS; GYM SHORTS; HEADWEAR; KNITTED CAPS; LEATHER BELTS; MOTORCYCLE GLOVES; OPEN-NECKED SHIRTS; RUGBY SHORTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRTS; SOCKS; SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS WITH SHORT SLEEVES; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, HAND WRAPS; ATHLETIC SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, ATHLETIC WRIST AND JOINT SUPPORTS; ATHLETIC SUPPORTERS; JOCK STRAPS; WEIGHT LIFTING BELTS; WEIGHT LIFTING BELTS; WEIGHT LIFTING GLOVES; WORK-OUT GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE CHAT ROOMS AND ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG USERS IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL INTEREST (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FREE KARAOKE FROM SONG
SING SING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KARAOKE", "SONG", AND "SING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING A METHOD OF INSTRUCTION FOR DEVELOPING VOICE-OVER/VOICE ACTING SKILLS; DOWNLOADABLE MULTIMEDIA FILE CONTAINING ARTWORK, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, GAMES, AND INTERNET WEB LINKS RELATING TO A METHOD OF INSTRUCTION FOR DEVELOPING VOICE-OVER/VOICE ACTING SKILLS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS FEATURING INSTRUCTION FOR VOICE-OVER/VOICE ACTING SKILLS RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA; SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING A METHOD OF INSTRUCTION FOR DEVELOPING VOICE-OVER/VOICE ACTING SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF VOICE-OVER/VOICE ACTING INSTRUCTION THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND AUDIO PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND BY RENDERING SALES PROMOTION ADVICE; ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS, SERVICES, BRAND IDENTITY AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND NEWS OF THIRD PARTIES THROUGH PRINT, AUDIO, VIDEO, DIGITAL, AND ON-LINE MEDIUM; PRODUCING AUDIO OR VIDEO INFOMERCIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR BROADCASTING SERVICES AND PROVISION OF TELECOMMUNICATION ACCESS TO VIDEO AND AUDIO CONTENT PROVIDED VIA A VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE VIA THE INTERNET; COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, TRANSMITTING STREAMED SOUND AND AUDIO-VISUAL RECORDINGS VIA THE INTERNET; STREAMING OF AUDIO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PRODUCTION OF SOUND AND MUSIC VIDEO RECORDINGS; PROVIDING VOICE OVERS FOR TAPES, RECORDS AND OTHER RECORDED MEDIA; RECORDING STUDIOS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL, WORKPLACE, AND PUBLIC AREA SECURITY AND THREAT ASSESSMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2002.

GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC; VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC, ENTERTAINMENT, TELEVISION, FILM, ANIMATION, THE ARTS, COMEDY, DRAMA, NEWS, FASHION, LIFESTYLES, CULTURE, SPORTS, POLITICS, AND ELECTRONICS; PRERECORDED MUSIC ON CD AND DVD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AND INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING SPACE VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS OVER THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASES AND ONLINE SEARCHABLE DATABASES FEATURING CLASSIFIED LISTINGS AND WANT ADS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE CHAT ROOMS AND ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG USERS IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL INTEREST; PROVIDING EMAIL AND INSTANT MESSAGING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, HOSTING ONLINE WEB FACILITIES FOR OTHERS FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING ONLINE MEETINGS, GATHERINGS, AND INTERACTIVE DISCUSSIONS; AND COMPUTER SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CUSTOMIZED WEB PAGES FEATURING USER-DEFINED INFORMATION, PERSONAL PROFILES AND INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRONIC MEDIA, NAMELY AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPACT DISCS, TAPES, VIDEOS AND DVDS FEATURING INFORMATION ON INSURANCE AND LOSS CLAIMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY SERIES OF NON-FICTION BOOKS, MANUALS AND WORKBOOKS IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE AND LOSS CLAIMS; JOURNALS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS AND NEWS PAPERS PERTAINING TO INSURANCE AND LOSS CLAIMS; PAPER PRODUCTS, NAMELY BOOKMARKS, BOOK COVERS; CALENDARS, DIARIES AND AGENDAS; GREETING CARDS; PROMOTIONAL POSTCARDS FOR THIRD PARTIES; AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 30).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE AND LOSS CLAIMS; ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CDs, DVDS, BOOKS AND TRAINING MATERIALS PERTAINING TO INSURANCE AND LOSS CLAIMS; INSURANCE AND LOSS CLAIMS AUDITING SERVICES, AND PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO COMMERCIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY BROADCASTING RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND FILMS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMMUNICATIONS BY TELEPHONE AND FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION; ELECTRONIC, ELECTRIC AND DIGITAL TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, IMAGES, SOUND, SIGNAL, AND MESSAGES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF BOOKS, E-ZINES AND NEWSLETTERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF GREETING CARDS AND MAILERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TRANSMISSIONS OF INFORMATION, NAMELY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA, AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION BY ELECTRONIC MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

VERDICT SYSTEMS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SYSTEMS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

EMILY CARLSEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-032,730. VERDICT SYSTEMS, L.L.C., TEMPE, AZ. FILED 10-30-2006.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SOFTWARE FOR LITIGATION DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT AND FOR CREATING LITIGATION-RELATED ELECTRONIC MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR LEGAL SUPPORT SERVICES AND CONSULTATION, NAMELY, LITIGATION TECHNOLOGY AND TRIAL PRESENTATION CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-31-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1999.
ADA HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-032,866. INNOLUME GMBH, DORTMUND, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 10-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR OPTOELECTRONIC AND MICROELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, NAMELY DIODES, LASER DIODES, LIGHT EMITTING DIODES, TRANSISTORS, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, SEMICONDUCTOR CHIPS, HIGH FREQUENCY SEMICONDUCTOR CHIPS, SEMICONDUCTOR CHIPS FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; OPTICAL AMPLIFIERS; PHOTODETECTORS; OPTICAL SWITCHES; OPTICAL FILTERS; OPTICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF LASER TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS AND THE CONNECTIVE MEDIA, NAMELY OPTICAL FIBER OR WAVEGUIDES; WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF LASER TRANSMITTERS, MULTIPLEXERS, CONNECTIVE MEDIA NAMELY OPTICAL FIBER OR WAVEGUIDES, DEMULTIPLEXERS, SWITCHES, AND RECEIVERS; SEMICONDUCTOR WAFERS, SILICON WAFERS, GALLIUM NITRIDE WAFERS, EPITAXIAL WAFERS, WAFERS WITH SEMICONDUCTOR LAYERS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR SIGNAL MEASUREMENT, GENERATION AND CONTROL, NAMELY MODE LOCKED LASERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE TRAINING COURSES, CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS FOR HOMEOWNERS AND PROSPECTIVE HOME BUYERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-033,484. WUNDERMAN, NATHAN, SANTA MONICA, CA. FILED 10-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR POSTERS, COMIC BOOKS, CALENDARS, NOTECARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SANDRA MANIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,832,818.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING COMPUTER NETWORK USERS AND MANAGING ACCESS TO COMPUTER DATA; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING COMPUTER NETWORK USERS AND MANAGING ACCESS TO COMPUTER DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ABSORBENT PADS OF PAPER AND CELLULOSE FOR USE IN FOOD PACKAGING; ACID-RESISTANT PAPER; ADDING MACHINE PAPER; ADHESIVE NOTE PAPER; ADVERTISING SIGNS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD; ALUMINUM FOIL LAMINATED PAPER FOR PRINTING PURPOSES; ART PAPER; AUTOMATIC PAPER CLIP DISPENSING MACHINES FOR OFFICE OR STATIONERY USE; BABIES' DIAPERS OF PAPER; BANNERS OF PAPER; BLANK OR PARTIALLY PRINTED PAPER LABELS; BLANK PAPER COMPUTER TAPES; BLANK PAPER COMPUTER TAPES FOR RECORDING PROGRAMS; BLANK PAPER TAPES AND CARDS FOR THE RECORDING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS; BLOTTING PAPER; BONDED PAPER; BOOKCOVER PAPER; BOXES OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD; BURP PADS OF PAPER; BUSINESS CARD PAPER; CALENDAR-FINISHED PAPER; CARDBOARD MADE FROM PAPER MULBERRY (SENKASI); CARRYING CASES MADE OF PAPER; CELLOPHANE PAPER; COASTERS MADE OF PAPER; COLLAPSIBLE BOXES OF PAPER; COMPUTER PAPER; CONSTRUCTION PAPER; CONTAINERS FOR ICE MADE OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD; COPPER PAPER; COPY PAPER; CORRUGATED BOARD AND PAPER CONTAINERS; CORK PAPER; COSMETIC REMOVING PAPER; CRAFT PAPER; CREPE PAPER; CREPE PAPER FOR MEDICAL, SANITARY OR DOMESTIC USE; CUSHIONING OR PADDING MADE OF PAPER FOR PACKING PURPOSES; DECORATIVE PAPER CENTERPIECES; DIGITAL PRINTING PAPER; DIRECTORY PAPER; DRAWING PAPER; DUPLICATING PAPER; DYE-SUBLIMATION PRINT PAPER; EKG PAPER; ELECTROCARDIograph PAPER; ELECTROSTATIC PAPER; EMBROIDERY DESIGN PATTERN PAPER; ENVELOPE PAPER; ENVELOPE PAPERS; FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION PAPER; FIBER PAPER; FILLER PAPER; FILTER PAPER; FILTERING PAPER; FLUORESCENT PAPER; FOLDING PAPER; GARBAGE BAGS OF PAPER; GARBAGE BAGS OF PAPER; GIFT WRAP PAPER; GIFT WRAP PAPER; GLASSINE PAPER; GRAPH PAPER; GROCERY PAPER; GUMMED PAPER; GUNPOwDER WRAPPING PAPER; HAND TOWELS OF PAPER; HEAT SENSITIVE PAPER; HEAT TRANSFER PAPER; HONEYCOMB PAPER; HYGIENIC PAPER; ILLUSTRATION PAPER; ImitATION LEATHER PAPER; INDIA PAPER; INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING CONTAINERS OF PAPER; JAPANESE CEREMONIAL PAPER STRINGS (MIZUHIKI); JAPANESE HANDI-
CRAFT PAPER; JAPANESE PAPER; JAPANESE PAPER (TOKINOKO-GAMI); KEN-KENI PAPER; LAMINATED PAPER; LASER PRINT PAPER; LASER PRINTING PAPER; LETTER PAPER; LETTERHEAD PAPER; LIGHTING PAPER; LUMINOUS PAPER; MAGAZINE PAPER; MAGNETIC PAPER; MANUFACTURE PAPER; MASKING PAPER; METALLIC OR REINFORCED PLASTIC PAPER; METAL DECORATIONS; MILDEWPROOF PAPER; MIMEGRA-PHOTOPAPER; MODELING MATERIALS FOR USE IN MOLDING FRAGRANCES AND COSMETICS; PAPER CARTRONS FOR DELIVERING GOODS; PAPER CARTRONS FOR SEATING CONTAINERS; PAPER CONTAINERS; PAPER CONTAINING MICA; PAPER COVERS FOR TELEPHONE BOOKS; PAPER CUTTERS; PAPER DRYERS; PAPER DIE CUT SHAPES; PAPER DISPLAY BOXES; PAPER DOILIES; PAPER DROP CLOTHS; PAPER EMBOSSERS; PAPER ENVELOPES FOR PACKAGING; PAPER EXPANDING FILES; PAPER FASTENERS; PAPER FILTERS FOR COFFEE MAKERS; PAPER FLAGS; PAPER FLOWER POT COVERS; PAPER FOLDERS; PAPER FOLDING MACHINES AND APPARATUS FOR PAPER FOLDING MACHINES; PAPER FOR OFFICE USE; PAPER FOR BAGS AND SACKS; PAPER FOR JAPANESE INDOOR SLIDING PARTITIONS; PAPER FOR JAPANESE SLIDING SCREENS (SHOJI-GAMI); PAPER FOR PHOTOCOPIES; PAPER FOR PHOTOCOPYING; PAPER FOR RECORDING MACHINES; PAPER FOR USE AS MATERIAL OF STOCK CERTIFICATES (SHOKENSHI); PAPER FOR USE IN THE GRAPHIC ARTS INDUSTRY; PAPER FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COVERED WITH LEATHER; PAPER FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FRAGRANCES AND COSMETICS; PAPER FOR WRAPPING FLOWERS AND FLORAL DISPLAYS; TYPEWRITER PAPER; UNPRINTED PAPER; UNPRINTED PAPER; PAPER; WRITING INSTRUMENTS; PENS, PENCILS, MECHANICAL PENCILS, ERASERS, MARKERS, CRAYONS, HIGHLIGHTERS, FOLDERS, NOTEBOOKS, PAPER, GRADUATED RULERS, PROTRACTORS, PAPER CLIPS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, WRITING GRIPS, GLUE AND BOOK MARKS; SEMI-PROCESSED PAPER; SHELF PAPER; SPECIALTY PAPERS; VEGETABLE PARCHMENT, FOR USE IN FOOD WRAPPING; THERMOPAPER; PROCESSING AND PACKAGING APPLICATIONS, STATIONERY, WRITING PAPER, PRINTING PAPER; ENVELOPES; STENCIL PAPER; STENCIL, PAPER; STORAGE CONTAINERS MADE OF PAPER; STRIPS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD; TISSUE PAPER; WRAP-AROUNDS; CORSETS; DUSTERS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, NECK TUBES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, KNEE WARMERS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, ARM WARMERS; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN WRESTLING GAMES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN JUDO PRACTICES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN JUDO PRACTICES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN MARTIAL ARTS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, WRAP-AROUNDS; CORSETS; DUSTERS; FOULARDS; HOODS; INFANT AND TODDLER CLOTHING, NAMELY, NECK TUBES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, KNEE WARMERS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, ARM WARMERS; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN WRESTLING GAMES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN JUDO PRACTICES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN MARTIAL ARTS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, WRAP-AROUNDS; CORSETS; DUSTERS; FOULARDS; HOODS; INFANT AND TODDLER CLOTHING, NAMELY, NECK TUBES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, KNEE WARMERS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, ARM WARMERS; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN WRESTLING GAMES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN JUDO PRACTICES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN MARTIAL ARTS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, WRAP-AROUNDS; CORSETS; DUSTERS; FOULARDS; HOODS; INFANT AND TODDLER CLOTHING, NAMELY, NECK TUBES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, KNEE WARMERS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, ARM WARMERS; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN WRESTLING GAMES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN JUDO PRACTICES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN MARTIAL ARTS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, WRAP-AROUNDS; CORSETS; DUSTERS; FOULARDS; HOODS; INFANT AND TODDLER CLOTHING, NAMELY, NECK TUBES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, KNEE WARMERS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, ARM WARMERS; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN WRESTLING GAMES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN JUDO PRACTICES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN MARTIAL ARTS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, WRAP-AROUNDS; CORSETS; DUSTERS; FOULARDS; HOODS; INFANT AND TODDLER CLOTHING, NAMELY, NECK TUBES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, KNEE WARMERS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, ARM WARMERS; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN WRESTLING GAMES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN JUDO PRACTICES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN MARTIAL ARTS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, WRAP-AROUNDS; CORSETS; DUSTERS; FOULARDS; HOODS; INFANT AND TODDLER CLOTHING, NAMELY, NECK TUBES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, KNEE WARMERS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, ARM WARMERS; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN WRESTLING GAMES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN JUDO PRACTICES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN MARTIAL ARTS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, WRAP-AROUNDS; CORSETS; DUSTERS; FOULARDS; HOODS; INFANT AND TODDLER CLOTHING, NAMELY, NECK TUBES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, KNEE WARMERS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, ARM WARMERS; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN WRESTLING GAMES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN JUDO PRACTICES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN MARTIAL ARTS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, WRAP-AROUNDS; CORSETS; DUSTERS; FOULARDS; HOODS; INFANT AND TODDLER
PIECE CLOTHING; INFANT CLOTH DIAPERS; JERSEYS; LEATHER BELTS; MANTLES; MUFFLERS; NON-DISPOSABLE CLOTH TRAINING PANTS; PARTS OF CLOTHING, NAMELY, GUSSETS FOR TIGHTS, GUSSETS FOR STOCKINGS, GUSSETS FOR BATHING SUITS, GUSSETS FOR UNDERWEAR, GUSSETS FOR LEOTARDS AND GUSSETS FOR FOOTLETS; PERSPIRATION ABSORBENT UNDERWEAR CLOTHING; SHIFTS; SHORT SETS; SHOULDER PADS FOR CLOTHING; SHOULDER WRAPS; SWADDLING CLOTHES; TIES; TOPS; UNDERARM CLOTHING SHIELDS; WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-033,681. NEW GLARUS BREWING COMPANY, NEW GLARUS, WI. FILED 10-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BEVERAGE GLASSWARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL PLANNING CONSULTATION; INSURANCE BROKERAGE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH INSURANCE, ACCIDENT INSURANCE, DENTAL INSURANCE, VISION INSURANCE, LIFE INSURANCE, LONG TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE, LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE, CRITICAL ILLNESS INSURANCE AND ANNUITIES; INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES; INVESTMENT BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF FINANCIAL PLANNING AND RETIREMENT PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,437. JANMEDIA INTERACTIVE INC., FALLS CHURCH, VA. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE AND BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE LOGOS FOR OTHERS; ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-28-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-28-2002.

ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,437. JANMEDIA INTERACTIVE INC., FALLS CHURCH, VA. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ANIMATION AND SPECIAL-EFFECTS DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SECURITY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, OR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; DESIGN, CREATION, HOSTING, MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES FOR OTHERS; GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-28-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-28-2002.

ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED CD'S FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,605. BRITCHES ACQUISITION CORP., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR COLOGNE FOR MEN AND WOMEN (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SUNGLASSES, SUNGLASS CASE AND RETAINING BANDS FOR SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

ELI HELLMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AND INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING SPACE VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS OVER THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2006.

IMTHERE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BEAR IN A RECTANGLE INTERSECTING ANOTHER RECTANGLE WITH THE WORDS "FROM HOME BEHR.COM."

CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR ARCHITECTURAL COATINGS, NAMELY INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINT (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAINT COLOR SAMPLE KITS, NAMELY PAINT ROLLER COVERS, PAINT ROLLER HANDLES, PAINT TRAYS, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINT SAMPLES, AND A PAINT COLOR DESIGN GUIDE SOLD AS A UNIT; PAINT COLOR CARDS; PAINT COLOR FAN DECKS; AND PAINT COLOR SAMPLE STRIPE CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, IMAGES, AUDIO, VIDEO AND INFORMATION VIA TELEPHONE AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS AND WIRELESS DEVICES; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; VOICE, NUMERIC AND TEXT MESSAGING SERVICES; PROVIDING ON-LINE CHAT ROOMS AND ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG USERS IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL INTEREST; PROVIDING EMAIL AND INSTANT MESSAGING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 9-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASES AND ON-LINE SEARCHABLE DATABASES FEATURING ARTIST, EVENT AND VENUE LISTINGS, ALL IN THE NATURE OF ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, HOSTING ONLINE WEB FACILITIES FOR OTHERS FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING ONLINE MEETINGS, GATHERINGS, AND INTERACTIVE DISCUSSIONS; AND COMPUTER SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CUSTOMIZED WEB PAGES FEATURING USER-DEFINED INFORMATION, PERSONAL PROFILES AND INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 9-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2006.

SN 77-035,126. RAMPED MEDIA, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 11-2-2006.

Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 942,246, 1,162,754 and others.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BEAR IN A RECTANGLE INTERSECTING ANOTHER RECTANGLE WITH THE WORDS "FROM HOME BEHR.COM."

CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR ARCHITECTURAL COATINGS, NAMELY INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINT (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BEAR IN A RECTANGLE INTERSECTING ANOTHER RECTANGLE WITH THE WORDS "FROM HOME BEHR.COM."

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AND INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING SPACE VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS OVER THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2006.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 942,246, 1,162,754 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BEAR IN A RECTANGLE INTERSECTING ANOTHER RECTANGLE WITH THE WORDS "FROM HOME BEHR.COM."

CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR ARCHITECTURAL COATINGS, NAMELY INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINT (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAINT COLOR SAMPLE KITS, NAMELY PAINT ROLLER COVERS, PAINT ROLLER HANDLES, PAINT TRAYS, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINT SAMPLES, AND A PAINT COLOR DESIGN GUIDE SOLD AS A UNIT; PAINT COLOR CARDS; PAINT COLOR FAN DECKS; AND PAINT COLOR SAMPLE STRIPE CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,247. JOHNNY’S LUNCH FRANCHISE LLC, TOLEDO, OH. FILED 11-2-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LUNCH" AND "HOTS, BURGERS AND SHAKES SINCE 1936", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME JOHNNY DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A MALE CARICATURE WITH JOHNNY’S LUNCH JOHNNY’S HOTS, BURGERS, AND SHAKES SINCE 1936 IN STYLIZED LETTERING WITH GEOMETRIC DESIGN ELEMENTS.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RESTAURANT FRANCHISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SN 77-035,247. JOHNNY’S LUNCH FRANCHISE LLC, TOLEDO, OH. FILED 11-2-2006.

HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LUNCH" AND "HOTS, BURGERS AND SHAKES SINCE 1936", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME JOHNNY DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A MALE CARICATURE WITH JOHNNY'S HOTS, BURGERS, AND SHAKES SINCE 1936 IN STYLIZED LETTERING WITH GEOMETRIC DESIGN ELEMENTS.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RESTAURANT FRANCHISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS AND CUSTOM MANUFACTURING OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTATION; WIRELESS ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VOICE SIGNALS, DATA, FACSIMILES, IMAGES AND INFORMATION; WIRELESS BROADBAND COMMUNICATION SERVICE; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS; PROVIDING CO-LOCATION SERVICES FOR VOICE, VIDEO AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURING OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

NEW NETWORKS: NEW WAYS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A WOMAN HOLDING A BOWL ON HER HEAD OVER THE WORDS "CATCH & HARVEST".

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR ALOE VERA DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE AND MANAGEMENT; AND RENTAL OF CONDOMINIUMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A WATER PARK AND AMUSEMENT PARK FEATURING WATER SLIDES, ANIMAL EXHIBITS, AND ADVENTURE GOLF COURSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR CAFES AND RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
COLLEEN DOMBROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ARCHANGEL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FIRST USE 3-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2002.
SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A MAN ON A HORSE STABBING A DRAGON WITH A SPEAR, UNDERSCORED WITH A RIBBON-SHAPED BANNER, ALL CONTAINED WITHIN A SHIELD-SHAPED BACKGROUND.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS TO DEFEND THE DEFENSELESS.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


FIRST USE 3-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2002.

SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,743. LOUD RECORDS, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,802,607, 2,059,605 AND 2,484,550.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR CHILDREN’S BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 39).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE FIGURE OF A YOUNG WOMAN OR GIRL SHOWN BETWEEN THE LITERAL ELEMENTS OF THE MARK.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR BEVERAGES MADE OF COFFEE; BEVERAGES MADE OF TEA; CANDY BARS; CEREAL-BASED SNACK FOODS; COFFEE; COFFEE BEANS; COFFEE SUBSTITUTE; COFFEE SUBSTITUTES; COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES CONTAINING MILK; FRUIT ICE BAR; FRUIT TEAS; GRANOLA-BASED SNACK BARS; GREEN TEA; HERBAL TEA; ICED TEA; PREPARED COFFEE AND COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; TEA; TEA FOR INFUSIONS; TEA SUBSTITUTES; TEA-BASED BEVERAGES WITH FRUIT FLAVORING (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR ALOE VERA DRINKS; APPLE JUICE BEVERAGES; BEER; BEER-BASED COOLERS; BOTTLED ARTESIAN WATER; BREWED MALT-BASED ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE IN THE NATURE OF A BEER; COFFEE-FLAVORED ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE; COFFEE-FLAVORED SOFT DRINK; COLAS; CONCENTRATES, SYRUPS OR POWDERS USED IN THE PREPARATION OF SOFT DRINKS; DISTILLED DRINKING WATER; DRINKING WATER; ENERGY DRINKS; ESSENCES FOR USE IN MAKING SOFT DRINKS; FLAVORED WATERS; FROZEN FRUIT BEVERAGES; FROZEN FRUIT-BASED BEVERAGES; FRUIT BEVERAGES; FRUIT DRINKS; FRUIT FLAVORED SOFT DRINKS; FRUIT-BASED SOFT DRINKS FLAVORED WITH TEA; FRUIT-FLOURED BEVERAGES; GINGER BEER; GLACIAL WATER; GRAPE JUICE BEVERAGES; GUARANA DRINKS; ICED FRUIT BEVERAGES; IMITATION BEER; ISOTONIC DRINKS; MALTESE DRINK; MALT LIQUOR; MINERAL WATER; NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CONTAINING FRUIT JUICES; NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES WITH TEA FLAVOR; NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, CARBONATED BEVERAGES, NON-ALCOHOLIC FRUIT EXTRACTS USED IN THE PREPARATION OF BEVERAGES; ORANGE JUICE BEVERAGES; PERUVIAN TEA-BASED BEVERAGES; PINEAPPLE JUICE BEVERAGES; SELTZER WATER; SMOOTHIES; SODA WATER; SPARKLING WATER; SPORTS DRINKS; SPRING WATER; SYRUPS FOR BEVERAGES; TOMATO JUICE; TOMATO JUICE BEVERAGES; VEGETABLE JUICE; VEGETABLE JUICES; WHEY BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES,
NAMELY, SHIRTS, SLEEP SHIRTS, KNITTED SHIRTS,
POLO SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORT SLEEVED AND
LONG SLEEVED SHIRTS, SHORT SLEEVED AND LONG
SLEEVED T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, BLOUSES, CAMI-
SOLES, SWEATERS, TURTLENECKS, MOCK TURTLE-
NECK SWEATERS, TURTLENECK SWEATERS,
TURTLENECK SHIRTS, MOCK TURTLENECK SHIRTS,
BODYSUITS, BODYSHIRTS, VESTS, CARDIGANS,
PULLOVERS, TUNICS, JACKETS, COATS, TOPCOATS,
BLAZERS, CAPES, PANTS, CASUAL PANTS, CAPRI
PANTS, SWEAT PANTS, JEANS, SLACKS, TROUSERS,
INFANTS' TROUSERS, OVERALLS, BIB OVERALLS,
GAUCHOS, FROCKS, JUMPERS, SLACKS, SKIRTS
AND DRESSES, SHORTS, BERMUDA SHORTS, UNDER-
WEAR, BOXER BRIEFS, BOXER SHORTS, PANTIES,
BIKINIS, BATHING SUITS, SWIM TRUNKS, SWIM-
SUITS, SOCKS AND STOCKINGS, TIGHTS, SHOES,
BOOTS, MOCCASINS, THONGS, FLIP FLOPS, BALLET
SHOES, SANDALS, INFANTS' SHOES AND BOOTS,
TIES, CAPS, KNITTED CAPS, HATS, BERETS, BON-
NETS, BELTS, APRONS, AND SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22
AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICE FEATURING
APPAREL AND APPAREL ACCESSORIES, AND CHIL-
DREN'S BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR FIGURINES OF CRYSTAL AND GLASS (U.S.
CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MAIL ORDER STORE SERVICES, WHOLESALE STORE
SERVICES, MAIL ORDER SERVICES, AND ONLINE
STORE SERVICES FEATURING FIGURINES OF CRYS-
TAL AND GLASS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,956. AMERICAN EXPRESS MARKETING & DE-
VELOPMENT CORP., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STO-
RAGE
FOR ORGANIZATION OF EXCURSIONS, SIGHTSEE-
ING TOURS, HOLIDAYS, TOURS AND TRAVEL; PRO-
VIDING AN INTERACTIVE COMPUTER DATABASE IN
THE FIELD OF TOURISM VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER
NETWORK; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY,
MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR
TRANSPORTATION; TRAVEL AND TOUR RESER-
VATION SERVICE; TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES
(U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR CONCIERGE SERVICES FOR OTHERS COM-
PRISING MAKING REQUESTED PERSONAL AR-
RANGEMENTS AND RESERVED FEATURING CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO
MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS RENDERED TOGETHER
VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,009. COMMONWEALTH RADIO, LLC, NOR-
FOLK, VA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS.
100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 9-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-21-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAIN-
MENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PRO-
VIDING RADIO PROGRAMMING IN THE FIELDS OF
MUSIC AND TALK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-21-2006.

AISHA SALEM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,050. TRUAX, WILLIAM J., CHAGRIN FALLS, OH.
FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

AXIM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

WINNING AT PROSPECTING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,006,764.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED CDS FEATURING INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR MAKING SALES CALLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2005.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKS FOR MAKING SALES CALLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2005.
APRIL ROACH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,232. BIG SHOES PRODUCTION, INC., SEATTLE, WA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR CANDLES, SCENTED CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING COLLECTIONS OF MUSIC AND SPOKEN WORD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, NECKLACES, BRACELETS AND EARRINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BOOKS IN THE FIELDS OF HUMAN INTEREST STORIES, LIFESTYLE AND SELF-IMPROVEMENT; MAGAZINES IN THE FIELDS OF HUMAN INTEREST STORIES, LIFESTYLE, SELF-IMPROVEMENT, FITNESS AND ARTS AND CRAFTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR TOTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR PICTURE FRAMES, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, T-SHIRTS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE AND KIOSK STORE SERVICES FEATURING SCENTED CANDLES; SOUNDING RECORDINGS FEATURING COLLECTIONS OF MUSIC AND SPOKEN WORD; JEWELRY, NAMELY, NECKLACES, BRACELETS AND EARRINGS; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BOOKS AND MAGAZINES; TOTE BAGS; PICTURE FRAMES, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; AND CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, T-SHIRTS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A RADIO PROGRAM IN THE FIELDS OF MUSIC, HUMAN INTEREST STORIES, LIFESTYLE AND SELF-IMPROVEMENT OVER GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK FEATURING INFORMATION AND CONTENT ON A RADIO PROGRAM IN THE FIELDS OF MUSIC, HUMAN INTEREST STORIES, LIFESTYLE AND SELF-IMPROVEMENT; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELDS OF HUMAN INTEREST STORIES, LIFESTYLE, SELF-IMPROVEMENT, FITNESS AND ARTS AND CRAFTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
Toni Hickey, Examining Attorney

SN 77-036,415. ENDLICH, JACQUELINE, MERRITT ISLAND, FL. FILED 11-3-2006.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR GREETING CARDS, POST CARDS, ADHESIVE NOTE PADS, PAPER PLACE MATS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR PORTABLE COOLERS; BAIT BUCKETS SOLD SEPARATELY OR WITH A PUMP AFFIXED THERETO FOR AERATING LIVE BAIT; PLASTIC COASTERS; COFFEE MUGS; PLASTIC CUPS; BOTTLE OPENERS; PORTABLE BEVERAGE COOLERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN’S, WOMEN’S, AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, NAMELY, APRONS, BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, BEACH AND BATHING COVERUPS, BEACHWEAR, BELTS, BIKINIS, BLAZERS, BLOUSES, BODY-SUITS, BOXER SHORTS, BRA TOPS, BRIEFS, CLOTH BIBS, COATS, COLLARED SHIRTS, CROP TOPS, DRESSES, GLOVES, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, INFANT AND TODDLER ONE PIECE CLOTHING, JACKETS, JEANS, JOGGING SUITS, JUMPSUITS, KNIT SHIRTS, NIGHTGOWNS, NIGHTSHIRTS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, PLAY SUITS, POLO SHIRTS, PONCHOS, RAINCOATS, SCARVES, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SLACKS, SLEEPWEAR, SPORT COATS, SUITS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT SUITS, SWEATBANDS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWIMWEAR, TANK TOPS, TIES, T-SHIRTS, WATER SHORTS, WETSUITS, WRISTBANDS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, BANDANAS, BASEBALL HATS, BEANIES, CAPS, HATS, HEADBANDS, KNIT HATS, SUN VISORS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, ATHLETIC SHOES, BOOTS, DRESS SHOES, SANDALS, SHOES, SLIPPERS, RUBBER SHOES, DECK-SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-036,481. 6 4 FUN LLC, LINCOLN, NE. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIZZA MACHINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CHORE-TIME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 575,167, 2,136,562 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL POULTRY CAGES; METAL ANIMAL FEED STORAGE BINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR MECHANIZED FEEDERS AND WATERERS FOR LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY, FEED FILLING MACHINES, POWER-OPERATED DISCHARGE MACHINES FOR BULK STORAGE BINS OF DRY PARTICULATE MATERIAL; POWER-OPERATED MANURE REMOVAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CONVEYORS AND SCRAPERS; MECHANIZED EGG COLLECTORS FOR COLLECTING AND CONVEYING EGGS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 2-16-1952; IN COMMERCE 2-16-1952.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SCALES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CONTROLLING, MONITORING AND ANALYZING POULTRY AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION OPERATIONS AND GENERATING DATA; EGG COUNTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR INCINERATORS, GAS HEATERS, NAMELY BROODERS AND SPACE HEATERS, VENTILATION SYSTEMS FOR POULTRY AND LIVESTOCK COMPRISED OF ELECTRIC FANS, SHUTTERS, INLETS, CURTAIN WINCHES, EVAPORATIVE COOLING UNITS, ELECTRONIC CONTROLS AND MANURE DRYING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 7-31-1962; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1962.
THE ROGUE SIGNS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING NAMELY, MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS PERFORMED BY A MUSICAL GROUP WHOSE MEMBERS SING AND PLAY MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS RECORDED EITHER LIVE OR IN SESSION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR HATS; LADIES’ UNDERWEAR; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC MERCHANDISE, FEATURING- MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS, MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS, CLOTHING, HATS, BOTTLE OPENERS, JEWELRY, STICKERS, AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

Serious Materials

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS

FOR SOUNDPROOFING MATERIALS FOR BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

FOR BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, WOOD, DECKING BOARDS; DRYWALL; WINDOW CASEMENTS NOT OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, WOOD, DECKING BOARDS; DRYWALL; WINDOW CASEMENTS NOT OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE AREA OF SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-037,285. ORIGINAL ARTS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, RAHWAY, NJ. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR CHAIRS; DINING CHAIRS; DINING TABLES; DRESSERS; FURNITURE; FURNITURE PARTITIONS; ORIENTAL FOLDING PARTITION SCREENS (BYOU-BU); TABLES; TEA TABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2004.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 6-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2004.
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EVERYBODY GRILLS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRILLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC, CHARCOAL AND GAS BARBECUE GRILLS, SMOKER GRILLS, AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR COOKBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,359. SILENTSHERPA ECPS, CRANSTON, RI. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,974,560.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, PANTS, SOCKS, HATS, CAPS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, GLOVES, AND THERMAL UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR FRANCHISE SERVICES, NAMELY, OFFERING TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF FACILITIES THAT OFFER COMBINED BAR, RESTAURANT, AND BILLIARD SERVICES; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BILLIARD EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING; RETAIL STORES FEATURING BILLIARD EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING BILLIARD ROOMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR BAR SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALLISON SCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,530. W.C. BRADLEY COMPANY, COLUMBUS, GA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC, CHARCOAL AND GAS BARBECUE GRILLS, SMOKER GRILLS, AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR COOKBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,663. LEE, JEANETTE, MOORESVILLE, IN. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,605,980, 2,793,692 AND 3,133,373.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BILLIARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR FRANCHISE SERVICES, NAMELY, OFFERING TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF FACILITIES THAT OFFER COMBINED BAR, RESTAURANT, AND BILLIARD SERVICES; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BILLIARD EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING; RETAIL STORES FEATURING BILLIARD EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING BILLIARD ROOMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR BAR SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALLISON SCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,359. SILENTSHERPA ECPS, CRANSTON, RI. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,974,560.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, PANTS, SOCKS, HATS, CAPS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, GLOVES, AND THERMAL UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES; INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 36).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
JULIE THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 36).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
JULIE THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING BILLIARD ROOMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ALLISON SCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,359. SILENTSHERPA ECPS, CRANSTON, RI. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,974,560.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, PANTS, SOCKS, HATS, CAPS, SCARVES, SWEATERS, GLOVES, AND THERMAL UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES; INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 36).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
JULIE THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING BILLIARD ROOMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ALLISON SCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ESSINGTON COMMONS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY BROKERAGE, RENTAL, AND LEASING SERVICES FOR RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES OF RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES; CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, LAYING OUT, PLANNING, AND CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION OF RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CHARISMA HAMPTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,357. MAGLIOCCHETTI, INC., DBA KEY TO THE ROCKIES, INC., KEYSTONE, CO. FILED 11-6-2006.

Key to the Rockies

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ROCKIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED KEY IN A DARK OVAL DESIGN WITH THE ACCOMPANYING TEXT "KEY TO THE ROCKIES".

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING IN THE FIELD OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; RENTAL OF VACATION PROPERTIES, NAMELY, CONDOMINIUMS, TOWNHOUSES, SINGLE-FAMILY HOMES, AND DUALEXES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


BERNICE HOWSE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,859. MPS GROUP, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FL. FILED 11-6-2006.

MicrosorT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,049,707.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SCIENTIFIC AND MEASURING DEVICES, NAMELY, LABORATORY APPARATUS USED TO SORT, MEASURE, ANALYZE AND SEPARATE CELLS IN THE FIELDS OF ACADEMIC AND LIFE SCIENCE RESEARCH; SPERM CELL SORTING DEVICES COMPRISING FLOW CYTOMETERS; FLOW CYTOMETERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, APPARATUS USED TO SORT, MEASURE, ANALYZE AND SEPARATE CELLS IN THE FIELDS OF CLINICAL THERAPEUTICS, ASSISTED REPRODUCTION AND FERTILITY TREATMENT; MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC DEVICES IN THE NATURE OF FLOW CYTOMETERS USED FOR THE TREATMENT OF REPRODUCTIVE DISORDERS AND INFERTILITY AND USED FOR THE REDUCTION OF THE LIKELIHOOD OF GENETIC DISEASE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,891. LOVISON, DOUGLAS, CARDIFF BY THE SEA, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,041. CAPITALROCK LLC, NORTH SALT LAKE, UT. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE BANKS @ 9° LATITUDE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,997. SHEPHERD CITY RECORDS, LLC, PORTLAND, OR. FILED 11-6-2006.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

APPARATUS FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; PRERECORDED CDs, CASSETTE TAPES, DIGITAL TAPES, DVDs, AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For computer service, namely, acting as an application service provider in the field of knowledge management to host computer application software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer service, namely, acting as an application service provider in the field of knowledge management to host computer application software for the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; computer software development; data automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect service data; design and development of on-line computer software systems; development, updating and maintenance of software and data bases (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

ANGELA M. MICHELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,348. SOLASTA, INC., NORWOOD, MA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SOLASTA

For nanoscale coaxial wires; photovoltaic cells to the order and specification of third parties (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,395. LITTLEJOHN, LILLIAN D., PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-7-2006.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For nanoscale coaxial wires; photovoltaic cells to the order and specification of third parties (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Andrea Evans, Examining Attorney

SN 77-038,741. Kissclimber, LLC, DENVER, CO. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DOG WITH STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDS, "BOODAWG".

Kissclimber

For downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, video, games, and internet web links relating to social networking, online dating, sales and advertising (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

BOODAWG

For computer services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to participate in competitions, showcase their skills, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, engage in social networking and improve their talent; computer services, namely, hosting on-line web facilities for others for organizing and conducting online meetings, gatherings, and interactive discussions; design, creation, hosting and maintenance of internet sites for third parties (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

B. PARADEWELAI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
The mark consists of the words "Global Glamour for the Armchair Traveler" in a stylized font.

Class 4—Lubricants and Fuels
For candles (U.S. Cls. 1, 6 and 15).

Class 8—Hand Tools
For flatware not made from or coated with precious metal (U.S. Cls. 23, 28 and 44).

Class 11—Environmental Control Apparatus
For decorative water fountains and lamps (U.S. Cls. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

Class 16—Paper Goods and Printed Matter
For paintings (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

Class 19—Non-Metallic Building Materials
For sculptures of clay and stone (U.S. Cls. 1, 12, 33 and 50).

Class 20—Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For window shades, sculptures of wood, decorative pillows, furniture, namely benches, tables and chairs (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 50).

Class 21—Housewares and Glass
For perfume bottles sold empty, vases, decorative bowls, trays not of precious metal, napkin rings not of precious metals, dinnerware, candle holders not of precious metal, servingware for serving food, namely, serving dishes, serving forks, serving ladles, serving platters not of precious metal, serving spoons, serving tongs and serving trays not of precious metal (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).

Class 24—Fabrics
For throws, bed linen, bath linen, dining linen, fabric window coverings and treatments, namely, curtains, sheers and swags (U.S. Cls. 42 and 50).

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

Class 10—Medical Apparatus
For ophthalmic surgical instruments and devices used in diagnosing eye conditions and performing ophthalmic surgical procedures and component parts thereof, namely lasers, aberrometers, topographers, keratomes and blades, phacoemulsification devices, hand held ophthalmic surgical instruments, intraocular lenses, intraocular lens inserters, intraocular lens implants, endoscopes, tonometers and corneal shields (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).

Class 41—Education and Entertainment
For providing educational information and training for the purpose of educating consumers and professionals in the field of eye care and health of the eye (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).
CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION AND SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF EYE CARE, HEALTH OF THE EYE AND OPHTHALMICS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,252. MACLEE MICROSYSTEMS, LLC, MIAMI BEACH, FL. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COMPUTER DATABASES REGARDING THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; COMPUTERIZED AND CENTRAL FILE MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS FILE MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION, ALSO VIA INTERNET, THE CABLE NETWORK OR OTHER FORMS OF DATA TRANSFER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,276. MACLEE MICROSYSTEMS, LLC, MIAMI BEACH, FL. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS (CPU); COMPUTER CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS; COMPUTER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; BATH SALTS; BATH AND SHOWER GELS; COSMETIC CREAMS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETICS; HAIR CONDITIONERS; HAIR SPRAY; HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; SHAMPOOS; SKIN LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR HAND HELD ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 61

ASK ELIZABETH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DEVELOPING OF DRIVER AND OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,290. LAUREN, ELIZABETH, STUDIO CITY, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING INFORMATION DIRECTORIES THAT MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING AND MANAGING ACCESS SERVER APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES REAL-TIME, INTEGRATED BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INTELLIGENCE BY COMBINING INFORMATION FROM VARIOUS DATABASES AND PRESENTING IT IN AN EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND USER INTERFACE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR BLANK JOURNAL BOOKS; BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF NUTRITION AND SELF ESTEEM (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR BATHING SUITS; BRAS; BOOTS; DRESSES; LEGGINGS; SHOES; SWEAT BANDS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SWEAT SUITS; TANK TOPS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS

FOR BARRETTE; HAIR ACCESSORIES, NAMLY, TWISTERS; HAIR BANDS; HAIR BOWS; HAIR CLIPS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMLY, PROVIDING A TELEVISION PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF NUTRITION AND SELF ESTEEM; WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND PRESENTATIONS IN THE FIELD OF NUTRITION AND SELF ESTEEM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,414. INXILE ENTERTAINMENT, INC., NEWPORT BEACH, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS, TELEVISIONS OR HANDHELD GAMING DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER AND VIDEOGAMES PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR STAND-ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; HAND-HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; AND PROMOTIONAL GAME MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE AND VIDEO GAME STRATEGY AND INSTRUCTION GUIDES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,433. SUNKING INTERACTIVE GROUP, PITTSBURGH, PA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR THE INTEGRATION OF TEXT, AUDIO, GRAPHICS, STILL IMAGE AND MOVING PICTURES INTO AN INTERACTIVE DELIVERY FOR MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,436. VADDEMPUDI SRINIVAS, OCEANSIDE, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE FIELD OF WAREHOUSING AND DISTRIBUTION; TO MANAGE TRANSACTIONAL DATA, PROVIDE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, AND PRODUCE NOTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES REAL-TIME, INTEGRATED BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INTELLIGENCE BY COMBINING INFORMATION FROM VARIOUS DATABASES AND PRESENTING IT IN AN EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND USER INTERFACE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AS WELL AS DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSES FOR THE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY PLANS AND MANAGEMENT PROJECTS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES; DISASTER RECOVERY SERVICES, NAMELY, BUSINESS PLANNING AND BUSINESS CONTINUITY CONSULTING; INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT OR BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, INCLUDING SUCH SERVICES PROVIDED ON LINE OR VIA THE INTERNET; MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, MAINTENANCE AND INTEGRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HOMESONTV.COM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS HOMESONTV.COM WITH THE LETTER "O" IN THE SHAPE OF A HEART AND THE "DOT" IN THE SHAPE OF A HEART; THE DESIGN OF A HOME WITH THREE CIRCLES, A SQUARE IN THE MIDDLE AND WITHIN THAT SQUARE IS A HEART.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICE, NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA; COMPUTER SERVICE, NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR SEARCHING AND RETRIEVING INFORMATION FROM DATABASES AND COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SERVICE, NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, OR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF SOFTWARE DESIGN; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS, CUSTOMIZATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ON-LINE COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS; INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTATION; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE; SOFTWARE USED FOR OPERATING FILLING APPARATUS AND MACHINES; TECHNOLOGICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE BY MEANS OF LINKING THE WEB SITE TO OTHER WEB SITES FEATURING REAL ESTATE INFORMATION; REAL ESTATE LISTING; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT MORTGAGE LENDING; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT HOMEOWNERS' INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HOMESONTV.COM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS HOMESONTV.COM WITH THE LETTER "O" IN THE SHAPE OF A HEART AND THE "DOT" IN THE SHAPE OF A HEART; THE DESIGN OF A HOME WITH THREE CIRCLES, A SQUARE IN THE MIDDLE AND WITHIN THAT SQUARE IS A HEART.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, ONLINE SERVICES FEATURING TOURS OF RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE; PROVIDING HOME SHOPPING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INTERIOR DESIGNING PRODUCTS, MOVING PRODUCTS, HOUSEHOLD ITEMS BY MEANS OF TELEVISION; ADVERTISING, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF MORTGAGE COMPANIES, BANKS, TITLE COMPANIES, FURNITURE, ART DEALERS, INTERIOR DECORATORS, THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND AUDIO PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS; PREPARING AUDIO-VISUAL PRESENTATIONS FOR USE IN ADVERTISING; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO, INTERNET, AND TELEVISION COMMERCIALS; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-14-2006.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE BY MEANS OF LINKING THE WEB SITE TO OTHER WEB SITES FEATURING REAL ESTATE INFORMATION; REAL ESTATE LISTING; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT MORTGAGE LENDING; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT HOMEOWNERS' INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-14-2006.

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-039,549. MUNRO, ERNESTO, PUERTO PEÑASCO, MEXICO, FILED 11-8-2006.

EL PECHUGON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR CHILI SAUCE; PICANTE SAUCE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR FAST-FOOD RESTAURANTS; RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GISELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,831. DIOBEX, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLUCAGON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICALS AND THERAPEUTIC PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF METABOLIC DISEASES, DISORDERS, AND CONDITIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

SANJEEV VOHRA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,934. JASMIN DESIREE KNAUER, DBA CORDELIA, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

CORDELIA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, BLOUSES, PANTS, SKIRTS, JACKETS, JEANS, SHRUGS, DRESSES, TIGHTS, SCARVES, GLOVES, SHOES AND SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-10-2002.
SANJEEV VOHRA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-040,032. MEGA M LLC., OLD BRIDGE, NJ. FILED 11-8-2006.

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JAMES LOVELACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,046. POMWONDERFUL LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

FOR ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC PROCESSING OF CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS AND ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JAMES LOVELACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR NUTRITIONAL OILS NOT FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR SKINCARE, NAIL CARE AND HAIR CARE; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR SKIN CARE CONTAINING POMEGRANATE EXTRACTS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR IMPROVING SKIN TEXTURE AND APPEARANCE AND TO COUNTERACT FORMATION OF WRINKLES; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR NAIL CARE AND HAIR CARE CONTAINING POMEGRANATE EXTRACTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BEANIES; CAP VISORS; MARTIAL ARTS UNIFORMS; PANTS; POLO SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SWEAT SUITS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR T-SHIRT EMBROIDERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SLIP 'EM A MIKKI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR VIDEO AND AUDIO TAPES AND CDs IN THE FIELD OF PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PROGRAMS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
COLLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IT'S GONNA BE AWESOME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PREPARING AUDIO-VISUAL PRESENTATIONS FOR USE IN ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-30-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING INTERNET WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND CUSTOMIZATION FOR OTHERS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING INTERNET WEB SITES AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING OR MARKETING PURPOSES FOR OTHERS; GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-30-2006.
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF PAMEX NAME WITH THE LONG TAIL X.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR DOOR HARDWARE, NAMELY KEYS AND KEY CYLINDERS; DOOR STOPS OF METAL; METAL DOOR BOLTS; METAL DOORKNOCKERS; METAL HINGES; METAL LOCKS; METAL LOCKS FOR DOORS; METAL LOCKSETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR HYDRAULIC DOOR CLOSERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BATH ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CUP HOLDERS; SOAP DISHES; SOAP HOLDERS; TOILET PAPER HOLDERS; TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS; TOWEL BARS; TOWEL RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOMESCHOOL HEADQUARTERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOMESCHOOL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR CATALOGS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATIONAL AND HOME SCHOOLING MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-31-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-31-1999.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATIONAL AND HOME SCHOOLING MATERIALS; MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING EDUCATIONAL AND HOME SCHOOLING MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JAMES LOVELACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS; ENERGY USAGE MANAGEMENT; ENERGY USAGE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SERVICES; INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY; PROMOTING THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR GENERATION OF ENERGY; PRODUCTION OF ENERGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND CONSULTATION RELATED THERETO IN THE FIELD OF RENEWABLE ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY ENERGY; TESTING OR RESEARCH ON ELECTRICITY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JASON ROTH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
GENERATING GOOD
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS; ENERGY USAGE MANAGEMENT; ENERGY USAGE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SERVICES; INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY; PROMOTING THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR GENERATION OF ENERGY; PRODUCTION OF ENERGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND CONSULTATION RELATED THERETO IN THE FIELD OF RENEWABLE ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY ENERGY; TESTING OR RESEARCH ON ELECTRICITY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JASON ROTH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,772. NEW YORK POWER AUTHORITY, WHITE PLAINS, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.

Foggonit

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR WINDOW GLASS; WINDOW PANES; WOOD WINDOW FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION OF WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JEAN IM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NYP A GENERATING GOOD
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SN 77-040,831. FORENSIC CONSULTING ASSOCIATES OF NEW ENGLAND LLC., MANCHESTER, NH. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR FINGERPRINT KITS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,856. HOGAN AND ASSOCIATES, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS ALLIANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED CD'S, VIDEO TAPES, LASER DISKS AND DVD'S FEATURING BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES FOR BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,103. PLASTICOS VANDUX DE COLOMBIA S.A., BARRANQUILLA, COLOMBIA, FILED 11-10-2006.

THE NAME SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE NAME MARILYN, WITH THE "I" SHOWN IN STYLIZED FORM TO REPRESENT THE FANCIFUL DESIGN OF A WOMAN.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR SCISSORS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR HAIR DRYERS; HAND-HELD ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,362. ACULOCITY, LLC, HIGHLAND PARK, IL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS FOR ADVISORY SERVICES FOR ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WITH THE HELP OF ELECTRONIC DATA BASES; BUSINESS INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-041,391. FUNGUS BE GONE, LLC, CAMARILLO, CA. FILED 11-10-2006.

RENEWED NAIL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR NAIL FUNGUS TREATMENT PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,430. KAJUNGA ARTS, INC., SCITUATE, MA. FILED 11-10-2006.

KAJUNGA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR MURALS, PRINTS, STATIONERY; GRAPHIC ART REPRODUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMMERCIAL ART DESIGN AND GRAPHIC ART DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS, FEATURING MURALS, PRINTS, GRAPHS AND THE LIKE, DESIGN OF CLOTHING AND APPAREL FOR OTHERS; DESIGN OF CUSTOM STATIONERY AND PAPER PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2006.
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,517. NEOSTEM, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.

Your Cells. Your Use. Your Life.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR BIOLOGICAL TISSUE, NAMELY, BLOOD, STEM CELLS, UMBILICAL CORDS AND PLACENTAS FOR SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR CELLS FOR MEDICAL OR CLINICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR BIOMEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, THE STORAGE OF HUMAN CELLS FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 10-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-10-2006.
BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,598. GREY PANTHERS LIMITED, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM. FILED 11-10-2006.

AVIVA. FORWARD THINKING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR LIFE INSURANCE CLAIMS AUDITING SERVICES; AND RETAIL SERVICES BY DIRECT SOLICITATION BY SALES AGENTS IN THE FIELD OF LIFE INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES; LIFE INSURANCE CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION AND PROCESSING SERVICES; LIFE INSURANCE CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL INVESTMENT IN THE FIELD OF MUTUAL FUNDS AND SECURITIES; FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES; INVESTMENT BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-041,608. UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIATIONS, INC., WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 11-10-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,549,037, 3,105,302 AND OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED DESIGN OF A RIDER AND BICYCLE OVER TWO RAYS.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, CAPS, HATS, SHORTS, JACKETS, SWEATERS, ATHLETIC SHOES, BELTS, SOCKS, GLOVES, PANTS, SWEATPANTS AND SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATBANDS, TANKTOPS AND KERCHIEFS, JOGGING SUITS AND BICYCLE RIDING SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING; CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES, NAMELY, RAISING MONEY FOR CEREBRAL PALSY AND OTHER DISABILITIES RESEARCH AND PROGRAMS, AND RAISING MONEY FOR LOCAL COMMUNITY CEREBRAL PALSY AND OTHER DISABILITIES, HEALTH CARE AND AWARENESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,831. THE FROGMAN CLOTHING COMPANY, INC., PARK CITY, UT. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CAPS; PANTS; SHIRTS; SKIRTS; TIES; TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,083. DROSOS, CATHERINE L., OAKTON, VA. AND DROSOS, PETER G., OAKTON, VA. FILED 11-12-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GYRO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING DIVERSITY IN THE RESTAURANT AND HOTEL INDUSTRIES ON BEHALF OF EMPLOYEES, VENDORS, MANAGEMENT, AND OWNERS; FRANCHISING, NAMELY, OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND/OR OPERATION OF RESTAURANTS; ON-LINE BUSINESS DIRECTORIES FEATURING RESTAURANTS; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RESTAURANT TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY; RESTAURANT FRANCHISING; RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR CAFE-RESTAURANTS; CARRY-OUT RESTAURANTS; DELICATESSENS; FAST FOOD AND NON-STOP RESTAURANT SERVICES; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANTS; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANTS AND SNACK-BARS; HOTEL, BAR AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; PROVIDING ON-LINE REVIEWS OF RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS; RESERVATION OF RESTAURANTS; RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANTS FEATURING HOME DELIVERY; SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR RESTAURANTS AND MEALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,126. STOLL, CHARLES S., BOCA RATON, FL. FILED 11-12-2006.

Lucky Sperm Club

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF PARENTING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF THE FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF PARENTING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF THE FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF PARENTING VIA E-MAIL; WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF THE FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF PARENTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,157. ALMS LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-12-2006.

8 Essentials For Life

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50). FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CAPS; COATS; DENIMS; GLOVES; HATS; JEANS; LEATHER COATS; PANTS; SCARVES; SHIRTS; SHOES; SKIRTS; SOCKS; SWEAT PANTS; T-SHIRTS; TANK TOPS; TOP COATS; TRACK PANTS; UNDERGARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Silver Spoon

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SusAn Jane

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,340. PARTNERSHIP FOR A DRUG FREE AMERICA, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-13-2006.

METH360
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF BROCHURES IN THE FIELD OF DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 9-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR SOUND PREVENTION PRACTICES AIMED AT REDUCING DEMAND FOR ILLICIT DRUGS AND AT PREVENTING METHAMPHETAMINE ABUSE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-19-2006.
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,346. PARTNERSHIP FOR A DRUG FREE AMERICA, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-13-2006.

IZENDA
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ABSTRACT DESIGN AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING “IZENDA.”

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AGILE REPORTING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KROSS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE PHRASE METH360 AND AN ARROW DESIGN THAT BEGINS AT THE NUMERAL 0 AND ENCIRCLES THE NUMBER 360.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, HATS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SHORTS, VISORS, SHOES, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, SWIM SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR SKATEBOARDS, NAMELY, CLEAR PLASTIC SKATEBOARDS WITH A VARIETY OF LOGOS, DESIGNS AND/OR BATTERY, SOLAR, OR MECHANICALLY GENERATED GLOWING LIGHT BARS, LIGHT STRIPS, OR LIGHT PATTERNS EMBEDDED INSIDE THE CLEAR PLASTIC BOARD (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MADAGASCAR: THE CRATE ESCAPE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER PERIPHERAL, NAMELY, MOUSE PADS, HOLDERS FOR COMPACT DISCS, COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES, COMPUTER GAME CASSETTES, AND COMPUTER GAME TAPES; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO GAME Cassettes, PRERECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES FEATURING MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACKS, PRERECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES FEATURING ANIMATED MOTION PICTURES, PRERECORDED AUDIO TAPES FEATURING MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACKS, PRERECORDED VIDEO TAPES FEATURING ANIMATED MOTION PICTURES, PRERECORDED CDS FEATURING MUSIC AND MOTION PICTURE SOUND TRACKS, MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD ROM AND PRERECORDED DVDS FEATURING MUSIC AND MOTION PICTURE SOUND TRACKS; COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE; PRERECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FEATURING MUSIC AND MOTION PICTURE SOUND TRACKS; INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE PROGRAMS CONTAINING MOTION PICTURES FOR ENTERTAINMENT; INTERACTIVE MULTI-MEDIA SOFTWARE FOR PLAYING GAMES; MAGNETS AND SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PAPER PARTY SUPPLIES, NAMELY, PAPER PARTY HATS, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER PLACE MATS, GIFTWRAPPING PAPER AND PAPER GIFT WRAPPING RIBBONS, PAPER GIFT WRAP BOWS, PAPER TABLE CLOTHS AND PAPER PARTY BAGS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS, CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS, STORYBOOKS, COMIC BOOKS, COLORING BOOKS, BOOK MARKS, LOOSE LEAF BINDERS, STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, WIRE-BOUND NOTEBOOKS, NOTE PADS AND WRITING PADS, DIARIES, DAILY PLANNERS, CALENDARS, SCRAPBOOK ALBUMS, SKETCHBOOK ALBUMS, PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, STICKER ALBUMS, STICKERS, DECALS, STAMP PADS AND INKING PADS, RUBBER STAMPS, HEAT APPLIED APPLIQUES MADE OF PAPER, TEMPORARY TATTOOS, SLATEBOARDS FOR WRITING, PENCILS, PENS, PENCIL ERASERS, DECORATIVE PENCIL-TOP ORNAMENTS, PEN CASES AND PENCIL CASES, PEN BOXES AND PENCIL BOXES, PENCIL SHARPENERS, CHALK, MARKERS, POSTERS, POSTCARDS, TRADING CARDS, GREETING CARDS, PENNANTS MADE OF PAPER, PAINTING SETS FOR CHILDREN; ARTS AND CRAFTS PAINT KITS; ART KITS CONSISTING OF PENCIL ERASERS, DRAWING RULERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS AND PENCIL CASE; STATIONERY PACKS CONSISTING OF WRITING PAPER, ENVELOPES, MARKERS, AND STENCILS; AND ACTIVITY KITS CONSISTING OF STICKERS AND STAMPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 30).

KNOWLEDGE IS A MATTER OF SECONDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT AND WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, AUTOMATING, SYSTEMATIZING AND STRUCTURING THE ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT OF LARGE INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES AND PUBLIC AUTHORITIES, TELECOMMUNICATION ENTERPRISES, AND THE SERVICES INVOLVED WITH FINANCIAL AND PLANNING SERVICES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DOCUMENT AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, STORAGE, ARCHIVING AND RETRIEVAL, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTER HARDWARE, KEYBOARDS, MONITORS, MOUSE, PRINTERS, SCANNERS AND COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, NAMELY, PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS CONTAINING COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT AND WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTER DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR USE IN AUTOMATING, SYSTEMATIZING AND STRUCTURING THE ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT OF LARGE INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES AND PUBLIC AUTHORITIES, TELECOMMUNICATION ENTERPRISES, AND THE SERVICES INVOLVED WITH FINANCIAL AND PLANNING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF DATA PROCESSING AND COMPUTER INSTALLATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, HOLDING OF AND CARRYING OUT OF CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE TRAINING, WORD AND DATA PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, COMPUTER CONSULTATION, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF BALLET, DANCE PERFORMANCES, THEATER PRODUCTIONS, MUSICAL BAND PERFORMANCES, ORCHESTRA PERFORMANCES, AND OPERAS; CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, AND LECTURES IN THE FIELDS OF ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR ANKLE BRACELETS, BRACELETS, CHARMS, CHOKERS, CLOCKS, EARRINGS, FANCY KEYRINGS OF PRECIOUS METALS, JEWELRY WATCHES, LETTER OPENERS OF PRECIOUS METALS, NECKLACES, ORNAMENTAL PINS, PICTURE FRAMES OF PRECIOUS METAL, PILLBOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL, WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR BANDANAS, BASEBALL CAPS, BATHROBES, CAPS, CAP VISORS, DENIM JACKETS, DO RAGS, FABRIC BELTS, FLEECE PULLOVERS, FLEECE SHORTS, FLIP FLOPS, GYM SHORTS, HEAD SCARVES, HEAD SWEATBANDS, HEADBANDS, HOODIES, JOGGING OUTFITS, JOGGING PANTS, JOGGING SUITS, KNIT SHIRTS, KNITTED UNDERWEAR, LOUNGEWEAR, NIGHT GOWNS, NIGHT SHIRTS, NIGHTWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTSIES, PERSPIRATION ABSORBENT UNDERWEAR, CLOTHING, POLO SHIRTS, PULLOVERS, RAIN COATS, ROBES, RUBBER SHOES, SCARVES, SHORT SLEEVED OR LONG SLEEVED T-SHIRTS, SKORTS, SLEEP SHIRTS, SLIPPERS, SPORTS BRA, SUN VISORS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT BANDS, SWEAT SUITS, TANK TOPS, TROUSERS FOR SWEATING, TURTLENECKS, SWEATERS, TURTLENECKS, V-NECK SWEATERS, WALKING SHORTS, WARM UP SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE SEPARATELY FRAMED IMAGES OF DIFFERENT ART SUPPLIES, WHICH DESIGN ELEMENT IS LOCATED ABOVE THE TERM ARTMART IN STYLIZED LETTERING, WHICH TERM IS LOCATED ABOVE THE PHRASE ALL YOUR IMAGINATION NEEDS.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR PICTURE FRAMING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 9-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-8-2006.

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,682. ART MART, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR PICTURE FRAMING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 9-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-8-2006.

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,682. ART MART, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 11-13-2006.
COOL CENTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY; ENERGY AUDITING; CONDUCTING INCENTIVE PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE ENERGY EFFICIENCY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

McShan Florist

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLORIST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

FOR CUT FLOWERS; DRIED FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS; DRIED FLOWER WREATHS; DRIED FLOWERS; DRIED PLANTS; FLOWERS; LIVE FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS; LIVE FLOWER WREATHS; LIVE FLOWERING PLANTS; LIVE FLOWERS; LIVE PLANTS; LIVE PLANTS, NAMELY, AZALEAS, LILY PLANTS, AFRICAN VIOLETS, DAISY CHRYSANTHEMUMS, CUSHION CHRYSANTHEMUMS, BROMELIADS; LIVING PLANTS; WREATHS OF NATURAL FLOWERS (U.S. CLS. 1A AND 46).

FIRST USE 12-1-1948; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1948.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR DELIVERY OF GIFT BASKETS WITH SELECTED ITEMS REGARDING A PARTICULAR OCCASION OR THEME; DELIVERY OF GOODS BY TRUCK; EXPRESS DELIVERY OF GOODS BY TRUCK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 12-1-1948; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1948.

NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PERFECT CENTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY; ENERGY AUDITING; CONDUCTING INCENTIVE PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE ENERGY EFFICIENCY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Brian Neiman

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES BRIAN NEIMAN, Whose CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS MADE OF RECORD.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR FINANCING SERVICES; PROJECT FINANCING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PUBLISHING OF BOOKS AND REVIEWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,789. PURE + SIMPLE BEAUTY INCORPORATED, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ADDRESS BOOKS; ADHESIVE NOTE PADS; ADHESIVE NOTE PAPER; ALBUMS FOR STICKERS; ANNIVERSARY BOOKS; ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; APPOINTMENT BOOKS; ART PRINTS; AUTOGRA PH BOOKS; BABY BOOKS; BIRTHDAY BOOKS; BLANK CARDS; BLANK NOTE CARDS; BUMPER STICKERS; BUSINESS CARDS; CARDS BEARING UNIVERSAL GREETINGS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; CHILDREN'S BOOKS; CHILDREN'S INTERACTIVE EDUCATIONAL BOOKS; COLORING BOOKS; CORRESPONDENCE CARDS; DIARIES; ENVELOPES; FOLDERS; GIFT CARDS; GREETING CARDS; HOLIDAY CARDS; INVITATION CARDS; MAGAZINES FEATURING INFORMATION RELATED TO SOCIAL SKILLS, SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS, PERSONAL GROWTH AND INSPIRATION; MEMORY BOOKS; MOTIVATIONAL CARDS; NOTE BOOKS; NOTE CARDS; NOTE PADS; NOTE PAPER; OCCASION CARDS; PICTURE POSTCARDS; POSTCARDS; POSTERS; PRINTS; SCRAPBOOKS; SOCIAL NOTE CARDS; STATIONERY; STATIONERY BOXES; STATIONERY FOLDERS; STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,834. O'BYRNE, KRISTIN KOETTING, LEAWOOD, KS. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TAX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS CASH.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR INCOME TAX CONSULTATION; INCOME TAX PREPARATION; TAX FILING SERVICES; TAX PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CREDIT AND FINANCIAL CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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**dcode**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES REAL-TIME, INTEGRATED BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INTELLIGENCE BY COMBINING INFORMATION FROM VARIOUS DATABASES AND PRESENTING IT IN AN EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND USER INTERFACE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COMPUTER DATABASES REGARDING THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; COMPUTERIZED AND CENTRAL FILE MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS FILE MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION, ALSO VIA INTERNET, THE CABLE NETWORK OR OTHER FORMS OF DATA TRANSFER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**myMdrive**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES REAL-TIME, INTEGRATED BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INTELLIGENCE BY COMBINING INFORMATION FROM VARIOUS DATABASES AND PRESENTING IT IN AN EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND USER INTERFACE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COMPUTER DATABASES REGARDING THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; COMPUTERIZED AND CENTRAL FILE MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS FILE MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION, ALSO VIA INTERNET, THE CABLE NETWORK OR OTHER FORMS OF DATA TRANSFER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**dsoft**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES REAL-TIME, INTEGRATED BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INTELLIGENCE BY COMBINING INFORMATION FROM VARIOUS DATABASES AND PRESENTING IT IN AN EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND USER INTERFACE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COMPUTER DATABASES REGARDING THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; COMPUTERIZED AND CENTRAL FILE MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS FILE MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION, ALSO VIA INTERNET, THE CABLE NETWORK OR OTHER FORMS OF DATA TRANSFER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**myMoffice**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES REAL-TIME, INTEGRATED BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INTELLIGENCE BY COMBINING INFORMATION FROM VARIOUS DATABASES AND PRESENTING IT IN AN EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND USER INTERFACE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COMPUTER DATABASES REGARDING THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; COMPUTERIZED AND CENTRAL FILE MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS FILE MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION, ALSO VIA INTERNET, THE CABLE NETWORK OR OTHER FORMS OF DATA TRANSFER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
D-TONE RECORDS

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use records, apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For audio recordings featuring music, spoken-word, soundtracks, musical groups, musical artists, TV soundtracks; downloadable mp3 files, mp3 recordings, online discussion boards, web casts, pod casts, webinars featuring music, audio books and news broadcasts; downloadable musical sound recordings; downloadable video recordings featuring musical groups, musical artists, movie clips, movies, TV shows, TV specials, TV series; multimedia software recorded on CD-ROM featuring instruction video, movies, videos; music recordings sold as a kit with a mask; musical sound recordings; musical video recordings; phonograph record sleeves; phonograph records featuring music, spoken word, soundtracks; pre-recorded cds, video tapes, laser disks and DVDs featuring music, musical artists, musical groups, motion pictures, videos, instructional videos; sound recorded magnetic cards, sheets and tapes; sound recordings featuring music, spoken-word, soundtracks, musical groups, musical artists; video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; video magazine recorded on electronic media featuring music, spoken-word, soundtracks, musical groups, musical artists, motion pictures, movies, TV shows, TV specials, TV series; video recordings featuring music, spoken-word, soundtracks; musical groups, television shows, TV specials, TV series, musical art; video tapes and video disks recorded with animation; visual recordings and audio visual recordings featuring music and animation (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

For duplication of tape recordings (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For audio recording and production; editing or recording of sounds and images; production of sound and music video recordings; providing voice overs for tapes, records and other recorded media; record master production; record production; recording studios; rental of image-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of phonographic and music recordings; rental of records or sound-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of sound recordings; rental of tape recording equipment; sound recording studios; video tape recording for others (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

John Hwang, Examining Attorney

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For periodical magazines featuring trucks and the automotive industry (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For providing on-line magazines and archived magazine articles in the field of trucks and the automotive industry (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).


Naakwama Ankrah, Examining Attorney

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

For communications services, namely, transmitting streamed sound and audio-visual recordings via the internet; electronic voice messaging, namely, the recording and subsequent transmission of voice messages by telephone (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 104).

Selling Through Curiosity

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS AND MANUALS FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF SALES, SALES EFFECTIVENESS AND MARKETING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ALLISON SCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-043,609. INSIDE MORTGAGE FINANCE PUBLICATIONS, INC., BETHESDA, MD. FILED 11-14-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF SALES, SALES EFFECTIVENESS AND MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ALLISON SCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,245,737 AND 2,267,402. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MORTGAGE FINANCE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL SERVICES AND MORTGAGES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-28-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL SERVICES AND MORTGAGES, ACCESSIBLE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-28-2006.

DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-043,750. ARROW CONCRETE COMPANY, PARKERSBURG, WV. FILED 11-14-2006.

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR READY-MIX CONCRETE (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).


CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR DELIVERY OF READY-MIX CONCRETE VIA ROADWAY TRANSPORTATION VEHICLE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-043,851. MARKET STRATEGIES, INC., LIVONIA, MI. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR WRITTEN REPORTS REGARDING MARKET RESEARCH, MARKET ANALYSIS, AND MARKETING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES FOR INDIVIDUALS, CORPORATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS, AND GOVERNMENTAL UNITS; MARKET ANALYSIS SERVICES FOR INDIVIDUALS, CORPORATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS, AND GOVERNMENTAL UNITS; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-043,880. AMERICAN TELECOM SERVICES, INC., CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TELEPHONES; CORDLESS TELEPHONES; CELLULAR TELEPHONES; WIFI-CELLULAR PHONES; PHONES WITH VOIP SPACES; WIRELESS TELEPHONES; SPEAKER TELEPHONES; INTERNET PHONES; DECT PHONES; TELEPHONE CHARGERS; CORDLESS TELEPHONE BASE STATIONS; TELEPHONE BASE STATIONS WITH TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES SOLD AS A UNIT; SPEAKER TELEPHONES; AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE DIALERS; TELEPHONE HANDSETS; AND TELEPHONE CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR TELEPHONE CALLING CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, GRAPHICS, TEXT AND FACSIMILE BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING AND CONDUCTING GAMES OF CHANCE, JACKPOTS AND WAGERING EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR SCENTED CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR AIR DEODORIZER; AIR FRESHENERS; CARPET FRESHENERS AND ODOR ELIMINATORS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR DELIVERY OF READY-MIX CONCRETE VIA ROADWAY TRANSPORTATION VEHICLE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PARSING, EDITING, LINKING TO DATABASES, VALIDATION, AND ERROR CORRECTION OF REFERENCES AND CITATIONS IN BIBLIOGRAPHIES, AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES CONTAINED AS PART OF LARGER WORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CROSS SURROUNDED BY A HEART SHAPE EMBODYING THREE CIRCLES.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2006.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF IMPROVING INTEGRATION OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES WITH THEIR ENVIRONMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2006.
KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TRAINING IN THE
FIELD OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES; EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES NAMELY CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE
FIELD OF IMPROVING INTEGRATION OF CHILDREN
AND ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES WITH THEIR ENVIRONMENT
(U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2006.
KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD COOLPOINT
WITH THREE PEAKS OVER THE WORD ONE LARGER
PEAK BETWEEN THE LETTER P AND T AND THE OTHER
TWO IN THE BACKGROUND.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS FOR AUTOMOTIVE
AIR CONDITIONERS AND CLUTCHES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS FOR AUTOMOTIVE
AIR CONDITIONERS, NAMELY DRIERS, EXPANSION VALVES AND BLOWER MOTORS
(U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,507. TTA/C AIR CONDITIONING & HEATING

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR FRUIT JUICES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR CAFE-RESTAURANTS; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANTS AND SNACKBARS; PREPARATION OF FOOD
AND BEVERAGES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANTS; SERVING OF FOOD AND DRINK/BEVERAGES
(U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE COLOR(S) GREEN AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS
A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED APPLE ABOVE
THE WORD GREENAPPLE. GREEN APPLE WITH RED
MARKS ABOVE, WITH THE "GREEN" PORTION OF THE
TEXT IN GREEN AND THE "APPLE" PORTION IN RED.
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR BEVERAGES MADE OF COFFEE; BEVERAGES MADE OF TEA; COFFEE; FROZEN YOGURT; FRUIT TEAS; HERBAL FOOD BEVERAGES; HERBAL TEA; ICE CREAM; ICE CREAM DRINKS; ICED TEA; PREPARED COFFEE AND COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; SANDWICHES; TEA; TEA-BASED BEVERAGES WITH FRUIT FLAVORING (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR CAFE-RESTAURANTS; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANTS AND SNACKBARS; PREPARATION OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES; RESTAURANTS; SERVING OF FOOD AND DRINK/BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) BLACK, BLUE, RED, GOLD, PURPLE, WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLUE/PURPLE BACKGROUND WITH PEOPLE IN THE BACKGROUND HOLDING HANDS, A GOLD/YELLOW OUTER SOLID RING, AN INNER RING THAT IS TWISTED AND IS SHADES OF PURPLE, AN INFINITE SYMBOL THE MEETS WITH HANDS THAT HAVE CONNECTING FINGERS, THE PICTURE CONTAINS THE WORDS OUTSIDERSONLY MUSIC AND "WHERE YOUR EARS WANT TO LISTEN" AND WWW.OUTSIDERSONLY.COM.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, READING INSTRUCTION, TUTORING, AND TRAINING OF READING INSTRUCTORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

VH-71
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TRAINING AND EDUCATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AVIATION, NAMELY, FLIGHT AND GROUND CREW TRAINING AND TECHNICAL TRAINING, INCLUDING FLIGHT SIMULATION TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-045,527. MULTITOY INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR TECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES AND ENGINEERING CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AERONAUTICS AND AVIATION, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS, UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS, TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; TECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A DATABASE ACCESSIBLE VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK FEATURING A COMPILATION OF DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS ILLUSTRATING HELICOPTERS FOR DESIGN PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-045,527. MULTITOY INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-23-2005.

KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-045,775. CAVAN DEVELOPMENT GROUP, LLC, SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 85

SPECIAL LIFE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS; PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN AND ADULTS WITH DISABILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-23-2005.

KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-045,775. CAVAN DEVELOPMENT GROUP, LLC, SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SUITES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-2-2006.

ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SPECIAL LIFE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-2-2006.

ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 85

SPECIAL LIFE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-2-2006.

ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 85
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS FEATURING NEW AND USED VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR AUTOMOBILE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, SOCKS, UNDERGARMENTS, SASHES, WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2005.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, LINENS, BATH TOWELS, AND WASH CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2005.

TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS AND ASSAYS, AND KITS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS AND SPECIMEN RECEPTORS FOR BACTERIAL IDENTIFICATION, TISSUE TYPING, AND FOR TESTING FOR HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED OVERLAPPING NS.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR PURSES; TOTE BAGS; WALLETs (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CAPS; PANTS; SHIRTS; SKIRTS; TIES; TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED FROG COMPOSED OF SWIRLS AND OVALS.

TM 86 OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUNE 12, 2007

SN 77-045,780. RAY CATENA MOTOR CAR CORPORATION, EDISON, NJ. FILED 11-16-2006.

SN 77-045,922. NANOGEN, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-16-2006.

SN 77-046,041. THE FROGMAN CLOTHING COMPANY, INC., PARK CITY, UT. FILED 11-16-2006.

SN 77-046,122. GENESIS TODAY, INC., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 11-16-2006.

SN 77-046,575. THE M GROUP, INC., ANDREWS, SC. FILED 11-16-2006.

SN 77-046,875. THE M GROUP, INC., ANDREWS, SC. FILED 11-16-2006.

SN 77-045,922. NANOGEN, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED OVERLAPPING NS.

TM 86 OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUNE 12, 2007

SN 77-045,780. RAY CATENA MOTOR CAR CORPORATION, EDISON, NJ. FILED 11-16-2006.

SN 77-045,922. NANOGEN, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-16-2006.

SN 77-046,041. THE FROGMAN CLOTHING COMPANY, INC., PARK CITY, UT. FILED 11-16-2006.

SN 77-046,122. GENESIS TODAY, INC., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 11-16-2006.

SN 77-046,575. THE M GROUP, INC., ANDREWS, SC. FILED 11-16-2006.
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR 100% PURE GOJI JUICE FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, NAMELY, LIQUID DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR FRUIT JUICE CONTAINING GOJI JUICE (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

JAY BESCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-046,313. DIRTY SOCK FUNTIME BAND, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BAND, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-7-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-7-2003.

AMERICAN ZEN
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ART ETCHINGS; ART PICTURES; BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF FOOD PREPARATION, COOKING, LIFESTYLE AND DESIGN; COASTERS MADE OF PAPER; COOK BOOKS; HAND TOWELS OF PAPER; MAGAZINES FEATURES IN THE FIELD OF FOOD PREPARATION, COOKING, LIFESTYLE AND DESIGN; MOUNTED POSTERS; NAPKIN PAPER; NOTE PAPERS; PAPER BAGS AND SACKS; PAPER BAGS FOR PACKAGING; PAPER GIFT BAGS; PAPER HAND-TOWELS; PAPER HANDTOWELS; PAPER NAPKINS; PAPER PACKAGING AND CONTAINERS FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGES COMPRISED OF MATERIALS DESIGNED TO LESSEN ADVERSE EFFECTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT; PAPER PLACE MATS; PAPER SHOPPING BAGS; PAPER STATIONERY; PAPER TAKE-OUT CARTONS FOR FOOD; PICTURE BOOKS; PLACE MATS OF PAPER; POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BEVERAGE GLASSWARE; CARDBOARD CUPS; COFFEE CUPS; COMMEMORATIVE PLATES; CUPS; DECORATIVE PLATES; DINNERWARE, NAMELY, PLATES, BOWLS, CUPS AND SAUCERS; DISHES AND PLATES; DRINKING CUPS; PLATES; PLATES FOR HORS D'OEUVRE; SAKE CUPS; SOUVENIR PLATES; TEA BALLS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA BALLS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA CANISTERS; TEA INFUSERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA KETTLES; TEA POTS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA SERVICES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA SETS; TEA STRAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR ANKLE SOCKS; BERMUDA SHORTS; BOXER SHORTS; CARGO SHORTS; CHEF'S HATS; DENIMS; ELEIGE SHORTS; GYM SHORTS; HATS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, CAPS; JOGGING PANTS; KNIT SHIRTS; MEN'S SOCKS; OPEN-NECKED SHIRTS; SHORTS; SOFTS; SHORTS WITH SHORT SLEEVES; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; TRACK PANTS; WALKING SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR BEVERAGES MADE OF TEA; CEREAL BASED SNACK FOOD; CHINESE RICE NOODLES (BIFUN, UNCOOKED); CORN-BASED SNACK FOODS; DRIED COOKED-RICE; FLAVOURINGS OF TEA; FLOUR FOR MAKING DUMPLINGS OF GLUTINOUS RICE; FRUIT TEAS; GRAIN-BASED FOOD BARS ALSO CONTAINING SOY, DRIED FRUITS, CHOCOLATE, NUTS; GRANOLA SNACKS; GRANOLA-BASED SNACK BARS; GREEN TEA; HERB TEA; HERBAL FOOD BEVERAGES; HERBAL INFUSIONS; HERBAL TEA; ICED TEA; JAPANESE GREEN TEA; OOLONG TEA; PUFFED CORN SNACKS; PUFFED RICE; RICE CAKES; RICE CRACKERS; RICE NOODLES; RICE PUDDING; RICE-BASED SNACK FOODS; SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEAT, FISH, POULTRY OR VEGETABLES (U.S. Cl. 46).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ASSISTANCE IN FRANCHISED COMMERCIAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; FOOD KIOSK SERVICES; FRANCHISE SERVICES; NAMELY, OFFERING TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF RESTAURANTS; FRANCHISING, NAMELY, OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND/OR OPERATION OF RESTAURANTS; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RESTAURANT TAKE-OUT AND DELIVERY; RESTAURANT FRANCHISING; RETAIL GROCERY STORES FEATURING PHONE-IN ORDERS (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR CAFE-RESTAURANTS; CARRY-OUT RESTAURANTS; CATERING IN FAST-FOOD CAFETERIAS; CATERING OF FOOD AND DRINKS; DELICATESSENS; FAST FOOD AND NON-STOP RESTAURANT SERVICES; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANTS; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANTS AND SNACK BARS; FOOD PREPARATION; HEALTH RESORT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FOOD AND LODGING THAT SPECIALIZE IN PROMOTING PATRONS’ GENERAL HEALTH AND WELL-BEING; PREPARATION OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANTS; RESTAURANTS FEATURING HOME DELIVERY; SELF-ORDERING RESTAURANTS; SERVING FOOD AND DRINKS; SERVING OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. Cls. 100 AND 101).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUPITERTUNES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,157,968, 3,038,839 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; PRE-RECORDED AUDIO DISCS; AUDIO TAPE, CDS, CDRS AND DIGITAL FILES FEATURING MUSIC AND AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT; DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL AND AUDIO RECORDINGS; DIGITAL MUSIC FILES PROVIDED VIA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DOWNLOADED FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK FOR FACILITATING ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL MUSICAL PREFERENCES AND INTERESTS, FOR PROVIDING, STORING, SHARING AND ORGANIZING MUSICAL FRANCHISINGS AND SELECTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING, RECORDING, SHARING AND PLAYING OF MUSICAL SAMPLES AND FULL RECORDINGS FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, AND FOR PROVIDING ACCESS TO SITES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF AUDIO, GRAPHIC TEXT, AND DATA OVER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND DISTRIBUTION FEATURING MUSIC AND SOUND RECORDINGS, MUSICAL AND SOUND SELECTIONS, CUSTOMIZED RECORDINGS ACCORDING TO PURCHASERS' PREFERENCES AND INTERESTS AND DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS AND SELECTIONS PROVIDED THROUGH GLOBAL AND NON-GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROMOTION OF MUSIC, MUSICAL ARTISTS AND MUSICAL TALENT, DISSEMINATION OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS AND PRODUCT MERCHANDISING FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS, MUSICAL PERFORMANCES AND ENTERTAINMENT; PROVIDING ONLINE BUSINESS DIRECTORIES IN THE FIELDS OF MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS AND CHAT ROOMS FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND FILES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING MUSIC, ENTERTAINMENT, GENERAL INTEREST TOPICS AS WELL AS TECHNOLOGY AND SOFTWARE RELATING TO THE TRANSMISSION OF AUDIO, GRAPHICS, TEXT, AND DATA OVER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING DATABASES IN THE FIELDS OF MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING ONLINE PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NON-DOWNLOADABLE DIRECTORIES IN THE FIELDS OF MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; ON-LINE LIBRARY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ELECTRONIC LIBRARY SERVICES WHICH FEATURE MUSIC VIA AN ON-LINE COMPUTER NETWORK AND INTERACTIVE COMPUTER DATABASES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT; PROVIDING INFORMATION, AUDIO, VIDEO, GRAPHICS, TEXT AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA CONTENT IN THE FIELDS OF MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON MUSIC RELEASES, REVIEWS, CONCERTS, CONCERT TOURS, MUSICAL ARTISTS, THE MUSIC INDUSTRY, AND RECORDING OF MUSIC; PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING MUSIC TAILORED TO THE PREFERENCES AND INTERESTS OF WEBSITE USERS AND PROVIDING LINKS TO RELATED WEBSITES; PROVIDING AN ONLINE NEWSLETTER RELATING TO MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT; ROYALTY FREE PUBLISHING OF DIGITAL MUSIC; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE MUSIC CONTESTS; EDUCATION SERVICES NAMELY OFFERING TUTORIAL SESSIONS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS, WEB DESIGN AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RELATING TO MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,629. ATTITONES, INC., EL DORADO HILLS, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

ATTITONES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES AND CUSTOM RING TONES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES & CUSTOM RING TONES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.

SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,817. PENZEYS, LTD., BROOKFIELD, WI. FILED 11-17-2006.

PENZEYS SPICES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SPICES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR SPICES, SPICE BLENDS, SEASONINGS, PROCESSED HERBS, EXTRACTS USED FOR FLAVORING; GIFT BOXES FEATURING SPICES, SPICE BLENDS, SEASONINGS, PROCESSED HERBS, EXTRACTS USED FOR FLAVORING (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-30-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1999.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING SPICES, SPICE BLENDS, SEASONINGS, PROCESSED HERBS, EXTRACTS USED FOR FLAVORING; GIFT BOXES FEATURING SPICES, SPICE BLENDS, SEASONINGS, PROCESSED HERBS, EXTRACTS USED FOR FLAVORING; RETAIL STORE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING SPICES, SPICE BLENDS, SEASONINGS, PROCESSED HERBS, EXTRACTS USED FOR FLAVORING; GIFT BOXES FEATURING SPICES, SPICE BLENDS, SEASONINGS, PROCESSED HERBS, EXTRACTS USED FOR FLAVORING; ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING SPICES, SPICE BLENDS, SEASONINGS, PROCESSED HERBS, EXTRACTS USED FOR FLAVORING; GIFT BOXES FEATURING SPICES, SPICE BLENDS, SEASONINGS, PROCESSED HERBS, EXTRACTS USED FOR FLAVORING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1999.

CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,629. ATTITONES, INC., EL DORADO HILLS, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.
SN 77-046,850. PENZEYS, LTD., BROOKFIELD, WI. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,100,743 AND 3,106,558.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR SPICES, SPICE BLENDS, SEASONINGS, PROCESSED HERBS, EXTRACTS USED FOR FLAVORING (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PUBLICATION OF MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,966. SONNY’S ENTERPRISES, INC., TAMARAC, FL. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-1991; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1991.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS; GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-1991; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1991.
SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,529. COALITION FOR CHRISTIAN OUTREACH, PITTSBURGH, PA. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING CHRISTIAN MINISTERIAL SERVICES ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Xtreme Xpress

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR MOTOR VEHICLE WASHING AND CLEANING MACHINE FRAMES; MACHINE FRAMES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES WASHING INSTALLATIONS; MACHINE MAIN FRAMES FOR HOLDING FURTHER MACHINES FOR MOTOR VEHICLE WASHING INSTALLATIONS; MACHINE FRAMES WITH AUTOMATED CAR WASH BRUSHES; TIRE BRUSHING MACHINES; AUTOMATED CAR WASH BRUSHES; AIR DRYERS FOR AUTOMATED CAR WASHES; SIDE-TO-SIDE MITTER FOR CAR WASHES; HIGH PRESSURE PUMPS; WRAP AROUND CAR WASHING MACHINES; GRILL WASHING MACHINES FOR AUTOMATED CAR WASHES; AND PREWASH AND PRESOAKING MACHINES FOR AUTOMATED CAR WASHES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROLLERS FOR CAR WASH APPARATUS AND CAR WASH COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRANSFORMING COLLEGE STUDENTS TO TRANSFORM THE WORLD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE UNIVERSITY OR COLLEGE LEVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING CHRISTIAN MINISTERIAL SERVICES ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "J" AND A STYLIZED LETTER "H" IN A BOX OVER THE WORDS "J. HARRIS".


CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING COMIC BOOKS, FANTASY, SCIENCE FICTION AND POPULAR CULTURE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). FIRST USE 4-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2004.

IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 4-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 4-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.

KHALN LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER FOR COMIC BOOKS; PRINTED PERIODICALS IN THE FIELD OF COMICS; TRADE JOURNALS IN THE FIELD OF COMICS; GRAPHIC NOVELS; POSTERS; LITHOGRAPHS; ART PRINTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 4-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2004.


CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING COMIC BOOKS, FANTASY, SCIENCE FICTION AND POPULAR CULTURE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). FIRST USE 4-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2004.

IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERS APPEARING IN ALL CAPITALS AND SLANTED FROM BOTTOM LEFT TO TOP RIGHT.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR WORKS OF ART, NAMELY, PORTRAITS AND PAINTINGS FEATURING ANIMALS AND/OR PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-1980; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1980.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CREATION OF CUSTOM PORTRAITS AND PAINTINGS BASED ON PHOTOGRAPHS, SNAPSHOTs, OR IMAGES PROVIDED BY THE CUSTOMER (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 7-1-1980; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1980.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY, WATCHES, AND WATCH BANDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2006.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; BOOKKEEPING SERVICES; ACCOUNTING SERVICES; BUSINESS AUDITING SERVICES; TAX PREPARATION AND FILING; TAX COMPLIANCE AND CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION SERVICES; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND FORECASTING SERVICES, NAMELY, BUDGETING AND CASH FLOW ANALYSIS AND CONTROL SERVICES; FINANCIAL RESEARCH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHIN CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF PRIMARY SCHOOL EDUCATION AND PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF PRIMARY SCHOOL EDUCATION AND PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
SN 77-048,927. QUANZHOU MINMETALS (GROUP) CORPORATION, QUANZHO, FUJIAN, CHINA, FILED 11-21-2006.

QZMM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR COMMON METAL FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR MARBLE FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR POLYRESIN FIGURINES; BAMBOO FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR POTS, CUPS, DISHES AND VASES, ALL MADE OF EARTHENWARE AND POLYRESIN; BAMBOO BASKETS; CANDLEHOLDERS NOT MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,030. PFIZER INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-21-2006.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY PRINTED REPORTS REGARDING HEALTHCARE DISPARITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE WHICH COMPiles INFORMATION FOR THE PURPOSE OF GENERATING REPORTS THAT IDENTIFY HEALTHCARE QUALITY GAPS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BENJAMIN ALLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,466. UNETIXS VASCULAR INCORPORATED, NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI. FILED 11-22-2006.

QualityGapMappingTool

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "QUALITY GAP MAPPING TOOL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY PRINTED REPORTS REGARDING HEALTHCARE DISPARITIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE WHICH COMPiles INFORMATION FOR THE PURPOSE OF GENERATING REPORTS THAT IDENTIFY HEALTHCARE QUALITY GAPS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BENJAMIN ALLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,030. PFIZER INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-21-2006.

PROVIDING PROFESSIONALS WITH INSTRUMENTATION, PUBLICATION & EDUCATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, APPARATUS FOR VASCULAR TESTING AND DIAGNOSIS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE, INTERACTIVE VI-DEOS, CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF VASCULAR TESTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FIRM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCIES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT; REAL ESTATE LISTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2006.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2006.
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Better Luck Next Time


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BELTS; CAPS; Hoods; Jerseys; Leather BELTS; TIES; TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, MUSICAL BAND, ROCK GROUP, GYMNASTIC, DANCE, AND BALLET PERFORMANCES; ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-052,941. INTERNATIONAL SPORT COMPACT AUTO RACING SERIES, LLC, ORMOND BEACH, FL. FILED 11-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CAPS; JACKETS; SHIRTS; SWEATSHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF AUTO-RACES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-23-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-23-2005.
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,997. TRIUMPH PHARMACEUTICALS INC., ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 11-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR NON-MEDICAL MOUTH RINSE, TOOTHPASTE, BREATH FRESHENING SPRAY (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR CHEWING GUM, CANDY BREATH MINTS (U.S. CL. 46).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-053,584. MILLER, STANLEY G., OCCIDENTAL, CA. FILED 11-29-2006.

STANLEY MOUSE STUDIOS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STUDIOS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. STANLEY G. MILLER, IS ALSO KNOWN AS "STANLEY MOUSE", AND USES THIS NAME IN A PROFESSIONAL CAPACITY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "STANLEY MOUSE STUDIOS" IN BLOCK LETTERING, OVER THE SIGNATURE OF STANLEY MOUSE, WHICH IS NEXT TO A CARTOON RENDERING OF A "RUNNING" MOUSE.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ARTWORK AND PAINTINGS, NAMELY, ORIGINAL DRAWINGS, PAINTINGS AND SKETCHES, AND ART REPRODUCTIONS OF DRAWINGS, PAINTINGS AND SKETCHES, AND WATERCOLOR PAINTINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-1959; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1959.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-1-1959; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1959.
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-056,485. UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 12-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE, ON-LINE, COMPUTER DATABASE TARGETED TOWARD LARGE BUSINESS MAILERS IN THE FIELD OF MAIL SORTING, HANDLING, AND RECEIVING, POSTAL RATE INFORMATION, AND INFORMATION CONCERNING POSTAL POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND SUPPORTING SERVICES RELATED THERETO (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-7-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-7-1998.
IN RING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR ENERGY DRINKS; SODA (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CARIOLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MODAL-X

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,626,350 AND 2,843,627.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRANSPORT OF GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 8-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2006.
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-059,291. NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION, NORFOLK, VA. FILED 12-7-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,626,350 AND 2,843,627.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOOR TO DOOR CONNECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "MODAL X DOOR TO DOOR CONNECTION" IN STYLIZED FORM.
THE "X" CONTAINS AN INTERNAL "GREATER THAN" SYMBOL.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR AUCTIONEERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2006.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRANSPORT OF GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 8-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2006.
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-061,986. SOLENTURE, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA. FILED 12-12-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BURNT ORANGE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
The color burnt orange appears in the arrow on the letter "O." THE WORDING SOLENTURE APPEARS IN BLACK.
The mark appears on a transparent background, and no other color is claimed as a feature of the mark.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES, CONSULTANCY AND INFORMATION; BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES; BUSINESS EVALUATION OF BUSINESS COMPENSATION AND BENEFIT PROGRAMS; BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROCURING QUALIFIED AND CREDENTIALED THIRD-PARTY EXPERTS, PROFESSIONALS AND OTHER QUALIFIED PERSONNEL, AND DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ALL ON BEHALF OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.

BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR BUSINESS BROKERAGE; BUSINESS, STOCK OPTION AND PENSION VALUATION SERVICES; FINANCIAL PLANNING CONSULTATION; FUND INVESTMENT CONSULTATION; INSURANCE CONSULTATION; INVESTMENT CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PFMS

SN 77-062,802. TRADE SERVICE COMPANY, LLC, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 12-12-2006.

Lily of the Desert

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR SKIN CREAMS, SKIN LOTIONS, SKIN GELS, SKIN MOISTURIZERS, SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, BATH AND SHOWER GELS, AND SOAPS CONTAINING ALOE VERA (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-2-1976; IN COMMERCE 7-2-1976.
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN THE FORM OF GELS AND LIQUIDS MADE FROM ALOE VERA (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-063,135. HARRAH'S LICENSE COMPANY, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 12-13-2006.

Harrah's

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,067,887, 1,295,055 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR ALOE VERA JUICES AND DRINKS MADE FROM ALOE VERA (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

WILLIAM ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-064,561. CITIGROUP INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 12-14-2006.

NAEYC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DIGITAL MATERIALS, NAMELY, PRE-RECORDED CDS, DVDS, AND VIDEO TAPES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF JOURNALS AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT; JOURNALS CONCERNING EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT; POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-0-1964; IN COMMERCE 10-0-1964.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH CREDIT CARD CUSTOMER LOYALTY PROGRAMS; PROVIDING INCENTIVES AND DISCOUNTS TO CUSTOMERS FOR USE OF CREDIT CARDS; CREDIT CARD REWARD PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-0-1964; IN COMMERCE 10-0-1964.

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRAVELING THROUGH LIFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF IMPROVING THE WELL-BEING, EDUCATION, AND DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-0-1964; IN COMMERCE 10-0-1964.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS; PUBLICATION OF JOURNALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 10-0-1964; IN COMMERCE 10-0-1964.

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-074,538. MEGTEC SYSTEMS, INC., DEPERE, WI. FILED 1-2-2007.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 942,724 AND 1,420,809.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

DEIRDRE ROBERTSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-069,515. TRADE SERVICE COMPANY, LLC, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 12-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES FEATURING CONTENT RELATED TO LATINO HERITAGE, PHILOSOPHY, COMMUNITY AND ACTIVISM, CURRENT EVENTS, THE ARTS AND FASHION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NU-WAY

PROTEGENESOME
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR ANTI-AGING CREAM; ANTI-WRINKLE CREAM; BEAUTY CREAMS; BODY CREAM; COSMETIC CREAMS; COSMETIC CREAMS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN RENEWAL; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE OF MOUTH AND TEETH; FACE AND BODY CREAMS; FACE CREAMS; HAIR CARE CREAMS; HAIR CARE LOTIONS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR CLEANING PREPARATIONS; HAIR CONDITIONERS; HAIR CREAMS; HAIR EMOLLIENTS; HAIR FIXERS; HAIR LOTIONS; HAIR NOURISHERS; HAIR OILS; HAIR POMADES; HAIR RINSES; HAIR SHAMPOO; HAIR SPRAY; HAIR STYLING GEL; HAIR STYLING SPRAY; HAIR TONICS; MEDICATED SOAP; MOUTHWASH; MOUTHWASHES; NON-MEDICATED BATH PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED BODY SOAKS; NON-MEDICATED FOOT CREAM; NON-MEDICATED LIP CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED LIP PROTECTOR; NON-MEDICATED MOUTH WASH AND RINSE; NON-MEDICATED MOUTHWASH AND GARGLE; NON-MEDICATED OINTMENTS FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF SUNBURN; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CREAMS; NON-MEDICATED STIMULATING LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN; OIL BATHS FOR HAIR CARE; OILS FOR HAIR CONDITIONING; SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY; SKIN CLEANSERS; SKIN CLEANSING LOTION; SKIN CONDITIONERS; SKIN CREAM; SKIN CREAMS IN LIQUID AND IN SOLID FORM; SKIN LOTION; SKIN MOISTURIZER; SKIN TEXTURIZERS; SKIN TONERS; TOOTH CLEANING PREPARATIONS; TOOTH GEL; TOOTH PASTE; TOOTH POLISH; TOOTH WHITENING CREAMS; TOOTH WHITENING GELS; TOOTH WHITENING PASTES; TOOTH WHITENING PREPARATIONS; TOOTHPASTE; TOOTHPASTES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY, ANTIOXIDANTS; HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS; HOMEOPATHIC SUPPLEMENTS; MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED LIP BALM; MEDICATED MOUTH CARE AND TREATMENT PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED MOUTHWASH; MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; MEDICINAL CREAMS FOR SKIN CARE; MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE MOUTH AND AS SPRAYS; MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE MOUTH TO BE APPLIED IN THE FORM OF DROPS, CAPSULES, TABLETS AND COMPRESSED TABLETS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN LOTION FORM SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF NUTRITIONAL SKIN CARE PRODUCTS; PAIN RELIEF MEDICATION; RUBBING COMPOUND FOR MEDICAL AND/OR THERAPEUTIC USE; VITAMIN AND MINERAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE AS INGREDIENTS IN THE FOOD AND PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 3, 4, 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52). MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR SMOOTHIES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,646,060.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF PARTIAL COW FIGURE WITH HOOVES UP IN A "CHEERING POSITION".

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPACT DISCS AND DVDS FEATURING INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDES ON CAMERAS, PHOTOGRAPHY AND DIGITAL IMAGING; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, REFERENCE CARDS AND MANUALS FEATURING GENERAL INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDES ON CAMERAS, PHOTOGRAPHY AND DIGITAL IMAGING RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR SERIES OF BOOKS, INSTRUCTION MANUALS AND REFERENCE CARDS IN THE FIELDS OF CAMERAS, PHOTOGRAPHY AND DIGITAL IMAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 3, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MAGIC LANTERN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,100,639.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,661,967, 3,179,323 AND OTHERS.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, WHITE AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD PACER IN BLUE BELOW A BOX DESIGN, THE COVER OF WHICH IS A HIGHLY STYLIZED P IN BLUE AND WHITE. THE BOX IS SET ON A VERTICAL AXIS AND THE SIDES ARE REPRESENTED BY GRAY AND WHITE LINES.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING THE TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-8-2007; IN COMMERCE 1-8-2007.

ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY TRAIN, BOAT, AIR AND TRUCK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 1-8-2007; IN COMMERCE 1-8-2007.

OOGWAY

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The English translation of the Chinese word "OOGWAY" is "TURTLE" or "TORTOISE."

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR SHIRTS AND TOPS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, SHORTS, ROMPERS, OVERALLS, SWEATSHIRTS AND SWEAT PANTS, SWEATSUITS, CAPS AND HATS, GLOVES, SUSPENDERS, TIES, COATS AND JACKETS, HOISERY, SHOES, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, PAJAMAS, ROBES, SLEEPWEAR, UNDERWEAR, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, AND CLOTH BABY BIBS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, BATHTUB TOYS, KITES, TOY BUILDING BLOCKS, BOARD GAMES, COSTUME MASKS, HANDHELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES, DIECAST MINIATURE TOY VEHICLES, DOLLS, DOLL ACCESSORIES, DOLL CLOTHING, BEAN BAG DOLLS, BENDABLE PLAY FIGURES, FLYING DISCS, INFLATABLE VINYL PLAY FIGURES, JIGSAW PUZZLES, MARBLES, PLUSH TOYS, PUPPETS, RIDE-ON TOYS, SKATEBOARDS, BALLOONS, ROLLERSKATES, TOY BANKS, WATER SQUIRTING TOYS, STUFFED TOYS, TOY VEHICLES, CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS; PINBALL MACHINES AND MODEL CRAFT KITS OF TOY FIGURES; AND PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 30).

ANDREW RHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-083,753. BORDENER ENGINEERED LAMINATES, BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI. FILED 1-16-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR BATHROOM ACCESSORIES MADE OF METAL, NAMELY, ROBE HOOKS AND SHOWER CURTAIN HOOKS, FIGURINES AND PLAQUES MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL; DECORATIVE LAWN ORNAMENTS AND NON-LUMINOUS, NON-MECHANICAL DECORATIVE SIGNS MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL; GARDEN TRELLISES MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL; BOWLS AND VASES OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR OUTDOOR LANTERNS, NAMELY, CANDLE LANTERNS AND OIL LANTERNS; AND NON-ELECTRIC WALL SCONCES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

FOR NON-LUMINOUS, NON-MECHANICAL YARD SIGNS MADE OF WOOD, POLYRESIN, PLASTIC AND PLASTER (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR SHOWER CURTAIN RINGS; PHOTOGRAPH FRAMES MADE OF NON-PRECIOUS METAL; BED PILLOWS; DECORATIVE PILLOWS; METAL AND NON-METAL BATHROOM SHELVES; NON-METAL BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, ROBE HOOKS, SHOWER CURTAIN HOOKS, AND SHOWER CURTAIN RINGS; FITTED FABRIC FURNITURE SLIPCOVERS; LAUNDRY HAMPERS; PICTURE FRAMES AND PHOTOGRAPH FRAMES; FIGURINES MADE OF WOOD OR POLYRESIN; WALL DECOR ITEMS, NAMELY, NON-METAL AND NON-ELECTRIC WALL SCONCES, SHELVES, AND PLAQUES; OUTDOOR DECORATIVE ITEMS MADE OF WOOD, POLYRESIN, PLASTIC, AND PLASTER, NAMELY, FIGURINES, GARDEN STAKES, PLAQUES, AND STATUARY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SOAP DISHES, TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS, WASTEBASKETS, BATHROOM TUMBLERS, LOTION PUMP DISPENSERS SOLD EMPTY, TOWEL BARS, TISSUE HOLDERS, AND BATH AND SHOWER CADDIES; NAPKIN RINGS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; DECORATIVE STATUETTES, SCULPTURES, AND FIGURINES MADE OF PORCELAIN, GLASS, EARTHENWARE, CRYSTAL, CERAMIC, OR TERRA COTTA; CANDLE HOLDERS AND CANDLESTICKS MADE OF CRYSTAL, GLASS, OR NON-PRECIOUS METAL; VASES; DECORATIVE BASKETS MADE OF WICKER, STRAW, WOOD, OR CLOTH (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR BEDDING, NAMELY, BED SHEETS, PILLOW CASES, BED SHEET SETS, PILLOW SHAMS, BED SKIRTS, BLANKETS, COMFORTERS, DOWNT COMFORTERS, DUVETS, DUVET COVERS, QUILTS, COVERLETS, THROWS, MATTRESS PADS, AND BEDDING FOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN; BATH LINENS, NAMELY, BATH TOWELS, BATH SHEETS, WASH CLOTHS, BEACH TOWELS, TOWEL BARS, BATH TOWEL RINGS, AND TOWEL HANGERS; KITCHEN LINENS, NAMELY, KITCHEN TOWELS, DISH CLOTHS, OVEN MITTS, AND POT HOLDERS; TABLE LINENS, NAMELY, TABLECLOTHS NOT MADE OF PAPER, TABLE RUNNERS, TABLE SCARVES, PLACEMATS, AND CLOTH NAPKINS; UNFITTED FABRIC FURNITURE COVERS, WINDOW VALANCES, SHEER WINDOW PANELS; PET BLANKETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS, NAMELY, FLOWER SEEDS, BULBS, LIVE SEEDLINGS, LIVING PLANTS, NATURAL LIME FLOWERS, LIVING YOUNG PLANTS, LIVING PLANT CUTTINGS AND OTHER PARTS OF LIVING PLANTS OR LIVING YOUNG PLANTS SUITED FOR PROPAGATION PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

BERNICE HOWSE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BOOK YOUR SPOT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-093,997. MONTAGE HOLDINGS, LLC, SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 1-29-2007.

AMARANTH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ANYONE CAN MEXICAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE COMPUTER DATABASE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK IN THE FIELD OF DESTINATION MARKETING, NAMELY PROVIDING TRAVEL GUIDES, TRAVEL INFORMATION AND LINKS TO WEB SITES OF OTHERS FEATURING LODGING AND TRAVEL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105). FIRST USE 9-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-6-2006.


CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCIES, LAND ACQUISITION, NAMELY, REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANYONE CAN MEXICAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR CANNED CHILI PEPPERS; BOTTLED JALAPENO PEPPERS; CANNED REFRIED BEANS; AND CHEESE DIP (U.S. CL. 46).
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR PACKAGED TACO SHELLS; TORTILLAS; DRY TACO SEASONING MIX; DRY BURRITO SEASONING MIX; DRY FAJITA SEASONING MIX; SPANISH RICE; CHEESY MEXICAN RICE; SALSA; TACO SAUCE; TACO DINNER KIT CONSISTING OF TACO SHELLS AND/OR TORTILLAS, TACO SAUCE AND SEASONING MIX; BURRITO DINNER KIT CONSISTING OF TORTILLAS, SALSA AND SEASONING MIX; ENCHILADA DINNER KIT CONSISTING OF TORTILLAS, ENCHILADA SAUCE, AND SEASONING MIX; AND GORDITA DINNER KIT CONSISTING OF GORDITA TORTILLAS, RANCH SAUCE AND SEASONING MIX (U.S. CL. 46).

MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR AIR FRESHENER; AIR DEODORIZING AND ODOR NEUTRALIZING PREPARATIONS FOR THE AIR (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR FRAGRANCE AND AIR DEODORIZING DISPENSING UNITS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-100,037. SOUTHEASTERN NEWSPAPERS COMPANY, LLC, AUGUSTA, GA. FILED 2-6-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION, OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, SUPPLY CHAIN, AND PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES; NAMING, MANAGING LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES, SUPPLY CHAIN VISIBILITY AND SYNCHRONIZATION, SUPPLY AND DEMAND FORECASTING AND PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION PROCESSES FOR OTHERS; TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMING, ARRANGING THE TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS FOR OTHERS; TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMING, PLANNING AND SCHEDULING SHIPMENTS FOR USERS OF TRANSPORTATION SERVICES; COMPUTERIZED TRACKING AND TRACING OF PACKAGES IN TRANSIT; INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMING, SHIPMENT PROCESSING, PREPARING SHIPPING DOCUMENTS AND INVOICES, TRACKING DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES AND FREIGHT OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS AND INTERNETS; MONITORING AND TRACKING OF PACKAGE SHIPMENTS; PROVIDING ELECTRONIC TRACKING OF FREIGHT INFORMATION TO OTHERS; TRACKING, LOCATING AND MONITORING OF VEHICLES, MARITIME VESSELS AND AIRCRAFT SERVICES; CUSTOMS CLEARANCE SERVICES; ARRANGING FOR PICKUP, DELIVERY, STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, FREIGHT AND PARCELS VIA GROUND AND AIR CARRIERS; ORDER FulfillMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 12-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-31-2006.

TRACY WHITTAKER-BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-101,711. YRC WORLDWIDE INC., OVERLAND PARK, KS. FILED 2-7-2007.

YRCRT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL COMMON CARRIER FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY MEANS OF TRUCK, AIR, OR SEA, AND DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT FORWARDING SERVICES; SUPPLY CHAIN, LOGISTICS AND REVERSE LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMING, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, RAW MATERIALS, AND OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS BY AIR, RAIL, SHIP OR TRUCK; WAREHOUSING SERVICES, NAMING, STORAGE, DISTRIBUTION, PICK-UP, AND PACKING FOR SHIPMENT OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, RAW MATERIALS, AND OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 12-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-31-2006.

TRACY WHITTAKER-BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The McDuffie Mirror

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR NEWSPAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A REPRESENTATION OF A DESK BELL.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION FOR OTHERS ABOUT TRANSPORTATION; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION AND FOR VACATION PACKAGES FOR OTHERS AND PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF TRAVEL, VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION CONCERNING TRAVEL DESTINATIONS, MAPS, CITY DIRECTORIES AND LISTINGS, VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 2-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2006.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR TRAVEL RESERVATION SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR HOTELS AND TEMPORARY LODGING, FOR TEMPORARY VACATION ACCOMMODATIONS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATIONS FOR VACATION PACKAGES, VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS, AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS PROVIDING ACCOMMODATION INFORMATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2006.
SARA THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR PLATINUM SILICONE PUTTY COMPRISING PUTTY AND A CATALYST FOR MAKING ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL MOLDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 8-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2004.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR A TWO COMPONENT, NAMELY PUTTY AND A CATALYST, PLATINUM SILICONE PUTTY USED AS A HOOF TENDON SUPPORT FOR HORSES AND AS A STUMP CUSHIONING DEVICE FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE LOST A LIMB (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2004.
JILL PRATER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTER "W" TERMINATING IN AN ARROW WITH A SINGLE CURVED LINE ABOVE TO SHOW SHADING ALL LOCATED WITHIN A CIRCLE.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GLOBAL AND LOCAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, NAMELY SOFTWARE TO ENHANCE RANKINGS OF A WEB SITE IN SEARCH ENGINE RESULTS, SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING LOG FILES, SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING SERVERS, AND SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING ACTIVITY ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SEARCH ENGINE SOFTWARE; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE, NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN INTERNET-BASED APPLICATIONS RELATING TO ANALYZING VISITOR ACTIVITY ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ANALYSIS, USER TRAFFIC ANALYSIS, AND CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION AND PROFILING; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING, MONITORING, AND OPTIMIZING INTERNET TRAFFIC, SEARCH ENGINE PLACEMENT, AND CONTENT COMPONENTS FOR THE COMMERCIAL WEBSITES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH SEARCH ENGINE REFERRAL TRAFFIC ANALYSIS AND REPORTING; AND PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORIES IN THE FIELDS OF ADVERTISING NETWORK SERVICE PROVIDERS, WEB SITE DESIGNERS, COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY COMPUTER CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF GLOBAL AND LOCAL NETWORKING SYSTEMS, PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, NAMELY, ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATION OF GLOBAL AND LOCAL NETWORKING SYSTEMS AND PROVIDING INFORMATION IN CONNECTION THERewith; PROVIDING SOFTWARE FOR DETECTING AND CORRECTING WEB SITE VULNERABILITIES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, SERVICES, AND SITES RELATING TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKING; WEBSITE DESIGN, NAMELY, CREATION, HOSTING, AND MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES FOR OTHERS; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; AND COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY TECHNICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELDS OF ANALYZING AND MONITORING SEARCH ENGINE PLACEMENT, ANALYZING, MONITORING AND INCREASING INTERNET TRAFFIC FOR THE WEBSITES OF OTHERS, AND ANALYZING AND MONITORING THE CONTENTS OF THE COMMERCIAL WEBSITES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE DIAGONAL BARS WITH A SINGLE CURVED LINE ABOVE TO SHOW SHADING ALL LOCATED WITHIN A CIRCLE.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH SEARCH ENGINE REFERRAL TRAFFIC ANALYSIS AND REPORTING; AND PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORIES IN THE FIELDS OF ADVERTISING NETWORK, SERVICE PROVIDERS, WEB SITE DESIGNERS, COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY COMPUTER CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF GLOBAL AND LOCAL NETWORKING SYSTEMS, PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, NAMELY, ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATION OF GLOBAL AND LOCAL NETWORKING SYSTEMS AND PROVIDING INFORMATION IN CONNECTION THERewith; PROVIDING SOFTWARE FOR DETECTING AND CORRECTING WEB SITE VULNERABILITIES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, SERVICES, AND SITES RELATING TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKING; WEBSITE DESIGN, NAMELY, CREATION, HOSTING, AND MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES FOR OTHERS; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; AND COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY的技术 CONSULTATION IN THE FIELDS OF ANALYZING AND MONITORING SEARCH ENGINE PLACEMENT, ANALYZING, MONITORING AND INCREASING INTERNET TRAFFIC FOR THE WEBSITES OF OTHERS, AND ANALYZING AND MONITORING THE CONTENTS OF THE COMMERCIAL WEBSITES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A MAN DESIGN SURROUNDED BY A SINGLE CURVED LINE ABOVE TO SHOW SHADING ALL LOCATED WITHIN A CIRCLE.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GLOBAL AND LOCAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, NAMELY SOFTWARE TO ENHANCE RANKINGS OF A WEB SITE IN SEARCH ENGINE RESULTS, SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING LOG FILES, SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING SERVERS, AND SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING ACTIVITY ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SEARCH ENGINE SOFTWARE; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE, NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN INTERNET-BASED APPLICATIONS RELATING TO ANALYZING, MONITORING, AND OPTIMIZING SEARCH ENGINE PLACEMENT, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ANALYSIS, USER TRAFFIC ANALYSIS, AND CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION AND PROFILING; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING, MONITORING, AND OPTIMIZING INTERNET TRAFFIC, SEARCH ENGINE PLACEMENT, AND OPTIMIZING COMPONENTS FOR THE COMMERCIAL WEBSITES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A MAN DESIGN SURROUNDED BY A SINGLE CURVED LINE ABOVE TO SHOW SHADING ALL LOCATED WITHIN A CIRCLE.
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CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GLOBAL AND LOCAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, NAMELY SOFTWARE TO ENHANCE RANKINGS OF A WEB SITE IN SEARCH ENGINE RESULTS, SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING SEARCH ENGINE LOG FILES, SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING SERVERS, AND SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING ACTIVITY ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SEARCH ENGINE SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE, NAMELY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN INTERNET-BASED APPLICATIONS RELATING TO ANALYZING VISITOR ACTIVITY ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ANALYSIS, USER TRAFFIC ANALYSIS, AND CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION AND PROFILING, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING, MONITORING, AND OPTIMIZING INTERNET TRAFFIC, SEARCH ENGINE PLACEMENT, AND CONTENT COMPONENTS FOR THE COMMERCIAL WEBSITES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY COMPUTER CONSULTATION IN THE FILED OF GLOBAL AND LOCAL NETWORKING SYSTEMS, PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, NAMELY, ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATION OF GLOBAL AND LOCAL NETWORKING SYSTEMS AND PROVIDING INFORMATION IN CONNECTION THERewith; PROVIDING SOFTWARE FOR DETECTING AND CORRECTING WEB SITE VULNERABILITIES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, SERVICES, AND SITES RELATING TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKING; WEBSITE DESIGN, NAMELY, CREATION, HOSTING, AND MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES FOR OTHERS; HOSTING THE WEBSITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; AND COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY TECHNICAL CONSULTATION AND PROVIDING THE FIELDS OF ANALYZING AND MONITORING SEARCH ENGINE PLACEMENT, ANALYZING, MONITORING AND INCREASING INTERNET TRAFFIC FOR THE WEBSITES OF OTHERS, AND ANALYZING AND MONITORING THE CONTENTS OF THE COMMERCIAL WEBSITES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING TRAINING AND COURSES IN THE FIELDS OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED IN CONNECTION WITH SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

First Use 7-21-2000; In Commerce 7-21-2000.

DIMENSIONALFX

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, MAGNETICALLY ENCODED; MOUSE PADS, DVDS AND CDS FEATURING MUSIC OR SPOKEN WORD, MAGNETICALLY ENCODED LOYALTY AND MEMBERSHIP CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PACKAGING, PAPER GOODS, AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, TRADING CARDS, GIFT CARDS, PLASTIC BUBBLE FLAT PACKS AND WINDOWED FLAT PACKS FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING, SELF-MAILING ENVELOPES WITH ADDRESSING LABELS, ACCORDION SLEEVES FOR HOLDING AND PROTECTING STAMPS, PLASTIC FOIL WRAPS FOR COSMETIC PACKAGING, CLEAR PLASTIC PACKAGING, PLASTIC FOIL AND PAPER DISPLAY BOXES, REGISTERED HOLOGRAMS, DECALS, STICKERS, POSTER ART, CARDBOARD BOXES, COVERS FOR BINDERS, CARDBOARD DISCS FOR TRADING, STATIC CLING STICKERS, PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED, COUNTER PLACEMATS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, BLANK AND PRINTED PRODUCT LABELS NOT OF TEXTILES, PRINTED PAPER PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING STRIPS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, BLANK AND PRINTED PRODUCT LABELS NOT OF TEXTILES, PRINTED PAPER PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING STRIPS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, BLANK AND PRINTED PRODUCT LABELS NOT OF TEXTILES, PRINTED PAPER PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING STRIPS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, BLANK AND PRINTED PRODUCT LABELS NOT OF TEXTILES, PRINTED PAPER PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING STRIPS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, BLANK AND PRINTED PRODUCT LABELS NOT OF TEXTILES, PRINTED PAPER PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING STRIPS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, BLANK AND PRINTED PRODUCT LABELS NOT OF TEXTILES, PRINTED PAPER PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING STRIPS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, BLANK AND PRINTED PRODUCT LABELS NOT OF TEXTILES.


HIGHJUMP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,563,157, 2,682,607 AND 2,689,251.

FIRST USE 7-21-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2000.

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

First Use 7-21-2000; In Commerce 7-21-2000.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR INSTALLATION, IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

First Use 7-21-2000; In Commerce 7-21-2000.

OWNERSHIP OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,563,157, 2,682,607 AND 2,689,251.

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

First Use 7-21-2000; In Commerce 7-21-2000.
CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-LUMINOUS, NON-MECHANICAL PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISEMENT SIGNS NOT OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR POINT OF PURCHASE DISPLAYS, PLASTIC LABELS FOR PRODUCTS, PLASTIC COVER SLEEVES FOR VIDEOCASSETTES, INFLATABLE PLASTIC PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISEMENT SIGNS; DISPLAY BOARDS; SHELF DANGLERS, NAMELY, POINT OF PURCHASE DISPLAYS AFFIXED TO SHELVES, MADE OF PLASTIC AND CARDBOARD (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR COUNTER PLACEMATS MADE OF PLASTIC AND VINYL STORE SHELF CHANNEL STRIPS OF VINYL, STYRENE, POLYETHYLENE, POLYCARBONATE, PETG, POLYESTER, AND FOIL, FOR USE AS DISPLAY STRIPS ON STORE SHELVES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR LAMINATING OF METAL PLATES, PLASTIC SHEETS, PAPER, CARDBOARD, FOIL AND LENTICULAR MATERIAL; DESIGN PRINTING, LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING, AND OFFSET PRINTING, ALL FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR CUSTOM DESIGN OF PACKAGING FOR OTHERS, GRAPHIC ART DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OASIS

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING GEOMETRIC DATA IN DESIGN AUTOMATION FOR THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 28 AND 35).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DESIGN AUTOMATION FOR THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY USING GEOMETRIC DATA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OPENUNIVERSITY.COM

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,105,885, FILED 2-11-2012.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,102,585, 2,606,318 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY MICROSCOPES, GEOLOGY KITS CONTAINING SAMPLE STONES, ROCKS AND MINERALS USED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES, BINARY COUNTING APPARATUS FOR TEACHING THE BINARY NUMERICAL SYSTEM, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR THE INPUT, STORAGE, PROCESSING, TRANSMISSION AND DISPLAY OF DATA, NAMELY, COMPUTERS, WORKSTATION COMPUTERS, PROCESSORS; PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES; SOUND RECORDINGS, VIDEO RECORDINGS, CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE, ALL FEATURING OR FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH UNIVERSITY LEVEL ACADEMIC COURSES, LIFE ENHANCEMENT AND RECREATIONAL INSTRUCTION; SOUND RECORDINGS, VIDEO RECORDINGS, CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE, ALL FEATURING OR FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH PROFESSIONAL, BUSINESS AND CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, GRAPHIC DESIGN, PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTANCY, EDUCATION AND TEACHER TRAINING, ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE/HEALTH STUDIES, HUMANITIES, ARTS, LANGUAGES, HISTORY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTING, LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY, MATHEMATICS, PSYCHOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS, ECONOMICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCES, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING, COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN ELECTRONIC FORM WHICH CAN BE DOWNLOADED FROM DATABASES OR FROM THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, INCLUDING WEBSITES, ALL FEATURING OR FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH UNIVERSITY LEVEL ACADEMIC COURSES, LIFE ENHANCEMENT AND RECREATIONAL INSTRUCTION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN ELECTRONIC FORM WHICH CAN BE DOWNLOADED FROM DATABASES OR FROM THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, INCLUDING WEBSITES, ALL FEATURING OR FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH PROFESSIONAL, BUSINESS AND CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, GRAPHIC DESIGN, PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTANCY, EDUCATION AND TEACHER TRAINING, ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE/HEALTH STUDIES, HUMANITIES, ARTS, LANGUAGES, HISTORY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTING, LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY, MATHEMATICS, PSYCHOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS, ECONOMICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCES, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING, COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ENABLE SEARCHING AND RETRIEVAL OF DATA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ENABLE CONNECTION TO DATABASES AND THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PRERECORDED PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, COMPACT DISCS, PRERECORDED DVDS, PRERECORDED AUDIO CASSETTE TAPE, PRERECORDED VIDEO TAPE, COMPUTER MEMORY CARDS AND CARTRIDGES, PRERECORDED INTERACTIVE COMPACT DISCS AND CD-ROMS, ALL BEARING OR FOR USE IN BEARING SOUND RECORDINGS, VIDEO RECORDINGS, DATA, IMAGES, GAMES, GRAPHICS, TEXT, COMPUTER PROGRAMS OR INFORMATION, ALL RELATING TO ACADEMIC EDUCATION IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, GRAPHIC DESIGN, PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTANCY, EDUCATION AND TEACHER TRAINING, ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE/HEALTH STUDIES, HUMANITIES, ARTS, LANGUAGES, HISTORY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTING, LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY, MATHEMATICS, PSY-
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT UNIVERSITY LEVEL AND AWARIDING UNIVERSITY DEGREES IN CONNECTION WITH ACADEMIC EDUCATION IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, GRAPHIC DESIGN, PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTANCY, EDUCATION AND TEACHER TRAINING, ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE/HEALTH STUDIES, HUMANITIES, ARTS, LANGUAGES, HISTORY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTING, LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY, MATHEMATICS, PSYCHOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS, ECONOMIES, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCES, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING, GRAPHIC DESIGN, PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTANCY, EDUCATION AND TEACHER TRAINING, ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE/HEALTH STUDIES, HUMANITIES, ARTS, LANGUAGES, HISTORY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTING, LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY, MATHEMATICS, PSYCHOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS, ECONOMIES, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCES, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) PEANUT BUTTER; PROCESSED OR TREATED PEANUTS, NAMELY TOASTED, ROASTED, BOILED AND SALTED PEANUTS; (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, MARMALADE, COMPOTES; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; POTATO CHIPS; BUTTER, MARGARINE; SALADS PREPARED FROM VEGETABLES OR FRUIT; FISH PRODUCTS, NAMELY FISH FILLETS, TINNED FISH, PRESERVED FISH AND SALTED FISH; SEAFOOD PRODUCTS, NAMELY PRAWNS, SCALLOPS, CRABS, CRAYFISH, LOBSTERS, SHELLFISH AND SHRIMP, SOUP PREPARATIONS; MILK, CHEESE, CREAM, YOGURT (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR (BASED ON 44(E)) CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATES, CANDY; ICE CREAM; FROZEN CONFECTIONS; BISCUITS; WAFERS; CAKES; PASTRIES; (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) COFFEE, TEA, COCOA; BEVERAGES MADE FROM COFFEE, TEA OR COCOA; FLOUR, BREAD, BUNS; HONEY; TREACLE; MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES, CONDIMENTS, SAVORY SAUCES, RELISHES; FLAVORED ICES; MUESLI, MUESLI BARS, BREAKFAST CEREALS; PUDDINGS (U.S. CL. 46).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACUMEN JOURNAL OF LIFE SCIENCES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE JOURNAL OF LIFE SCIENCES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY PUBLICATIONS IN THE FIELD OF LIFE SCIENCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY JOURNALS IN THE FIELD OF LIFE SCIENCES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 30).

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICALS, NAMELY, CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PHARMACEUTICALS, COSMETICS, DETERGENTS, PACKAGING, WIRE AND CABLE INSTALLATION, CASSETTE TAPES, SYNTHETIC RUBBER, PAINTS AND COATINGS, ADHESIVES, FUEL ADDITIVES, LUBRICANTS, TEXTILES, AGRICULTURE, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, MOLDING AND CONSTRUCTION, PLASTICS, FOODS AND DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL AND SYNTHETIC RESINS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FIBERS, POLYMERS AND COATINGS; PLASTIC MOLDING COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF MOLDED PLASTIC ARTICLES, PLASTIC SHEETS AND PLASTIC FILMS; CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN MACHINING AND METAL WORKING OPERATIONS AND IN THE TREATMENT OF COOLING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, COOLANTS FOR VEHICLE ENGINES AND CUTTING TOOLS; SOLVENTS AS ADDITIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF GOODS; SOLVENT TYPE PROCESSING COMPOSITIONS FOR USE IN THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY; CHEMICAL SOLVENTS FOR USE IN HEAVY INDUSTRIAL AND MARINE VESSEL CLEANING, WAX AND PLUGGING SOLVENTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PETROLEUM AND HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS; HYDRAULIC FLUIDS FOR GENERAL USE; DETERGENTS AND DEGREASING PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, NAMELY, INDUSTRIAL DETERGENT PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN CLEANING MACHINES DURING MANUFACTURE OF GOODS AND DEGREASING PREPARATIONS USED ON MACHINES AND PARTS THEREOF DURING THE MANUFACTURE OF GOODS; DETERGENT ADDITIVE FOR USE WITH MOTOR OIL; SURFACTANTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SYNTHETIC DETERGENTS; RELEASING AGENTS, NAMELY, MOLD RELEASE COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN A WIDE VARIETY OF INDUSTRIES; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE REMOVAL OF LIME, SCUM, SCALE, MORTAR, OIL, GREASE, WAX, INK, CARBON, DIRT, MILDEW, MOLD, GRIME AND STAINS; EMULSIFIERS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOODS, LEATHER, TEXTILES, COATINGS, OILS AND COOLANTS; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR INHIBITING RUST ON METALS; TRANSMISSION FLUID; BRAKE FLUID; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE DETECTION OF SURFACE BLEMISHES, FLAWS AND CRACKS IN RELATION TO METAL; DIAGNOSTIC AND ANALYTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS FOR SCIENTIFIC OR RESEARCH USE; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, DISPERGANTS FOR THE DISPERAL OF OIL, GREASE AND PETROLEUM; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR PREVENTING SCALE FOR NON-HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; CATALYSTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS, PETROLEUM...
CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS

FOR INDUSTRIAL OILS; GREASES, NAMELY AUTO-
MOtIVE GREASE; GREASE FOR MACHINES AND
GENERAL PURPOSES; NAMELY, CUTTING OIL FOR
INDUSTRIAL METAL WORKING; ENGINE OILS,
GASOLINE, DIESEL, NATURAL GAS AND LIQUID
GAS, OIL USED AS A FUEL FOR INDUSTRIAL OR DOM-
ESTIC USE; CANDLES AND ILLUMINATING OILS
FOR MACHINES; NON-CHEMICAL ADDITIVES
FOR GASOLINE, DIESEL AND OILS; LUBRICANTS AND
LUBRICATING GREASES; NAMELY, ALL PURPOSE
LUBRICANTS, LUBRICANTS FOR INDUSTRIAL MA-
CHINERY AND AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE LUBRICANTS;
METAL WORKING PRODUCTS HAVING LUBRICAT-
ING PROPERTIES, NAMELY, CUTTING OIL FOR
INDUSTRIAL METAL WORKING; ENGINE OILS, GEAR
OILS, AUTOMOTIVE FINAL DRIVE OILS; CARNAUBA
WAX; PETROLEUM JELLY FOR INDUSTRIAL PUR-
POSES; PREPARATIONS, FLUIDS AND OILS FOR
MACHINING AND/OR METAL WORKING OPERATIONS,
NAMELY, CUTTING OIL FOR INDUSTRIAL METAL
WORKING, MINERAL OIL FOR USE IN THE MANU-
FACTURE OF METAL CUTTING FLUIDS (U.S. CLS. 1,
6, 10, 26 AND 15).

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR ARRAY FRAMES FOR SOLAR CELLS AND
MODULES MADE WHOLLY OR PRINCIPALLY OF
METAL; CONTAINERS OF METAL FOR LUBRICANT
OILS, GREASES, CHEMICALS, COMPRESSED GASES
AND LIQUID FUEL; OIL CANS AND DRUMS FOR
INDUSTRIAL USE; BATTERIES; BATTERY CHAR-
GERS; FREIGHT CARRIERS AND CONTAINERS;
CATHODIC PROTECTION, LIGHTING AND FOR RUR-
AL ELECTRIFICATION; BATTERIES; BATTERY CHAR-
GERS; ACID HYDROMETERS; BATTERY ACID-
METERS; ANODE BATTERIES AND ANODES; CAPACITORS;
CATHODIC ANTI-CORROSION APPARATUS; CIRCUIT
BREAKERS AND CIRCUIT CLOSERS; CLOTHING FOR
PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS AND FIRE;
PROTECTIVE GLOVES; PROTECTIVE HELMETS; COIN
OPERATED GATES FOR CAR PARKS OR PARKING
LOTS; COMPUTER; BLANK MAGNETIC DISKS; GALVANIC
BATTERIES; MAGNETIC CODED IDENTITY CARDS,
MAGNETICALLY ENCODED CARDS FOR ELECTRONIC,
OPTRONIC OR MAGNETIC STORAGE OF DATA FOR USE
AS CUSTOMER LOYALTY CARDS; BLANK SMART CARDS;
MAGNETICALLY CODED CARD READER; ELECTRICAL DEVICES
FOR ATTRACTING AND KILLING INSECTS; FUEL ECONO-
MIZERS, NAMELY, APPARATUS FOR MEASURING AND
REGULATING THE CONSUMPTION OF FUEL IN
HOME, FACTORIES AND OFFICES; PLUMBING FIT-
TINGS, NAMELY, LEVEL CONTROLLING VALVES FOR
USE IN TANKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC AND MEASUR-
ING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY,
SURVEYORS LEVELS, SURVEYORS CHAINS, MEASUR-
ING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS USED BY SUR-
VEYORS TO SURVEY LAND; MEASURING APPARATUS
AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, OHMETERS, WAVE
METERS, ALTIMETERS, ALCOHOL
METERS, AMMETERS, VOLTMETERS, CKERIC
METERS, FREQUENCY METERS, GALVAN-
METERS, Hydrometers, INCLIN-
METERS, LACTOMETERS, MANometers,
PLANIMETERS, POLARIMETERS, PRESSURE GAUGES,
PROTRACTORS, PYROMETERS, REFRACTOMETERS,
SACCHAROMETERS, SALINOMETERS, SCALES, SPEED
INDICATORS, SPHEROMETERS, TACHROMETERS,
TELEMETERS, VARIOMETERS, VOLTMETERS, PHOTO-
GRAPHIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS,
NAMELY, PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS; FIRE EXTI-
NUISHERS; POWER CABLES; PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS
AND MODULES; PHOTOVOLTAIC APPARATUS AND
INSTALLATIONS FOR GENERATING SOLAR ELECTRI-
CITY; PHOTOVOLTAIC APPARATUS; PHOTO-
VOLTAIC APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS,
NAMELY, ELECTRIC GENERATORS FOR USE
IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS, NAVIGATIONAL AIDS;
CATHODIC PROTECTION, LIGHTING AND FOR RURAL
ELECTRIFICATION; BATTERIES; BATTERY CHAR-
GERS; ACID HYDROMETERS; BATTERY ACID-
METERS; ANODE BATTERIES AND ANODES; CAPACITORS;
CATHODIC ANTI-CORROSION APPARATUS; CIRCUIT
BREAKERS AND CIRCUIT CLOSERS; CLOTHING FOR
PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS AND FIRE;
PROTECTIVE GLOVES; PROTECTIVE HELMETS; COIN
OPERATED GATES FOR CAR PARKS OR PARKING
LOTS; COMPUTER; BLANK MAGNETIC DISKS; GALVANIC
BATTERIES; MAGNETIC CODED IDENTITY CARDS,
MAGNETICALLY ENCODED CARDS FOR ELECTRONIC,
OPTRONIC OR MAGNETIC STORAGE OF DATA FOR USE
AS CUSTOMER LOYALTY CARDS; BLANK SMART CARDS;
MAGNETICALLY CODED CARD READER; ELECTRICAL DEVICES
FOR ATTRACTING AND KILLING INSECTS; FUEL ECONO-
MIZERS, NAMELY, APPARATUS FOR MEASURING AND
REGULATING THE CONSUMPTION OF FUEL IN
HOME, FACTORIES AND OFFICES; PLUMBING FIT-
TINGS, NAMELY, LEVEL CONTROLLING VALVES FOR
USE IN TANKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AP-
PARATUS

FOR INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUS FOR
LIGHTING, HEATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING,
DRYING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING,
WATER SUPPLY, SANITARY PURPOSES, GAS SEPAR-
ATION, GAS STORAGE, WASTE DESTRUCTION OR
DISPOSAL, NAMELY, WATER FILTERING APPAR-
ATUS, WATER FLUSHING INSTALLATIONS FOR
HEATERS, WATER PURIFICATION APPARATUS FOR
MACHINES, WATER SOFTENING APPARATUS AND
INSTALLATIONS, SANITARY FIXTURES, TOILETS,
URINAL FIXTURES, TOILETS, CEILING LIGHTS,
ELECTRIC LAMPS, GAS LAMPS, LIGHT BULBS,
LIGHTS FOR VEHICLES, ELECTRIC SOLAR AND
GAS HEATING INSTALLATIONS AND APPARATUS,
DOMESTIC OVENS AND MICROWAVE OVENS FOR
COOKING, REFRIGERATORS, FREEZERS, INDUS-
TRIAL DRYERS FOR HEATING AND DEHUMIDIFY-
ING AND CLOTHES DRYERS, NAMELY, APPARATUS
FOR USE IN SAVINGS OR IN DI-
RUSTORS, WATER DISTILLATION APPARATUS,
NAMELY, EVAPORATIVE AIR COOLING UNITS FOR
DOMESTIC USE, FREEZERS FOR DOMESTIC OR IN-
DUSTRIAL USE; ELECTRICAL AND STEAM CENTRAL
HEATING RADIATORS; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS;
LAMPS AND DISCHARGE TUBES FOR LIGHTING;
DISTILLATION APPARATUS AND COLUMNS,
NAMELY, WATER DISTILLATION UNITS; DUST EX-
TRACTORS, NAMELY, SOLAR HEATING COLLECTION
PLATES, COOLING AND FREEZING APPARATUS,
FUEL tankers, water softening apparatus and
installations, sanitary fixtures, toilets, urinal
fixtures, toilets, ceiling lights, electric lamps,
gas lamps, light bulbs, lights for vehicles,
electric solar and gas heating installations and
apparatus, domestic ovens and microwave ovens
for cooking, refrigerators, freezers, industrial
dryers for heating and dehumidifying
and clothes dryers, namely, apparatus
for use in savings or in dust
extractors, water distillation apparatus,
nameley, evaporative air cooling units for
domestic use, freezers for domestic or in-
dustrial use; electrical and steam central
heating radiators; electric light bulbs;
lamps and discharge tubes for lighting;
distillation apparatus and columns,
nameley, water distillation units; dust ex-
tractors, nameley, solar heating collection
plates, cooling and freezing apparatus,

BURNERS; HEAT EXCHANGERS; HEAT PUMPS; PET-roleum heaters; radiators, namely, electric and steam heat exchangers; solar collectors for heating; solar furnaces; electric torch lights; air-freshening dispensing units for automobiles; aircraft and boats; pumps, namely, heat pumps; steam or gas engines other than for land vehicles, namely, exhaust hoods for kitchen equipment; filtering machines, namely, filtering units for water filtering units for producing potable water for domestic use and filtering units for engines and machines; heat exchangers; photovoltaic solar electric installations, namely, solar collectors for use in telecommunications; navigational aids; cathodic protection; lighting and for rural electrification; filaments for electric lamps; electrical heating device which dispenses insect repellent (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

**CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS**

For non-metallic hoses and pipes for use in building and construction; insulating oils for transformers; semi-processed plastics;名列 plastics extruded into form for general industrial use; plastics film other than for wrapping, namely, for industrial and commercial packing use; components and assemblies in molded form for use in manufacture, namely, extruded plastic in the form of bars, blocks, pellets, rods, sheets and tubes for use in manufacturing (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50).

**CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS**

For asphalt, pitch, bitumen, namely, bitumen based asphalt sealants and bituminous roofing coatings; asphaltic bitumen components; solutions and emulsions of asphaltic bitumen, none being in the nature of paint; asphalt paving; bituminous coatings for roofing; bituminous products for building and road construction, namely, bitumen based asphalt sealant, frameworks and claddings for use in building and civil engineering, not of metal; non-metal chimneys; floor boards and floor tiles, not of metal; huts, joists, laths, lattice work and lintels, none being of metal; macadam, building panels, none being of metal; prefabricated platforms and boxes, none being of metal; asphalt and bituminous materials for making and coating roads; paving stones, paving blocks, concrete pail burners; radiators, namely, electric; damp courses and roof flashing, not of metal; tar, namely for asphalt and concrete patching; sealants for asphalt compounds; tarred roads and roofing; tars for building; wall linings, not of metal, for building; non-metallic tiles; non-metal lattice structures all for use in building and civil engineering; non-metallic geotextiles, geocells, geocoms, geogrids and geosynthetic fabric for construction use (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 and 50).

**CLASS 25—CLOTHING**

For clothing, namely ties, jerseys, shirts, trousers, underwear, T-shirts, jackets, polo shirts, belts, skirts, dresses, blouses, boiler suits, scarves, sports shirts, sports shorts, gloves and suits, footwear, namely, anti-glare sun visors, head bands, baseball caps and hats; uniforms; waterproof clothing, namely, rainwear; wet suits for water-skiing and sub-aqua (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).

**CLASS 26—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL**

For financial management and consultancy, financial services; loan financing; credit card services, namely, issuing of payment, pre-payment and deferred payment, credit card services using transponder-based systems; providing prepayment and deferred payment for goods or services; purchasing management consultancy in the nature of providing advice concerning financial aspects of purchasing fuels and goods for sale in convenience stores situated on a service station; financial clearing house services; payment processing, namely, electronic processing and transmission of bill payment data; rental and leasing of industrial real estate; card services in the nature of issuing payment card, pre-payment card, deferred payment cards, and authorization of purchases for credit card transactions; cash card services, namely, cash replacement rendered by credit card; financing of purchases, namely chemicals, goods for use in producing solar energy, oil, oil derivatives, gas, goods sold through convenience stores situated on service station sites, goods for use in the exploration for oil and gas; electronic funds-transfer and cash dispensing services, namely, electronic cash transactions; financial analysis and consultation relating to the issue of statements of account; bill payment processing services; financial services in the nature of an investment security; insurance consultation and insurance brokerage services; guarantees and financial guarantee and surety and guarantee insurance underwriting; administration and management of escrow, trusts, guarantee funds; on-line employee pension fund information and administration services; charitable retirement of bitumen compounds; solutions and emulsions; educational and charitable events; on-line trading of stocks, bonds and other securities; office services, namely, leasing and rental of office space (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

**CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR**

For anti-rust treatment for vehicles; asphaltating; aircraft, land vehicle and trailer cleaning; polishing; greasing; lubrication, maintenance, repair and servicing of motor vehicle washing; furnace installation and repairs; vehicle tire refitting and repair; heating equipment, installation and repair; laundry services; leather care, cleaning and repair; construction of power generating plants; insulation, repair and servicing of gas supply and distribution apparatus and instruments; repair, maintenance and servicing of gas apparatus and instruments; machinery installation, maintenance and repair;
PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE; PUMP REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE; VEHICLE SERVICE STATIONS AND VEHICLE FUELLING STATION SERVICES; PAINTING OR REPAIR OF SIGNS; MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND CARE OF SHIPS, OIL RIGS AND AIRCRAFT; OFFICE SERVICES, NAMELY, INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF BUSINESS OFFICE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT; REFUELING SERVICES FOR SHIPS, BOATS, AIRCRAFT AND LAND VEHICLES; REFINING SERVICES FOR LAND VEHICLES, SHIPS, BOATS AND AIRCRAFT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR VEHICLE RENTAL, NAMELY, CAR, TRUCK AND TRAILER RENTAL; VEHICLE TOWING; VEHICLE PARKING; TRANSPORTATION OF FREIGHT BY AIR, SEA, RAIL OR LAND; PACKAGING OF ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORT AND STORAGE, STORAGE OF SHIPS, TRANSPORTATION BY AIR, LAND, SEA AND RAIL; AND STORAGE OF FUEL, OIL, PETROLEUM, GAS AND LUBRICANTS; PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF TRANSMISSION, SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICITY, TRANSMISSION OF OIL AND GAS BY PIPELINE; MARINE TRANSPORT SERVICES; CHARTERING OF SHIPS OR SPACE ON SHIPS FOR TRANSPORT OF FREIGHT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES TAKING PLACE OFF THE PREMISES OF A SCHOOL OR OTHER EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT IN THE FIELDS OF OIL, GAS AND PETROCHEMICALS, SCIENCE, HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS AND ON THE JOB TRAINING IN THE FIELDS OF OIL, GAS AND PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, SCIENCE, HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES BETWEEN SCHOOLS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES, AND PROVIDING MULTI-LINGUAL SCIENCE TEACHING UNITS FOR THAT PURPOSE; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS; ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS, NAMELY, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND BUSINESS; PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY NEWSLETTERS AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELDS OF CHEMICALS, GAS, OIL, SOLAR ENERGY AND EXPLORATION, RETAILING AND ENGINEERING; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES ON THE INTERNET, NAMELY PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER GAME; COMPUTER EDUCATION TRAINING SERVICES IN THE USE AND OPERATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ORGANIZING THE SCHEDULING OF PRODUCT TRANSPORT, MONITORING PERFORMANCE THEREOF; TRAINING IN THE USE AND OPERATION OF PETROCHEMICALS PRODUCTION FACILITIES; RECREATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CHILDREN'S PLAY; GROUNDS AT SERVICE STATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR OIL FIELD EXPLORATION; OIL WELL TESTING; OIL FIELD SURVEYING; PREPARATION OF ENGINEERING DRAWINGS, TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTS IN THE FIELDS OF EXPLORATION, CHEMICALS, OIL AND OIL DERIVATIVES, SOLAR ENERGY PRODUCTION, GAS AND ENGINEERING; ANALYSIS AND DIAGNOSIS OF CHEMICALS, OILS, GREASES AND LUBRICANTS; CONSULTING SERVICES PROVIDED TO OTHERS IN THE AREA OF LUBRICATION AND MAINTENANCE OF ENGINES AND MACHINERY, NAMELY ADVISORY, SURVEY, TECHNICAL CONSULTATION, SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, PRODUCT RESEARCH AND DESIGN OF EQUIPMENT FOR USE IN INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES, ALL IN THE FIELDS OF ENGINEERING, CHEMICALS, GAS, OIL AND OIL DERIVATIVES, SOLAR ENERGY, EXPLORATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES INDUSTRIES, ENGINEERING, COMPUTERS, OIL, CHEMICALS, PLASTICS, RETAIL STORE DESIGN, ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PROCESS PLANT, GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND EXPLORATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR HOTEL SERVICES FOR PREFERRED CUSTOMERS; CAFE, CAFETERIA; CANTINE, CATERING, RESTAURANT AND SNACK BAR SERVICES; TAKEAWAY FOOD SERVICES, NAMELY, CARRY-OUT RESTAURANTS; PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK, NAMELY, BAR SERVICES AND CONTRACT FOOD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL KEY RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER GOODS, NAMELY, BAGS AND POUCHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOKYO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 2—CANCER DRUGS
FOR CANCER DRUGS (U.S. CLS. 5, 26, 27, 31, 32, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 12—PLASTIC KIDS
FOR PLASTIC KIDS (U.S. CLS. 11, 27, 30, 34).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOKYO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR HOUSEWARES AND GLASS, NAMELY, TABLEWARE AND UTENSILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR FABRICS, NAMELY, TOWELS, HANDKERchieFS, BED COVERS AND TABLE COVERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SPORTS CLOTHES, NAMELY, PANTS, SHIRTS, AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY CLOCKS, TOY WATCHES, CLOCKWORK TOYS, ELECTRIC ACTION TOYS, PAPER TOYS, NAMELY, PAPER DOLLS AND PAPER AIRPLANES, PAPER BALLOONS, DOLLS, SETS OF SHEET-PAPER DOLLS AND CHANGING CLOTHES THEREFOR, STUFFED TOYS, RUBBER BALLS, TOY MUSIC BOXES, TOY CONSTRUCTION SETS, TOY CHRISTMAS TREES, HAND-HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS, JIGSAW PUZZLES, AND SPORTS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BASEBALL BATS, BASEBALL GLOVES, AND BATTING HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
FOR WINES AND SPIRITS, NAMELY, WESTERN DISTILLED LIQUORS AND ALCOHOLIC FRUIT BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF AUDIO-VISUAL PRESENTATION SYSTEMS; INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF COMPUTER HARDWARE; UPGRAADING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.

REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-379,807. LIFE CYCLE ENGINEERING, INC., NORTH CHARLESTON, SC. FILED 3-6-2004.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,583,090 AND 1,677,954.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENGINEERING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MAINTENANCE PROCESSES, PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

Anderson Audio Visual

REVOLUTIONIZING THE WAY BUSINESS IS DONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 2—PAINTS

FOR TONERS AND INKS FOR PHOTOCOPiERS AND PRINTERS; TONER AND INK CARTRiDGES FOR PRINTERS AND PHOTOCOPiERS; INKS CONTAINED IN CARTRiDGES; INKS CONTAINED IN ROLLER CARTRiDGES; SOLID INK CARTRiDGES FOR INK-JET PRINTERS; PRINTING INK, INKJET AND LASER PRINTER INK; PHOTOCOPIER CARTRiDGES AND TONER; PRINTER CARTRiDGES AND TONER; TONER CARTRiDGE ANti-STAT; TONER KITS COMPRISED OF TONER CARTRiDGES AND CLEANING WANDS FOR COMPUTER PRINTERS AND PHOTOCOPIERS; AND TONER CARTRiDGE (U.S. CLs. 6, 11 AND 16).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLIES; UNINTER- RUPTED POWER SUPPLIES FOR COMPUTERS, TELE- PHONES, PRINTERS, FAX MACHiNES, TELECOMMiUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND OTHER APPLIANCES; PARTS THEREFORE; UNINTER- RUPTED BACKUP POWER SUPPLIES FOR COMPUT- ERS, TELEPHONES, PRINTERS, FAX MACHiNES, TELECOMMiUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND OTHER APPLIANCES; AND PARTS THEREFORE; ELECTRICAL WIRING; FUSE- PLUG BOXES; EXTENSION Sock- ETS; TRANSFORMERS; CIRCUIT BREAKERS; UNINTER- RUPTED POWER SUPPLY POWER MANAGEMENT COMPONENTS; PRINTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PRINTERS; PRINTING INK; PRINTERS; PRINTER AND PHOTOCOPIER PERIPHERALS; PRIN- TER CABLES; PRINTER HUBS; PRINTER AND PHOTOCOPIER PRINT HEADS; INKJET CARTRiDGES; PRINTING INKJET PRINTER INKJET CARTRiDGE (U.S. CLs. 6, 11 AND 16).

JOHN LINCOSKI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS; PERFUMERY AND PERFUMES; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; SOAPS; COSMETICS; NON-MEDICATED BATH PREPARATIONS; HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS AND HAIR STRAIGHTENING PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; SHampoos; Talcum Powder; Non-Medicated Toiletries; Personal Deodorants (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ARTICLES OF SPORTS EYEWEAR; ARTICLES OF PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR; SUNGLASSES; SPECTACLES; CASES, CHAINS, CORDS AND FRAMES FOR SUNGLASSES AND SPECTACLES; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE FORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR LEATHER AND ImitATIONS OF LEATHER, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; ATTACHE CASES; BACKPACKS; BAGS; BRIEF-CASES; HANDBAGS; KEY CASES; PURSES; RUCK-SACKS; SUITCASES; WALLETS; UMBRELLAS; PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING NAMELY HEADWEAR; COATS; JACKETS; SUITS; SKIRTS; DRESSES; JUMPERS; PULLOVERS; BLOUSES; TROUSERS; SLACKS; JEANS; SHORTS; DUNGAREES; SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; SWEAT-SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SWEATERS; HATS; TIES; SCARVES; BELTS; GLOVES; SWIMWEAR AND BEACH-WEAR; PJAMAS; NIGHTDRESSES; SOCKS; UNDERWEAR; HOISERY; KNITWEAR NAMELY SWEATERS, PULLOVERS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, HATS, SCARVES, GLOVES, SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-449,555. POPULATION HEALTH SUPPORT, LLC, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 7-12-2004.

MY HEALTH IQ

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VOICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ORANGE STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF A HUMAN STANDING IN A CIRCLE SHOUTING. UNDERNEATH THE HUMAN ARE THE BLUE WORDS "VOICE GENESIS". IN THESE WORDS THE DOTS ON THE LETTERS "I" ARE ORANGE AND THE FIRST ONE IS BELOW THE "I" RATHER THAN ABOVE IT.

DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE BY MEANS OF A PREFERRED CUSTOMER PROGRAM FEATURING FINANCIAL AND HEALTH CARE BENEFITS FOR PARTICIPATING IN HEALTH SCREENING PROGRAMS, FOR IMPROVING ANNUAL HEALTH STATUS AS DEFINED BY THE PREFERRED CUSTOMER PROGRAM, AND FOR COMPLYING WITH THE RECOMMENDED CARE OF A PHYSICIAN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF NUTRITION, PHYSICAL FITNESS, ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE TREATMENTS, PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND WELLNESS, TO ADDRESS PSYCHOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL ISSUES, AND ENCOURAGE POSITIVE PHYSICAL FITNESS AND LIFESTYLE CHOICES, VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND DIAGNOSTIC TESTING SERVICES, NAMELY, MEDICAL TESTING; HEALTH CARE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION, ADVICE, COACHING, COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR HANDBAGS, TOTE BAGS, LUGGAGE AND BACKPACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR FOOTWEAR, HIGH HEELS, SANDALS, SLIPPERS, SHOES, SNEAKERS, RUNNING SHOES, AND BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JOANNA DUKOVCIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-462,852. FISHERCAST GLOBAL CORPORATION, PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 8-5-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "HE, SHE OR IT INNOVATES".

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES AND NEWSLETTERS RELATING TO BANKING, BUSINESS, FINANCE, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE AND/OR COMMERCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND CONSULTATION; MONETARY EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL PLANNING AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; AND REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR LEGAL SERVICES; PARALEGAL SERVICES; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS; AND SERVICES DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR BANKING CUSTOMERS TO ENABLE ACCESS TO BANKING INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ACCOUNTING MACHINES, ACOUSTIC CONDUITS, ADDING MACHINES, AMPLIFIERS, AUDIOVISUAL TEACHING Apparatus, namely PHOTOGRAPH PROJECTION APPARATUS, AUTOMATIC STEERING APPARATUS FOR VEHICLES, BLUEPRINT APPARATUS NAMELY SCANNERS, CALCULATING DISKS, NAMELY, REMOVABLE EXTERNAL STORAGE DISKS USING FLASH MEMORY MEDIA HAVING A UNIVERSAL WIRED OR WIRELESS INTERFACE, CALCULATING MACHINES, CASH REGISTERS, CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS, AUDIO-VISUAL COMPACT DISCS FEATURING COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND DATABASES FOR USE IN OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION (OCR) AND AS ELECTRONIC DICTIONARIES; COMPUTER SYSTEMS CONSULTATION; AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BROADVIEW SOFTWARE INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 11-26-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON RUSSIAN FED. APPLICATION NO. 2004729796, FILED 12-24-2004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EFORM DESIGNER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SCREWS FOR OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, MICROPROCESSORS, OPTICAL MIRRORS, MODEMS, MONEY COUNTING AND SORTING MACHINES, COMPUTER MONITORS, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTER MOUSE, MOUSE PADS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS, OPTICAL APERTOMETERS, OPTICAL CHARACTER READERS, OPTICAL DATA MEDIA DISKS AND OPTICAL DISKS CONTAINING PRE-RECORDED PROGRAMS AND DATABASES FOR USE AS ELECTRONIC DICTIONARIES AND FOR USE IN OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION (OCR), OPTICAL GLASS FOR COPYING APPARATUS LENSES, OPTICAL LENSES, OPTICAL PRISMS FOR BINOCULARS, PHOTO-TELEGRAPHY APPARATUS, POLARIMETERS, PRECISION MEASURING APPARATUS, NAMELY GRADUATED RULERS, PRINTED CIRCUITS, PRINTERS FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS, PROJECTION APPARATUS, NAMELY, PHOTOGRAPH PROJECTION APPARATUS, PROJECTION SCREENS, PUNCHED CARD MACHINES FOR OFFICES, NAMELY, PUNCH CLOCKS, RADIOS, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY OPTICAL READERS, RECORDED COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SCANNERS, SEMI-CONDUCTORS, SIGNALING LIGHT BLINKERS, BLANK SMART CARDS, SOUND RECORDING APPARATUS, SOUND RECORDING CARRIERS, NAMELY AUDIO CASSETTE RECORDERS, PRE-RECORDED SOUND RECORDING DISKS FEATURING MUSIC, PRE-RECORDED SOUND RECORDING STRIPS FEATURING MUSIC, SOUND REPRODUCTION APPARATUS, NAMELY DVD DISKS PLAYER, TEACHING APPARATUS, NAMELY SLIDE PROJECTION APPARATUS, TELEGRAPHS, TELEPHONE APPARATUS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVING AND STORAGE APPARATUS, NAMELY, TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTING SETS, VEHICLE RADIOS, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO RECORDERS, VOTING MACHINES, WORD PROCESSORS, WRIST RESTS FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MY WORK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ARRANGING AND MANAGING WORKPLACE FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION PERTAINING TO THE FLEXIBLE USE OF SPACE AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE WORKPLACE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR PROTOTYPE FABRICATION OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 6-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2004.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES, NAMELY, IDENTIFYING AND EVALUATING NEW TECHNOLOGIES; DEVELOPING NEW TECHNOLOGIES INTO PRODUCTS; PERFORMING STRESS, THERMAL, FLUID AND ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSES OF NEW PRODUCTS; PERFORMING LIFE CYCLE PREDICTIONS FOR NEW PRODUCTS; MATERIAL TESTING, ANALYSIS AND SELECTION; MECHANICAL RESEARCH AND TESTING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 6-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2004. AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DRINK SMART

TRANSFORMING SCIENCE INTO SOLUTIONS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR THE RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 7-14-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-14-2000. JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Sure Marine Service

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Service", apart from the mark as shown.

Class 9—Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For electronic wiring boards for centralized control of heating systems (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
First use 0-0-1972; in commerce 0-0-1972.

Class 11—Environmental Control Apparatus
For heating systems that generate hot air or hot water for personal use in boats and recreational vehicles, and components thereof, namely heat exchangers, expansion tanks, fuel systems and exhaust systems; exhaust systems for the heating systems, and components thereof, namely pipes, insulation and mufflers; fuel systems for the heating systems and components thereof, namely fuel tanks (U.S. Cls. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).
First use 0-0-1972; in commerce 0-0-1972.

Organize Me
making a space for yourself

The colors orange and black are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The mark consists of a solid orange circle with a jigsaw puzzle shape cut out of the lower right quarter and the words Organize Me in black to the right of the circle and the words making a space for yourself in black underneath the words Organize Me.

Class 35—Advertising and Business
For business consulting services relating to organization and productivity (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

Class 45—Personal Services
For personal consulting services relating to organization and productivity (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

Sarne-Jones, Janine
New York, NY.

Filed 4-1-2005.

The colors orange and black are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The mark consists of a solid orange circle with a jigsaw puzzle shape cut out of the lower right quarter and the words Organize Me in black to the right of the circle and the words making a space for yourself in black underneath the words Organize Me.

Class 14—Jewelry
For costume jewelry, jewelry, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, including watches and clocks; precious metals and their alloys (U.S. Cls. 2, 27, 28 and 50).

Class 18—Leather Goods
For all products of leather, namely, hand bags, backpacks, rucksacks, beach bags, travel bags, school bags, trunks and suitcases; unworked leather and imitations of leather; umbrellas, parasols, and canes (U.S. Cls. 1, 2, 3, 22 and 41).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SUITS, JACKETS, JACKETS, TROUSERS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, JEANS, BERMUDA SHORTS, SOCKS, HOSIERY, SKIRTS, DRESSES, TIES, NECKWEAR, SCARVES, PARKAS, OVERCOATS, RAINCOATS, UNDERGARMENTS, BEACHWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, BELTS, LINGERIE, TRACK SUITS, VESTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SKI WEAR, TENNIS WEAR; SHOES; HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


VIVE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS FOR THREE DIMENSIONAL (3D) PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION AND EVENT SIMULATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS THROUGH THREE DIMENSIONAL (3D) COMPUTER MODELING TECHNIQUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR GASKET SHELLAC COMPOUND (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 11-25-1919; IN COMMERCE 11-25-1919.

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR LIQUID GASKET SEALER FOR AUTOMOTIVE USE; ADHESIVE SEALANT FOR AUTOMOTIVE USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-25-1919; IN COMMERCE 11-25-1919.

JAMES STEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-613,293. TONERREFILLKITS.COM, LLC, TAVARES, FL. FILED 4-20-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED TERM RECHARGX AND A STYLIZED GRAPHIC OF PARTICLES BEING POURED FROM A BOTTLE FILLING A BOX.

CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR REFILL KITS FOR TONER CARTRIDGES COMPRISING COMBINATIONS OF TONER, DEVELOPER, TONER DEVELOPER DISPENSER SPOUT, TONER CARTRIDGE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, TONER GRABBER CLEANING CLOTH, TONER CARTRIDGE FUSES AND PLUGS; FILLED TONER CARTRIDGES FOR LASER PRINTERS, PHOTOCOPY MACHINES AND FAX MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 7-10-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-10-1999.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR TONER CARTRIDGE REFILL TOOL KITS COMPRISING A TOOL FOR MAKING A HOLE IN TONER CARTRIDGES, TOOL STAND, SAND TIMER, PLIERS, FLASHLIGHT, SCREWDRIVER, ABRASIVE CLEANING PAD, PAPER PLACEMAT, TONER GRABBER CLEANING CLOTH AND TONER CARTRIDGE PLUGS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 7-10-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-10-1999.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR UNFILLED TONER CARTRIDGES FOR LASER PRINTERS, PHOTOCOPY MACHINES AND FAX MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-10-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-10-1999.

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-616,223. FRITO-LAY NORTH AMERICA, INC., PLANO, TX. FILED 4-25-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 325,086.


SUN
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR POTATO-BASED SNACK FOODS, NAMELY, POTATO CHIPS AND POTATO CRISPS; VEGETABLE CRISPS; DIPS; PROCESSED NUTS; PROCESSED SEEDS; SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF DRIED FRUIT AND NUTS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR PRETZELS; MULTIGRAIN CHIPS; CORN-BASED SNACK FOODS, NAMELY, TORTILLA CHIPS, TORTILLA CRISPS AND CHEESE-FLAVORED PUFFED CORN SNACKS; CRACKERS; POPPED POPCORN; SAUCES; SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF GRAIN-BASED SNACK FOODS WITH NUTS, GRAIN-BASED FOOD BARS, CLUSTERS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF GRANOLA WITH DRIED FRUITS AND NUTS, AND MULTIGRAIN NUGGETS CONTAINING DRIED FRUITS AND NUTS; RICE-BASED SNACK FOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR DRY AND LIQUID ALOE VERA RAW MATERIAL AS COMPONENT OF COSMETIC PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DRY AND LIQUID ALOE VERA RAW MATERIAL AS A COMPONENT IN DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-623,728. GUNNEBO ENTRANCE CONTROL AB, GUNNEBO, SWEDEN, FILED 5-12-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR NON-AUTOMATIC TURNSTILES OF METAL, STEEL AND THEIR ALLOYS; FENCES OF METAL, STEEL AND THEIR ALLOYS; GRILLAGE OF METAL, STEEL AND THEIR ALLOYS; GRATINGS OF METAL, STEEL AND THEIR ALLOYS; TRELLISES OF METAL, STEEL AND THEIR ALLOYS; LATTICEWORK, NAMELY LATTICES OF METAL, STEEL AND THEIR ALLOYS; LOCKS OF METAL, STEEL AND THEIR ALLOYS; DOOR BOLTS OF METAL, STEEL AND THEIR ALLOYS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS; ELECTRIC, OPTICAL, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING, AND SUPERVISION APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY PEDESTRIAN AND CROWD CONTROL EQUIPMENT AND DEVICES, ENTRANCE CONTROL EQUIPMENT AND DEVICES, NAMELY, AUTOMATIC TURNSTILES AND WICKET GATES; ELECTROMECHANICAL TURNSTILES AND WICKET GATES; ELECTRICALLY OPERATED LOCKS; CONTROL UNITS FOR ELECTRICALLY OPERATED LOCKS, TURNSTILES AND GATES; CONTROL UNITS FOR ELECTRICALLY OPERATED TURNSTILES AND GATES, ALL USED TO OPEN AND SECURE DOORS AND BARRIERS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE FORESAID GOODS; INTERCOMMUNICATION APPARATUS, NAMELY PROXIMITY DOOR PHONES AND VIDEO INTERCOMS; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND AND IMAGES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY PROGRAMMABLE TimERS; SOFTWARE USED TO COLLECT, COLLATE AND REPORT TIME AND ATTENDANCE, AND ACCESS CONTROL DATA FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONTROLLING, TRACKING AND REPORTING ATTENDANCE AND ACCESS; ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND DEVICES FOR ALL THE FORESAID SYSTEMS, NAMELY CONTROLLERS, INTERFACE CONVERTERS AND CONTROL UNITS; RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION DEVICES, ALL FOR THE TRANSMISSION, RECEIVING, SWITCHING, PROCESSING AND RETRIEVAL OF DATA, NAMELY AERIALS, CONTACT LESS READERS, PROXIMITY READERS, ELECTRONIC KEY ENCODING CONTROLLERS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE FORESAID GOODS; ALARMS, ELECTRICAL BURG.LARY ALARMS, ELECTRICAL INTRUSION ALARMS; FIRE DETECTION CONTROL PANELS; ALARM CONTROL PANELS; COMBINATIONS OF ALL THE FORESAID GOODS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE FORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR DRY AND LIQUID ALOE VERA RAW MATERIAL AS A COMPONENT OF COSMETIC PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SECURITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING VITAMINS, MINERALS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE PRODUCTS, BOOKS, HERBAL PRODUCTS, BODY BUILDING SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, MEAL REPLACEMENT AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT DRINK MIXES, SPORTS NUTRITION PRODUCTS, WEIGHT MANAGEMENT SUPPLEMENTS AND FOOD ITEMS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN TREATMENT CREAMS, HAIR SHAMPOOS AND BATH AND SHOWER GELS, AROMATHERAPY OILS AND LOTIONS, AROMATHERAPY BATH OILS, JOINT CREAMS, FACIAL AND BODY SOAPS, SCRUBS, CLEANSERS, CREAMS AND GELS, FOOT SCRUBS, CREAMS, LOTIONS, SPRAYS AND GELS AND MASSAGE OILS, GELS, LOTIONS AND CREAMS AND RELATED ITEMS AND PET PRODUCTS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING VITAMINS, MINERALS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE PRODUCTS, BOOKS, HERBAL PRODUCTS, BODY BUILDING SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, MEAL REPLACEMENT AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT DRINK MIXES, SPORTS NUTRITION PRODUCTS, WEIGHT MANAGEMENT SUPPLEMENTS AND FOOD ITEMS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN TREATMENT CREAMS, HAIR SHAMPOOS AND BATH AND SHOWER GELS, AROMATHERAPY OILS AND LOTIONS, AROMATHERAPY BATH OILS, JOINT CREAMS, FACIAL AND BODY SOAPS, SCRUBS, CLEANSERS, CREAMS AND GELS, FOOT SCRUBS, CREAMS, LOTIONS, SPRAYS AND GELS AND MASSAGE OILS, GELS, LOTIONS AND CREAMS AND RELATED ITEMS AND PET PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-630,636. PENHALIGON’S LIMITED, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 5-16-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR METAL FRAMES, METAL STUDS, METAL TRUSSES, METAL BRIDGE CLIPS, WEB STIFFENERS, METAL HANGERS, METAL STRAPPING OR TIE DOWNS, METAL TRACKS, METAL SLIDE CLIPS, METAL BRACING, METAL HEADERS, METAL CHANNEL, UTILITY ANGLES, CORNER BEADS AND METAL TRIM (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 1-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1985.

SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SABM SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF BLOOD MANAGEMENT" AND "MEDICAL SYMBOL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) RED, BLACK AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A PENDANT SHAPE DENOTING A FALLING BLOOD DROP, WITH "SABM" AND "SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF BLOOD MANAGEMENT" IMMEDIATELY BELOW SAME. THE BLOOD DROP IS RED IN COLOR AND SHADED IN BLACK AND WHITE TO DENOTE A THREE DIMENSIONAL SHAPE. INSIDE THE BLOOD DROP IS A "MANAGEMENT" PORTION OF THE DESIGN IS THE COLOR RED. INSIDE THE BLOOD DROP IS A CADUCEUS WITHIN A ROUND SUNBURST SHAPE.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR BATH SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; AFTERSHAVE LOTIONS; SHAVING PREPARATIONS; SHAVING SOAPS; PERFUMES, SCENTED OILS USED TO PRODUCE AROMAS; DENTIFRICES; ROOM FRAGRANCES; ROOM PERFUME SPRAYS; ROOM SCENTING SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-630,639. PENHALIGON’S LIMITED, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 5-16-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, BUILDING DESIGN PREPARATION, ENGINEERING AND ENGINEERING CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1985.

SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SABM SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF BLOOD MANAGEMENT" AND "MEDICAL SYMBOL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A PENDANT SHAPE DENOTING A FALLING BLOOD DROP, WITH "SABM" AND "SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF BLOOD MANAGEMENT" IMMEDIATELY BELOW SAME. THE BLOOD DROP IS RED IN COLOR AND SHADED IN BLACK AND WHITE TO DENOTE A THREE DIMENSIONAL SHAPE. INSIDE THE BLOOD DROP IS A "MANAGEMENT" PORTION OF THE DESIGN IS THE COLOR RED. INSIDE THE BLOOD DROP IS A CADUCEUS WITHIN A ROUND SUNBURST SHAPE.
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CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES


THE TAPCO GROUP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,908,137, 1,917,615 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR POWER-OPERATED TOOLS AND MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY, SHEET BENDING BRAKES, SLITTING AND FORMING TOOLS USED FOR CUTTING AND SHAPING SHEET METAL AND LIKE MATERIALS; KIT OF PARTS FOR REPAIRING AND OVERHAULING A SNÄET BRÄKE CONSISTING OF VINYL STRIPS, UNILINKS, PLUGS, WASHERS, SPOOL CAP SCREWS, NUTS, HANDLE AND RUBBER PIVOT PIN KEEPER; MACHINE TOOL HOLDER; AND HANDLE, NAMELY, COIL HOLDERS AND CUT-OFF STANDS FOR METAL SHEET FORMING MACHINES; WORK TABLES FOR MACHINE TOOLS, NAMELY, SAW TABLES AND SHEET METAL CUTOFF TABLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

PASSION SLOTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF ERPN CMNTY TM OFC REG. NO. 004500047, DATED 8-7-2006, EXPIRES 7-8-2015.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SLOTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For electric and electronic apparatus, devices and instruments, namely, automated dispensing machines that dispense and accept coins, paper money, tokens, magnetic strip cards, electronic tokens, memory cards, microprocessor cards, contactless chip cards, optical memory cards, chits, embossed cards, and read/write tickets; coin operated machines and machines operable with paper money, tokens, magnetic cards, microprocessor devices and chits, namely, slot machines, video slot machines, gambling and gaming machines; mechanisms for coin-operated machines and coin controlled machines, namely, mounting parts for and sold as a component of vending machines, money change machines, gambling and gaming machines, operating with coins, paper money, tokens, magnetic strip cards, electronic tokens, memory cards, microprocessor cards, optical memory cards, chits, embossed cards, read/write tickets; computer programs for operating electric and electronic machines for gambling, gaming, amusement and entertainment purposes; calculators for calculating transactions performed on machines operated with currency and currency surrogate carriers; data printers; printed circuit boards; money change machines, vending machines, providing chits, coupons, and game cards; machine-readable data carriers programmed for the above-mentioned machines and apparatuses; encoded smart cards and memory cards containing programming used for pocket-sized hand held units for playing electronic games; video gaming and gambling machines not for use as accessory devices with televisions; namely, slot machines provided with a TV monitor, a TFT monitor or a similar display monitor; electric and electronic machines and apparatuses for gambling, gaming, entertainment and sports games, namely, slot machines, gaming and entertainment machines, betting machines, video slot machines, electronic gambling machines, all of the above-mentioned machines and apparatuses also for networked use (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

For chemicals used in industry, science and photography as well as agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs and enzymes used for industrial purposes (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 and 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

For flavorings, other than essential oils; essences for foodstuffs other than etheric essences or essential oils (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

For preparations for making beverages; essences for making beverages (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 and 48).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto in the food and beverage industries; industrial analysis and research services in the food and beverage industries; providing technical information and research in the food and beverage industries (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-647,368. COMMUNITY PRODUCTS, LLC, CHESTER, NY. FILED 6-9-2005.

COMMUNITY PLAYTHINGS

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use playthings for class 28, apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

For baby carriages that carry multiple children for use in day care settings (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 and 44). First use 6-0-1953; in commerce 6-0-1953.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR EASELS; FUNDRAISING POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1955; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1955.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FURNITURE, FURNITURE FOR USE WITH CHILDREN; MODULAR FURNITURE FOR USE WITH THE DISABLED; MODULAR FURNITURE FOR USE WITH THE DISABLED; STORAGE UNITS, NAMELY, WOODEN MODULAR STORAGE UNITS, FOR USE IN DAY CARE ENVIRONMENTS; STORAGE UNITS MADE OF MAPLE, NAMELY, MODULAR STORAGE UNITS; STORAGE CONTAINERS, NAMELY, PLASTIC TOTE PANS AND WOVEN BASKETS; SHELVES AND SHELVING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF A SERIES OF SHELVES THAT CAN BE USED INDIVIDUALLY OR CONNECTED TO EACH OTHER AND USED AS A UNIT; COTS, CRIBS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 34).
FIRST USE 0-0-1955; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1955.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY VEHICLES, NAMELY, TRIKES, TRAILERS, SCOOTERS, KIDDE CARS, PUSH AND PULL CARS, PUSHCARTS, WHEELBARROWS, ROCKING BOATS, PUSHCARTS AND CARTS; CHILDREN'S PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PLAY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SOLID AND HOLLOW BLOCKS; CHILDREN'S MODULAR PLAY ENVIRONMENT, NAMELY, UNITS FOR PLAYING, CLIMBING, CRAWLING, SLIDING USING NON-METAL SLIDES, AND WALKING; TOY VEHICLE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TRAILERS THAT ATTACH TO WHEELBARROWS, PUSHCARTS AND TRIKES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1953; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1953.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR FLOOR PLANNING AND LAYOUT DESIGN SERVICES FOR DAYCARE AND CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1955; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1955.
ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, NAMELY BIDETS, BATHTUBS, WHIRLPOOL BATHS, WHIRLPOOLS, SHOWERS, SHOWER AND BATH ENCLOSURES, SHOWER STALLS, SHOWER PANELS, SHOWER DOORS, SAUNAS, FAUCETS, FAUCET AERATORS, FAUCET SPRAYERS, TAP WATER FAUCETS, TOILETS, TOILET BOWLS, TOILET SEATS, TOILET TANKS, SINKS, SINK PEDESTALS, SINK UNITS, AND URINALS, FIXED SPOUTS DIRECTLY ON BATHS, SINGLE LEVER FIXTURES FOR LAVATORIES, BATHROOM FITTINGS, NAMELY, VALVES, SANITARY WARE, NAMELY LAVATORY SINKS, MOUNTED LAVATORY SINKS, MOUNTED LAVATORY SINKS WITH PEDESTAL, INTEGRAL TOWEL BARS AND FAUCET, SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR BATHROOM MIRRORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-648,603. MTI TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION, IRVINE, CA. FILED 6-10-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS MTI WITH A SWIRL DESIGN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN FOR OTHERS; INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER NETWORK STORAGE SYSTEMS; INSTALLATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS VIA TELEPHONE, EMAIL, ON-SITE IN-PERSON, AND FACSIMILE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONSULTING SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS MTI WITH A SWIRL DESIGN.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOY VEHICLES, NAMELY, TRIKES, TRAILERS, SCOOTERS, KIDDE CARS, PUSH AND PULL CARS, PUSHCARTS, WHEELBARROWS, ROCKING BOATS, PUSHCARTS AND CARTS; CHILDREN'S PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PLAY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SOLID AND HOLLOW BLOCKS; CHILDREN'S MODULAR PLAY ENVIRONMENT, NAMELY, UNITS FOR PLAYING, CLIMBING, CRAWLING, SLIDING USING NON-METAL SLIDES, AND WALKING; TOY VEHICLE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TRAILERS THAT ATTACH TO WHEELBARROWS, PUSHCARTS AND TRIKES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1953; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1953.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR FLOOR PLANNING AND LAYOUT DESIGN SERVICES FOR DAYCARE AND CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1955; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1955.
ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS MTI WITH A SWIRL DESIGN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN FOR OTHERS; INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER NETWORK STORAGE SYSTEMS; INSTALLATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS VIA TELEPHONE, EMAIL, ON-SITE IN-PERSON, AND FACSIMILE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONSULTING SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS MTI WITH A SWIRL DESIGN.
GLOBAL BEAUTY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF BEAUTY CARE, WEIGHT REDUCTION, HAIR CARE, COSMETIC AND HEALTH CARE; PROVIDING OFFICE FUNCTIONS; ADVERTISING AGENCIES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF BEAUTY CARE, WEIGHT REDUCTION, HAIR CARE, COSMETIC AND HEALTH CARE; PROVIDING SPACE FOR THE ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES TO OTHERS, NAMELY, RENTING SPACE FOR THE ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES TO OTHERS; BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES; COMPILATION OF CATALOGUES AND DIRECTORIES FOR THE PURPOSE OF COMMERCIALS AND ADVERTISING; PROVIDING CORPORATE AND BUSINESS INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF BEAUTY CARE, WEIGHT REDUCTION, HAIR CARE, COSMETIC AND HEALTH CARE; THE BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS OF A VARIETY OF GOODS enabling CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS/ SERVICES IN BEAUTY CARE, HAIR CARE AND HEALTH CARE CLINICS, SHOPPING MALLS OR FROM A GENERAL MERCHANDISE INTERNET WEB SITE, A GENERAL MERCHANDISE CATALOGUE OR BY MAIL ORDER OR BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS; BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF RETAIL OPERATIONS AND COMMERCIAL UNDERTAKINGS IN THE FIELD OF BEAUTY CARE, WEIGHT REDUCTION, HAIR CARE, COSMETIC AND HEALTH CARE AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING THERETO; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RETAIL SERVICES; PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR BUSINESS MEETINGS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PALMS GIRL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIRL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER PRODUCTS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY PRINTED AWARDS, MERCHANDISE BAGS, BUMPER STICKERS, CALENDAR DESK PADS, CALENDAR DESK STANDS, CALENDAR STANDS, CALENDARS, DESK CALENDARS, POCKET CALENDARS, WALL CALENDARS, BUSINESS CARDS, GIFT CARDS, GREETING CARDS, DECALS, PRINTED EMBLEMS, EMBROIDERY DESIGN PATTERNS, ENGRAVING PLATES, ENGRAVINGS, PAPER BANNERS, PRINTER PAPER SIGNS, PHOTO-ENGRAVINGS, PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS, MOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS, UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS, PICTORIAL PRINTS, PICTURE BOOKS, PICTURE POSTCARDS, POSTERS, ART PRINTS, CARTOON PRINTS, COLOR PRINTS, LITHOGRAPH PRINTS, PUBLICATION PAPER, STICKERS AND TRADING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2004.
APPARATUS
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, APRONS, ASCOTS, ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR, ATHLETIC SHOES, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, BANDANAS, BASEBALL CAPS, BATH SLIPPERS, BATHING CAPS, BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, BATHROBES, BEACH COVER-UPS, BEACH SHOES, BEACHWEAR, BEANIES, BELTS, BE- RETS, BERMUDA SHORTS, BIKINIS, BLAZERS, BLOUSES, BODY SHAPERS, BODY SUITS, BOXER SHORTS, BRAS, BRASSIERES, BRIEFS, CAMP SHIRTS, CAPS, CARDIGANS, CHEF’S HATS, WRAP-AROUNDS, COATS, COLLARS, CROP TOPS, CUFS, DENIM JACKETS, EAR MUFFS, GOLF SHIRTS, GYM SHORTS, HALTER TOPS, HATS, HEAD BANDS, HEADWEAR, INFANTWEAR, JACKETS, JEANS, JOGGING SUITS, LEATHER JACKETS, LEG WARMERS, LEGGINGS, LIGHT-REFLECTING JACKETS, LINGERIE, LOUNGEWEAR, MOCK TURTLE-NECK SWEATERS, MONEY BELTS, MUFFLERS, NECK BANDS, NECKWEAR, NIGHT SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, PANTIES, PANTS, POLO SHIRTS, PONCHOS, PULLOVERS, RAIN JACKETS, SANDALS, SASHES, SCARVES, SHAWLS, SHIRTS, SHOES, SHORTS, SLEEP SHIRTS, SLEEPWEAR, SLIPPERS, SNEAKERS, SOCKS, SPORT COATS, SPORT SHIRTS, SUN VISORS, SWEAT BANDS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEAT SUITS, SWEATERS, SWEATSOCKS, SWIM CAPS, SWIM TRUNKS, SWIM WEAR, SWIMMING CAPS, SWIM-SUITS, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, VISORS, V-NECK SWEA- TERS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, WRIST BANDS, AND WRISTBANDS CONTAINING A COOLING SUB-STANCE TO COOL THE WEARER (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES THAT HELP ENTREPRENEURS, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ENTREPRENEURS, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR STREAMING OF VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES THAT HELP ENTREPRENEURS, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PRODUCTION OF RECORDED TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING REALITY-BASED TELEVISION PROGRAMS; PERSONAL COACHING IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES THAT HELP ENTREPRENEURS, FRANCHISEES, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR MEETING ARRANGING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES; PROVIDING MOTIVATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPEAKERS, EDUCATIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS; ON-LINE PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS, E-ZINES, AND NEWSLETTERS; PROVIDING VIDEO AND AUDIO STUDIOS, PROVIDING A TELEVISION PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES THAT HELP ENTREPRENEURS, FRANCHISEES, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, WORD PROCESSING, DATABASE MANAGEMENT, ALL IN THE FIELD OF HELPING ENTREPRENEURS, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PRODUCTION OF RECORDED TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING REALITY-BASED TELEVISION PROGRAMS; PERSONAL COACHING IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES THAT HELP ENTREPRENEURS, FRANCHISEES, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ONECOACH

FOR MEETING ARRANGING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES; PROVIDING MOTIVATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPEAKERS, EDUCATIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS; ON-LINE PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS, E-ZINES, AND NEWSLETTERS; PROVIDING VIDEO AND AUDIO STUDIOS, PROVIDING A TELEVISION PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES THAT HELP ENTREPRENEURS, FRANCHISEES, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FOR STREAMING OF VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES THAT HELP ENTREPRENEURS, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PRODUCTION OF RECORDED TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING REALITY-BASED TELEVISION PROGRAMS; PERSONAL COACHING IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES THAT HELP ENTREPRENEURS, FRANCHISEES, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, WORD PROCESSING, DATABASE MANAGEMENT, IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES THAT HELP ENTREPRENEURS, FRANCHISEES, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, WORD PROCESSING, CLIENT CONTACT, DATABASE MANAGEMENT, IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES THAT HELP ENTREPRENEURS, FRANCHISEES, BUSINESSES, SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS, PROFESSIONALS, HOME-BASED BUSINESSES AND DIRECT SALE BUSINESSES INCREASE REVENUES AND PROFITS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CULTURE TO CUSTOMER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING; BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONAL CONSULTING; BUSINESS OPERATIONS CONSULTING; CONSULTING RELATING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNITIES; CONSULTING RELATING TO THE TRANSFORMATION OF INTERNAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENTS; HUMAN RESOURCE CONSULTING; CONDUCTING EMPLOYEE MOTIVATION EVALUATIONS; BUSINESS CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF EXECUTIVE COACHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR PLASTIC PLANT LABELS, NAMELY, SWING TICKETS, TAGS AND DECALCOMANIAS FOR LABELING PLANTS, PLANT POTS, SEEDLING TRAYS AND PUNNETS; PLASTIC PICTORIAL LABELS, PRINTED LABELS, PUSH-IN LABELS, TIE-ON LABELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 23, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

FOR LIVE PLANTS, NAMELY SEEDLINGS, SHRUBS, TREES, BULBS AND SEEDS, FLOWERS, FRUIT PLANTS AND VEGETABLE PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WINKING LUTHER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED CD-ROM’S, AUDIO TAPES, AND VIDEO CASSETTES TAPES FEATURING INFORMATION ON BIBLICAL, THEOLOGICAL AND EVERYDAY LIFE ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN THE AREAS OF BIBLICAL, THEOLOGICAL AND EVERY DAY LIFE ISSUES, NAMELY, BOOKS, WORKBOOKS, CURRICULA, POSTERS, PAMPHLETS, MAGAZINES, ACTIVITY BOOKS, INSTRUCTOR GUIDES AND MANUALS; PRINTED CHURCH SUPPLIES, NAMELY, OFFERING ENVELOPES, BULLETINS, BULLETIN INSERTS, PEW CARDS, NOTE CARDS, GREETING CARDS AND REGISTRATION FORMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, DRESS SHIRTS, JACKETS AND PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF WEBSERIES OFFERED OVER A WORLDWIDE COMMUNICATION NETWORK IN THE AREAS OF FAITH, SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT, PERSONAL GROWTH, AND MORAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE, BODY LOTION, SHAMPOO, BUBBLE BATH (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY; WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR SOUVENIR TOUR BOOKS, MAGAZINES FOR CHILDREN FEATURING MUSIC, DANCE, STORIES AND CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES, BOOKS FOR CHILDREN FEATURING MUSIC, DANCE, STORIES AND CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES, COLORING BOOKS, SONG BOOKS, POSTERS, STICKERS, BUMPER STICKERS, DECALS, ERASERS, NOTEBOOKS, PENS, PENCILS, PENCIL CASES, BOOK COVERS, CRAYONS, MARKERS, SHEET MUSIC, GIFT WRAP IN THE NATURE OF GIFT WRAPPING PAPER, RIBBONS, BOWS, AND GIFT BAGS MADE FROM PAPER, FABRIC AND PLASTIC, PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS, PRINTED INVITATIONS, CALENDARS, BLANK CARDS, GIFT AND GREETING CARDS, TRADING CARDS, AND SCRAPBOOK AND PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR HANDBAGS, WALLETS, KEY CASES, POCKETBOOKS, BACKPACKS, SPORT BAGS, LUGGAGE, TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR GLASSES BEING BEVERAGEWARE, CUPS, MUGS, DISHES, LUNCH BOXES, SPORT BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY, VACUUM BOTTLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR BED LINENS, BED SHEETS, BED SPREADS, BLANKETS, TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, SPECIFICALLY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, HATS, HEADWEAR, FOOTWEAR, FASHION ACCESSORIES, SPECIFICALLY, SCARVES AND BELTS, PAJAMAS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS, SPECIFICALLY, PLUSH TOYS, TOY VEHICLES, PUPPETS, BUBBLE MAKING WAND AND SOLUTION SET, TOY CHEERLEADING POM-POMS, BATH TOYS; GAMES, SPECIFICALLY, PUZZLES, BOARD GAMES, CARD GAMES, PARLOR GAMES; DOLLS, ACTION FIGURES, CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR CANDY, COOKIES, CONFECTIONS, SPECIFICALLY, FROZEN CONFECTIONS, CHOCOLATE, CARAMEL POPCORN, PECAN OR PEANUT BRITTLE; SNACKS, SPECIFICALLY, CORN CHIPS, TORTILLA CHIPS, PRETZELS, CEREAL-BASED SNACK FOODS, PUFFED CHEESE BALLS (U.S. CL. 46).

JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-660,670. INTERNATIONAL TRADE ASSOCIATES, INC., DBA ITA, INC., ST. AUGUSTINE, FL. FILED 6-29-2005.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE UNIVERSAL PROHIBITION SYMBOL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING FR FOLLOWED BY A PROHIBITION SYMBOL OVER A DEPICTION OF A FLAME FOLLOWED BY THE WORDING ASSURED.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-FABRIC WINDOW TREATMENTS, NAMELY, INTERIOR WINDOW SHUTTERS, VENETIAN BLINDS, WOOD BLINDS, CELLULAR WINDOW SHADES, VERTICAL BLINDS AND THEIR COMPONENT PARTS THEREOF, PLEATED WINDOW SHADES AND ROMAN SHADIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-24-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2005.

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR FABRIC WINDOW TREATMENTS, NAMELY, CURTAIN SOLAR SCREENING FABRIC (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-24-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2005.

TINA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-660,843. THOMSON CANADA LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 6-29-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING NEWSLETTERS FEATURING LEGAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF TAXES, NAMELY, LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY CHANGES TO TAX LAWS, BUDGETS AND POLICIES AND FEATURING LEGAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF TAXES, NAMELY, COURT JUDGMENTS, HEADNOTED DECISIONS VIA THE INTERNET FOR USE BY TAX PROFESSIONALS AND TAX ATTORNEYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING LEGAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF TAXES, NAMELY, LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY CHANGES TO TAX LAWS, BUDGETS, AND POLICIES VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING LEGAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF TAXES, NAMELY, COURT JUDGMENTS, HEADNOTED DECISIONS, VIA THE INTERNET FOR USE BY TAX PROFESSIONALS AND TAX ATTORNEYS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-661,272. GRUPPE-S ENGINEERING LLC, HAYWARD, CA. FILED 6-29-2005.

THE COLOR GRAY IS ONLY INTENDED TO INDICATE SHADING OR CONTRAST ONLY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED "DOUBLE HELIX" IN THE FORM OF BOTH THE LETTER "H" AND THE LETTER "X" ON THE TOP, WITH THE WORD "HELIX" APPEARED AT THE BOTTOM. EACH SECTION IS SEPARATED BY GAPS AND HAS ITS INDIVIDUAL SHADING.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR AUTOMOTIVE APPARATUS AND COMPONENTS, NAMELY, EXHAUST PIPES, ENGINE INTERNOUS, AND TURBO ACCESSORIES, NAMELY PISTONS, CONNECTING RODS, CRANKSHAFTS, CAMSHAFTS, VALVES, VALVE SPRINGS, TURBO WASTEGATES; TURBOCHARGER COMPRESSOR WHEELS, TURBOCHARGER TURBINE SHAFTS, TURBOCHARGER COMPRESSOR HOUSINGS, AND TURBOCHARGER TURBINE HOUSINGS; EXHAUST SYSTEMS COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF STEEL MUFFLERS, TITANIUM MUFFLERS; DOWNPipes, EXHAUST OUTLETS, EXHAUST PIPING, GASKETS, FLANGES, AND TAILPIPES AND ALSO CONTAINING MOUNTING HARDWARE THEREFOR; TURBOCHARGER KITS COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF TURBOCHARGERS, EXHAUST COMPONENTS, NAMELY MANIFOLDS, DOWNPipes, OUTLETS, AIR FILTRATION COMPONENTS FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY INTERCOOERS, FUEL PUMPS, FUEL INJECTORS, AND FUEL PRESSURE REGULATORS FOR LAND VEHICLES; AND TIMING BELTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR LAND VEHICLE SUSPENSION PARTS, NAMELY SPRINGS, STRUTS, COILOVERS, SWAY BARS, END- LINKS, SUSPENSION BUSHINGS, CHASSIS SUPPORT BRACES AND CONTROL ARMS; AERODYNAMIC ACCES- SORIES NAMELY SPOILERS, FRONT SPOILERS, REAR SPOILERS, AND ROOF SPOILERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-662,735. LUCASFILM LTD., SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 7-1-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN OF TWO OVERLAPPING FACES.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAILING AND ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING GENERAL MERCHANDISE, INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAMES, INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GAMES, CLOTHING, MOTION PICTURES, COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND OTHER AUDIO-VISUAL WORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,689,814 AND 2,858,151.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR GENERAL PURPOSE METAL STORAGE BINS, METAL STORAGE SHEDS, METAL STORAGE SHELTERS, AND PORTABLE METAL BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, WALL BOARDS, HARDWOOD BOARDS, PARTICLE BOARDS, NON-METAL STORAGE SHEDS, WOODEN DOOR FRAMES AND WINDOW FRAMES, DOORS AND WINDOWS MADE OF WOOD OR VINYL, AND NON-METAL BUILDING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, WINDOWS, WINDOW SHUTTERS, AND VINYL AND WOOD SIDING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-669,244. CABELA'S INC., SIDNEY, NE. FILED 7-13-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-METAL TOOL BOXES; PLASTIC AND WOOD BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

GRAND RIVER LODGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR FLOORING, NAMELY CERAMIC TILES FOR FLOORING; FLOORING UNDERLAYMENTS; LAMINATE FLOORING; PARQUET FLOORING; WOOD FLOORING; AND WOOD TILE FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR BEDROOM FURNITURE; FUTONS; SEATING FURNITURE; SOFAS; DINING FURNITURE; PATIO FURNITURE; ROCKING CHAIRS; DRAWER PULLS OF RESIN OR PLASTIC; NONMETAL HOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
SOCCER ICON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOCCER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SN 78-670,966. FOOTBALL ICON LIMITED, MANCHESTER, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 7-14-2005.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS ABOUT SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; DOWNLOADDABLE SOUND RECORDINGS, DOWNLOADDABLE VIDEO RECORDINGS AND DOWNLOADDABLE DATA RECORDINGS IN THE FORM OF DIGITALLY COMPRESSED DATA RECORDINGS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM DATABASES OR FROM INTERNET WEBSITES OR FROM ANY OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS INCLUDING WIRELESS CABLE OR SATELLITE; DOWNLOADDABLE DATA IN THE FORM OF DIGITALLY COMPRESSED MUSIC DATA FILES; RECORDING AND REPRODUCING INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS AND AUDIO-VISUAL TEACHING APPARATUS, NAMELY, PRECORDERED COMPACT DISCS, PRECORDERED SUPER AUDIO COMPACT DISCS AND DIGITAL DATA IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER, DOWNLOADDABLE DIGITAL MUSIC FILES, DOWNLOADDABLE MULTIMEDIA INFORMATION FILES IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER AND DOWNLOADDABLE DIGITAL MUSIC FILES PROVIDED FROM MP3 INTERNET WEBSITES; ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BROCHURES, LEAFLETS, NEWSLETTERS, PERIODICALS AND MATCH PROGRAMS TO SUPPORT THE PROVISION OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; ON-LINE SERVICES IN RELATION TO THE FOREGOING INCLUDING SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; PRINTED IDENTITY CARDS, NOTE PAPER AND WRITING PAPER; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, MATCH PROGRAMS, TICKETS FOR SPORTING EVENTS, INFORMATION PACKS, PRECORDERED IDENTITY CARDS AND MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATES IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER AND SPORT FAN CLUBS; ANNUALS, NAMELY, YEARBOOKS, JOURNALS, ANNUALS AND REPORTS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; ALBUMS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS, AND FOR PERIODICALS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; BLANK WRITING JOURNALS AND JOURNALS RELATING TO SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; GENERAL FEATURE MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE COLUMNS ABOUT SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, GENERAL MERCHANDISE CATALOGUES AND CATALOGUES IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; POSTERS; PAMPHLETS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS; GENERAL FEATURE MAGAZINES; NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; MAGAZINES AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, GENERAL MERCHANDISE CATALOGUES AND CATALOGUES IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER AND SPORT FAN CLUBS; PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, YEARBOOKS, JOURNALS AND ANNUALS, NAMELY, YEARBOOKS, JOURNALS AND ANNUALS; INFORMATION PACKS, PRE-PRINTED IDENTITY CARDS AND MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATES IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; PRINTED HOLOGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION, ORGANIZATION AND RUNNING OF SPORTING COMPETITIONS, SPORTS EVENTS AND SOCCER MATCHES; EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS INCLUDING SOCCER; ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF SEMINARS, TUTORIALS, CLASSES, EXHIBITIONS AND CONFERENCES RELATING TO PLAYING, PARTICIPATING, PERFORMING, COACHING AND COMPETING IN SPORTS ACTIVITIES; THE PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS, THE PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURE FILMS, AND VIDEO TAPE PRODUCTIONS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF INTERACTIVE TELEPHONE COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF INTERACTIVE TELEVISION AND RADIO COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT INCLUDING SOCCER; PROVISION OF ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION, NAMELY, A CONTINUING SPORTS NEWS AND SPORTS CURRENT AFFAIRS SHOW BROADCASTED BY MEANS OF RADIO, TELEVISION, SATELLITE, CABLE, ON-LINE AND OFF LINE VIA THE WORLD WIDE WEB AND THE INTERNET; INFORMATION, ADVISING AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN RELATION TO THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KAELEK KUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESERVA" AND "SOCIETY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS FAMILY RESERVE.

KAELEK KUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

FOR TEQUILA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

Heather Thompson, Examining Attorney

SN 78-675,276. ESSENTIAL MINDS, S.L., SANT JOAN DESPI (BARCELONA), SPAIN, FILED 7-21-2005.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY AUDIO VISUAL AND AUDIO PROGRAMMING DESIGNED TO STIMULATE THE LEARNING CAPABILITIES OF INFANTS AND YOUNG CHILDREN, NAMELY, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, PRE-RECORDED VIDEOTAPES; VIDEODISCS, DVDS; CD-ROMS, AUDIO CASSETTES AND AUDIO CD'S FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL FOR CHILDREN; MUSIC, NATURAL SOUNDS, SPOKEN WORDS, ANIMATION; PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES AND GRAPHIC IMAGES; BLANK SOUND RECORDING DISKS; BLANK VIDEO CASSETTES; BLANK AUDIO VIDEO COMPACT DISCS; PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDE TRANSPARENCIES; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS AND INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS FOR ENTERTAINING AND EDUCATING CHILDREN; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS AND JOURNALS IN THE FIELD OF CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR CUSTOMER LOYALTY SERVICES AND CUSTOMER CLUB SERVICES FOR COMMERCIAL, PROMOTIONAL AND/OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; PROVIDING CONSUMER INFORMATION ONLINE ABOUT TEQUILA AND TEQUILA HISTORY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

Heather Thompson, Examining Attorney

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

FOR TEQUILA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

Heather Thompson, Examining Attorney
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, AND JOURNALS FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL FOR CHILDREN PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PRINTED CHARTS; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; PAPER; CREPE PAPER; DRAWING PAPER; ART PAPER; PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS; WRITING PADS; PENS; CALENDARS; POSTERS; PICTURE BOOKS; FOLDERS; PAPER FILE JACkETS; WRITING PAPER; WRITING AND DRAWING BOOKS; BLANK WRITING JOURNALS; JOURNALS FOR CHILDREN; DRAWINGS; INDEX CARDS; PAPER SHEETS FOR NOTE TAKING; GREETING CARDS; BLANK CARDS; BLANK NOTE CARDS; NOTE CARDS; POSTCARDS; ENVELOPES; WRITING INK; INKING PADS; INK STAMPS; STAMP PAD INK (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SOCKS, BOOTS, BEACHWEAR, DIAPERS, GLOVES, INFANTWEAR; RAINWEAR, SKI WEAR, TOPS, SHIRTS, SHORTS; UNDERWEAR, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, BLOUSES, DRESSES, PANTS, COATS, FOOTWEAR AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR GAMES, NAMELY BOARD GAMES; DOLLS, PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, PLAY FIGURES, TOY FIGURES; TOY VEHICLES, ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL GAME MACHINES FOR CHILDREN; PUPPETS; PUZZLES, GAME TABLES, PARTY GAMES; TOYS, NAMELY, BATH TUB TOYS; INFANT TOYS; MUSICAL TOYS; PLUSH TOYS; STUFFED TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF A CHILDREN'S TELEVISION SERIES; EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINMENT; EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF SECOND LANGUAGE SKILLS, INTRODUCTIONS TO PROFESSIONS; VALUES AND EMOTIONS; EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF THEATER PRODUCTIONS; EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, AND MUSICAL SHOWS; EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION PROFESSIONALS FOR TEACHING SECOND LANGUAGE SKILLS, PROFESSIONS, VALUES AND EMOTIONS; EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION SHOWS, PLAYS AND THEATERS; INFORMATION ABOUT EDUCATION; ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY; PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE WEB SITE FEATURING ANIMATION, MUSIC, LIVE ACTION, AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JEAN IM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-675,344. EVERGREEN AIRVENTURE MUSEUM, McMinnville, OR. FILED 7-21-2005.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR HOUSEWARES, NAMELY, CUPS AND MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-14-1983; IN COMMERCE 5-14-1983.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 5-14-1983; IN COMMERCE 5-14-1983.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR MUSEUM SERVICES FEATURING HISTORIC AIRPLANES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 5-14-1983; IN COMMERCE 5-14-1983.

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-678,150. DAINIPPON SUMITOMO PHARMA CO., LTD., OSAKA-SHI, OSAKA, JAPAN, FILED 7-26-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHARMA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "DAINIPPON" IN THE MARK IS BIG JAPAN.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, CHEMICAL REAGENTS FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSES, DIAGNOSTIC CHEMICAL REAGENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC OR RESEARCH USE; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SCIENTIFIC ANALYSES IN LABORATORIES; REAGENTS OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

DAINIPPON SUMITOMO PHARMA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHARMA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "DAINIPPON" IN THE MARK IS BIG JAPAN.

CLASS 39—SPORTING GOODS

FOR SPORTS SUPPLIES FOR FIELD GAMES, NAMELY, BATS, BASEBALLS, BASKETBALLS, BOXING GLOVES, GYMNASTIC RINGS, HOCKEY STICKS, ROWING ANCHORS, ROWING BOATS, ROWING OARS, SCULLS, SNOW SKIS, SWIMMING GOGGLES, TENNIS BALLS, TENNIS RACQUETS, WATER SKIS, VOLLEYBALLS (U.S. CLS. 6, 10, 17 AND 25).

FIRST USE 5-14-1983; IN COMMERCE 5-14-1983.
CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR FULL LINE OF MEDICATED AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, BOTH PRESCRIPTION AND OVER-THE-COUNTER, FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH HUMANS AND ANIMALS; CHEMICAL REAGENTS FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY PURPOSES; DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS


CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

Who is Vivian Micznik First, and what is the nature of their role?

Vivian Micznik First is an examining attorney. This role typically involves reviewing and processing trademark applications to ensure they meet the necessary requirements for registration. In this case, Vivian Micznik First is examining applications related to medical, beauty, and agricultural services.

HY-WHEAT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

Who is Kimberly Frye, and what is the nature of their role?

Kimberly Frye is another examining attorney. Their role is similar to Vivian Micznik First’s, involving the examination of trademark applications to ensure they meet the required standards for registration. Kimberly Frye is examining applications related to medical and veterinary services.

WALK-OFF HOME RUN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

What is the significance of the term “walk-off home run” in the context of trademarks?

The term “walk-off home run” is often used metaphorically to describe a trademark application that is granted, allowing the applicant to use the mark on their products or services. In this context, it refers to the granting of a trademark for the term “walk-off home run,” allowing the owner to use it for their product.


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES; TISSUE CULTURE MEDIA, PROTEINS, PROTEIN FOR CELL NUTRITION, HYDROLISED PROTEINS, HYDROLYSATES, BACTERIOLOGICAL AND PROTEIN BASED CULTURES ALL FOR USE AS A RAW MATERIAL IN THE MANUFACTURE OF OTHER GOODS OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY USE; BACTERIOLOGICAL CULTURES; CULTURES AND MEDIA FOR THE GROWTH OF MICRO-ORGANISMS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES; TISSUE CULTURE MEDIA, PROTEINS, PROTEINS FOR CELL NUTRITION, HYDROLISED PROTEINS, HYDROLYSATES ALL USED IN THE PRODUCTION OF VARIOUS PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICAL OR VETERINARY PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

What is the significance of the term “hy-wheat” in the context of trademarks?

The term “hy-wheat” is a trademark application for a product related to wheat, possibly indicating a new product or innovation in the wheat industry. This term is being examined by Vivian Micznik First for its eligibility for trademark registration.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR PROTECTIVE PADDING FOR PLAYING SPORTS; FOOTBALL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BALLS; SOFTBALL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SOFTBALLS AND BATS; BASEBALL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BASEBALL BATS, BALLS, BASEBALL GLOVES, BASEBALL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BALLS, BASKETBALLS, BASKETBALL GOAL SETS; HOCKEY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY PUCKS, STICKS, SKATES; SOCCER EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BALLS, PADDLEBALL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BALLS AND PADDLES; LACROSSE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, STICKS, BALLS, NETS; BADMINTON SETS; PLASTIC BALLS, PLASTIC BATS AND PLASTIC BALL SETS; TOYS, NAMELY, STAND ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES, PLAYING CARDS, ACTION SKILL GAMES, ACTION TOYS, ADULT AND CHILDREN PARTY GAMES, ARCADE GAMES, PARLOR GAMES, BOARD GAMES; COIN-OPERATED VIDEO GAMES; COLLECTIBLE TOY FIGURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

What is the significance of the term “hy-wheat” in the context of trademarks?

The term “hy-wheat” is a trademark application for a product related to wheat, possibly indicating a new product or innovation in the wheat industry. This term is being examined by Vivian Micznik First for its eligibility for trademark registration.
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR PROCESSED MEATS; HAMBURGER MEATS; HOT DOG MEATS; PROTEIN BASED NUTRIENT DENSE ENERGY BARS; POTATO BASED SNACK FOODS; DAIRY BASED BEVERAGES; PACKAGED MEATS; SAUSAGES; PROCESSED NUTS AND PROCESSED PEANUTS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR ICE CREAM; FLAVORED ICES; SORBETS; CANDY; BREAKFAST CEREALS; CHEWING GUMS; PRETZELS; CORN BASED SNACK FOODS; BREADS; ROLLS; HAMBURGER BUNS; HOT DOGS BUNS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR BEVERAGES, NAMELY, FRUIT AND JUICE DRINKS; NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CONTAINING FRUIT JUICES; ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, WINE AND SPIRITS; ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS CONTAINING MILK (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR STORAGE OF PERSONAL ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS ON PORTABLE MEMORY STORAGE MEDIA, NAMELY COMPUTER DISCS, OPTICAL DISCS, DVDS, CDS, FLASH MEMORY CARDS, PDAS, COMPUTER MEMORY DEVICES AND HARD DRIVES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 10-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2005.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, NAMELY, RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FIRST USE 10-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2005.
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GNOMA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR MOTORCYCLE HELMETS, SUNGLASSES AND GOGGLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE REPRESENTATION OF THE DESIGN OF THE CADUCEUS SYMBOL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE GRAY TONES ARE NOT FEATURES OF THE MARK.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PORTABLE MEMORY STORAGE MEDIA FEATURING PERSONAL ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS, NAMELY COMPUTER DISCS, OPTICAL DISCS, DVDS, CDS, FLASH MEMORY CARDS, PDAS, COMPUTER MEMORY DEVICES AND HARD DRIVES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING AND ACCESSING PERSONAL PORTABLE ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2005.


THE COLOR(S) RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR OF THE LETTERS IS RED.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THE PATIO.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-681,688. EL PATIO INTERNATIONAL, INC, ROCKVILLE, MD. FILED 7-29-2005.

THE COLOR(S) RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR OF THE LETTERS IS RED.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THE PATIO.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR FRANCHISING, NAMELY, OFFERING ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND/OR OPERATION OF THE RESTAURANT AND/OR DELIVERY OF RESTAURANT’S PRODUCTS; RETAIL BAKERY SHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR RESTAURANT, CAFE, CARRY-OUT, CATERING, DELICATESSEN AND RESTAURANTS FEATURING HOME DELIVERY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-12-2001; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2001.

TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-684,710. FIRSTSIGHT VISION SERVICES, INC., UPLAND, CA. FILED 8-3-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR BUSINESS SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO PRINT BLANK CHECKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-30-1989; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1989.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR BUSINESS FORMS, ENVELOPES, SELF-MAILING FORMS, NAMELY, PRINTED FORMS; BLANK BANK CHECKS, PREPRINTED BANK CHECKS, PAPER LABELS AND SHIPPING LABELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-30-1989; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1989.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR PLASTIC LABELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-30-1989; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1989.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR CLOTH AND TEXTILE LABELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-30-1989; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1989.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR DISTRIBUTION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF OFFICES MACHINERY AND BUSINESS FORMS; DIRECT MAILING PROCESSING, NAMELY, DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-30-1989; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1989.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR BUSINESS FORM STORAGE AND DIRECT MAILING PROCESSING AND LABELING SERVICES, NAMELY, CORRESPONDENCE DELIVERY BY POST (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 4-30-1989; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1989.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR COMMERCIAL PRINTING SERVICES, NAMELY, STATIONERY PRINTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 4-30-1989; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1989.

SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR ALL PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SOLVENTS, SOLUTIONS AND FLUIDS; HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SOLVENTS, SOLUTIONS AND FLUIDS; ALL PURPOSE SCENTED CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SOLVENTS AND FLUIDS; STAIN REMOVERS; PET STAIN REMOVERS; PET ODOR REMOVERS; ALL PURPOSE COMMERCIAL CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SOLVENTS, SOLUTIONS AND FLUIDS; CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SOLVENTS, SOLUTIONS AND FLUIDS FOR FLOORS, WALLS, BATHROOMS AND KITCHENS; ALL PURPOSE BIO-ENZYMATIC CLEANING PREPARATIONS; STAIN REMOVERS FOR PET AND OTHER HOUSEHOLD STAINS; ALL PURPOSE CLEANING SOLUTIONS FOR INANIMATE SURFACES; ANY OF THE FOREGOING PRODUCTS SOLD IN A KIT TOGETHER WITH LIGHTING DEVICES FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH CLEANING AND DETECTION AND RECOGNITION OF MATTER TO BE CLEANED; AND NONE OF THE FOREGOING FOR CLEANUP OF BIOHAZARDOUS WASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTING, DEODORIZING AND SANITIZING PREPARATIONS FOR USE ON INANIMATE SURFACES; ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANTS; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SANITARY USE; ODOR NEUTRALIZING PREPARATIONS FOR USE ON CARPETS, TEXTILES, PAINTED SURFACES, TILES, FLOORING, LINOLEUM; CERAMIC SURFACES AND METALS; C, FIPET, ROOM, TILES, FLOORING AND TEXTILE FRESHENERS AND ODOR ELIMINATORS; ANY OF THE FOREGOING PRODUCTS SOLD IN A KIT TOGETHER WITH LIGHTING DEVICES FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH CLEANING AND DETECTION AND RECOGNITION OF MATTER TO BE CLEANED; AND NONE OF THE FOREGOING FOR CLEANUP OF BIOHAZARDOUS WASTE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS IN CONNECTION WITH LEGAL REMEDIES FOR PRODUCTS LIABILITY, NURSING HOME ABUSES, PREDATORY LENDING, INSURANCE ABUSES, AND VIOLATION OF CONSUMER PROTECTION LAWS, INCLUDING THE GEORGIA FAIR BUSINESS PRACTICES ACT, UNIFORM DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICES ACT, AND THE GEORGIA FALSE ADVERTISING STATUTE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

INTELECTURE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPING AND PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AND ONLINE COURSES OF INSTRUCTION FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF LIFE-SCIENCES DISTANCE EDUCATION AND E-LEARNING, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith; HIGHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LIFE SCIENCES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING UNDERGRADUATE, GRADUATE, AND DOCTORAL CLASSES AND SEMINARS AND PRODUCING, CREATING AND PROVIDING ON-DEMAND, VIDEO-BASED POSTGRADUATE DISTANCE LEARNING PROGRAMS AND CONTENT THEREFOR; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AND DELIVERING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, LECTURES AND DISTANCE LEARNING VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR OTHER ELECTRONIC NETWORKS IN THE FIELD OF LIFE SCIENCES; PUBLICATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, BULLETINS, LEAFLETS, ARTICLES, PERIODICALS AND ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS ONLINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED IN CONNECTION WITH LAUNCHING, PROVIDING AND FACILITATING E-LEARNING, SCHEDULE STUDENT TRAINING, DELIVERING STUDENT TRAINING, TRACKING STUDENT PERFORMANCE, AND RECORDING AND STORING RESULTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-694,450. BLUE FROG MOBILE, INC., SEATTLE, WA. FILED 8-17-2005.

Class Tycoon

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER GOODS, NAMELY, DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR ONLINE COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES, SCREEN SAVERS, AND AUDIO VISUAL CONTENT IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1268152, FILED 8-11-2005, REG. NO. TMA678037, DATED 12-1-2006, EXPIRES 12-1-2021.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,874,007.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, CAPS, HATS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SANDALS AND FLIP-FLOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR CONCERT BOOKING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS; CONDUCTING ENTERTAINMENT EXHIBITIONS IN THE NATURE OF LIVE MUSIC FESTIVALS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE ON THE INTERNET FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT ABOUT MUSIC RECORDINGS AND MUSICAL ARTISTS, ONLINE TICKET SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS FOR SHOWS AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-9-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-9-2005.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BATHROOM TISSUE, PAPER TOWELS, PAPER HAND-TOWELS, PAPER NAPKINS, FACIAL TISSUE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR DISPENSERS FOR BATHROOM TISSUE, PAPER TOWELS, PAPER HAND-TOWELS, PAPER NAPKINS, FACIAL TISSUE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
SHAUNIA CARLYLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF TWO STYLIZED O'S THAT ARE ALSO INTENDED TO FORM A PAIR OF EYES.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SOUND RECORDINGS AND VIDEO RECORDINGS, ALL FEATURING MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT; DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR CONCERT BOOKING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS; CONDUCTING ENTERTAINMENT EXHIBITIONS IN THE NATURE OF LIVE MUSIC FESTIVALS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE ON THE INTERNET FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT ABOUT MUSIC RECORDINGS AND MUSICAL ARTISTS, ONLINE TICKET SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS FOR SHOWS AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-9-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-9-2005.
MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1268152, FILED 8-11-2005, REG. NO. TMA678037, DATED 12-1-2006, EXPIRES 12-1-2021.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,874,007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
DOVE POS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POS" (CLASS 9 ONLY), APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR POINT-OF-TERMinals FOR USE PRIMARILY BY THE FLORAL INDUSTRY, CONSISTING OF SINGLE OR MULTIPLE SERVER/CLIENT COMPUTER SYSTEMS, PRINTERS, CASH DRAWERS, RECEIPT PRINTERS, MODEMS, POLE DISPLAYS, CREDIT CARD WEDGE READER, UPS'S AND PERIPHERALS, SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT FOR USE PRIMARILY BY THE FLORAL INDUSTRY FOR ORDER PROCESSING, INVOICING, REPORTING, CREDIT CARD AND DEBIT CARD PROCESSING, ORDER TRANSMITTAL, ACCOUNTING, MARKETING AND MAINTAINING CUSTOMERS DATABASE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EDUCATION DAILY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DAILY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION IN THE NATURE OF A NEWSLETTER, IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-7-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-7-1997.

SARA THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATION, NAMELY, TRAINING MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER NETWORKING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR USE PRIMARILY BY THE FLORAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION, ADVICE AND NEWS ABOUT EDUCATION TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING A DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION INFORMATION, NAMELY, SUMMARIES AND ANALYSES OF STATE AND FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY, STATUTES, LAWS, REGULATIONS, CASE SUMMARIES, STATE AND FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION ACTIVITIES, AND EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS' ACTIVITIES TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF ACCOUNTABILITY AND DATA MANAGEMENT, TITLE I, CURRICULUM, GRANTS, DISCIPLINE AND SAFETY, MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION, SUPERINTENDENTS, BOARD AND STAFF RELATIONS, ATHLETICS AND ACTIVITIES, SPECIAL EDUCATION AND NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND PROVIDED TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-7-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-7-1997.

SARA THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR COFFEE MUGS AND COFFEE CUPS, DISHES, GLASS BEVERAGE WARE, BOWLS, DECORATIVE CRYSTAL PRISMS, DECORATIVE GLASSWARE, KEY CHAINS, FIGURINES MADE OF EARTHENWARE, GLASS, PORCELAIN, DECANTERS AND VASES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 22—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, AND PAMPHLETS IN THE FIELDS OF OR RELATING TO HEALTH, MAKE-UP, BEAUTY CARE, BEAUTY TREATMENT, PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL SERVICES; POSTERS, PRINTED CARDS, CIRCULARS IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, BEAUTY AND FITNESS, CATALOGUES ON THE SUBJECTS OF HEALTH, BEAUTY AND FITNESS, CALENDARS, PRICE TAGS, PRICE LABELS, PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, GREETINGS CARDS, LEAFLETS AND BROCHURES ON THE SUBJECTS OF HEALTH, BEAUTY AND FITNESS; BOOK BINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, BEAUTY AND FITNESS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING; NAMELY, BAGS, BUBBLE PACKS, FOILS, FILMS AND SHEETS; CARRY BAGS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PLASTIC BAGS FOR SHOPPING AND PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JEANS, JACKETS COATS, SLACKS, SUITS, HATS, HEADBANDS, VISORS, CAPS, DRESSES, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, WRISTBANDS, SOCKS, T-SHIRTS, BELTS, UNDERGARMENTS, NECKTIES, DRESS SHIRTS, COLLARED SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, TIES, KNIT SHIRTS, SHORTS AND SANDALS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR LAZY SUSANS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SPORTSWEAR, LOUNGE WEAR, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TROUSERS, SHORTS, SOCKS, PANTS, JEANS, JACKETS, BATHROBES, UNIFORMS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, COATS AND SWEATERS; SCARVES; GLOVES; BELTS NOT MADE OF LEATHER; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES AND SPORTS SHOES; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS, VISORS AND BERETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL WIRE STORAGE BINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR CABINETS, NAMELY, KITCHEN CABINETS, BATHROOM CABINETS, MEDICINE CABINETS, MIRRORED CABINETS, STORAGE CABINETS, AND BATHROOM VANITIES; MIRRORS; FURNITURE PARTS, NAMELY, COUNTERTOPS; STORAGE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BARS FOR HANGING CLOTHES, SLIDING CLOTHES RAILS, CLOTHES HANGERS, STORAGE CRYSTAL PLASTIC STORAGE BINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR LAZY SUSANS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,524,940.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CABINETS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,524,940.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CABINETS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SN 78-707,537. SA SA OVERSEAS LIMITED, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA, BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS, FILED 9-6-2005.

OWNER OF HONG KONG REG. NO. 30005540, DATED 7-30-2003, EXPIRES 7-29-2013.
THE TRANSLATION AND TRANSLITERATION OF THE MARK IS AS FOLLOWS: THE CHINESE CHARACTERS COMPRISING THE MARK MAY BE TRANSLITERATED TO "SA SA" (IN CANTONESE) AND "SHA SHA" (IN MANDARIN).

SN 78-707,537. SA SA OVERSEAS LIMITED, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA, BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS, FILED 9-6-2005.

OWNER OF HONG KONG REG. NO. 30005540, DATED 7-30-2003, EXPIRES 7-29-2013.
THE TRANSLATION AND TRANSLITERATION OF THE MARK IS AS FOLLOWS: THE CHINESE CHARACTERS COMPRISING THE MARK MAY BE TRANSLITERATED TO "SA SA" (IN CANTONESE) AND "SHA SHA" (IN MANDARIN).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, AND PAMPHLETS IN THE FIELDS OF OR RELATING TO HEALTH, MAKE-UP, BEAUTY CARE, BEAUTY TREATMENT, PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL SERVICES; POSTERS, PRINTED CARDS, CIRCULARS IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, BEAUTY AND FITNESS, CATALOGUES ON THE SUBJECTS OF HEALTH, BEAUTY AND FITNESS, CALENDARS, PRICE TAGS, PRICE LABELS, PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, GREETINGS CARDS, LEAFLETS AND BROCHURES ON THE SUBJECTS OF HEALTH, BEAUTY AND FITNESS; BOOK BINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH, BEAUTY AND FITNESS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING; NAMELY, BAGS, BUBBLE PACKS, FOILS, FILMS AND SHEETS; CARRY BAGS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PLASTIC BAGS FOR SHOPPING AND PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SPORTSWEAR, LOUNGE WEAR, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TROUSERS, SHORTS, SOCKS, PANTS, JEANS, JACKETS, BATHROBES, UNIFORMS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, COATS AND SWEATERS; SCARVES; GLOVES; BELTS NOT MADE OF LEATHER; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES AND SPORTS SHOES; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS, VISORS AND BERETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PITTSBURGH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL NETWORKING SERVICES FOR YOUNG ADULTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2001.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ORGANIZING AND PLANNING SPECIAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2001.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES FOR YOUNG ADULTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-7-2001; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2001.

TEJIBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, ALL-PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS, TOTE BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, TRAVEL ACCESSORY BAGS, CREDIT CARD HOLDERS, CREDIT CARD CASES, HANDBAGS, BEACH BAGS, BRIEF BAGS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, RUCKSACKS, TRAVELING BAGS, SUITCASES, WALLETS, PURSES, ZIPPERED WALLET, BILLFOLD WALLET, BOOK BAGS, BACKPACKS, DUFFEL BAGS, KEYCASES, UMBRELLAS, BILLFOLDS, BRIEFCASES, BRIEF CASE TYPE PORTFOLIOS, ATTACHE CASES, BUSINESS CARD CASES, CHANGE PURSES, FANNY PACKS, GYM BAGS, KNAPSACKS, LUGGAGE, POCKETBOOKS, SCHOOL BAGS, STRAPS FOR HANDBAGS AND LUGGAGE AND ACCESSORIES USED THEREWITH, NAMELY, SHOULDER STRAP PADS, HOLDERS, AND POUCHES; GOODS MADE OF LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, NAMELY, KEY CHAINS, HANDBAGS, WALLET, BILLFOLDS, TRUNKS AND TRAVELING BAGS; GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL; SHOE BAGS FOR TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDIA INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND ORANGE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, STAND ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; ADULTS AND CHILDREN PARTY GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WALK-OFF KING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, ALL-PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS, TOTE BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, TRAVEL ACCESSORY BAGS, CREDIT CARD HOLDERS, CREDIT CARD CASES, HANDBAGS, BEACH BAGS, BRIEF BAGS, COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, RUCKSACKS, TRAVELING BAGS, SUITCASES, WALLETS, PURSES, ZIPPERED WALLET, BILLFOLD WALLET, BOOK BAGS, BACKPACKS, DUFFEL BAGS, KEYCASES, UMBRELLAS, BILLFOLDS, BRIEFCASES, BRIEF CASE TYPE PORTFOLIOS, ATTACHE CASES, BUSINESS CARD CASES, CHANGE PURSES, FANNY PACKS, GYM BAGS, KNAPSACKS, LUGGAGE, POCKETBOOKS, SCHOOL BAGS, STRAPS FOR HANDBAGS AND LUGGAGE AND ACCESSORIES USED THEREWITH, NAMELY, SHOULDER STRAP PADS, HOLDERS, AND POUCHES; GOODS MADE OF LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, NAMELY, KEY CHAINS, HANDBAGS, WALLET, BILLFOLDS, TRUNKS AND TRAVELING BAGS; GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL; SHOE BAGS FOR TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDIA INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND ORANGE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, STAND ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; ADULTS AND CHILDREN PARTY GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WALK-OFF HOME RUN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF MEDIA, ADVERTISING TRENDS AND EFFECTIVENESS, PRODUCT PLACEMENT AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMING; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF MEDIA, ADVERTISING TRENDS AND EFFECTIVENESS, PRODUCT PLACEMENT AND ADVERTISING VIA TELEVISION PROGRAMS; MARKET RESEARCH IN THE FIELDS OF MEDIA, ADVERTISING TRENDS AND EFFECTIVENESS, PRODUCT PLACEMENT AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMING; MONITORING AND VERIFICATION OF THE AIRING OF TELEVISION COMMERCIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PRE-ScreenING OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR CONTENT AND SUITABILITY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LINDA LAVACHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR OPTICAL, ELECTROTECHNICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS, EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY PRIVATE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE BRANCH EXCHANGES, PRIVATE TELEPHONE SETS AND PRIVATE TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARDS AND CONSOLES; ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC, OPTO-ELECTRONIC, ANALOG, DIGITAL, CABLE AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TELEPHONE INSTALLATIONS AND SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF DIGITAL AND ANALOG SIGNAL TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, AND CONVERTERS FOR USE WITH TELEPHONE, AUDIO, VIDEO, BASE STATION RECEIVERS, SOUND AMPLIFIERS, HEADSETS AND MICROPHONES; TELEPHONES; ELECTRIC APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, SENDING, TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, REPRODUCTION AND PROCESSING OF SOUNDS, SIGNALS, SYMBOLS AND OR IMAGES, AND FOR THE INTEGRATION OF VOICE, IMAGE, TEXT, DATA, MULTIMEDIA AND MOVING IMAGE COMMUNICATIONS ON NETWORKS AND APPARATUS FOR THE RECORDING, PROCESSING, SENDING, TRANSMISSION, FORWARDING, STORAGE AND OUTPUT OF MESSAGES, INFORMATION AND DATA, NAMELY PRIVATE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE BRANCH EXCHANGES, PRIVATE TELEPHONE SETS; PRIVATE TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARDS AND CONSOLES, COMPUTERS AND DATA PROCESSORS; COMMUNICATIONS COMPUTERS; SOFTWARE FOR USE IN AND CONTROL OF PRIVATE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE BRANCH EXCHANGES, SWITCHBOARDS AND CONSOLES, AND DATA PROCESSING ACROSS THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; COMPUTER NETWORK HUBS, SWITCHES AND ROUTERS; OPTICAL, ELECTRONIC AND ELECTROTECHNICAL APPARATUS FOR VOICE, IMAGE, TEXT, DATA, MULTIMEDIA AND MOVING IMAGE COMMUNICATIONS ON NETWORKS, NAMELY TELEPHONES, VIDEO PHONES, TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES, DIALING EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE CONSISTING OF DEVICES FOR FORWARDING AND TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, AND VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS ACROSS MULTIPLE NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES AND COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOLS; POWER SUPPLIES; TRANSMISSION DEVICES FOR WIRELESS RADIO; COMMUNICATIONS CABLES; FIBER OPTIC CABLES; CONNECTING CABLES; INFRARED TRANSMISSION DEVICES, NAMELY TERMINALS, PRINTERS, PLottERS, COMPUTERS MEMORIES, COMPUTERS, DATA SECURING EQUIPMENT, MONITORS, KEYBOARDS, MEASURERS, CONTROLLERS, TELEPHONES, AND PRIVATE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE BRANCH EXCHANGES, RADIUS; MODEMS; CONVERTERS; PRINTERS; RECORDERS; BLANK DISKS, BLANK TAPES, BLANK FLOPPY DISKS; CASSETTE DRIVES; TELEPHONE AND COMPUTER APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TELEPHONE AND COMPUTER APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT; MACHINE-READABLE DATA CARRIERS WITH COMPUTER PROGRAMS INSTALLED IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; AND DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 004497781, FILED 6-20-2005. REG. NO. 004497781, DATED 9-12-2006, EXPIRES 6-20-2015.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MANAGER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING VIDEOCONFERENCING SERVICES, PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SERVICES, TELECOMMUNICATIONS GATEWAY SERVICES, LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICES, PORTABLE TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SERVICES, RADIO COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, AND RADIO PROGRAMMING AND BROADCASTING SERVICES; OPERATING TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, NAMELY BUSINESS AND CARRIER NETWORKS FOR VOICE AND DATA, AND MOBILE RADIO TELEPHONE NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION, ELECTRONIC RETRIEVAL OF DATA, IMAGES, SOUNDS AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS SERVICES; ELECTRONIC MAILING SERVICES; FAX TRANSMISSION SERVICES; TELEPHONE RELAYING AND CONFERENCING SERVICES; RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, AND LEASING OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING AND DESIGN OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING NETWORKS AND DEVICES AND PARTS THEREOF; DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, MAINTENANCE, UPDATING, AND DESIGN OF DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS; CONSULTING ABOUT CREATION, DEVELOPMENT, INSERTION AND APPLICATION OF DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS; RESEARCH IN THE AREA OF DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS; DEVELOPMENT OF MEMORY CHIPS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS FOR THE FUNCTION CONTROL OF OPTICAL, ELECTROTECHNICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS, EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS; INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS INSTALLATIONS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS OF OTHERS, NAMELY BUSINESS AND CARRIER NETWORKS WHICH FEATURE ELECTRONIC STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF DATA, IMAGES, SOUNDS AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS, ELECTRONIC MAILING, FAX TRANSMISSION, SHORT MESSAGE SENDING, CALL ANSWERING FUNCTIONS, CALL RELAYING AND CONFERENCING; TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY IN THE SETTING UP AND OPERATION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS INSTALLATIONS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; AND WEBSITE HOSTING SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,355,587.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE FOR OTHERS OF COMPUTER MEMORY MODULES, COMPUTER PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, COMPUTER FLASH MEMORY CARDS, COMPUTER CHIPS, SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS AND SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING SAME (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR CUSTOM DESIGN FOR OTHERS OF COMPUTER MEMORY MODULES, COMPUTER PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, COMPUTER FLASH MEMORY CARDS, COMPUTER CHIPS, SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS AND SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING SAME (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BIOVENTURES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS CATO BIOVENTURES TOGETHER WITH THE DESIGN OF AN INVERTED TRIANGLE.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND FINANCIAL CONSULTATION SERVICES TO ENTITIES IN THE FIELDS OF PHARMACEUTICALS, BIOTECHNOLOGIES AND MEDICAL DEVICES; VENTURE CAPITAL FINANCING SERVICES, NAMELY, PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN PUBLIC EQUITY FINANCING FOR ENTITIES IN THE FIELDS OF PHARMACEUTICALS, BIOTECHNOLOGIES AND MEDICAL DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-17-2005; IN COMMERCe 5-17-2005.

MICHAEL W. BAIRD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 149

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR CONTRACT RESEARCH, CLINICAL TRIAL, DEVELOPMENT AND PROJECT ASSISTANCE SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF PHARMACEUTICALS, BIOTECHNOLOGIES AND MEDICAL DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-17-2005; IN COMMERCe 5-17-2005.

TAP INTO THE POWER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,355,587.
TM 150  OFFICIAL GAZETTE  JUNE 12, 2007


A STROKE OF COLOR GENIUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR HAIR COLORING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR EDUCATIONAL DVDS AND VIDEO TAPES FEATURING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS PROVIDING INSTRUCTION ON HAIR COLORING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF HAIR COLORANTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF JAPAN REG. NO. 4661221, DATED 4-11-2003, EXPIRES 4-11-2013.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR POWER-OPERATED LIFTING APPARATUS FOR MOVING AND PLACING LIGHTING FIXTURES, NAMELY A SMALL DEVICE THAT IS MOUNTED OR INSTALLED ONTO A CEILING AND USED TO LOWER LIGHT FIXTURES FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, AND ATTACHED CONTROL PANELS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,515,631.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR MATERIAL FOR REPAIRING TEETH AND FOR DENTAL CROWNS AND BRIDGES, MATERIAL FOR ODONTOLOGICAL AND DENTAL IMPLANT SYSTEMS, NAMELY SCREWS, ABUTMENTS AND CAPS; PORCELAIN, TITANIUM, METAL ALLOYS, CERAMIC MATERIALS FOR USE IN DENTAL RESTORATIONS; PRECIOUS METAL MATERIAL FOR DENTAL PURPOSES AND BIOCOMPATIBLE MATERIAL, NAMELY BONE, FOR USE IN DENTAL RESTORATIONS; DENTAL WAX (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR SURGICAL, MEDICAL AND ODONTOLOGICAL IMPLANTS OF ARTIFICIAL MATERIALS; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES, NAMELY JOINTS, DENTAL CROWNS AND BRIDGES, INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS, NAMELY DRILLS, DENTAL SCREW DRIVERS AND Torque wrenches, FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION WITHIN THE ODONTOLOGICAL, MEDICAL, ORTHOPEDIC AND SURGICAL FIELDS; ARTIFICIAL JOINTS, TEETH, EYES AND LIMBS; AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR BOTTLE RACKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF JAPAN REG. NO. 4661221, DATED 4-11-2003, EXPIRES 4-11-2013.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR LIGHTING FIXTURES FOR LIFTING APPARATUS USED FOR MOVING AND PLACING LIGHTING FIXTURES; LIGHTING FIXTURES FEATURING BUILT-IN LIFTING APPARATUS FOR PLACEMENT PURPOSES; LIGHTING FIXTURES AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENT PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY, BRACKETS FOR USE IN INSTALLING LIGHTING FIXTURES ON INCLINED CEILINGS SOLD AS A UNIT WITH SAID FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR LIGHTING FIXTURES FOR LIFTING APPARATUS USED FOR MOVING AND PLACING LIGHTING FIXTURES; LIGHTING FIXTURES FEATURING BUILT-IN LIFTING APPARATUS FOR PLACEMENT PURPOSES; LIGHTING FIXTURES AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENT PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY, BRACKETS FOR USE IN INSTALLING LIGHTING FIXTURES ON INCLINED CEILINGS SOLD AS A UNIT WITH SAID FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR LIGHTING FIXTURES FOR LIFTING APPARATUS USED FOR MOVING AND PLACING LIGHTING FIXTURES; LIGHTING FIXTURES FEATURING BUILT-IN LIFTING APPARATUS FOR PLACEMENT PURPOSES; LIGHTING FIXTURES AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENT PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY, BRACKETS FOR USE IN INSTALLING LIGHTING FIXTURES ON INCLINED CEILINGS SOLD AS A UNIT WITH SAID FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF JAPAN REG. NO. 4661221, DATED 4-11-2003, EXPIRES 4-11-2013.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR POWER-OPERATED LIFTING APPARATUS FOR MOVING AND PLACING LIGHTING FIXTURES, NAMELY A SMALL DEVICE THAT IS MOUNTED OR INSTALLED ONTO A CEILING AND USED TO LOWER LIGHT FIXTURES FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, AND ATTACHED CONTROL PANELS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

KIMBERLIE FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF JAPAN REG. NO. 4661221, DATED 4-11-2003, EXPIRES 4-11-2013.
EzyBot

UPS DELIVER MORE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 004394847, FILED 4-19-2005, REG. NO. 004394847, DATED 7-12-2006, EXPIRES 4-19-2015.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 514,285, 735,064 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR PACKAGE SHIPPING RATE CALCULATORS, SHIPPING RECORD KEEPING AND PREPARING SHIPPING DOCUMENTS AND INVOICES AND TRACKING OF SHIPPED PACKAGES; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR PACKAGE SHIPPING RATE CALCULATORS, SHIPPING RECORD KEEPING AND PREPARING AND PRINTING SHIPPING DOCUMENTS AND INVOICES AND TRACKING OF SHIPPED PACKAGES; BATTERIES; ALTERNATIVE POWER SUPPLY APPLIANCES IN THE NATURE OF ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLIES; VOLTAGE SURGE PROTECTORS; BLANK MAGNETIC DISCS AND COMPUTER TAPES; PRINTERS, SCALES AND SCANNERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES; BUSINESS CONSULTANCY SERVICES; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES; OFFICE FUNCTIONS SERVICES; DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES; COMPUTERIZED OFFICE MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT STAFF SERVICES; LOGISTICS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF TRANSPORTATION, NAMELY, ARRANGING THE TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS FOR OTHERS; COMPUTERIZED TRACING OF PACKAGES IN TRANSIT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF PERSONAL PROPERTY BY AIR, RAIL, BOAT AND MOTOR VEHICLE; COURIER SERVICES; SERVICES OF TRANSPORTATION OF LETTERS, DOCUMENTS, COMMUNICATIONS, PRINTED MATTER AND OTHER GOODS AND PROPERTY BY DIVERSE MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION, NAMELY BY AIR, RAIL, BOAT, AND MOTOR VEHICLE; WAREHOUSING AND STORAGE AND PACKING AND DELIVERY WITH RESPECT TO THE TRANSPORTATION OF LETTERS, DOCUMENTS, COMMUNICATIONS, PRINTED MATTER AND OTHER GOODS AND PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEMBRANE TECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR LABORATORY FILTERS COMPOSED OF STRUCTURED HYDROGEL COATED POLYMERIC MATERIAL FOR USE IN PROTEIN PURIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR SEPARATION AND FILTRATION UNITS COMPOSED OF STRUCTURED HYDROGEL COATED POLYMERIC MATERIAL, NAMELY, MEMBRANE FILTERS FOR THE SEPARATION OF BIOMOLECULES IN BIOPHARMACEUTICAL AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION; MEMBRANES IN THE NATURE OF FILTRATION UNITS COMPOSED OF STRUCTURED HYDROGEL COATED POLYMERIC MATERIAL FOR PURIFICATION OF PROTEINS; MEMBRANES IN THE NATURE OF FILTRATION UNITS COMPOSED OF STRUCTURED HYDROGEL COATED POLYMERIC MATERIAL FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGE PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND CONSULTATION RELATED THEREO TO IN THE FIELD OF PROTEIN PURIFICATION AND BIOLOGICAL AND INDUSTRIAL SEPARATION; DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF SEPARATION AND FILTRATION DEVICES OF STRUCTURED HYDROGEL COATED POLYMERIC MATERIALS FOR INDUSTRIAL USES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR READY-TO-EAT NUT-BASED FOOD BARS ALSO CONTAINING DRIED FRUITS AND PRETZELS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR PACKAGED SNACK FOODS, NAMELY, BAKED PUFFS COMPRISING PRIMARILY OF GRAINS (U.S. CL. 46).

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PREMIUM FOOT CARE PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR FOOTWEAR RELATED ITEMS, NAMELY SPRAY PREPARATIONS FOR STRETCHING SHOES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FIRST USE 8-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-17-2004.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR FOOT CARE AND FOOTWEAR RELATED ITEMS, NAMELY SHOE STRETCHERS, KITS CONTAINING SHOE STRETCHERS, SPRAY PREPARATIONS FOR STRETCHING SHOES, SHOE BAGS, NAIL FILES, NAIL CLIPPERS, BALLS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO BE USED FOR FOOT MASSAGING, AND ZIPPERED BAGS FOR PACKING FOOT CARE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-5-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-17-2004.

CHRISTOPHER OTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ERRANT GENE THERAPEUTICS, LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL TREATMENT PREPARATIONS FOR THE CORRECTION OF THE ERRONEOUS GENE EXPRESSIONS WHICH UNDERLIE VARIOUS HEMOGLOBINOPATHIES, CANCERS AND OTHER ORPHAN DISEASES IN HUMANS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES AND THERAPIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). Verna Beth Ririe, Examining Attorney


ACAPELLA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS FOR HANDLING, SORTING, STORAGE AND ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL OR CHEMICAL SAMPLES, NAMELY, LABORATORY GLASSWARE AND HANDLING DEVICES, NAMELY, LABORATORY ROBOTS AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT FOR STORAGE IN THE NATURE OF TITER PLATES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS; NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL SAMPLES IN THE FIELD OF DRUG DISCOVERY; COMPUTER, SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS OR INSTRUMENTS FOR ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL OR CHEMICAL SAMPLES, NAMELY, TEMPERATURE SENSORS; COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR HANDLING, SORTING, STORAGE AND ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL OR CHEMICAL SAMPLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER NETWORKS, COMPUTER HARDWARE, INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS, NAMELY, LABORATORY EQUIPMENT FOR HANDLING, SORTING, STORAGE AND ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL SAMPLES FOR THE PURPOSE OF ANALYSIS, MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF DATA, CONTROLLING AND CONNECTING INDIVIDUAL COMPUTER-PROGRAM MODULES, COMPUTERS, SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELDS OF BIOTECHNOLOGY, PHARMACEUTICS, MEDICINE, MEDICAL DIAGNOSTICS, CHEMISTRY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELDS OF BIOTECHNOLOGY, PHARMACEUTICS, MEDICINE, MEDICAL DIAGNOSTICS, CHEMISTRY, FOOD SCIENCE, AGRICULTURE AND COSMETICS, NAMELY, FOR HANDLING, SORTING, STORAGE AND ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL OR CHEMICAL SAMPLES FOR THE PURPOSE OF ANALYSIS, MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF DATA, FOR CONTROLLING AND CONNECTING INDIVIDUAL COMPUTER-PROGRAM MODULES, COMPUTERS, SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). Ernest Shoshio, Examining Attorney

SN 78-762,638. The John Forsyth Shirt Company Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, Filed 11-29-2005.

John Forsyth does not identify a living individual.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LUGGAGE, WALLETS, PURSES AND HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). First Use 6-15-2005; In Commerce 1-16-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

Karen Bracey, Examining Attorney
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR POWER TOOLS, NAMELY DRILLS, ROUTERS, SCREWDRIVERS, WIRE CUTTERS AND SAWS, HAVING ERGONOMIC HANDLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS

FOR MANUAL HAND TOOLS, NAMELY HAMMERS, SCREWDRIVERS, WRENCHES, PLIERS, VISE GRIPS, SAWS, WIRE CUTTERS, PLANERS, DRILLS AND SHOVELS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR ERGONOMIC HANDLES FOR HANDHELD MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR ERGONOMIC HANDLEBARS FOR BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, CURRICULUM GUIDES AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY KITS COMPRISING REPORTS, MANUALS AND HANDBOOKS; PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, ACTIVITY KITS COMPRISING REPORTS, MANUALS AND HANDBOOKS; PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS AND ACTIVITY KITS COMPRISING REPORTS, MANUALS AND HANDBOOKS; PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, CURRICULUM GUIDES AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY KITS COMPRISING REPORTS, MANUALS AND HANDBOOKS; PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, CURRICULUM GUIDES AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY KITS COMPRISING REPORTS, MANUALS AND HANDBOOKS; PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS AND ACTIVITY KITS COMPRISING PAPER, PENCILS, MARKERS, STICKERS, WORKBOOKS, WRITING PAPER, AND SCISSORS, FOR TEACHING COMPOSITION AND HANDWRITING; PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS FOR LEARNING DISABLED CHILDREN: CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS, CHILDREN'S STORY BOOKS, EASELS, SLANT BOARDS FOR USE IN READING AND WRITING, BOOK HOLDERS, PENS, PENCILS, WRITING PAPER, FLEXIBLE HIGHLIGHTER STRIPS IN THE NATURE OF COLORED PLASTIC TRANSPARENCIES FOR EASE OF READING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 0-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1993.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING REHABILITATION, OCCUPATIONAL AND PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDS, INCLUDING BOOKS AND MANUALS, ACTIVITY BOOKS AND KITS, GAMES, TOYS, WRITING AND READING AIDS, AND OTHER THERAPEUTIC PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-768,734. ODOM, KEY ANTHONY, STOCKBRIDGE, GA. FILED 12-7-2005.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MAGAZINE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) GREEN, LIGHT GREEN, WHITE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 30).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC NEWS AND ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IMAGINATION AT WORK

SN 78-769,015. GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENCTADY, NY. FILED 12-8-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,972,896.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PRE-FILLED VIALS CONTAINING MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS; PRE-FILLED CARTRIDGES CONTAINING CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS FOR USE WITH MEDICAL IMAGING; PRE-FILLED CYLINDERS CONTAINING GASES AND GAS MIXTURES FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL SPECIMEN COLLECTION VIALS; MEDICAL CANNULAS; MEDICAL SYRINGES; INJECTION DEVICES FOR PHARMACEUTICALS; DISPOSABLE CARTRIDGE FOR HOLDING AND TRANSFERRING ENCAPSULATED RADIOISOTOPE BRACHYTHERAPY SOURCES FOR USE IN TREATING PROSTATE AND OTHER CANCERS; PRE-FILLED CARTRIDGES CONTAINING CONTRAST MEDIA FOR MEDICAL IMAGING; INFUSION PUMPS FOR INTRAVENOUS ADMINISTRATION OF FLUIDS; NEEDLES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; IMPLANTABLE RADIATION THERAPY DEVICES CONSISTING OF ENCAPSULATED RADIOISOTOPE BRACHYTHERAPY SOURCES FOR USE IN TREATING PROSTATE AND OTHER CANCERS; RADIATION THERAPY DELIVERY SYSTEM CONSISTING OF RADIOACTIVE SEEDS AND A BIO-ABSORBABLE CARRIER ASSEMBLY; CARDIAC OUTPUT MONITORS; BACTERIA FILTERS FOR MEDICAL USE; GAS ANALYZERS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; ANESTHESIA RECORD KEEPING AND DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND PATIENT MONITORING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, GAS MONITORS, PULSE OXIMETERS, MULTIPARAMETER MONITORS, ECG MONITORS, INVASIVE AND NON-INVASIVE BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORS, NEUROMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION MONITORS, METABOLIC MONITORS AND SPIROMETERS FOR ANESTHESIA, INTENSIVE CARE AND DIAGNOSTIC APPLICATIONS, ANESTHESIA MACHINES AND VENTILATORS; INTENSIVE CARE AND ANESTHESIA ACCESSORIES FOR SINGLE PATIENT USE, NAMELY, GAS SAMPLING LINES, AIRWAY ADAPTERS, BREATHING CIRCUITS, SPIROMETRY SENSORS AND TUBES, TUBES, WATER TRAPS, PULSE OXIMETRY SENSORS, NON-INVASIVE BLOOD PRESSURE CUFFS, INTRAVENOUS FLUSHING SETS, ANESTHESIA MASKS, CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORBERS, TEMPERATURE PROBES, NEBULIZERS; CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MONITORS; GASTROINTESTINAL TONOMETERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
KRISTINA KLOIBER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WORKHORSE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR HORIZONTAL VACUUM FURNACES FOR LABORATORY USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-31-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1999.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR INDUSTRIAL FURNACES, NAMELY, HORIZONTAL VACUUM FURNACES FOR INDUSTRIAL AND MANUFACTURING USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 7-31-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1999.
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-773,731. MERCOM CORPORATION, PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC. FILED 12-14-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER NETWORKS; INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF CABLE SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, LOCAL AREA NETWORKS, WIDE AREA NETWORKS, FIBER OPTIC SYSTEMS, CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION SYSTEMS, AND SECURITY SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 130, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND RELATED INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS; PROVIDING PLANNING AND ENGINEERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF NETWORKS; DATABASE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS CUSTOM DESIGN, TESTING AND ENGINEERING OF CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEMS AND FIBER OPTICS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BASEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR PLUMBING DEVICES, NAMELY, BATTERY-OPERATED BACKUP SUMP PUMPS, SUMP PUMPS AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC WARNING ALARMS FOR DETECTING WATER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-773,731. MERCOM CORPORATION, PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC. FILED 12-14-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

BASEMENT SENTRY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS AUDITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR INSURANCE AND INSURANCE AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, WRITING PROPERTY, CASUALTY AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE; ADJUSTMENT, ADMINISTRATION, AND PROCESSING OF INSURANCE CLAIMS FOR CLIENTS; FIDELITY BOND SERVICES THAT PROVIDE PROTECTION FOR FRAUDULENT ACTS; SURETY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR INVESTIGATION SERVICES RELATED TO INSURANCE CLAIMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DANNEAN HETZEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-775,969. OHIO FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, WESTFIELD CENTER, OH. FILED 12-19-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,992,750.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INSURANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "WESTFIELD".

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS AUDITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR INSURANCE AND INSURANCE AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, WRITING PROPERTY, CASUALTY AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE; ADJUSTMENT, ADMINISTRATION, AND PROCESSING OF INSURANCE CLAIMS FOR CLIENTS; FIDELITY BOND SERVICES THAT PROVIDE PROTECTION FOR FRAUDULENT ACTS; SURETY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR INVESTIGATION SERVICES RELATED TO INSURANCE CLAIMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DANNEAN HETZEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
VT CHINA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHINA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR APPLICATION OF DECORATIVE COATINGS TO SUBSTRATES NAMELY, PLASTIC, CERAMIC, CERMET, METAL OR METAL ALLOYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KITES FOR KIDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL/ON-LINE STORE AND ARRANGING AND CONDUCTION OF AUCTION SALES AND SALES OF KITES AND KITE RELATED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, AND PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF ISSUES AFFECTING ABUSED, NEGLECTED AND AT RISK CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE, MEMORIAL AND POLITICAL FUNDRAISING TO PROVIDE ADVOCACY, LEGAL REPRESENTATION AND COUNSELING SERVICES FOR CHILDREN AND/OR FAMILIES; CHARITABLE, MEMORIAL AND POLITICAL FUNDRAISING TO PROMOTE AWARENESS OF AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT FOR ABUSED, NEGLECTED AND AT RISK CHILDREN AND ISSUES AFFECTING ABUSED, NEGLECTED AND AT RISK CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING IN PERSON AND ON-LINE SEMINARS, EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS; TRAINING COURSES ON LEGAL ISSUES RELATING TO THE REPRESENTATION OF CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING LEGAL AND HUMAN SERVICES INFORMATION, NAMELY, PROVIDING LEGAL AND HUMAN SERVICES INFORMATION REGARDING CHILDREN ISSUES AND REPRESENTATION OF CHILDREN VIA BOOTHS AND TABLES; LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDING REPRESENTATION FOR CHILDREN AND/OR FAMILIES; LEGAL ADVOCACY SERVICES FOR CHILDREN AND/OR FAMILIES AND ORGANIZATIONS WORKING WITH CHILDREN AND/OR FAMILIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED IN THE HEALTH CARE AND HEALTH EDUCATION INDUSTRIES, DESIGNED TO PROVIDE MEDICAL DIAGNOSES AND SUGGEST APPROPRIATE MEDICAL TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION USED IN THE HEALTH CARE AND HEALTH EDUCATION INDUSTRIES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO AND ASSISTING IN MEDICAL DIAGNOSES AND TREATMENTS AS WELL AS INFORMATION RELATED TO GENERAL HEALTH AND WELLNESS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-778,318. RENTWEAR, INC., NORTH CANTON, OH. FILED 12-21-2005.

**RENTWEAR**

---

**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.**

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**


**CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR**


**CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES**


**CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES**


---

SN 78-784,704. ADVANTAMD LLC, PORTSMOUTH, NH. FILED 1-4-2006.

**CITY CENTER RETAIL**

---

**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.**

**CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL**


**CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR**

FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2000.

---


**surroundart**

---

**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.**

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**


**CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR**

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR CRATING AND PACKING MUSEUM OBJECTS AND EXHIBITS; AND TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE OF MUSEUM OBJECTS AND EXHIBITS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR CUSTOM FABRICATION OF EXHIBITION FURNITURE, INCLUDING PEDESTALS, DISPLAY CASES, VITRINES, AND GRAPHIC DISPLAYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR CONSULTATION ON EXHIBIT LIGHTING; EDITORIAL SERVICES FOR MUSEUMS, NAMELY, EDITING OF PRINTED MATERIAL INCLUDING CATALOGS, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, GUIDES, PRINTED FLOOR PLANS, AND WALL LABELS; VIDEO AND FILM PRODUCTION FOR MUSEUMS; PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES FOR MUSEUMS; AND INTERACTIVE DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION AND DISPLAY FOR MUSEUMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DESIGN OF MUSEUM EXHIBITS; GRAPHIC DESIGN FOR MUSEUMS, INCLUDING WALL TEXT, SIGNAGE, PHOTOMURALS, BANNERS AND DIRECTIONAL SIGNS; CUSTOM DESIGN OF ARMATURE, INCLUDING MOUNTS AND BRACKETS FOR DISPLAYING OBJECTS, CRADLES FOR DISPLAYING BOOKS AND PAPER, AND ENCAPSULATIONS; MATTING AND FRAMING OF MUSEUM OBJECTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-795,971. GENESIA CORPORATION, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 1-20-2006.

GENESIA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO SELLING, EXPORTING AND IMPORTING OF OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, AN OPTICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM, OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR UV-VIS-IR REGION, WIDE-BAND APOCHROMART LENS, SPECTROMETER AND SPECTRUM IMAGER, LASER OPTICS, OPTICAL COMMUNICATION, AEROSPACE OPTICS, ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION OPTICS, FLORESCENCE AND SCATTERING DETECTION SYSTEM, SCANNING OPTICS, HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICS, AFOCAL OPTICS, ZOOM LENS, OPTICAL AFFINE CONVERSION, OPTICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM, ILLUMINATION OPTICS, OPTICAL SYSTEM WHICH EXTREMELY LOW GHOST IMAGE IS REQUIRED, OPTICAL PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION IS MINIMIZED AGAINST ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, STRUCTURAL DEFORMATION, OPTICAL SYSTEM UNDER CRYOGENIC-TEMPERATURE AND RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS; MARKETING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, AN OPTICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM, OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR UV-VIS-IR REGION, WIDE-BAND APOCHROMART LENS, SPECTROMETER AND SPECTRUM IMAGER, LASER OPTICS, OPTICAL COMMUNICATION, AEROSPACE OPTICS, ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION OPTICS, FLORESCENCE AND SCATTERING DETECTION SYSTEM, SCANNING OPTICS, HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICS, AFOCAL OPTICS, ZOOM LENS, OPTICAL AFFINE CONVERSION, OPTICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM, ILLUMINATION OPTICS, OPTICAL SYSTEM WHICH EXTREMELY LOW GHOST IMAGE IS REQUIRED, OPTICAL PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION IS MINIMIZED AGAINST ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, STRUCTURAL DEFORMATION, OPTICAL SYSTEM UNDER CRYOGENIC-TEMPERATURE AND RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS; BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF EXPORT AND IMPORT OF OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY AN OPTICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM, OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR UV-VIS-IR REGION, WIDE-BAND APOCHROMART, SPECTROMETER AND SPECTRUM IMAGER, LASER OPTICS, OPTICAL COMMUNICATION, AEROSPACE OPTICS, ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION OPTICS, FLORESCENCE AND SCATTERING DETECTION SYSTEM, SCANNING OPTICS, HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICS, AFOCAL OPTICS, ZOOM LENS, OPTICAL AFFINE CONVERSION, OPTICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM, ILLUMINATION OPTICS, OPTICAL SYSTEM WHICH EXTREMELY LOW GHOST IMAGE IS REQUIRED, OPTICAL PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION IS MINIMIZED AGAINST ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, STRUCTURAL DEFORMATION, OPTICAL SYSTEM UNDER CRYOGENIC-TEMPERATURE AND RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; SUPPLY OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN DATA NETWORKS, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENTS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, AN OPTICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM, OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR UV-VIS-IR REGION, WIDE-BAND APOCHROMART LENS, SPECTROMETER AND SPECTRUM IMAGER, LASER OPTICS, OPTICAL COMMUNICATION, AEROSPACE OPTICS, ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION OPTICS, HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICS, AFOCAL OPTICS, ZOOM LENS, OPTICAL AFFINE CONVERSION, OPTICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM, ILLUMINATION OPTICS, OPTICAL SYSTEM WHICH EXTREMELY LOW GHOST IMAGE IS REQUIRED, OPTICAL PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION IS MINIMIZED AGAINST ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, STRUCTURAL DEFORMATION, OPTICAL SYSTEM UNDER CRYOGENIC-TEMPERATURE AND RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND PARTS THEREOF; ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE DESIGN OF OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, AN OPTICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM, OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR UV-VIS-IR REGION, WIDE-BAND APOCHROMART LENS, SPECTROMETER AND SPECTRUM IMAGER, LASER OPTICS, OPTICAL COMMUNICATION, AEROSPACE OPTICS, ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION OPTICS, FLORESCENCE AND SCATTERING DETECTION SYSTEM, SCANNING OPTICS, HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICS, AFOCAL OPTICS, ZOOM LENS, OPTICAL AFFINE CONVERSION, OPTICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM, ILLUMINATION OPTICS, OPTICAL SYSTEM WHICH EXTREMELY LOW GHOST IMAGE IS REQUIRED, OPTICAL PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION IS MINIMIZED AGAINST ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, STRUCTURAL DEFORMATION, OPTICAL SYSTEM UNDER CRYOGENIC-TEMPERATURE AND RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND PARTS THEREOF; COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN (CAD) SOFTWARE AND SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 9-9-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2006.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR A SLIDING DISC EDUCATIONAL KIT CONSISTING OF A SLIDING DISC FOR EXERCISING, AN INSTRUCTIONAL PRERECORDED VIDEO TAPE OR DVD FOR USE IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, AND/ OR A PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL RELATING TO THE SLIDING EXERCISE DISC FOR USE IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-17-2004, IN COMMERCE 5-17-2004.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For training in the use of a sliding exercise disc; physical fitness instruction; consultation relating to physical fitness involving a sliding exercise disc; training services in the field of exercise involving a sliding disc; educational services, namely conducting seminars, classes and workshops in the field of a sliding exercise disc and distributing instructional materials in connection with the foregoing services (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

First use 5-17-2004; in commerce 5-17-2004.
Dawn Han, examining attorney


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For promoting family reading (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).


Class 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For charitable education services, namely collecting and providing books to children (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

Giselle Agosto, examining attorney


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For computer programs for use in database management, knowledge management, decision support, pattern analysis, geospatial and biomedical information extraction, analysis of remotely-sensed images acquired by optical, laser and radar sensors, analysis of biomedical images acquired by microscopy, X-ray, PET, MRI, tomography and ultra-sound, analysis of images in the field of ecology and science of materials, analysis of numerical, textual and image data in databases and electronic documents, magnetic, optical, electrical programmable machine-readable data carriers (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

First use 1-30-2006; in commerce 1-30-2006.

Sophia S. Kim, examining attorney

SN 78-802,618. Oticon A/S, Smoerum, Denmark, filed 1-30-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON DENMARK APPLICATION NO. VA20050382, FILED 9-15-2005, REG. NO. VR20060545, DATED 2-6-2006, EXPIRES 2-6-2016.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For printed matter, namely, handbooks in the field of computer programs (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

First use 1-30-2006; in commerce 1-30-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, workshops in the field of data processing programs (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

First use 1-30-2006; in commerce 1-30-2006.

Sophia S. Kim, examining attorney

SN 78-802,618. Oticon A/S, Smoerum, Denmark, filed 1-30-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON DENMARK APPLICATION NO. VA20050382, FILED 9-15-2005, REG. NO. VR20060545, DATED 2-6-2006, EXPIRES 2-6-2016.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For scientific research, namely, analysis of geospatial, biomedical and medical images; remotely-sensed images and data; design for others of geospatial, biomedical and medical images; technological services, namely development of new technology for others in the field of geospatial and biomedical imaging; industrial analysis and research services, namely product research and development of computer hardware and software; design and development of computer hardware and software for others; technical support, namely installation, updating, maintenance, configuration, integration and error management of computer software (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

First use 1-30-2006; in commerce 1-30-2006.

Definiens eCognition

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.


Envirogram

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON DENMARK APPLICATION NO. VA20050382, FILED 9-15-2005, REG. NO. VR20060545, DATED 2-6-2006, EXPIRES 2-6-2016.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC HARDWARE, NAMELY, A DATA-LOGGER FOR ACQUIRING AMBIENT DATA FOR RECORDING SOUND, REGISTERING SOUND ENVIRONMENT AND PRESENTING SOUND ENVIRONMENT DATA, AND A DATA-LOGGER FOR MEASURING AND STORING SOUND PRESSURE AND FOR IDENTIFYING SPEECH AND/OR NOISE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR HEARING AIDS, NAMELY, HEARING AID WITH DATA-LOGGER FOR ACQUIRING AMBIENT DATA FOR RECORDING SOUND, REGISTERING SOUND ENVIRONMENT AND PRESENTING SOUND ENVIRONMENT DATA; HEARING AID WITH DATA-LOGGER FOR MEASURING AND STORING SOUND PRESSURE AND FOR IDENTIFYING SPEECH AND/OR NOISE, HEARING AID WITH DATA-LOGGER FOR LOGGING A USER’S SOUND ENVIRONMENT FOR ADAPTATION OF THE HEARING AID, HEARING AID WITH DATA-PROCESSOR FOR PROCESSING SOUND ENVIRONMENT DATA AND FOR PRESENTING THE DATA, AND HEARING AID WITH DATA-LOGGER SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING SOUND ENVIRONMENT DATA AND FOR PRESENTING THE DATA (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS MADE OF FABRICS, NAMELY, TOWELS, WASHCLOTHS, KITCHEN LINENS, QUILTS, BED SHEETS, CRIB SHEETS, CRIB BUMPER PADS, CRIB BUMPERS, BED SKIRTS, RECEIVING BLANKETS, CHILDREN’S BLANKETS, BED BLANKETS, CURTAINS, LAP RUGS, TABLE LINEN, NAMELY NAPKINS AND PLACE MATS, PILLOWS CASES, PILLOW COVERS, SHAMS, AND THROWS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN’S FOOTWEAR, SWEATERS, T-SHIRTS, SLEEPWEAR, SWEATSHIRTS, SHIRTS, TOPS, PANTS, DRESSES, HEADWEAR, HATS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, INFANTWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, JEANS, UNDERSHIRTS, LOUNGEWEAR, BEACH WEAR, SWIM WEAR, CLOTH BIBS, BOTTOMS, GOWNS, AND BODYSUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 10-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2005.

SANJEEV VOHRA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-806,054. COLEMAN, BRIAN, COLUMBUS, GA. FILED 2-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MARKETING, MARKETING CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PRODUCT REACH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MARKETING, NAMELY MARKETING CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN SERVICES, NAMELY DESIGN OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CARYN GLASSER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-808,528. FUN OR FANCY, LTD., LONG ISLAND CITY, NY. FILED 2-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PARTY SUPPLIES AND GIFTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2001.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE PARTY PLANNING CONSULTATION, PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION ABOUT PARTY PLANNING FOR ENTERTAINING, CELEBRATING, COMMEMORATING OCCASIONS AND HOSTING EVENTS; PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER ON THE SUBJECT OF ENTERTAINING, CELEBRATING, COMMEMORATING OCCASIONS AND HOSTING EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-808,603. D-FINITIVE CELL TECHNOLOGIES, INC., CHARLESTON, SC. FILED 2-7-2006.

D-FINITIVE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING BIOLOGICAL TISSUES AND HUMAN CELLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2005.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR BIOLOGICAL CONTRACT RESEARCH SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUES AND HUMAN CELLS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2005.
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-809,022. AQUA-AEROBIC SYSTEMS, INC., ROCKFORD, IL. FILED 2-7-2006.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRO AND PNEUMATIC CONTROLS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND MUNICIPAL WATER, WASTEWATER AND PROCESS WATER STREAM FILTERING AND TREATMENT EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-0-1970; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1970.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR INDUSTRIAL AND MUNICIPAL WATER, WASTEWATER AND PROCESS WATER STREAM TREATMENT AND FILTRATION SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF AERATORS, MIXERS, CONTROL WEIRS, DECANTERS, BASINS, BAFFLES, DIFFUSERS, FILTERS, VALVES, PUMPS, MEMBRANE UNITS, GRANULAR AND CLOTH MEDIA FILTRATION UNITS, WATER AND SPRAY COOLING UNITS AND BACKWASH DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-0-1970; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1970.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR WATER TREATMENT APPLICATION AND CONSULTATION SERVICES, WASTEWATER TREATMENT APPLICATION AND CONSULTATION SERVICES, PROCESS WATER STREAM TREATMENT APPLICATION AND CONSULTATION SERVICES, ALL FEATURING, PRODUCTION COORDINATION IN THE FIELD OF WATER, WASTEWATER AND PROCESS WATER STREAM TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ENGINEERING AND DESIGN SERVICES FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF WATER, WASTEWATER AND PROCESS WATER STREAM TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-809,609. RUBIN, ANDREW ALLEN, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-8-2006.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LUGGAGE, TRAVEL BAGS, KNAPSACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 3-7-2006; IN COMMERC 3-7-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, HATS AND SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-7-2006; IN COMMERC 3-7-2006.
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A GLOBE WITH MERIDIAN AND PARALLEL LINES, A SHADED PYRAMID SHAPE ON THE GLOBE, AND A WATER DROP WITHIN THE PYRAMID SHAPE.
SN 78-809,958. POWER2MOBILE, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 2-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For computer software for storing, backing up, managing, and displaying data in the nature of graphics files, text files, and other electronic data files, and streaming audio and video files, via mobile and non-mobile devices, namely, cellular telephone, personal computers, handheld computers, handheld electronic organizers and personal digital assistants, and which provides for the synchronization and sharing of electronic data files between such devices (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).


CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

For providing online storage of electronic media, namely, images, text and other electronic data files (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).


KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-810,439. CAMBRIAN HOMECARE, INC., LONG BEACH, CA. FILED 2-8-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For retail store services in the field of batteries; distributorship services in the field of batteries (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).


KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

For providing cleaning services in a single visit by two individuals to the disabled and elderly at their residential homes (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).

First use 7-1-2003; in commerce 7-1-2003.

JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-811,999. INTERSTATE BATTERY SYSTEM INTERNATIONAL, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 2-10-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,310,123.

The color(s) green is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

The mark consists of the color medium, bright green, resembling the color of luminescent lime green, as applied to goods. The specific commercial color identification for the luminescent lime green color is Pantone Matching System (PMS)368.

SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For electrical storage batteries; electrical storage batteries for use in transportation equipment, namely auto-mobiles, aircraft, trucks, campers, marine/boats, motorcycles, all terrain vehicles, personal watercraft, golf carts, electrical storage batteries for use in equipment, namely lawn equipment, garden equipment, camping equipment, household equipment, safety equipment, commercial equipment (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).


JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-810,439. CAMBRIAN HOMECARE, INC., LONG BEACH, CA. FILED 2-8-2006.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

For providing online storage of electronic media, namely, images, text and other electronic data files (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).


COLLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

For providing cleaning services in a single visit by two individuals to the disabled and elderly at their residential homes (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).

First use 7-1-2003; in commerce 7-1-2003.

JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ZISHEN

Dear myself

Owner of Republic of Korea Reg. No. 0659524, dated 4-21-2006, expires 4-21-2016.


The mark consists of the stylized words ZISHEN DEAR MYSELF.
CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER KEY CASES; DIAPER BAGS; BACKPACKS, BACKPACKS AND RUCKSACKS, BACKPACKS FOR SCHOOLCHILDREN; BUSINESS CARD CASES; HANDBAGS, BOSTON BAGS, PURSES, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; EVENING HANDBAG, BEACH BAGS; BRIEFCASES; SUITCASES; CREDIT CARD CASES; TRAVELING BAGS, LEATHER TRAVELING BAGS; TRUNKS; PARASOLS AND SUN UMBRELLAS, UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR GOLF SHOES; ANKLE BOOTS; SANDALS; OVERCOATS, HALF-COATS; SHORT TROUSERS; SKIRTS; ONE PIECE SUITS; EVENING DRESSES; JACKETS; JUMPERS; SHIRT FRONTS; BLUE JEANS; DRESSING GOWNS; BLOUSES; BATHING CAPS; SWEATERS, CARDIGAN SWEATERS; SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SPORTS SHIRTS, TEE-SHIRTS; SLIPS; UNDER GARMENTS; NIGHTWEAR; VESTS; MUFFS, MUFFLERS, SCARVES; STOCKINGS, TIGHTS; NIGHTCAPS, CAPS, HEAD WEAR, LEATHER BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF THE LETTER CB IN FANCIFUL FORM.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD CHOCOLAT IN THE MARK IS "CHOCOLATE".

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER HANDBAGS, LEATHER POUCHES, TRAVEL BAGS, WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S SHOES, BOOTS, SANDALS, BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

G. MAYERSCOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-822,036. CONAIR CORPORATION, STAMFORD, CT. FILED 2-23-2006.

HOTSIE TOTSIE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,743,592.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR BEAUTY MASKS; EYE COMPRESSES FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; FACIAL MASKS; GEL EYE MASKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR JEWELRY BOXES OF METAL; METAL DOORKNOCKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR CASES FOR MOBILE PHONES; CELL PHONE COVERS; DECORATIVE CHARMS FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONES; DECORATIVE MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR BRACELETS; CHARMS; CLOCKS; COSTUME JEWELRY; EARRINGS; JEWELRY BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL; JEWELRY FOR THE HEAD; JEWELRY WATCHES; NECKLACES; PICTURE FRAMES OF Precious Metal; Pins Being Jewelry; Rings Being Jewelry (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BALL POINT PENS; COLOURED PENS; DESK STANDS AND HOLDERS FOR PENS, PENCILS, AND INK; DIARIES; FELT MARKING PENS; FELT PENS; FELT WRITING PENS; GEL ROLLER PENS; HIGH-LIGHTER PENS; INK PENS; MARKING PENS; PENS AND PENCIL CASES AND BOXES; PEN OR PENCIL HOLDERS; PENS; PENS FOR MARKING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR CHANGE PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FOAM TOE SEPARATORS FOR USE IN PEDICURES; HAND MIRRORS; HAND-HELD MIRRORS; JEWELRY BOXES NOT OF METAL; LEATHER PICTURE FRAMES; PERSONAL COMPACT MIRRORS; PICTURE FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR HAIR BRUSHES; HAIR COMBS; TOOTHBRUSH CASES; TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS; TOOTHBRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
FOR BARRETTES; CLAM CLIPS FOR HAIR; HAIR ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CLAW CLIPS; HAIR CLIPS; HAIR CURL CLIPS; HAIR CURLERS; HAIR EXTENSIONS; HAIR NETS; HAIR ORNAMENTS; HAIR ORNAMENTS IN THE FORM OF COMBS; HAIR ORNAMENTS IN THE NATURE OF HAIR WRAPS; HAIR PINS; HAIR PINS AND GRIPS; HAIR RIBBONS; HAIR SCRUNCHIES; HAIR WRAPS, BONNETS AND CAPS USED AS APPLICATORS FOR HAIR CONDITIONERS; NON-ELECTRIC HAIR CURLERS; NON-ELECTRIC HAIR ROLLERS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR SNOW GLOBES; TOY SNOW GLOBES; TOY WATER GLOBES; WATER GLOBES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

THINK PINK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PINK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR ELECTRIC AND BATTERY-POWERED HAIR CLIPPERS; ELECTRIC AND BATTERY-POWERED HAIR TRIMMERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC HAIR CURLING IRONS; ELECTRIC HAIR STRAIGHTENER; ELECTRIC HOT BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR HAND-HELD ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR HAIR BRUSHES; HAIR COMBS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR MILK, MILK POWDER, GELLED, FLAVOURED AND WHIPPED MILK; MILK PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MILK DESSERTS, YOGURTS, YOGURT-BASED BEVERAGES, MOUSSES, CREAMS, CREAM DESSERTS, SOUR CREAM, BUTTER, CHEESE SPREADS, CHEESES, RIPENED CHÉESES, RIPENED CHÉESES WITH MOULD, NON-MATURED FRESH CHÉESES AND CHÉESES IN BRINE, COTTAGE CHEESE, FRESH CHEESES SOLD EITHER LIQUID OR IN PASTE, PLAIN OR FLAVOURED BEVERAGES COMPOSED MAINLY OF MILK OR MILK PRODUCTS, MILKY BEVERAGES MAINLY MADE OF MILK, MILKY BEVERAGES COMPRISING FRUIT, PLAIN OR FLAVOURED FERMENTED MILK PRODUCTS NAMELY WHIPPED CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR MINERAL OR NON-MINERAL STILL OR SPARKLING WATER, FRUIT OR VEGETABLE JUICES, FRUIT OR VEGETABLE DRINKS, LEMONADES, SODAS, GINGER BEER, SORBET DRINKS, PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING FRUIT DRINKS, SOFT DRINKS, SYRUPS FOR DRINKS, ALCOHOL-FREE FRUIT OR VEGETABLE GENUS; SPIRITS, SPIRITS-BASED BEVERAGES, LIQUEURS, LIQUEUR-BASED BEVERAGES, LIQUEURS, LIQUEUR-BASED BEVERAGES COMPRISING LACTIC FERMENTING AGENTS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPING, ARRANGING, AND CONDUCTING OF EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING PROGRAMS TO NONPROFIT AND CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS IN THE FIELD OF RECOMMENDED ETHICS AND ACCOUNTABILITY CODE AND PRACTICE STANDARDS IN CONNECTION WITH SELF-REGULATION, BOARD GOVERNANCE AND ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING, RECORD KEEPING, PUBLIC ACCESS TO INFORMATION, INSURANCE COVERAGE, LEGAL COMPLIANCE, CONFLICTS OF INTEREST, TRAINING, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND ETHICS AND ACCOUNTABILITY STANDARDS. (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-823,332. LIFE COMPASS COACHING, INC., WOODBURY, MN. FILED 2-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, TRAINING MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF SMALL BUSINESS START UP AND DEVELOPMENT; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF SMALL BUSINESS START UP AND DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 39).

FIRST USE 2-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-8-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING AND PROVIDING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF SMALL BUSINESS START UP AND DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-29-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-29-2005.

CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KARATE INSTITUTES", "1977", AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT MEAN "CHINESE HAND WAY AND MARTIAL ARTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) WHITE, BLUE, YELLOW, RED GREEN, BLACK AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLUE AND YELLOW CIRCLE CONTAINING A GREEN, RED, YELLOW DRAGON WITH WHITE TEETH AND GRAY HORNS WITH HIS BLACK AND WHITE CLAWS ON A WHITE, BLUE AND YELLOW CIRCLE CONTAINING THE CHINESE SYMBOL FOR MARTIAL ARTS, SURROUNDED BY 13 YELLOW OLIVE LEAVES ON EACH SIDE REPRESENTING THE THIRTEEN INFLUENCES OR SONG OF THE SIP SAM SEH, AND 8 RED BERRIES WHICH REPRESENT THE EIGHT DIRECTIONS OF THE COMPASS OR PAL GWE. UPON THE LEFT OF THE DRAGON ARE BLUE AND WHITE CHINESE SYMBOLS WHICH REPRESENT "CHINESE HAND WAY" AND PURITY IN TEACHING. WITHIN THE CIRCLE ARE THE WORDS AMKOR KARATE INSTITUTES AND 1977 IN WHITE.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS CHINESE HAND WAY AND MARTIAL ARTS.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO TANG SOO DO & MOO, AND THIS MEANS CHINESE HAND WAY & MARTIAL ARTS IN ENGLISH.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR ATHLETIC UNIFORMS; DRESS SHIRTS; GOLF SHIRTS; KARATE SUITS; POLO SHIRTS; SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRTS; SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS WITH SHORT SLEEVES; SWEAT SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS; KARATE INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.

SANI KHAURI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIR BERLIN WE FLY EUROPE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRANSPORTATION OF PASSENGERS AND CARGO BY AIR; RESCUE SERVICES, NAMELY RESCUE AND AIR TRANSPORTATION OF INJURED PERSONS; TRAVEL BOOKING AGENCIES; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR TRANSPORTATION; ORGANIZING AND ARRANGING TRAVEL TOURS TO URBAN AREAS; TRAVEL GUIDE SERVICES; AIRCRAFT LEASING; ESCORT SERVICES FOR TRAVEL, NAMELY, GROUP GUIDES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKING FOR TEMPORARY LODGING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR REAGENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS OR MEDICAL RESEARCH USE, FORENSICS, GENETIC ANALYSIS, HUMAN IDENTIFICATION AND POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR) AND KITS COMPRISING SAID REAGENTS FOR SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS OR MEDICAL RESEARCH USE, FORENSICS, GENETIC ANALYSIS, HUMAN IDENTIFICATION AND POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR) APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR COLLECTION, STORAGE, ORGANIZATION, ANALYSIS, INTEGRATION AND COMMUNICATION OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION, ALL FOR USE IN SEQUENCING AND ANALYZING DNA FRAGMENTS, GENETIC ANALYSIS, HUMAN IDENTIFICATION, PATERNITY, FORENSICS AND POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR) APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLOR(S) BROWN, ORANGE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSIST OF A BEAR WITH ONE PAW IN A WAVING GESTURE. THE BEAR IS THE COLOR BROWN WITH ORANGE HIGHLIGHTS AND THE BOTTOM OF THE PAW IS BLACK.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKMARKS; CARDS, NAMELY, GREETING CARDS, NOTE CARDS; CARICATURES; CARTOON PRINTS; CARTOON STRIPS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; CHILDREN'S BOOKS; CHILDREN'S STORYBOOKS; CHRISTMAS CARDS; COASTERS MADE OF PAPER; COLOR PRINTS; COLORING BOOKS; COMIC BOOKS; COMIC STRIPS; CORRESPONDENCE CARDS; DESKTOP BUSINESS CARD HOLDERS; GREETING CARDS; MERCHANDISE BAGS; NOTE CARDS; NOTE PAD HOLDERS; NOTE PADS; NOTE PAPERS; OCCASION CARDS; PAPER; PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PAPER DIE CUT SHAPES; PAPER DISPLAY BOXES; PAPER DOILIES; PAPER GIFT BAGS; PAPER GIFT TAGS; GIFT CARDS; GIFT WRAP PAPER; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; PAPER NOTE TABLET; PAPER SHEETS FOR NOTE TAKING; PAPER STATIONERY; PEN OR PENCIL HOLDERS; PICTURE BOOKS; PICTURE MOUNTS OF PAPER; PICTURE POSTCARDS; PICTURES; PRINTED EMBLEMS; PRINTED INVITATIONS; STATIONERY; TEMPORARY TATTOOS; WALL CALENDARS; WRAPPING PAPER; WRITING INSTRUMENTS; WRITING PADS; WRITING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR KEY FOBS, NOT OF METAL; PLASTIC NOVELTY LICENSE PLATES; PLASTIC HANG TAGS; PLASTIC KEY CHAIN TAGS; PLASTIC KEY RINGS; PLASTIC KEY TAGS; PLASTIC KNOBS; PLASTIC MOLDS FOR MAKING SOAP; SCULPTURES OF PLASTIC; SCULPTURES OF WOOD; DESKS; DESKTOP STATUARY MADE OF WOOD; DESKTOP STATUARY MADE OF PLASTIC; DINING CHAIRS; DINING TABLES; DISPLAY RACKS; DRAPERY HARDWARE, NAMELY TRAVERSE RODS, POLES, CURTAIN HOOKS, CURTAIN RODS AND FINIALS; DECORATIVE WINDOW FINIALS; DRAWER PULLS OF PLASTIC, WOOD, SHELL OR WOOD AND SUBSTITUTES FOR THESE MATERIALS; ENGRAVED AND ART STONE PLAQUES; FREE STANDING TOOL RACKS; BED FRAMES; BED HEADBOARDS; BATHTUB GRAB BARS NOT MADE OF METAL; BENCHES; BENCHES FOR SPORT FIELDS; BOOK STANDS; CAST STONE HOUSEHOLD AND GARDEN FURNITURE; CLOSET ACCESSORIES, NAMELY DRAWER SLIDES; CLOTHES HANGERS; CLOTHES RODS; COAT HANGERS; COAT STANDS; COLD CAST RESINS FIGURINES; CURTAIN RINGS; CURTAIN RODS; GATE HARDWARE, NAMELY WOOD AND PLASTIC GATE LATCHES; DESK CHAIRS; GOLF COURSE BENCHES; GUN CABINETS; HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS OF PLASTIC; METAL DISPLAY STANDS; NON-METAL MAILBOXES; PLASTIC SIGN BOARD; POINT OF PURCHASE DISPLAY; PLASTIC SCULPTURES; PLASTIC HOLDER FOR SIGN BOARD; PLASTIC MOLD FOR MAKING SOAP; ORNAMENT OF PLASTIC; PLANT STANDS; POINT OF PURCHASE DISPLAY RACKS; STATUETTES OF PLASTIC (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR ACTION SKILL GAMES; CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS; CONSTRUCTION TOYS; KITES; MOLDED TOY FIGURES; PUPPETS; PUZZLES EXCEPT CROSSWORD PUZZLES; SOFT SCULPTURE TOYS; SQUEEZE TOYS; STUFFED DOLLS AND ANIMALS; STUFFED PUPPETS; STUFFED TOY ANIMALS; STUFFED TOY BEARS; STUFFED TOYS; TOY ACTION FIGURES; TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; TALKING TOYS; TOY SNOW GLOBES; WIND-UP TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

SN 78-830,165. NEW PROGRESSIVE COALITION, LLC., REDWOOD CITY, CA. FILED 3-6-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SKATEBOARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR T-SHIRTS, BALL CAPS, BEANIE CAPS, AND SWEAT SHIRTS WITH HOODS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

For skateboard decks, skateboards, skateboard grip tape, skateboard curb wax, skateboard wheels (U.S. Cls. 22, 23, 38 and 50).

Shaila Settles, Examining Attorney

SN 78-830,916. Asia Pacific Food Industries Pty. Limited, Craigieburn, Victoria, Australia, Filed 3-7-2006.

PACIFIC GOLD

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

For poultry and game; jellies and jams; eggs, milk and milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen yogurt; edible oils and fats (U.S. Cl. 46).

Howard Smiga, Examining Attorney

SN 78-830,929. Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation, Adelaide 5000, SA, Australia, Filed 3-7-2006.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

For rice, sugar, sauces, condiments, namely, soy sauce, ketchup, barbecue sauce and hot sauce; spices, cereals, namely, breakfast cereals, cereal baked snack foods, flour, salt, tea, vinegar, mustard, sago and tapioca (U.S. Cl. 46).

Howar Smiga, Examining Attorney

CONSIDAR

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For promotion, marketing and advertising services of Australian wine and brandy, conducting trade shows, trade show exhibitions and business conferences in the field of Australian wine and brandy, business services to exporters in relation to Australian wine and brandy, namely credentialing and organizing third party vendors, suppliers and contractors and documentation on behalf of others (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

Peter Cheng, Examining Attorney

SN 78-831,497. Traxys SA, Bertrange, Luxembourg, Filed 3-7-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For business consulting, namely commercial advisory services in the field of metals, minerals, ores and concentrates (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

Sarah Wayda, Examining Attorney

SN 78-831,765. Imagination Holdings Pty Ltd, Kent Town, South Australia, Australia, Filed 3-7-2006.

Wine Australia

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "wine" and "Australia", apart from the mark as shown.

The mark consists of a drawing of a kangaroo between the words wine and Australia.

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

For wines, brandy, potable spirits and liqueurs (U.S. Cls. 47 and 49).

SN 78-831,089. Imagination Holdings Pty Ltd, Kent Town, South Australia, Australia, Filed 3-7-2006.

GAMESTAR LIVE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use live, apart from the mark as shown.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

For toys, playthings and games, namely board games, party games and parlor games and equipment sold as a unit for playing such games (U.S. Cls. 22, 23, 38 and 50).

SN 78-831,089. Imagination Holdings Pty Ltd, Kent Town, South Australia, Australia, Filed 3-7-2006.
CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION AND MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; NAMELY, TELEPHONE VOICE MESSAGING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC VOICE MESSAGING, NAMELY, THE RECORDING AND SUBSEQUENT TRANSMISSION OF VOICE MESSAGES BY TELEPHONE; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

GISELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-832,140. SEQUINI, CARLOS A., PEMBROKE PINES, FL. FILED 3-8-2006.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED CD'S, VIDEO TAPES, LASER DISKS AND DVD'S FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-832,173. SUPERIOR MODULAR PRODUCTS INCORPORATED, SWANNANOCA, NC. FILED 3-8-2006.

CARLTON, W., AND E. COLES, PATRONAGE, CA. FILED 3-8-2006.

SN 78-832,174. EASY YIG, INC., CRESTWOOD, IL. FILED 3-8-2006.

TEZ

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS COMPLEXION.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR METAL CABINET SYSTEMS COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF WALL MOUNTED CABINETS, FLOOR MOUNTED CABINETS, OPEN FRAME RACKS FOR SUPPORTING CABINETS, AND WALL MOUNTED FRAMES FOR SUPPORTING CABINETS FOR USE IN THE COMMUNICATION, ELECTRONIC AND SECURITY INDUSTRIES; SHELVES FOR CABINETS; FIXED, SLIDING AND FOLD DOWN METAL SHELVES AND BRACKETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 10-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 10-31-1996.

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR FISH CAKES (U.S. CL. 46).

MARK SPARACINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RACK TECHNOLOGIES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RACK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SECOND TECHNOLOGIES.

SN 78-833,045. ROYAL HILLS FOODS, INC., MEXICO, MEX. FILED 3-9-2006.


SN 78-833,328. THE VITAMIN COMPANY, INC., KARRSTOWN, PA. FILED 3-9-2006.

SN 78-833,335. THE WIRING TECHNOLOGIES, INC., HILLSBORO, OR. FILED 3-9-2006.


Think. Move. Be.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEOS IN THE FORM OF VIDEO CASSETTES AND TAPES, CD'S, DVD'S, LASER DISKS, DOWNLOADABLE DIGITAL MEDIA FILES, NAMELY DIGITAL AUDIO AND VIDEO FILES PLAYABLE ON COMPUTERS, DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYERS, DIGITAL VIDEO PLAYERS, AND CELLULAR PHONES, ALL FEATURING INSTRUCTIONAL FITNESS ACTIVITY, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, EXERCISE MOVEMENTS; DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC RECORDINGS FOR EXERCISE PROGRAMS, FITNESS PLANS AND TRAINING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS, NAMELY PAMPHLETS AND BROCHURES, IN THE FIELD OF INSTRUCTIONAL FITNESS ACTIVITY, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, EXERCISE MOVEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR PLASTIC WATER BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, SPORTS BRAS, PANTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, HALTER TOPS, LEGGINGS, SWEATERS, WARM-UP SUITS, TROUSERS, BASEBALL CAPS, HATS, RAIN COAT, PONCHO, SWEATPANTS, SWEAT SUITS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, WRIST WRAPS, GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY CUSTOM DESIGNED EXERCISE BALL, AND SUPPLEMENTAL WRAP-AROUND SKIN USED IN COMBINATION WITH EXISTING EXERCISE BALLS, FOR USE IN PHYSICAL EXERCISE ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC, AUDIO PROGRAMS AND AUDIO FILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL FITNESS, ALL USING AN EXERCISE BALL IN THE NATURE OF A MEDICINE BALL, PHYSICAL FITNESS, EXERCISE CLASSES IN GROUP, PRIVATE AND SEMI-PRIVATE SETTINGS, ALL USING AN EXERCISE BALL IN THE NATURE OF A MEDICINE BALL; PROVIDING CONTINUING EDUCATION TRAINING AND CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH AND WELLNESS TO FITNESS PROFESSIONALS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND TEACHING TRAINING IN THE FIELDS OF PHYSICAL FITNESS, MENTAL TRAINING AND DISCIPLINE, AND HEALTH, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith, ALL USING AN EXERCISE BALL IN THE NATURE OF A MEDICINE BALL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-833,668. OGINFO.COM, LLC, CORPUS CHRISTI, TX. FILED 3-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART, OF A FLAME WITHIN A BOX.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF REAL PROPERTY FEATURING OWNERSHIP OF ENERGY PROPERTIES AND ENERGY PROPERTY INTERESTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF MAPPING OF ENERGY PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-833,770. NSE PRODUCTS, INC., PROVO, UT. FILED 3-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLOUR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

NU COLOUR

SN 78-833,337. NSE PRODUCTS, INC., PROVO, UT. FILED 3-9-2006.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; CONCEALERS; COSMETIC PENCILS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR EYE LASHES, COSMETICS, EYE LINER; EYE MAKE-UP REMOVER; EYE PENCILS; EYE SHADOW; FOUNDATION MAKE-UP; LIP GLOSS PALATTE; LIP LINER; LIPSTICK; MASCARA; SKIN CLEANSING CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR COSMETIC BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-30-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1995.
WENDY JUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-834,159. WILDLIFE CONSERVATION SOCIETY,
BRONX, NY. FILED 3-10-2006.

BRONX ZOO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC
APPARATUS
FOR REFRIGERATOR MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR PRIMARILY CLOTH KEY CHAINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 23, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1980; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1980.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BEAR SHOT GLASSES AND MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1960; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1960.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN’S, WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-1-1955; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1955.
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR SULPHURIC ACID, SELENIUM (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-28-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-28-1999.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR COPPER ORES, ZINC ORES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-28-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-28-1999.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR PRECIOUS METALS, NAMELY GOLD AND SILVER; GOLD INGOTS, SILVER INGOTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-28-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-28-1999.
SARA THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ALLHIPHOP.COM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR APPAREL, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, HATS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, AND SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE
FIELDS OF APPAREL AND MUSIC-RELATED MERCHANDISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CORY BOONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "S" WITHIN A SQUARE.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR FIREPROOF PROTECTIVE FACE MASKS, FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, PROTECTIVE HELMETS, SAFETY GOGGLES, SPECTACLES FRAMES, SUNGLASSES; FIREPROOF AND FIRE-RETARDANT GARTMENTS, NAMELY, COATS, WAISTCOATS, FIREPROOF SPORT BIB OVERALLS, FIREPROOF RACING SUITS, JACKETS, JUMP SUITS, TRACKSUITS, OVERALLS, SHOES, BOOTS, OVERSHOES AND GLOVES; PRESSURE GAUGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR AUTOMOTIVE BUMPERS; AUTOMOBILE SEAT CUSHION; AUTOMOBILE SPARE WHEEL HOLDER; AUTOMOBILE WINDSHIELD SUNSHADE; AUTOMOBILE WINDSHIELD AND AUTOMOBILE WINDSHIELDS, NAMELY, WINDSCREEN; AXLE BEARINGS FOR LAND VEHICLES; AXLE BOOT KITS FOR USE WITH LAND VEHICLES; AXLE AND CARDAN SHAFT FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; BATTERY DISCONNECT SYSTEM FOR AUTOMOBILES IN THE NATURE OF AN ELECTRICAL SWITCH THAT INTERRUPTS POWER FLOW; PINS TO SECURE OR RELEASE THE HOODS OF AUTOMOBILES; BICYCLE FRAMES; BRAKE PADS FOR LAND VEHICLES; BRAKE SHOES FOR LAND VEHICLES; BRAKING SYSTEMS AND BRAKING SYSTEMS AND BRAKE LINE KITS FOR LAND VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY BRAKE PADS, BRAKE PISTONS, BRAKE SHOES, BRAKE DISKS, AND BRAKE CALIPERS; SAFETY SEAT HARNESS FOR MOTOR CARS; FRONT AND REAR MUDGUARD FOR MOTORBIKES; CHAIN GUARDS FOR MOTORBIKES; LICENSE PLATE HOLDERS; FRONT SPROCKET COVERS FOR MOTORBIKES; HEEL GUARDS FOR MOTORBIKES; TANK PLUG FOR MOTORBIKES; STANDS FOR MOTORBIKES; GAS CAPS FOR LAND VEHICLES; GEAR LEVER SHIFT KNOBS; GEAR SHIFTS; GEAR WHEELS; GEAR GAITERS IN THE NATURE OF GEAR SHIFT BOOTS; HAND BRAKE GAITER IN THE NATURE OF HAND BRAKE BOOT; LAND VEHICLE SUSPENSION PARTS, NAMELY TORSION/SWAY BARS; PARKING BRAKE LEVERS; FOOTREST FOR CO-DRIVER'S USE IN MOTOR CARS; FOOTREST FOR DRIVER'S USE IN MOTOR CARS; SAFETY BELTS FOR VEHICLES; SAFETY BELTS CUSHIONS FOR MOTOR CARS; SEAT BELTS FOR USE IN VEHICLES; SPOILERS FOR VEHICLES; STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR AUTOMOBILES; SUSPENSION SPRINGS FOR MOTOR CARS; VEHICLE PARTS NAMELY TIRE WARMERS; VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY STEERING WHEELS, SHOCK ABSORBERS, PEDALS AND PEDAL SETS; VEHICLE CHROME PEDAL PADS; VEHICLE ROLL BARS; VEHICLE ROLL CAGES; MUD FLAPS FOR VEHICLES; SUMP GUARDS FOR VEHICLES; PARTS OF VEHICLES, NAMELY, SPACERS; QUICK RELEASE STEERING BOSS ES; STEERING WHEEL BUTTON KITS CONSISTING MAINLY OF SHIFTER, HORN BUTTON, WHEEL, PEDALS, PEDAL PADS AND BALL BEARING SHAFTS; VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY SUSPENSION STRUTS; MOTOR CAR SEATS; SUBFRAMES FOR MOTOR CAR SEATS; SPOILERS FOR CARS; VEHICLE TOW BARS; WHEEL SPROCKETS, WHEEL SUSPENSION; WHEELS FOR LAND VEHICLES AND WHEEL RIMS FOR LAND VEHICLES; WINDOW PROTECTION NETS FOR RACING VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 38).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BODY SUITS WORKED BY RACE CAR DRIVERS, BIB OVERALLS FOR SPORTS; SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, COATS, WAISTCOATS, OVERCOATS, JACKETS, RAINWEAR, SLICKERS, RAINCOATS, CAPS, HOODS, BALACLAVAS, NON-FIREPROOF FACE MASKS WORN UNDER A HELMET FOR SWEAT ABSORPTION, SWEATERS, TURTLENECK SWEATERS, SWEATER VESTS, SWEATSHIRTS, VESTS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JUMP SUITS, TRACKSUITS, OVERALLS, PANTS, JEANS, SHOES, BOOTS, OVERSHOES, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, NAMELY BRIEFS, UNDERSHIRTS, AND BRIEFS, GLOVES, HATS, AND SPORT SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UPPER'S

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR BAGS, NAMELY TOTE BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, HANDBAGS, TRUNKS, SUITCASES, WALLETS, BRIEFCASE-TYPE PORTFOLIOS, PURSES, RUCKSACKS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS, WALKING STICKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-835,748. AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 3-13-2006.

THE OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 677,359, 1,264,555 AND OTHERS.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 677,359, 1,264,555 AND OTHERS.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, STANDARDS, NEWSLETTERS, BROCHURES, CATALOGS, AND GUIDES IN THE FORM OF CD-ROMS, DISK-ETTES, AND FLOPPY DISKS, ALL RELATING TO THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, STANDARDS, NEWSLETTERS, BROCHURES, CATALOGS, GUIDES, AND BOOKS, ALL RELATING TO THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTION OF THE INTERESTS, GENERAL DEVELOPMENT, AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE AMERICAN PETROLEUM INDUSTRY BY PROMOTING THE DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY, DISTRIBUTING OF INFORMATION REGARDING LEGISLATION AND OF INFORMATION ABOUT AND OF INTEREST TO THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY, APPEARING BEFORE PRIVATE AND GOVERNMENTAL BODIES, AND PROMOTING FOREIGN AND INTERSTATE TRADE IN AMERICAN PETROLEUM INDUSTRY PRODUCTS; PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE FEATURING TRADE INFORMATION CONCERNING THE PETROLEUM, PETROCHEMICAL, AND ENERGY INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING TRAINING CLASSES, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES CONCERNING THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING QUALITY ASSURANCE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, PETROLEUM DRILLING PRODUCTS, AND PETROLEUM REFINING PRODUCTS, DEVELOPMENT OF VOLUNTARY STANDARDS FOR THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY; PROVIDING TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION CONCERNING THE PETROLEUM, PETROCHEMICAL, AND ENERGY INDUSTRIES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES FOR INDEPENDENT REAL ESTATE BROKERS; OPERATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF WIDE AREA NETWORKS FOR INDEPENDENT REAL ESTATE BROKERS; BUSINESS NETWORKING FOR INDEPENDENT REAL ESTATE BROKERS; MOVING AND RELOCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING MOVES OF HOMES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR WEB SITE HOSTING SERVICES FOR INDEPENDENT REAL ESTATE BROKERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,143,787 AND 2,573,420.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FAMILY FARMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR EDIBLE OILS; PROCESSED FOODS, NAMELY, PROCESSED SOUPS AND BEANS; DAIRY-, SOY-, VEGETABLE- OR FRUIT-BASED FOOD BLENDS; SNACK DIP, EXCLUDING SALSA; PROCESSED VEGETABLES AND FRUITS; DRIED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; FROZEN FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; PROCESSED GARLIC; SLICED CANNED, BOTTLED OR BAGGED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PROCESSED FRUITS, PROCESSED NUTS AND SEEDS AND/OR RAISINS; VEGETABLE-BASED SNACK FOODS; VEGETABLE-BASED SPREADS; PROCESSED NUTS AND SEEDS AND NUT BUTTERS; DAIRY PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT; FRUIT TOPPINGS, FRUIT JAMS, FRUIT JELLIES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR FROZEN, PREPARED OR PACKAGED ENTREES AND MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA OR RICE; PROCESSED PASTA AND RICE; PASTA; PASTA SALAD; FLOUR FOR FOOD; HERBAL TEA FOR FOOD PURPOSES; HONEY, PROPOLIS AND ROYAL JELLY FOR FOOD PURPOSES; SAUCES; SALSA; COFFEE SUBSTITUTE, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE AND VEGETABLE PREPARATIONS FOR USE AS COFFEE; FRUIT ICES; FRUIT PIES; FRUIT FLAVORS AND/OR POPPED POPCORN; BREAD, CRACKERS, COOKIES; ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT AND ICE CREAM SUBSTITUTES; COFFEE BEANS, GROUND COFFEE BEANS; BREAKFAST CEREALS AND GRAINOLA; CONDIMENTS, NAMELY, MUSTARD, VINEGAR; SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).
CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; UNPROCESSED NUTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR FRUIT AND VEGETABLE BEVERAGES; SOY-BASED FOOD BEVERAGES NOT USED AS MILK SUBSTITUTES; DRINKING WATER, FLAVORED WATERS, SOFT DRINKS; BEER (U.S. CLS. 4, 46 AND 48).

JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-836,690. CALSOTA SUPPLY, LLC, ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 3-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SAFETY FLAGGING AND BARRICADE TAPE USED AS CAUTION AND WARNING FOR RESTRICTED AREAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR ELECTRICAL TAPE; CONSTRUCTION FLAGGING TAPE, NAMELY, PLASTIC TAPE FOR USE IN SURVEYING, BOUNDARY MARKING, AND MARKING OF CONSTRUCTION SITES; CONSTRUCTION BARRICADE TAPE, NAMELY, PLASTIC TAPE FOR USE IN BLOCKING HAZARDOUS CONSTRUCTION AREAS; REFLECTIVE PLASTIC TAPE TO DETER BIRDS AND OTHER WILDLIFE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

HANNÖ RITTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES; PROVIDING ADVERTISING AND MARKETING INFORMATION TO ADVERTISERS, ADVERTISING AGENCIES, AND ENTITIES INVOLVED IN THE CREATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING CONTENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JANICE KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEST SPECIALTY METALS COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR TUNGSTEN CARBIDE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR SPECIALTY METALS AND ALLOYS THEREOF, NAMELY, NICKEL ORES, COBALT ORES, TANTALUM, TUNGSTEN ORES, TITANIUM, NIOBium, HAFNIUM, ZIRCONIUM; STAINLESS STEEL; SPECIALTY STEELS; SILICON ELECTRICAL STEELS; TOOL STEELS; SUPER-ALLOY CASTING; METAL FORGINGS AND CASTINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 30).

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRIDE OF TRIGG COUNTY KENTUCKY" AND "PRODUCTS" AND "REGISTERED KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF TYPED TEXT AND IMAGE OF A BOAR'S HEAD.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR UNCOOKED COUNTRY HAM, MINDER/LESS SALTY UNCOOKED COUNTRY HAM, BONELESS COOKED COUNTRY HAM, V2 BONELESS COOKED COUNTRY HAM, SEMI-BONELESS COOKED COUNTRY HAM, MINDER/LESS SALTY SEMI-BONELESS COOKED COUNTRY HAM, HICKORY SMOKED BONE-IN COUNTRY HAM, BONELESS CITY HAM, HONEY GLAZED SPIRAL HAM, COUNTRY HAM CENTER CUT STEAKS, EXTRA LEAN CENTER STEAKS, BREAKFAST STEAKS, DINNER STEAKS, EXTRA LEAN DINNER STEAKS, HAM HOCKS, SEASONING MEAT, HAM PIECES, HAM SLICES FOR BISCUITS, PREMIUM SLICED COOKED COUNTRY HAM, BISCUIT SLICED COOKED COUNTRY HAM, GROUND COOKED COUNTRY HAM, SMOKED COUNTRY PORK SAUSAGE, COUNTRY PORK SAUSAGE PATTIES, HICKORY SMOKED COUNTRY SLICED BACON, BACON ENDS AND PIECES, SLAB BACON PORTIONS, SLAB BACON, SMOKED COUNTRY SLICED PEPPERED BACON, PEPPER BACON ENDS AND PIECES, PEPPER BACON PORTIONS, PEPPER BACON SLAB, SMOKED BACON, BACON PORTIONS, SMOKED CINNAMON BACON SLICED, CINNAMON BACON ENDS AND PIECES, SUN DRIED TOMATO BACON SLICED, SUN DRIED TOMATO BACON END SAND PIECES, SMOKED PORK BBQ, SUMMER SAUSAGE, SWISS AND AMERICAN CHEESE BLEND WITH HAM BITS, BLACKBERRY JAM, STRAWBERRY JAM, GREEN PEA CINNAMON SYRUP; THE FOREGOING HAM PRODUCTS PROCESSED AND CURED IN KENTUCKY (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 2-4-1969; IN COMMERCE 2-4-1969.

KEYINJECT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,447,566.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR POTATO, FRUIT AND SOY-BASED MULTICULTURAL SNACK FOOD (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR CEREAL, RICE AND WHEAT-BASED MULTICULTURAL SNACK FOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTS" AND "REGISTERED KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF TYPED TEXT AND IMAGE OF A BOAR'S HEAD.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR MUSTARD, MILD BBQ SAUCE, HICKORY SMOKED BBQ SAUCE, HOT AND SPICY BBQ SAUCE, KENTUCKY HONEY, COUNTRY SORGHUM MOLASSES, SOUTHERN PECAN FLAVORED SYRUP, APPLE CINNAMON SYRUP, SWEET PEPPER RELISH, SPOON BREAD MIX, BISCUIT MIX, CORNBREAD MIX, PANCAKE MIX, AND BEATEN BISCUITS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 2-4-1969; IN COMMERCE 2-4-1969.

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-839,265. MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY, WALTHAM, MA. FILED 3-16-2006.

KEYINJECT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,447,566.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR POTATO, FRUIT AND SOY-BASED MULTICULTURAL SNACK FOOD (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR CEREAL, RICE AND WHEAT-BASED MULTICULTURAL SNACK FOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTS" AND "REGISTERED KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF TYPED TEXT AND IMAGE OF A BOAR'S HEAD.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR UNCOOKED COUNTRY HAM, MINDER/LESS SALTY UNCOOKED COUNTRY HAM, BONELESS COOKED COUNTRY HAM, V2 BONELESS COOKED COUNTRY HAM, SEMI-BONELESS COOKED COUNTRY HAM, MINDER/LESS SALTY SEMI-BONELESS COOKED COUNTRY HAM, HICKORY SMOKED BONE-IN COUNTRY HAM, BONELESS CITY HAM, HONEY GLAZED SPIRAL HAM, COUNTRY HAM CENTER CUT STEAKS, EXTRA LEAN CENTER STEAKS, BREAKFAST STEAKS, DINNER STEAKS, EXTRA LEAN DINNER STEAKS, HAM HOCKS, SEASONING MEAT, HAM PIECES, HAM SLICES FOR BISCUITS, PREMIUM SLICED COOKED COUNTRY HAM, BISCUIT SLICED COOKED COUNTRY HAM, GROUND COOKED COUNTRY HAM, SMOKED COUNTRY PORK SAUSAGE, COUNTRY PORK SAUSAGE PATTIES, HICKORY SMOKED COUNTRY SLICED BACON, BACON ENDS AND PIECES, SLAB BACON PORTIONS, SLAB BACON, SMOKED COUNTRY SLICED PEPPERED BACON, PEPPER BACON ENDS AND PIECES, PEPPER BACON PORTIONS, PEPPER BACON SLAB, SMOKED BACON, BACON PORTIONS, SMOKED CINNAMON BACON SLICED, CINNAMON BACON ENDS AND PIECES, SUN DRIED TOMATO BACON SLICED, SUN DRIED TOMATO BACON END SAND PIECES, SMOKED PORK BBQ, SUMMER SAUSAGE, SWISS AND AMERICAN CHEESE BLEND WITH HAM BITS, BLACKBERRY JAM, STRAWBERRY JAM, GREEN PEA CINNAMON SYRUP; THE FOREGOING HAM PRODUCTS PROCESSED AND CURED IN KENTUCKY (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 2-4-1969; IN COMMERCE 2-4-1969.

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-839,265. MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY, WALTHAM, MA. FILED 3-16-2006.

MEDICINE THAT MATTERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE VIA E-MAIL THAT FEATURE MEDICAL JOURNAL SUMMARIES AND COMMENTARY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-12-2006.

SEAN CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-839,474. DC3 ENTERTAINMENT, LLC, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 3-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-12-2006.
SEAN CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SANJEEV VOHRA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-839,619. PITA PIT INC., COEUR D'ALENE, ID. FILED 3-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SMOOTHIE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR BLENDED DRINKS, NAMELY, SMOOTHIES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RESTAURANT FRANCHISING AND OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR FOOD DELIVERY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVISION OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES FOR DINING IN, SELF-SERVICE, DRIVE-IN AND TAKE-OUT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-839,619. PITA PIT INC., COEUR D'ALENE, ID. FILED 3-17-2006.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR BLENDED DRINKS, NAMELY, SMOOTHIES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RESTAURANT FRANCHISING AND OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR FOOD DELIVERY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVISION OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES FOR DINING IN, SELF-SERVICE, DRIVE-IN AND TAKE-OUT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR HAND AND BODY LOTION; FACIAL LOTION, CREAMS AND NON-MEDICATED SERUMS; SHAMPOO, HAIR GEL, HAIR CONDITIONER AND BODY AND FACIAL SOAPS; SKIN MOISTURIZERS, HAIR AND BODY SPRAYS AND MISTS; LIP GLOSS AND LIP STICKS; ANTIPERSPIRANT AND DEODORANTS; SUN-TAN LOTION; FOOT LOTION, CREAMS AND NON-MEDICATED SERUMS, PERFUME AND COLOGNE; MASSAGE OILS AND LOTIONS; NAIL POLISH; EXFOLIANTS FOR SKIN AND HAIR; BATH POWDERS AND BUBBLE BATH; HAND CLEANERS; TOPICAL LOTIONS CONTAINING OIL, NAMELY EMU OIL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN PILL, CAPSULE, GEL CAP, AND SYRUP FORM; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN LOTION FORM SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF NUTRITIONAL SKIN CARE PRODUCTS; HOMEOPATHY SUPPLEMENTS AND CREAMS FOR SKIN CARE, JOINT RELIEF, AND MUSCLE RELIEF; MIGRAINE TREATMENT PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED SHAMPOO; FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR PETS; DISINFECTANTS FOR SANITARY PURPOSES, ANTIMICROBIAL SOAPS AND ANTIBACTERIAL SOAPS FOR DERMATOLOGICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.

REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR SERIES OF BOOKS FEATURING CHILDREN'S READING IMPROVEMENT AND CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT FOR EARLY READERS TO IMPROVE OUTCOMES FOR UNDERACHIEVERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


AMY MCMENAMIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY CONDUCTING SEMINARS, CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF CHILDREN'S READING IMPROVEMENT AND CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT FOR PARENTS AND TEACHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR CONSULTATION REGARDING GROUP PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS; PROVIDING GROUP PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-844,323. ORCHESTR8, LLC, DENVER, CO. FILED 3-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

ORCHESTR8
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MANAGING SYSTEM-TO-SYSTEM INTEGRATION, BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS INTEGRATION AND BUILDING AND INTEGRATING SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, AND USER AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS PROVIDED IN ELECTRONIC FORM, SOLD AS UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2005.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR OPERATING ON-LINE MARKETPLACES FOR SELLERS OF GOODS AND/OR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2005.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS KNOWLEDGE, INFORMATION AND ASSET MANAGEMENT, ENTERPRISE APPLICATION INTEGRATION, BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT, E-COMMERCE, ELECTRONIC MESSAGING, AND WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2005.

ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BLEND, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR YOGURT, YOGURT-BASED BEVERAGES; DAIRY-BASED SNACK FOODS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT; DAIRY-BASED BEVERAGES, DAIRY PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR FRUIT JUICES AND FRUIT DRINKS; FRUIT-BASED BEVERAGES WITH YOGURT; SMOOTHIES; SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY BOOMER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING BUSINESS MODEL CONSULTATION TO GROUP PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR CONSULTATION REGARDING GROUP PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS; PROVIDING GROUP PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-844,816. JETX2, INC., ROCKLIN, CA. FILED 3-23-2006.

ACTIVE BLEND

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BLEND, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S, AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, PANTS, SOCKS, SHORTS, SLEEP WEAR, UNDERWEAR, HATS, GLOVES, BELTS, TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR CUSTOMER, MEMBER, AND RIDER LOYALTY REWARD SERVICES PROGRAM, NAMELY PROVIDING A PROGRAM OF BONUS CASH AND/OR OTHER RELATED AWARDS, CONTINGENCIES, PRIZES, CERTIFICATES, AND/OR COUPONS TO RIDERS OF MOTORCYCLE SUPERMOTARD, SUPERMOTO, MOTOCROSS, SUPERCROSS, ARENACROSS, SUPERBIKE, GRAND PRIX, MINI-SUPERCROSS, MINI-MOTOCROSS, BICYCLE, SNOWBOARD, SKIS, SNOWMOBILE, SURFBOARDS, SKATEBOARDS, MOUNTAIN BIKES, BMX BIKES, DOWNHILL BICYCLE, DOWNHILL MOUNTAIN BIKING, ROAD-BICYCLE, AND GO-KARTING, KARTING, AND MEMBERS, AND OTHER CUSTOMERS THAT ALLOWS USE OF REWARD POINTS EARNED THROUGH RIDING, PRACTICING, RACING, TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

SHAUNIA CARLYLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-845,135. FRITO-LAY NORTH AMERICA, INC., PLANO, TX. FILED 3-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR POTATO CHIPS; POTATO CRISPS; POTATO-BASED SNACK FOODS; POTATO STICKS; PROCESSED NUTS; ROASTED NUTS; SHELLED NUTS; SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PROCESSED FRUITS; PROCESSED NUTS AND/OR RAISINS; PROCESSED EDIBLE SEEDS; ONION RINGS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 8-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-11-2006.

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR PEDIATRIC NURSING SERVICES FEATURING CARE COORDINATION; MEDICAL SERVICES FEATURING CLINICAL MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH CONDITIONS; PRIVATE DUTY AND EXTENDED HOURS NURSING CARE; SKILLED NURSING VISITS; PHYSICAL, OCCUPATIONAL AND SPEECH THERAPY; CLINICAL SOCIAL WORKER CONSULTATIONS; MEDICAL SERVICES, FEATURING PATIENT CASE MANAGEMENT; HOME HEALTH CARE SERVICES PROVIDED BY HOME HEALTH AIDES, FEATURING HOSPITAL TO HOME COORDINATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-845,640. LOVING CARE AGENCY, INC., FORT LEE, NJ. FILED 3-24-2006.

KIND HEARTS...SKILLED HANDS

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR PERSONAL CARE ASSISTANCE OF ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING, SUCH AS BATHING, GROOMING AND PERSONAL MOBILITY FOR MENTALLY OR PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


From the Abbot's Table


CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR FLAVORED COOKING OILS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 0-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2005.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR A VARIETY OF FUDGE; FRUITCAKES; GIFT BASKETS CONTAINING CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 0-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2005.

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NetsEdge

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR CONSULTING PERTAINING TO PUBLIC POLICY AND REGULATORY ISSUES IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 1-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-3-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR LEGAL SERVICES PERTAINING TO PUBLIC POLICY AND REGULATORY ISSUES IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-3-2006.

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Ten80 Education

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF MATH, SCIENCE AND EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-23-2006.

PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IBIND

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR INDUSTRIAL DOCUMENT BINDING AND PUNCHING MACHINES FOR USE IN THE COPYING AND PUBLISHING INDUSTRY AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINE TOOLS FOR BINDING AND PUNCHING DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR DOCUMENT BINDING AND PUNCHING MACHINES FOR OFFICE USE, INDEX MARKING TABS, BOOK COVERS, DOCUMENT COVERS AND BINDING ELEMENTS FOR BINDING DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-23-2006.

JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VCOMMERCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL BUSINESS AND BUSINESS ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES FOR PROVIDING USERS THE RESOURCES TO BUILD, DEPLOY AND OPERATE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK MARKETING; ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES; AND BUSINESS MARKETING SERVICES FOR CREATING, INTERACTING AND HOSTING ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES FOR CLIENTS OVER GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.

GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-845,966. NETSEDGE CONSULTING, LLC, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 3-24-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMERCE". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL BUSINESS AND BUSINESS ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES FOR PROVIDING USERS THE RESOURCES TO BUILD, DEPLOY AND OPERATE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK MARKETING; ORDERFULFILLMENT AND BUSINESS MARKETING SERVICES FOR CREATING, INTERACTING AND HOSTING ELECTRONIC COMMERCIAL SERVICES FOR CLIENTS OVER GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SERVICES; NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA AND PROVIDING ELECTRONIC PROCESSING OF CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS AND ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.

GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE WORDING "SAISON" IS A FRENCH WORD CORRESPONDING TO THE WORD "SEASON" IN ENGLISH.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MEDIATION OF CONTRACTS FOR PURCHASE AND SALE OF AUTOMOBILE; REFERRAL OF DOCTOR, LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS; REFERRAL IN THE FIELD OF LANGUAGE SCHOOL; MEDICAL REFERRAL; PROVIDING INSURANCE AGENT REFERRALS; REFERRAL IN THE FIELD OF DRIVING SCHOOL; SECRETARIAL SERVICES; RENTAL OF PHOTOCOPYING MACHINES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SOUVENIRS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF POSTAGE STAMP; ARRANGING FOR PICKUP, DELIVERY, STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, FREIGHT AND PARCELS VIA GROUND AND AIR CARRIERS; ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY SERVICE; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER; DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES; PHOTOCOPYING; WORD PROCESSING; PROVIDING COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR CONCIERGE SERVICES FOR OTHERS COMPRISING MAKING REQUESTED PERSONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND RESERVATIONS AND PROVIDING CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF CREDIT CARD HOLDERS AND TRAVELERS; IDENTIFICATION VERIFICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AUTHENTICATION OF PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION; FRAUD DETECTION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CREDIT CARDS FOR ON-LINE PURCHASING; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF CHILD SAFETY; PROVIDING FASHION INFORMATION; WEDDING CHAPEL SERVICES; CLOTHING RENTAL; EVENING DRESS RENTAL; PERSONAL SECURITY CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR PROTOTYPE FABRICATION OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING PRODUCTION RESOURCES FOR MANUFACTURING FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MANUFACTURING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 3-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR PRODUCT DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, TESTING, ANALYSIS, EVALUATION, RESEARCH, CAD DESIGN AND ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS; TESTING, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF CERTIFICATION; PROVIDING PRODUCTION RESOURCES FOR NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2006.

JAMES STEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR WATER DISTILLATION AND WATER FILTERING UNITS TO BE USED TO PURIFY WATER IN DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN HOME, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN HOME, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL POINT-OF-USE DRINKING WATER SYSTEMS, WATER COOLERS, COFFEE BREWERS, WATER FILTERS, IRRADIATION, WATER COOLER AND WATER FILTRATION CONNECTIONS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR DELIVERY OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN HOME, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL POINT-OF-USE DRINKING WATER SYSTEMS, WATER COOLERS, COFFEE BREWERS, WATER FILTERS, IRRADIATION, WATER COOLER AND WATER FILTRATION CONNECTIONS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR LEASING OF WATER IRRADIATION EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).


CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR LEASING OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN HOME, COMMERCIAL OFFICE AND INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL POINT-OF-USE DRINKING WATER SYSTEMS, WATER COOLERS, COFFEE BREWERS AND WATER FILTERS FOR HOME USE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

Class 11—Environmental Control Apparatus
For water distillation and water filtering units to be used to purify water in domestic and foreign home, commercial and industrial applications (U.S. Cls. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

Class 37—Construction and Repair
For installation, maintenance and repair of domestic and foreign home, commercial and industrial point-of-use drinking water systems, water coolers, coffee brewers, water filters, irradiation, water cooler and water filtration connections, equipment and materials; leasing of water filtration units and equipment for commercial use. (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).

Class 39—Transportation and Storage
For delivery of domestic and foreign home, commercial and industrial commercial point-of-use drinking water systems, water coolers, coffee brewers, water filters, irradiation, water cooler and water filtration connections, equipment and materials (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).

Class 40—Material Treatment
For leasing of water irradiation equipment (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106).

Class 43—Hotel and Restaurant Services
For leasing of domestic and foreign home, commercial office and industrial commercial point-of-use drinking water systems, water coolers, coffee brewers and water filters for home use (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
William Verhoek, Examining Attorney

Class 14—Jewelry
For jewelry (U.S. Cls. 2, 27, 28 and 50).

Class 25—Clothing
For clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, jackets, sweatshirts and headwear (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).
Alice Benmaman, Examining Attorney


Class 14—Jewelry
For precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, namely, ashtrays of precious metal, bowls made of precious metal, candlesticks of precious metal, and collectible coins; jewelry, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments (U.S. Cls. 2, 27, 28 and 50).

Class 35—Advertising and Business
For retail store services in the field of precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, jewelry, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR CUTTING DIAMONDS AND OTHER PRECIOUS STONES; TREATMENT OF DIAMONDS AND OTHER PRECIOUS STONES IN THE NATURE OF POLISHING, COATING, AND EXPOSING TO RADIATION TO ENHANCE COLOR (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

ADA HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-849,209. HELLO DESIGN, LLC, CULVER CITY, CA. FILED 3-29-2006.

Hello Design

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DESIGN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROVIDING THE ON-LINE MANAGEMENT OF ATM MACHINES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE AND AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE NETWORK, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROVIDING OUTSOURCING FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL SERVICES AND FINANCIAL COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE SERVICES, NAMELY, AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES; ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-849,335. RESTORATION ROBOTICS, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA. FILED 3-29-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY ROBOTIC DEVICES FOR AUTOMATING HAIR TRANSPLANTATION PROCEDURES COMPRISED OF COMPUTERS AND ROBOTIC ARMS CONTAINING IMAGING CAMERAS, NEEDLES FOR MEDICAL USE, AND CARTRIDGES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-849,358. TRISH MCEVOY LTD., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-29-2006.

Little Black Card

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
REPILON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY ROBOTIC DEVICES FOR AUTOMATING HAIR TRANSPLANTATION PROCEDURES COMPRISED OF COMPUTERS AND ROBOTIC ARMS CONTAINING IMAGING CAMERAS, NEEDLES FOR MEDICAL USE, AND CARTRIDGES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ROBOTIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY ROBOTIC DEVICES FOR AUTOMATING HAIR TRANSPLANTATION PROCEDURES COMPRISED OF COMPUTERS AND ROBOTIC ARMS CONTAINING IMAGING CAMERAS, NEEDLES FOR MEDICAL USE, AND CARTRIDGES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR FOOT SUPPORTS, NAMELY SHOE INSOLES, 3/4 LENGTH INSOLES AND HALF LENGTH INSOLES FOR SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KEOWEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE AND CONDOMINIUM MANAGEMENT AND BROKERAGE SERVICES; REAL ESTATE CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING AND LAYING OUT OF RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

AOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF SELLING SKILLS, BUSINESS PROMOTION AND SALES TECHNIQUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SEMINARS, TRAINING PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF SELLING AND MARKETING SKILLS, BUSINESS PROMOTION AND SALES TECHNIQUES VIA LIVE AND RECORDED PRESENTATIONS, INTERNET AND OTHER ELECTRONIC MEDIA ENVIRONMENTS, AND DISTRIBUTING EDUCATIONAL AND COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KEOWEE KEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KEOWEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE AND CONDOMINIUM MANAGEMENT AND BROKERAGE SERVICES; REAL ESTATE CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING AND LAYING OUT OF RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PINNED ON A PROMISE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CARRIE ACHEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,566,347.
SEC. 2(F).
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT AND CARTOGRAPHY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38), FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; CARTOGRAPHY; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA OR INFORMATION; AND TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS RELATED COMPUTER CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.

SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-852,717. ABACA TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION, SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 4-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF LETTER A SURROUNDED BY A CIRCLE AND FOLLOWED BY THE WORD ABACA.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR IDENTIFYING AND FILTERING SOLICITED AND UNSOLICITED E-MAIL MESSAGES; DATABASE SOFTWARE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT RECEIVED AND TRANSMITTED E-MAIL MESSAGES AND COMPILING STATISTICS ABOUT RECEIVED AND TRANSMITTED E-MAIL MESSAGES; AND COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR NOTIFYING A RECIPIENT OF AN E-MAIL MESSAGE WHETHER THE RECEIVED E-MAIL MESSAGE IS SOLICITED OR UNSOLICITED (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-22-2006.

SN 78-853,463. THE RETEC GROUP, INC., CONCORD, MA. FILED 4-4-2006.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR DECONTAMINATION AND CLEAN-UP OF HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC WASTE; HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC WASTE MANAGEMENT; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF HAZARDOUS AND TOXIC WASTE DECONTAMINATION AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SECURITY INSPECTION APPARATUS FOR DETECTING OR CHARACTERIZING MATERIALS THROUGH THE USE OF X-RAY TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2005.
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2005.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIRLS AND MODELS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR BODY LOTIONS; COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DIET PILLS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SCREEN SAVER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WIRELESS CONTENT DELIVERY; DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES, GRAPHICS AND MUSIC VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MODELS; ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE FOR WIRELESS DEVICES; PRE-RECORDED CD'S, VIDEO TAPES, LASER DISKS AND DVD'S FEATURING MODELS; SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR CALENDARS; INFORMATIONAL FLYERS FEATURING MODELS; MAGAZINES FEATURING MODELS; PAPER BANNERS; POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BACKPACKS; BEACH BAGS; CARRY-ON BAGS; DUFFLE BAGS; GYM BAGS; HANDBAGS; MAKE-UP BAGS SOLD EMPTY; PURSES; TOTE BAGS; TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BATH SPONGES; SCRUB SPONGES; SPONGE MASSAGERS; SPONGES FOR APPLYING BODY POWDER (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR APRONS; BANDANAS; BELTS; BRAS; CAPRI PANTS; CAPS; DENIMS; DO RAGS; DRESS SHIRTS; HATS; HEAD SCARVES; HEADWEAR; HOODS; JACKETS; JEANS; JOGGING PANTS; LEATHER PANTS; LINGERIE; MEN AND WOMEN JACKETS; COATS; TROUSERS; VESTS; PANTS; POLO SHIRTS; SCARVES; SHAWLS; SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORTS; SKIRTS AND DRESSES; SOCKS AND STOCKINGS; SPORTS BRA; SUITS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWIM TRUNKS; SWIM WEAR; SWIMMING COSTUMES; T-SHIRTS; TIES; TOPS; UNDERGARMENTS; WRIST BANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

TINA L. SNAP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-854,796. GTECH RHODE ISLAND CORPORATION, WEST GREENWICH, RI. FILED 4-5-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE POKER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TELEVISION MONITORS AND CONTROLLERS, AND COMPUTER TERMINALS USED IN THE OPERATION OF LOTTERY GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR LOTTERY GAMING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-854,904. BEAUTY ON CALL, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 4-5-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEAUTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BATH SPONGES; SCRUB SPONGES; SPONGE MASSAGERS; SPONGES FOR APPLYING BODY POWDER (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR APRONS; BANDANAS; BELTS; BRAS; CAPRI PANTS; CAPS; DENIMS; DO RAGS; DRESS SHIRTS; HATS; HEAD SCARVES; HEADWEAR; HOODS; JACKETS; JEANS; JOGGING PANTS; LEATHER PANTS; LINGERIE; MEN AND WOMEN JACKETS; COATS; TROUSERS; VESTS; PANTS; POLO SHIRTS; SCARVES; SHAWLS; SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORTS; SKIRTS AND DRESSES; SOCKS AND STOCKINGS; SPORTS BRA; SUITS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWIM TRUNKS; SWIM WEAR; SWIMMING COSTUMES; T-SHIRTS; TIES; TOPS; UNDERGARMENTS; WRIST BANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

TINA L. SNAP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-854,796. GTECH RHODE ISLAND CORPORATION, WEST GREENWICH, RI. FILED 4-5-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE POKER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TELEVISION MONITORS AND CONTROLLERS, AND COMPUTER TERMINALS USED IN THE OPERATION OF LOTTERY GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR LOTTERY GAMING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-854,904. BEAUTY ON CALL, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 4-5-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEAUTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH HEALTH AND BEAUTY SERVICES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING MARKETING PROMOTIONAL EVENTS FOR OTHERS; PROMOTING THE PARTIES AND SPECIAL EVENTS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING AND CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES AND MASSAGE SERVICES; BEAUTY AND HAIR CARE SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKEUP APPLICATION, NAIL CARE AND HAIRSTYLING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF FICTION, POETRY, AND NON-FICTION, NAMELY, BUSINESS, SELF-HELP, BIOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, AND HISTORY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING AND BUSINESS INFORMATION FOR ENTERPRISES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AND WELL AS DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSES FOR THE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY PLANS AND MANAGEMENT PROJECTS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF EXECUTIVE AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING WITH RELATION TO STRATEGY, MARKETING, PRODUCTION, PERSONNEL AND RETAIL SALE MATTERS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INFORMATION ON A WIDE VARIETY OF TOPICS TO SERVICE PROVIDING PROFESSIONALS; BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROCURING QUALIFIED AND CREDENTIALED THIRD-PARTY EXPERTS, PROFESSIONALS AND OTHER QUALIFIED PERSONNEL AND DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ALL ON BEHALF OF OTHERS; CONCEPT AND BRAND DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PURPOSE REALIZATION, NAMELY, REALIZATION OF BUSINESS PLANS AND LIFE STRATEGIES ACROSS BROAD ENTERPRISES AND INDUSTRIES, NAMELY, THE TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY, AND THE COUNSELING/SELF-HELP/PSYCHOLOGY INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SESSIONS, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF PURPOSE REALIZATION, NAMELY, THE REALIZATION OF BUSINESS PLANS AND LIFE STRATEGY PLANS - BOTH PERSONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGIES; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION RELATED TO PURPOSE REALIZATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION AND DATA BASES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF MATH, SCIENCE AND EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF MATH, SCIENCE AND EDUCATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.

PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-855,259. ZHONGSHAN RISING DRAGON FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY COMPANY LTD., NANTOU TOWN, ZHONGSHAN, GUANGDONG, CHINA, FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1296748, FILED 4-5-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BILLIARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR FURNITURE, NAMELY, POKER TABLES, STOOLS, BEVERAGE BARS, AND CHAIRS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 23, 31 AND 32).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BILLIARD AND GAMES ROOM EQUIPMENT, FURNITURE AND LIGHTING FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-855,576. FOUNDATION FOR LANDSCAPE STUDIES, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JOURNAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF PERIODICALS IN THE FIELD OF LANDSCAPE STUDIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 9-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2005.

ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED PERIODICALS IN THE FIELD OF LANDSCAPE STUDIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 9-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2005.

ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-855,618. CENTER FOR VALUE-BASED MEDICINE, LLC, FLOURTOWN, PA. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,852,190.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS, NAMELY, THE STUDY OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES TO PATIENTS AND HEALTH CARE UTILIZATION AND REVIEW SERVICES; PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PATIENT BENEFIT QUANTIFICATION, NAMELY, DATA COMPILING AND ANALYZING IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE; PROVIDING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES TO PATIENTS; AND PROVIDING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE PATIENTS' DISABILITIES AS THEY RELATE TO CALCULATING HEALTH CARE BENEFITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING HEALTH CARE INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS AND PATIENT BENEFIT AND DISABILITY QUANTIFICATION VIA IN-PERSON MEETINGS AND PRESENTATION, TELEPHONE, EMAIL, MAIL, AND FAX (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SN 78-855,702. THE CLEVELAND CLINIC FOUNDATION, CLEVELAND, OH. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,197,536, 2,824,431 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLINIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BASEBALL CAPS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SLEEVED OR SLEEVELESS JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-17-1993; IN COMMERCE 12-17-1993.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR MEDICAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION CLASSES FOR PHYSICIANS AND OTHER HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS; PROVIDING TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINE FOR ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS; PROVIDING CERTIFICATE-GRAVITING PROGRAMS IN THE NATURE OF CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINE FOR ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS; PROVIDING SPECIAL EMPHASIS CLASSES FOR PATIENTS, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINE AND SELF-CARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-5-1921; IN COMMERCE 2-5-1921.
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-5-1921; IN COMMERCE 2-5-1921.
CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MEDICAL CARE FOR PATIENTS; PROVIDING GENERAL HEALTH, WELLNESS, AND MEDICAL INFORMATION TO THE PUBLIC (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-5-1921; IN COMMERCE 2-5-1921.

SN 78-855,987. HAWAII WINTER BASEBALL, INC., HONOLULU, HI. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HILO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR BASEBALL CAPS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SLEEVED OR SLEEVELESS JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-17-1993; IN COMMERCE 12-17-1993.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF BASEBALL GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-17-1993; IN COMMERCE 10-17-1993.
SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BASAL DIAMONDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,345,175.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DIAMONDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR PRECIOUS STONES, NAMELY, DIAMONDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AND IMPORT AGENCIES FEATURING DIAMONDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NATIONAL LAMPOON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 907,211.
SEC. 2(F) LAMPOON IN CLASSES 009 AND 016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC AND COMEDY; DVDS FEATURING COMEDY; VIDEO TAPES FEATURING COMEDY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 0-0-1976; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1976.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF HUMOR; POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-31-1972; IN COMMERCE 1-31-1972.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR HATS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, MOVIES, CDS, DVDS, POSTERS, AND BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2001.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR BROADCASTING PROGRAMS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRAVEL, EXCURSION AND CRUISE ARRANGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

ELI HELLMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-857,847. NATIONAL LAMPOON, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 4-10-2006.

OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 907,211.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED WORDS "NATIONAL LAMPOON".
SEC. 2(F) LAMPOON IN CLASSES 009, 016, AND 041.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC AND COMEDY; DVDS FEATURING COMEDY; VIDEO TAPES FEATURING COMEDY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 0-0-1976; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1976.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF HUMOR; POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-31-1972; IN COMMERCE 1-31-1972.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR HATS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, MOVIES, CARTOON SHORTS, DVDS, POSTERS, AND BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2001.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR BROADCASTING PROGRAMS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRAVEL, EXCURSION AND CRUISE ARRANGEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE MUSICAL AND COMEDY PERFORMANCES; MOBILE MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CONTENT PREPARATION; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES; PRODUCTION OF RADIO OR TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-31-1972; IN COMMERCE 1-31-1972.

ELI HELLMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-857,878. SYCAMORE SPRINGS RANCH, INC., LOCUST GROVE, OK. FILED 4-10-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RANCH" IN CLASS 41, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR RECREATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING HUNTING PRESERVES, FISHING AND HUNTING GUIDE SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTS ACTIVITIES, NAMELY, PROVIDING BILLIARD ROOMS AND GAME ROOM FACILITIES, TENNIS AND BASKETBALL COURTS, HORSEBACK RIDING, CAMPS AND FACILITIES, RODEO FACILITIES AND EXHIBITIONS AND PROFESSIONAL BULLRIDING CONTESTS AND EXHIBITIONS; PROVIDING BOARDWALK TRAIL AND HIKING TRAIL FACILITIES FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATIONAL PURPOSES; AND PROVIDING EXOTIC BIRD AND ANIMAL WATCHING EXHIBITIONS AND FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-857,881. NATIONAL LAMPOON, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 4-10-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 907,211.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED WORDS "NATIONAL LAMPOON'S".
SEC. 2(F) LAMPOON'S IN CLASSES 009 AND 016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC AND COMEDY; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; DVDS FEATURING COMEDY; VIDEO TAPES FEATURING COMEDY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 0-0-1976; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1976.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF HUMOR; POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-31-1972; IN COMMERCE 1-31-1972.

ELI HELLMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR HATS, T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ELI HELLMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-858,008. RUSHIN, RANDY, SULPHUR SPRINGS, TX. FILED 4-10-2006.

Water Monitoring Solutions

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, MOVIES, CDS, DVDS, POSTERS, AND BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-16-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2001.
ELI HELLMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF WATER QUALITY, WATER QUALITY/FLOW, GROUNDWATER, STORM WATER, INTEGRATED SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR WATER QUALITY CONTROL SERVICES; RENTAL OF LABORATORY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR RESUME AND RECRUITING MANAGEMENT, TRACKING PERFORMANCE, ONBOARDING, AND TRACKING GOALS, COMPETENCIES AND COMPENSATION IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYEE RECRUITING AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-21-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR RESUME AND RECRUITING MANAGEMENT, TRACKING PERFORMANCE, ONBOARDING, AND TRACKING GOALS, COMPETENCIES AND COMPENSATION IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYEE RECRUITING AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-21-2006.
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CERTI-STORM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 797,670 AND 1,543,562.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR ROOFING SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, METAL FASTENERS IN THE NATURE OF NAILS AND SCREWS, AND METAL BUILDING FLASHING; ROOFING PRODUCT INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, METAL FASTENERS IN THE NATURE OF NAILS AND SCREWS, AND METAL BUILDING FLASHING (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 30).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR ROOFING SYSTEM, NAMELY, NON-METAL ROOFING; ROOFING SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SHEATHING BOARD, EAVE PROTECTION MEMBRANE, FELT UNDERLAYMENT, NON-METAL SHAKES, AND NON-METAL SHINGLES; ROOFING PRODUCT INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SHEATHING BOARD, EAVE PROTECTION MEMBRANE, FELT UNDERLAYMENT, NON-METAL SHAKES, AND NON-METAL SHINGLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR ROOFING SERVICES; ROOFING INSTALLATION; ROOFING CONSULTATION; ROOFING CONTRACTING; ROOFING REPAIR (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CARRIE ACHEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VURV TECHNOLOGY
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,204,072.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VURV TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS VURV ABOVE THE WORD TECHNOLOGY, WITH THE LETTER U SUPERSCRIPT AND UNDERLINED AND THE LETTER R IN LOWERCASE STYLE.
SN 78-860,524. WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 4-12-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,561,807, 2,617,850 AND OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BOX WITH A SILHOUETTE IMAGE OF A STAGECOACH AND HORSES AND RADIATING LINES IN THE BACKGROUND. THE WORDS SINCE 1852 APPEAR ABOVE THE STAGECOACH AND HORSES AND WELLS FARGO APPEARS BELOW. SEC. 2(F) "SINCE 1852".

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DECORATIVE MAGNETS; MOUSE PADS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PEN CASES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR NON-METAL KEY HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR THERMAL INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOOD OR BEVERAGE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR GOLF BALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-860,527. WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 4-12-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,555,996, 2,810,819 AND OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BOX WITH A SILHOUETTE IMAGE OF A STAGECOACH AND HORSES. THE WORDS SINCE 1852 APPEAR ABOVE THE STAGECOACH AND HORSES AND WELLS FARGO APPEARS BELOW. SEC. 2(F) "SINCE 1852".

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR DRAWSTRING POUCHES; LUGGAGE TAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR BEVERAGWEAR; CARAFES; MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR GOLF TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 847,792 AND 2,648,617.
THE FOREIGN WORDING 'CUERVO' IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS CROW.
CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL MIXES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
FOR TEQUILA, PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS CONTAINING TEQUILA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT, BAR, AND FOOD AND DRINK TAKE-OUT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FRISK
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF LABOR RELATIONS AND EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE, NAMELY TEXT BOOKS, GUIDE BOOKS, MANUALS, BROCHURES, BULLETINS, INFORMATIONAL FLYERS, TRADE JOURNALS, LEAFLETS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, NEWSLETTERS, AND PAMPHLETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1994; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, SYMPOSIUMS, AND ONLINE INSTRUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREBY, IN THE FIELD OF LABOR RELATIONS AND EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-1994; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.

GASE & GO
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR REFUELING PUMPS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT FOR SERVICE STATIONS, NAMELY, TRANSCEIVERS AFFIXED TO A REFUELING PUMP FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING AUTOMATIC REFUELING CAPABILITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES; FRANCHISING, NAMELY OFFERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF RETAIL GASOLINE SUPPLY SERVICES; RETAIL GASOLINE SUPPLY SERVICES; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CONVENIENCE STORE ITEMS AND GASOLINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR AUTOMOBILE SERVICE STATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE AMERICAN SOLDIER AND 1776, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SHIELD AND BANNERS.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES AND NEWSLETTERS FEATURING INFORMATION ON AND OF INTEREST TO AMERICAN SOLDIERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, COATS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, VESTS, PANTS, SHORTS, SWEATPANTS, HATS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF THE MILITARY, IN PARTICULAR, INFORMATION ON AND DIRECTED TO AMERICAN SOLDIERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-861,751. PETRATEC INTERNATIONAL LTD., KFAR-SABA, ISRAEL, FILED 4-14-2006.

SN 78-862,100. AMERICAN SOLDIER, LLC, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 4-14-2006.
SN 78-862,161. CLIENTWHYS, INC., AGOURA HILLS, CA. FILED 4-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, NAMELY, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, PHAMPLETS AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF TAXES AND ACCOUNTING AND ORGANIZERS FOR STATIONERY USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CONTINUING EDUCATION CLASSES, COURSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF TAXES AND ACCOUNTING OFFERED TO ENROLLED AGENTS, CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERS, TAX PREPARERS AND ATTORNEYS AND THEIR CLIENTS AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; PROVIDING ON-LINE PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, PHAMPLETS, AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF TAXES AND ACCOUNTING TO ENROLLED AGENTS, CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERS, TAX PREPARERS AND ATTORNEYS AND THEIR CLIENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2006.

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) COPPER, GRAY, BLUE-GREEN, YELLOW AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A COPPER-OUTLINED SEMI-CIRCLE CONTAINING THE WORDS THE HILL IN GRAY WITH A BLUE-GREEN/YELLOW OMBRE OUTLINE; THE WORD OVER IN GRAY WITH A BLUE-GREEN/YELLOW OMBRE OUTLINE APPEARING TO THE LEFT OF THE SEMI-CIRCLE; THE WORD FITNESS IN COPPER WITH A BLACK OUTLINE AND A BLUE-GREEN/YELLOW OMBRE OUTLINE AROUND THAT; AND A BLACK BACKGROUND.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR VITAMINS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-27-2006.

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-862,775. INTELLIVISION PRODUCTIONS, INC., MANHATTAN BEACH, CA. FILED 4-17-2006.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; VIDEO GAME INTERACTIVE HAND HELD JOY STICKS, CONTROL MATS, AND REMOTE CONTROLS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; ELECTRONIC, VIDEO, AND MULTIMEDIA GAME SOFTWARE FOR USE ON PERSONAL COMPUTERS, CELL PHONES, TELEVISION RECEIVERS, HANDHELD DEVICES, AND ELECTRONIC GAME-PLAYING UNITS; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO GAME CASSETTES, CD-ROM ENCODED VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; DVD-ROM ENCODED VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; CD-ROM ENCODED COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; DOWNLOADABLE AUDIO-VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC, COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE AND/OR ANIMATION; DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES, GRAPHICS AND MUSIC VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES; AND SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES AND VIDEO GAME-THEMED MUSIC; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS, INSTRUCTION BOOKLETS, OPERATION MANUALS, OWNER'S MANUALS, AND CATALOGS RELATING TO ELECTRONIC, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE FOR USE ON PERSONAL COMPUTERS, CELL PHONES, TELEVISION RECEIVERS, HANDHELD DEVICES, AND ELECTRONIC GAME-PLAYING UNITS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 0-0-1979; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1980.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS, INSTRUCTION BOOKLETS, OPERATION MANUALS, OWNER’S MANUALS, AND CATALOGS RELATING TO ELECTRONIC, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE FOR USE ON PERSONAL COMPUTERS, CELL PHONES, TELEVISION RECEIVERS, HANDHELD DEVICES, AND ELECTRONIC GAME-PLAYING UNITS; POSTERS; AND STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1979; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1980.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR MUGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, JERSEYS, AND BASEBALL CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS AND GAMES, NAMELY, HAND-HELD LCD GAMES; INTERACTIVE HAND HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ON-LINE RELATING TO VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAMES; PUBLISHING OF COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME INSTRUCTION BOOKLETS, OPERATION MANUALS, OWNER’S MANUALS, AND CATALOGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-862,919. INTELLIVISION PRODUCTIONS, INC., MANHATTAN BEACH, CA. FILED 4-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
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NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SAINT PAUL'S BAPTIST CHURCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR EVANGELISTIC AND MINISTERIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR MASSAGE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, OILS AND LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2005.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR MASSAGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2005.
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-863,964. ELIZABETH TRUCK CENTER INC., ELIZABETH, NJ. FILED 4-18-2006.

THE COLOR(S) SILVER, GOLD, WHITE, RED AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "ETC" IN ADJACENT DECENDING CAPITAL LETTERS IN SILVER WITH RED AND BLACK OUTLINE OVER A GOLD SCROLL FEATURING THE WORDS "CUSTOM CHROME SHOP" IN WHITE WITH BLACK OUTLINE.
CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR TRUCK AND AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, COLLISION REPAIR AND CUSTOMIZATION SERVICES; TRUCK AND AUTOMOTIVE REFINISHING, NAMELY PAINTING, CUSTOM PAINTING, GRAPHICS DESIGN AND APPLICATION AND CUSTOM FINISHES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF TRUCKS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT, NAMELY UP-FITTING AND CUSTOMIZING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 7-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2004.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR LEASING OF LIGHT, MEDIUM AND HEAVY DUTY TRUCKS, TOW EQUIPMENT, AND AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 7-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2004.
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEO DISKS, CASSETTES, AND TAPES FEATURING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS, MAGAZINES FEATURING CHILDREN-RELATED MATERIAL, AND COMIC BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-864,142. PATRICIA J. URIBE, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-18-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,094,444, 3,110,652 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR BALLOONS; BATTERY OPERATED ACTION TOYS; BOARD GAMES; CARD GAMES; CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS WITH A MUSIC FEATURE; COLLECTABLE TOY FIGURES; DOLL ACCESSORIES; DOLL CLOTHING; DOLL HOUSES; DOLLS; ELECTRONIC LEARNING TOYS; MUSICAL TOYS; PLUSH TOYS; PUPPETS; PUZZLES; ROLLER SKATES; SPORT BALLS; STUFFED TOYS; TALKING TOYS; TOY ACTION FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; TOY BUILDING BLOCKS; TOY SCOOTERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-10-1993; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2002.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A COSTUMED CHARACTER; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF MUSICAL, COMEDY AND VARIETY; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A TELEVISION PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF MUSICAL, COMEDY AND VARIETY VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, MUSICAL VIDEOS, RELATED FILM CLIPS, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-10-1993; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2002.

JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, REPORTS, BOOKS, AND DIRECTORIES CONCERNING THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 12-7-1935; IN COMMERCE 12-7-1935.

BERNICE HOWSE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "DU MONDE" IS "OF THE WORLD".

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR EYEGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY NECKLACES, BROACHES, BRACELETS, PINS BEING JEWELRY, EARRINGS (U.S. CLS. 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR LEATHER BAGS, CARRY-ALL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, JEANS, SHORTS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, JACKETS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, HOSIERY, SOCKS, HATS, SCARVES, CLOTHING BELTS, LEATHER BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CURRICULUM, TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith IN THE FIELDS OF MEDICINE AND SPACE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-30-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-30-1997.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-30-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-30-1997.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,971. THE CLEVELAND CLINIC FOUNDATION, CLEVELAND, OH. FILED 4-20-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,331,315, 2,824,431 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CLINIC, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "CLEVELAND."

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR MEDICAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION CLASSES FOR PHYSICIANS AND OTHER HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS; PROVIDING TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINE FOR ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS; PROVIDING CERTIFICATE-GRA NTING PROGRAMS IN THE NATURE OF CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINE FOR ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS; PROVIDING SPECIAL EM PHASIS CLASSES FOR PATIENTS, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINE AND SELF-CARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2005.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2005.

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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PRICE BROTHERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BROTHERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "BROTHERS."

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, ACQUISITION OF, INVESTMENT IN, LEASING OF AND MANAGING RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
The Modern

D'ANTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR REAL ESTATE SALES MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE OF CONDOMINIUMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
Curtis French, Examining Attorney

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STATIONERY; PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY NEWSPAPERS; ARTICLES; MAGAZINES; PHOTOGRAPHS; POSTCARDS; STICKERS; ADHESIVE TAPE; LABELS; BAND-AIDS; BANDAGES; BOOK MARKERS; PAPER GADGETS; PAPER CLIPS; PAPER CLIP HOLDERS; BLOTTERS; BOOK ENDS; CRAFTS; ARTS AND CRAFTS PAINT KITS; WINDOW STICKERS; PHOTOGRAPHS; POSTCARDS; DIARIES; BOOKMARKS; NOTE PAPER; ENVELOPES; WINDOW STICKERS; STICKER STORY BOARD; STICKER ALBUMS; GREETING CARDS; COLORING BOOKS; RUBBER STAMPS; PAPER GIFT BAGS; PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS; DECORATIVE PENCIL-TOP ORNAMENTS; AUTOGRAPH BOOKS; MAGNETIC CLIP NOTES; NOTE PADS; MEMO sorters; ERASERS; PENCILS; GIFT CARDS; BINDER; MARKERS; GLASS FRAME ART PICTURES; DESK ACCESSORIES; NAMELY DESK BASKETS; DESK CALENDARS; DESK PADS; DESK SETS; DESK HOLDERS FOR PENS; PENCILS AND INK; DESKTOP ORGANIZERS; PLANNERS; ROTARY CARD FILES; STAPLE REMOVERS; CHALKBOARD CHALK; SIDEWALK CHALK; CRAYONS; ADHESIVE TAPE HOLDERS; PAPER TAPE; PAPER CLIP HOLDERS; BLOTTERS; BOOKENDS; PENCIL CASES; ARTS AND CRAFTS PAINT KITS; WINDOW STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
Jennifer Martin, Examining Attorney
Quest Manufacturing Co.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "manufacturing co.", apart from the mark as shown.

Class 6—Metal Goods
For metal shelf brackets (U.S. Cls. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 and 50).
First use 8-6-2003; in commerce 8-6-2003.

Class 9—Electrical and Scientific Apparatus
For wall and floor mounted metal enclosures for mounting electronic equipment, and mounting racks for computer hardware (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
First use 8-6-2003; in commerce 8-6-2003.

Class 20—Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified
For metal shelves (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 50).
First use 8-6-2003; in commerce 8-6-2003.

Cimmerian Coleman, Examining Attorney

Tofu Girls

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use girls, apart from the mark as shown.

Class 18—Leather Goods
For purses, change purses, clutch purses, multi-purpose purses and cloth bags, all-purpose carrying bags, book bags, attache bags, carry-all bags (U.S. Cls. 1, 2, 3, 22 and 41).
First use 12-1-2006; in commerce 1-1-2007.

Class 25—Clothing
For short-sleeved t-shirts, long-sleeved t-shirts, tank-tops, muscle tops, hooded sweatshirts, jackets, sweaters, pajamas, caps, belts, sweatshirts, trousers, sweat pants, track pants, undergarments, dresses, vests, cardigans, capri pants, denim jeans, coats, shorts, skirts (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).
First use 12-1-2006; in commerce 1-1-2007.

Won Teak Oh, Examining Attorney


The mark consists of a stylized number 7 and a stylized letter J inside an oval; the background of the oval is grained wood. A five point star appears on each side of the oval. The stylized word ranch is on a ribbon across the bottom portion of the oval.

Class 29—Meats and Processed Foods
For cheese dip (U.S. Cl. 46).
First use 3-0-2006; in commerce 3-0-2006.

Class 30—Staple Foods
For salsa, barbeque sauce, marinade for fish, meat and vegetables (U.S. Cl. 46).
First use 3-0-2006; in commerce 3-0-2006.

Marlene Bell, Examining Attorney

Pom Wonderful LLC, Los Angeles, CA. Filed 4-26-2006.

The Antioxidant Power of Pom Tea

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "antioxidant" and "tea", apart from the mark as shown.

Class 30—Staple Foods
For iced teas and tea-based beverages with pomegranate flavoring (U.S. Cl. 46).

Class 32—Light Beverages
For non-alcoholic fruit extracts used in the preparation of beverages, preparations for making fruit drinks, fruit flavored beverages, non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices, smoothies, non-alcoholic beverages with tea flavor, low calorie fruit flavored beverages, low calorie fruit juice drinks, low calorie tea flavored beverages, sports drinks, energy drinks, all made in whole or significant part of pomegranate juice (U.S. Cls. 45, 46 and 48).

Heather Biddulph, Examining Attorney
SN 78-870,157. RESIDENTIAL ELEVATORS, INC., CRAWFORDVILLE, FL. FILED 4-26-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESIDENTIAL ELEVATORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GOLD IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A GOLD SHADED RECTANGLE OUTLINED IN BLUE IS DIRECTLY ABOVE THE TWO "E'S". THE RECTANGLE AND TWO "E'S" ATOP EACH OTHER ARE SURROUNDED BY A GOLD RECTANGULAR OUTLINE. A HORIZONTAL GOLD LINE APPEARS ABOVE THE WORD RESIDENTIAL. BETWEEN "RESIDENTIAL" AND "ELEVATORS", AND BENEATH THE WORD ELEVATORS. THE WORDS "ELEVATING YOUR STANDARD OF LIVING" APPEARS AT THE BOTTOM. ALL WORDS ARE IN BLUE. THE MARK APPEARS ON A TRANSPARENT BACKGROUND.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR ELEVATORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR ELEVATOR INSTALLATION AND REPAIR (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106),
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-870,383. CCC INFORMATION SERVICES INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 4-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE BACKGROUND IS SHADED STARTING AT RED AT THE TOP AND ENDING WITH BLUE AT THE BOTTOM. THE WORDS ESTIMATING SOLUTION ARE IN WHITE ON A BLACK BACKGROUND. THE WORDS COMP-EST ARE SHADED STARTING WITH BLUE ON TOP AND ENDING WITH RED ON THE BOTTOM AND ARE OUTLINED IN WHITE.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT FOR USE IN THE OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT OF AUTOMOBILE COLLISION REPAIR FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES TO INSURANCE COMPANIES, COLLISION REPAIR FACILITIES, AND SALVAGE FACILITIES IN THE AREA OF COLLISION REPAIR ESTIMATING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ZIZZO'S COFFEE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46),
FIRST USE 6-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2001.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR COFFEE-HOUSE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101),
FIRST USE 6-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2001.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-870,517. MASARWEH, JOSEPH E., CAPITOLA, CA. FILED 4-26-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR UNIFORMS FOR SOCCER GAME (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39),
FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2004.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR SOCCER BALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50),
FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2004.
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-871,619. KOSE CORPORATION, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 4-27-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "QUALITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR COSMETICS, PERFUMES, COSMETIC SOAPS, COTTON FOR COSMETIC USE AND HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

SN 78-872,211. NATIONAL DIVERSIFIED SALES, INC., LINDSAY, CA. FILED 4-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METALLIC DRAINAGE GRATES, GRATE SCREWS, GRATE LOCKS, FRAME SCREWS, FRAMES, CATCH BASINS, AND CHANNEL DRAINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

SN 78-873,172. PESI, LLC, EAU CLAIRE, WI. FILED 5-1-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,751,968 AND 2,751,969.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF GRAPHIC OF A PERSON RUNNING AND NAME OF COMPANY.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, TRAINING MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE, LAW, ACCOUNTING, EDUCATION, REAL ESTATE, ENGINEERING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ARRANGING OF SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF TEXT AND GRAPHIC WORKS OF OTHERS ON CD, DVD, DOWNLOADS FEATURING HEALTHCARE, LAW, ACCOUNTING, EDUCATION, REAL ESTATE, ENGINEERING, BUSINESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 12-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.

JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-873,757. DC3 ENTERTAINMENT, LLC, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 5-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR ELECTRIC COFFEE GRINDERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPLARATUS

FOR ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, NAMELY, ESPRESSO MACHINES AND COFFEE MAKERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR HAND-OPERATED COFFEE GRINDERS AND COFFEE MILLS, INSULATED COFFEE AND BEVERAGE CUPS, NON-PAPER REUSABLE COFFEE FILTERS, INSULATED VACUUM BOTTLES, COFFEE CUPS, TEA CUPS AND MUGS, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, STORAGE CANISTER SETS, NON-ELECTRIC Drip COFFEE MAKERS, NON-ELECTRIC PLUNGER-STYLE COFFEE MAKERS, AND DECORATIVE STORAGE HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS FOR FOOD, COFFEE SERVICE ITEMS, NAMELY COFFEE STIRRERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR GROUND AND WHOLE BEAN COFFEE, HERBAL AND NON-HERBAL TEAS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND ESPRESSO BEVERAGES, CHOCOLATE, NAMELY, CHOCOLATES, CHOCOLATE BARS, CHOCOLATE-COVERED COFFEE BEANS, CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES, TEA-BASED BEVERAGES WITH FRUIT FLAVORING, BEVERAGES MADE OF TEA, COCOA-BASED BEVERAGES, BEVERAGES MADE OF COFFEE, ESPRESSO BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES WITH TEA FLAVOR, FRUIT-BASED SOFT DRINKS FLAVORED WITH TEA, COFFEE-FLAVORED SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

Podango

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE OF DATA STORED IN DATABASES ACCESSIBLE VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ALL OF THE FOREGOING LIMITED TO VIDEO AND AUDIO PODCASTING AND BLOGS AND COMMUNITY FEEDBACK FUNCTIONS RELATING TO PODCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 1-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-2-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, SITES AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS, HOSTING OF DIGITAL CONTENT ON THE INTERNET, ALL OF THE FOREGOING LIMITED TO WEBSITES FEATURING PODCASTING AND ARTICLES, DOWNLOADS, LINKS, AND DISCUSSION BLOGS RELATED TO SUCH PODCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-2-2006.

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MILLENNIUM VILLAGES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VILLAGES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For educational publications, namely training manuals in the fields of community empowerment and the management of community projects regarding poverty, hunger, education, mortality, health, environmental sustainability, water, sanitation and technology all relating to anti-poverty efforts in rural villages in developing and underdeveloped countries (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For providing organizational evaluation, consulting, administration and management for carrying out community interventions to reduce poverty, hunger, disease, illiteracy, environmental degradation and discrimination against women; management and compilation of computerized databases all relating to anti-poverty efforts in rural villages in developing and underdeveloped countries (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

For charitable fund raising relating to anti-poverty efforts in rural villages in developing and underdeveloped countries (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For training services in the fields of community empowerment and project management regarding poverty, hunger, education, mortality, health, environmental sustainability, water, sanitation and technology innovation all relating to anti-poverty efforts in rural villages in developing and underdeveloped countries (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For scientific research in the fields of agriculture, health, economics, energy, water, sanitation, nutrition, environment and information technology all relating to anti-poverty efforts in rural villages in developing and underdeveloped countries (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101).

JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-874,830. IZY, INC., SHORELINE, WA. FILED 5-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PLASMA WHIRL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

For liquid treatment and purification equipment, namely, plasma arc reactors for treating water, ballast water, black water, gray water, waste water, industrial fluids, sludge, drill cuttings, petrochemicals, spent caustic, sewage and black liquor (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

For liquid treatment and purification services in the field of water, ballast water, black water, gray water, waste water, industrial fluids, sludge, drill cuttings, petrochemicals, spent caustic, sewage and black liquor (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 and 106).

JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-874,909. FORET, TODD, LAFAYETTE, LA. FILED 5-2-2006.

KINDLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
ARC WHIRL

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "ARC", apart from the mark as shown.

Class 11—Environmental Control Apparatus

For liquid treatment and purification equipment, namely, plasma arc reactors for treating water, ballast water, black water, gray water, waste water, industrial fluids, sludge, drill cuttings, petrochemicals, spent caustic, sewage and black liquor (U.S. Cls. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

RUCKUS HOUSE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

Class 25—Clothing

For clothing, namely, t-shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, shirts and infant creepers; ball caps (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39). First use 4-23-2005; in commerce 4-23-2005.

First Use 1-1-2005; in Commerce 1-1-2005.

Ronald McMorrow, Examining Attorney

GETTYSBURG FLAG

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "FLAG", apart from the mark as shown.

Class 16—Paper Goods and Printed Matter


Class 20—Furniture and Articles Not Otherwise Classified


Mark Rademacher, Examining Attorney

First Use 2-8-2002; in Commerce 2-8-2002.

Class 24—Fabrics


Mark Rademacher, Examining Attorney


Class 41—Education and Entertainment

For educational services, namely, classes for preschool and school-age children and distributing course materials in connection therewith; conducting educational activities for preschool and school-age children featuring skill development in reading and mathematics, learning foreign languages, development of computer skills, library use, development of musical skills, projects in arts and crafts, observation and participation in dramatic performances, science experiments and projects; nature projects, participation in outdoor play, field trips, physical skill development, participation in sports and games, and homework supervision (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107). First use 1-1-2005; in commerce 1-1-2005.

Class 43—Hotel and Restaurant Services

For infant, toddler and preschool day care (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101). First use 1-1-2005; in commerce 1-1-2005.

Ronald McMorrow, Examining Attorney

First Use 1-1-2005; in Commerce 1-1-2005.
TEAM RUCKUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CLASSES FOR PRESCHOOL AND SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR PRESCHOOL AND SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN FEATURING SKILL DEVELOPMENT IN READING AND MATHEMATICS, LEARNING FOREIGN LANGUAGES, DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SKILLS, LIBRARY USE, DEVELOPMENT OF MUSICAL SKILLS, PROJECTS IN ARTS AND CRAFTS, OBSERVATION AND PARTICIPATION IN DRAMATIC PERFORMANCES, SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS AND PROJECTS; NATURE PROJECTS, PARTICIPATION IN OUTDOOR PLAY, FIELD TRIPS, PHYSICAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT, PARTICIPATION IN SPORTS AND GAMES, AND HOMEWORK SUPERVISION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 2-4-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2005.

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR INFANT, TODDLER AND PRESCHOOL DAY CARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 2-4-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2005.

ROBERT MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR APRONS; BANDANAS; BELTS; BRAS; CAPRI PANTS; CAPS; DENIMS; DO RAGS; DRESS SHIRTS; HATS; HEAD SCARVES; HEAD WEAR; HOODS; JACKETS; JEANS; JOGGING PANTS; LEATHER PANTS; LINGERIE; MEN AND WOMEN JACKETS, COATS, TROUSERS, VESTS; PANTS; POLO SHIRTS; SCARVES; SHAWLS; SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORTS; SKIRTS AND STOCKINGS; SPORTS BRA; SUITS; SWEAT Pants; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWIM TRUNKS; SWIM WEAR; SWIMMING COSTUMES; T-SHIRTS; TIES; TOPS; UNDERGARMENTS; WRIST BANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHICOPEE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,174,277 AND 2,420,492.

SN 78-881,727. CHICOPEE, INC., BENSON, NC. FILED 5-11-2006.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR DISPOSABLE WIPES IMPREGNATED WITH CHEMICALS OR COMPOUNDS FOR FOODSERVICE USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR DISPOSABLE WIPES NOT IMPREGNATED WITH CHEMICALS OR COMPOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR CLEANING CLOTHS; WIPING CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 34 AND 50).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-882,044. NEW MEDIA BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC, GLENDALE, CA. FILED 5-12-2006.

MashCast
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE SOFTWARE FOR DOWNLOADING BY OTHERS THAT ALLOWS SUBSCRIBERS TO UTILIZE MULTIMEDIA COMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2006.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, BROADCASTING, INSTANT MESSAGING, MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DESIGNED FOR GROUPS OF SHARED INTERESTS, NAMELY, CHAT ROOMS AND ONLINE FORUMS, USING ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF VOICE AND DATA, TEXT, IMAGES, AUDIO, VIDEO, ANIMATION AND DOCUMENTS COMBINED WITH AUTHORING AND PUBLISHING TOOLS OVER PUBLIC, PRIVATE AND PAY ACCESS GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 1-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2006.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE SIMPLE KITCHEN
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SN 78-882,552. THE SIMPLE KITCHEN LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 5-12-2006.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR COFFEE AND TEAS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, MINERAL AND AERATED WATER, FLAVORED MINERAL AND AERATED WATER; FRUIT, HERBAL AND VEGETABLE JUICES AND JUICE DRINKS; CARBONATED FRUIT AND HERBAL JUICES AND JUICE DRINKS, FRUIT FLAVORED CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BRO'TOWN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEOCASSETTES, VINYL RECORDS, AUDIO AND VIDEO DISCS, COMPACT DISCS AND DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS ALL FEATURING COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE, MUSIC, AND ANIMATION, AND OTHER SUCH EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT TOPICS FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING COMEDY, DRAMA, ACTION, ADVENTURE, MUSIC, AND ANIMATION, AND OTHER SUCH EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT TOPICS FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN; VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES AND CASSETTES; DECORATIVE MAGNETS; BICYCLE HELMETS; COMPUTER GAME JOYSTICKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, JOURNALS, AND MAGAZINES FEATURING CHARACTERS FROM ANIMATED, ACTION, ADVENTURE, COMEDY, AND DRAMA FEATURES; GOODS MADE FROM PAPER AND CARDBOARD, NAMELY, ADDRESS BOOKS, PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, APPLIQUES IN THE FORM OF DECALS, APPRENTICE BOOKS, ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS, AUTOGRAPH BOOKS, BABY BOOKS, PARTY PAPER BAGS, BINDER KITS, BOOKENDS, BOOKMARKS, PAPER BOWS FOR GIFT WRAP, PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS, CALENDARS, GIFT CARDS, GREETING CARDS, CARTOON PRINTS, DECORATIVE PAPER CENTER PIECES, CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY BOOKS, PAPER TABLECLOTHS, COLORING BOOKS, COMIC STRIPS, DIARIES, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER, PARTY PAPER BAGS, PAPER PARTY HATS, PAPER NAPKINS, WRITING PAPER, NOTEPADS, ENVELOPES AND STICKERS, STATIONERY, NAMELY, PENS, PENCILS, PENCIL CASES, ERASERS, CRAYONS, MARKERS, COLORED PENCILS; PAINTING SETS; AND CHALK AND CHALKBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, AND HEADGEAR FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, JOGGING SUITS, TROUSERS, JEANS, SHORTS, TANK TOPS, RAINWEAR, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, DRESSES, SWEATERS, JACKETS, COATS, RAINCOATS, TIES, ROBES, HATS, CAPS, SUN VISORS, HOODED HOODIES, HOODED SWEATSHIRTS, BEANIES, SCARVES, BANDANAS, BELTS, SLEEPWEAR, PAJAMAS, UNDERWEAR, SWIMWEAR, SOCKS, SHOES, SANDALS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, GLOVES, MITTENS, AND WRISTBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OCCUPATIONAL MANAGED CARE ALLIANCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OCCUPATIONAL MANAGED CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF WORKERS’ COMPENSATION; WORKERS’ COMPENSATION CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS RELATED TO WORKERS’ COMPENSATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RING IT LOUD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES AND IMAGES FOR USE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES AND IMAGES FOR CONSUMER USE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CARYN GLASSER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EBONY CLASSICS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 423,815, 3,180,225 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEOS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMS ON HEALTH, FINANCE, BEAUTY, FASHION, COSMETICS AND PERSONAL CARE FOR MEN AND WOMEN, HOME DESIGN, LIFESTYLES, AFRICAN-AMERICAN ARTISTS AND SUBJECTS OF INTEREST TO AFRICAN-AMERICANS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF HISTORY, EDUCATION, PHOTOGRAPHY, COOKING, HEALTH AND WELLNESS, ENTERTAINMENT; GREETING CARDS, POSTERS, STATIONERY, PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY ART WORKS AND PRINTED ART REPRODUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ADA HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-884,638. DC3 ENTERTAINMENT, LLC, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 5-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR ELECTRIC COFFEE GRINDERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, NAMELY, ESPRESSO MACHINES AND COFFEE MAKERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

SANJEEV VOHRA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-884,725. DC3 ENTERTAINMENT, LLC, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 5-16-2006.

STORYVILLE COFFEE COMPANY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR ELECTRIC COFFEE GRINDERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, NAMELY, ESPRESSO MACHINES AND COFFEE MAKERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR HAND-OPERATED COFFEE GRINDERS AND COFFEE MILLS, INSULATED COFFEE AND BEVERAGE CUPS, NON-PAPER REUSABLE COFFEE FILTERS, INSULATED VACUUM BOTTLES, COFFEE CUPS, TEA CUPS AND MUGS, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, STORAGE CANISTER SETS, NON-ELECTRIC DRIP COFFEE MAKERS, NON-ELECTRIC PLUNGER-STYLE COFFEE MAKERS, AND DECORATIVE STORAGE CONTAINERS FOR FOOD; COFFEE SERVICE ITEMS, NAMELY COFFEE STIRRERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR GROUND AND WHOLE BEAN COFFEE; HERBAL AND NON-HERBAL TEAS; COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND ESPRESSO BEVERAGES; CHOCOLATE, NAMELY, CHOCOLATES, CHOCOLATE BARS, CHOCOLATE-COVERED COFFEE BEANS, CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES; TEA-BASED BEVERAGES WITH FRUIT FLAVORING; BEVERAGES MADE OF TEA; COCOA-BASED BEVERAGES; BEVERAGES MADE OF COFFEE; ESPRESSO BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES WITH TEA FLAVOR; FRUIT-BASED SOFT DRINKS FLAVORED WITH TEA; COFFEE-FLAVORED SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING GROUND AND WHOLE BEAN COFFEE; MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING GROUND AND WHOLE BEAN COFFEE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SN 78-885,096. CRUIZERS OF MENA, INC., MENA, AR. FILED 5-16-2006.

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR PLASTIC NOVELTY LICENSE PLATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).


SN 78-885,096. CRUIZERS OF MENA, INC., MENA, AR. FILED 5-16-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROVIDING ORGANIZING SERVICES FOR BELONGINGS AND SPACES IN A RESIDENCE OR OFFICE INCLUDING THINGS, PAPER, AND TIME; PROVIDING ORGANIZING SERVICES FOR INDIVIDUALS AT HOME, IN HOME OFFICES AND IN BUSINESS OFFICES, THAT PROVIDES HELP WITH TIME AND PAPER MANAGEMENT; CONSULTATION RELATED TO THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-17-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-17-2002.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,109,115.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE CHAT ROOMS AND ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG A COMMUNITY OF HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETES IN THE FIELDS OF SPORTS AND GENERAL INTEREST (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY INSTRUCTION AND CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, LECTURES, CLINICS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF HOME AND OFFICE ORGANIZATION, TIME AND PAPER MANAGEMENT, AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIALS THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.

ROBERT STRUCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Sn 78-887,049. If By Phone LLC, Chicago, IL. Filed 5-18-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

Class 38—Communication

For voice-based telecommunication service, namely, telephone communications services and delivery of text-based information via automatic speech recognition, text to speech and recorded audio; telephone voice messaging services; chat rooms for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest; email services that may be accessed via voice recognition (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 104).


Class 41—Education and Entertainment

For voice recognition telephone information service featuring information in the field of current events news and sports; entertainment services, namely, providing an on-line computer game that is accessed via voice recognition; on-line journals that may be accessed via voice recognition, namely, blogs in the field of general interest (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).


Class 42—Scientific, Computer and Legal Services

For voice recognition telephone information service featuring information in the field of weather; computer services, namely, creating an online community utilizing voice recognition for registered users to form virtual communities and engage in social networking (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).


Khanh Le, Examining Attorney

Sn 78-889,954. Equipped for Living, Aberdeen, United Kingdom. Filed 5-23-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. Priority claimed under Sec. 44(d) on United Kingdom application no. 2411781, filed 1-23-2006, reg. no. 2411781, dated 1-23-2006, expires 1-23-2016.

Class 9—Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For apparatus and instruments for the recordal, storage, transmission and reproduction of audio, visual and audio visual data, namely, dvd recorders and players, mp3 players, videotape players, computer hardware; pre-recorded video tapes; dvds; audio tapes; compact discs; and floppy disk recordings, and downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, magazines, brochures, pamphlets, leaflets, and newsletters, all featuring programs and/or information in the field of religion and spiritual development (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).


Ifbyphone

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

Opportunity Junction

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, PRINTED PERIODICALS, POSTERS, POSTCARDS, CALENDARS, DIARIES, PHOTOGRAPHS, GIFT CARDS AND GREETING CARDS, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS, AND STATIONERY, ALL IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING LITERATURE, BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS, MAGAZINES, PRINTED MATTER, STATIONERY, EDUCATIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, PRE-RECORDED VIDEO TAPES AND DVDS, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO TAPES AND COMPACT DISCS, SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDINGS AND DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, ALL RELATING TO RELIGION AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


Class 41—Education and Entertainment

For educational services, namely, classes, workshops, seminars, courses in the field of religion and spiritual development; religious instruction services; teaching services in the field of religion and religious education; publication of books, texts, magazines, literature, leaflets and printed matter in the fields of religion and spiritual development; provision on-line non-downloadable electronic publications in the field of religion and spiritual development; advisory and consultancy services in the field of religious education; all the above services only provided online via the internet (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).


Class 45—Personal Services

For ministerial services; religious services, namely, pastoral counseling services; provision of information in the field of religion; providing advice and counseling regarding Christian conduct in personal relationships; all the above services only provided online via the internet (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101).


Steven Perez, Examining Attorney

SN 78-891,221. JANSKA, LLC, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 5-24-2006.

CLASS 25—Clothing

For clothing, namely, wraps, socks, jackets, leggings, shawls, capes, hats, scarves, and mittens (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


Jennifer Krisp, Examining Attorney


CLASS 24—Fabrics

For lap blankets (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).


Janska

CLASS 9—Electrical and Scientific Apparatus

For computers; laptop computers; computer hardware; computer networking hardware; communications servers used as computer hardware; network access server hardware; computer software for application and database integration; computer network hubs, switches and routers; lan (local area network) access points for connecting network computer users; computer storage devices, namely, hard drives, disc drives, flash drives, and raid; flat panel displays; liquid crystal displays; computer monitors; computer keyboards; computer carrying cases; ruggedized computer carrying cases (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWS BULLETINS; PRINTED REFERENCE GUIDES RELATING TO COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1995.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MANAGING TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; OPERATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1996.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REPAIR OR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTERS; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR TRAINING OF SPECIALISTS IN THE COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INDUSTRY; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF CUSTOMER SERVICE; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF QUALITY ASSURANCE; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF LOCAL AREA NETWORK AND WIDE AREA NETWORK ANALYSIS, DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION; TRAINING THE FIELD OF ASSET MANAGEMENT; TRAINING THE FIELD OF COMPUTER DATA BACKUP RECOVERY DISASTER; TRAINING THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER FACILITY AND DATA CENTER MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-17-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-17-1996.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SECURITY; ENGINEERING; COMPUTER NETWORK ENGINEERING; TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK ENGINEERING; COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING; MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING; THERMAL ENGINEERING; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-17-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-17-1996.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MAINTAINING THE SECURITY AND INTEGRITY OF DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,064,434 AND 2,418,577.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTERS; LAPTOP COMPUTERS; COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS; COMPUTER NETWORKING HARDWARE; COMMUNICATIONS SERVERS USED AS COMPUTER HARDWARE; NETWORK ACCESS SERVER HARDWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER NETWORK HUBS, SWITCHES AND Routers; LAN (LOCAL AREA NETWORK) ACCESS POINTS FOR CONNECTING NETWORK COMPUTER USERS; COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES, NAMELY, HARD DRIVES, DISC DRIVES, FLASH DRIVES, AND RAIDS; FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS; LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; COMPUTER MONITORS; COMPUTER KEYBOARDS; COMPUTER CARRYING CASES; RUGGEDIZED COMPUTER CARRYING CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT GROUP

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWS BULLETINS; PRINTED REFERENCE GUIDES RELATING TO COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1995.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR MANAGING TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; OPERATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REPAIR OR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTERS; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR TRAINING OF SPECIALISTS IN THE COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INDUSTRY; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF CUSTOMER SERVICE; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF QUALITY ASSURANCE; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF LOCAL AREA NETWORK AND WIDE AREA NETWORK ANALYSIS, DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION; TRAINING THE FIELD OF ASSET MANAGEMENT; TRAINING THE FIELD OF COMPUTER DATA BACKUP RECOVERY DISASTER; TRAINING THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER FACILITY AND DATA CENTER MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 8-17-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-17-1996.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTERS; LAPTOP COMPUTERS; COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS; COMPUTER NETWORKING HARDWARE; COMMUNICATIONS SERVERS USED AS COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER NETWORK HUBS, SWITCHES AND ROUTERS; LAN (LOCAL AREA NETWORK) ACCESS POINTS FOR CONNECTING NETWORK COMPUTER USERS; COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES, NAMELY, HARD DRIVES, DISC DRIVES, FLASH DRIVES, AND RAIDS; FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS; LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; COMPUTER MONITORS; COMPUTER KEYBOARDS; COMPUTER CARRYING CASES; RUGGEDIZED COMPUTER CARRYING CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1995.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING; COMPUTER NETWORK ENGINEERING; TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK ENGINEERING; COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING; MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING; THERMAL ENGINEERING; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR NEWS BULLETINS; PRINTED REFERENCE GUIDES RELATING TO COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1995.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE ENGINEERING; COMPUTER NETWORK ENGINEERING; TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK ENGINEERING; COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING; MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING; THERMAL ENGINEERING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.

KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-893,054. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT GROUP, INC., DULLES, VA. FILED 5-25-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MANAGING TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; OPERATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1996.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR REPAIR OR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTERS; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF COMPUTER HARDWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 6-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1995.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR TRAINING OF SPECIALISTS IN THE COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INDUSTRY; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF CUSTOMER SERVICE; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF QUALITY ASSURANCE; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF LOCAL AREA NETWORK AND WIDE AREA NETWORK ANALYSIS, DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION; TRAINING THE FIELD OF ASSET MANAGEMENT; TRAINING THE FIELD OF COMPUTER DATA BACKUP RECOVERY DISASTER; TRAINING THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AND TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT; TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER FACILITY AND DATA CENTER MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 8-17-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-17-1996.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SECURITY: ENGINEERING; COMPUTER NETWORK ENGINEERING; TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK ENGINEERING; COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING; MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING; THERMAL ENGINEERING; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 8-17-1996; IN COMMERCE 8-17-1996.

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MAINTAINING THE SECURITY AND INTEGRITY OF DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-893,301. FINEKRAFT, KEARNY, NJ. FILED 5-25-2006.

WHERE QUALITY IS THE BOTTOM LINE.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR ARCHITECTURAL MILLWORK, NAMELY, CABINETRY AND BUILT-IN KITCHEN CABINETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF TIBETAN TERRIER OWNERS BY PROMOTING QUALITY BREEDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS ROCK ON WITH A ROCK CLIMBER TRAVERSING AN INVERTED SLOPE.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC SIGNS FOR CLIMBING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-LUMINOUS, NON-MECHANICAL SIGNS NOT OF METAL FOR CLIMBING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING FOR CLIMBING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, HATS, PANTS, CLIMBING BOOTS, SOCKS, UNDER GARMENTS AND THERMAL UNDER GARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR ARTIFICIAL CLIMBING WALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-900,060. PLEASANTON DOWNTOWN ASSOCIATION, PLEASANTON, CA. FILED 6-4-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, JACKETS, HATS, PONCHOS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ORGANIZING COMMUNITY SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOWNTOWN PLEASANTON CALIFORNIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF DOWNTOWN PLEASANTON CALIFORNIA WITH BANNER, BUILDINGS AND LAMP-POST DESIGN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PLANTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS VIA E-MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


M & A Update

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "UPDATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PLANTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, NAMELY, CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN AND PARASITES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOWNTOWN PLEASANTON CALIFORNIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF DOWNTOWN PLEASANTON CALIFORNIA WITH BANNER, BUILDINGS AND LAMP-POST DESIGN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-900,060. PLEASANTON DOWNTOWN ASSOCIATION, PLEASANTON, CA. FILED 6-4-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOWNTOWN PLEASANTON CALIFORNIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF DOWNTOWN PLEASANTON CALIFORNIA WITH BANNER, BUILDINGS AND LAMP-POST DESIGN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PLANTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, JACKETS, HATS, PONCHOS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ORGANIZING COMMUNITY SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOWNTOWN PLEASANTON CALIFORNIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF DOWNTOWN PLEASANTON CALIFORNIA WITH BANNER, BUILDINGS AND LAMP-POST DESIGN.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PLANTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLEVELAND GOLF

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,070,051 AND 2,070,054.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GOLF, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR CARRY ALL BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, BACKPACKS, SHOE BAGS FOR TRAVEL, AND UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CAPS, HATS, VISORS, SHIRTS, WIND SHIRTS, WIND VESTS, RAIN JACKETS, RAIN VESTS AND RAIN PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GOLF GLOVES; GOLF CLUBS; GOLF BALLS; GOLF CLUB HEADS; GOLF CLUB SHAFTS; GOLF CLUB GRIPS; GOLF BAGS; GOLF BAG COVERS; GOLF BALL SHAG BAGS USED TO STORE GOLF BALLS; GOLF CLUB HEAD COVERS; AND GOLF BALL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 30).
FIRST USE 4-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1993.
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE NEW CAPITAL OF FLORIDA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLORIDA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE, REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION, REAL ESTATE LISTING AND BROKERAGE SERVICES, LEASING OF REAL ESTATE, AND MANAGEMENT OF REAL PROPERTIES, NAMELY, RESIDENTIAL AND OFFICE CONDOMINIUM PROPERTIES AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE, REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION, REAL ESTATE LISTING AND BROKERAGE SERVICES, LEASING OF REAL ESTATE, AND MANAGEMENT OF REAL PROPERTIES, NAMELY, RESIDENTIAL AND OFFICE CONDOMINIUM PROPERTIES AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, SITE SELECTION, CONSTRUCTION PLANNING, CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION, AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PLANNING, LAYING OUT AND CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION OF RESIDENTIAL AND OFFICE CONDOMINIUM PROPERTIES AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRASH TRUCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

"THE COLOR(S) BLACK, GREY, WHITE, GREEN, BLUE, RED, YELLOW AND PINK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK."


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR CHILDREN'S VIDEO TAPES DVDS; DOWN-LOADABLE MULTIMEDIA FILES CONTAINING ARTWORK, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, AND GAMES FEATURING EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT FOR CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR TOY VEHICLE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR CARTOON CHARACTER LICENSING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOGS IN THE FIELDS OF BEDDING, RUGS, CLOTHING, FURNITURE, TOWELS, LAUNDRY BAGS AND HAMPER, SHOWER CURTAINS, HOME FURNISHINGS, WINDOW TREATMENTS, WALL HANGINGS, AND TOYS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR COMFORTERS, BED SHEETS, BED SKIRTS, PILLOW CASES, SHAMS AND BED BLANKETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS

FOR RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).

COMPANY TEENS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,380,374 AND 2,648,687.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TEENS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

COMPANY TWEENS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,380,374 AND 2,648,687.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TWEENS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOGS IN THE FIELDS OF BEDDING, RUGS, CLOTHING, FURNITURE, TOWELS, LAUNDRY BAGS AND HAMPER, SHOWER CURTAINS, HOME FURNISHINGS, WINDOW TREATMENTS, WALL HANGINGS, AND TOYS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR COMFORTERS, BED SHEETS, BED SKIRTS, PILLOW CASES, SHAMS AND BED BLANKETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS

FOR RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF BEDDING, RUGS, CLOTHING, FURNITURE, TOWELS, LAUNDRY BAGS AND HAMPERS, SHOWER CURTAINS, HOME FURNISHINGS, WINDOW TREATMENTS, WALL HANGINGS, AND TOYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SUNSMILE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR AIR FILTERS, AIR PURIFICATION UNITS, AIR CLEANSING UNITS, WATER FILTERING UNITS, WATER IONIZERS, WATER PURIFICATION UNITS, WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NONALCOHOLIC DRINKS, NAMELY, PUNCHES, CARBONATED BEVERAGES, SMOOTHIES, NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES WITH TEA FLAVOR, AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES WITH COFFEE FLAVOR; FRUIT DRINKS AND VEGETABLE JUICES; HERBAL JUICES; SYRUPS, POWDERS, AND CONCENTRATES USED IN THE PREPARATION OF NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PROJECTILE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROVIDING ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY PRINT ADS, ONLINE ADS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF TOURISM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-26-2006.

JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WE DELIVER VISITORS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROVIDING ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY PRINT ADS, ONLINE ADS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF TOURISM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-26-2006.

JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For promoting the goods and services of others in the field of swimming pools and related services by means of a preferred customer program featuring nationwide advertising, professionally designed promotional literature, use of pre-produced advertising, television commercials and billboards, and a company listing on a proprietary website (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

For packaging machines for pharmaceutical and pill packaging (U.S. Cls. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 and 35).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For paper punch cards and laminated paper for packaging pharmaceuticals, blister sheets for packaging pharmaceuticals (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).
DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For designing websites for advertising purposes; hosting the web sites of others (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

BILL DAVES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

For non-metal decorative mouldings for interior and exterior use; cellular vinyl PVC and polystyrene products, namely, interior trim mouldings, bases, casings, crowns, chair rails, corners, and component parts therefor; cellular vinyl PVC and polystyrene products, namely, exterior trim mouldings, millwork exclusive of cabinets, boards, trim boards, decking, porch railings, porch planking, ceiling planking, pole and post surrounds, interior non-metal building shutters and component parts therefor, windows and component parts therefor, patio doors and entries and component parts therefor, garage doors and component parts therefor; cellular vinyl PVC and polystyrene products, namely, organization systems comprising interlocking wall panels and boards for organizing and hanging tools, sports equipment, garden equipment, household items or other items (U.S. Cls. 1, 12, 33 and 50).


SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For electronic publishing services, namely, publication of text and graphic works of others on-line featuring tourism information (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).
FIRST USE 3-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-26-2006.
JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

For cellular vinyl PVC and polystyrene products, namely, spa components, namely, trims, corners, jams, caps, mouldings and slots (U.S. Cls. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,789,927.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

For paper punch cards and laminated paper for packaging pharmaceuticals, blister sheets for packaging pharmaceuticals (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,789,927.
SEC. 2(F).

FLEX-BAND

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED VIDEOTAPES AND DVDS FEATURING EXERCISES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-21-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-21-2000.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR MANUALLY OPERATED EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY RESISTANCE EXERCISERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-21-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-21-2000.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND LECTURES IN THE FIELD OF EXERCISE AND PHYSICAL CONDITIONING, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONJUNCTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-21-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-21-2000.

WILLIAM F. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-913,758. THE MCGRAW-HILL COMPANIES, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 6-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN OF SUSTAINABLE PROJECTS, NAMELY, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE AREA OF HOUSEHOLD AND OFFICE ACCESSORIES, STORAGE ITEMS, STORAGE SYSTEMS AND SPACE ORGANIZERS, AND RELATED GOODS; MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES IN THE AREA OF HOUSEHOLD AND OFFICE ACCESSORIES, STORAGE ITEMS, STORAGE SYSTEMS AND SPACE ORGANIZERS, AND RELATED GOODS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PHONE IN ORDERS IN THE AREA OF HOUSEHOLD AND OFFICE ACCESSORIES, STORAGE ITEMS, STORAGE SYSTEMS AND SPACE ORGANIZERS, AND RELATED GOODS; AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FACSIMILE ORDERS IN THE AREA OF HOUSEHOLD AND OFFICE ACCESSORIES, STORAGE ITEMS, STORAGE SYSTEMS AND SPACE ORGANIZERS, AND RELATED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-28-2006.

ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORGANIZE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS NAMELY CATALOGS DISPLAYING HOUSEHOLD AND OFFICE ACCESSORIES, STORAGE ITEMS, STORAGE SYSTEMS AND SPACE ORGANIZERS, AND RELATED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-28-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN OF SUSTAINABLE PROJECTS, NAMELY, SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ALICE BENVAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ORGANIZE.COM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS NAMELY CATALOGS DISPLAYING HOUSEHOLD AND OFFICE ACCESSORIES, STORAGE ITEMS, STORAGE SYSTEMS AND SPACE ORGANIZERS, AND RELATED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-28-2006.

ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-919,768. ORGANIZE.COM, INC., RIVERSIDE, CA. FILED 6-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For retail store services and on-line retail store services in the area of household and office accessories, storage items, storage systems and space organizers, and related goods; mail order catalog services in the area of household and office accessories, storage items, storage systems and space organizers, and related goods. Retail store services featuring phone in orders in the area of household and office accessories, storage items, storage systems and space organizers, and related goods. Retail store services featuring facsimile orders in the area of household and office accessories, storage items, storage systems and space organizers, and related goods (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

First use 2-28-2006; in commerce 2-28-2006.

Elizabeth Hughitt, Examining Attorney

SN 78-928,262. Caterers in the Park, LLC, Belleville, NJ. Filed 7-12-2006.

NANINA'S

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

For sauces (U.S. Cl. 46).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

For catering (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

First use 4-8-2002; in commerce 6-0-2002.

Paula Mahoney, Examining Attorney

SN 78-928,298. Testronics, Inc., Freeport, TX. Filed 7-12-2006.

Testronics

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

For electrical inspection and maintenance services, namely, repair, remanufacture and retrofitting of electrical equipment to the order and/or specification of others (U.S. Cls. 100, 103 and 106). First use 6-27-1983; in commerce 6-27-1983.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

For electrical testing services, namely, testing of electrical power distribution systems and associated electrical equipment (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101). First use 6-27-1983; in commerce 6-27-1983.

Paula Mahoney, Examining Attorney
CARING FOR OUR COMMUNITY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR MEDICAL LABORATORY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.

DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BAST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,210,585.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR INSTALLATION OF HARDWOOD FLOORING AND STAIRCASES; INSTALLATION OF DECORATIVE, INLAID HARDWOOD FLOORING, NAMELY, BORDERS; SANDING OF HARDWOOD FLOORS AND WOOD STAIRCASES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

T TableStar Games, LLC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GAMES, LLC APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR COMPUTER GAME INSTRUCTION MANUALS; ROLE PLAYING GAME EQUIPMENT IN THE NATURE OF GAME BOOK MANUALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-25-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-25-2005.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR ACTION SKILL GAMES; ACTION TARGET GAMES; ACTION-TYPE TARGET GAMES; AERO-DYNAMIC DISK FOR USE IN PLAYING CATCHING GAMES; AMUSEMENT GAME MACHINES; ARCADE GAMES; ARCADE-TYPE ELECTRONIC EDUCATION VIDEO GAMES; ARCADE-TYPE ELECTRONIC VIDEO GAMES; BACKGAMMON GAME SETS; BADMINTON GAME PLAYING EQUIPMENT; BASKETBALL TABLE TOP GAMES; BILLIARD GAME PLAYING EQUIPMENT; BINGO GAME PLAYING EQUIPMENT; BOARD GAMES; CARD GAMES; COIN-OPERATED VIDEO GAMES; DICE GAMES; DISPOSABLE TICKET SETS FOR PLAYING GAMES OF CHANCE; ELECTRONIC DART GAMES; ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL GAME MACHINES FOR CHILDREN; ELECTRONIC GAME EQUIPMENT WITH A WATCH FUNCTION; EQUIPMENT FOR PLAYING A VERTICAL HOOP TARGET GAME; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING A MEMORY GAME; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING ACTION TYPE TARGET GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING BOARD GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES; EXERCISE MACHINES INCORPORATING ELECTRONIC AND VIDEO GAME CONTROLLERS; FLOOR-STANDING UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES OTHER THAN IN CONJUNCTION WITH A TELEVISION OR COMPUTER; GAME EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CHIPS; GAME RANDOMIZER FOR RANDOMLY DETERMINING GAME PLAY IN A PARLOR GAME, SOLD AS A COMPONENT PART THEREOF; GAME TABLES; GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CHIPS; GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GAME WHEELS; GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, POKER CHIPS; GAMING TABLES; GO GAMES; HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES; HAND HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; HORIZONTAL PINBALL MACHINE (KORINTO-GAME MACHINES); HUNTING GAME CALLS; JAPANESE CHESS (SHOGI GAMES); JAPANESE DICE GAMES (SUGOROKU); KARUTA PLAYING CARDS (JAPANESE CARD GAME); LCD GAME MACHINES; MAH JONG GAMES; MANIPULATIVE GAMES; NETS FOR BALL GAMES; PADDLE BALL GAMES; PADDLE BALL GAMES; PADDLES FOR USE IN PADDLE BALL GAMES; PARLOR GAMES; PARTY GAMES; PINBALL GAMES; PINBALL-TYPE GAMES; PROMOTIONAL GAME CARDS; PROMOTIONAL GAME MATERIALS; QUOITS; RING GAMES; ROLE PLAYING GAMES; STAND ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; STAND ALONE VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES; STONEPIECES POTS FOR GO GAME (GOKE POTS); TABLETOP UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES OTHER THAN IN CONJUNCTION WITH A TELEVISION OR COMPUTER; TARGET GAMES; TOYS, NAMELY, BATTERY-POWERED COMPUTER GAME WITH LCD SCREEN WHICH FEATURES ANIMATION AND SOUND EFFECTS; TOYS, NAMELY, A DISK TO TOSS IN
PLAYING A GAME WHEREIN OTHER DISKS ARE FLIPPED AND COLLECTED; TRADING CARD GAMES; VOLLEYBALL GAME PLAYING EQUIPMENT; WOODEN PIECES FOR SHOGI GAME (KOMA) (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-25-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-25-2005.
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-930,956. AVIATION MENTORS, LLC, GREENWOOD, CO. FILED 7-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AVIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, CAPS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR EVALUATIONS AND REPORTS RELATING TO BUSINESS MATTERS IN THE FIELD OF AVIATION THROUGH THE PROVISION OF THIRD PARTY NON-INSTRUCTIONAL AVIATION OBSERVERS AND FLIGHT EVALUATORS, AND PREPARATION OF REPORTS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-931,988. HOLIDAY STATIONSTORES, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 7-18-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FOOD FLAVORINGS, BEING ESSENTIAL OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-12-2006.

SN 78-933,721. REAL ABILITY, INC., GLENDALE, CA. FILED 7-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ABILITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR CANDY, SANDWICHES, PIZZA, HOT DOG SANDWICHES, BRATWURST, COOKIES, CAKES, PASTRIES, DONUTS, CRACKERS, AND BAKERY GOODS, ALL FOR CONSUMPTION ON OR OFF THE PREMISES, ICE CREAM; COFFEE, FLAVORING SYRUP; SUGAR AND SUGAR SUBSTITUTES; PRETZELS; CORN CHIPS; SALSA (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR FRUIT JUICES, FRUIT DRINKS, BOTTLED SPRING WATER AND SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL GROCERY STORE SERVICES, RETAIL CONVENIENCE STORE SERVICES FEATURING GASOLINE, MOTOR OIL AND GAS ADDITIVES, AND RETAIL DELICATESSEN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-933,529. KERRY GROUP SERVICES INTERNATIONAL, LTD., TRALEE, COUNTY KERRY, IRELAND, FILED 7-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR FRESH CUT VEGETABLES, GARDEN SALADS, AND SALAD KITS COMPRISING PRIMARILY OF MIXED GARDEN SALAD AND SALAD DRESSING, JERKY, EGGS; MILK, CHEESE; NON-DAIRY CREAMER; SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PROCESSED FRUITS, PROCESSED NUTS AND OR RAISINS, POTATO CHIPS, PROCESSED NUTS, BRATWURST (U.S. CL. 46).

SN 78-931,990. PANTRY FRESH, INC. MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 7-18-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRESH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 20—STAPLE FOODS
FOR FLAVORS AND FLAVOR EMULSIONS, NAMELY, FOOD FLAVORINGS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2006.
SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-933,721. REAL ABILITY, INC., GLENDALE, CA. FILED 7-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF TRANSACTION PROCESSING TO UPLOAD TRANSACTIONAL DATA, PROVIDE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, AND PRODUCE NOTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS COMPLIANCE WITH ESTABLISHED INDUSTRY STANDARDS OR USER SPECIFIC COMPLIANCE STANDARDS, AND SOFTWARE FOR EMPLOYEE JOB PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT, EVALUATING EMPLOYEES AND STUDENTS AND FOR TRAINING EMPLOYEES AND STUDENTS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; AND EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR TRAINING INSTRUCTION AND CONTINUING EDUCATION FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN WORK SKILLS IN THE NATURE OF SOFTWARE SKILLS, READING, WRITING, ARITHMETIC, READING COMPREHENSION AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS, WORKPLACE POLICY, SALES, ACCOUNTING AND EQUIPMENT USAGE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS COMPLIANCE WITH ESTABLISHED INDUSTRY STANDARDS OR USER SPECIFIC COMPLIANCE STANDARDS, AND SOFTWARE FOR EMPLOYEE JOB PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT, EVALUATING EMPLOYEES AND STUDENTS AND FOR TRAINING EMPLOYEES AND STUDENTS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, AND EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR TRAINING INSTRUCTION AND CONTINUING EDUCATION FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN WORK SKILLS IN THE NATURE OF SOFTWARE SKILLS, READING, WRITING, ARITHMETIC, READING COMPREHENSION AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS, WORKPLACE POLICY, SALES, ACCOUNTING AND EQUIPMENT USAGE, THAT MAY BE DownloadED FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING AND SUPERVISION; BUSINESS EVALUATION OF EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE AND JOB SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, MUSICAL BAND, ROCK GROUP, GYMNASTIC, DANCE, AND BALLET PERFORMANCES; MUSIC PUBLISHING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL APPAREL STORES; RETAIL SHOPS FEATURING HORSE AND FEED RELATED RETAIL ITEMS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS; RETAIL STORES FEATURING HORSE AND FEED RELATED RETAIL ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-937,009. SELF DISTRIBUTING INTERNATIONAL, INC., LOGAN, UT. FILED 7-25-2006.

THE SOFA SOURCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOFA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FURNITURE INCLUDING UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE, MATTRESSES, BED FRAMES, CHAIRS, TABLES, DESKS, CHAIRS, STOOLS, HUTCHES, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, LOCKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ROBIN MITTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-937,853. SPHERICAL DYNAMICS, INC., SANTA CRUZ, CA. FILED 7-26-2006.

2 MINUTES TO ME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "2 MINUTES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING FURNITURE AND RELATED PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, HOME FURNISHINGS, OFFICE FURNISHINGS, AND HOTEL FURNISHINGS, INCLUDING HEADBOARDS, BENCHES, TABLES, DESKS, CHAIRS, STOOLS, HUTCHES, DRESSERS, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS, TELEVISION STANDS, REFRESHMENT CENTERS, MIRRORS, BED FRAMES, BEDDING, LINENS, TOWELS, PILLOWS, DRAPERY, CORNICE BOARDS, LAMPS, LIGHTING FIXTURES, ARTWORK, OUTDOOR FURNITURE, MATTRESSES AND BOX SPRINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ROBIN MITTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-937,853. SPHERICAL DYNAMICS, INC., SANTA CRUZ, CA. FILED 7-26-2006.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO TEST AND ANALYZE HUMAN BEHAVIOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR COMPUTER GENERATED PRINTED SCORED ASSESSMENT TEST FORMS; INTERPRETIVE PRINTED REPORTS FEATURING PSYCHOLOGICAL AND BEHAVIORAL TEST RESULTS; PRINTED ANSWER SHEETS IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-938,230. WETA WORKSHOP LIMITED, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND, FILED 7-26-2006.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR COLD CAST RESIN FIGURINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR SCULPTING OF FIGURINES TO THE ORDER AND/OR SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR MOTION PICTURE FILM PRODUCTION; TELEVISION PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ANIMATION AND SPECIAL-EFFECTS DESIGN FOR OTHERS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS; DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF VISUAL EFFECTS FOR FILM, TELEVISION, AND SCREEN MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR RAISINS; DRIED FRUIT, NAMELY, DEHYDRADED FRUIT AND FRUIT SNACKS; TRAIL MIX COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF PROCESSED NUTS, DRIED FRUIT, PROCESSED EDEBLE SEEDS, CRACKERS, AND PRETZELS; PROCESSED NUTS; ROASTED NUTS; SHELLED NUTS; PROTEIN-BASED, NUTRIENT DENSE SNACK BARS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR READY TO EAT CEREAL-DERIVED FOOD BARS; GRANOLA-BASED SNACK BARS; POPCORN (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR BOTTLED WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ROCES, ROLLER SKATES AND ATHLETIC PROTECTIVE PADS FOR ROLLER SKATING; PLAYGROUND BALLS, TOY SCOOTERS, KITCHEN PLAY SETS COMPRISED OF PLASTIC TOY APPLIANCES, PLASTIC TOY UTENSILS, PLASTIC TOY PLATES, AND PLASTIC TOY FOOD; HOUSE CLEANING PLAY SETS COMPRISED OF PLASTIC TOY CLEANING EQUIPMENT AND TOY ACCESSORIES; COIN-OPERATED AMUSEMENT RIDES; RIDE-ON TOYS, PULL TOYS, BALLOONS, PINATAS, BABY RATTLEs, POGO STICKS, CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS; CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS; DOLLS, BEAN BAG DOLLS, PUPPETS, SNOW GLOBES, TOY CHRISTMAS TREES, TOY MUSIC BOXES, WATER PISTOLS; KITS COMPRISED OF PRE-CUT MATERIALS FORMING PLAY SURFACES AND INTERCHANGEABLE DESIGN STICKERS FOR ATTACHMENT TO THE PLAY SURFACES; PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF CRACKERS AND NOISEMAKERS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PRODUCTION OF A SERIES OF PROGRAMS FOR TELEVISION AND FOR LIVE AUDIENCES, AND PERSONAL APPEARANCES BY A COSTUMED CHARACTER; PROVISION OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET, NAMLY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING EDUCATIONAL GAMES IN THE FIELDS OF LANGUAGE, ALPHABET, NUMBERS, COLORS, SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS, MANNERS, VOCABULARY, AND OR, MATH, AND INFORMATION ABOUT CHILDREN'S TELEVISION PROGRAMS; FAN CLUBS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION, THEME PARK SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 782,948, 943,059 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

NATALIE POLZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DVD QUIZ GAME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

"THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, BLUE, WHITE, GRAY, ROYAL BLUE/GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK."


SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRERECORDED DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL AND QUIZZES APPROPRIATE FOR USE AT HOME OR IN SCHOOL BY ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.
ENVIRONET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON AUSTRALIA APPLICATION NO. 1108007, FILED 4-7-2006, REG. NO. 1108007, DATED 4-7-2006, EXPIRES 4-7-2016.

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
FOR FISHING NETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR HAND HELD FISHING NETS FOR SPORTSMEN (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VERATHON MEDICAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR MEDICAL ULTRASONIC DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF MEDICAL DIAGNOSTICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

COCOA DOLCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COCOA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING "DOLCE" IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS SWEET.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATE CONFECTIONS, GOURMET CANDIES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-28-2005.
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORES SERVICES FEATURING GOURMET CHOCOLATES AND CANDIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-28-2005.
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-945,546. GPMICRO, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 8-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR STORAGE SERVICES FOR ARCHIVING ELECTRONIC DATA; REMOTE BACKUP OF COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES OVER THE INTERNET; NAMELY, STORAGE SERVICES FOR ARCHIVING DATABASES, IMAGES, DOCUMENTS, AND OTHER ELECTRONIC DATA FROM COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 10-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2006.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DATA RECOVERY SERVICES; DATA WAREHOUSING SERVICES; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE PROBLEMS IN CONNECTION WITH DATA STORAGE AND DATA PROTECTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2006.
JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-948,387. ZINK IMAGING, LLC, WALTHAM, MA. FILED 8-9-2006.

AS YOU MOVE FORWARD, WE BACK YOU UP

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRINTERS; COMPUTERS; HANDHELD COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; COLOR PRINTERS; ID CARD PRINTERS; LABEL PRINTERS; WIRELESS COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; FACSIMILE APPARATUS; SOFTWARE FOR USE IN EDITING, MODIFYING, AND ENHANCING A DIGITAL IMAGE FOR PRINTING, AND ENABLING THE PROCESS OF PRINTING; COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES; LCD MONITORS; TELEVISION MONITORS; VIDEO MONITORS; TELEVISIONS; PRINTER CABLES; RASTER IMAGE PROCESSORS; CAMERAS; DIGITAL CAMERAS; COMPUTER CAMERAS; CAMCORDERS; DIGITAL VIDEO Recorders; DVD MACHINES; SCANNERS; OPTICAL SCANNERS; CELLULAR PHONES WITH A CAMERA FUNCTION; CELLULAR PHONE DOCKING STATIONS; BLANK COMPUTER DISKS AND CD-ROMS; COMPUTER MEMORY HARDWARE; MEMORY CARDS; BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS; ELECTRONIC AND MAGNETIC ID CARDS FOR USE IN SECURITY, PERSONAL AND OBJECT IDENTIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTING PAPER; PRINTING MEDIA, NAMELY DIGITAL PRINTING PAPER, PHOTOGRAPHS, PRINTS, LABEL PAPER, PAPER TAGS, PRINTED TICKETS, ID CARDS WITHOUT MAGNETIC ENCODING, AND PLASTIC SHEETS FOR PRINTING; PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS; PHOTO SHEETS, NAMELY PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS IN THE NATURE OF PHOTO SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-948,384. ZINK IMAGING, LLC, WALTHAM, MA. FILED 8-9-2006.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR PRINTERS; COMPUTERS; HANDHELD COMPUTERS; PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; COLOR PRINTERS; ID CARD PRINTERS; LABEL PRINTERS; WIRELESS COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; FACSIMILE APPARATUS; SOFTWARE FOR USE IN EDITING, MODIFYING, AND ENHANCING A DIGITAL IMAGE FOR PRINTING, AND ENABLING THE PROCESS OF PRINTING; COMPUTER MONITORS; LCD MONITORS; TELEVISION MONITORS; VIDEO MONITORS; TELEVISIONS; PRINTER CABLES; RASTER IMAGE PROCESSORS; CAMERAS; DIGITAL CAMERAS; CAMCORDERS; DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS; DVD MACHINES; SCANNERS; OPTICAL SCANNERS; CELLULAR PHONES WITH A CAMERA FUNCTION; CELLULAR PHONE DOCKING STATIONS; BLANK COMPUTER DISKS AND CD-ROMS; COMPUTER MEMORY HARDWARE; MEMORY CARDS; BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS; ELECTRONIC AND MAGNETIC ID CARDS FOR USE IN SECURITY, PERSONAL AND OBJECT IDENTIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTING PAPER; PRINTING MEDIA, NAMELY DIGITAL PRINTING PAPER, PHOTOGRAPHS, PRINTS, LABEL PAPER, PAPER TAGS, PRINTED TICKETS, ID CARDS WITHOUT MAGNETIC Encoding, AND PLASTIC SHEETS FOR PRINTING; PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS; PHOTO SHEETS, NAMELY PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS IN THE NATURE OF PHOTO SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 90).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOUNT PROSPECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BROWN AND GREEN ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PROMOTING THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL AID THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING, ADMINISTRATION OF CHARITABLE FUNDS AND DONATIONS FOR PURPOSE OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PROVIDING COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS; PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-12-1974; IN COMMERCE 6-12-1974.

ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR PROVIDING NEWSLETTERS AND BROCHURES IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL AID VIA E-MAIL; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, TRAINING, WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITIONS, FAIRS, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, MENTORING, PERSONAL COACHING SERVICES, AND ELECTRONIC NONDOWNLOADABLE NEWSLETTERS ACCESSIBLE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ALL IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL AID (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-12-1974; IN COMMERCE 6-12-1974.

ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POWER PRO". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) SILVER, WHITE, BLACK, YELLOW, AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR POWER TOOLS, NAMELY, DRILLS, DRILL PRESSES, TABLE SAWS, CHISELS, AIR HAMMERS, RATCHETS, SPRAY GUNS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1998.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR HAND TOOLS NAMELY, HAMMERS, HAND SAWS, PUNCHES, SCREWDRIVERS, WRENCHES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1998.

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-LUMINOUS AND NON-MECHANICAL NON-METAL SIGNS, NAMELY STREET SIGNS, STREET MARKERS, TRAFFIC SIGNS, PARKING SIGNS, SIGN POSTS, ADDRESS SIGNS, GOLF SIGNS AND INFORMATIONAL SIGNS; NONMETAL MAILBOX POSTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-METAL MAILBOXES AND MAILBOX POSTS SOLD AS A UNIT; NON-METAL WEATHER-VANES; NON-METAL NAMES PLATES; AND NON-METAL ATTACHING DEVICES ThERETO, NAMELY BOLTS, CLIPS, AND BRACKETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTER V IN DESIGN FORM.
INSTANT CRM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CRM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND PROVIDING DATABASES FOR CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTER E WITH 3 HORIZONTAL LINES FLOWING OUT OF THE LEFT SIDE TO MAKE IT APPEAR AS IF IT IS FLYING, FOLLOWED BY THE LETTERS EFD.

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR BATH RUGS; WALLPAPER BORDERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).

JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR ACCOUNT VERIFICATION SERVICES; ELECTRONIC BENEFITS TRANSFERS; CARD ISSUANCE AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS AND BANKING FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT, ATM AND CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS, FRAUD AND RISK MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNT VERIFICATIONS, ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES, AUTOMATED TRANSACTION AUTHORIZATIONS AND VERIFICATIONS, AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES, BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING, AND POINT-OF-SALE AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR BANKING AND FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, MAINTENANCE, AND CUSTOMIZATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR OUTSOURCING IN THE FIELD OF FINANCE, BANKING, ELECTRONIC PAYMENT MANAGEMENT, AND BUSINESS PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

EFD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS

SN 78-953,351. EFUNDS CORPORATION, SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 8-16-2006.
Managing Information and Communication Overload

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

For pre-recorded CD's, video tapes, laser discs and DvD's featuring advice on how to win with information and not be deluged by it. Discover how to use information for maximum gain, and keep the din of information overload at a manageable level. So people can spend more time doing the things they enjoy (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For outsourcing in the field of finance, banking, electronic payment management, and business processes (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

For account verification services; electronic payment services; namely customer financial advice and decisioning, funding, payment and debit processing, settlement and fulfillment; automated transactions; authorization and verification; and providing automated clearing house; automated teller machine; point-of-sale and global computer network banking and financial transactions; electronic check processing and conversion; financial analysis services; aggregating and analyzing data generated by demand deposit accounts and related transactions, and preparing related reports; electronic benefits transfers; card issuance and management services, namely authorization, on-line ordering of checks, personal identification number handling, auditing, security and report generation; credit card, debit and credit card issuance and management services, namely point-of-sale, global computer network based and in branch detection of check, debit and credit card fraud, and information comparison and identity manipulation searching; computer software for use in providing an integrated suite of payment switching, clearing and settlement for use by multiple parties in the payment processing lifecycle, namely financial institutions, payment processors, retailers and card associations; computer software for processing financial transactions and providing risk assessment analysis (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESOURCES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF LETTER P WITH THREE CIRCLES ORIGINATING FROM THE ROUND PORTION OF THE P.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) TEXTILE FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING; TEXTILE FABRICS FOR HOME AND COMMERCIAL INTERIORS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) CLOTHING, NAMELY PERFORMANCE APPAREL FOR MEN AND WOMEN, BOYS AND GIRLS, INCLUDING SHIRTS, TOPS, OUTERWEAR, PANTS, SHORTS, BATHING SUITS, DRESSES, SUITS, UNDERWEAR, HATS, SCARVES, AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). FIRST USE 5-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2006.

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS

FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) CARPETS AND RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50). FIRST USE 5-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2006.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) PRINTING AND DYING FABRICS, TEXTILES, CLOTHING, SYNTHETIC AND NATURAL FIBERS, TEXTILE FIBER (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106). FIRST USE 5-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2006.

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,223,142.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES TO OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE; PROVIDING ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES TO HEALTH CARE COMPANIES, NAMELY, COST MANAGEMENT FOR THE HEALTH CARE BENEFIT PLANS OF OTHERS; COST MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR PREFERRED PROVIDER HEALTH PLANS AND PATIENTS; COST MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE HEALTH PLANS OF OTHERS, HEALTH CARE COST REVIEW AND CONTAINMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-31-2006.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS PROCESSING; CLAIMS ADJUSTMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH INSURANCE; ORGANIZING AND ADMINISTERING PREFERRED PROVIDER PLANS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-31-2006.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR HEALTH CARE IN THE NATURE OF A PREFERRED PROVIDER ORGANIZATION; MAINTAINING FILES AND RECORDS CONCERNING THE MEDICAL CONDITION OF INDIVIDUALS; MANAGED HEALTH CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-31-2006.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCE REFILLS FOR ELECTRIC ROOM FRAGRANCE DISPENSERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC DISPENSERS FOR AIR FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
WILLIAM ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCE REFILLS FOR ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC ROOM AND CAR FRAGRANCE DISPENSERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR CAR DEODORIZERS AND ROOM FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC DISPENSERS FOR AIR FRESHENER FOR ROOM AND CAR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

WILLIAM ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

HONEY LAVENDER STORYBOOK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

AUTOAIR
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR FRAGRANCE REFILLS FOR ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC ROOM AND CAR FRAGRANCE DISPENSERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR CAR DEODORIZES AND ROOM FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC DISPENSERS FOR AIR FRESHENER FOR ROOM AND CAR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES, MAIL ORDER RETAIL SERVICES AND ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES ALL IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, COSMETICS, HOME FRAGRANCE PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WILLIAM ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-960,292. ATICO INTERNATIONAL USA, INC., FORT LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 8-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE STEAM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR STEAM CLEANING MACHINES, NAMELY, HANDHELD STEAMERS, FLOOR STEAMERS, STEAM CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 7-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2005.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR GARMENT STEAMERS; STEAM IRONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2005.

DEIRDRE ROBERTSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-960,567. SAKAGUCHI, HIRONOBU, HONOLULU, HI. FILED 8-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF JAPAN REG. NO. 4899250, DATED 10-7-2005, EXPIRES 10-7-2015.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,978,130.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR COMPUTER GAME INSTRUCTION MANUALS; MAGAZINES FEATURING ACTION PACKED, ROLE-PLAYING ADVENTURE VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAMES; MOUNTED AND UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS; PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS; PHOTOGRAPHS; POSTERS; PRINTS IN THE NATURE OF SPORTS, ACTION FIGURES AND VIDEO GAMES; TRADING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR ACTION SKILL GAMES; ACTION TARGET GAMES; ACTION-TYPE TARGET GAMES; ARCADE GAMES; ARCADE-TYPE ELECTRONIC VIDEO GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING ACTION TYPE TARGET GAMES; HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; HAND HELD UNIT FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES; HAND HELD GAMES WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; ROLE PLAYING GAMES; STAND ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; STAND ALONE VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, MUSICAL VIDEOS, RELATED FILM CLIPS, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES; PROVIDING A COMPUTER GAME THAT MAY BE ACCESSED NETWORK-WIDE BY NETWORK USERS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON-LINE RELATING TO COMPUTER GAMES AND COMPUTER ENHANCEMENTS FOR GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-961,179. WABASH VALLEY MANUFACTURING, INC., SILVER LAKE, IN. FILED 8-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

FOR DECORATIVE METAL ESCUTCHEONS FOR PLUMBING PIPES; METAL FLANGES FOR SHOWER CURTAIN RODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50). FIRST USE 4-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2006.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR GARBAGE DISPOSAL FLANGES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 31, 34 AND 35). FIRST USE 4-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2006.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR PLUMBING FIXTURES AND SUPPLIES, NAMELY, SINKS AND SINK BASKET STRainers, SINK AND LAVATORY P-TRAPS AND POP-UP DRAINS, BEVERAGE DISPENSER AND BAR TAP FAUCETS, DECORATIVE SHOWER CONTROL FITTINGS, NAMELY, ESCUTCHEONS, FAUCET AERATORS, FAUCET HOLE AND AIR GAP COVERS, SINK SPRAY NOZZLES AND HOSES, FAUCET HANDLES, SHOWER HEADS, SHOWER ARMS AND FLANGES THEREOF, TUB AND WASTE DIVERTER SPOUTS AND FACE PLATES, BATHTUB DRAIN PLUGS AND TUB ACTUATORS, SHOWER DRAIN STRainers, AND TOILET TANK LEVERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34). FIRST USE 4-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2006.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR DRAIN STOPPERS AND COVERS; DISPENSERS FOR LIQUID SOAPS AND LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50). FIRST USE 4-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2006.

MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-962,456. BUILDERS MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, RALEIGH, NC. FILED 8-29-2006.

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION, CLAIMS PROCESSING, INSURANCE CLAIMS LOSS CONTROL AND INSURANCE AGENCY MANAGEMENT; UNDERWRITING, BINDING AND ISSUING INSURANCE POLICIES AND COMMITMENTS FOR FIRE, PROPERTY, WATER DAMAGE, BURGLARY AND THEFT, GLASS, BOILER AND MACHINERY, ELEVATOR, COLLISION, PERSONAL INJURY LIABILITY, PROPERTY DAMAGE LIABILITY, WORKERS’ COMPENSATION AND EMPLOYER’S LIABILITY, MOTOR VEHICLE AND AIRCRAFT, MARINE, MARINE PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY, BUILDERS RISK, COMMERCIAL AND UMBRELLA LIABILITY INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-963,558. NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-30-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,056,303, 2,941,347 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR COLOGNE, BODY LOTION, NON-MEDICATED LIP BALM, BODY POWDER, HAIR SHAMPOO, SHOWER GEL, SHAVING LOTION, SHAVING CREAM, SOAP, SUN BLOCK, SUN CARE LOTION, SUN SCREEN PREPARATIONS, PERSONAL DEODORANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR LUGGAGE, SHOULDER BAGS, BEACH BAGS, DUFFLE BAGS, ALL PURPOSE SPORTS BAGS, SPORTS EQUIPMENT BAGS, ATTACHE CASES, SCHOOL BAGS, TOTE BAGS, CREDIT CARD CASES, KNAPSACKS, RUCKSACKS, WALLETs, BRIEFCASES, VALISEs, UMBRELLAS, WAIST PACKs, LEATHER KEY FOBS, LUGGAGE TAGs (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR TEXTILE GOODS, NAMELY, CLOTH FLAGS, CURTAINS, DUVET COVERS, QUILTS, TOWELS, PLACE MATS, TABLE CLOTHS, SHEETS, PILLOW-CASES, COMFORTERS, BLANKETS, PILLOW SHAMS; TEXTILE FABRIC FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING, OVEN MITTS, CRIB BUMPERS, SHOWER CURTAINS, POUCH HOLDERS, AFGHANS, TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS, FABRIC THROWS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY ARRANGING FOR SPONSORS TO AFFILIATE THEIR GOODS AND SERVICES WITH VARIOUS FOOTBALL PERSONALITIES AND/OR THE SPORT OF FOOTBALL; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA AN ON-LINE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; PROMOTING THE SALE OF CREDIT CARD ACCOUNTS THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS; DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-964,021. WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY, FEDERAL WAY, WA. FILED 8-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR PAPER, NAMELY, PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER FOR UTILITY PRINTING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER, NAMELY, LASER PRINTING PAPER FOR UTILITY PRINTING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES

FOR LIGHTERS FOR SMOKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR DISSEMINATION OF NEWS IN THE NATURE OF PRESS RELEASES WRITTEN BY OTHERS VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 3-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-13-2006.

AHEAD OF THE PACK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING NEWS IN THE NATURE OF PRESS RELEASES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 3-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-13-2006.

RENEE SERVANCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR BREATH OPERATED INHALERS FILLED WITH ANTI-ASTHMATIC PRESCRIPTION PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR BREATH OPERATED INHALERS SOLD EMPTY FOR THERAPEUTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

TRACY WHITTAKER-BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-966,027. RUSTIC CREEK LLC, KINGWOOD, TX. FILED 9-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE WAVY LINES REPRESENTING THREE STREAMS WITH STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDS, "RUSTIC CREEK".

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ATHLETIC BAGS; SPORT BAGS; CARRYING BAGS; BACKPACKS; TOTE BAGS; GYM BAGS; BOOK BAGS; DUFFEL BAGS; FANNY PACKS; COIN PURSES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; HAND BAGS; PURSES AND WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). FIRST USE 8-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-23-2006.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BEVERAGE GLASSWARE; MUGS; FOAM DRINK HOLDERS; PLASTIC WATER BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY; DECORATIVE BOXES NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS, SUCH GOODS COMPOSED PRIMARILY OF CERAMIC TILE INLAYS, GLASS, CERAMIC, TERRA COTTA OR EARTHENWARE ORNAMENTS; PLATES; COASTERS AND TRIVETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50). FIRST USE 8-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-23-2006.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

ANDREA HACK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-967,014. HYATT, GARY W., NAPLES, FL. FILED 9-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR ATHLETIC BAGS; SPORT BAGS; CARRYING BAGS; BACKPACKS; TOTE BAGS; GYM BAGS; BOOK BAGS; DUFFEL BAGS; FANNY PACKS; COIN PURSES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; HAND BAGS; PURSES AND WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). FIRST USE 8-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-23-2006.

ANDREA HACK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-967,034. HYATT, GARY W., NAPLES, FL. FILED 9-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, MUGS, FOAM DRINK HOLDERS, PLASTIC WATER BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY, DECORATIVE BOXES NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS, SUCH GOODS COMPOSED PRIMARILY OF CERAMIC TILE INLAYS, GLASS, CERAMIC, TERRA COTTA OR EARTHENWARE ORNAMENTS, PLATES, COASTERS AND TRIVETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-23-2006.
ANDREA HACK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-967,946. HEDMAN, DAVID E., OJAI, CA. FILED 9-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO HOTTER THAN A SAUNA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR HEAT BASED DISINFECTING SERVICES, NAMELY, KILLING OF ORGANISMS AND REMOVAL OF TOXINS IN ENCLOSED ENVIRONMENTS, DRYING, DISINFECTION, REDUCTION OF ASTHMA TRIGGERS, BAKING OUT ODORS, DESTROYING VIRUSES AND BACTERIA, AND PEST ERADICATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR MOLD AND MICROBIAL REMEDIATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, NAMELY TECHNICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL TOXINS; EVALUATION AND TESTING OF REAL ESTATE FOR THE PRESENCE OF MOLD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JASON BLAIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-968,455. NATURAL CURES, INC., ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL. FILED 9-6-2006.

YOUR ALTERNATIVE TO DRUGS AND SURGERY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, NUTRITION, DIET, WEIGHT LOSS, FITNESS, EXERCISE, AND LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-22-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-22-2005.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, NUTRITION, DIET, WEIGHT LOSS, FITNESS, EXERCISE, AND LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) PROVIDING ON-LINE CHAT ROOMS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING HEALTH, NUTRITION, DIET, WEIGHT LOSS, FITNESS, EXERCISE, AND LIFESTYLE; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING HEALTH, NUTRITION, MEDICINE, DIET, WEIGHT LOSS, FITNESS, EXERCISE, AND LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.

ULTRAHT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR PACKING FOR CHROMATOGRAPHY COLUMNS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR CHROMATOGRAPHY COLUMNS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NOVAFLEx

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR VINYL FLOORING TILES AND RUBBER FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
FOR VINYL FLOOR COVERINGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-972,494. TECHNOLOGY LIFELINE INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 9-12-2006.

Technology Lifeline

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CRYPTOGRAPHY;
SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION OF DIGITAL FILES, INCLUDING AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, BINARY, STILL IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA FILES; DATA COMPRESSION SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL SERVICES BY DIRECT SOLICITATION BY SALES AGENTS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER PARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

SN 78-974,885. FROZEN YOGURT SOLUTIONS, INC., CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. FILED 9-14-2006.

YOGOLATO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR YOGURT; YOGURT BASED BEVERAGES; DAIRY BASED BEVERAGES; MILK BASED BEVERAGES CONTAINING FRUITS; POWDERED YOGURT; FROZEN FRUITS; FRUIT TOPPINGS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR FROZEN YOGURT; YOGURT ICE CREAM; SHAVED ICE; COFFEE; TEAS; PASTRIES (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANTS AND SNACK BARS FEATURING FROZEN YOGURT, SMOOTHIES, DRINKS, SHAVED ICE, COFFEE, TEA, SNACKS, COOKIES, AND PASTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GET MOTIVATED

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,984,374.
SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND PERSONAL IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD ZUCCA IN THE MARK IS PUMPKIN.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR CLOTHING FOR DOMESTIC PETS; FOLDING BRIEFCASES, SHOULDER BAGS, GLADSTONE BAGS, BRIEFCASES, SUITCASES, CARRY-ON BAGS, TRUNKS, HANDBAGS, BOSTON BAGS, SCHOOL CHILDREN'S BACKPACKS, BACKPACKS, NAMELY, RUCKSACKS; CHARM BAGS, CREDIT CARD CASES, TEXTILE AND LEATHER SHOPPING BAGS, PURSES,KeyUp CASES, WALLET, BUSINESS CARD CASES; UMBRELLAS AND THEIR PARTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMITTING AND REPRODUCING SOUND OR IMAGES, NAMELY, BLANK TAPES, CASSETTES, CD'S AND DVDS; MAGNETIC AND DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA, NAMELY BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, BLANK MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES, COMPACT DISKS, INTERACTIVE COMPACT DISKS, OPTICAL DISKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER NETWORK PROTECTION AND ANTI-INTRUSION; DATA PROCESSORS; BLANK CD-ROMS FOR SOUND OR VIDEO RECORDING; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMS FEATURING PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR THE PROTECTION AND ANTI-INTRUSION IN COMPUTER NETWORKS; RECORDED COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS; PROTECTIVE HOUSING FOR PERSONAL DATA ACCESS NAMELY, PROTECTIVE HOUSING UNIT USED TO SHIELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-METAL COMMUTER'S TICKET HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NETASQ

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMITTING AND REPRODUCING SOUND OR IMAGES, NAMELY, BLANK TAPES, CASSETTES, CD'S AND DVDS; MAGNETIC AND DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA, NAMELY BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, BLANK MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES, COMPACT DISKS, INTERACTIVE COMPACT DISKS, OPTICAL DISKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER NETWORK PROTECTION AND ANTI-INTRUSION; DATA PROCESSORS; BLANK CD-ROMS FOR SOUND OR VIDEO RECORDING; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMS FEATURING PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR THE PROTECTION AND ANTI-INTRUSION IN COMPUTER NETWORKS; RECORDED COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS; PROTECTIVE HOUSING FOR PERSONAL DATA ACCESS NAMELY, PROTECTIVE HOUSING UNIT USED TO SHIELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-METAL COMMUTER'S TICKET HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NETASQ

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMITTING AND REPRODUCING SOUND OR IMAGES, NAMELY, BLANK TAPES, CASSETTES, CD'S AND DVDS; MAGNETIC AND DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA, NAMELY BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, BLANK MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES, COMPACT DISKS, INTERACTIVE COMPACT DISKS, OPTICAL DISKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER NETWORK PROTECTION AND ANTI-INTRUSION; DATA PROCESSORS; BLANK CD-ROMS FOR SOUND OR VIDEO RECORDING; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMS FEATURING PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR THE PROTECTION AND ANTI-INTRUSION IN COMPUTER NETWORKS; RECORDED COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS; PROTECTIVE HOUSING FOR PERSONAL DATA ACCESS NAMELY, PROTECTIVE HOUSING UNIT USED TO SHIELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-METAL COMMUTER'S TICKET HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NETASQ

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMITTING AND REPRODUCING SOUND OR IMAGES, NAMELY, BLANK TAPES, CASSETTES, CD'S AND DVDS; MAGNETIC AND DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA, NAMELY BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, BLANK MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES, COMPACT DISKS, INTERACTIVE COMPACT DISKS, OPTICAL DISKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER NETWORK PROTECTION AND ANTI-INTRUSION; DATA PROCESSORS; BLANK CD-ROMS FOR SOUND OR VIDEO RECORDING; COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; RECORDED COMPUTER PROGRAMS FEATURING PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR THE PROTECTION AND ANTI-INTRUSION IN COMPUTER NETWORKS; RECORDED COMPUTER OPERATING PROGRAMS; PROTECTIVE HOUSING FOR PERSONAL DATA ACCESS NAMELY, PROTECTIVE HOUSING UNIT USED TO SHIELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR NON-METAL COMMUTER'S TICKET HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER CONSULTING; LEASING ACCESS TIME TO A COMPUTER DATABASE SERVER CENTER; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; RENTAL OF COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DESIGN OF INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE AND DATABASE DEVELOPMENT; LEASING ACCESS TIME TO A COMPUTER FOR THE MANIPULATION OF A DATA; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR THE PROTECTION AND ANTI-INTRUSION IN COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY DATE OF 9-24-2003 IS CLAIMED.


THE COLOR(S) DARK BLUE AND LIGHT BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE COLOR(S) DARK BLUE APPEARS IN THE S SHAPED DESIGN, AND THE COLOR LIGHT BLUE APPEARS IN THE CRESCENT SHAPES AND THE CIRCLE DESIGN.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASES, LAXATIVES AND PURGATIVE AGENTS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES, CIRCULATORY DISORDERS, CANCER, NEUROLOGICAL DISEASES, UROLOGICAL DISEASES, HORMONAL DISORDERS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS COMPRISING PEPTIDES FOR HORMONAL TREATMENT AND TUMOR TREATMENT; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF BLOOD DISEASES, MUSCLE DISORDERS, AGE-RELATED DISORDERS, DIABETES-RELATED DISORDERS, RESPIRATORY DISORDERS, OPHTHAMOLOGICAL DISORDERS, ENDOCRINE DISORDERS, ACROMEGALIA AND CARCINOID TUMORS, GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING DISORDERS, COUGH, VERTIGO, NAUSEA, VOMITING AND MIGRAINE, DISORDERS AND DISEASES OF THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM, GLABELLAR LINES, FACIAL WRINKLES, ASYMMETRIES AND DEFECTS AND CONDITIONS OF THE HUMAN SKIN, AND GOUT; VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, VETERINARY PREPARATIONS FOR THE USE IN THE TREATMENT OF GASTRO-INTESTINAL DISEASES, LAXATIVES AND PURGATIVE AGENTS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES, CIRCULATORY DISORDERS, CANCER, NEUROLOGICAL DISEASES, UROLOGICAL DISEASES, HORMONAL DISORDERS, BLOOD DISEASES, MUSCLE DISORDERS, AGE-RELATED DISORDERS, DIABETES AND DIABETES-RELATED DISORDERS, OPHTHAMOLOGICAL DISORDERS, AND RESPIRATORY DISORDERS, ALL FOR USE IN DOMESTIC OR FARM ANIMALS; AND FOOD FOR BABIES; MEDICAL PLASTERS; MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, NAMELY WOUND DRESSINGS AND BURN DRESSINGS; DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY, DIETARY DRINK MIX FOR USE AS A MEAL REPLACEMENT; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENT; NUTRICENTRAL FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT; MATERIALS FOR FILLING TEETH AND DENTAL WAX; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN FOR DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL USE; FUNGICIDES AND HERBICIDES FOR DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING ADVERTISING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF SCIENCE, HEALTH, MEDICINE AND BEAUTY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, INJECTION DEVICES FOR PHARMACEUTICALS, BREAST PUMPS, CARDIAC PUMPS, INFUSION PUMPS, INSULIN PUMPS, STOMACH PUMPS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, ARTIFICIAL EYES AND ARTIFICIAL TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC BELTS; ORTHOPEDIC BRACES; ORTHOPEDIC FOOTWEAR; ORTHOPEDIC JIG IMPLANTS; ORTHOPEDIC SOLES; ORTHOPEDIC SUPPORT BANDAGES; ORTHOPEDIC SUPPORT; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES INTENDED TO EASE BLOOD FLOW; SUTURES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, PAMPHLETS, BOOKS, BROCHURES, NEWSPAPERS, JOURNALS, AND MAGAZINES ALL IN THE FIELDS OF SCIENCE, HEALTH, MEDICINE AND BEAUTY; PHOTOGRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
FOR LIVING, AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS, NAMELY PLANTS, FLOWERS, VEGETABLES AND FRUIT; TOPSOIL AND UNPROCESSED GRAINS FOR CONSUMPTION (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CONTAINING OR FLAVORED WITH TEA; FRUIT BEVERAGES AND FRUIT JUICES; NON-ALCOHOLIC SYRUPS, EXTRACTS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL INVESTMENT AND SPONSORSHIP IN THE FIELDS OF SCIENCE, HEALTH, MEDICINE AND BEAUTY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION, DATA, IMAGES AND SOUNDS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF SCIENCE, HEALTH, MEDICINE AND BEAUTY; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIA IN THE FIELDS OF SCIENCE, HEALTH, MEDICINE AND BEAUTY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR SCIENTIFIC, MEDICAL AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR NEW PRODUCTS IN THE FIELDS OF SCIENCE, HEALTH, MEDICINE AND BEAUTY, DESIGN SERVICES FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, PROPRIETARY MEDICINES, PLANTS AND PHARMACEUTICAL PROCEDURES IN PRODUCTION OF PHARMACOLOGICALLY ACTIVE SUBSTANCE AND PREPARATIONS, OF COSMETICS; SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL TESTING AND DIAGNOSES OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, COSMETIC PRODUCTS, CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND BACTERIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE; ALL ABOVE MENTIONED SERVICES PROVIDED FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; PROVIDING HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE SERVICES FOR HUMAN BEINGS; INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ADVICE AND CONSULTING IN CONNECTION WITH THE MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND COSMETIC FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIORITY DATE OF 4-1-2004 IS CLAIMED.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CELL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS AND REAGENTS FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PURPOSES; PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PRODUCTS, NAMELY VETERINARY VACCINES; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR VETERINARY AND MEDICAL PURPOSES, PAIN RELIEF PREPARATIONS; ANTINFECTIVE PRODUCTS FOR VETERINARY USE; DISINFECTANTS, NAMELY ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANTS; DISINFECTANTS FOR MEDICAL, APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

For medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments, namely microscopes, especially high end microscopes and multi-device imaging stations in the nature of electro-magnetic medical diagnostic imaging apparatus for fluorescence applications and life cell experiments; medical diagnostic imaging computers with digital I/O interface control board and multi-functional illumination systems for medical purposes, consisting of arc burner, fast shutter, light intensity fader and exception-filter for the adjustment of the length of the light wave; medical apparatus for introducing pharmaceutical preparations into the human body (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,570,024 AND 2,708,318.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

For jams, marmalades, fruit jellies, compotes, fruit salads, low-calorie dietetic and slimming products for medical use, namely, jams, marmalades, fruit jellies, compotes, fruit salads, peeled, preserved and deep-frozen fruit and vegetables, processed fruit and vegetables, namedly, sour and sweet and sour fruit and vegetables; unsweetened and unflavored vegetable-based gelatin; tomato puree, fruit based preparations, namely, fruit spreads, creams, butters, plum mousse, fruit sauces, namely cranberry sauce and applesauce, and fillings for cakes and pies; fruit based ingredients for dairy products, ice cream, confectionery products, cakes, pastries and beverages, namely, fruit jelly, fruit pulp, preserved fruit and processed fruit; walnut based preparations, namely—spreads; creams, fillings for cakes and pies, and toppings; nut based ingredients for dairy products, ice cream, confectionery products, cakes, pastries and beverages, namely, crushed nuts, grated nuts, nut pulp and processed nuts, stewed fruits; meat, fish; meat and fish preserves; meat extracts; aspics of meat and fish; ready-to-cook soups; eggs; gourmet salads, namely, potato salads, meat salads and herring salads; grilled almonds; fine dried herbs; prepared potatoes; products made with dried potatoes, namely—dehydrated potatoes, flakes and powders for preparing potato puree, powder for preparing potato dumplings, potato slices for nutritional use, potato crisps (U.S. Cl. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

For mild sauces; mild fruit sauces, namely, strawberry, orange, blueberry, cherry, raspberry, wild berry, peach, apricot and mango sauces, salad dressings; cream sauces; extracts used for flavorings; sugar; binding agents, namely, baking powder, corn starch; coffee; coffee substitutes; flavorings for coffee; tea; tea substitutes; tea extracts; cocoa; natural sweeteners, namely, glucose, fructose and maltose; natural sweetening substances; candy; chocolate; cocoa based products, namely—spreads, creams, saucers, fillings for pies and cakes, icings and toppings; cocoa based food and beverage flavorings; cocoa based ingredients or flavorings for dairy products, ice cream, confectionery products, cakes, pastries and beverages; spread containing chocolate and nuts; marzipan; persipan in the nature of a marzipan substitute; nougat; marzipan, persipan or nougat based products, namely—candies, snacks, bars, spreads, creams, fillings, and icings; marzipan, persipan or nougat based ingredients; or flavorings for dairy products, confectionery products, cakes, pastries and beverages; pastes made of walnuts and nougat; pastes made with almonds and nougat; sandwich spreads consisting mainly of sugar and oilseeds; processed cereals; products made from cereals and crushed cereals for nutritional purposes, namely—breakfast cereals, cereal based snack food, cereal based bars; cereal flakes; chocolate and cereal flakes; flour; rice; tapioca; sago; barley; processed semolina; porridge; oatmeal; processed oat flakes; food starch; potato starch; farinaceous food pastes for human consumption; bread; crisp bread; biscuits; cakes; pastries; fine pastry; long-life pastries; savory cakes; preparations containing food and beverage flavorings; food additives for non-nutritional purposes for use as flavorings, ingredients or additives for food and beverages, food additives for non-nutritional purposes; food ingredients; cream; honey; yeast; yeast powder; cooking salt; mustard; mayonnaise; vinegar; vinegar

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

For dietetic foods for medical use insofar as these products contain fruit, fruit constituents, fruit raw materials, fruit juices and or fruit flavorings; mineral water and salts; for medical purposes (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).
**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**

For commercial or industrial management assistance, business organization and management consultancy; market business research; efficiency experts; information business research in computer files for third parties; computer file management; transcription of communications; compilation of information into computer databases; systemization of information into computer databases; recording, transcription, composition, compilation, systemization of written communications and recordings; compilation and systemization of mathematical or statistical information in databanks (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

**CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES**

For computer programming; design of computer systems; computer consulting; computer software development, design, and updating; computer software installation and maintenance; technical research in the field of computer software; technical project study in the field of computer software; engineering; engineering surveys; non-physical conversion of computer programs and data; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; duplication of computer programs; rental of computer software all of which relate to computer software for accounting, financial management, reporting, reserving and modeling (U.S. CLS. 100 and 101).

**CALFITEC**

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

Priority date of 9-29-2004 is claimed.


**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

For electronic apparatus and instruments for the transmission of data, images, and sound, namely, electric door openers and electronic door closing systems, electronic locks, readers for the control of access in the nature of magnetic encoded card readers, magnetic key cards and magnetically encoded key badges, and electronic cards for processing images, all for the control of access (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**

For computer file management (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

**CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION**

For transfer of data, images and sound by telecommunications (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 104).

Colleen Kearney, examining attorney
MECHACAPS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PERFUMERY, COSMETICS, DETERGENTS AND SOAPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR PERFUMERY, PERFUMES, COSMETICS, HAND, FACE, AND BODY SOAPS, AND DETERGENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIABLO

The English translation of the Spanish word DIABLO in the Mark is Devil.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR JEWELRY; BRACELETS OF PRECIOUS METALS; BROOCHES, CUFF-LINKS; DIAMONDS, EARRINGS; NECKLACES, PEARLS; PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; RINGS; BRACELETS, CHARMS; EARRINGS IN PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH; PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, TIMEPIECES, CLOCKS AND PARTS THEREOF; ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS FOR MOTORCYCLE USERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR HANDBAGS, SUITCASES, WALLETS, BRIEFCASES, SCHOOL BAGS, HANDBAGS FOR MEN, TRUNKS FOR TRAVEL, LEATHER AND ImitATION LEATHER, ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS FOR MOTORCYCLE USERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING ARTICLES FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN; NAMELY, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, COATS, TROUSERS, PANTS, VESTS, JERSEYS, PAJAMAS, SOCKS AND STOCKINGS, SINGLETS, CORSETS, GARTERS, UNDERPANTS, PETTICOATS, HATS, HEADSCARVES, NECKTIES, RAINCOATS, OVERCOATS, GREATCOATS, BATHING SUITS, SPORTS OVERALLS, WIND-RESISTANT JACKETS, SKI PANTS, BELTS, FUR COATS, SCARVES, GLOVES, DRESSING GOWNS, FOOTWEAR; NAMELY, SHOES, SPORTS SHOES, SLIPPERS AND BOOTS, ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS FOR MOTORCYCLE USERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLYS; JAMS, COMPOTES; EGGS, MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT, EDIBLE OILS AND FATS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR COFFEE, TEA, HERBAL TEA, ICED TEA, CHAI, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, ICED COFFEE; FLOUR AND CEREAL BASED SNACK FOOD; BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY CHIPS FOR BAKING, CANDY CONTAINING ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTENT AND FLAVOUR, ICES, NAMELY, ICE CREAM, SOFT ICE CREAM, WATER-BASED ICE CREAM; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, CONDIMENTS; SPICES; ICE (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR BEERS, NON-ALCOHOLIC BEER, ROOT BEER, BIRCH BEER; NON-ALCOHOLIC MALT BEVERAGE, NON-ALCOHOLIC MALT COOLERS; GINGER BEER, GINGER ALE; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, BOTTLED WATER, WATER ENHANCED WITH COFFEE, WATER ENHANCED WITH GINSENG OR GIN, FLAVOURED WATER, WATER ENHANCED WITH HERBS, OXYGENATED WATER, SPARKLING WATER, STRUCTURED WATER, CREAM SOYA; OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, NAMELY, COLAS, LEMONADES, ISOTONIC AND ENERGY DRINKS, SPORTS DRINKS, GOURMET SOFT DRINKS, CARBONATED AND NOT CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS, LOW CARB SOFT DRINKS, LOW CALORIE SOFT DRINKS, NON-CARBONATED AND NON-ALCOHOLIC FROZEN FLAVOURED BEVERAGES, NON-ALCOHOLIC APERTIFS, COFFEE, COCOA, CHOCOLATE AND TEA FLAVOURED SOFT DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, SPARKLING JUICE; NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CONTAINING FRUIT JUICES; JUICE COCKTAILS AND BEVERAGES; TOMATO-BASED BEVERAGES; SMOOTHIE AND COFFEE SMOOTHIE; FRESH SQUEEZED FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JUICES; COCOA OR CHOCOLATE-BASED BEVERAGES; SYRUPS, CONCENTRATES, OR POWDERS FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS; NON-ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL MIXES; NON-ALCOHOLIC PUNCH; OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, NAMELY, NON-ALCOHOLIC FRUIT EXTRACTS, ESSENCES FOR USE IN MAKING CARBONATED AND NOT CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS, ISOTONIC, ENERGY AND DIET ENERGY DRINKS, BEVERAGES ENHANCED WITH EXTRACTS OF THE HERB GUARINE (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES EXCEPT BEERS, NAMELY, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE PRODUCED FROM A BREWED MALT BASE WITH NATURAL FLAVOURS, ALCOHOLIC APERTIF BITTERS, APERTIFS WITH A DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR BASE, LIQUORS, HERB-BASED LIQUORS, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES OF FRUIT, PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL, ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS CONTAINING MILK, ALCOHOLIC COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGE, ALCOHOLIC ESSENCES, ALCOHOLIC EXTRACTS, ALCOHOLIC FRUIT EXTRACTS, ALCOHOLIC MALT COOLERS, ALCOHOLIC PUNCH, ALCOHOLIC TEA-BASED BEVERAGE, WINES, SPARKLING WINES, DESERT WINES, PORT, ALCOHOLIC BITTERS, RUM AND DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CLASS 34—SMOKERS' ARTICLES

FOR SMOKERS ARTICLES, NAMELY, ABSORBENT PAPER FOR TOBACCO PIPES; ASIAN LONG TOBACCO PIPES, ASIAN LONG TOBACCO PIPE SWEETS, TOBACCO FILTERS, TOBACCO GRINDERS, TOBACCO PIPE CLEANERS, NON-METAL TOBACCO PIPES, NON-METAL TOBACCO POUCHES, TOBACCO SPOONSOONS, TOBACCO SUBSTITUTE.S, TOBACCO TINS; TOBACCO, NAMELY, CHEWING TOBACCO, HAND-ROLLING TOBACCO, JAPANESE SHERLOCKED TOBACCO, PIPE TOBACCO, ROLL YOUR OWN TOBACCO, ROLLING TOBACCO, SMOKELESS TOBACCO, SMOKING TOBACCO, CIGARETTES, CIGARETTE FILTERS, TOBACCO SUBSTITUTES NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17), IDORIT T. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PRIORITY DATE OF 3-30-2005 IS CLAIMED.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR APPARATUS, NAMELY DIGITAL VIDEO Recorders, Audio Cassette Recorders, Digital Tape Recorders for Recording, Transmission or Reproduction of Sound or Images; Blank Magnetic Data Carriers; Blank Computer Discs for Recording Sound or Images; Blank Audio Discs for Recording; Automatic Vending Machines and Accessories Therefor in the Nature of a Coin-Operated Device for Operating the Vending Machine; Cash Registers, Calculating Machines, Data Processors and Computers; Spectacles and Related Accessories, Nameley Spectacles, Spectacle Frames, Spectacle Holders (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

FOR MACHINERY MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, MACHINERY INSTALLATION FOR ELECTRICAL PROPULSION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT, PRINTERS AND SURVEILLANCE OF MULTIFUNCTIONAL DEVICES, NAMELY, PRINTERS, COPY MACHINES, SCANNERS AND FAX MACHINES. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, DATA AND PICTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; RENTAL OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DUPLICATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS; DESIGN OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD TRASMISSIONI IN THE MARK IS TRANSMISSIONS. SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR GEARS OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY, TRANSMISSION GEARS FOR MACHINES; TRANSMISSION SHAFTS FOR MACHINES, HYDRAULIC AND MECHANICAL GEAR SHIFTS FOR MACHINES, TORQUE CONVERTERS OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES; MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY, REDUCTION GEARS AND MOTOR REDUCERS, MACHINE TRANSMISSION PARTS, NAMELY, SYNCHRONIZERS; MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY, DIFFERENTIALS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR GEARS FOR LAND VEHICLES; TRANSMISSION SHAFTS FOR LAND VEHICLES; HYDRAULIC AND MECHANICAL GEARSHIFTS FOR LAND VEHICLES, AXLES FOR LAND VEHICLES AND OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY, PASSENGER CARS, TRUCKS, UTILITY VEHICLES, FORKLIFT TRUCKS; LAND VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY, REDUCTION GEARS AND MOTOR REDUCERS; LAND VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY, TRANSMISSION SYNCHRONIZERS; DIFFERENTIALS FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LETTERS RELATING TO RADIO, TELEVISION, CABLE AND SATELLITE RECORDINGS AND FILMS IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, ACTION, ADVENTURE, DRAMA, COMEDY, INTERVIEWS, DOCUMENTARIES AND CURRENT AFFAIRS, NAMELY CD HOLDERS, DISK DRIVES, DUST COVERS, DIGITAL VERSATILE DISK (DVD) DRIVES, KEYBOARDS, MONITOR ARMS, MOUSE HEADS, PHONES, MOUSE HOLDERS, MOUSEPENS, PRINTERS, PRINTER STANDS, SCANNERS, SACKS, PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THESE GOODS; MOTORCYCLE HELMETS; TV GAMES, NAMELY VIDEO GAMES AND COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; FOR USE WITH A TELEVISION SCREEN; AUDIO AND SPEAKER SETS FOR CARS; CD HOLDERS AND CASSETTE HOLDERS FOR CARS; FIRE EXTINGUISHERS FOR CARS; SUNGLASS HOLDERS FOR CARS; DECORATIVE MAGNETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR ARTICLES MADE OF OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY, PINS, BROACHES, MONEY CLIPS, BELT BUCKLES FOR CLOTHING, JEWELLERY BOXES, KEY FOBS, KEYRINGS, KEY CHAINS, CUFFLINKS, BROACHES, WRIST BRACELETS, ANKLE BRACELETS, NECKLACE SETS, RINGS, TIE PINS, ORNAMENTAL PINS, JEWELLERY PINS, TIE CLIPS, NON-MONETARY COINS, HAT AND SHOE ORNAMENTS, STATUETTES, FIGURINES, FIGURES, JEWELLERY AND CIGARETTE CASES, COASTERS, NAPKIN RINGS, SERVING TRAYS, GLOBETS, EGG CUPS, SALT CELLS, PEPPER POTS, COFFEE SERVICES, TEA POTS, TEA STRainers, TEA CADDIES, DINNERWARE, NAMELY PLATES, CUPS, MUGS, SAUCERS, BOWLS, SERVING PLATES AND PLATTERS, AND BACKGROUND WORK, NAMELY CAKE SERVERS AND SALAD BOWLS, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY WATCHES, CLOCKS, TIMEPIECES, CHRONOMETERS AND SUNDIALS, AND WRIST WATCHES; PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES AND GEMSTONES (U.S. CLS. 2, 7, 8 AND 9).

CLASS 16—PAPER AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NAMELY PARTY BANNERS, CONE PAPER HATS, PAPER VISORS, PAPER CUPS, CUTOUT FIGURES, DECORATIONS, NAMELY BORDERS, LANDS, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER CONFEITi, PAPER STREAMERS, TABLE COVERS, TREAT SACKS, BOOKBINDINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ARTWORKS, PRINTS, NAMELY PAINT SETS AND PAINT BOXES AND MODELLING KITS; PAINT BRUSHES; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY BROCHURES, NEWSPAPERS, NEWSPAPER SUPPLEMENTAL PAGES, DAILY JOURNALS, WEEKLY JOURNALS, MONTHLY JOURNALS, QUARTERLY JOURNALS, DIARIES, ORGANISERS, BOUND JOURNALS, ADDRESS BOOKS, TRADING CARDS, STICKERS, PHOTO ALBUMS, SCRAPBOOKS, GIFT BAGS POSTCARDS, POSTERS, BOOK MARKERS, CALENDARS, WRAPPIng PAPER, PHOTO STATIONERY, NAMELY INVITATIONS, ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS, PLACE CARDS, THANK YOU NOTES, STATIONERY SETS, FILES, ENVELOPES, PAPER PADS, NOTE PADS, DRAWING PADS, GREETING CARDS, FOLDERS, PENS AND PENCILS, ERASERS, PENCIL HOLDERS, ADHESIVES AND ADHESIVE TAPE FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; WRITING INSTRUMENTS; PENS; BALL-
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

For puppets and models based on characters from television, cable and satellite recordings and films; toys, namely, plush toys of a variety of materials; plush dolls; figurines; dolls; doll accessories; nursery toys; ride-on animals; vehicles; games and playthings, namely, board games, jigsaw puzzles, plasticine modelling kits for making toy models, pinatas; sporting articles, namely, bats, hockey sticks, rackets for sports, balls, shuttlecocks, fishing tackle, fishing reels, fishing rods, lines, lures, hooks, gaffs, creels, floats, flies, sinkers and nets as related to sports fishing, golf clubs, golf bags and trolleys, golf gloves, baseball gloves, boxing gloves, flippers for swimming, body boards, sailboards, surfboards, archery arm guards, archery arrows, archery bow cases, archery bows, archery targets, archery quivers, roller skates, ice skates, in-line skates, skis, darts, discuses, punch bags; playground activity apparatus, namely, swings, bars, climbing frames, slides, roundabouts; non-illuminated decorations for Christmas trees, playing cards (U.S. Cls. 22, 23, 38 and 50).

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

For meats, fish, poultry, game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruit; candied, shelled and roasted nuts; pickled, canned or bottled vegetables that are whole or sliced; jellies, jams, applesauce, cranberry sauce, orange sauce; eggs; milk and milk products, namely, flavoured milk drinks, yogurt, cheese, cottage cheese; edible oils; edible fats; vegetable and potato snacks (U.S. Cl. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

For coffee; tea; cocoa; sugar; rice; tapioca; sago; artificial coffee; flour; cereals; biscuits; cookies; cereals; breads; pastries; chocolates; candy; shelled, peeled and roasted nuts; pickled fruits; fruit juices; fruit-based and fruit flavoured drinks and soft drinks (U.S. Cls. 45, 46 and 48).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

For entertainment for adults and children in the nature of television and radio programs; feature films in the fields of entertainment and animation, namely radio, television, cable and satellite recordings and films in the field of music, action, adventure, drama, comedy, interviews, documentaries, news, current affairs, exercise and fitness, health, fiction, sports, leisure, motoring, religion, law, crime, video games, car games, cookery, nature, gardening, politics, culture, travel, natural history, social issues, languages, teaching, mathematics, mixtures, history, geology, biology, technology, horror, classic movies and western movies, science fiction, fantasy, art and design, fashion, amusement, and sports (U.S. Cls. 45, 46 and 48).
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CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER, TRUNKS AND SUITCASES, SMALL SUITCASES, BRIEFCASES, GARMENT BAGS, FOR TRAVEL, SET OF LEATHERWARE TRAVELING BAGS, HANDBAGS, TEXTILE SHOPPING BAGS AND SHOPPING BAGS OF OTHER MATERIALS, BASKETS, TRAVEL BAGS, TOTES, LEATHERWARE, PURSES AND BAGS OF LEATHER, BEACH BAGS, TRAVELING BAGS, RUCKSACKS, TRAVEL BAGS NOT EMPTY, LEATHER BOXES, WALKING STICKS, SCOOTER BAGS, SCHOOL SATCHELS, PURSES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL MADE OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER, CORK, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, PLASTICS AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, COAT HANGERS, CUSHIONS, PICTURE FRAME BRACKETS, JEWELRY CASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, BOXES OF WOOD OR PLASTIC, BUSTS OF WAX, WOOD, PLASTER OR OF PLASTICS, FRAMES, NAMELY MIRROR FRAMES, PICTURE FRAMES, PAINTING FRAMES, RED FRAMES, EMBROIDERY FRAMES AND FURNITURE FRAMES, PICTURE FRAME MOULDINGS, SIGNBOARDS OF WOOD OR PLASTICS, MIRRORS, INSETABLE PUBLICITY OBJECTS USED FOR ADVERTISING, BOOK RESTS, MAGAZINE RACKS, UMBRELLA STANDS, DISPLAY STANDS, NAMELY COSTUME DISPLAY STANDS AND METAL DISPLAY STANDS, PLASTIC CONTAINERS, NAMELY TUBS FOR CONSUMER PRODUCTS PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR DISPLAY BOARDS; WORKS OF ART, NAMELY FIGURINES, SCULPTURES, ORNAMENTS AND STATUES MADE OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER, CORK, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, PLASTICS AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, COAT HANGERS, CUSHIONS, PICTURE FRAME BRACKETS, JEWELRY CASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, BOXES OF WOOD OR PLASTIC, BUSTS OF WAX, WOOD, PLASTER OR OF PLASTICS, FRAMES, NAMELY MIRROR FRAMES, PICTURE FRAMES, PAINTING FRAMES, RED FRAMES, EMBROIDERY FRAMES AND FURNITURE FRAMES, PICTURE FRAME MOULDINGS, SIGNBOARDS OF WOOD OR PLASTICS, MIRRORS, INSETABLE PUBLICITY OBJECTS USED FOR ADVERTISING, BOOK RESTS, MAGAZINE RACKS, UMBRELLA STANDS, DISPLAY STANDS, NAMELY COSTUME DISPLAY STANDS AND METAL DISPLAY STANDS, PLASTIC CONTAINERS, NAMELY TUBS FOR CONSUMER PRODUCTS PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR WORKS OF ART, NAMELY FIGURINES, SCULPTURES, ORNAMENTS AND STATUES; TABLE PLATES, NAMELY SERVING FORKS, BARBEQUE FORKS, TONGS AND TURNERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; PITCHERS, TEA CADDIES, GLASS CANDY BOXES, SERVING PLATTERS, CUPS, SAUCERS, SUGAR BOWLS, SIGNBOARDS OF PORCELAIN OR GLASS; FIGURINES AND STATUETTES OF EARTHENWARE, PORCELAIN, OR GLASS; FLASKS, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; PORCELAIN WARE, NAMELY PORCELAIN KNOBS, PORCELAIN MUGS, BUSTS OF PORCELAIN, FIGURINES OF PORCELAIN, ORNAMENTS OF PORCELAIN, STATUETTES OF PORCELAIN; COMBS; SPONGES, NAMELY SCRUB SPONGES, BATH SPONGES AND CLEANING SPONGES; BRUSHES NAMELY CAKE BRUSHES, CRUMB BRUSHES, DISHWASHING BRUSHES AND DUSTING BRUSHES; TOILETRY UTENSILS OR KITS, NAMELY TOILET BRUSHES, TOILET BRUSH HOLDERS, SPONGES AND TOILET PAPER HOLDERS; DRINKING GLASSES, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE; PERFUME VAPORIZERS SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 22—TEXTILES AND APPAREL

FOR TEXTILES AND APPAREL, NAMELY FACE TOWELS OF TEXTILE, TOWELS OF TEXTILE, COVERS FOR CUSHIONS AND PILLOWS, LAP RUGS, AND TOWELS MADE OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER, CORK, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, PLASTICS AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, COAT HANGERS, CUSHIONS, PICTURE FRAME BRACKETS, JEWELRY CASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, BOXES OF WOOD OR PLASTIC, BUSTS OF WAX, WOOD, PLASTER OR OF PLASTICS, FRAMES, NAMELY MIRROR FRAMES, PICTURE FRAMES, PAINTING FRAMES, RED FRAMES, EMBROIDERY FRAMES AND FURNITURE FRAMES, PICTURE FRAME MOULDINGS, SIGNBOARDS OF WOOD OR PLASTICS, MIRRORS, INSETABLE PUBLICITY OBJECTS USED FOR ADVERTISING, BOOK RESTS, MAGAZINE RACKS, UMBRELLA STANDS, DISPLAY STANDS, NAMELY COSTUME DISPLAY STANDS AND METAL DISPLAY STANDS, PLASTIC CONTAINERS, NAMELY TUBS FOR CONSUMER PRODUCTS PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR FLAGS, NAMELY CLOTH AND FABRIC FLAGS; HOUSEHOLD LINEN, TABLE LINEN, LACE AND TRIMMINGS; FABRICS AND TEXTILES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, NAMELY FACE TOWELS OF TEXTILE, TOWELS OF TEXTILE, RAGS FOR PAPER MAKING, LAP RUGS, TEXTILE, COVERS FOR CUSHIONS AND PILLOWS, CURTAINS AND WALL HANGINGS OF TEXTILE, FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE, NAMELY FABRICS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF TEXTILES; BED LINEN, BATH LINEN (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY SPORT BALLS, BALLS FOR GAMES, CHESSBOARDS, GAMES OF DOMINOES, DICE FOR GAMES, KALEIDOSCOPES, CHESSBOARDS, ARCADE-TYPE ELECTRONIC VIDEO GAMES, GO GAMES, CHRISTMAS TREE DECORATIONS, PLAY BALLOONS, PLAYGROUND BALLS, MARBLES FOR GAMES, SNOW GLOBES, PLAYING CARDS, BUILDING GAMES, CHECKERS, DICE; AUTOMATIC AND ELECTRONIC GAMES OTHER THAN THOSE DESIGNED TO BE USED ONLY WITH A TELEVISION SET; NAMELY ARCADE-TYPE ELECTRONIC VIDEO GAMES, ELECTRONIC DART GAMES, ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL GAME MACHINES FOR CHILDREN, ARCADE-TYPE ELECTRONIC EDUCATION VIDEO GAMES, HAND HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES, TABLE-TOP UNITS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES OTHER THAN IN CONJUNCTION WITH A TELEVISION OR COMPUTER; BOARD GAMES; TOYS MOBILES, SCALE MODEL VEHICLES, JIGSAW PUZZLES, PARLOR GAMES, CHESS GAMES, CHESSBOARDS; TOY MODEL KITS, NAMELY HOBBYCRAFT MODEL CAR MODEL, AIRPLANE MODEL, TRAIN MODEL; KITES, CONFETTI (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 29—CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES

CLOTHES, JEWELRY, CD-ROMS, COMPACT DISCS, DVD-RECORDABLE AND REWRITABLE DISCS, WORKS OF ART, BOOKS, TOYS, STATIONERY ARTICLES, JEWELRY, CD-ROMS, COMPACT DISCS, DVD-RECORDABLE AND REWRITABLE DISCS, CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 30—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING, BILL-POSTING, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, MAILING, DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING VIA LEAFLETS, PROSPECTUSES, PRINTED Matter AND SIGNAGE, MANUFACTURING, RENTING OF VENDING ARTISTS, RENTAL OF VENDING MACHINES, UNMANNED VENDING MACHINES, DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL, SHOP-WINDOW DRESSING, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR BUSINESS AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES; COMPOSITION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 32—COMMUNICATION

FOR COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS, RADIO BROADCASTING, ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES, COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES, TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCAST SERVICES, PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK; TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION BY ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, NAMELY THE INTERNET AND INTRANET; TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND INFORMATION BY ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; COLLECTING AND PURCHASING AND SELLING OBJECTS OF ART, WORKS OF ART, REPRODUCTIONS OF WORKS OF ART, BOOKS, TOYS, STATIONERY ARTICLES, JEWELRY, CD-ROMS, COMPACT DISCS, DVD-RECORDABLE AND REWRITABLE DISCS, CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 34—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR WOOD-WORKING, EMBROIDERY, PROCESSING OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS, LEATHER WORKING; DECORATING CERAMICS, NAMELY TREATMENT OF MATERIALS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CERAMIC GOODS; PATTERN PRINTING, GILDING, MATERIALS TREATMENT NAMELY, STRIPPING FINISHES FROM CONCRETE, WOOD, NATURAL STONES AND TERRAZZO; PROOFING OF WORKS OF ART, ENGRAVING, LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING, METAL TREATMENT, GOLD-PLATING, PAPER FINISHING, PAPER TREATMENT, PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM DEVELOPMENT, PHOTOGRAVURE, BOOKBINDING, GLASS-BLOWING, SCREEN PRINTING, CLOTH TREATMENT, NAMELY, CREASE-RESISTANT TREATMENT OF CLOTH, PERMANENT PRESS TREATMENT OF CLOTH, MOLD PREVENTION TREATMENT OF CLOTH; REPRODUCTION OF MUSEUM WORKS OF ART, LAYING OUT AND MINIMIZING WORKS, NAMELY PRINTING OF MUSEUM WORKS OF ART (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING, BILL-POSTING, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, MAILING, DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING VIA LEAFLETS, PROSPECTUSES, PRINTED MATERIAL AND SIGNAGE, MANUFACTURING, RENTING OF VENDING ARTISTS, RENTAL OF VENDING MACHINES, UNMANNED VENDING MACHINES, DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL, SHOP-WINDOW DRESSING, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR BUSINESS AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES; COMPOSITION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN; GRAPHIC ARTS DESIGN SERVICES, COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT, AUTHENTICATING WORKS OF ART, DESIGN OF INTERIOR DECOR; HOSTING THE WEBSITE OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 37—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, NAMELY FAST-FOOD RESTAURANTS, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, NON-STORERESTAURANTS AND SNACKBARS; CAFES, CAFETERIAS, COCKTAIL LOUNGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
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CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC
APPARATUS
FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION, REPRODUCTION OR PROCESSING OF SOUND
AND IMAGES, DATA PROCESSING AND COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO
CONTROL AND IMPROVE COMPUTER AND AUDIO
EQUIPMENT SOUND QUALITY; ELECTRONIC AGENDAS, POCKET CALCULATORS, PERSONAL STEREOS;
PRERECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES FEATURING ART;
CAMCORDERS; AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPACT DISCS
FEATURING ART; PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDE TRANSPARENCIES; SLIDE RULES; PRERECORDED MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS FEATURING ART;
MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON DVD-ROM
FEATURING ART; MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM FEATURING ART; DIGITAL
OPTICAL DISCS FEATURING ART; SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT ART; DIGITAL OPTICAL COMPACT DISCS FEATURING ART;
VIDEO DISCS FEATURING ART; COMPUTER BASED
APPARATUS FOR DESIGNING THE LAYOUT OF
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS; COMPUTER INTERFACE
BOARDS AND SOFTWARE PROGRAMMABLE MICROPROCESSORS; OPTICAL CHARACTER READERS;
FLOPPY DISCS FOR COMPUTERS FOR WORD PROCESSING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WORD PROCESSING; GAMES APPARATUS DESIGNED SOLELY TO
BE USED WITH TELEVISION SETS, NAMELY COMPUTER GAME EQUIPMENT CONTAINING MEMORY DEVICES NAMELY, DISCS; COMMUNICATIONS
SERVERS; BINOCULARS, OPTICAL GOODS, NAMELY
OPTICAL GLASSES, OPTICAL LENSES AND OPTICAL
MIRRORS; SPECTACLE CASES, AUDIO AND VIDEO
CASSETTE PLAYERS, COMPACT DISC DRIVES, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, SUNGLASSES OR SPORT
GOGGLES, PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS, RADIOS,
MOUSE PADS, DECORATIVE MAGNETS, VENDING
MACHINES WHICH ARE AUTOMATIC OR COIN-OPERATED AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36
AND 38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR PRECIOUS METALS AND ALLOYS THEREOF,
COLLECTIBLE AND COMMEMORATIVE COINS, PRECIOUS STONES, JEWELRY, CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, CANDLESTICKS OF PRECIOUS METAL,
ASHTRAYS OF PRECIOUS METAL FOR SMOKERS,
VASES, TIEPINS, STATUES, FIGURINES AND STATUETTES OF PRECIOUS METAL, CUFF LINKS, EARRINGS, JEWELRY ORNAMENTS, NECKLACES,
BRACELETS, CHAINS, NAMELY JEWELRY CHAINS,
NECK CHAINS AND WATCH CHAINS, PENDANTS,
BROOCHES, RINGS BEING JEWELRY; BOXES,
NAMELY JEWELRY BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL,
DECORATIVE BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL AND
WATCH BOXES OF PRECIOUS METAL; CLOCKS,
WATCHES, WATCH STRAPS AND CASES; WORKS OF
ART, NAMELY FIGURINES OF PRECIOUS METAL,
SCULPTURES OF PRECIOUS METAL, ORNAMENTS
OF PRECIOUS METAL AND STATUES OF PRECIOUS
METAL, CIGAR OR CIGARETTE CASES OF PRECIOUS
METAL, CLOCK AND WATCH CASES, MEDALS (U.S.
CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
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CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED
MATTER
FOR POSTERS, BOOKS AND PERIODICALS IN THE
FIELD OF ART; ALBUMS, NAMELY SCRAPBOOK AND
PHOTO ALBUMS; ALMANACS, NEWSPAPERS, COMIC
BOOKS; MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF ART, BOOKBINDINGS; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL, NAMELY
BOOKBINDING TAPE AND BOOKBINDING WIRE;
STATIONERY ARTICLES, NAMELY ADHESIVE FOILS
STATIONERY, ENVELOPES FOR STATIONERY USE,
OFFICE PAPER STATIONERY, PAPER STATIONERY,
STATIONERY BOXES, STATIONERY CASES AND STATIONERY FOLDERS; STATIONERY, PAPER, CARDBOARD, PARCHMENT PAPER; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS,
NAMELY ARTISTS BRUSHES, ARTISTS PASTELS, ARTISTS PENCILS, ARTISTS PENS, CANVAS PANELS FOR
ARTISTS, PAINTING SETS FOR ARTISTS; PAINT
BRUSHES, AQUARELLE DRAWINGS; OFFICE REQUISITES, NAMELY ADHESIVE TAPE DISPENSERS, CORRECTING FLUID FOR TYPE, ENVELOPE SEALING
MACHINES, PAPER FOLDING MACHINES, RUBBER
BANDS AND STAPLERS; WRITING INSTRUMENTS;
SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY WRITING INSTRUMENTS, PENS, PENCILS, MECHANICAL PENCILS,
ERASERS, MARKERS, CRAYONS, HIGHLIGHTERS,
FOLDERS, NOTEBOOKS, PAPER, DRAFTING RULERS,
UNGRADUATED RULERS, PROTRACTORS, PAPER
CLIPS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, WRITING GRIPS, GLUE
AND BOOK MARKS; WRITING SLATES; SCHOOL
SUPPLY KITS CONTAINING VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF SELECTED SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY,
WRITING INSTRUMENTS, PENS, PENCILS, MECHANICAL PENCILS, ERASERS, MARKERS, CRAYONS,
HIGHLIGHTERS, FOLDERS, NOTEBOOKS, PAPER,
PROTRACTORS, PAPER CLIPS, PENCIL SHARPENERS,
WRITING GRIPS, GLUE AND BOOK MARKS; RUBBER
ERASERS, PENCIL LEAD HOLDERS, PENHOLDERS,
DRAWING RULERS, INKING PADS; PAINTBOXES,
NAMELY, PAINTING SETS FOR CHILDREN AND ARTS
AND CRAFT PAINT KITS; INKSTANDS, FOLDERS FOR
PAPERS, BINDERS, STICKERS, PAPER MATS FOR
BEER GLASSES, NON-ELECTRONIC POINTERS FOR
CHALKBOARDS, WRITING PADS, DRAWING PADS,
CARDBOARD OR PAPER BOXES, PAMPHLETS IN THE
FIELD OF ART, SCHOOL WRITING AND DRAWING
BOOKS, TEAR-OFF CALENDARS; CARDS, NAMELY
CHRISTMAS CARDS, CORRESPONDENCE CARDS,
HOLIDAY CARDS AND INVITATION CARDS; NOTE
BOOKS, CARDBOARD MAILING TUBES, CATALOGS
IN THE FIELD OF ART, PENCILS, PENCIL HOLDERS,
DRAWING MATERIALS FOR BLACKBOARDS, GRAPHIC PRINTS, DECALCOMANIAS, WRAPPING PAPER,
PAPER AND PRINTED TEACHING MATERIALS IN
THE FIELD OF ART, SIGNBOARDS OF PAPER OR
CARDBOARD, PAPER FLAGS, PRINTED RESTAURANT
MENUS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD, MODELLING
WAX, NOT FOR DENTAL PURPOSES, PATTERNS FOR
DRESSMAKING, PAPER HANDKERCHIEFS, FACE TOWELS OF PAPER, TABLE LINEN OF PAPER, FIGURINES OF PAPIER MÂCHÉ, ENGRAVINGS, PICTURES,
WRITING PAPER, LITHOGRAPHS, BOOKENDS, BOOKMARKERS, PHOTOGRAPHS, PRINTING BLOCKS,
PHOTOGRAPH STANDS, BULLDOG CLIPS, PORTRAITS, POSTCARDS, POSTAGE STAMPS, PAPER
AND PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING, FOUNTAIN
PENS, FRAMED AND UNFRAMED PAINTINGS, OBJECTS OF ART MADE FROM LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTS
AND ENGRAVINGS, ARCHITECTS’ MODELS (U.S. CLS.
2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER,
TRUNKS AND SUITCASES, SMALL SUITCASES, BRIEFCASES, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, SET OF
LEATHERWARE TRAVELING BAGS, HANDBAGS, TEXTILE SHOPPING BAGS AND SHOPPING BAGS OF
NETS, WHEELED BAGS FOR TRAVEL, KEY CASES OF
LEATHER WARE, PURSES AND BAGS OF LEATHER,
BEACH BAGS, TRAVELING BAGS, RUCKSACKS, TRAVEL BAGS FOR CAMPERS, VANITY CASES SOLD
EMPTY, LEATHER BOXES, WALKING STICKS,
SCHOOL BAGS, SCHOOL SATCHELS, PURSES NOT OF
PRECIOUS METAL, WALLETS, UMBRELLAS, BAGS OR
SMALL BAGS OF LEATHER FOR MERCHANDISE
PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR DISPLAY BOARDS; WORKS OF ART, NAMELY FIGURINES, SCULPTURES, ORNAMENTS AND STATUETTES MADE OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER, CORK, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, NABATAEAN WARE, MAGNETS AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, COAT HANGERS, CUSHIONS, PICTURE FRAME BRACKETS, JEWELRY CASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, BOXES OF WOOD, PLASTIC, BUSTS OF WOOD, PLASTER OR OF PLASTICS; FRAMES, NAMELY MIRRORS FRAMES, PICTURE FRAMES, PAINTING FRAMES, BED AND HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS NAMELY SPATULAS, TONGS AND TURNERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY SERVING FORKS, BARBEQUE FORKS, PITCHERS, TEA CADDIES, GLASS CANDY BOXES, WIRE BASKETS AND SIEVES; UTENSILS FOR DISHES, GRATERS, STRAINERS, TURNERS, GRILL COVERS, AND HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS NAMELY SPATULAS, OF GLASS, BUSTS OF CHINA OR GLASS, COOKING WARE; PERFUME VAPORIZERS SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR WORKS OF ART, OR PORCELAIN OR GLASS, NAMELY FIGURINES, SCULPTURES, ORNAMENTS AND STATUETTES, TABLE PLATTERS, CUPS, SAUCERS, SUGAR BOWLS, SIGNBOARDS OF PORCELAIN OR GLASS; FIGURINES AND STATUETTES OF EARTHENWARE, WAX, BONE, IVORY, MINERAL WAX, MAMMOTH IVORY; BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY, BOXES OF GLASS, BUSTS OF CHINA OR GLASS, CORK, LEATHER; LEATHER AND CLOAKS OF LEATHER OR IMITATION LEATHER, PANTS OF LEATHER OR IMITATION LEATHER, JACKETS OF LEATHER OR IMITATION LEATHER, STOLES OF LEATHER OR IMITATION LEATHER, PAINTS OF LEATHER OR IMITATION LEATHER, NAMELY COATS OF LEATHER OR IMITATION LEATHER, BURLAP, WAX, IVORY, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, IVORY AND MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, PLASTICS AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, COAT HANGERS, CUSHIONS, PICTURE FRAME BRACKETS, JEWELRY CASES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, BOXES OF WOOD, PLASTIC, BUSTS OF WOOD, PLASTER OR OF PLASTICS; FRAMES, NAMELY MIRRORS FRAMES, PICTURE FRAMES, PAINTING FRAMES, BED AND HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS NAMELY SPATULAS, TONGS AND TURNERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, NAMELY SERVING FORKS, BARBEQUE FORKS, PITCHERS, TEA CADDIES, GLASS CANDY BOXES, WIRE BASKETS AND SIEVES; UTENSILS FOR DISHES, GRATERS, STRAINERS, TURNERS, GRILL COVERS, AND HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS NAMELY SPATULAS, OF GLASS, BUSTS OF CHINA OR GLASS, COOKING WARE; PERFUME VAPORIZERS SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 22—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY PULLOVERS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SUITS, JACKETS, PANTS, JEANS, COATS, HATS, SLING SHOES, SHIRTS, DRESSES, JUMPERS, SOCKS, STOLES, CLOAKS AND MUFFS; UNDERWEAR, GLOVES, NAMELY FUR GLOVES, FUR JEWELRY, FUR STOLES, FUR CLOAKS, FUR HATS AND FUR MUFFS; BATHING SUITS, BANDANAS, KNITTED CAPS, CAPS, COLLAR PROTECTORS, SASHES FOR WEAR, SCARVES, SHAWLS, BELTS, NECKTIES, TEE-SHIRTS; CLOTHING OF LEATHER OR IMITATION LEATHER, NAMELY COATS OF LEATHER OR IMITATION LEATHER, LEATHER AND CLOAKS OF LEATHER OR IMITATION LEATHER; SHOES, SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 23—COMMUNICATIONS

FOR COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS, RADIO BROADCASTING, ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES, COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES, TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCAST SERVICES, PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK; TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION BY ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, NAMELY THE INTERNET AND INTRANET; TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND INFORMATION BY ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS CONCERNING THE BUYING AND SELLING OBJECTS OF ART, WORKS OF ART, REPRODUCTIONS OF WORKS OF ART, BOOKS, TOYS, STATIONERY ARTICLES, JEWELRY, CD-ROMS, COMPACT DISCS, DVD-ROMS, CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR WOOD-WORKING, EMBROIDERY, PROCESSING OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS, LEATHER WORKING; DECORATING CERAMICS, NAMELY TREATMENT OF MATERIALS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CERAMIC GOODS; PATTERN PRINTING; GILDING, MATERIALS TREATMENT NAMELY, STRIPING FINISHES FROM CONCRETE, WOOD, NATURAL STONE AND CEMENT; FRAMING OF WORKS OF ART, ENGRAVING, LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING, METAL TREATMENT, GOLD-PLATING, PAPER FINISHING, PAPER TREATMENT, PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM DEVELOPMENT, PHOTOGRAVURE, BOOKBINDING, GLASS-BLOWING, SCREEN PRINTING, CLOTH TREATMENT, NAMELY, CREASE-RESISTANT TREATMENT OF CLOTH, PERMANENT PRESS TREATMENT OF CLOTH, MOLD PREVENTION TREATMENT OF CLOTH, REPRODUCTION OF MUSEUM WORKS OF ART, LAYING OUT AND MINIMIZING WORKS, NAMELY PRINTING OF MUSEUM WORKS OF ART (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS; ANORAKS; BANDANAS OR NECKERCHIEFS; BEACH SHOES; BELTS; BLOUSON; BOOTS FOR SPORTS; BREECHES FOR WEAR; CARDIGANS; HEADWEAR, NAMELY CAPS; CHILDREN'S WEAR, NAMELY SHIRTS, PANTS; CLOTHING OF IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND OF LEATHER, NAMELY JACKETS, PANTS; COATS; COLLAR PROTECTORS; EAR MUFFS; FOOTWEAR; FUR HATS; GLOVES; HALF-BOOTS; HATS; HEADGEAR FOR WEAR, NAMELY HATS, CAPS; INFANT WEAR, NAMELY BIBS NOT OF PAPER; INNER SOLES FOR SHOES AND BOOTS; JACKETS; JEANS; JERSEYS; JUMPERS; SHIRT FRONTS; LEATHER SHOES; LIVERIES; MITTENS; OVERALLS; OVERCOATS; PAJAMAS; PANTS; PARKAS; POLO SHIRTS; PULLOVERS; SANDALS; SCARVES; SHIRTS; SHOES; SLACKS; SLIPPERS; SOCKS; SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS SHOES; SUITS, NAMELY MEN'S SUITS, WOMEN'S SUITS; SUN VISORS; SWEATERS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWIMMING CAPS; SWIMMING WEAR; SWIMSUITS; TANK TOPS; TEE-SHIRTS; TURBANS; UNDERWEAR; UNDERPANTS; UNDERSHIRTS; WAISTCOATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 25—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC PREPARATIONS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; BABY FOOD; FOOD FOR SMALL CHILDREN ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC BABY FOOD; DIETETIC FOODSTUFFS FOR CHILDREN AND INVALIDS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOODSTUFFS FOR SMALL CHILDREN ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOODSTUFFS FOR CHILDREN WITH A MILK, FRUIT, VEGETABLE AND MEAT BASE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; PREPARATIONS FOR HEALTH CARE NAMELY, IBUPROFEN FOR USE AS AN ORAL ANALGESIC, PHARMACEUTICAL ANTITUSSIVE-COLD PREPARATIONS; AMINO ACIDS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC FOODSTUFFS FOR SANITARY PURPOSES WITH A BASE OF VITAMINS, MINERALS, TRACE ELEMENTS; EITHER SINGLY OR IN COMBINATION, DIETETIC BEVERAGES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NAMELY, MILK, LACTOSE, MILK SUGAR NAMELY, LACTOSE TO BE USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC QUARK PRODUCTS NAMELY, CURDS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS NOT ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, WITH A BASE OF PROTEINS, FATTY ACIDS, WITH ADDED VITAMINS, MINERALS, TRACE ELEMENTS, EITHER SINGLY OR IN COMBINATION; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS NOT ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, WITH A BASE OF CARBOHYDRATES, ROUGHAGE, WITH ADDED VITAMINS, MINERALS, TRACE ELEMENTS, EITHER SINGLY OR IN COMBINATION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR DOLLS; TOYS, NAMELY TOY FIGURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

GISELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS NAMELY, MICROSCOPES, PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS NAMELY, CAMERAS, CINEMATOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS NAMELY, OPTICAL GLASSES, WEIGHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS NAMELY, BEAKERS, GRADUATED RULERS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDED TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, PRE-RECORDED MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS FEATURING THE PRODUCTION OF DAIRY PRODUCTS AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSORS AND COMPUTERS, FIRE-EXTINGUISHERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

FOR PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NAMELY, COPY PAPER, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER, CARDBOARD BOXES; GOODS OF CARDBOARD AND PAPER NAMELY, TOWELS, HANDKERchieFS, KITCHEN PAPER TOWELS, COSMETIC TISSUE, TOILET PAPER, WRAPPING PAPER, BOXES AND OTHER STORAGE CONTAINERS OF PAPER; PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, INVITATIONS, PRINTED CHARTS, PHOTOCOPIES IN THE FIELD OF DAIRY PRODUCTS, PRODUCTS, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL EXCEPT APPARATUS IN THE FIELD OF DAIRY PRODUCTS, BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF DAIRY PRODUCTS, PAPERS, PUBLICATIONS, PRINTED MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING NAMELY, PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING; NAPKINS OF CELLOPHANE AND PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 39).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR SMALL HAND-OPERATED, HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS NAMELY, SPATULAS, GRATERS, HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS FOR FOOD, BUTTER DISHES, THERMAL INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGES, VESSELS NAMELY, DRINKING VESSELS, INSULATED BOTTLES NAMELY, INSULATED BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY, INSULATED VACUUM BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY, THERMALLY INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR BEVERAGES, THERMALLY INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOOD; NON-ELECTRIC HEATERS FOR FEEDING BOTTLES; PORTABLE CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN USE; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE FOR HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN USE; NAMELY, BEVERAGE COSSWARE MUGS, BOWLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 38 AND 40).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR ARTICLES OF CLOTHING NAMELY, PANTS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, JACKETS, COATS, T-SHIRTS, BABY WEAR NAMELY, SHIRTS, ONE PIECE CLOTHING, BABIES' PANTS, BABIES' NAPKINS OF TEXTILES AND TEXTILE NATURES, NAPKIN PANTS OF TEXTILES NOT OF PAPER, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR NAMELY, HEADWEAR, HATS, CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LATE-BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES AND PIES, CHOCOLATE-BASED READY TO EAT FOOD BARS, FILLED CHOCOLATE, HOT CHOCOLATE, MILK CHOCOLATE, SPREAD COUNTERING CHOCOLATE AND NUTS; CHOCOLATE BARS, ICE-CREAMS; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT; VINEGAR, SAUCES; SPICES; ICE; COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND CHOCOLATE BASED DRINKS WITH ADDED MILK, AND EXTRACTS OR POWDERS FOR THE MAKING THEREOF; EDIBLE ICE-CREAMS, POWDERS FOR ICE-CREAMS, AND SYRUPS FOR MAKING ICE-CREAMS BY FREEZING, ALL WITH ADDED FRUIT (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS NAMELY, SOFT DRINKS, FRUIT BEVERAGES, APPLE JUICE BEVERAGES, ENERGY DRINKS, FLAVOURED WATERS, FRUIT NECTARS, FRUIT PUNCH, FRUIT-BASED SOFT DRINKS FLAVOURED WITH TEA, HERBAL JUICES, ISOTONIC DRINKS, LEMONADE, MALT BEER, FRUIT BEVERAGES, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS, CONCENTRATES AND POWDERS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; POWDERS FOR EFFERVESCING BEVERAGES; PASTILLES FOR EFFERVESCING BEVERAGES; WHEY BEVERAGES AND WHEY BEVERAGES WITH ADDED MALT EXTRACTS AND FRUITS; NON-ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL MIXES CONTAINING MILK (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR AUTOMOBILES AND THEIR STRUCTURAL PARTS AND FITTINGS NOT INCLUDING TIRES AND INNER TUBES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES NAMELY, DISTILLED SPIRITS, RUM, TEQUILA, ALCOHOLIC BITTERS, ALCOHOLIC PUNCH, ALCOHOLIC TEA-BASED BEVERAGES, APERTIFLS WITH A WINE BASE, APERITIFS WITH A SPIRIT BASE, APERITIFS WITH A LIQUEUR BASE, APERITIFS WITH A LIQUOR BASE, APERITIFS WITH A SPIRIT BASE, HERBAL LIQUORS, COGNAC, SPIRITS OF PLANTS, WINE, PORT WINES, PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL, PREPARED WINE COCKTAIL, SHERRY, VODKA, WHISKEY, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES OF FRUIT, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CONTAINING MILK, YOGURT AND WHEY, WITH ADDED MALT EXTRACTS AND FRUITS, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES FEATURING MILK, WITH ADDED FRUITS; ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES FEATURING MILK WITH ADDED MALT EXTRACTS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS AND BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, MARKETING RESEARCH; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO THE SALES OF AUTOMOBILES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON THE SALES OF STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR AUTOMOBILES, AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES, COMPACT DISK PLAYERS, MINI DISK PLAYERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS, FIXING BRACKETS FOR HARD-WIRING, BRACKETS, DVD PLAYERS, TELEVISION MONITORS, CAR NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC TOLL COLLECTION SYSTEMS, SECURITY SYSTEMS FOR BURGLAR-PROOF OILS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BATTERIES, CAR WAXES, CAR SHAMPOOS, CAR CLEANERS, CHILDREN'S SAFETY SEATS FOR VEHICLES, SEAT COVERS FOR VEHICLES, CUSHIONS, MATS, CURTAINS FOR USE IN CARS, SKI CARRIERS, LUGGAGE CARRIERS FOR VEHICLES, TIRES FOR AUTOMOBILES, WHEELS OF AUTOMOBILES, BICYCLES, MOTORCYCLES, DAILY GOODS, TOYS, BOOKS, APPARELS, GROCERIES, AUCTIONEERING OF USED-CARS, AUCTIONEERING OF OTHER GOODS, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, RENTAL OF PUBLICITY MATERIALS; EMPLOYMENT AGENCY SERVICES; DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION; SHORTHAND SERVICES; TRANSCRIPTION; CATEGORIZING, SORTING OUT AND STORAGE OF BUSINESS DOCUMENTS AND ORGANIZING DOCUMENTS; TEMPORARY RECEPTIONIST DISPATCHING; RENTAL OF TYPEWRITERS, COPYING MACHINES AND WORD PROCESSORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KURUMANOKOTO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) GREEN, RED, YELLOW, BLACK, WHITE, GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE WORD "GULLIVER" IS IN GREEN; A DOT OF THE LETTER "I" IS IN RED; AN ELLIPSE CIRCLING THE WORD "GULLIVER" IS IN YELLOW; THE JAPANESE CHARACTERS " " (KURUMANOKOTO) AND " " (GULLIVER) ARE IN BLACK; THE UPPER PART OF THE ELLIPSE IN THE BACKGROUND IS THE GRADATION OF COLOR FROM WHITE TO GRAY; THE LOWER PART OF THE ELLIPSE IN THE BACKGROUND IS IN GRAY.

THE TRANSLATION OF "KURUMANOKOTO" MEANS "THINGS TO DO WITH AUTOMOBILES"; "GULLIVER" IS THE NAME OF A PERSON.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "KURUMANOKOTO" AND THIS MEANS "THINGS TO DO WITH CARS" IN ENGLISH.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS NAMELY, SOFT DRINKS, FRUIT BEVERAGES, APPLE JUICE BEVERAGES, ENERGY DRINKS, FLAVOURED WATERS, FRUIT NECTARS, FRUIT PUNCH, FRUIT-BASED SOFT DRINKS FLAVOURED WITH TEA, HERBAL JUICES, ISOTONIC DRINKS, LEMONADE, MALT BEER, FRUIT BEVERAGES, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS, CONCENTRATES AND POWDERS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; POWDERS FOR EFFERVESCING BEVERAGES; PASTILLES FOR EFFERVESING BEVERAGES; WHEY BEVERAGES AND WHEY BEVERAGES WITH ADDED MALT EXTRACTS AND FRUITS; NON-ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL MIXES CONTAINING MILK (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES NAMELY, DISTILLED SPIRITS, RUM, TEQUILA, ALCOHOLIC BITTERS, ALCOHOLIC PUNCH, ALCOHOLIC TEA-BASED BEVERAGES, APERTIFLS WITH A WINE BASE, APERITIFS WITH A SPIRIT BASE, APERITIFS WITH A LIQUEUR BASE, APERITIFS WITH A LIQUOR BASE, APERITIFS WITH A SPIRIT BASE, HERBAL LIQUORS, COGNAC, SPIRITS OF PLANTS, WINE, PORT WINES, PREPARED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL, PREPARED WINE COCKTAIL, SHERRY, VODKA, WHISKEY, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES OF FRUIT, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CONTAINING MILK, YOGURT AND WHEY, WITH ADDED MALT EXTRACTS AND FRUITS, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES FEATURING MILK, WITH ADDED FRUITS; ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES FEATURING MILK WITH ADDED MALT EXTRACTS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR AUTOMOBILES AND THEIR STRUCTURAL PARTS AND FITTINGS NOT INCLUDING TIRES AND INNER TUBES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS AND BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, MARKETING RESEARCH; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO THE SALES OF AUTOMOBILES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON THE SALES OF STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR AUTOMOBILES, AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES, COMPACT DISK PLAYERS, MINI DISK PLAYERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS, FIXING BRACKETS FOR HARD-WIRING, BRACKETS, DVD PLAYERS, TELEVISION MONITORS, CAR NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC TOLL COLLECTION SYSTEMS, SECURITY SYSTEMS FOR BURGLAR-PROOF OILS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BATTERIES, CAR WAXES, CAR SHAMPOOS, CAR CLEANERS, CHILDREN'S SAFETY SEATS FOR VEHICLES, SEAT COVERS FOR VEHICLES, CUSHIONS, MATS, CURTAINS FOR USE IN CARS, SKI CARRIERS, LUGGAGE CARRIERS FOR VEHICLES, TIRES FOR AUTOMOBILES, WHEELS OF AUTOMOBILES, BICYCLES, MOTORCYCLES, DAILY GOODS, TOYS, BOOKS, APPARELS, GROCERIES, AUCTIONEERING OF USED-CARS, AUCTIONEERING OF OTHER GOODS, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES, RENTAL OF PUBLICITY MATERIALS; EMPLOYMENT AGENCY SERVICES; DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION; SHORTHAND SERVICES; TRANSCRIPTION; CATEGORIZING, SORTING OUT AND STORAGE OF BUSINESS DOCUMENTS AND ORGANIZING DOCUMENTS; TEMPORARY RECEPTIONIST DISPATCHING; RENTAL OF TYPEWRITERS, COPYING MACHINES AND WORD PROCESSORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCING RELATING TO AUTOMOBILES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT AUTOMOBILES; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT VEHICLE FINANCING AND INSURANCE BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; USED CAR APPRAISALS; CHARITABLE FUNDRAISING; MANAGEMENT OF BUILDINGS; AGENCIES OR BROKERAGE FOR RENTING OF RETAIL PREMISES, BUSINESS OFFICES, CONDOMINIUMS, APARTMENT BUILDINGS, RESIDENCES; LEASING OR RENTAL OF BUILDINGS; AGENCIES OR BROKERAGE FOR PURCHASE AND SALE OF RETAIL PREMISES, BUSINESS OFFICES, CONDOMINIUMS, APARTMENT BUILDINGS, RESIDENCES; REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON RETAIL PREMISES, BUSINESS OFFICES, CONDOMINIUMS, APARTMENT BUILDINGS, RESIDENCES OR LAND; ANTIQUE APPRAISAL; ART APPRAISAL; PRECIOUS STONE APPRAISAL; USED CAR APPRAISAL; BUSINESS ENQUIRIES AND INVESTIGATIONS; BUSINESS INVESTIGATIONS, EVALUATIONS, EXPERT APPRAISALS, INFORMATION AND RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 8-14-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,878,972.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR REAGENTS FOR CHEMICAL LABORATORY ANALYSIS AND SCIENCE, NOT FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY PURPOSES, IN PARTICULAR FOR ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENT AND FOOD PRODUCTS; CHEMICALLY COATED NON-MEDICAL TEST-STRIPS; TESTING KITS CONTAINING ANALYSIS REAGENTS AND RECEPTECALS ALL FOR LABORATORY AND RESEARCH USE IN THE NATURE OF BIOCHEMICAL AND IMMUNOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS NOT FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR LUBRICANTS, NAMELY, ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANTS, AUTOMOBILE LUBRICANTS, AND INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS; MOTOR OILS; FUELS, NAMELY, FUEL OIL, BENZENE FUEL, ALCOHOL AND MIXED ALCOHOL FUEL, AND DIESEL FUEL; CANDLES; AND WAXES, NAMELY, CARNAUBA WAX AND WAX FOR USE IN COATING FOOD PACKAGING MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

CLASS 5—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL RINGS AND CHAINS FOR KEYS; METAL NOTE CLIPS; FIGURINES OF NON-PRECIOUS METALS OR THEIR ALLOYS; HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS OF NON-PRECIOUS METALS OR THEIR ALLOYS; STATUES, STATUETTES, SCULPTURES AND TROPHIES OF NON-PRECIOUS METALS OR THEIR ALLOYS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR MAGNETS AND DECORATIVE MAGNETS; APPARATUS FOR THE RECORDING, TRANSMISSION AND REPRODUCTION OF IMAGES AND SOUND; TELEVISION SETS; RADIOS; VIDEO RECORDERS, NAMELY, VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS AND DIGITAL VIDEO Recorders; COMPACT DISC PLAYERS; DVD PLAYERS; LOUDSPEAKERS; HEAD SETS, NAMELY, HEAD SETS FOR TELEPHONES AND HEAD SETS FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS; COMPUTERS; APPARATUS FOR DATA PROCESSING, NAMELY, DATA PROCESSORS; COMPUTER KEYBOARDS; COMPUTER SCREENS, NAMELY, VIDEO SCREENS, COMPUTER MONITORS, PROJECTORS;
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TION SCREENS AND FLAT PANEL DISPLAY SCREENS;
MODEMS; ELECTRONIC POCKET TRANSLATORS;
DICTATION MACHINES; ELECTRONIC NOTEBOOKS
AND DIARIES; SCANNERS; PRINTERS; PHOTOCOPIERS; FACSIMILE MACHINES; TELEPHONE APPARATUS; TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES; VIDEO
TELEPHONES; MOBILE TELEPHONES; ACCESSORIES
FOR MOBILE TELEPHONES, NAMELY, CASES FOR
MOBILE PHONES, CELL PHONE COVERS, DEVICES
FOR HANDS-FREE USE OF MOBILE PHONES, COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES,
KEYBOARDS FOR MOBILE PHONES, MOBILE PHONE
BATTERIES AND MOBILE TELEPHONE APPARATUS
WITH BUILT-IN FACSIMILE SYSTEMS; CALCULATING
MACHINES; CREDIT CARD MACHINES; AUTOMATED
TELLER MACHINES FOR EXCHANGING CURRENCY;
AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES; VIDEO CAMERAS,
PORTABLE VIDEO CAMERAS WITH BUILT-IN VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS; PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT AND PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, NAMELY,
PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS, EXPOSED PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM, PHOTOGRAPHIC PROJECTORS,
PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDE TRANSPARENCIES, PHOTOGRAPHIC FLASH-BULBS, SPECIAL CASES AND CORDS
FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRIC CELLS AND BATTERIES; CINEMATOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, NAMELY,
CINEMATOGRAPHIC MACHINES AND APPARATUS,
CINEMATOGRAPHIC CAMERAS, CINEMATOGRAPHIC
PROJECTORS AND EXPOSED CINEMATOGRAPHIC
FILMS; ELECTRONIC VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR
USE TELEVISIONS; VIDEO GAME DISKS AND SOFTWARE; APPARATUS FOR VIDEO GAMES; VIDEO
GAMES, NAMELY, DEDICATED GAMING CONSOLES;
COIN-OPERATED VIDEO GAMES FOR GAME HALLS;
VIDEO GAME CASSETTES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE
FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT, FOR USE
AS A SPREADSHEET, AND FOR WORD PROCESSING;
COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT,
FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, FOR WORD PROCESSING; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR PRESENTING
AND MANIPULATING DATA IN THE FIELD OF
SPORTS INFORMATION; ELECTRONIC DATABASES
IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS PERSONALITIES AND
SPORTS EVENTS RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA;
COMPUTER SCREENSAVER SOFTWARE; RECORDINGS OF SOUNDS AND IMAGES ON DIGITAL OR
ANALOGUE MAGNETIC MEDIA; VIDEO DISCS, VIDEO
TAPES, MAGNETIC TAPES, MAGNETIC DISCS, DVDS,
DISKETTES, OPTICAL DISCS, COMPACT DISCS, CDROMS BLANK OR RECORDED WITH MUSIC, SOUND
OR IMAGES; HOLOGRAM APPARATUS; ENCODED
MAGNETIC CARDS; MEMORY CARDS; MICROPROCESSOR CARDS; MAGNETIC CREDIT CARDS, MAGNETIC PHONE CARDS, MAGNETIC CASH
WITHDRAWAL BANK CARDS, MAGNETIC TRAVEL
AND ENTERTAINMENT DISCOUNT CARDS, MAGNETIC CHECK AND ACCOUNT CARDS; ELECTRONIC
VENDING MACHINES; DOWNLOADABLE PUBLICATIONS AND ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS ON CDROM IN THE NATURE OF MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS AND FLIERS ON
THE SUBJECT OF SPORTS, SPORTING EVENTS AND
SPORTS PERSONALITIES, ALL OF THE FOREGOING
FOR DOWNLOAD FROM DATA BANKS OR A GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND
38).

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR MOTORCYCLES, AUTOMOBILES, LIGHT LORRIES, PICKUP TRUCKS; RECREATIONAL VEHICLES,
NAMELY, CAMPERS; MOTOR COACHES; REFRIGERATED VEHICLES IN THE NATURE OF TRUCKS AND
TRAILERS; AIRPLANES AND BOATS; AIR BALLOONS
AND DIRIGIBLE BALLOONS, NAMELY, VEHICULAR
BALLOONS AND AIRSHIPS; AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, WINDSHIELD SUN SHADES, PNEUMATIC TIRES, LUGGAGE RACKS, SKI RACKS, WHEEL
RIMS AND WHEEL HUBCAPS, SEAT COVERS, FITTED
AND SEMI-FITTED VEHICLE COVERS; PRAMS; PUSHCHAIRS; SAFETY SEATS FOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN FOR VEHICLES; AND LAND VEHICLE ENGINES
(U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FOR LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER;
LEATHER STRAPS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS; SPORTS
BAGS; ALL PURPOSE LEISURE BAGS; TRAVELING
BAGS; RUCKSACKS; SUIT CARRIER BAGS, SCHOOL
SATCHELS; BELT BAGS; HANDBAGS; BALL-SHAPED
LEATHER BAGS, NAMELY, ATHLETIC BAGS AND
HAND BAGS; BEACH BAGS, GARMENT BAGS FOR
TRAVEL; VALISES; STRAPS FOR VALISES; TRAVELING BAGS; BRIEFCASES; UNFITTED VANITY CASES
SOLD EMPTY; TOILETRY BAGS SOLD EMPTY; KEY
CASES; DOCUMENT WALLETS; IDENTITY CARD
HOLDERS; WALLETS; PURSES; CHECK BOOK
HOLDERS; DOCUMENT WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3,
22 AND 41).

FOR WATCHES; WRIST WATCHES, WATCH BRACELETS, CLOCKS; WALL CLOCKS; MEDALLIONS, PENDANTS, BROOCHES; PINS BEING JEWELRY; TEAM
AND PLAYER LAPEL BADGES OF PRECIOUS METAL;
TIE TACKS AND TIE PINS; CUFF LINKS; COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS; COMMEMORATIVE STATUARY
CUPS, COMMEMORATIVE PLATES, BEER PITCHERS,
VICTOR’S TROPHIES, ALL THESE GOODS BEING OF
PRECIOUS METAL; KEY RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL;
COMMEMORATIVE COINS; MEDALLIONS AND INSIGNIA OF PRECIOUS METAL FOR CLOTHING; ORNAMENTAL KEY RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL;
MEDALLIONS, NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS.
2, 27, 28 AND 50).

CLASS 15—MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
FOR MUSICAL BOXES; ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED
MATTER
FOR GREETING CARDS; WRITING MATERIALS
AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES, NAMELY, TYPEWRITER
PAPER, COPYING PAPER, ENVELOPES, THEME WRITING PADS, NOTEBOOKS, NOTE PAPER, WRITING
PAPER, SCRIBBLE PADS, BINDER PAPER, BINDERS,
BOOK COVERS, COLORING BOOKS, DRAWING PADS,
ACTIVITY BOOKS, LUMINOUS PAPER, ADHESIVE
NOTE PAPER, CREPE PAPER, TISSUE PAPER, AND
STAPLES; PAPER TOPIC-BASED NOTEBOOKS IN THE
FIELD OF SPORTS, SCHOOL WRITING AND DRAWING
BOOKS; PAPER FOR NOTES; PAPER FOR WRITING,
SCRATCH PAPER; DOCUMENT FILES; PAPER FILE
JACKETS; BOOKS FEATURING GAMES, CROSSWORD
PUZZLES AND PRINTED PUZZLES; PAPER FLAGS;
PAPER PENNANTS; WRITING INSTRUMENTS; FOUNTAIN PENS; PENCILS; PENS; SETS OF PENS; SETS OF
PENCILS; FELT PENS, FELT-TIP PENS; BALL-POINT
PENS; FELT-TIP MARKERS; CRAYONS FOR PAINTING
AND DRAWING; PENCIL ORNAMENTS; NEWSPAPERS;
DAILY NEWSPAPERS; PERIODICALS AND BOOKS IN
THE FIELDS OF SPORTS PERSONALITIES AND
SPORTS EVENTS; EVENTS PROGRAMS; EVENTS ALBUMS; PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS; ADDRESS BOOKS;
DIARIES; PERSONAL DIARIES, BOUND NEWSPAPERS;
ROAD MAPS; ADMISSION TICKETS; PRINTED TICKETS; BANK CHECKS; PRINTED TIMETABLES; CIRCULARS AND PAMPHLETS ON THE SUBJECT OF SPORTS
PERSONALITIES AND SPORTS EVENTS; COLLECTOR’S
CARDS; STICKERS FOR MOTOR CARS; STICKERS;
ALBUMS FOR STICKERS; CALENDARS; POSTERS;
PHOTOGRAPHS; POSTCARDS; POSTAGE STAMPS, ADVERTISING PANELS MADE OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD, PAPER OR CARDBOARD BANNERS;
ADVERTISING SIGNS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD;
HEAT TRANSFER PAPER; HEAT-ACTIVATED ADHESIVE LABELS; RUBBER ERASERS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; DRAWING RULERS, NOTEPAD HOLDERS;
NON-MAGNETICALLY ENCODED PAPER OR CARDBOARD TELEPHONE CARDS, CASHPOINT CARDS,
TRAVEL AND ENTERTAINMENT DISCOUNT CARDS,
BANK CHECK CARDS AND BANK ACCOUNT CARDS;
NON-MAGNETICALLY ENCODED CREDIT CARDS
MADE FROM PAPER OR CARDBOARD (U.S. CLS. 2, 5,
22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

For statues of plaster, plastic, wax or wood; figurines of plaster, plastic, wax or wood; souvenirs made of wood, wax, plastic or plastic; plastic non-encoded identification plates; nominally, plastic non-encoded nameplates; fans for personal use; inflatable promotional objects; rigid pub-lications, namely, plastic banners, plastic flags, plastic pennants and plastic name badges (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 30).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

For containers for household or kitchen use; cooking and household utensils not of precious metals or coated therewith; namely, grills, grill covers, wire baskets, graters, sieves, spatulas, strainers, turners, rolling pins, pot and pan scrapers, and skimmers; beer mugs; glass tumblers; cups and drinking glasses; flasks; vases and plates; plastic coasters and coasters not of paper and not being table linen; saucers; drinking glasses; bottles sold empty; vacuum flasks; statues, sculptures and trophies of porcelain, terracotta or glass in connection with soccer (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

For clothing and knitwear, namely, shirts, pullovers, sleeveless pullovers, t-shirts, jerseys, sleeveless jerseys, dresses, shorts, underwear, bathing suits, shorts, trousers, sweaters, sashes for wear, scarves, and shawls; tracksuits for sports; sweatshirts; jackets; blazers; waterproof clothing; namely, waterproof jackets, coats, shoes, boots and pants; coats; uniforms; neckties; gloves; aprons; bibs, namely, cloth bibs; baby bibs not of paper and bibs not of cloth or paper; pajamas; overalls; shoulder pads; play suits; high-heeled shoes; sandals; belted garments and belts; suspenders; footwear; socks; stockings; garter belts; headwear; headbands against sticking; head coverings; namely, caps, hats and peaked caps (U.S. CLS. 22 and 39).

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS

For brooches; decorative pins and needles, not of precious metal; and pins not of precious metal; namely, bonnet pins, safety pins, Bobby pins and sewing pins (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 and 50).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

For games and toys, namely, action skill games, action target games, arcade games, parlor games, party games, play balloons, board games, tables for table soccer, dolls and play vehicles, toy dogs made of rubber or plastic, toy dogs with puppy tails, toys, toys vehicles, jigsaw puzzles, balls, namely, footballs, basketballs, baseballs; ice skates; and skis; ice hockey sticks; pieces in the nature of bottle caps and milk cap covers; game equipment, namely, metal or plastic discs used as game chips; toy disks to toss in playing a game wherein other disks are flipped and collected, playing cards; confetti; soccer balls; goalkeeper's gloves; knee guards; elbow guards; shoulder pads; shin guards; shin guards, shoulder pads, and shin guards for soccer; bags specially adapted for carrying sports balls and equipment; novelty toy hats; novelty toy outfits for plush or electronic toys; arcade games; and foam rubber toy hands (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 and 50).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

For coffee; cocoa; sugar; honey; artificial coffee; flour; preparations made from cereals, namely, ready-to-eat; cereal derived food bars; preparations made from cereals, namely, pasta; cereals, cereal based snack foods; corn chips; and breakfast cereals; bread; pastries; cakes; biscuits; candy; sweets, namely, cookies and candy; edible fruit ices; confectionery; namely, ice cream, frozen confections, ice milk, and yogurt; dried cereal flakes; mustard; vinegar; salt; food additives made of coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, salt; flour or processed cereal preparations, honey, molasses, yeast, salt, mustard, vinegar or spices (U.S. CLS. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

For non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverage soft drinks; diet soft drinks; low calories soft drinks; energy drinks; guarana drinks; sports drinks; smoothies, flavored water, herbal juices, mineral water, carbonated water, isotonic beverages; fruit and vegetable juices; iced fruit beverages; non-alcoholic beverages with tea flavor; syrups and powders for making non-alcoholic beverages; beers and lagers (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 and 48).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

For services of an advertising agency on a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices; data bank installation services; name registration programs for others; compilation and compilation of computerized databases; computer file management services; gathering of statistical information; advertising for sports events for others in connection with soccer; gathering of various goods for the benefit of others with a view to offering customers the option of conveniently viewing and acquiring goods via a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices, namely, promoting the goods of others by means of on-line real time presentation for inspection, viewing or showing of general merchandise and consumer goods; design of advertisements for use as web sites in a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices; provision of space on web sites for advertising aiming at the promotion of goods and services; auctioneering on a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices; collection of directories for publication on internet and on a wireless electronic communications network; commercial administration, namely, processing commercial transactions on a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices; administration of domain name registration programs for others; compilation of information into computer databases and especially of fixed or animated images; electronic commerce services for others, namely, online ordering featuring general merchandise and general consumer goods; electronic commerce services for other goods, namely, name products via e-commerce networks for advertising and sales purposes; promotion of sports events including soccer; naming of and promoting the goods and services of others through the distribution of printed and audio promotional materials and by rendering sales promotions featuring the goods and services of others, by means of contractual agreements, particu-
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

For credit card services; issuing of credit cards; issuing of traveler's checks; financing services; banking services; procurement of credit and loans; insurance services, namely, insurance underwriting services; insurance agencies; insurance brokerage; insurance administration; insurance premium rate computing; insurance claims processing; claims adjustment in the field of insurance; insurance subrogation and salvage; providing information in insurance matters; electronic processing of insurance claims and payment; data and financial evaluation for insurance purposes; lease-purchase financing and loans in the fields of image and sound recordings; financial sponsorship of sports events; information in the field of financial and insurance services, provided online from a computer data bank or on a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices; direct banking; banking services on a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

For telecommunication services, namely, communications via mobile telephones; transmission of information via telephotewriter; communications via electronic computer terminals linked to telecommunication networks, data banks and the internet or via wireless electronic communication devices; communications by telephone; telecommunications; computer communications, namely, facsimile transmissions; paging services; audio and video teleconferencing services; television program broadcasting; cable television program broadcasting; radio program broadcasting; services of a press and information agency, namely, transmission of news including sports results and entertainment; message transmission services, namely, delivery of messages by electronic means, electronic message sending, transmission of short messages, transmission of messages over electronic media, worldwide switched text and message transmission services; electronic voice messaging, namely, the recording and subsequent transmission of voice messages by telephone; providing on-line electronic bulletins boards for transmission of messages among computer users concerning general interest, sports, sporting events and entertainment topics, providing on-line forums for transmission of messages among computer users concerning general interest, sports, sporting events and entertainment topics; providing on-line listservers for transmission of messages among computer users concerning general interest, sports, sporting events and entertainment topics; rental of telephone apparatus, facsimile machines and other telecommunication apparatus; transmission of commercial internet pages online or via wireless electronic communication devices; broadcasting services on a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices; electronic transmission of messages; providing multiple user access to blackboards in the nature of display and advertisement notice boards and to chat rooms in real time via a global computer network; providing chat rooms and blackboards in the nature of information and advertisement notice boards concerning general interest, sports, sporting events and entertainment topics in real time via a global computer network; computer-aided electronic transmission of messages and images; providing multiple user access to online private and commercial purchasing and ordering services; transmission of information including web sites, computer programs and other data on telecommunications networks; electronic mail services; providing multiple user access to a global computer network for downloading or via wireless electronic communication devices; providing connections for telecommunication purposes to a global computer network or data banks; providing multiple user access to a global computer network for downloading digital music by means of a global computer network or by means of wireless electronic communication devices; providing multiple user access to websites featuring music by means of a global computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices; broadcasting of radio and television programs in the fields of sports and entertainment; providing online chat rooms for the transmission of messages between computer users in the fields of general interest topics, sports, sporting events and entertainment; providing connections to computer installations in the nature of wireless networks; providing multiple user access to websites featuring digital music by telecommunication means; providing access time to search engines for obtaining data and information on a global network (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

For travel agency services, namely arranging of tours, travel services; transportation services by plane, train, bus and truck; boat transport; boat chartering; tour organization services, namely, organization of excursions, sightseeing tours, holidays, tours and travel; vehicle rental services; delivery of goods by air, rail, ship, bus, car, bicycle or truck; distribution of films; delivery of image and sound recordings by air, rail, ship, bus, car, bicycle or truck (U.S. CLS. 100 and 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

For processing cinema films; enlargement of photographs; photographic printing; photographic film development; rental of machines and apparatus for photographic development; printing; commercial printing; finishing, printing services (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 and 106).
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, ORGANIZATION OF LOTTERIES, ADMINISTRATION OF LOTTERIES FOR OTHERS, ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELDS OF SOCCER GAMES AND SPORTS TOURNAMENTS; BETTING AND GAMING SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH SPORT; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES DURING OR IN CONNECTION WITH SPORTING EVENTS, NAMELY, LASER SHOWS, LIGHT SHOWS, AIR SHOWS, MAGIC SHOWS, FASHION SHOWS, LIVE SHOW PERFORMANCES, FESTIVALS AND LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ORGANIZING COMMUNITY SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS; ORGANIZATION OF SPORTING TOURNAMENTS FOR SOCCER; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; RENTAL OF AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CAMERAS, CINEMA PROJECTION APPARATUS AND ACCESSORIES, CINEMATOGRAPHIC MACHINES AND APPARATUS, FILM PROJECTION EQUIPMENT, MOVIE PROJECTORS AND ACCESSORIES, TAPE RECORDING EQUIPMENT, RADIOS AND TELEVISIONS, PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION AND RENTAL OF FILMS, SOUND AND VIDEO; PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION AND RENTAL OF INTERACTIVE EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, INTERACTIVE COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND COMPUTER GAMES; MULTIMEDIA ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION SERVICES; RADIO AND TELEVISION REPORTING OF SPORTS EVENTS; RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAM AND VIDEO TAPE EDITING SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF CARTOONS; PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FEATURING CARTOONS; BOOKING OF SEATS FOR SHOWS AND SPORTS EVENTS; ARRANGING TICKET RESERVATIONS FOR CULTURAL AND SPORT EVENTS; TIMING OF SPORTS EVENTS; AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDING OF SPORTS EVENTS; INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE GAME SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVISION OF GAMES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR VIA WIRELESS ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION DEVICES; PROVISION OF INTERNET SITES AND WIRELESS ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION DEVICES FOR OTHERS; RESERVATION OF ROOMS FOR TRAVELERS; RESERVATION OF HOTEL ACCOMMODATION; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING MP3 WEB SITES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR VIA WIRELESS ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION DEVICES; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DOWNLOADING DIGITAL MUSIC BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR BY MEANS OF WIRELESS ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION DEVICES; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING MP3 WEB SITES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR VIA WIRELESS ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION DEVICES; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER RENTAL; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; DATA MANAGEMENT AND NATURE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; GRANTING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LICENSES; DESIGN OF WEB SITES OR SITES ON WIRELESS ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS, CREATION AND MAINTENANCE OF WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; GRANTING OF LICENSES FOR DATA BANKS; CREATION AND MAINTENANCE OF INTERNET SITES AND WIRELESS ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT OF DIGITAL CONTENT; IMPLEMENTATION OF REPRODUCTIONS OF IMAGES AND SOUND AS WELL AS INTERACTIVE COMPACT DISCS, CD-ROMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER GAMES; RENTAL OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS; IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES ON COMPUTER NETWORKS OR VIA WIRELESS ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION DEVICES; IMPLEMENTING AND HOSTING WEB SITES ON COMPUTER NETWORKS OR VIA WIRELESS ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION DEVICES; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, WOVEN SHIRTS, KNIT SWEATER, COATS, JACKETS, PANTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, HOT PANTS, WARM-UPS, DRESSES, TOPS, UNDERWEAR; FOOTWEAR; HEADGEAR, NAMELY CAPS, HATS, BANDANAS, HEADBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE CONCERTS AND PRODUCTION OF MUSIC CD'S; MUSIC EVENTS, NAMELY LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

REBECCA GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-019,973. LIGHTMAKER GROUP LTD, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 12-10-2004.
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS, DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF INTERNET APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT, COMPUTER CONSULTANCY SERVICES, DESIGN, CREATION, HOSTING, MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES FOR OTHERS, APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP), NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS, CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS, DESIGN OF ONLINE COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR PLACEMENT OF PERSONNEL; BUSINESS AND PERSONNEL CONSULTANCY; EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES; PAYROLL PREPARATION; PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT; PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, PUBLIC RELATIONS; PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING FOR THE SELECTION OF PERSONNEL; TESTING FOR THE SELECTION OF PERSONNEL, NAMELY, TESTING TO DETERMINE EMPLOYMENT SKILLS AND TESTING TO DETERMINE JOB COMPETENCY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR TRAINING OF PERSONNEL, NAMELY, TRAINING SERVICES FOR PERSONNEL IN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS—COMPUTERS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, AUTOMOTIVE, AVIATION, PHARMACEUTICAL, TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY, IN THE USE AND OPERATION OF ELECTRONIC CONTROL APPARATUS; TRAINING OF PERSONNEL, NAMELY, TRAINING SERVICES FOR PERSONNEL IN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS—CALL CENTER SERVICES, SALES AND PROMOTION, TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION, MEDICAL AID AND THERAPY, NURSING, AND THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY; TRAINING AND FURTHER TRAINING CONSULTANCY IN THE ABOVE LISTED FIELDS; ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING OF SEMINARS AND TRAINING COURSES IN THE ABOVE LISTED FIELDS; ADVISE IN THE FIELDS OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING, NAMELY, CAREER COUNSELING AND CAREERS GUIDANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR TECHNICAL PROJECT STUDIES AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY, AVIATION INDUSTRY, POWER PLANT INDUSTRY, TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY; ADVICE IN THE FIELD OF OCCATIONAL SAFETY, NAMELY, PROVIDING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION REGARDING SAFETY DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR MEDICAL ADVICE IN THE FIELDS OF INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR GUARD SERVICES; PERSONAL SECURITY CONSULTANCY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIORITY DATE OF 6-26-2004 IS CLAIMED.
The color(s) blue and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The color blue appears in the letters except for the dot of the I, which appears in red.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR HOUSEHOLD, SANITARY, HEATING AND ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MACHINES, NAMELY MACHINES, APPARATUS, AND INSTRUMENTS FOR PRODUCING ENERGY AND ELECTRICITY, NAMELY ELECTRIC GENERATORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 and 35).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR TECHNICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING WATER AND GAS, NAMELY WATER METERS AND GAS METERS; INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING, REGULATING AND CONTROLLING ENERGY, HEAT, COLD AND ELECTRICITY, AS WELL AS FOR THE RECORDING OF CORRESPONDING DATA, NAMELY THERMOSTATS, CALORIMETERS, ELECTRONIC CONTROLS USED FOR THERMOSTATS AND CALORIMETERS, ELECTRONIC UTILITY BILLING DEVICES COMPRISED OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CALCULATING ENERGY, HEAT, WATER, GAS AND ELECTRICITY USAGE AND COSTS, ENERGY, HEAT, WATER, GAS AND ELECTRICITY DATA TRANSMITTERS, USED TO PROCESS, REPRODUCE AND TRANSMIT DATA RELATED TO MEASURING, METERING, RECORDING, CONTROLLING AND INVOICING ENERGY, HEAT, WATER, GAS AND ELECTRICITY COSTS, COMPUTERS, HEATERS, LAMPS, ELECTRICAL AND GAS COOKERS, REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS, ELECTRIC FANS, AIR CONDITIONERS AND WATER HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR TECHNICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS FOR HOUSEHOLD, SANITARY, HEATING AND ENERGY PURPOSES, NAMELY ELECTRIC SPACE HEATERS, ELECTRIC PATIO HEATERS, ELECTRIC RADIANT HEATERS, WATER HEATERS FOR DOMESTIC USE, RADIATORS FOR HEATING BUILDINGS, LAMPS, ELECTRICAL COOKERS FOR DOMESTIC USE, GAS COOKERS, ELECTRIC AND GAS STOVES, REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS, ELECTRIC FANS AND AIR CONDITIONERS, HOT WATER HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR DATA CAPTURE FOR DATA PROCESSING RELATING TO ENERGY, CONSUMPTION, AND HOUSEHOLD CHARGES, NAMELY DATA PROCESSING SERVICES; BUSINESS ANALYSES AND DRAWING UP OF CORRESPONDING BILLS, NAMELY BILLING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, PROVIDING OFFICE FUNCTIONS, AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, NAMELY REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL, LEASING AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF ELECTRIC GENERATORS, WATER AND GAS METERS, THERMOSTATS, CALORIMETERS, ELECTRONIC CONTROLS USED FOR THERMOSTATS AND CALORIMETERS, ELECTRONIC UTILITY BILLING DEVICES COMPRISED OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CALCULATING ENERGY, HEAT, WATER, GAS AND ELECTRICITY USAGE AND COSTS, ENERGY, HEAT, WATER, GAS AND ELECTRICITY DATA TRANSMITTERS, USED TO PROCESS, REPRODUCE AND TRANSMIT DATA RELATED TO MEASURING, METERING, RECORDING, CONTROLLING AND INVOICING ENERGY, HEAT, WATER, GAS AND ELECTRICITY COSTS, COMPUTERS, HEATERS, LAMPS, ELECTRICAL AND GAS COOKERS, REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS, ELECTRIC FANS, AIR CONDITIONERS AND WATER HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS, NAMELY TRANSMITTING DATA ON ENERGY, CONSUMPTION AND HOUSEHOLD CHARGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICES, NAMELY, FURNISHING, SUPPLYING, TRANSMITTING AND DISTRIBUTING ENERGY; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION: CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE FOR THE HOUSEHOLD, SANITARY, HEATING AND ENERGY FIELDS, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF SOFTWARE PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY DATE OF 7-11-2005 IS CLAIMED.
THE COLOR(S) BLACK AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR RED APPEARS IN THE ARROW AND THE STYLIZED WORD "DIRECTOR"; THE COLOR BLACK APPEARS IN THE STYLIZED WORD "STREET".

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF NAVIGATION SYSTEMS AND NAVIGATION DEVICES FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER ENGINEERING SERVICES, NAMELY COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN; DESIGN OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ADA HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY DATE OF 9-26-2005 IS CLAIMED.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) LIGHT-BLUE, MEDIUM BLUE, DARK BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE COLORS LIGHT BLUE, MEDIUM BLUE, AND DARK BLUE ALL APPEARING IN THE DESIGN OF SEVERAL SIX-SIDED SHAPES.
CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR EMULSIFYING AGENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, NAMELY FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF ADHESIVES, DEXTRINE, CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY WITH A STARCH BASE BEING PAPER-MAKING AUXILIARIES, IN PARTICULAR FOR THE INTERNAL SIZING AND SURFACE TREATMENT OF PAPER; CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY WITH A STARCH BASE BEING BINDING AGENTS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF MINERAL FIREBOARD AND PLASTER BOARD; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY, IN PARTICULAR DEXTRINE; GLUE FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY WITH A STARCH BASE BEING PAPER-MAKING AUXILIARIES, IN PARTICULAR FOR THE INTERNAL SIZING AND SURFACE TREATMENT OF PAPER; CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY WITH A STARCH BASE BEING BINDING AGENTS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF MINERAL FIREBOARD AND PLASTER BOARD (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 2—PAINTS

FOR BINDING AND THICKENING AGENTS FOR PAINTS AND LACQUERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR STARCH PRODUCTS BEING TEXTILE AUXILIARIES, NAMELY SIZE FOR YARNS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR STARCH AND STARCH PRODUCTS FOR DIETARY PURPOSES, NAMELY USED IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY WITH A STARCH BASE BEING PHARMACEUTICAL-MAKING AUXILIARIES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR STARCH AND STARCH PRODUCTS FOR FOODSTUFFS, NAMELY POTATO STARCH AND POTATO STARCH BASED BINDING, THICKENING, GELATINIZING, AND STABILIZING AGENTS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FILLINGS FOR CAKES AND PASTRIES, SAUCES, SOUPS, INSTANT PUDDING, CREAMS, KETCHUP, MAYONNAISE, DAIRY PRODUCTS, CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES EXCEPT BEERS, NAMELY, WINE, DISTILLED LIQUOR, SCHNAPPS, LIQUEUR (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 9-16-2005 IS CLAIMED.


CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS; ANTIPERSPIRANTS; ETHEREAL ESSENCES, NAMELY, ESSENTIAL OILS; ETHEREAL OILS, NAMELY, COSMETIC OILS; BATH SALTS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; CREAM FOR WHITENING THE SKIN; PERSONAL DEODORANTS AS PERFUMERY; BASES FOR FLOWER PERFUMES, NAMELY, PERFUME FLOWER OILS FOR MANUFACTURING PERFUME; COSMETIC CREAMS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE; HELIOTROPINE, NAMELY, PERFUME ESSENTIAL OILS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING PERFUME; COSMETICS; FITTED COSMETIC SETS COMPRISING LIPSTICK, LIP GLOSS, EYE SHADOW; BATH COSMETIC PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BATH OIL; COSMETIC SLIMMING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, CREAMS FOR CELLULITE REDUCTION; MAKE-UP; NAIL VARNISH FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; OILS FOR TOILET PURPOSES; OILS FOR PERFUMES AND SCENTS, NAMELY, SCENTED OILS USED TO PRODUCE AROMAS WHEN HEATED; PERFUMERY; PERFUMES, AFTER-SHAVE LOTIONS; CLEANSING MILKS; OILS FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; SOAPS; SHAMPOOS; SUNSCREENS IN THE NATURE OF COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN TANNING; NON-MEDICATED TOILETRIES; TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH COSMETIC LOTIONS; PETROLEUM JELLY FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; COTTON WOOL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; COTTON BUDS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; MASCARA (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 9-16-2005 IS CLAIMED.


CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL USE; DIETETIC FOODS FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; CHEMICAL PHARMACEUTICALS FOR TREATMENT OF NAUSEA, HEADACHES AND CONVULSIONS; CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SANITARY PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR BATH SALTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MEDICATED BATH PREPARATIONS; ANALOGIC BALMS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; BALSAMIC PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NAMELY, MEDICATED LIP BALM; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MEDICATED CONFECTIONERY; CHEMICAL-PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF OBESITY AND METABOLIC DISEASES AND DISORDERS; DEODORANTS, OTHER THAN FOR PERSONAL USE, NAMELY, AIR DEODORANTS; DIETETIC FOODS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES BASED ON VITAMINS, MINERALS, TRACE ELEMENTS INDIVIDUALLY OR COMBINED; DIETETIC BEVERAGES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; DIETETIC FOODS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE; CAPSULES FOR MEDICINES, NAMELY, UNIT DOSE CAPSULES SOLD EMPTY FOR PHARMACEUTICAL USE; CHEWING GUMS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MEDICINAL DRINKS, NAMELY, DIETARY DRINK MIX FOR USE AS A MEAL REPLACEMENT; MEDICINAL HERBAL TEA; MINERAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS MADE WITH MINERALS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS MADE WITH TRACE ELEMENTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; NUTRITIONAL OILS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MINERAL SALTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS MADE WITH TRACE ELEMENTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS MADE WITH MINERALS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; NUTRITIONAL HERBAL TEA; MINERAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; BAGS FOR AUTOMOTIVE RACING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS, SHORTS, PANTS, SHORTS, JERSEYS, JACKETS AND LEATHER JACKETS, FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, BOOTS AND SHOES; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, CAPS AND HATS; GLOVES; CLOTHING FOR SPORTING ACTIVITIES, NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS, SHORTS, PANTS, SHORTS, JERSEYS, JACKETS AND LEATHER JACKETS; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, BOOTS AND SHOES FOR SPORTS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, CAPS AND HATS FOR SPORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES, NAMELY SCALE MODEL VEHICLES AND MINIATURE TOY HELMETS FOR RACING DRIVERS; GYMNASTIC APPARATUS AND MANUALLY-OPERATED EXERCISE EQUIPMENT; PROTECTIVE PADDING, NAMELY KNEE GUARDS, ELBOW GUARDS, RIB PROTECTORS, FACE MASKS, SHOULDER PADS AND KNEE SUPPORTERS FOR AUTOMOTIVE RACING; SPORTING GEAR TOTE BAGS FOR AUTOMOTIVE RACING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, IN THE FIELD OF RACING COMPETITIONS FOR RACING DRIVERS; TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RACING COMPETITIONS FOR RACING DRIVERS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF SPORTS CAR RACING EVENTS; HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE; ORGANIZING COMMUNITY SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS NOTABLY FOR SPORTS COMPETITIONS; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO EDUCATION, EXERCISE TRAINING, RACING SPORT ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES VIA THE INTERNET; EDITING AND PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY BOOKS, PERIODICAL AND NON-PERIODICAL DOCUMENTS, NAMELY MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, NEWSPAPERS, CATALOGS, BROCHURES; AND EDITING OF FILMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ECOLEAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,531,074.

KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-023,075. BONNIE FATIO, SWITZERLAND, FILED 1-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 7-22-2005 IS CLAIMED.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO CASSETTES, CD-ROMS AND DVDS FEATURING AUDIO AND VIDEO IN THE FIELD OF SELF-IMAGE AWARENESS AND IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; NOTE CARDS; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF SELF-IMAGE AWARENESS AND IMPROVEMENT; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, PERIODICALS, CATALOGUES, MAGAZINES, BOOK ARTICLES AND PAMPHLETS, ALL IN THE FIELD OF SELF-IMAGE AWARENESS AND IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PAJAMAS, BATHING SUITS, PANTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, TRACKSUITS, TIES, SCARVES, SWEATERS, JACKETS, FOOTWEAR, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS, IN THE FIELD OF SELF-IMAGE AWARENESS AND IMPROVEMENT; PROVIDING OF TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF SELF-IMAGE AWARENESS AND IMPROVEMENT; PUBLISHING OF BOOKS, PERIODICALS AND REVIEWS IN THE FIELD OF SELF-IMAGE AWARENESS AND IMPROVEMENT; PUBLISHING OF ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY WEB MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF SELF-IMAGE AWARENESS AND IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MEMOSAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 10-17-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0883109 DATED 3-30-2006, EXPIRES 3-30-2016.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR ORTHOPAEDIC PILLOWS; PILLOWS FOR THERAPEUTIC USE; BACK SUPPORTS FOR USE WITH CHAIRS, SOFAS, SEATS AND SEAT OVERLAYS FOR MEDICAL AND THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES; COMFORT PADS NAMELY ORTHOPAEDIC SUPPORTS AND NON-ELECTRIC MASSAGE APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR MATTRESSES; SPRING-MATTRESSES; LATEX MATTRESSES; PILLOWS; ANATOMICAL PILLOWS; CUSHIONS; COMFORT PADS FOR CHAIRS, SOFAS, SEATS AND SEAT OVERLAYS; DECORATIVE AND SEAT CUSHIONS FOR CHAIRS, SOFAS, SEATS AND SEAT OVERLAYS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR PILLOW COVERS, PILLOW CASES AND PILLOW SHAMS; MATTRESS COVERS; MATTRESS PADS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VIAMEX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 4-1-2005 IS CLAIMED.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, NAMELY, CHEMICAL ELECTROPOLATING COMPOSITIONS; CHEMICALS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF DIELECTRIC MATERIALS BASED ON POLYMERS COATED ON ONE OR BOTH SIDE WITH METALS ESPECIALLY COPPER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND DEVICES FOR TREATMENT OF SURFACES NAMELY, ELECTROPOLATING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-023,736. OLIVER FRÖHLICH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-14-2006.

SUB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 10-18-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0884204 DATED 12-6-2005, EXPIRES 12-6-2015.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRT, TANK-TOP, UNDERWEAR, PULLOVER, JACKETS, HOODED SWEAT-SHIRTS, LONGLINGERED T-SHIRTS, LONG-SLEEVED SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, SOCKS, GLOVES, BEACH-WEAR, TRACK-SUITS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, ANORAKS, JEANS, JERSEYS, POLO-SHIRTS, SNOW SUITS, SNOW PANTS, SNOW JACKETS, SCARVES, FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SLIPPERS, SNEAKERS, SNOWBOARD BOOTS, SKI BOOTS, BIKE BOOTS, CLIMBING SHOES, CASUAL SHOES, FLIP-FLOPS, BRIDAL-BOOTS, SKATEBOARD-SHOES, HEADGEAR, NAMELY, CAPS, BEANIES, HEADBANDS, HEADSCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR SPORTING-GOODS, NAMELY STATIONARY-EXERCISE BIKES, SKIS, SNOWBOARDS, SURFBOARDS, INLINE-SKATES, BOOGIEBOARDS, WAKEBOARDS, CLIMBING EQUIPMENT IN THE NATURE OF CLIMBING HARNESSES, SKI POLES, NORDIC WALKING POLES, TREKKING POLES, HIKING POLES, FLYING DISCS, KITES, SKATEBOARDS, SNOWBOARD BINDINGS, SKI-BINDINGS, VOLLEYBALLS, BAGS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT, BAGS AND CASES FOR SKIS, SKATEBOARDS AND SURFBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-023,665. VOLKER GESSELBAUER, AUSTRIA, FILED 12-6-2005.
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CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, GRAPHICS BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPHIC, CABLE, AND SATELLITE TRANSMISSIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING COMMUNITY SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS AND BETTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS BETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF MANAGING WEALTH AND INVESTMENT AS PART OF FINANCIAL SERVICES OFFERED BY INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL COMPANIES; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT IN THE NATURE OF MANAGING ASSETS, INVESTMENTS AND WEALTH FOR USE IN REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN, UPDATE AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE SERVICES RENDERED BY COMPUTER SCIENTISTS, NAMELY, CUSTOMIZATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE BY ADAPTING THE COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO THE SPECIFIC NEEDS OF THE COMPUTER SOFTWARE END USER OR TO THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE WITHIN A TERRITORY. IMPLEMENTATION AND CONFIGURATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MIGRATION OF DATA TO THE COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). COLLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-023,758. EXIMIUS, NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP, BELGIUM, FILED 10-6-2005.

SN 79-023,821. THALES, FRANCE, FILED 3-31-2006.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE BY COMPANIES WITHIN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY AND THEIR CUSTOMERS TO PERFORM THEIR ASSET, INVESTMENT AND WEALTH MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, NAMELY, DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR FINANCIAL INFORMATION; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE BY COMPANIES WITHIN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY AND THEIR CUSTOMERS TO PERFORM THEIR ASSET, INVESTMENT AND WEALTH MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, NAMELY, DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR FINANCIAL INFORMATION; PRE-RECORDED MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS AND PRE-RECORDED OPTICAL DISK CONTAINING COMPUTER SOFTWARE, TOOLING AND CONFIGURATION DATA, WHETHER IN COMPILED CODE OR IN OBJECT CODE, FOR USE BY COMPANIES WITHIN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY AND THEIR CUSTOMERS TO PERFORM THEIR ASSET, INVESTMENT AND WEALTH MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR COMPUTER FILE MANAGEMENT; PUBLISHING ADVERTISEMENT TEXTS; BUSINESS ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT CONSULTING; COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES; INTERNAL MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR COMPUTER-ASSISTED MESSAGE AND IMAGE TRANSMISSION; COMMUNICATION VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PUBLISHING TEXTS OTHER THAN ADVERTISING TEXTS, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND BROCHURES; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING OF ONLINE BOOKS AND PERIODICALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

STEFAN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN, UPDATE AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE SERVICES RENDERED BY COMPUTER SCIENTISTS, NAMELY, CUSTOMIZATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE BY ADAPTING THE COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO THE SPECIFIC NEEDS OF THE COMPUTER SOFTWARE END USER OR TO THE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE WITHIN A TERRITORY. IMPLEMENTATION AND CONFIGURATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MIGRATION OF DATA TO THE COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). COLLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONLINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. " THE COLOR(S) DARK BLUE, LIGHT BLUE, WHITE, YELLOW, ORANGE AND RED IS/ ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK. " THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "PEOPLE ONLINE" IN WHITE AGAINST A BACKGROUND THAT FADES RIGHT TO LEFT FROM RED TO ORANGE TO YELLOW. THE DOTS AND CURVED LINES WITHIN THE BACKGROUND ARE IN WHITE. THE WORD THALES IS IN DARK BLUE WITH THE DOT IN THE LETTER "A" IN LIGHT BLUE.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR COMPUTER FILE MANAGEMENT; PUBLISHING ADVERTISEMENT TEXTS; BUSINESS ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT CONSULTING; COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES; INTERNAL MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR COMPUTER-ASSISTED MESSAGE AND IMAGE TRANSMISSION; COMMUNICATION VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PUBLISHING TEXTS OTHER THAN ADVERTISING TEXTS, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND BROCHURES; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING OF ONLINE BOOKS AND PERIODICALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIORITY DATE OF 8-26-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0884874 DATED 2-21-2006, EXPIRES 2-21-2016.

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR GEAR CUTTERS, ELECTRIC CAULKING GUNS, CAULKING GUNS WITH HYDRAULIC FEED; BATTERY OPERATED CAULKING GUNS; PNEUMATIC GREASE GUNS; PNEUMATIC CAULKING GUNS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 25, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR CAULKING GUNS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44). CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-023,889. OUTOKUMPU TECHNOLOGY OY, FINLAND, FILED 3-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 10-4-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0885059 DATED 3-2-2006, EXPIRES 3-2-2016.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS AND PREPARATIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC USE AND PURPOSES, CHEMICAL REAGENTS AND DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN RESEARCH LABORATORIES AND IN INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF CANCER, CHEMICAL REAGENTS AND DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52). ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-024,072. DAKO DENMARK A/S, DENMARK, FILED 3-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 9-20-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0885501 DATED 3-8-2006, EXPIRES 3-8-2016.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,006,857, 2,954,145 AND OTHERS.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; ADHESIVES FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE; CHEMICAL PRODUCTS NAMELY, BLEACHING, BRIGHTENING, RINSING AND WATER SOFTENING PREPARATIONS FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST IN THE NATURE OF A COATING, AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; ANTI-CORROSIVE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

SN 79-024,081. HENKEL KGAA, 40589 DUESSELDORF, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 12-20-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 6-28-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 981,467 AND 2,674,230. SEC. 2(F).

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; ADHESIVES FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE; CHEMICAL PRODUCTS NAMELY, BLEACHING, BRIGHTENING, RINSING AND WATER SOFTENING PREPARATIONS FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST IN THE NATURE OF A COATING, AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; ANTI-CORROSIVE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CARE PREPARATIONS; DENTIFRICES; SKIN SOAPS, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS; LAVENDER. BLEACHES AND SOAPS IN LIQUID, POWDERED, GRANULAR AND PASTE FORMS; DISHWASHING DE- TERTIGENTS, INDUSTRIAL CLEANING AND DEGREASING PREPARATIONS; ALL-PURPOSE HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 30, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS
FOR INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL AND HEALTH PURPOSES, NAMELY, FOR TREATING SKIN CONDITIONS; ALL-PURPOSE DISINFECTANTS, AIR FRESHENING PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
FOR (NO PARIS PRIORITY) ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED, PNEUMATICALLY POWERED LUBRICANT METERING APPLICATORS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; APPLICATOR MACHINES FOR APPLYING AND DISPENSING LIQUID LIQUIDS SUCH AS ADHESIVES, COATINGS, SEALANTS, SOUND ABATEMENT MATERIALS AND COATING COMPOSITIONS FOR INDOOR USE; AUTOMATED AND SEMI-AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY LINE MACHINES FOR THE APPLICATION AND METERING OF SEALANTS, ADHESIVES, BONDING AGENTS, AND LUBRICANTS; AUTOMATED OR ROBOTIC EQUIPMENT FOR APPLYING ADHESIVES, COATINGS, SEALANTS AND SOUND ABATEMENT MATERIALS FOR USE IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY AND DURING AUTOMOBILE ASSEMBLY, NAMELY INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, MANUAL DISPENSERS AND PUMPS FOR THE APPLICATION OF SEALANTS, ADHESIVES, BONDING AGENTS, LUBRICANTS AND THE LIKE (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC DOSAGE DISPENSERS FOR USE IN METAL PRE-TREATMENT PROCESSES, NAMELY FOR ANALYZING, MEASURING, CONTROLLING AND MANAGING METAL PRE-TREATMENT CHEMICALS AND PROCESSES; ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC DOSAGE DISPENSERS FOR METERING AND DISPENSING LIQUID ADHESIVE AND PRE-TREATMENT CHEMICALS; ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC DOSAGE DISPENSERS FOR MEASURING AND CONTROLLING METAL TREATING SOLUTIONS; ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC DOSAGE DISPENSERS FOR DISPENSING HOUSEHOLD, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL, ADHESIVES AND SEALANTS; ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC MEASURING AND DOSING DISPENSER SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF DETECTORS, ELECTRICAL CONTROLLERS, REGULATORS, PERISTALTIC HAND PUMPS, CARTRIDGES, APPLICATORS, RESERVOIRS, SYRINGES, NER'S AND SOLENOID VALVES; AND ELECTRICAL CONTROLLERS, REGULATORS, PERISTALTIC HAND PUMPS, CARTRIDGES, APPLICATORS, RESERVOIRS, SYRINGES, NER'S AND SOLENOID VALVES; FOR PRECISION APPLICATION OF ADHESIVES AND SEALANTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR APPARATUS FOR DRYING, NAMELY, UV/VISIBLE LIGHT CURING SYSTEM, NAMELY, LAMP, POWER SUPPLY UNIT, CURING CHAMBER UNIT, AND FLEXIBLE WAND, FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF HEARING AIDS, ULTRAVIOLET APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS USED TO CURE ADHESIVES IN INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR AUTOMOBILE STRUCTURAL BODY PARTS COATED WITH SOUND DAMPING COMPOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 53 AND 44).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR ADHESIVES FOR HOUSEHOLD USE AND HANDICRAFTS, ADHESIVE TAPES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; OFFICE SUPPLIES, NAMELY, CORRECTING FLUIDS AND TAPES AND APPLICATORS, SOLD AS A UNIT, FOR WRITING, DRAWING, PAINTING AND SIGNING PURPOSES; MARKING PENS; SELF-ADHESIVE NOTE PAPER; SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS; PHOTO MOUNTING CORNERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR PACKING MATERIALS FOR FORMING SEALS; HOME INSULATION MATERIALS, NAMELY FOAM TAPES, ADHESIVE-BACKED FOAM INSULATION, FOAM SEALANT FOR INSULATING ELECTRICAL OUTLETS, ROPE, CAULK, FOAM SEALANT FOR AIR CONDITIONERS AND TURBINES, FOAM PIPE COVERS, FOAM FAUCET COVERS, DOOR SWEEPERS, WINDOW INSULATING KITS CONSISTING OF CLEAR PLASTIC FILM AND ADHESIVE TAPE, SEALING TAPE, NAMELY MASKING TAPE AND DUCT TAPE; STOPPING MATERIALS, NAMELY, SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANTS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE IN SEALING, CAULKING, GASKETING AND WEATHERPROOFING APPLICATIONS, EXPANDABLE EPOXY SYNTACTIC FILM FOR USE IN CLOSED MOLD PROCESSES, STRUCTURAL EPOXY FOAMS IN PUMPABLE, SPRAYABLE AND RIGID FORM FOR REINFORCING METALS AND PLASTICS, ADHESIVE SEALANTS FOR USE IN GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE, MULTI-PURPOSE ADHESIVE SEALANT FOR USE ON METAL PARTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, ASPHALT IN BULK AND SHEET FORM FOR USE IN FORMING PROTECTIVE LININGS AND INNERLININGS, ACID RESISTANT BLOCKS FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES, AND ADHESIVE MEMBRANES FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR KITCHEN, BATH AND SHOWER ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD, KITCHEN AND BATH USE NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH, TOILET BRUSHES, SQUEEGEES, PLUNGERS, COMBS, BRUSHES AND SPONGES FOR DYING HAIR (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ADHESIVES, COATINGS AND SEALANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
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CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF ADHESIVE DEVICES AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ADHESIVE TECHNOLOGY TRAINING, MEDICAL DEVICE ADHESIVE SEMINARS, ELECTRONIC MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, namely, PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES AND CONTESTS, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, namely CONDUCTING CONTESTS AT PROMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR DESIGN AND ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF ADHESIVES, COATINGS AND SEALANTS FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-024,439. ISTITUTO ITALIANO DEL MARCIO; DI QUALITA’ PER IL CONTROLLO; DI RISPONDEZIA A NORME TECNICHE; DI PRODOTTI E SISTEMI (IMQ), ITALY, FILED 3-28-2006.

PRIORITY DATE OF 1-27-2006 IS CLAIMED.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “FOOD”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) RED AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES, NAMELY PRINTED CIRCUITS, SHIELDING PLATES, PLUG CONNECTORS; ELECTRICAL FITTINGS AND FASTENERS, IN PARTICULAR ELECTRICAL CONTACTS, NAMELY, PLUGS, ELECTRICAL CONTACT PINS, NAMELY, CONTACT PINS FOR MALE PLUGS, ELECTRICAL CONTACT SPRINGS, MADE OF PRECIOUS METALS TOO, NAMELY, CONTACT SPRINGS FOR FEMALE PLUGS; COMPONENTRIES AND HOUSINGS FOR BACKPLANES; PRODUCTS FOR ELECTRICAL WIRES, NAMELY, ELECTRICAL SWITCHES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SN 79-024,532. TAKASAGO KORYO KOGYO; KABUSHIKI KAISHA (ALSO TRADING AS TAKASAGO INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION), JAPAN, FILED 2-17-2006.

CHIRAROMA
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 11-16-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0886662 DATED 2-17-2006, EXPIRES 2-17-2016.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,234,544.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR PERFUME AND TOILET WATER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR FOOD FLAVORINGS NOT BEING ESSENTIAL OILS (U.S. CL. 46).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-024,689. ERNI ELEKTROAPPARATE GMBH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 1-5-2006.

IMQFOOD

MicroStac

PRIORITY DATE OF 11-29-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0887099 DATED 1-5-2006, EXPIRES 1-5-2016.
CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
FOR ELECTRICAL INSULATING PARTS MADE OF PLASTIC FOR PRINTED CIRCUITS, PLUG CONNECTORS, ELECTRICAL FITTINGS AND FASTENERS, PLUGS, COMPONENTRIES AND HOUSINGS FOR BACKPLANES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-025,049. GN OTOMETRICS A/S, DENMARK, FILED 4-7-2006.

ThinkTel

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0888842 DATED 4-11-2006, EXPIRES 4-11-2016.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ARRANGING OF SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES; BOOK AND REVIEW PUBLISHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Kid Do Ku

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 9-21-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0888935 DATED 3-21-2006, EXPIRES 3-21-2016.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KID", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR CD'S, NAMELY BLANK CD-ROMS FOR SOUND OR VIDEO RECORDINGS, CD'S PRERECORDER WITH SOUND AND VIDEO FILES, MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARERecorded ON CD-ROM FEATURING PUZZLES, GAMES, EDUCATIONAL GAMES, CHILDREN'S STORIES AND CARTOONS; COMPUTER GAMES; AND COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PUZZLE BOOKS, NAMELY, BOOKS CONTAINING PUZZLES AND GAMES, CHILDREN'S BOOKS WITH PUZZLES AND GAMES, CHILDREN'S CARTOON BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF PUZZLES, EDUCATIONAL PUZZLE BOOKS, AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS FOR PUZZLES AND COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

Osbone

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 1-20-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0888784 DATED 4-12-2006, EXPIRES 4-12-2016.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, NAMELY POLYMERIC CALCIUM PHOSPHATES AND CALCIUM PHOSPHATES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR POLYMERIC CALCIUM PHOSPHATES FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-025,376. ANNABEL LEVIN, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 3-21-2006.

Aurical

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 10-13-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0888016 DATED 4-7-2006, EXPIRES 4-7-2016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR AUDIOLOGIC MEASURING, CONTROLLING AND ANALYSIS APPARATUS NOT FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
FOR AUDIOLOGIC MEASURING, CONTROLLING AND ANALYSIS APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
JAMES LOVELACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-025,328. CURASAN AG, KLEINOSTHEIM, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-20-2006.
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS

FOR TOYS, GAMES, PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY MAGNETIC GAMES, MULTI-DIMENSIONAL PUZZLES; BOARD GAMES; TOY MODELS; AND BATTERY-POWERED COMPUTER GAMES WITH LCD SCREEN WHICH FEATURES ANIMATION AND SOUND EFFECTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY DATE OF 12-20-2005 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0889472 DATED 3-22-2006.

"THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GREY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK."

THE LETTERS "CRU" APPEAR IN BLUE AND "THE INDEPENDENT AUTHORITY" APPEARS IN GREY.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-025,566. SUGAR STEEL ENGINEERING PTY LTD, CROWS NEST, NSW, AUSTRALIA, FILED 1-12-2006.

PRIORITY DATE OF 7-12-2005 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0889490 DATED 1-12-2006, EXPIRES 1-12-2016.

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS

FOR RUBBER CUPS, COVERS AND CLIPS FOR USE WITH BUILDING FORMWORK AND REINFORCEMENT IN CONCRETE AND PRE-CAST CONCRETE PANELS, NAMELY, BARS, INTERLOCKABLE BARS, MECHANICAL SPLICES, RODS AND MESHES; METAL CAPS, PROTECTORS, CLIPS, PIPES, TUBES AND WIRE FOR USE WITH REINFORCEMENT IN CONCRETE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-025,567. SUGAR STEEL ENGINEERING PTY LTD, CROWS NEST, NSW, AUSTRALIA, FILED 1-12-2006.

PRIORITY DATE OF 1-12-2005 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0889500 DATED 1-12-2006, EXPIRES 1-12-2016.

CLASS 20—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

FOR NON-METALLIC FORMWORK USED IN REINFORCEMENT STEEL CONSTRUCTION; NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION CUPS, PROTECTORS, VOID FORMERS, COVERS AND CLIPS FOR USE WITH REINFORCEMENT IN CONCRETE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 33 AND 50).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 21—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-025,565. SUGAR STEEL ENGINEERING PTY LTD, CROWS NEST, NSW, AUSTRALIA, FILED 1-12-2006.

PRIORITY DATE OF 7-12-2005 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0889490 DATED 1-12-2006, EXPIRES 1-12-2016.
ONE : DATACENTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0889803 DATED 3-9-2006, EXPIRES 3-9-2016.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATACENTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR SEARCHING AND INDEXING SOFTWARE PLATFORMS, WITH ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS, WHICH CAN BE INTEGRATED INTO INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND ARE ADAPTABLE WITH INTEGRATED COMPUTER TOOLS AND UPGRADABLE WITH STANDARD PROGRAMMING INTERFACES; COMPUTER SEARCH ENGINE SOFTWARE USED FOR CONNECTING GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR COMPUTER FILE MANAGEMENT; DATABASE MANAGEMENT; DATA PROCESSING SERVICES, NAMELY, STORAGE, ENTRY AND PROCESSING OF DATA AND INFORMATION BY ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER MEANS; PROVIDING COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS FEATURING DOCUMENTARY, TECHNICAL AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IN DATABASES AND ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS; PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS FOR THE TRANSFER AND DISSEMINATION OF A WIDE RANGE OF INFORMATION; COMPUTER-AIDED MESSAGE AND IMAGE TRANSMISSION; DATA AND INFORMATION TRANSMISSION AND DISSEMINATION BY ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER MEANS; PROVISION OF ACCESS TO DATA OR DOCUMENTS STORED ELECTRONICALLY IN CENTRAL FILES LOCATED IN A DATABASE SERVER CENTER FOR REMOTE CONSULTATION; PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK FOR DATA EXCHANGE AND TRANSMISSION; TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTATION SERVICES RELATING TO THE PROVISION OF ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; PROVISION OF ACCESS TO DATA OR DOCUMENTS STORED ELECTRONICALLY IN CENTRAL FILES LOCATED IN A DATABASE SERVER CENTER FOR REMOTE CONSULTATION; PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK FOR DATA EXCHANGE AND TRANSMISSION; TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTATION FEATURING TECHNICAL ADVICE IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; DEVELOPMENT OF DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS BY ORDER OF THIRD PARTIES; TECHNICAL ADVICE IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; TECHNICAL RESEARCH AND STUDY IN CONNECTION WITH THE INTERNET DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ATTIYA MALIK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ONE : ENTERPRISE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 9-19-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0889804 DATED 3-9-2006, EXPIRES 3-9-2016.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERPRISE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR SEARCHING AND INDEXING SOFTWARE PLATFORMS, WITH ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS, WHICH CAN BE INTEGRATED IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND ARE ADAPTABLE WITH INTEGRATED COMPUTER TOOLS AND UPGRADABLE WITH STANDARD PROGRAMMING INTERFACES; COMPUTER SEARCH ENGINE SOFTWARE USED FOR CONNECTING GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR COMPUTER FILE MANAGEMENT; DATABASE MANAGEMENT; DATA PROCESSING SERVICES, NAMELY, STORAGE, ENTRY AND PROCESSING OF DATA AND INFORMATION BY ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER MEANS; PROVIDING COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS FEATURING DOCUMENTARY, TECHNICAL AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL IN DATABASES AND ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION
FOR COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS; PROVIDING MULTIPLE USER ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS FOR THE TRANSFER AND DISSEMINATION OF A WIDE RANGE OF INFORMATION; COMPUTER-AIDED MESSAGE AND IMAGE TRANSMISSION; DATA AND INFORMATION TRANSMISSION AND DISSEMINATION BY ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER MEANS; TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTATION SERVICES RELATING TO THE PROVISION OF ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; PROVISION OF ACCESS TO DATA OR DOCUMENTS STORED ELECTRONICALLY IN CENTRAL FILES LOCATED IN A DATABASE SERVER CENTER FOR REMOTE CONSULTATION; PROVIDING MULTIPLE-USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK FOR DATA EXCHANGE AND TRANSMISSION; TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTATION FEATURING TECHNICAL ADVICE IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; DEVELOPMENT OF DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS BY ORDER OF THIRD PARTIES; TECHNICAL ADVICE IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; TECHNICAL RESEARCH AND STUDY IN CONNECTION WITH INTERNET DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

Navipoint

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 10-26-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0890379 DATED 4-20-2006, EXPIRES 4-20-2016.

Navipoint
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MILEAGE AND KILOMETER RECORDERS FOR VEHICLES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN NAVIGATION, FOR CALCULATING AND DISPLAYING ROUTES, DISTANCE AND TIME TO DESTINATION, AND ELECTRONIC MAP DISPLAYS; DATA PROCESSORS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MANUALS FEATURING INSTALLATION, USE AND OPERATION OF NAVIGATION SYSTEMS RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA; ELECTRONIC NOTICE BOARDS; VIDEO DISPLAY CARDS; AUDIO AND VISUAL RECEIVERS; DISTANCE MEASURING APPARATUS, NAMELY, ODOMETERS; TACHOMETERS; COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS; MICROPROCESSORS; PORTABLE TELEPHONES; MODEMS; NAVIGATION APPARATUS FOR VEHICLES IN THE NATURE OF ON-BOARD COMPUTERS; ELECTRIC NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS; SATELLITE NAVIGATIONAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, A GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

 SN 79-025,865. NAVIGON AG, HAMBURG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-20-2006.

PRIORITY DATE OF 10-26-2005 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0890382 DATED 4-20-2006, EXPIRES 4-20-2016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MILEAGE AND KILOMETER RECORDERS FOR VEHICLES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN NAVIGATION, FOR CALCULATING AND DISPLAYING ROUTES, DISTANCE AND TIME TO DESTINATION, AND ELECTRONIC MAP DISPLAYS; DATA PROCESSORS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MANUALS FEATURING INSTALLATION, USE AND OPERATION OF NAVIGATION SYSTEMS RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA; ELECTRONIC NOTICE BOARDS; VIDEO DISPLAY CARDS; AUDIO AND VISUAL RECEIVERS; DISTANCE MEASURING APPARATUS, NAMELY, ODOMETERS; TACHOMETERS; COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS; MICROPROCESSORS; PORTABLE TELEPHONES; MODEMS; NAVIGATION APPARATUS FOR VEHICLES IN THE NATURE OF ON-BOARD COMPUTERS; ELECTRIC NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS; SATELLITE NAVIGATIONAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, A GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0890383 DATED 4-20-2006, EXPIRES 4-20-2016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MILEAGE AND KILOMETER RECORDERS FOR VEHICLES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN NAVIGATION, FOR CALCULATING AND DISPLAYING ROUTES, DISTANCE AND TIME TO DESTINATION, AND ELECTRONIC MAP DISPLAYS; DATA PROCESSORS; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MANU- NALS, FEATURING INSTALLATION, USE AND OPERATION OF NAVIGATION SYSTEMS RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA; ELECTRONIC NOTICE BOARDS; VIDEO DISPLAY CARDS; AUDIO AND VISUAL RECEIVERS; DISTANCE MEASURING APPARATUS, NAMELY, ODOMETERS; TACHOMETERS; COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS; MICROPROCESSORS; PORTABLE TELEPHONES; MODEMS; NAVIGATION APPARATUS FOR VEHICLES IN THE NATURE OF ON-BOARD COMPUTERS; ELECTRIC NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS; SATELLITE NAVIGATIONAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, A GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; ELECTRONIC MAIL; ELECTRONIC MESSAGE SENDING; TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION SERVICES; RADIO BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; TELECONFERENCING SERVICES, TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING AND JUNCTION SERVICES; CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES; RADIO/TELEPHONE PAGING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEM DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; CONVERSION OF DATA OR DOCUMENTS FROM PHYSICAL TO ELECTRONIC MEDIA; Duplication of Computer Programs; Research and Development and Consultation Related Thereto in the Field of Navigation Hardware and Software; Installation of Computer Software; Maintenance of Computer Software; Rental of Computer Software (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 10-27-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0890554 DATED 4-4-2006, EXPIRES 4-4-2016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS RECORDED ON COMPUTER MEDIA, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS FEATURING NEWS IN THE FIELD OF LITHOGRAPHY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS, BOOKS AND PERIODICALS, ALL IN THE FIELD OF LITHOGRAPHY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37 AND 38).

RAMONA ORTIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 2-10-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0891203 DATED 6-7-2006, EXPIRES 6-7-2016.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JELLIES, JAMS, COMBINES; EGGS, MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS INCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; BREAD, Pastry and Confectionary, Namely Cakes, Candy and Candy Bars; Ices, Namely Edible Fruit Ices, Flavoured Ices; Honey, Treacle Syrup; Yeast, Baking Powder, Salt, Mustard, Vinegar, Sauces, Spices and Ice (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATER, NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES IN THE NATURE OF SOFT DRINKS, ENERGY DRINKS, WHEY DRINKS, ISOTONIC BEVERAGES AND LEMONADES; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, NAMELY FOR MAKING ENERGY DRINKS, WHEY DRINKS, ISOTONIC BEVERAGES AND LEMONADES, AND PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, NAMELY, FOR MAKING ENERGY DRINKS, WHEY DRINKS, ISOTONIC BEVERAGES AND LEMONADES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 10-27-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0890554 DATED 4-4-2006, EXPIRES 4-4-2016.

CLASS 10—MACHINERY, APPARATUS, AND VEHICLES

FOR MACHINERY, APPARATUS, AND VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS (U.S. CLS. 9, 14, 17, 34).

CLASS 18—HOUSEHOLD OR CONSUMER GOODS

FOR HOUSEHOLD OR CONSUMER GOODS (U.S. CLS. 16, 20, 21).

MOTLEY BIRD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 2-10-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0891203 DATED 6-7-2006, EXPIRES 6-7-2016.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

FOR MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JELLIES, JAMS, COMBINES; EGGS, MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS INCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

FOR COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; BREAD, Pastry and Confectionary, Namely Cakes, Candy and Candy Bars; Ices, Namely Edible Fruit Ices, Flavoured Ices; Honey, Treacle Syrup; Yeast, Baking Powder, Salt, Mustard, Vinegar, Sauces, Spices and Ice (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

FOR BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATER, NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES IN THE NATURE OF SOFT DRINKS, ENERGY DRINKS, WHEY DRINKS, ISOTONIC BEVERAGES AND LEMONADES; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, NAMELY FOR MAKING ENERGY DRINKS, WHEY DRINKS, ISOTONIC BEVERAGES AND LEMONADES, AND PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, NAMELY, FOR MAKING ENERGY DRINKS, WHEY DRINKS, ISOTONIC BEVERAGES AND LEMONADES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR SOAPS, PERFUMERY, SHampoos, COSMETIC HAIR LOTIONS, HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, LAUNDRY SOAP AND LAUNDRY DETERGENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-026,325. INKER,; INDUSTRIJA KERAMIKE I PORCULANA D.D., CROATIA, FILED 12-7-2005.

PRIORITY DATE OF 12-7-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0891682 DATED 12-7-2005, EXPIRES 12-7-2015.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS BASED ON AMINO ACIDS AND/OR MINERALS AND/OR TRACE ELEMENTS AND/OR VITAMINS FOR NON-MEDICAL USE, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-026,479. CRU INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 3-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 12-20-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0892134 DATED 3-22-2006, EXPIRES 3-22-2016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR SANITARY WARE, NAMELY, SINKS, TOILET BOWLS, BIDETS, SINK PEDESTALS, SEMI SINK PEDESTALS, SANITATION FIXTURES, NAMELY, URINALS, WATER TANKS FOR TOILETS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR PORCELAIN TABLE WARE, NAMELY, CUPS, SAUCERS, PLATES, OVAL SERVING PLATTERS, POTS, VASES, CANDLESTICKS, GRAVY BOATS, EGG CUPS, SALT SHAKERS, PEPPER SHAKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

BILDAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


SN 79-026,566. PENTAPHARM AG, SWITZERLAND, FILED 6-16-2006.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0892394 DATED 6-16-2006, EXPIRES 6-16-2016.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,054,305 AND 3,066,164.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A COMIC CHARACTER/FIGURINE. THE BODY OF THE CHARACTER CONTAINS A CIRCLE WITH A FIVE POINTED STAR WITHIN THE CIRCLE.

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CHEMICAL FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE; DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY PURPOSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 20 AND 46).

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS

FOR BEAUTY CARE COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

FOR DIAGNOSTIC PRODUCTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS

FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS TO MEASURE BLOOD COAGULATIONS; MEASURING AND DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NAMELY FOR MEASURING BLOOD COAGULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44). DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-026,626. FOSHANSHI SANSHUI HAOBANGSHOU; DIANZI KEJI YOUXIANGONGSI, GUANGDONGSHENG, 528100, CHINA, FILED 5-31-2006.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0892551 DATED 5-31-2006, EXPIRES 5-31-2016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR AERIALS; FILTERS FOR ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION; WIRELESS TELEPHONY APPARATUS; RADAR; COMPACT DISCS PLAYERS; ELECTRO-DYNAMIC APPARATUS FOR THE REMOTE CONTROLS, NAMELY RADIO TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS; ON-BOARD COMPUTER NAVIGATION APPARATUS FOR VEHICLES; RADIOS FOR VEHICLES; VIDEO RECORDERS; CABINETS FOR LOUDSPEAKERS; AUTOMATIC TIRE-PRESSURE GAUGES; AUTOMATIC STEERING UNITS FOR LAND VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF; FLUORESCENT SCREENS FOR TELEVISIONS; REMOTE CONTROLS FOR RADIOS, TELEVISIONS, STEREOS, AND COMPUTERS; THEFT PREVENTION INSTALLATIONS, NAMELY ELECTRIC ALARMS FOR THEFT PROTECTION EXCEPT FOR MOTOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

FOR VEHICLE REFLECTORS; CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; REFRIGERATORS; STERILIZERS NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; AIR CONDITIONERS FOR VEHICLES; ELECTRIC COOKING UTENSILS, NAMELY POTS, OVENS, STOVES; AIR PURIFICATION UNITS; VENTILATORS FOR AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATIONS FOR VEHICLES; ELECTRIC RADIATORS FOR HEATING BUILDINGS, NOT FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES

FOR REARVIEW MIRRORS FOR AUTOMOBILES; ANTI-THEFT DEVICES FOR MOTOR CARS; REVERSING GEARS AND ALARMS FOR VEHICLES; NON-SKID DEVICES FOR VEHICLE TIRES, NAMELY, CHAINS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44). SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-026,969. ASSOULINE JEAN CHARLES, FRANCE, FILED 3-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. PRIORITY DATE OF 1-10-2005 IS CLAIMED. OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0893529 DATED 3-24-2006, EXPIRES 3-24-2016. "THE FOREIGN WORDING "COURTCIRCUIT" IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "SHORT."
CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR PERFUMERY, COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, SPORTS SHIRTS AND SPORTS JERSEYS; CAPS, T-SHIRTS, TROUSERS AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

EDWARD FENNESSY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EUDERMIC

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ADVERTISING; COMMERCIAL SPONSORSHIP, NAMELY PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY ARRANGING FOR SPONSORS TO AFFILIATE THEIR GOODS AND SERVICES WITH AN AWARDS PROGRAM, AN EDUCATIONAL EVENT, A CULTURAL EVENT, A SPORTS COMPETITION AND SPORTING ACTIVITIES; MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES; ADVERTISING AGENCY AND MARKETING AGENCY SERVICES; THE BRINGING TOGETHER OF BENEFACTORS TO DONATE TO CHARITABLE OR CULTURAL AND/or SCIENTIFIC AND/or EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS; ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING TRADITIONAL AND PROMOTIONAL EVENTS FOR OTHERS; PUBLIC RELATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TRANYWEB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

REASSIGNMENT; PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY BOOK AND REVIEW PUBLISHING, MAGAZINE PUBLISHING, NEWSPAPER PUBLISHING, MUSIC PUBLISHING; NIGHTS CLUBS; COMPETITIONS, NAMELY ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COMPETITIONS FOR LIFESTYLE, GENDER STUDIES, GENDER REASSIGNMENT; ARRANGING OF CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND EXHIBITIONS; CONSULTANCY, INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES; PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

TAMARA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-028,149. COMMISSARIAT A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE, FRANCE, FILED 5-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR RADIO NETWORKS FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS COMPRISING TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING LAST-MILE WIRELESS HIGH SPEED ACCESS TO ANY PRIVATE OR PUBLIC TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK AND TO LOCAL OR METROPOLITAN AREAS OPERATING IN ACCORDANCE TO INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-028,796. RENISHAW PLC, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 6-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 12-22-2005 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0898244 DATED 6-5-2006, EXPIRES 6-5-2016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MEASURING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY CO-ORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES AND AUTOMATED INSPECTION CENTERS FOR MEASURING AND INSPECTING COORDINATE POSITIONS ON THE SURFACE OF OBJECTS; SCANNERS, NAMELY, SCANNING APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS AND MACHINES, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE; MEASURING PROBES FOR MEASURING CO-ORDINATE POSITIONS ON THE SURFACE OF OBJECTS; SCANNING PROBES, OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL USE; ADAPTERS; EXTENSIONS, JOINTS, ADJUSTING PLATES, STYLE, HOLDERS, CONTACT MODULES, INTERFACES, PROBE HEADS, ALL FOR MEASURING PROBES AND SCANNING PROBES; LASER SCANNING PROBES; AUTOMATIC PROBE EXCHANGE APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY INTERCHANGING THE PROBE MOUNTED ON A CO-ORDINATE MEASURING MACHINE; MACHINE CHECKING GAUGES FOR DETERMINING OR IMPROVING THE MEASUREMENT PERFORMANCE OF CO-ORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES; COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR CONTROLLING THE OPERATION OF CO-ORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES, SWITCHES, POWER SUPPLIES, ELECTRONIC CONTROLS, BATTERY CHARGERS ALL FOR USE WITH MEASURING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; REPLACEMENT PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

TINA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-028,393. SIEMENS S.P.A., ITALY, FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 10-20-2005 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0897787 DATED 4-6-2006, EXPIRES 4-6-2016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, METALWORKING MACHINES AND TOOLS, MACHINING CENTERS AND LATHES; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF MEASURING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, CO-ORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES AND AUTOMATED INSPECTION CENTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

TINA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR CALIBRATION OF INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, METALWORKING MACHINES AND TOOLS, MACHINING CENTERS AND LATHES; CALIBRATION OF MEASURING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS AND MACHINES TOOLS, NAMELY, CO-ORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES AND AUTOMATED INSPECTION CENTERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 3-20-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0901769 DATED 3-29-2006, EXPIRES 3-29-2016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, DATA PROCESSORS, CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS FOR PROCESSING DATA, INTERFACE CARDS FOR DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT IN THE FORM OF PRINTED CIRCUITS AND COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTERS, NAMELY, FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT, USE AS A SPREADSHEET AND WORD PROCESSING, COMPUTER GAMES SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER AND VIDEO AS ADDITIONAL APPARATUS FOR TV SETS AND OTHER ELECTRONIC GAME PLATFORMS AND APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND AND IMAGES, EXCLUDING, COIN-OPERATING AUTOMATES; RECORDED DATA CARRIER FOR COMPUTER, PARTICULARLY, DVD, CD-ROM, VIDEO TAPES, VIDEOCASSETTES, VIDEO CDS, ALL FEATURING GAMES, SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC, VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC, COMPUTER SERVER, NAMELY, DATA SERVER FOR THE UNDERTAKING OF ONLINE GAMES OR THE PLACEMENT OF GAMING PARTNERS FOR MULTIPLAYER MODI GAMES; DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO GAMES SOFTWARE FROM DATA SERVERS OR THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 26, 38 AND 30).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,004,593.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS BUTANGAS THE BLUE SUN.
CLASS 1—CHEMICALS
FOR INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS DERIVED FROM PETROLEUM AND GAS, NAMELY, PROPANE AND BUTANE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR METAL FLUID STORAGE TANKS FOR CHEMICALS AND METAL CONTAINERS FOR THE STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
FOR APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DEVICES AND ACCESSORIES FOR THIS KIND OF APPARATUS, NAMELY, LIGHTING FIXTURES, HOT WATER HEATERS, STEAM ACCUMULATORS, COOKING RANGES, REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS, GAS AND OIL BURNERS FOR DOMESTIC, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE; OIL LAMPS AND OIL STOVES, NAMELY, SPACE HEATERS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ACETYLENE BURNERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN USE NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 4-13-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0902843 DATED 9-7-2006, EXPIRES 9-7-2016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ANODES AND CATHODES FOR ELECTRIC BATTERIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 4-13-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0902843 DATED 9-7-2006, EXPIRES 9-7-2016.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR AUTOMOBILES; DOOR HANDLES FOR AUTOMOBILES; CAPS FOR VEHICLE PETROL TANKS; BRAKE SEGMENTS; DOORS FOR VEHICLES; HYDRAULIC CIRCUITS FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 7-10-2006 IS CLAIMED.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 4-13-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0905392 DATED 5-8-2006, EXPIRES 5-8-2016.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 4-13-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0902843 DATED 9-7-2006, EXPIRES 9-7-2016.

REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 79-031,771. BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 10-25-2006.


SN 79-031,782. KEDGE HOLDING B.V., NETHERLANDS, FILED 11-6-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

FOR CATALYSTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL CONSULTING IN THE APPLICATION AND USE OF CATALYSTS USED IN THE CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WILLIAM ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KEDGE HOLDING B.V., NETHERLANDS, FILED 11-6-2006.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR FALL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT FOR FALL RESTRAINT AND FALL ARREST, NAMELY, BARS, ANCHORS, HARNESSES, LINES, LANYARDS AND ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIORITY DATE OF 6-8-2006 IS CLAIMED.


CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR POWER TOOLS, NAMELY, MECHANICAL DISARMING TOOLS WITH EXPLOSIVE CARTRIDGES FOR UNCONVENTIONAL EXPLOSIVE AND INCENDIARY DEVICES (UEIDS) (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

SAIMA MAKHDOOM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED

FOR GARDEN AND OUTDOOR FURNITURE, NAMELY CHAIRS, DESKS, TABLES, SEATS, BENCHES, STOOLS, COUCHES, DECK-CHAIRS, PILLOWS AND MATTRESSES FOR SEATS AND LOUNGERS, ESPECIALLY FOR USE IN THE GARDEN OR OUTDOOR AREA (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

SAIMA MAKHDOOM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR FABRIC COVERS FOR SEATS AND LOUNGERS, ESPECIALLY FOR USE IN THE GARDEN OR OUTDOOR AREA; TEXTILE TABLE CLOTH (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

SAIMA MAKHDOOM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR FABRIC COVERS FOR SEATS AND LOUNGERS, ESPECIALLY FOR USE IN THE GARDEN OR OUTDOOR AREA; TEXTILE TABLE CLOTH (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

S. ROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIORITY DATE OF 6-8-2006 IS CLAIMED.


CLASS 7—MACHINERY

FOR POWER TOOLS, NAMELY, MECHANICAL DISARMING TOOLS WITH EXPLOSIVE CARTRIDGES FOR UNCONVENTIONAL EXPLOSIVE AND INCENDIARY DEVICES (UEIDS) (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

S. ROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
For hand tools, namely, hand-operated disarming tools for improvised explosive devices (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 and 44).

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
For repair and maintenance of disarming tools for improvised explosive devices (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 and 106).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
For training in the use and operation of disarming tools for improvised explosive devices (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 107).

Khanh Le, Examining Attorney


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. Owner of international registration 0906823 dated 11-1-2006, Expires 11-1-2016.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
For particle accelerators; electric cables; protective identification sheaths for electric wires; junction sleeves for electric cables; material for electricity mains, namely, wires and cables; automatic device for power station; electrical distribution boxes; electric connections, namely, plugs and sockets; power distributing device for high voltage explosion proof; insulated copper wire (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Anthony Rinker, Examining Attorney


The mark consists of CYG.

Owner of international registration 0907088 dated 9-26-2006, Expires 9-26-2016. The mark consists of CYG.

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS
For electrical insulating materials; electrical insulating tape and band; pipe jackets, not of metal, for use with plastic pipe; flexible rubber tubes, not of metal; sealant compounds for joints; plastic pipe for plumbing; connecting hose for vehicle radiators; insulators for electrical cables; insulators for electrical mains; stuffing of rubber or plastic (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50).

Karen K. Bush, Examining Attorney


The English translation of "Superdreckskëscht" is "Super Litter Box".

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
For suction of fluids contained in refrigerating or freezing devices, especially of coolants and of compressor oils (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 and 106).
CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY STORAGE OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SUBSTANCES, ESPECIALLY STORAGE OF VEGETABLE FATS AND OILS, OF FLUORESCENT TUBES, OF DRY BATTERIES, OF SPRAY CANS, OF MEDICINES, OF SOLVENTS, OF PESTICIDES, OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR LABORATORIES, OF WASTE CONTAINING MERCURY, OF ACIDS, OF BASES, OF DEVELOPING SOLUTIONS, OF FIXING BATHS, OF DRAINED OILS, OF ACCUMULATORS MADE OF LEAD, OF PAINTS AND OF VARNISHES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY TREATMENT BY MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL TRANSFORMATION OF REFRIGERATING, FREEZING AND HOUSEHOLD DEVICES INTO NON-HAZARDOUS MATERIALS; RECYCLING BY MECHANICAL OR CHEMICAL TRANSFORMATION OF POLYURETHANE FOAM INTO NON-HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR TRAINING IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH AND PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SECTION 2.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in one class

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS

SN 76-642,159. MICROBIAL CHEMISTRY RESEARCH FOUNDATION, SHINAGAWA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 7-5-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON JAPAN APPLICATION NO. 2005-036112, FILED 4-21-2005, REG. NO. 4925193, DATED 2-3-2006, EXPIRES 2-3-2016.

FOR PROTEOLYTIC ENZYME PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-005,799. CHEMPLEX AUTOMOTIVE GROUP, INC., FULLERTON, CA. FILED 9-22-2006.

CHEMPLEX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,218,243.

FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR USE WITH INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).


ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-010,649. BIOLIFE SOLUTIONS, INC., OWEGO, NY. FILED 9-29-2006.

MUD MASTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MUD, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DRILLING FLUID CHEMICAL ADDITIVES, CHEMICALS AND LUBRICANTS FOR WELL AND OIL DRILLING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

JENNIFER VASQUEZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,608. RAYCO TECH SERVICES CORPORATION, FRANKLINTON, LA. FILED 11-6-2006.

POWERING THE PRESERVATION SCIENCES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRESERVATION SCIENCES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, NAMELY, HYPOTHERMIC STORAGE AND CRYOPRESERVATION SOLUTIONS FOR USE WITH CELLS AND TISSUE IN LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS IN ACADEMIC AND CLINICAL RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE CIRCLES LINKED IN THE VERTICAL DIRECTION, WHERE THE CENTER CIRCLE IS A COMPLETE CIRCLE, AND THE OUTER CIRCLES ARE INCOMPLETE CIRCLES.
FOR CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, NAMELY, HYPOTHERMIC STORAGE AND CRYOPRESERVATION SOLUTIONS FOR USE WITH CELLS AND TISSUE IN LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS IN ACADEMIC AND CLINICAL RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 1—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "O-SOX".
FOR CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS IN THE NATURE OF A CALCIUM BASED MIX CONTAINED IN CONTAINERS USED IN GROUNDWATER WELLS FOR BIODEGRADATION OF ORGANIC CONSTITUENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 10-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-14-2006.
KATHERINE E. HALMEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-011,609. BIOLIFE SOLUTIONS, INC., OWEGO, NY. FILED 10-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NATURAL FERTILIZERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
TERESA M. RUPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,442. PLANTSURE PRODUCTS, LLC, EASTON, PA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF GOODS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 10-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-13-2006.
DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,501. ARRISTEC, INC., MILFORD, NJ. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF GOODS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 10-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-13-2006.
DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICAL REAGENTS, SOLVENTS AND BUFFERS USED IN THE PRESERVATION OF TISSUES AND CELLS IN RESEARCH AND CLINICAL LABORATORIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
ELIZABETH KAJUBI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,843. BIO TECH NUTRIENTS, N. LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FERTILIZERS; MIXED FERTILIZERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
HOWARD B. LEVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,411. HEADWATERS INCORPORATED, SOUTH JORDAN, UT. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CATALYSTS FOR USE IN THE OIL PROCESSING INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,434. BIO TECH NUTRIENTS, NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,756,273, 3,010,587 AND OTHERS.
FOR FERTILIZERS; MIXED FERTILIZERS; SOIL ADDITIVES; SOIL AMENDMENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
HOWARD B. LEVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,193. NVENTA INCORPORATED, SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ACRYLIC POLYOLS FOR THE PREPARATION OF HIGH PERFORMANCE INDUSTRIAL COATINGS; ANTI-FREEZING PREPARATIONS; CATALYSTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS; CERAMIC GLAZINGS; CERAMIC POWDERS USED IN MANUFACTURING; CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SOLDERS, PRECIOUS METALS, AND METAL ALLOYS; CHEMICAL PRODUCT FOR NEUTRALIZING STAINLESS ALLOYS OF STEEL, IRON AND METALS OF VARIOUS COLORS; CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR PREVENTING SCALE; CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR THE PREPARATION OF ENAMELS; CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE; CURING AGENT DISPERSION FOR THE PREPARATION OF CLEAR COATS, ENAMELS AND PRIMERS; DESCALING PREPARATIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; DIATOMACEOUS EARTH FOR USE AS A PLASTIC FILLER, CHEMICAL CARRIER, RESIN ADMIXTURE; FIRE RETARDANT COMPOSITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL AND DOMESTIC USE; FIREPROOFING PREPARATIONS; HEAT TRANSFER
CLASS 1—(Continued).

FLUIDS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; METAL PLATING CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS; METAL TEMPERING PREPARATIONS; METAL WELDING FLUX; MINERAL SUBSTANCES USED TO OXIDIZE IMPURITIES AND REGULATE TEMPERATURES IN GLASS PRODUCTION FURNACES; MOULD-RELEASE PREPARATIONS; NaNOSTRANDS, NAMELY SUB-MICRON DIAMETER, HIGH ASPECT RATIO METAL STRANDS/FILAMENTS, WHICH ADVANTAGEOUSLY BENEFIT FROM THE INHERENT PROPERTIES OF THESE METAL STRANDS/FILAMENTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF OTHER GOODS; PLASTIC INVESTMENT MATERIALS IN THE NATURE OF MOLDING COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF JEWELRY; QUENCHING FLUIDS FOR USE IN METALWORKING; RADIATOR ADDITIVES TO PREVENT RUST; REAGENTS AND SUBSTRATES, NAMELY, CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR USE IN PATTERNING AT NANO SCALE OR NEAR NANO SCALE; SOLDERING CHEMICALS; SOLDERING FLUX; SOLDERING FLUXES; SPECIALTY CHEMICALS, NAMELY, CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF GOODS; TEMPERING CHEMICALS FOR USE IN METALWORKING OR SOLDERING; WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS, NAMELY, SIZING AGENTS; WATER-BASED ELECTROLYTE COOLANTS FOR ELECTRO-CHEMICAL MACHINING OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FIRST USE 4-5-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-5-2005.
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,344. SURFATECH CORPORATION, DACULA, GA. FILED 11-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETICS USED AS CONDITIONERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 9-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-4-2006.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,346. SURFATECH CORPORATION, DACULA, GA. FILED 11-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETICS AS WETTING AGENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 9-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-4-2006.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,349. SURFATECH CORPORATION, DACULA, GA. FILED 11-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR DIESEL FUEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETICS AS WETTING AGENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 9-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-4-2006.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERFORMANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR DIESEL FUEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).

SN 77-051,908. AMCOL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION,
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL. FILED 11-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GRANULAR MINERAL-BASED COMPOSITION FOR USE IN ADSORPTION OF ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS FROM WATER; GRANULAR MINERAL-BASED COMPOSITION FOR USE IN IMMOBILIZATION AND STABILIZATION OF ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS FROM SOIL (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 10-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-9-2006.
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,553. CHEMICO INTERNATIONAL, INC., CORPUS CHRISTI, TX. FILED 11-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LOST CIRCULATION ADDITIVE FOR USE IN OIL AND GAS DRILLING FLUIDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.
ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-057,185. CORN PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL, INC., WESTCHESTER, IL. FILED 12-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NATURAL ADDITIVES DERIVED FROM PLANTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETICS, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS AND PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-058,333. EASTMAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, KINGSPORT, TN. FILED 12-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 631,434, 2,483,453 AND OTHERS.
FOR SYNTHETIC POLYMERS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ADHESIVES AND COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-062,422. ELKEM AS, OSLO, NORWAY, FILED 12-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON NORWAY APPLICATION NO. 200606219, FILED 6-14-2006, REG. NO. 236454, DATED 11-23-2006, EXPIRES 11-23-2016.
FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, LIQUIDS OR PASTES FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS; ALL SAID GOODS CONTAINING OR ARE DERIVED FROM SILICON DIOXIDE PRODUCED FROM ASHES FROM COMBUSTION OF PLANT MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LOST CIRCULATION ADDITIVE FOR USE IN OIL AND GAS DRILLING FLUIDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.
ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-057,185. CORN PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL, INC., WESTCHESTER, IL. FILED 12-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NATURAL ADDITIVES DERIVED FROM PLANTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETICS, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS AND PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-058,333. EASTMAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, KINGSPORT, TN. FILED 12-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 631,434, 2,483,453 AND OTHERS.
FOR SYNTHETIC POLYMERS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ADHESIVES AND COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-062,422. ELKEM AS, OSLO, NORWAY, FILED 12-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON NORWAY APPLICATION NO. 200606219, FILED 6-14-2006, REG. NO. 236454, DATED 11-23-2006, EXPIRES 11-23-2016.
FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, LIQUIDS OR PASTES FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS; ALL SAID GOODS CONTAINING OR ARE DERIVED FROM SILICON DIOXIDE PRODUCED FROM ASHES FROM COMBUSTION OF PLANT MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LOST CIRCULATION ADDITIVE FOR USE IN OIL AND GAS DRILLING FLUIDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.
ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-057,185. CORN PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL, INC., WESTCHESTER, IL. FILED 12-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NATURAL ADDITIVES DERIVED FROM PLANTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETICS, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS AND PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-058,333. EASTMAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, KINGSPORT, TN. FILED 12-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 631,434, 2,483,453 AND OTHERS.
FOR SYNTHETIC POLYMERS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ADHESIVES AND COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-062,422. ELKEM AS, OSLO, NORWAY, FILED 12-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON NORWAY APPLICATION NO. 200606219, FILED 6-14-2006, REG. NO. 236454, DATED 11-23-2006, EXPIRES 11-23-2016.
FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, LIQUIDS OR PASTES FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS; ALL SAID GOODS CONTAINING OR ARE DERIVED FROM SILICON DIOXIDE PRODUCED FROM ASHES FROM COMBUSTION OF PLANT MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).

SN 77-062,463. ELKEM AS, OSLO, NORWAY, FILED 12-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON NORWAY APPLICATION NO. 200600220, FILED 6-14-2006, REG. NO. 236455, DATED 11-23-2006, EXPIRES 11-23-2016.

FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, LIQUIDS OR PASTES FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS; ALL SAID GOODS CONTAINING OR ARE DERIVED FROM SILICON DIOXIDE PRODUCED FROM COMBUSTION OF PLANT MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-069,375. EASTMAN CHEMICAL COMPANY, KINGSPORT, TN. FILED 12-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,470,444, 2,505,454 AND 2,594,690.

FOR ALCOHOLS AND ESTERS FOR USE AS COALES-CING AGENTS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAINTS AND COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-079,962. BIO-LAB, INC., LAWRENCEVILLE, REP OF GEORGIA, FILED 1-10-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,505,287.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “ALGAECIDE”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS FOR USE IN SWIMMING POOLS AND SPAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-080,178. SMOOTH-ON, INC., EASTON, PA. FILED 1-10-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR POLYURETHANE FLEXIBLE MOLD COM-POUNDS AND POLYSULFIDE FLEXIBLE MOLD COM-POUNDS; SILICONES FOR USE IN MOLD MAKING PROCESSES; CASTING RESINS FOR GENERAL CAST-ING PURPOSES, NAMELY EPOXY RESINS AND POLY-URETHANE RESINS; EPOXY ADHESIVES FOR GENERAL BONDING AND REPAIR PURPOSES; AND RELEASE AGENTS FOR USE IN MOLDING AND CASTING APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FIRST USE 2-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2006.

JILL PRATER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GROWTH STIMULANT FOR AGRICULTURAL USE, NAMELY, PLANT AND CROP GROWTH REGU-LATORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-099,919. 3M COMPANY, ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 2-6-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, NAMELY, POLYTE-TRAFLUOROETHYLENE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).


WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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CLASS 1—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR TWO-COMPONENT URETHANE COMPOUND THAT IS USED BY ARTISTS AND ARCHITECTS TO MANUFACTURE RUBBER MOLDS FOR FILM INDUSTRY SPECIAL EFFECTS AND ARCHITECTURAL RESTORATION PROJECTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). FIRST USE 2-3-1997; IN COMMERCE 2-3-1997.
JILL PRATER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR TWO-PART KNEADABLE MOLD MAKING PUTTY, NAMELY, SILICONE AND A CATALYST, FOR USE IN ARCHITECTURAL RESTORATION, PICTURE FRAME MOLDING REPAIR AND THEATRICAL APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). FIRST USE 3-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-6-2006.
JILL PRATER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING FS INSIDE A QUADRILATERAL. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 861,283, 1,222,268 AND OTHERS.
FOR ADJUVANTS USED IN AGRONOMIC APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR TWO-PART CHEMICAL COMPOUND, NAMELY, URETHANE AND A CATALYST, WHICH WHEN COMBINED CREATE A CASTING FOAM FOR USE IN SCULPTURAL, ARCHITECTURAL RESTORATION, THEATRICAL AND SPECIAL EFFECTS APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). FIRST USE 2-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1999.
JILL PRATER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR TWO-PART CHEMICAL COMPOUND, NAMELY, URETHANE AND A CATALYST, WHICH WHEN COMBINED FORM A FLEXIBLE CASTING FOAM FOR USE IN SCULPTURAL, ARCHITECTURAL RESTORATION, THEATRICAL AND SPECIAL EFFECTS APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46). FIRST USE 2-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1999.
JILL PRATER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR ADJUVANTS USED IN AGRONOMIC APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICAL PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS FOR AGRICULTURAL AND DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-854,044. NUGENERATION TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, ROHNERT PARK, CA. FILED 4-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SPECIALTY CHEMICALS, NAMELY, CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR GENERAL INDUSTRIAL USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF A WIDE VARIETY OF GOODS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).


SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-862,575. ASTERAND, INC., DETROIT, MI. FILED 4-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BIOLOGICAL TISSUE, NAMELY, A SET OF MATCHED FROZEN AND FIXED HUMAN BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS DERIVED FROM THE DIVISION OF ONE ORIGINAL SPECIMEN FOR USE IN SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CATALYSTS FOR USE IN THE OIL PROCESSING INDUSTRY; OIL RECLAMATION FLUID FOR THE SEPARATION OF CRUDE OIL FROM SOIL AND WATER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.

CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 1—(Continued).

SN 78-875,146. SWIMC, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 5-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OUTDOOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 2-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2006.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-876,523. GE HEALTHCARE UK LIMITED, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 5-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,970,989.
FOR CHEMICAL REAGENTS FOR NON-MEDICAL PURPOSES, NAMELY FOR USE IN EVALUATING DATA QUALITY IN MICROARRAY EXPERIMENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.
LINDA LAVACHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-876,322. GE HEALTHCARE UK LIMITED, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 5-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "METHYL ETHYL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHEMICALS, NAMELY, FIRE SUPPRESSION AGENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ETHYL METHYL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHEMICALS, NAMELY, FIRE SUPPRESSION AGENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "METHYL ETHYL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHEMICALS, NAMELY, FIRE SUPPRESSION AGENTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-931,850. MARS, INCORPORATED, MCLEAN, VA. FILED 7-18-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,435,087, 2,808,933 AND 2,971,666.
FOR PLANT-BASED EXTRACTS, NAMELY, COCOA EXTRACTS FOR USE IN FOOD, BEVERAGE AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-880,564. GEORGIA-PACIFIC CHEMICALS LLC, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 5-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NITROGEN DIET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FERTILIZERS FOR DOMESTIC, AGRICULTURAL AND COMMERCIAL USES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 5-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2006.
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-931,850. MARS, INCORPORATED, MCLEAN, VA. FILED 7-18-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,435,087, 2,808,933 AND 2,971,666.
FOR PLANT-BASED EXTRACTS, NAMELY, COCOA EXTRACTS FOR USE IN FOOD, BEVERAGE AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-930,564. GEORGIA-PACIFIC CHEMICALS LLC, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 5-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OPTIMAL NITROGEN DIET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FERTILIZERS FOR DOMESTIC, AGRICULTURAL AND COMMERCIAL USES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 5-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2006.
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-931,850. MARS, INCORPORATED, MCLEAN, VA. FILED 7-18-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,435,087, 2,808,933 AND 2,971,666.
FOR PLANT-BASED EXTRACTS, NAMELY, COCOA EXTRACTS FOR USE IN FOOD, BEVERAGE AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE OPTIMAL NITROGEN DIET

COCOAPRO
CLASS 1—(Continued).

SN 78-939,705. ARCH CHEMICALS, INC., NORWALK, CT. FILED 7-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,694,150.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STAIN PREVENTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CHEMICALS USED TO SANITIZE AND TO TREAT WATER, SWIMMING POOLS, SPAS AND HOT TUBS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FIRST USE 5-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-3-2006.

TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-954,538. COGNIS IP MANAGEMENT GMBH, DUSSELDORF, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 8-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 3-23-2006 IS CLAIMED.


FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED TO REMOVE OR TO CHANGE THE PROPERTIES OF A DIELECTRIC LAYER OR DIELECTRIC LAYERS OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS SUCH AS CERAMICS, GLASS, SILICON, SILICON COMPOUNDS, STEEL, ALUMINUM, ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS, CHROMIUM, COPPER, SILVER, METAL OXIDES, METAL NITRIDES, PAPER, PLASTIC, GLASS FIBERS, ENHANCED PLASTICS, A TRANSPARENT CONDUCTIVE LAYER, OR TRANSPARENT CONDUCTIVE LAYERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-029,264. MERCK KGAA, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 6-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 3-23-2006 IS CLAIMED.


FOR CHEMICAL REAGENTS FOR NON-MEDICAL PURPOSES, NAMELY, CHEMICAL BLENDS OF MODIFIER, ALDOXIME AND KETOXIME FOR USE AS METAL EXTRACTANTS IN PRIMARY AND SECONDARY METAL RECOVERY INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FIRST USE 11-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-2-2006.

GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY DATE OF 4-4-2006 IS CLAIMED.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,706,373.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOLUBLE FIBER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) WHITE, GREEN AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

"NUTRIOSE" IN WHITE ON A GREEN BACKGROUND, "SOLUBLE FIBER" IN GREEN, YELLOW WAVES.

FOR CHEMICALS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, NAMELY, FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETICS, HUMAN FOOD, DIETETICS, ANIMAL FOOD, AND PHARMACEUTICALS; NATURAL AND MODIFIED STARCH SUBSTANCES AND DERIVATIVES THEREOF FOR INDUSTRIAL USE IN THE MANUFACTURING OF FLOURS, STARCHES, PECTINS, DEXTRINS, STARCH HYDROLYSATES, PROTEINS, GLUCOSE SYRUPS, DEXTROSE DERIVATIVES AND COMPOSITE STARCH PRODUCTS, MALTODEXTRINS, SUGARS AND DERIVATIVES, POLYOLS AND DERIVATIVES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

STEPHANIE ALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-954,538. COGNIS IP MANAGEMENT GMBH, DUSSELDORF, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 8-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 3-23-2006 IS CLAIMED.


FOR CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED TO REMOVE OR TO CHANGE THE PROPERTIES OF A DIELECTRIC LAYER OR DIELECTRIC LAYERS OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS SUCH AS CERAMICS, GLASS, SILICON, SILICON COMPOUNDS, STEEL, ALUMINUM, ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS, CHROMIUM, COPPER, SILVER, METAL OXIDES, METAL NITRIDES, PAPER, PLASTIC, GLASS FIBERS, ENHANCED PLASTICS, A TRANSPARENT CONDUCTIVE LAYER, OR TRANSPARENT CONDUCTIVE LAYERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY DATE OF 2-27-2006 IS CLAIMED.


FOR PAPER PULP FOR MANUFACTURING PURPOSES; WOOD PULP FOR MANUFACTURING PURPOSES AND CHEMICALS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 2—PAINTS

SN 77-018,582. CHILMIX PYT LIMITED, ST MARYS, NSW, AUSTRALIA, FILED 10-11-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAINTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GREEN, GOLD AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE GLOBE (WORLD).

THE COLOR GREEN APPEARS IN THE GLOBE (WORLD).

THE COLOR GOLD APPEARS IN THE STYLIZED C, TO THE LEFT, ABOVE AND BELOW THE WORDING UNICOLOUR CONCEPT PAINTS. THE COLOR BLACK APPEARS IN THE WORDING UNICOLOUR AND PAINTS, AND IN THE CONCEPT OF CONCEPT.

FOR AUTOMOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; RUST PRESERVATIVES IN THE NATURE OF A COATING; COLOURANTS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING PAINT AND TINTING PAINT; MORDANTS FOR USE IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY, NAMELY, CLEANSING SOLUTIONS; NATURAL RESINS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ADHESIVES; METALS USED IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR AUTOMOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL PAINTING; PAINT PRIMERS; PAINT SEALERS; PAINT THINNERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

KEYSTONE

SN 77-034,245. KEYSTONE ANILINE CORPORATION, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,521,442.

FOR DYESTUFFS AND COLORANTS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, COATINGS, DETERGENTS, SOAPS, FURS, INKS, LEATHER, LEATHER GOODS, FLOWERS, METAL, PAINT, PAPER, PLASTICS, PLASTIC MOLDING COMPOUNDS, TEXTILES AND WOOD (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

FIRST USE 1-0-1920; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1920.

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SEALER'S CHOICE

SN 77-039,803. AQUA MIX, CORONA, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SEALER'S, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SEALER COATINGS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH NATURAL STONE, TILE, CLAY, MASONRY AND GROUT; STONE SEALERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

FIRST USE 1-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1990.

MICHAEL GAFAAR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---
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CLASS 2—(Continued).

SN 77-018,382. CHILMIX PYT LIMITED, ST MARYS, NSW, AUSTRALIA, FILED 10-11-2006.

---

Nerva Kote

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CORROSION INHIBITANTS IN THE NATURE OF A COATING APPLIED BY BRUSHING OR SPRAYING; FOR THE PROTECTION OF TANKS, FLOORS, STRUCTURAL STEEL, WALLS, CEILINGS AND PROCESSING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).


KRISTIN DAHLING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

URECLEAR


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROTECTIVE CLEAR COATING FOR USE ON MOTOR VEHICLES AND BODY COMPONENTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

FIRST USE 5-16-1996; IN COMMERCE 5-16-1996.

DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 2—(Continued).
SN 77-050,492. ENDRUST TECHNOLOGIES INC., MONTREAL, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 11-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE, ANTI CORROSIVE, VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND COATINGS, NAMELY, RUST INHIBITORS, PENETRANTS AND SURFACE TOLERANT PRIMERS AND SURFACE TOP COATS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-058,295. BLACK, NORMAN M. III, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 12-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RUST PREVENTIVE SYNTHETIC COATING, NAMELY, RUST PREVENTION LUBRICANT IN AN OIL AND WATER EMULSION IN WHICH SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS ARE DIPPED (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-070,916. GARDNER ASPHALT CORPORATION, TAMPA, FL. FILED 12-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAINTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-070,917. GARDNER ASPHALT CORPORATION, TAMPA, FL. FILED 12-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAINTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-070,918. GARDNER ASPHALT CORPORATION, TAMPA, FL. FILED 12-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAINTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-070,920. GARDNER ASPHALT CORPORATION, TAMPA, FL. FILED 12-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAINTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PAINTS, CORROSION INHIBITING PAINT TYPE COATINGS AND PROTECTIVE FINISHES, ALL USED TO PROTECT SURFACES UTILIZED IN THE PETRO-CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, NAMELY, EQUIPMENT, FLOORS, WALKWAYS AND WALLS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 10-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 10-1-1990.

STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-793,897. CHEMISCHE WERKE KLUTHE GMBH, HEIDELBERG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 1-18-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR THINNERS FOR ORGANIC MATERIALS, NAMELY FOR PAINTS, VARNISHES, ORGANIC BINDING AGENTS, AND VARNISH RESINS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).

JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-823,063. TREMCO BARRIER SOLUTIONS, REYNOLDSBURG, OH. FILED 2-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR POLYMER-MODIFIED ASPHALT COATINGS FOR USE IN BUILDING FOUNDATION SEALING AND WATERPROOFING AND SOLD TO COMMERCIAL, GOVERNMENTAL AND RESIDENTIAL CONSUMERS EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND WATERPROOFING CONTRACTORS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.

MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-836,742. DRY DUCK EXTERIOR COATING, INC., MELBOURNE, FL. FILED 3-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DUCK WEARING A HAT AND HOLDING AN UMBRELLA.

THE LINING AND STIPPLING IN THE MARK IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

FOR WATERPROOF EXTERIOR COATING TO BE APPLIED TO ROOFS AND WALLS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-3-2006.

DANIEL RUSSELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,966,717.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CEILING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CLEAR AND PIGMENTED COATINGS USED IN THE NATURE OF PAINT (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 6-11-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-11-2004.

PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WATER-BASED CONCRETE PROTECTOR (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 3-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-21-2006.

SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-793,897. CHEMISCHE WERKE KLUTHE GMBH, HEIDELBERG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 1-18-2006.
CLASS 2—(Continued).
SN 78-967,832. PMCO L.L.C., CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 9-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED WORD ACCUIMAGING WITH A CURVED LINE CONNECTING THE A TO THE FIRST I.
FOR TONER CARTRIDGES (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 9-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-5-2006.
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-032,089. BASLER LACKE AG, SWITZERLAND, FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 5-15-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0906472 DATED 11-7-2006, EXPIRES 11-7-2016.
FOR PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; DYESTUFFS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-130,893. LOTUS BRANDS, INC., TWIN LAKES, WI.

FOR HAIR SHAMPOO; HAIR SPRAY; HAIR GEL; LIQUID SOAPS FOR HANDS, FACE AND BODY; BODY LOTIONS AND HAIR CONDITIONERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-0-1987; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1987.
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-130,896. LOTUS BRANDS, INC., TWIN LAKES, WI.

FOR HAIR SHAMPOO; HAIR SPRAY; HAIR GEL; LIQUID SOAPS FOR HANDS, FACE AND BODY; BODY LOTIONS AND HAIR CONDITIONERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-0-1987; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1987.
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).


TOMAS
FOR SELF-TANNING LOTIONS, SKIN MOISTURIZERS AND EXFOLIANT CREAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SKIN CREAMS, LOTIONS AND SKIN TONER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,038,813 AND 3,097,060.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SENTEURS" AND "EAUX DE TOILETTE MADE IN SAINT-BARTH," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLORS GOLD, WHITE, ORANGE, GRAY, BLACK, BEIGE, TAN, YELLOW, AND BROWN ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
CARRIE ACHEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-656,396. CDR CHEMICAL, INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA. FILED 3-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALL PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-657,669. SPRAY TANNING, INC., DBA SPRAY HEX, SAGINAW, MI. FILED 3-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-MEDICATED TOPICAL SKIN AND CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, MOISTURIZERS; TANNING SOLUTIONS, NAMELY TANNING LOTIONS AND TANNING SPRAYS; AND SUN SCREEN AND SUN BLOCK SOLUTIONS, NAMELY, SUN SCREEN AND SUN BLOCK LOTIONS AND SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SETH A. RAPPAPORT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-656,396. CDR CHEMICAL, INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA. FILED 3-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALL PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-657,669. SPRAY TANNING, INC., DBA SPRAY HEX, SAGINAW, MI. FILED 3-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-MEDICATED TOPICAL SKIN AND CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, MOISTURIZERS; TANNING SOLUTIONS, NAMELY TANNING LOTIONS AND TANNING SPRAYS; AND SUN SCREEN AND SUN BLOCK SOLUTIONS, NAMELY, SUN SCREEN AND SUN BLOCK LOTIONS AND SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SETH A. RAPPAPORT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).


TOMAS
FOR SELF-TANNING LOTIONS, SKIN MOISTURIZERS AND EXFOLIANT CREAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SKIN CREAMS, LOTIONS AND SKIN TONER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,038,813 AND 3,097,060.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SENTEURS" AND "EAUX DE TOILETTE MADE IN SAINT-BARTH," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLORS GOLD, WHITE, ORANGE, GRAY, BLACK, BEIGE, TAN, YELLOW, AND BROWN ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
CARRIE ACHEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-656,396. CDR CHEMICAL, INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA. FILED 3-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALL PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-657,669. SPRAY TANNING, INC., DBA SPRAY HEX, SAGINAW, MI. FILED 3-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-MEDICATED TOPICAL SKIN AND CONDITIONING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, MOISTURIZERS; TANNING SOLUTIONS, NAMELY TANNING LOTIONS AND TANNING SPRAYS; AND SUN SCREEN AND SUN BLOCK SOLUTIONS, NAMELY, SUN SCREEN AND SUN BLOCK LOTIONS AND SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SETH A. RAPPAPORT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT MEAN "BEAUTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK ARE IN THE CHINESE LANGUAGE, AND THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION IS EASTERN BEAUTY, AND NO TRANSLITERATION CAN BE PROVIDED BECAUSE OF THE VARIOUS DIALECTS THAT ARE INVOLVED IN PRONOUNCING THE CHINESE WORDS.

FOR COLOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, LIPSTICKS, LIPSTICK LINERS, LIP GLOSS, EYELINERS, EYE SHADOWS, BLUSHERS, FACE POWDERS, FOUNDATION, MASCARAS, NAIL POLISHES, EYEBROW PENCILS; SKIN TREATMENT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CLEANSERS, TONERS, MOISTURIZERS, EYE CREAMS, HAND AND BODY LOTIONS, BODY AND SHOWER GELS, AND FACIAL SOAP, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, AND NAIL POLISH REMOVERS; FRAGRANCE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, COLOGNE, PERFUME, TOILET WATER, SCENTED SOAPS, BODY POWDERS, BATH OILS; SUN SCREEN PREPARATIONS; HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, HAIR COLORING, HAIR LIGHTENERS, HAIR BLEACHES, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, HAIR BODY AND ROOT LIFT GELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CLASS 3—(Continued).

SN 76-668,693. BMR HOLDINGS LIMITED, TORONTO M5M 1E2, CANADA, FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BODY AND BEAUTY CARE COSMETICS; COSMETIC CREAMS; COSMETIC PRODUCTS IN THE FORM OF AEROSOLS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS AGAINST SUN-BURN; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BODY CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN RENEWAL; COSMETIC PRODUCTS IN THE FORM OF AEROSOLS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC SOAPS; COSMETIC SUN-PROTECTING PREPARATIONS; COSMETIC SUN TAN LOTIONS; FACE CREAMS FOR COSMETIC USE; SHAMPOOS; SOAPS; TONERS; TOPICAL SKIN SPRAYS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MEN'S SKINCARE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY EXFOLIATING CREAMS, SKIN CLEANSER, FACIAL SCRUB, NON-MEDICATED SKIN ASTRINGENT FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, SKIN MOISTURIZER AND NIGHT CREAM, HAND AND BODY MOISTURIZER, BATH AND SHOWER GELLÉE, HAIR SHAMPOO AND HAIR CONDITIONER, SUN-BLOCK PREPARATIONS, BATH OIL, ANTI-WRINKLE CREAM, MOISTURE CREAM AND UNDER EYE COVER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

KATHERINE CONNOLLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BODY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BODY LOTIONS; SKIN MOISTURIZER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SWEET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LIP GLOSS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TROPICAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COSMETICS; LIP GLOSS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2005.
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 77-007,566. UNISOURCE WORLDWIDE, INC., NORCROSS, GA. FILED 9-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONCENTRATED CLEANING SOLUTION, NAMELY, AN ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-1968; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1968.
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LIQUI-TERGE

SAND BE GONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BODY POWDER FOR SAND REMOVAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-007,697. UNISOURCE WORLDWIDE, INC., NORCROSS, GA. FILED 9-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALL-PURPOSE, CITRUS-BASED CLEANER; DEGREASING PREPARATIONS, NOT USED IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, FOR USE ON A WIDE VARIETY OF SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STINGER

TONE CONTROLLER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TONE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR DYES; HAIR COLORING PREPARATIONS; HAIR BLEACHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BODY POWDER FOR SAND REMOVAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-010,562. MILBON CO., LTD., OSAKA, JAPAN, FILED 10-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALL-PURPOSE, CITRUS-BASED CLEANER; DEGREASING PREPARATIONS, NOT USED IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, FOR USE ON A WIDE VARIETY OF SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR DYES; HAIR COLORING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-011,569. MILBON CO., LTD., OSAKA, JAPAN, FILED 10-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TONE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR DYES; HAIR COLORING PREPARATIONS; HAIR BLEACHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-011,562. MILBON CO., LTD., OSAKA, JAPAN, FILED 10-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME "ANGIE G. FORD" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR COSMETICS; MAKE-UP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ANGIE G. FORD

HALF TONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TONE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR DYES; HAIR COLORING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-011,569. MILBON CO., LTD., OSAKA, JAPAN, FILED 10-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BODY POWDER FOR SAND REMOVAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BASIC TONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TONE". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR DYES; HAIR COLORING PREPARATIONS; HAIR BLEACHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,228,078, 2,079,290 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "C", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATION, NAMELY SERUM FOR THE FACE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,270,509, 1,780,477 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLEO". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATION, NAMELY SERUM FOR THE FACE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD CLEO IN STYLIZED SCRIPT WITH AN ACCENT OVER THE E AND AN UNDERLINE UNDER THE WORD CLEO.
FOR SOAPS; TOILET SOAPS AND DETERGENTS FOR PERSONAL USE; CLEANSING MILK; BATH AND SHOWER FOAMS; BATH AND SHOWER GELS; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF CREAMS, GELS AND LOTIONS; INTIMATE SOAPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 9-0-2006.
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,702. WASHINGTON, PAMELA D., CHARLESTON, SC. FILED 10-28-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR 3-IN-1 HAIR CONDITIONERS; 3-IN-1 HAIR SHAMPOOS; ADHESIVE REMOVERS; ADHESIVES FOR AFFIXING FALSE EYELASHES; ADHESIVES FOR AFFIXING FALSE HAIR; ADHESIVES FOR ATTACHING ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS AND OR EYELASHES; ADHESIVES FOR COSMETIC USE; ADHESIVES FOR FALSE EYELASHES, HAIR AND NAILS; AFTER-SHAVE GEL; AGE RETARDANT GEL; ALCOHOL FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; ALL PURPOSE COTTON SWABS FOR PERSONAL USE; ALL-PURPOSE CLEANERS; ALOE VERA GEL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; AMMONIA FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; ANTI-STATIC SPRAY FOR CLOTHING; ANTIBACTERIAL SKIN SOAPS; ANTI-PERSPIRANTS FOR PERSONAL USE; AROMATHERAPY OILS; ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS; ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; AUTOMOBILE CLEANERS; AUTOMOBILE POLISH; AUTOMOBILE POLISHES; BABY HAIR CONDITIONER; BABY OIL; BABY OILS; BABY SHAMPOO; BATH GEL; BATH GELS; BATH OIL; BATH OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; BATH SOAPS IN LIQUID, SOLID OR GEL FORM; BEAUTY CREAMS; BEAUTY CREAMS FOR BODY CARE; BEAUTY GELS; BEAUTY SERUMS; BEAUTY SEAMS; BEAUTY MILKS; BEAUTY MUSK; BEAUTY MILK; BERGAMOT OIL; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE; BLUEING FOR BODY AND BEAUTY CARE; COSMETICS; BODY CARE; BODY CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CRAYONS; CREAMS; BODY CREAM; BODY CREAM SOAP; BODY CREAMS; BODY DEODORANT IN PILL FORM; BODY EMULSIONS; BODY GLITTER; BODY LOTION; BODY LOTIONS; BODY MASK CREAM; BODY MASK LOTION; BODY MASK POWDER; BODY MILK; BODY MILK; BODY OIL; BODY OILS; BODY POWDER; BODY SCRUB; BODY SPRAY USED AS A PERSONAL DEODORANT AND AS FRAGRANCE; BODY SPRAYS;
CLASS 3—(Continued).

BODY SPRAYS, NAMELY WATER IN ATOZOMIZED CONTAINERS USED TO PRODUCE A COOLING EFFECT; BOOT POLISH; BREATH FRESHENING CONFECTIONATION; ARTIFICIAL BREATH STRIPS; THE BREATH MINTS, CANDY AND GUM; BUFFING COMPOUND FOR AUTOMOBILE, FLOORS, CANNED PRESERVATIVE FOR DUSTING AND CLEANING PURPOSES; CARBURETOR GRACE EMITTING WICKS FOR ROOM FRAGRANCE; CASH BALE; DANK FOR AUTOMOTIVE USE; CARPET CLEANERS; CARPET CLEANERS WITH DEODORIZER; CARPET SHAMPOO; CHALK FOR COSMETIC USE; CHALK FOR MAKE-UP; CHEMICAL CLEANERS DIRECTED TO THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRIES AND THE METAL FINISHING INDUSTRIES; CHROME POLISH; CLEANER FOR COSMETIC BRUSHES; CLEANING AND POLISHING PAPER; CLEANING AND SHINING PREPARATIONS FOR PLANT LEAVES; CLEANING FLUID FOR TYPewriter TYPE; CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR HAND, AUTOMOBILE, OVEN; CLEANING SOLUTIONS FOR DENTAL ULTRASONIC STERILIZATION APPARATUS; CLEANING CLOTHS; CLEANING ABRASIVES AND SANDPAPER IN THE FORM OF BELTS, SHEETS, ROLLS AND DISCS; COCOA BUTTER FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; COLORING PREPARATIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; COMBINATION CLEANER AND DEODORIZER FOR LITTER BOXES; CONCEALED SPRAYS FOR ARMPITS, Concealers FOR SKIN, FACE, BODY, CONDITIONERS, COSMETIC BALLS; COSMETIC CREAMS; COSMETIC PIGMENTS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS AGAINST SUNBURN; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR EYELASHES AND FACE CORNER; COSMETIC PRODUCTS FOR SKIN RENEWAL; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BODY CARE; COSMETIC PRODUCTS IN THE FORM OF AEROSOLS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PRODUCTS IN THE FORM OF FOUNTAIN, DRIED, POWDER FOR SKIN CARE; PURE FOR MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED MOUTH SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER; NON-MEDICATED LIP GROOMING PREPARATIONS FOR DOGS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER; ESSENTIAL OILS; ESSENTIAL OILS AS PERFUME FOR LAUNDRY CARE; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SCENTED PRODUCTS; EXFOLIANTS FOR HAIR, SKIN, EYE CARE; DERMATURAL CREAMS FOR DERMATURAL PURPOSES; DERMATURAL GEL, LOTIONS AND CREAMS; MAKE-UP FOUNDATIONS; MAKE-UP LOTIONS FOR STRENGTHENING THE NAILS; LOTIONS FOR MAKE-UP BUSINESS; SOAP LOTIONS; MAKE-UP REMOVER; MAKE-UP REMOVAL LOTIONS; MAKE-UP REMOVING MILK, GEL, LOTIONS AND CREAMS; MAKE-UP REMOVING MILKS; MASSAGE OIL; MASSAGE OILS; MINERAL SALT IN THE NATURE OF BATH SALTS NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MOISTURIZING MILKS; MOUSSE FOR HAIR, SKIN, FACIAL; MUSK; NAIL BUFFING PREPARATIONS; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; NAIL CREAM; NAIL ENAMEL, NAIL ENAMELS; NAIL GLITTER; NAIL GROOMING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, TIPS, GLUE, LACQUER AND GLITTER; NAIL HARDENERS; NAIL POLISH; NAIL POLISH BASE COAT; NAIL POLISH REMOVER; NAIL POLISH REMOVERS; NAIL POLISH TOP COAT; NAIL STENCILS; NAIL STRENGTHENERS; NAIL TIPS; NAIL VARNISH FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; NAIL-POLISH REMOVERS; NON-MEDICATED DENTAL RINSE; NON-MEDICATED DIAPER RASH OINTMENTS AND LOTIONS; NON-MEDICATED GROOMING PREPARATIONS FOR DOGS, NON-MEDICATED SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER; NON-MEDICATED LIP CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED MOUTH WASH AND RINSE; NON-MEDICATED OINTMENTS FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF SUNBURN; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE CREAMS; FACE AND BODY CREAMS; FACE AND BODY GROOMING PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CREAMS; NON-MEDICATED STIMULATING LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN; NON-MEDI-

CLASS 3—(Continued).
CLASS 3—(Continued).

CATED SUN CARE PREPARATIONS; NUTRITIONAL OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; OIL BATHS FOR HAIR CARE; OILS FOR HAIR CONDITIONING; OILS FOR TOILETRY PURPOSES; OVEN CLEANERS; PAINT AND VARNISH STRIPPING OR REMOVING PREPARATIONS; PAINT REMOVER; PAINT REMOVING COMPOSITIONS; PAINT STRIPPER; PAINT STRIPPING PREPARATIONS; PARAFFIN WAX FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; PATCHES CONTAINING SUN SCREEN AND SUN BLOCK FOR USE ON THE SKIN; PENCILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; PEPPERMINT OIL; PERFUME; PERFUME OILS; PERFUME OILS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF COSMETIC PREPARATIONS; PERFUMED CREAMS; PERFUMED PASTE; PERFUMED POWDER; PERFUMED POWDERS; PERFUMED SOAP; PERFUMED SOAPS; PERFUMED TALCUM POWDER; PERFUMES; PERFUMING SACHETS; PERSONAL DEODORANTS; PET ODOR REMOVERS; PET SHAMPOO; PET STAIN REMOVERS; PETROLEUM JELLY FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; POLISHES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS; POLISHING POWDERS; POLISHING PREPARATIONS; POLYMER SEALANT FOR CLEANING, SHINING AND PROTECTING AUTOMOBILE EXTERIOR SURFACES; POMADES FOR HAIR, LIPS; PRE-MOISTENED COSMETIC TOWELETTES; PRE-MOISTENED COSMETIC WIPES; PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING, PROTECTING AND PRESERVING VEHICLE SURFACES; PUMICE STONES FOR PERSONAL USE; ROOM FRAGRANCE REFILLS FOR NON-ELECTRIC ROOM FRAGRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SAND GRANCE DISPENSERS; ROSE OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; RUST REMOVING PREPARATIONS; SALT, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; PERFUME; COLOGNE; COSMETICS; TOILETRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ARCADIAN AURORA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRESOAK DETERGENT FOR AUTOMOBILES; AUTOMOBILE WAX; WHEEL CLEANER, NAMELY, DETERGENTS FOR USE ON VEHICLE WHEELS; FOAM CLEANING PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, FOAMING DETERGENTS; PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING, PROTECTING AND PRESERVING VEHICLE SURFACES, NAMELY, FOAM PROTECTANTS AND CLEAR COAT PROTECTANTS; AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR AUTOMOBILES, NAMELY, CAR WASH SOAP AND DETERGENT USED IN COMMERCIAL CAR WASHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 6-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2006.

SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 77-033,979. KISS NAIL PRODUCTS, INC., PORT WASHINGTON, NY. FILED 11-1-2006.

PROSS FOR MEN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOR MEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR DYE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HOW WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR LIFE TO FEEL?

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR POTPOURRI; COSMETICS; NON MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY SPRAY USED AS A PERSONAL DEODORANT AND AS FRAGRANCE; FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE; PERFUME; SACHET-LIKE EYE PILLOWS CONTAINING FRAGRANCES; AROMATHERAPY CREAMS, LOTIONS AND OILS; ROOM FRAGRANCES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JASON BLAIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,425. FUENTE MARKETING LTD., TORTOLA, BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS, FILED 11-1-2006.

ARTURO FUENTE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 943,947, 2,847,582 AND OTHERS.
The NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as Fuente is fountain.
FOR AFTER-SHAVE; COLOGNE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-26-2006.
ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,954. COBALT BALLOON, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-2-2006.

CRC LAB NYC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NYC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COSMETIC PRODUCT, NAMELY A COLOR SATURATED CREAM, WHICH DEPOSITS PIGMENT ON THE SCALP, FOR MASKING AREAS OF THINNING HAIR (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,019. MEDIDERM LABORATORIES, LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

NanoAcne

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AGE RETARDANT LOTION; BODY LOTIONS; COSMETIC CREAMS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN RENEWAL; FACE AND BODY LOTIONS; HAND LOTIONS; LOTIONS FOR CELLULITE REDUCTION; LOTIONS FOR FACE AND BODY CARE; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; SKIN ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SKIN CLARIFIERS; SKIN CONDITIONERS; SKIN CREAMS; SKIN EMOLLIENTS; SKIN LIGHTENERS; SKIN LIGHTENING CREAMS; SKIN LOTIONS; SKIN MOISTURIZER; SKIN TONERS; SKIN WHITENING CREAMS; TONING LOTION, FOR THE FACE, BODY AND HANDS; WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,166. IREDALE MINERAL COSMETICS, LTD., GREAT BARRINGTON, MA. FILED 11-7-2006.

MINERALS ON MINERALS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, LOOSE AND PRESSED FACE AND BODY POWDERS, BRONZERS, LIPSTICKS, EYE MAKEUP, EYE CREAMS, EYE SHADOWS, EYE PENCILS, EYELINERS, MASCARAS, BLUSH, FOUNDATION, SKIN CONCEALERS AND CAMOUFLAGE SKIN CONCEALERS, LIP GLOSSES, LIP PENCILS, LIP BRUSHES, LIP BALMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

SN 77-038,207. NEOCUTIS SA, PULLY, SWITZERLAND, FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN RENEWAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FRAXPACK

SN 77-038,304. FEMNENE, INC., NEW YORK, NY, FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LOTIONS FOR FACE AND BODY CARE; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CREAMS; NON-MEDICATED STIMULATING LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN; SKIN CREAMS; SKIN CREAMS IN LIQUID AND IN SOLID FORM; SKIN LOTIONS; SKIN MOISTURIZER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FEMNENE

SN 77-038,804. L&M PRODUCTS, REDDING, CA, FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, WIG SHAMPOO, WIG CONDITIONER, WIG HOLDING SPRAY, WIG LEAVE-IN LOTION, WIG DETANGLER AND WIG GEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA LAVACHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,817. PHAM, TAYLOR, SANTA CLARA, CA, FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "THI" IN LOWERCASE LETTERS, WITH THE LOWERCASE "I" DOTTED BY THE DESIGN OF A LEAF.
FOR ADHESIVES FOR AFFIXING FALSE EYELASHES; COSMETICS; FALSE EYELASHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AQUA24

SN 77-038,338. GT PARTNERS, LLC, BERNARDSVILLE, NJ, FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EYE CREAM; FACE CREAMS; LIP CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 77-038,826. PHAM, TAYLOR, SANTA CLARA, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ADHESIVES FOR AFFIXING FALSE EYELASHES; COSMETICS; FALSE EYELASHES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 6-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2005.

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,014. LUXE ESSENTIALS, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BATH BEADS; BATH CRYSTALS; BATH GEL; BATH GELS; BATH LOTION; BATH MILKS; BATH OIL; BATH OILS; BATH OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; BATH POWDER; BATH SALTS; BATH SALTS; BATH SOAPS IN LIQUID, SOLID OR GEL FORM; BATHING LOTIONS; BODY AND BEAUTY CARE COSMETICS; BODY AND BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CREAM; BODY CREAM SOAP; BODY CREAMS; BODY LOTION; BODY LOTIONS; BODY MASK POWDER; BODY MASKS; BODY MILK; BODY MILKS; BODY OIL; BODY OILS; BODY POWDER; HAND LOTIONS; SKIN LOTION; SKIN LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

———

SN 77-039,019. MEDIDERM LABORATORIES, LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AGE RETARDANT LOTION; BODY LOTIONS; COSMETIC CREAMS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN RENEWAL; FACE AND BODY LOTIONS; HAND LOTIONS; LOTIONS FOR CELLULITE REDUCTION; LOTIONS FOR FACE AND BODY CARE; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; SKIN ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SKIN CLARIFIERS; SKIN CONDITIONERS; SKIN CREAMS; SKIN EMOLLIENTS; SKIN LIGHTENERS; SKIN LIGHTENING CREAMS; SKIN LOTIONS; SKIN MOISTURIZER; SKIN TONERS; SKIN WHITENING CREAMS; TONING LOTION, FOR THE FACE, BODY AND HANDS; WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

———

SN 77-039,021. MEDIDERM LABORATORIES, LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AGE RETARDANT LOTION; BODY LOTIONS; COSMETIC CREAMS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN RENEWAL; FACE AND BODY LOTIONS; HAND LOTIONS; LOTIONS FOR CELLULITE REDUCTION; LOTIONS FOR FACE AND BODY CARE; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; SKIN ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SKIN CLARIFIERS; SKIN CONDITIONERS; SKIN CREAMS; SKIN EMOLLIENTS; SKIN LIGHTENERS; SKIN LIGHTENING CREAMS; SKIN LOTIONS; SKIN MOISTURIZER; SKIN TONERS; SKIN WHITENING CREAMS; TONING LOTION, FOR THE FACE, BODY AND HANDS; WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

SN 77-039,023. MEDIDERM LABORATORIES, LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AGE RETARDANT LOTION; BODY LOTIONS; COSMETIC CREAMS FOR SKIN CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN RENEWAL; FACE AND BODY LOTIONS; HAND LOTIONS; LOTIONS FOR CELLULITE REDUCTION; LOTIONS FOR FACE AND BODY CARE; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; SKIN ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SKIN CLARIFIERS; SKIN CONDITIONERS; SKIN CREAMS; SKIN EMOLLIENTS; SKIN LIGHTENING CREAMS; SKIN LOTIONS; SKIN Lightening; SKIN LIGHTENING CREAMS; SKIN LIGHTENING CREAMS; SKIN MOISTURIZERS; SKIN TONERS; SKIN WHITENING CREAMS; TONING LOTION; FOR THE FACE, BODY AND HANDS; WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,090. MICHAEL ISAAC JONATHAN, BOCA RATON, FL. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BLEACHING PREPARATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE; GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANING, POLISHING, AND ABRASIVE LIQUIDS AND POWDERS; HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PREPARATIONS; LAUNDRY BLEACH (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

JAY BESCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,497. MAKE-UP ART COSMETICS INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR OIL POMADE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Oxi-Master

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For bleaching preparations for household use; general purpose cleaning, polishing, and abrasive liquids and powders; household cleaning preparations; laundry bleach (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).

Jay Besch, Examining Attorney

Refined Zone

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For non-medicated skin care preparations (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).

Aretha Somerville, Examining Attorney

NanoFade

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For age retardant lotion; body lotion; cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; face and body lotions; hand lotions; lotions for face and body care; non-medicated skin care preparations; skin clarifiers; skin conditioners; skin creams; skin emolients; skin lighteners; skin lightening creams; skin lotions; skin moisturizer; skin toners; skin whitening creams; toning lotion; for the face, body and hands; wrinkle removing skin care preparations (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).

Angela M. Micheli, Examining Attorney

Smartistic

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For lip balm (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 and 52).

Sally Shih, Examining Attorney
CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 77-042,748. VIVID ENTERTAINMENT, LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE COLOR(S) DARK BLUE, MEDIUM BLUE, LIGHT BLUE, AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ELONGATED BLUE AND WHITE FIVE POINTED STAR. THE COLOR DARK BLUE COMPRISES THE OUTER EDGE OF THE POINTS AT 3 O'CLOCK AND 7 O'CLOCK, AND ACCENTS THE OUTSIDE OF THE WHITE FROM 6 O'CLOCK TO 1 O'CLOCK AND THE INSIDE OF THE STAR FROM THE MIDDLE TO 10 O'CLOCK; MEDIUM BLUE IS THE OUTSIDE BORDER OF THE POINTS AT 1 O'CLOCK, 6 O'CLOCK AND 10 O'CLOCK; LIGHT BLUE FILLS IN THE POINTS AT 3 O'CLOCK AND 7 O'CLOCK, IS ALONG THE WHITE FROM THE MIDDLE TO 1 O'CLOCK AND IS THE COLOR OF THE TEXT; AND WHITE IS THE INTERIOR COLOR OF THE POINTS AT 1 O'CLOCK, 10 O'CLOCK AND 6 O'CLOCK.
F O R I N C E N S E ( U. S. C L S . 1 , 4 , 6 , 5 0 , 5 1 A N D 5 2 ) .
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,861. PARIS PRESENTS INCORPORATED, GURNEE, IL. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BATH BEADS; BATH CRYSTALS; BATH FOAMS; BATH GELS; BATH LOTION; BATH MILKS; BATH OILS; BATH PEARLS; BATH POWDER; BATH SALTS; BATH SOAPS IN LIQUID, SOLID OR GEL FORM; BODY LOTIONS; BODY SCRUB; BODY SPRAYS; BUBBLE BATH; FOAM BATH; HAND LOTIONS; SHOWER AND BATH GEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOILET SOAPS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-31-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2002.
IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,504. JOSE GUMA S.A., PROVINCIA DE CORDOBA, ARGENTINA, FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED VERSION OF THE WORD "LAIR".
FOR DEODORANT SOAP; HAIR CONDITIONER; PERFUMED SOAP; SHAMPOOS; SKIN SOAP; SOAPS FOR BODY CARE; SOAPS FOR PERSONAL USE; TOILET SOAP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-28-2004.
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,504. JOSE GUMA S.A., PROVINCIA DE CORDOBA, ARGENTINA, FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED VERSION OF THE WORD "LAIR".
FOR DEODORANT SOAP; HAIR CONDITIONER; PERFUMED SOAP; SHAMPOOS; SKIN SOAP; SOAPS FOR BODY CARE; SOAPS FOR PERSONAL USE; TOILET SOAP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-28-2004.
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-046,600. HUMINGBIRD FARMS, LTD., JOHNSON CITY, TX. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE SILHOUETTE OF A HUMMINGBIRD IN FLIGHT SUPERIMPOSED ON AN UPPER CASE LETTER H WITHIN CONCENTRIC CIRCLES. FOR AROMATHERAPY LOTIONS; BATH SALTS; BATH SOAPS IN LIQUID, SOLID OR GEL FORM; BATHING LOTIONS; BODY CREAM SOAP; BODY OILS; FACE AND BODY CREAMS; FACE AND BODY LOTIONS; LIP BALM; PERFUMING Sachets; SHOWER AND BATH GEL. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 5-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-15-2006. WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,609. ZION, HAIM, SAN MATEO, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BEAUTY CREAMS; BEAUTY CREAMS FOR BODY CARE; BEAUTY GELS; BEAUTY LOTIONS; BEAUTY MASKS; BODY AND BEAUTY CARE COSMETICS; BODY AND BEAUTY CARE PREPARATIONS; COSMETIC CREAMS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BODY CARE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN RENEWAL; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE OF MOUTH AND TEETH; COSMETICS; FACE AND BODY BEAUTY CREAMS; FACIAL BEAUTY MASKS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CREAMS; SKIN ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SKIN CONDITIONERS; SKIN LOTION; SKIN LOTIONS; SKIN MOISTURIZER; SKIN TEXTURIZERS; SKIN TONERS; WRINKLE REMOVING SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 9-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2006. SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,911. GODAX LABORATORIES, INC., BETHESDA, MD. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GLASS CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 8-0-1970; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1970. TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,672. GUTHY-RENKER CORPORATION, PALM DESERT, CA. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SKIN AND BODY CARE PREPARATIONS NAMELY, SKIN CLEANSERS, SKIN MOISTURIZERS, SKIN LOTIONS, SKIN SOAPS, SUN SCREEN PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS, NON-MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, COLOGNES, PERFUMES AND TOOTH WHITENING PREPARATIONS. (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PERSONAL BEAUTY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY PERFUME, BODY LOTION, COSMETICS, AND SHAMPOO (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 77-050,984. BELLO, ANDREW JR., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-27-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHAVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-057,034. ROSENHAUS, S STEVEN, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 12-5-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIQUID", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SKINCARE, NAMELY FACE AND BODY SKIN MOISTURIZERS, FACE AND BODY SKIN CREAMS, FRAGRANCES, NAMELY– WOMENS PERFUME AND MENS COLOGNE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
Rosalie Herrera, Examining Attorney

SN 77-070,674. AEROPOSTALE WEST, INC., WAYNE, NJ. FILED 12-22-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,485,368, 1,548,372 AND OTHERS.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS AIR MAIL.
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, BODY LOTION, SHOWER GEL, PERFUME AND COLOGNE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.
BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 77-074,002. BEAUTY LAB, INC., OPA LOCKA, FL. FILED 1-1-2007.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WASH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LAUNDRY DETERGENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ROSELLE HERRERA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,172,126.
FOR DENTIFRICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-30-2005.
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, HAIR SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONER, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SKIN CREAM, SKIN LOTION AND SKIN CLEANSERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
YAT SYE, LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,107,914, 3,178,097 AND OTHERS.
FOR PET ODOR REMOVERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2005.
LORETTA C. BECK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FEBREZE


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN RENEWAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HYALIS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN RENEWAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EFF-EX


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETICS; FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE; NON-MEDICATED BATH PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SUN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED TOILETRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SAVANT FASHION


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 530,305, 2,099,072 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SKIN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR COSMETICS; FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE; NON-MEDICATED BATH PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SUN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED TOILETRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ESTEE LAUDER SKIN DEFENDER


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 530,305, 2,099,072 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SKIN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR COSMETICS; FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE; NON-MEDICATED BATH PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SUN CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED TOILETRIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STUDIO LIGHTS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

SOFT AS ME
FOR HAIR AND SKIN CONDITIONERS AND NON-MEDICATED HAIR AND SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 4-7-1993; IN COMMERCE 4-7-1993. NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


"THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES MICHELLE GALLAGHER, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED."
THE COLOR(S) BLACK AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED WORDS "EFFUSIONS BY MICHELLE MICHELLE" IN BLACK OVER THE DESIGN OF A STYLIZED DEPICTION OF THE FACE OF A HUMAN WOMAN FIGURE IN GRAYSCALE, ADAPTED FROM A DRAWING BY LEONARDO DA VINCI.
FOR NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS, SUGAR BODY SCRUB, SHOWER GEL, BODY LOTION, BATH OIL, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, HYDROSOL FACIAL MIST, SOAP IN BAR AND SOAP IN BOTTLE FORM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TOMORROWS TECHNOLOGY FOR BEAUTY TODAY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHAMPOO, CONDITIONERS AND HAIR STYLING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,360,627, 2,556,471 AND OTHERS.
FOR BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND DETERGENTS FOR LAUNDRY USE; POLISHING PREPARATIONS; SCOURING POWDERS AND SCOURING LIQUIDS; ABRASIVE PASTE; SOAPS; PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS; COSMETICS; HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS TRANSLUCENT.
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, LOOSE POWDER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JENNIFER VASQUEZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRES SOUFFLE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TRANSULCIDE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,395,085.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS TRANSULCENT.
SEC. 2(f).
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, LOOSE POWDER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JENNIFER VASQUEZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 78-701,481. NOXELL CORPORATION, HUNT VALLEY, MD. FILED 8-26-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY LIP GLOSS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-31-1989; IN COMMERCE 3-31-1989.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-704,156. L’OREAL, PARIS, FRANCE, FILED 8-31-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PERFUME, TOILET WATER; GELS AND SALTS FOR THE BATH AND SHOWER NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE; TOILET SOAPS, BODY DEODORANTS; COSMETICS, NAMELY, CREAMS, MILKS, LOTIONS, GELS AND POWDERS FOR THE FACE, THE BODY AND THE HANDS; NON-MEDICATED SUN CARE PREPARATIONS; MAKEUP PREPARATIONS; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
DEBRA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 78-773,388. MAKE-UP USA, FOWLERVILLE, MI. FILED 12-14-2005.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NEW YORK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COSMETICS; PREPARATIONS FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE AND BEAUTY CARE, NAMELY COLD CREAMS, SKIN CREAMS AND MOISTURIZERS, BATH GELS, BODY OIL, HAIR SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONERS, SKIN SOAP, PERSONAL DEODORANTS; COSMETIC SUN-TANNING PREPARATIONS, SELF-TANNING SUNTAN LOTIONS, NON-SELF TANNING SKIN CARE LOTIONS, ALL FOR NATURAL SUN AND SOLARIUMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,330,436, 1,942,535 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LASH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BROWN, GOLD AND BEIGE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
MICHAEL GAFAAR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-787,556. BORIS BARTEL, DUSSELDORF, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 1-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETICS; PREPARATIONS FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE AND BEAUTY CARE, NAMELY COLD CREAMS, SKIN CREAMS AND MOISTURIZERS, BATH GELS, BODY OIL, HAIR SHAMPOO AND CONDITIONERS, SKIN SOAP, PERSONAL DEODORANTS; COSMETIC SUN-TANNING PREPARATIONS, SELF-TANNING SUNTAN LOTIONS, NON-SELF TANNING SKIN CARE LOTIONS, ALL FOR NATURAL SUN AND SOLARIUMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-773,388. MAKE-UP USA, FOWLERVILLE, MI. FILED 12-14-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NEW YORK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-818,641. SASSE', SARA MAE, PORTLAND, OR. FILED 2-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPLEX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COSMETICS AND BATH PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SOAPS FOR PERSONAL USE; BATH OILS; BATH SALTS; BATH POWDERS; BODY LOTIONS, IN THE FORM OF LIQUIDS, SOLIDS, AND POWDER; BODY MASSAGE LOTIONS, IN THE FORM OF LIQUIDS AND SOLIDS; FACIAL LOTIONS, NAMELY, CLEANSERS, MOISTURIZERS, TONER; FINGER NAIL POLISH AND FINGER NAIL STRENGTHENER; FOOT SOAK, NAMELY SOAPS AND MINERAL SALTS IN THE NATURE OF BATH SALTS USED IN SOAKING THE FEET FOR NON-MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 78-836,668. COSMEDRX SKIN CARE, INC., BRIARCLIFF MANOR, NY. FILED 3-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CLEANSERS, SERUMS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE HANDS, FACE AND BODY; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, FACIAL SCRUBS, FACIAL MASKS, AND BATH GELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 78-836,707. LUSTER PRODUCTS, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 3-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

SN 78-844,895. EINSTEIN COSMETICS LTD, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 3-23-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(f).
FOR LIP BALM; LIP CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUSTRALIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PERFUMES, NON-MEDICATED TOILET AND COSMETIC PREPARATIONS, NAMELY LOTIONS, POWDERS AND CREAMS FOR USE ON THE SKIN, PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANSING AND CARE OF THE SKIN, BATH OILS IN SOLID AND LIQUID FORM, PERSONAL DEODORANTS, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, OIL-BASED MASSAGE BARS THAT MELT ON CONTACT WITH THE SKIN, SOLID SKIN MOISTURIZERS AND SKIN CONDITIONERS IN THE FORM OF A PASTE OF FACE MASK, BATH BARS THAT MELT ON CONTACT WITH HOT WATER TO PRODUCE A SOAP OR OILY SUSPENSION, SOAP, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, SPONGES IMPREGNATED WITH TOILETRIES, BATH SOAP AND BATH OIL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-845,574. BATH & BODY WORKS, INC., REYNOLDSBURG, OH. FILED 3-24-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TEINT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
"THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS TINT."
FOR COSMETICS, NAMELY, CREAMS, GELS, MILKS, POWDERS AND LOTIONS FOR THE FACE, THE BODY AND HANDS, MAKEUP PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MASCARA, EYE LINER, EYE SHADOW, EYEBROW PENCIL, LIPSTICKS, NAIL POLISH, BLUSH, FOUNDATION CREAMS AND POWDER (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TEINT FUSION

FLAVOR BLAST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY LIP BALM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 78-850,785. DRAGON FULL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED, BRITISH WEST INDIES, CAYMAN ISLANDS, FILED 3-31-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO CHINESE CHARACTERS PRONOUNCING AS JING; TU MEANING PURE LAND AND AN ABSTRACT DRAWING SYMBOLIZING THE CLEAN AND FRESH BREEZE IN A JUNGLE.
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO JING; TU, AND THIS MEANS PURE LAND IN ENGLISH.
F O R C O S M E T I C S (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-20-2006.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 78-853,630. OSA HOLDING, INC., ALISO VIEJO, CA. FILED 4-4-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AROMATHERAPY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "BEAUTIFUL WAY,
FOR AROMATHERAPY OILS; BATH OILS; BODY OILS; ESSENTIAL OILS; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SCENTED PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-1974; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1974.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 78-855,411. ROBELYN LABS, LLC, CHERRY HILL, NJ. FILED 4-6-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
F O R S K I N C R E A M (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BellaVia Aromatherapy

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLEANING SOLUTION, NAMELY A CLEANING SPRAY FOR EYEGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-1974; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1974.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OPTICAL SHOP OF ASPEN

Elastin3

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SKIN CREAM (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RECTANGULAR BORDER HAVING THREE STRIPES AT THE TOP AND CONTAINING THE PRANCING HORSE DESIGN ABOVE THE WORD "FERRARI" IN STYLIZED LETTERING.
FOR PERFUMES, EAU DE COLOGNE; HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES; EAU DE TOILETTE; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS; AFTER SHAVE CREAMS; PERSONAL DEODORANTS; SHampoos; SoAPS; SHOWER GELS; SKIN, BODY AND FACE CREAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-8-2007; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2007.
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 3—(Continued).
SN 78-883,395. LUSTER PRODUCTS, INC., CHICAGO, IL.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HIM" OR "HER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EARTH HARMONY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JANITORIAL SUPPLY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CONCENTRATED DEGREASING PREPARATIONS FOR JANITORIAL USE, ALL-PURPOSE CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-8-2007; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2007.
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Flirtation
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,188,598 AND 3,086,352.
FOR EAU DE PARFUM; EAU DE PERFUME; FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE; PERFUME (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2004.
WOODROW HARTZOG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INTERCEPT
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DETERGENT SOAP FOR USE IN CLEANING MEDICAL DEVICES AND RELATED MEDICAL DEVICE ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-24-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-24-2006.
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
RELENTLESS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COSMETICS; SOAP FOR PERSONAL USE; HAIR PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, STYLING GEL, STYLING SPRAY, DYE, LOTION, FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-929,996. MATTHEW CROSS, SEVENOAKS, KENT, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 7-14-2006.

MATTIE CROSS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2411599, FILED 1-20-2006, REG. NO. 2,411,599, DATED 7-14-2006, EXPIRES 7-14-2016.

FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED HAIR PREPARATIONS; HAIR LOTIONS, GELS AND MOUSSES; HAIR-STYLING WAXES, SHAMPOOS; HAIR WASH PREPARATIONS; CONDITIONERS AND SPRAYS FOR THE HAIR; WAVING, CURLING, STYLING AND SETTING PREPARATIONS FOR THE HAIR; PREPARATIONS FOR DYEING, COLORING, TINTING, AND BLEACHING ALL FOR THE HAIR; HAIR LACQUERS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BODY CARE; AND TOILET SOAP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MARILYN IZZI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-935,184. IQ ELECTRONICS, INC., SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 7-21-2006.

VIBRANT-OLGY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS NAMELY, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, STYLING GEL, MOUSSE, AND CREAMS, HAIR MOISTURIZER AND OIL FOR HAIR CONDITIONING; POMADES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-948,121. AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, FILED 8-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,297,281.

FOR LIQUID FOUNDATION; CREAMY FOUNDATION; PRESSED FACE POWDER; ROUGES; LIPSTICKS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CREAMS; NAIL POLISH REMOVERS; EYEBROW PENCILS; MASCARAS; FACIAL PACK CONSISTING OF COSMETIC MATERIAL IMPREGNATED WITH COSMETICS AND APPLIED TO THE FACE FOR SOFTENING AND PURIFYING THE SKIN OF THE FACE; BODY GELS FOR MASSAGE USE; MASSAGE OILS; NAIL POLISH; NAIL ENAMELS; HAIR OILS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR COLOR; HAIR WAVING LOTIONS; HAIR BLEACHES; ADDITIVES FOR COSMETIC BATH, NAMELY, BUBBLE BATH AND BATH BEADS; VANISHING CREAMS; BATH OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; BATH POWDER FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; BATH RUMS; BABY OIL; BABY POWDER; BLUSHER; PERFUMED POWDER; NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS; NON-MEDICATED FRAGRANCE, NAMELY FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE AND ROOM FRAGRANCES; COSMETIC SUN-protecting PREPARATIONS; SUNSCREEN LOTIONS; SUNSCREEN CREAMS; SUN TAN OIL; SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; SHAVING CREAMS; BEAUTY MILK, SKIN MOISTURIZER; EYELINERS; EYE MAKE-UP REMOVERS; EYE SHADOW; AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS; EAU DE COLOGNE; DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, NAMELY, SKIN TONERS, SKIN LOTIONS, SKIN EMOLLIENTS AND SKIN CLARIFIERS; LIP POLISHER; NON-MEDICATED LIP PROTECTOR; NON-MEDICATED LIP CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR BODY SLIMMING PURPOSES, NAMELY, BODY SLIMMING CREAMS, BODY SLIMMING LOTIONS, BODY SLIMMING GELS AND BODY SLIMMING OILS; COLD CREAMS; COLD WAVING SOLUTIONS; MUSTACHE WAX; SKIN CARE CREAM FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; DEPILATORY WAX; DEPILATORIES; PERMANENT WAVE PREPARATIONS; MAKE-UP FOUNDATIONS; FACE POWDER; PERM POTPOURRI; SKIN WHITENING CREAMS; HAND CREAMS; PERFUMES; HAIR GELS, HAIR LACQUERS; HAIR LOTIONS; HAIR MOUSSE; HAIR SPRAY; HAIR CONDITIONERS; HAIR CREAMS; HAIR TONIC; MAKE-UP POWDER; HYDROGEN PEROXIDE FOR USE ON HAIR; ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; PENCILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; SKIN-CLASING MILK; TALCUM POWDERS; LAVENDER OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; VANILLA PERFUMERY; BERGAMOT OIL FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; SYNTHETIC PERFUMERY; MINT PER-FUMERY; MUSK PERFUMERY; INCENSE STICKS; FUMIGATING INCENSES; ADHESIVES FOR AFFIXING FALSE HAIR; FALSE EYELASHES; ADHESIVES FOR AFFIXING FALSE EYELASHES; FALSE NAILS; PRE-MOISTENED TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH COSMETIC LOTIONS; MAKE-UP REMOVAL; DISPOSABLE WIPEs IMPREGNATED WITH CHEMICALS FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE; COTTON STICKS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; BEAUTY MASKS; ADHESIVES FOR COSMETIC USE; COTTON SWABS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; SOAP POWDER; DETERGENTS PREPARED FROM PETROLEUM FOR HOUSEHOLD USE; INDUSTRIAL SOAPS; DRY CLEANING FLUIDS; SHAVING SOAP; LIQUID SOAPS; DEODORANT SOAP; CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING WASTE PIPES; SOAP FOR BRIGHTENING TEXTILE; SKIN POLISHING RICE BRAN; NON-MEDICATED Douches; LAUNDRY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

SOAPS; DISINFECTANT SOAP; ALMOND SOAP; GLASS
CLEANING PREPARATIONS; FABRIC SOFTENERS
FOR LAUNDRY USE; WINDSHIELD WASHING FLUID;
TOILET BOWL DETERGENTS; BATH SOAPS; SKIN
SOAPS; HAIR SHAMPOOS; CREAM SOAPS; HAIR
RINSES; COSMETIC SOAPS; NON-MEDICATED MOUTH
WASH AND RINSE; NON-MEDICATED DENTAL
RINSE; DENTURE CLEANING PREPARATIONS,
NAMELY, DENTURE POLISH AND DENTURE CLEA-
NER; TOOTH POWDERS; TOOTH PASTE; MOISTURIZ-
ING ESSENCE IN THE NATURE OF MILKY LOTION;
BODY CREAMS; BODY LOTIONS; FACIAL CLEANSING
FOAMS; SKIN CLEANSING LOTION; SKIN CLEANSING
OILS; LIP GLOSS; NON-MEDICATED CREAMS FOR
MASSAGE USE; LIP LINERS; NON-MEDICATED LIP
BALM; COLOGNE WATER; EAU DE TOILETTE; SKIN
CLEANSERS; TOOTHTH WHITENING CREAMS, TOOTH
WHITENING GELS AND TOOTH WHITENING PASTES;
NON-MEDICATED MOISTURIZING NUTRITIONAL
SERUMS, NAMELY, NON-MEDICATED SKIN SERUMS,
NON-MEDICATED EYE SERUMS AND BEAUTY SER-
UMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-952,268. EUSTAQUIO, YOLANDA, MIAMI, FL. FILED

CLASS 3—(Continued).

SN 78-965,481. PRICESMART, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED
8-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE; OR COLOR.

FOR DETERGENT SOAP, DISH DETERGENTS, DISH-
WASHER DETERGENTS, DISHWASHING DETER-
GENTS, LAUNDRY DETERGENTS, DETERGENTS
AND SOAPS; GENERAL PURPOSE DETERGENTS;
ALL-PURPOSE CLEANERS OR CLEANERS FOR USE
ON KITCHEN, BATHROOM, WINDOW AND FLOOR
SURFACES; CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR HOUSE-
HOLD PURPOSES; HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PRE-
PARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-973,987. AZUR SKIN INTERNATIONAL, HIDDEN

FOR COSMETIC SUN-PROTECTING PREPARATIONS;
NON-MEDICATED SUN CARE PREPARATIONS; SUN
BLOCK; SUN BLOCK PREPARATIONS; SUN CARE
LOTIONS; SUN CREAMS; SUN SCREEN; SUN SCREEN
PREPARATIONS; SUN-BLOCK LOTIONS; SUNSCREEN
CREAM; SUNSCREEN CREAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51
AND 52).

CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-973,995. S. C. JOHNSON & SON, INC., RACINE, WI.

SN 78-962,703. MACK, SHARON L., DULUTH, MN. FILED
8-29-2006.

Perfect XXI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE; OR COLOR.

FOR COSMETIC CREAMS FOR SKIN CARE (U.S. CLS.
1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.

ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-962,703. MACK, SHARON L., DULUTH, MN. FILED
8-29-2006.

CLASS 3—(Continued).

THE BEAUTY OF PLEDGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE; OR COLOR.

FOR FURNITURE POLISH; DISPOSABLE WIPES IM-
PREGNATED WITH CHEMICALS OR COMPOUNDS
FOR HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-973,995. S. C. JOHNSON & SON, INC., RACINE, WI.

Sn 78-962,703. MACK, SHARON L., DULUTH, MN. FILED
8-29-2006.

Azūr

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE; OR COLOR.

FOR COSMETIC SUN-PROTECTING PREPARATIONS;
NON-MEDICATED SUN CARE PREPARATIONS; SUN
BLOCK; SUN BLOCK PREPARATIONS; SUN CARE
LOTIONS; SUN CREAMS; SUN SCREEN; SUN SCREEN
PREPARATIONS; SUN-BLOCK LOTIONS; SUNSCREEN
CREAM; SUNSCREEN CREAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51
AND 52).

CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Sn 78-973,995. S. C. JOHNSON & SON, INC., RACINE, WI.

GIFTS from the SOUL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE; OR COLOR.

FOR BATH SOAPS IN LIQUID, SOLID OR GEL FORM;
BODY LOTIONS; HAIR CONDITIONERS; HAIR SHAM-
poo; SKIN CONDITIONERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51
AND 52).

FIRST USE 10-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2005.

GISSELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LIP PRODUCTS, NAMELY, LIP GLOSSES, LIP SHINES AND LIP PENCILS; COSMETIC CREAMS, EYE CREAMS, SKIN CLEANSERS, SKIN TONERS, BODY AND FACE LOTIONS, SKIN CREAMS, SUN TANNING CREAMS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-029,681. BEIERSDORF AG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 9-4-2006.

PRIORITY DATE OF 6-7-2006 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0900228 DATED 9-4-2006, EXPIRES 9-4-2016.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 93,627, 3,148,936 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DEODORANT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, WHITE, SILVER IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK DISPLAYS THE DESIGNATION NIVEA DEODORANT IN WHITE LETTERS AGAINST A BLUE BACKGROUND WITH A SILVER BORDER OR FRAME WITH WHITE HIGHLIGHTS.

FOR COSMETICS; DEODORANTS AND ANTI-PERSPIRANTS FOR PERSONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR SUN TAN PRODUCTS, NAMELY, COSMETIC SUNTAN LOTIONS, SUN TAN CREAMS; PERFUMES, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE, MASSAGE PREPARATIONS, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY, MASSAGE OILS; DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS, SHAMPOOS AND HAIR CONDITIONERS, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; OILS, NAMELY BATH OILS, HAIR OILS, SUN TAN OIL; CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN; COLOGNE (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

TINA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 3—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0904766 DATED 7-31-2006, EXPIRES 7-31-2016.


THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS “SPELL”.

FOR PERFUMES, EAU DE PERFUME, COLOGNE, TOILET WATER, ESSENTIAL OILS, COLD CREAM, PERSONAL DEODORANTS, ANTI-PERSPIRANTS, SKIN CLEANSING LOTIONS, SKIN MOISTURIZER, BODY OIL, SKIN EMOLLIENT, SOAPS, BATH SOAPS, BATH AND SHOWER GEL, BODY LOTIONS, SKIN LOTIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY DATE OF 5-8-2006 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0890751 DATED 6-20-2006, EXPIRES 6-20-2016.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “SPA PRESCRIPTIONS”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS FOR GENERAL PURPOSE USE; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

TAMARA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 4—LUBRICANTS AND FUELS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CANDLES AND TAPERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-665,397. CLC LUBRICANTS COMPANY, GENEVA, IL. FILED 8-31-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “GRIND”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) GREEN, BLUE, WHITE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE OUTER CIRCLE IS GREEN. THE INNER CIRCLE IS BLUE. THE TEXT “CARB “O” GRIND” IS WHITE WITH A BLACK OUTLINE.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF CONCENTRIC CIRCLES CONTAINING THE TEXT “CARB “O” GRIND” FOR CARBIDE GRINDING OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,113. CR LICENSE, LLC, TUCSON, AZ. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANTS; GENERAL PURPOSE GREASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

JASON BLAIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,550. BRAWNER, MICHAEL, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

DAVID YONTEF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 4—(Continued).
SN 77-037,550. BRAWNER, MICHAEL, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

HOWOULD YOU LIKE YOUR LIFE TO FEEL?

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

JASON BLAIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,550. BRAWNER, MICHAEL, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANTS; GENERAL PURPOSE GREASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

DAVID YONTEF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,550. BRAWNER, MICHAEL, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

SN 77-037,550. BRAWNER, MICHAEL, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

SN 77-037,550. BRAWNER, MICHAEL, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

SN 77-037,550. BRAWNER, MICHAEL, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

WILD ORCHID

SEC. 2(F).
FOR CANDLES AND TAPERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SNAKE SNOT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANTS; GENERAL PURPOSE GREASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

DAVID YONTEF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 4—(Continued).

SN 77-043,400. PENNAHOL CORPORATION, NEW CASTLE, PA. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ETHANOL FUELS, NAMELY AN ETHANOL BIO-FUEL USED PRIMARILY AS A TRANSPORTATION FUEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,028. SUNIZONA GREENHOUSE INC., WILCOX, AZ. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WOOD PELLETS TO BE USED IN WOOD PELLET STOVES FOR HEATING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

FIRST USE 10-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-13-2006.

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-058,161. AEROPOSTALE WEST, INC., WAYNE, NJ. FILED 12-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,485,368, 1,548,372 AND OTHERS.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS AIR MAIL.

FOR CANDLES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

FIRST USE 11-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2006.

BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,107,914, 3,178,097 AND OTHERS.

FOR LUBRICATING GREASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-093,512. GROWMARK, INC., BLOOMINGTON, IL. FILED 1-29-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENGINE OILS (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-093,673. GROWMARK, INC., BLOOMINGTON, IL. FILED 1-29-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LUBRICATING GREASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 4—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LUBRICATING OIL FOR MOTOR VEHICLE ENGINES (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FIRST USE 1-29-2007; IN COMMERCE 1-29-2007.
JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MOTOR OIL (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).

DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-907,617. FRUMIN, ARNOLD I., GREENWICH, CT. FILED 6-14-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HIGH PURITY LUBRICANT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) GREEN, ORANGE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE COLOR WHITE APPEARS IN THE BACKGROUND OF THE MARK AND IN THE WORDS HIGH PURITY LUBRICANT. THE COLOR ORANGE APPEARS IN THE WORD GLIDE. THE COLOR GREEN APPEARS ON THE HUMAN FIGURE AND IN THE LINES INDICATING SPEED THAT CUT THROUGH THE WORD GLIDE.

FOR ALL PURPOSE COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL LUBRICATING AND PENETRATING OIL (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.
DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PREMEASURED ALL PURPOSE LUBRICANTS IN THE NATURE OF CONDITIONED GREASE, GRAPHITE, AND CONTAINING MOLYBDENUM (U.S. CLS. 1, 6 AND 15).
FIRST USE 3-8-1990; IN COMMERCE 3-8-1990.
JAY BESCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS

SN 76-017,842. BIONICHE LIFE SCIENCES INC., BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 4-5-2000.

PROSTACIDIN

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(d) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1052098, FILED 3-23-2000.

FOR PHARMACEUTICALS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER OF THE PROSTATE; BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER OF THE PROSTATE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 76-380,147. QUALITEST PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., HUNTSVILLE, AL. FILED 3-11-2002.

ZOTANE
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, namely AN ANTI-INFLAMMATORY, ANTI-MICROBIAL, AND LOCAL ANESTHETIC SOLUTION FOR USE IN THE EXTERNAL EAR ONLY (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-11-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-11-2002.
EMILY CHUO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NATURE’S NEXT STEP
FOR ALL NATURAL SUPPLEMENTS, namely, NUTRITIONAL, DIETARY, HERBAL, AND HOMEOPATHIC, FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION IN PILL AND LIQUID FORM (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIQUID LIGHTNING
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,706,211.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LIQUID, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LIQUID DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-630,710. L. PERRIGO COMPANY, ALLEGAN, MI. FILED 2-8-2005.

CARB-VANTAGE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-29-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-29-2004.
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 76-557,812. VETERINARY ENTERPRISES, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, OK. FILED 4-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMAL FEED (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
WOODROW HARTZOG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


KriaXanthin
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL AND FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, INGREDIENTS FOR NUTRITIONAL AND FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, namely EXTRACTS FROM KRILL AND SHRIMP, KRILL AND SHRIMP OIL (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2006.
MICHAEL LEWIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-661,841. GORDON FERON & CO., INC, QUAIL VALLEY, CA. FILED 6-19-2006.

ADIEU MILDEW
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANTIMICROBIAL SOLUTION FOR THE PREVENTION OF MILDEW STAINS ON FABRICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 76-665,931. ZEUS SCIENTIFIC, INC., BRANCHBURG, NJ. FILED 9-11-2006.

FOR BIOLOGICAL REAGENTS SOLD AS A KIT TO LABORATORIES AND HOSPITALS FOR CLINICAL AND MEDICAL LABORATORY USE TO DETECT HUMAN ANTIBODIES IN HUMAN BLOOD SERUM FOR IN VITRO DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

TAMARA FRAZIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 76-668,602. DAIICHI SANKYO EUROPE GMBH, FORMERLY SANKYO PHARMA GMBH, 81379 MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 815,341.
FOR ANTI-INFLAMMATORY PREPARATION FOR CUTANEOUS TREATMENT OF INFLAMMATION OF THE VEINS, THROMBOPHLEBITIS, AND HEMATOMA AND FOR LOOSENING AND SOFTENING HARD SCARS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KEVIN CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,770. DILLON COMPANY, INC., CRANSTON, RI. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,529,237, 2,491,323 AND OTHERS.
FOR DENTAL PORCELAIN (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,529,237, 2,491,323 AND OTHERS.
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
BRENDAN McCauley, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-669,854. WAlGREEN CO., DEERFIELD, IL. FILED 12-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,167,641, 3,087,133 AND OTHERS.
FOR MOTION SICKNESS RELIEF MEDICATION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-10-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2000.
DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-004,071. PREMIER DENTAL PRODUCTS COMPANY, PLYMOUTH MEETING, PA. FILED 9-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENAMEL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DENTAL PREPARATIONS AND COMPOSITIONS, NAMELY, PIT AND FISSURE SEALANT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 77-005,339. QUANTUM, INC., EUGENE, OR. FILED 9-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "B", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT CONTAINING VITAMIN B2, AND ALSO CONTAINING HERBS AND OTHER NATURAL INGREDIENTS FOR RELIEVING HEADACHES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
COLLEEN DOMBROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-006,152. AXIOM MICRONUTRIENTS, LLC, TRENTON, MO. FILED 9-24-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PREMIUM POLYSACCHARIDE COMPLEX PROTECTED ORGANIC TRACE MINERALS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) DARK BLUE, LIGHT BLUE, RED, ORANGE, YELLOW AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
The WORDS PREMIUM POLYSACCHARIDE COMPLEX PROTECTED ORGANIC TRACE MINERALS ARE RED AND LOCATED UNDER THE RIGHT PORTION OF THE TERM POLYM. THE LETTERS "P" "L" "Y" "M" "I" "N" AND "S" ARE DARK BLUE WITH LIGHT BLUE OUTLINE.
"O" IS LIGHT BLUE WITH A WHITE CIRCLE SURROUNDED BY AN ORANGE AND YELLOW ORBITAL DESIGN, WHICH INTERSECTS THE L AND THE Y.
FOR ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-13-2006.
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,144,905.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOR KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-10-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2003.
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-011,487. PHARMALETT DENMARK A/S, KOLDING 6000, DENMARK, FILED 10-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT FOR CATTLE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHAKE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTAL DRINKS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-011,487. PHARMALETT DENMARK A/S, KOLDING 6000, DENMARK, FILED 10-2-2006.

DELIVER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT FOR CATTLE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LIFE SHAKE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHAKE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTAL DRINKS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ENAMEL PRO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,118,123.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENAMEL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DENTAL VARNISH (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-019,897. ADM ALLIANCE NUTRITION, INC., DECATUR, IL. FILED 10-12-2006.

WEATHER MASTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF CLOUDS, RAIN AND A LIGHTNING BOLT WITHIN A CIRCLE.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,769,604 AND 2,839,971.
FOR MEDICATED ANIMAL FEED AND ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-023,434. SCIMETRICS LIMITED CORP., WELLINGTON, CO. FILED 10-18-2006.

KAPUT COMBO BAIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,528,459.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMBO BAIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RAT POISON (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MATTHEW MCDOWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-024,277. SPORTS NUTRITION DIRECT, INC., JOLIET, IL. FILED 10-18-2006.

ACNE WAND

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACNE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICATED SKIN PREPARATION FOR USE IN TREATING ACNE AND BLEMISHES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

SAIMA MAKHDOOM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-025,703. DOCTOR'S DISPENSARY, LLC, BOCA RATON, FL. FILED 10-20-2006.
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 77-026,514. ELITE SPORTS PRODUCTS INC, TAMPA, FL. FILED 10-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANTIBACTERIAL PHARMACEUTICALS; ANTI-INFECTIVE PHARMACEUTICALS; ANTICANCER PHARMACEUTICALS; AND ANTIVIRAL PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FRED CARL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-028,912. TIOXOCLEAN, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARATIONS FOR NEUTRALIZING ODORS AND REMOVAL OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS FOR USE ON CARPETING, UPHOLSTERY, TEXTILES, FURS, LEATHER, NON-WEAVES AND FABRICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ELIZABETH KAJUBI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,511. LAWN AND GARDEN PRODUCTS, INC., FRESNO, CA. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HERBICIDE FOR AGRICULTURAL AND DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2002.
YAT SYE, LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE CHINESE CHARACTERS THAT TRANSLATE TO "REGULATING MENSTRUATION" AND "BEAUTIFYING FACE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF FIVE CHINESE CHARACTERS, WHICH MEAN "REGULATING MENSTRUATION, BEAUTIFYING FACE TREASURE".
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE INTO "TAO JINGO YANG RYAN BO," AND THIS TRANSLATES TO "REGULATING MENSTRUATION, BEAUTIFYING FACE TREASURE." IN ENGLISH.
FOR DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-6-2006.
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOD SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 9-24-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2006.
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 77-032,574. CAL AGRI PRODUCTS, LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MOSQUITO REPELLENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-033,211. HOLLISTER INCORPORATED, LIBERTYVILLE, IL. FILED 10-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WOUND CARE DRESSINGS, SKIN BARRIER PREPARATIONS AND TOPICAL MEDICAL PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WOUND CARE DRESSINGS, SKIN BARRIER PREPARATIONS AND TOPICAL MEDICAL PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; VITAMINS; MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

JASON BLAIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,508. PFIZER INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF UROLOGICAL DISEASE AND DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

BENJAMIN ALLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,577. PLATINUM PERFORMANCE INC., BUELLTON, CA. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 77-035,709. HARRIS, TRICIA, MONTAGUE, MI. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DISPOSABLE APPARATUS, NAMELY, A VAGINAL PLUG FOR THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF FEMALE INCONTINENCE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JAY FLOWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,025. GP TECHNOLOGIES, INC., TAMPA, FL. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SMOKING CESSATION PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,227. THRESHOLD ENTERPRISES LTD., SCOTTS VALLEY, CA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERING, A DESIGN BETWEEN THE WORD PERFECT AND PROSTATE, AND A LINE ABOVE AND BELOW THE WORDS PERFECT PROSTATE.
FOR ANTI-INFLAMMATORIES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,066. BLUFF & REBLUFF, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 11-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VITAMIN ENRICHED WATER (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ELIZABETH BEYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,130. CARDIOPHARMA, INC., WILMINGTON, NC. FILED 11-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CARDIOVASCULAR PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,458. 7 DAY MARKETING, INC., PICO RIVERA, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROSTATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERING, A DESIGN BETWEEN THE WORD PERFECT AND PROSTATE, AND A LINE ABOVE AND BELOW THE WORDS PERFECT PROSTATE.
FOR ANTI-INFLAMMATORIES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 77-037,832. CARTER, LEESA, LYONS, CO. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SANITIZING WIPES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,025. SAGEANT INVESTMENTS, L.P., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,546. MONSANTO TECHNOLOGY LLC, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HERBICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE; HERBICIDES FOR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,720. EPICARE LTD., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR WOUND CARE AND BURN CARE, AND FOR THE TREATMENT OF SKIN DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID TOOLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,723. EPICARE LTD., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HERBICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE; HERBICIDES FOR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,575. MONSANTO TECHNOLOGY LLC, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
O W N E R O F U. S. R E G . N O S . 8 4 7 , 2 4 9 , 2 , 7 7 5 , 8 5 7 A N D OTHERS.
FOR HERBICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE; HERBICIDES FOR DOMESTIC USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,723. EPICARE LTD., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR ANIMAL SKINCARE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID TOOLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 77-038,728. EPICARE LTD., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR ANIMAL SKINCARE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID TOOLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,542. MEDICURE INTERNATIONAL, INC., HOLE-TOWN, BARBADOS, FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE PREVENTION AND/OR TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES AND DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,207. MEDICURE INTERNATIONAL, INC., HOLE-TOWN, BARBADOS, FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY CROMOLYN SODIUM BASED NASAL SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KATHLEEN LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICINAL PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NAMELY CROMOLYN SODIUM BASED NASAL SPRAYS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KATHLEEN LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,700. PREMIER HYGIENE PRODUCTS, ROSLYN HEIGHTS, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BREAST PADS; BREAST-NURSING PADS; FEMININE HYGIENE PADS; INCONTINENCE PADS; MENSTRUATION TAMpons; NURSING PADS; SANITARY NAPKINS; SANITARY PADS; TAMpons (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
LAURA KOVALSKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,731. SEPRO CORPORATION, CARMEL, IN. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AQUATIC HERBICIDE, NAMELY CHEMICAL FOR AQUATIC VEGETATION MANAGEMENT IN LAKES, RESERVOIRS, PONDS, CANALS, SEEPS, RIVERS, STREAMS, SWAMPS, MARSHES, BOGS, TRANSITIONAL AREAS BETWEEN TERRESTRIAL AND AQUATIC SITES, SEASON WET AREAS AND DEWATERED CANALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 77-040,752. SEPRO CORPORATION, CARMEL, IN. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AQUATIC HERBICIDE, NAMELY CHEMICALS FOR AQUATIC VEGETATION MANAGEMENT IN LAKES, RESERVOIRS, PONDS, CANALS, SEEPS, RIVERS, STREAMS, SWAMPS, M ARSHES, BOGS, TRANSITIONAL AREAS BETWEEN TERRESTRIAL AND AQUATIC SITES, SEASONAL WET AREAS AND DEWATERED CANALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BAYSIDE

RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,784. SEPRO CORPORATION, CARMEL, IN. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AQUATIC HERBICIDE, NAMELY CHEMICALS FOR AQUATIC VEGETATION MANAGEMENT IN LAKES, RESERVOIRS, PONDS, CANALS, SEEPS, RIVERS, STREAMS, SWAMPS, M ARSHES, BOGS, TRANSITIONAL AREAS BETWEEN TERRESTRIAL AND AQUATIC SITES, SEASONAL WET AREAS AND DEWATERED CANALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BAYCIDE

RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,322. SPECIALTY NUTRITION GROUP, INC., BOCA RATON, FL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS; MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SUN SHIELD

STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,148. BIOTEST LABORATORIES, LLC, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 11-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BODY HEAT

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,156. BIOTEST LABORATORIES, LLC, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 11-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CELL 1

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,168. BIOTEST LABORATORIES, LLC, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 11-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS; MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GAME SHAPE

TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 77-042,177. BIOTEST LABORATORIES, LLC, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DRUG DELIVERY AGENTS CONSISTING OF COMPOUNDS THAT FACILITATE DELIVERY OF A WIDE RANGE OF PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.
KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,304. BIOTEST LABORATORIES, LLC, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,396. PROVECTUS PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., KNOXVILLE, TN. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF ONCOLOGY, NAMELY, FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER, HYPERPROLIFERATIVE DISEASES AND INFECTION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SUSAN RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FULL LINE OF MEDICATED AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, BOTH PRESCRIPTION AND OVER-THE-COUNTER, FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH HUMANS AND ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SUSAN RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 77-043,610. MARK MANHART, OMAHA, NE. FILED 11-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICATED LOTION TO BE USED FOR THE SKIN, SCALP, BURNS, SUNBURN, BLISTERS, ROUGH AND CALLOUSED SKIN, CUTICLES AND HANGNAILS, SCARS, ITCHING AND INFECTION, ACNE, PIMPLES, RASHES AND INSECT BITES, SKIN REVITALIZATION AND FOR THE PROTECTION AND HEALING OF THE SKIN (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,658. KELLY ALLEN BUCHANAN, OLD FORT, NC. FILED 11-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF HAND WITH LIGHTNING BOLTS.
FOR POWDERED MILK FOR BABIES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-9-1987; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2005.
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,758. WINNERS BEE POLLEN CO., PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,849. HYMAN ENTERPRISES LLC, LENOX, MA. FILED 11-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,881. NARIMAX INTERNATIONAL, CALABASAS, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PLUS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 11-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2006.
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,952. WINNERS BEE POLLEN CO., PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 77-043,814. HYMAN ENTERPRISES LLC, LENOX, MA. FILED 11-14-2006.
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 77-044,005. CARY PHARMACEUTICALS INC., GREAT FALLS, VA. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,017. NUFARM AMERICAS, INC., BURR RIDGE, IL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FUNGICIDES; HERBICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE; HERBICIDES, INSECTICIDES, PESTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES FOR HOME, GARDEN AND LAWN USE AND FOR PROFESSIONAL USE; INSECTICIDES; PESTICIDES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

SANI KHOURI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,125. UNICARE BIOMEDICAL, INC., LAGUNA HILLS, CA. FILED 11-15-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DENTAL COMPOUNDS USED IN RESTORATIVE AND ENDODONTIC PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-10-2006.

ERIN FALK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,441. DIADENT GROUP INTERNATIONAL INC., BURNABY BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 11-15-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DENTAL COMPOUNDS USED IN RESTORATIVE AND ENDODONTIC PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-10-2006.

ERIN FALK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANALGESICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FlexDose
INFOCEUTICALS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIAROOT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DENTAL COMPOUNDS USED IN RESTORATIVE AND ENDODONTIC PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 10-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-10-2006.

ERIN FALK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BENACEL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAUZE FOR DRESSINGS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 11-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-3-2006.

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHIOFREEZE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANALGESICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 77-045,071. NOURISHLIFE, LLC, GURNEE, IL. FILED 11-15-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,466,649.
FOR ANTIMICROBIAL CHEMICAL TREATMENT APPLIED TO CARPET CUSHION OR BACKING WHICH FORMS A BARRIER TO LIQUIDS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JULIE THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,577. ACOSTA, ALCIBIADES, LAWRENCE, MA. FILED 11-17-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COUGH EXpectorANTS; COUGH SYRUPS; COUGH TREATMENT PREPARATIONS; DECONGESTANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-7-1997; IN COMMERCE 3-7-1997.
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,591. ZION, HAIM, SAN MATEO, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY, ANTI-OXIDANTS; HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS; HOMEOPATHIC SUPPLEMENTS; MINERAL NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 9-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2006.
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,284. IQ PRODUCTS COMPANY, HOUSTON, TX. FILED 11-17-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,987,862.
FOR DOMESTIC INSECTICIDES IN THE NATURE OF FLEA AND TICK SPRAYS FOR APPLICATION DIRECTLY TO PETS, ANT AND ROACH DOMESTIC INSECTICIDE SPRAYS AND FOGGERS, WASP AND HORNET DOMESTIC INSECTICIDE SPRAYS AND FOGGERS, AND FLYING INSECT DOMESTIC INSECTICIDE SPRAYS AND FOGGERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-7-1994; IN COMMERCE 2-7-1994.
KATHLEEN LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 77-047,792. APPLIED NUTRICEUTICALS, CHARLOTTE, NC. FILED 11-20-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. For dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary food supplements; dietary supplements; dietary supplements for human consumption; herbal supplements; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).
First use 11-1-2006; in commerce 11-20-2006.
Kimberly Frye, Examining Attorney

---

NeoVar

SMART SOLUTIONS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

For turf algaecide, turf fungicide and turf pesticide for agricultural and domestic use; insecticides, pesticides, fungicides, herbicides, rodenticides, miticides, parasiticides; for domestic use; biological insect spray concentrate for outdoor home and garden use; soil fungicides; dry granular herbicides sold to professional nurseries and lawn care services; and used in connection with turf and ornamental plantings, animal repellents, insect repellants, insect repellants in topical form; fire ant bait, fire ant granules, fire ant killer for domestic use; herbicides mixed with fertilizers for domestic use; pesticide, namely slug and snail bait for domestic use (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).

Raul Cordova, Examining Attorney

---

ARTRIEASE

INTELLITRIM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

For dietary and nutritional supplements (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).
Kimberly Frye, Examining Attorney

---

SN 77-051,020. MITSUI CHEMICALS, INC., TOKYO, JAPAN, Filed 12-7-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin; insecticides, pesticides, herbicides; fungicides; herbicides; germicides (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).
Allison Schrody, Examining Attorney

---

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For dietary and nutritional supplements (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).
Kimberly Frye, Examining Attorney

---

SN 77-057,074. NOURISHLIFE, LLC, GURNEE, IL. FILED 12-5-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For dietary supplement (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).
Kelley Wells, Examining Attorney

---

SN 77-059,181. VIRUN, INC., CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. FILED 12-7-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For dietary supplement (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).
Kelley Wells, Examining Attorney

---

SN 77-051,020. MITSUI CHEMICALS, INC., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 11-27-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin; insecticides, pesticides, herbicides; fungicides; herbicides; germicides (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).
Allison Schrody, Examining Attorney

---

SN 77-055,672. OMS INVESTMENTS, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 12-1-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For turf algaecide; turf fungicide and turf pesticide for agricultural and domestic use; insecticides, pesticides, fungicides, herbicides, rodenticides, miticides, parasiticides; for domestic use; biological insect spray concentrate for outdoor home and garden use; soil fungicides; dry granular herbicides sold to professional nurseries and lawn care services; and used in connection with turf and ornamental plantings, animal repellents, insect repellants, insect repellants in topical form; fire ant bait, fire ant granules, fire ant killer for domestic use; herbicides mixed with fertilizers for domestic use; pesticide, namely slug and snail bait for domestic use (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).
Raul Cordova, Examining Attorney

---

SN 77-051,020. MITSUI CHEMICALS, INC., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 11-27-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin; insecticides, pesticides, herbicides; fungicides; herbicides; germicides (U.S. Cls. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 and 52).
Allison Schrody, Examining Attorney
HYGENAIRE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AIR FRESHENERS; ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANTS; GERMICIDES AND FUNGICIDES; ROOM FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AMPLITUDE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2006.
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PROCORALAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,995,379.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
JENNIFER HETU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ADMAX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; DENTAL SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS; HOMEOPATHIC SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 12-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-13-2006.
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Vecurion RTU

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RTU" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VECURONIUM PREPARATIONS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, NAMELY MUSCLE RELAXANT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TROOPER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FUNGICIDES; HERBICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE; HERBICIDES FOR DOMESTIC USE; INSECTICIDES; PESTICIDES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SANI KHOURI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-061,801. HYGENAIRE, INC., GRASS VALLEY, CA. FILED 12-11-2006.

SN 77-062,289. BIOFARMA, NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE, FRANCE, FILED 12-12-2006.


SN 77-065,871. ELITE SPORTS PRODUCTS INC, TAMPA, FL. FILED 12-16-2006.


SN 77-069,583. NUFARM AMERICAS, INC., BURR RIDGE, IL. FILED 12-21-2006.
URICALM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANALGESIC BALM; ANALGESIC PREPARATIONS; ANALGESICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2006.
PÄUL F. GÄST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POLY5

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, IN POWDER AND CAPSULE FORM, DERIVED PRIMARILY FROM FRUITS, VEGETABLES, HERBS AND OTHER PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-084,358. SPECIALTY NUTRITION GROUP, INC., BOCA RATON, FL. FILED 1-17-2007.

ExCelOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,009,518.
FOR ANTIMICROBIAL PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 5—(Continued).


OWNER OF JAPAN REG. NO. 4858671, DATED 4-22-2005, EXPIRES 4-22-2015.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO OVERLAPPING DROPS OF LIQUID.

FOR PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS AS VASOPRESSIN RECEPTOR ANTAGONISTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ANGELA GAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,603,236, 2,861,193 AND 2,922,099.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PET WELLNESS SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HEALTH AND NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS FOR DOGS AND CATS, NAMELY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY, ANTI-OXIDANTS AND PHYTO-NUTRIENTS, VITAMINS, MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS, IMMUNE SYSTEM STIMULANTS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,603,236, 2,861,193 AND 2,922,099.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PET WELLNESS SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HEALTH AND NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS FOR DOGS AND CATS, NAMELY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY, ANTI-OXIDANTS AND PHYTO-NUTRIENTS, VITAMINS, MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS, IMMUNE SYSTEM STIMULANTS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,603,236, 2,861,193 AND 2,922,099.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PET WELLNESS SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HEALTH AND NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS FOR DOGS AND CATS, NAMELY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NAMELY, ANTI-OXIDANTS AND PHYTO-NUTRIENTS, VITAMINS, MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS, IMMUNE SYSTEM STIMULANTS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PAAWS THE PET WELLNESS SYSTEM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

XENOMAX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY, ANTIBODIES AND FRAGMENTS THEREOF FOR CLINICAL, DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC USE FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER, AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES, INFECTIOUS DISEASES, INFLAMMATORY DISEASES AND GENETIC DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 903,317, 2,088,157 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HERBICIDES FOR HORTICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.

SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,228,360, FILED 5-26-2004.

FOR ALL-NATURAL HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FROM HERBAL, ANIMAL AND FISH SOURCES WHICH ARE IN THE FORM OF GROUND OR DRY PRODUCT, IN SOLUTION OR AS AN EXTRACT OF HERBAL, ANIMAL OR FISH SOURCES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR VITAMIN C INGREDIENT FOR COSMETIC ANTI-ACNE SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LIQUID, FILM-FORMING PREPARATIONS FOR APPLICATION TO ANIMAL AND HUMAN NAILS FOR TREATMENT OF FUNGAL INFECTIONS, INCLUDING ONYCHOMYCOSIS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 78-620,245. FEMPRO INC., DRUMMONDVILLE, QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 4-29-2005.

SENSEABLY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FEMININE HYGIENIC PRODUCTS, NAMELY–PANTY LINERS, SANITARY NAPKINS, ABSORBENT PADS, TAMpons (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOY ESSENCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; POWDERED DIETARY SUPPLEMENT IN THE FORM OF PROTEIN POWDER THAT IS MIXED WITH LIQUIDS, ICE, AND FRUIT TO CREATE BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 5-11-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-11-2000.
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-665,731. DAYLIGHT BEST INT’L CO., LTD., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 7-7-2005.

DAYLIGHT

FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, CALCIUM SUPPLEMENTS IN PILL FORM, VITAMINS, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, DIETETIC FOODS ADOPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY FIBER AS AN ADDITIVE FOR FOOD PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-8-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-8-2005.
PALL CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-675,051. KIMBERLY-CLARK WORLDWIDE, INC., NEENAH, WI. FILED 7-21-2005.

INTEGUSEAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LIQUID FILM-FORMING SEALANT APPLIED TO THE SKIN TO PREVENT MIGRATION OF BACTERIA IN SURGICAL PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-679,009. JD MEDICAL HOLDINGS, INC., SANDY, UT. FILED 7-26-2005.

FOR FIRST AID PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BURN DRESSINGS, BURN RELIEF MEDICATION, WOUND DRESSINGS, GAUZE, BANDAGES FOR SKIN WOUNDS, MEDICATED SKIN LOTIONS, MEDICATED PRE-MOISTENED TOILET PAPER, FIRST AID MEDICATIONS NAMELY, FIRST AID KIT, ADHESIVE BANDAGES, NON-ADHESIVE DRESSINGS, TOPICAL ANALGESICS, TOPICAL ANESTHETICS, ANTI-BACTERIAL CREAMS, OINTMENTS, GELS, AND MEDICATED LIP BALMS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2003.
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 78-685,592. VDF FUTURECEUTICALS, INC., MOMENCE, IL. FILED 8-4-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NUTRACEUTICAL INGREDIENTS, NAMELY PROBIOTIC BACTERIA ALONE OR IN COMBINATION WITH NUTRACEUTICAL OR FUNCTIONAL FOOD INGREDIENTS, FOR THE TREATMENT OF CORONARY HEALTH, MAINTENANCE OF HEALTHY WEIGHT, LIPID HEALTH, GASTROINTESTINAL HEALTH, IMMUNE HEALTH, HEALTHY OXIDATIVE AND ANTI-OXIDATIVE STATUS, HEALTHY AGING, NEUROLOGICAL HEALTH, BONE AND JOINT OSTEO HEALTH, HEALTHY OXALIC ACID STATUS, METABOLIC HEALTH AND HEALTHY GLUCOSE METABOLISM, HEALTHY OXALIC ACID STATUS, RENAL HEALTH, HEPATIC HEALTH, DERMAL HEALTH, WOMEN'S HEALTH, NAMELY MAINTENANCE OF HEALTHY URINARY TRACTS, ESTROGEN, SERUM CALCIUM, OXALATES, AND VITAMIN D LEVELS, AND THE MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTHY PRE- AND POST-MENOPAUSAL STATUS, MEN'S HEALTH, NAMELY MAINTENANCE OF HEALTHY TESTOSTERONE, VITAMIN D, PARATHYROID, OXALATES AND SERUM CALCIUM LEVELS, HEALTHY VITAMIN STATUS, HEALTHY MINERAL STATUS, VASCULAR HEALTH, MUSCULAR HEALTH, CELULAR HEALTH, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENT INGREDIENTS; FUNCTIONAL FOODS, NAMELY EDIBLE PRODUCTS IN CONVENTIONAL FOOD AND BEVERAGE FORM CONSISTING OF VITAMINS, MINERALS, AND OTHER NUTRIENTS AND FIBER FORTIFIED WITH BACTERIA, NAMELY NUTRITIONALLY FORTIFIED BEVERAGES, VITAMIN FORTIFIED BEVERAGES, NUTRITIONAL ENERGY BARS FOR USE AS A MEAL SUBSTITUTE, VITAMIN AND MINERAL FORTIFIED AND PACKAGED AS BARS, DIETARY DRINK MIX FOR USE AS A MEAL REPLACEMENT, MEAL REPLACEMENT AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT DRINK MIXES, MEAL REPLACEMENT BARS AND DRINKS, MEAL REPLACEMENT POWDERS, AND MEAL REPLACEMENT SHAKES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-786,387. PQ CORPORATION, VALLEY FORGE, PA. FILED 1-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FUNGICIDES, MITICIDES, AND INSECTICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

GILBERT SWIFT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-802,606. MATTHEW TOWNSON, SURPRISE, AZ. FILED 1-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMINS AND NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 78-804,063. BIOFARMA, 92200 NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE, FRANCE, FILED 2-1-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,324,030, 2,328,534 AND 2,995,379.
THE COLOR ORANGE IS CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-819,926. THAROS LABORATORIES, INC., SHARON, MA. FILED 2-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-825,650. PURDY PRODUCTS COMPANY, WAUCONDA, IL. FILED 2-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SWEET, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LIVESTOCK FEED SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,821,438.
FOR MEDICINAL PREPARATION, NAMELY A SEAWATER SOLUTION FOR RELIEF OF NASAL CAVITY CONGESTION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
SEAN CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-851,021. WESTWAY FEED PRODUCTS, INC., TOMBALL, TX. FILED 3-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SWEET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTAL DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-857,670. OPTIMUM NUTRITION, INC., AURORA, IL. FILED 4-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MALT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTAL DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 78-861,311. BRAINSTORMS, INC., SANTA FE, NM. FILED 4-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-MEDICATED CREAM FOR THE PURPOSE OF BOOSTING TESTOSTERONE AND PROGESTERONE LEVELS IN MEN (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FRED CARL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SPUNK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NEUROFORMULA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF NEUROLOGICAL CONDITIONS, ADMINISTERED OR DELIVERED BY MEANS OF TRANSDERMAL PATCHES, WAFERS, WATER-BASED BEVERAGES, INTRAVENOUSLY, AND TABLETS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-861,624. SQUIRES, MERYL J., BARRINGTON HILLS, IL. FILED 4-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICINAL HERBAL EXTRACTS AND MEDICINAL HERBAL INFUSIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RELEEV

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICINAL HERBAL EXTRACTS AND MEDICINAL HERBAL INFUSIONS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEURO-FORMULATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF NEUROLOGICAL CONDITIONS, ADMINISTERED OR DELIVERED BY MEANS OF TRANSDERMAL PATCHES, WAFERS, WATER-BASED BEVERAGES, INTRAVENOUSLY, AND TABLETS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-875,821. SUESCUN, ENRIQUE, MIAMI, FL. FILED 5-3-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NATURAL HERBAL SUPPLEMENT FOR MALE SEXUAL ENHANCEMENT, NAMELY INDUCEMENT OF ERECTION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52). FIRST USE 4-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2000.
FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EREPECTOMAX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NATURAL HERBAL SUPPLEMENT FOR MALE SEXUAL ENHANCEMENT, NAMELY INDUCEMENT OF ERECTION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Sensual Fusion

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SENSUAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GELS FOR USE AS PERSONAL LUBRICANTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

SN 78-909,870. RODES, OSCAR D., MIDLOTHIAN, TX.  FILED 6-16-2006.

FOR HERBAL SUPPLEMENT; STEVIA EXTRACTS, NAMELY STEVIOSIDES AND REBAUDIOSIDES IN PURE FORM FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).  FIRST USE 6-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2006.

DEIRDRE ROBERTSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-930,733. PHYSICIAN FORMULAS, INC, IRVINE, CA.  FILED 7-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).  FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.

JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-941,033. THE NATURAL VET LLC, UNICOI, TN.  FILED 7-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,894,853.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FEED SUPPLEMENT FOR DEER AND OTHER WILDLIFE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).  FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-944,061. GOLUBEV, ANDRE V., OTTAWA, CANADA, FILED 8-3-2006.

THE COLOR(S) RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF ALL OF THE LETTERS ARE IN THE COLOR RED.

FOR ANTIMICROBIAL COATINGS TO PREVENT THE GROWTH OF MOLD, MILDEW, BACTERIA AND FUN- GUS ON VARIOUS SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,894,853.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JOINT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR BONE AND JOINT HEALTH (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).  FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,894,853.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOOF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR PROMOTING AND MAINTAINING HEALTHY HOOVES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2002.

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOOF CHECK

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND PURPLE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE WORDING BLU AS WELL AS ON THE DEPICTION OF LINE OVER THE LETTER U; THE COLOR PURPLE APPEARS IN THE WORDING GOO.
THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE WORDING BLU AS WELL AS ON THE DEPICTION OF LINE OVER THE LETTER U; THE COLOR PURPLE APPEARS IN THE WORDING GOO.
FOR DENTAL IMPRESSION MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MICHAEL TANNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 78-964,425. LANCER ORTHODONTICS, INC., SAN MARCOS, CA. FILED 8-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
COLOR(S) BLUE AND PURPLE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE WORDING BLU AS WELL AS ON THE DEPICTION OF LINE OVER THE LETTER U; THE COLOR PURPLE APPEARS IN THE WORDING GOO.
THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE WORDING BLU AS WELL AS ON THE DEPICTION OF LINE OVER THE LETTER U; THE COLOR PURPLE APPEARS IN THE WORDING GOO.
FOR DENTAL IMPRESSION MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MICHAEL TANNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CORE DC, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE TERMS FORM, CORE AND DC AND A DESIGN LOGO WHICH APPEARS AS A CIRCULAR SWIRL PATTERN.
FOR DENTAL CORE BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, DENTAL CERAMICS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FormCore DC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-003,938. PM-INTERNATIONAL AG, LUXEMBOURG, FILED 5-7-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 12-11-2003 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0829202 DATED 5-7-2008, EXPIRES 5-7-2014.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMINS AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL DRINK MIXES FOR USE AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

MELISSA VALLILLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

SN 79-003,938. PM-INTERNATIONAL AG, LUXEMBOURG, FILED 5-7-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

STEFAN KLEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ACTIVIZE
ENERDY

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS CONTAINING CARNITINE FOR USE IN THE TREATMENT OF ASTHENIA AND FATIGUE; MEDICAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS CONTAINING VITAMINS, MINERALS, SUGARS AND CARNITINE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
ERNEST SHOSHO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-004,800. ROTTAPHARM SPA, ITALY, FILED 3-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN THE CARDIOVASCULAR FIELD; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; MEDICAL PLASTERS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH AND DENTAL WAX; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DAYNA BROWNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 9-20-2006 IS CLAIMED.
FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF DISEASES AND DISORDERS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM, THE IMMUNE SYSTEM, THE CARDIOVASCULAR AND METABOLIC SYSTEM INCLUDING DIABETES, THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM, THE GENITOURINARY SYSTEM, MUSCULOSKELETAL AND INFLAMMATORY DISORDERS, OR USED IN DERMATOLOGY, IN ONCOLOGY, IN HAEMATOLOGY, IN OPHTHALMOLOGY, IN TRANSPLANTATION; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE IN GASTROENTEROLOGY, FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF OCULAR DISORDERS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF BACTERIA-BASED DISEASES; ANTI-INFECTIVES, ANTIVIRALS, ANTIBIOTICS, ANTIFUNGALS, VACCINES AND DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 5—(Continued).
SN 79-033,077. ERIK FARMERS HYBEN VITAL APS, DENMARK, FILED 11-3-2006.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0908969 DATED 11-3-2006, EXPIRES 11-3-2016.
FOR PULVERISED ROSE HIPS FOR VETERINARY USE AS FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 31 AND 51 AND 52).

KATHERINE E. HALMEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANHIA SIDERURGICA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "COMPANHIA SIDERURGICA NACIONAL" IS "NATIONAL FERROUS METAL COMPANY".
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "NACIONAL".
FOR METAL PLATES AND SHEETS, NAMELY, HOT ROLLED STEEL PLATES, COLD ROLLED STEEL PLATES, GALVANIZED LAMINATE STEEL PLATES; STEEL SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-656,327. PRECISION BRAND PRODUCTS, INC., DOWNERS GROVE, IL. FILED 3-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR METAL SHIM STOCK AND SHIMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2005.
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CSN OVERSEAS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OVERSEAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR METAL PLATES AND SHEETS, NAMELY, HOT ROLLED STEEL PLATES, COLD ROLLED STEEL PLATES, GALVANIZED LAMINATE STEEL PLATES; STEEL SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LOCKS FOR BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-10-2006.
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CSN STEEL

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STEEL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR METAL PLATES AND SHEETS, NAMELY, HOT ROLLED STEEL PLATES, COLD ROLLED STEEL PLATES, GALVANIZED LAMINATE STEEL PLATES; STEEL SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BRANDED

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR METAL SHIM STOCK AND SHIMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2005.
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DUAL LOCK DOWN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DUAL LOCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LOCKS FOR BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-10-2006.
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 6—(Continued).
SN 77-021,778. ZCL COMPOSITES INC., EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA, FILED 10-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF ZCL COMPOSITES INC. MAKING A LASTING DIFFERENCE.

FOR METAL FLUID STORAGE TANKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-027,981. RENLITA DOORS NORTH AMERICA, LLC, HOLLY SPRINGS, NC. FILED 10-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OVERHEAD DOORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR METAL FRAMED OVERHEAD HORIZONTAL-FOLDING DOORS; METAL FRAMED OVERHEAD VERTICAL-SLIDING DOORS; METAL FRAMED OVERHEAD TILT-UP DOORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR METAL POLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,429,668. SEC. 2(F).

FOR SELF-LOCKING FASTENERS MADE PRIMARILY OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Kablette

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR METAL LOCKING MECHANISMS; METAL LOCKS; METAL LOCKS AND KEYS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AL-STRUCT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR METAL POLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ALLIEDSTEEL BUILDINGS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,876,930.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUILDINGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR METAL SHELTER STRUCTURES; PRE-ENGINEERED METAL BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 10-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-2-2006.

MICHAEL TANNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BLUE-LOK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SELF-LOCKING FASTENERS MADE PRIMARILY OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 6—(Continued).

SN 77-041,203. ALTENLOH, BRINCK & CO. INC., BRYAN, OH. FILED 11-10-2006.

LAGS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR METAL FASTENERS, NAMELY, WOOD SCREWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
MORGAN WYNNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,657. NEBE, WILLIAM J., HIGHLAND VILLAGE, TX. FILED 11-10-2006.

BOAT ROPER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BOAT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MARINE ANCHORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
HOWARD B. LEVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,991. TORCA PRODUCTS, INC., AUBURN HILLS, MI. FILED 11-11-2006.

PANELMATE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR METAL PIPE CLAMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 6—(Continued).


CYI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR METAL FASTENERS, NAMELY, BOLTS, NUTS AND SCREWS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,913. AQUA LOGIC, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-22-2006.

BUILDING ENVIRONMENTS FOR LIFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARTIFICIAL FISH REEFS OF METAL; METAL CAGES FOR WILD ANIMALS; WILD ANIMAL TRAPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ACCULOCK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR METAL PIPE CLAMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 6—(Continued).

SN 77-089,139. QUESTEK INNOVATIONS, LLC, EVANSTON, IL. FILED 1-23-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CORROSION-RESISTANT ULTRAHIGH-STRENGTH STEEL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-653,484. SCOTT, CARL, VISTA, CA. FILED 6-17-2005.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCREW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED SCREW WITH ONE STYLIZED CIRCLE ENCIRCLING THE SAME, AND THE WORDS "TIGHT SCREW" OVERLAPPING THE STYLIZED SCREW, WITH A CURVED ARROW ENCIRCLING THE LOWER PORTION OF THE STYLIZED SCREW.
FOR PARTS, FITTINGS, AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY METAL SCREWS FOR USE WITH PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-11-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-11-2005.
RAY THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 4455581, FILED 6-21-2005, REG. NO. 004455581, DATED 10-6-2006, EXPIRES 6-21-2015.
FOR METAL CONNECTORS AND METAL JOINERY FITTINGS FOR USE WITH NON-METAL DUCTS, NOT ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLORS BLUE AND GREY ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "KUMAR" AND THE CHARACTER "K" HAS TILTED SHADOW OF PROCESS-BLUE COLOR.
FOR CASINGS OF METAL; CAST IRON MATERIAL FOR RAILROAD TRACKS; FASTENERS, NAMELY, METAL BARS AND CHAINS; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION; METAL BOLTS; METAL CASTING FORMS FOR CONCRETE; METAL CASTINGS; METAL CHAINLINK FENCES; METAL CLIP FOR RAILWAY TRACK; METAL COTTER PINS; METAL EYE BOLTS; METAL FASTENERS, NAMELY BOLTS, RIVETS, SCREWS; METAL FORGINGS, METAL HARDWARE, NAMELY, NUTS; METAL HARDWARE, NAMELY, WASHERS; ROLLED STEELS; STEEL FORGINGS; STEEL RODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-8-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-8-2004.
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-860,985. DELAWARE CAPITAL FORMATION, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 4-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR METAL MANHOLE COVER FOR A TANK ON A RAILWAY CAR, TRUCK, OR BARGE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
DEFLEX CLIP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLIP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, METAL CLIPS FOR ASSEMBLING CONSTRUCTION FRAMING (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE SIM LOCK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR METAL DEADBOLTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLUB SELECT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SELECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ALUMINUM FOIL, ALUMINUM FOIL PAPER AND METAL FOIL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Ho-Ho-Kus

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRE-FABRICATED METAL BUILDINGS. (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
JESSICA A. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Formaron

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 5-19-2005 IS CLAIMED.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF FORMARON IS "THEY FORMED".
FOR SHEETS OF CAST IRON; STEEL SHEETS; STEEL PIPES; BUILDING BOARDS OF METAL; STOP COLLARS OF METAL FOR PIPES; DOOR STOPS OF METAL; STRAP-HINGES OF METAL; BRACKETS OF METAL FOR BUILDING; FRAMEWORK OF METAL FOR BUILDING; PRE-FABRICATED BUILDINGS OF METAL; JOISTS OF METAL; LININGS OF METAL FOR HOLDING PURPOSES; NUTS OF METAL; PILLARS OF METAL FOR BUILDINGS; POLES OF METAL; POSTS OF METAL; SHEET PILES OF METAL; SHEETS AND PLATES OF METAL; TRELLIS OF METAL FOR BUILDING; TUBES OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 6—(Continued).
FOR FLANGES AND FITTINGS FOR USE IN METAL PIPEWORK, PARTICULARLY, STEEL DROP FORGINGS; NAMELY, FLANGED BRANCH CONNECTIONS; WELDING OUTLET PIECES; WELD NECKS; METAL PIPE VALVE BODIES; METAL PIPE SPODES; METAL PIPE SPOOL ADAPTERS; METAL PIPE SPACES; METAL PIPE TRANSITION PIECES; FITTINGS IN THE FORM OF LINEAR, OFFSET, ANGLED OR T-PIECE METAL CONNECTORS FOR PIPING APPARATUS; METAL COUPLINGS AND FITTINGS FOR PIPES; PIPE FLANGES OF METAL, NAMELY FLANGES AND HUBS; ANCHOR-FLANGES; AND ORIFICE-FLANGES (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
SN 76-641,866. SUBAIR SYSTEMS, LLC, GRANITEVILLE, SC. FILED 6-29-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,052,031.
THE NAME JAY KIM IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR MOTOR VEHICLE COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY MOTOR INTAKE AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS AND PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY, AIR INTAKE MANIFOLDS, AIR INTAKE TUBES, AIR INTAKE DUCTS, AIR CLEANER HOUSINGS AND EXHAUST MANIFOLDS; EXHAUST TUBES, EXHAUST DUCTS AND MUFFLERS, ALSO COMPRISED OF INTAKE AND EXHAUST FLUID DEVICE FOR MODIFICATION OF MOVEMENT OF AIR FLOWING THROUGH THE INTAKE SYSTEM AND EXHAUST SYSTEM FOR USE IN AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
SN 76-656,622. EDELBROCK CORPORATION, TORRANCE, CA. FILED 3-3-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VALVE COVERS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES OF LAND VEHICLES; INTAKE MANIFOLDS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES OF LAND VEHICLES; AIR CLEANERS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES OF LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY, AUTOMOBILES, AND CARBURETORS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES OF LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
REBECCAH GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AIRFORCEONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR POWER OPERATED SYSTEMS FOR AERATING TURF ON SPORTS PLAYING FIELDS COMPRISED OF MOBILE POWER OPERATED BLOWERS, FLOW CONTROL VALVES, COUPLINGS FOR CONTROLLING THE FLOW OF AIR, AND SUPPLY LINES, NAMELY FLOW LINES CONNECTED TO THE MOBILE POWER OPERATED BLOWERS AND TO SUBTERRANEAN PERFORATED PIPES INSTALLED BELOW THE PLAYING FIELDS FOR CREATING A FLOW OF AIR THROUGH THE TURF (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENDURASHINE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VALVE COVERS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES OF LAND VEHICLES; INTAKE MANIFOLDS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES OF LAND VEHICLES; AIR CLEANERS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES OF LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY, AUTOMOBILES, AND CARBURETORS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES OF LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
REBECCAH GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).

SN 76-657,658. BTX HOLDINGS, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 3-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR OPERATING DRAPERY SYSTEMS; ELECTRIC MOTOR SYSTEMS FOR OPERATING DRAPERY SYSTEMS, NAMELY, ELECTRIC MOTORS, GEARBOXES, SWITCHES, CIRCUIT BOARDS, AND REMOTE CONTROLLERS THEREFOR, ALL SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 4-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-16-2005.

SARA THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TURN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED TURNING CENTERS IN THE NATURE OF MACHINE TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 10-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2006.

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,438. RADIATOR WORKS, INC., WYANDOTTE, MI. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RADIATOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PARTS FOR MOTORS, ENGINES AND OIL PUMPS FOR VEHICLES AND MACHINES, NAMELY, RADIATORS, RADIATOR CORES, CHARGE AIR COOLERS, CHARGE AIR COOLER CORES, OIL COOLERS, AND AIR CONDITIONING CONDENSERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


DEBRA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,439. RADIATOR WORKS, INC., WYANDOTTE, MI. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RADIATOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PARTS FOR MOTORS, ENGINES AND OIL PUMPS FOR VEHICLES AND MACHINES, NAMELY, RADIATORS, RADIATOR CORES, CHARGE AIR COOLERS, CHARGE AIR COOLER CORES, OIL COOLERS, AND AIR CONDITIONING CONDENSERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


DEBRA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,438. RADIATOR WORKS, INC., WYANDOTTE, MI. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RADIATOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PARTS FOR MOTORS, ENGINES AND OIL PUMPS FOR VEHICLES AND MACHINES, NAMELY, RADIATORS, RADIATOR CORES, CHARGE AIR COOLERS, CHARGE AIR COOLER CORES, OIL COOLERS, AND AIR CONDITIONING CONDENSERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


DEBRA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,439. RADIATOR WORKS, INC., WYANDOTTE, MI. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RADIATOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PARTS FOR MOTORS, ENGINES AND OIL PUMPS FOR VEHICLES AND MACHINES, NAMELY, RADIATORS, RADIATOR CORES, CHARGE AIR COOLERS, CHARGE AIR COOLER CORES, OIL COOLERS, AND AIR CONDITIONING CONDENSERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


DEBRA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTERIZED NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED MACHINES FOR CUTTING, SHAPING AND POLISHING SLABS OF STONE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.

SETH A. RAPPAPORT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR POWER TOOLS, NAMELY, POWER OPERATED SAWS, ELECTRIC SANDERS, IMPACT WRENCH, GRINDERS, POWER DRILLS, POWER OPERATED GRINDING WHEELS, POWER-OPERATED RATCHET WRENCHES; ELECTRIC GLUE GUNS; POWER-OPERATED SCREWDRIVERS; ELECTRIC HAMMERS; POWER-OPERATED CUTTING TOOLS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).

SN 77-012,836. MOENUS TEXTILMASCHINEN GMBH, GERA, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 10-3-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD FAMATEX IN THE MIDDLE OF THE DIAMOND WITH TWO WHITE ARROWS POINTING AT IT.

FOR MACHINES FOR TEXTILE FINISHING, NAMELY, TENTER FRAMES AND DRYING MACHINES, SUCTION MACHINES, PRE-DRYING MACHINES, CYLINDER DRYING MACHINES, SINGLE LAYER STENTERS, DOUBLE LAYER STENTERS, TIERS STENTERS, PINNING DEVICE AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATIC FABRIC GUIDING, EQUALIZING FRAMES, TENTERING MACHINES WITH JIGGING MOTION, CLIP CHAINS AND PIN CHAINS FOR STENTERS, SETTING MACHINES FOR SYNTHETIC FABRICS, SHRINKING APPARATUS, VAPORIZERS, HUMIDIFIERS, CONDITIONING MACHINES, CARBONIZING MACHINES, SKEIN AND HANK ACID MACHINES, MANGLES, ROTARY PRESSES, CALENDERS, EMBOSsing MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—(Continued).

SN 77-035,426. HOLLOWAY HOUSE, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 11-2-2006.

HOLLOWAY HOUSE, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN., OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,604,017, 2,918,476 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SWEEPER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR POWER DRIVEN FLOOR CLEANING BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—(Continued).

SN 77-036,455. AIR BOAT DRIVE UNITS, INC., FRANKLIN, PA. FILED 11-3-2006.

AIR BOAT DRIVE UNITS, INC., FRANKLIN, PA., OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,228,879,

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE UNITS FOR ENGINES UTILIZED ON AIRBOATS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—(Continued).

SN 77-037,126. RAPID-TORC S.A., BRUXELLES, BELGIUM, FILED 11-5-2006.

RAPID-TORC S.A., BRUXELLES, BELGIUM, OWNER OF: U.S. REG. NOS. 2,604,017, 2,918,476 AND OTHERS.

FOR POWER TOOLS, NAMELY, HYDRAULIC TORQUE WRENCHES, HYDRAULIC BOLT TENSIONERS, HYDRAULIC PUMPS, IMPACT SOCKETS, AND INDUCTION BOLT HEATING MACHINERY (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GLIDE SWEEPER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR POWER DRIVEN FLOOR CLEANING BRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CH-3

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE UNITS FOR ENGINES UTILIZED ON AIRBOATS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MASK ETCHER V

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PLASMA ETCHING AND PLASMA DEPOSITION MACHINES USED IN THE FABRICATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND RELATED ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 4-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-19-2006.

AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RAPID-TOC

FOR POWER TOOLS, NAMELY, HYDRAULIC TORQUE WRENCHES, HYDRAULIC BOLT TENSIONERS, HYDRAULIC PUMPS, IMPACT SOCKETS, AND INDUCTION BOLT HEATING MACHINERY (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).
SN 77-037,337. EURO-REEF INC., LAGUNA HILLS, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

EURO-WHEEL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUMP IMPELLER USED TO PRODUCE TINY AIR BUBBLES IN A PROTEIN SKimmer (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,525. ALLIED CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS LLC, CLEVELAND, OH. FILED 11-7-2006.

GY METRIC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR POWER TRANSMISSION BELTS FOR MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 7—(Continued).
SN 77-044,099. SAWMASTER DIAMOND TOOLS, INC., RIVERSIDE, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

SAWMASTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR POWER-OPERATED SAWS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-23-1997; IN COMMERCE 4-23-1997.
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RAMGEN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUPERSONIC RAMJET COMBUSTOR BASED ENGINES FOR MECHANICAL POWER GENERATION OR ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,932. RAMGEN POWER SYSTEMS, INC., BELLEVUE, WA. FILED 11-11-2006.

PEGASUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRIC PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 11-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2006.
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SWIM GYM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRICALLY POWERED SWIMMING POOL PUMP WHICH CREATES A WATER CURRENT FOR SWIMMING EXERCISE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,689. READ, MICHAEL F., UNION CITY, IN. FILED 11-21-2006.

LABTACTICS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AUTOMATED WASHERS FOR SURGICAL, MEDICAL AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 6-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-5-2006.

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,946. AQUA LOGIC, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-22-2006.

BUILDING ENVIRONMENTS FOR LIFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AERATORS; AQUARIUM PUMPS; CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS; COMPRESSED AIR PUMPS; ELECTRIC PUMPS; HEAT EXCHANGERS BEING PARTS OF MACHINES; HEAT SINKS FOR USE IN MACHINES; MOTORS AND PUMPS FOR REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS; PUMP CONTROL VALVES; PUMP IMPELLERS; ROTARY LOBE PUMPS; ROTARY PUMPS; SHAFTS FOR PUMPS; SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS; VALVES FOR PUMPS; WATER PUMPS FOR AQUATIC ENVIRONMENTS, NAMELY AQUARIUMS, TANKS, SWIMMING POOLS, SPAS, HOT TUBS, WHIRLPOOLS, BATHS, PONDS, LAKES, LAGOONS, HARBORS, AND NATURALLY OCCURRING BODIES OF WATER, USED FOR WATER CIRCULATION, FILTRATION, ADDITION, REMOVAL, HEATING, COOLING, CLEANING, PURIFYING, STERILIZING, AND FOAM FRACTIONATION (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.

NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,073. SWIM GYM, INC., MALIBU, CA. FILED 11-20-2006.

SOURCE TO COURSE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FLUID PUMPING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF MOTORS, PUMPS, COUPLINGS, VALVES, PIPING, INSTRUMENTATION AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLS SOLD FOR USE IN THE INDUSTRIES OF TURF AND GRASS IRRIGATION, WASTEWATER TREATMENT, POTABLE WATER AND GENERAL MANUFACTURING (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BIO-CIP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INDUSTRIAL MIXING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


NAPOLEON SHARMA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 7—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AIR-OPERATED LIQUID PUMPS, PUMP PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR FOR HIGH PURITY AND CONVENTIONAL LIQUID TRANSFER, CHEMICAL METERING AND SOLIDS DE-WATERING IN THE CHEMICAL PROCESSING INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MACHINE BEARINGS AND PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY RINGS, CUPS, CONES, BALLS, ROLLERS, RETAINERS, HOUSING, BUSHINGS, BLOCKS, PULLEYS, MOLDING, CHAINS, SPROCKETS, COVERS, CLOSURES, ENCLOSURES, SPACERS, SHIELDS, AND SEALS FOR BEARINGS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-6-2005.

NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-646,284. ZOELLER PUMP COMPANY, LLC, LOUISVILLE, KY. FILED 6-8-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PUMPS, NAMELY EFFLUENT PUMPS, SEWAGE PUMPS, LAWN SPRINKLER PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE WELL PUMPS, WELL JET PUMPS, POOL PUMPS AND CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-690,912. SUMA SONDERMASCHINEN GMBH, SULZBERG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 8-11-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, NAMELY, MIXERS AND STIRRERS FOR LIQUID MANURE AND FOR THE PRODUCTION OF BIOGAS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 31, 34 AND 35).

LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).

RED-E-SET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING MACHINE COMPRISSED OF MOVING PINS THAT CAN BE LOCKED INTO PLACE FOR ASSEMBLING CIRCUIT BOARDS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
ALICE BENNAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-742,863. FRANKLIN ELECTRIC CO., INC., BLUFFTON, IN. FILED 10-28-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUMPS, NAMELY, SUBMERSIBLE WATER PUMPS, AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF; ELECTRIC PUMP MOTORS FOR MACHINES, AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF; PUMP/MOTOR ASSEMBLIES, COMPRISING COMBINATIONS OF THE FOREGOING; ELECTRICAL MOTORS FOR MACHINES AND NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; ALL OF THE FOREGOING GOODS NOT INTENDED FOR OILFIELD USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
DAVID YONTEF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-742,863. FRANKLIN ELECTRIC CO., INC., BLUFFTON, IN. FILED 10-28-2005.

SANDHANDLER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUMPS, NAMELY, SUBMERSIBLE WATER PUMPS, AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF; ELECTRIC PUMP MOTORS FOR MACHINES, AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF; PUMP/MOTOR ASSEMBLIES, COMPRISING COMBINATIONS OF THE FOREGOING; ELECTRICAL MOTORS FOR MACHINES AND NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; ALL OF THE FOREGOING GOODS NOT INTENDED FOR OILFIELD USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
DAVID YONTEF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-742,863. FRANKLIN ELECTRIC CO., INC., BLUFFTON, IN. FILED 10-28-2005.

XPLORER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUTOMATIC SWIMMING POOL CLEANERS, NAMELY, SUCTION OPERATED SWIMMING POOL CLEANERS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR AUTOMATIC SWIMMING POOL CLEANERS IN THE NATURE OF HOSES, WHEELS, TURBINES, DRIVESHAFTS, GEARS AND MAIN CASINGS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-827,296. INTEGRATED POOL PRODUCTS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, GAUTENG, SOUTH AFRICA. FILED 3-23-2006.

HYSON LEAN STAMPING SYSTEM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,581,008.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STAMPING SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY, CUSHIONS FOR PRESS RAMS IN STAMPING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 3-16-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-16-2005.
MARY MUNSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-834,911. KYUNGAIE CHAE, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 3-10-2006.

JETPRO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EXHAUST PIPES FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-844,899. LARUSSA, DINO, SPOKANE, WA. FILED 3-23-2006.
CLASS 7—(Continued).

SN 78-850,853. NIDEC CORPORATION, KYOTO, JAPAN, FILED 3-31-2006.

**HighPER Motor**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOTOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR MOTORS OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY MOTORS TO ROTATE OPTICAL DISKS, NAMELY CDS, DVDS, AND OTHER OPTICAL DISK MEDIA; ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MACHINES; ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS FOR MACHINES; DIRECT CURRENT MOTORS; ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MACHINES WITH A DIGITAL SERVO DRIVE CONTROLLER (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-854,618. SHARON PIPING & EQUIPMENT, INC., NORTHLAKE, IL. FILED 4-5-2006.

**SONIC TORQUE 4X4**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,056,383.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TORQUE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR PNEUMATIC VALVE ACTUATOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 7-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2005.

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-860,595. SPECIAL STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY OF DALIAN ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE, LIAONING PROVINCE, CHINA, FILED 4-13-2006.

THE TERM "DA" IS A TRANSLITERATION OF A CHINESE CHARACTER MEANING "MAIN." FOR BLADES FOR POWER SAWS; POWER-OPERATED SAWS; TOOL BITS FOR MACHINES; DRILLING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREFOR; SAW-TOOTH SETTING MACHINES FOR LUMBERING OR WOODWORKING MACHINES; SETTING MACHINES; FODDER CADDERS; FEED CUTTERS; PERFORATING MACHINES FOR METALWORKING; BAND SAW MILLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-862,700. QED ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS, INC., ANN ARBOR, MI. FILED 4-17-2006.

THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.

THE MARK IS AN OVERALL DIAMOND SHAPE CONTAINING A STYLIZED MOUNTAIN AND STREAM DESIGN.

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY SUBMERSIBLE PNEUMATIC PUMPS FOR USE IN REMOVING CONTAMINATED FLUIDS FROM SUMPS AND WELLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AIR MOVEMENT MACHINERY, NAMELY, ELECTRIC CENTRIFUGAL FANS AND POWER-OPERATED CENTRIFUGAL BLOWERS, AND COMPONENTS THEREOF, FOR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 12-31-1975; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1975.

REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
RAWHIDE SERIES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WASTE TRANSFER STATIONS IN THE NATURE OF WASTE COMPACTORS FOR COMPACTING AND TRANSFERRING SOLID WASTE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CENVA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPRESSORS FOR USE IN AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 5-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2000.
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FLEXICON

FOR PRINTING PLATES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TURBOEX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TURBINE EXPANDERS FOR USE IN GAS SEPARATION AND OTHER GAS PROCESSES AND ENERGY RECOVERY SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 8-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1997.
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MORSE THE M. K. MORSE COMPANY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR HOLE SAWS AND HOLE SAW KITS COMPRISED OF MULTI-SIZED HOLE SAWS FOR USE WITH ROTARY DRIVEN POWER TOOLS; BAND SAW BLADES FOR CUTTING WOOD AND METAL (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IRONMAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 4-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1999.
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 7—(Continued).
SN 78-972,730. HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY, TROY, OH. FILED 9-12-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 6-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1998.
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-972,740. HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY, TROY, OH. FILED 9-12-2006.

CLASS 7—(Continued).
PRIORITY DATE OF 2-10-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0873264 DATED 6-30-2005, EXPIRES 6-30-2015.
FOR DRILLING MACHINES; DRILLING MACHINE TOOLS, NAMELY, BITS, REAMERS, ELECTRIC HAMMERS, PNEUMATIC HAMMERS, HYDRAULIC HAMMERS, AND AIR POWERED HAMMERS; PARTS OF DRILLING MACHINES AND DRILLING MACHINE TOOLS, NAMELY, DRILLING STEEL IN THE NATURE OF CASING SHOES, SHANKS, RODS AND CASING STRINGS; PARTS OF DRILLING MACHINES AND DRILLING MACHINE TOOLS, NAMELY, DRILL BITS FOR ROCK AND EARTH DRILLING, CONCENTRIC CORE DRILLING BITS, CORING PILOT BITS, CORING REAMING BITS, DRILLING RODS, DRILLING PIPES, OVERBURDEN DRILLING CASING PIPES, SHAFT DRILLING CASING PIPES, EXTENSION DRILL RODS, EXTENSION DRILL PIPES, CASING PIPES, JOINTING SLEEVES AND GUIDE BUSHINGS FOR DRILLING RODS AND DRILLING PIPES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-023,391. SHIMA SEIKI MANUFACTURING, LTD., JAPAN, FILED 3-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR KNITTING MACHINES AND PARTS OF KNITTING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-016,428. FINDEVA AG, SWITZERLAND, FILED 10-3-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 8-29-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0865385 DATED 10-3-2005, EXPIRES 10-3-2015.
FOR VIBRATORS, PARTICULARLY PNEUMATIC AND ROTATING VIBRATORS AND VIBRATORS WITH LINEAR MOVEMENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
TASNEEM HUSSAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-023,391. SHIMA SEIKI MANUFACTURING, LTD., JAPAN, FILED 3-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 10-28-2005 IS CLAIMED.
FOR KNITTING MACHINES AND PARTS OF KNITTING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FINDEVA

LAPIS
CLASS 7—(Continued).
SN 79-025,033. HTC SWEDEN AB, SWEDEN, FILED 4-28-2006.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0859549 DATED 3-16-2005, EXPIRES 3-16-2015.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,438,041 AND 3,049,153.
FOR POLISHING, GRINDING AND FINE GRINDING MACHINES FOR THE TREATMENT OF CONCRETE, WOOD, NATURAL STONES, TERRAZZO AND MATERIALS FOR FILLING AND COATING; MACHINES FOR LAPING, SMOOTHING AND POLISHING CONCRETE, WOOD, NATURAL STONES, TERRAZZO AND MATERIALS FOR FILLING AND COATING; POWER OPERATED GRINDING AND SCARIFYING TOOLS FOR GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINES; POWER OPERATED EMERY GRINDING WHEELS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 7—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAND SAWS FOR METAL WORKING; MACHINE PARTS, NAMELY, BAND SAW BLADES FOR METAL WORKING; LOADING AND UNLOADING MACHINES INTO BAND SAWS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
KENNETH E. SHARPENSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-032,075. ZHEJIANG JIFA ELECTRONICS CO., LTD., ZHEJIANG, CHINA, FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0906438 DATED 11-6-2006, EXPIRES 11-6-2016.
FOR HAND-HELD TOOLS, OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED, NAMELY, ELECTRIC HAND-HELD DRILLS, ANGEL GRINDERS FOR METALS, ELECTRIC SPANNERS, ELECTRIC HAMMERS, ELECTRIC SCISSORS, ELECTRIC GLUE GUNS, ELECTRIC GRINDERS, RIVETING MACHINES, ELECTRIC CIRCULAR SAWS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MACHINES FOR MANUFACTURING AND PROCESSING CORRUGATED CARDBOARD AS WELL AS PARTS OF THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS; GLUE APPLICATION ROLLERS FOR MACHINES FOR MANUFACTURING AND PROCESSING CORRUGATED CARDBOARD (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
SHAILA SETTLES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ALIKYE NAIL STICKS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NAIL STICKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MANICURE AND PEDICURE IMPLEMENTS, NAMELY, A TOOL FOR REMOVING NAIL POLISH COMPRISING AN ELONGATED STICK AND A REMOVABLE APPLICATOR FOR APPLYING NAIL POLISH REMOVER (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GREAT NECK TOOLS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 696,730, 2,555,164 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TOOLS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, WRENCHES, STAR DRIVERS, NUT DRIVERS, CARPENTER’S CHALK HOLDER, CAULKING GUNS, WRECKING AND PRY BARS, SAWS, RIPPING CLAWS, PUNCHES, SOCKET WRENCHES, RATCHET WRENCHES, CRIMPING IRONS, WIRE STRIPPERS, SCREWDRIVERS, HAMMERS, HAND AXES, HATCHETS AND MALLETS, PLANES, AWLS, MITRE BOXES, SQUARES, PIERS, FILES AND RASPS, CLAMPS, METAL VISES AND MANUALLY OPERATED GRINDING WHEELS; GARDEN TOOLS, NAMELY, HAND PRUNING AND CUFFING KNIVES, SCISSORS AND SHEARS, KNIVES, AUTOMOTIVE HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, PISTON RING CONNECTION AND DISCONNECTION TOOLS, BRAKE SPRING TOOLS, HONING TOOLS FOR ENGINE AND BRAKE CYLINDERS, SPARK PLUG ADJUSTING TOOLS, VALVE AND PISTON RING COMPRESSING TOOLS; ALL PURPOSE AND MULTI-PURPOSE HAND TOOLS AND KNIVES, NAMELY UTILITY KNIVES AND PIERS, CARVING, PRUNING AND CUTTING TOOLS, NAMELY, SNIPS, HAND SAWS, HAND SAW BLADES, CHISELS AND REAMERS, GOUGES AND WOOD CHISELS, NAIL PULLERS, NAMELY CARPENTER’S PINCERS, CUTTERS, NAMELY HAND HELD CUTTING TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BAILEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAND TOOLS NAMELY, CLAMPS, COMBINATION CLAMP AND SPREADER DEVICES, VICES, CHISELS, AND PLANES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
LESLEY RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WANTYNU TK1

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAND TOOLS NAMELY, WRENCHES FOR OXYGEN TANKS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
SEAN CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EASY PIPE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIPER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The MARK CONSISTS OF "C" SHAPED HOSE WITH AN END HAVING A NOZZLE DIRECTED INWARD, SURROUNDED BY THE HOSE.
FOR MANUALLY OPERATED HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, HAND HELD SELF-PRESSURIZED ICING DISPENSERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
JAY FLOWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 8—(Continued).
SN 77-029,183. WILMAR CORPORATION, TUKWILA, WA. FILED 10-25-2006.

MECHANICS PRODUCTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MECHANICS PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN WHICH IS COMPOSED OF THE WORDS MECHANICS PRODUCTS, WITH A SERIES OF BOLD HORIZONTAL LINES BEFORE PRODUCTS.

FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, WRENCHES, SCREW DRIVERS, CABLE LIFTERS, OIL FILTER WRENCHES, PLIERS, SAWS, CHISELS, HAMMERS, TUBING CUTTERS, DIES, TAPS, GEAR PULLERS, SCRAPERS, BRAKE SPOONS, BRAKE BLEEDER WRENCHES, BATTERY PULLERS, AND BATTERY TERMINAL LIFTERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,479. RES-Q-JACK, INC., ELMIRA, NY. FILED 11-1-2006.

RES-Q-JACK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR VEHICLE STABILIZATION SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF STANDS FOR HAND JACKS, CONNECTORS, PINS, STRAPS, FITTINGS AND TUBING, AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STARWHEEL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HAND TOOLS NAMELY, RATCHET WRENCHES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR PROFESSIONALS BY PROFESSIONALS

SN 77-036,040. BLACKHAWK INDUSTRIES PRODUCT GROUP UNLIMITED LLC, NORFOLK, VA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR KNIVES; FIXED BLADE KNIVES; FOLDING KNIVES; TACTICAL KNIVES FOR MILITARY AND DEFENSE APPLICATIONS; KNIFE SHEATHS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.
MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,210. SUNEX INTERNATIONAL INC., TRAVELERS REST, SC. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE REPRESENTATION OF THE HEAD OF A DOG WITH ITS MOUTH OPEN ENCLOSED IN A CIRCLE.

FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY SOCKETS, SOCKET RATCHETS, AND EXTENSIONS; SOCKET WRENCH SETS, NAMELY SOCKETS, SOCKET RATCHETS, AND EXTENSIONS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,281. DOGMATIC PRODUCTS, INC., BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 11-8-2006.

Lumina

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NAIL CLIPPERS FOR PETS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 10-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
FGX SKEAN DHU

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,181,776, 3,199,684 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SKEAN DHU, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS SMALL OR BLACK KNIFE.
FOR SPORT KNIVES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-4-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2005.
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,781. GINKGO INTERNATIONAL, LTD., WOODRIDGE, IL. FILED 11-17-2006.

CRAYOLA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 641,294, 2,866,811 AND OTHERS.
FOR HAND HELD CUTTING TOOLS; SCISSORS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 12-31-1983; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1983.
JEAN IM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Nut Wizard

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NUT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAND TOOLS NAMELY, NUT HARVESTERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-26-1985; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1986.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-057,511. HOLT'S NUT WIZARD, INC., DOUGLAS, GA. FILED 12-5-2006.

BUILT LIKE A MACK TRUCK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,033,076, 3,149,490 AND OTHERS.
FOR POCKET KNIVES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 11-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-10-2006.
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,715. MACK TRUCKS, INC., ALLENTOWN, PA. FILED 11-14-2006.

KINETIC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WIRE STRIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 8—(Continued).

SN 78-821,762. JASCO PRODUCTS COMPANY LLC, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK. FILED 2-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, WIRE CRIMPERS, PLIERS AND WIRE STRIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 12-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1996.
MICHAEL GAAFAR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-853,605. OSA HOLDING, INC., ALISO VIEJO, CA. FILED 4-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OPTICAL SHOP OF ASPEN

SN 78-860,599. SPECIAL STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY OF DALIAN ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT ZONE, LIAONING PROVINCE, CHINA, FILED 4-13-2006.

THE TERM "DA" IS A TRANSLITERATION OF A CHINESE CHARACTER MEANING "MAIN."
FOR LAWN AND GARDEN TOOLS, NAMELY, CULTIVATORS; HAND SAWS, NAMELY, BOW SAWS; FRAMES FOR HANDSAWS; HAND-OPERATED SAWS; BITS FOR HAND DRILLS; HAND HELD CUTTING TOOLS; HAND-OPERATED PERFORATING TOOLS; MANUAL DRILLS; BLADES FOR HAND SAWS; HAND HELD SCRAPING TOOLS; TOOL BELTS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 8—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JEWEL TOOL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME "CAROLYN CLARK" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR HAND TOOL FOR ASSEMBLING AND DISASSEMBLING JEWELRY CLASPS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-19-2006.
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOOL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, WRENCHES, STAR DRIVERS, NUT DRIVERS, CARPENTER’S CHALK HOLDER, CAULKING GUNS, WRECKING AND PRY BARS, SAWS, RIPPING CLAWS, PUNCHES, SOCKET WRENCHES, RATCHET WRENCHES, CRIMPING IRONS, WIRE STRIPPERS, SCREWDRIVERS, HAMMERS, HAND AXES, HATCHETS AND MALLET, PLANES, AWLS, MITRE BOXES, SQUARES, Pliers, Files and Tools, NAMELY, HAND PRUNING AND CUFFING KNIVES, SCISSORS AND SHEARS, KNIVES, AUTOMOTIVE HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, PISTON-RING CONNECTION AND DISCONNECTION TOOLS, BRAKES, SPRING TOOLS, HONING TOOLS FOR ENGINE AND BRAKE CYLINDERS, SPARK PLUG ADJUSTING TOOLS, VALVE AND PISTON RING COMPRESSING TOOLS; ALL PURPOSE AND MULTI-PURPOSE HAND TOOLS AND KNIVES, NAMELY, UTILITY KNIVES AND PLIERS; ALL PURPOSE AND MULTI-PURPOSE HAND TOOLS AND KNIVES, NAMELY, SNIPS, HAND SAW BLADES, CHISELS AND REAMERS, GOUGES AND WOOD CHISELS; NAIL PULLERS, NAMELY, CARPENTER’S PINCERS, CUTTERS, NAMELY, HAND HELD CUTTING TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 8—(Continued).
SN 78-950,486. BODYLINE PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL,
GLENDALE HEIGHTS, IL. FILED 8-11-2006.

Not your father’s shaver

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "SHAPER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRIC SHAVERS AND PARTS AND ACCES-
SORIES THEREOF, NAMELY, BLADES AND BRUSHES
FOR ELECTRIC SHAVERS (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
EDWARD FENNESSY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-962,209. SUNNY SUNGLASSES OF MIAMI, INC.,
MIAMI, FL. FILED 8-28-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,425,514.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "SUNICO"
SURROUNDED BY THREE CONCENTRIC CIRCLES.
FOR HOUSE MARK FOR A FULL LINE OF HAND
TOOLS FOR INDUSTRY, AUTOMOBILES, FARM AND
HOME USE (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-30-1985; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1985.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-965,499. PRICESMART, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED
8-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "SELECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GENERAL CUTLERY, NAMELY SPOONS,
FORKS AND KNIVES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC
APPARATUS

SN 76-127,182. PHOBOS CORPORATION, SALT LAKE CITY,
UT. FILED 9-12-2000.

sslDirector

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT, LOAD BALANCING AND
SECURITY FOR COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21,
23, 26, 36 AND 38).
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-243,315. BECKER FLUGFUNKWERK GMBH, 77836
RHEINMUNSTER, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-19-

BECKER

SEC. 2(F).
FOR AVIONICS, NAMELY, HF, VHF, AND VHF
TRANSCEIVERS; ADF, VHF, AND GPS RECEIVERS; L-
BAND TRANSPONDERS; SEARCH AND RESCUE
EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BEACONS AND TRANSCEI-
VERS; AERONAUTICAL RADIO COMMUNICATION
MACHINES AND APPARATUS; AND ELECTRICAL
DEVICES FOR USE IN CABIN INTERCOMMUNICA-
TION DATA AND BOARDING MUSIC SYSTEMS ON
BOARD AIRCRAFT AND SHIPS, NAMELY, LOUDSPEA-
KERS; MICROPHONES; AMPLIFIERS; DIGITAL AND
ANALOG AUDIO AND VIDEO PLAYERS, FOR AIR-
CRAFT AND NAVAL PASSENGERS ADDRESSING,
BRIEFING AND ENTERTAINING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26,
36 AND 38).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-272,506. CAVEO NETWORKS, INC., SAN JOSE, CA. FILED

SECURITY EVERYWHERE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "SECURITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SEMICONDUCTORS; SEMICONDUCTOR CHIPS
AND CHIP SETS; MICROPROCESSORS; CUSTOMIZED
MICROPROCESSORS; COMPUTER CHIPS; INTE-
GRATED CIRCUIT CHIPS AND SEMICONDUCTOR
CHIPS FOR USE IN COMPUTER AND NETWORK
SECURITY APPLICATIONS; SEMICONDUCTOR CHIPS
AND ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT BOARDS FOR USE IN
SERVERS, SWITCHES AND ROUTERS FOR NETWORK
AND COMPUTER SECURITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36
AND 38).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PRESENT TIME

FOR ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY MAGAZINES FEATURING ARTICLES AND INFORMATION ON PEER COUNSELING RECORDED ON AUDIO CASSETTES, CDS, AND CD-ROMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 0-0-1956; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1956.
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TILING BY RAINBOW

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TILING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS, NAMELY, FLAT-PANEL DISPLAYS AND MONITORS FOR COMPUTERS, VIDEO, SIGNAGE AND BILLBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2002.
STACY WAHLBERG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POWER TECH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONFIGURATION OF A LIGHTING CONTROL CONSISTING OF A PRESS AND TAP LIGHTING DIMMER HAVING A DIMMING ROCKER AND LED LIGHT LEVEL INDICATOR, AND A WALL PLATE. THE LIGHTING CONTROL IS SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IN FRONT ELEVATION.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,262,249.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POWER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRICAL EXTENSION CORDS; LANDSCAPE LIGHTING CABLE; WELDING MACHINE EXTENSION CORDS; ELECTRICAL POWER STRIPS; PORTABLE POWER CABLES; ELECTRICAL EXTENSION CORDS CONTAINING GROUND FAULT CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER UNITS; AND POWER SURGE PROTECTORS, ALL SOLD THROUGH RETAIL OUTLETS, INCLUDING HARDWARE, ELECTRICAL, PLUMBING AND FARM SUPPLIES STORES; AND DATA, COMMUNICATION AND SOUND CABLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRIONVEGA

OWNER OF ITALY REG. NO. 887420, DATED 4-4-2003, EXPIRES 1-31-2013.

FOR APPARATUS FOR RECEIVING, REPRODUCTION, RECORDING AND TRANSMISSION OF SOUNDS AND IMAGES, NAMELY, TELEVISION SETS AND RADIOS, LOUDSPEAKERS, MAGNETIC TAPE PLAYERS AND RECORDERS OF SOUNDS AND IMAGES USING OPTICAL DISKS, MAGNETIC DISKS AND DIGITAL DISKS, STEREO RECEIVERS, VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS, DVD PLAYERS, COMPACT DISKS PLAYERS, AMPLIFIERS, RECEIVERS, MONITORS AND CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLISTIC DEPICTION OF A HORSESHOE MAGNET AND THE LETTERS IMI ENCLOSED WITHIN A CIRCULAR BACKGROUND. ADDITIONAL WORDS AND ANOTHER CIRCLE ARE CIRCUMSCRIBED ABOUT THIS BACKGROUND. SEC. 2(F) AS TO "INDUSTRIAL MAGNETICS".
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INDUSTRIAL MAGNETICS, INC. ESTABLISHED 1961". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 76-636,965. ARTESYN COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS, INC., MADISON, WI. FILED 4-25-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. E4193074, FILED 1-17-2005.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT BOARDS ALL FOR USE IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPLICATIONS, DATA COMMUNICATION APPLICATIONS, NETWORKING APPLICATIONS, CONTROL APPLICATIONS, AND EMBEDDED COMPUTING APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-3-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-3-2001.

LAURA HAMMEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-639,827. SMARTSTREAM TECHNOLOGIES GROUP LIMITED, BRISTOL BS32 4RA, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 6-1-2005.

SMARTSCHEMA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. E4193074, FILED 1-17-2005.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MESSAGE PROCESSING, TRANSMISSION AND MANAGEMENT FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-3-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-3-2001.

LAURA HAMMEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR A LINE OF PRE-RECORDED AUDIO COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC FOR AEROBIC, EXERCISE, MOTIVATIONAL, HEALTH AND WORKOUT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.

MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-642,887. POWER MUSIC, INC., SALT LAKE CITY, UT. FILED 7-14-2005.

VERINOTES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, FOR COLLECTING, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.

REBECCA GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-642,887. POWER MUSIC, INC., SALT LAKE CITY, UT. FILED 7-14-2005.

KOSAI

THE TERM "KOSAI" IS A JAPANESE TERM HAVING THE FOLLOWING MEANINGS: A) VERY SMALL OR THIN, IMPORTANT DETAIL, B) A BRILLIANT LIGHT, A RAY OF LIGHT, OR HUE OF LIGHT, C) HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS, ASSOCIATIONS, INTERACTIONS, D) GREATNESS AND SMALLNESS, DETAILS, PARTICULARS, E) LARGE AND SMALL MATTERS; PARTICULARS; DETAILS; GREATNESS AND SMALLNESS; CIRCUMSTANCES, F) CLEVERNESS.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT BOARDS ALL FOR USE IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPLICATIONS, DATA COMMUNICATION APPLICATIONS, NETWORKING APPLICATIONS, CONTROL APPLICATIONS, AND EMBEDDED COMPUTING APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL FORECASTING IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ASSET AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; TRANSACTION ACCOUNTING MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, FORECASTING, BUDGETING, WORK FLOW, REPORT GENERATION, AND DATA EXCHANGE AND TRANSFER, ALL FOR USE IN THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-1981; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1981.
SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ASSET VALUATION IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, BUDGETING, DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW, ANALYSIS OF COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE ASSETS AND TRANSACTIONS, EVALUATION OF MARKET RISKS, ANALYSIS AND CALCULATION OF FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF LEASING STRATEGIES, FORECASTING PROPERTY AND PORTFOLIO CASH FLOWS, CALCULATION OF INVESTMENT VALUES AND RETURNS, AND TRANSMITTING DATA BETWEEN AND AMONG OTHERS, ALL FOR USE IN THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-1986; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1986.
SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-655,399. INFOTRONICS, INC., FARMINGTON HILLS, MI. FILED 2-21-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ATTENDANCE ENTERPRISE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GOLD AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR BLUE IS LOCATED ON THE WORD "ATTENDANCE". THE COLOR GREEN IS LOCATED ON THE WORD "ENTERPRISE". WHICH WORD IS LOCATED LOWER AND TO THE RIGHT OF THE WORD "ATTENDANCE". THE COLOR GOLD IS AN OVAL RING TOUCHING THE LOWER RIGHT OF THE WORD "ATTENDANCE" AND ENCIRCLING THE LEFT PART OF THE WORD "ENTERPRISE".
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING EMPLOYEE ATTENDANCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL CONTROL FOR USE IN TENSION CONTROL OF WEB HANDLING PROCESS LINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NOTEBUYER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INSTRUCTIONAL TEACHING MATERIALS; NAMELY, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES AND DISCS REGARDING THE BUYING AND SELLING OF SECURED PROMISSORY NOTES AND INVESTMENT IN SECURED PROMISSORY NOTES AND MANUALS USED THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRAIN RETRAIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRERECORDED CDS AND DVDS FEATURING BOOK READING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

YONIKA USA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONSUMER ELECTRONICS CONSISTING OF ALL PORTABLE ELECTRONICS NAMELY, MP3 AND MP4 PLAYERS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, CAMCORDERS, DVD PLAYERS, CD PLAYERS, ALL HOME AUDIO AND VIDEO ELECTRONICS AND CAR AUDIO AND VIDEO ELECTRONICS, NAMELY, RADIOS, SPEAKERS, WOOFERS, AMPLIFIERS, CD PLAYERS, MP3 AND MP4 PLAYERS, MOBILE VIDEO SCREENS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, CAMCORDERS AND SATELLITE NAVIGATIONAL SYSTEM, NAMELY, A GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SPIN360

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SERIES OF MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 2-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 2-0-1997.

DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MONEY FIRST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SERIES OF MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SARA THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MY VISION X

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,061,712.

FOR SCANNERS AND SCANNER/COLLATORS FOR CHECK AND RELATED DOCUMENT PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For audio equipment for vehicles, namely, stereos, speakers, amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers and speaker housings; audio speaker enclosures; audio speakers; electric audio playback units with lights and speakers; loudspeaker systems; speaker enclosures; audio mixers; sound mixers; sound mixers with integrated amplifiers; telephone transmitters; receivers for telephones; cabinets for loudspeakers; amplifiers; microphones; ear plugs for soundproofing; ear plugs not for medical purposes; electronic sound pickup for guitars and basses (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Aisha Clarke, Examining Attorney
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-001,209. GREENPRINT, LLC, PORTLAND, OR. FILED 9-17-2006.

THE COLOR(S) GREEN, BLACK, WHITE, YELLOW IS/ ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE MARK SAYS GREENPRINT AND THE "I" IS A LEAF RATHER THAN A LETTER AND THE LEAF IS GREEN AND YELLOW. "GREEN" IS THE COLOR GREEN, AND "PRINT" IS THE COLOR BLACK.

FOR COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING PRINTER DATA TO SERVERS AND ADMINISTRATORS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE ELIMINATION OF WASTEFUL PRINTOUT AND BETTER PRINT PREVIEWING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING INFORMATION DIRECTORIES THAT MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ADMINISTRATION OF COMPUTER LOCAL AREA NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND TEXT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.

ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-001,316. WISEWARE, LLC, NEW ORLEANS, LA. FILED 9-18-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GAUGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HOUSEHOLD MEASURING AND DISPENSING DEVICES, NAMELY, FOOD TimERS, THERMOMETERS, MEASURING CUPS, LIQUID DEPTH GAUGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GAUGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HOUSEHOLD MEASURING AND DISPENSING DEVICES, NAMELY, FOOD TimERS, THERMOMETERS, MEASURING CUPS, LIQUID DEPTH GAUGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-001,938. POPUPPETS LIMITED, WEST SUSSEX, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 9-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DRAWING; INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE FOR DRAWING AND ANIMATION; COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE; ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE IN RELATION TO ANIMATED CARTOONS, NAMELY, COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE CREATION OF DIGITAL ANIMATED CARTOONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CARRIE ACHEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-001,316, WISEWARE, LLC, NEW ORLEANS, LA. FILED 9-18-2006.
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-003,858. JONES, HELEN M., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 9-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A HUMAN HEAD WITH SMALL PEOPLE CLIMBING UP THE BACKSIDE OF HUMAN HEAD. HEAD HIGH IN ALL STANDARD CAPITAL CHARACTERS AT BOTTOM OF HUMAN HEAD IMAGE. FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS AND VISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING PRERECORDED MUSIC, NAMELY, COMPACT DISCS, TAPE CASSETTES, RECORDS, CD-ROMS, VHS VIDEO TAPES, DVDS, AND LASER DISCS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MYSPACE


ATTIYA MALIK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HEADHIGH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A HUMAN HEAD WITH SMALL PEOPLE CLIMBING UP THE BACKSIDE OF HUMAN HEAD. HEAD HIGH IN ALL STANDARD CAPITAL CHARACTERS AT BOTTOM OF HUMAN HEAD IMAGE. FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS AND VISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING PRERECORDED MUSIC, NAMELY, COMPACT DISCS, TAPE CASSETTES, RECORDS, CD-ROMS, VHS VIDEO TAPES, DVDS, AND LASER DISCS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ELIZABETH KAJUBI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

tracdat


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING THE OUTCOME ASSESSMENT PROCESS FOR ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MIMcardiac

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MEDICAL IMAGE PROCESSING IN THE FIELDS OF CARDIOLOGY AND RADIOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-010,027. SA EVS BROADCAST EQUIPMENT, SERATING, BELGIUM, FILED 9-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND NETWORK HUBS, SWITCHES AND ROUTERS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMITTING AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTER SERVERS AND NETWORK ACCESS SERVER HARDWARE AND OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR VIDEO DATA PROCESSING IN THE FIELD OF PRE-RECORDED OR LIVE TELEVISION PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

KYLE PEETE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-010,721. STANTON MAGNETICS, INC., HOLLYWOOD, FL. FILED 9-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PHONOGRAPHIC CARTRIDGE AND STYLI (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CARD, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CARD READERS FOR CREDIT CARDS; CARD READING EQUIPMENT; CHIP CARD READERS; ELECTRONIC AND MAGNETIC ID CARDS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH PAYMENT FOR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-010,854. TELECOMM CONSULTANTS, INC., EDMOND, OK. FILED 9-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INSTRUMENTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INSTRUMENT THAT PERFORMS ALL OF THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS, NAMELY, GAS DETECTING FOR THE PRESENCE OF GAS, THERMOMETERS FOR AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, VOLTAGE TESTER AND RESISTANCE MEASURING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 2-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.

KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-010,903. STANTON MAGNETICS, INC., HOLLYWOOD, FL. FILED 9-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PHONOGRAPHIC CARTRIDGE AND STYLI (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1996.

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-012,675. CARL ZEISS NTS GMBH, OBERKOCHEN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 10-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR ELECTRON MICROSCOPES AND THEIR PARTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-012,813. SIDE TRACKED RECORDS, CARMEL, IN. FILED 10-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STROBE WARNING LIGHTS FOR INDUSTRIAL USES, NAMELY WARNING LIGHTS USED ON EMERGENCY VEHICLES, TRUCKS, CRANES, FORK LIFTS AND OTHER INDUSTRIAL MOVING DEVICES, WARNING LIGHTS FOR IN-PLANT USES, NAMELY WARNING OF HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS, FOR PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY MARKS OF DANGEROUS AREAS, AND WARNING FOR MACHINE PROCESS CONTROL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


YAT SYE, LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,249. UNICON SYSTEMS, INC., MENLO PARK, CA. FILED 10-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE DEVICE AND ACCOMPANYING COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MULTIMEDIA CONTENT PROCESSING, DATA TRANSFER AND STREAMING OF AUDIO, VIDEO AND DIGITAL MEDIA VIA WIRELESS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,271. EASIS GMBH, BERLIN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 10-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR RECOVERING DATA, NAMELY, ANALYZING AND SAVING DATA, ON DATA STORAGE DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-012,813. SIDE TRACKED RECORDS, CARMEL, IN. FILED 10-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SIDE TRACKED RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DATA LIFESAVER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATA LIFESAVER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR RECOVERING DATA, NAMELY, ANALYZING AND SAVING DATA, ON DATA STORAGE DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-014,708. MOLDEX-METRIC, INC., CULVER CITY, CA.
FILED 10-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAPSULES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ACCESSORIES FOR EARPLUGS, Namely, STORAGE CONTAINERS FOR EARPLUG HEARING PROTECTORS, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-14-2006.
LINDSEY RUBIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,797. CALMAR HOLDINGS LLC, CATO, NY.
FILED 10-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRAFFIC SAFETY CONES INCORPORATING A GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM FOR POSITION DETECTION AND A RADIO TRANSMITTER FOR POSITION SIGNALLING TO A CENTRAL LOCATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,825. MANSFIELD RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT, LLC, ST. ALBANS, VT. FILED 10-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONTROLLED VOLUME PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-12-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2001.
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-016,509. SMARTVISTA TECHNOLOGIES, INC., MORRISVILE, NC. FILED 10-8-2006.

FOR COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO ACCESS BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND TRANSACT BANK BUSINESS; COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR THE INTEGRATION OF TEXT, AUDIO, GRAPHICS, STILL IMAGE AND MOVING PICTURES INTO AN INTERACTIVE DELIVERY FOR MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER SYSTEM AND APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT, DEPLOYMENT AND MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING AND MANAGING ACCESS SERVER APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING SELF-SERVICE TERMINALS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANIPULATING DIGITAL AUDIO INFORMATION FOR USE IN AUDIO MEDIA APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ORGANIZING AND VIEWING DIGITAL IMAGES AND PHOTOGRAPHS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING DIGITAL MUSIC FILES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF TRANSACTION PROCESSING TO UPLOAD TRANSACTIONAL DATA, PROVIDE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, AND PRODUCE NOTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE FIELD OF WAREHOUSING AND DISTRIBUTION TO MANAGE TRANSACTIONAL DATA, PROVIDE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, AND PRODUCE NOTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (CRM); COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN RELATION TO DIGITAL ANIMATION AND SPECIAL EFFECTS OF IMAGES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION OF DIGITAL FILES, INCLUDING AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, BINARY, STILL IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA FILES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE SAFEGUARDING OF DIGITAL FILES, INCLUDING AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, BINARY, STILL IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA FILES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES REAL-TIME INTEGRATED BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INTELLIGENCE BY COMBINING INFORMATION FROM VARIOUS DATABASES AND PRESENTING IT IN AN EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND USER INTERFACE; ELECTRONIC MACHINES FOR READING CREDIT CARDS AND RECORDING FINANCIAL OPERATIONS; SECURE TERMINALS FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS; SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND TEXT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-12-2000; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2001.
DAVID I. EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Sound Capsules

SmartVista

ICONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC MACHINES FOR READING CREDIT CARDS AND RECORDING FINANCIAL OPERATIONS; SECURE TERMINALS FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS; SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND TEXT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
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RAZEL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONTROLLED VOLUME PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,797. CALMAR HOLDINGS LLC, CATO, NY.
FILED 10-5-2006.
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-019,611. EAZ SOLUTION, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 10-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATA RESTORATION AND RECOVERY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EAZ-FIX

SN 77-019,797. TOUCHNET INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC., LENEXA, KS. FILED 10-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SECURE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE PURPOSE OF PREVENTING THE ACCIDENTAL, UNINTENDED OR UNAUTHORIZED DISSEMINATION, DISCOVERY, CAPTURE OR USE OF PERSONALLY IDENTIFYING FINANCIAL, HEALTH, AND OTHER SENSITIVE INFORMATION OR DATA, AND MANUALS THEREFORE FURNISHED AS A UNIT TO THIRD PARTIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FRED CARL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SEEK N SECURE

SN 77-022,508. EAST COAST EMPIRE, MONTGOMERY VILLAGE, MD. FILED 10-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION OF DIGITAL FILES, NAMELY, AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, BINARY, STILL IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA FILES THAT CAN BE CARRIED ON ANY MEMORY DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-5-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-2-2005.
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SIID

SN 77-022,680. NOSSATV, INC, AUSTIN, TX. FILED 10-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF VIDEO MONITOR WITH STARBUST.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION OF DIGITAL FILES, INCLUDING AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, BINARY, STILL IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA FILES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE SAFEGUARDING OF DIGITAL FILES, INCLUDING AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, BINARY, STILL IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA FILES; DOWNLOADABLE FILMS AND TV PROGRAMS PROVIDED VIA A VIDEO-ON-DEMAND; DOWNLOADABLE MULTIMEDIA FILE CONTAINING ARTWORK, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, GAMES, AND INTERNET WEB LINKS RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHLEEN LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-020,470. YOSHIDA SANGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 10-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 834,006 AND 1,385,871.
FOR CAMERA LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-9-1963; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1965.
SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RAYNOX

SN 77-022,680. NOSSATV, INC, AUSTIN, TX. FILED 10-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF VIDEO MONITOR WITH STARBUST.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION OF DIGITAL FILES, INCLUDING AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, BINARY, STILL IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA FILES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE SAFEGUARDING OF DIGITAL FILES, INCLUDING AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, BINARY, STILL IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA FILES; DOWNLOADABLE FILMS AND TV PROGRAMS PROVIDED VIA A VIDEO-ON-DEMAND; DOWNLOADABLE MULTIMEDIA FILE CONTAINING ARTWORK, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, GAMES, AND INTERNET WEB LINKS RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHLEEN LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-022,853. SERFATY, GABRIEL, NORTH MIAMI BEACH, FL. FILED 10-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERING.

FOR COMPUTER ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, MULTI-MEDIA SPEAKERS, WIRED AND WIRELESS MOUSE, COMPUTER GAME PADS AND CONTROLLERS, MULTI-MEDIA MICROPHONES, MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC DATA SWITCHES, PERIPHERAL COMPONENT INTERFACE (PCI) HARDWARE, PCMCIA CARDS, COMPUTER NETWORK HUBS, SWITCHES, AND ROUTERS, WIRELESS AND WIRED KEYBOARD, FAN COOLERS, COMPUTER CABLES AND PLUG AND POWER SUPPLY CONNECTORS AND ADAPTORS FOR USE WITH ELECTRONIC DEVICES, WEB CAMS, ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLIES, AND COMPUTER CARRYING CASES WITH AND WITHOUT POWER SUPPLY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-023,413. ASCENDO INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 10-18-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "ASCENDO" IN BLACK FOLLOWED BY AN ARROW POINTING UPWARD WITH A COLOR GRADIENT GOING FROM BLACK AT BOTTOM TO RED AT THE TOP.

FOR COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES; COMPUTER SCREEN SAVER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ENCRYPTION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ORGANIZING AND VIEWING DIGITAL IMAGES AND PHOTOGRAPHS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ENABLE THE TRANSMISSION OF PHOTOGRAPHS TO MOBILE TELEPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.

ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-024,626. MENTAL IMAGES GMBH, D-10623 BERLIN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 10-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PERFORMING COMPUTER GRAPHICS OPERATIONS AND IMAGE RENDERING, TOGETHER WITH INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS AND PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING GUIDES SOLD THEREWITH AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

YAT SYE, LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-024,634. PETROLTECH LTD., NOBLESVILLE, IN. FILED 10-19-2006.

THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, BROWN, BLACK, AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED CAPITAL V OF WHICH THE RIGHT SIDE AND TOP OF THE V IS EXTENDED TO RUN ABOVE AND OVER THE LOWER CASE "ISTA" LETTERS IN THE REST OF THE MARK. THE MARK IS IN YELLOW LETTERS, WITH A GREEN OUTLINE THAT IS SURROUNDED BY A THIN BLACK OUTLINE. THE EXTENDED RIGHT TOP PORTION OF THE V GOES FROM YELLOW INTO BLUE. THE DOT OVER THE "I" IS A BLUE TEARDROP SHAPED GLOBE WITH GREEN AND WHITE CONTINENTS AND A BROWN TIP THAT SLIGHTLY SLANTS TO THE RIGHT.

FOR ELECTRONIC CHIPS FOR THE MANUFACTURER OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FOR USE IN READING AND TRANSMISSION OF DATA CONTAINED IN THE ONBOARD DIAGNOSTIC COMPUTERS OF LAND VEHICLES; ELECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR GASOLINE ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES; DEVICES FOR THE WIRELESS RADIO TRANSMISSION OF MAINTENANCE INFORMATION FROM THE ONBOARD DIAGNOSTIC COMPUTERS OF LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-024,936. VISIBLE WORLD INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PRODUCING AUTOMATIC REPORTING OF VERSIONS, GEOGRAPHIC REACH, AND TARGET AUDIENCES OF AIRED COMMERCIALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES EMILY ASEN, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.

FOR DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS AND DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO Recordings featuring music; musical sound and video recordings (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-025,615. ILLINOIS GLOVE COMPANY, NORTH-BROOK, IL. FILED 10-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,884,105.

FOR PROTECTIVE WORK GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,054. INTEGRATED LEARNING SOLUTIONS, LLC, SPRINGFIELD, MO. FILED 10-20-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “SPELLING”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FOR CHILDREN’S EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MICHAEL LITZAU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC; PRE-RECORDED CD’S, VIDEO TAPES, LASER DISKS AND DVD’S FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1999.

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,875. OCTANT, STERLING, VA. FILED 10-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE COLLABORATION, CONSOLIDATION, INTEGRATION, AND MANAGEMENT OF THE ENTERPRISE LEVEL BUSINESS, FINANCIAL, ENGINEERING, CONTRACT, LEGAL, HUMAN RESOURCES, SALES, AND MARKETING INFORMATION NEEDED TO DEVELOP, MANAGE, PRODUCE, REVIEW, AND ANALYZE RESPONSES TO BUSINESS PROPOSALS, REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION (RFIS), REQUESTS FOR QUOTES (RFQS), REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS (RFPs), AND INDEFINITE DELIVERY INDEFINITE QUANTITY (IDIQ) CONTRACTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR Produce AUTOMATIC REPORTING OF VERSIONS, GEOGRAPHIC REACH, AND TARGET AUDIENCES OF AIRED COMMERCIALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-027,301. CHENG, VICTOR, REDWOOD CITY, CA. FILED 10-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTREPRENEUR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DOWNLOADABLE MULTIMEDIA FILE CONTAINING ARTWORK, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, GAMES, AND INTERNET WEB LINKS RELATING TO BUSINESS AND LIFESTYLE INFORMATION; MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM FEATURING BUSINESS AND LIFESTYLE INFORMATION; PRE-RECORDED CD'S, VIDEO TAPES, LASER DISKS AND DVD'S FEATURING BUSINESS AND LIFESTYLE INFORMATION; PRERECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES FEATURING BUSINESS AND LIFESTYLE INFORMATION; PRERECORDED DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE FEATURING BUSINESS AND LIFESTYLE INFORMATION; PRERECORDED DIGITAL VIDEO DISKS FEATURING BUSINESS AND LIFESTYLE INFORMATION; PRERECORDED MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS FEATURING BUSINESS AND LIFESTYLE INFORMATION; PRERECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES FEATURING BUSINESS AND LIFESTYLE INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-028,769. DIRECT SOURCE SPECIAL PRODUCTS INC., LASALLE, QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 10-25-2006.


CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-028,695. SBORDON, DAVID, FRANKLIN, MA. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHARGING APPLIANCES FOR RECHARGEABLE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CELLULAR TELEPHONE CHARGING STATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,127. SHARP ROCK TECHNOLOGIES LLC, LEWES, DE. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TELEPHONE SOFTWARE CONNECTING TELEPHONE CALLS OVER THE PUBLIC SWITCHED TELEPHONE NETWORK (PSTN) CONTROLLED BY PROTOCOLS OVER THE INTERNET AND INITIATING VOICE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL (VOIP) TELEPHONE CALLS WHICH ALLOWS YOU TO START AND ESTABLISH A PHONE CALL BETWEEN TWO OR SEVERAL MOBILE OR LAND LINE PHONE TERMINALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TINA KUAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-029,198. SPECIAL OPERATIONS TECHNOLOGY, INC., ANNAPOLIS JUNCTION, MD. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE FOR SURVEILLANCE PURPOSES FOR USE BY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND COMPANIES IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,211. CHILDERS, CARL W, JUNEAU, AK. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIGITAL EVIDENCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COLLECTING, ACCESSING AND DISTRIBUTING DIGITAL FILES WHILE PRESERVING PROBATIVE VALUE OF THE FILES AND ASSOCIATED METADATA FOR EVIDENTIARY PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2005.
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,413. WOOD, MARTIN J., POWAY, CA. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CAMERA BODY INSPECTION TOOLS, NAMELY, OPTICAL LENSES USED TO INSPECT CAMERAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-20-2006.
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-032,045. MATHCLUB, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRE-RECORDED CD’S FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHELLE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-032,274. MASSACHUSETTS EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY, BOSTON, MA. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR FACILITATING ACCESS TO A REPOSITORY OF MEDICAL INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WEB, HARDWARE, NETWORK, COMPUTER AND INTERNET SECURITY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SANCTION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SOFTWARE FOR LITIGATION DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT AND FOR CREATING LITIGATION-RELATED ELECTRONIC MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ADA HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Resometer

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MEASURING AND CALIBRATING RESOLUTION OF IMAGING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PAUL E. FAHRENKÖPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONE-TOUCH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS; DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS; PRESSURE AND DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSORS FOR CONVERTING A MEASURED LIQUID OR GAS PRESSURE INTO AN ELECTRICAL OUTPUT SIGNAL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ENCHANTER'S GAME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GAME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT; GAMING MACHINES; MACHINES FOR PLAYING GAMES OF CHANCE; SLOT MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
YOUNGHEART MUSIC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MUSIC," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN; CHILDREN'S VIDEO TAPES; COMPACT DISCS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN; DVDS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN; PRERECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES FEATURING EDUCATIONAL MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN; PRERECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES FEATURING EDUCATIONAL MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN; SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN; VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING EDUCATIONAL MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-30-1975; IN COMMERCE 11-30-1975.
Michele Swain, Examining Attorney

RUNWEIGH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHECKWEIGHER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
Dominic J. Ferraiuolo, Examining Attorney

RE:ALUM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,289,727, 2,435,247 AND 2,494,103.
FOR ADD-ON SOFTWARE MODULES WHICH ALLOWS A SCHOOL/College TO MAINTAIN AND UTILIZE BIOGRAPHICAL ELEMENTS USED IN THE SOLICITATION OF ALUMNI (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
Sophia S. Kim, Examining Attorney

PushMX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MONITORING AND MANAGING MORTGAGE LOAN APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
Kenneth E. Sharperson, Examining Attorney
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-035,450. ACC CONSUMER FINANCE, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-2-2006.

Secure-Pay

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE PAYMENT TRACKING AND ENFORCEMENT SYSTEM COMPRISING STARTER INTERRUPT CIRCUITRY AND PASSWORD VALIDATION DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,519. EAGLEPICHER ENERGY PRODUCTS CORPORATION, SURREY, BC, V3W 9Y6, CANADA, FILED 11-2-2006.

E-ZEE LINK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LINK" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRICAL EXTENSION CORDS INCORPORATING A LOCKING MECHANISM FOR MAINTAINING ELECTRICAL PLUGS IN CONTACT WITH EACH OTHER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JAY FLOWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,596. BLACKBAUD, INC., CHARLESTON, SC. FILED 11-2-2006.

CONTEGO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BATTERIES, NAMELY, BATTERIES FOR USE IN MEDICAL DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,026. KUBOTEK CORPORATION, OSAKA, JAPAN, FILED 11-3-2006.

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN DESIGN AND DRAFTING FOR COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN (CAD) IN THE FIELD OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ADA HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,035. BLACKBAUD, INC., CHARLESTON, SC. FILED 11-3-2006.

RE:TRIBUTE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,289,727, 2,435,247 AND 2,494,103.
FOR ADD-ON SOFTWARE MODULES WHICH TRACTS ALL GIFTS MADE IN MEMORY OR HONOR OF INDIVIDUAL(S); PRINTS ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS; AND INFORMS HONOREES AND OR FAMILY MEMBERS OF EACH CONTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,035. BLACKBAUD, INC., CHARLESTON, SC. FILED 11-3-2006.

RE:VOLUNTEER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,289,727, 2,435,247 AND 2,494,103.
FOR ADD-ON SOFTWARE MODULES WHICH ALLOWS AN INSTITUTION TO ORGANIZE AND MANAGE VOLUNTEER STAFF FOR SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENTS, AVAILABILITY, SCHEDULING AND CONTRIBUTED HOURS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-036,095. DIGITECH SYSTEMS, INC., GREENWOOD VILLAGE, CO. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ARCHIVAL AND ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GENERAL USE, AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH, FOR INDEXING, ARCHIVING, RETRIEVING, DIGITAL IMAGING, AND DISTRIBUTING COMPUTER GENERATED DOCUMENTS AND SCANNED IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-20-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-20-1997.

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,253. GTI GRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY, INC., NEWBURGH, NY. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COLOR EVALUATION AND VIEWING SYSTEMS COMPRISING DIRECT OR SHIELDED LIGHT SOURCES AND VIEWERS FOR VISUAL INSPECTION AND COMPARISON OF APPEARANCE PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS, COLORS AND OBJECT SURFACES UNDER VARYING LIGHTING CONDITIONS AND ENVIRONMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,288. BLACKBAUD, INC., CHARLESTON, SC. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ADD-ON SOFTWARE MODULES WHICH ALLOWS AN INSTITUTION TO SET UP A SEQUENCE OF REPORTS OR QUERIES THAT CAN BE RUN AUTOMATICALLY AND UNATTENDED (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 12-31-1990; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1990.

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,496. LICHTENWALTER, MATTHEW S., MIDLOTHIAN, TX. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BENJAMIN OKEKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,546. BACKBONE SECURITY.COM, INC., FAIRMONT, WV. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SECURITY PRODUCTS, NAMELY STEGANOGRAPHY SOFTWARE AND SCANNERS FOR DETECTING STEGANOGRAPHY APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,604. LITTLE FROG INNOVATION, INC., LARGO, FL. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING THE CONTENT OF ONES WEBSITE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JAMES LOVELACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-036,647. MICHELI, MICHAEL, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED WORDS THE PERFECT OZ WITH TAG LINE OF TO YOUR HEALTH WITH STARS ON EITHER SIDE.

FOR NIPPLE MEASURING APPARATUS FOR CONNECTION TO THE TOPS OF DRINKING, VITAMIN, MEDICINE OR SUPPLEMENT BOTTLES WHICH DISPENSES A SPECIFIC AMOUNT OF LIQUID INTO A RESERVOIR FOR CONSUMPTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,791. LOUDRIG SYSTEMS LLC, MIAMI, FL. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD LOUDRIG, WHERE THE "O" IN LOUDRIG IS HIGHLY STYLIZED AND FORMED BY TWO QUOTATION MARKS WITH A DIAMOND SHAPE IN THE MIDDLE. THE LETTER "D" OF THE MARK UNDERLINES THE LETTERS "R" AND "I" AND CONNECTS WITH THE LETTER "G."

FOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS, NAMELY, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ORGANIZING AND VIEWING ELECTRONIC FILES USED IN CONNECTION WITH HOME THEATERS SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CHARISMA HAMPTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,955. CRASH MUSIC, INC., PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CRASH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF "CAPITALIZED LETTER U", "LETTER N", "STYLIZED LETTER I (A HORN IMAGE)", "LETTER K", "TWO STYLIZED LETTER O'S (EYES WINK IMAGE), AND "STYLIZED LETTER N (EXTENDED WITH A RACOON'S TAIL IMAGE)."

FOR CASES FOR MOBILE PHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,278. IMAGINEER SOFTWARE, INC., MILWAUKEE, WI. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY DATA ENCRYPTION SOFTWARE AND NETWORK SECURITY SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,304. TELTRONICS, INC., SARASOTA, FL. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR IMPLEMENTING AND MANAGING TELECOMMUNICATION APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, INBOUND AND OUTBOUND CALL MANAGEMENT, FACSIMILE, VIDEO, VOICE MESSAGING, INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE, VOICE RECOGNITION, COMPUTER TELEPHONE INTEGRATION AND PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,394. CRASH MUSIC, INC., PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR IMPLEMENTING AND MANAGING TELECOMMUNICATION APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, INBOUND AND OUTBOUND CALL MANAGEMENT, FACSIMILE, VIDEO, VOICE MESSAGING, INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE, VOICE RECOGNITION, COMPUTER TELEPHONE INTEGRATION AND PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-037,526. BASIN INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EYEWEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EYEWEAR, NAMELY, EYEGLASS FRAMES, EYEGLASSES, SUNGLASS FRAMES, SUNGLASSES, EYEGLASS AND SUNGLASS CASES AND CHAINS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,747. LOMBARDI SOFTWARE, INC., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 11-6-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,468,580, 2,521,350 AND 3,003,866.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING BUSINESS PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,020. CHARLIE M, LLC, RENO, NV. FILED 11-6-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
The NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES CHARLES MATHEWSON, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS MADE OF RECORD.
FOR CASES FOR SPECTACLES AND SUNGLASSES; SPECTACLE GLASSES; SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,115. ZHANG, HUI, GUANGZHOU, CHINA, FILED 11-7-2006.
FOR ELECTRIC SWITCHES; SAFETY CONTACT PLUGS; ELECTRIC JUNCTION BOXES; ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC TIME SWITCHES; ELECTRIC RESISTORS; RHEOSTATS; ELECTRICAL PLUGS; ELECTRIC SOCKETS; ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS; REMOTE CONTROLS FOR RADIOS, TELEVISIONS, STEREOS; ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION BOXES; AUTOMATIC SWITCHBOARDS; ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION CONSOLES; SWITCH BOXES; COMMUTATORS; RADIO TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS FOR REMOTE CONTROLS, RADIO CONTROLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHAEL GAAFAAR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,679. ELEKTRO-PHYSIK USA INC, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL. FILED 11-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS, NAMELY SENSING AND SIGNALING DEVICES FOR MEASURING THICKNESS FOR QUALITY CONTROL OF MATERIALS; GAUGES FOR MEASURING THE THICKNESS OF PAINT AND MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-038,818. LINOTYPE GMBH, BAD HOMBURG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 11-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GENERATING TYPEFACE DESIGNS AND ORNAMENTAL DESIGNS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MORRIS SANS
SEEKER

SN 77-038,821. LINOTYPE GMBH, BAD HOMBURG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 11-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GENERATING TYPEFACE DESIGNS AND ORNAMENTAL DESIGNS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NAMi
TANGENT

SN 77-038,988. WEBSENSE, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR GENERATING TYPEFACE DESIGNS AND ORNAMENTAL DESIGNS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,037. TERMINAL DESIGN, INC., BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 11-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRINTING FONTS THAT CAN BE DOWNLOADED PROVIDED BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION; TYPEFACE FONTS RECORDED ON MAGNETIC MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,079. PENTAX OF AMERICA, INC., GOLDEN, CO. FILED 11-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VIDEO PROCESSORS FOR VIDEO ENDOSCOPE SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHLEEN LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-039,196. PSYCHE SYSTEMS CORP., MILFORD, MA.
FILED 11-8-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For computer software for computer system and application development, deployment and management; computer software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

John E. Michos, Examining Attorney

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-039,388. FLOGA HOLDINGS, MANSFIELD, MA.
FILED 11-8-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For photography and video equipment and accessories, namely complete tripods; tripod heads; tripod bases; monopods; tripod accessory arms; motorized backdrop roller support mechanisms used by photographers to change and hold backdrops; manual backdrop roller support mechanisms used by photographers to change and hold backdrops; drive kits consisting primarily of backdrop holder hooks and backdrop expansion drive chains for use in photography; portable support systems, namely mount for backdrops; professional studio rail used for mounting lights; professional photo bags and cases; lighting cases; light stands and booms; accessory arms; shooting tables; and muslin and canvas support clamps (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
Nakia Henry, Examining Attorney
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-039,485. COMPUTER POWER SOLUTIONS OF ILLINOIS LIMITED, COLUMBUS, IL. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE UNIVERSAL AGENT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND K-12 EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2002.

JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-039,510. FLOGA HOLDINGS, MANSFIELD, MA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,092,281.

FOR PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT, NAMELY LIGHT KITS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF LIGHT HEADS, LIGHT BULBS, SOFT BOXES, LIGHT STANDS AND TRAVEL CASES FOR USE IN PHOTOGRAPHY; LIGHT STANDS, CENTURY STANDS, GRIP KITS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF GRIP HEADS AND EXTENSION ARMS FOR USE IN PHOTOGRAPHY; SOFT BOXES, LIGHTING UMBRELLAS, LIGHTING DISC REFLECTORS, STUDIO REFLECTION KITS NAMELY SOFTBOX WITH A CONNECTOR AND SHOOTING TENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


NAKIA HENRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,887. BUCHANAN CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS, INC., SYCAMORE, IL. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,831,953.

FOR ELECTRICAL WIRE CONNECTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-039,994. GTI GRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY, INC., NEWBURGH, NY. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRONIC MONITOR AND DISPLAY APPARATUS USED FOR QUALITY CONTROL MONITORING OF COLOR EVALUATION AND VIEWING SYSTEMS TO MAKE SURE THEY ARE MAINTAINED AND FUNCTION PROPERLY WITHIN INDUSTRY TOLERANCES STANDARD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,019. GEORGE A. SOLI, VANCOUVER, WA. FILED 11-8-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTEGRATED DETECTOR SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW, AND BLACK ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


FOR ELECTRONIC FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLE DETECTOR, NAMELY, A PHOTON TUNNELING DEVICE FOR DETECTING A DIRECTION IN SPACE IN RELATION TO THE COSMIC MICROWAVE BACKGROUND DOPPLER REDSHIFT DIRECTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ELIZABETH BEYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,887. BUCHANAN CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS, INC., SYCAMORE, IL. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,831,953.

FOR ELECTRICAL WIRE CONNECTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WINGTWIST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,831,953.

FOR ELECTRICAL WIRE CONNECTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-040,041. CLADOS MANAGEMENT LLC, SAN MATEO, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ANALYZING BUSINESS STORIES THAT MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,063. TIMOTHY SPENCER BROCKLEY, BARABOO, WI. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “LANGUAGE”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(f).
FOR CHILDREN’S EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,073. PATONE, MATTHEW PAUL ANTELMI, STATEN ISLAND, NY. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC; DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC; SOUND RECORDINGS; DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES, GRAPHICS AND MUSIC VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC; MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC; VISUAL RECORDINGS AND AUDIO VISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND ANIMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SHAILA SETTLES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,092. MICROPLANET, INC., SEATTLE, WA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2006.
JAY BESCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE OF FROCO COMPUTERS SYSTEM AND APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT, DEPLOYMENT AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FROCO COMPUTERS SYSTEM AND APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT, DEPLOYMENT AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-040,655. IFANATIC, LLC, APEX, NC. FILED 11-9-2006.

PLAY YOUR MUSIC...SHOW YOUR SPIRIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COVERS FOR PORTABLE MUSIC PLAYERS, NAMELY MP3 PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KEVIN CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RECTANGLE WITH A CIRCLE, A CRESCENT, AND THE WORDS "BRIGHT MIDNIGHT ARCHIVES" INSIDE.
FOR COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC AND INTERVIEWS; DVDS FEATURING MUSIC AND INTERVIEWS; VIDEO TAPES FEATURING MUSIC AND INTERVIEWS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ROSELLE HERRERA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HEADS ABOVE THE REST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING A DOWNLOADABLE MONTHLY ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER PUT OUT BY THE COMPANY DETAILING PERSONNEL CHANGES THROUGHOUT THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AMPLIFIERS; ELECTRONIC EFFECT PEDALS FOR USE WITH SOUND AMPLIFIERS; GUITAR AMPLIFIERS; LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS; LOUDSPEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ROSELLE HERRERA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,022. 21C CORPORATION, DENVER, CO. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANIPULATING DIGITAL AUDIO INFORMATION FOR USE IN AUDIO MEDIA APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING DIGITAL MUSIC FILES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN RELATION TO DIGITAL ANIMATION AND SPECIAL EFFECTS OF IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID TOOLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,028. 21C CORPORATION, DENVER, CO. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANIPULATING DIGITAL AUDIO INFORMATION FOR USE IN AUDIO MEDIA APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING DIGITAL MUSIC FILES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN RELATION TO DIGITAL ANIMATION AND SPECIAL EFFECTS OF IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID TOOLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SPLICING LIFE INTO MEDIA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING A DOWNLOADABLE MONTHLY ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER PUT OUT BY THE COMPANY DETAILING PERSONNEL CHANGES THROUGHOUT THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-041,333. ALTMAN, ROBERT, M, NEW CANAAN, CT. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,354. HANDS ON TECHNOLOGY, INC., HINSDALE, IL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PRACTICE MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, FOR MAINTAINING PATIENT FILES AND MEDICAL RECORDS, PATIENT BILLING STATEMENTS AND INSURANCE CLAIM PROCESSING INFORMATION AND RECORDS, AUTOMATED APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING, ACCOUNTING, WORD PROCESSING, SPREADSHEET AND RELATIONAL DATABASE APPLICATIONS, AND ASSIGNING CODES TO MEDICAL PROCEDURES AND DIAGNOSES, ALL RELATING TO THE SUBJECT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-3-2004; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2004.
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,367. VISIONWARE LLC, REDDING, CT. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EYEWEAR, NAMELY, EYEGLASSES; EYEGLASS LENSES; EYEGLASS CASES; SUNGLASSES, SUNGLASS LENSES, SUNGLASS CASES; SPECTACLES; SPECTACLE CASES; SPECTACLE FRAMES AND SPECTACLE GLASSES; AND SPORTS GLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,404. WEBFEAT, INC., OLD BROADVILLE, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO CONSOLIDATE DATABASE SEARCHES IN ENTERPRISE PORTAL APPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1998.
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,487. STARENT NETWORKS, CORP., TEWKSBURY, MA. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, A WIRELESS NETWORK GATEWAY AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR MONITORING AND MANAGING WIRELESS NETWORK GATEWAY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,619. THE COUPLE TO COUPLE LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL, INCORPORATED, CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE FOR RECORDING AND INTERPRETING FERTILITY SYMPTOMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,354. HANDS ON TECHNOLOGY, INC., HINSDALE, IL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PRACTICE MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, FOR MAINTAINING PATIENT FILES AND MEDICAL RECORDS, PATIENT BILLING

SN 77-041,367. VISIONWARE LLC, REDDING, CT. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EYEWEAR, NAMELY, EYEGLASSES; EYEGLASS LENSES; EYEGLASS CASES; SUNGLASSES, SUNGLASS LENSES, SUNGLASS CASES; SPECTACLES; SPECTACLE CASES; SPECTACLE FRAMES AND SPECTACLE GLASSES; AND SPORTS GLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,404. WEBFEAT, INC., OLD BROADVILLE, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO CONSOLIDATE DATABASE SEARCHES IN ENTERPRISE PORTAL APPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1998.
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,487. STARENT NETWORKS, CORP., TEWKSBURY, MA. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, A WIRELESS NETWORK GATEWAY AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR MONITORING AND MANAGING WIRELESS NETWORK GATEWAY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,619. THE COUPLE TO COUPLE LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL, INCORPORATED, CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE FOR RECORDING AND INTERPRETING FERTILITY SYMPTOMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,354. HANDS ON TECHNOLOGY, INC., HINSDALE, IL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PRACTICE MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, FOR MAINTAINING PATIENT FILES AND MEDICAL RECORDS, PATIENT BILLING

SN 77-041,367. VISIONWARE LLC, REDDING, CT. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EYEWEAR, NAMELY, EYEGLASSES; EYEGLASS LENSES; EYEGLASS CASES; SUNGLASSES, SUNGLASS LENSES, SUNGLASS CASES; SPECTACLES; SPECTACLE CASES; SPECTACLE FRAMES AND SPECTACLE GLASSES; AND SPORTS GLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,404. WEBFEAT, INC., OLD BROADVILLE, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO CONSOLIDATE DATABASE SEARCHES IN ENTERPRISE PORTAL APPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1998.
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,487. STARENT NETWORKS, CORP., TEWKSBURY, MA. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, A WIRELESS NETWORK GATEWAY AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR MONITORING AND MANAGING WIRELESS NETWORK GATEWAY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,619. THE COUPLE TO COUPLE LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL, INCORPORATED, CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE FOR RECORDING AND INTERPRETING FERTILITY SYMPTOMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


CLICK & MOVE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JENNIFER VASQUEZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Hanging Walls

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DOWNLOADABLE MP3 FILES, MP3 RECORDINGS, ONLINE DISCUSSION BOARDS, WEB CASTS, PODCASTS, WEBINARS FEATURING MUSIC, AUDIO BOOKS AND NEWS BROADCASTS; MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ANNE FARRELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SignalTure

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SIGNAL PROCESSORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

iListen

THE MARK CONSISTS OF ILISTEN IN THE FORM OF A LOWER CASE "i" FOLLOWED BY AN UPPERCASE "L" AND LOWERCASE "isten".

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO PROVIDE VOICE RECOGNITION CAPABILITIES FOR COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


COLLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
XONCA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MultiPage

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS INSTRUMENTS AND COMPONENTS, NAMELY, DIGITAL TRANSMITTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LEVEL SCOUT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LEVEL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SUBMERSIBLE INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN DETECTING, MEASURING, AND LOGGING WATER LEVELS, TEMPERATURE, AND PRESSURE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DATA SCOUT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH REMOTE WATER DETECTING AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS TO ALLOW USERS TO RECEIVE, RECORD, AND ANALYZE REAL-TIME DATA FROM A NETWORK OF TRANSDUCERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOUCHMASTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS RECORDED ON CARTRIDGES, DISCS, CD-ROMS, CASSETTES, TAPES AND MINI DISCS; VIDEO AND COMPUTER GAMES SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MODMAKER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-042,479. COMPUTER SOLUTIONS, INC., MIAMI LAKES, FL. FILED 11-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-042,519. VHAYU TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, LOS GATOS, CA. FILED 11-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING AND ANALYZING REAL-TIME DATA FOR USE BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-042,549. EDHLUND, JOSEPH WILLIAM, BARRIGADA, GUAM, FILED 11-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER USED TO LOCATE LOST PETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRINTING FONTS THAT CAN BE DOWNLOADED PROVIDED BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION; TYPEFACE FONTS RECORDED ON MAGNETIC MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-042,674. INITIATIVE FOUNDATION, LITTLE FALLS, MN. FILED 11-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EARPHONE SETS FOR HEARING PROTECTION; EARPHONE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM COMPRISING A TRANSMITTER, A RECEIVER, AND EARPHONES FOR USE IN TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING OF INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUBLICATIONS IN ELECTRONIC FORMAT, NAMELY, BOOKS, BOOKLETS, MAGAZINES, AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF GAMES, EDUCATION, CHILDREN, LANGUAGE AND WORLD CULTURE; CD ROMS, DVDS, FLOPPY DISKS AND OTHER DATA CARRIERS, NAMELY, VIDEO DISKS, VIDEO CASSETTES, AND DIGITAL AUDIO CASSETTES, ALL PRE-RECORDED AND FEATURING DATA AND INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF GAMES, EDUCATION, CHILDREN, LANGUAGE AND WORLD CULTURE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS.Recorded ON DATA MEDIA (SOFTWARE) DESIGNED FOR USE IN CONSTRUCTION AND AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING (CAD/CAM) (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,069,383, 3,149,669 AND OTHERS.
FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING EROTICA AND SEXUALLY ORIENTED STORIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-042,781. TRIALSOFT TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT AND INTEGRATION OF LITIGATION DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-043,007. PAGECOMM INTERNATIONAL INC., SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ACCESSORIES FOR CELLULAR PHONES AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES, NAMELY, CELLULAR TELEPHONE CARRYING CASES, CELL PHONE CHARGERS, ANTENNAS, BATTERIES, AND CELLULAR TELEPHONE HOLDERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,070. MACLEE MICROSYSTEMS, LLC, MIAMI BEACH, FL. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS (CPU); COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER NETWORKING HARDWARE; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR SEARCHING THE CONTENTS OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS BY REMOTE CONTROL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,076. VIVID ENTERTAINMENT, LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,069,383, 3,149,669 AND OTHERS.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT AND INTEGRATION OF LITIGATION DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Sn 77-043,076. VIVID ENTERTAINMENT, LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,069,383, 3,149,669 AND OTHERS.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT AND INTEGRATION OF LITIGATION DATABASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
The Color(s) Yellow, Red, Blue, Black, and White is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. The mark consists of the text "Photographic" which has no space between "Photo" and "Graphic." The text "Photographic" has a black outline and is a yellow gradient. "Blender" has a black outline and red gradient. There are two light flares layered behind the text which are black with white borders. There are two photos layered behind the text. For digital photo frames for displaying digital pictures, video clips and music; downloadable MP3 files, MP3 recordings, online discussion boards, web casts, pod casts, webinars featuring music, audio books and news broadcasts; downloadable multimedia file containing artwork, text, audio, video, games, and internet web links relating to personalized photo slideshows; musical video recordings (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Kelley Wells, Examining Attorney

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. For computer software for processing digital music files (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38). First Use 3-1-2006; in commerce 3-1-2006.

Timothy Finnegan, Examining Attorney

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. For computer software for use in programming, data collection, data storage; data analysis and report generation of open channel flow meters and wastewater sampler products (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Howard B. Levine, Examining Attorney

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. For compiler software (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38). First Use 10-1-2006; in commerce 10-1-2006.

David I, Examining Attorney
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-043,720. NELSON ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERS, INC., PLANO, TX. FILED 11-14-2006.

TELACLAIM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC FORMS FOR BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS IN THE FIELD OF ENGINEERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2001.
CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,907. LANNOM INCORPORATED, PEMBROKE PINES, FL. FILED 11-14-2006.

You Are A Genius

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHILDREN’S EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
REBECCAH GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DataSwarm

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMMUNICATING WITH USERS OF HAND-HELD COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER SYSTEM AND APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT, DEPLOYMENT AND MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WIRELESS CONTENT DELIVERY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS FOR THE CREATION OF MOBILE INTERNET APPLICATIONS AND CLIENT INTERFACES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-6-2006.
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MovAlyzeR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR HUMAN MOVEMENT MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED MECHANICAL IRIS WITH SIX GREEN BLADES.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING OF DATA FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ZBOOST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, WIRELESS RepeatERS AND ASSOCIATED ANTENNAS AND CABLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-16-2006.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL KIT FOR CREATING A FUNCTIONING FUEL CELL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.
DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "READING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTIONAL AND INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS FOR TEACHING READING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,230. PAXIOM INC., MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA. FILED 11-16-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE, ORANGE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF COMBI IN BLUE SCALE IN ORANGE (ON 45 DEGREE ANGLE).
FOR SCALES; WEIGHING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SCALES AND BALANCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,430. IOMAX USA, DENVER, NC. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TACTICAL DIGITAL DIRECTION FINDING EQUIPMENT FOR THE 850/1900 BAND AND 900/1800 BAND CONSISTING OF ELECTRONIC DIRECTION FINDING RECEIVERS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS AND ANTENNA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "READING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTIONAL AND INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS FOR TEACHING READING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,430. IOMAX USA, DENVER, NC. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TACTICAL DIGITAL DIRECTION FINDING EQUIPMENT FOR THE 850/1900 BAND AND 900/1800 BAND CONSISTING OF ELECTRONIC DIRECTION FINDING RECEIVERS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS AND ANTENNA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-045,772. DAKOTA SCIENCES, LLC, SIOUX FALLS, SD. FILED 11-16-2006.

DAKOTA SCIENCES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SCIENCES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR CONTACT LENSES; OPHTHALMIC LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-045,813. LANDAUER, INC., GLENWOOD, IL. FILED 11-16-2006.

INLIGHT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOSIMETERS AND DOSIMETRY READERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2002.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-045,900. NIEHAUS, ROBERT, PORTLAND, OR. FILED 11-16-2006.

ZIPSLEEVE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,787,694.
FOR PROTECTIVE COVERS FOR BUNDLES OF ELECTRICAL CORDS AND WIRES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MANDARIN M3

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,401,481.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR LIBRARY AUTOMATION SYSTEM INCLUDING CATALOGING, CONTROLLING CIRCULATION OF BOOKS, AND CODING SAME FOR ENTRY INTO SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MatDesigner

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS MD SITUATED ABOVE THE WORD "MATDESIGNER".
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROGRAMMING AND CONTROLLING COMPUTER-CONTROLLED MACHINES FOR CUTTING MATS USED IN PICTURE FRAMING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ExpertImage

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "EXPERTIMAGE".
FOR DOCUMENT AND IMAGE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE DESIGNED TO AID IN THE CAPTURE, STORAGE, AND RETRIEVAL OF SCANNED DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
KATHERINE CONNOLLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-046,425. LINCOLN GLOBAL, INC., CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

TOTAL S2F
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRIC ARC WELDING COMPONENTS ASSEMBLED AND PACKAGED TOGETHER COMPOSED PRIMARILY OF ELECTRIC ARC WELDERS, WELDING TORCHES, AND CONSUMABLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2005.
EMILY CHUO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RICHFACES
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TAMARA FRAZIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,678. PEMSTAR INC., ROCHESTER, MN. FILED 11-17-2006.

SENSESTAR
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER-BASED TESTING APPARATUS IN THE NATURE OF A SWITCH DESIGN SYSTEM COMPRISED OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR TESTING, RECORDING AND ANALYZING SWITCH CHARACTERISTICS SUCH AS FORCE, TORQUE AND/OR POSITIONAL DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-8-2006.
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

pick up and play
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,151. HEAD FIRST INC, DBA PICK UP AND PLAY, LAGUNA NIGUEL, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

LYCEAXPRESS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONSTRUCTING, DEPLOYING AND MANAGING CUSTOMIZED ONLINE TEACHING AND LEARNING APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TrueVue
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SCREEN PROTECTORS FOR ELECTRONIC LCD DISPLAY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-047,564. HOPKINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, EMPORIA, KS. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TOWING SOLUTIONS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TRAILER WIRING KITS COMPRISING ELECTRICAL WIRES, WIRING HARNESSES, TAILLIGHT CONVERTERS, CIRCUIT BREAKERS, ADAPTERS, AND TRAILER CONNECTORS, SOLD INDIVIDUALLY AND AS A UNIT; TRAILER WIRING ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CIRCUIT GUARDIANS, BRAKE CONTROLS, BRAKE CONTROL CONNECTORS, POWER ADAPTERS, TRAILER PLUGS, TRAILER SOCKETS, MOUNTING BRACKETS, CONVERSION BULBS, CIRCUIT TESTERS, DUST COVERS FOR TRAILER WIRING ACCESSORIES, SPLICE CONNECTORS, AND TAILLIGHT CONVERTERS; PORTABLE AND SELF-CONTAINED VEHICLE SAFETY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BACK-UP CAMERAS AND SENSORS TO PROVIDE VEHICLE OPERATORS WITH ENHANCED VISIBILITY AND SAFETY; DEER ALERTS; AND TIRE PRESSURE MONITORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.

TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOPKINS TOWING SOLUTIONS

SN 77-047,756. TUCKER MUSIC INCORPORATED, FUQUAY-VARINA, NC. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL MUSIC CDS AND DVDS; DOWNLOADABLE MP3 FILES, MP3 RECORDINGS, ONLINE DISCUSSION BOARDS, WEB CASTS, POD CASTS, WEBINARS FEATURING MUSIC, AUDIO BOOKS AND NEWS BROADCASTS; DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES, GRAPHICS AND MUSIC VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC; CHILDREN'S MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC; VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 10-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-6-2006.

LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

flutterbag

SN 77-048,212. ROTHKOP, JARON, ROYAL OAK, MI. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LAPTOP CARRYING CASES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 10-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-6-2006.

ELLEN BURNS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,224. ADVANCED FLIGHT DECK TRAINING, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRE-RECORDED CD'S AND DVD'S FEATURING AVIATION TRAINING MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ELLEN BURNS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FLYING LIKE THE PROS!

SN 77-047,756. TUCKER MUSIC INCORPORATED, FuQUAY-VARINA, NC. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL MUSIC CDS AND DVDS; DOWNLOADABLE MP3 FILES, MP3 RECORDINGS, ONLINE DISCUSSION BOARDS, WEB CASTS, POD CASTS, WEBINARS FEATURING MUSIC, AUDIO BOOKS AND NEWS BROADCASTS; DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES, GRAPHICS AND MUSIC VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC; CHILDREN'S MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC; VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.

ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Silly Stevie T.
PROHOST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,991,505.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN RESTAU-
RANT SEATING MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36
AND 38).
PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SMOOTHDOME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROTECTIVE HELMETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36
AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-30-2006.
MICHAEL LITZAU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRANSFERMY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR RECORDING,
COMPRESSION AND CONVERTING VIDEO FILES,
FOR USE WITH PORTABLE AND HANDHELD DIGI-
ITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36
AND 38).
DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SOUND-GUARD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EAR PLUGS NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES
(U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANNE FARRELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BUILDING ENVIRONMENTS FOR
LIFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUTOMATIC VALVES; CENTRIFUGAL METER-
ING PUMPS; CIRCULATORS; COMMERCIAL SAFETY
NETS; CONTROL VALVES FOR REGULATING THE
FLOW OF GASES AND LIQUIDS; CONTROLLED VOLUM-
E PUMPS; DECOMPRESSION CHAMBERS; ELECTRIC
CONTROL DEVICES FOR HEATING AND
ENERGY MANAGEMENT; ELECTRIC CONTROL PA-
NELS; ELECTRIC VALVE ACTUATORS; ELECTRIC,
ELECTRONIC, OR ELECTROCHEMICAL OXYGEN
MONITORS AND SENSORS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
USE; ELECTRICAL CONTROLLERS; ELECTRICAL RES-
ISTANCE HEATING WIRES AND ELECTRICAL CON-
TROLLERS THEREFOR; ELECTRONIC ANIMAL
CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS; ELECTRONIC ANIMAL
IDENTIFICATION APPARATUS; ELECTRONIC INDIC-
ATOR PANELS; ELECTRONIC SERVO MOTOR CON-
TROLLERS; ELECTRONIC TIMERS; ELECTRONIC VALVES
FOR CONTROLLING GAS OR FLUIDS; EN-
CODED MICRO PARTICULATES, TAGS AND TAG-
GANTS OF PLASTIC, METAL OR SILICATE FOR USE
IN THE FIELD OF PASSIVE LABELING, TRACING OR
TRACKING OF PERSONS, ANIMALS, VEHICLES OR
GOODS OF ANY KIND; FLOW REGULATORS FOR
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL, EDUCA-
TIONAL, ZOOLOGICAL, AND AGRICULTURAL USE;
FLOWMETERS; HYDROMETERS; HYPERBARIC OXY-
GEN CHAMBERS FOR NON-MEDICAL PURPOSES;
LIFE NETS; LIGHTING BALLASTS; LIQUID ANALYZ-
ERS; LIQUID LEVEL SENSORS; MEASURING APPAR-
ATUS FOR TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY LEVELS
IN GASES AND SOLID SUBSTANCES; OZONISERS;
POWER CONTROLLERS; PRESSURE SENSORS;
REFRACTOMETERS; SALINOMETERS; TEMPERATURE
INDICATORS; TEMPERATURE SENSORS; THERMIS-
TORS; THERMOMETERS; THERMOSENSITIVE TEM-
PERATURE INDICATOR STRIPS; THERMOSTATS;
TIMERS; UNDERWATER BREATHING APPARATUS;
WATER FILTER CONTROLLERS; WATER METERS;
WAVEMETERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PHIL OF THE FUTURE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS AND PRE-RECORDED DVDS FEATURING LIVE ACTION ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LUNA DE MIEL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,692,857, 3,128,176 AND OTHERS.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS HONEYMOON.

FOR MACHINE READABLE, MAGNETICALLY AND/OR ELECTRONICALLY ENCODED CARDS, NAMELY, STORED VALUE CARDS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH PAYMENT FOR SERVICES; MAGNETICALLY ENCODED CREDIT CARDS AND DEBIT CARDS; PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, MAGNETICALLY ENCODED; BLANK SMART CARDS; MAGNETIC CODED CARD READERS; PROTECTIVE SAFETY CLOTHING, NAMELY, FIRE RESISTANT AND/OR CHEMICAL RESISTANT AND/OR IRRADIATION RESISTANT AND/OR BACTERIAL RESISTANT COVERALLS, JACKETS, PANTS, GLOVES, CAPS, SHOE PROTECTORS; PROTECTIVE INDUSTRIAL SAFETY FOOTWEAR FOR PROFESSIONAL USE; SAFETY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, REFLECTIVE DISCS TO BE WORN ON THE BODY FOR THE PREVENTION OF TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS; FIRE RESISTANT CLOTHING FOR LIFE-SAVING PURPOSES; FACE PROTECTION SHIELDS; PROTECTIVE GOGGLES AND MASKS FOR WORKERS, NAMELY, PAINTERS; NON-MEDICAL BREATHING APPARATUS FOR WORKERS, NAMELY, PAINTERS; NON-MEDICAL RESPIRATORY MASKS AND RESPIRATORY HOODS FOR WORKERS, NAMELY, PAINTERS; GLASSES FOR PROTECTIVE GOGGLES, FACE SHIELDS, AND MASKS FOR WORKERS, NAMELY, PAINTERS; FILTERS FOR BREATHING APPARATUS; RESPIRATORY MASKS, AND RESPIRATORY HOODS FOR WORKERS, NAMELY, PAINTERS; RIDING HELMETS; SAFETY HELMETS FOR SPORTS; OPTICAL GOODS, NAMELY, SPECTACLES; PROTECTIVE SPECULACULAR SPECTACLES; SPECTACULARS FOR PRACTICING MOTORIZED SPORTS, SPECTACULARS FOR PRACTICING BIKING, SKIING, AND SURFING; SUNGLASSES, EYEGLASSES, SPORT GLASSES, CONTACT LENSES, CASES FOR CONTACT LENSES, SPECTACLE FRAMES, SPECTACLE CASES; SPECTACLE CHAINS; PROTECTIVE SPORTS FACE MASKS FOR PRACTICING BIKING, SKIING, AND SURFING; MAN OVERBOARD LIFESAVING APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, LIFE BUOYS, RESCUE FIRE ESCAPE LADDERS, PERSONAL FLOTATION DEVICES, AND COMMERCIAL SAFETY NETS; LIFE-SAVING APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, LIFE SAVING RAFTS; SAFETY HARNESS OTHER THAN FOR VEHICLE SEATS AND SPORTS EQUIPMENT; SAFETY ELASTIC HARNESS OTHER THAN FOR VEHICLES OR SPORTS PURPOSES; FALL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT FOR FALL ARREST FOR PERSONS WORKING IN HIGH PLACES AND TREES, NAMELY, BARS, ANCHORS, HARNESS, LINES, LANYARDS, KARABINERS AND ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS; SAFETY RESTRAINTS OTHER THAN FOR VEHICLE SEATS OR SPORTS EQUIPMENT; FALL ARREST APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, NAMELY, FALL-ARREST LIFELINES FASTENED ALONG BUILDING WALLS AND FALL-ARREST ATTACHMENT LANYARDS; LIFE BELTS; LIFEJACKETS; LIFEJACKETS FOR SWIMMING; MARKER BUOYS; SIGNALING BUOYS; MEASURING RULES; INSTRUMENTS CONTAINING EYEPIECES, NAMELY, PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS, DIGITAL CAMERAS, PHOTOGRAPHIC POCKET CAMERAS, PHOTOGRAPHIC INSTANT CAMERAS, BINOCLUAR CAMERAS, DIGI CAMS; CALCULATORS; COMPUTER SCREENSAVERS; SOFTWARE; ELECTRIC SWITCH PLATES; PORCELAIN DECORATIVE MAGNETS; CASES FOR TELEPHONES AND CAMERAS; MOTION PICTURE FILMS, VIDEO RECORDING APPARATUS, NAMELY, CALLER IDENTIFICATION BOXES, DIAL-TONES, TELETYPEWRITERS AND PARTS THEREFORE, TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES, TELPROMPTERS; TELETYPEWRITERS AND PARTS THEREFORE, NAMELY, CALLER IDENTIFICATION BOXES, DIALING ASSEMBLIES, TELEPHONE UNITS, AUDIO OPERATED RELAYS, AUDIO AND VIDEO SIGNAL AND CONTROL SIGNAL AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT TELE-METERS; WIRELESS AND CELLULAR TELEPHONES, AND RADIO PAGERS; INDUSTRIAL MACHINES; BLANK COMPUTER DISCS; BLANK DVDS; CD AND DVD PLAYERS; PORTABLE DEVICES, NAMELY, LAPTOPS, HANDHELD COMPUTERS,
CLASS 9—(Continued).

And pocket computers for taking notes, wireless fax machines, Palm pilots; excluding pre-recorded CD-Audio, CD-ROM, DVD and DVD-ROM media featuring travel which promotes the goods and services of others; excluding reconfigurable casino and lottery gaming equipment, namely, slot machines, and operational computer game software thereof; excluding pre-recorded video tapes and DVDs featuring customers in a simulated television screen test (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Warren L. Olandria, Examining Attorney

---


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.


For computer software for facilitating an integrated automated manufacturing system, including bill of materials processing, and the planning and tracking of sales orders, work orders, purchase orders and inventories (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).


Aretha Somerville, Examining Attorney

---

SN 77-050,848. TVPaint Development Sarl, Mai-zières Les Metz, France, Filed 11-27-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.


For computer chassis feature for custom configuration of lighting (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

First Use 7-27-2006; in Commerce 7-27-2006.

Matthew McDoell, Examining Attorney

---


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For security systems comprised of electronic sensors, anti-intrusion alarms, readers, keypads, handsets, consoles, computers, and communications and power units for residential and commercial use (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

Barbara Brown, Examining Attorney

---

SN 77-052,613. NC Software, Inc., Wilmington, DE. Filed 11-29-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Logbook", apart from the mark as shown.

For computer software for managing and analyzing information in the field of aviation (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

First Use 3-1-1998; in Commerce 3-1-1998.

Aretha Somerville, Examining Attorney

---

SN 77-052,628. Alienware Corporation, Miami, FL. Filed 11-29-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.


For computer software for custom configuration of lighting (U.S. Cls. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

First Use 7-27-2006; in Commerce 7-27-2006.

Matthew McDoell, Examining Attorney
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-053,114. CABOT SAFETY INTERMEDIATE CORPORATION, NEWARK, DE. FILED 11-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,020,017.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PLUGS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR EAR PLUGS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MICHAEL GAAFAR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-055,301. DIGITAL RAPIDS CORPORATION, MARKHAM, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 12-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR THE RECORDING, ENCODING, TRANSCODING, EDITING, CONVERSION, PROCESSING, OUTPUT AND PLAYBACK OF VIDEO, AUDIO, IMAGES AND ASSOCIATED DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-056,146. SPX CORPORATION, CHARLOTTE, NC. FILED 12-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF AUDIO SPEAKERS, AND ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING, NAMELY, CD PLAYERS, RADIOS, SATELLITE RADIOS, SOLAR POWERED LIGHT FIXTURES AND WATER FOUNTAINS, FOR USE WITH ABOVE GROUND SWIMMING POOLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-058,364. COMPUTECH SYSTEMS, INC., CHARLOTTE HALL, MD. FILED 12-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EGT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR TEMPERATURE SENSORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-059,779. THOMAS & BETTS INTERNATIONAL, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 12-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR THERMAL PRINTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-061,478. HOFFINGER INDUSTRIES, INC., WEST HELENA, AR. FILED 12-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS, NAMELY, HAND HELD COMPUTERS FOR TROUBLE SHOOTING VEHICLE OPERATING SYSTEMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF DIAGNOSING VEHICLE MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NAPOLEON SHARMA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-065,301. DIGITAL RAPIDS CORPORATION, MARKHAM, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 12-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR THE RECORDING, ENCODING, TRANSCODING, EDITING, CONVERSION, PROCESSING, OUTPUT AND PLAYBACK OF VIDEO, AUDIO, IMAGES AND ASSOCIATED DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-056,146. SPX CORPORATION, CHARLOTTE, NC. FILED 12-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VEHICLE DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS, NAMELY, HAND HELD COMPUTERS FOR TROUBLE SHOOTING VEHICLE OPERATING SYSTEMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF DIAGNOSING VEHICLE MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NAPOLEON SHARMA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-061,478. HOFFINGER INDUSTRIES, INC., WEST HELENA, AR. FILED 12-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR THERMAL PRINTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-061,478. HOFFINGER INDUSTRIES, INC., WEST HELENA, AR. FILED 12-11-2006.
SURESTACK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LIQUID HANDLING DEVICES, NAMELY, PIPETTE TIPS, PIPETTE TIP RACKS AND PLATES FOR SCIENTIFIC, LABORATORY AND MEDICAL RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KYLE PEEPE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

4595

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,206,875.
FOR PHOTOCOPIERS, LASER PRINTERS, COMPUTER PRINTERS, MULTIFUNCTIONAL DEVICES COMPOSED OF ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING: PHOTOCOPIER, LASER PRINTER, FAX, OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION SCANNER, PARTS THEREOF FOR ALL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Infinity

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BALLAST FOR HORTICULTURE GROW LAMPS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Amzer

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONES, MP3 PLAYERS, BATTERY CHARGERS, HEADSETS FOR TELEPHONES, CHARGING APPLIANCES FOR RECHARGEABLE EQUIPMENT, LEATHER CASES FOR TELEPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONES, MP3 PLAYERS, BATTERY CHARGERS, HEADSETS FOR TELEPHONES, CHARGING APPLIANCES FOR RECHARGEABLE EQUIPMENT, LEATHER CASES FOR TELEPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-066,678. KUSTOM MUSICAL AMPLIFICATION INC., HEBRON, KY. FILED 12-18-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPEAKERS AND AMPLIFIERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 77-073,079. IPSWITCH, INC., LEXINGTON, MA. FILED 12-29-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
ANNE FARRELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO ENABLE THE CREATION, STORAGE, MANIPULATION, CONVERSION, TRANSMISSION, BROADCASTING, TRANSFER, UPLOADING, POSTING, RETRIEVAL, VIEWING, PRINTING, SHARING, PLAYING, INTERACTION WITH, EDITING AND ANNOTATION OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, VIDEOS OR INFORMATION OVER THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; DOWNLOADABLE MULTIMEDIA FILES CONTAINING ARTWORK, RING TONES, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, AND GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2004.
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS; OPERATING SYSTEM PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-076,306. KONAMI AUSTRALIA PTY LTD, BOTANY, NSW, AUSTRALIA, FILED 1-4-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INC., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; GAMING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SLOT MACHINES WITH OR WITHOUT VIDEO OUTPUT; GAMING MACHINES; MACHINES FOR PLAYING GAMES OF CHANCE; SLOT MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-077,750. BROOKSTONE PURCHASING, INC., MERRIMACK, NH. FILED 1-8-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUDIO SPEAKERS; MP3 PLAYERS; PROTECTIVE CARRYING CASES FOR PORTABLE MUSIC PLAYERS NAMELY MP3 PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-8-2007; IN COMMERCE 1-8-2007.
JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CARRYING CASES SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR POCKET CALCULATORS AND CELLPHONES; CASES FOR MOBILE PHONES; CASES FOR TELEPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-084,591. LASERSHIELD SYSTEMS, INC., LAS CRUCES, NM. FILED 1-17-2007.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RELIABLE VOIP SECURITY MONITORING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED SPARROW AND THE WORDING SPARROW RELIABLE VOIP SECURITY MONITORING.
FOR BURGLAR ALARMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

askPLUTO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VFA.AUDITOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,372,552, 2,996,845 AND OTHERS.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR FACILITY AND REAL PROPERTY ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VERSALITE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC WIRE AND CABLES AND FIBER OPTIC CABLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JACLYN KIDWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROCKS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE STORAGE, ARCHIVING, COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, BOOKMARKING, TRANSMISSION AND SHARING OF DIGITAL DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-3-2000; IN COMMERCE 11-3-2000.
JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOREST AUDIO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUDIO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR AUDIO EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIERS, MUSICAL INSTRUMENT PREAMPLIFIERS, POWER AMPLIFIERS, HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS, STUDIO MONITOR SPEAKER SWITCHERS, EQUALIZERS, GATES, LIMITERS, DUCKERS, COMPRESSORS, VOICE PROCESSORS, DYNAMIC PROCESSORS, ANALOG AND DIGITAL SIGNAL AND EFFECTS PROCESSORS, DIRECT SIGNAL BOXES, AND INSTRUCTION MANUALS, SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-096,791. 3M COMPANY, ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 2-1-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,414,059.
FOR WELDING HELMETS, FACE-PROTECTION
SHIELDS, AND PROTECTIVE GLASS FOR WELDING
HELMETS AND FACE-PROTECTION SHIELDS (U.S.
CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-30-1985; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1985.
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-100,379. CHYRON CORPORATION, MELVILLE, NY.
FILED 2-6-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE FOR ENABLING COMMUNICA-
TION, CONTENT DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL
AMONG BROADCAST GRAPHICS HARDWARE (U.S.
CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-100,744. LEVI, RAY & SHOUP, INC., SPRINGFIELD,
IL. FILED 2-6-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,084,616, 2,201,656 AND
3,002,433.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR AR-
CHIVING AND REPORT MANAGEMENT THAT ALLOW
USERS TO IMPORT, EXPORT, INDEX, COMPRESS AND
ENCRYPT DOCUMENTS FOR QUICK AND SECURE
ACCESS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
B. PARADEwelAI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-101,487. OMETRIC CORPORATION, COLUMBIA, SC.
FILED 2-7-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,200,201.
FOR OPTICAL COMPUTING PRODUCTS, NAMELY,
OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY MEASUREMENT DEVICES
FOR PRODUCT QUALITY CONTROL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23,
26, 36 AND 38).
SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-103,036. DIVERGENT ENTERTAINMENT, INC., NEW
SMYRNA BEACH, FL. FILED 2-8-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS AND INTER-
ACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS FEATURING
EMERGENCY SERVICE TRAINING SIMULATIONS
(U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NATALIE POLZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-105,416. AUDIO IMPRESSIONS, INC., HIDDEN
HILLS, CA. FILED 2-12-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOUND SAMPLE LIBRARIES RECORDED ON
ELECTRONIC MEMORY, DVDS, CDS, HARD DRIVES
AND TAPES; MUSIC SCORING PROCESSORS; AUDIO
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTER
HARDWARE AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR
AUDIO PRODUCTION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR
PLAYING AUDIO SAMPLES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTION; COMPUTER
SOFTWARE FOR AUDIO ORCHESTRATION; COMPU-
TER SOFTWARE FOR DIGITAL AND AUDIO SOUND
PRODUCTION AND EDITING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE
FOR MUSIC NOTATION AND SEQUENCING (U.S. CLS.
21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHERINE CONNOLLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 77-105,433. AUDIO IMPRESSIONS, INC., HIDDEN HILLS, CA. FILED 2-12-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED Ai ON A SPLOTCHY BLACK SQUARE BACKGROUND.

FOR SOUND SAMPLE LIBRARIES RECORDED ON ELECTRONIC MEMORY, DVDS, CDS, HARD DRIVES AND TAPES; MUSIC SCORING ProcessORS; AUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR AUDIO PRODUCTION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PLAYING AUDIO SAMPLES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUDIO ORCHESTRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DIGITAL AND AUDIO SOUND PRODUCTION AND EDITING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MUSIC NOTATION AND SEQUENCING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KATHERINE CONNOLLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRICE IS RIGHT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,505,555, 3,112,576 AND OTHERS.

FOR INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; VIDEO GAME DISCS; VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH EXTERNAL DISPLAY SCREEN OR MONITOR; VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-120,784. MOTOROLA, INC., SCHAUMBURG, IL. FILED 4-10-2002.

INTELLICHARGE

FOR BATTERY CHARGERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 12-8-1997; IN COMMERCE 12-8-1997.

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


APEX

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,170,192.

FOR DIGITAL CAMERAS AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-20-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2002.

STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOGO LIGHTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SOLAR POWERED ILLUMINATED SIGNS INTEGRATING A SELF SUFFICIENT POWER SOURCE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-20-1997; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2003.

GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-398,337. COAXSYS INCORPORATED, LOS GATOS, CA. FILED 4-8-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, NAMELY, AUDIO SPEAKERS, DIGITAL HDTV TUNERS, ATSC SET TOP BOXES; MP3 PLAYERS, NAMELY, MP3 PLAYERS AND MP3 PLAYERS WITH KARAOKE FUNCTIONS; TELEVISION SETS, NAMELY, LCD TELEVISIONS AND COMBINED LCD TELEVISIONS WITH DVD, DIVX, ATSC, READ AND WRITE DVD, AND KARAOKE FUNCTIONS; DVD PLAYERS, NAMELY, DVD PLAYERS, DVD DIVX PLAYERS, DVD HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS COMPRISING DVD PLAYERS, MONITORS AND SPEAKERS, DVD HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS COMPRISING DVD PLAYERS, MONITORS AND SPEAKERS WITH KARAOKE AND DIVX FUNCTIONS, PORTABLE DVD PLAYERS, DVD PLAYERS WITH KARAOKE AND DIVX FUNCTIONS, DVD PLAYERS WITH READ AND WRITE FUNCTIONS, AND CAR DVD PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS, ENHANCED COMPACT DISCS, SUPER AUDIO COMPACT DISCS, PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES, VIDEO TAPES, DIGITAL VERSATILE DISCS, CD-ROMS AND VIDEO COMPACT DISCS ALL FEATURING MUSIC AND MUSICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-599,424. COMPROD COMMUNICATIONS LTÉE, BOUCHERVILLE, CANADA, FILED 3-31-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RADIO HYBRID TRANSMITTER COMBINED FILTER SYSTEM COMPRISED OF TWO-WAY RADIO TRANSMITTERS ONLY, FOR USE IN ISOLATING CLOSE FREQUENCY FROM ONE RADIO TO ANOTHER ON THE SAME ANTENNA SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JILL PRATER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-599,424. COMPROD COMMUNICATIONS LTÉE, BOUCHERVILLE, CANADA, FILED 3-31-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RADIO HYBRID TRANSMITTER COMBINED FILTER SYSTEM COMPRISED OF TWO-WAY RADIO TRANSMITTERS ONLY, FOR USE IN ISOLATING CLOSE FREQUENCY FROM ONE RADIO TO ANOTHER ON THE SAME ANTENNA SYSTEM (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JILL PRATER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE CAPTURE FOR USE BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND WHICH CREATES AN INDEXED NON-EDITABLE 128-BIT ENCRYPTED DOCUMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2004.
TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE CAPTURE FOR USE BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND WHICH CREATES AN INDEXED NON-EDITABLE 128-BIT ENCRYPTED DOCUMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2004.
TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-621,905. UPTURN SOLUTIONS, INC., ST. GEORGE, UT. FILED 5-3-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE TO MANAGE FACILITY WORK ASSIGNMENTS, MANAGE FACILITY MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT, PROVIDE TIME AND MATERIALS ESTIMATION FUNCTIONS, REPORTING, AND EXTENDED FACILITY MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NAPOLEON SHARMA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-621,905. UPTURN SOLUTIONS, INC., ST. GEORGE, UT. FILED 5-3-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE TO MANAGE FACILITY WORK ASSIGNMENTS, MANAGE FACILITY MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT, PROVIDE TIME AND MATERIALS ESTIMATION FUNCTIONS, REPORTING, AND EXTENDED FACILITY MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NAPOLEON SHARMA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-642,326. ZAPIT GAMES INC., BURLINGTON, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 6-2-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1258024, FILED 5-17-2005, REG. NO. TMA674,912, DATED 10-16-2006, EXPIRES 10-16-2021.
FOR VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH A MONITOR OR A TELEVISION; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME EQUIPMENT CONTAINING MEMORY DEVICES, NAMELY DISCS; VIDEO GAME MACHINE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, VIDEO GAME CONTROLLERS, VIDEO GAME JOYSTICKS, GAME PADS, COMPUTER MOUSE, MOUSE PADS, ELECTRIC CABLES, AND MEMORY DEVICES; OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER UTILITY PROGRAMS FOR USE THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
NAAKWAMA ANKRHAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR SOUND CAPTURE, GENERATION, AMPLIFICATION, AND REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS CONFIGURED FOR DIRECTIONAL SOUND PROJECTION, NAMELY, DIRECTIONAL HAILING AND WARNING LOUDSPEAKER DEVICES, PARAMETRIC EMISSARY DEVICES FOR DIRECTIONAL SOUND PROJECTION, AND LOUDSPEAKERS HAVING DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-30-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-644,889. AELITIS, LE MESNIL LE ROI, FRANCE, FILED 6-7-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.
RAMONA ORTIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR SOUND CAPTURE, GENERATION, AMPLIFICATION, AND REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS CONFIGURED FOR DIRECTIONAL SOUND PROJECTION, NAMELY, DIRECTIONAL HAILING AND WARNING LOUDSPEAKER DEVICES, PARAMETRIC EMISSARY DEVICES FOR DIRECTIONAL SOUND PROJECTION, AND LOUDSPEAKERS HAVING DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-30-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-652,893. MOELLER GEBAUDEAUTOMATION KG, 3943 SCHREMS, AUSTRIA, FILED 6-17-2005.
FOR CIRCUIT BREAKERS; AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT BREAKERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-668,813. CARL ZEISS AG, OBERKOCHEN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-12-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 615,725, 3,025,261 AND OTHERS.
FOR OPTICAL SPECTROMETERS AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GROMA

Azureus

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.
RAMONA ORTIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

F&G

GROMA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATA DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.
RAMONA ORTIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-669,150. MARK LEWIS, DBA CORPORATE CONSULTANTS, PORT DOVER, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 7-13-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1262088, FILED 6-21-2005, REG. NO. TMA673079, DATED 10-17-2006, EXPIRES 10-17-2021.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BOX OFFICE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR BOX OFFICE MANAGEMENT AND TICKETING, NAMELY, FULLY INTEGRATED TICKETING OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR PERFORMANCES, PRESENTATION, DISPLAYS, SHOWS AND EVENTS OF AN ARTISTIC, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTS, PUBLIC INTEREST AND EDUCATIONAL NATURE THAT OCCUR AT PRIVATE AND PUBLIC, INDOOR AND OUTDOOR FACILITIES, ARENAS, STADIUMS, THEATERS, CONCERT HALLS, CASINOS, FAIRS, FESTIVALS, AUDITORIUMS, TOURIST ATTRACTIONS, RACEWAYS, MUSEUMS, HIGH SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, PLACES OF WORSHIP AND RODEOS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-30-1994; IN COMMERCE 5-31-1995.
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OCS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS FOR INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH INDUSTRIAL MACHINES, ELECTRIC MOTORS AND ELECTRIC GENERATORS, AND ELECTRO-ROMATIC CONTROLS FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH INDUSTRIAL MACHINES, ELECTRIC MOTORS AND ELECTRIC GENERATORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOME GATEWAY FOR COMMUNICATION VIA POWER LINES, NAMELY, A HARDWARE INTERFACE UNIT FOR CONNECTION TO BROADBAND NETWORKS AND POWER LINES OR FIXED WIRE LINES WHICH CONVERTS SIGNALS RECEIVED FROM SUCH NETWORKS FOR DISTRIBUTION VIA POWER LINES OR FIXED WIRE LINES TO ONE OR MORE MODEMS; BI-DIRECTIONAL REPEATERS FOR COMMUNICATION VIA POWER LINES, NAMELY, HARDWARE UNITS WHICH RECEIVE BROADBAND SIGNALS VIA POWER LINES AND FIXED WIRE LINES AND REPRODUCES THEM FOR TRANSMISSION TO MODEMS AND VICE-VERSA; MODEMS FOR COMMUNICATION VIA POWER LINES OR FIXED WIRE LINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON REPUBLIC OF KOREA APPLICATION NO. 40-2005-0032, FILED 7-11-2005, REG. NO. 0665716, DATED 6-12-2006, EXPIRES 6-12-2016.
FOR SCIENTIFIC MEASURING APPARATUS AND COMPUTER EQUIPMENT, NAMELY COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR SIMULATION ACCELERATION, ANALYSIS, DIAGNOSIS, STORAGE, VERIFICATION AND TESTING OF SEMICONDUCTORS, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND CIRCUIT BOARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BOX OFFICE XPRESS

OCS

TOYONETz

VERIFIAN
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN DEVELOPING INTERACTIVE WEB-BASED TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS TRAINING, BUSINESS SKILLS EDUCATION, AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN NUCLEIC ACID AND PROTEIN SEQUENCE ANALYSIS, SEGMENTING, AND ANNOTATION IN THE FIELDS OF BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL, AND BIOINFORMATICS RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
AMEETTA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-705,012. ESCO TECHNOLOGIES (ASIA) PTE LTD, 486777, SINGAPORE, FILED 9-1-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, BIOLOGICAL SAFETY CABINETS, SAFETY CABINETS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, FUME CUPBOARDS FOR LABORATORY USE, FURNITURE ADAPTED FOR LABORATORY USE, LABORATORY CENTRIFUGES, ELECTRICAL INCUBATORS FOR LABORATORY USE, INCUBATORS FOR BACTERIA CULTURE, INCUBATORS FOR LABORATORY USE, INSTRUMENTS FOR NUCLEIC ACID POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTIONS, PROTECTIVE GARMENTS FOR USE IN CLEANROOMS, WEIGHING CABINETS HAVING PROTECTION AND SAFETY FEATURES FOR PRODUCT, OPERATOR AND ENVIRONMENT FOR USE IN LABORATORIES, ULTRALOW TEMPERATURE FREEZERS FOR USE IN LABORATORIES, CARBON DIOXIDE INCUBATORS FOR USE IN LABORATORIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 0-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-708,000. HILLUSA CORPORATION, MIAMI, FL. FILED 9-7-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MD, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SOFTWARE THAT STORES PATIENT CLINICAL RECORDS, NAMELY DATA AND IMAGES, TO BE SENT OVER THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2004.
AMEETTA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-748,006. T ONE INVESTMENTS LTD., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 11-6-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED WORD "METSTYLE" FOLLOWED BY AN EXCLAMATION POINT WITH A STAR CONTOUR UNDER THE VERTICAL BAR AND JAPANESE LETTERING UNDER THE WORD "METSTYLE".

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS METSTYLE.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO ME-DO-SU-DA-I-LU, AND THIS MEANS METSTYLE IN ENGLISH.

FOR BAGS FOR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, NAMELY FOR HANDHELD COMPUTERS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS, CAMERAS AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT, REMOTE CONTROLLERS FOR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, NAMELY LED MONITORS, COMPUTERS, PROJECTORS, PORTABLE AND HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR RECORDING, ORGANIZING, TRANSMITTING, MANIPULATING, AND REVIEWING TEXT, DATA, AUDIO, IMAGE, AND VIDEO FILES, AND MP3 PLAYER; MOUSE PADS; KEYBOARD ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, WRIST RESTS FOR COMPUTER KEYBOARDS; COMPUTER MOUSE; COMPUTER CABLE HUBS; TELEVISION SETS; STEREO EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, COMPOSED OF DVD PLAYERS, AMPLIFIERS, RECEIVERS AND TUNERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT FOR THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY, POINT OF SALE SOFTWARE, NAMELY, MENU PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE FOR THE INPUT OF INFORMATION INTO A MENU DATABASE FOR RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SHANNON TWOHIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT FOR THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY; POINT OF SALE SOFTWARE, NAMELY, MENU PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE FOR THE INPUT OF INFORMATION INTO A MENU DATABASE FOR RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


SHANNON TWOHIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-790,287. MOONDOGGIE TECHNOLOGIES, INC., HENDERSON, NV. FILED 1-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY LAPTOP COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SERVERS, SMARTPHONES AND PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS (PDAS); COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS; AND OTHER COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WORD PROCESSING, FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, MANAGING EMAIL, AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF ACCOUNTING, INVENTORY CONTROL, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, AND ORDER PROCESSING, AS WELL AS MULTI-MEDIA SOFTWARE FOR USE AS A MULTI-MEDIA PLAYER, A STREAMING AUDIO-VISUAL (A/V) PLAYER, IN DOWNLOADING MUSIC AND VIDEO FILES AND FOR OPERATING AN INTERACTIVE INTERFACE FOR WEB-BASED NEWS AND EVENTS, CHAT ROOMS, WEBLOGS (BLOGS) AND AN ONLINE COMMUNITY, AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SUPPLIED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MOONDOGGIE TECHNOLOGIES

SAFECOM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRONIC SAFES INCORPORATING A USE-MONITORING FEATURE FOR USE IN THE HOSPITALITY AND RESORT INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY LAPTOP COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SERVERS, SMARTPHONES AND PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS (PDAS); COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS; AND OTHER COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WORD PROCESSING, FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, MANAGING EMAIL, AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF ACCOUNTING, INVENTORY CONTROL, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, AND ORDER PROCESSING, AS WELL AS MULTI-MEDIA SOFTWARE FOR USE AS A MULTI-MEDIA PLAYER, A STREAMING AUDIO-VISUAL (A/V) PLAYER, IN DOWNLOADING MUSIC AND VIDEO FILES AND FOR OPERATING AN INTERACTIVE INTERFACE FOR WEB-BASED NEWS AND EVENTS, CHAT ROOMS, WEBLOGS (BLOGS) AND AN ONLINE COMMUNITY, AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SUPPLIED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SOLUCIAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY LAPTOP COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SERVERS, SMARTPHONES AND PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS (PDAS); COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS; AND OTHER COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WORD PROCESSING, FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, MANAGING EMAIL, AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF ACCOUNTING, INVENTORY CONTROL, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, AND ORDER PROCESSING, AS WELL AS MULTI-MEDIA SOFTWARE FOR USE AS A MULTI-MEDIA PLAYER, A STREAMING AUDIO-VISUAL (A/V) PLAYER, IN DOWNLOADING MUSIC AND VIDEO FILES AND FOR OPERATING AN INTERACTIVE INTERFACE FOR WEB-BASED NEWS AND EVENTS, CHAT ROOMS, WEBLOGS (BLOGS) AND AN ONLINE COMMUNITY, AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SUPPLIED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-790,335. MOONDoggIE TechnOLOGIEs, INC., HENDERSON, NV. FILEd 1-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTER S IN A HIGHLY STYLIZED FORM SHOWN AS TWO INTERLOCKING OVALS, THE LETTER O SHOWN AS A SOLID BALL, FOLLOWED BY THE CHARACTERs LUCIAN.

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMElY LAPTOP COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SERVERS, SMARTPHONES AND PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS (PDAS); COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMElY, COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS; AND OTHER COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WORD PROCESSING, FOR USE AS A SPREADSHEET, MANAGING EMAIL, AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF ACCOUNTING, INVENTORY CONTROL, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, AND ORDER PROCESSING, AS WELL AS MULTI-MEDIA SOFTWARE FOR USE AS A MULTI-MEDIA PLAYER, A STREAMING AUDIo-VISUAL (A/V) PLAYER, IN DOWNLOADING MUSIC AND VIDEO FILES; AND FOR OPERATING AN INTERACTIVE INTERFACE FOR WEB-BASEd NEWS AND EVENTS, CHAT ROOMS, WEB-BLOGS (BLOGS) AND AN ONLINE COMMUNITY, AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS SUPPLIED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-790,497. SEIKO EPSON KABUSHIKI KAIISHA, TA SEIKO EPSON CORPORATION, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILEd 1-12-2006.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DUAL LENS SYSTEM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING SHOWN IN THE DRAWING IS INTENDED TO REPRESENT SHADING.

FOR IMAGE SCANNERS; COMPUTER PRINTERS; INK JET PRINTERS; LASER PRINTERS; MULTI-FUNCTIOn DIGITAL PRINTERS INCORPORATING COPYING AND/OR SCANNING AND/OR FAXING CAPABILITIES; DIGITAL PRINTERS; BARCODE PRINTERS AND OTHER PRINTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR IMAGE SCANNER CONTROL; PHOTOCOPYING MACHINES; COMPUTER HARDWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR LINEAR SOLID STATE AC ELECTRIC POWER SOURCES, COMPRISED OF ONE OR MORE SWITCHES, AMPLIFIERS AND/OR CONTROLLERS; ELECTRIC POWER CONVERTERS; AND FREQUENCY CONVERTERS TO CHANGE THE FREQUENCY OF ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIED TO ELECTRIC APPLIANCEs AND ELECTRIC MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

First USE 9-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1997.

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LINEAR SOLID STATE AC ELECTRIC POWER SOURCES, COMPRISED OF ONE OR MORE SWITCHES, AMPLIFIERS AND OR CONTROLLERS; ELECTRIC POWER CONVERTERS; AND FREQUENCY CONVERTERS TO CHANGE THE FREQUENCY OF ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIED TO ELECTRIC APPLIANCES AND ELECTRIC MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1993.
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR CONNECTING POWER SOURCES FOR USE IN MILITARY APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-818,828. HUMMINGBIRD LTD., NORTH YORK, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 2-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOFTWARE FOR CONTENT LIFE CYCLE ORGANIZATION AND UTILIZATION BY BUSINESSES AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JUSTINE D. PARKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-822,038. INTER CONTROL HERMANN KÖHLER ELEKTRIK GMBH & CO. KG, NÜRNBERG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 2-23-2006.


FOR ELECTRONIC DATA-, INPUT-, RECORDING AND MONITORING INSTRUMENTS AND DATA STORAGE INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, MULTI-FUNCTIONAL GRAPHIC ENGINE-DATA DISPLAYS FOR DISPLAYING ENGINE INFORMATION AND DIAGNOSTICS DATA, PARTICULARLY FOR MOBILE AND STATIONARY OUTDOOR CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING MACHINES, PARTICULARLY FOR CONNECTION TO COMBUSTION POWER MACHINES HAVING SERIAL DATA-TRANSMISSION AND FOR CONNECTION OF SENSORS HAVING ANALOGUE OR DIGITAL SIGNALS, ASSISTED BY GRAPHICAL DISPLAYS PARTICULARLY FOR CONTROLLING OPERATION DATA HAVING INPUT KEYBOARDS FOR OPERATION DATA AND LIMIT VALUES; SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING THE ABOVE MENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EngiMeter

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-822,466. PROSOFT LEARNING CORPORATION, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 2-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE BY INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES RELATING TO TRAINING COURSES AND SEMINARS COVERING COMPUTER PROGRAMMING TECHNOLOGIES USED IN OR WITH GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 1-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2002.

ADA HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ASSESSPREP
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CLASS 9—(Continued).


DAYNA BROWNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ASSESSPREP

Brought to you by ComputerPREP

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE BY INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES RELATING TO TRAINING COURSES AND SEMINARS COVERING COMPUTER PROGRAMMING TECHNOLOGIES USED IN OR WITH GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 39).

FIRST USE 1-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2002.

ADA HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


FOR FIBERGLASS SAFETY FLAG POLE USED FOR OFF-ROADING SPORTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS OF NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING DATA COLLECTED FROM APPARATUS AND COMPONENTS MADE OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-27-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-12-2006.
HANNO RITTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-828,256. LEARNINGSTATION.COM, INC., CHARLOTTE, NC. FILED 3-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY BOOKS AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR DEVELOPING READING AND LITERACY SKILLS RECORDED ON CD-ROM; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY BOOKS AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR DEVELOPING READING AND LITERACY SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-828,561. AKCESS BIOMETRICS CORPORATION, PALMER, MA. FILED 3-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR BIOMETRIC DEVICES, NAMELY ELECTRONIC LOCKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-21-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-21-2001.
SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-833,030. RAPID SOLUTIONS CORPORATION, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA, FILED 3-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1,292,834, FILED 3-8-2006, REG. NO. TMAB63025, DATED 3-6-2007, EXPIRES 3-6-2022.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO MEASURE WELL INTERFERENCE EFFECTS, DETERMINE RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS, AND MODEL PRODUCTION FORECASTING SCENARIOS FOR THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) RED AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR BLACK APPEARS IN THE BODY OF THE BIRD IN FLIGHT; THE COLOR RED APPEARS IN THE LETTERING "ABF" AND IN THE HORIZONTAL LINES THAT APPEAR ON BOTH SIDES OF THE LETTERING.
FOR BATTERIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-5-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-5-2006.
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For computer software for use in developing, deploying, integrating and managing computer programs across local area, wide area and global computer networks (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-839,735. SCHWEITZER ENGINEERING LABORATORIES, INC., PULLMAN, WA. FILED 3-17-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "MANUFACTURING" apart from the mark as shown.
The name E. O. Schweitzer does not identify a living individual.
For systems and parts therefore used in the production of semiconductors, namely, photomasks; wireless radio frequency generators; printed circuits and power supplies; semi-conducting and semi-insulating and polycrystalline gallium arsenide in the form of wafers; high density interconnectors; electric or electronic sensors for sensing light; opto-electronics, namely, lasers and blank optical discs; flat electric luminescent display panels; radio frequency power devices, namely, radio frequency generators and power supplies; sputtering systems, namely, thin film making sputterers; RF power devices; cathode ray tubes (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "CATHODE", apart from the mark as shown.
For systems and parts therefore used in the production of semiconductors, namely, photomasks; wireless radio frequency generators; printed circuits and power supplies; semi-conducting and semi-insulating and polycrystalline gallium arsenide in the form of wafers; high density interconnectors; electric or electronic sensors for sensing light; opto-electronics, namely, lasers and blank optical discs; flat electric luminescent display panels; radio frequency power devices, namely, radio frequency generators and power supplies; sputtering systems, namely, thin film making sputterers; RF power devices; cathode ray tubes (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-840,867. GRACE INDUSTRIES, INC., FREDONIA, PA. FILED 3-20-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "COMMUNICATOR", apart from the mark as shown.
For personal security alarm, namely, a pocket sized electronic safety device featuring a personal distress alarm combined with a radio transceiver used by firefighters and safety personnel (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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CLASS 9—(Continued).

FOCEST CATHODE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "CATHODE", apart from the mark as shown.
The name E. O. Schweitzer does not identify a living individual.
For electrical power system protectors, in the nature of electrical circuit condition monitoring devices, namely electrical current fault indicators and detectors and electrical voltage indicators and detectors (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).
First use 1-1-1951; in commerce 9-12-2002.
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EVC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PERSONAL SECURITY ALARM, NAMELY, A POCKET SIZED ELECTRONIC SAFETY DEVICE FEATURING A PERSONAL DISTRESS ALARM COMBINED WITH A RADIO TRANSCEIVER USED BY FIREFIGHTERS AND SAFETY PERSONNEL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2002.

DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOME MOVIE DEPOT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME MOVIE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MOVIE TRANSFER EQUIPMENT COMPRISING A FILM PROJECTOR AND DIGITAL CAMERA TO CONVERT THE FILM IMAGE TO A DIGITAL DATA FILE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CULT-HERO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC; MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; PRE-RECORDED CD'S, VIDEO TAPES, LASER DISKS AND DVD'S FEATURING MUSIC; SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2004.

JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

P2

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AUTOMATED FLUID MOVEMENT SYSTEM COMPRISING ELECTRONIC CONTROLS, PERISTALTIC PUMPS, AND AUTOMATED SYRINGE AND BATCH FILLERS, FOR USE IN THE MEDICAL PHARMACY FOR THE FILLING OF PRESCRIPTIONS AND PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ULTRALIFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,849,262.

FOR OPTICAL RECORDING MEDIA, NAMELY, BLANK RECORDABLE CD AND DVD DISKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Everclear

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INTERCOMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-21-2003.

CHARISMA HAMPTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
FOR COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-847,143. COMPUTER TALK TECHNOLOGY, INC., RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 3-27-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,022,341.
FOR COMPUTER SYSTEM COMPRISED OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATING THE TREATMENT OF VARIOUS MEDIA, NAMELY, TELEPHONE CALLS, EMAIL, WEB CHAT, FAX, AND INSTANT MESSAGES AND FOR DISTRIBUTING THESE MULTIMEDIA INTERACTIONS TO CONTACT CENTER AGENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-24-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-17-2002.
MICHAEL LEWIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GRAPHIC SYSTEM SOFTWARE, NAMELY, A CONTROL SYSTEM COMPRISED OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED TO CALIBRATE, MONITOR AND MEASURE THE PRINTING PROCESS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PH SENSORS; ELECTRODES FOR PH SENSORS; AND ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT BOARDS AND CARDS FOR PH SENSORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2006.
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,721,578 AND 1,762,516.
FOR DIAPHRAGM METERING PUMPS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-30-2006.
TRACY WHITTLER-BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-848,807. MOVIE MADE PRODUCTIONS, INC., CARLSBAD, CA. FILED 3-29-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRE-RECORDED CD'S, DVD'S, VIDEO TAPES, AND LASER DISKS, FEATURING MUSIC, SPORTING EVENTS AND AUTO DEMOLITION EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SANDRA MANIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

InterTop

PERph-X

ICE3

CHEM-PRO

ColorPath

AMERICANX
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-848,988. THE NORTHWESTERN CORPORATION, MORRIS, IL. FILED 3-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 511,653 AND 1,565,695.
FOR COIN OPERATED VENDING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARY MUNSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-849,455. CLARK, KORY, BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 3-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-850,598. NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION, SANTA CLARA, CA. FILED 3-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF ENGLISH LETTERS FORMING THE WORD ARRIVE FOLLOWED BY A CIRCULAR DESIGN ELEMENT SHOWING A RIGHT ARROW SIGN INSERTED INTO A CIRCLE WITH CONCENTRIC LINES OF VARYING THICKNESS TARGETING A DOT IN THE CENTER OF THE CIRCLE.
FOR INTEGRATED INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS FOR THE CONTROL AND AUTOMATION OF ELECTRONIC, AUDIO, VIDEO, LIGHTING, SECURITY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL EQUIPMENT, COMPRISING VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF INTEGRATED TOUCH SCREEN OR BUTTON BASED CONTROL PANELS USED FOR HUMAN MACHINE INTERACTION AND TO AUTOMATE ELECTRONIC PROCESSES BASED ON COMPUTER GRAPHIC USER INTERFACES AND GRAPHIC ICONS EITHER STANDARDIZED OR CREATED AND CUSTOMIZED TO SPECIFIC USER AUTOMATION REQUIREMENTS, PROCESSOR CONTROL UNITS, MULTIMEDIA DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES NAMELY FOR DATA, VOICE AND VIDEO SIGNAL MANAGEMENT, SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION AND AUTOMATION OF PROCESSES, WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, WALL PLATES, SWITCH BOXES, DIMMERS, MODULES, WIRES, CABLES, AUTOMATION CABINETS, MOUNTING PLATES, UHF/VHF SIGNAL SPLITTERS, AMPLIFIERS, CAMERA CONTROLLERS, COMPUTER BASED PROCESSORS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE USED FOR THE CONTROL OF VOICE CONTROLLED INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION DEVICES USED FOR BIDIRECTIONAL EXCHANGE OF VIDEO AND VOICE COMMANDS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND DATA NETWORKING HARDWARE, NAMELY DEVICES FOR TRANSPORTING AND AGGREGATING VOICE, DATA, AND VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS ACROSS MULTIPLE NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES AND COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOLS USING SPEECH AND MUSIC, SHADE AND DRAPE CONTROLLERS, RADIO TUNERS, TELEVISION TUNERS; ELECTRICAL NETWORKING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF COMPUTER MAINFRAME, SERVO MOTOR CONTROL UNITS, TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, INTERFACE MODULES AND MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL UNITS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR THE DESIGN, INTEGRATION, INSTALLATION, AND MANAGEMENT OF AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT, LIGHTING SYSTEMS, SECURITY SYSTEMS, AND HEATING, VENTILATION, AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS; COMPUTER AND DATABASE SOFTWARE FOR DESIGNING HUMAN INTERACTIVE TOUCH PANEL AND WEB BASED INTERFACES HOSTED ON WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-13-2006.
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-850,792. VISIONAIRE, DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIR., FILED 3-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF ENGLISH LETTERS FORMING THE WORD ARRIVE FOLLOWED BY A CIRCULAR DESIGN ELEMENT SHOWING A RIGHT ARROW SIGN INSERTED INTO A CIRCLE WITH CONCENTRIC LINES OF VARYING THICKNESS TARGETING A DOT IN THE CENTER OF THE CIRCLE.
FOR INTEGRATED INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS FOR THE CONTROL AND AUTOMATION OF ELECTRONIC, AUDIO, VIDEO, LIGHTING, SECURITY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL EQUIPMENT, COMPRISING VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF INTEGRATED TOUCH SCREEN OR BUTTON BASED CONTROL PANELS USED FOR HUMAN MACHINE INTERACTION AND TO AUTOMATE ELECTRONIC PROCESSES BASED ON COMPUTER GRAPHIC USER INTERFACES AND GRAPHIC ICONS EITHER STANDARDIZED OR CREATED AND CUSTOMIZED TO SPECIFIC USER AUTOMATION REQUIREMENTS, PROCESSOR CONTROL UNITS, MULTIMEDIA DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES NAMELY FOR DATA, VOICE AND VIDEO SIGNAL MANAGEMENT, SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION AND AUTOMATION OF PROCESSES, WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, WALL PLATES, SWITCH BOXES, DIMMERS, MODULES, WIRES, CABLES, AUTOMATION CABINETS, MOUNTING PLATES, UHF/VHF SIGNAL SPLITTERS, AMPLIFIERS, CAMERA CONTROLLERS, COMPUTER BASED PROCESSORS, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE USED FOR THE CONTROL OF VOICE CONTROLLED INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION DEVICES USED FOR BIDIRECTIONAL EXCHANGE OF VIDEO AND VOICE COMMANDS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND DATA NETWORKING HARDWARE, NAMELY DEVICES FOR TRANSPORTING AND AGGREGATING VOICE, DATA, AND VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS ACROSS MULTIPLE NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES AND COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOLS USING SPEECH AND MUSIC, SHADE AND DRAPE CONTROLLERS, RADIO TUNERS, TELEVISION TUNERS; ELECTRICAL NETWORKING SYSTEMS, NAMELY, VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF COMPUTER MAINFRAME, SERVO MOTOR CONTROL UNITS, TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS, INTERFACE MODULES AND MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL UNITS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR THE DESIGN, INTEGRATION, INSTALLATION, AND MANAGEMENT OF AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT, LIGHTING SYSTEMS, SECURITY SYSTEMS, AND HEATING, VENTILATION, AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS; COMPUTER AND DATABASE SOFTWARE FOR DESIGNING HUMAN INTERACTIVE TOUCH PANEL AND WEB BASED INTERFACES HOSTED ON WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-13-2006.
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-851,965. KELVIN LEBEAUX, JACKSONVILLE, FL. FILED 4-1-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 7,869,967.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THE BEAUTIFUL.
FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR GASOLINE ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

XEROUND SYSTEMS

SN 78-855,206. XEROUND SYSTEMS LTD., YAHUD, ISRAEL, AND XEROUND SYSTEMS INC., MENLO PARK, CA. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING, CONTROLLING AND ACCESSING TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, NEXT GENERATION NETWORKS, INTELLIGENT NETWORKS, NETWORK MANAGEMENT, FOR USE BY VOIP CARRIERS AND NEXT GENERATION IP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-855,211. XEROUND SYSTEMS LTD., YAHUD, ISRAEL, AND XEROUND SYSTEMS INC., MENLO PARK, CA. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING, CONTROLLING AND ACCESSING TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, NEXT GENERATION NETWORKS, INTELLIGENT NETWORKS, NETWORK MANAGEMENT, FOR USE BY VOIP CARRIERS AND NEXT GENERATION IP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WHEEL ALIGNMENT SYSTEMS, NAMELY, SOFTWARE USED TO PERFORM WHEEL ALIGNMENTS IN THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY SOLD AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF AUTOMOTIVE WHEEL BALANCING MACHINES FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.
LATORIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

XEROUND SOUND

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-855,206. XEROUND SYSTEMS LTD., YAHUD, ISRAEL, AND XEROUND SYSTEMS INC., MENLO PARK, CA. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING, CONTROLLING AND ACCESSING TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, NEXT GENERATION NETWORKS, INTELLIGENT NETWORKS, NETWORK MANAGEMENT, FOR USE BY VOIP CARRIERS AND NEXT GENERATION IP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-855,211. XEROUND SYSTEMS LTD., YAHUD, ISRAEL, AND XEROUND SYSTEMS INC., MENLO PARK, CA. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOUND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING, CONTROLLING AND ACCESSING TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, NEXT GENERATION NETWORKS, INTELLIGENT NETWORKS, NETWORK MANAGEMENT, FOR USE BY VOIP CARRIERS AND NEXT GENERATION IP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WHEEL ALIGNMENT SYSTEMS, NAMELY, SOFTWARE USED TO PERFORM WHEEL ALIGNMENTS IN THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY SOLD AS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF AUTOMOTIVE WHEEL BALANCING MACHINES FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.
LATORIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JACKDETECT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING, CONTROLLING AND ACCESSING TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, NEXT GENERATION NETWORKS, INTELLIGENT NETWORKS, NETWORK MANAGEMENT, FOR USE BY VOIP CARRIERS AND NEXT GENERATION IP SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-855,651. SENTILLION, INC., ANDOVER, MA. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,426,318, 3,112,741 AND OTHERS.

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE WITH PREINSTALLED SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING AND MONITORING NETWORK USER IDENTITY, ACCESS, SECURITY, AND CONTEXT MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-11-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-11-2003.

PAUL CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

MANAGED APPLICATIONS THAT DO NOT CONFORM TO THE STANDARD INTERFACE FOR USE IN THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MONITORING AND TRACKING HEALTHCARE DATA AMONGST SEVERAL DISTINCT COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS TO CONTROL INFORMATION, ACCESS, AND ANALYZE DATA FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COORDINATING AND MANAGING CONTEXT INFORMATION TO ENABLE USERS TO ACCESS MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, ALL DATA RELATED TO PATIENT CLIENT HISTORIES, DIAGNOSES, PHYSICIAN ORDERS AND ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE TO ADMINISTER USER ACCOUNTS FOR PURPOSES OF MANAGEMENT OF USER IDENTITIES AND CONTROLLING USER ACCESS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT OF IDENTITY AND ACCESS FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING AN INTERFACE BETWEEN CONTEXT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE AND MANAGED APPLICATIONS THAT DO NOT CONFORM TO THE STANDARD INTERFACE FOR USE IN THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MONITORING AND TRACKING HEALTHCARE DATA AMONGST SEVERAL DISTINCT COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS TO CONTROL INFORMATION, ACCESS, AND ANALYZE DATA FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COORDINATING AND MANAGING CONTEXT INFORMATION TO ENABLE USERS TO ACCESS MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, ALL DATA RELATED TO PATIENT CLIENT HISTORIES, DIAGNOSES, PHYSICIAN ORDERS AND ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE TO ADMINISTER USER ACCOUNTS FOR PURPOSES OF MANAGEMENT OF USER IDENTITIES AND CONTROLLING USER ACCESS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT OF IDENTITY AND ACCESS FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING AN INTERFACE BETWEEN CONTEXT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE AND MANAGED APPLICATIONS THAT DO NOT CONFORM TO THE STANDARD INTERFACE FOR USE IN THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MONITORING AND TRACKING HEALTHCARE DATA AMONGST SEVERAL DISTINCT COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS TO CONTROL INFORMATION, ACCESS, AND ANALYZE DATA FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COORDINATING AND MANAGING CONTEXT INFORMATION TO ENABLE USERS TO ACCESS MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, ALL DATA RELATED TO PATIENT CLIENT HISTORIES, DIAGNOSES, PHYSICIAN ORDERS AND ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE TO ADMINISTER USER ACCOUNTS FOR PURPOSES OF MANAGEMENT OF USER IDENTITIES AND CONTROLLING USER ACCESS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT OF IDENTITY AND ACCESS FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING AN INTERFACE BETWEEN CONTEXT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE AND MANAGED APPLICATIONS THAT DO NOT CONFORM TO THE STANDARD INTERFACE FOR USE IN THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MONITORING AND TRACKING HEALTHCARE DATA AMONGST SEVERAL DISTINCT COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS TO CONTROL INFORMATION, ACCESS, AND ANALYZE DATA FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COORDINATING AND MANAGING CONTEXT INFORMATION TO ENABLE USERS TO ACCESS MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, ALL DATA RELATED TO PATIENT CLIENT HISTORIES, DIAGNOSES, PHYSICIAN ORDERS AND ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE TO ADMINISTER USER ACCOUNTS FOR PURPOSES OF MANAGEMENT OF USER IDENTITIES AND CONTROLLING USER ACCESS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MANAGEMENT OF IDENTITY AND ACCESS FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING AN INTERFACE BETWEEN CONTEXT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE AND


PAUL CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-855,840. SENTILLION, INC., ANDOVER, MA. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

FOR SOFTWARE FOR COORDINATION AND VISUAL INTEGRATION OF SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, SOFTWARE FOR CONTEXT MANAGEMENT OF CLINICAL SOFTWARE SYSTEMS USED IN MEDICAL OFFICES, LABORATORIES AND HOSPITALS; COMPUTER HARDWARE WITH PREINSTALLED SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING AND MONITORING NETWORK USER IDENTITY, ACCESS, SECURITY, AND CONTEXT MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 11-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.

BENJAMIN OKEKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-858,815. BAPTIST HEALTH VENTURES, INC., PENSACOLA, FL. FILED 4-11-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DAILY. APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, WHITE AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR MAINTAINING, CUSTOMIZING, AND DELIVERING DAILY EDUCATIONAL MESSAGES TO EMPLOYEES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 11-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.

BENJAMIN OKEKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-859,477. TOM DREWS, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 4-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, MULTIMEDIA FILES, DOWNLOADABLE AUDIO AND AUDIOVISUAL FILES, NAMELY, MP3, WMA, WAV, RM AND WMV FILES, ALL FEATURING VALUABLE INFORMATION ON THE TOPICS OF BUSINESS, LEADERSHIP, SALES, TRAINING, PERSONAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT, MOTIVATION, SUCCESS, HEALTH AND WELLNESS, TIME MANAGEMENT, STRESS RELIEF, RELATIONSHIPS, EDUCATION, ORGANIZATION, PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Distilled Wisdom

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-860,638. QRS MUSIC TECHNOLOGIES, INC., NAPLES, FL. FILED 4-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRONIC APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT, NAMELY, AN ELECTRICAL CONTROLLER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MIPACS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CABLES, OPTICAL FIBER CABLES, OPTICAL FIBERS SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF FIBER OPTICAL CABLES, OPTICAL DATA LINKS AND CABLE SYSTEMS COMPRISING OPTICAL CABLES, CABLE Connectors, DISTRIBUTION BOXES, CONNECTION BOXES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CABLES, OPTICAL FIBER CABLES, OPTICAL FIBERS SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF FIBER OPTICAL CABLES, OPTICAL DATA LINKS AND CABLE SYSTEMS COMPRISING OPTICAL CABLES, CABLE CONNECTORS, DISTRIBUTION BOXES, CONNECTION BOXES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PETINE

SN 78-862,441. TARASOV, MIKHAIL M., BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 4-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR A SERIES OF MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS, PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS, AUDIO CASSETTES, DIGITAL VIDEO DISCS, PHONOGRAPH RECORDS AND DIGITAL AUDIO FILES FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-21-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2005.
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SVOY

SN 78-864,905. DELAWARE CAPITAL FORMATION, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 4-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR A FULL LINE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DIGITAL IMAGING IN THE MEDICAL AND DENTAL FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LIGHTNET


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CABLES, OPTICAL FIBER CABLES, OPTICAL FIBERS SOLD AS A COMPONENT OF FIBER OPTICAL CABLES, OPTICAL DATA LINKS AND CABLE SYSTEMS COMPRISING OPTICAL CABLES, CABLE CONNECTORS, DISTRIBUTION BOXES, CONNECTION BOXES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Flexi-Q

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CAPACITORS FOR RF AND MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-864,911. DELAWARE CAPITAL FORMATION, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 4-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CAPACITORS FOR RF AND MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-865,511. LOCAL MATTERS, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING INTERFACES AVAILABLE OVER A NETWORK IN ORDER TO CREATE INFORMATIONAL SERVICES, EXTRACTION AND RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION AND DATA MINING BY MEANS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS, CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTER NETWORKS, PROVIDING INFORMATION FROM SEARCHABLE INDEXES AND DATABASES OF INFORMATION, INCLUDING TEXT, ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS, DATABASES, GRAPhICS AND AUDIO VISUAL INFORMATION, BY MEANS OF COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,512. LOCAL MATTERS, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING INTERFACES AVAILABLE OVER A NETWORK IN ORDER TO CREATE INFORMATIONAL SERVICES, EXTRACTION AND RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION AND DATA MINING BY MEANS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS, CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTER NETWORKS, PROVIDING INFORMATION FROM SEARCHABLE INDEXES AND DATABASES OF INFORMATION, INCLUDING TEXT, ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS, DATABASES, GRAPhICS AND AUDIO VISUAL INFORMATION, BY MEANS OF COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

3RD PAGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING INTERFACES AVAILABLE OVER A NETWORK IN ORDER TO CREATE INFORMATIONAL SERVICES, EXTRACTION AND RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION AND DATA MINING BY MEANS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS, CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTER NETWORKS, PROVIDING INFORMATION FROM SEARCHABLE INDEXES AND DATABASES OF INFORMATION, INCLUDING TEXT, ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS, DATABASES, GRAPhICS AND AUDIO VISUAL INFORMATION, BY MEANS OF COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THIRD PAGE OF SEARCH
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-865,598. LOCAL MATTERS, INC., DENVER, CO.  FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING INTERFACES AVAILABLE OVER A NETWORK IN ORDER TO CREATE INFORMATIONAL SERVICES, EXTRACTION AND RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION AND DATA MINING BY MEANS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS, CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTER NETWORKS, PROVIDING INFORMATION FROM SEARCHABLE INDEXES AND DATABASES OF INFORMATION INCLUDING TEXT, ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS, DATABASES, GRAPHICS AND AUDIO VISUAL INFORMATION, BY MEANS OF COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,821. MEDIA RECOVERY, INC., DALLAS, TX.  FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,101,993.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USAGE MANAGER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DEVICES COMPRISING A PROCESSOR, AN EVENT RECORDER, A WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE, USER SOFTWARE AND FIRMWARE, SUCH DEVICES BEING FOR THE PURPOSES OF MONITORING OPERATION OF INDUSTRIAL VEHICLES, NAMELY, USAGE, LOW BATTERY VOLTAGE, KEY SWITCH TIME, MOTOR TIME AND DRIVE MOTOR TIME (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,906. PARAGON TECHNOLOGIES, INC., EASTON, PA.  FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR REAL-TIME ANALYSIS OF A FULL RANGE OF MANUAL, SEMI-AUTOMATIC AND AUTOMATIC WAREHOUSE ORDER FULFILLMENT SYSTEMS, NAMELY, ANALYSIS AND REPORTING OF SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADJUSTMENT IN PRODUCT PLACEMENT, AUTOMATIC ITEM SELECTION, AND MACHINERY AND PERSONNEL, ALL FOR THE PURPOSE OF OPTIMIZING PICKING SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS AND ENABLING DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES TO OPERATE AT PEAK EFFICIENCIES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR EVALUATING THE DESIGN OF AND PLANNING THE PROCUREMENT OF ADDITIONAL PICKING SYSTEMS, AND INTEGRATING NEW PICKING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-27-2006.
SHAILA SETTLES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-866,284. APPLERA CORPORATION, FOSTER CITY, CA.  FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,101,993.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHROMATOGRAPHY COLUMNS AND PACKING FOR CHEMICAL SEPARATION FOR USE IN LABORATORY OR CHEMICAL INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

Universe Image Creator

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "IMAGE CREATOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1996.
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

First Use 4-22-2006.

THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE

Living One Card Smart

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGNETICALLY ENCODED CARDS, NAMELY CREDIT CARDS, DEBIT CARDS, AND HEALTH SAVINGS ACCOUNT DEBIT CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

First Use 4-24-2006.

VERSATRANS ONSCREEN

VERSATRANS SOLUTIONS INC., LATHAM, NY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONSCREEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING AND MONITORING VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 1-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2006.
STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

First Use 4-27-2006.
WEBICE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE BASED COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN PROVIDING ONLINE EXCHANGE SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ONLINE PURCHASING AND/OR SELLING COMMODITIES AND COMMODITY DERIVATIVES; GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING ONLINE COMMODITIES AND COMMODITY DERIVATIVES PRICING AND RELATED INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-17-2004.

ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

lifemusic


FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

life|amenities

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PLANNED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENTS AND MULTI-UNIT DWELLINGS FOR ENABLING RESIDENTS TO ACCESS LISTINGS, SCHEDULING, AND BILLING FOR COMMUNITY FACILITATED SERVICES, NAMELY THE FOLLOWING: CONCIERGE SERVICES, ORDER AND DELIVERY SERVICES, VALET PARKING SERVICES, DINING RESERVATION SERVICES, CLEANING AND LAUNDERING SERVICES, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR REQUEST SERVICES, SPA, POOL AND CLUB SCHEDULING SERVICES, SOCIAL EVENT SCHEDULING SERVICES, RECREATIONAL AND SPORT SCHEDULING SERVICES NAMELY GOLF, SQUASH, TENNIS, RACQUETBALL, YOGA, AND THE LIKE, SPORT OR HEALTH INSTRUCTIONS AND LESSONS, ORDERING OF FOOD, CLOTHING OR OTHER REAL GOODS, SAID SOFTWARE FURTHER ENABLING RESIDENTS TO COMMUNICATE WITH PROVIDERS OF SAID SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

ING SYSTEMS, NAMELY INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR LIGHTS, WINDOW TREATMENTS, NAMELY DRAPES, CURTAIN, BLINDS, MINI-BLINDS AND SHADES, AUDIO AND AUDIOVISUAL ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS, NAMELY FUNCTIONS OF AUDIO AND AUDIOVISUAL EQUIPMENT SUCH AS CD, DVD AND VCR PLAYERS AND RECORDERS, RADIO, TV AND SATELLITE TUNERS, LASER DISC PLAYERS, MP3 PLAYERS, AND CRT, LCD, DIGITAL LIGHT PROCESSING, PLASMA AND VIDEO PROJECTOR DISPLAYS, AUDIO AND AUDIOVISUAL ENTERTAINMENT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS, NAMELY DISTRIBUTION OF AUDIO AND AUDIOVISUAL ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA TO AUDIOVISUAL DEVICES, VIDEO DISPLAY COMPONENTS AND MOUNTINGS, NAMELY MECHANIZED MOUNTINGS AND RECEPTACLES FOR VIDEO PROJECTORS, VIDEO PROJECTION SCREENS AND PANELS, POOL AND SPA CONTROLS, NAMELY CONTROL AND MONITORING OF TEMPERATURE, CLEANING CYCLES AND DISPLAY OF ALARM EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

BENDBRIGHT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, OPTICAL CABLES, OPTICAL FIBER CABLES, OPTICAL FIBERS SOLD AS COMPONENTS OF FIBER OPTICAL CABLES, OPTICAL DATA LINKS AND OPTICAL CABLE SYSTEMS COMPRISING OF OPTICAL CABLES, CABLE CONNECTORS, DISTRIBUTION BOXES, CONNECTION BOXES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FORCES OF CORRUPTION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRE-RECORDED AUDIO TAPES, VIDEO TAPES, AUDIO CASSETTES, VIDEO CASSETTES, CD-ROMS, DVD'S, COMPACT DISCS, AND VIDEO DISCS, FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT RELATED TO FILMS, GAMES AND MUSIC, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT; COMPUTER VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE AND MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMS; INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMS; DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE FOR PLAYING COMPUTER GAMES, DOWNLOADABLE INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-882,478. DECISION BIOMARKERS INCORPORATED, WALTHAM, MA. FILED 5-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,115,097.

FOR PLATES, GLASS SLIDES OR CHIPS HAVING MULTI-WELL ARRAYS THAT CAN BE USED IN CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OR PATTERNING FOR SCIENTIFIC, LABORATORY OR MEDICAL RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-882,494. DECISION BIOMARKERS INCORPORATED, WALTHAM, MA. FILED 5-12-2006.

PATH HTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,115,097.

FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO CABLES; ELECTRICAL WIRING HARNESSSES; AUDIO PATCH BAYS; AUDIO SNAKES COMPRISSED OF ELECTRICAL CABLES AND ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS; MICROPHONES; ELECTRICAL COMBINERS FOR CONNECTING ANTENNAS, ENGRAVED RACKS FOR AUDIO AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS COMPONENTS, ELECTRICAL SWITCH WALL PLATES AND PHONE PLUGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 12-31-1975; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1975.

CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).


FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO CABLES; ELECTRICAL WIRING HARNESSSES; AUDIO PATCH BAYS; AUDIO SNAKES COMPRISSED OF ELECTRICAL CABLES AND ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS; MICROPHONES; ELECTRICAL COMBINERS FOR CONNECTING ANTENNAS, ENGRAVED RACKS FOR AUDIO AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS COMPONENTS, ELECTRICAL SWITCH WALL PLATES AND PHONE PLUGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


TOPNET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH GNSS REFERENCE STATIONS, ALSO KNOWN AS GLOBAL NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEMS REFERENCE STATIONS, NAMELY, SOFTWARE OPERATING ON REFERENCE STATIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF MANAGING THE REFERENCE STATIONS AND COLLECTING LOCATION, TIME AND CORRECTION GNSS DATA, ARCHIVING SUCH DATA, AND BROADCASTING THE DATA TO OTHER GNSS RECEIVERS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACY AND OPERATION OF THESE OTHER GNSS RECEIVERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 11-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 11-12-2004.

LAURIE MAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-885,341. RF CENTRAL, LLC, CARLISLE, PA. FILED 5-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED X.
FOR TRANSMITTERS NAMELY, MICROWAVE TRANSMITTERS, AND MICROWAVE RADIO TRANSMITTERS; AND RADIO TRANSMITTERS; DIGITAL DATA TRANSMITTERS; AMPLIFIERS; RECEIVERS, NAMELY DIGITAL SATELLITE RECEIVERS, MICROWAVE RECEIVERS, AND MICROWAVE RADIO RECEIVERS; AND RADIO RECEIVERS; DIGITAL DATA RECEIVERS; AND COMBINATIONS OF PRODUCTS RECITED HEREIN; MONITORING DEVICES RELATING THERETO, NAMELY RADIO FREQUENCY MONITORING DEVICES AND DIGITAL SPECTRUM MONITORING DEVICES; MICROWAVE CHANNEL FILTERS FOR TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION OF ANALOG AND DIGITAL SIGNALS; ELECTRONIC NEWS GATHERING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS AS RECITED HEREIN; MICROWAVE RADIO COMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS TO TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE VIDEO, AUDIO AND DATA SIGNALS/COMMUNICATIONS FROM ONE LOCATION TO ANOTHER IN BOTH FIXED AND MOBILE LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-885,371. RF CENTRAL, LLC, CARLISLE, PA. FILED 5-17-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TRANSMITTERS NAMELY, MICROWAVE TRANSMITTERS, AND MICROWAVE RADIO TRANSMITTERS; AND RADIO TRANSMITTERS; DIGITAL DATA TRANSMITTERS; AMPLIFIERS; RECEIVERS, NAMELY DIGITAL SATELLITE RECEIVERS, MICROWAVE RECEIVERS, AND MICROWAVE RADIO RECEIVERS; AND RADIO RECEIVERS; DIGITAL DATA RECEIVERS; AND COMBINATIONS OF PRODUCTS RECITED HEREIN; MONITORING DEVICES RELATING THERETO, NAMELY RADIO FREQUENCY MONITORING DEVICES AND DIGITAL SPECTRUM MONITORING DEVICES; MICROWAVE CHANNEL FILTERS FOR TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION OF ANALOG AND DIGITAL SIGNALS; ELECTRONIC NEWS GATHERING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS AS RECITED HEREIN; MICROWAVE RADIO COMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS TO TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE VIDEO, AUDIO AND DATA SIGNALS/COMMUNICATIONS FROM ONE LOCATION TO ANOTHER IN BOTH FIXED AND MOBILE LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-885,913. TASKSTREAM, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 5-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FEATURE FOR USE IN DISPLAYING, TRANSMITTING AND EDITING ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-18-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-18-2006.
SHANNON TWOHIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SLIM

VIA VOGUE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SEMICONDUCTORS, COMPUTER HARDWARE; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; ELECTRONIC SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND MICROELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEM DEVICES AND STRUCTURES, NAMELY, PROGRAMMABLE SEMICONDUCTOR CHIPS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-898,908. NORSK HYDRO ASA, OSLO, NORWAY, FILED 6-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF A VIKING SHIP IN A CIRCLE.
FOR ELECTROLYSERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-900,186. SONSARAE, INC., INDIAN HILLS, CO. FILED 6-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEASURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEASURING INSTRUMENT, NAMELY, RULED CRAFT ACTIVITY BOARD FOR RECEIVING PAPER AND OTHER CRAFT MATERIALS THEREON TO FACILITATE MEASUREMENT OF THE PAPER AND OTHER CRAFT MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-910,225. SOUTHWESTERN FIREARMS, INC., RED OAK, TX. FILED 6-16-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SNIPER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, BLACK, AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR BINOCULARS; RIFLE SCOPES; SPOTTING SCOPES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1998.
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-910,410. DTN, INC., OMAHA, NE. FILED 6-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC DOWNLOADABLE PUBLICATION, NAMELY NEWSLETTERS, IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION FOR SERIOUS GOLFERS TO GET LOCAL GOLF COURSE WEATHER, TO IMPROVE THEIR GAME AND STAY SAFE, WHILE STAYING UP ON GOLF TOURNAMENT NEWS AND INFORMATION, EITHER BY PHONE OR ONLINE; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR SERIOUS GOLFERS TO GET LOCAL GOLF COURSE WEATHER, TO IMPROVE THEIR GAME AND STAY SAFE, WHILE STAYING UP ON GOLF TOURNAMENT NEWS AND INFORMATION, EITHER BY PHONE OR ONLINE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2006.
REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WEATHERCADDY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEASURING INSTRUMENT, NAMELY, RULED CRAFT ACTIVITY BOARD FOR RECEIVING PAPER AND OTHER CRAFT MATERIALS THEREON TO FACILITATE MEASUREMENT OF THE PAPER AND OTHER CRAFT MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ALEX KEAM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 78-911,037. CROSROADS SYSTEMS, INC., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 6-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE, NAMELY, STORAGE ROUTERS, BRIDGES AND DEVICES FOR INTEROPERABILITY WITH STORAGE AREA NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JASON BLAIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-914,074. DALGLEISH, FRED R., KELOWNA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 6-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CRM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR CONNECTING COMPUTER NETWORK USERS; COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO ACCESS BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND TRANSACT BANK BUSINESS; COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER GROUPWARE FOR SHARING INFORMATION BETWEEN USERS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMES FOR DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER PROGRAMMES FOR SEARCHING THE CONTENTS OF COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER NETWORKS BY REMOTE CONTROL; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING INFORMATION DIRECTORIES THAT MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMMUNICATING WITH USERS OF HAND-HELD COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER SYSTEM AND APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT; DEPLOYMENT AND MANAGEMENT; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF TRANSACTION PROCESSING TO UPLOAD TRANSACTIONAL DATA, PROVIDE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, AND PRODUCE NOTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (CRM); COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WIRELESS CONTENT DELIVERY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES REAL-TIME, INTEGRATED BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INTELLIGENCE BY COMBINING INFORMATION FROM VARIOUS DATABASES AND PRESENTING IT IN AN EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND USER INTERFACE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, AN APPLICATION ALLOWING SALES AND FIELD SERVICE EMPLOYEES TO UPDATE AND RECEIVE DATA STORED IN AN ENTERPRISE'S COMPUTER DATABASES IN REAL TIME, USING A MOBILE DEVICE, WITH FULL TELEPHONY INTEGRATION WITH THE TELEPHONE AND/OR SOFTWARE FEATURES OF THE MOBILE DEVICE; DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR USE IN BUSINESS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2006.

CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-917,541. INTERNATIONAL BARCODE CORPORATION (IBC), NEW YORK, NY. FILED 6-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN MEASURING THE DIMENSIONAL QUALITY OF DIGITALLY PRINTED GRAPHICS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-918,184. SPLIT ENGINEERING, LLC, TUCSON, AZ. FILED 6-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND TEXT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 8-10-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-10-2005.

CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEAREDDGE

Beyond CRM

VERIBAR

Split-FX

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR IMAGE CAPTURING, ANALYSING, MEASURING, AND ENHANCING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.

NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIR SUSPENSION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLOR GRAY IS FOR SHADING PURPOSE ONLY.

FIRST USE 3-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2006.

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORSHIP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND AND IMAGES; AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC OR SPOKEN WORD IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION; AUDIO TAPES FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC OR SPOKEN WORD IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION; CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL MUSIC CDS AND DVDS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR THE INTEGRATION OF TEXT, AUDIO, GRAPHICS, STILL IMAGE AND MOVING PICTURES INTO AN INTERACTIVE DELIVERY FOR MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR EDITING IMAGES, SOUND AND VIDEO; COMPUTER SCREEN SAVER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ORGANIZING AND VIEWING DIGITAL IMAGES AND PHOTOGRAPHS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING DIGITAL MUSIC FILES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ENHANCE THE AUDIO-VISUAL CAPABILITIES OF MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, FOR THE INTEGRATION OF TEXT, AUDIO, GRAPHICS, STILL IMAGES AND MOVING PICTURES; DIGITAL TRADING CARDS IN THE NATURE OF MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON MAGNETIC MEDIA FEATURING MUSIC OR SPOKEN WORD IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION; DOWNLOADABLE MULTIMEDIA FILE CONTAINING ARTWORK, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, GAMES, AND INTERNET WEB LINKS RELATING TO WORSHIP MUSIC; DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES, GRAPHICS AND MUSIC VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR COMPOSITION AND PLAYBACK OF WORSHIP MUSIC; DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FEATURING INSTRUCTION IN WORSHIP MUSIC; ELECTRIC AUDIO PLAYBACK UNITS WITH LIGHTS AND SPEAKERS; ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONES; ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE FOR HANDHELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE FOR WIRELESS DEVICES; GAME SOFTWARE; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAMES OF VIRTUAL REALITY COMPRISED OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; JUKE BOXES; MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON CD-ROM FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; MUSIC-COMPOSITION SOFTWARE; MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ADAPTOR; MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; PRE-RECORDED CDS, VIDEO TAPES, LASER DISKS AND DVDS FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; PRERECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; PRERECORDED AUDIO TAPES FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; PRERECORDED DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; PRERECORDED DIGITAL VIDEO DISKS FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; PRERECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; PRERECORDERED VIDEO TAPE DEVICES FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; PROTECTIVE CARRYING CASES FOR PORTABLE MUSIC PLAYERS NAMELY MP3 PLAYERS; SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; VIDEO DISKS.
CLASS 9—(Continued).

FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; VIDEO GAME DISCS; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; VIDEO MAGAZINE RECORDED ON ELECTRONIC MEDIA FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; VIDEO RECORDINGS FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; VIDEO TAPES FEATURING WORSHIP MUSIC; VIDEO TAPES AND VIDEO DISKS RECORDED WITH ANIMATION; VIRTUAL REALITY SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PLAYING WORSHIP MUSIC; VISUAL RECORDINGS AND AUDIO VISUAL RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC AND ANIMATION; WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.
EVELYN BRADLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-923,170. AUSTHINK SOFTWARE PTY LTD, CARLTON, AUSTRALIA, FILED 7-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE SQUARES WITH ROUNDED CORNERS. THE SQUARES ARE ARRANGED WITH THE SECOND SQUARE IMMEDIATELY BELOW THE FIRST SQUARE AND THE THIRD SQUARE IMMEDIATELY TO THE RIGHT OF THE FIRST SQUARE. THERE IS A VERTICAL LINE IN THE SPACE BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECOND SQUARE THAT DOES NOT TOUCH EITHER SQUARE. THERE IS A HORIZONTAL LINE BETWEEN THE FIRST AND THIRD SQUARE THAT DOES NOT TOUCH EITHER SQUARE.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMS FOR USE IN THE VISUAL REPRESENTATION, MANIPULATION AND EVALUATION OF IDEA CONCEPTUAL RELATIONSHIPS; ARGUMENT AND ARGUMENT STRUCTURES FOR USE IN EDUCATION, BUSINESS, GOVERNMENT AND FOR PERSONAL USE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE CREATION AND MANIPULATION OF GROUPING, IDEA, CONCEPT, MIND AND ARGUMENT MAPS FOR USE IN EDUCATION, BUSINESS, GOVERNMENT AND FOR PERSONAL USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MYRIAH HABEEB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

QUALAKNIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROTECTIVE GLOVES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE, NAMELY, INDUSTRIAL HAND PROTECTION KNITTED GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EMPOWER YOUR PROJECT WORKFORCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN THE AREA OF RETAIL AND ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS, NAMELY BUSINESS PROCESS AUTOMATION AND COMPLIANCE SOFTWARE FOR TIME TRACKING, EXPENSES TRACKING, COST TRACKING, BILLING, CHANGE MANAGEMENT, ISSUE MANAGEMENT, WORKFLOW AND PROCESS MANAGEMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES AND WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT, ALLOWING USERS TO GENERATE REPORTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 6-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-5-2006.
JAY BESCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CAMERAS USED IN COMBINATION WITH FLAME AND GAS DETECTION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SMOKE DETECTORS, GAS DETECTORS AND FLAME DETECTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 9-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-6-2006.
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-941,037. PVT PROBENVERTEILTECHNIK GMBH, 71332 WAIBLEN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LABORATORY AUTOMATION SYSTEMS, NAMELY, SYSTEMS WHICH AUTOMATE ALL IMPORTANT FRONT-END AND BACK-END FEATURES FOR LABORATORY USE, COMPRISED OF CENTRIFUGES, TUBE TYPE RECOGNITION VIA CAP IDENTIFICATION SCANNERS, SAMPLE QUALITY CONTROL MACHINES, DECAPPING, BARCODE PRINTING AND LABELLING MACHINES, ALIQUOTING, SORTING, RECAPPING AND ARCHIVING MACHINES; AUTOMATED CENTRIFUGES FOR LABORATORY USE FEATURING AUTOMATIC LOADING AND UNLOADING OF CENTRIFUGATION RACKS AND AUTOMATIC CENTRIFUGATION DECISION MAKING MACHINES PER RACK THROUGH TUBE TYPE IDENTIFICATION VIA CAP RECOGNITION; LABORATORY SAMPLE QUALITY CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION SYSTEMS COMPRISING MACHINES FOR THE AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF LABORATORY SAMPLES; AUTOMATIC DECAPPING SYSTEMS FOR LABORATORY USE, COMPRISED MACHINES FOR REMOVAL OF CLOSURES ON SAMPLE TUBES AND BARCODE ALIGNMENT TOWARDS THE RACK OPENING, CHEMICAL SAMPLE QUALITY CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION SYSTEMS COMPRISING MACHINES FOR THE AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE QUALITY AND VOLUME OF CHEMICAL SAMPLES; AUTOMATED TUBE RECAPPING SYSTEMS FOR LABORATORY USE, COMPRESSING MACHINES FOR CLOSING, CAPPING AND FOIL WRAPPING OF SAMPLE TUBES; SAMPLE TUBE SORTING SYSTEMS FOR LABORATORY USE FEATURING BARCODE SCANNING AND ARCHIVING OPTIONS, OPTIONAL DECAPPING MODULES AND INTEGRATED TUBE TYPE IDENTIFICATION VIA CAP RECOGNITION; SAMPLE SORTING SYSTEMS FOR LABORATORY USE, BARCODE SCANNING SYSTEMS, COMPRESSING MACHINES FOR REMOVAL OF CLOSURES ON SAMPLE TUBES, ALIGNMENT OF THE BARCODE TOWARDS THE RACK OPENING, ARCHIVING, AND DECAPPING MODULES, NAMELY FRAMES AND CASES. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2003.
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PVT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LABORATORY AUTOMATION SYSTEMS, NAMELY, SYSTEMS WHICH AUTOMATE ALL IMPORTANT FRONT-END AND BACK-END FEATURES FOR LABORATORY USE, COMPRISED OF CENTRIFUGES, TUBE TYPE RECOGNITION VIA CAP IDENTIFICATION SCANNERS, SAMPLE QUALITY CONTROL MACHINES, DECAPPING, BARCODE PRINTING AND LABELLING MACHINES, ALIQUOTING, SORTING, RECAPPING AND ARCHIVING MACHINES; AUTOMATED CENTRIFUGES FOR LABORATORY USE FEATURING AUTOMATIC LOADING AND UNLOADING OF CENTRIFUGATION RACKS AND AUTOMATIC CENTRIFUGATION DECISION MAKING MACHINES PER RACK THROUGH TUBE TYPE IDENTIFICATION VIA CAP RECOGNITION; LABORATORY SAMPLE QUALITY CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION SYSTEMS COMPRISING MACHINES FOR THE AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF LABORATORY SAMPLES; AUTOMATIC DECAPPING SYSTEMS FOR LABORATORY USE, COMPRISED MACHINES FOR REMOVAL OF CLOSURES ON SAMPLE TUBES AND BARCODE ALIGNMENT TOWARDS THE RACK OPENING, CHEMICAL SAMPLE QUALITY CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION SYSTEMS COMPRISING MACHINES FOR THE AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF THE QUALITY AND VOLUME OF CHEMICAL SAMPLES; AUTOMATED TUBE RECAPPING SYSTEMS FOR LABORATORY USE, COMPRESSING MACHINES FOR CLOSING, CAPPING AND FOIL WRAPPING OF SAMPLE TUBES; SAMPLE TUBE SORTING SYSTEMS FOR LABORATORY USE FEATURING BARCODE SCANNING AND ARCHIVING OPTIONS, OPTIONAL DECAPPING MODULES AND INTEGRATED TUBE TYPE IDENTIFICATION VIA CAP RECOGNITION; SAMPLE SORTING SYSTEMS FOR LABORATORY USE, BARCODE SCANNING SYSTEMS, COMPRESSING MACHINES FOR REMOVAL OF CLOSURES ON SAMPLE TUBES, ALIGNMENT OF THE BARCODE TOWARDS THE RACK OPENING, ARCHIVING, AND DECAPPING MODULES, NAMELY FRAMES AND CASES. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

XWATCH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CAMERAS USED IN COMBINATION WITH FLAME AND GAS DETECTION EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, SMOKE DETECTORS, GAS DETECTORS AND FLAME DETECTORS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 9-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-6-2006.
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-945,610. YAKIRA, L.L.C., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF BABY RHINO.
FOR PRESCRIPTION AND NON-PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES AND SUNGLASSES AND THEIR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY FRAMES AND CASES. (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 78-946,214. ALVAREZ, MANUEL, DOWNEY, CA. FILED 8-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DISPLAYING ACCIDENT PREVENTION DATA ON ELECTRONIC DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-950,256. STRATITEC, INC., WICHITA, KS. FILED 8-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT AND HUMAN RESOURCES TO MONITOR AND REPORT INFORMATION IN THE AREAS OF TIME AND ATTENDANCE, SHIFT SCHEDULING AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS; AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC IDENTIFICATION BADGES; ELECTRONIC IDENTIFICATION BADGE READERS, BIOMETRIC FINGERPRINT READERS, VOICE OVER IP TELEPHONY, BAR CODE READERS, TEXTUAL ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS, ELECTRIC RELAYS FOR CONTROLLING ELECTRONIC DEVICES, SPEAKERS AND CABLE ASSEMBLIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-26-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-26-2004.
RAY THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,915,747.
FOR ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLIES AND INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FOR APPLICATIONS IN COMPUTERS, DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND AUTOMATED TESTING EQUIPMENT; SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES USED FOR POWER CONVERTERS; POWER CONVERTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOFT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONTACT LENSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 0-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2002.
JACLYN KIDWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-956,211. INLUMINO PTY LTD, RYDALMERE, AUSTRALIA, FILED 8-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,169,719.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CYBER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER PERIPHERALS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
JESSICA FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 9—(Continued).
SPACEEXPLORER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER KEYBOARDS AND INTEGRATED COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES, NAMELY, DEVICES FOR MANEUVERING IN A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK ENVIRONMENT AND DEVICES USED TO PAN, ZOOM AND ROTATE DESIGNS AND MODELS IN VIRTUAL SPACE AND EXECUTE APPLICATION COMMANDS WITH ERGONOMICALLY PLACED DEVICE KEYS; MULTI-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTER SENSORS FOR SENSING COMPUTER ICONIC LOCATIONS, DIGITAL DATA, SOFTWARE, CONFIGURATIONS, WEB SITE LOCATIONS; AND MULTI-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTER CONTROLLERS FOR CONTROLLING NAVIGATION ON AND THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND FOR PANING, ZOOMING AND ROTATING 3D OBJECTS AND ENVIRONMENTS FOR APPLICATIONS IN THE FIELDS OF MULTI-DIMENSIONAL GRAPHICS ANIMATION, CAD/CAM, CONTENT CREATION, FLIGHT SIMULATION, ROBOTICS, FLOW ANALYSIS, DIGITAL ANIMATION FOR FILM, VIDEO EDITING, STEREOPLOTTING AND OFFICE PRODUCTIVITY; AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JEAN IM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GIV

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING DATA, NAMELY, SPECTROSCOPICAL IMAGING DATA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-967,603. CPUMATE INC., TAIPEI COUNTY, TAIWAN, FILED 9-5-2006.

SN 78-972,280. PRECISE VOTING, LLC, MINEOLA, NY. FILED 9-12-2006.

SN 78-972,280. PRECISE VOTING, LLC, MINEOLA, NY. FILED 9-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "PRECISE" IN BLUE AND "VOTING" IN RED, WITH A CHECK MARK DEPICTED IN THE COLOR RED, AND AEVS IN BLACK IN A SMALLER FONT AND UNDERNEATH THE LETTERS "NG" IN "VOTING".

FOR ELECTRONIC VOTING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


EDWARD FENNESSY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
DATA LIFELINE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DATA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ENCRYPTION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN THE ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION OF DIGITAL FILES, INCLUDING AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT, BINARY, STILL IMAGES, GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA FILES; DATA COMPRESSION SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOUCHING LIVES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FILMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS LAKE BAIKAL LIES IN SOUTHERN SIBERIA IN RUSSIA BETWEEN IRKUTSK OBLAST TO THE NORTHWEST AND BURYATIA TO THE SOUTHEAST NEAR THE CITY OF IRKUTSK. IN RUSSIAN, IT IS CALLED "OZERO BAYKAL," LITERALLY MEANING "LAKE BAYKAL." THE ORIGIN OF THE NAME BAIKAL COMES FROM BAIGAL WHICH IS TRANSLATED FROM THE MONGOLIAN LANGUAGE AS "NATURE."
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PRE-RECORDED CD'S, VIDEO TAPES, LASER DISKS AND DVD'S FEATURING DOCUMENTARIES WITH THE SUBJECT MATTER OF YOUTH, NATURIST, HISTORICAL, SOCIAL, CULTURAL, EDUCATIONAL AND SPORT ACTIVITIES MOSTLY IN EASTERN EUROPE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF TAO IS "CONTENTED, CULTIVATE, POTTERY" AND THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF SHI IS "FAMILY NAME".

THE TRANSLITERATION OF THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK IS TAO SHI.

FOR SIGNAL LANTERNS; SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS; ELECTRIC CONVERTERS; CIRCUIT BREAKERS; ELECTRIC CONNECTORS, PLUGS, SOCKETS; STABILIZED VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES; ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION BOXES; ELECTRIC SWITCHES; ELECTRIC RELAYS; FUSES; MATERIAL FOR ELECTRICITY MAINS, NAMELY, WIRES AND CABLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-017,838. IMMOBILIENGESELLSCHAFT HELMUT FISCHER GMBH & CO. KG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 10-6-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 5-11-2004 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0868746 DATED 10-6-2004, EXPIRES 10-6-2014.

FOR SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRICAL, OPTICAL, CONTROLLING AND MEASURING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY MEASURING INSTRUMENTS FOR DETERMINATION OF AT LEAST ONE OF THE PHASE ANGLE AND ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE; INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING THE THICKNESS OF COATINGS OR LAYERS; BLANK MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES AND FLOPPY DISCS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION AND REPRODUCTION OF DATA, SOUND, AND IMAGES; BLANK MAGNETIC COMPUTER TAPES AND FLOPPY DISCS FOR RECORDING MAGNETIC, OPTICAL, AND ELECTRONIC DATA; DATA PROCESSORS AND COMPUTERS FOR USE WITH THE ABOVE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CONTROLLING SCIENTIFIC, ELECTRICAL, OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, MONITORING TESTING PARAMETERS OF MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, AND TO ANALYZE AND EVALUATE, TRANSMIT AND PROCESS THE RESULTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 6-30-2005 IS CLAIMED.


FOR APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND, NAMELY, LOUDSPEAKERS, MICROPHONES, TELEPHONES AND HEADSETS FOR TELEPHONES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 7-1-2005 IS CLAIMED.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,888,162.

FOR LAPTOP STANDS DESIGNED FOR HOLDING A LAPTOP COMPUTER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CHRISTOPHER OTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 2-16-2006 IS CLAIMED.


FOR DEVICES FOR MEASURING PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND POWER, NAMELY, TEMPERATURE INDICATORS, PRESSURE GAUGES, MEASURING APPARATUS FOR TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY LEVELS IN GASES AND SOLID SUBSTANCES; SENSORS OF THE DETERMINATION OF TEMPERATURES; TEMPERATURE INDICATORS; TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE SENSORS; HIGH PRESSURE MANOMETERS; INSTRUMENTS FOR DETECTING AND MEASURING TWO-DIMENSIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF FORCE AND PRESSURE; PRESSURE RECORDER, PRESSURE CONTROL EQUIPMENT IN THE NATURE OF BLOWOUT PREVENTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

ERNEST SHOSHO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).
SN 79-024,601. ARISTIDE & CO; ANTIQUAIRE DE MARQUES, FRANCE, FILED 2-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0888662 DATED 2-8-2006, EXPIRES 2-8-2016.

FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC AND OPTICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS NAMELY PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS, CINEMATIC PROJECTORS; OPTICAL LENSES; MEASURING MICROSCOPES; MONOCULAR FRAMES; SPECTACLES; SPECTACLE LENSES AND FRAMES; SUNGLASSES AND SUNGLASSES FRAMES; TELESCOPES; MAGNIFYING GLASSES; LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY PROJECTORS AND PARTS AND OPTICAL COMPONENTS FOR LCD PROJECTORS, NAMELY, OPTICAL LENSES, PROJECTOR LAMPS, OPTICAL CABLES; DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERAS; DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, NAMELY, DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS, LENSES FOR DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, NAMELY, OPTICAL LENSES; INFRARED CAMERAS; TELEVISION CAMERAS; TELEVISION BROADCASTING CAMERA OBJECTIVES, NAMELY, OPTICAL LENSES; PRINTERS FOR DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS; APPARATUS FOR TRANSMITTING, EMITTING AND RECEIVING OF SOUNDS AND IMAGES, NAMELY, TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS; TELEVISION SETS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC APPARATUS; TELECINE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS; DVD PLAYERS, MAGNETIC, OPTICAL, DIGITAL AND ELECTRONIC RECORDING MEDIA, NAMELY, BLANK RECORDABLE OPTICAL DISC; COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES, NAMELY FLAT PANEL DISPLAY SCREENS, SCAN SCREENS AND PROJECTION SCREENS; MAGNETIC, OPTICAL AND DIGITAL DISC DRIVES, DIGITIZERS, PRINTERS, SCANNERS, FACSIMILE MACHINES AND TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS; NAMELY, MICROPHONES; RECORDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SCANNING AND DIGITALIZING IMAGES; EXPOSED PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS USED FOR EXHIBITIONS; PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES TRANSPARENCIES; PARTS AND COMPONENTS FOR ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-024,941. FOSHANSHI SANSHUI HAOBANGSHOU; DIANZI KEIJI YOUXIAN GONGSI, GUANGDONG 528100, CHINA, FILED 5-1-2006.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0888271 DATED 4-28-2006, EXPIRES 4-28-2016.

FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE IN OPERATING COMPUTER MONITORS AND IN THE ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION OF DIGITAL VIDEO FILES; COMPUTER MONITORS; DISPLAY SCREENS, NAMELY FLAT PANEL AND LARGE SCREEN DISPLAY; CD PLAYERS, VCD PLAYERS, DVD PLAYERS, CAMCORDERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-025,133. LUMBERG AUTOMATION COMPONENTS; GMBH & CO. KG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-28-2006.

PRIORITY DATE OF 12-30-2005 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0888271 DATED 4-28-2006, EXPIRES 4-28-2016.

FOR INDUSTRIAL WIRING AND CONNECTION COMPONENTS FOR ACTUATORS AND SENSORS, NAMELY PASSIVE ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION BOXES AND PASSIVE ELECTRICAL SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION BOXES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,194,535.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POWER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTERS; DATA PROCESSING DEVICES, NAMELY DATA PROCESSORS, COMPUTER PERIPHERAL DEVICES, NAMELY COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; MICROPROCESSORS; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS; COMPUTER MEMORIES; COMPUTER DRIVES, NAMELY DISK DRIVES OR HARD DRIVES AND CD DRIVES; POWER SUPPLY CONNECTORS AND ADAPTORS FOR USE WITH PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES, HIGH-FREQUENCY SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES, CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU) FANS, KEYBOARDS, COMPUTER MICE; COMPUTER MONITORS, SCANNERS, COMPUTER LAPTOPS, AND NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS; PRINTERS; COMPUTER DOCKING STATIONS; BLANK MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT; PROJECTION DEVICES, NAMELY, FILM PROJECTORS; VIDEO BEAMERS; ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC ADJUSTMENT AND CONTROL DEVICES, NAMELY REMOTE CONTROLS FOR DVD PLAYER; CONTROLLERS, NAMELY ELECTRIC CONTROL AND ADJUSTMENT DEVICES, NAMELY TEMPERATURE SENSORS; REMOTE CONTROLS FOR DVD PLAYERS, AND COMPUTER (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 9—(Continued).

SN 79-026,087. KROHNE MEßTECHNIK GMBH & CO. KG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 10-24-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0890961 DATED 3-23-2006, EXPIRES 3-23-2016.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,018,054, 3,123,868 AND OTHERS.
FOR LEVEL GAUGES AND LEVEL SWITCHES, NAMELY, LEVEL RADAR GAUGES, CAPACITIVE LEVEL GAUGES AND LEVEL SWITCHES, ULTRASONIC LEVEL GAUGES, VIBRATION LEVEL SWITCHES; FLOW METERS, NAMELY, ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW METERS, ULTRASONIC FLOW METERS, VORTEX FLOW METERS, MASS FLOW METERS, AND SUSPENDED BODY FLOW METERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-027,174. KABUSHIKI KAISHA KENWOOD; (KENWOOD CORPORATION), JAPAN, FILED 6-20-2006.

PRIORITY DATE OF 6-8-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0894074 DATED 6-20-2006, EXPIRES 6-20-2016.
"THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "AVENUE"."
FOR TWO-WAY RADIOS AND PARTS THEREOF; INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
TASNEEM HUSSAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-028,667. MEDIS MEDICAL IMAGING SYSTEMS BV, NL-2316 XG LEIDEN, NETHERLANDS, FILED 7-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 6-8-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,120,818.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF MEDICAL IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-031,238. SHENZHEN KTC COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD, CHINA, FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 5-15-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0904310 DATED 11-6-2006, EXPIRES 11-6-2016.
FOR COMPUTERS; COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; COMPUTER MONITORS; LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS; FLAT PANEL DISPLAY SCREENS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY DATE OF 9-22-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0907337 DATED 11-1-2006, EXPIRES 11-1-2016.
FOR SCALES; DIGITAL ELECTRONIC SCALES; SCALES FOR COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 5-15-2006 IS CLAIMED.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPACT CAMERAS FOR DIGITAL PICTURE RECORD, ESPECIALLY STILL PICTURE RECORD (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
ACCUTEMP

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For covers for a skin temperature probe (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).
First use 4-0-1986; in commerce 4-0-1986.
Dayna Browne, Examining Attorney


MAYTEX

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For masks for use by medical personnel; gloves for medical use; medical examination gowns (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).
Deirdre Robertson, Examining Attorney


ACCUTEMP--PROBE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For skin temperature sensors for infants and neonates (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).
First use 7-0-1996; in commerce 7-0-1996.
Dayna Browne, Examining Attorney


DEXTRUS

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For medical leads for heart pacemakers and defibrillators (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).
Jacqueline A. Lavine, Examining Attorney


INQUIRY OPTIMA

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For medical devices, namely catheters (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).
Maria-Victoria Suarez, Examining Attorney


PROTEGE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For gloves for medical use, namely, examination gloves, dental gloves, medical gloves and surgical gloves (U.S. Cls. 26, 39 and 44).
Kenneth E. Sharperson, Examining Attorney

CLASS 10—(Continued).

LUMINANCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GLOVES FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY, EXAMINATION GLOVES; MEDICAL GLOVES; AND SURGICAL GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SMART ARCH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ARCH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ORTHOTIC INSERTS FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROBUST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GLOVES FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY, EXAMINATION GLOVES; MEDICAL GLOVES AND SURGICAL GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GlycemicSignature

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RECTANGULAR SHAPED BAR, OVERLAPPING THE RECTANGULAR SHAPED BAR ARE TELEMETRY MARKERS WHICH APPEAR LARGER AT THE LEFT AND THEN APPEAR SMALLER AT THE RIGHT; OVERLAPPING THE RECTANGULAR SHAPED BAR AND TELEMETRY MARKERS ARE THE STYLIZED WORDS GLYCEMIC SIGNATURE, THE WORD GLYCEMIC IS IN NON-ITALICS AND THE WORD SIGNATURE IS IN ITALICS.
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS AND SOFTWARE SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT FOR SENSING AND MONITORING BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
DAHLIA GEORGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Bonsai

FOR OXYGEN CONSERVERS FOR USE IN OXYGEN THERAPY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 10—(Continued).

VELOCITY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GLOVES FOR MEDICAL USE, NAMELY, EXAMINATION GLOVES; MEDICAL GLOVES AND SURGICAL GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 10—(Continued).
SN 77-015,366. FIT KIDS NYC, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-6-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STUDIOS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLOR(S) BLACK, LIGHT SILVER, DARK SILVER, AND PURPLE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

FOR VIBRATING APPARATUS USED TO STIMULATE MUSCLES AND INCREASE STRENGTH AND PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE FOR HEALTH AND MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AEROSOL DISPENSERS FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2006.
TINA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTROSURGICAL DISSECTION DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2004.
JEAN IM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-027,817. GREENLAND ENTERPRISES INC., GOLDEN, CO. FILED 10-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SPLINTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
KYLE PEETE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MEDICAL X-RAY APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-027,704. MED GEN INC., BOCA RATON, FL. FILED 10-13-2006.

GO WRAP, GO ELBOW, GO BO, SPLINT AIDS, GO SPLINTS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MEDICAL HUMAN TISSUE RETRIEVAL BAG (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.
JEAN IM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MEDICAL X-RAY APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).
SN 77-034,603. LIPOARMONIA CI LTDA, BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, FILED 11-1-2006.

THE COLOR(S) RED AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "LIPOARMONIA" IS IN A STYLIZED FONT. THE FIRST LETTERS "LIPO" ARE IN BLUE AND "ARMONIA" IS IN RED. ABOVE THE WORDS ARE TWO WAVY LINES. THE UPPER LINE IS BLUE AND THE LOWER IS RED.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS HARMONY.
FOR ABDOMINAL CORSETS; CORSETS FOR THERAPEUTIC USE; POST-OPERATIVE PRESSURE GARMENTS; POSTURE CORRECTION DEVICE, NAMELY, AN ADJUSTABLE HARNESS TO CORRECT ONE'S POSTURE; SLINGS FOR MEDICAL USE; SUPPORTS FOR ARM, HEAD, BREAST, ABDOMEN FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-10-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-15-2006.
ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,115. PROMETHEAN SURGICAL DEVICES LLC, WOBURN, MA. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SURGICAL IMPLANTS COMPRISING ARTIFICIAL MATERIAL; SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN SPINAL SURGERY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE PORTUGUESE WORDING "FIOS" IS "CORD".
FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL DEVICES, NAMELY LAPAROSCOPIC SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,155. LHI TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 5-01-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-01-1998.
HOWARD B. LEVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,760. WESTMED, INC., ENGLEWOOD, CO. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY CARBON DIOXIDE DETECTORS; CARBON DIOXIDE DETECTORS FOR ASSESSING TRACHEAL TUBE PLACEMENT, CARDIAC OUTPUT AND AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SPECTRALIS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR OPHTHALMIC IMAGING (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 11-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-11-2006.
AISHA SALEM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Actifuse
E-Z-Prep

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD ACTIFUSE OVER THE WORD E-Z-PREP WITH A LINE IN BETWEEN THE WORDS.
FOR BONE IMPLANTS COMPOSED OF ARTIFICIAL MATERIALS; ARTIFICIAL BONE PARTS TO BE IMPLANTED IN NATURAL BONES; BONE SUBSTITUTE FOR SURGICAL USE; PROSTHETIC AND FILLING MATERIALS, NAMELY, ARTIFICIAL MATERIALS FOR USE IN THE REPLACEMENT OF BONES; SUBSTITUTES FOR BONES, CARTILAGE, LIGAMENTS AND TENDONS; SYNTHETIC FILLER AND EXTENDER MATERIAL TO SERVE AS REPLACEMENT FOR BONE; SYNTHETIC MATERIALS, NAMELY, SYNTHETIC BONE SUBSTITUTES; ARTIFICIAL BONE IMPLANTS; ARTIFICIAL BONE GRAFTS; ARTIFICIAL BONE SCAFFOLDS; ARTIFICIAL BONE COATINGS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROTBURG

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN GENERAL SURGERY, ARTHROSCOPIC SURGERY, LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY, GYNECOLOGICAL SURGERY, EAR NOSE AND THROAT SURGERY, NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY, THORACIC SURGERY, UROLOGICAL SURGERY, SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY, NAMELY GASTROSCOPY, DUODENOSCOPY, COLONOSCOPY, BRONCHOSCOPY, CHOLEDOCHOSCOPY, CYSTOSCOPY, NEPHROSCOPY; PARTS FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN GENERAL SURGERY, ARTHROSCOPIC SURGERY, LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY, GYNECOLOGICAL SURGERY, EAR NOSE AND THROAT SURGERY, NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY, THORACIC SURGERY, UROLOGICAL SURGERY AND MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY, NAMELY GASTROSCOPY, DUODENOSCOPY, COLONOSCOPY, BRONCHOSCOPY, CHOLEDOCHOSCOPY, CYSTOSCOPY, NEPHROSCOPY; MEDICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY FETAL DOPPLERS AND FETAL MONITORS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
ELLEN B. AWIRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LYRIC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEARING AIDS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
ELLEN B. AWIRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SonoFox

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL ULTRASOUND APPARATUS; ULTRASOUND DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS; ULTRASOUND PROBE FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, DEVICES FOR ADMINISTERING PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INTO THE NASAL PASSAGES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL CARDIAC DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS IN THE NATURE OF AN ELECTRO-PHYSIOLOGY REVIEW AND CHARTING STATION USED TO MONITOR ELECTROCARDIOGRAM SIGNALS OF PATIENTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.

JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,403. SCHREIBER, FRANK, AVENTURA, FL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "DEWME".
FOR CONDOMS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF CURVED LINE.
FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, UROLOGICAL IMAGING SYSTEMS, LITHOTRIPTERS, UROLOGY PATIENT EXAMINATION AND/OR TREATMENT TABLES AND CHAIRS, MEDICAL IMAGING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF MEDICAL IMAGING APPARATUS AND OPERATING SOFTWARE THEREFOR, FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF UROLOGY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005.

KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,421,811.
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS PROVIDING FILTRATION FOR REMOVING EMISSIONS OF SMOKE, AIRBORNE PARTICLES, GASEOUS OR LIKE BY-PRODUCTS FROM THE SITE OF MEDICAL PROCEDURES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 2-12-1998.

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,345. ENCORE MEDICAL ASSET CORPORATION, HENDERSON, NV. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PRONE PILLOW, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR SUPPORTS FOR HEAD, NECK AND SHOULDERS FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 3-1-1975; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1975.

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,681,482.
FOR CATHETER BASED ULTRASOUND IMAGING PROBE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,512. HEALTHTRONICS, INC., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,823,838.
FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, UROLOGICAL IMAGING SYSTEMS, LITHOTRIPTERS, UROLOGY PATIENT EXAMINATION AND/OR TREATMENT TABLES AND CHAIRS, AND MEDICAL IMAGING SYSTEMS COMPRISING OF MEDICAL IMAGING APPARATUS AND OPERATING SOFTWARE THEREFOR, FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF UROLOGY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING VASCULINK FOLLOWED BY A LINE REPRESENTING A HEARTBEAT AND TERMINATING IN A COMPUTER NETWORK CONNECTOR END.
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, APPARATUS FOR VASCULAR TESTING AND DIAGNOSIS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,479. UNETIXS VASCULAR INCORPORATED, NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI. FILED 11-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE VASCULAR INCORPORATED, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, APPARATUS FOR VASCULAR TESTING AND DIAGNOSIS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,513. UNETIXS VASCULAR INCORPORATED, NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI. FILED 11-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING UNETIXS VASCULAR INCORPORATED AND INCLUDING A TILTED RECTANGLE FORMED FROM HORIZONTAL SLATS WITH A CADUCEUS SUPERIMPOSED THEREON.
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, APPARATUS FOR VASCULAR TESTING AND DIAGNOSIS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).
SN 77-049,524. UNETIXS VASCULAR INCORPORATED, NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI. FILED 11-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, APPARATUS FOR VASCULAR TESTING AND DIAGNOSIS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1990.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MULTILAB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

MiniTwist

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL TABLET CRUSHING DEVICE USED IN THE MEDICAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-059,392. CALIFORNIA EXOTIC NOVELTIES, LLC, CHINO, CA. FILED 12-7-2006.

DOUBLE TROUBLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADULT SEXUAL AIDS, NAMELY, ARTIFICIAL VAGINAS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-062,563. PROSTHETIC DESIGN, INC., CLAYTON, OH. FILED 12-12-2006.

HiYDRAloK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, ORTHOPEDIC FIXATION DEVICE USED IN ORTHOPEDIC TRANSPLANT AND OR IMPLANT SURGERY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2005.
AMY Hella, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,059. ALTIVA CORPORATION, CHARLOTTE, NC. FILED 11-22-2006.

MultiVantage

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR UROLOGICAL IMAGING SYSTEMS: SURGICAL MEDICAL IMAGING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF MEDICAL IMAGING APPARATUS AND OPERATING SOFTWARE THEREOF, FOR USE IN THE FIELD OF UROLOGY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,043. HEALTHTRONICS, INC., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 11-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE NON-SHADED STYLATED P PORTION AND THE SHADED STYLATED D PORTION.
FOR PROSTHETIC DEVICES, NAMELY, PROSTHETIC LIMB INTER-CONNECTION COMPONENTS, PROSTHETIC LIMB UPRIGHT ASSEMBLIES, AND PROSTHETIC LIMB SOCKET ASSEMBLIES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2004.
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-057,817. HEALTH CARE LOGISTICS, INC., CIRCLEVILLE, OH. FILED 12-6-2006.

KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-059,392. CALIFORNIA EXOTIC NOVELTIES, LLC, CHINO, CA. FILED 12-7-2006.

SN 77-052,043. HEALTHTRONICS, INC., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 11-28-2006.
CLASS 10—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES FOR USE IN VASCULAR, INTRAVASCULAR, AAA AND PERIPHERAL PROCEDURES; NAMELY, STENTS, STENT GRAFTS, STENT DELIVERY SYSTEMS, CATHETERS AND GUIDE WIRES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DENTAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY PIEZO-ULTRASONIC GENERATORS FOR POWERING DENTAL SCALING TIPS, HANDPIECES UTILIZED WITH SUCH GENERATORS, AND STRUCTURAL COMPONENT PARTS OF SUCH GENERATORS AND HANDPIECES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
ADA HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-077,139. STARKEY LABORATORIES, INC., EDEN PRAIRIE, MN. FILED 1-5-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC ASSISTIVE LISTENING DEVICES DESIGNED TO ENHANCE HEARING WHILE AUTOMATICALLY LIMITING EXPOSURE FROM LOUD SOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1993.
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BALL WITH A SWOOSH COMPRISING THE FIVE LINES REPRESENTED IN A MUSICAL GRID.
FOR MEDICAL AIDS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, APPARATUS FOR HEARING EVALUATION AND PROGRAMMING OF HEARING DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL BALLOON CATHETERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-107,139. STARKEY LABORATORIES, INC., EDEN PRAIRIE, MN. FILED 1-5-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC ASSISTIVE LISTENING DEVICES DESIGNED TO ENHANCE HEARING WHILE AUTOMATICALLY LIMITING EXPOSURE FROM LOUD SOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1993.
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ANDROFLO

FOR NON-INVASIVE MEDICAL DEVICES USED FOR MEASURING PULMONARY VENTILATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
MICHAEL W. BAIRD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).
SN 78-343,100. HOME HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 12-18-2003.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEDICAL KITS COMPRISING COMBINATIONS OF THE FOLLOWING—OSTOMY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CONVEXITY INSERTS, DRAINABLE POUCH CLAMPS, DRAINAGE BAGS, DRAIN ADAPTERS, OSTOMY BELTS, INCONTINENCE BED PADS, INCONTINENCE SHEETS, CATHETERS, AND MAY ALSO INCLUDE OSTOMY POWDERS, PASTES, POUCHES AND/OR FLANGES, ALL DISTRIBUTED FOR IN-HOME PATIENT CARE ONLY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 3-29-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-29-2001.
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOOT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROSTHESES FOR LEGS, KNEES, ANKLES, FEET, AND TOES; ORTHOTICS FOR THE FOOT; ARTIFICIAL LIMBS; ARTIFICIAL KNEES, FEET, ANKLES AND SKIN COVERINGS; AND PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 3-29-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-29-2001.
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-561,349. JASPRO INSTRUMENTS, LLC, DBA JASPRO INSTRUMENTS, LLC, WESTWOOD, MA. FILED 2-5-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WARMER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).

FOR TEMPERATURE REGULATED ELECTRICALLY ACTIVATED HEATED PROBE FOR ACUPUNCTURE POINT WARMING USED IN ORIENTAL MEDICINE PRACTICES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-562,176. THERALASE, INC., MARKHAM, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 2-7-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR THERAPEUTIC MEDICAL LASERS; MEDICAL AND VETERINARY LASERS; THERAPEUTIC MEDICAL LASERS USED FOR TREATING PAIN, TREATING MUSCULAR SKELETAL TISSUE, AND WOUND HEALING (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE COLOR(S) WHITE AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF WHITE STYLIZED LETTERING ON BLUE BACKGROUND IN RECTANGULAR BOX.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THE HOMELAND OF AN ANCIENT PEOPLE.
FOR SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY ANEUYSM CLIPS, COMPRESSORS, FORCEPS, NEEDLE HOLDERS, SAWS, SCALPELS, SPONGES, STAPLERS, SUCTION UNITS AND THREAD, MEDICAL STRETCHERS, ARTIFICIAL LIMB JOINTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VASCULARVIEWER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES AND SYSTEMS, CONSISTING OF EMBEDDED SOFTWARE, INFRA-RED LIGHT SOURCES AND VIDEO CAMERAS AND RECORDERS THAT VISUALIZE HUMAN BODY STRUCTURES FOR PURPOSES OF MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS, ADMINISTRATION OF MEDICAL TREATMENT, AND SURGERY; REUSABLE AND DISPOSABLE COMPONENTS FOR THE MEDICAL DEVICES CONTAINED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-9-2005.
SHANNON TWOHIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ORTHODONTIC SCREW FOR USE IN ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-9-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-9-2005.
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-775,581. OXYBAND TECHNOLOGIES INC, SAUSALITO, CA. FILED 12-17-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INJECTABLE OXYGEN DELIVERY SYSTEM COMPRISING AN OXYGEN DEVICE, WHICH PRODUCES NANOBUBBLES, AND NANOBATTERIES TO PREVENT OR TREAT EYE DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-829,512. LUKLINSKI, BOGDAN M., GUILDFORD, SURREY, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 3-5-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ORTHOPEDIC SUPPORTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
DEBRA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-831,490. LANE, EDWARD, D., CAL-NEV-ARI, NV. FILED 3-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOUTH GUARDS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 12-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-20-2006.
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-832,809. IMTEC IMAGING, LLC, ARDMORE, OK. FILED 3-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR X-RAY CT SCANNERS FOR DENTAL AND ENT PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2005.
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-835,096. DISC-O-TECH MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES LTD, HERZELIYA, ISRAEL, FILED 3-12-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BONE CEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, INSTRUMENTS USED TO PREPARE AND INTRODUCE BONE CEMENT INTO THE HUMAN BODY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Brachy-Bra

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GARMENT USED FOR MEDICAL BREAST THERAPY, NAMELY TO HOLD RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL IN CONTACT WITH BREAST TISSUE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VAGISIL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VAGINAL PH TESTING KITS CONTAINING TESTING SWABS AND COLOR GUIDES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 3-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-30-2006.

RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

REAL CPR HELP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CPR HELP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DEFIBRILLATORS; DEFIBRILLATOR COMPONENT PARTS FEATURING INSTANTANEOUS FEEDBACK AND INFORMATION REGARDING HEART RATE AND CHEST COMPRESSIONS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BEPTFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EXPANDED POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE IN THE FORM OF SHEETS, PATCHES AND MEMBRANES FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 10—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SYNTHETIC STENT GRAFTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ESVS

CLASS 10—(Continued).
SN 78-895,832. WRIGHT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY, INC., ARLINGTON, TN. FILED 5-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,066,806.
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS; NAMELY, ORTHOPEDIC JOINT IMPLANTS; SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR USE IN THE IMPLANTATION OF ORTHOPEDIC JOINT IMPLANTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
JUSTINE D. PARKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GLADIATOR

CLASS 10—(Continued).
SN 78-900,839. ACUNETX, INC., SUPERIOR, CO. FILED 6-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES OF ARTIFICIAL MATERIALS FOR DISTRACTION OSTEOGENESIS THAT ARE IMPLANTED IN HUMANS AND COUPLED TO HUMAN BONES, AND EQUIPMENT TO FACILITATE IMPLANTATION OF SUCH DEVICES, NAMELY, WRENCHES, SCREWS, SCREWDRIVERS, DRILLS, AND ADJUSTMENT TOOLS; MEDICAL DEVICES OF ARTIFICIAL MATERIALS IMPLANTED IN HUMANS, NAMELY BIOFEEDBACK SENSORS FOR USE AS AN INTEGRATED COMPONENT OF EXTERNAL MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC DEVICES FOR HOME AND INSTITUTIONAL USE, NAMELY, THERMOMETERS, BLOOD PRESSURE CUFFS, RESPIRATORY FLOW METERS, EYE MOVEMENT DETECTORS, METABOLIC MEASUREMENT DEVICES, STRENGTH MEASUREMENT DEVICES, REFLEX TESTERS, BODY MASS MEASUREMENT DEVICES, NUTRITIONAL MEASUREMENT DEVICES, PULSE AND BLOOD OXYGEN MEASUREMENT DEVICES, AND BLOOD SUGAR, HORMONE AND INSULIN MEASUREMENT DEVICES; MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY INFRARED VIDEO EYE GOGGLES, BALANCE PLATES AND PLATFORMS AND CALORIC IRRIGATORS, IN THE FIELD OF BALANCE DISORDERS, EQUILIBRIUM AND DIZZINESS DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-905,758. ACUNETX, INC., SUPERIOR, CO. FILED 6-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SOLID CIRCLE SURROUNDED BY THREE CURVED LINES. ONE END OF EACH LINE IS THICKER AND HAS A FLAT EDGE, AND THE OTHER END TAPERS TO A POINT. THE ENDS OF THE THREE CURVED LINES DO NOT TOUCH, AND TOGETHER THEY FORM A SECOND CIRCLE WITH BROKEN EDGES AROUND THE SOLID CIRCLE IN THE CENTER.

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES OF ARTIFICIAL MATERIALS THAT ARE IMPLANTED IN HUMANS AND COUPLED TO HUMAN BONES, FOR DISTRACTION OSTEOGENESIS, AND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, WRENCH, SCREWS, SCREWDRIVERS, DRILLS, AND ADJUSTMENT TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT TO FACILITATE IMPLANTATION OF SUCH DEVICES; MEDICAL DEVICES OF ARTIFICIAL MATERIALS IMPLANTED IN HUMANS, NAMELY BIOFEEDBACK SENSORS FOR USE AS INTEGRATED COMPONENTS OF PACEMAKERS, IMPLANTABLE DEFIBRILLATORS, INSULIN AND HORMONE PUMPS, NERVE STIMULATORS, JOINT PROSTHESSES, NEUROLOGICAL SHUNTS, HEART VALVES, AND SPINAL AND BONE IMPLANTS; MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY BIOFEEDBACK SENSORS USED AS AN INTEGRATED COMPONENT OF EXTERNAL MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC DEVICES FOR HOME AND INSTITUTIONAL USE, NAMELY, THERMOMETERS, BLOOD PRESSURE CUFFS, RESPIRATORY FLOW METERS, EYE MOVEMENT DETECTORS, METABOLIC MEASUREMENT DEVICES, REFLEX TESTERS, BODY MASS MEASUREMENT DEVICES, NUTRITIONAL MEASUREMENT DEVICES, PULSE AND BLOOD OXYGEN MEASUREMENT DEVICES, AND BLOOD SUGAR, HORMONE AND INSULIN MEASUREMENT DEVICES; MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY INFRAED VIDEO EYE GOGGLES, BALANCE PLATES AND PLATFORMS AND CALORIC IRRIGATORS, IN THE FIELD OF BALANCE DISORDERS, EQUILIBRIUM AND DIZZINESS DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-925,058. ARCADIA MEDICAL CORPORATION, SCHAUMBURG, IL. FILED 7-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EXTENDED, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR TRACHEOSTOMY TUBES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-928,299. SURGIQUEST, INC., ORANGE, CT. FILED 7-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY ACCESS DEVICES, FOR USE IN MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGICAL PROCEDURES, NAMELY, LAPAROSCOPIC, ENDOSCOPIC, GYNECOLOGICAL, UROLOGICAL, THORACIC, COLO-RECTAL, AND BARIATRIC AND GENERAL SURGERY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EXELINT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,420,897 AND 1,624,655.
FOR APPARATUS FOR BLOOD ANALYSIS; APPARATUS FOR TAKING BLOOD; APPARATUS FOR TAKING BLOOD SAMPLES; BLOOD COMPONENT SEPARATION APPARATUS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; BLOOD DRAWING APPARATUS; BLOOD TESTING APPARATUS; CANNULAE; CATHETERS; DISPOSABLE SYRINGES; ELASTIC BANDAGES; GLOVES FOR MEDICAL USE; GLOVES FOR USE IN HOSPITALS; HYPODERMIC SYRINGES; INFUSION SETS; INJECTION NEEDLES; INJECTION NEEDLES FOR MEDICAL USE; INJECTION SYRINGES; LANCETS; LATEX MEDICAL GLOVES; MEDICAL SYRINGES; NEBULIZERS FOR RESPIRATION THERAPY; NEEDLE-BASED AND NEEDLE-FREE INJECTION SYSTEMS; NEEDLES FOR INJECTIONS; NEEDLES FOR MEDICAL USE; OXYGEN MASKS FOR MEDICAL USE; SCALPELS; SURGICAL BLADES; SURGICAL GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-1-1981; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1981.
LINDA LAVACHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-030,019. NALSCO PTY LIMITED, WETHERILL PARK, NSW, AUSTRALIA, FILED 8-28-2006.

SYRIGUARD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS FOR PREVENTING NEEDLE STICK INJURIES CAUSED BY SYRINGES, NEEDLES AND CANNULAS USED IN SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY PROCEDURES; MEDICAL SAFETY APPARATUS FOR USE IN RECAPPING NEEDLES AND SYRINGES USED IN SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY PROCEDURES; MEDICAL SAFETY DEVICE FOR PREVENTING NEEDLE STICK INJURIES MADE OF PLASTIC FOR USE IN MEDICAL, DENTAL, AND VETERINARY FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
MICHAEL TANNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-023,571. PULSION MEDICAL SYSTEMS AG, 81829 MÜNCHEN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 4-3-2006.

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

SN 76-657,672. LUMIFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC., MAPLE GROVE, MN. FILED 4-3-2006.

PiCCO plus

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0883962 DATED 4-3-2006, EXPIRES 4-3-2016.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,445,744.
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS FOR MONITORING PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS IN INTENSIVE MEDICINE, ANAESTHESIA AND SURGERY, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC MONITORS FOR MEASURING, CALCULATING AND DISPLAYING HERMODYNAMIC VARIABLES IN RESPONSE TO INTRAARTERIAL AND INTRAVENOUS CATHETER ACCESS AND PARTS THEREOF; CATHETERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LUMEON 360

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "360", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRIC TRACK LIGHTING SYSTEMS, COMPRESSING ELECTRIC TRACK LIGHTING, ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, MOUNTING BRACKETS, LIGHT GUIDES, LIGHT HANGERS AND ELECTRICAL PLUGS (U.S. CLS. 13, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).

SN 76-657,799. LUMIFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC., MAPLE GROVE, MN. FILED 4-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ELECTRIC TRACK LIGHTING SYSTEMS, COMPRISING ELECTRIC TRACK LIGHTING, ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, MOUNTING BRACKETS, LIGHT GUIDES, LIGHT HANGERS AND ELECTRICAL PLUGS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-657,809. LUMIFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC., MAPLE GROVE, MN. FILED 4-3-2006.

HYPERION R-LITE SYSTEM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "TAXILITE" IN STYLISTIZED TYPEFACE IN BLACK, OVER A BACKGROUND OF YELLOW, WITH A BLACK AND WHITE "CHECKBOARD" PATTERN BELOW RUNNING EDGE TO EDGE WITHIN A CONFINING BOX SHAPE.

THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, WHITE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

FOR FLASHLIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,899,435.

FOR FAUCETS AND SHOWER HEADS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-003,659. CYALUME TECHNOLOGIES, INC., WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA. FILED 9-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF SIX LIGHT BEAMS EMANATING FROM A SOURCE IN THE LOWER RIGHT CORNER.

FOR CHEMILUMINESCENT LIGHTING ENCASED IN PLASTIC MADE IN VARIOUS SHAPES AND SIZES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-003,371. LIPPIN, HOWARD D, DEERFIELD BEACH, FL. FILED 9-20-2006.

THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, WHITE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "TAXILITE" IN STYLISTIZED TYPEFACE IN BLACK, OVER A BACKGROUND OF YELLOW, WITH A BLACK AND WHITE "CHECKBOARD" PATTERN BELOW RUNNING EDGE TO EDGE WITHIN A CONFINING BOX SHAPE.

FOR FLASHLIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRICAL TRACK LIGHTING SYSTEMS, COMPRISING ELECTRIC TRACK LIGHTING, ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, MOUNTING BRACKETS, LIGHT GUIDES, LIGHT HANGERS AND ELECTRICAL PLUGS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-657,809. LUMIFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC., MAPLE GROVE, MN. FILED 4-3-2006.

LUMIFICIENT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRICAL TRACK LIGHTING SYSTEMS, COMPRISING ELECTRIC TRACK LIGHTING, ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, MOUNTING BRACKETS, LIGHT GUIDES, LIGHT HANGERS AND ELECTRICAL PLUGS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-003,659. CYALUME TECHNOLOGIES, INC., WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA. FILED 9-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF SIX LIGHT BEAMS EMANATING FROM A SOURCE IN THE LOWER RIGHT CORNER.

FOR CHEMILUMINESCENT LIGHTING ENCASED IN PLASTIC MADE IN VARIOUS SHAPES AND SIZES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 11—(Continued).
SN 77-007,782. YG OF MIAMI, INC., HIALEAH, FL. FILED 9-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS YG ABOVE THE LETTERING OF MIAMI.
FOR MOTORCYCLE HEADLIGHTS AND SIGNAL LIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MIAMI, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE INTELLIGENT DOWNLIGHT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOWNLIGHT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-018,390. BSH BOSCH UND SIEMENS HAUSGERAETE GMBH, MUNICH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 10-11-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOWNLIGHT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR APPARATUS FOR DISINFECTING SPONGES FOR HOUSEHOLD AND INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOWNLIGHT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
SANDRA MANIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR APPARATUS FOR DISINFECTING SPONGES FOR HOUSEHOLD AND INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-025,528. UNITED STATES STOVE COMPANY, SOUTH PITTSBURG, TN. FILED 10-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEARTH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SOLID FUEL BURNING STOVES; MULTI-FUEL HEATERS AND FURNACES; BIO-MASS HEATERS AND FURNACES; GAS-FIRED ROOM HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BEAUTIXX SILETION

COUNTRY HEARTH
CLASS 11—(Continued).
SN 77-027,953. POWERTECH, INC, COLLIERVILLE, TN. FILED 10-24-2006.

M-SAT
Multi-Switch Advanced Technology

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MULTI-SWITCH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR A FEATURE OF A FLASHLIGHT THAT-shifts BETWEEN TWO MODES OF OPERATION (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 10-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-17-2006.
JACLYN KIDWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-028,550. SUPERIOR UV TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, SHELTON, CT. FILED 10-24-2006.

SOLAR ELEMENTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TANNING LAMPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 5-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-22-2006.
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 11—(Continued).
SN 77-035,428. IP HOLDINGS, LLC, VANCOUVER, WA. FILED 11-2-2006.

Spectralux

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HORTICULTURE GROW LAMPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,677. LASKO HOLDINGS, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 11-2-2006.

LASKO
Innovators in Home Comfort

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,794,855, 2,879,309 AND 2,970,306.
FOR ELECTRIC FANS, PORTABLE ELECTRIC HEATERS AND HUMIDIFIERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,328. MAAX CANADA INC., LACHINE, QUEBEC, FILED 11-8-2006.

EUROREEF

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AQUARIUM FILTRATION APPARATUS, NAMELY SALTWATER PROTEIN SKIMMERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KLEARA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHOWER DOORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
FRED CARL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FRYER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DEEP FAT FRYERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1998.
ROSELLE HERRERA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,650. PHILLIPS PLASTICS CORPORATION, PHILIPS, WI. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMBO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GREASE AND FUME CAPTURING FILTERS AND BAFFLES FOR USE IN VENTILATION HOODS FOR STOVES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2004.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,343. GRIMAC ROYAL FALCON CORP., SETAUKET, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAPPUCCINO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ELECTRIC AND FULLY AUTOMATED COFFEE MACHINES, NAMELY, ESPRESSO MAKERS AND COFFEE-AND-MILK DRINK MAKERS; ACCESSORIES FOR THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS, NAMELY, REFRIGERATORS, THERMOELECTRIC BEVERAGE COOLERS, ELECTRIC CUP WARMERS, ELECTRICAL BOILERS, HEAT PUMPS, BREWERS, GRINDING DISCS, INGREDIENT HOPPERS, MACHINE CASING, FROTHER HEADS AND DISPENSING HEADS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 2-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 2-0-1997.
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,963. SHIN CHIN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD., TAINAN HSIEH, TAIWAN, FILED 11-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF HIGHLY STYLIZED "SCI" WITH THE "S" FORMED WITHIN THE "SC" ADJACENT TO THE STYLIZED LETTERS "SCI".
FOR LIGHTS FOR AUTOMOBILES, NAMELY, INTERIOR READING LAMPS, INTERIOR DOME LIGHTS AND INTERIOR TOP LIGHTS; ELECTRIC NIGHT LIGHTS; WALL LAMPS; SEARCH LIGHTS; PORTABLE FLUORESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTS; SPOTLIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 5-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-6-2005.
JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,445. STO-COTE PRODUCTS, INC., GENOA CITY, WI. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ICE SKATING RINKS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUMBING FITTINGS, NAMELY AIR ADMITTANCE VALVES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-11-1997; IN COMMERCE 3-11-1997.
ROSELLE HERRERA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FROZEN MEMORIES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ICE SKATING RINKS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FRAJON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUMBING FITTINGS, NAMELY AIR ADMITTANCE VALVES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-11-1997; IN COMMERCE 3-11-1997.
ROSELLE HERRERA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ALEXA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHOWER DOORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 5-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2006.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,620. HEATEC, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN. FILED 11-16-2006.

SPLENDOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHOWER DOORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 12-31-1979; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1979.
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,099. AGRI-INJECT, INC., YUMA, CO. FILED 11-22-2006.

STACKPACK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEAT EXCHANGERS, NOT BEING PARTS OF MACHINES, USED TO RECOVER HEAT FROM EXHAUST GASES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,620. HEATEC, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN. FILED 11-16-2006.

MISTER MIST’R

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHECK VALVE FOR AGRICULTURAL IRRIGATION FOR HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE AGRICHEMICAL INJECTION (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 7-10-1985; IN COMMERCE 7-10-1985.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-057,487. GEORGIA-PACIFIC CONSUMER PRODUCTS LP, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 12-5-2006.

FREEDOM FLANGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLANGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PLUMBING FITTINGS, NAMELY, FLANGES FOR USE IN HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
ALLISON SCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,842. TACO, INC., CRANSTON, RI. FILED 11-16-2006.

PACIFIC GARDEN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,589,341, 3,140,194 AND OTHERS.
FOR DISPENSERS FOR AIR FRESHENERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 5-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2006.
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-057,487. GEORGIA-PACIFIC CONSUMER PRODUCTS LP, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 12-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BARBEQUE GRILLS AND REPLACEMENT PARTS THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-071,938. SINTON ELECTRIC CO., LTD., TAICHUNG, TAIWAN, FILED 12-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOCKETS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-076,145. IP HOLDINGS, LLC, VANCOUVER, WA. FILED 1-4-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSUMER ASSEMBLED LIGHT REFLECTOR (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-076,814. HUNTER FAN COMPANY, MEMPHIS, TN. FILED 1-5-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
The English translation of the wording "COTE D'AZUR" in the mark is "BLUE COAST."
FOR CEILING FANS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
AHSEN KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR IN-LINE CURING OVENS FOR SEMI-CONDUCTOR CHIPS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
NAPOLEON SHARMA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-100,265. AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION CORPORATION, W. KINGSTON, RI. FILED 2-6-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AIR CONDITIONERS; AIR CONDITIONING UNITS; AIR-CONDITIONING APPARATUS; VENTILATING EXHAUST FANS; VENTILATING FANS FOR COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 1-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2006.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IT'S ALL ABOUT U

COTE D'AZUR

CENTEN

VICTOR

Agrotech

INROW
LITTLE PERKS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-397,672. PLUGG LTD, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 4-7-2004.

SUPER TRIM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TRIM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURE PARTS, FITTINGS AND COMPONENTS, NAMELY, LIGHTING FIXTURE TRIM AND HOUSING ASSEMBLIES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 2-23-1996; IN COMMERCE 2-23-1996.
SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LASERPOD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 003755774, FILED 4-6-2004, REG. NO. 003755774, DATED 8-8-2005, EXPIRES 4-6-2014.
FOR APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, NAMELY, LIGHT PROJECTORS; DECORATIVE LAMPS; LASER LAMPS, NAMELY, LAMPS WHICH PROJECT LIGHT USING LASERS; LAMPS WHICH PROJECT LIGHT USING LED'S, NAMELY LIGHT EMITTING DIODES; LAMPS WHICH PROJECT LIGHT USING A CRYSTAL; LAMPS WHICH PROJECT LIGHT USING HOLOGRAPHS; LAMPS WHICH GENERATE LASER EFFECTS; LIGHT DIFFUSERS; PARTS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LUMICHROME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COLOR-CORRECTED AND FANCY ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES AND COLOR-CORRECTED LIGHT BULBS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 1-1-1982; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1982.
DANIEL RUSSELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).


SEC. 2(F).

FOR NATURAL GAS LIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-844,190. KING OF FANS, INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 3-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,968,701.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUPER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,359,047 AND 3,002,239.

FOR LIGHTING DEVICES FOR VEHICLES, NAMELY, AUTOMOBILE LIGHTS, MOOD LIGHTS, COLORED LIGHTS, ELECTROLUMINESCENT LIGHTS AND INTERIOR LIGHTS, ELECTRIC LIGHT FIXTURE GLARE REDUCTION FILTERS, LIGHTS FOR VEHICLES; LAMPS AND LAMP REFLECTORS; DISCHARGE TUBES FOR LIGHTING NAMELY, NEON TUBES, NEON STROBES; LIGHTING TUBES, NAMELY, DUAL NEON RODS; NEON AUTOMOBILE LIGHTS, NAMELY, DAZZLING NEON LIGHTS, CRYSTAL NEON LIGHTS AND NEON LIGHT RINGS, TANNING LAMPS; ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES IN THE SHAPE OF DICE; AUTOMOBILE LIGHTS THAT CHANGE COLOR; VEHICLE TURN-SIGNAL LIGHTS; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS, NAMELY DASH LIGHTS FOR USE WITH VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


MELISSA VALLILLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-844,190. KING OF FANS, INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 3-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRIC CEILING FANS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-844,190. KING OF FANS, INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 3-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,968,701.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUPER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HOT TUBS AND SPAS IN THE NATURE OF HEATED WHIRLPOOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

FIRST USE 6-3-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-3-2005.

KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-839,882. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, VISTA, CA. FILED 3-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SN 78-842,901. AUGUSTO TUCCI, MORRABBIN VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA. FILED 3-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SN 78-839,882. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, VISTA, CA. FILED 3-17-2006.

FOR LIGHTING DEVICES FOR VEHICLES, NAMELY, AUTOMOBILE LIGHTS, MOOD LIGHTS, COLORED LIGHTS, ELECTROLUMINESCENT LIGHTS AND INTERIOR LIGHTS, ELECTRIC LIGHT FIXTURE GLARE REDUCTION FILTERS, LIGHTS FOR VEHICLES; LAMPS AND LAMP REFLECTORS; DISCHARGE TUBES FOR LIGHTING NAMELY, NEON TUBES, NEON STROBES; LIGHTING TUBES, NAMELY, DUAL NEON RODS; NEON AUTOMOBILE LIGHTS, NAMELY, DAZZLING NEON LIGHTS, CRYSTAL NEON LIGHTS AND NEON LIGHT RINGS, TANNING LAMPS; ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURES IN THE SHAPE OF DICE; AUTOMOBILE LIGHTS THAT CHANGE COLOR; VEHICLE TURN-SIGNAL LIGHTS; PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL OF THE AFORESAID GOODS, NAMELY DASH LIGHTS FOR USE WITH VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


MELISSA VALLILLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-844,190. KING OF FANS, INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 3-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SN 78-839,882. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, VISTA, CA. FILED 3-17-2006.

FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED BEVERAGE DISPENSERS AND COMPONENTS THEREOF; ELECTRIC COFFEE AND TEA MAKERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

LAURA HAMMEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-842,901. AUGUSTO TUCCI, MORRABBIN VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA. FILED 3-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SN 78-839,882. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, VISTA, CA. FILED 3-17-2006.

FOR ELECTRIC CEILING FANS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-844,190. KING OF FANS, INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 3-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SN 78-839,882. WATKINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, VISTA, CA. FILED 3-17-2006.

FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED BEVERAGE DISPENSERS AND COMPONENTS THEREOF; ELECTRIC COFFEE AND TEA MAKERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

LAURA HAMMEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-842,901. AUGUSTO TUCCI, MORRABBIN VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA. FILED 3-22-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EQUIPMENT COMPANY AND WATER RECLAMATION SPECIALISTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GREEN, GREY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLUE WATERDROP WITH A GREEN LEAF BEHIND IN AND A GREY SHADOW ON THE BOTTOM. THE LITERAL ELEMENTS RECLAIM EQUIPMENT COMPANY IS BLUE AND WATER RECLAMATION SPECIALISTS IS GREEN.

FOR CARWASH WATER RECLAMATION SYSTEMS, COMPRISED OF CARTRIDGE FILTRATION UNITS, CHEMICAL STERILIZATION UNITS, REVERSE OSMOSIS FILTRATION UNITS, ULTRAVIOLET STERILIZATION UNITS, OZONE STERILIZATION UNITS; CARWASH EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, REVERSE OSMOSIS WATER FILTRATION UNITS, AND WATER RECLAMATION UNITS; VEHICLE CARE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, REVERSE OSMOSIS WATER FILTRATION UNITS, AND WATER RECLAMATION UNITS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRICAL HAND-HELD HAIR DRYERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED REFRIGERATION UNITS, NAMELY, BULKHEADS AND SELF-CONTAINED CONTAINERS, VEHICLES AND CABINETS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STAINLESS STEEL SINK (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HOT TUBS; SPAS IN THE NATURE OF HEATED POOLS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BLUERIDGE SPAS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).


FOR BATHS, STEAM SHOWERS, BATHTUBS; WHIRLPOOL BATHS; SHOWERS; SHOWER AND BATH CUBICLES; SHOWER PANS; SHOWER HEADS; SHOWER DOORS; WATER DIVERTERS; SHOWER SPRAY HEADS; BASINS; BIDETS; LAVATORIES; TOILETS; TOILET BOWLS; TOILET SEATS; TOUCHLESS TOILETS; TOUCHLESS FLUSHING APPARATUS; WATER CLOSETS; DOME LIGHTS FOR FURNITURE; ELECTRIC TRACK LIGHTING UNITS; LIGHTING FIXTURES; SINKS; SINK PEDESTALS, VANITY SINKS; WATER FAUCET TAPS; FAUCETS; TOUCHLESS FAUCETS; THERMOSTATICALLY, INFRARED, RADAR OR ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED FAUCETS; ELECTRIC HAND DRYERS; STRAINERS FOR USE WITH SINKS, BATHS AND SHOWER TRAYS; TOUCHLESS HAND DRYING APPARATUS; STOPPERS FOR USE WITH SINKS, BATHS AND SHOWER TRAYS; BATH SPOUTS; WATER CONTROL VALVES FOR WATER CISTernS; WATER CONTROL VALVES; WATER CONTROL VALVES FOR FAUCETS; URINALS; WATER CISTernS; DRINKING FOUNTAINS; SAUNAS; NON-METALLIC LEVERS FOR CISTernS; SHOWER DOORS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-017,030. XORELLA AG, SWITZERLAND, FILED 9-30-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR APPARATUS DESIGNED TO DEHUMIDIFY ALL KINDS OF WOODEN MATERIAL AND WOODEN OBJECTS USING STEAM AND VACUUM PRESSURE, NAMELY INDUSTRIAL DEHUMIDIFIERS; STEAM HEATING APPARATUS DESIGNED TO TREAT WOODEN PACKAGING MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) GREEN, BLACK, BLUE AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF NEWARC IN BLACK WITH A RED AND BLUE TRIANGLE REPLACING THE A, AGAINST A GREEN BACKGROUND.

FOR TAPS, COCKS, SPIGOTS, FAUCETS FOR PIPES; DECORATIVE FOUNTAINS; SPIRAL PIPES AND HEADS FOR SHOWERS, NAMELY, DOUCHES, PIPES BEING PART OF SANITARY INSTALLATIONS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-962,488. KING OF FANS, INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 8-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRIC CEILING FANS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


MELISSA VALLILLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) GREEN, BLACK, BLUE AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF NEWARC IN BLACK WITH A RED AND BLUE TRIANGLE REPLACING THE A, AGAINST A GREEN BACKGROUND.

FOR TAPS, COCKS, SPIGOTS, FAUCETS FOR PIPES; DECORATIVE FOUNTAINS; SPIRAL PIPES AND HEADS FOR SHOWERS, NAMELY, DOUCHES, PIPES BEING PART OF SANITARY INSTALLATIONS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).

GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 11—(Continued).
SN 79-031,701. SAECO STRATEGIC SERVICES LIMITED, IRELAND, FILED 11-2-2006.
PRIORITY DATE OF 6-28-2006 IS CLAIMED.
FOR ELECTRIC COFFEE MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR STEERING UNITS FOR LAND VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ODEA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.
FOR MOTORCYCLES, ATVS, SCOOTERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
SHAUNIA CARLYLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 12—(Continued).
SN 76-667,954. HYOSUNG MOTORS AMERICA, INC., NORCROSIS, GA. FILED 10-23-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.
FOR MOTORCYCLES, ATVS, SCOOTERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HSM

FAVESS

FOR STEERING UNITS FOR LAND VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FOR STEERING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF POWER STEERING GEAR VALVES, RACKS, PINIONS, YOKES, STEERING WHEELS, STEERING COLUMNS, STEERING SHAFTS, STEERING WHEEL ACTUATORS, OPERATING CYLINDERS, CONTROL VALVES, STEERING PUMPS, OIL RESERVOIRS, PROPSHAFTS, ANGLE DRIVES, BALL JOINTS AND PARTS THEREOF FOR SELF-PROPELLED LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Flex-Panel

FOR STEERING SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF POWER STEERING GEAR VALVES, RACKS, PINIONS, YOKES, STEERING WHEELS, STEERING COLUMNS, STEERING SHAFTS, STEERING WHEEL ACTUATORS, OPERATING CYLINDERS, CONTROL VALVES, STEERING PUMPS, OIL RESERVOIRS, PROPSHAFTS, ANGLE DRIVES, BALL JOINTS AND PARTS THEREOF FOR SELF-PROPELLED LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SAILOR

SN 77-019,616. GREENBALL CORPORATION, LONG BEACH, CA. FILED 10-12-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.
FOR TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).

SN 77-023,197. BEAR CORPORATION, CERRITOS, CA. FILED 10-17-2006.

FOR BICYCLES, BICYCLE PARTS, AND PARTS ACCESSORIES, NAMELY BRAKES, BRAKE LEVERS, SEATS, POST CLAMPS, SEAT POSTS, CRANKS, STEMS, HANDLEBARS, AXLE PEGS, FORK STEPS, FRAME STEPS, BRAKE CABLES, BRAKES SHOES, BRAKE CALIPERS, SPROCKETS, CHAIN RING NUTS AND BOLTS SETS, HEAD SETS, FORKS, HANDLEBAR GRIPS, HANDLEBAR PLUGS, PEDALS, SADDLES, TIRES, RIMS, HUBS, NUMBER PLATES, AND FRONT WHEEL BRAKE CABLE COUPLERS THAT PERMIT ROTATION OF A FRONT BICYCLE WHEEL AND HANDLEBARS RELATIVE TO THE BICYCLE FRAME (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).


MORGAN WYNNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR AUTOMOBILES AND MOTORCYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

JUSTINE D. PARKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MOTORCYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELASTOMERIC APPLIQUES FOR PLACEMENT ONTO MOTORCYCLES, ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES, AND BICYCLES TO PREVENT RIDERS FROM SLIPPING (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CHARISMA HAMPTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,072. DURABRAKE CO., LLC, LOS ALTOS, CA. FILED 11-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR BRAKE DRUMS; BRAKE DRUMS FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FIRST USE 6-5-1993; IN COMMERCE 6-5-1993.

TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,646. GAMUT USA, INC., SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE USA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BICYCLE PARTS, NAMELY, CHAINGUIDES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FIRST USE 4-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Not best because we are the biggest

because we are the best

GAMUT USA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BICYCLE PARTS, NAMELY, CHAINGUIDES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

FIRST USE 4-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).
SN 77-040,054. SKINNER, GUY LADD, OXNARD, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WHEELED CREEPER DOLLIES WITH SEAT OR STOOL FOR USE BY MOTION PICTURE CAMERA OPERATOR (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,903. MONACO COACH CORPORATION, COBURG, OR. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RECREATIONAL VEHICLES, NAMELY MOTORHOMES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,734. MELGES PERFORMANCE SAILBOATS, ZENDA, WI. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SAILBOATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 0-0-1945; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1945.
HOWARD B. LEVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,913. FLEETWOOD ENTERPRISES, INC., RIVERSIDE, CA. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOTOR HOMES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 2-0-1996.
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS S, R, AND L WITH AN IMAGE OF A GLOBE THAT IS USED AS A SYMBOL FOR THE LETTER "O" BETWEEN THE LETTERS "S" AND "R".
FOR VEHICLE CHASSIS AND PARTS THEREOF; SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF; BRAKE LININGS FOR LAND VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF; VEHICLE SUSPENSION SPRINGS AND PARTS THEREOF; HYDRAULIC CIRCUITS FOR VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF; RIMS FOR VEHICLE WHEELS AND PARTS THEREOF; DOORS FOR VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF; BODIES FOR VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF; AXLE JOURNALS AND PARTS THEREOF; MOTORCYCLES AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).

SN 77-082,168. TBC BRANDS, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 1-12-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LAND VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY, WHEELS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2005.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOAT TRAILERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1999.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 12—(Continued).

SN 77-095,923. TBC BRANDS, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 1-31-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED LETTER V INSIDE A STYLIZED CIRCLE.
FOR LAND VEHICLE PARTS, NAMELY, WHEELS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2005.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-104,833. MONACO COACH CORPORATION, COBURG, OR. FILED 2-12-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR TRAVEL TRAILERS, NAMELY, SUPERSTRUCTURES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 11-1-1965; IN COMMERCE 11-1-1965.
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOAT TRAILERS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1999.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR TRAVEL TRAILERS, NAMELY, SUPERSTRUCTURES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 11-1-1965; IN COMMERCE 11-1-1965.
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).
SN 78-357,675. TREK BICYCLE CORPORATION, WATERLOO, WI. FILED 1-26-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BICYCLES, BICYCLE FRAMES, AND BICYCLE STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LOGO FOLLOWED BY THREE STYLIZED ALPHABETS, B, C, AND T; AND THE LOGO IS A COMBINATION OF A CROSS-SECTION OF A TIRE AND ONE STYLIZED CHINESE WORD.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS NORTH.
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO BEI, AND THIS MEANS NORTH IN ENGLISH.
FOR TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-830,884. DRI-EAZ PRODUCTS, INC., BURLINGTON, WA. FILED 3-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAND TRUCKS ADAPTED TO FACILITATE TRANSPORTATION OF RESTORATIVE DRYING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 12-26-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-26-2005.
SHAILA SETTLES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-831,351. NORCO PRODUCTS LTD., BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 3-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.
THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER M FORMING AN INCOMPLETE CIRCLE. THE DARK AREAS IN THE CENTER OF THE LETTER DESIGN ARE FOR PURPOSES OF CONTRAST AND DIMENSIONALITY.
FOR AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY WHEEL RIMS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-5-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-5-2004.
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).

SN 78-856,839. BEMIS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, SHEBOYGAN FALLS, WI. FILED 4-7-2006.

FOR FLUID RETENTION PRODUCTS, NAMELY FLUID RESERVOIRS AND GAS CAPS FOR LAND VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-873,497. NANKANG RUBBER TIRE CORP., LTD., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 5-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TIRES, INNER TUBES, AUTOMOBILE TIRES, INNER TUBES FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES, TREAD USED TO RETREAD TIRES, TIRE CASINGS, TIRES WITH NON-SKID DEVICES FOR VEHICLE WHEELS, TIRE REPAIR PATCHES, TIRES OF MOTORCYCLES, TREAD FOR RETREADING TIRES, MUD FLAPS FOR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-893,485. VOLTRIC, LLC, CLACKAMAS, OR. FILED 5-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAS CAPS FOR LAND VEHICLES; GAS TANKS FOR LAND VEHICLES; GAS TANKS FOR MOTORCYCLES, ATV'S, AND TRUCKS; PLASTIC PARTS FOR VEHICLES, NAMELY, AUTOMOTIVE EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR PLASTIC EXTRUDED DECORATIVE AND PROTECTIVE TRIM (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2006.
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-897,685. HEPPNER, DONALD F, WHITEFISH, MT. FILED 5-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SEAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BICYCLE SADDLES; SADDLES FOR BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-15-2006.
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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CLASS 12—(Continued).
SN 78-903,284. LUCAS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING, INC.,
LONG BEACH, CA. FILED 6-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F)
FOR TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 1-1-1976; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1976.
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-915,666. OMNI UNITED (S) PTE LTD, SINGAPORE
068808, SINGAPORE, FILED 6-23-2006.

FOR TRUCK AND BUS RADIAL TIRES, LIGHT
TRUCK RADIAL TIRES, PASSENGER CAR RADIAL
TIRES, OFF THE ROAD RADIAL TIRES (U.S. CLS. 19,
21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-916,976. FORD MOTOR COMPANY, DEARBORN, MI.
FILED 6-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "429", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FITTED CAR COVERS; AUTOMOTIVE SUN-
SHIELDS; EXTERIOR INSIGNIA BADGES FOR MOTOR
VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 12—(Continued).
SN 78-971,746. FOLD-A-TOOLS MANAGEMENT INC., RICH-
MOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA, FILED 9-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF CANADA REG. NO. TMA697490, DATED 8-
14-2006; EXPIRES 8-14-2021.
FOR WHEELED HAND-PUSHED VEHICLES,
NAMELY CARTS FOR TRANSPORTING SMALL LOADS
(U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-972,761. PRESTIGE AUTOTECH CORPORATION,
CHINO, CA. FILED 9-12-2006.

FOR VEHICLE WHEELS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35
AND 44).
EMILY CHUO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-017,247. AVIOINTERIORS S.P.A., ITALY, FILED 9-5-
2005.

PRIORITY DATE OF 4-11-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0867287
THE COLORS RED, WHITE AND BLUE ARE CLAIMED
AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR WHITE APPEARS IN THE BACKGROUND
OF THE MARK. THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE
WORDING "AVIOINTERIORS" IN THE "V" SHAPED
LINES, AND IN THE TWO QUADRILATERALS BELOW
THE CIRCLE IN THE MARK. THE COLOR RED APPEARS
IN THE CIRCLE IN THE MARK.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "AVIO"
IN THE MARK IS "AVIATION."
FOR AIRPLANE SEATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35
AND 44).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 12—(Continued).


PRIORITY DATE OF 2-9-2006 IS CLAIMED.
FOR MOTORCYCLES, MOTOR SCOOTERS, STRUCTURAL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 2-9-2006 IS CLAIMED.
The English translation of the word "SQUALO" in the mark is "SHARK".
FOR LAND VEHICLES, NAMELY MOTOR VEHICLES IN THE NATURE OF CARS AND TRUCKS, STRUCTURAL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; MOTORCYCLES, MOTOR SCOOTERS, STRUCTURAL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-028,159. MOJO PROPERTY PTY LTD, AUSTRALIA, FILED 8-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOTO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MOTORCYCLES, STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR MOTORCYCLES (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
PAUL CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 13—FIREARMS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPORT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AMMUNITION FOR CENTER FIRE AND RIM FIRE CARTRIDGES, LOADED WITH BOTH SMOKELESS AND BLACK POWDERS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
PAUL CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 509
CLASS 13—(Continued).

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, WHITE AND GREY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
The mark consists of the color black in the curved band, in the flames around the circular sun design, in the upper portion of the sun design, in the eyes of the two dragon designs, and in the outlines around the dragons, the color gray in the dragon standing beside the curved bar, on the lower portion of the sun design, the color white in the dragon appearing in the sun design, and in the eyes of the dragon standing beside the curved band.

FOR FIRECRACKERS; FIREWORKS, NAMELY, SKY ROCKETS, SPARKLERS; SIGNAL FIRES; SQUIBS; FOG SIGNAL EXPLOSIVES (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).

LINDA LAVACHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 13—(Continued).
SN 78-859,273. DO-ALL TRAPS, LLC, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 4-11-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BLACK POWDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR GUN AND RIFLE CASES (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 14—JEWELRY
SN 75-581,644. MOVADO CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 11-3-1998.

LA SCALA

FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1997.
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-658,520. SILVER EMPORIUM S.A. DE CV., LOC 64 Y 69 CANCUN QROO, MEXICO, FILED 4-17-2006.

SARA BOTELLO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECOMMENDED BY" AND "CLAY SHOOTING WORLD RECORD HOLDER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES PATRICK FLANIGAN, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.

FOR GUN AND RIFLE CASES (U.S. CLS. 2 AND 9).
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
"THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL."

FOR JEWELRY AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—(Continued).
SN 76-658,826. SILVER EMPORIUM S.A. DE CV., LOC 64 Y 69 CANCEL QROO, MEXICO, FILED 4-17-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR JEWELRY AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-665,269. KIRAN JEWELS, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-29-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY AND DIAMOND JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,315. GALICKI & RISSIN LLC, FORT LEE, NJ. FILED 10-30-2006.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WATCHES, NAMELY, WRISTWATCHES, POCKET WATCHES, DIVING WATCHES, CLOCKS AND WATCH CASES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1999.
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEN’S AND WOMEN’S FINE JEWELRY; GEMSTONES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
DEBRA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-007,701. SKAGGS, JOSEPH, ANAHOLA, HI. FILED 9-26-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
JANET LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IRREVERENTLY YOURS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
JANET LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—(Continued).
SN 77-012,261. FUTURE IDEAS, INC., SARASOTA, FL.
FILED 10-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY CASES IN THE NATURE OF STO-
RAGE BARS DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE
STORAGE OF JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-022,520. DKV JEWELERS, INC., BOCA RATON, FL.
FILED 10-17-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "PRODUCT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD THIA WITH THE
TOP OF THE "T" CROSSING THE LETTER "H" AND
EXTENDING ABOVE THE LETTERS "I" AND "A". THE
WORDS "A PRODUCT BY DEV" ARE IN LOWER CASE
AND ARE IN A STACKED POSITION LOCATED AFTER
THE LETTER "A" IN THIA.
FOR JEWELRY, INCLUDING DIAMONDS AND
OTHER PRECIOUS STONE JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27,
28 AND 50).
CORY BOONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-022,667. FONTANA, STEFANO, MIRAMAR, FL.
AND FONTANA, SUZANNE, MIRAMAR, FL. FILED 10-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,922. THOMPSON, JOAN A., POMPANO BEACH,
FL. FILED 10-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "STUDIO'S", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-028,922. AUG, LISE, NEW YORK, NY. AND SILVER-
MAN, LISA, NEW YORK, NY. AND KUZBARI, KATH-
LEEN DELEON, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY A NECKLACE THAT CAN
BE WORN AROUND THE WAIST, NECK, OR HAIR;
RINGS; BRACELETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-012,667. FONTANA, STEFANO, MIRAMAR, FL.
AND FONTANA, SUZANNE, MIRAMAR, FL. FILED 10-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROXoxoxox
CLASS 14—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY RINGS, BRACELETS, NECKLACES, PENDANTS, AND EARRINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1996.
SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “FINE JEWELRY”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-2-2006.
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,726. CHAPMAN, DEBORAH L., WESTMINSTER, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JEWELRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-29-2004.
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,775. TYPE OF LOVE, LLC, GREENVALE, NY. FILED 11-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-29-2004.
MICHAEL LEWIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,150. ILES, GEORGE D., SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-3-2006.
KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,700. BOLSTER, PETER J., CLAWSON, MI. FILED 11-20-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR A JEWELRY PENDANT WITH HOLES ARRANGED IN SUCH A WAY AS TO DISPLAY IT ATTRACTIVELY IN A FRAME (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2006.
JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,211. OCT USA, INC., IRVINE, CA. FILED 11-20-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-055,274. HOMAN, LESLIE DAWN, CORONA, CA. FILED 11-2-2006.
"FINE JEWELRY THAT ROCKS"
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINE JEWELRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-2-2006.
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,726. CHAPMAN, DEBORAH L., WESTMINSTER, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.
Pretty Things Jewelry
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JEWELRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,775. TYPE OF LOVE, LLC, GREENVALE, NY. FILED 11-8-2006.
type of love
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
MICHAEL LEWIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,150. ILES, GEORGE D., SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.
ENCANTI
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-3-2006.
KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,700. BOLSTER, PETER J., CLAWSON, MI. FILED 11-20-2006.
CROSS TO SHARE

SN 77-048,211. OCT USA, INC., IRVINE, CA. FILED 11-20-2006.
Baby Boo
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-053,544. BARLOW DESIGNS INC., EAST PROVIDENCE, RI. FILED 11-29-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BRACELETS; CHARMS; COSTUME JEWELRY; EARRINGS; JEWELRY; NECKLACES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-061,998. OTC INTERNATIONAL, LTD., LONG ISLAND CITY, NY. FILED 12-12-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY; RINGS BEING JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,719,826.
"THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL."
THE COLOR(S) BLUE, ORANGE, GREEN AND WHITE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF UPPERCASE LETTERS "LAUREN G ADAMS" APPEARING IN WHITE. THE WORD "LAUREN" IS ENCLOSED BY A BLUE BOX. THE LETTER "G" IS ENCLOSED BY AN ORANGE BOX. THE WORD "ADAMS" IS ENCLOSED BY A GREEN BOX.
FOR JEWELRY, WATCHES AND ACCESSORIES NAMELY, WATCH STRAPS, WATCH CASES, CHARMS AND WATCH CLASPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "22K", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAND CRAFTED FINE JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NECKLACE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NECKLACE CHAINS FEATURING A DECORATIVE END PIECE (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BRACELETS; JEWELRY; JEWELRY CHAINS; JEWELRY WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-816,882. MALLORCA MAGNETICS, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 2-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAGNETICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, BRACELETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
JAMES LOVELACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-852,563. LANCECO INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED, PEARL RIVER, NY. FILED 4-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOLD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY MADE IN WHOLE OR SUBSTANTIALLY IN PART OF GOLD (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1990.
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FINE MAGNETICS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY, NAMELY, BRACELETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.
JAMES LOVELACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SynchroChron

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR STOP WATCHES; WATCH PARTS; WATCHES; WATCHES FOR OUTDOOR USE; WRIST WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-13-2006.
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MALLORCA MAGNETICS

GOLD HORIZONS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOLD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY MADE IN WHOLE OR SUBSTANTIALLY IN PART OF GOLD (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1990.
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 14—(Continued).

SN 78-859,344. FROMAN, PAMELA, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 4-11-2006.


SN 78-923,799. CASIO KEISANKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA, DBA CASIO COMPUTER CO., LTD., SHIBUYA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 7-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF CURVED LINES FORMING A FANCIFUL REPRESENTATION OF THE LETTER "E". FOR TIMEPIECES; CLOCKS; ELECTRONIC WATCHES; WRIST WATCHES; WRIST WATCHES HAVING A FUNCTION OF TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING DATA TO AND FROM AN ELECTRONIC PERSONAL ORGANIZER OR A PERSONAL COMPUTER; AUTONOMOUS RADIO CONTROLLED WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50). DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-923,483. BLUEHORN EQUESTRIAN, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 7-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EQUESTRIAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR EQUESTRIAN THEMED JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50). LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-938,123. OLDERT, DEREK R., SALT LAKE CITY, UT. FILED 7-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR JEWELRY, SPECIFICALLY PEARL JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50). FIRST USE 4-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-26-2006. LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-969,075. PILGRIM A/S, SKANDERBORG, DENMARK, FILED 9-7-2006.


BLUEHORN EQUESTRIAN

EVOKE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR JEWELRY, SPECIFICALLY PEARL JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50). FIRST USE 4-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-26-2006. LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PILGRIM
CLASS 14—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIAMONDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS ON THE ASCEND - GOING UP.
FOR JEWELRY FEATURING DIAMONDS AND PRECIOUS STONES; DIAMONDS AND PRECIOUS STONES; AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 15—MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
SN 76-657,577. BROOK MAYS MUSIC COMPANY, DALLAS, TX. FILED 3-31-2006.

FOR TUNERS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENT, MUSICAL INSTRUMENT STANDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,942. EAT YOUR LUNCH LLC, LA GRANGE, IL. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,978,410, 3,068,905 AND 3,090,886.
FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
MARY MUNSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 15—(Continued).

THE COLOR(S) DARK BLUE, MEDIUM BLUE, LIGHT BLUE, AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ELONGATED BLUE AND WHITE FIVE POINTED STAR. THE COLOR DARK BLUE COMPRISES THE OUTER EDGE OF THE POINTS AT 3 O'CLOCK AND 7 O'CLOCK, AND ACCENTS THE OUTSIDE OF THE WHITE FROM 6 O'CLOCK TO 1 O'CLOCK AND THE INSIDE OF THE STAR FROM THE MIDDLE TO 10 O'CLOCK; MEDIUM BLUE IS THE OUTSIDE BORDER OF THE POINTS AT 1 O'CLOCK, 6 O'CLOCK AND 10 O'CLOCK; LIGHT BLUE FILLS IN THE POINTS AT 3 O'CLOCK AND 7 O'CLOCK, IS ALONG THE WHITE FROM THE MIDDLE TO 1 O'CLOCK AND IS THE COLOR OF THE TEXT; AND WHITE IS THE INTERIOR COLOR OF THE POINTS AT 1 O'CLOCK, 10 O'CLOCK AND 6 O'CLOCK.
FOR GUITARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,932. LASIDO INC., BAIE D'URFE (QUEBEC), CANADA, FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SEAGULL DESIGN.
FOR GUITARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 15—(Continued).
SN 78-689,674. AVEDIS ZILDJIAN CO., NORWELL, MA. FILED 8-10-2005.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
SN 76-026,068. INNER CITY BROADCASTING CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-13-2000.

INNER CITY MAGAZINE
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-642,691. DOLORES, CARME ILIT A D., CARROLLTON, TX. FILED 7-12-2005.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, GREETING CARDS, BOOKS AND BOOKLETS Bearing EXPRESSIONS OF SENTIMENT, CARING, FRIENDSHIP AND/OR LOVE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2005.
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-643,355. FOSHAN GAOMING MINE CORK INDUSTRY COMPANY, LIMITED, FOSHAN CITY, GUANGDONG, CHINA, FILED 7-21-2005.

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

B & S
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0894169 DATED 2-8-2006, EXPIRES 2-8-2016.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,287,063.
FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY MOUTHPIECES, VALVES, VALVE CAPS, BOXES, CASES, GIGBAGS, BAGS, COVERS, CARRYING BELTS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
EDWARD FINNESSY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WEBMAGAZINE
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, GREETING CARDS, BOOKS AND BOOKLETS Bearing EXPRESSIONS OF SENTIMENT, CARING, FRIENDSHIP AND/OR LOVE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2005.
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-027,209. GA. MEINL MUSIKMARKETING GMBH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 2-8-2006.

INNER CITY MAGAZINE

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORDING "A. ZILDJIAN & CIE VINTAGE" IN ENGLISH.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "VINTAGE".
TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-642,691. DOLORES, CARME ILIT A D., CARROLLTON, TX. FILED 7-12-2005.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, GREETING CARDS, BOOKS AND BOOKLETS Bearing EXPRESSIONS OF SENTIMENT, CARING, FRIENDSHIP AND/OR LOVE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2005.
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-643,355. FOSHAN GAOMING MINE CORK INDUSTRY COMPANY, LIMITED, FOSHAN CITY, GUANGDONG, CHINA, FILED 7-21-2005.

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-027,209. GA. MEINL MUSIKMARKETING GMBH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 2-8-2006.
**CLASS 16—(Continued).**


**THE COLOR(S) GREEN, BLACK, WHITE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.**


SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SN 76-651,589.** AMERICAN FUTURE SYSTEMS, INC., MALVERN, PA. FILED 12-5-2005.

**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIFTS AND INCENTIVES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR MOTIVATIONAL AND PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS, NAMELY ADHESIVE NOTE PADS, GREETING CARDS, LUNCH BAGS, MEMO PADS, STAPLERS, TIME PLANNERS, AND WRITING INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2004.

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SN 76-659,917.** SHANNON, BETHANN, SILVER SPRING, MD. FILED 5-11-2006.

**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.**

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, NON-FICTION CHILDREN'S BOOKS FEATURING HUMOROUS, EDUCATIONAL, AND INSPIRATIONAL MESSAGES, BUMPER STICKERS, RUBBER STAMPS, PAPER ORNAMENTS IN THE NATURE OF PAPER MEDALLIONS, POSTCARDS, GREETING CARDS, CALENDARS, BLANK PERSONAL JOURNALS, BLANK BANK CHECKS, POSTERS, ADDRESS BOOKS, GUEST BOOKS, PHOTO ALBUMS, FOLDERS, CARDBOARD BOXES FOR STORAGE AND PACKAGING FOR GIFTS, PAPER NAPKINS, PAPER HANDKERchieFS, PAPER TABLE CLOTHS, DISPLAY BOARDS, PRINTED INVITATIONS, PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS, SPECIAL OCCASION CARDS, AND PAPERWEIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


ATTIYA MALIK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LETTERHEAD OFFICE SOLUTIONS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LETTERHEAD" AND "OFFICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR OFFICE STATIONERY AND RELATED PRODUCTS, NAMELY, MARKERS, PENS, PENCILS, CRAYONS, STAPLES, CORKBOARD PUSH PINS, PAPER CLIPS, DOCUMENT PORTFOLIOS, FOLDERS, RUBBER BANDS, PERSONAL ORGANIZERS, PAPER TAPE, GLUE FOR HOUSEHOLD USE, ERASERS, PEN INK CARTRIDGES, STICKERS AND NOTEBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CHRISTOPHER OTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EGSTRA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOLDED PULP EGG TRAYS MADE FROM RECYCLED MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Ray's Clip

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLIP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COLLECTIBLE PAPER CLIPS FEATURING PICTURES SUCH AS COMPANY LOGOS, ANIMALS, NATURE, SPORTS, OR PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POWER DRINKER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY LETTERHEAD PAPER, BUSINESS CARDS, AND CARDS NOT MAGNETICALLY CODED FOR USE IN BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 1,986,570, 2,543,595 and others.
FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF PHARMACY, NAMELY FORMULARIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-1994; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1994.
MICHELLE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 77-001,073. GIFT OF FAITH, LLC, RIDGEFIELD, CT. FILED 9-16-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHURCH BAG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FAITH BASED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, NAMELY, PRINTED COLORING BOOKS, CRAYONS, PRAYER CARDS, CHILDREN'S BOOKS, NATIVITY FIGURINES, AND ROSARY ALL SOLD AS A UNIT IN A JUTE BAG (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-001,150. DEFACTO PUBLISHING, INC., MESA, AZ. FILED 9-17-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHURCH BAG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FAITH BASED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, NAMELY, PRINTED COLORING BOOKS, CRAYONS, PRAYER CARDS, CHILDREN'S BOOKS, NATIVITY FIGURINES, AND ROSARY ALL SOLD AS A UNIT IN A JUTE BAG (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-003,133. DLC MARKETING, INC., SANTEE, CA. FILED 9-20-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "10 STEP MARKETING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF MARKETING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BARBECUE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SERIES OF COOKBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-020,552. JAHGON, INC., ORLANDO, FL. FILED 10-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-023,920. GONZALEZ, JUAN ANTONIO, RIVERSIDE, CA.; AND NUNO, EDUARDO, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 10-18-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BULLY BREED MAGAZINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING ARTICLES AND INFORMATION ABOUT DOGS AND DOG OWNERSHIP (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 77-026,175. ADVENTURE BOYS, INC., SEATTLE, WA.
FILED 10-20-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS; ILLUSTRATED NOVELS; DECALS; ARTS AND CRAFTS CLAY KITS; ARTS AND CRAFTS PAINT KITS; CALENDARS; GREETING CARDS; STATIONERY; PENS; PENCILS; MAGAZINES FEATURING CHILDREN'S STORIES AND ACTIVITIES; TRADING CARDS; POSTERS; STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,505. PROJECT KID SMART, WASHINGTON, DC.
FILED 10-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRINTED REPORTS FEATURING INFORMATION TO EDUCATE THE PUBLIC AND ELECTED OFFICIALS AND CANDIDATES ABOUT THE BENEFITS AND IMPORTANCE OF QUALITY PRESCHOOL EDUCATION FOR ALL CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JAMES STEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-027,165. CHENG, VICTOR, REDWOOD CITY, CA.
FILED 10-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTREPRENEUR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, TRAINING MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS; JOURNALS CONCERNING BUSINESS; MAGAZINE COLUMNS ABOUT BUSINESS; MAGAZINES FEATURING BUSINESS; NEWSPAPERS; PRINTED CALENDARS; PRINTED CORRESPONDENCE COURSE MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS; PRINTED GUIDES FOR BUSINESS; PRINTED INFORMATIONAL CARDS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS; PRINTED INFORMATIONAL FOLDERS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS; PRINTED PERIODICALS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS; PRINTED SEMINAR NOTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-027,217. PROJECT KID SMART, WASHINGTON, DC.
FILED 10-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,685,263, 3,110,300 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NEWSPAPER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRINTED SUPPLEMENTS CONTAINING LISTINGS FOR PLANNERS AND BUYERS OF ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,735. SRDS, INC., DES PLAINES, IL. FILED 10-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF DIVIDED CIRCLE WITH THE WORD PROJECT IN TOP LEFT SEGMENT, THE WORD KID IN TOP RIGHT SEGMENT AND THE WORD SMART (IN STYLIZED FORM) IN THE BOTTOM SEGMENT.
FOR PICTURE BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JAMES STEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 77-027,543. ADVENTURE BOYS, INC., SEATTLE, WA. FILED 10-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS; ILLUSTRATED NOVELS; DECALS; ARTS AND CRAFTS CLAY KITS; ARTS AND CRAFTS PAINT KITS; CALENDARS; GREETING CARDS; STATIONERY; PENS; PENCILS; MAGAZINES FEATURING CHILDREN'S STORIES AND ACTIVITIES; TRADING CARDS; POSTERS; STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NEWSPAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

YAT SYE, LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,522. KUROKI, KAZ, SAINT LOUIS PARK, MN. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HOLDERS FOR NOTEPADS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

RAY THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REGIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS REGIONAL VUE POINT WHEREIN REGIONAL IS ABOVE THE WORD VUE AND THE WORD POINT IS VERTICALLY ALIGNED ADJACENT THE WORD VUE AND WHEREIN THE O IN POINT IS A TARGET.

FOR GENERAL FEATURE MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

EMILY CHUO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS MY & BEAUTIFUL.

FOR ADHESIVE NOTE PAPER; ART PAPER; BANNERS OF PAPER; BLANK OR PARTIALLY PRINTED PAPER LABELS; BOXES OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD; COLLAPSIBLE BOXES OF PAPER; CRAFT PAPER; CREPE PAPER; ENVELOPE PAPERS; GIFT WRAP PAPER; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; HAND TOWELS OF PAPER; HAT BOXES OF PAPER; NAPKIN PAPER; NOTE PAPERS; PAPER BAGS; PAPER BAGS FOR PACKAGING; PAPER BANNERS; PAPER BOARDS; PAPER BOWS FOR GIFT WRAP; PAPER BOXES; PAPER BUNTING; PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS; PAPER CARTON SEALING TAPE; PAPER CARTONS FOR DELIVERING GOODS; PAPER CLOSURES FOR CONTAINERS; PAPER DISPLAY BOXES; PAPER DOILIES; PAPER EMBLEMS; PAPER ENVELOPES FOR PACKAGING; PAPER FLAGS; PAPER FLOWER POT COVERS; PAPER FOLDERS;
CLASS 16—(Continued).

PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; PAPER GIFT BAGS; PAPER GIFT TAGS; PAPER GIFT WRAP BOWS; PAPER GIFT WRAPPING RIBBONS; PAPER HANG TAGS; PAPER LABELS; PAPER NAME BADGES; PAPER NAPKINS; PAPER NOTE TABLETS; PAPER PARTY BAGS; PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PAPER PARTY FAVORS; PAPER PARTY HATS; PAPER PENNANTS; PAPER RIBBONS; PAPER STATIONERY; PAPER TABLE CLOTHES; PAPER TABLE LINENS; PAPER TAGS; PARTY ORNAMENTS OF PAPER; POSTERS MADE OF PAPER; PRINTED PAPER LABELS; PRINTED PAPER SIGNS; PRINTED PAPER SIGNS, NAMELY TABLE TENTS; PRINTING PAPERS; SCENTED PAPER DRAWER LINERS; SHELF PAPER; STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES; TABLE CLOTHES OF PAPER; TABLE LINENS OF PAPER; TABLE MATS OF PAPER; TABLE NAPKINS OF PAPER; TISSUE PAPER; WRAPPING PAPER; WRITING PAPER; WRITING PAPER HOLDERS; WRITING PAPER PADS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,053. ASSOCIATED HYGIENIC PRODUCTS, LLC, DULUTH, GA. FILED 10-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISPOSABLE DIAPERS AND DISPOSABLE TRAINING PANTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "GREEN" IN GREEN LETTERS WITH A BLUE WAVE BREAKING ABOVE THE WORD "GREEN" A GREEN TREE RESTS IN BETWEEN THE WORDS "GREEN" AND "COAST". THE WORD "COAST" IS COLORED BLUE.

FOR ART PAPER; COMPUTER PAPER; COPY PAPER; COPY PAPER; ENVELOPE PAPER; ENVELOPE PAPERS; HAND TOWELS OF PAPER; LASER PRINT PAPER; LASER PRINTING PAPER; LETTER PAPER; NAPKIN PAPER; NOTE PAPER; NOTE PAPERS; NOTE-BOOK PAPER; OFFICE PAPER STATIONERY; PAPER; PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PAPER FOR PHOTOCOPIES; PAPER FOR PHOTOCOPYING; PAPER NAPKINS; PAPER STATIONERY; PAPER TOWELS; PAPERS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND INDUSTRIAL USE; PHOTOCOPY PAPERS; POSTCARD PAPER; PRINTED PAPER SIGNS; PRINTED PAPER SIGNS, NAMELY TABLE TENTS; PRINTING PAPER; PRINTING PAPERS; RECYCLED BOND PAPER; RECYCLED PAPER; STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES; TABLE NAPKINS OF PAPER; TISSUE PAPER; TOILET PAPER; TOILET SEAT COVER PAPER; WRITING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

LAURIE KAUFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,087. PAMCO PRINTED TAPE & LABEL CO., INC., DES PLAINES, IL. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "PAMCO" AND STYLIZED COIL FORMING THE LETTER "P".

FOR BLANK OR PARTIALLY PRINTED NON-TEXTILE LABELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-29-1980; IN COMMERCE 8-29-1980.

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,869. MARGARET LOIS JANSEN, LLC, INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 10-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2006.

JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "GREEN" IN GREEN LETTERS WITH A BLUE WAVE BREAKING ABOVE THE WORD "GREEN" A GREEN TREE RESTS IN BETWEEN THE WORDS "GREEN" AND "COAST". THE WORD "COAST" IS COLORED BLUE.

FOR ART PAPER; COMPUTER PAPER; COPY PAPER; COPY PAPER; ENVELOPE PAPER; ENVELOPE PAPERS; HAND TOWELS OF PAPER; LASER PRINT PAPER; LASER PRINTING PAPER; LETTER PAPER; NAPKIN PAPER; NOTE PAPER; NOTE PAPERS; NOTE-BOOK PAPER; OFFICE PAPER STATIONERY; PAPER; PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PAPER FOR PHOTOCOPIES; PAPER FOR PHOTOCOPYING; PAPER NAPKINS; PAPER STATIONERY; PAPER TOWELS; PAPERS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND INDUSTRIAL USE; PHOTOCOPY PAPERS; POSTCARD PAPER; PRINTED PAPER SIGNS; PRINTED PAPER SIGNS, NAMELY TABLE TENTS; PRINTING PAPER; PRINTING PAPERS; RECYCLED BOND PAPER; RECYCLED PAPER; STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES; TABLE NAPKINS OF PAPER; TISSUE PAPER; TOILET PAPER; TOILET SEAT COVER PAPER; WRITING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

LAURIE KAUFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,087. PAMCO PRINTED TAPE & LABEL CO., INC., DES PLAINES, IL. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "PAMCO" AND STYLIZED COIL FORMING THE LETTER "P".

FOR BLANK OR PARTIALLY PRINTED NON-TEXTILE LABELS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-29-1980; IN COMMERCE 8-29-1980.

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,689. MARGARET LOIS JANSEN, LLC, INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 10-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2006.

JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 77-034,185. AMERICAN EXPRESS MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT CORP., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINE WINES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING WINE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CELLAR FINE WINES

SN 77-035,393. BRANDOFINO COMMUNICATIONS INC., SYOSSET, NY. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY PRINTED FORMS FOR USE IN DOCTOR AND HEALTH CARE PROVIDER PRACTICES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MEMO-SNAP

SN 77-035,752. INVESTIGATIVE REPORTERS AND EDITORS, INC., COLOMBIA, MO. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY PRINTED TRAINING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
LINDSEY RUBIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HEATZ

SN 77-035,393. BRANDOFINO COMMUNICATIONS INC., SYOSSET, NY. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING GUNS, NAMELY VARIOUS GUN TYPES AND THEIR FEATURES, GUN SAFETY, GUN SPORTS AND GUN HOBBIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JUSTINE D. PARKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,752. INVESTIGATIVE REPORTERS AND EDITORS, INC., COLOMBIA, MO. FILED 11-2-2006.

APOPHOTOS.NET NOT YOUR USUAL PHOTOGRAPHY ...

IRE

FOR BOOKS, GUIDES, JOURNALS, PERIODICALS AND PRINTED TRAINING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-4-1978; IN COMMERCE 10-4-1978.
LINDSEY RUBIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,797. ENHANCED COMMUNICATIONS GROUP, LLC, BARTLESVILLE, OK. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COUPON BOOKS; COUPONS; NON-MAGNETICALLY ENCODED PREPAID PURCHASE CARDS FOR GOODS AND SERVICES OFFERED BY PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS, SUCH AS TIRES, JEWELRY, FOOD, CLOTHING, AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS, MASSAGES, TOILETRIES, PERFUMES, OR ANY GOOD OR SERVICE OFFERED BY PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CityBUX

SN 77-037,001. OUT DA BOX ENTERTAINMENT, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING WINE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,393. BRANDOFINO COMMUNICATIONS INC., SYOSSET, NY. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING GUNS, NAMELY VARIOUS GUN TYPES AND THEIR FEATURES, GUN SAFETY, GUN SPORTS AND GUN HOBBIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JUSTINE D. PARKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,293. PINSET, ALAIN G., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 77-037,894. CHRIST HEALING MINISTRIES, LLC, SHAWNEE, KS. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MINISTRIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF CHRISTIANITY; PRINTED TEACHING ACTIVITY GUIDES IN THE FIELD OF CHRISTIANITY; PRINTED TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF CHRISTIANITY; PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF CHRISTIANITY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ELI HELLMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,952. EAT YOUR LUNCH LLC, LA GRANGE, IL. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,978,410, 3,068,905 AND 3,090,886.

FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, MAGAZINES, COMIC BOOKS, COLORING BOOKS, AND ACTIVITY BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF CHILDREN'S EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, ART, MUSIC, TECHNOLOGY, AND GAMES; CALENDARS, NOTE PADS; ARTS AND CRAFTS PAINT KITS, CRAYONS; POSTERS; STICKERS AND TRANSFERS, NAMELY, IRON-ON TRANSFERS AND TEMPORARY TATTOOS; PAPER TABLECLOTHS, PAPER NAPKINS; WRAPPING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

MARY MUNSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,988. DAY SEVEN SOLUTIONS, LLC, WILDOMAR, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "THE BLENDMATE".

FOR PAINT APPLICATOR FOR PAINTING ROUNDED EDGES OF WALLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,002. LONG LIFE MAXX, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,520. FREEMAN, MARNIE, KELLER, TX. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,851. BARONE, THOMAS, WAYLAND, MA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CITATION BOOKLETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 77-039,522. STEVEN W. BAUGHMAN, MURFREESBORO, TN. FILED 11-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CORRUGATED CARDBOARD; CORRUGATED CARDBOARD BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TEXAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-28-2006.
KATHLEEN LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,494. HODGDON, MARILINDA, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,980,157.
FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF FOOD STYLING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MYRIAH HABEEB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,508. HODGDON, MARILINDA, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,980,157.
FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF FOOD STYLING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MYRIAH HABEEB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 77-040,569. TESKY, STEPHEN V., RIO RANCHO, NM. FILED 11-9-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMIC STRIPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC AND MUSIC PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KEVIN CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

REN TRENDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,997,756.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PRINTED REPORTS FEATURING MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING INDUSTRY MARKET DATA WITH CHARTS, TABLES, AND GRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
NAKWAAMA ANKRRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,045. REALDATA INC., PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-11-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,997,756.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PRINTED REPORTS FEATURING MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING INDUSTRY MARKET DATA WITH CHARTS, TABLES, AND GRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
NAAKWAMA ANKRRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT CHECK HOLDER WITH SPECIAL THIN STREAMLINE CALCULATOR INSTALLED FOR CALCULATING TIPS TOTALS AND OTHER TABLE CALCULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,578. DALLAS CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS FOUNDATION, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SUPERNOVA.
FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF PERFORMING ARTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-13-2006.
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,282. JACKIE GINGRICH CUSHMAN CONSULTING, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 11-10-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOOKS, NAMELY, A SERIES OF BOOKS FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT CHECK HOLDER WITH SPECIAL THIN STREAMLINE CALCULATOR INSTALLED FOR CALCULATING TIPS TOTALS AND OTHER TABLE CALCULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,578. DALLAS CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS FOUNDATION, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SUPERNOVA.
FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF PERFORMING ARTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-13-2006.
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,282. JACKIE GINGRICH CUSHMAN CONSULTING, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 11-10-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOOKS, NAMELY, A SERIES OF BOOKS FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT CHECK HOLDER WITH SPECIAL THIN STREAMLINE CALCULATOR INSTALLED FOR CALCULATING TIPS TOTALS AND OTHER TABLE CALCULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,578. DALLAS CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS FOUNDATION, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SUPERNOVA.
FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF PERFORMING ARTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-13-2006.
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,282. JACKIE GINGRICH CUSHMAN CONSULTING, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 11-10-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOOKS, NAMELY, A SERIES OF BOOKS FOR CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT CHECK HOLDER WITH SPECIAL THIN STREAMLINE CALCULATOR INSTALLED FOR CALCULATING TIPS TOTALS AND OTHER TABLE CALCULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,578. DALLAS CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS FOUNDATION, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SUPERNOVA.
FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF PERFORMING ARTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-13-2006.
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY BOOKS, BOOKLETS, MAGAZINES AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF GAMES, EDUCATION, CHILDREN, LANGUAGE AND WORLD CULTURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,194. KRAUSE PUBLICATIONS, INC., IOLA, WI. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 505,861 AND 2,071,054.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIGEST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR MAGAZINES ON THE SUBJECT OF GUNS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 10-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-22-2006.

REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,528. KANEDA CO., LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS KG WITHIN AN OVAL.

FOR RING BINDERS AND OTHER STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,565. GOING BONKERS, LLC, KATY, TX. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MAGAZINE FEATURING SELF HELP ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.

ELIZABETH HUGHITT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,627. GUND, INC., EDISON, NJ. FILED 11-14-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,743,975, 3,099,300 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS BABY GUND AND A STYLIZED TEDDY BEAR HEAD.

FOR BABY RECORD BOOKS, PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS CALENDARS FOR TRACKING BABY'S FIRST YEAR, KEEPSAKE BOXES MADE OF PAPER AND OR CARDBOARD, PAPER GIFT BAGS, HANDPRINT KITS, COMPRISED PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL, PLASTER MATERIAL, HAND MOLD, DISPLAY EASEL, KEEPSAKE BOX; GROWTH CHARTS, SCRAPBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

We're All About Test Success

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL BOOKS FEATURING INSTRUCTION AND PRACTICE IN TEST-TAKING, READING COMPREHENSION, MATH, SOCIAL STUDIES, AND SCIENCE; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF TEST TAKING, READING COMPREHENSION, MATH, SOCIAL STUDIES, AND SCIENCE; PRINTED TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF TEST TAKING, READING COMPREHENSION, MATH, SOCIAL STUDIES, AND SCIENCE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 77-045,199. ROOT LEARNING INC., MAUMEE, OH. FILED 11-16-2006.

straight talk on strategic issues

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF STRATEGIC EDUCATION AND STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT OF EMPLOYEES AND OTHER PERSONS IN A BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2006.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLEVELAND BUSINESS CONNECTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLEVELAND BUSINESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGAZINE PUBLISHED PERIODICALLY CONTAINING CONTENT FOCUSED ON EVENTS, NETWORKING AND CORPORATE TRENDS IN NORTHEAST OHIO (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CBC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAGAZINE PUBLISHED PERIODICALLY CONTAINING CONTENT FOCUSED ON EVENTS, NETWORKING AND CORPORATE TRENDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,274. OAKSTONE PUBLISHING LLC, DBA PERSONAL BEST, BIRMINGHAM, AL. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE POWER OF KABBALAH CARD DECK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,061,462.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARD DECK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ORACLE CARDS, NAMELY, CARDS USED FOR MOTIVATIONAL AND SPIRITUAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2006.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,776. OAKSTONE PUBLISHING LLC, DBA PERSONAL BEST, BIRMINGHAM, AL. FILED 11-17-2006.

HEALTHY BUSINESSES DEPEND ON IT.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS NAMELY NEWSLETTERS, CALENDARS, POSTERS AND BROCHURES AND BOOKLETS ON HEALTH, WELLNESS, FITNESS AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-26-2006.
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED S IN A CIRCLE ABOVE THE WORDS SPROUSE BROS ALL INSIDE A THREE-DIMENSIONAL SQUARE THAT HAS THE TOP LEFT CORNER FOLDED OVER AND PARTIALLY COVERING THE TOP LEFT CORNER OF A TAG CONTAINING THE WORD CODE WITH A TARGET-LOOKING DESIGNED "O".
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING GUIDES TO GADGETS, SPORTS, AND STYLE FOR GUYS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2006.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,808. RETAIL BRAND ALLIANCE, INC., ENFIELD, CT. FILED 11-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,029,064, 3,029,206 AND OTHERS.
FOR PENS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 0-0-2005.
DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,420,296.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MEDICAL JOURNAL IN THE FIELD OF CHIROPRACTIC MEDICINE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 77-050,090. AQUA LOGIC, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AQUARIUM AIR STONES; AQUARIUM COVERS; AQUARIUM FISH NETS; AQUARIUM HOODS; AQUARIUMS; ARTIFICIAL AQUARIUM LANDSCAPES; TERRARIUMS FOR ANIMALS OR INSECTS; WATER TANKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,373. GHAZARIAN, VAHE MATTHEW, PALMYRA, VA. FILED 11-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CAT BOX LINERS IN THE FORM OF PLASTIC BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1996.
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-051,310. CLW COMMUNICATIONS GROUP, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN. FILED 11-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2004.
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,420,296.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MEDICAL JOURNAL IN THE FIELD OF CHIROPRACTIC MEDICINE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-051,310. CLW COMMUNICATIONS GROUP, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN. FILED 11-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2004.
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-051,310, CLW COMMUNICATIONS GROUP, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN. FILED 11-27-2006.
CLASS 16—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-5-2006.
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,762. FULLER, MONIQUE, CARRIERE, MS. FILED 11-29-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TOWN DIRECTORY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "OUR TOWN DIRECTORY".
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING ADVERTISEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-053,251. THOUGHTROCKETS, INC., BELMONT, CA. FILED 11-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SERIES OF CHILDREN'S DRAWING AND ACTIVITY BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-29-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-21-2006.
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-053,262. THOUGHTROCKETS, INC., BELMONT, CA. FILED 11-29-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TOWN DIRECTORY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "OUR TOWN DIRECTORY".
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING ADVERTISEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-053,278. THOUGHTROCKETS, INC., BELMONT, CA. FILED 11-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SERIES OF CHILDREN'S DRAWING AND ACTIVITY BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-29-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-21-2006.
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-053,428. BIZDEV, LLC, CHEVY CHASE, MD. FILED 11-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING ARTICLES, INFORMATION AND ADVICE ON PARENTING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-13-2006.
STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-053,251. THOUGHTROCKETS, INC., BELMONT, CA. FILED 11-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SERIES OF CHILDREN'S DRAWING AND ACTIVITY BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-29-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-21-2006.
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 77-054,033. THOUGHTROCKETS, INC., BELMONT, CA. FILED 11-30-2006.

The stippling is for shading purposes only. The mark consists of a stylized space rocket pointing in an upward direction at an angle. For children's drawing and activity books (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50). First use 6-29-2006; in commerce 8-21-2006.

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-054,872. OAKSTONE PUBLISHING LLC, DBA PERSONAL BEST, BIRMINGHAM, AL. FILED 12-1-2006.

The mark consists of the words PERSONAL BEST written in a stylized font. In between the words "PERSONAL" and "BEST" is a stylized image of an apple sliced in half, with the open half facing outward. Color is not claimed as a feature of the mark. For printed publications namely newsletters, calendars, posters and brochures and booklets on health, wellness, fitness and nutrition (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50). First use 5-26-2006; in commerce 5-26-2006.

JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-056,099. KRAUSE PUBLICATIONS, INC., IOLA, WI. FILED 12-4-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 1,928,301. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use trader, apart from the mark as shown. For newspaper featuring antiques and collectibles (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50). First use 6-6-1994; in commerce 6-6-1994.

REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-063,158. LIFE ACTION MINISTRIES, BUCHANAN, MI. FILED 12-13-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. For magazines featuring religious material (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50). First use 1-1-1982; in commerce 1-1-1982.

DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. For publications, namely, brochures, booklets, and teaching materials in the field of self help and improvement (U.S. Cls. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 and 50).

FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
COLOR EXPLOSION SPINNER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ART AND CRAFT KITS FOR DEVELOPING UNIQUE PATTERNS ON ROTATING PAPER CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PAPER, COLOR SOLUTION, AND DEVICE FOR SPINNING PAPER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


JEAN IM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PURPOSE PARTNERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BOOKLETS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING; EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS; NAMELY, TRAINING MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING; MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING; NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1999.

REBECCA GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NWA WORLDVACATIONS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD MEMO- SNAP UNDERNEATH WHICH IS THE TERM MESSAGE MATE.

FOR MEMO PADS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FUTURE VALUES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

MICHAEL TANNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PHOTOPRO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,844,829.

FOR MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF PHOTOGRAPHY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-096,244. WERNER PUBLISHING CORPORATION, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 1-31-2007.
CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 77-107,849. KRAUSE PUBLICATIONS, INC., IOLA, WI. FILED 2-14-2007.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS GD WITHIN A CIRCLE.
FOR BOOKS ON THE SUBJECT OF GUNS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).
ARTEMUS
FOR PUBLICATIONS CONSISTING OF PRINTED AND GRAPHIC ART REPRODUCTIONS, PROVIDING INFORMATION, DIRECTORY, AND ART PRINTS, DIRECTED TOWARD THE VISUAL ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-423,252. OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP LIMITED, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 5-21-2004.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2363251, FILED 5-14-2004.
FO R(BASED UPON EUROPEAN COMMUNITY TRADEMARK REGISTRATION NO; 3,837,812 UNDER TRADEMARK ACT § 44(D)) PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, AND JOURNALS OF GENERAL INTEREST ON A WIDE VARIETY OF TOPICS; PHOTOGRAPHS; POSTERS MADE OF PAPER; CALENDARS; STATIONERY ITEMS, NAMELY, PAPER STATIONERY, PENS AND PENCILS; (PRIORITY CLAIMED, BASED UPON UNITED KINGDOM TRADEMARK APPLICATION NO; 2,363,251 UNDER TRADEMARK ACT § 44(D)) BOOKS ALL RELATING TO HEALTH AND WELL BEING, COOKING AND NUTRITION, PERSONAL GROWTH AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT, FAMILY HEALTH AND CHILD CARE, HOME AND GARDEN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BATTLEFIELDS & BLESSINGS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SERIES OF NON-FICTION BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF DEVOTIONALS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-2-2006.
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GAIA

SN 77-130,163. JOHNSTON ORIGINAL ARTDOLLS, LLC, NORTH SALT LAKE CITY, UT. FILED 3-13-2007.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MODELING CLAY, SCULPTORS CLAY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PROSCULPT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MODELING CLAY, SCULPTORS CLAY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 78-429,086. EVAN MARSH DESIGNS, INC., BETHLEHEM, PA. FILED 6-3-2004.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,915,616.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PORTFOLIO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERING WITH AN EMBLEM COMPRISING THE "O" IN PORTFOLIO.

FOR PRINTED INTERIOR DESIGN MATERIALS, NAMELY ILLUSTRATIONS OF WINDOW TREATMENT MATERIALS SUCH AS ARCH TREATMENTS, CORNICES, DRAPERIES, EMBELLISHMENTS, HARD TREATMENTS, HARDWARE, SHADIES, SWAGS/CASCADES, AND TOP TREATMENTS, AS WELL AS ILLUSTRATIONS OF PRINTED PATTERNS, WINDOW TREATMENT DESIGNS AND ROOM DESIGN SAMPLES, ALL SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT IN A BINDER TO THIRD PARTIES FOR USE IN DESIGNING WINDOW TREATMENTS, FURNISHINGS, AND ROOM ACCESSORIES IN THE FIELD OF INTERIOR DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 4-13-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-13-2004.

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ADDRESS BOOKS, ADDRESS LABELS, ANNIVERSARY BOOKS, ANNIVERSARY CARDS, ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS, ART PICTURES AND PRINTS, BABY BOOKS, BAGS FOR MICROWAVE COOKING, BLANK NOTE CARDS, BLANK OR PARTIALLY PRINTED LABELS, BLANK OR PARTIALLY PRINTED POSTCARDS, BOOK BINDINGS, BOOK COVERS, BOOK MARKS, CALENDARS, CARDS BEARING UNIVERSAL GREETINGS, CARDBOARD CARRIERS FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGES, CARDBOARD FLOOR DISPLAY UNITS FOR MERCHANDISING PRODUCTS, CARTOON PRINTS, CARTOON STRIPS, CATALOGS RETAIL FOR PET FOOD AND ACCESSORIES, CHECK BOOKS, CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS, CHILDREN'S TEXT BOOKS, CHILDREN'S STORY BOOKS, COLORING BOOKS, COMIC BOOKS, COMIC STRIPS, COOK BOOKS, COUPONS, COUPON BOOKS, CROSSWORD PUZZLES, DECALS, DECORATIVE PAPER CENTER PIECES, DISPOSABLE DIAPERS, DISPOSABLE HOUSEBREAKING PADS FOR PETS, FLASH CARDS, FOOD WRAPPERS, GIFT CARDS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; GLOBES, GRAPHIC ART

ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-612,856. COTTON INCORPORATED, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-20-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, WRITING PAPER AND STATIONERY; DISPOSABLE WIPES NOT IMPREGNATED WITH CHEMICALS OR COMPOUNDS; BOXES MADE OF PAPER; DISPOSABLE DIAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 78-635,195. FULLSWING SOLUTIONS LLC, TEMPE, AZ. FILED 5-23-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CALENDARS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CALENDARS FOR MARKETING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 10-23-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005.

TIMOTHY FINNÉGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUBLICATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR PRINTED MATTER IN THE NATURE OF 3 X 5 INDEX CARDS, PAPER LABELS AND MANUSCRIPT BOOKS FEATURING CROSS-REFERENCE DIRECTORIES OF RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS NAMES, PHONE NUMBERS AND ADDRESSES, AND MAIL AND TELEPHONE PROSPECT LISTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 0-0-1972; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1972.

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-664,276. WORLD BASEBALL CLASSIC, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 7-6-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED GLOBE WITH MERIDIANS AND BASEBALL STITCHING SURROUNDED BY FOUR HALF-CIRCLES THAT SPIRAL OUTWARD IN A PINWHEEL FASHION FROM THE GLOBE ABOVE WHICH THE WORDS CLASICO MUNDIAL DE BEISBOL APPEAR. THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS WORLD BASEBALL CLASSIC.

FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, TRADING CARDS, POSTERS, STICKERS, DECALS, TEMPORARY TATTOOS, BUMPER STICKERS, SCORE BOOKS, SCORECARDS, PRINTED BASEBALL GAME PROGRAMS, MAGAZINES AND BOOKS FEATURING BASEBALL, NEWSLETTERS, BROCHURES AND PAMPHLETS FEATURING BASEBALL, BASEBALL CARD ALBUMS, PLASTIC BASEBALL CARD HOLDERS, COLLECTORS CASES AND TRADING CARDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

TINA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

HYGIENETOWN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,686,132.
FOR MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF DENTISTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2005.
SHANNON TWOHIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


POWER REPORTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REPORTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, FITNESS, DIET, EXERCISE AND LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
SAIMA MAKHDOOM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


UNO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRE-PAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARDS, NOT MAGNETICALLY ENCODED (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Punim

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF PUNIM IS "FACE".
FOR EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, TRAINING MANUALS IN THE FIELD OF COMMUNICATION AND SOCIAL SCIENCES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE BOOMERS JOURNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOOMERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PUBLICATIONS NAMELY MAGAZINES AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF NEWS, HEALTH, FITNESS AND A WIDE VARIETY OF OTHER ISSUES OF INTEREST TO THE BABY BOOMER GENERATION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-31-2006.
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-830,989. CARR CREATIVITY ART RECREATION RADICAL BUSSINESS DEVELOPMENT AB, SPARRHOLM, SWEDEN, FILED 5-7-2006.

WHITELINES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAPER PRODUCTS, NAMELY,PADS, PAPER SHEETS, WRITING PAPER, PAPER AND COPYING PAPER USED IN SCHOOLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOOKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, BEIGE, BROWN, AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE COLOR(S) BROWN APPEARS IN THE WORDING Q-BORO BOOKS, THE LINE UNDER BORO, IN THE BRIDGE, AND OUTLINING FOR THE SQUARE AND SKYLINE; THE COLOR BEIGE APPEARS IN THE BRIDGE; THE COLOR YELLOW APPEARS IN THE SKY; THE COLOR WHITE APPEARS IN THE SILHOUETTE OF BUILDINGS THAT FORM THE SKYLINE.
FOR SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS PRIMARILY WRITTEN BY AFRICAN AMERICAN-AUTHORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.
ADA HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
"THE COLOR(S) RED, BLACK, GRAY, GREEN, DARK GREEN, BROWN, YELLOW AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK."
FOR PRINTED DIGITAL GREETING CARD DESIGN PATTERNS WITH CARD STOCK, ENVELOPES, AND A DESIGN CATALOG FOR GREETING CARDS WITH PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2005.
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,447,566.
FOR PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF BOOKS, PERIODICALS, TRAVEL GUIDES, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, PAMPHLETS, CATALOGUES IN THE FIELD OF NATURAL SCIENCES; NATURAL SCIENCE-THEMED CALENDARS, DATE BOOKS, POSTCARDS, POSTERS AND NOTEBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
REBECCA GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 78-840,392. SAWYER, STEPHEN SHELBY, VERSAILLES, KY. FILED 3-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CROSS WITH A CIRCLE BELOW IT WHICH REPRESENTS THE EARTH WHICH IS CLEARLY SEEN IN THE AD SPECIMENS AND IT ALSO REPRESENTS AN EXCLAMATION POINT THAT HAS BEEN MADE INTO A CROSS WHEN IT IS HANDWRITTEN AND WHEN THE EARTH IS NOT OBVIOUS AS IN THE SPECIMEN WHICH IS MY OUTDOOR SIGNAGE.

FOR PRINTED PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BOOKMARKS, LITHOGRAPHS, GICLEES PRINTS, POSTERS, STATIONERY, GREETING CARDS, ALL IN THE FIELDS OF ART AND RELIGION (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1995.
MICHAEL WIENER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 78-856,160. CHOOSECO LLC, WAITSFIELD, VT. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ADDRESS BOOKS; ALMANACS; APPLIQUES IN THE FORM OF DECALS; APPOINTMENT BOOKS; ART PRINTS; ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS; AUTOGRAPH BOOKS; BABY BOOKS; BALL POINT PENS; BASEBALL CARDS; BINDERS; BOOKENDS; BOOKMARKS; BOOKS FEATURING STORIES, GAMES AND ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN; A SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS; BUMPER STICKERS; CALENDARS; CARTOON STRIPS; CHRISTMAS CARDS; CHALK; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; COASTERS MADE OF PAPER; COINAlbums; COLORING BOOKS; COLOR PENCILS; COMIC BOOKS; COMIC STRIPS; COUPON BOOKS; DECALS; DECORATIVE PAPER CENTERPIECES; DIARIES; DISPOSABLE DIAPERS FOR BABIES; DRAWING RULERS; ENVELOPES; ERASERS; FELT PENS; FLASH CARDS; GIFT CARDS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; GLOBES; GREETING CARDS; GUEST BOOKS; MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS AND PRINTED PERIODICALS, FEATURING STORIES, GAMES AND ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN; MAPS; MEMO PADS; MODELING CLAY; NEWSPAPERS; NOTE PAPER; NOTEBOOKS; NOTEBOOK PAPER; PAINTINGS; PAPER FLAGS; PAPER PARTY FAVORS; PAPER PARTY HATS; PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS; PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PAPER NAPKINS; PAPER PARTY BAGS; PAPER SHOPPING BAGS; PAPERWEIGHTS; PAPER GIFT WRAP BOWS; PAPER PLACE MATS; PAPER TABLE CLOTHES; PEN OR PENCIL HOLDERS; PENCILS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; PEN AND PENCIL CASES AND BOXES; PENS; PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS; PHOTOGRAPHS; PHOTO-ENGRAVINGS; PICTORIAL PRINTS; PICTURE BOOKS; PORTRAITS; POSTCARDS; POSTERS; PRINTED AWARDS; PRINTED CERTIFICATES. PRINTED INVITATIONS; PRINTED MENUS; RECIPE BOOKS; RUBBER STAMPS; SCORE CARDS; STAMP ALBUMS; STATIONERY; STAPLERS; STICKERS; TRADING CARDS; UNGRADUATED RULERS; WRITING PAPER; WRITING IMPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ADVENTURES OF YOU

SN 78-841,314. DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC., BURBANK, CA. FILED 3-20-2006.

OSWALD
THE LUCKY RABBIT

FOR ADDRESS BOOKS; ALMANACS; APPLIQUES IN THE FORM OF DECALS; APPOINTMENT BOOKS; ART PRINTS; ARTS AND CRAFT PAINT KITS; AUTOGRAPH BOOKS; BABY BOOKS; BALL POINT PENS; BASEBALL CARDS; BINDERs; BOOKENDS; BOOKMARKS; BOOKS FEATURING STORIES, GAMES AND ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN; A SERIES OF FICTION BOOKS; BUMPER STICKERS; CALENDARS; CARTOON STRIPS; CHRISTMAS CARDS; CHALK; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; COASTERS MADE OF PAPER; COINAlbums; COLORING BOOKS; COLOR PENCILS; COMIC BOOKS; COMIC STRIPS; COUPON BOOKS; DECALS; DECORATIVE PAPER CENTERPIECES; DIARIES; DISPOSABLE DIAPERS FOR BABIES; DRAWING RULERS; ENVELOPES; ERASERS; FELT PENS; FLASH CARDS; GIFT CARDS; GIFT WRAPPING PAPER; GLOBES; GREETING CARDS; GUEST BOOKS; MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS AND PRINTED PERIODICALS, FEATURING STORIES, GAMES AND ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN; MAPS; MEMO PADS; MODELING CLAY; NEWSPAPERS; NOTE PAPER; NOTEBOOKS; NOTEBOOK PAPER; PAINTINGS; PAPER FLAGS; PAPER PARTY FAVORS; PAPER PARTY HATS; PAPER CAKE DECORATIONS; PAPER PARTY DECORATIONS; PAPER NAPKINS; PAPER PARTY BAGS; PAPER SHOPPING BAGS; PAPERWEIGHTS; PAPER GIFT WRAP BOWS; PAPER PLACE MATS; PAPER TABLE CLOTHES; PEN OR PENCIL HOLDERS; PENCILS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; PEN AND PENCIL CASES AND BOXES; PENS; PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS; PHOTOGRAPHS; PHOTO-ENGRAVINGS; PICTORIAL PRINTS; PICTURE BOOKS; PORTRAITS; POSTCARDS; POSTERS; PRINTED AWARDS; PRINTED CERTIFICATES. PRINTED INVITATIONS; PRINTED MENUS; RECIPE BOOKS; RUBBER STAMPS; SCORE CARDS; STAMP ALBUMS; STATIONERY; STAPLERS; STICKERS; TRADING CARDS; UNGRADUATED RULERS; WRITING PAPER; WRITING IMPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 78-861,712. MCDIAPER, INC., DECATUR, GA. FILED 4-14-2006.

MCDIAPER

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,895,320.
FOR DISPOSABLE DIAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1993.
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-862,838. SCHOLASTIC INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-17-2006.

SCHOLASTIC
AND ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,567,119, 2,993,824 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "COACH AND ATHLETIC DIRECTOR".
FOR MAGAZINE FOR ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL OF HIGH SCHOOLS, PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS, PREPATORY SCHOOLS, JUNIOR COLLEGES AND NON-SCHOOL ATHLETIC PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-866,612. SCHOLASTIC INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-21-2006.

SCHOLASTIC
CHOICES

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,395,649, 2,258,067 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "SCHOLASTIC".
FOR GENERAL INTEREST MAGAZINES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-861,712. MCDIAPER, INC., DECATUR, GA. FILED 4-14-2006.

UNIVERSITY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOILET PAPER FOR AWAY FROM HOME, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-872,121. AMERICAN EXPRESS MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT CORP., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-28-2006.

TRAVEL + LEISURE FAMILY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FAMILY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-879,531. PERFORMANCE SEED, ST. CLOUD, MN. FILED 5-9-2006.

EZ
Grab & Pour
BAG

PATENT PENDING

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAG" OR "PATENT PENDING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKING; PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKAGING; PLASTIC OR PAPER BAGS FOR MERCHANDISE PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005.
ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).

SN 78-885,627. CRUZ BAY PUBLISHING, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA. FILED 5-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MAGAZINES DEALING WITH WESTERN LIVING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1993.
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-905,915. PAULSEN, MARK A, SANDIA PARK, NM. FILED 6-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ATHLETE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING INFORMATION ON HEALTH AND FITNESS FOR THE OUTDOORSPERSON (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUBLISHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-FICTION BOOKS ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
RAMONA ORTIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE CARIBBEAN WATERFRONT MAGAZINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) WHITE AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE WORDING ALL AT SEA AND IN THE WAVE DESIGN INSIDE OF A BLUE CIRCLE. THE WORDING THE CARIBBEAN'S WATERFRONT MAGAZINE APPEARS IN WHITE ON A BLUE RECTANGULAR BACKGROUND.
FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING MARINE RELATED ACTIVITIES IN THE CARIBBEAN (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-908,413. EMERALD PUBLICATIONS, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 6-14-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RETIREMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WORKBOOKS, BROCHURES, NEWSLETTERS AND OFF-THE-SHELF PRINTED SEMINAR NOTES ABOUT RETIREMENT PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CARRIE ACHEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AMERICAN COWBOY

PARMENIDES PUBLISHING

WILDERNESS ATHLETE

ATHENS MAGAZINE

Retirement Unlimited
CLASS 16—(Continued).
SN 78-933,448. HARRIS TEETER, INC., MATTHEWS, NC. FILED 7-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,468,513 AND 1,515,980.
FOR DISPOSABLE DIAPERS; DISPOSABLE WIPES NOT IMPREGNATED WITH CHEMICALS OR COMPOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-933,453. HARRIS TEETER, INC., MATTHEWS, NC. FILED 7-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,468,513 AND 1,515,980.
FOR DISPOSABLE DIAPERS; DISPOSABLE TRAINING PANTS; DISPOSABLE WIPES NOT IMPREGNATED WITH CHEMICALS OR COMPOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-29-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-29-2005.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SERIES OF FICTION AND NON-FICTION BOOKS ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-944,877. EL ABOGADO, INC., MIAMI, FL. FILED 8-4-2006.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "EL ABOGADO EN SUS MANOS" IS "THE ATTORNEY IN YOUR HANDS."
FOR NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES AND MAGAZINE COLUMNS IN THE FIELD OF CURRENT EVENTS, GENERAL LEGAL ISSUES, AND CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-956,038. JAMES, ARLEEN, TAMPA, FL. FILED 8-20-2006.

THE COLOR(S) RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, BLACK, WHITE, AND PEACH IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A WOMAN HAVING RED LIPS, BLACK HAIR WITH A BUN AT THE BASE OF HER NECK, AND PEACH FOR FACE AND HAND, WEARING AN ORANGE KIMONO HAVING A BLACK OUTLINE AND YELLOW SWIRLS, AND A WHITE OBI (WAIST OF KIMONO), SLEEVE CUFFS, AND COLLAR OF KIMONO, AND A WHITE HAT WITH BLACK OUTLINE, AND CARRYING A WHITE FAN WITH BLACK OUTLINE.
FOR GREETING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-960,068. BURKE, CHRISTINE C., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-24-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; PHOTOGRAPHY BOOKS; PHOTOGRAPHY ALBUMS; DIARIES; WRITING JOURNALS; PRINTED PARTY INVITATIONS; ADDRESS BOOKS; ADHESIVE NOTE PAPER; ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; AUTOGRAPH BOOKS; BABY BOOKS; PENS; PENCILS; ERASERS; BATHROOM TISSUE; BOOK COVERS; BOOKMARKS; BUMPER STICKERS; CALENDARS; CALENDAR DESK PADS; CARDS, NAMELY GREETING CARDS; NOTE CARDS, BUSINESS CARDS, POST CARDS, BLANK CARDS; CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY BOOKS; COFFEE TABLE BOOKS ABOUT NEW YORK; COMPOSITION BOOKS; DAILY PLANNERS; DIRECTORIES OF NEW YORK; ENVELOPES; GIFT WRAP PAPER; INFLIGHT MAGAZINES; INFORMATION FLYERS ABOUT NEW YORK; INK STAMPS; MAPS; MEMO PADS; NOTE PADS; PAPER BANNERS; PAPER GIFT BAGS; PAPER GIFT TAGS; PAPER LABELS; PAPERWEIGHTS; PENCIL CASES AND BOXES; PENCIL SHARPENERS; PERSONAL ORGANIZERS; PHOTO STORAGE BOXES; PLACE CARDS; POSTERS; RECIPE BOOKS; SCRAPBOOK ALBUMS; WEDDING BOOKS; BOOK OF SHORT STORIES/ESSAYS; BOOK OF COMBINED PHOTOGRAPHS AND SHORT STORIES/ESSAYS; ADDRESS LABELS; LETTER OPENERS; DECALS; STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-963,809. WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY, FEDERAL WAY, WA. FILED 8-30-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CORRUGATED CONTAINERS, CORRUGATED BOXES, PAPERBOARD CONTAINERS, PAPERBOARD BOXES, CORRUGATED FIBERBOARD CONTAINERS AND CORRUGATED FIBERBOARD BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SELECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TRASH BAGS, PAPER TOWELS, PAPER NAPKINS, FACIAL TISSUE, BATHROOM TISSUE, PLASTIC WRAP, AND PLASTIC FOOD STORAGE BAGS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-970,664. MCMAHON, JAMES A., LINDEN, NJ. FILED 9-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CALendars (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-974,358. HILDEBRANDT, GREG, HOPATCONG, NJ. FILED 9-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ART PICTURES; ART PRINTS; GRAPHIC ART REPRODUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OINY

CLASS 16

OINY

CLUB SELECT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; PHOTOGRAPHY BOOKS; PHOTOGRAPHY ALBUMS; DIARIES; WRITING JOURNALS; PRINTED PARTY INVITATIONS; ADDRESS BOOKS; ADHESIVE NOTE PAPER; ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; AUTOGRAPH BOOKS; BABY BOOKS; PENS; PENCILS; ERASERS; BATHROOM TISSUE; BOOK COVERS; BOOKMARKS; BUMPER STICKERS; CALENDARS; CALENDAR DESK PADS; CARDS, NAMELY GREETING CARDS; NOTE CARDS, BUSINESS CARDS, POST CARDS, BLANK CARDS; CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY BOOKS; COFFEE TABLE BOOKS ABOUT NEW YORK; COMPOSITION BOOKS; DAILY PLANNERS; DIRECTORIES OF NEW YORK; ENVELOPES; GIFT WRAP PAPER; INFLIGHT MAGAZINES; INFORMATION FLYERS ABOUT NEW YORK; INK STAMPS; MAPS; MEMO PADS; NOTE PADS; PAPER BANNERS; PAPER GIFT BAGS; PAPER GIFT TAGS; PAPER LABELS; PAPERWEIGHTS; PENCIL CASES AND BOXES; PENCIL SHARPENERS; PERSONAL ORGANIZERS; PHOTO STORAGE BOXES; PLACE CARDS; POSTERS; RECIPE BOOKS; SCRAPBOOK ALBUMS; WEDDING BOOKS; BOOK OF SHORT STORIES/ESSAYS; BOOK OF COMBINED PHOTOGRAPHS AND SHORT STORIES/ESSAYS; ADDRESS LABELS; LETTER OPENERS; DECALS; STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR CALENDARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DUDE WHERE'S MY BAND

THE BROTHERS HILDEBRANDT

CLIMA SERIES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CORRUGATED CONTAINERS, CORRUGATED BOXES, PAPERBOARD CONTAINERS, PAPERBOARD BOXES, CORRUGATED FIBERBOARD CONTAINERS AND CORRUGATED FIBERBOARD BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ART PICTURES; ART PRINTS; GRAPHIC ART REPRODUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1976; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1976.
MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 16—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 3-7-2006 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0888819 DATED 4-25-2006, EXPIRES 4-25-2016.

FOR DOCUMENTS FILES, LETTER FILES, PAPER EXPANDING FILES, CARD FILES, BINDERS, LOOSE-LEAF BINDERS, PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, NOTEBOOKS, LOOSE-LEAF PAPERS, CASES FOR STATIONERY WRITING PAPERS, FOLDERS, HOLDER FOR WRITING PAPERS, AND OTHER STATIONERY (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-025,448. NINGBO ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGY; DEVELOPMENT ZONE JINGCHENG; PLASTIC CO., LTD, CHINA, FILED 3-22-2006.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0889147 DATED 3-22-2006, EXPIRES 3-22-2016.

FOR JACKETS FOR PAPERS; DRAWING RULERS; BOOKBINDING TAPE; PAPER STATIONERY; PAPER STAPLERS; PAPER PUNCHERS AND PAPER CUTTERS FOR OFFICE USE; RUBBER ERASERS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; POUCHES FOR WRITING INSTRUMENTS; DESK SETS; STAMP PADS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

TAMARA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY DATE OF 1-9-2006 IS CLAIMED.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCRAPBOOK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SELF-ADHESIVE STRIPS IN THE NATURE OF STATIONERY TAPE, CRAFT AND HOUSEHOLD TAPE; DISPENSER FOR MOUNTING STRIPS IN THE NATURE OF STATIONERY TAPE, CRAFT AND HOUSEHOLD TAPE; TRANSPARENT RINGS FOR REINFORCING HOLES FOR BINDER RINGS, AND TRANSPARENT SELF-ADHESIVE LABEL HOLDERS FOR ADHERING PHOTOGRAPHS TO SCRAPBOOKS, LABELS, NAMELY BLANK AND/OR PARTIALLY PREPRINTED SELF-LAMINATING LABELS; LAMINATING SUPPLIES, NAMELY LAMINATING SHEETS AND LAMINATING POUCHES FOR USE WITH IDENTIFICATION TAGS, PHOTOGRAPH, DOCUMENTS AND POSTERS; PHOTOGRAPH CORNERS; DOUBLE-SIDED ADHESIVE LABELS FOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND CLIPPINGS, DOUBLE-SIDED ADHESIVE TAPE FOR STATIONERY, CRAFT AND HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, NAMELY PHOTOGRAPH TAPE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-033,932. POWERMARK PTY LTD; ABN 70 108 618 266, QUINNS ROCKS WA, AUSTRALIA, FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 7-24-2006 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0911496 DATED 11-17-2006, EXPIRES 11-17-2016.

FOR PAPER PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FILED 3-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 7-24-2006 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0911496 DATED 11-17-2006, EXPIRES 11-17-2016.

FOR PAPER PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
RUP4SX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0911498 DATED 11-17-2006, EXPIRES 11-17-2016.

FOR PAPER PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LandPac

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ALTERNATE DAILY LANDFILL COVERS, NAMELY TARPALIN-LIKE PLASTIC SHEETS FOR COVERING LANDFILLS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-10-2006.

TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-016,674. MIRACLE APPEARANCE RECONDITIONING SPECIALISTS INTERNATIONAL, INC., ARLINGTON, TX. FILED 10-9-2006.

ENDURO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PLASTIC IMPREGNATED INSULATING ENCLOSURE CLOTH (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-10-1981; IN COMMERCE 8-10-1981.

RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-005,262. ADS STRUCTURES INC., HILLIARD, OH. FILED 9-22-2006.

MIRACLESHEILD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COLORLESS VINYL URETHANE FILM COVERING FOR VEHICLE EXTERIORS TO PROTECT THE EXTERIOR PAINT (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.

TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NYLOPLAST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PLASTIC PLUMBING COMPONENTS, NAMELY, PLASTIC PIPES, AND PLASTIC FITTINGS, JOINTS, AND COUPLINGS THEREFOR, POLYETHYLENE PIPES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-005,262. ADS STRUCTURES INC., HILLIARD, OH. FILED 9-22-2006.

PERFECT FILL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FILL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FIBERGLASS INSULATION FOR BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).


MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-015,070. PACTEC, INC., CLINTON, LA. FILED 10-5-2006.
CLASS 17—(Continued).
SN 77-029,335. HUYSER, PETER, GAITHERSBURG, MD. FILED 10-25-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For adhesive-coated plastic sheets (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50).

YAT SYE, LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-030,090. WRAP-TITE, INC., BEDFORD HEIGHTS, OH. FILED 10-26-2006.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "WRAP". Apart from the mark, as shown. The color(s) black, red, brown and white is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.

For stretch film used for industrial and commercial use for packing, bundling, and shipping (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50).

CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For filled dry, solid, thermoplastic materials in powder, pellet, granule or bead form for use in the manufacture of plastic articles (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50). First use 0-0-1997; in commerce 0-0-1997.

TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


For filled dry, solid, thermoplastic, elastomeric materials in powder, pellet, granule or bead form for use in the manufacture of plastic articles (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50). First use 1-0-2006; in commerce 1-0-2006.

TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


For filled dry, solid, thermoplastic, elastomeric materials in powder, pellet, granule or bead form for use in the manufacture of plastic articles (U.S. Cls. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 and 50). First use 1-0-2006; in commerce 1-0-2006.

TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 17—(Continued).

SPLICE-RIGHT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADHESIVE TAPE FOR INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Building Environments for Life

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARTIFICIAL REEF OR HABITAT STRUCTURES COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF RECYCLED TIRES FOR POSITIONING ON SEA BOTTOMS OR IN MAN-MADE BODIES OF WATER FOR FACILITATING FISH-GATHERING AND CULTURING THEREIN; INSULATING SLEEVES FOR WATER HEATING AND COOLING COMPONENTS; INSULATING WATER PROOFING MEMBRANES; INSULATING WATER PROOFING TILES; NON-METAL HOSES FOR COMMERCIAL MARINE USE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 17—(Continued).

CONTROLTAC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLASTIC FILMS FOR USE IN PRODUCING GRAPHICS, SIGNS AND DISPLAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ACROCLEAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADHESIVE-COATED PLASTIC SHEETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
YAT SYE, LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 17—(Continued).

SORTA-Clear

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLATINUM BASED TRANSLUCENT CLEAR, NAMELY SILICONE AND CATALYST RUBBER, USED IN THE REPRODUCTION OF AN ORIGINAL MODEL USED IN ARCHITECTURAL, CONCRETE, SCULPTURAL, THEATRICAL AND SPECIAL EFFECTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2006.
JILL PRATER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 17—(Continued).

SN 78-616,466. MUELLER WATER PRODUCTS, INC., PORTSMOUTH, NH. FILED 4-25-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 65,052, 85,269 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATER PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-METAL PIPE FITTINGS FOR PLASTIC PIPES; NON-METAL PIPE FITTINGS; NON-METAL PIPE HANGERS; PLASTIC PIPE FITTINGS FOR USE IN UNDERGROUND AND ABOVE-GROUND ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF BRAZIL REG. NO. 760166234, DATED 7-12-1976, EXPIRES 7-12-2013.
FOR RUBBER, PLASTIC MATERIALS AND THEIR ALLOYS IN SHEET OR FILMS; ALL FOR APPLICATION TO OR IMPREGNATION ON FABRIC, TISSUE, AND PAPER OF EVERY TYPE, AND RUBBER, PLASTIC MATERIALS AND THEIR ALLOYS CALLED INTO FILMS OR SHEETS TO BE USED AS LINING AND FINISHING LAYERS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF PRODUCTS WHICH INCLUDE BAGS, SHOES, FURNITURE AND CAR SEATS, AND PLASTIC OR RUBBER FILMS USED AS IMPERVIOUS LAYERS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF BAGS, BOOKS, DIAPERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Leomid

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON REPUBLIC OF KOREA APPLICATION NO. 40-2005-0019, FILED 5-2-2005. REG. NO. 40-0658090, DATED 4-10-2006, EXPIRES 4-10-2016.
FOR MICA, RAW OR PARTLY PROCESSED; FOAM SUPPORTS FOR FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS; ASBESTOS PAPER; PLASTIC RODS AND BARS; PLASTIC FILM, SEMI-WORKED; RUBBER TUBES AND PIPES; RUBBER BARS AND RODS; RUBBER SHEETS; LIQUID RUBBER, RAW OR SEMI-WORKED; CRUDE RUBBER; RECLAIMED RUBBER; FOAM RUBBER; NITRILE RUBBER; NITRILE BUTADIENE RUBBER; BUTYL RUBBER; FLUORO RUBBER; STYRENE-BUTADIENE RUBBER; SYNTHETIC POLYBUTADIENE RUBBER; SILICONE RUBBER; ACRYLIC RUBBER; ETHYLENE VINYL ACETATE RUBBER; ETHYLENE PROPYLENE RUBBER; ETHYLENE PROPYLENE DIENE RUBBER; EPICHLOROHYDRIN RUBBER; URETHANE RUBBER; ISOBUTYLENE-ISOPRENE RUBBER; CHLORO SULFONATED POLYETHYLENE RUBBER; POLYBUTADIENE RUBBER; POLYOLEFIN SULFIDE RUBBER; POLYOLEFIN OXID RUBBER; POLYISOPRENE RUBBER; POLY CHLOROPRENE RUBBER; POLYPENTAMER RUBBER; PROPYLENE OXIDE RUBBER; VULCANITE, EBONITE; OSSIFICATION RUBBER; POLYSULFIDE RUBBER; MNA CRAFT RUBBER; HYDROCHLORINATED RUBBER; CHLORINATED RUBBER; SULFIDE RUBBER; SACKS OF RUBBER FOR WRAPPING; RUBBER SEALING CAPS; RUBBER CAPS FOR PACKAGING BOTTLES; RUBBER STOPPERS FOR PACKAGING BOTTLES; RUBBER LIDS FOR PACKAGING CONTAINERS; RUBBER STOPPERS FOR PACKAGING CONTAINERS; ASBESTOS SOLES; WASHERS OF RUBBER OR VULCANIZED FIBER; ASBESTOS BOARDS; ACOUSTIC PLATES; SOUND ABSORPTION PLATES; ASBESTOS SAFETY CURTAINS; ASBESTOS SCREENS FOR FIREMEN; RUBBER HOSE FOR FIREFIGHTING; HOSES OF TEXTILE MATERIALS FOR FIRE-FIGHTING; CANVAS HOSE PIPES FOR FIRE-FIGHTING; RINGS OF RUBBER; NON-METALLIC PIPE COUPLINGS; ASBESTOS PACKING; VALVES OF INDIA RUBBER OR VULCANIZED FIBER; ELECTRICAL INSULATORS; COMPOUND MATERIALS FOR ELECTRIC INSULATION; ELECTRICAL INSULATING PAINTS; ELECTRICAL INSULATING OILS; ELECTRICAL INSULATING TAPE; HORSESHOES, NOT OF METAL, INSULATING GLOVES; VULCANIZED FIBER NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; SEMI-SYNTHETIC FIBER NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; ARTIFICIAL WOOLS, NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; REGENERATED FIBERS, NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; PLASTIC FIBERS, NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; SYNTHETIC FIBERS, NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; CARBON FIBERS, OTHER THAN FOR TEXTILE USE; ASBESTOS FIBERS, ROCK WOOL; THREADS OF RUBBER, NOT FOR USE IN TEXTILES; SEMI-SYNTHETIC FIBER THREAD AND YARN, CHEMICALLY TREATED NATURAL FIBER THREAD AND YARN NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; REGENERATED FIBER THREAD AND YARN NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; ELASTIC YARNS, NOT FOR USE IN TEXTILES; THREADS OF PLASTIC MATERIALS, NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; COVERED RUBBER THREAD AND YARN, NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; SYNTHETIC FIBER THREAD AND YARN, NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; ASBESTOS YARN; ASBESTOS FIBERS; ASBESTOS THREADS; RUBBER CORDS; ASBESTOS CORDS AND STRINGS; ASBESTOS NETS; POLYIMIDE FILM; POLYIMIDE SHEETS; POLYIMIDE BOARDS AND PLATES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CIPATEX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF BRAZIL REG. NO. 760166234, DATED 7-12-1976, EXPIRES 7-12-2013.
FOR RUBBER, PLASTIC MATERIALS AND THEIR ALLOYS IN SHEET OR FILMS; ALL FOR APPLICATION TO OR IMPREGNATION ON FABRIC, TISSUE, AND PAPER OF EVERY TYPE, AND RUBBER, PLASTIC MATERIALS AND THEIR ALLOYS CALLED INTO FILMS OR SHEETS TO BE USED AS LINING AND FINISHING LAYERS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF PRODUCTS WHICH INCLUDE BAGS, SHOES, FURNITURE AND CAR SEATS, AND PLASTIC OR RUBBER FILMS USED AS IMPERVIOUS LAYERS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF BAGS, BOOKS, DIAPERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 17—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SEMI-RIGID, TWO PART NAMELY URETHANE AND CATALYST, PLASTIC FOR CASTING AND ROTATIONAL CASTING APPLICATIONS PARTICULARLY FOR USE IN SCULPTURAL INDUSTRIAL, THEATRICAL, SPECIAL EFFECTS AND ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-14-2006.

KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-822,497. MANUFACTURE GENERALE DE JOINTS, 69380 CHAZAY D’AZERGUES, FRANCE, FILED 2-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR NON METALLIC SEALS FOR USE IN PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

SEAN CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Super Seal

CLASS 17—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR NON METALLIC SEALS FOR USE IN PACKAGING (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

SEAN CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR THERMALLY STABILIZED PLASTIC FOR USE IN THE PROTECTIVE SEALING OF POWER AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS CABLES DURING TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-10-1972; IN COMMERCE 7-10-1972.

TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 17—(Continued).
SN 78-876,699. MOREFLEX BORRACHAS LTDA., PORTAO, BRAZIL, FILED 5-4-2006.

OWNER OF BRAZIL REG. NO. 818545798, DATED 5-12-1998, EXPIRES 5-12-2008.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF DESIGN OF A TIRE THREAD WITH THE WORD "MOREFLEX".
FOR COVERED RUBBER THREAD AND YARN; LATEX RUBBER FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF TIRES; NATURAL RUBBER; PLASTIC FIBERS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF TIRE CORD; RUBBER THREAD; RUBBER THREAD AND COVERED RUBBER YARN; RUBBER TUBES AND PIPES; SYNTHETIC RUBBER FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF TIRES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 18—(Continued).

The Urban Dog

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DOG SITTING IN FRONT OF A BUILDING AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "THE URBAN DOG".
FOR PET CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,639. IRWIN SHAPIRO, ANN ARBOR, MI. FILED 11-2-2006.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DOG SITTING IN FRONT OF A BUILDING AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "THE URBAN DOG".
FOR PET CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,823. STRIPES39, LLC, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 11-2-2006.

SN 77-035,639. IRWIN SHAPIRO, ANN ARBOR, MI. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANIMAL CLOTHING AND ANIMAL COLLARS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 7-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,823. STRIPES39, LLC, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 11-2-2006.

FOR HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 18—(Continued).

SN 77-036,003. BONAFIDO, LLC, WESTERLY, RI. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUITCASES; TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
EVELYN BRADLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,060. CHALOS, KIMBERLY, K, EVANSVILLE, IN. FILED 11-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO CURVED BANDS WITH ONE STRAIGHT BAND BETWEEN THEM.
FOR HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.
REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,725. OLIVET INTERNATIONAL INC., POMONA, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALL PURPOSE SPORTS BAGS, BACKPACKS, BRIEFCASES, BUSINESS CASES, CARRY-ON BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, LUGGAGE AND HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 2-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2005.
PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,931. INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURING & LOGISTICS, LLC, GOLDEN, CO. FILED 11-8-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BOULDER PACK COMPANY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, A SMALL CIRCLE TO THE LEFT OF A SMALL SLASH DESIGN TO THE LEFT OF A LARGE SLASH DESIGN ALL ABOVE THE WORDING "BOULDER PACK COMPANY".
FOR DUFFEL BAGS; DUFFEL BAGS FOR TRAVEL; DUFFLE BAGS; HIKING BAGS; SMALL BACKPACKS; TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 5-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-19-2002.
TASNEEM HUSSAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,052. HARDWARE HANDBAGS, LLC, BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PURSES, HANDBAGS AND TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 18—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF LEFT POINTING TRIANGULAR ARROW CENTERED OUTSIDE THE LEFT SIDE OF A STYLIZED GLOBE.

FOR LUGGAGE, NAMELY, TRAVEL LUGGAGE, UPRIGHT BAGS, WHEELED DUFFLE BAGS, DUFFLE BAGS AND TOTE BAGS; ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS; ALL PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS; ALL PURPOSE CARRYING BAGS; TRAVEL LUGGAGE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SHOULDER STRAPS; DAY PACKS, NAMELY, FANNY PACKS; SPORTS PACKS; WAIST PACKS; TECHNICAL PACKS INTENDED FOR AND ADAPTED FOR THE PRACTICE OF SPECIFIC SPORTS AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES; FORMAL BRIEFCASES AND CASUAL BRIEFCASES; GOODS OF LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER, NAMELY, WALLETs AND BRIEFCASE-TYPE PORTFOLIOS; WALLETs AND BRIEFCASE-TYPE PORTFOLIOS; FASHION BAGS, NAMELY, PURSES; TOTE BAGS; SATCHELS AND POCKETBOOKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,080. INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURING & LOGISTICS, LLC, GOLDEN, CO. FILED 11-16-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GEAR, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BACKPACKS; BRIEFCASES; DUFFLE BAGS; DUFFEL BAGS FOR TRAVEL; DUFFLE BAGS; HIKING BAGS; LUGGAGE; SMALL BACKPACKS; TOTE BAGS; TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2006.
TASNEEM HUSSAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,745. OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL, LTD., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,700,603.
FOR ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS; ALL PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS; ALL PURPOSE CARRYING BAGS; ATHLETIC BAGS; ATTACHE CASES; BACKPACKS; BEACH BAGS; BOOK BAGS; BRIEFCASES; CARRYING CASES; DIAPER BAGS; DUFFEL BAGS; DUFFEL BAGS FOR TRAVEL; GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL; GYM BAGS; HIKING BAGS; KNAPSACKS; LUGGAGE; MESSENGER BAGS; OVERNIGHT BAGS; SCHOOL BAGS; SCHOOL KNAPSACKS; SHOULDER BAGS; SLING BAGS; SPORTS BAGS; TOTE BAGS; TRAVEL BAGS; WAIST BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.
LAURA KOVALSKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHAMPIONSHIP GOLD

FOR BACKPACKS; BRIEFCASES; DUFFLE BAGS; DUFFEL BAGS FOR TRAVEL; DUFFLE BAGS; HIKING BAGS; LUGGAGE; SMALL BACKPACKS; TOTE BAGS; TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2006.
TASNEEM HUSSAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 18—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR BAGS, NAMELY, ATHLETIC BAGS, BACKPACKS, BEACH BAGS, BOOK BAGS, CALLING CARD CASES, CHANGE PURSES, COIN PURSES, DIAPER BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, FANNY PACKS, GYM BAGS, HANDBAGS, KNPACKS, KEY CASES, LEATHER KEY CHAINS, LUGGAGE, LUGGAGE TAGS, OVERNIGHT BAGS, PURSES, SATCHELS, SHOPPING BAGS NOT OF PAPER, TOTE BAGS, UMBRELLAS, WAIST PACKS, WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-821,548. EMILE DE RECAT, GIG HARBOR, WA. FILED 2-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE "O" IN DOGLA IS A DOG'S PAW PRINT.
FOR ANIMAL LEASHES AND ANIMAL COLLARS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 1-4-1994; IN COMMERCE 1-4-1994.
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-846,999. HAMMERSMITH NOMINEES PTY LTD, WEST PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA, FILED 3-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON AUSTRALIA APPLICATION NO. 1100546, FILED 2-24-2006, REG. NO. 1100546, DATED 10-9-2006, EXPIRES 2-24-2016.
FOR (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) SADDLES; (BASED ON 44(E) GOODS AND EQUIPMENT FOR HORSE RIDING, NAMELY, SADDLERY AND SADDLE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY SADDLE BAGS, SADDLE CLOTHS, SADDLE PADS, BRIDLES, HALTERS, REINS, GIRTHS, BREAST COLLARS, BROW BANDS, LEATHER STIRRUPS, HARNESS, WHIPS AND RIDING CROPS; PROTECTIVE HORSE BOOTS FOR FLANKS AND LEGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 2-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-11-2006.
SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-841,325. DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC., BURBANK, CA. FILED 3-20-2006.

FOR ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS; ATHLETIC BAGS; BABY BACKPACKS; BACKPACKS; BEACH BAGS; BOOK BAGS; CALLING CARD CASES; CHANGE PURSES; COIN PURSES; DIAPER BAGS; DUFFEL BAGS; FANNY PACKS; GYM BAGS; HANDBAGS; KNPACKS; KEY CASES; LEATHER KEY CHAINS; LUGGAGE; LUGGAGE TAGS; OVERNIGHT BAGS; PURSES; SATCHELS; SHOPPING BAGS NOT OF PAPER; TOTE BAGS; UMBRELLAS; WAIST PACKS; WALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-821,548. EMILE DE RECAT, GIG HARBOR, WA. FILED 2-23-2006.
CLASS 18—(Continued).

SN 78-851,919. GMA ACCESSORIES, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ALL-PURPOSE CARRYING BAGS; ATHLETIC BAGS; BACKPACKS; BEACH BAGS; BOOK BAGS; BRIEFCASES; CARRY-ON BAGS; CHANGE PURSES; CLUTCH BAGS; CLUTCH PURSES; COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY; COSMETIC CASES SOLD EMPTY; CREDIT CARD CASES; DAYPACKS; DRAWSTRING POUCHES; DUFFEL BAGS; EVENING HANDBAGS; GOLF UMBRELLAS; GYM BAGS; HANDBAGS; LEATHER STRAPS; LUGGAGE; OVERNIGHT BAGS; POCKETBOOKS; SATCHELS; SCHOOL BAGS; SHOE BAGS FOR TRAVEL; SHOULDER BAGS; SHOULDER STRAPS; SPORTS BAGS; TOTE BAGS; TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

FIRST USE 3-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2000.

LINDA LAVACHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-876,573. TRG ACCESSORIES, LLC, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 5-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LUGGAGE, TRAVEL BAGS, BUSINESS CASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,522,437, 3,021,609 AND OTHERS.

SEC. 2(f) AS TO SEATTLE.

FOR ATHLETIC BAGS, SHOE BAGS FOR TRAVEL, OVERNIGHT BAGS, UMBRELLAS, BACKPACKS, BABY BACKPACKS, KNAPSACKS, DUFFEL BAGS, TOTE BAGS, BEACH BAGS, BEACH TOTE BAGS, DRAWSTRING POUCHES, LUGGAGE, LUGGAGE TAGS, ATTACHE CASES, BILLFOLDS, WALLETS, BRIEFCASES, CANES, BUSINESS CARD CASES, BOOK BAGS, ALL PURPOSE SPORTS BAGS, GOLF UMBRELLAS, GYM BAGS, PURSES, COIN PURSES, FANNY PACKS, WAIST PACKS, COSMETIC CASES SOLD EMPTY, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, HANDBAGS, KEY CASES, LEATHER KEY CHAINS, SUITCASES, TOILETRY CASES SOLD EMPTY, TRUNKS FOR TRAVELING AND RUCKSACKS, PET CLOTHING, PET LEASHES, AND PET COLLARS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

FIRST USE 5-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1995.

FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MARKET UMBRELLAS AND PATIO UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TOURBACH

CLASSIC WEAVE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LUGGAGE, TRAVEL BAGS, BUSINESS CASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MARKET UMBRELLAS AND PATIO UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 18—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HANDBAGS; EVENING HANDBAGS; LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER HANDBAGS; LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER BAGS; TRAVEL BAGS; LUGGAGE; SUITCASES; CLUTCH BAGS; BRIEFCASES; ATTACHE CASES; VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY; COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY; WALLET(S); LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER PURSES; CREDIT CARD CASES; KEY CASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

KHAH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CIRCLE AND THREE HORIZONTAL BARS/LINES.
FOR ALL-PURPOSE CARRYING BAGS; BABY CARRYING BAGS; BOOK BAGS; BOSTON BAGS; CARRY-ALL BAGS; CLUTCH BAGS; COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY; DIAPER BAGS; DUFFEL BAGS; LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER BAGS; LEATHER BAGS, SUITCASES AND WALLET(S); MESSENGER BAGS; OVERNIGHT BAGS; SHOULDER BAGS; TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-928,823. FINE BAGS PTY LTD, SOUTH OAKLEIGH, AUSTRALIA, FILED 7-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HANDBAGS; EVENING HANDBAGS; LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER HANDBAGS; LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER BAGS; TRAVEL BAGS; LUGGAGE; SUITCASES; CLUTCH BAGS; BRIEFCASES; ATTACHE CASES; VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY; COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY; WALLET(S); LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER PURSES; CREDIT CARD CASES; KEY CASES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

KHAH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-968,746. SAKURA BLOOM, LLC, SUNDERLAND, MA. FILED 9-7-2006.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "SAKURA" IS "CHERRY BLOSSOM" OR "CHERRY TREE".
FOR BABY SLINGS MADE OF SILK OR OTHER FABRIC (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.
MICHELLE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 5-5-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0905579 DATED 9-7-2006, EXPIRES 9-7-2016.
FOR HANDBAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, BRIEFCASES, DUFFLE BAGS, TOTE BAGS, CLUTCH BAGS, ATTACHE-CASES, SUITCASES, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, RUCKSACKS, TRUNKS, TRAVELING BAGS, WALLETs, PURSES, KEY CASES, UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-031,750. SALVATORE FERRAGAMO ITALIA S.P.A., ITALY, FILED 9-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 5-5-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0905579 DATED 9-7-2006, EXPIRES 9-7-2016.
FOR HANDBAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, BRIEFCASES, DUFFLE BAGS, TOTE BAGS, CLUTCH BAGS, ATTACHE-CASES, SUITCASES, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, RUCKSACKS, TRUNKS, TRAVELING BAGS, WALLETs, PURSES, KEY CASES, UMBRELLAS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

SN 76-656,415. ADVANCED DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, INC., HILLIARD, OH. FILED 3-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 5-5-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0903553 DATED 10-10-2006, EXPIRES 10-10-2016.
FOR NON–METALLIC CONDUIT, TUBING AND PIPE, NAMELY, SMOOTH WALL PLASTIC PIPE FOR DRAINAGE APPLICATIONS; CORRUGATED PIPE, NAMELY, PERFORATED AND NON-PERFORATED PLASTIC PIPE FOR DRAINAGE APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 19—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUTHENTIC THIN STONE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK COM普RESSES THE WORD "THINSTONE" IN A RECTANGULAR BOX WITH THE WORD "THIN" AS BLACK ON WHITE AND THE WORD "STONE" AS WHITE ON BLACK.
FOR NATURAL STONE BUILDING AND PAVING PRODUCTS, NAMELY BLOCKS, VENEER AND PAVERS; CONCRETE BUILDING AND PAVING MATERIALS, NAMELY, CEMENT BLOCKS, BRICKS, PATIO BLOCKS AND PAVERS; INTERIOR DECORATIVE CERAMIC AND PORCELAIN TILES; NATURAL CLAY BRICKS, FIRE BRICK, CERAMIC FLUE PIPES, MA-SONRY CEMENT, NON-AGRICULTURAL LIME, CEMENT BASED TILE SETTING MATERIALS IN THE NATURE OF GROUT (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHOWER AND BATHTUB WALL PANELS NOT OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,614,886 AND 2,959,378.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE VINYL SIDING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VINYL SIDING PANELS, VINYL SOFFIT AND SKIRTING FOR EXTERIOR SURFACES OF MOBILE HOMES AND RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
GISSELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 19—(Continued).
SN 77-036,131. IRONROCK CAPITAL, INCORPORATED, CANTON, OH. FILED 11-3-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CERAMIC TILE (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2006.
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,142. IRONROCK CAPITAL, INCORPORATED, CANTON, OH. FILED 11-3-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CERAMICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CERAMIC TILE AND PAVERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-12-1978; IN COMMERCE 12-12-1978.
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,427. ENERGYEDGE, L.L.C., WICHITA, KS. FILED 11-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLASH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, COVERINGS FOR PROTECTING THE EXTERIOR INSULATION OF BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,718. PITTSBURGH CORNING CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH, PA. FILED 11-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GLASS BLOCKS FOR BUILDING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1985.
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,384. SINOSTONE, INCORPORATED, ELBERTON, GA. FILED 11-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GRANITE (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,417. OREPAC HOLDING COMPANY, WILSONVILLE, OR. FILED 11-13-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL MILLWORK PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS IMP INSIDE A STYLIZED PARTIAL OVAL, WHICH IS TO THE LEFT OF THE WORDS INTERNATIONAL MILLWORK PRODUCTS.
FOR DOOR CASINGS, NOT OF METAL; DOOR FRAMES, NOT OF METAL; DOOR JAMBs NOT OF METAL; DOOR PANELS, NOT OF METAL; NON-METAL DOOR UNITS; NON-METAL DOORS; NON-METAL THRESHOLDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-18-2006.
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 19—(Continued).

SN 77-043,841. KORNMAN JAMES HOMES, SLIDELL, LA. FILED 11-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MODULAR HOMES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-10-2006.
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,259. ATLAS ROOFING CORPORATION, MERIDIAN, MS. FILED 11-17-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ROOFING UNDERLAYMENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-11-2006.
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PANELS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL, NAMELY, NON-METAL EXTERIOR PANELS; FLOOR PANELS; WALL PANELS NOT OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,966. NATIONAL VINYL PRODUCTS, INC., CHICOPEE, MA. FILED 11-21-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VINYL WINDOWS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-9-2006.
MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WALL SYSTEM CONSISTING OF REINFORCED, DRY-STACKED, ENGINEERED CONCRETE BLOCK WITH INSULATING CORE AND COATED WITH SURFACE BOND CEMENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-6-2006.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WOOD VENEER (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.
KATHERINE CONNOLLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WALL SYSTEM CONSISTING OF REINFORCED, DRY-STACKED, ENGINEERED CONCRETE BLOCK WITH INSULATING CORE AND COATED WITH SURFACE BOND CEMENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-6-2006.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 19—(Continued).
SN 77-050,117. AQUA LOGIC, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AGRICULTURAL NETS FOR EROSION CONTROL; AQUARIUM GRAVEL; AQUARIUM SAND; ARTIFICIAL FISH REEFS; DECORATIVE AQUARIUM STONES; MODULAR ANIMAL HOUSES FOR AQUATIC ANIMALS; NON-METAL SWIMMING POOLS; NON-METAL WATER PIPES; PRE-FABRICATED HOUSES FOR AQUATIC ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-054,127. MOISTURE WARRANTY CORPORATION, CORNELIUS, NC. FILED 11-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METAL FLASH PANS USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-058,478. FLEETWOOD ENTERPRISES, INC., RIVERSIDE, CA. FILED 12-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MANUFACTURED HOMES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-0-1972; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1972.
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-062,437. GREAT SOUTHERN WOOD PRESERVING, INC., ABBEVILLE, AL. FILED 12-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLUMN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRESSURE-TREATED WOOD COLUMNS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ASPHALT-BASED, ELASTOMERIC AND ALUMINIZED COATINGS FOR USE ON ROOFS, WALLS, FOUNDATIONS, DECKS AND MOBILE HOMES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FLOORING UNDERLAYMENT, NAMELY, A HYDRAULIC MATERIAL THAT WHEN MIXED WITH WATER PROVIDES A SMOOTH AND SOLID SURFACE THAT WHEN DRY IS ABLE TO ACCEPT MANY TYPES OF FLOORING PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FLOORING UNDERLAYMENT, NAMELY, A HYDRAULIC MATERIAL THAT WHEN MIXED WITH WATER PROVIDES A SMOOTH AND SOLID SURFACE THAT WHEN DRY IS ABLE TO ACCEPT MANY TYPES OF FLOORING PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 19—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MANUFACTURED HOMES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEMICALLY TREATED LUMBER; CHEMICALLY TREATED WOOD, NAMELY, WINDOW CASEMENTS NOT OF METAL, WOOD BEAMS, WOOD BLOCKS, WOOD DOOR FRAMES, WOOD JOISTS, WOOD PANELING, WOOD RAFTERS, WOOD SIDING, WOOD TILE FLOORS AND FLOORING, WOOD TRIM, WOOD WINDOW FRAMES, WOODEN BEAMS, WOODEN FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-810,906. DEGUSSA BUILDING SYSTEMS, INC., SHAKOPEE, MN. FILED 2-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WOOD FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONCRETE REPAIR MATERIALS, NAMELY, CONCRETE PATCHING COMPOUND (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
SANDRA MANIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-841,514. GALLEHER, INC., SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA. FILED 3-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONCRETE REPAIR MATERIALS, NAMELY, CONCRETE PATCHING COMPOUND (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
SANDRA MANIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUILDING AND REPAIR MATERIAL, NAMELY CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSITIONS FOR STABILIZING SOIL, REINFORCING FOUNDATIONS OF STRUCTURES, AND FORMING ELEMENTS OF A BUILDING'S INFRASTRUCTURE SUCH AS A FLOOR, WALL, OR ROOF (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 19—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GRANITE; MARBLE; NON-METAL DECORATIVE MOLDINGS AND DECORATIVE TRIM FOR USE IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; NON-METAL TILES; SLABS OF GRANITE, MARBLE AND TRAVERTINE (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).


PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-858,037. WOODPATH VENTURES, LTD, NEWTON, NOTTINGHAMSHIR, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 4-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2,403,569, FILED 10-10-2005, REG. NO. 2403569, DATED 4-28-2006, EXPIRES 10-10-2015.

FOR RUBBERIZED FLOORING FOR PORTABLE PLATFORMS, WALKWAYS AND ROADWAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-858,037. WOODPATH VENTURES, LTD, NEWTON, NOTTINGHAMSHIR, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 4-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON UNITED KINGDOM APPLICATION NO. 2,403,569, FILED 10-10-2005, REG. NO. 2403569, DATED 4-28-2006, EXPIRES 10-10-2015.

FOR RUBBERIZED FLOORING FOR PORTABLE PLATFORMS, WALKWAYS AND ROADWAYS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 19—(Continued).

SN 79-029,293. JIANGXI FENFA ZHUMUYE YOUXIAN GONGSI, CHINA, FILED 4-17-2006.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0899450 DATED 4-17-2006, EXPIRES 4-17-2016.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "FEN FA" AND THIS HAS NO MEANING IN ENGLISH.

FOR WOOD PANELLING; PLYWOOD; NON-METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY FIBER RESIN COMPOSITE RESIN IN SHEET FORM MADE OF FIBER PILE; WOOD VENEERS; XYLOLITH; PARQUET FLOOR BOARDS; CASK WOOD; MANUFACTURED TIMBER; MARBLE (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

DAYNA BROWNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PILLOW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PILLOWS AND PILLOWS WITH BUILT-IN SPEAKER(S) (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

REBECCA GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NON-METAL PROTECTIVE COVERINGS FOR WALLBOARD (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GRANITE; MARBLE; NON-METAL DECORATIVE MOLDINGS AND DECORATIVE TRIM FOR USE IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; NON-METAL TILES; SLABS OF GRANITE, MARBLE AND TRAVERTINE (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).


PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-029,293. JIANGXI FENFA ZHUMUYE YOUXIAN GONGSI, CHINA, FILED 4-17-2006.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0899450 DATED 4-17-2006, EXPIRES 4-17-2016.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "FEN FA" AND THIS HAS NO MEANING IN ENGLISH.

FOR WOOD PANELLING; PLYWOOD; NON-METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY FIBER RESIN COMPOSITE RESIN IN SHEET FORM MADE OF FIBER PILE; WOOD VENEERS; XYLOLITH; PARQUET FLOOR BOARDS; CASK WOOD; MANUFACTURED TIMBER; MARBLE (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

DAYNA BROWNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NON-METAL PROTECTIVE COVERINGS FOR WALLBOARD (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 563
CLASS 20—(Continued).

SN 77-028,168. KINGSDOWN, INC., MEBANE, NC. FILED 10-24-2006.

FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUPPORT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR MATTRESSES AND BOX SPRINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—(Continued).

SN 77-030,208. STEIN, JOHN W., CARDIFF, CA. FILED 10-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MIRRORS; OUTDOOR FURNITURE; PICTURE FRAMES; SHELVES; TABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-24-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-24-2004.

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Organo

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MIRRORS, OUTDOOR FURNITURE; PICTURE FRAMES; SHELVES; TABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-24-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-24-2004.

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,173. FACTORY DIRECT IMPORT, INC., DORAVILLE, GA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LOGO IS A W WITH THE NAME WAYNE UNDERNEATH SURROUNDED IN AN EYE SHAPED SYMBOL THAT IS TURNED COUNTERCLOCKWISE 45 DEGREES.

FOR BARBERS' CHAIRS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

MORGAN WYNNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,743. SOLOT, JAMIE L., THOUSAND OAKS, CA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CUSHIONS, PADS, AND MATS FOR SITTING USE IN CHAIRS AND BENCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CORY BOONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,056. OPPO MEDICAL CORP., TAIPEN, TAIWAN, FILED 11-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CUSHIONS, CHAIR CUSHIONS, SEAT CUSHIONS, MATTRESS CUSHIONS, NECK SUPPORT CUSHIONS, CHAIR MATS IN THE NATURE OF A PILLOW OR SEAT LINER, HEAD SUPPORTING PILLOWS, NECK-SUPPORTING PILLOWS, NURSING PILLOWS, PILLOWS, AIR MATTRESSES FOR USE WHEN CAMPING, MATTRESS FOUNDATIONS, MATTRESS TOPPERS, MATTRESSES, SOFA BEDS, BABY BOLSTERS, SLEEPING BAGS FOR CAMPING, SLEEPING BAG LINERS, DI-VANS, SOFAS, SLEEPER SOFAS, BOX SPRINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).
SN 77-037,737. DENTE, GERALD A. JR., NATICK, MA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOSET ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BELT RACKS; CLOSET ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CLOTHES BARS; CLOSET ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SHOE RACKS; CLOSET ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SLIDING CLOTHES RAILS; CLOTHES HANGERS; CLOTHES RODS; STORAGE RACKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHAIRS; OFFICE CHAIRS; ROCKING CHAIRS; SEATING FURNITURE; SEATS; STOOLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,393. FURNITURE FIRST, INC., HARRISBURG, PA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-2-2006.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,513. HODGDON, MARILINDA, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,980,157.
FOR PORTABLE TOOL CHEST NOT OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
MYRIAH HABEEB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,519. HODGDON, MARILINDA, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For portable tool chest not of metal (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 50).
MYRIAH HABEEB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,978. STABLE SOLUTIONS LLC, CLACKAMAS, OR. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METAL CLIPS AND MAGNETIC NON-METAL CLIPS, NAMELY A UNIVERSAL HOLDER THAT IS USED TO HOLD AND HANG LIGHTWEIGHT ITEMS, HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, UTILITY ITEMS, MARINE ITEMS, SPORTS ITEMS AND PERSONAL ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,978. STABLE SOLUTIONS LLC, CLACKAMAS, OR. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
For non-metal clips and magnetic non-metal clips, namely a universal holder that is used to hold and hang lightweight items, household items, utility items, marine items, sports items and personal items (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 50).
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 20—(Continued).
SN 77-037,737. DENTE, GERALD A. JR., NATICK, MA. FILED 11-6-2006.

TAP 'N TURN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOSET ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BELT RACKS; CLOSET ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CLOTHES BARS; CLOSET ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SHOE RACKS; CLOSET ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SLIDING CLOTHES RAILS; CLOTHES HANGERS; CLOTHES RODS; STORAGE RACKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MARILINDA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,980,157.
FOR PORTABLE TOOL CHEST NOT OF METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
MYRIAH HABEEB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FITSEAT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHAIRS; OFFICE CHAIRS; ROCKING CHAIRS; SEATING FURNITURE; SEATS; STOOLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIRST USE 10-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-2-2006.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BLUSTER-BUSTERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METAL CLIPS AND MAGNETIC NON-METAL CLIPS, NAMELY A UNIVERSAL HOLDER THAT IS USED TO HOLD AND HANG LIGHTWEIGHT ITEMS, HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, UTILITY ITEMS, MARINE ITEMS, SPORTS ITEMS AND PERSONAL ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SIMPLE ELEGANCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
For furniture (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 and 50).
FIRST USE 10-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-2-2006.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).

SN 77-042,858. SFC LIMITED LLC, TOLEDO, OH. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PLASTIC BANNERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,530. BENEATH THE WILLOW, LLC, PRESCOTT VALLEY, AZ. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FURNITURE, SHELVES, HANGING RACK FOR CLOTHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 30).


BONNIE Luken, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-057,463. HEALTH CARE LOGISTICS, INC., CIRCLEVILLE, OH. FILED 12-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NON-METAL BINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).


KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-077,851. TRUE SEATING CONCEPTS, LLC, PORT LOUIS, MAURITIUS, FILED 1-8-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HOME AND OFFICE CHAIRS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-542,714. SPRING AIR WEST, L.L.C., LACEY, WA. FILED 1-5-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SLEEP PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MATTRESSES AND BOX SPRINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2001.

MICHAEL TANNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WORKSTATIONS, COMPRISING TABLES, DESKS, CHAIRS AND STORAGE UNITS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).


DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 20—(Continued).

THE COLOR BLUE IS CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO INTERLOCKING LETTER "D"S IN THE COLOR BLUE.
FOR ARTICLES OF NON-METAL AND/OR PREDOMINANTLY OF NON-METAL COMPONENTS FOR USE IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, BUILDINGS, FURNITURE, ARCHITECTURAL FITTINGS AND SECURITY INSTALLATIONS, AND FOR USE IN THE MARINE INDUSTRY, ON BOATS, YACHTS AND OTHER APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY WATER, NAMELY, HANDLES FOR GATES AND DOORS, HINGES, RETAINERS, SECURING DROP BOLTS, MECHANICAL LOCKS, MAGNETIC LOCKS, LOCKING BOLTS, DOOR BOLTS, BASE PLATES FOR SECURING DROPS BOLTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) GRAY AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR NON-METAL HOUSEHOLD STORAGE CONTAINERS USED FOR STORING RECYCLABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR ARTICLES OF NON-METAL AND/OR PREDOMINANTLY OF NON-METAL COMPONENTS FOR USE IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, BUILDINGS, FURNITURE, ARCHITECTURAL FITTINGS AND SECURITY INSTALLATIONS, AND FOR USE IN THE MARINE INDUSTRY, ON BOATS, YACHTS AND OTHER APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY WATER, NAMELY, HANDLES FOR GATES AND DOORS, HINGES, RETAINERS, SECURING DROP BOLTS, MECHANICAL LOCKS, MAGNETIC LOCKS, LOCKING BOLTS, DOOR BOLTS, BASE PLATES FOR SECURING DROPS BOLTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-730,062. KOHLER CO., KOHLER, WI. FILED 10-10-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 94,999, 2,382,736 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR FURNITURE; CABINETS; FURNITURE PARTS, NAMELY, COUNTERTOPS; CONSOLE TABLES; TABLES; MIRRORS; SHELVES; BATHROOM VANITY UNITS INCORPORATING BASINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED LETTER "NAPA" WITH A PAIR OF ARCULATE CONTOURED LINES UNDER THE LETTERS "NA" AND "PA".
FOR CHAIRS; ARMCHAIRS; METAL CHAIRS; METAL FURNITURE; FURNITURE; BARBER CHAIRS; LOUNGE CHAIRS FOR WASHING HAIR; NON-PORTABLE MIRRORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-829,454. TAIWAN PROUD CHAIRS CO., LTD., CHUNG-HO CITY, TAIPEI, TAIWAN, FILED 3-5-2006.

SN 78-812,143. ECOPOD CORPORATION, MONTECITO, CA. FILED 2-10-2006.

FOR NON-METAL HOUSEHOLD STORAGE CONTAINERS USED FOR STORING RECYCLABLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 94,999, 2,382,736 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR FURNITURE; CABINETS; FURNITURE PARTS, NAMELY, COUNTERTOPS; CONSOLE TABLES; TABLES; MIRRORS; SHELVES; BATHROOM VANITY UNITS INCORPORATING BASINS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-9-2006.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-833,475. CROW RIVER GLASS, HUTCHINSON, MN. FILED 3-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 94,999, 2,382,736 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MIRRORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 94,999, 2,382,736 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR MIRRORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-9-2006.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

REFLECTIONS OF RACING
CLASS 20—(Continued).
SN 78-839,443. SITONIT OFFICE SEATING, INC., CYPRESS, CA. FILED 3-16-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED CHAIR.
FOR OFFICE FURNITURE, NAMELY CHAIRS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-855,041. RADAREAS, INC., NORTHRIDGE, CA. FILED 4-5-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PICTURE FRAMES AND BACK-LIT PHOTOGRAPH FRAMES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCRATCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CORRUGATED FIBERBOARD TO CONTROL DESTRUCTIVE AND UNWANTED ANIMAL BEHAVIOR SUCH AS SCRATCHING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
DANIEL CAPSHAW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-902,672. ITOKI CORPORATION, OSAKA-SHI, OSAKA, JAPAN, FILED 6-7-2006.
FOR FURNITURE, NAMELY, DESKS, TABLES, CHAIRS, COUNTERS FOR RECEPTION, LOCKERS, CABINETS, MOVABLE DISPLAY RACKS, MOVABLE STORAGE RACKS, DISPLAY RACKS, STORAGE RACKS, PARTITIONS, SOFAS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-935,887. AMERICAN APPAREL ACCESSORIES, INC., EL MONTE, CA. FILED 7-24-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HANGERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, RED, PINK, AND WHITE.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF 3 LETTER A'S GRADIENT FROM RED TO LIGHT PINK. WORD "HANGERS" IN MIDDLE OF THREE LETTER A'S IN WHITE COLOR. SURROUNDED BY AN OVAL GRADIENT FROM RED TO WHITE.
FOR HANGERS FOR CLOTHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TAGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLASTIC REUSABLE LABELING TAGS FOR WIRING, NAMELY, TAGS WHICH CAN BE ATTACHED TO AN ELECTRICAL CABLE IN ORDER TO PROVIDE A WRITING SURFACE, ONTO WHICH THE USER CAN WRITE A MESSAGE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY DATE OF 10-6-2005 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0887408 DATED 4-5-2006, EXPIRES 4-5-2016.

THE NAME SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR FURNITURE; WOODEN FURNITURE; UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE; TABLES, DINING TABLES, COFFEE TABLES, CARD TABLES, WRITING TABLES, COCKTAIL TABLES, DRESSING TABLES; CHAIRS, ARMCHAIRS, DINING CHAIRS, SOFAS; BOOKCASES; SHELVES, NAMELY, SHELVING AND COMPONENT PARTS THEREOF, NAMELY, SHELVES AND BRACKETS SOLD AS A UNIT; DISPLAY CABINETS; CHESTS OF DRAWERS; BEDSIDE CABINETS; SIDEBOARDS; DRESSERS; WARDROBES; CUPBOARDS; STOOLS; WALL RACKS, NAMELY; WALL-MOUNTED STORAGE RACKS; SERVING TROLLEYS; CREDENZAS; DESKS; BUREAUX, NAMELY, WRITING DESKS; MAGAZINES RACKS; MUSIC STORAGE UNITS BEING ITEMS OF FURNITURE, NAMELY, CABINETS FOR MUSIC; MOBILE STEPS MADE OF WOOD, NAMELY, WOODEN STEP LADDERS, WOODEN STEP STOOLS; WOODEN LIBRARY STEPS, NAMELY, WOODEN STEP LADDERS, WOODEN STEP STOOLS; TELEVISION CABINETS; HI-FI CABINETS; CD STORAGE UNITS BEING ITEMS OF FURNITURE, NAMELY, STORAGE RACKS FOR CDS, SHELVES FOR CDS, CABINETS FOR CDS; COMPUTER DESKS; BED HEADBOARDS; MIRRORS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0897084 DATED 8-17-2006, EXPIRES 8-17-2016.

FOR FURNITURE; GOODS OF WOOD, CANE, RATTAN, WICKER, AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, NAMELY BEDS, BENCHES, CHAIRS, COTS, MATTRESSES, OFFICE FURNITURE, STOOLS, OTTOMANS, SOFAS, TABLES, DESKS, SHELF UNITS, CHESTS OF DRAWERS, SIDEBOARDS, BUFFETS, SETS OF SHELVES, NAMELY, BOOKCASES, WALL AND FREE-STANDING MIRRORS, OTHER ITEMS OF FURNITURE, NAMELY, WINE RACKS, SPICE RACKS, SERVING CARTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0902422 DATED 8-7-2006, EXPIRES 8-7-2016.

FOR OFFICE FURNITURE; CHAIRS WITH OR WITHOUT FOOTSTOOLS; AND PARTS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS, NAMELY, ARMRESTS, TILTING FOOTRESTS, FOOTPLATES; MIRRORS PICTURE FRAMES; MATTRESSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CHRISTOPHER OTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COOKIE CUTTERS, NAMELY, CUTTERS DESIGNED TO CUT BREAD IN FANCIFUL SHAPES FOR SANDWICHES; KITCHEN GADGETS, NAMELY, SANDWICH CRUST CUTTERS IN THE NATURE OF COOKIE CUTTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ROSELLE HERRERA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-005,681. EVRIHOLDER PRODUCTS, INC., ANAHEIM, CA. FILED 9-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COOKIE CUTTERS, NAMELY, CUTTERS DESIGNED TO CUT BREAD IN FANCIFUL SHAPES FOR SANDWICHES; KITCHEN GADGETS, NAMELY, SANDWICH CRUST CUTTERS IN THE NATURE OF COOKIE CUTTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRAYS, HANGING TRAYS, COASTERS NOT OF PAPER AND NOT BEING TABLE LINEN (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LINT, DUST AND HAIR REMOVER ROLLERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DEIRDRE ROBERTSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 21—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MUGWARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER B.
FOR REVERSIBLE BEER MUG HAVING DUAL BEVERAGE RECEIVING COMPARTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-030,353. STEIN, JOHN W., CARDIFF, CA. FILED 10-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRAYS, HANGING TRAYS, COASTERS NOT OF PAPER AND NOT BEING TABLE LINEN (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DARWIN HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REPLACEMENT HEADS FOR TOOTHBRUSHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LINT, DUST AND HAIR REMOVER ROLLERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DEIRDRE ROBERTSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 21—(Continued).
SN 77-034,635. TABLETOPS UNLIMITED, INC, CARSON, CA. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORD "LUNA" IN THE MARK IS "MOON".
FOR DINNERWARE, NAMLY DISHES, BOWLS, CUPS, SAUCERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,509. BARLIER, PIERRE J, ISLE OF PALMS, SC. FILED 11-3-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COOLER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN USE; CONTAINERS FOR ICE; HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS FOR FOODS; THERMAL INSULATED BAGS FOR FOOD OR BEVERAGES; THERMAL INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOOD OR BEVERAGE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
BENJAMIN OKEKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,465. RYLANDER, RICHARD W. JR, BATTLE GROUND, WA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEA INFUSERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA SERVICES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; TEA STRainers (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,122. GEORGIA-PACIFIC CONSUMER PRODUCTS LP, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,589,341, 3,140,194 AND OTHERS.
FOR DISPENSER FOR HAND SANITIZERS, BODY WASH, SHAMPOO GEL AND LOTION (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2006.
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,816. GROSSMAN, KAREN BARR, ROCKPORT, MA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOWLS; BUCKETS; PAILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,421. WABASH VALLEY FARMS, INC., MONON, IN. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOWLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BOWLS FOR POPCORN (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,509. BARLIER, PIERRE J, ISLE OF PALMS, SC. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORD "LUNA" IN THE MARK IS "MOON".
FOR DINNERWARE, NAMLY DISHES, BOWLS, CUPS, SAUCERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,816. GROSSMAN, KAREN BARR, ROCKPORT, MA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOWLS; BUCKETS; PAILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,421. WABASH VALLEY FARMS, INC., MONON, IN. FILED 11-14-2006.
CLASS 21—(Continued).
SN 77-043,483. WABASH VALLEY FARMS, INC., MONON, IN. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SNACK BOWL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BOWLS FOR POPCORN (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,487. WABASH VALLEY FARMS, INC., MONON, IN. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERFUME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PERFUME APPLICATORS SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,593. MARK MANHART, OMAHA, NE. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COCKTAIL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PORTABLE BEVERAGE DISPENSER (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2006.
DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,847. WABASH VALLEY FARMS, INC., MONON, IN. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOWLS FOR POPCORN (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,127. AQUA LOGIC, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANIMAL ACTIVATED ANIMAL FEEDERS; BAIT Buckets sold separately or with a pump affixed thereto for aerating live bait; small animal feeders; terrariums for plants (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-079,554. TARGET BRANDS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 1-10-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOOTHBRUSHES WHICH HAVE AN ANTISEPTIC BRUSHING AGENT FOR GUM INFECTION, TEETH CLEANING, DECAY PREVENTION, TEETH DESENSITIZING AND WHITENING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-31-1979; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1979.
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WILD FLING; WACKY SNACK BOWL; PERFUME POD; BUILDING ENVIRONMENTS FOR LIFE; WILD TOOTHBRUSH; COCKTAIL COMPANION; CZ-TOOTHBRUSH

CLASS 21—(Continued).
SN 77-043,948. DENNIS GREEN DESIGN GROUP LTD., LITTLETON, CO. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERFUME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PERFUME APPLICATORS SOLD EMPTY (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-079,554. TARGET BRANDS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 1-10-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COCKTAIL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PORTABLE BEVERAGE DISPENSER (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2006.
DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 21—(Continued).
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For plastic beverageware (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).
Toby Bulloff, Examining Attorney

SN 77-098,646. DEXAS INTERNATIONAL, LTD., COPPELL, TX. FILED 2-3-2007.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use Chop, apart from the mark as shown.
For cutting boards (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).
First use 6-30-2006; in commerce 6-30-2006.
Michael Webster, Examining Attorney

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For glass rods, ribbon and tubes, namely, colored and colorless borosilicate glass, all coefficients of expansion, used to make tiles, art and kitchen ware (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).
First use 10-1-1999; in commerce 5-4-2000.
Mark Pilaro, Examining Attorney

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For cleaning cloths, disposable dusting brushes and cleaning pads (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).
First use 6-2-2005; in commerce 6-2-2005.
Dawn Han, Examining Attorney

The color(s) light blue, dark blue, white, and yellow is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The color white appears in the wording Elegante, the color dark blue appears in the oval beneath the wording, the color yellow appears in a curved band above the wording, and the color light blue appears in a rectangle border containing the wording, curved band and oval.
The English translation of the word Elegante in the mark is elegant.
For cooking pots and pans (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).
First use 7-1-2003; in commerce 7-1-2003.
Andrea K. Nadeelman, Examining Attorney

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For cooking utensils, namely, mixing spoons, spatulas, mixing bowls, and cutting boards (U.S. Cls. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 and 50).
David Murray, Examining Attorney
CLASS 21—(Continued).

SN 78-856,390. BABAWINE PTY LTD, ALBION, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA, FILED 4-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF AUSTRALIA REG. NO. 1066618, DATED 7-26-2005, EXPIRES 7-26-2015.
FOR CUPS, NAMELY, DISPOSABLE CUPS OF PAPER, CARDBOARD OR PLASTICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
MATTHEW MCDOWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-858,720. QUIN-CRAFT PRODUCTS, LLC, BUSHTON, KS. FILED 4-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 622,900.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1954; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1954.
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "TWIST & POUR" INSIDE THE DESIGN OF A PLASTIC CONTAINER LID.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "TWIST & POUR".
FOR HAND HELD PLASTIC CONTAINERS SOLD AS A INTEGRAL PART OF A LIQUID PAINT CONTAINING, STORAGE AND POURING DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-11-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-11-2004.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-885,751. CRYSTAL WORLD, SOUTH HACKENSACK, NJ. FILED 5-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DECORATIVE GLASS; FIGURES OF GLASS AND CRYSTAL; SCULPTURES OF GLASS AND CRYSTAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
DANIEL RUSSELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FEED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET FEEDING DISHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-965,549. PRICESMART, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 8-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SELECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CUPS, PLATES, BEVERAGE STIRRERS, PLASTIC STORAGE CONTAINERS FOR DOMESTIC USE; CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN USE; HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS FOR FOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 21—(Continued).

SN 78-856,390. BABAWINE PTY LTD, ALBION, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA, FILED 4-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF AUSTRALIA REG. NO. 1066618, DATED 7-26-2005, EXPIRES 7-26-2015.
FOR CUPS, NAMELY, DISPOSABLE CUPS OF PAPER, CARDBOARD OR PLASTICS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
MATTHEW MCDOWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-858,720. QUIN-CRAFT PRODUCTS, LLC, BUSHTON, KS. FILED 4-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 622,900.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1954; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1954.
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "TWIST & POUR" INSIDE THE DESIGN OF A PLASTIC CONTAINER LID.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "TWIST & POUR".
FOR HAND HELD PLASTIC CONTAINERS SOLD AS A INTEGRAL PART OF A LIQUID PAINT CONTAINING, STORAGE AND POURING DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-11-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-11-2004.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-885,751. CRYSTAL WORLD, SOUTH HACKENSACK, NJ. FILED 5-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DECORATIVE GLASS; FIGURES OF GLASS AND CRYSTAL; SCULPTURES OF GLASS AND CRYSTAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
DANIEL RUSSELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FEED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET FEEDING DISHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-965,549. PRICESMART, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 8-31-2006.
CLASS 21—(Continued).
FOR CERAMICS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, NAMELY, CERAMIC FIGURINES; TEA SERVICES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; POTTERY, NAMELY, FLOWER VASES AND BOWLS; COFFEE SERVICES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; PAINTED BEVERAGE GLASSWARE; PORCELAIN WARE, NAMELY, PORCELAIN MUGS AND BEVERAGE WARE; HOUSEHOLD GLASSWARE FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, DINNER PLATES, TEA KETTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS; HOUSEHOLD ENAMEL AND PLASTIC WARE FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, AND CUPS; HOUSEHOLD PORCELAIN FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS; HOUSEHOLD POTTERY FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS; HOUSEHOLD PORCELAIN FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS; HOUSEHOLD POTTERY FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS; HOUSEHOLD POTTERY FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS; HOUSEHOLD PORCELAIN FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS; HOUSEHOLD POTTERY FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS; HOUSEHOLD PORCELAIN FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS; HOUSEHOLD POTTERY FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS; HOUSEHOLD PORCELAIN FOR EVERYDAY USE, NAMELY, BASINS, BOWLS, PLATES, KETTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND POTS.
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 22—CORDAGE AND FIBERS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,461,012.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MONOFILAMENT WEED TRIMMER LINE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2005.
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,525. TUBS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 11-2-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEAVY DUTY BAGS FOR DISPOSAL OF BUILDING MATERIALS AND REFUSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
NAKIA HENRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,536. TUBS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 11-2-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEAVY DUTY BAGS FOR DISPOSAL OF BUILDING MATERIALS AND REFUSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
NAKIA HENRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 22—(Continued).
SN 77-032,169. SHAKESPEARE COMPANY, LLC, COLUMBIA, SC. FILED 10-30-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 2,461,012. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "WEED", apart from the mark as shown. For monofilament weed trimmer line (U.S. Cls. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 and 50). First use 1-0-2005; in commerce 1-0-2005. Nora Buchanan Will, Examining Attorney

KNITPICKERS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR KNITTING STORAGE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2006.
JUDITH HELMANN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BAGSTERS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEAVY DUTY BAGS FOR DISPOSAL OF BUILDING MATERIALS AND REFUSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
NAKIA HENRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 22—(Continued).

SN 77-043,026. THE TRAVEL HAMMOCK, INC., GLENVIEW, IL. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SKEETER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HAMMOCKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2005.

JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,146. AQUA LOGIC, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMMERCIAL FISHING NETS; COMMERCIAL NETS; FISHING NETS; NETTING; PROTECTIVE LINERS OF FLEXIBLE VINYL FOR INDUSTRIAL TANKS; PROTECTIVE LINERS OF VINYL FOR HOT TUBS, SWIMMING POOLS, PONDS, SPAS AND INDUSTRIAL TANKS; UNFITTED LINERS OF FLEXIBLE VINYL FOR HOT TUBS, SWIMMING POOLS, PONDS, SPAS AND INDUSTRIAL TANKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.

NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-059,337. HBI BRANDED APPAREL LIMITED, INC., WINSTON-SALEM, NC. FILED 12-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RECYCLED FIBER (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-075,173. TUBS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 1-3-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HEAVY-DUTY BAGS FOR DISPOSAL OF BUILDING MATERIALS AND REFUSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

NAKIA HENRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-081,673. TUBS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 1-12-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUY.FILL.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HEAVY-DUTY BAGS FOR DISPOSAL OF BUILDING MATERIALS AND REFUSE (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

NAKIA HENRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-708,943. ASAHI KASEI FIBERS CORPORATION, OSAKA, JAPAN. FILED 9-8-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ROPES, SYNTHETIC CORDS, SYNTHETIC FIBERS FOR REINFORCING CONCRETE AND ASPHALTS; SYNTHETIC FIBERS FOR REINFORCING PLASTICS; SYNTHETIC FIBERS FOR INSULATION FOR PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, BATTERY SEPARATORS, ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR, PARTLY-PROCESSED FRICTION MATERIALS OF BRAKE LININGS AND CLUTCH FACINGS AND REINFORCING SYNTHETIC FIBER GASKETS; AND SYNTHETIC FIBERS FOR MANUFACTURING CUT RESISTANT GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 22—(Continued).
SN 78-821,819. JASCO PRODUCTS COMPANY LLC, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK. FILED 2-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CABLE TIES FOR FASTENING, SECURING, AND ORGANIZING OBJECTS SUCH AS WIRING (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2004.
MICHAEL GAAFAR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR ACCESSORIES FOR PALLET STRAPS, NAMELY DEVICES FOR FEEDING STRAPPING THROUGH PALLETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 7, 19, 22, 42 AND 50).
MARK SPARACINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 23—YARNS AND THREADS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FILAMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR YARN (U.S. CL. 43).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 24—FABRICS
SN 76-660,135. KATHMANDU LIMITED, CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND, FILED 5-15-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FABRICS AND TEXTILES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING DESIGNED TO INSULATE AND PROTECT THE WEARER FROM OUTDOOR CONDITIONS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-664,003. MAINE HERITAGE WEAVERS, LEWISTON, ME. FILED 8-1-2006.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DIAMOND WITH THE WORDS PRIMA SETA TEXTILES IN THE CENTER.
"PRIMA" IN THE SUBJECT MARK MEANS "FIRST" IN ITALIAN.
FOR COTTON FABRICS; SILK CLOTH; AND LINEN FABRICS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-9-2006.
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 24—(Continued).

SN 77-016,464. KATYKATE, LLC, LAWRENCEVILLE, NJ.
FILED 10-8-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TABLE TOPPERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS THE WORDS LITTLE TUMBLERS AND TABLE TOPPERS IN STYLIZED LETTERS ON TWO LINES ABOVE A DRAWING OF THREE MONKEYS IN VARIOUS POSITIONS.
FOR FABRIC TABLE TOPPERS TO PROTECT YOUNG CHILDREN FROM INJURY (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2006.
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,313. RESPONSE GROUP, INC., BIRMINGHAM, AL.
FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BLANKET THROWS; DUVETS; PILLOWCASES; SHOWER CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,803. POLYMER GROUP, INC., CHARLOTTE, NC.
FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,498,659.
FOR NONWOVEN FABRICS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FILTRATION PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
TASNEEM HUSSAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,304. FLOGA HOLDINGS, MANSFIELD, MA.
FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,103,070.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT, NAMELY CANVAS, MUSLIN BACKDROPS AND BACKGROUND IMAGES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1999.
NAKIA HENRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,801. HUNDRED MONKEYS INC., PEMBROKE PINES, FL.
FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BED SHEETS; PILLOW CASES; PILLOW COVERS; TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
JUSTINE D. PARKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,483. LYLE CLEMENSON, BROOKLYN PARK, MN.
FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESIN-SATURATED FIBERGLASS FABRIC FOR USE IN TRANSPORTATION, ARMORING, STRUCTURAL REINFORCEMENT, AND STRUCTURAL REPAIRS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 24—(Continued).
SN 77-041,532. WAUBRIDGE SPECIALTY FABRICS, LLC, CHESTER, VA. FILED 11-10-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIRE AND HEAT RESISTANT FABRIC (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,495. MATRIX PT, L.L.C., ANNAPOlis, MD. FILED 11-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,739,906.
FOR TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-4-1992; IN COMMERCE 3-4-1992.
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PILLOWCASES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
GISELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-057,891. POLYMER GROUP, INC., CHARLOTTE, NC. FILED 12-6-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,756,446.
FOR NONWOVEN FABRICS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FILTRATION PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
TASNEEM HUSSAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-073,137. THE TRANZONIC COMPANIES, HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, OH. FILED 12-29-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEXTILES USED FOR WIPING CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MATTRESS COVERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KOVENEX
ULTRALOFT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FIRE AND HEAT RESISTANT FABRIC (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,756,446.
FOR NONWOVEN FABRICS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FILTRATION PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
TASNEEM HUSSAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MATRIX
CLOTHWORKS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,739,906.
FOR TOWELS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-4-1992; IN COMMERCE 3-4-1992.
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEXTILES USED FOR WIPING CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CMYKIDZ
HYPOLEX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PILLOWCASES (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
GISELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MATTRESS COVERS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 24—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WALL ART TAPESTRIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) RED AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "WALL ART TAPESTRIES" IN RED BLOCK CAPITAL LETTERS. THE WORDS ARE OFFSET, WITH "WALL" BEING LOCATED UPWARD AND TO THE LEFT; "ART" BEING CENTERED AND LOWER THAN BOTH OTHER WORDS; AND "TAPES-TRIES" BEING OFFSET TO THE RIGHT, SLIGHTLY BELOW THE WORD "WALL" AND ABOVE THE WORD "ART". THE WORDS ARE CONTAINED WITHIN INTER-LOCKING BOXES, EACH OF WHICH IS OFFSET IN THE SAME FASHION AS THE WORDS THEMSELVES. THE COLOR RED APPEARS IN THE LITERAL ELEMENT OF THE MARK AND THE COLOR GRAY APPEARS AS THE EDGES FOR, AND IN, THREE RECTANGLES THAT ARE THE BACKGROUND TO THE LITERAL ELEMENT.
FOR TAPESTRIES OF TEXTILE (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2005.
PAUL CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FABRIC WINDOW COVERINGS AND TREATMENTS, NAMELY, ROMAN SHADeS AND PANEL TRACK SYSTEMS COMPOSED OF HANGING FABRIC PANELS WHICH FIT INTO A METAL TRACK THAT ATTACHES EITHER TO THE CEILING OF A WINDOW OR ON THE WALL ABOVE THE WINDOW WELL; TEXTILE FABRICS FOR HOME AND COMMERCIAL INTERIORS; TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS; VINYL AND CLOTH TEXTILES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF WINDOW TREATMENTS; WINDOW CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-21-2004.
KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 24—(Continued).
SN 78-862,614. FOH, INC., MIAMI SHORES, FL. FILED 4-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VINYL PLACE MATS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005.
AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-852,910. KOVA TEXTILES LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-3-2006.

THE COLOR(S) GREY-GREEN AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF GREY-GREEN CIRCLE WITH WHITE LETTERS.
FOR FABRIC WINDOW COVERINGS AND TREATMENTS, NAMELY, ROMAN SHADES AND PANEL TRACK SYSTEMS COMPOSED OF HANGING FABRIC PANELS WHICH FIT INTO A METAL TRACK THAT ATTACHES EITHER TO THE CEILING OF A WINDOW OR ON THE WALL ABOVE THE WINDOW WELL; TEXTILE FABRICS FOR HOME AND COMMERCIAL INTERIORS; TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS; VINYL AND CLOTH TEXTILES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF WINDOW TREATMENTS; WINDOW CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-21-2004.
KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CAMELOT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VINYL AND CLOTH TEXTILES FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF QUILTS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
SANDRA MANIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Metroweave

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VINYL PLACE MATS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005.
AMY GEARIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
INJEANIOUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, JEANS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, SKIRTS, JUMPERS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, COATS, DRESSES, SUITS, VESTS, SLEEPWEAR, LINGERIE, ROBES, PAJAMAS, UNDERWEAR, BATHING SUITS, HOSIERY, TIGHTS, LEGGINGS, OVER-ALLS, BELTS, CAPS, HATS, GLOVES, MITTENS, SLIPPERS, SCARVES AND SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLASS 25—(Continued).</strong></th>
<th><strong>CLASS 25—(Continued).</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SN 76-659,918. SHANNON, BETHANN, SILVER SPRING, MD. FILED 5-11-2006.</td>
<td>SN 76-661,010. COOGI PARTNERS, LLC, LAKE SUCCESS, NY. FILED 6-5-2006.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OMI OMY**

- The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
- For men's, women's, children's and baby clothes, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts, tunics, blouses, dresses, skirts, pants, ties, sashes, belts, leggings, headbands, scarves, hats, stockings, vests, caps, cloth baby bibs, underclothes, underwear, lingerie, boxer shorts, shorts, swimwear, socks, leg warmers, jackets, sweaters, nightshirts, robes, pajamas, nightgowns, and cloth aprons (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).
- Attiya Malik, examining attorney.

---

**FOCUS FOOTWEAR**

- No claim is made to the exclusive right to use footwear, apart from the mark as shown, for shoes (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).
- First use: 4-17-2006; in commerce: 4-17-2006.
- Rebecca Gan, examining attorney.

---

**Dancetech**

- The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
- For clothing, namely, pants, shorts, tops, tights, skirts, and leotards (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).
- Bridgett Smith, examining attorney.
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 76-668,231. LEEUWEN, LOUIS VAN, RIVERSIDE, CT. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING BAMBOO NIGHTS IN LIGHT BLUE IN A STYLIZED FONT WITH A BLUE OUTLINE AROUND THE LETTERS. ABOVE THE LETTERING A THREE LEAF DESIGN APPEARS IN LIGHT BLUE WITH BLUE OUTLINING TO THE RIGHT.
FOR WOMEN'S SLEEPWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RAVALLO

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 76-668,816. RAVALLO RESORT DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, LLC, ORLANDO, FL. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS AND ROBES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,002,789.
FOR APPAREL, NAMELY JACKETS, VESTS, PANTS, GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2004.
JAMES LOVELACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-669,159. STEVENSON, JON, DBA TRUMPETTE, RANCHO CORDOVA, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SOCKS, SWEATERS, HATS, CAPS AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, JACKETS, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, TANK TOPS, HALTER TOPS, AND COLLARED SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTER K DESIGN.
FOR CAPS; HATS; JACKETS; JEANS; PANTS; SHORTS; SKULLIES; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SWEAT SUITS; SWEATERS; T-SHIRTS; VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2006.
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 77-003,806. SHANNON MARIE HINDMAN, ELKRIDGE, MD. FILED 9-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CREATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DENIMS; INFANTS' SHOES AND BOOTS; JOGGING PANTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SWEAT SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTER K DESIGN.
FOR CAPS; HATS; JACKETS; JEANS; PANTS; SHORTS; SKULLIES; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SWEAT SUITS; SWEATERS; T-SHIRTS; VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2006.
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-002,963. TANK CORP., CARLSTADT, NJ. FILED 9-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTER K DESIGN.
FOR CAPS; HATS; JACKETS; JEANS; PANTS; SHORTS; SKULLIES; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SWEAT SUITS; SWEATERS; T-SHIRTS; VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2006.
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 77-003,806. SHANNON MARIE HINDMAN, ELKRIDGE, MD. FILED 9-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CREATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DENIMS; INFANTS' SHOES AND BOOTS; JOGGING PANTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SWEAT SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTER K DESIGN.
FOR CAPS; HATS; JACKETS; JEANS; PANTS; SHORTS; SKULLIES; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SWEAT SUITS; SWEATERS; T-SHIRTS; VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2006.
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-002,963. TANK CORP., CARLSTADT, NJ. FILED 9-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTER K DESIGN.
FOR CAPS; HATS; JACKETS; JEANS; PANTS; SHORTS; SKULLIES; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SWEAT SUITS; SWEATERS; T-SHIRTS; VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2006.
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 77-007,909. STOUTE, CORI, A., PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 9-26-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,179,955.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "C" WHICH EXTENDS THROUGH A STYLIZED LETTER "A." NEXT TO THE STYLIZED LETTER "A" IS THE LETTER "C" S TAIL WHICH EXTENDS THROUGH THE STYLIZED LETTER "A." FOR ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR; BASEBALL CAPS; BELTS; BLOUSES; BOOTS; CAPS; CAPS WITH VISORS; COATS; DRESS SUITS; DRESSES; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES; HATS; HEADBANDS AGAINST SWEATING; HEADWEAR; JACKETS; JERSEYS; JOGGING SUITS; KNITTED CAPS; LINGERIE; PAJAMAS; PANTS; RAINWEAR; SANDALS; SCARVES; SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORTS; SKI WEAR; SKIRTS; SKULL CAPS; SLIPPERS; SOCKS AND STOCKINGS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SUITS; SWEATERS; SWIMWEAR; T-SHIRTS; TIES; TIGHTS; TOPS; UNDERWEAR; VESTS; WARM UP SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE NAME, PORTRAIT, AND/OR SIGNATURE SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES CORI ANTHONY STOUTE, WHOSE CONSENT TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED SIGNATURE WHICH SPELLS "CORI ANTHONY." FOR ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR; BASEBALL CAPS; BELTS; BLOUSES; BOOTS; CAPS; CAPS WITH VISORS; COATS; DRESS SUITS; DRESSES; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES; HATS; HEADBANDS AGAINST SWEATING; HEADWEAR; JACKETS; JERSEYS; JOGGING SUITS; KNITTED CAPS; LINGERIE; PAJAMAS; PANTS; RAINWEAR; SANDALS; SCARVES; SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORTS; SKI WEAR; SKIRTS; SKULL CAPS; SLIPPERS; SOCKS AND STOCKINGS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SUITS; SWEATERS; SWIMWEAR; T-SHIRTS; TIES; TIGHTS; TOPS; UNDERWEAR; VESTS; WARM UP SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-009,856. PANAMA JACK INTERNATIONAL, INC., ORLANDO, FL. FILED 9-28-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,328,518, 2,940,744 AND OTHERS.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED DESIGN OF A MAN WITHIN AN OVAL.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-011,188. FERNANDER, GREGORY J, STATESBORO, GA. FILED 9-30-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANKLE SOCKS; ATHLETIC UNIFORMS; BANDANAS; BASEBALL CAPS; BATHING SUITS; BATHROBES; BELTS; BRAS; CAPS; COATS; COVERUPS; DENIM JACKETS; DRESS SHIRTS; DRESSES; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES; HALTER TOPS; HATS; HEADBANDS; HEADWEAR; HOISIERY; JACKETS; JEANS; JOGGING SUITS; KNIT SHIRTS; LEATHER JACKETS; LEGGINGS; LEOTARDS; LINGERIE; MEN AND WOMEN JACKETS; COATS, TROUSERS, VESTS; MUFFLERS; NECKERCHIEFS; NIGHT GOWNS; PAJAMAS; PANTIES; PANTS; PONCHOS; RAINCOATS; RAINWEAR; ROBES; SCARVES; SHAWLS; SHORTS; SHOULDER WRAPS; SKI JACKETS; SKI PANTS; SKI SUITS; SKIMARSHALL; SKI JACKETS; SKI PANTS; SKI SUITS; SMOCKS; SOCKS; SPORTS JACKETS; STOCKINGS; SUITS; SWEAT BANDS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SWEAT SUITS; SWEATERS; SWIMWEAR; T-SHIRTS; TANK TOPS; TIES; TIGHTS; TUXEDOS; UNDERSHIRTS; UNDERWEAR; VESTS; WIND RESISTANT JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 9-0-2006.
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 77-011,636. YANDY, LLC, SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 10-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LINGERIE (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2005.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

yandy

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SN 77-011,878. VARNAM INC., DEERFIELD BEACH, FL. FILED 10-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FITNESS WEAR, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, TOPS, BRAS, UNITARDS AND LEGGINGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRINYS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FITNESS WEAR, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, TOPS, BRAS, UNITARDS AND LEGGINGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-012,421. DOSS, TIFFANY J, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 10-3-2006.

THE NAME "TIFFANY JUNNELL'E" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR BLOUSES; DRESS SHIRTS; DRESSES; FOOTWEAR FOR MEN AND WOMEN; MEN AND WOMEN JACKETS, COATS, TROUSERS, VESTS; MEN'S SUITS, WOMEN'S SUITS; SHIRTS, SKIRTS AND DRESSES; WEDDING DRESSES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2004.
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TIFFANY JUNNELL'E

SN 77-014,268. COTTONSEED CLOTHING COMPANY, LLC, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 10-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, ONE PIECE GARMENTS FOR INFANTS AND TODDLERS, T-SHIRTS, CREW NECK SHIRTS, PANTS, ALL FOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-4-2006.
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COTTONSEED

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,725,874, 2,420,533 AND OTHERS.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, DENIM SHIRTS, TOPS, SHORTS, SWEATPANTS, TANK TOPS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, HATS, CAPS AND JERSEYS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2006.
COLLEEN DOMBROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,360. COORS GLOBAL PROPERTIES, INC., GOLDEN, CO. FILED 10-5-2006.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, DENIM SHIRTS, TOPS, SHORTS, SWEATPANTS, TANK TOPS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, HATS, CAPS AND JERSEYS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2006.
COLLEEN DOMBROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 77-018,834. ROCCIA, CHRISTEL MARYLIN, AUBAGNE, FRANCE, FILED 10-11-2006.

RÉSILLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS HAIRNET.
FOR BEACHWEAR; BELTS; BLOUSES; BOTTOMS; BRAS; CAMISOLES; CARDIGANS; COATS; CORSETS; DENIM JACKETS; DENIMS; DRESSES; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES; GOWNS; HALTER TOPS; HATS; HEADWEAR; HEELS; HOSIERY; JACKETS; LINGERIE; LOUNGEWEAR; TUTTENS; NECKWEAR; NIGHTWEAR; PANTS; ROBES; SASHES; SCARVES; SHAWLS; SHIRTS; SHORTS; SKIRTS; SLEEPWEAR; SOCKS; STOCKINGS; TANK TOPS; TOPS; TURTLENECKS; UNDERWEAR; VESTS; WOMEN'S SHOES, WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-019,379. SHARP, T. V., LITTLE ROCK, AR. FILED 10-12-2006.

UNREST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING AND APPAREL, NAMELY SHIRTS, JERSEYS, KNIT SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS AND TOPS, CAPS, HATS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, PANTS, SWEAT PANTS, SKIRTS, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, FOOTWEAR AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO ONE WORLD ORDER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CAPS, COATS, HATS, JACKETS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SHOES, T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COVER OR GO HOME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SEAN CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRINCESS IN A BOX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PRINCESS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COSTUMES, FOR USE IN ROLE-PLAYING GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-025,526. PAULITH USA, INC., COMMERCE, CA. FILED 10-20-2006.

SN 77-025,775. MCCOMAS, ANNE MARIE, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 10-20-2006.

SN 77-025,897. STEWART, GEORGETTE, WEST ORANGE, NJ. FILED 10-20-2006.

SN 77-019,379. SHARP, T. V., LITTLE ROCK, AR. FILED 10-12-2006.

SN 77-025,897. STEWART, GEORGETTE, WEST ORANGE, NJ. FILED 10-20-2006.

SN 77-025,897. STEWART, GEORGETTE, WEST ORANGE, NJ. FILED 10-20-2006.
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 77-026,178. ADVENTURE BOYS, INC., SEATTLE, WA. FILED 10-20-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS Shown.
FOR COATS; JACKETS; PANTS; SHIRTS; SWEATERS; FOOTWEAR; HATS; SLEEPWEAR; SHORTS; SWIMWEAR; SOCKS; GLOVES; MITTENS; UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,387. SARAH ELIZABETH SANFORD MOYLAN, SEAL BEACH, CA. FILED 10-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CAMP SHIRTS; GOLF SHIRTS; KNIT SHIRTS; NIGHT SHIRTS; OPEN-NECKED SHIRTS; PIQUE SHIRTS; POLO SHIRTS; SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRTS; SLEEP SHIRTS; SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS WITH SHORT SLEEVES; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; WIND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,544. ADVENTURE BOYS, INC., SEATTLE, WA. FILED 10-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COATS; JACKETS; PANTS; SHIRTS; SWEATERS; FOOTWEAR; HATS; SLEEPWEAR; SHORTS; SWIMWEAR; SOCKS; GLOVES; MITTENS; UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-027,393. WESTERN LEATHER GOODS, INC., MERCEDES, TX. FILED 10-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,627,304.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR BOOTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF WOODEN MATCH WITH 3 FINGERS OF FLAME.
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN NAMELY TOPS, HATS, PANTS AND UNDERCLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 9-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-26-2006.
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,034. NFL PROPERTIES LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIRL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, FLEECE TOPS AND BOTTOMS, HEADWEAR, CAPS, KNIT HATS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHORTS, TANK TOPS, SWEATERS, PANTS, JACKETS, KNIT SHIRTS, WRESTBANDS, WARM UP SUITS, SCARVES, GLOVES, CLOTH BIBS, SLEEPWEAR, NAMELY, PAJAMAS, APRONS, HEADBANDS, SOCKS AND UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 77-029,529. TAYLOR, STREPHON, EL CERRITO, CA. FILED 10-25-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "NOVEMBER FIRE" IN STYLIZED WRITING.
FOR CLOTHING AND HEADWEAR, NAMELY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, AND HALLOWEEN COSTUMES AND MASKS SOLD IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-12-2005.
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,536. TAYLOR, STREPHON, EL CERRITO, CA. FILED 10-25-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "GET CAUGHT DEAD" IN STYLIZED WRITING.
FOR CLOTHING AND HEADWEAR, NAMELY SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, AND HALLOWEEN COSTUMES AND MASKS SOLD IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-12-2005.
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COATS, JACKETS, AND SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MORGAN WYNNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,220. TRACKCOUTURE, LLC, MEMPHIS, TN. FILED 10-27-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BABY APPAREL, NAMELY, BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER, BABY HATS, BABY ONE-PIECES, BABY TANK TOPS, BABY T-SHIRTS, BABY PANTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
Marilyn IZZI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-032,610. CARLSON, DEANNE, ROLLING HILLS ESTATES, CA. FILED 10-30-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BEANIES; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES; HATS; HOODS; JERSEYS; PANTS; SHIRTS; SHORTS; SOCKS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; TANK TOPS; UNDERGARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARY MUNSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-032,613. FOR TREND GROUP LLC, DAYTONA BEACH SHORES, FL. FILED 10-30-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BELTS; HATS; JEANS; SHIRTS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COATS, JACKETS, AND SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MORGAN WYNNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-032,610. CARLSON, DEANNE, ROLLING HILLS ESTATES, CA. FILED 10-30-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BEANIES; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES; HATS; HOODS; JERSEYS; PANTS; SHIRTS; SHORTS; SOCKS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; TANK TOPS; UNDERGARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARY MUNSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-032,613. FOR TREND GROUP LLC, DAYTONA BEACH SHORES, FL. FILED 10-30-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BELTS; HATS; JEANS; SHIRTS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 77-033,305. EX OFFICIO LLC, TUKWILA, WA. FILED 10-31-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,197,503, 2,594,487 AND OTHERS.
THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LEFT POINTING TRIANGLE FOLLOWED BY THE LETTERS EX FOLLOWED BY A STYLIZED GLOBE DESIGN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, PULLOVER SHIRTS, PANTS, CONVERTIBLE PANTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, COATS, JACKETS, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, VESTS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, UNDERSHIRTS, UNDER PANTS, SOCKS, FOOTWEAR, BELTS, FISHING SHIRTS, FISHING VESTS, NECKWEAR, BATHING SUITS, NIGHTWEAR, GLOVES, HOODS; FOUL WEATHER GEAR, NAMELY, RAIN COATS, SLICKERS, RAIN PANTS, AND RAIN HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2005.
CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,077. AZIZ, SULAIMAN, MISSION VIEJO, CA. FILED 11-1-2006.

FOR HATS; HEAD SWEATBANDS; JACKETS; JERSEYS; SHOES; SHORTS; SWEATSHIRTS; UNDERWEAR; SWIMSUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,236. KAY, RICHARD KEITH, SANTA MONICA, CA. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR HATS; JACKETS; PANTS; SHORTS; T-SHIRTS; TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,949. GALAXY VENTURES, LTD., CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BALLOON PANTS; CAMP SHIRTS; CAPRI PANTS; CARGO PANTS; DENIMS; DRESS SHIRTS; GOLF SHIRTS; JOGGING PANTS; KNIT SHIRTS; LEATHER PANTS; NIGHT SHIRTS; NON-DISPOSABLE CLOTH TRAINING PANTS; NURSE PANTS; OPEN-NECKED SHIRTS; PANTS; PETTI-PANTS; PIQUE SHIRTS; POLO SHIRTS; SHIRT FRONT; SHIRT YOKES; SHIRTS; SHIRTS FOR SUITS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRTS; SKI PANTS; SLEEP SHIRTS; SNOW PANTS; SNOWBOARD PANTS; SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS WITH SHORT SLEEVES; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; TRACK PANTS; TRACKSUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,084. RIVAS ORIGINALS, SANTA CRUZ, CA. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BIKINIS; HATS; JACKETS; SANDALS; SHOES; SHORTS; SWEATPANTS; UNDERWEAR; TOBOGGAN HATS, PANTS AND CAPS; TRACK PANTS; WATERPROOF JACKETS AND PANTS; WIND SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KATHLEEN LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,236. KAY, RICHARD KEITH, SANTA MONICA, CA. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OCEAN NATIVE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BIKINIS; HATS; JACKETS; PANTS; SANDALS; SHIRTS; SHORTS; SWEATPANTS; UNDERWEAR; SWIMSUIT (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KATHLEEN LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 77-035,344. PRIMAVERA IC, RESEDA, CA. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY SHIRTS, PANTS, SKIRTS, AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,060. MOHAMED, MOHAMED, ANN ARBOR, MI. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,829. CALIFLODA, GRAND FORKS, ND. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOTWEAR; JEANS; PANTS; SHIRTS; BELTS; JACKETS; UNDERGARMENTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 77-037,156. ARTNICITY, TROY, MI. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A FACIAL DRAWING ATTACHED TO THE WORD "ARTNICITY".
FOR BELTS; BOTTOMS; COATS; FOOTWEAR; HEADWEAR; HOODS; JACKETS; JEANS; PANTS; SHIRTS; SHOES; SKIRTS AND DRESSES; SWEATERS; T-SHIRTS; TOPS; UNDERGARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ROBIN MITTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,511. STUDIO PINTO LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS HAVING NO EQUAL.
FOR CAPRI PANTS; DRESS SHIRTS; DRESS SUITS; DRESSES; JACKETS; KNIT SHIRTS; KNITTED UNDERWEAR; LADIES' SUITS; LEGGINGS; MOCK TURTLENECK SWEATERS; PANTS; POLO SHIRTS; SHIRTS FOR SUITS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SKIRTS; SWEATERS; TOPS; V-NECK SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,543. BROWN, CHRISTINA, FRIENDSWOOD, TX. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
DAVID YONTEF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 77-037,911. LISSNER, DOUGLAS RYAN, TUSTIN, CA. AND NIVEN, LESLIE-MARIE LOUISE, TUSTIN, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

TUFF-BREAK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WINDJAMMERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,922. JOHNSON TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,941,970 AND 1,945,229.

FOR FOOTWEAR; SHOES; SOCKS; SHOE INSERTS FOR PRIMARILY NON-ORTHOPEDIC PURPOSES; INSOLES FOR SHOES AND BOOTS; SHOE SOLES; AND SHOE SOLES FOR REPAIR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ERNEST SHOSHO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,929. JOHNSON TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 11-6-2006.

ERGOSERT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,941,970 AND 1,945,229.

FOR FOOTWEAR; SHOES; SOCKS; SHOE INSERTS FOR PRIMARILY NON-ORTHOPEDIC PURPOSES; INSOLES FOR SHOES AND BOOTS; SHOE SOLES; AND SHOE SOLES FOR REPAIR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ERNEST SHOSHO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,101. UNTAMED, LLC, BATTLE GROUND, WA. FILED 11-7-2006.

USER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BANDANAS; BASEBALL CAPS; BOOTS; COATS; GLOVES; HEADBANDS; KNITTED CAPS; PANTS; SCARVES; T-SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORTS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWIMWEAR; SWIMMING CAPS; T-SHIRTS; WIND SHIRTS; WRISTBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KATHLEEN LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,101. UNTAMED, LLC, BATTLE GROUND, WA. FILED 11-7-2006.

REKINDLE THE SPIRIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHORT SLEEVE AND LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRTS; SHORT SLEEVE AND LONG SLEEVE MOCK-NECK SHIRTS; SWEATSHIRTS INCLUDING HOODED SWEATSHIRTS; FLEECE PULLOVERS, TANK TOPS; SLEEPWEAR, INFANT AND TODDLER ONE PIECE CLOTHING, AND CHILDREN AND INFANT CLOTH BIBS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, BASEBALL CAPS, BEANIES, BANDANAS, AND VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KATHLEEN LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE COLOR(S) PINK AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK. THE COLOR(S) PINK APPEARS IN THE DRAWING OF A GIRL WEARING A FLOWERED HAT AND EATING A COOKIE, WITH THE PHRASE TUFF COOKIE IN PINK BELOW HER. THE GIRL IS OUTLINED IN PINK, HER DRESS AND SHOES ARE PINK, HER SOCKS HAVE PINK STRIPES AND THE FLOWERS IN HER HAT ARE PINK. ALL OTHER AREAS ARE WHITE.

FOR CAPS; CHILDREN'S HEADWEAR; COATS; COATS FOR MEN AND WOMEN; DRESSES; FLEECE PULLOVERS; HATS; HEAD SCARVES; HOODS; INFANT AND TODDLER ONE PIECE CLOTHING; JACKETS; JERSEYS; LAYETTES; MITTENS; MUFFLERS; ONE PIECE GARMENT FOR INFANTS AND TODDLERS; PANTS; PULLOVERS; SCARVES; SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRTS; SHOULDER SCARVES; SKIRTS AND DRESSES; SLEEVED OR SLEEVELESS JACKETS; SMALL HATS; SWADDLING CLOTHES; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; TOBOGGAN HATS, PANTS AND CAPS; TOPS; WIND RESISTANT JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR ANKLE BOOTS; ANKLETS; BELTS; BOOTS; BOXER SHORTS; CAPS; DENIMS; DRESS SHIRTS; DRESSES; FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, PUMPS; FUR HATS; GOLF SHIRTS; GYM SHORTS; HALTER TOPS; HATS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS; HOODS; JAPANESE STYLE SOCKS (TABI COVERS); JAPANESE STYLE SOCKS (TABI); JEANS; JERSEYS; LADIES' BOOTS; LEATHER BELTS; LINGERIE; MEN'S SOCKS; MUSCLE TOPS; OPEN-NECKED SHIRTS; PANTIES; SHORTS AND BRIEFS; PANTS; POLO SHIRTS; PUMPS; SHIRTS; SHORTS FOR SUITS; SHORT SETS; SHORT TROUSERS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRTS; SHORTS; SKIRTS AND DRESSES; SLEEP SHIRTS; SOCK SUSPENDERS; SOCKS; SOCKS AND STOCKINGS; SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS WITH SHORT SLEEVES; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHORTS; T-SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; TANK TOPS; TANK-TOPS; THONGS; TOBOGGAN HATS, PANTS AND CAPS; TOPS; TRACK PANTS; WATERPROOF JACKETS AND PANTS; WRISTBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TERESA M. RUPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLOR(S) PINK AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK. THE COLOR(S) PINK APPEARS IN THE DRAWING OF A GIRL WEARING A FLOWERED HAT AND EATING A COOKIE, WITH THE PHRASE TUFF COOKIE IN PINK BELOW HER. THE GIRL IS OUTLINED IN PINK, HER DRESS AND SHOES ARE PINK, HER SOCKS HAVE PINK STRIPES AND THE FLOWERS IN HER HAT ARE PINK. ALL OTHER AREAS ARE WHITE.

FOR CAPS; CHILDREN'S HEADWEAR; COATS; COATS FOR MEN AND WOMEN; DRESSES; FLEECE PULLOVERS; HATS; HEAD SCARVES; HOODS; INFANT AND TODDLER ONE PIECE CLOTHING; JACKETS; JERSEYS; LAYETTES; MITTENS; MUFFLERS; ONE PIECE GARMENT FOR INFANTS AND TODDLERS; PANTS; PULLOVERS; SCARVES; SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRTS; SHOULDER SCARVES; SKIRTS AND DRESSES; SLEEVED OR SLEEVELESS JACKETS; SMALL HATS; SWADDLING CLOTHES; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; TOBOGGAN HATS, PANTS AND CAPS; TOPS; WIND RESISTANT JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 77-039,631. ROMAN IEZZI, LISA E., PHILADELPHIA, PA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD— X GLACIUS WITH GALAXY SYMBOL AROUND THE "X" AND A SPACE BETWEEN THE CAPITAL X AND "GLACIUS". FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, NECK TUBES; GLOVES; HATS; MEN AND WOMEN JACKETS, COATS, TROUSERS, VESTS; MITTENS; MUFFLERS; SCARVES; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SKI GLOVES; SKI JACKETS; SNOWBOARD GLOVES; T-SHIRTS; THERMAL SOCKS; THERMAL UNDERWEAR; TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ELLEN BURNS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

COLLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,324. LERNER, ALAN, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, PANTS, SHIRTS, FOOTWEAR, AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS SENSATIONS.

FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,794. KEARNEY, YVONNE, ALLEN, TX. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WOMEN’S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, TOPS, LINGERIE, PANTS, SKIRTS, JACKETS, BRAS, UNDERWEAR, DRESSES, SWIMSUITS, AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SAIMA MAKHDOOM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, NECK TUBES; GLOVES; HATS; MEN AND WOMEN JACKETS, COATS, TROUSERS, VESTS; MITTENS; MUFFLERS; SCARVES; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SKI GLOVES; SKI JACKETS; SNOWBOARD GLOVES; T-SHIRTS; THERMAL SOCKS; THERMAL UNDERWEAR; TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ELLEN BURNS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LIFE TIME RACE FAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS, POLO SHIRTS, BOXER SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Juz Chillin'

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SHORTS, JACKETS, PANTS, SWIM SUITS, WRAPS, PAJAMAS, JEANS, BANDANAS, SKULL CAPS, HEADBANDS, JOGGING SUITS, MOCK TURTLE-NECK SWEATERS, SOCKS, SWEAT SHIRTS, PULLOVERS, SWEATERS, VESTS, GLOVES, CARDIGANS, JUMPERS, SHAWLS, APRONS, WRISTBANDS, SHOES, SPORTS BRAS, BASEBALL CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

I'm a good sport.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RECTANGLE WITH A CIRCLE, A CRESCENT, AND THE WORDS "BRIGHT MIDNIGHT ARCHIVES" INSIDE.
FOR HATS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ROSELLE HERRERA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,383. MASCOT BOOKS, INC., HERNDON, VA. FILED 11-10-2006.

Indo Blues

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ABSTRACT DESIGN AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "MAMA-BLACK".
FOR MATERNITY CLOTHING SPECIFICALLY DENIM JEANS; SKIRTS; TOPS; T-SHIRTS; HATS; ACTIVE WEAR, NAMELY, TRACK SUITS, SWEAT PANTS, SHORTS, ShIRTS, TOPS; SWIM WEAR AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ROSELLE HERRERA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,528. MUNARDI, HERMAN, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-10-2006.
CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, NAMELY JEANS, PANTS, SLACKS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATERS, VESTS, JACKETS, COATS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SUITS, HATS, HEADWEAR, CAPS, SHOES, SOCKS, BELTS, TIES AND SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,891. RAISED FIST INC., DOUGLASTON, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HATS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,001. DAREJEH, PAULA F., THOUSAND OAKS, CA. FILED 11-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR KNIT SHIRTS; NIGHT SHIRTS; OPEN-NECKED SHIRTS; PIQUE SHIRTS; POLO SHIRTS; RUNNING SHOES; SHORT SLEEVES OR LONG SLEEVES T-SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRTS; SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS WITH SHORT SLEEVES; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; WIND SHIRTS; WOMEN'S SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,692,115 AND 2,775,305.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES SANFORD J. STARKMAN, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS MADE OF RECORD.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STARBURST PATTERN LOCATED ABOVE THE NAME SANDY STARKMAN.
FOR SKIRTS, SHIRTS, DRESSES, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, PANTS, JACKETS, COATS, SWEATERS, TIES, UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,439. FOLO THRU SPORTS APPAREL LLC, SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOOTS; CAPS; COATS; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES; HATS; HEAD WEAR; HEADBANDS; JACKETS; JERSEYS; PANTS; PARKAS; POLO SHIRTS; PULLOVERS; SANDALS; SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORTS; SOCKS; SWEAT BANDS; SWIM WEAR; T-SHIRTS; TANK TOPS; TOPS; UNDERWEAR; VISORS; WARM UP SUITS; WRAPS; WRIST BANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LAURIE MAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WOMEN’S APPAREL, NAMELY, JEANS, DENIM JACKETS, DENIM SHORTS, DENIM SKIRTS, DRESSES, BLOUSES, SWEATERS, JACKETS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,610. FOLO THRU SPORTS APPAREL LLC, SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CURVED LINE AND A HORIZONTAL LINE UNDERLINED AND OVERLINED BY TWO CURVED LINES.

FOR BOOTS; CAPS; COATS; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES; HEAD WEAR; HEADBANDS; JACKETS; JERSEYS; PANTS; PARKAS; POLO SHIRTS; PULLOVERS; SANDALS; SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORTS; SOCKS; SWEAT BANDS; SWIM WEAR; T-SHIRTS; TANK TOPS; TOPS; UNDERWEAR; VISORS; WARM-UP SUITS; WRAPS; WRIST BANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

LAURIE MAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 77-042,645. RUN ATHLETICS, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, UNDER SHIRTS, NIGHT SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, CARDIGANS, JERSEYS, UNIFORMS, SCRUBS, SMOCKS, DRESS SHIRTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, SLEACKS, JEANS, CULOTTES, CARGO PANTS, STRETCH PANTS, DENIM JEANS, OVERALLS, COVERALLS, JUMPERS, JUMP SUITS, SHORTS, BOXER SHORTS, TOPS, STRETCH TOPS, CROP TOPS, TANK TOPS, HALTER TOPS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEAT PANTS, WRAPS, WARM-UP SUITS, JOGGING SUITS, TRACK SUITS, PLAY SUITS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, DRESSES, GOWNS, SWEATERS, VESTS, FLEECE VESTS, PULLOVERS, SNOW SUITS, PARKAS, CAPES, ANORAKS, PONCHOS, JACKETS, REVERSIBLE JACKETS, SHELL JACKETS, COATS, HEAVY COATS, BLAZERS, SUITS, TURTLENECKS, CLOTH SKI BIBS, SWIMWEAR, BEACHWEAR, TENNIS WEAR, SURF WEAR, SKI WEAR, LAYETTES, INFANTWEAR, INFANTS SLEEPERS, BOOTIES, BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER, CLOTH DIAPERS, CAPS, SWIM CAPS, BERETS, BEANIES, HATS, VISORS, HEADBANDS, WRIST BANDS, SWEAT BANDS, HEADWEAR, EAR MUFFS, APRONS, SCARVES, BANDANAS, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, NECKWEAR, TIES, NECKERCHIEFS, ASCOTS, UNDERWEAR, THERMAL UNDERWEAR, LONG UNDERWEAR, BRIEFS, SWIM AND BATHING TRUNKS, BRAS, SPORTS BRAS, BRASSIERES, BUSTIERS, CORSETS, PANTIES, THONGS, G-STRINGS, GARTERS AND GARTER BELTS, TEDDIES, GIRDLES, FOUNDATION GARTENS, SINGLETES, SOCKS, LOUNGEWEAR, ROBES, SMOCKS, UNDERCLOTHES, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, NIGHT GOWNS, LINGERIE, CAMISES, NIGELLEES, CHEMISES, CHEMISETTES, SLIPS, SARONGS, LEG WARMERS, HOSIERY, SWEATBANDS, GLOVES, MITTENS, RAINWEAR, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, GALOSHES, SANDALS, SLIPPERS, AND SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BERMUDA SHORTS; BLAZERS; BLOUSES; DRESSES; GOWNS; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, CAPS; JACKETS; PANTS; RAINCOATS; SHIRTS; SHORTS; SKIRTS; SOCKS AND StockINGS; SUITS; SWEATERS; T-SHIRTS; UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). FIRST USE 9-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-30-2006.

AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
The Villa Movement

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS JACKETS; TRACK AND FIELD SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KATHRYN COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

FATBOY MAFIA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SANI KHOURI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

(y)

THE MARK CONSISTS OF LOWER CASE LETTER "Y" IN PARENTHESIS.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

Sani Khouri, Examinig Attorney

---

Tony Marc

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LOGO OF "TONY MARC".
FOR DRESS SHIRTS; HEADWEAR; JEANS; PANTS; POLO SHIRTS; SOCKS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SWEAT SUITS; T-SHIRTS; UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-11-2006.
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

YWEAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

Team Taylor

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPORT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; WIND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF LEFT POINTING TRIANGULAR ARROW CENTERED OUTSIDE THE LEFT SIDE OF A STYLIZED GLOBE.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, COATS, JACKETS, HATS, VESTS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, FISHING SHIRTS, RAINFOIL COATS, UNDERWEAR, FOOTWEAR, BELTS, GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY PANTS, JEANS, TROUSERS, CAPRIS, LEGGINGS, OVERALLS, DRESSES, SCARVES, CARDIGANS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEATERS, BLOUSES, VESTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, TANKTOPS, JACKETS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SOCKS, SWEAT SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS; TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PANTS, SHIRTS, DRESSES, JACKETS, HEAD WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS SPIRITUALITY FOR KIDS.

FOR BASEBALL CAPS; BELTS; BLOUSES; HATS; JACKETS; PAJAMAS; POLO SHIRTS; SHORTS; SKIRTS; SOCKS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,416. PHANZ, LOC T., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-16-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NEW YORK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, DARK PURPLE & ANTIQUE ROSE.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF BACKGROUND IN DARK PURPLE AND THE LOGO AND LETTERING IN ANTIQUE ROSE.

FOR EVENING GOWNS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 11-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-14-2006.

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SPALDING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CAPS, HATS, VISORS, JACKETS, BLOUSES, SHIRTS, BLAZERS, SPORTS COATS, CASUAL GLOVES, GLOVES, SKI GLOVES, SWEATER, ATHLETIC AND CASUAL FOOTWEAR, SOCKS, SWIMWEAR, TIES, PARKAS, WARMUP JOGGING SUITS, UNDERWEAR, INSULATED VESTS, SHORTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATBANDS, AND ATHLETIC UNDERWEAR, NAMELY SPORTS BRAS, PANTIES, SHORTS, GIRDLES, AND SKI GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 1-20-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-20-1993.

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,017. SCHERING-PLOUGH HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS, INC., MEMPHIS, TN. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 191,089, 512,484 AND OTHERS.

FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,252. RAJ MANUFACTURING, LLC, TUSTIN, CA. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SWIMSUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MAX HEADROOM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR APPAREL, NAMELY, MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN'S APPAREL, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, HOODS, BERETS, HEAD BANDS, SWEAT BANDS, EAR MUFFS, GLOVES, MITTENS, WRIST BANDS, SUSPENDERS, BELTS, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, PANTYHOSE, BODYSUITS, LEOTARDS, LEGGINGS, SWEAT SOCKS, THERMAL SOCKS, SHOES, SNEAKERS, GALOSES, WADERS, BOOTS, SANDALS, SLIPPERS, KERCHIEFS, SCARVES, MUFFLERS, BANDANNAS, NECKERCHIEFS, VESTS, PAJAMAS, ROBES, KIMONOS, CAFTANS, SMOKES, APRONS, BOXER SHORTS, BOXER BRIEFS, BRIEFS, UNDERPANTS, CORSETS, CORSETLETS, GIRDLES, BRASSIERES, BUSTERS, CHEMISES, TEDDIES, CAMISOLE, SLIPS, NEGLIGEES, PEIGNOIRS, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, KNIT TOPS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, JUMPSUITS, PANT SUITS, ROMPERS, SWIMMING TRUNKS, WET SUITS, THERMAL UNDERWEAR, UNDERSHIRTS, TUNICS, TANK TOPS, COTTON WOVEN SHIRTS, KNIT SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, CREW NECK SWEATERS, V-NECK SWEATERS, TURTLENECK SWEATERS, CARDIGANS, SUITS, JOGGING SUITS, SHORTS, SWEAT SHORTS, JEANS, PANTS, SLACKS, TROUSERS, SWEAT PANTS, SKI SUITS, SKI PANTS, SKI JIBBS, CAPES, SHAWLS, BLAZERS, WAISTCOATS, RAIN COATS, OVERCOATS, TOP COATS, SPORT COATS, PARKAS, BOLERO JACKETS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, OUTER JACKETS, LEATHER JACKETS, SKI JACKETS, FLANNEL JACKETS, WOOL JACKETS, POLYESTER WOVEN SHIRTS, RAYON WOVEN SHIRTS, WOOL WOVEN SHIRTS, LEATHER COATS, ELASTIC WAIST SHORTS, FIXED WAIST SHORTS, DENIM SHORTS, AND DENIM JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 4-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2006.

CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "FRENCH CAT" TOGETHER WITH A DRAWING OF A CAT DRESSED IN CLOTHING.

FOR SHIRTS, JACKETS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2006.

PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,154. CHOICE FIRST DISTRIBUTION, LLC, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BASEBALL CAPS; CAMISOLE; HATS; HOODS; POLO SHIRTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-30-2005.

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,170. SENSUAL MYSTIQUE, INC., WALNUT, CA. FILED 11-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BRAS; CAMISOLE; CHEMISE; CORSETS; EVENING GOWNS; FITTED SWIMMING COSTUMES WITH BRA CUPS; GARTER BELTS; HALLOWEEN COSTUMES; LINGERIE; MASQUERADE COSTUMES; NIGHT GOWNS; PANTIES; PANTIES; SHORTS AND BRIEFS; ROBES; SWIMSUIT; TEDDIES; THONGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 2-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2005.

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,718. DVC CAPITAL, INC., MONTREAL, QC, CANADA, FILED 11-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED DEPICTION OF A WOMAN.

FOR ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR; BASEBALL CAPS; BATHING SUITS; BATHING TRUNKS; BELTS; BELTS MADE OF LEATHER; BIKINIS; BLAZERS; BLOUSES; BOOTS; CAMISOLE; CAPS; CAPS WITH VISORS; COATS; DRESSES; FOOTWEAR; GLOVES; GOLF SHIRTS; GOLF TROUSERS; GYM SHORTS; HATS; HEADBANDS; HEADWEAR; JACKETS; JEANS; KNIT SHIRTS; LADIES' UNDERWEAR; LINGERIE; LOUNGEWEAR; MITTENS; MUFFLERS; NECKEYHIFS; NECKWEAR; NIGHTWEAR; OVERCOATS; PAJAMAS; PANTALOONS; PANTS; POLO SHIRTS; PULLOVERS; RAINWEAR; SCARVES; SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORTS; SKIRTS; SLEEPING GARMENTS; SLEEPWEAR; SOCKS; SPORT COATS; SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS JACKETS; SUITS; SWEAT BANDS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHORTS; SWEAT SUITS; SWEATSOCK; SWIMWEAR; T-SHIRTS; TANK TOPS; TENNIS WEAR; TRACKSUITS; TROUSERS; TURNS; TUQUES; UNDERGARMENTS; UNDERWEAR; VESTS; WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2003.

JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JACKETS; PANTS; SHIRTS; SKIRTS AND DRESSES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD HUMMER INSIDE THE LETTER H.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, HATS, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
B. PARADEWELAI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 77-054,573. GHANIMIAN ENTERPRISES, INC., DBA TWO LIPS SHOE CO., SUN VALLEY, CA. FILED 11-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 77-054,857. FERREIRA TENNIS, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 12-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LOWER CASE LETTER "F" IN SCRIPT ENCLOSED IN A CIRCLE.
FOR TENNIS WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.
B. PARADEWELAI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-059,711. TEXXXAS LIMITED, ROSHARON, TX. FILED 12-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LOGO CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, T-SHIRTS, TANK-TOPS, KNIT TOPS, WOVEN TOPS, HALTER TOPS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, JOGGING PANTS, SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR, ROBES, BOXER SHORTS, BRAS, PANTIES, CAMISOLE, HOISIERY, SOCKS, PANTS, SHORT PANTS, JEANS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR, SWEATERS, VESTS, COATS, JACKETS, SCARVES AND TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LOGO CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, T-SHIRTS, TANK-TOPS, KNIT TOPS, WOVEN TOPS, HALTER TOPS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, JOGGING PANTS, SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR, ROBES, BOXER SHORTS, BRAS, PANTIES, CAMISOLE, HOISIERY, SOCKS, PANTS, SHORT PANTS, JEANS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR, SWEATERS, VESTS, COATS, JACKETS, SCARVES AND TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LOGO CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, T-SHIRTS, TANK-TOPS, KNIT TOPS, WOVEN TOPS, HALTER TOPS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, JOGGING PANTS, SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR, ROBES, BOXER SHORTS, BRAS, PANTIES, CAMISOLE, HOISIERY, SOCKS, PANTS, SHORT PANTS, JEANS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR, SWEATERS, VESTS, COATS, JACKETS, SCARVES AND TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LOGO CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, T-SHIRTS, TANK-TOPS, KNIT TOPS, WOVEN TOPS, HALTER TOPS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, JOGGING PANTS, SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR, ROBES, BOXER SHORTS, BRAS, PANTIES, CAMISOLE, HOISIERY, SOCKS, PANTS, SHORT PANTS, JEANS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR, SWEATERS, VESTS, COATS, JACKETS, SCARVES AND TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-059,786. TEXXXAS LIMITED, ROSHARON, TX. FILED 12-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LOGO CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, T-SHIRTS, TANK-TOPS, KNIT TOPS, WOVEN TOPS, HALTER TOPS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT-PANTS, JOGGING PANTS, SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR, ROBES, BOXER SHORTS, BRAS, PANTIES, CAMISOLE, HOSIERY, SOCKS, PANTS, SHORT PANTS, JEANS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR, SWEATERS, VESTS, COATS, JACKETS, SCARVES AND TIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-062,856. SIENNA ROSE, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 12-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, SHIRTS, BLOUSES, SWEATERS, PANTS, SHORTS, SCARVES, HATS AND GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ELLEN BURNS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-067,083. ASICS CORPORATION, CHUO-KU, KOBE, JAPAN, FILED 12-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-22-2006.
MORENO, PAUL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-067,111. ASICS CORPORATION, CHUO-KU, KOBE, JAPAN, FILED 12-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.
MORENO, PAUL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-067,126. ASICS CORPORATION, CHUO-KU, KOBE, JAPAN, FILED 12-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.
MORENO, PAUL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-067,311. ASICS CORPORATION, CHUO-KU, KOBE, JAPAN, FILED 12-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2004.
MORENO, PAUL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 77-067,352. ASICS CORPORATION, CHUO-KU, KOBE, JAPAN, FILED 12-19-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
MORENO, PAUL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TURBO JUMP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
MORENO, PAUL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-068,492. SCHERING-PLOUGH HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS, INC., MEMPHIS, TN. FILED 12-20-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 191,089, 512,484 AND OTHERS.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DR. SCHOLL'S ADVANTAGE SPORT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 191,089, 512,484 AND OTHERS.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COMFORT COOL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,201,554, 2,323,752 AND 2,451,129.
THE NAME DEMETRIOS IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR CUMMERBUNDS; SHIRTS; SUSPENDERS; TIES; TUXEDO BELTS; TUXEDOS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-073,747. CARDIFF ADVISORS, INC., DEL MAR, CA. FILED 12-30-2006.

HUSSY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SWIMWEAR, UNDERWEAR, CLOTHING, NAMELY, DRESSES, SKIRTS AND TOPS, T-SHIRTS AND SHORTS, FOOTWEAR AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR BELTS; FOOTWEAR; HATS; JACKETS; JEANS; PANTS; SHIRTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEATERS; UNDERGARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-076,584. HBI BRANDED APPAREL LIMITED, INC., WINSTON-SALEM, NC. FILED 1-5-2007.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,865,704 AND 2,979,613.
FOR SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2005.
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-080,479. BROWN SHOE COMPANY, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 1-10-2007.


HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-081,827. E.S. ORIGINALS, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 1-12-2007.


LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-081,840. E.S. ORIGINALS, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 1-12-2007.


LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-086,609. JAYSIX USA INC., FREDERICKSBURG, VA. FILED 1-19-2007.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TWEED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE STIPPLING IN THE DRAWING APPEARS TO BE FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY. CHARLES TWEED DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN IMAGE OF AN OLD, TALL CLOCK TOWER WITH CHARLES TWEED WRITTEN DOWN THE SIDE OF THE IMAGE. FOR BELTS; BOXER SHORTS; BRIEFS; CAPS; CARDIGANS; GLOVES; HATS; JACKETS; KNIT SHIRTS; LEATHER JACKETS; PANTS; PULLOVERS; SCARVES; SHIRTS; SHOES; SOCKS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWEATERS; TIES; UNDERGARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2006.

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,561,052, 2,742,695 AND OTHERS.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,561,052, 2,742,695 AND OTHERS.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,561,052, 2,742,695 AND OTHERS.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,923,559, 2,685,252 AND OTHERS.
FOR HATS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-10-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2001.
MICHELLE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BASEBALL CAPS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR, HATS, HEADWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-335,578. DEPA INTERNATIONAL, INC., LODI, NJ. FILED 12-3-2003.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, WHITE, RED, YELLOW, BLUE AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLACK RECTANGLE CONTAINING THE WORD TRIBES IN WHITE WITH A WHITE UNDERLINING; THE LETTERING OF TRIBES CONTAINS A MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN BETWEEN EACH LETTER FROM LEFT TO RIGHT IN RED, YELLOW, BLUE, BLUE AND GREEN; THE WORDING FROM THE LAND OF THE BRAVE, BELOW THE WHITE LINE IS IN BLUE.
FOR YOUNG MEN'S, MEN'S, BOY'S AND BIG AND TALL APPAREL, NAMELY WOVEN AND KNIT SHIRTS, SHORTS, BOTTOMS, JACKETS AND OUTERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BASEBALL CAPS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR, HATS, HEADWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-335,578. DEPA INTERNATIONAL, INC., LODI, NJ. FILED 12-3-2003.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, WHITE, RED, YELLOW, BLUE AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLACK RECTANGLE CONTAINING THE WORD TRIBES IN WHITE WITH A WHITE UNDERLINING; THE LETTERING OF TRIBES CONTAINS A MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN BETWEEN EACH LETTER FROM LEFT TO RIGHT IN RED, YELLOW, BLUE, BLUE AND GREEN; THE WORDING FROM THE LAND OF THE BRAVE, BELOW THE WHITE LINE IS IN BLUE.
FOR YOUNG MEN'S, MEN'S, BOY'S AND BIG AND TALL APPAREL, NAMELY WOVEN AND KNIT SHIRTS, SHORTS, BOTTOMS, JACKETS AND OUTERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BASEBALL CAPS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR, HATS, HEADWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-335,578. DEPA INTERNATIONAL, INC., LODI, NJ. FILED 12-3-2003.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, WHITE, RED, YELLOW, BLUE AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLACK RECTANGLE CONTAINING THE WORD TRIBES IN WHITE WITH A WHITE UNDERLINING; THE LETTERING OF TRIBES CONTAINS A MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN BETWEEN EACH LETTER FROM LEFT TO RIGHT IN RED, YELLOW, BLUE, BLUE AND GREEN; THE WORDING FROM THE LAND OF THE BRAVE, BELOW THE WHITE LINE IS IN BLUE.
FOR YOUNG MEN'S, MEN'S, BOY'S AND BIG AND TALL APPAREL, NAMELY WOVEN AND KNIT SHIRTS, SHORTS, BOTTOMS, JACKETS AND OUTERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BASEBALL CAPS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR, HATS, HEADWEAR, PAJAMAS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-335,578. DEPA INTERNATIONAL, INC., LODI, NJ. FILED 12-3-2003.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, WHITE, RED, YELLOW, BLUE AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLACK RECTANGLE CONTAINING THE WORD TRIBES IN WHITE WITH A WHITE UNDERLINING; THE LETTERING OF TRIBES CONTAINS A MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN BETWEEN EACH LETTER FROM LEFT TO RIGHT IN RED, YELLOW, BLUE, BLUE AND GREEN; THE WORDING FROM THE LAND OF THE BRAVE, BELOW THE WHITE LINE IS IN BLUE.
FOR YOUNG MEN'S, MEN'S, BOY'S AND BIG AND TALL APPAREL, NAMELY WOVEN AND KNIT SHIRTS, SHORTS, BOTTOMS, JACKETS AND OUTERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 78-374,717. LADYBOY PRODUCTIONS INC., MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 2-26-2004.


FOR MAN AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SUITS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, COATS, JACKETS, CAPS, HATS, SCARVES, GLOVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

EUGENIA MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY DRESSES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,524,616 AND 2,232,740.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY HOSIERY, FOOTWEAR, BASKETBALL SHOES, BASKETBALL SNEAKERS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, PANTS, TANK TOPS, JERSEYS, SHORTS, PAJAMAS, SPORT SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, SWEATERS, BELTS, TIES, NIGHTSHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, WARM-UP SUITS, WARM-UP PANTS, WARM-UP TOPS/SHOOTING SHIRTS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, PARKAS, COATS, BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, APRONS, UNDERGARMENTS, BOXER SHORTS, SLACKS, CAPS, EAR MUFFS, GLOVES, MITTENS, SCARVES, WOVEN AND KNIT SHIRTS, JERSEY DRESSES, DRESSES, CHEERLEADING DRESSES AND UNIFORMS, SWIM WEAR, BATHING SUITS, SWIMSUITS, BIKINIS, TANKINS, SWIM TRUNKS, BATHING TRUNKS, BOARD SHORTS, WET SUITS, BEACH COVER-UPS, BATHING SUIT COVER-UPS, BATHING SUIT WRAPS, SANDALS, BEACH SANDALS, BEACH HATS, SUN VISORS, SWIM CAPS, BATHING CAPS, NOVELTY HEADDRESS WITH WIGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 11-6-1967; IN COMMERCE 11-6-1967.

RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-626,113. GREENHAWK INC., MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 5-9-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR EQUINE RELATED APPAREL, NAMELY RIDING BREECHES; RIDING JACKETS, RIDING SHIRTS, RIDING GLOVES AND RIDING FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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REALITY STARS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, LONGSLEEVE SHIRTS, SKI HATS, BASEBALL CAPS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BOO IN HARLEM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, JEANS, JACKETS, SHIRTS, HATS, GLOVES, DRESSES, SHOES, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, SHORTS AND SKIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COOL SOOTHIE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BATHING SUITS; CHEMISES; CHILDREN'S HEADWEAR; HEADWEAR; JEANS; JUMPERS; LEOTARDS; NIGHTWEAR; PAJAMAS; PETTICOATS; POLO SHIRTS; ROBES; SHORTS; SKIRTS; SLIPS; SOCKS; SPORTS SHIRTS; STOCKINGS; SWIMSUITS; T-SHIRTS; TIGHTS; TROUSERS; UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-28-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-28-2005.
TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

...IS IN THE BUILDING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, JERSEYS, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, JACKETS, VESTS, GLOVES AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NEWHOUSE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 68,999.
SEC. 2(F)
FOR HATS; KNIT SHIRTS; NIGHT SHIRTS; OPEN-NECKED SHIRTS; SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SLEEP SHIRTS; SMALL HATS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; TOBOGGAN HATS, PANTS AND CAPS; WOOLLY HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-8-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-8-2001.
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BREEZER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,412,243.
FOR CLOTHING FOR BICYCLING, NAMELY, BICYCLE GLOVES, BICYCLE SHORTS, BICYCLE TROUSERS, BICYCLE SHIRTS, BICYCLE JACKETS, BICYCLE VESTS, BICYCLE LEG WARMERS, BICYCLE ARM WARMERS, BICYCLE HATS, BICYCLE BOOTS, BICYCLE RAINCOATS, BICYCLE RAIN SUITS, AND BICYCLE RAIN TROUSERS, SAID CLOTHING FOR BICYCLING BEING MARKETED EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH BICYCLE CHANNELS OF TRADE, NAMELY, RETAIL BICYCLE SHOPS, ONLINE RETAIL BICYCLE SHOPS, BICYCLE RETAILERS, BICYCLE SHOWS, BICYCLE RACES, AND BICYCLE RELATED EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-31-1982; IN COMMERCE 5-31-1982.
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ISPO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEN’S, LADIES’, AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, NAMELY, KNIT TOPS AND BOTTOMS, WOVEN TOPS AND BOTTOMS, SHIRTS, PANTS AND SHORTS, SWIMSUITS, SWIM TRUNKS, UNDERGARMENTS, NAMLY UNDERWEAR, UNDERSHIRTS AND SOCKS, PAJAMAS; GLOVES, MITTENS, HATS, AND BALL CAPS; WINTER AND SPRING OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, SKIWEAR, RAINWEAR AND JACKETS OF LEATHER, SUEDE OR PVC (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MARANZONE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEN’S CLOTHING NAMELY SUITS, JACKETS AND TROUSERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE SNAKE PIT IN STYLED LETTERING AND A CIRCLED SNAKE DESIGN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, JACKETS, SWEATSHIRTS AND HATS MARKETED AND SOLD EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH MOBILE ELECTRONICS INSTALLER TRAINING COURSES AND MOBILE ELECTRONICS INSTALLERS, SPECIALISTS AND DEALERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2005.
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BIKER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY NAMELY BRACELETS, NECKLACES, RINGS, ANKLETS, WATCHES RELEVANT TO MOTORCYCLES AND MOTORCYCLING (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-12-2005.
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING AND APPAREL FOR MEN AND WOMEN, NAMELY PANTS, JACKETS, COATS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SHIRTS, TOPS, BLOUSES, JEANS, T-SHIRTS, SUITS, TIES, UNDERWEAR, SWEATERS, KNITTED SHIRTS AND SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1997.
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) GREEN AND GREY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD BOAZ IN BRIGHT GREEN ON A GREY BACKGROUND.
FOR CLOTHING AND APPAREL FOR MEN AND WOMEN, NAMELY PANTS, JACKETS, COATS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SHIRTS, TOPS, BLOUSES, JEANS, T-SHIRTS, SUITS, TIES, UNDERWEAR, SWEATERS, KNITTED SHIRTS AND SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1997.
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HATS AND CLOTHING, NAMELY, GOLF SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2000.
MARIAM MAHMOUDI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-791,979. KIM, JEONG HO, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 1-14-2006.

THE COLOR(S) RED AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR FOOTWEAR; CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, PANTS, TROUSERS, BELTS, SHORTS, SOCKS, TANKTOPS, ARM WARMERS, KNEE WARMERS, JERSEYS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, UNDERWEAR, MUFFLERS, TOPS, JACKETS, RUNNING TIGHTS, UNDERGARMENTS, GLOVES, WRIST BANDS, HEADGEAR, NAMELY, CAPS, HATS, SKULLIES, HEADBANDS AND VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
INDIANA INDUSTRIAL CLOTHING CO.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,996,255.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INDUSTRIAL CLOTHING CO."
APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HAOLESURF

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BATHING SUITS; BEANIES; BERMUDA SHORTS; BOARD SHORTS; BOOTIES; CAMP SHIRTS; CAP VISORS; CAPS; CAPS WITH VISORS; DRY SUITS; GLOVES; HATS; HEAVY JACKETS; HOODS; JACKETS; LONG JACKETS; MUSCLE TOPS; POLO SHIRTS; RAIN-PROOF JACKETS; RASH GUARDS; RIDING BOOTS; RIDING GLOVES; RUGBY TOPS; SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SINGLETS; SKI BOOTS; SKI GLOVES; SKI JACKETS; SNOWBOARD BOOTS; SNOWBOARD GLOVES; SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS JACKETS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SUN VISORS; SURF WEAR; SWIMWEAR; SWIMWEAR FOR GENTLEMEN AND LADIES; T-SHIRTS; TANK-TOPS; TOPS; VESTS; VISORS; WALKING SHORTS; WATERPROOF JACKETS AND PANTS; WET SUIT GLOVES; WET SUITS; WIND RESISTANT JACKETS; WIND-JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HAOLESURF LLC, KAILUA, KONA, HI.
FILED 2-7-2006.

THE COLOR(S) RED AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED RED LETTERS "YMC" WITH BLACK OUTLINE, AND THE WORD "RECORDS" IN BLACK UNDERNEATH.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS, CASUAL WEAR, NAMELY, BASEBALL CAPS, SKI CAPS, HEADBANDS, VISORS, GOLF HATS, POLO SHIRTS, BOXER SHORTS, JACKETS, HATS, SHOES, SOCKS, BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAVY SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KNOX, EDWARD LEE, CATHEDRAL CITY, CA.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAJAMAS, ROBES, SLIPPERS, COATS, JACKETS, PAJAMA SETS NAMELY MATCHING TOPS AND BOTTOMS, SLEEPWEAR, AND UNDERWEAR, NAMELY, BRAS, UNDERPANTS, SLIPS, CAMISOLE, SKIRTS, JEANS, HOSIERY, DRESSES, ROMPERS, FOOT WEAR, HATS, SHORTS, TEE-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KATHERINE CONNOLLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

UNCHARTED TERRITORY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, JEANS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOW BIG IS YOUR DECK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HATS; JACKETS; PANTS; SHIRTS; SHORTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-12-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-12-1999.
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-809,147. HAOLESURF LLC, KAILUA, KONA, HI. FILED 2-7-2006.

SN 78-833,621. WDMG, LLC, DALLAS, TX. FILED 3-9-2006.

SN 78-835,121. RUSSELL, BRIAN, J, SAN PEDRO, CA. AND THORSEN, DANA, SAN PEDRO, CA. FILED 3-12-2006.


SN 78-828,685. WAL-MART STORES, INC., BENTONVILLE, AR. FILED 3-3-2006.

SN 78-828,685. WAL-MART STORES, INC., BENTONVILLE, AR. FILED 3-3-2006.
OLOGY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,447,566.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, CAPS, JACKETS, DRESS-UP AND PRETEND PLAY COSTUMES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
REBECCA GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-840,188. AEROS HOCKEY CLUB, LLC, HOUSTON, TX.
FILED 3-17-2006.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,869,827, 2,945,238 AND 2,945,239.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOUSTON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "HOUSTON AEROS" WITH A STAR IN THE CENTER OF THE "O" IN THE WORD "AEROS" AND AN IMAGE OF A PROPELLER BOMBER AIRCRAFT WITH A SNARLING FACE FLYING OUT OF THE CENTER OF A HOCKEY PUCK.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BANDANNAS, BEACH COVERUPS, BELTS, BODY SUITS, BOXER SHORTS, CAPS, CLOTH BIBS, COATS, DRESSES, EAR MUFFS, FOOTWEAR, GLOVES, HATS, HEADBANDS, HOSIERY, HOUSECOATS, JACKETS, JERSEYS, LEGGINGS, LEGS, LEOTARDS, MittENS, NIGHTSHIRTS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, RAIN COATS, RAINWEAR, ROBES, SCARVES, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SOCKS, SUITS, SUN VISORS, SUSPENDERS, SWEATERS, SWEATPANTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWIMSUITS, SWIM TRUNKS, TIES, T-SHIRTS, TOQUES, UNDERWEAR, VESTS, WARM-UP SUITS AND WRISTBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS BAHIA CARIBE AND OVER THEM A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF A FISH CONSISTING OF STYLIZED REPRESENTATIONS OF THE SUN, A SEAGULL AND A WAVE.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS CARIBBEAN BAY.
FOR CAPS; GOLF SHIRTS; POLO SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SUN VISORS; T-SHIRTS; TENNIS WEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
CHRISTOPHER OTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-849,385. YANG, JENNY, NEWPORT BEACH, CA.
FILED 3-29-2006.
FOR CLOTHING IN WHOLE, BLEND OR SUBSTANTIAL PART OF CASHMERE, NAMELY, SWEATERS, JACKETS, COATS, SCARVES, GLOVES, OVERCOATS, SHIRTS, SUITS, UNIFORMS, TIGHTS, BATH ROBES, SHAWLS, KNITWEAR IN WHOLE, BLEND OR SUBSTANTIAL PART OF CASHMERE, NAMELY, PULLOVERS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, COATS, SCARVES, GLOVES, OVERCOATS, SHIRTS, SUITS, UNIFORMS, TIGHTS, BATH ROBES, SHAWLS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY HEAD WEAR, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, PANTS, SHORTS, TIES AND BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "CASTAGNE" IN THE MARK IS "CHESTNUTS".
FOR PANTS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, VESTS, SUITS, TUXEDOS, JACKETS, SPORT COATS, PAJAMAS, ROBES, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, SCARVES, TIES, GLOVES, SUSPENDERS, HEADWEAR, HEADBANDS, POCKET SQUARES, BATHING SUITS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DEBRA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING ARTICLES; NAMELY, ANORAKS, TROUSERS, SHIRTS, PULL-OVERS, UNDERWEAR, SWEATERS, SKIRTS, FOOTWEAR, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, COATS, WAIST-COATS, TRENCH COATS, SOCKS, TRACK SUITS, GLOVES, HATS, CAPS, AND SCARVES FOR MOTOR SPORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
JENNIFER VASQUEZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "NITABELLA" IN THE MARK IS "CHESTNUTS".
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY SWIMWEAR, BEACHWEAR, T-SHIRTS, PANTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, TOPS, JEANS, SWEATERS AND SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY SPORTS JACKETS IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 25 (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 78-861,041. NBA PROPERTIES, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-13-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,946,137 AND 3,061,128.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY HOSIERY, FOOTWEAR, BASKETBALL SHOES, BASKETBALL SNEAKERS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, PANTS,ANK TOPS, JERSEYS, SHORTS, PAJAMAS, SPORT SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, SWEATERS, BELTS, TIES, NIGHTSHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, VISOIRS, WARM-UP SUITS, WARM-UP PANTS, WARM-UP TOPS, SHOOTING SHIRTS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, PARKAS, COATS, BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, APRONS, UNDERGARMENTS, BOXER SHORTS, SLACKS, EAR MUFFS, GLOVES, MITTENS, SCARVES, WOVEN AND KNIT SHIRTS, JERSEY DRESSES, DRESSES, CHEER LEADING DRESSES AND UNIFORMS, SWIM WEAR, BATHING SUITS, SWIMSUITS, BIKINIS, TANKinis, SWIM TRUNKS, BATHING TRUNKS, BOARD SHORTS, WET SUITS, BEACH COVER-UPS, BATHING SUIT COVER-UPS, BATHING SUIT WRAPS, SANDALS, BEACH SANDALS, BEACH HATS, SUN VISORS, SWIM CAPS, BATHING CAPS, NOVELTY HEADWEAR WITH ATTACHED WIGS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 4-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2004.
WOODROW HARTZOG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-863,274. BLOCK, MACHI D., KALISPELL, MT. FILED 4-17-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, HATS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND ADDITIONAL CLOTHING APPAREL, NAMELY UNDERWEAR, LONG AND SHORT SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SLEEVELESS SHIRTS AND TOPS; SWEATERS, JACKETS, BOARD SHORTS, WALK SHORTS, LONG PANTS, CAPRI PANTS, SLACKS, JEANS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SKI AND SNOWBOARD PANTS AND JACKETS, RASH GUARDS, SOCKS, WRIST BANDS, BANDANNAS, BEANIES, HATS, VISOIRS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005.
DEIRDRE ROBERTSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,450. THOMAS LIFT, L.L.C., URBANDALE, IA. FILED 4-20-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME THOMAS LIFT DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR CAPS; HATS; JACKETS; PANTS; SHIRTS; SHORTS; SKIRTS; SKIRTS AND DRESSES; TOPS; WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-868,175. ZOA, LTD., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-24-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED Z, STYLIZED O IN THE SHAPE OF A HEART, STYLIZED A.
FOR SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JACKETS, PANTS, SKIRTS, SWEATERS, SHORTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2005.
DEIRDRE ROBERTSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-870,410. JOHANNES LEE, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 4-26-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BELTS MADE OF LEATHER; DENIMS; HATS; HEADWEAR, NAMELY, BEANIES, SWEAT BANDS; PANTS; SHIRT FRONTS; SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRTS; SLEEP SHIRTS; SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS WITH SHORT SLEEVES; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; WAIST BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Kavadba

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, HATS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND ADDITIONAL CLOTHING APPAREL, NAMELY UNDERWEAR, LONG AND SHORT SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SLEEVELESS SHIRTS AND TOPS; SWEATERS, JACKETS, BOARD SHORTS, WALK SHORTS, LONG PANTS, CAPRI PANTS, SLACKS, JEANS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, SKI AND SNOWBOARD PANTS AND JACKETS, RASH GUARDS, SOCKS, WRIST BANDS, BANDANNAS, BEANIES, HATS, VISOIRS, AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2002.
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

keep reaching for the stars...the sky's the limit
CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE CURVED LINES THAT CREATE AN "N" AND AN "R."


ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOLD-UP BED HEAD TIGI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INFANT, CHILDREN AND ADULT CLOTHING, NAMELY, ANKLETS, ANORAKS, APRONS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, BABY BOOTIES, BABY BUNTINGS, BABY ROMPERS, BABY SLEEPERS, BANDANNAS, CLOTH BIBS, SWEAT BANDS, WRIST BANDS, BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, BEACH COVER-UPS, BEACHWEAR, BELTS, BLAZERS, BLOUSES, BRASSIERES, BRIEFS, CHEERLEADER OUTFITS, CLOTH DIAPERS, COATS, LEATHER COATS, RAIN COATS, SPORT COATS, WAISTCOATS, JACKETS, LEATHER JACKETS, COVERALLS, FLEECE COVERALLS, INFANT COVERALLS, INFANT WEAR, DRESSES, DUNGAREES, EAR MUFFS, FOOL WEATHER GEAR, GLOVES, HATS, GOLF SHIRTS, KNIT SHIRTS, NIGHT SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TOPS, HALTER TOPS, TANK TOPS, SHORTS, BOXER SHORTS, GYM SHORTS, SWEAT SHORTS, HOSIERY, JUMPERS, JUMPSUITS, LEG WARMERS, LINGERIE, LOUNGEWEAR, MITTENS, NEG slugGees, NECK BANDS, NECKCHIEFS, NECKWEAR, NIGHT GOWNS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, LAP PANTS, BALLOON PANTS, PANTSuits, SLACKS, SKI PANTS, SNOW PANTS, SWEAT PANTS, PANTIES, PARKAS, PONCHOS, RAINWEAR, ROBES, SCARVES, SHOWER CAPS, SKI WEAR, SKIRTS, SLEEPWEAR, SLIPS, SMOCKS, SOCKS, SWEAT SOCKS, THERMAL SOCKS, STOCKINGS, SUITS, BODY SUITS, GYM SUITS, JOGGING SUITS, Fleece JOGGING SUITS, PLAY SUITS, SUN SUITS, SWEAT SUITS, TRACKSUITS, VESTED SUITS, WARM-UP SUITS, WIND SUITS, SUSPENDERS, SWEATERS, TURTLENECK SWEATERS, V-NECK SWEATERS, SWIM WEAR, SWIM TRUNKS, SWIMSUITS, TEDDIES, TENNIS WEAR, TIES, TIE WEDGES, NECK TIES, TIGHTS, TROUSERS, TURTLENECKS, TUXEDOS, UNDERPANTS, UNDERSHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, THERMAL UNDERWEAR, VEILS, VESTS, FISHING WADERS, FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, CLOGS, GOLF SHOES, THONGS, SLIPPERS, SNEAKERS, HEADWEAR, NAMELY, BERETS, CAPS, BASEBALL CAPS, BATHING CAPS, HATS, HEAD BANDS, VISORS, SUN VISORS, COSTUMES, NAMELY, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, MASQUERADE COSTUMES, SWIMMING COSTUMES; AND UNIFORMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-880,334. CDM EXCHANGE INC., INGLEWOOD, CA. FILED 5-10-2006.


SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR INFANT, CHILDREN AND ADULT CLOTHING, NAMELY, ANKLETS, ANORAKS, APRONS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, BABY BOOTIES, BABY BUNTINGS, BABY ROMPERS, BABY SLEEPERS, BANDANNAS, CLOTH BIBS, SWEAT BANDS, WRIST BANDS, BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, BEACH COVER-UPS, BEACHWEAR, BELTS, BLAZERS, BLOUSES, BRASSIERES, BRIEFS, CHEERLEADER OUTFITS, CLOTH DIAPERS, COATS, LEATHER COATS, RAIN COATS, SPORT COATS, WAISTCOATS, JACKETS, LEATHER JACKETS, COVERALLS, FLEECE COVERALLS, INFANT COVERALLS, INFANT WEAR, DRESSES, DUNGAREES, EAR MUFFS, FOOL WEATHER GEAR, GLOVES, HATS, GOLF SHIRTS, KNIT SHIRTS, NIGHT SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TOPS, HALTER TOPS, TANK TOPS, SHORTS, BOXER SHORTS, GYM SHORTS, SWEAT SHORTS, HOSIERY, JUMPERS, JUMPSUITS, LEG WARMERS, LINGERIE, LOUNGEWEAR, MITTENS, NEG SLUGGees, NECK BANDS, NECKCHIEFS, NECKWEAR, NIGHT GOWNS, PAJAMAS, PANTS, LAP PANTS, BALLOON PANTS, PANTSuits, SLACKS, SKI PANTS, SNOW PANTS, SWEAT PANTS, PANTIES, PARKAS, PONCHOS, RAINWEAR, ROBES, SCARVES, SHOWER CAPS, SKI WEAR, SKIRTS, SLEEPWEAR, SLIPS, SMOCKS, SOCKS, SWEAT SOCKS, THERMAL SOCKS, STOCKINGS, SUITS, BODY SUITS, GYM SUITS, JOGGING SUITS, Fleece JOGGING SUITS, PLAY SUITS, SUN SUITS, SWEAT SUITS, TRACKSUITS, VESTED SUITS, WARM-UP SUITS, WIND SUITS, SUSPENDERS, SWEATERS, TURTLENECK SWEATERS, V-NECK SWEATERS, SWIM WEAR, SWIM TRUNKS, SWIMSUITS, TEDDIES, TENNIS WEAR, TIES, TIE WEDGES, NECK TIES, TIGHTS, TROUSERS, TURTLENECKS, TUXEDOS, UNDERPANTS, UNDERSHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, THERMAL UNDERWEAR, VEILS, VESTS, FISHING WADERS, FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, SHOES, CLOGS, GOLF SHOES, THONGS, SLIPPERS, SNEAKERS, HEADWEAR, NAMELY, BERETS, CAPS, BASEBALL CAPS, BATHING CAPS, HATS, HEAD BANDS, VISORS, SUN VISORS, COSTUMES, NAMELY, HALLOWEEN COSTUMES, MASQUERADE COSTUMES, SWIMMING COSTUMES; AND UNIFORMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 78-880,565. JACLYN, INC., WEST NEW YORK, NJ. FILED 5-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD NUIT ROUGE IN THE MARK IS RED NIGHT.

FOR ROBES, DUSTERS, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, LOUNGWEAR, LINGERIE, TOPS, BOTTOMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 4-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-19-2006.

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-880,573. JACLYN, INC., WEST NEW YORK, NJ. FILED 5-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ROBES, DUSTERS, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, LOUNGWEAR, LINGERIE, TOPS, BOTTOMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2006.

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-884,899. ZABIN INDUSTRIES, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 5-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DENIM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR JACKETS, PANTS, SKIRTS MADE IN WHOLE OR SIGNIFICANT PART OF DENIM (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SANI KHOURI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, JACKETS, SHORTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, UNDERWEAR, WORK SHIRTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SHORTS, JUMP-SUITS, BANDANNAS, SCARVES, APRONS, SWEAT-SHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SHIRTS, JEANS, AND VESTS; WAIST BELTS; FOOTWEAR; AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-897,364. FRUITFEET, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 5-31-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS BLUE PEACH.

FOR SHIRTS, PANTS, HATS, AND SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COVERALLS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-903,175. AQUITAINE DE PRET-A-PORTER, PESSAC, FRANCE, FILED 6-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,053,967.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BEACH COVERUPS, SWIMSUITS, DRESSES, SUITS, SKIRTS, TROUSERS, BREECHES, SHORTS, TRACKSUITS, SHIRTS, JERSEYS, BLOUSES, POLO SHIRTS, OVERALLS, CAMISOLE, VESTS, T-SHIRTS, PULLOVERS, SWEATSHIRTS, CARDIGANS, OUTER CLOTHING, NAMELY, COATS, OVERCOATS, WAISTCOATS, PARKAS, ANORAKS, CAR COATS, RAIN COATS, SLICKERS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, GLOVES, MUFFLERS, SHAWLS, SCARVES, TIES, MANTLES, SUSPENDER BRACES, BELTS, PYJAMAS, NIGHT SHIRTS, NEGLIGEES, BATHROBES, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, LOUNGEWEAR, LINGERIE, TOPS, BOTTOMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-27-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-27-2006.

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-903,175. AQUITAINE DE PRET-A-PORTER, PESSAC, FRANCE, FILED 6-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,053,967.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BEACH COVERUPS, SWIMSUITS, DRESSES, SUITS, SKIRTS, TROUSERS, BREECHES, SHORTS, TRACKSUITS, SHIRTS, JERSEYS, BLOUSES, POLO SHIRTS, OVERALLS, CAMISOLE, VESTS, T-SHIRTS, PULLOVERS, SWEATSHIRTS, CARDIGANS, OUTER CLOTHING, NAMELY, COATS, OVERCOATS, WAISTCOATS, PARKAS, ANORAKS, CAR COATS, RAIN COATS, SLICKERS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, GLOVES, MUFFLERS, SHAWLS, SCARVES, TIES, MANTLES, SUSPENDER BRACES, BELTS, PYJAMAS, NIGHT SHIRTS, NEGLIGEES, BATHROBES, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, LOUNGEWEAR, LINGERIE, TOPS, BOTTOMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-27-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-27-2006.

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR SWIMSUITS AND COVER UPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 6-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2006.

JOANNA DUKOVCIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-913,402. JACLYN, INC., WEST NEW YORK, NJ. FILED 6-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ROBES, DUSTERS, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, LOUNGEWEAR, LINGERIE, TOPS, BOTTOMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-27-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-27-2006.

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-927,189. MBL/TIGI PRODUCTS, LP, CARROLLTON, TX. FILED 7-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INFANT, CHILDREN AND ADULT CLOTHING, NAMELY, ANKLETS, ANORAKS, APRONS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, BABY BOOTIES, BABY BUNTING, BABY ROMPERS, BABY SLEEPERS, BANDANNAS, CLOTH BIBS, SWEAT BANDS, WRIST BANDS, BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, BEACH COVER-UPS, BEACHWEAR, BELTS, BLAZERS, BLOUSES, BRASSIERES, BRIEFS, CHEERLEADER OUTFITS, CLOTH DIAPERS, COATS, LEATHER COATS, RAIN COATS, SPORT COATS, WAISTCOATS, JACKETS, LEATHER JACKETS, COVERALLS, FLEECE COVERALLS, INFANT COVERALLS, INFANT WEAR, DRESSES, DUNGAREES, EAR MUFFS, FOUL WEATHER GLOVES, GLOVES, SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, KNIT SHIRTS, NIGHT SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, VESTED SUITS, WARM-UP SUITS, WIND SUITS, SUSPENDERS, SWEATERS, TURTLENECK SWEATERS, V-NECK SWEATERS, SWIM WEAR, SWIM TRUNKS, SWIMSUITS, TEDDIES, TENNIS WEAR, TIES, BOW TIES, NECK TIES, TIGHTS, TROUSERS, TURTLENECKS, TUXEDOS, UNDERPANTS, UNDERWEAR, UNIFORMS, VESTS, WRESTLING COSTUMES AND UNIFORMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LAURA R

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR SWIMSUITS AND COVER UPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 6-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2006.

JOANNA DUKOVCIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROUDELAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ROBES, DUSTERS, NIGHTGOWNS, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, LOUNGEWEAR, LINGERIE, TOPS, BOTTOMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-27-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-27-2006.

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BODY BY BED HEAD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INFANT, CHILDREN AND ADULT CLOTHING, NAMELY, ANKLETS, ANORAKS, APRONS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, BABY BOOTIES, BABY BUNTING, BABY ROMPERS, BABY SLEEPERS, BANDANNAS, CLOTH BIBS, SWEAT BANDS, WRIST BANDS, BATHING SUITS, BATHING TRUNKS, BEACH COVER-UPS, BEACHWEAR, BELTS, BLAZERS, BLOUSES, BRASSIERES, BRIEFS, CHEERLEADER OUTFITS, CLOTH DIAPERS, COATS, LEATHER COATS, RAIN COATS, SPORT COATS, WAISTCOATS, JACKETS, LEATHER JACKETS, COVERALLS, FLEECE COVERALLS, INFANT COVERALLS, INFANT WEAR, DRESSES, DUNGAREES, EAR MUFFS, FOUL WEATHER GLOVES, GLOVES, SHIRTS, GOLF SHIRTS, KNIT SHIRTS, NIGHT SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, RUGBY SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, VESTED SUITS, WARM-UP SUITS, WIND SUITS, SUSPENDERS, SWEATERS, TURTLENECK SWEATERS, V-NECK SWEATERS, SWIM WEAR, SWIM TRUNKS, SWIMSUITS, TEDDIES, TENNIS WEAR, TIES, BOW TIES, NECK TIES, TIGHTS, TROUSERS, TURTLENECKS, TUXEDOS, UNDERPANTS, UNDERWEAR, UNIFORMS, VESTS, WRESTLING COSTUMES AND UNIFORMS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 78-940,469. JARON CORPORATION, DALLAS, TX.
FILED 7-28-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JEANS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING DIAMONDBACK JEANS AND A DIAMOND WITH A DB ON THE INSIDE.
FOR COATS; JACKETS; JEANS; OVERALLS; PANTS; SHORTS; SKIRTS; VESTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-941,330. BALD IS BEAUTIFUL, INC., ELBERON, NJ.
FILED 7-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "BALD IS ..." ABOVE A BALD HEAD THAT HAS A FEW HAIRS GROWING BACK AND A SMILING FACE.
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) BANDANAS, PAJAMAS, SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS, SLEEP SHIRTS, SMALL HATS, T-SHIRTS, AND NURSE'S APPAREL, NAMELY, SCRUB-SHIRTS AND PANTS, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) HATS, HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HATS AND CAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2006.
PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 78-943,265. S.H.I. SWIMWEAR INC., MIRAMAR, FL.
FILED 8-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLOTHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME ALICIA SIMONE DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR SWIMWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-25-2006.
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-943,549. ALEXANDER, BRYSON, LAKE MARY, FL.
FILED 8-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLOTHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES BRYSON ALEXANDER, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.
FOR ATHLETIC SHOES; DENIM JACKETS; DENIMS; DRESS SHIRTS; DRESS CAPS; EVENING DRESSES; GOLF SHIRTS; KNIT SHIRTS; LADIES' SUITS; LEATHER SHOES; MEN'S SUITS, WOMEN'S SUITS; PANTS; POLO SHIRTS; RUNNING SHOES; SHIRTS FOR SUITS; SHOES; SPORT SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS WITH SHORT SLEEVES; SUIT COATS; SUITS; T-SHIRTS; TENNIS SHOES; WOMEN'S SHOES; ZOOT SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
PAUL CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

SN 78-945,625. YAKIRA, L.L.C., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF BABY RHINO.
FOR CLOTHING FOR BOYS, GIRLS, JUNIORS, MEN AND WOMEN, NAMELY, PANTS, JEANS, TOPS, AND SHIRTS; OUTERWEAR, NAMELY, COATS, JACKETS AND SWEATERS; RAINWEAR; ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, BELTS; FOOTWEAR; HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-950,430. REVOLUTION, INC., GLENVIEW, IL. FILED 8-11-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,385,863 AND 2,924,735.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DANCEWEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DANCING APPAREL AND ACTIVE WEAR FOR USE BY DANCERS, GYMNASTS, SKATERS AND OTHER PERFORMERS; NAMELY, FOOTWEAR, TIGHTS, LEOTARDS, LEG WARMERS, HEADBANDS, HATS, HEADPIECES, NAMELY HEADWEAR, WARM-UP SUITS, DANCE COSTUMES, DRESSES, SKIRTS, UNITARDS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, UNDERGARMENTS, AND T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2004.
LAURIE MAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SILK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SILK SCARVES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
LAURIE MAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S, AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, JACKETS AND HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.
CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-960,552. ABBOSH, JULES, JACKSONVILLE, FL. FILED 8-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SANDALS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-961,091. WALIA, JASJIT DONNY, DELTA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, AND WALIA, SHAWN, DELTA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 8-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 10-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Beyond Rehab

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING ITEMS, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, HATS, VISORS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, TANK TOPS, KNIT SHIRTS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-964,751. POGOSE, PETER, GRAYS, ESSEX, UNITED KINGDOM, AND POGOSE, ROBERT, GRAYS, ESSEX, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 8-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BASEBALL CAPS; BEACHWEAR; BRAS; CORSETS; FOOTWEAR; HEAD WEAR; HOISERY; INFANTWEAR; LADIES' UNDERWEAR; LOUNGEWEAR; NECKTIES; NECKWEAR; NIGHTWEAR; SHIRTS; SKI WEAR; SLEEPWEAR; SOCKS; STOCKINGS; SWEAT SHIRTS; SWIM WEAR; T-SHIRTS; TENNIS WEAR; THONGS; UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "FREE GOLD WATCH WITH SCISSORS TO THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE LETTER H. BELOW THE LETTERS IS AN IMAGE OF A DIGITAL STYLE WATCH AND AN OPEN SAFETY PIN BELOW THAT.
FOR BANDANAS; HATS; JACKETS; JEANS; SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SWEAT SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-967,043. HYATT, GARY W., NAPLES, FL. FILED 9-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JOGGING SUITS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, BELTS, SOCKS, PAJAMAS AND NIGHTGOWNS, UNDERWEAR, HEADWEAR, TIES, CAPS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-23-2006.
ANDREA HACK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LOL
www.laughingoutloud.ca

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FIRST USE 10-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-967,043. HYATT, GARY W., NAPLES, FL. FILED 9-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JOGGING SUITS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, BELTS, SOCKS, PAJAMAS AND NIGHTGOWNS, UNDERWEAR, HEADWEAR, TIES, CAPS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-23-2006.
ANDREA HACK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-964,751. POGOSE, PETER, GRAYS, ESSEX, UNITED KINGDOM, AND POGOSE, ROBERT, GRAYS, ESSEX, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 8-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JOGGING SUITS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, BELTS, SOCKS, PAJAMAS AND NIGHTGOWNS, UNDERWEAR, HEADWEAR, TIES, CAPS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-23-2006.
ANDREA HACK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BORNAY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JOGGING SUITS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, BELTS, SOCKS, PAJAMAS AND NIGHTGOWNS, UNDERWEAR, HEADWEAR, TIES, CAPS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-23-2006.
ANDREA HACK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MODOC WEAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERS, JACKETS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, JOGGING SUITS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, BELTS, SOCKS, PAJAMAS AND NIGHTGOWNS, UNDERWEAR, HEADWEAR, TIES, CAPS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 8-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-23-2006.
ANDREA HACK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-969,368. ZIWA, LAKE L, SAN LEANDRO, CA. AND PANDURO, MARTIN, SAN LEANDRO, CA. FILED 9-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BLOUSES; BRAS; DRESS SHIRTS; LINGERIE; MATERNITY LINGERIE; PAJAMAS; PANTS; PANTIES; SHORTS AND BRIEFS; PANTS; PONCHOS; SCARVES; SHAWLS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SHORTS; SHOULDER SCARVES; SHOULDER WRAPS; SLEEP SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; THONGS; UNDERSHIRTS; WOMEN'S UNDERWEAR; WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-970,630. MYCOSKIE, PAIGE, VENICE, CA. FILED 9-8-2006.

THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED LITERAL ELEMENT AVIATOR NATION WITH AVIATOR BEING IN A LARGER FONT, AND NATION BEING IN A SMALLER FONT AND TO THE RIGHT OF THE LITERAL ELEMENT IS AN ABSTRACT DESIGN IN THE SAME FONT AS NATION, FORMED FROM THE LETTERS A AND V. THE ENTIRE MARK HAS A SHADED BACKGROUND WITH VARYING TONES.

FOR HATS; JACKETS; JEANS; POLO SHIRTS; SANDALS; SHIRTS; SHOES; SHORTS; SWEAT PANTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-972,261. VPC ENTERPRISES LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 9-12-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,727,364.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED DESIGN OF AN ELK WITH THE WORDS CHIP & PEPPER IN THE FORM OF A SIGNATURE TO THE RIGHT OF THE ELK DESIGN.

FOR MENS, BOYS, AND TODDLERS WEARING APPAREL, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, WOVEN SHIRTS, SWEATERS, CARDIGANS, VESTS, JACKETS, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, HATS, CAPS, SHOES, BOOTS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, BATHING SUITS, PAJAMAS, NIGHTGOWNS, GLOVES, SKI JACKETS, SKI PANTS, WETSUITS, LEATHER JACKETS, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, AND WOMENS, GIRLS AND TODDLERS WEARING APPAREL, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, WOVEN SHIRTS, SWEATERS, CARDIGANS, VESTS, JACKETS, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, BLOUSES, HATS, CAPS, SHOES, BOOTS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, BATHING SUITS, PAJAMAS, NIGHTGOWNS, GLOVES, SKI JACKETS, SKI PANTS, WETSUITS, LEATHER JACKETS, BELTS AND SUSPENDERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CARRIE ACHEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-974,151. RUNNING BANANA, INC., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 9-14-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RUNNING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, BLACK AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN IMAGE OF A CARTOONISH BANANA FIGURE, MOSTLY YELLOW IN COLOR WITH BLACK OUTLINES AND BLACK SUNGLASSES, THERE ARE TWO WHITE VERTICAL STRIPED HIGHLIGHTS ON THE BANANA AND WHITE HIGHLIGHTS ON EACH LENS OF THE SUNGLASSES. THE BANANA IS POSED SO THAT THE PEELS APPEAR TO BE ARMS AND
CLASS 25—(Continued).

LEGS IN A RUNNING MOTION. THERE ARE SEVEN HORIZONTAL LINES EXTENDING BEHIND (TO THE LEFT OF) THE BANANA IN BLACK TO INDICATE FORWARD RUNNING MOTION. BELOW THE BANANA ARE THE WORDS "RUNNING BANANA" IN BLACK BLOCK LETTERS THAT LEAN SLIGHTLY TO THE RIGHT WITH A FRINGED EDGE AT THE TOP OF ALL LETTERS EXCEPT THE R AND THE B. THE R AND THE B HAVE FRINGED EDGES ON THE LEFT SIDE OF EACH LETTER TO INDICATE FORWARD MOTION OF THE LETTERS.

FOR BOXER SHORTS; GYM SHORTS; KNIT SHIRTS; LIGHT-REFLECTING JACKETS; SHIRTS; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SHORTS; SPORTS JACKETS; SPORTS SHIRTS; SPORTS SHIRTS WITH SHORT SLEEVES; SWEAT SHORTS; T-SHIRTS; WIND RESISTANT JACKETS; WIND-JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 7-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2004.

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY SN 78-974,554. COOPER ST. CLOTHING, SURRY HILLS NSW, AUSTRALIA, FILED 9-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLOTHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WOMEN'S FASHION CLOTHING, NAMELY, PANTS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, SWEATSHIRTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, AND JACKETS; SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, SPORT COATS, SPORT JACKETS, SPORT SHIRTS; SWIMMING WEAR; FITNESS WEAR, NAMELY, JOGGING PANTS, SPORTS JERSEYS, SPORTS BRAS, GYM SUITS, GYM SHORTS, TRACK-SUITS; BICYCLE WEAR, NAMELY, BICYCLE GLOVES, BICYCLE SHORTS, BICYCLE PANTS; UNDERWEAR; SOCCER WEAR, NAMELY, SOCCER SHOES, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, JERSEYS; BASKETBALL WEAR, NAMELY, BASKETBALL SNEAKERS, ATHLETIC UNIFORMS, JERSEYS; RUNNING SHOES WITH METAL STUDS; JUDO SHOES; WRESTLING SHOES; GYMNASTIC SHOES; FOOTWEAR, SPORTS JERSEYS; SPORTS SHOES; FOOTBALL SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


FOR FOOTWEAR, SLIPPERS, LINGERIE, NIGHTGOWNS AND NIGHTSHIRTS, PAJAMAS, DRESSING GOWNS, DUSTERS, BABY DOLLS, SLIPS, CAMISOLE, HATS, LAYETTE, CLOTHING, NAMELY DRESSES, TROUSERS, SHORTS, BERMUDA SHORTS, KNICKERBOCKERS, SHIRTS, LADIES' SHIRTS, BLOUSES, BLOUSONS, JACKETS, COATS, CAPES, REEFER JACKETS, OILSKINS, SKIRTS, BATHING SUITS, OVERALLS, CARDIGANS, VESTS, TEE-SHIRTS, PULLOVERS, POLO SHIRTS, GLOVES, MITTENS, SASHES FOR WEAR, BRIEFS, MIDRIFF TOPS, CROSS-OVER TOPS, TUNICS, LEOTARDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 79-023,629. GERALDINE KOTCHARIAN, AUSTRALIA, FILED 3-6-2006.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0884166 DATED 3-6-2006, EXPIRES 3-6-2016.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN EXCLAMATION MARK WITHIN A WOLF HEAD DESIGN INTERWOVEN WITH A SERPANT DESIGN.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SHORTS, PANTS, JEANS, UNDERWEAR, JACKETS, JUMPERS, POLO SHIRTS, SOCKS, LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRTS, TRACK SUITS, BEACHWEAR, BELTS, COATS, SUITS, VESTS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, GLOVES, SINGLET, NIGHTWEAR, PULLOVERS, SWEATBANDS, TIES, TROUSERS, FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, TWILLEYS, SLIPPERS, HEELS, BOOTS, SANDALS, SNEAKERS, HEADGAR, NAMELY, HATS, CAPS, BEANIES, HEADBANDS, VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).
SN 79-031,269. WENZHOU GIUSEPPE CLOTHES CO., LTD., CHINA, FILED 11-6-2006.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0904398 DATED 11-6-2006, EXPIRES 11-6-2016.
FOR COATS, DRESSES, COATS FOR MEN AND WOMEN, VESTS, LEATHER COATS, LEATHER JACKETS, TROUSERS, SHORTS, HATS, SUITS, SUIT COATS, UNDERCLOTHES, WIND JACKETS, WIND VESTS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATERS, DUST COATS, SHOES, SPORT SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0833442 DATED 7-1-2004, EXPIRES 7-1-2014.
The Mark consists of a self-created and meaningless design with three strips standing on a pentacle, and the wording "RYBKIDS.
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, KNIT SHIRTS, SWEATERS, SHIRTS, COATS, SPORTS SHIRTS, VESTS, T-SHIRTS, DUST COATS, OVERCOATS, JACKETS, SKIRTS, DRESS, SUITS, UNDERWEAR, SLEEPWEAR, UNDERPANTS, SHOES, HATS, HOSIERY, GLOVES, NECKTIES, LEATHER BELTS, WATERPROOF CLOTHING, NAMELY, RAINFOUDGE; BATHING SUITS; FOOTBALL SHOES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ROBERT STRUCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0820810 DATED 10-3-2003, EXPIRES 10-3-2013.
The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies PAOLO TONALI, whose consent(s) to register is submitted.
The mark consists of the wording "PAOLO TONALI".
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, BLOUSES, PANTS, SKIRTS, COATS, JACKETS, PULLOVERS, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, POCKET SQUARES, FOURSANDS, HATS, GLOVES, SHOES, BOOTS AND SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 25—(Continued).

The English translation of the mark is "TONE ON TONE" OR "COLOR ON COLOR".
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, BLOUSES, PANTS, SKIRTS, COATS, JACKETS, PULLOVERS, SOCKS, STOCKINGS, POCKET SQUARES, FOUR-SANDS, HATS, GLOVES, SHOES, BOOTS AND SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 25—(Continued).

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.


For footwear, namely thongs; clothing, namely hats, caps, t-shirts and board shorts (U.S. Cls. 22 and 39).

Daniel Brody, Examining Attorney

CLASS 26—(Continued).


No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "KARATE", apart from the mark as shown.

The English translation of the word Shureiikan in the mark is "Gate School."

For embroidered emblems (U.S. Cls. 37, 39, 40, 42 and 50).

First use 11-3-1987; in commerce 11-3-1987.

Matthew McDowell, Examining Attorney

COLOR ME PINK

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For hair accessories, namely, hair bands, barrettes, ponytail holders, hair ornaments in the form of combs, hair clips and bows (U.S. Cls. 37, 39, 40 and 50).

The English translation of the word Shureiikan in the mark is "Gate School."

For embroidered emblems (U.S. Cls. 37, 39, 40, 42 and 50).

First use 11-3-1987; in commerce 11-3-1987.

Daniel Brody, Examining Attorney

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For hair accessories, namely, hair bands, barrettes, ponytail holders, hair ornaments in the form of combs, hair clips and bows (U.S. Cls. 37, 39, 40 and 50).

First use 11-3-1987; in commerce 11-3-1987.

Matthew McDowell, Examining Attorney

MIRACLE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For wigs and hair pieces (U.S. Cls. 37, 39, 40 and 50).

First use 1-1-2004; in commerce 1-1-2004.

Robert C. Clark Jr., Examining Attorney


The mark consists of a curved line and the text I.GO

For child restraining devices in the nature of a harness and tether (U.S. Cls. 37, 39, 40, 42 and 50).

First use 11-6-2006; in commerce 11-6-2006.

Andrea Evans, Examining Attorney

SN 77-038,717. HAIR ZEST INT’L INC., PARAMOUNT, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For wigs and hair pieces (U.S. Cls. 37, 39, 40 and 50).

First use 1-1-2004; in commerce 1-1-2004.

Robert C. Clark Jr., Examining Attorney
CLASS 26—(Continued).

SN 77-046,124. INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURING & LOGISTICS, LLC, GOLDEN, CO. FILED 11-16-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ECO FLORALS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ARTIFICIAL FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS; ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS; ARTIFICIAL GARLANDS AND WREATHS; ARTIFICIAL PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-22-2006.
TASNEEM HUSSAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR EXTENSIONS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF DESIGN OF STYLIZED LETTERS "P" "E" "R" TO THE RIGHT OF A PACIFIER.
FOR ANTI-SLIP PADS/MATS; CARPETS; DOOR CARPETS; FLOOR CARPETS; FLOOR CARPETS AND MATS FOR AUTOMOBILES; PADS AND MATS, NAMELY BATH PADS AND MATS; DOOR PADS AND MATS; STEP PADS AND MATS; ANTI-SLIP FLOOR PADS/ MATS; ANTI-SLIP BATH PADS OF POLYMER RESIN TO PREVENT SLIPPING ON WET SURFACES, AND MATS; GYMNASIUM EXERCISE MATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-18-2006.
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
ZOLLANVARI

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF DESIGN OF STYLIZED LETTERS "P" "E" "R" TO THE RIGHT OF A PACIFIER.
FOR ANTI-SLIP PADS/MATS; CARPETS; DOOR CARPETS; FLOOR CARPETS; FLOOR CARPETS AND MATS FOR AUTOMOBILES; PADS AND MATS, NAMELY BATH PADS AND MATS; DOOR PADS AND MATS; STEP PADS AND MATS; ANTI-SLIP FLOOR PADS/ MATS; ANTI-SLIP BATH PADS OF POLYMER RESIN TO PREVENT SLIPPING ON WET SURFACES, AND MATS; GYMNASIUM EXERCISE MATS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-18-2006.
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-965,920. BERTWICK DELAWARE, INC., WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 9-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RIBBONS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-0-1986; IN COMMERCE 12-0-1986.
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RIBBONS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-0-1986; IN COMMERCE 12-0-1986.
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ZOLLANVARI
CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
SN 76-653,555. BATSON ENTERPRISES, INC., SEQUIM, WA. FILED 1-17-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ENTERPRISES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FISHING RODS, FISHING ROD BLANKS AND COMPONENTS FOR FISHING RODS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-663,567. KELLY, THOMAS M, NORWALK, CT. FILED 7-24-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE SHAPE OF AN ANIMAL RETRIEVAL TOY.
SEC. 2(f).
FOR DOG TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GOLF, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GOLF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GOLF CLUBS, GOLF PUTTERS, GOLF BALLS, GOLF BAGS AND GOLF PUTTING DEVICES, NAMELY, A DEVICE USED TO ASSIST TRAINING GOLFERS IN PUTTING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS NAMELY TOY TRAINS, TOY TRAIN STATIONS, TOY TRAIN LOADING EQUIPMENT AND OTHER TOY TRAIN ACCOUTERMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GOLF, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GOLF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GOLF CLUBS, GOLF PUTTERS, GOLF BALLS, GOLF BAGS AND GOLF PUTTING DEVICES, NAMELY, A DEVICE USED TO ASSIST TRAINING GOLFERS IN PUTTING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TABLE TOP ACTION SKILL GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ELECTRO-SHOT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TABLE TOP TOY TARGET SHOOTING GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HERO CYCLE DUEL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CYCLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLE TRACK SETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SKULLFACE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


LATCHHORN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF BAGS, GOLF BAG MARKERS, GOLF BALL RETRIEVERS, BASEBALLS, BASKETBALLS, GOLF BALLS, GOLF CLUB HEADS, GOLF CLUBS, GRIP TAPES FOR GOLF CLUBS, HAND GRIPS FOR GOLF CLUBS, HEAD COVERS FOR GOLF CLUBS, GOLF GLOVES, GOLF BAG COVERS, GOLF BAG TAGS, NON-MOTORIZED GOLF CARTS, GOLF CLUB INSERTS, GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, GOLF IRONS, GOLF PUTTER COVERS, GOLF PUTTERS, GOLF TEES, GOLF DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS, GOLF ACCESSORY POUCHES, SOCCER BALLS, BASEBALL BATS, BASEBALL GLOVES, BASEBALL MITTS, BASKETBALL GOALS, SOFTBALL BATS, DISC TOSSTOYSS, HANDHELD FISHING NETS FOR SPORTSMEN, SPORTSMEN'S FISHING BAGS, FISHING RODS, FISHING REELS, FISHING FLIES, HUNTING CAMOUFLAGE USED AS HUNTING BLINDS, STUFFED TOY ANIMALS, SKIS, SNOWBOARDS, SKI POLES, PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-004,894. SHOREFOX LLC, GRANBY, CO. FILED 9-22-2006.

NIGHTLIFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RACEWAX AND .COM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ABSTRACT DESIGN AND STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "RACEWAX .COM".
FOR SKI WAX; AND SNOWBOARD WAX (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.
PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-006,098. DORAN, EDWARD, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 9-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOURGLASS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MECHANICAL TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
EMILY CHUO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-006,098. DORAN, EDWARD, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 9-24-2006.

Rise and Shine Hourglass

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOURGLASS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MECHANICAL TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
EMILY CHUO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-006,098. DORAN, EDWARD, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 9-24-2006.

PUTT MAKER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PUTT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GOLF PUTTING AIDS, NAMELY PUTTING DISCS AND MOBILE PUTTING TARGETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.
TASNEEM HUSSAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-006,098. DORAN, EDWARD, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 9-24-2006.

STYLE KING OF THE ROAD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, RADIO-CONTROLLED TOY VEHICLES, TOY VEHICLES, AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL OF THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,836. MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA. FILED 10-20-2006.

THE RACKET BRACKET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TENNIS STROKE TRAINING DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 77-036,568. CARR SPECIALTY BAITS, INC., ST. AUGUSTINE, FL. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ARTIFICIAL FISHING BAIT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

________________________________________________________________________

SN 77-036,731. UNIMAX TOYS, LTD., Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong, Filed 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TOYS, NAMELY, MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY TOYS WITH OR WITHOUT ELECTRONIC LIGHT OR SOUNDS; MECHANICALLY-, ELECTRICALLY-, BATTERY-, NITRO-, OR HYDROPOWERED RADIO- AND REMOTE-CONTROLLED DIE CAST OR PLASTIC ACTION TOYS OR MODELS, NAMELY VEHICLES, CARS, MOTORCYCLES, TRAINS, LOCOMOTIVES, AIRPLANES, HELICOPTERS, WATERCRAFTS AND BoATS; TOY MODEL VEHICLES AND ALL RELATED PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, WHEELS, RADIOS, RIMS, CHASSIS, ENGINES, CHARGERS, ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLS AND STARTERS; AND RAILWAYS AND CAR RACE SETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

________________________________________________________________________

SN 77-038,124. STRIDEDeCK INC., RICHMOND, CANADA, FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT FOR LATERAL MOVEMENT IN A SKATING MOTION; EXERCISE MACHINES; MANUAL LEG EXERCISERS; MANUALLY-OPERATED EXERCISE EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

________________________________________________________________________

SN 77-039,457. I.S.A. CORPORATION, SALEM, OR. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RUBBER HUNTING DECOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

________________________________________________________________________

SN 77-039,812. TUPMAN, EILEEN N., OCEANSIDE, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE NAME PELE DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR BOARD GAMES; CARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

RENEE SERVANCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

________________________________________________________________________
CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 77-040,038. USK INTERNATIONAL, INC., DBA CHAMPION BALL CO., IRWINDALE, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY INFLATABLE SPORTS BALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1995.
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,946. SHIFFERAW, TESSEMA DOSHO, ALBANY, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EXERCISE WEIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2006.
KAREN SEVERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,990. FAYCON, INC., FORT MYERS, FL. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TENNIS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SPORTING ARTICLES, NAMELY TENNIS BALLS, TENNIS RACKETS, TENNIS BALL HOPPERS AND TENNIS BALL CADDIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
NAKIA HENRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,508. DUNLOP SLAZENGER GROUP LIMITED, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAGS ADAPTED FOR SPORTING ARTICLES; GOLF CLUBS; PUTTERS, NAMELY GOLF PUTTERS; GOLF BALLS; PUTTING GOLF BALLS; GOLF MATS; GLOVES FOR GOLF; GOLF BAGS; BAGS ADAPTED TO CARRY EQUIPMENT FOR GOLF; CADDIES BAGS FOR GOLF CLUBS; SHAPED COVERS FOR GOLF CLUBS; SHAPED COVERS FOR GOLF CLUB HEADS; GOLF CLUB COVERS; GRIPS FOR GOLF CLUBS; HANDLES FOR GOLF CLUBS; HEAD COVERS FOR GOLF CLUBS; BAG STANDS FOR GOLF CLUBS; GOLF CLUB HOODS; SHAPED COVERS FOR GOLF BAGS; GOLF BAG TRAVEL COVERS; GOLF CLUB BAGS; TROLLEY BAGS FOR GOLF EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,939. CROWLEY, MICHAEL JOHN, MELROSE, MA. FILED 11-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOY BUILDING BLOCKS; TOY BUILDING BLOCKS CAPABLE OF INTERCONNECTION (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,373. PLAYCORE WISCONSIN, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MANUALLY ROTATABLE RIDES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SUSAN RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,373. PLAYCORE WISCONSIN, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, MANUALLY ROTATABLE RIDES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SUSAN RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,373. PLAYCORE WISCONSIN, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN. FILED 11-13-2006.
SN 77-042,808. BACKYARD STORAGE SOLUTIONS, LLC, WARREN, MI. FILED 11-13-2006. THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PLAY SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR KITS FOR BUILDING OUTDOOR PLAY EQUIPMENT; PLAY HOUSES; PLAY YARDS IN THE NATURE OF OUTDOOR PLAY STRUCTURES; PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CLIMBING UNITS, SAND BOXES, SWINGSETS; SWING SETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JESSICA FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,705. MCSHAN FLORIST, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-14-2006. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLORIST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, DARK GREEN, WHITE. THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO CALADIUM LEAVES, WITH THE TIPS OF SUCH LEAVES POINTED IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS. THE LEAF IN THE FOREGROUND APPEARS SLIGHTLY LARGER THAN THE LEAF IN THE BACKGROUND, AND OVERLAPS THE BACKGROUND LEAF SLIGHTLY. BOTH LEAVES APPEAR IMMEDIATELY TO THE LEFT OF THE PHRASE "MCSHAN FLORIST". EACH WORD IN THE PHRASE IS ADJACENT TO THE OTHER, WITH NEITHER WORD BEING ANY HIGHER OR LOWER THAN THE OTHER. THE LETTERING OF BOTH WORDS, AS WELL AS BOTH CALADIUM LEAVES, APPEAR IN THE COLOR DARK GREEN. THE COLOR WHITE IS USED TO DEPICT THE VEINS OF BOTH LEAVES.

NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

YardLine Play Systems

McShan Florist

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PLAY SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

McShan Florist

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLORIST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

McShan Florist

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLORIST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BEAN BAG DOLLS; DOLL ACCESSORIES; DOLL CASES; DOLL CLOTHING; DOLL COSTUMES; DOLL FURNITURE; DOLLS; DOLLS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF; DOLLS AND PLAYSETS THEREOF; DOLLS FOR PLAYING; DOLLS IN SITTING POSTURE (OSUWARI DOLLS); GIRLS' FESTIVAL DOLLS AND THEIR FITTINGS; HEADGEAR FOR DOLLS; PLAYSETS FOR DOLLS; RAG DOLLS; SHOES FOR DOLLS; SOFT SCULPTURE DOLLS; STUFFED DOLLS AND ANIMALS; TRADITIONALLY DRESSED WESTERN DOLLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-1984; IN COMMERCE 10-1-1997.
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FISHING TACKLE, NAMELY JIGS, HOOKS AND KITS OF JIGS AND HOOKS FOR FISHING LURES AND LIVE BAIT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.
RAMONA ORTIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,410. STEVEN SIMS, INC., SHELTON, WA. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, VIBRATION AND SHOCK DAMPING GRIPS AND WRAPS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2006.
KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,073. GAMING PARTNERS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAME EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, CHIPS, DICE, PLAYING CARDS, TABLE LAYOUTS AND GAMING TABLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-14-2006.
REBECCA GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SKATEBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SKATEBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).

SN 77-049,886. SILVERLIT TOYS MANUFACTORY LTD., CAUSEWAY BAY, HONG KONG, FILED 11-18-2006.

X-TWIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MOTORIZED TOYS, NAMELY, FIGURINES, AIRCRAFT, JETS, HELICOPTERS, SPACECRAFT AND REMOTE CONTROL VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2005.

SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,912. UNIMAX TOYS, LTD., TSIM SHA TSUI, KOWLOON, HONG KONG, FILED 11-21-2006.

HOMELAND HEROES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, MECHANICAL OR ELECTRICAL ACTION TOYS WITH OR WITHOUT ELECTRONIC LIGHT OR SOUNDS; MECHANICALLY-, ELECTRICALLY-, OR BATTERY-OPERATED DIE CAST OR PLASTIC ACTION TOYS OR MODELS, NAMELY FIREFIGHTING, RESCUE, PUBLIC SAFETY, MARITIME, AND MILITARY VEHICLES, MACHINES, EQUIPMENT, APPARATUS, COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES; TOY MODEL VEHICLES AND RELATED ACCESSORIES SOLD AS A UNIT; RADIO CONTROL AND REMOTE CONTROL VEHICLES AND RELATED PARTS AND ACCESSORIES; TOY ACTION FIGURES AND PLAY SETS THEREFOR, NAMELY POLICE PLAY SETS, FIREFIGHTER PLAY SETS, CONSTRUCTION BLOCK TOYS AND PLAY SETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,980. RIDE SNOWBOARD COMPANY, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 11-21-2006.

SLIMEWALLS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SNOWBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 1-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2005.

GISSELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,985. AQUA-LEISURE INDUSTRIES, INC., AVON, MA. FILED 11-21-2006.

INFLATE & TERMINATE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INFLATABLE GOODS, NAMELY, INFLATABLE FIGURES WITH AFFIXED TARGETS FOR USE IN PAINTBALL GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,179. MCPHERSON, MATHEW A., NORWALK, WI. FILED 11-21-2006.

SPHERELOCK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ARCHERY EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, ARCHERY BOWS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,549. FERRARI IMPORTING COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA. FILED 11-28-2006.

TNT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BADMINTON RACKET STRINGS; RACQUET BALL RACKET STRINGS; SQUASH RACKET STRINGS; TENNIS RACKET STRINGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,980. RIDE SNOWBOARD COMPANY, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 11-21-2006.
CLASS 28—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BADMINTON RACKET STRINGS; BITE INDICATORS; FISHING LINES; GRIP TAPES FOR RACKETS; PROTECTIVE COVERS FOR RACKETS; RACQUET BALL RACKET STRINGS; SQUASH RACKET STRINGS; TENNIS BALLS; TENNIS RACKET COVERS; TENNIS RACKET STRINGS; TENNIS RACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1976; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1976.
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,577. FERRARI IMPORTING COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA. FILED 11-29-2006.

FOR BADMINTON RACKET STRINGS; BAGS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT; GRIP TAPES FOR RACKETS; PROTECTIVE COVERS FOR RACKETS; RACQUET BALL RACKET STRINGS; SQUASH RACKET STRINGS; TENNIS BALL RETRIEVERS; TENNIS BALLS; TENNIS RACKET COVERS; TENNIS RACKET STRINGS; TENNIS RACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BADMINTON RACKET STRINGS; RACQUET BALL RACKET STRINGS; SQUASH RACKET STRINGS; TENNIS RACKET STINGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1976; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1976.
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLAY MATS CONTAINING INFANT DEVELOPMENT TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-25-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-25-2005.
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-068,605. SHAKESPEARE COMPANY, LLC, COLUMBIA, SC. FILED 12-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MINIATURE REPLICA FISHING RODS AND REELS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BADMINTON RACKET STRINGS; RACQUET BALL RACKET STRINGS; SQUASH RACKET STRINGS; TENNIS RACKET STINGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1976; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1976.
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLAY MATS CONTAINING INFANT DEVELOPMENT TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-25-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-25-2005.
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-068,605. SHAKESPEARE COMPANY, LLC, COLUMBIA, SC. FILED 12-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MINIATURE REPLICA FISHING RODS AND REELS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BADMINTON RACKET STRINGS; RACQUET BALL RACKET STRINGS; SQUASH RACKET STRINGS; TENNIS RACKET STINGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1976; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1976.
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLAY MATS CONTAINING INFANT DEVELOPMENT TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-25-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-25-2005.
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).
SN 78-643,428. KARSTEN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 6-3-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-645,454. TAYLOR MADE GOLF COMPANY, INC., CARLSBAD, CA. FILED 6-7-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY GOLF CLUBS, GOLF CLUB GRIPS, GOLF PUTTERS, GOLF CLUB SHAFTS, GOLF BALLS, GOLF CLUBHEADS, GOLF CLUBHEAD INSERTS, GOLF GLOVES, GOLF CLUB COVERS, AND GOLF BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-654,620. COOEE BRANDS PTY LIMITED, Mascot, Australia, Filed 6-20-2005.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TEDDY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TEDDY BEARS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS, NAMELY, PLUSH TOYS, RIDE-ON TOYS, PLAY MATS CONTAINING INFANT TOYS, HAND-HELD TOYS WITH WHEELS, AND INFANT PLAY PATTERN TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
JESSICA A. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-828,664. BRAID, DENNIS, PALMDALE, CA. FILED 3-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARTIFICIAL FISHING BAIT; ARTIFICIAL FISHING LURES; FISHING LEADERS; FISHING LINES; FISHING LURE PARTS; FISHING LURES; FISHING PLUGS; FISHING SPINNERS; FISHING WEIGHTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2005.
FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 635
SN 78-831,186. EUBANKS, MARY M., LEESBURG, VA. AND MENDEZ-VIGO, TRACY M., THOMASTON, GA. AND EUBANKS, JOHN K., LEESBURG, VA. FILED 3-7-2006.

FOR ACTION SKILL GAMES; ACTION TARGET GAMES; AMUSEMENT GAME MACHINES; ARCADE GAMES; BOARD GAMES; CARD GAMES; DICE GAMES; ELECTRONIC EDUCATIONAL GAME MACHINES FOR CHILDREN; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING BOARD GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING CARD GAMES; EQUIPMENT SOLD AS A UNIT FOR PLAYING MEMORY GAMES; MANIPULATIVE GAMES; PROMOTIONAL GAME CARDS; PROMOTIONAL GAME MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

ELLEN BURNS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SURFBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-841,194. THE UNITED STATES PLAYING CARD COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 3-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-841,236. HOSUNG NY TRADING INC., BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 3-20-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PUPPY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) LIGHT GREEN, RED, WHITE, PURPLE, WHITE, LIGHT BROWN, YELLOW, RED AND ORANGE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLISTED WORD "CURIOUS" IS IN RED, "PUPPY" IS IN WHITE AND "LOST" IS IN PURPLE, DRAWING OF HEAD OF DOG WITH WHITE AND LIGHT BROWN COLOR ON TOP RIGHT AND YELLOW BUTTERFLY ON TOP LEFT WITH ORANGE DOT AROUND BOTTOM TO TOP LEFT OF LOGO AND BACKGROUND IS IN LIGHT GREEN.
FOR CHILDREN'S MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS; MECHANICAL ACTION TOYS; MECHANICAL TOYS; PLUSH TOYS; POSITIONABLE TOY FIGURES; PUSH TOYS; SOFT SCULPTURE PLUSH TOYS; STUFFED TOY ANIMALS; STUFFED TOYS; TALKING TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-845,819. MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA. FILED 3-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLE, TOY VEHICLE TRACK SETS, AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL OF THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
P AULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-841,199. UNITED STATES PLAYING CARD COMPANY, THE, CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 3-20-2006.

THISTLE BACK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SURFBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-841,194. THE UNITED STATES PLAYING CARD COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 3-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLAYING CARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-845,819. MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA. FILED 3-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY VEHICLE, TOY VEHICLE TRACK SETS, AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL OF THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
P AULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MINIATURE TOY FIGURES OF FOOD, BEVERAGES, COOKWARE, BAKE WARE, KITCHENWARE, APPLIANCES, FURNITURE, HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND ACCESSORIES, CLOTHING, SHOES AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, ANIMALS, COSMETICS, JEWELRIES, HISTORICAL MONUMENTS, CITY SKYLINES, PATRIOTIC ITEMS, AND SEASONAL AND HOLIDAY ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PUCHI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

DEVELOPING THE WHOLE CHILD - MIND, BODY, AND SPIRIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS, GAMES, PLAYTHINGS, AND SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, INFANT TOYS, CHILDREN'S DEVELOPMENTAL TOYS, TOY BLOCK SETS, PLAY CUBES, PULL TOYS, PUSH TOYS, WIND-UP TOYS, BATH TOYS, MECHANICAL TOYS, MUSICAL AND SOUND TOYS, SHAPE SORTER PUZZLES, MANIPULATIVE PUZZLES AND TOYS, BALL AND PEG PONDERS, ELECTRICAL ACTION TOYS, TOY FIGURES, TOY ANIMALS, TOY VEHICLES, BOATS, SUBMARINES, AIRPLANES, HELICOPTERS, AND ROCKETS, TOY BUILDINGS, TOY FURNITURE, APPLIANCES, AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, TOY MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, TOY BANKS, CHILDREN'S MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS, TOY SCIENCE AND NATURE SETS, TOY BUG MAGNIFYING JARS, DOLLS, PLUSH TOYS, KITES, JUMP ROPES, TOY SCOOTERS, WATER SQUIRTING TOYS, TOY WEAPONS, YO-YOS, RUBBER ACTION BALLS, SPORTS BALLS, BEACH BALLS, FLYING DISCS, INFLATABLE TOYS, BUBBLE MAKING WAND AND SOLUTION SETS, ACTION SKILL GAMES, CARD GAMES, JIGSAW PUZZLES, CHILDREN'S PARTY GAMES, TARGET GAMES, BOARD GAMES, PARTY FAVORS IN THE NATURE OF SMALL TOYS, TOY JACKS, BOP BAGS, AND BEACH TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RATTLE ME BONES

SN 78-855,130. SMALL WORLD TOYS, CULVER CITY, CA. FILED 4-5-2006.
SN 78-859,262. DO-ALL TRAPS, LLC, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 4-11-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THREE QUARTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TARGET LAUNCHER, NAMELY FOR SKEET SHOOTING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

3backyard

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, BOARD GAMES AND PARLOR GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THREE QUARTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TARGET LAUNCHER, NAMELY FOR SKEET SHOOTING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
STREN ORIGINAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORIGiNAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FISHING LINE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PHANTOM CLAW

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLAW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY ACTION FIGURES, TOY FIGURES, AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL OF THE FOREGOING (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RAINBOW ADVENTURE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT WITH DVD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-8-2007; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2007.
ELIZABETH BEYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GisSelle

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, DOLLS, DOLL CLOTHING AND DOLL ACCESSORIES, TOY FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ELIZABETH BEYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ToolMaster Workshop

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,988,882
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY TOY VEHICLES AND PLAYSETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE; ELECTRONIC LEARNING TOYS; HANDHELD UNIT FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES; STAND ALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES; CONSTRUCTION TOYS; CHILDREN'S MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 28—(Continued).

SN 78-951,856. BJ GLOBAL DIRECT, IRVINE, CA. FILED 8-14-2006.

TOTAL BODY REVOLUTION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOTAL BODY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EXERCISE MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


RAY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INFLATABLE, RIDE-ON WATER SPORTS TUBE, INFLATABLE, RIDE-ON WATER SPORTS TOYS, TOWABLE RIDE-ON WATER TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TABASCAUX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUSH STUFFED TOYS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-956,737. MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA. FILED 8-21-2006.

KEVIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,493,304.
FOR TOYS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, NAMELY, TOY FIGURES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
ELIZABETH BEYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-963,894. SCHWINN ACQUISITION, LLC, MADISON, WI. FILED 8-30-2006.

DYNO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SKATEBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-026,876. LATITUDE 64 AB, SWEDEN, FILED 5-17-2006.

LATITUDE 64° GOLF DISCS

PRIORITY DATE OF 12-23-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0893247 DATED 5-17-2006, EXPIRES 5-17-2016.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOLF DISCS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOYS AND SPORTS EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FLYING DISCS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
COLLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

SN 76-658,476. KALMARINE INC, DUBLIN, CA. FILED 4-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FRESH-FROZEN COOKED AND MARINATED SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 2-5-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2005.
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-667,134. MADELEINE'S MARMALADE, LLC, PARK CITY, UT. FILED 10-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MARMALADE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRUIT PRESERVES, FRUIT-BASED SPREADS, JAMS, MARMALADES, JELLYS (U.S. CL. 46).
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,201. TWO FARMS, INC., BALTIMORE, MD. FILED 10-27-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR NON-DAIRY CREAMER (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1983; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1983.
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,688. JOHN HOFMEISTER & SON, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAM (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-26-2006.
BENJAMIN OKEKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FRESH AND FROZEN SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TONY ROMA'S RIBLINGS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,318,693, 2,867,577 AND OTHERS.
THE NAME "TONY ROMA" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR PREPARED PORK FEATURING PORK FOR CONSUMPTION ON OR OFF THE PREMISES (U.S. CL. 46).
ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CULTURAL REVOLUTION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DAIRY PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK, AND FROZEN YOGURT; DRINKING YOGURT; AND SOY AND VEGETABLE-BASED IMITATION MEAT JERKY (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-16-2007; IN COMMERCE 1-16-2007.
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ROAD FOOD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOOD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DRIED OR PROCESSED MEAT SNACKS, NAMELY, DRIED MEAT AND PROCESSED MEAT (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.
SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIMAL STICK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LITERAL TERMS "CRANE BAY" APPEARING AGAINST A SOLID RECTANGULAR BACKGROUND DESIGN. ABOVE THE TERMS "CRANE BAY" AND ITS RECTANGULAR BACKGROUND DESIGN APPEARS A STYLIZED DESIGN OF TWO SEABIRDS, OR CRANES, IN FLIGHT. THE CRANE BAY AND RECTANGULAR BACKGROUND DESIGN, AND THE STYLIZED DESIGN OF TWO SEABIRDS, OR CRANES, IN FLIGHT ARE BORDERED BY A LARGER, SINGLE LINE RECTANGULAR SHAPED BORDER.
FOR FOOD PRODUCTS, NAMELY SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).

SN 77-036,159. IM CONSULTANTS, INC., SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS SAINT MARTHA.
FOR BEEF; PORK; POULTRY (U.S. CL. 46).
NATALIE POLZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,611. WEST SIDE FOODS, INC., BRONX, NY. FILED 11-6-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FARMER RAISED" AND "FARMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS FARMER RAISED AND THE REAR END OF AN ANIMAL; ON THE BACK OF THE ANIMAL IS A HEART ENCLOSING THE WORDS LOVE FARMS. THE COLOR GRAY IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY, AND COLOR IS NOT CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR BEEF; MEAT; PORK; POULTRY (U.S. CL. 46).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,963. OCEAN TO OCEAN SEAFOOD LLC, CAMBRIDGE, MD. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—(Continued).

SN 77-039,959. WEST SIDE FOODS, INC., BRONX, NY. FILED 11-8-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FARMS" AND "FARMER RAISED PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ARCH WITH IN WHICH APPEAR THE WORDS LOVE FARMS, BENEATH WHICH IS A HEART; BENEATH WHICH APPEAR THE WORDS FARMER RAISED PRODUCTS; TO THE SIDE OF THE ARCH APPEAR GATES. THE COLOR GRAY IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY, AND COLOR IS NOT CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR BEEF; MEAT; PORK; POULTRY (U.S. CL. 46).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUSTAINABLY PRODUCED FRESH AND FROZEN SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUSTAINABLY PRODUCED FRESH AND FROZEN SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OCEAN CLASSIC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FISHIN FOREVER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUSTAINABLY PRODUCED FRESH AND FROZEN SEAFOOD (U.S. CL. 46).
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ABBAY FARM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FARM" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BLACK DIAMONDS AND GOLD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DAIRY-BASED BEVERAGES; JERKY; PROTEIN-BASED, NUTRIENT-DENSE SNACK BARS; PROTEIN FOR USE AS A FOOD ADDITIVE (U.S. CL. 46).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TACAMA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDIBLE OIL (U.S. CL. 46).
HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-043,033. IDAHO FRESH-PAK, INC., LEWISVILLE, ID. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INSTANT POTATOES (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 4-20-1977; IN COMMERCE 4-20-1977.

JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THE COW HERDER.

FOR FOOD PACKAGE COMBINATIONS Consisting primarily of CHEESE, MEAT AND/OR PROCESSED FRUIT (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 4-23-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-23-2004.

JAY FLOWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FRUIT-BASED ORGANIC FOOD BARS, ALSO CONTAINING DRIED FRUITS, NUTS, SEEDS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 5-17-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-17-1999.

TAMARA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,263. IDAHO FRESH-PAK, INC., LEWISVILLE, ID. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOLD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INSTANT POTATOES; PROCESSED POTATOES (U.S. CL. 46).

JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-051,702. DAVID SOKAL, DBA OLIVE BRANCH ENTERPRISES, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 11-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OIL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR OLIVE OIL (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 9-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-11-2006.

SETH A. RAPPAPORT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-053,161. SOCIETE LIBANAISE DE BOISSONS, BECHIR MECHAALANY ET FILS, BEKAA VALLEY, LEBANON, FILED 11-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING BM IN A SHIELD AND THE WORD MECHAALANY WRITTEN IN ARABIC AND IN ENGLISH.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANS-LITERATE TO "MECHAALANY," AND THIS TRANSLATES TO THE SURNAME "MECHAALANY" IN ENGLISH.

FOR COMPOTES; EDIBLE FATS; EDIBLE OIL; EGGS; FISH; GAME; JAMS, JELLIES; MEAT; MEAT EXTRACT; MILK; MILK PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT; POULTRY; VEGETABLES, NAMELY, PRESERVED, DRIED, AND PROCESSED VEGETABLES, PRESERVED, DRIED, AND PROCESSED FRUITS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 0-0-1983; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1983.

HANNO RITTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).

SN 77-056,104. BEMKA CORPORATION, FT. LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 12-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAVIAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CAVIAR (U.S. CL. 46).
JULIE THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,897,654, 2,995,130 AND OTHERS.
FOR PEANUT BUTTER (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1995.
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DAIRY-BASED DIPS (U.S. CL. 46).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 120,692.
FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-2-1916; IN COMMERCE 1-2-1916.
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 563,392.
FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-20-1951; IN COMMERCE 4-20-1951.
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 115,368, 3,008,771 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TROPICAL MEDLEY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MIXED DRIED FRUITS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-16-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-16-1999.
COLLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 563,392.
FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-20-1951; IN COMMERCE 4-20-1951.
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 115,368, 3,008,771 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TROPICAL MEDLEY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MIXED DRIED FRUITS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-16-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-16-1999.
COLLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Crown Caviar

HOPE'S CHOICE

KING'S CHOICE

SUN-MAID TROPICAL MEDLEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ISOFLAVONES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGE INGREDIENTS, NAMELY, PROCESSED SOY ISOFLAVONES (U.S. CL. 46).

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD CARRE IN THE MARK IS SQUARE.

FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).

MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-709,532. FOOD FOR ALL, INC., CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. FILED 9-8-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS COME TO ME.

FOR MEAT PRODUCTS, NAMELY PROCESSED SAUSAGES, HAM, AND HOT DOGS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-23-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-23-2005.

ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FISH CO.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SEAFOOD, FROZEN FISH AND FRESH FISH (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.

RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).
SN 78-854,828. FARIBAULT FOODS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 4-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 278,789, 1,236,588 AND 2,694,929.
FOR CANNED BEANS; CANNED SOUPS (U.S. CL. 46).
BILDAKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SEASIDE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,323,851, 2,569,875 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRESH," "BABY," AND "FLAVORFUL BLENDS," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRESH VEGETABLE SALADS COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF LETTUCES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 9-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-14-2005.
ALLSCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—(Continued).
SN 78-859,391. RICKY'S LUCKY NUTS, LLC, DURANGO, CO. FILED 4-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NUTS," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROCESSED NUTS (U.S. CL. 46).
AISHACLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Ricky's Lucky Nuts

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NUTS," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROCESSED NUTS (U.S. CL. 46).
AISHACLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 29—(Continued).
SN 78-865,669. CASTELLA IMPORTS, INC., HAUPPAUGE, NY. FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OLIO," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS OIL HOUSE OR HOUSE OF OIL.
FOR OIL, NAMELY, EDIBLE OIL, OLIVE OIL, VEGETABLE OIL (U.S. CL. 46).
PAULAMAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OLIO CASA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OLIO," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS OIL HOUSE OR HOUSE OF OIL.
FOR OIL, NAMELY, EDIBLE OIL, OLIVE OIL, VEGETABLE OIL (U.S. CL. 46).
PAULAMAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRUN-UUSTO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2005.
KELLYCHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-876,010. FRESH EXPRESS INCORPORATED, SALINAS, CA. FILED 5-3-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,323,851, 2,569,875 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRESH," "BABY," AND "FLAVORFUL BLENDS," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRESH VEGETABLE SALADS COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF LETTUCES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 9-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-14-2005.
ALLSCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 29—(Continued).

SN 78-924,588. KABUSHIKI KAISHA YAKULT HONSHA, MINATO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN, FILED 7-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
"THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS JOY."
FOR MILK; CREAM; CONDENSED MILK; POWDERED MILK FOR FOOD PURPOSES; SKIMMED, FERMENTED MILK; REGULAR YOGURT AND UNFLAVORED YOGURT; CULTURED MILK DRINK CONTAINING LACTIC ACID BACTERIA (U.S. CL. 46).
JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-938,225. PPC MARKETING, LTD., PITTSBURGH, TX. FILED 7-26-2006.

OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,115,246 AND 3,130,693.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "60 YEARS; 1946; 2006", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES BO PILGRIM, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.
FOR EGGS AND POULTRY (U.S. CL. 46).
LEIGH LOWRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-941,537. SHANGHAI GODLY FOOD LIMITED COMPANY, SHANGHAI, CHINA, FILED 7-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE DESIGN OF A CIRCLE CONTAINING A FAIRY, A MAGICAL HERB IN HER RIGHT HAND AND A NIGHT PEARL IN HER LEFT HAND, FLYING THROUGH CLOUD, BELOW WHICH IS THE WORDING "GODLY" AND THEN "SINCE 1922" BENEATH THAT, FOLLOWED BY THREE SETS OF CHINESE CHARACTERS IN A VERTICAL LINE BENEATH THE DESIGN AND WORDING.
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "GONG DE LIN" AND THIS MEANS "FOREST OF MERITS AND VIRTUES".
FOR DRIED BEAN CURD WITH BITTERN; INSTANT EDIBLE BEAN CURD; INSTANT EDIBLE SOUP, INSTANT POTATOES, DIETARY PICKLED BEAN CURD; DIETARY VEGETABLE PASTE, PROCESSED VEGETABLES, PICKLED VEGETABLES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1922; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1922.
REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-954,603. JODY DESIGNS, INC., BUFFALO GROVE, IL. FILED 8-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NUT BUTTERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NUT BUTTERS; DRIED FRUIT (U.S. CL. 46).
LEIGH LOWRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE COLOR(S) RED, YELLOW, ORANGE, GREEN, BLACK, GRAY AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FIRST USE 4-18-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-3-2006.
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-965,541. PRICESMART, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 8-31-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SELECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CANNED FRUITS, CANNED VEGETABLES, COOKING OILS, EGGS, SEAFOOD, MEAT, CANNED TOMATOES, PEELED TOMATOES, TOMATO PASTE AND PUREE (U.S. CL. 46).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-967,950. CENTRIC GROUP, LLC, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 9-6-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "QUALITY PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PEANUT BUTTER (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-21-1997; IN COMMERCE 10-14-1997.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0193945 DATED 7-12-1956, EXPIRES 7-12-2016.
FOR CHEESE FROM EDAM AND GOUDA (U.S. CL. 46).
ELIZABETH PIGNATELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS 'MAP' AND 'MARK'.
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO JIDOPYO, AND THIS MEANS MAP AND MARK IN ENGLISH.
FOR PROCESSED SEA VEGETABLES, NAMELY, LAVER; PICKLED VEGETABLES, NAMELY KIMCHI, SLICED RADISH KIMCHI, AND PICKLED RADISHES; SALTED FISH EXTRACTS, NAMELY, ANCHOVY EXTRACTS AND KANARI EXTRACTS; AND SEA VEGETABLE EXTRACTS, NAMELY SEA TANGLE EXTRACTS, SEA STAGHORN EXTRACTS, AND BROWN SEAWEED EXTRACTS (U.S. CL. 46).
SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS


FOR CANDY, NAMELY LOLLYPOPS (U.S. CL. 46).
TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-614,608. GESTION PREMIÈRE MOISSON INC., VAUDREUIL-DORION, QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 10-5-2004.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1232303, FILED 10-1-2004, REG. NO. TMA661,821, DATED 3-30-2006, EXPIRES 3-30-2021.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,474,771 AND 2,486,493.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHOCOLAT" AND "CHOCOLATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK COMPRISES A GROUP OF COCOA BEANS AND THE WORDS "PREMIÈRE MOISSON" AND "CHOCOLATE".
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "CHOCOLATE" AND "FIRST HARVEST".
FOR CHOCOLATE AND CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WINNING RECIPE

SN 76-663,003. WINNING RECIPE, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 7-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.
WILLIAM ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BEHZAD'S

SN 76-663,702. MORTEZA TEHRANCHI/GLOBAL TRADING LLC, MONTGOMERY VILLAGE, MD. FILED 7-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEAS, NAMELY, LOOSE FLAVORED TEA AND TEA BAGS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2005.
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TONA Coffee


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) RED, GREEN, YELLOW, BLUE, WHITE, BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
The color red appears in the wording "TONA" and in the design on the rectangular carrier background, and the interior circular de-
CLASS 30—(Continued).
FOR ORGANIC COFFEE AND TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-664,958. ICE CREMS AND COFFEE BEANS, INC., RAVENEL, SC. FILED 8-22-2006.
FAR AWAY COFFEE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COFFEE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-27-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-27-2006.
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AFTER COFFEE MINTS

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,458,716.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MINTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 76-668,540. NITA FOODS, INC., FT. COLLINS, CO. FILED 11-6-2006.
NITA-CRISP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAKED GOODS, NAMELY CRACKERS (U.S. CL. 46).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-669,050. SPECIAL EVENT SPECIALITIES, INC., SOUTH ORANGE, NJ. FILED 11-13-2006.
INVESTMINTS$

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CANDIES, MINTS (U.S. CL. 46).
TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,392. GRUPO COMERCIAL CAFE LEON LLC, NASHUA, NH. FILED 10-5-2006.
CAFE LEON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CAFE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,828. MCNEIL NUTRITIONALS, LLC, FORT WASHINGTON, PA. FILED 10-13-2006.

SN 75-670,079. NITA FOODS, INC., FT. COLLINS, CO. FILED 11-6-2006.

SN 76-672,800. NITA FOODS, INC., FT. COLLINS, CO. FILED 11-6-2006.

SN 76-668,390. NITA FOODS, INC., FT. COLLINS, CO. FILED 11-6-2006.


SN 77-014,392. GRUPO COMERCIAL CAFE LEON LLC, NASHUA, NH. FILED 10-5-2006.

SN 77-014,828. MCNEIL NUTRITIONALS, LLC, FORT WASHINGTON, PA. FILED 10-13-2006.
CLASS 30—(Continued).

SN 77-018,492. GREENFIELD GREATEST FOOD COMPANY INC., GREENFIELD CENTER, NY. FILED 10-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHOCOLATE; CHOCOLATE TOPPING; HOT CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46).

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS PLEASURE.
FOR BAKERY DESSERTS; BAKERY GOODS; CANDY; PASTRIES; CAKES; CHOCOLATE FOOD BEVERAGES NOT BEING DAIRY-BASED OR VEGETABLE BASED; COFFEE; COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGE CONTAINING MILK; DESSERT MOUSSE; CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES; FROZEN YOGURT; ICE CREAM; SAUCES; BROWNIES; COOKIES; COFFEE BEANS; CUSTARDS; PIES; CARAMELS; MUFFINS; PUDDINGS; SHAKES; TARTS; CHOCOLATE TOPPING; TEA (U.S. CL. 46).

TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-020,646. ISAMAX SNACKS, INC., GARDINER, ME. FILED 10-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAKERY GOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

ANDREA HACK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-021,287. KELLOGG NORTH AMERICA COMPANY, BATTLE CREEK, MI. FILED 10-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 593,086 AND 1,598,838.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “HONEY”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR READY-TO-EAT CEREAL BREAKFAST FOODS; PROCESSED CEREAL-DERIVED FOOD PRODUCT TO BE USED AS A BREAKFAST FOOD; SNACK FOOD AND INGREDIENT FOR MAKING FOOD (U.S. CL. 46).

TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-021,766. TC CULINARY SOLUTIONS LLC, LITTLE FALLS, NJ. FILED 10-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “STEAK”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SAUCES, MARINADES AND CONDIMENTS, NAMELY, SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).

MICHAEL LITZAU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF AZTECA IN A STYLIZED FORM.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS AZTEC.
FOR TORTILLA SHELLS FOR SALADS, TORTILLA CHIPS AND TORTILLA WRAPS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 0-0-1983; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1983.

SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-020,646. ISAMAX SNACKS, INC., GARDINER, ME. FILED 10-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAKERY GOODS (U.S. CL. 46).

ANDREA HACK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-021,287. KELLOGG NORTH AMERICA COMPANY, BATTLE CREEK, MI. FILED 10-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 593,086 AND 1,598,838.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “HONEY”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR READY-TO-EAT CEREAL BREAKFAST FOODS; PROCESSED CEREAL-DERIVED FOOD PRODUCT TO BE USED AS A BREAKFAST FOOD; SNACK FOOD AND INGREDIENT FOR MAKING FOOD (U.S. CL. 46).

TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).

AZTECA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 956,581, 1,821,560 AND OTHERS.
"THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS AZTEC.
FOR TORTILLA SHELLS FOR SALADS, TORTILLA CHIPS AND TORTILLA WRAPS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 0-0-1978; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1978.
SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF SUN REPRESENTING A HUMAN FACE OR AN ANIMAL.
FOR TORTILLA WRAPS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.
SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-025,697. SPICEWORKS INC., EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ. FILED 10-20-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE ORIGINAL" AND "HOT WING SEASONING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF SHAPE IN STYLIZED LETTERS WITH WORDS NO CALORIE SWEETENER BELOW.
FOR FOOD PRODUCT, NAMELY A LOW-CALORIE SUGAR SUBSTITUTE (U.S. CL. 46).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,997. HEARTLAND SWEETENERS, LLC, CARMEL, IN. FILED 10-23-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NO CALORIE SWEETENER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF SHAPE IN STYLIZED LETTERS WITH WORDS NO CALORIE SWEETENER BELOW.
FOR FOOD PRODUCT, NAMELY A LOW-CALORIE SUGAR SUBSTITUTE (U.S. CL. 46).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-027,572. E & M CORPORATION DBA NOH FOODS, HONOLULU, HI. FILED 10-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF SHAPE IN STYLIZED LETTERS WITH WORDS NO CALORIE SWEETENER BELOW.
FOR ICED TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,810. GOOD-RICH HONEY LLC, LAPEER, MI. FILED 10-26-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, YELLOW AND DARK GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLORS BLACK, YELLOW AND DARK GRAY ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN IMAGE OF A BEE WITH DARK GRAY WINGS, A BODY WITH YELLOW AND BLACK ALTERNATING STRIPES POINTING DOWNWARD PLACING A
CLASS 30—(Continued).

TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BREAD MIXES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-15-2006.
THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,103. DOYLE, DAVID PAUL, ASHLAND, OR. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GREEN, GRAY, YELLOW AND ORANGE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE WORDING "SAMBA" APPEARS IN ORANGE AND YELLOW; THE WORDING "ISLAND" APPEARS IN GREEN AND BLUE; THE LEAVE OF THE PALM TREE IS GREEN WITH GRAY SHADOW; THE BASE OF THE PALM TREE IS ORANGE; AND THE BACKGROUND OF THE MARK CONSISTING OF THE DESIGN OF MULTIPLE RAYS APPEARS IN VARIOUS SHADES OF BLUE.
FOR COFFEE; COFFEE BEANS; PREPARED COFFEE AND COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; READY-TO-DRINK COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; TEA; BEVERAGES MADE OF TEA; TEA-BASED BEVERAGES; READY-TO-DRINK TEA-BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,560. BIOREV, L.L.C., OLYMPIA, WA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TEA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BLACK TEA, GREEN TEA, FRUIT TEAS (U.S. CL. 46).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,103. DOYLE, DAVID PAUL, ASHLAND, OR. FILED 11-2-2006.

TRUE TREATS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).
VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Tea Avenue

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BREAD MIXES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-15-2006.
THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 77-036,560. BIOREV, L.L.C., OLYMPIA, WA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GREEN, GRAY, YELLOW AND ORANGE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE WORDING "SAMBA" APPEARS IN ORANGE AND YELLOW; THE WORDING "ISLAND" APPEARS IN GREEN AND BLUE; THE LEAVE OF THE PALM TREE IS GREEN WITH GRAY SHADOW; THE BASE OF THE PALM TREE IS ORANGE; AND THE BACKGROUND OF THE MARK CONSISTING OF THE DESIGN OF MULTIPLE RAYS APPEARS IN VARIOUS SHADES OF BLUE.
FOR COFFEE; COFFEE BEANS; PREPARED COFFEE AND COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; READY-TO-DRINK COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; TEA; BEVERAGES MADE OF TEA; TEA-BASED BEVERAGES; READY-TO-DRINK TEA-BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,103. DOYLE, DAVID PAUL, ASHLAND, OR. FILED 11-2-2006.
CLASS 30—(Continued).

SN 77-036,811. CLIF BAR & CO., BERKELEY, CA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF FEMALE DANCER HOLDING TEAPOT.
FOR WHOLE GRAIN-BASED BARS ALSO CONTAINING DRIED FRUIT, TEA AND TEA EXTRACT (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-5-2006.
PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,432. TILLING, SHANTI, MILL VALLEY, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GRANOLA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SUN, TWO HILLS, THREE FIGURES ON BICYCLES, AND STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDS, "GOGO GRANOLA GOOD FOR THE BODY, GOOD FOR THE SOUL".
FOR GRANOLA; GRANOLA-BASED SNACK BARS; COOKIES; GRANOLA-BASED TRAIL MIX (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-3-2006.
NAPOLEON SHARMA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,938. PERSON, GREGORY L., SAINT LOUIS, MO. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, WHITE AND GOLD IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING LORDS & GENTRY IN WHITE, WHICH_forms PART OF A CIRCLE OF WHITE STARS THAT SURROUNDS A GOLD SPOON ON A WHITE DIAMOND, ALL OF WHICH APPEARS AGAINST A BLUE BACKGROUND.
FOR COFFEE, COFFEE BEANS, FLAVORING SYRUP, ICED TEA, HERB TEA, TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
LINDA LAVACHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,225,221 AND 2,909,982.
THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, RED, TAN, WHITE AND BLACK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF RED BOW TIE SHAPED BANNER WITH STRAIGHT SIDES AND CURVED TOP AND BOTTOM LINES. BANNER CONTAINS THE WORDS "KOZY SHACK" IN WHITE, BLOCK STYLIZED CAPITAL LETTERS WITH TAN SHADING INSIDE THE LETTERS AND BLACK SHADING OUTSIDE OF THE LETTERS, STYLED LETTER "K" BOOKENDS ANCHOR THE WORDS "KOZY SHACK". TAN CURVED "SMILE" SHAPE ALONG THE TOP LINE OF THE BOW-TIE BANNER AND TAN CURVED "FROWN" SHAPE ALONG THE BOTTOM LINE OF THE BOW TIE BANNER TO ACCENTUATE THE BOW TIE SHAPE.
FOR REFRIGERATED DESSERTS, NAMELY, PUDDINGS AND FLAVORED AND SWEETENED GELATINS (U.S. CL. 46).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 77-040,735. MACKENZIE, DEREK A, KIRKLAND, WA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOUGH-BASED POCKETS WITH FILLING CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF MEATS, POULTRY, FISH, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES AND CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,059. SOUTHERN SUN TEAS (PRIVATE) LIMITED, COLOMBO - 5, SRI LANKA, FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,119. WILLIAMS, NANCY T., EDEN PRAIRIE, MN. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOT DOG SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,799. CONAGRA BRANDS, INC., OMAHA, NE. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUDDING; AND FLAVORED AND SWEETENED DESSERT GELATINS (U.S. CL. 46).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,867. VIRUN, INC., CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EXTRACTS USED AS FLAVORING (U.S. CL. 46).
ALLISON SCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CANDY BARS; CHOCOLATE; CHOCOLATE BARS; CHOCOLATE CANDIES; CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES; MILK CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46).
JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THEMARK CONSISTSOFSTANDARDCHARACTERS WITHOUTCLAIMTOANYPARTICULARFONT,STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FORTHEMARKCONSISTSOFSANDBERSAND MILKCHOCOLATE(U.S.CL.46).
JUDITHHELFFMAN,EXAMININGATTORNEY
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SN 77-041,059. SOUTHERN SUN TEAS (PRIVATE) LIMITED, COLOMBO - 5, SRI LANKA, FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,119. WILLIAMS, NANCY T., EDEN PRAIRIE, MN. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOT DOG SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,799. CONAGRA BRANDS, INC., OMAHA, NE. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUDDING; AND FLAVORED AND SWEETENED DESSERT GELATINS (U.S. CL. 46).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,867. VIRUN, INC., CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EXTRACTS USED AS FLAVORING (U.S. CL. 46).
ALLISON SCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CANDY BARS; CHOCOLATE; CHOCOLATE BARS; CHOCOLATE CANDIES; CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES; MILK CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46).
JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THEMARKCONSISTSOFSANDBERSAND MILKCHOCOLATE(U.S.CL.46).
JUDITHHELFFMAN,EXAMININGATTORNEY
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SN 77-042,725. SHIOZAWA, KARIN, SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAKERY GOODS (U.S. CL. 46).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

From the Heart...For the Heart

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAKERY GOODS (U.S. CL. 46).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,006. PAPA MURPHY'S INTERNATIONAL, INC., VANCOUVER, WA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR UNBAKED PIZZA PREPARED FOR OFF-PREMISES COOKING AND CONSUMPTION (U.S. CL. 46).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Sn 77-043,486. CHAZANO, LLC, WILMETTE, IL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
ALLISON SCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Pantastic
tenth muse

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR UNBAKED PIZZA PREPARED FOR OFF-PREMISES COOKING AND CONSUMPTION (U.S. CL. 46).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,496. CHAZANO, LLC, WILMETTE, IL. FILED 11-14-2006.

NANNY CRACK CORN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR POPCORN; POPPED POPCORN (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-20-2006.
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,519. RONAGHAN, CLARE A, DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-17-2006.

GOOD COFFEE MAKES YOU SING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
ALLISON SCHRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LARK GARDENS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VINEGAR (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE MARK IS A STYLIZED DESIGN OF A BIRD.
FOR VINEGAR (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOD FLAVORS (U.S. CL. 46).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-058,735. ILENE C. SHANE, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 12-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHOCOLATE; CHOCOLATE AND CARAMEL CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-059,112. TURKEY HILL, L.P., CONESTOGA, PA. FILED 12-7-2006.

NATURE’S ACCENTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-062,644. RUSSELL STOVER CANDIES, INC., KANSAS CITY, MO. FILED 12-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 763,705.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 0-0-1956; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1956.
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE GIFT BOX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FOOD FLAVORS (U.S. CL. 46).
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-066,735. ILENE C. SHANE, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 12-7-2006.

KARMAMEL KICKBACK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHOCOLATE; CHOCOLATE AND CARAMEL CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BLISS-ON-A-STICK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHOCOLATE; CHOCOLATE CANDY AND CHOCOLATE PASTRY (U.S. CL. 46).
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOT DOG SANDWICHES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2004.
SUSAN RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,470,754.
The NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES DANIEL WALKENBACH, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS MADE OF RECORD.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PRETZELS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-21-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-21-2000.
NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,897,654, 2,995,130 AND OTHERS.
FOR SUGAR, SEASONINGS, VINEGAR, TARTAR SAUCE, SWEET AND SOUR SAUCE, COCKTAIL SAUCE, PUDDING, GRITS, COCOA (U.S. CL. 46).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-31-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1998.
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-096,975. COTT BEVERAGES INC., TAMPA, FL. FILED 2-1-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 533,033, 2,169,687 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CHEESEBURGER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PREPARED MEAT AND MEATLESS HAMBURGER SANDWICHES WITH CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1981; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1981.
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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TILLAMOOK CHEESEBURGER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 533,033, 2,169,687 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CHEESEBURGER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PREPARED MEAT AND MEATLESS HAMBURGER SANDWICHES WITH CHEESE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1981; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1981.
LINDA M. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USA ITALIA MEXICO CANADA" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) RED, GREEN, WHITE AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A GREEN SEMI-CIRCLE SURROUNDING THE WORDS "TUTTI GIORNI" INSIDE A YELLOW SWATCH, WHERE "TUTTI" IN GREEN, "GIORNI" IN RED, AND A GREEN, WHITE AND RED RIBBON BELOW CONTAINING THE WORDS "USA ITALIA MEXICO CANADA". ALSO INSIDE THE SEMICIRCLE IS A YELLOW SUN WITH A RED CENTER AND A YELLOW FORK SUPERIMPOSED THEREUPON.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "EVERYDAY".
FOR COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, NAMELY, PASTA; BREAD; PASTRY; CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, FLAVORED AND SWEETENED GELATINS, LOLLIPOPS, CHOCOLATE, MERINGUES, LICORICE, MARSHMALLOW, DONUTS, MARZIPAN, ICE CREAM, JELLY BEANS, CAKE; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR; PASTA SAUCE; PIZZA SAUCE; SAUCES; SPICES; FLAVORED ICES AND FRUIT ICES (U.S. CL. 46).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PILLOW TALK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.
FOR CANDIES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 6-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-21-2006.
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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THE COLOR(S) BLUE, BROWN AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS COBER CHOC IN BLUE AGAINST A WHITE BACKGROUND INSIDE A BRACKET DESIGN IN LIGHT AND DARK BROWN WITHIN A BLUE RECTANGLE.
FOR FROSTINGS (U.S. CL. 46).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-678,433. COLORADO SPICE, INC., BOULDER, CO. FILED 7-26-2005.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLORADO SPICE" AND "TRADE MARK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS COLORADO SPICE TRADE MARK WITH A LEAF DESIGN OVER THE "I" IN SPICE.
FOR PROCESSED HERBS; SEASONINGS; SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 3-1-2005, THE MARK WAS FIRST USED ANYWHERE IN A DIFFERENT FORM OTHER THAN THAT SOUGHT TO BE REGISTERED ON 05/00/1989.; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2005, THE MARK WAS FIRST USED IN COMMERCE IN A DIFFERENT FORM OTHER THAN THAT SOUGHT TO BE REGISTERED ON 05/00/1989.
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE NAME CHEW YOUNG ROO OR CHI YOUNG RU DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

THE COLOR(S) RED, BLACK AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE COLOR RED APPEARS IN THE BIG C; THE COLOR BLACK APPEARS IN THE LETTERING; THE COLOR WHITE APPEARS IN THE OUTLINES OF THE LETTERS AND THE C.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS A HOUSE THAT'S BEING LIT BY THE LIGHT OF THE MOON.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO CH'I YONG RU , AND THIS MEANS A HOUSE THAT'S BEING LIT BY THE LIGHT OF THE MOON IN ENGLISH.

FOR DUMPLINGS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.
SAIMA MAKHDOOM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS LITTLE QUEEN.

FOR FOOD SAUCES, NAMELY, SAUCES FOR SALADS AND PASTA (U.S. CL. 46).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 544,252, 670,698 AND OTHERS.
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KOHLER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,382,736, 2,766,196 AND OTHERS.
SEC. 2(f).
FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-4-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-4-2003.
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR FROZEN DESSERTS, NAMELY ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-707,142. TOOTSIE ROLL INDUSTRIES, LLC, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 9-6-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 972,517, 2,873,567 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ICE CREAM" AND "HOMEMADE" AND "VANILLA FLAVORED" AND "NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR ADDED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, ORANG, BROWN, AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

FOR CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-6-1978; IN COMMERCE 10-6-1978.
C. DIONNE CLYBURN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 78-734,136. NATARAJA SPICES LLC, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 10-16-2005.
Sn 78-786,428. BEE CHENG HIANG HUP CHONG FOODSTUFF PTE. LTD., SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, FILED 1-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SILHOUETTE OF A DANCING GOD.

FOR SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE CHINESE CHARACTERS.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE AS FOLLOWS: "MEI", WHICH MEANS "BEAUTIFUL"; "ZHEN", WHICH MEANS "PRECIOUS" AND "XIANG", WHICH MEANS "FRAGRANT" IN ENGLISH, BUT TAKEN TOGETHER, THESE CHINESE CHARACTERS MEAN "BEAUTIFUL", "ZHEN", WHICH MEANS "PRECIOUS" AND "XIANG", WHICH MEANS "FRAGRANT" IN ENGLISH.

FOR ALIMENTARY PASTA; ALIMENTARY PASTE; ALLSPICE; ALMOND CAKE; ALMOND PASTE; APPLE FRITTERS; ARTICHOKE SAUCE; ARTIFICIAL RICE; BAGELS; BAGUETTES; BAKERY DESSERTS; BAKERY GOODS; BAKERY PRODUCTS; BAKERY PRODUCTS, NAMELY SWEET BAKERY GOODS; BAKING POWDER; BAKING POWDERS; BAKING SODA; BAKING SPICES; BANANA FRITTERS; BARBECUE DRY RUB; BARBECUE SAUCE; BARLEY FLOUR; BASES FOR MAKING MILK SHAKES; BEAN JAM BUNS; BEAN PASTE; BEAN-JAM FILLED WAFERS; BEAN-STARCH NOODLES; BEVERAGES MADE OF COFFEE; BEVERAGES MADE OF TEA; BIRYANI SEASONING PASTE; BISCUITS; BLACK TEA; BLINTZES; BOILED SWEETS; BONBONS; BONBONS MADE OF SUGAR; BRAN; BREAD; BREAD AND BUNS; BREAD CRUMB; BREAD DOUGHS; BREAD STICKS; BREAD WITH SOY BEAN; BREADED CRUMBS; BREAKFAST CEREALS; BROICHE; BROWNIES; BUBBLE GUM; BUCKWHEAT FLOUR; BUNS; BURRITOS; BUTTER BISCUITS; CAFFEINE-FREE COFFEE; CAKE DOUGHS; CAKE MIXES; CAKES; CAKES OF SUGAR-BOUNDEN MILLET OR POPPED RICE; CAJOLEZONES; CANDLES; CANDY BARS; CANDY CAKE DECORATIONS; CANDY COATED APPLES; CANDY COATED POPCORN; CANDY CONTAINING ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTENT AND FLAVOR; CANDY DECORATIONS FOR CAKES; CANDY MINTS; CANDY WITH CARAMEL; CANDY WITH COCOA; CANNELLO-
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YOGHURT; FROZEN YOGURT; FRUIT CAKES; FRUIT
FLAVOURINGS, EXCEPT ESSENCES; FRUIT ICE;
FRUIT ICE BAR; FRUIT ICES; FRUIT JELLIES; FRUIT
PASTE FOR FLAVOURING OF FOOD; FRUIT PIES;
FRUIT TEAS; FUDGE; GELATO; GIFT BASKETS CONTAINING CANDY; GINGER; GINGERBREAD; GLAZED
POPCORN; GLUTEN; GLUTINOUS STARCH SYRUP;
GNOCCHI; GRAIN-BASED BEVERAGES; GRAINBASED CHIPS; GRAIN-BASED FOOD BEVERAGES;
GRANOLA; GRANOLA-BASED SNACK BARS; GRAVIES; GRAVY; GRAVY MIXES; GREEN TEA; GRITS;
GROUND COFFEE BEANS; GUM SWEETS; HALVAH;
HAM GLAZE; HERB TEA; HERBAL FOOD BEVERAGES;
HERBAL INFUSIONS; HERBAL TEA; HOAGIES; HOMINY; HOMINY GRITS; HONEY; HONEY; HONEY
SUBSTITUTES; HORSERADISH; HOT CHOCOLATE;
HOT DOG SANDWICHES; HOT PEPPER POWDER;
HOT SAUCE; HUEVOS RANCHEROS; HUSHPUPPIES;
HUSKED BARLEY; HUSKED RICE; ICE; ICE BLOCKS;
ICE CANDIES; ICE CREAM; ICE CREAM DRINKS; ICE
CREAM MIXES; ICE CREAM POWDER; ICE CREAM
SUBSTITUTE; ICE CUBES; ICE MILK; ICE MILK BARS;
ICE-CREAM CAKES; ICED CAKES; ICED TEA; ICING;
ICING MIXES; INSTANT CHINESE NOODLES; INSTANT COFFEE; INSTANT DOUGHNUT MIXES; INST AN T NO ODL ES ; I NS TAN T P AN CA KE M IXE S;
INSTANT PUDDING MIXES; INSTANT SOBA NOODLES; INSTANT UDON NOODLES; INULIN FOR USE
AS A FOOD STARCH; JAM BUNS; JAPANESE ARROWROOT POWDER; JAPANESE GREEN TEA; JAPANESE
HORSERADISH POWDER SPICE; JAPANESE PEPPER
POWDER SPICE; JAPANESE STYLE STEAMED CAKES;
KASHA; KETCHUP; LASAGNA; LICORICE; LIME TEA;
LIQUORICE; LO MEIN; MACARONI; MACARONI; MACARONI AND CHEESE; MACARONI SALAD; MALT
EXTRACTS FOR FOOD; MALT EXTRACTS USED AS
FLAVORING; MALT FOR FOOD PURPOSES; MANDLEN; MAPLE SYRUP; MARINADES; MARSHMALLOW; MARSHMALLOW TOPPING; MARSHMALLOWS;
MARZIPAN; MARZIPAN SUBSTITUTES; MATZO; MATZO BALLS; MAYONNAISE; MEAT TENDERIZERS;
MEAT TENDERIZERS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES;
MICROWAVE POPCORN; MILK CHOCOLATE; MINCED
GARLIC; MINCEMEAT PIES; MINERAL SALT FOR
HUMAN CONSUMPTION; MISO BEAN PASTE; MIX
FOR MAKING COMBINED NOODLE AND SAUCE
DISH; MIXES FOR BAKERY GOODS; MIXES FOR
MAKING MATZO BALLS; MIXES OF SWEET ADZUKIBEAN JELLY; MOLASSES; MOLASSES SYRUP; MUESLI;
MUFFINS; MUSTARD; MUSTARD POWDER; NACHOS;
N AT U RA L S W E ET E N ER ; N O N -M E D I C AT E D L OZENGES; NOODLES; NOUGAT; NUTMEG; NUTRITIONAL OILS FOR FOOD PURPOSES; OATMEAL;
ONION OR CHEESE BISCUITS; OOLONG TEA; PANCAKE MIXES; PANCAKE SYRUP; PANCAKES; PANETTONE; PANINI; PARFAITS; PASTA; PASTA FOR SOUPS;
PASTA SALAD; PASTA SHELLS; PASTA-WRAPPINGS
FOR GYOZA; PASTIES; PASTRIES; PASTRY SHELLS
FOR MONAKA; PEANUT BRITTLE; PEANUT BUTTER
CONFECTIONERY CHIPS; PELLET-SHAPED RICE
CRACKERS; PEPPER; PEPPER POWDER; PEPPERMINT
CANDY; PEPPERMINT FOR CONFECTIONERY; PICANTE SAUCE; PICKLE RELISH; PICKLED GINGER;
PIEROGIES; PIES; PIMIENTO USED AS A CONDIMENT;
PINEAPPLE FRITTERS; PITA BREAD; PITA CHIPS;
PIZZA; PIZZA CRUST; PIZZA DOUGH; PIZZA SAUCE;
PIZZAS; POLENTA; POPCORN; POPPED POPCORN; POT
PIES; POTATO FLOUR; POTSTICKERS; POUNDED RICE
CAKES; POUNDED WHEAT; POWDERED GARLIC;
POWDERED STARCH SYRUP; POWDERED SUGAR;
PREPARED COCOA AND COCOA-BASED BEVERAGES;
PREPARED COFFEE AND COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; PREPARED PASTA; PREPARED WASABI;
PRESERVED GINGER; PRETZELS; PROCESSED CEREALS; PROCESSED CORN; PROCESSED GINSENG
USED AS AN HERB, SPICE OR FLAVORING; PROCESSED GRAINS; PROCESSED HERBS; PROCESSED
OATS; PROCESSED POPCORN; PROCESSED SEMOLINA; PROCESSED UNPOPPED POPCORN; PROCESSED
WHEAT; PROPOLIS FOR FOOD PURPOSES; PUDDINGS; PUFFED CORN SNACKS; PUFFED RICE; QORMA SEASONING PASTE; QUESADILLAS; QUICHE;
RAVIOLI; RAVIOLI; READY TO EAT, CEREAL DERIVED FOOD BARS; READY-MADE SAUCES; RELISH;
RICE; RICE CAKES; RICE CRACKERS; RICE DUMPLINGS DRESSED WITH SWEET BEAN JAM; RICE
FLOUR; RICE NOODLES; RICE PUDDING; RICE SAL-

AD; RICE STARCH FLOUR; RICE-BASED SNACK
FOODS; RISOTTO; ROASTED AND GROUND SESAME
SEEDS; ROASTED COFFEE BEANS; ROLLED OATS;
ROLLS; ROYAL JELLY FOR FOOD PURPOSES; RUSKS;
SAGE; SAGE TEA; SAGO; SAGO PALM STARCH;
SALAD DRESSINGS; SALAD SAUCES; SALSA; SALT;
SANDWICHES; SAUCES; SAUCES FOR BARBECUED
MEAT; SAVARINS; SAVOURY AND SALTED BISCUITS;
SCENTED WATER FOR FLAVORING BEVERAGES; SEA
WATER FOR COOKING; SEASONED COATING FOR
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY; SEASONINGS; SEASONINGS
AND FLAVORINGS FOR DOG FOODS AND CATTLE
FEED; SESAME STICKS; SHERBET; SHERBET MIXES;
SHERBETS; SLOPPY JOE SAUCE; SLOPPY JOE SEASONING MIX; SNACK MIX CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF
CRACKERS, PRETZELS, CANDIED NUTS AND/OR
POPPED POPCORN; SOBA NOODLES; SOFT PINROLLED CAKES OF POUNDED RICE; SOMEN NOODLES; SOPAPILLAS; SORBET; SOY BEAN PASTE; SOY
BURGER SANDWICHES; SOY SAUCE; SOY SAUCE;
SOY-BASED ICE CREAM SUBSTITUTE; SPAGHETTI;
SPAGHETTI; SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALLS; SPAGHETTI SAUCE; SPICES; SPONGE CAKES; SPREAD
CONTAINING CHOCOLATE AND NUTS; SPRING
ROLLS; STARCH SYRUP; STARCH-BASED BINDING
AGENTS FOR ICE CREAM; STARCH-BASED CANDIES;
STARCH-BASED THICKENERS FOR WHIPPED CREAM;
STUFFING MIXES CONTAINING BREAD; SUGAR;
SUGAR AND SUGAR SUBSTITUTES; SUGAR SUBSTITUTES; SUGAR-COATED COFFEE BEANS; SUGARCOATED HARD CARAMELS; SUGAR-FREE CHEWING
GUM; SUGARED BEANS; SUGARFREE CHEWING
GUM; SUGARFREE SWEETS; SUGARLESS CANDIES;
SUGARLESS CHEWING GUM; SUGARLESS SWEETS;
SUSHI; SWEET BEAN JAM COATED WITH SUGAREDBEAN BASED SOFT SHELL; SWEET DUMPLINGS;
SWEET POUNDED RICE CAKES; SWEETMEAT MADE
OF SESAME OIL; SWEETMEATS; TABBOULEH; TABLE
SALT MIXED WITH SESAME SEEDS; TABLE SYRUP;
TABOULI; TACO CHIPS; TACO SEASONING; TACO
SHELLS; TACOS; TAMALES; TAPIOCA; TAPIOCA
FLOUR; TARTAR SAUCE; TARTS; TEA; TEA FOR
INFUSIONS; TEA OF PARCHED POWDER OF BARLEY
WITH HUSK; TEA OF SALTY KELP POWDER; TEA
PODS; TEA SUBSTITUTES; TEA-BASED BEVERAGES
WITH FRUIT FLAVORING; TERIYAKI SAUCE;
THEINE-FREE TEA SWEETENED WITH SWEETENERS;
THICKENING AGENTS FOR USE IN COOKING; TISANES; TOASTED CORN KERNELS; TOFFEE; TOFFEES; TOMATO SAUCE; TOPPING SYRUP; TORTILLA
CHIPS; TORTILLA SHELLS; TORTILLAS; TOSTADAS;
TREACLE; UDON NOODLES; UNLEAVENED BREAD IN
THIN SHEETS; UNPOPPED POPCORN; VANILLA; VANILLA BEANS; VEGETABLE CONCENTRATES USED
FOR SEASONING; VEGGIE BURGER SANDWICHES;
VINEGAR; WAFER DOUGHS; WAFERS; WAFFLES;
WHEAT FLOUR; WHEAT GERM; WHEAT STARCH
FLOUR; WHEAT-BASED SNACK FOODS; WHITE SUGAR; WHOLEMEAL BREAD; WHOLEMEAL RICE;
WINE VINEGAR; WON TON WRAPPERS; WON TONS;
YEAST; YEAST EXTRACTS; YEAST EXTRACTS FOR
FOOD; YEAST EXTRACTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; YEAST POWDER; YERBA MATE; ZITI; ZWIEBACK; FROZEN, PREPARED AND PACKAGED
ENTREES CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA OR
RICE; FROZEN PREPARED AND PACKAGED MEALS
CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA OR RICE (U.S. CL.
46).
JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 30—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CREM CAFFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "CREAM COFFEE".
FOR COFFEE BEANS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-10-1999.
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER TRANSLITERATING INTO "PAI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE INTO "TIAN XIANG PAI", AND THIS MEANS "TOP SCENT BRAND" IN ENGLISH.
FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 12-1-1983; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1989.
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-841,334. DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC., BURBANK, CA. FILED 3-20-2006.

FOR BAGELS; BASES FOR MAKING MILKSHAKES; BISCUITS; BREAD; BREAKFAST CEREAL; PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREAL; BUBBLE GUM; CAKES; CAKE MIXES; CANDIES; CAKE DECORATIONS MADE OF CANDY; KETCHUP; CEREAL-BASED SNACK BARS; CHEWING GUM; CHOCOLATE; CHOCOLATE BEVERAGES THAT ARE NOT DAIRY-OR VEGETABLE-BASED; COCOA-BASED BEVERAGES; CONES FOR ICE CREAM; CONFECTIONERY, NAMELY, CHOCOLATE CHIPS FOR BAKING; COOKIES; CORN-BASED SNACK FOODS; CRACKERS; DELI SANDWICHES; FLAVORED, SWEETENED GELATIN DESSERTS; FROZEN CONFECTIONS; FROZEN MEALS CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PASTA OR RICE; FROZEN YOGURT; HONEY; ICE CREAM; ICE MILK; LICORICE; MARSHMALLOWS; MAYONNAISE; MUFFINS; MUSTARD; NOODLES; OATMEAL; PANCAKES; PANCAKE MIXES; PASTA; PASTRIES; PANCAKE SYRUP; PIES; PIZZA; POPCORN; PRETZELS; PUDDINGS; RICE; ROLLS; SALAD DRESSINGS; SAUCES; SHERBIET; SPICES; TEA; TORTILLAS; WAFFLES. (U.S. CL. 46).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 78-842,961. SOVEREIGN DEED, LLC, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 3-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BAKERY GOODS; CANDIES; CEREAL BASED SNACK FOOD; CHEWING GUM; CHOCOLATE; COFFEE; FLAVORING ADDITIVES FOR NON-NUTRITIONAL PURPOSES; FLAVOURINGS; FLOUR; GRANOLA; HONEY; ICE; PASTA; POPCORN; PROCESSED CEREALS; PROCESSED GRAINS; RICE; SALT; SANDWICHES; SAUCES; SEASONINGS; SPICES; SUGAR AND SUGAR SUBSTITUTES; TEA; YEAST (U.S. CL. 46).

CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ORGANIC CHOCOLATE (U.S. CL. 46).

KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-852,954. SILVERNASH PTY LTD, PADDINGTON, NSW, AUSTRALIA, FILED 4-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORSEL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONFECTIONS, NAMELY PRUNE AND WALNUT LOG AND FRUIT AND NUT CAKE (U.S. CL. 46).

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-856,557. DARE FOODS LIMITED, KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 4-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRAINS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CRACKERS AND BISCUITS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 2-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-20-2006.

SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATIVE AUSTRALIAN FLAVORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, RED, BLACK, BLUE, WHITE AND BURGUNDY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "BUSH DREAMS" ARE IN YELLOW ON A RED BACKGROUND; THE OVAL REPRESENTING THE SUN IS YELLOW, IS OUTLINED IN BLACK AND CONTAINS A BLACK SWirl; THE TRIANGLES REPRESENTING THE SUN RAYS ARE RED AND ARE OUTLINED IN BLACK; THE CIRCLES IN THE BACKGROUND ARE YELLOW; THE BANNER COMING FROM THE SUN IS BLUE AND IS OUTLINED IN BLACK; THE WORDS IN THE BLUE BANNER ARE WHITE; THE WORDS "THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS" ARE WHITE WITH A BURGUNDY OUTLINE; THE BANNER CENTERED BELOW THE SUN IS BURGUNDY WITH A SHADOW EFFECT TO THE BOTTOM AND THE RIGHT SIDE; THE COLOR WHITE ALSO APPEARS AS A BACKGROUND COLOR IN THE MARK.
FOR DRY RUBS FOR MEATS AND SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POVITICA CO.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) RED AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED WORDS "STRAWBERRY HILL" OVER A RED STRAWBERRY WITH GREEN LEAVES, ALL OVER THE WORDS "POVITICA CO.", FOR TRADITIONAL CROATIAN SWEET GOURMET BREAD (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1985; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1985.
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 78-865,570. NEW ENGLAND TEA & COFFEE CO., INC., MALDEN, MA. FILED 4-20-2006.

NEW ENGLAND HOT CHOCOLATE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. The owner of U.S. Reg. No. 1,326,223. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "HOT CHOCOLATE", apart from the mark as shown. Sec. 2(f) as to New England. For hot chocolate (U.S. Cl. 46).

JUSTINE D. PARKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-874,750. CHOCOLATE MYRACLES, INC., SPOKANE VALLEY, WA. FILED 5-2-2006.

Chocolate Myracles

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "CHOCOLATE". Apart from the mark as shown. The color(s) SAGE GREEN and BROWN is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. The color SAGE GREEN appears in the design of the head of an angel and the wording "CHOCOLATE MYRACLES" appears in the color BROWN. For chocolate; chocolate candies; chocolate truffles; filled chocolate (U.S. Cl. 46). First use 11-30-2005; in commerce 11-30-2005.

VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-879,565. ANGUILL RUMS LIMITED, SANDY GROUND, ANGUILLA, FILED 5-9-2006.

PYRAT

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. The owner of U.S. Reg. No. 1,171,508 and others. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use GROUND GEERAH, apart from the mark as shown. Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 1,317,508 and others.

For spices, cumin (U.S. Cl. 46).

JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).

SN 78-901,024. EDWARD B. BEHARRY & CO., LTD., GEORGETOWN, GUYANA, FILED 6-5-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,171,508 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GARAM MASALA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) WHITE, BLACK, RED, YELLOW, GREEN AND GOLD IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD GARAM MASALA IS "HOT SPICES" AND "INDIAN".

FOR SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 5-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2004.

SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-913,931. ISLAND ANGEL CHOCOLATES, LLC, CLINTON, WA. FILED 6-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHOCOLATES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CANDY; CANDY BARS; CANDY COATED APPLES; CANDY WITH CARAMEL; CANDY WITH COCOA; CHOCOLATE; CHOCOLATE BARS; CHOCOLATE CANDIES; CHOCOLATE COVERED NUTS; CHOCOLATE SYRUP; CHOCOLATE TOPPING; CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES; CHOCOLATE-BASED FILLINGS FOR CAKES AND PIES; FILLED CHOCOLATE; FUDGE; GIFT BASKETS CONTAINING CANDY; HOT CHOCOLATE; PEANUT BRITTLE; TOFFEE; TOFFEES (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ICE CREAM CONFECTIONS (U.S. CL. 46).


JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-925,217. CARVEL CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 7-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ICE CREAM CONFECTIONS (U.S. CL. 46).


JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

CARVEL SINFUL LOVE BAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FROZEN CONFECTIONS, NAMELY, SANDWICHES MADE OF ICE CREAM, SHERBET, OR FROZEN CUSTARD AND BAKED GOODS, NAMELY, CRACKERS AND COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 1-2-1954; IN COMMERCE 1-2-1954.

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

CARVEL FLYING SAUCER, THEY'RE OUT OF THIS WORLD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FROZEN CONFECTIONS, NAMELY, SANDWICHES MADE OF ICE CREAM, SHERBET, OR FROZEN CUSTARD AND BAKED GOODS, NAMELY, CRACKERS AND COOKIES (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 1-2-1954; IN COMMERCE 1-2-1954.

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).

SN 78-932,156. HIRES ENTERPRISES, INC., SANDY, UT. FILED 7-18-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAMBURGER & FRY SAUCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONDIMENTS, NAMELY SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 12-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.

ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ROAST AND PERSONAL COFFEE ROASTERS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLORS BLACK, WHITE, DARK BROWN, LIGHT BROWN, TAN AND GREEN ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF – THE WORDING MOJO ROAST (WITH THE THREE LETTER O'S BEING REPLACED BY COFFEE BEAN DESIGN-ELEMENTS) AND PERSONAL COFFEE ROASTERS, ALL SITUATED WITHIN A PUDDLE OF SPILLED COFFEE; AND A TILTED, SPILLING COFFEE CUP, WHICH IS SITUATED ON TOP OF THE LETTER "T" IN THE WORD ROAST.

FOR RAW AND ROASTED COFFEE BEANS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 5-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-22-2006.

RAY THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CANDY, CANDY MINTS, CARAMELS, LOLLIPOPS, PEPPERMINT CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 6-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-28-2006.

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOMBAY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PREPARED AND PACKAGED READY-TO-EAT MEALS CONSISTING OF SAUCE AND RICE, AND PACKAGED BASMATI RICE (U.S. CL. 46).

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-965,524. PRICESMART, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 8-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SELECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CANDIES, CHOCOLATES, POPCORN, BREAD, PASTRY, TOMATO SAUCE, SALAD DRESSING, MAYONNAISE, KETCHUP, MUSTARD AND DRIED SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 30—(Continued).

SN 78-932,156. HIRES ENTERPRISES, INC., SANDY, UT. FILED 7-18-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HAMBURGER & FRY SAUCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONDIMENTS, NAMELY SAUCES (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 12-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.

ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ROAST AND PERSONAL COFFEE ROASTERS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLORS BLACK, WHITE, DARK BROWN, LIGHT BROWN, TAN AND GREEN ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF – THE WORDING MOJO ROAST (WITH THE THREE LETTER O'S BEING REPLACED BY COFFEE BEAN DESIGN-ELEMENTS) AND PERSONAL COFFEE ROASTERS, ALL SITUATED WITHIN A PUDDLE OF SPILLED COFFEE; AND A TILTED, SPILLING COFFEE CUP, WHICH IS SITUATED ON TOP OF THE LETTER "T" IN THE WORD ROAST.

FOR RAW AND ROASTED COFFEE BEANS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 5-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-22-2006.

RAY THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CANDY, CANDY MINTS, CARAMELS, LOLLIPOPS, PEPPERMINT CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 6-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-28-2006.

GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOMBAY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PREPARED AND PACKAGED READY-TO-EAT MEALS CONSISTING OF SAUCE AND RICE, AND PACKAGED BASMATI RICE (U.S. CL. 46).

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-965,524. PRICESMART, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 8-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SELECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CANDIES, CHOCOLATES, POPCORN, BREAD, PASTRY, TOMATO SAUCE, SALAD DRESSING, MAYONNAISE, KETCHUP, MUSTARD AND DRIED SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).

HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).

SN 78-966,744. FAST FORWARD TRENDING, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 9-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CANDIES; CANDY; MARSHMALLOWS (U.S. CL. 46).


LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-967,836. CENTRIC GROUP, LLC, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 9-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RICE, COOKIES, CRACKERS, BAKERY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SNACK CAKES; PASTRIES, MACARONS AND CHEESE, AND BREAD AND BUNS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 1-21-1997; IN COMMERCE 10-14-1997.

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-967,951. CENTRIC GROUP, LLC, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 9-6-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "QUALITY PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED MAN WEARING A GREEN TRENCH COAT, A WHITE GLOVE, A WHITE FEDORA WITH RED BAND, AND RED PANTS AND BLACK SHOES, HOLDING A RED BOTTLE OF SPICES, AND THE WORDS "SECRET SPICE" IN RED STYLIZED LETTERING ABOVE AND TO THE RIGHT OF THE FIGURE.

FOR SPICE BLENDS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.

MICHAEL LITZAU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-024,056. SADEX-ZUCKERWARENFABRIK GMBH, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 3-23-2006.

PRIORITY DATE OF 9-26-2005 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0885433 DATED 3-23-2006, EXPIRES 3-23-2016.

"THE COLOR(S) LIGHT BLUE, YELLOW, RED, WHITE AND DARK BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK."

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE VERTICALLY ORIENTED QUADRILATERALS. THE FIRST IS LIGHT BLUE IN COLOR, THE SECOND IS YELLOW, AND THE THIRD ONE IS RED. ALL ARE OUTLINED IN BLUE AND HAVE A BLUE SEMI-CIRCLE AT EACH END OF THE QUADRILATERAL. THE WORD "SADEX" APPEARS TO THE RIGHT OF THE DESIGN IN WHITE WITH EACH LETTER OUTLINED IN BLUE.

FOR BONBONS, CANDIES, AND SWEETS, NAMELY, CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).

JESSICA A. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 30—(Continued).
SN 79-027,057. AUGUST STORCK KG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 5-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 12-5-2005 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0893747 DATED 5-29-2006, EXPIRES 5-29-2016.
FOR CANDY, CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATE CANDY AND PASTRIES (U.S. CL. 46).
DEBRA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 3-31-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0902310 DATED 9-29-2006, EXPIRES 9-29-2016.
FOR OENOLOGICAL YEAST (U.S. CL. 46).
KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT INTENDED TO INDICATE COLOR.
THE PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN IN THE MARK IS NOT A REPRESENTATION OF ANY PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS MY MOTHER.
FOR FRESH VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR TREE SEEDLINGS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1999.
FRED CARL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-669,094. PROCAIN, LLC, HAMBURG, PA. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANIMAL FOODSTUFFS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 4-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2001.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOLDTURF", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET FOODS AND PET TREATS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,931. DAVE'S SODA & PET CITY, AGAWAM, MA.
FILED 11-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALL NATURAL HEALTH FOOD FOR DOGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANIMAL FOODSTUFFS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
JAY FLOWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALL NATURAL HEALTH FOOD FOR CATS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANIMAL FOODSTUFFS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
JAY FLOWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CALIFORNIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) ORANGE, BLUE, GREEN AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
The MARK CONSISTS OF A FACSIMILE OF A POSTCARD, HAVING THE WORD "GREETINGS" IN FANCIFUL ORANGE SCRIPT WITH A BLUE OUTLINE, APPEARING IN THE APPROXIMATE MIDDLE OF THE MARK, WITH THE WORDS "FROM CALIFORNIA" IN FANCIFUL WHITE SCRIPT WITH A BLUE OUTLINE APPEARING WITHIN THE LOWER PORTION OF THE MARK, THE "POSTCARD" FURTHER COMPRISES A BACKGROUND VIEW OF A CITRUS ORCHARD, WITH A FOREGROUND VIEW OF ORANGE CITRUS FRUIT, WHITE BLOSSOMS AND GREEN LEAVES.
FOR FRESH FRUIT (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARASITE PATROL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANIMAL FEED HAVING INSECT REPELLENT PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
ELIZABETH KAJUBI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ORNAMENTAL GRASS; LIVE PLANTS; GRASS SEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,924. NEWFLORA LLC, CENTRAL POINT, OR. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LIVE PLANTS, NAMELY, NURSERY AND GREENHOUSE ORNAMENTAL PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 7-5-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-5-2005.
DEBRA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,174. NASH, NAOMI SIMONE, MANGONIA PARK, FL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIGESTIBLE CHEWING BONES FOR DOGS; DOG BISCUITS; DOG FOOD; DOG TREATS; DOGS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
EVELYN BRADLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,502. PET APPEAL, INC., CLACKAMAS, OR. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PET TREATS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.
JASON ROTH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SPIRAL SWIRL DESIGN AGAINST A DARKEST CONTRASTING BACKGROUND.
FOR LIVE PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
FIRST USE 12-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2002.
JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,563. X F ENTERPRISES, INC., GREELEY, CO. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ANIMAL FEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

RUBY RIBBONS

GOOD BUDDY

BALCONIA

STOCKMAKER

Give Bark
CLASS 31—(Continued).

SN 77-052,087. MERRICK PET CARE, LTD., AMARILLO, TX. FILED 11-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-056,052. LAKE, CHERYL J., ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 12-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PARROT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PET FOOD, NAMELY, PARROT FOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46). FIRST USE 3-3-1987; IN COMMERCE 7-26-1987.

BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-056,622. MERRICK PET CARE, LTD., AMARILLO, TX. FILED 12-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-064,790. NATURENOSH, LLC, CENTURY CITY, CA. FILED 12-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


GEORGE LORENZO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PET FOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).

JASON ROTH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-577,663. CALIFRESH OF CALIFORNIA LLC, SANGER, CA. FILED 3-1-2005.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,944,479.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CALIFORNIA LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) PURPLE, WHITE, YELLOW, AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-056,622. MERRICK PET CARE, LTD., AMARILLO, TX. FILED 12-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 31—(Continued).

SN 77-064,790. NATURENOSH, LLC, CENTURY CITY, CA. FILED 12-14-2006.

Smothered Comfort

NATURENOSH

NATURE'S PLAN

WINGALING

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,944,479.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CALIFORNIA LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) PURPLE, WHITE, YELLOW, AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 31—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EDIBLE LINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PET FOOD AND BIRD SEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-821,100. HEIN JOHN, FRESNO, CA. FILED 2-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,886,670 AND 1,921,081.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SNACKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
KYLE PEETE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-867,486. DIBONAVENTURA, DAVID, MISSION VIEJO, CA. FILED 4-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF WHITE AND BLACK CARTOON DOG WITH PINK TONGUE AND BROWN SPOTS WEARING A YELLOW CHEF HAT ALL ABOVE A BROWN BONE. MAX SNACKS IS WRITTEN IN RED AND WHITE OVER A BLUE BACKGROUND WITH GOURMET PET BAKERY AND PUTTING YOUR PETS HEALTH FIRST WRITTEN IN BLUE.
FOR PET FOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
KYLE PEETE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-907,745. PENNINGTON SEED, INC. OF NEBRASKA, MADISON, GA. FILED 6-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 814,722, 3,017,484 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SELECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR GRASS SEED (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46).
SANDRA MANIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES

SN 76-055,793. BEER & SPIRIT AGENCIES INTERNATIONAL LTD., BN3 2AE, SUSSEX, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 5-24-2000.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXTRA DOUBLE STOUT", "LONDON" AND THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS THAT MEAN "DEPARTMENT OF TRADE MANUFACTURERS SEAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME "A LE COQ" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE INTO "YAVLEN V DEPARTAMENT TORGOLI I MANUFACTUR", AND THIS MEANS "DEPARTMENT OF TRADE MANUFACTURERS SEAL" IN ENGLISH.

FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 3-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2000.

TAMARA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BEYOND H2O

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE H2O, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BOTTLED WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 9-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-8-2003.

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-656,791. ARNDT, THOMAS, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 3-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,632,511, 2,707,762 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PACK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 6-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2006.

STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-666,940. BROOKLYN BOTTLING OF MILTON, NY, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,899,104 AND 2,844,369.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TROPICAL AND ENERGY DRINK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENERGY DRINKS, SOFT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICE COCKTAILS, FRUIT JUICES, VEGETABLE JUICE COCKTAILS, VEGETABLE JUICES AND BOTTLED WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 7-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2006.

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,039,542.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COCO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME "COCO LOPEZ" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

THE SPANISH WORD "COCO" MEANS "COCONUT".

FOR CREAM OF COCONUT AND COCONUT DERIVED SYRUPS AND BASES PRIMARILY FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS AND ALCOHOLIC MIXED DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-659,869. SPOETZL BREWERY, INC., SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 5-10-2006.

SHINER FAMILY REUNION PACK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,632,511, 2,707,762 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PACK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 6-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2006.

STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-666,940. BROOKLYN BOTTLING OF MILTON, NY, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-3-2006.

Tropical Fantasy TF Extreme Energy Drink

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,899,104 AND 2,844,369.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TROPICAL AND ENERGY DRINK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENERGY DRINKS, SOFT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICE COCKTAILS, FRUIT JUICES, VEGETABLE JUICE COCKTAILS, VEGETABLE JUICES AND BOTTLED WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 7-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2006.

KATHLEEN M. VANSTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


COCO LÓPEZ

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,039,542.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COCO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME "COCO LOPEZ" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

THE SPANISH WORD "COCO" MEANS "COCONUT".

FOR CREAM OF COCONUT AND COCONUT DERIVED SYRUPS AND BASES PRIMARILY FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS AND ALCOHOLIC MIXED DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-655,791. ARNDT, THOMAS, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 3-17-2006.

BrainWater

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MINERAL ENHANCED SOFT DRINK BEVERAGES AND DRINKING WATER, VITAMIN ENHANCED SOFT DRINK BEVERAGES AND DRINKING WATER, AND BOTANICAL ENHANCED SOFT DRINK BEVERAGES AND DRINKING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 32—(Continued).
SN 77-007,325. HESHE AND SHULEM MANAGEMENT INC., BROOKYN, NY. FILED 9-26-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, CARBONATED BEVERAGES, BEVERAGES CONTAINING FRUIT JUICES, BEVERAGES WITH TEA FLAVOR, HONEY-BASED BEVERAGES, FRUIT JUICE BEVERAGES, FROZEN FLAVORED BEVERAGES, MALT BEVERAGES, AND NON-CARBONATED, NON-ALCOHOLIC FROZEN FLAVORED BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

KOSHERADE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KOSHER WATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "MIZMOR KOSHER WATER" AND AN ABSTRACT DESIGN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS PSALM.
FOR DRINKING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MIZMOR

KOSHER WATER

SN 77-007,977. ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INCORPORATED, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 9-26-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUMPKIN SPICE ALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SCARECROW AND PUMPKINS.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 8-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2006.
VIVIAN MICZNK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,804. DIAGEO IRELAND, DUBLIN 8, IRELAND, FILED 10-23-2006.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 861,769, 1,561,254 AND OTHERS.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JOMO

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUMPKIN SPICE ALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-028,992. STARR HILL HOLDINGS, LLC, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. FILED 10-25-2006.
SN 77-032,473. MEIER, CHRISTIAN, APTOS, CA. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENERGY DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
KRISTINA KLOBER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,053. BEAMISH & CRAWFORD PLC, CORK, IRELAND, FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,096,274.
FOR BEER, ALE, LAGER, PORTER, AND STOUT (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,406. SPUMADOR, SPA, CADORAGO, ITALY, FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOTTLED WATER, BOTTLED SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,606. BUENATURA L.L.C., MENLO PARK, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AERATED WATER; AERATED WATER; DRINKING WATER; FLAVORED WATERS; MINERAL WATER; NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, CARBONATED BEVERAGES; SPARKLING WATER; SPRING WATER; STILL WATER; TABLE WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,042. JACOB LEINENKUGEL BREWING CO., INC., CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,554,969, 2,641,155 AND OTHERS.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,044. JACOB LEINENKUGEL BREWING CO., INC., CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,554,969, 2,641,155 AND OTHERS.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,042. JACOB LEINENKUGEL BREWING CO., INC., CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,554,969, 2,641,155 AND OTHERS.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,044. JACOB LEINENKUGEL BREWING CO., INC., CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI. FILED 11-7-2006.
CLASS 32—(Continued).

SN 77-039,050. JACOB LEINENKUGEL BREWING CO., INC., CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,554,969, 2,641,155 AND OTHERS.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,051. JACOB LEINENKUGEL BREWING CO., INC., CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,554,969, 2,641,155 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LEMON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,053. JACOB LEINENKUGEL BREWING CO., INC., CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,554,969, 2,641,155 AND OTHERS.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, CARBONATED BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 0-0-1886; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1886.
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 32—(Continued).

SN 77-039,692. EGAN, JONATHAN F, NEW ORLEANS, LA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,896,300.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEER, NON-ALCOHOLIC BEER, ENERGY DRINKS, SODA POP (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,410. CANADA DRY BOTTLING COMPANY OF NEW YORK, COLLEGE POINT, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 183,212, 1,366,958 AND OTHERS.
The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark does not identify a particular living individual.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, CARBONATED BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 0-0-1886; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1886.
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,650. THE FLORIDA WINERY INC., SEMINOLE, FL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WINE" AND "MIX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE MIX (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
JACLYN KIDWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,420. GLOBAL WATER SOLUTIONS, INC., LONGMONT, CO. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DRINKING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,650. THE FLORIDA WINERY INC., SEMINOLE, FL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WINE" AND "MIX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE MIX (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
JACLYN KIDWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 32—(Continued).
SN 77-041,997. TULIP VENTUES, LLC, RANDOLPH, NJ. FILED 11-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SMOOTHIE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SMOOTHIES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
ANNE FARRELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,497. CONCORD FOODS, INC., BROCKTON, MA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SMOOTHIE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SMOOTHIE MIXES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,851. WET WILLIE’S MANAGEMENT CORP., SAVANNAH, GA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, A FROZEN DAQUIRI-FLAVORED DRINK (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 3-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1990.
STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 32—(Continued).
SN 77-043,603. DESCHUTES BREWERY, INC., BEND, OR. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BITTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ALE (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,975,949, 2,989,211 AND 2,989,307.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE POLISH WORD PALONE IN THE MARK IS BURNT.
FOR BEERS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 2-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2006.
MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,507. WRIGHT, HAROLD, UPLAND, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DRINKING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

first smoothie

BACKHANDED BITTER

SMART SMOOTHIE

OKOCIM PALONE

WEAK WILLIE

BIOLOGICALLY BETTER
THE GRAY COLOR IN THE MARK IS USED FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

FOR BEER, ALE, LAGER, PORTER AND STOUT (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BELGIAN STYLE ABBEY ALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME NEITHER "BROTHER THELONIOUS" NOR THE PORTRAIT SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

THE COLOR(S) BROWN, RED, BLACK AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS SIEZE THE DAY, LIFE IS SHORT.

FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).


KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF GLFIT IN STYLIZED LETTERS BENEATH AN ARCHED LINE.

FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SPORTS DRINKS, ENERGY DRINKS; WATER BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SPARKLING WATER, SPRING WATER, FLAVORED DRINKING WATER, PURIFIED DRINKING WATER, FILTERED WATER AND FLAVORED WATER BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,134,373.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BELGIAN STYLE ABBEY ALE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME NEITHER "BROTHER THELONIOUS" NOR THE PORTRAIT SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.


THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS SIEZE THE DAY, LIFE IS SHORT.

FOR BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).


KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 32—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SOFT DRINKS, SPORTS DRINKS, ENERGY DRINKS;
WATER BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SPARKLING WATER,
SPRING WATER, FLAVORED DRINKING WATER,
PURIFIED DRINKING WATER, FILTERED WATER
AND FLAVORED WATER BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SOFT DRINKS, SPORTS DRINKS, ENERGY DRINKS;
WATER BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SPARKLING WATER,
SPRING WATER, FLAVORED DRINKING WATER,
PURIFIED DRINKING WATER, FILTERED WATER
AND FLAVORED WATER BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SOFT DRINKS, SPORTS DRINKS, ENERGY DRINKS;
SPRING WATER, FLAVORED DRINKING WATER,
PURIFIED DRINKING WATER, FILTERED WATER
AND FLAVORED WATER BEVERAGES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENERGY DRINK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS; ENERGY DRINKS; SYRUPS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; CONCENTRATE, SYRUPS, OR POWDER USED IN THE PREPARATION OF SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-710,017. WAHTA NATURAL SPRING WATER (PARTNERSHIP), BALA, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 9-9-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DRINKING WATER, FILTERED WATER,
SPRING WATER, MINERAL WATER, BOTTLED WATER
(U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
REBECCA GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LABEL PLACED ON THE FRONT OF A BOTTLE AND A LABEL PLACED ON THE
CLASS 32—(Continued).


SEC. 2(f) AS TO "FIJI".
 FOR DRINKING WATER; NATURAL ARTESIAN WATER FOR DRINKING (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, BEER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 3-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2001.
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-816,403. UNIQUE BEVERAGE COMPANY, LLC, EVERETT, WA. FILED 2-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(f).
FOR BOTTLE BEVERAGES, NAMELY, BOTTLED DRINKING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 8-1-1974; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1974.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-877,900. SHERWOOD FOREST BREWERS, LTD., MARLBOROUGH, MA. FILED 5-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BREWERS LTD.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEER AND ALE (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 11-6-1997; IN COMMERCE 11-12-1998.
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SPORTS NUT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPORTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEVERAGES AND DRINKS, NAMELY BEER, IMITATION BEER, NON-ALCOHOLIC PUNCH, DRINKING WATER, MINERAL WATER, FLAVORED WATER, AERATED WATER, NON-ALCOHOLIC CARBONATED BEVERAGES, NON-CARBONATED NON-ALCOHOLIC FROZEN FLAVORED BEVERAGES, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JUICES, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE DRINKS, FLAVORED AND UNFLAVORED BEVERAGES AND DRINKS, NAMELY, DRINKING WATER AND FLAVORED DRINK WATER, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE FLAVORED DRINKS, COFFEE FLAVORED SOFT DRINKS, TEA FLAVORED SOFT DRINKS, CHOCOLATE AND VANILLA FLAVORED DRINKS, NAMELY, CHOCOLATE AND VANILLA SOFT DRINKS, SOFT DRINKS, SODA POP, SMOOTHIES, LEMONADES, SPORTS DRINKS, ENERGY DRINKS, ISOTONIC DRINKS AND HYPOTONIC DRINKS FOR USE BY ATHLETES; SPORTS DRINKS, NAMELY, MUSCLE RECOVERY AND PERFORMANCE DRINKS AND BODY RECOVERY AND PERFORMANCE DRINKS, NON-ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL MIXES, MALT BEVERAGE AND MALT COOLERS; MALT LIQUOR, WHEY BEVERAGES; SYRUPS, POWDERS, AND CONCENTRATES FOR USE IN MAKING SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 3-13-1996; IN COMMERCE 3-13-1996.
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRIBAL ORGANIC ENERGY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORGANIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENERGY DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-900,040. BOGNAR, DAVID G., MANCHESTER, CT. FILED 6-4-2006.

Peace, Love, & Thanks water

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WATER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DRINKING WATER, FLAVORED WATERS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATURAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) NAVY, SILVER, AQUA AND WHITE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO CONCENTRIC CIRCLES WITH THE WORDS "LIV", "NATURAL" AND "HYDRATE-RESTORE" ON THREE LINES WITHIN THE CIRCLES, AND A STYLIZED IMAGE OF A PERSON CENTERED ABOVE THE WORD LIV, ALL WITHIN A RECTANGLE.
FOR SPORTS DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
CARYN GLASSER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 32—(Continued).

SN 78-947,522. LAWNER, DAMON E., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 8-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENERGY DRINK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SPORTS DRINKS, ENERGY DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).

HANNO RITTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SELECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COLAS, ENERGY DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS, SOFT DRINKS, SPORTS DRINKS; CONCENTRATES AND ESSENCES TO MAKE DRINKS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING PUNCH, LEMONADE AND ICED TEA (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATURAL SPRING WATER" AND "COLORADO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE, YELLOW, RED, GREEN, PURPLE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR WHITE APPEARS IN THE WORDING NATURAL SPRING WATER AND COLORADO KING AND IN THE OUTLINE AROUND THE ELEMENTS IN THE CROWN; THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE CROWN IMAGE WITH FIVE JEWELS AND WORDS "COLORADO KING" BENEATH CROWN.
FOR DRINKING WATER; SPRING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 9-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-22-2006.

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0784859 DATED 4-23-2002, EXPIRES 4-23-2012.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "1597", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BEERS, NON-ALCOHOLIC BEERS AND BOTTLED SPRING WATER (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
POLONEA
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0847869 DATED 3-10-2005, EXPIRES 3-10-2015.
FOR NON ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SOFT DRINKS, COOL DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS, JUICE DRINKS, CARBONATED WATER, NON CARBONATED WATER; NON ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL MIXES; AERATED WATER, MINERAL WATER, TABLE WATERS, SODA WATER; FRUIT JUICES, FRUIT JUICE DRINKS; VEGETABLE JUICES; SYRUPS FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS; FRUIT NECTARS; ISOTONIC DRINKS; BEER; POWDERS OR CONCENTRATES FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS, NAMELY, PASTILLES FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICE DRINKS; ESSENCES FOR USE IN MAKING MINERAL WATERS OR SOFT DRINKS; NON ALCOHOLIC EXTRACTS USED IN THE PREPARATION OF BEVERAGES; LEMONADES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
SUSAN RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

R(h)einSpritzer
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LIQUEURS CONTAINING VODKA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GARRISON - MCBRIDE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
ROSELLE HERRERA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PIZZA WHITE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WHITE" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, WINE AND WINE BASED BEVERAGES, DISTILLED SPIRIT BASED PRE-MIXED BEVERAGES, PRE-MIXED ALCOHOLIC COCKTAILS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).

SN 77-029,629. GEVEMA GMBH, 24340 ECKERNFORDE, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 10-26-2006.

OWNER OF ERPN CMNTY TM OFC REG. NO. 3123155, DATED 4-20-2004, EXPIRES 4-7-2013.


HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-032,381. CAVE TERRAVENTOUX, VILLES-SUR-AUZON, FRANCE, FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRENCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FIRST USE 3-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2005.

STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,645. BREAUX VINEYARDS, LTD., PURCELLVILLE, VA. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,466. LEGIN, PATRICK, LIC, NY. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FRANK LATUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,468. LEGIN, PATRICK, LIC, NY. FILED 11-7-2006.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FRANK LATUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,548. SCHMIEDT, ROSS, LODI, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,549. MARVIN, JONATHAN PETER, WINDSOR, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GRAPE WINE; PORT WINES; RED WINE; WINE; WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FRENCH FOLIES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRENCH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FIRST USE 3-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2005.

STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TWISTED ROOTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Breaux Vineyards

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The Verdict Zin

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR GRAPE WINE; PORT WINES; RED WINE; WINE; WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).
SN 77-039,762. HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC., BARDSTOWN, KY. FILED 11-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,141,774.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WHISKEY (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
MICHAEL LEWIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HERITAGE COLLECTION

SN 77-039,864. JOHNSON-MILLER & ASSOCIATES, LTD., DBA I & B IMPORTS, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 11-6-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SERIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
MICHAEL WIENER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PORTRAIT SERIES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THE WINDOW.
FOR WINES; STILL WINES; SPARKLING WINES; FORTIFIED WINES; SPIRITS; LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 9-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-5-2006.
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TABLAS CREEK VINEYARD

SN 77-040,800. CANNON WINES LIMITED, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS TABLE, BOARD OR PLANK.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LA FENÊTRE

SN 77-040,612. TIMELESS PALATES WINES LLC, SAN PEDRO, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THE WINDOW.
FOR WINES; STILL WINES; SPARKLING WINES; FORTIFIED WINES; SPIRITS; LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 9-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-5-2006.
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LITTLE MONSTER

SN 77-040,737. ALMQUIST FAMILY CELLARS, LLC, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 11-9-2006.

BFW

SN 77-040,837. CANNON WINES LIMITED, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.
CLASS 33—(Continued).
SN 77-040,807. CANNON WINES LIMITED, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.

BFR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,929. ROOTS RUN DEEP LLC, OAKLAND, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE OPENING ACT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,938. ROOTS RUN DEEP LLC, OAKLAND, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE HEADLINER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,944. ROOTS RUN DEEP LLC, OAKLAND, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE AFTER PARTY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 33—(Continued).
SN 77-042,127. SHERMAN, LARRY, COLEVILLE, CA. AND SHERMAN, RITA, COLEVILLE, CA. FILED 11-12-2006.

MONO SIERRA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SIERRA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS MONKEY MOUNTAIN.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,689. TEQUILAS DEL SEÑOR SA DE CV, GUADALAJARA, MEXICO. FILED 11-13-2006.

TEKALI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, COFFEE AND ALMOND LIQUEURS; COFFEE-BASED LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 4-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-10-2003.
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,877. VAN RUITEN FAMILY WINERY, LLC., LODI, CA. FILED 11-13-2006.

EXPLOZIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-043,087. GLOBAL BEVERAGE CORPORATION, VENICE, CA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GIN; LIQUOR; RUM; TEQUILA; VODKA; WHISKEY (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,990. BRAY VINEYARDS, PLYMOUTH, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 4-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-17-2004.

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,997. BRAY VINEYARDS, PLYMOUTH, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 4-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-17-2004.

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,175. STEVE MARTELL, DBA MARTELL WINES, PASO ROBLES, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD KALEIDOS IN STYLIZED LETTERS, WITH A KALEIDOSCOPE DESIGN. THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK Translates INTO ENGLISH AS BEAUTIFUL FORM.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,026. BONNY DOON WINERY, INC., DBA BONNY DOON VINEYARD, SANTA CRUZ, CA. FILED 11-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,017,208.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

MICHAEL KEATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS CAPE.

FOR SAKE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

BARBARA A. GOLD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) WHITE, ORANGE AND MAROON IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE WHITE INTERLOCKING RINGS POSITIONED IN THE CENTER OF AN IRREGULAR RECTANGULAR BOX WITH AN ORANGE BACKGROUND AND OUTLINED BY WHITE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL LINES AND A MAROON BORDER WITH WHITE DOTS.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FIRST USE 7-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1999.

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRUIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

MICHAEL WIENER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ROUGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS RED.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

MICHAEL WIENER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SIERRA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POWER PLUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

POTENT PLUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SLAMMER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, SPIRIT MALT COOLERS, MALT COOLERS AND WINE-BASED COOLERS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MARMORECCIA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).
SN 78-553,950. CORBY DISTILLERIES LIMITED, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 1-26-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1244533, FILED 1-21-2005, REG. NO. TMA676574, DATED 11-7-2006, EXPIRES 11-7-2021.
FOR LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

ROBERT C. CLARK JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-737,455. UITERWYK WYNLANDGOED (PTY) LTD, STELLENBOSCH 7604, SOUTH AFRICA, FILED 10-20-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED WORD "DEWAAL".
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY WINES, DISTILLED SPIRITS, LIQUEURS, BRANDY AND COGNAC (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

HANNO RITTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LONTUE VALLEY CHILE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RECTANGLE CONTAINING THE WORD VENTURA AND THE FRONT HALF OF AN ABSTRACT ANIMAL WITH THE WORDS LONTUE VALLEY CHILE.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-757,905. SAZERAC COMPANY INC., NEW ORLEANS, LA. FILED 11-21-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

AMY MCMENAMIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS WINDING ROAD APPEARING WITHIN A RECTANGLE AND THE REPRESENTATION OF FIELDS AND WINDING ROAD WITH A BRIDGE AND A TREE AND SUN IN THE BACKGROUND.

FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

KNIGHTLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-823,088. CASA LARGA VINEYARDS, INC., FAIRPORT, NY. FILED 2-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS FLOWER.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINA" AND "ESTABLISHED 1824 CHILE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS THE ROSE VINEYARD.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-857,137. CAYLER GROUP, INC., SAN ANSELMO, CA. FILED 4-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR WINE, TABLE WINE, RED WINE, WHITE WINE AND ROSE WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FIRST USE 7-6-1994; IN COMMERCE 7-6-1994.

DORIT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-859,329. BENTON-LANE, LLC, MONROE, OR. FILED 4-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FIRST USE 6-0-1993; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1993.

ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-862,020. VINEBERG, LLC, VINEBERG, CA. FILED 4-14-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,362,313 AND 3,063,462.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CALIFORNIA CLARET, LOT NO. 12, WINERY, AND ALC 14.5% BY VOL., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, GOLD, BROWN, GREEN, PINK, ORANGE, PURPLE, AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLACK RECTANGLE BORDERED ON THE INSIDE BY A THIN, GOLD, LINE IN THE MIDDLE OF WHICH APPEARS THE IMAGE OF THE UPPER HALF OF A BEAR SHARED AND OUTLINED IN BROWN WITH AN OPEN MOUTH AND AN EXTENDED
CLASS 33—(Continued).

PINK TONGUE, WITH THE BEAR'S RIGHT PAW EXTENDED UPWARDS GRIPPING A CLUSTER OF PURPLE GRAPES WITH TWO GRAPE LEAVES SHAPED GREEN AND ORANGE, FROM WHICH PURPLE WINE IS BEING SQUEEZED INTO THE BEAR'S MOUTH, AND WITH THE BEAR'S LEFT PAW EXTENDED HORIZONTALLY OUTWARD GRIPPING A GRAY GOBLET ON WHICH APPEAR THE LETTERS "GBW", IN THE BOTTOM OF THE BEAR IMAGE SURROUNDED BY NUMEROUS PURPLE GRAPE CLUSTERS AND GREEN AND ORANGE SHAPED GRAPE LEAVES, WITH ALL OF THE GRAPE AND GRAPE LEAVES IN THE IMAGE CONTAINING AREAS OF DARKER GREEN AS SHADING AND OUTLINING. IN THE UPPER RIGHT CORNER OF THE BLACK RECTANGLE APPEARS THE PHRASE "LOT NO. 12" IN CAPITALIZED GOLD FONT, IN THE LOWER LEFT CORNER OF THE BLACK RECTANGLE OUTSIDE THE GOLD BORDER LINE APPEARS THE PHRASE "ALC 14.5% BY VOL." AND BELOW THE BEAR IMAGE APPEARS THE HORIZONTALLY-CENTERED TERM "BEARITAGE" IN LARGE GOLD CAPITALIZED FONT, DIRECTLY BELOW WHICH IS THE PHRASE "CALIFORNIA CLARET" IN SMALLER, CAPITALIZED GOLD FONT, BELOW WHICH IS THE PHRASE "GUNDLACH BUNDECHU WINERY" IN CAPITALIZED GOLD FONT.

SN 78-875,905. LES TROIS EMME VINEYARD AND WINERY LLC, GT. BARRINGTON, MA. FILED 5-3-2006.

STINGY JACK'S PUMPKIN WINE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUMPKIN WINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MEEKER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A TEEPEE WITH THE LETTERS M.E.E.K.E.R UNDERNEATH.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RISERVA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).

FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.

TRACY WHITTAKER-BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS HOUSE OF THE SEA.
FOR GRAPE WINE; RED WINE; WHITE WINE; WINE; WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Villa Del Mar Wine

SN 78-925,735. HERRERA, ROLANDO, NAPA, CA. FILED 7-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS MY DREAM.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MI SUEÑO

SN 78-964,835. LIBERTY VALLEY WINES, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS MY DREAM.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,950,173.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CALIFORNIA, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, AND SERIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
DAVID TOOLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-965,010. LIBERTY VALLEY WINES, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-31-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,950,173.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CALIFORNIA, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, AND SERIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
DAVID TOOLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-965,166. LIBERTY VALLEY WINES, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-31-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,950,173.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CALIFORNIA, MERLOT, AND SERIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
DAVID TOOLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 33—(Continued).
SN 78-966,002. VILLEGAS, JOSE DE JESUS MONTANO, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 9-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON MEXICO APPLICATION NO. 0802127, FILED 8-23-2006, REG. NO. 967541, DATED 2-1-2007, EXPIRES 8-23-2016.
FOR TEQUILA (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-969,650. MAGGIO, GIOVANNI, SICILY, ITALY, FILED 9-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD SPLENDIDO IN THE MARK IS SPLENDID.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
JUSTINE D. PARKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD TORRES IN THE MARK IS "TOWERS".
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
MYRIAH HABEEB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIORITY DATE OF 5-23-2005 IS CLAIMED.
FOR TABLE WINES; WINES OF GUARANTEED LABEL OF ORIGIN (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS CAPITAL OF ROARI.
FOR WINES, SPARKLING WINES, GRAPPA, LIQUEURS, DISTILLED SPIRITS OF FRUITS, DISTILLED SPIRITS OF GRAPES, DISTILLED WINES, BRANDY (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PRIORITY DATE OF 5-23-2005 IS CLAIMED.
FOR TABLE WINES; WINES OF GUARANTEED LABEL OF ORIGIN (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 33—(Continued).
SN 79-024,923. BODEGUES SUMARROCA, S.L., SPAIN, FILED 2-24-2006.

**PARATGE BUJONIS**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0887739 DATED 2-24-2006, EXPIRES 2-24-2016.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD PARATGE IN THE MARK IS SPOT.
FOR WINES AND LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY.

SN 79-029,804. MPS TENIMENTI FONTANAFREDDA; E CHIGI SARACINI S.P.A., ITALY, FILED 5-30-2006.

**FONTANAFREDDA**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0900416 DATED 5-30-2006, EXPIRES 5-30-2016.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD FONTANAFREDDA IN THE MARK IS COLD FOUNTAIN.
FOR WINES, SPARKLING WINES, GRAPPA, FORTIFIED WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY.


**MONT-FERRANT**

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,720,584.
FOR SPARKLING WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY.

SN 79-031,951. ASAHISUZO CO., LTD., JAPAN, FILED 11-6-2006.

**BALKAN SOBRANIE**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BALKAN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD SOBRANIE IN THE MARK IS PARLIAMENT.
FOR TOBACCO, SMOKELESS TOBACCO, SMOKING TOBACCO, AND CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY.

CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES

**BALKAN SOBRANIE**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BALKAN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD SOBRANIE IN THE MARK IS PARLIAMENT.
FOR TOBACCO, SMOKELESS TOBACCO, SMOKING TOBACCO, AND CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY.

CLASS 34—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-010,352. PATEL, RAKESH, NAPLES, FL. FILED 9-29-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,035,478.
FOR CIGARS, CIGAR CUTTERS, LIGHTERS FOR SMOKERS, ASHTRAYS NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS, AND HUMIDORS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,713. SAFETY SHIELD, INC., BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOBACCO FILTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 4-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2006.
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,388. EXOTIC TOBACCO LLC, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHEWING TOBACCO; CIGAR BANDS; CIGARETTE PAPERS; CIGARETTE ROLLING MACHINES; CIGARETTE ROLLING PAPERS; CIGARETTE TUBES; CIGARETTES; CIGARS; HAND-ROLLING TOBACCO; LIGHTERS FOR SMOKERS; MACHINES ALLOWING SMOKERS TO MAKE CIGARETTES BY THEMSELVES; PIPE TOBACCO; ROLL YOUR OWN TOBACCO; ROLLING TOBACCO; SMOKELESS TOBACCO; SMOKING TOBACCO; TOBACCO; TOBACCO FILTERS; TOBACCO PIPES; TOBACCO POUCHES; TOBACCO POWDER, NAMELY, SNUS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,629. WIND RIVER TOBACCO, LLC, JACKSON, WY. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOBACCO PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CHEWING TOBACCO AND LITTLE CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TM 700 OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUNE 12, 2007

CLASS 34—(Continued).
SN 77-059,086. SAFETY SHIELD, INC., BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 12-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOBACCO FILTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 4-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2006.
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-059,092. SAFETY SHIELD, INC., BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 12-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOBACCO FILTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 4-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2006.
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-064,649. FUENTE MARKETING LTD., TORTOLA, BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS, FILED 12-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,256,200, 2,536,633 AND OTHERS.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD FUENTE IN THE MARK IS FOUNTAIN.
FOR CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-075,992. SKY GROUP OF COMPANIES (U.S.) INC., BRAMPTON, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 1-4-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARETTE ROLLING PAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-076,165. SKY GROUP OF COMPANIES (U.S.) INC., BRAMPTON, ONTARIO, CANADA, FILED 1-4-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARETTE ROLLING PAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-088,190. FUENTE MARKETING LTD., TORTOLA, BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS, FILED 1-22-2007.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD FUENTE IN THE MARK IS FOUNTAIN.
FOR CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 34—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARETTE ROLLING PAPERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-860,141. MATINÉE COMPANY INC., MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 4-12-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 621,670 AND 2,799,758.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXTRA MILD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE BROKEN LINES IN THE DRAWING ARE NOT A PART OF THE MARK BUT ARE MERELY TO SHOW POSITIONING OF THE MARK ON PACKAGING FOR THE GOODS.
FOR MANUFACTURED TOBACCO PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CIGARETTES AND FINE CUT TOBACCO (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2002.
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-860,860. MATINÉE COMPANY INC., MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, FILED 4-13-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 621,670 AND 2,799,758.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SINCE 1913", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE BROKEN LINES IN THE DRAWING ARE NOT A PART OF THE MARK BUT ARE MERELY TO SHOW POSITIONING OF THE MARK ON PACKAGING FOR THE GOODS.
FOR MANUFACTURED TOBACCO PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CIGARETTES AND FINE CUT TOBACCO (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 4-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2002.
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 34—(Continued).
SN 78-864,886. BRECKLAND TRADING LIMITED, LIMASSOL, CYPRUS, FILED 4-19-2006.

FOR TOBACCO; MATCHES; AND SMOKERS' ARTICLES, NAMELY, CIGARETTE LIGHTERS AND ASH TRAYS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 34—(Continued).

**MASCOTTE**

**66 SLIM**

PRIORITY DATE OF 2-21-2006 IS CLAIMED.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,934,360, 1,968,725 AND 1,987,064.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PREMIUM QUALITY", "66" AND "SLIM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLORS GREEN, BLUE, WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR(S) GREEN, BLUE, WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS MASCOT.
FOR CIGARETTE PAPER, CIGARETTE PAPER SHEETS, BOOKS OF CIGARETTE PAPER, CIGARETTE TUBES, IN PARTICULAR CIGARETTE FILTER TUBES; SMOKEARDS' ARTICLES, NAMELY APPARATUS FOR MAKING CIGARETTES, IN PARTICULAR FOR ROLLING AND FILLING, TOBACCO SMOKE FILTERS, ABSORBENT PAPER FOR TOBACCO SMOKE, PAPER FILTERS, TOBACCO PIPES, RIBE CLEANERS, CLEANING TOOLS FOR TOBACCO PIPES, TOBACCO TIN BOXES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, CIGARETTE HOLDERS; CIGARETTE POUCHES, CIGARETTE CASES, CIGARETTE HOLDERS, CIGAR CUTTERS, CIGARETTE LIGHTERS, ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS OR COATED THEREWITH; TOBACCO, IN PARTICULAR SMOKING TOBACCO, CIGARETTES, FILTER CIGARETTES, CIGARETTES MADE FROM TOBACCO SUBSTITUTES, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, CIGARILLOS, CIGARS (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SERVICE MARKS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

**LINCOLN PARTNERS**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARTNERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, MERGER, SALE, AND ACQUISITION ADVISORY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-2-1996; IN COMMERCE 4-2-1996.
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

**PSI**

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEW MEDIA GATEWAY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NEW MEDIA" IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 35, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING E-COMMERCE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPING MARKETING STRATEGIES, ADVERTISING PLANS, PUBLIC RELATIONS PLANS, AND SALES AND DISTRIBUTION PLANS FOR OTHERS FOR DELIVERY OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2000.
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LEARNING CURVE TOYS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOYS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH TOYS, NAMELY, DIE CAST MODEL VEHICLES, MODEL TRAIN SETS, PLAYSETS, MODEL VEHICLES AND RELATED ACCESSORIES; AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH INFANT TOYS, NAMELY, RATTLE AND STACKING RINGS AND RELATED ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 76-616,163. ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 10-12-2004.

ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS ASSOCIATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ASSOCIATION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTEREST OF THE ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1996.
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-638,749. NTH DEGREE LOGIC, L.L.C., BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI. FILED 5-16-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING LIGHTING ASSEMBLIES USED ON AND/OR IN A WHEEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHELLE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-651,564. CIELA CORP., SANTA ROSA, CA. FILED 12-7-2005.

GLORYDER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING LIGHTING ASSEMBLIES USED ON AND/OR IN A WHEEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHELLE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-656,149. MERRILL LYNCH & CO., INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-7-2006.

SOUTH ASIANS ON WALL STREET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOUTH ASIANS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS CONFERENCES PROVIDING BUSINESS ADVICE, PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND BUSINESS NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES FOR SOUTH ASIAN PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-16-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-16-2005.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-656,152. WHEELER BROS., INC., SOMERSET, PA. FILED 3-7-2006.

STARDUST.COM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, BOTH FEATURING FURNITURE, LIGHTING, AND LIGHTING ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
WENDY JUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FOR AUTOMOTIVE, TRUCK, HEAVY EQUIPMENT AND INDUSTRIAL PARTS AND SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-30-1995; IN COMMERCE 3-30-1995.
JAMES GRIFFIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 76-657,017. MAINES PAPER AND FOOD SERVICE, INC., CONKLIN, NY. FILED 3-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING FOOD, COOKING AND SERVING PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR MANAGING RESORT HOTELS AND CONFERENCE FACILITIES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-12-1963; IN COMMERCE 7-12-1963.

MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-663,657. MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 7-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE" OR "ALLIANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR LOBBYING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE FINANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,069,858, 3,167,127 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MINNESOTA DEER & TURKEY EXPO & SHOOTING SPORTS SHOW" AND "ARCHERY" AND "BLACK POWDER" AND "FIREARMS" AND "OWATONNA" AND THE PICTORIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE MAP OF MINNESOTA AND A DEER AND A TURKEY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF ARCHERY AND FIREARMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-665,999. HOOKED ON JEWELS, L.L.C., CRESSKILL, NJ. FILED 9-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JEWELS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING AND JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 76-668,252. GREENFIELD ONLINE, INC., WILTON, CT. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE TERM "CURIZON" IN A STYLIZED FONT WITH A CURVED LINE ABOVE THE LETTERS "IZON".

FOR MARKETING RESEARCH SURVEYS, NAMELY CONDUCTING ONLINE SURVEYS RELATING TO THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY AND RECRUITMENT OF PHYSICIAN’S FOR ONLINE PANEL/FOCUS GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,296. FORT COLLINS YAMAHA SUZUKI, INC., FORT COLLINS, CO. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MOTORCYCLES, SNOWMOBILES, WATERCRAFT, TRAILERS, SCOOTERS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, APPAREL, NAMELY, HELMETS, JACKETS, SHIRTS AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-3-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-3-1999.

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,457. VOLCANO’S LICENSING, L.L.C., LONGWOOD, FL. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE COLOR(S) CREAM, TAN, BURGUNDY, AND BROWN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE DESIGN CONSISTS OF A CREAM COLORED ERUPTING VOLCANO IMAGE WITHIN A BURGUNDY CIRCLE. THE BURGUNDY CIRCLE IS OUTLINED BY A TAN CIRCLE. THE TAN CIRCLE IS SURROUNDED BY A BROWN CIRCLE.

FOR COFFEE HOUSE FRANCHISING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-4-2006.

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,833. CURRY, JON K., CHINO VALLEY, AZ. FILED 11-13-2006.

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG AND ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PET FOOD, PET SUPPLIES AND PET ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FORT COLLINS MOTORSPORTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MOTORCYCLES, SNOWMOBILES, WATERCRAFT, TRAILERS, SCOOTERS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, APPAREL, NAMELY, HELMETS, JACKETS, SHIRTS AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-3-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-3-1999.

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG AND ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PET FOOD, PET SUPPLIES AND PET ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BRIDGETT SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-669,089. LIGHTSOURCE CONSULTING, INC., PORTLAND, OR. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EXECUTIVE SEARCH AND PLACEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-25-2005.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVERTISING, PROMOTION AND MARKETING SERVICES AND RELATED CONSULTING, AND PRODUCING AUDIO OR VIDEO INFOMERCIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-21-2006.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 76-669,381. CIRRO GROUP, INC., RICHARDSON, TX. FILED 11-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REWARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROGRAM OF VARIOUS PRICING PLANS FOR THE OFFERING OF ELECTRICITY SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRICITY PRICE MANAGEMENT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-5-2006.
TINA KUAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FAMILY OF PRICING PLANS FOR THE OFFERING OF ELECTRICITY SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRICITY PRICE MANAGEMENT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-5-2006.
TINA KUAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONDO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE ADVERTISING SERVICES; REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CONDOMINIUMS, APARTMENTS AND LUXURY APARTMENTS; REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, ON-LINE SERVICES FEATURING TOURS OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 76-669,381. CIRRO GROUP, INC., RICHARDSON, TX. FILED 11-22-2006.

SMART REWARDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SMART CHOICE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EXECUTIVE SEARCH AND PLACEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-25-2005.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


URBAN AFFAIR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVERTISING, PROMOTION AND MARKETING SERVICES AND RELATED CONSULTING, AND PRODUCING AUDIO OR VIDEO INFOMERCIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-21-2006.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Condo Diva

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONDO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE ADVERTISING SERVICES; REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CONDOMINIUMS, APARTMENTS AND LUXURY APARTMENTS; REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, ON-LINE SERVICES FEATURING TOURS OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
JUST A LITTLE NAUGHTY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ADULT ROMANCE GOODS, NAMELY ADULT GAMES, ADULT NOVELTIES, AND SEXUAL AIDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) BLACK, WHITE, GRAY, AND SILVER IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR RETAIL JEWELRY STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
ANDREA HACK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FAIR" AND "VEGAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RECTANGLE WITH THE WORDS AWFS FAIR VEGAS AND, IN THE LOWER LEFT CORNER, A DESIGN OF A ROUGHLY CIRCULAR CROSS CUT OF WOOD RESEMBLING A GLOBE, HELD BY A HUMAN-LIKE FIGURE.
FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING AN INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR FOR SUPPLIERS TO THE FURNISHINGS AND WOODWORKING INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2004.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-002,850. BROAD ARROW, LLC, DBA CABALLO SPORTS AGENCY, LLC, PORTLAND, ME. FILED 9-19-2006.

"THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS HORSE."
"THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS HORSE."
"THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS HORSE.
FOR MANAGEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES AND ENTERTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2006.
AMY BROZENIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-003,410. BATTERIES PLUS, LLC, HARTLAND, WI. FILED 9-20-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BATTERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BATTERIES, BATTERY PACKS, BATTERY CHARGERS, AND BATTERY ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-003,697. DISTRIBUCIONES DIVERSAS S.A. DE C.V., SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR, FILED 9-20-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHOE STORE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, BLUE AND YELLOW. THE WORDING EASY BUY APPEARS IN YELLOW ON A BLUE OVAL BACKGROUND WITH THE LOWER PORTIONS OF THE "Y" IN EACH TERM EXTENDING BELOW THE BLUE OVAL. THE WORDING SHOE STORE APPEARS IN YELLOW WITH BLUE SHADOWING BENEATH THE BLUE OVAL. FOR RETAIL SHOE STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2006.

KAREN SEVERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-004,159. BUZZ MARKETING GROUP, VOORHEES, NJ. FILED 9-21-2006.


CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CARRIE ACHEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRING TEXAS HOME
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-008,538. NETWORKED INSIGHTS, LLC, MADISON, WI. FILED 9-27-2006.

FOR MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2006.
BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLED PI SYMBOL THAT APPEARS TO HAVE A HEAD WITH A FACE, AS WELL AS ARMS AND LEGS. FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF MATH AND SCIENCE LITERACY BY CONDUCTING PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-21-2006.
EVELYN BRADLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-008,635. MARCH MARKETING, WOODLAND HILLS, CA. FILED 9-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF MATH AND SCIENCE LITERACY BY CONDUCTING PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2006.
BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRIATHLON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL SPORTING GOODS STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PHLX XLE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,400,041.
FOR DIRECTING AND TRADING EQUITY ORDERS BY MEANS OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE WHICH MATCHES, QUOTES AND AUTOMATICALLY DIRECTS ORDERS TO THE BEST LOCATION FOR EXECUTING SUCH ORDERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-2-2006.
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-013,296. DESIGNFURNITUREOUTLETS.COM CORP., PENSACOLA, FL. FILED 10-4-2006.
FOR RETAIL FURNITURE STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-19-2006.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PIRATE UP!
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIRATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF APPAREL AND GIFTS; RETAIL GIFT SHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2006.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,142. TRACI HOSMER, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. AND KAREN HOSMER, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 10-4-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIRATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF APPAREL AND GIFTS; RETAIL GIFT SHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2006.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Whiteboard Partners
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIRATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF APPAREL AND GIFTS; RETAIL GIFT SHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2006.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
NESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO PRO-
DUCT DISTRIBUTION, OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
SERVICES, LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, SUPPLY
CHAIN, AND PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND DISTRIBUTION
SOLUTIONS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AS WELL AS DEVELOPMENT OF
PROCESSES FOR THE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY PLANS AND MANAGEMENT
PROJECTS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
CONSULTATION; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF EXECUTIVE AND LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING WITH RELATION TO
STRATEGY, MARKETING, PRODUCTION, PERSONNEL AND RETAIL SALE MATTERS; BUSINESS ORGANISATION
AND MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES; BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION
CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONAL
CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2005.
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-014,788. WORLD MARKETING, INC., OMAHA, NE.
FILED 10-5-2006.

INSIDE DATA
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIRECT MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY,
LIST MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-021,031. GREEKBOX.COM, CHATSWORTH, CA.
FILED 10-13-2006.

GREEK BOX
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "GREEK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLACK, YELLOW, ORANGE, AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, SWEATPANTS, YOGA PANTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, JACKETS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LAURA HAMMEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-021,804. LOGISTICAL MARKETING, BOISE, ID.
FILED 10-16-2006.

The Secret Weapon in Target Marketing
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING; BUSINESS ADVICE AND ANALYSIS OF MARKETS; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES; CONDUCTING MARKETING STUDIES; DIRECT MARKETING SERVICES; MARKET REPORTS AND STUDIES; MARKET RESEARCH STUDIES; STATISTICAL EVALUATIONS OF MARKETING DATA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-022,147. NATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR YOUTH SPORTS, INC., WEST PALM BEACH, FL.
FILED 10-16-2006.

GLOBAL GEAR DRIVE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "GLOBAL GEAR DRIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF YOUTH SPORTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2006.
WOODROW HARTZOG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SPENDONLIFE.COM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INTERNET MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, OBTAINING AND PREPARING CONSUMER LEADS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SANI KHOURI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEVER LOSE A LISTING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES, VIA THE INTERNET; ADVERTISING AND MARKETING; ADVERTISING CONSULTATION; ADVERTISING SERVICES; AUCTIONEERING; AUCTIONING VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS; REAL ESTATE ADVERTISING SERVICES; REAL ESTATE AUCTIONS; REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATES; REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, ON-LINE SERVICES FEATURING TOURS OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE; REAL ESTATE SALES MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-30-1995; IN COMMERCE 4-30-1995.
ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRO BONO SHIPPING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING LEGAL OFFICE SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2006.
SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUPPY BOUTIQUE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DRAWING OF THE BACK OF A DOG AND THE LITERAL ELEMENT PUPPY BOUTIQUE. THE ENTIRE MARK IS RED.
FOR RETAIL PET STORES; RETAIL STORES FEATURING PETS, PET ACCESSORIES, AND GIFTS FOR PET OWNERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-21-2006.
KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FOOTWEAR, FOOTWEAR RELATED PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2005.
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-025,606. COKER TIRE COMPANY, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN. FILED 10-20-2006.


FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING WHEELS, HUBCAPS, WHEEL COVERS, TIRES, TUBES AND VALVE STEMS FOR AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, SCOOTERS, MOTORCYCLES AND BICYCLES; ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING WHEELS, HUBCAPS, WHEEL COVERS, TIRES, TUBES AND VALVE STEMS FOR AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, SCOOTERS, MOTORCYCLES AND BICYCLES; MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING WHEELS, HUBCAPS, WHEEL COVERS, TIRES, TUBES AND VALVE STEMS FOR AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, SCOOTERS, MOTORCYCLES AND BICYCLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-025,611. COKER TIRE COMPANY, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN. FILED 10-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHRISTMAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF A HORIZONTAL LINE AND STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDS, "CHRISTMAS". FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ANTIQUE AND REPRODUCTION ANTIQUE FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS; WHOLESALE STORES FEATURING ANTIQUE AND REPRODUCTION ANTIQUE FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,090. SUSANNE HOLLIS, INC., SOUTH PASADENA, CA. FILED 10-20-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INCORPORATED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE NAME, PORTRAIT, AND/OR SIGNATURE SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES SUSANNE HOLLIS, WHOSE CONSENT TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A HORIZONTAL LINE AND STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDS, "SUSANNE HOLLIS INCORPORATED".

FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING ANTIQUE AND REPRODUCTION ANTIQUE FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS; WHOLESALE STORES FEATURING ANTIQUE AND REPRODUCTION ANTIQUE FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,515. SMITH, STEVEN C., DADE CITY, FL. FILED 10-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHRISTMAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING MARKETING PROMOTIONAL EVENTS FOR OTHERS; CONCESSION STANDS FEATURING SOUVENIRS; PROMOTING THE PARTIES AND SPECIAL EVENTS OF OTHERS; PROVIDING CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES AND MAKING REFERRALS IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES FOR PRODUCTS, SERVICES, EVENTS, ACTIVITIES, FACILITIES AND LOCATIONS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT AND MAKING REFERRALS IN THE FIELD OF CONSUMER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR RETAIL SERVICES CONCERNING PRODUCTS, SERVICES, EVENTS, ACTIVITIES, ATTRACTIONS AND FACILITIES IN PARTICULAR GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS; PROVIDING MARKETING AND PROMOTION OF SPECIAL EVENTS; PROVIDING ON-LINE REGISTRATION SERVICES FOR A HOLIDAY EVENT; STREET VENDOR SERVICES FEATURING SOUVENIRS; VENDING IN THE FIELD OF SOUVENIRS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,515. SMITH, STEVEN C., DADE CITY, FL. FILED 10-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHRISTMAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING MARKETING PROMOTIONAL EVENTS FOR OTHERS; CONCESSION STANDS FEATURING SOUVENIRS; PROMOTING THE PARTIES AND SPECIAL EVENTS OF OTHERS; PROVIDING CONSUMER INFORMATION SERVICES AND MAKING REFERRALS IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES FOR PRODUCTS, SERVICES, EVENTS, ACTIVITIES, FACILITIES AND LOCATIONS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT AND MAKING REFERRALS IN THE FIELD OF CONSUMER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR RETAIL SERVICES CONCERNING PRODUCTS, SERVICES, EVENTS, ACTIVITIES, ATTRACTIONS AND FACILITIES IN PARTICULAR GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS; PROVIDING MARKETING AND PROMOTION OF SPECIAL EVENTS; PROVIDING ON-LINE REGISTRATION SERVICES FOR A HOLIDAY EVENT; STREET VENDOR SERVICES FEATURING SOUVENIRS; VENDING IN THE FIELD OF SOUVENIRS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, BLACK, WHITE, BLUE, RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, PURPLE.


FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING; ADVERTISING THROUGH ALL PUBLIC COMMUNICATION MEANS; ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTION SERVICES; CHAMBER OF COMMERCE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING BUSINESS AND TOURISM IN THE PISMO BEACH/COASTAL CALIFORNIA AREA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RACKMOUNT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING RACKMOUNT ACCESSORIES, RACKMOUNT CASES, RACKMOUNT CABINETS, SHIPPING CONTAINERS AND CASES, ELECTRONIC RACKMOUNTABLE PRODUCTS; RETAIL OUTLETS FEATURING RACKMOUNT ACCESSORIES, RACKMOUNT CASES, RACKMOUNT CABINETS, SHIPPING CONTAINERS AND CASES, ELECTRONIC RACKMOUNTABLE PRODUCTS; RETAIL SHOPS FEATURING RACKMOUNT ACCESSORIES, RACKMOUNT CASES, RACKMOUNT CABINETS, SHIPPING CONTAINERS AND CASES, ELECTRONIC RACKMOUNTABLE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,390,604, 2,518,810 AND OTHERS.

FOR PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION ON THE LIKELIHOOD THAT A GIVEN VEHICLE WILL REMAIN OPERABLE THROUGH A GIVEN FUTURE DATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION ON THE LIKELIHOOD THAT A GIVEN VEHICLE WILL REMAIN OPERABLE THROUGH A GIVEN FUTURE DATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-027,641. HARRINGTON, KIMBERLY J, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 10-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF THE NONPROFIT CORPORATIONS AND TRADE ASSOCIATIONS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

REBECCA POVARCHUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-027,697. UNWE.COM, LLC, BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 10-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE AND MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING CHRISTIAN BASED MATERIAL, NAMELY, BIBLES, BOOKS, CLOTHING, MUSIC, VIDEOTAPES, AUDIOCASSETTES, COMPACT DISCS, PRINTED MATTERS, RECORDED MUSIC, TOYS, BOARD GAMES, CARD GAMES, PUZZLES, STATIONERY, JEWELRY, ORNAMENTS, COLLECTABLE ITEMS, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, GREETING CARDS AND HOME SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DANIEL RUSSELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 77-027,700. IDEATION, INC., ANN ARBOR, MI. FILED 10-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE ISSUANCE OF DISCOUNT, LOYALTY REWARD AND INCENTIVE CARDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-01-1996; IN COMMERCE 10-01-1996.

KEVIN CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,804,417, 2,407,797 AND 2,718,571.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LIFE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROMOTION AND MARKETING SERVICES AND RELATED CONSULTING FOR INVESTMENT ADVISORY REPRESENTATIVES IN THE FIELDS OF FINANCIAL RISK ASSESSMENT, ASSET MANAGEMENT AND ALLOCATION, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, AND FINANCIAL TRADING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-01-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-01-2006.

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VEHICLE SCORE

POWERPASS

Unfettered Motion, The quest to unshackle the blind and/or deaf.

UNWE.COM
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 77-028,852. AIR ACADEMY ASSOCIATES, LLC, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION; BUSINESS CONSULTING AND INFORMATION SERVICES; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION, OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, SUPPLY CHAIN AND PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS; BUSINESS CONSULTING, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING AND SUPERVISION; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AS WELL AS DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSES FOR THE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY PLANS AND MANAGEMENT PROJECTS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE AREA OF SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,464. COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORMS TRADE ASSOCIATION, BEAVERTON, OR. FILED 10-25-2006.


FIRST USE 4-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-26-2006.

MARY MUNSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,476. CONTINUA HEALTH ALLIANCE, BEAVERTON, OR. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH ALLIANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FIRST USE 6-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-6-2006.

MARY MUNSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,480. CONTINUA HEALTH ALLIANCE, BEAVERTON, OR. FILED 10-25-2006.


FIRST USE 6-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-6-2006.

MARY MUNSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,460. CONTINUA HEALTH ALLIANCE, BEAVERTON, OR. FILED 10-25-2006.


FIRST USE 6-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-6-2006.

MARY MUNSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-029,600. FROELICH, JOHN C., WESTLAKE, OH. FILED 10-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING RACING AND SHOW PIGEONS AND BIRD-RELATED PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, FEED SUPPLEMENTS, MEDICINAL SUPPLEMENTS, VIDEOS FEATURING PIGEON TECHNIQUES AND INTERVIEWS, AND ITEMS SPECIFIC TO RACING AND BREEDING OF PIGEONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-030,521. LOVE WASHINGTON WINE, LLC, WE-NATCHEE, WA. FILED 10-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS LOVE WASHINGTON WINE WITH A WINE GLASS FILLED WITH A HEART REPRESENTING THE "I" IN WINE:
FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE WINE OF OTHERS; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING WINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2006.
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WIRELESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORES SERVICES FEATURING TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE PLANS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE ACTIVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JULIE THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DEPOT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL AUTOMOBILE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-030,672. LEHMANN MANAGEMENT CORP., CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 10-27-2006.


THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, YELLOW, KELLY GREEN, BLACK, LIGHT GREEN, RED WHITE, SKY BLUE, LIGHT BLUE, MILITARY GREEN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF CIRCULAR LOGO WITH KELLY GREEN BORDER ENCASED IN BLACK TRIM, CONTAINING A YELLOW CIRCULAR BORDER ALSO ENCASED IN BLACK TRIM, FEATURING BLACK WORDS...
CLASS 35—(Continued).

GROWN FRESH WITH CARE IN DELAWARE (FRESH IS ITALICIZED AND WHITE WITH BLACK BORDER). AREA IN CENTER OF YELLOW BORDER HAS 2 TONED GREEN PASTURE, 2 TONED GREEN AND WHITE IVY, 2 EARS OF GREEN AND YELLOW CORN ON EITHER SIDE OF CENTER AREA WITH 1 PIECE OF A BLACK WHEAT SHAFT ABOVE EACH, RED BARN WITH BLACK ROOF, 4 BLACK WINDOWS, 2 BLACK DOORS, NEXT TO 2 WHITE AND BLACK SILOS, YELLOW RISING SUN, 2 TONED BLUE SKY.
FOR PROVIDING ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY DEVELOPMENT OF ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS FOR FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.
DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,266. TURGEON, DAVID, MONROVIA, CA. FILED 10-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,135,533.
FOR BUSINESS ACQUISITION AND MERGER CONSULTATION; BUSINESS AUDITING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION; INFORMATION IN BUSINESS MATTERS; REAL ESTATE SALES MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF AN OLIVE TREE.
FOR RETAIL AND WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING GOURMET FOODS AND SPECIALTY FOODS; ONLINE RETAIL AND WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING GOURMET FOODS AND SPECIALTY FOODS; IMPORTATION AND DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF GOURMET FOODS AND SPECIALTY FOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-12-1999; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2001.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF EYE CARE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, NAMELY, EYE DROPS, EYE LUBRICANTS, RE-WETTING DROPS, ASTRINGENT DROPS, OPHTHALMIC EMULSIONS, HOMEOPATHIC OPHTHALMIC SOLUTIONS, ARTIFICIAL TEARS, IRRITATING SOLUTIONS, NATURAL TEAR EYE DROPS; COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF EYE CARE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, NAMELY, EYE DROPS, EYE LUBRICANTS, RE-WETTING DROPS, ASTRINGENT DROPS, OPHTHALMIC EMULSIONS, HOMEOPATHIC OPHTHALMIC SOLUTIONS, ARTIFICIAL TEARS, IRRITATING SOLUTIONS, NATURAL TEAR EYE DROPS; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING EYE CARE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, NAMELY, EYE DROPS, EYE LUBRICANTS, RE-WETTING DROPS, ASTRINGENT DROPS, OPHTHALMIC EMULSIONS, HOMEOPATHIC OPHTHALMIC SOLUTIONS, ARTIFICIAL TEARS, IRRITATING SOLUTIONS, NATURAL TEAR EYE DROPS; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING EYE CARE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, NAMELY, EYE DROPS, EYE LUBRICANTS, RE-WETTING DROPS, ASTRINGENT DROPS, OPHTHALMIC EMULSIONS, HOMEOPATHIC OPHTHALMIC SOLUTIONS, ARTIFICIAL TEARS, IRRITATING SOLUTIONS, NATURAL TEAR EYE DROPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-3-2002.
PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 77-032,340. DIMICK, DANIEL, BRIGHAM CITY, UT. FILED 10-30-2006.

KIDS MUSIC BOX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KIDS MUSIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MUSIC; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2002.
STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Excelerated Six Sigma

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAWN FELDMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ALLHEARTKIDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,522,717 AND 2,724,370.
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CHILDREN'S APPAREL, UNIFORMS, SCRUBS, BAGS, TIES, APRONS AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2005.
LAURIE MAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BODEGA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "BODEGA" IN THE MARK IS "WINE CELLAR".
FOR ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION SERVICES AND RELATED CONSULTING; ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE GOODS, SERVICES, BRAND IDENTITY AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND NEWS OF THIRD PARTIES THROUGH PRINT, AUDIO, VIDEO, DIGITAL, PHOTOGRAPHIC AND ONLINE MEDIUM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-12-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-12-2004.
KATHERINE E. HALMEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

COASTAL AMERICA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOME FURNISHING RETAIL STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2006.
STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-032,967. DESAMD USA INC., IRVING, TX. FILED 10-31-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE USA INC. GLOBAL ENGINEERING AND LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE, YELLOW, AND LIGHT BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LIGHT BLUE GLOBE WITH BLUE LINES WITHIN IN AND OVERLAPPING IT, WITHIN A BLUE RECTANGLE WITH A YELLOW RECTANGLE BEHIND IT. THE DESIGN IS TO THE LEFT OF THE BLUE WORDING DESAMD USA INC., WHICH APPEARS ABOVE A YELLOW HORIZONTAL LINE. THE BLUE WORDING GLOBAL ENGINEERING AND LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS APPEARS BELOW THE YELLOW LINE.
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-033,324. AMERICAN HEALTHCARE ALLIANCE, KANSAS CITY, MO. FILED 10-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES FOR INSURANCE CARRIERS, PREFERRED PROVIDER ORGANIZATIONS, HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS AND RS AB AND MEDICAL INSURANCE PLAN ADMINISTRATORS, NAMELY, REPRICING HEALTHCARE CLAIMS, FORWARDING HEALTHCARE CLAIMS TO THIRD-PARTY PAYORS AND MAINTAINING DATABASES CONTAINING THE PREFERRED FEES SCHEDULES OF HOSPITALS, PHYSICIANS AND HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DOMINICK J. SALEM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE ASSOCIATION OF UNION CONSTRUCTORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED TAUC WITH A STAR IN THE MIDDLE OF THE A AND WORDING BELOW THIS LOGO.
B. PARADEWELAI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,159. MOBILITY SERVICES INTERNATIONAL LLC, NEWBURYPORT, MA. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EMPLOYEE RELOCATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 7-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-5-2006.
TINA KUAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,171. CLAIMEDIX, DURHAM, NC. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES FOR INSURANCE CARRIERS, PREFERRED PROVIDER ORGANIZATIONS, HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS AND RS AB AND MEDICAL INSURANCE PLAN ADMINISTRATORS, NAMELY, REPRICING HEALTHCARE CLAIMS, FORWARDING HEALTHCARE CLAIMS TO THIRD-PARTY PAYORS AND MAINTAINING DATABASES CONTAINING THE PREFERRED FEES SCHEDULES OF HOSPITALS, PHYSICIANS AND HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DOMINICK J. SALEM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EMPLOYEE RELOCATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 7-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-5-2006.
TINA KUAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-034,258. WEDDING FESTIVALS, INC., GREENVILLE, SC. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEDDING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONDUCTING BRIDAL TRADE SHOWS IN THE FIELD OF WEDDING RELATED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; BRIDAL REGISTRY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1990.
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Wedding Festivals

SN 77-034,265. WEDDING FESTIVALS, INC., GREENVILLE, SC. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEDDING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONDUCTING BRIDAL TRADE SHOWS IN THE FIELD OF WEDDING RELATED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; BRIDAL REGISTRY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1990.
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Wedding Festival

SN 77-034,309. FIVS-ABRIDGE, LLC, BETHESDA, MD. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEDDING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONDUCTING BRIDAL TRADE SHOWS IN THE FIELD OF WEDDING RELATED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; BRIDAL REGISTRY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1990.
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIVS-ABRIDGE

SN 77-034,537. MYGUY LLC, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ELECTRONIC GOODS, DESKTOP COMPUTERS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, SOFTWARE, TAPES, INK CARTRIDGES, LASER TONERS AND PAPER, GAME CONSOLES, CELL PHONES, PDAS, DIGITAL STILL CAMERAS, DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERAS, FAX MACHINES, TELEVISION SETS, HOME CINEMA EQUIPMENT, PERSONAL AUDIO PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MyGuy

SN 77-034,549. MYGUY LLC, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, WHITE AND ORANGE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR BLACK APPEARS IN THE WORD "MY".
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ELECTRONIC GOODS, DESKTOP COMPUTERS, NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, SOFTWARE, TAPES, INK CARTRIDGES, LASER TONERS AND PAPER, GAME CONSOLES, CELL PHONES, PDAS, DIGITAL STILL CAMERAS, DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERAS, FAX MACHINES, TELEVISION SETS, HOME CINEMA EQUIPMENT, PERSONAL AUDIO PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,552. EDELMAN, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DATABASE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SUSAN RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FIVS-ABRIDGE

WORD OF HEALTH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-034,559. BETTERBYOWNER LLC, OCEANPORT, NJ. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE ROOFTOPS AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "BETTERBYOWNER.COM".
FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING; MATCHING CONSUMERS WITH REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE SERVICES VIA COMPUTER NETWORK; REAL ESTATE ADVERTISING SERVICES; REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CONDOMINIUMS, APARTMENTS, LUXURY APARTMENTS, AND HOMES; REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, ON-LINE SERVICES FEATURING TOURS OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,106. MARXEN, THOMAS O., DBA TODAY'S DENTISTRY, WOODINVILLE, WA. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES BY WAY OF SOLICITATION, CUSTOMER SERVICE AND PROVIDING MARKETING INFORMATION VIA WEBSITES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING ADVERTISING, MARKETING, AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES FOR THE DENTAL AND COSMETIC DENTAL INDUSTRY; MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATIONAL WEB PAGES DESIGNED TO GENERATE SALES TRAFFIC VIA HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES; PROVIDING DENTAL AND COSMETIC DENTAL REFERRAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-2-2006.
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,604. MARXEN, THOMAS O., WOODINVILLE, WA. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES BY WAY OF SOLICITATION, CUSTOMER SERVICE AND PROVIDING MARKETING INFORMATION VIA WEBSITES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING ADVERTISING, MARKETING, AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES FOR THE DENTAL AND COSMETIC DENTAL INDUSTRY; MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATIONAL WEB PAGES DESIGNED TO GENERATE SALES TRAFFIC VIA HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES; PROVIDING DENTAL AND COSMETIC DENTAL REFERRAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-2-2006.
SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,651. INNOVATIVE IMPRESSIONS, LLC, KANSAS CITY, MO. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVERTISING, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE USE OF INTERNET WEB SITES, MEDIA, SIGNS, BILLBOARDS, GRAPHIC DESIGNS, PRINT MEDIA, DIRECT MAIL, AND ASSISTANCE IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES DIRECTED TO PRODUCT COMMERCIALIZATION, TAILORED TO THE NEEDS OF THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-10-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
HANNO RITTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,645. FARIDANI, TERRY, IRVINE, CA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICE FEATURING INFORMATION REGARDING IRANIAN BUSINESSES IN UNITED STATES; DISPLAYING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS; ONLINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMMERCIAL INFORMATION DIRECTORY ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-037,597. FEDERAL SCHEDULERS LTD, HOUSTON, TX. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING; BUSINESS MARKETING SERVICES; REAL ESTATE MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY, ON-LINE SERVICES FEATURING TOURS OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-6-2006.
STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,614. KARASU, MARC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE COLOR(S) NAVY BLUE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING PRODUCT RATINGS OF THE CONSUMER GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF RETAIL GOODS AND SERVICES OF ALL KINDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,673. KENTUCKY COAL ASSOCIATION, INC., DBA KENTUCKY COAL, LEXINGTON, KY. FILED 11-6-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KENTUCKY COAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF KENTUCKY COAL WITH RAYS OF LIGHT COMING FROM THE CENTER OF THE LETTER C OF THE WORD COAL.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF THE COAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-9-2006.
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-038,004. THE REUBEN SCHNEIDER COMPANY, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DISTRIBUTION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PACKAGING MATERIALS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,101. SPEEDEX INC., SANTA CLARA, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVICE AND INFORMATION ABOUT CUSTOMER SERVICES AND PRODUCT MANAGEMENT AND PRICES ON INTERNET SITES IN CONNECTION WITH PURCHASES MADE OVER THE INTERNET, AUCTION MANAGEMENT SERVICES PROVIDED TO OTHERS OVER AN ON-LINE WEB SITE ACCESSIBLE THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, BUSINESS MONITORING SERVICES, NAMELY, TRACKING WEBSITES OF OTHERS TO PROVIDE DETAILS ABOUT USER CLICK TRAFFIC OR VISITS TO THE WEBSITE; COOPERATIVE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES BY WAY OF SOLICITATION, CUSTOMER SERVICE AND PROVIDING MARKETING INFORMATION VIA WEBSITES ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATIONAL WEB PAGES DESIGNED TO GENERATE SALES TRAFFIC VIA HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES; ON-LINE CONSIGNMENT SERVICES WHEREBY GOODS ARE RECEIVED ON CONSIGNMENT FOR AUCTION ON AN ONLINE AUCTION SITE; PREPARATION OF CUSTOM OR NON-CUSTOM ADVERTISEMENTS FOR BUSINESSES FOR DISSEMINATION VIA THE WEB, CD OR DVD FOR OPTIONAL UPLOAD OR DOWNLOAD TO A COMPUTER; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY MEANS OF OPERATING AN ONLINE SHOPPING MALL WITH LINKS TO THE RETAIL WEB SITES OF OTHERS; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PROVIDING HYPERTEXT LINKS TO THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS; PROMOTING, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING OF THE ON-LINE WEBSITES OF OTHERS; PROMOTION, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING OF ON-LINE WEBSITES; PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE
GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING PRODUCT RATINGS OF THE CONSUMER GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF SALES ADVERTISEMENTS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING PRODUCT RATINGS OF THE CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF SALES ADVERTISEMENTS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING PRODUCT RATINGS OF THE CONSUMER SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF SALES ADVERTISEMENTS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE THAT PROVIDES SPORTS LEAGUE MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY DEVELOPMENT OF ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS FOR SALES ADVERTISEMENTS; PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE WEBSITE FOR PERSONS TO REGISTER COMPLAINTS AGAINST COMPANIES AND/OR SERVICES OF ALL TYPES; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES; PROVIDING SPACE AT A WEB SITE FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE ON WEB SITES; TEMPORARY RETAIL STORES SET UP ON-SITE AT SCHOOLS TO PROVIDE SHOPPING FACILITIES FOR STUDENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CENTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ADVERTISING AGENCIES; ADVERTISING AGENCIES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; ADVERTISING AGENCIES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE SERVICES OF OTHERS' LEGITIMATE BUSINESS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND AUDIO PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND BY RENDERING SALES PROMOTION ADVICE; ADVERTISING AND ADVERTISEMENT SERVICES; ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS ADVICE RELATING TO TELMATIC SERVICES; ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY; ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY SECURING AIRTIME ON ALL FORMS OF MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS STATIONS, SYSTEMS, NETWORKS, AND SERVICES FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES, VIA THE INTERNET; ADVERTISING AND MARKETING; ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION SERVICES AND RELATED CONSULTING; ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY SERVICES; ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS, SERVICES, BRAND IDENTITY AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND NEWS OF THIRD PARTIES THROUGH PRINT, AUDIO, VIDEO, DIGITAL AND ON-LINE MEDIUM; ADVERTISING BUSINESS ESPECIALLY IN THE FIELD OF TELMATIC AND TELEPHONE NETWORKS; ADVERTISING BY TRANSMISSION OF ON-LINE PUBLICITY FOR THIRD PARTIES THROUGH ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; ADVERTISING CONSULTATION; ADVERTISING FLYER DISTRIBUTION; ADVERTISING PARTICULARLY SERVICES FOR THE PROMOTION OF GOODS; ADVERTISING RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS AND IN-VIVO IMAGING PRODUCTS; ADVERTISING SERVICES; ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR PROMOTING THE BROKERAGE OF STOCKS AND OTHER SECURITIES; ADVERTISING SERVICES OF A RADIO AND TELEVISION ADVERTISING AGENCY; ADVERTISING SERVICES, FOR THIRD PARTIES, IN CONNECTION WITH THE COMMERCIALIZATION AND SALE OF PERFUMERY AND COSMETIC ARTICLES, PRODUCTS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, OPTICAL PRODUCTS, CLOCKS AND TIME-PIECES, JEWELLERY, FURNISHING ARTICLES; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ADVERTISING SPACE IN A PERIODICAL; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE LOGOS FOR OTHERS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE FOOD AND WINE OF OTHERS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GIFT CARDS OF OTHERS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION AS TO THE AVAILABILITY OF OTHERS' LEGITIMATE BUSINESS FOR RENT OR PURCHASE; ADVERTISING SLOGAN AND CARTOON CHARACTER LICENSING; ADVERTISING THROUGH ALL PUBLIC MEANS; ADVERTISING VIA ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND SPECIFICALLY THE INTERNET; ADVERTISING, INCLUDING PROMOTION OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF THIRD PARTIES THROUGH SPONSORING ARRANGEMENTS AND LICENSE AGREEMENTS RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL SPORTS' EVENTS; ADVERTISING, INCLUDING PROMOTION RELATING TO THE SALE OF ARTICLES AND SERVICES FOR THIRD PARTIES BY THE TRANSMISSION OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL AND THE DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS FOR THIRD PARTIES THROUGH ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MARKETING OF THE ON-LINE WEBSITES OF MAGAZINE ACCESSED THROUGH A GLOBAL AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PREPARING AND VARIETY OF METHODS; PROMOTING THE GOODS BUTING ADVERTISING MATERIALS THROUGH A THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY DISTRI- ADVERTISED GOODS AND SERVICES; PROMOTING VISUAL PRESENTATIONS FOR USE IN ADVERTISING; PREPARING AUDIO-VISUAL DISPLAYS IN OTHERS; PREPARING AND PLACING OUTDOOR ADVERTISEMENTS FOR DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISEMENTS; PREPARING ADVERTISING MATERIAL TO A COMPUTER; PREPARING ADVERTISING FOR BUSINESSES FOR DISSEMINATION VIA THE PARATION OF CUSTOM OR NON-CUSTOM ADVERTIS- MENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATION NETWORK; DISTRIBUTING AND DISSEMINATION OF OR SALES PROMOTION; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES BY WAY OF SERVICES, NAMELY DEVELOPMENT OF ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS FOR OTHERS' LEGITIMATE BUSI- NESS; PROVIDING AND RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE ON THE INTERNET; PROVIDING SPACE AT A WEB SITE FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; PROVIDING TELEVISION ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS; PROVISION OF ADVERTISING SPACE BY ELECTRONIC MEANS AND GLOBAL INFORMATION NETWORKS; PUBLISHING OF ADVERT- TISING TEXTS; REAL ESTATE ADVERTISING SERVICES, RENTAL OF ADVERTISEMENT SPACE AND RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACES; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE ON WEB SITES; RENTAL OF SIGNS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; SERVICES TO DETERMINE THE AUDIENCE AFFECTED BY ADVERTISEMENTS; TELEVISION ADVERTISING AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SN 77-038,443. DENTAL GENIUS, TUPELO, MS. FILED 11-7- 2006.

B. PARADEWELAI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


B. PARADEWELAI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-038,567. ULTRATEK, INC., CORINTH, MS. FILED 11-7-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GENERIC ANTENNAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN RESEMBLING NOISE AND STYLIZED FONT.
FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING ANTENNAS, MOUNTING HARDWARE AND PARTS THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,586. EXOTIC CARS AT CAESARS PALACE, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN COMPRISED OF FOUR LINES THAT REPRESENT THE OUTLINE OF AN EXOTIC OR HIGH PERFORMANCE CAR.
FOR AUTOMOBILE DEALERSHIPS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET; RETAIL STORES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF AUTOMOBILE MERCHANDISE AND APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SHANNON TWOHIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,847. MCSHAN FLORIST, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LIVE FLOWERS, LIVE PLANTS, FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS, GIFT BASKETS, AND BALLOON DISPLAYS; RETAIL FLORIST SHOPS; RETAIL SHOPS FEATURING NAMLY LIVE FLOWERS, LIVE PLANTS, FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS, GIFT BASKETS, AND BALLOON DISPLAYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-1-1948; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1948.
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The Jet Touch

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
JEFF DEFord, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Your next business prospect is just a click away.

The Jet Touch

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIRECT MARKETING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2006.
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

McShan

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LIVE FLOWERS, LIVE PLANTS, FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS, GIFT BASKETS, AND BALLOON DISPLAYS; RETAIL FLORIST SHOPS; RETAIL SHOPS FEATURING NAMLY LIVE FLOWERS, LIVE PLANTS, FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS, GIFT BASKETS, AND BALLOON DISPLAYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-1-1948; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1948.
NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Fueltec

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING NATURAL GAS PROPANE; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING NATURAL GAS PROPANE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LINDA LAVACHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MoodSmart

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES, VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 11-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2006.

SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MIND THE CUSTOMER!

THE COLOR(S) RED AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF RED STYLIZED MIND THE CUSTOMER! ON A WHITE BACKGROUND.

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION AND MANAGEMENT REGARDING MARKETING ACTIVITIES AND LAUNCHING OF NEW PRODUCTS; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER THROUGH AUDIO TOOLS, NAMELY RECORDING INTERVIEWS WITH SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS FOR AN ORGANIZATION'S CAPTURE AND FUTURE USE; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AS WELL AS DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSES FOR THE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY PLANS AND MANAGEMENT PROJECTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DCG pricingconsultants

VOODOO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES BOTH FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF GOODS FOR RESCUE AND COMBAT CASUALTY CARE SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

BERNICE HOWSE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Mind the Customer!

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION AND MANAGEMENT REGARDING MARKETING ACTIVITIES AND LAUNCHING OF NEW PRODUCTS; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER THROUGH AUDIO TOOLS, NAMELY RECORDING INTERVIEWS WITH SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS FOR AN ORGANIZATION'S CAPTURE AND FUTURE USE; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION, OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, LOGISTICS, REVERSE LOGISTICS, SUPPLY CHAIN, AND PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Mind the Customer!

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRICING CONSULTANTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GRAY AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE DIAMOND DESIGN TO THE RIGHT OF THE WORDING "PRICING CONSULTANTS"; BLUE ALSO APPEARS IN THE LETTERS OF THE WORD "CONSULTANTS" AND IN THE DOWNWARD POINTING ARROWS LOCATED UNDER THE DIAMOND DESIGN. THE LETTERS "DCG" APPEAR IN BLACK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "DCG PRICING CONSULTANTS" TO THE LEFT OF A GEOMETRIC DESIGN CONSISTING OF A FULLY SHADOWED DIAMOND OVER EIGHT DOWNWARD POINTING ARROWS.

FOR BUSINESS EVALUATION OF GOVERNMENT REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS; CONSULTANCY SERVICES REGARDING BUSINESS STRATEGIES; COST ANALYSES; COST/PRICE ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.

LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-039,400. SANDHAUS, KENNETH, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ACCOUNTANCY SERVICES; ACCOUNTING CONSULTATION; ACCOUNTING SERVICES; BUSINESS INFORMATION AND ACCOUNTING ADVISORY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-039,410. DEPRATER, YOLANDA D., O'FALLON, MO. FILED 11-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CREATIVE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION SERVICES AND RELATED CONSULTING; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE AND BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE LOGOS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.
PAAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF PERSONS INVOLVED IN IMPROVING INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GISSEL AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-039,588. COHO CREATIVE LLC, CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 11-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CREATIVE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION SERVICES AND RELATED CONSULTING; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE AND BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING CORPORATE LOGOS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.
PAAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-039,889. SMITH, LINDA A, ANCHORAGE, AK. FILED 11-8-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DISASTER PREPAREDNESS & RESPONSE ONLINE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF WORDS DISASTER PREPAREDNESS & RESPONSE ONLINE, WITH CIRCLE AND STYLISTIZED GRAPHIC AROUND THE CIRCLE.
FOR DISASTER RECOVERY SERVICES, NAMELY, BUSINESS PLANNING AND BUSINESS CONTINUITY CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-039,976. OOWEEE, SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES, VIA THE INTERNET; ADVERTISING SERVICES, FOR THIRD PARTIES, IN CONNECTION WITH THE COMMERCIALIZATION AND SALE OF PERFUMERY AND COSMETIC ARTICLES, PRODUCTS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, OPTICAL PRODUCTS, CLOCK AND TIMEPieces, JEWELRY, FURNISHING ARTICLES; ADVERTISING, INCLUDING PROMOTION RELATING TO THE SALE OF ARTICLES AND SERVICES FOR THIRD PARTIES BY THE TRANSMISSION OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL AND THE DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MESSAGES ON COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE; COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE; CONTESTS AND INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE THE SALE OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; ELECTRONIC CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE; ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATION PRODUCTS VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR ADVERTISING AND SALES PURPOSES; MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING BUSINESS SERVICES; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE; ON-LINE SERVICES, NAMELY, ORDERING AND INVENTORY MONITORING FOR CLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE; ONLINE BUSINESS NETWORKING SERVICES; OPERATING ON-LINE MARKETPLACES FOR SELLING GOODS AND SERVICES; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS IN AN ELECTRONIC MAGAZINE ACCESSIBLE THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PROVIDING A WEB SITE, AT WHICH USERS CAN LINK TO CLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH ON-LINE ORDERING AND CATALOGING OF THOSE GOODS AND SERVICES; PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY AWARDING PURCHASE POINTS FOR CREDIT CARD USE; PROMOTING ADVERTISING AND MARKETING OF THE ON-LINE WEBSITES OF OTHERS; PROMOTION AND MARKETING SERVICES AND RELATED CONSULTING; PROMOTION, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING OF ON-LINE WEBSITES; PROVIDING A SEARCHABLE ONLINE ADVERTISING GUIDE FEATURING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHER ON-LINE VENDORS ON THE INTERNET; PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHEREBY BUYERS OF GOODS OR SERVICES LOCATE AND RECEIVE QUOTATIONS FROM MULTIPLE COMPETITIVE SOURCES AND SELLERS OF GOODS OR SERVICES IDENTIFY AND BID ON MULTIPLE NEW SALES OPPORTUNITIES; PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING PRODUCT RATINGS OF THE CONSUMER GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; OPERATING ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PRODUCTS RELATING TO THE SALE OF ARTICLES AND SERVICES FOR RETAIL SERVICES CONCERNING PRODUCTS, SERVICES, EVENTS, ACTIVITIES, ATTRACTIONS AND FACILITIES IN PARTICULAR GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS; PROVIDING ON-LINE GIFT REGISTRY SERVICES FOR CLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE; PROVIDING SPACE AT A WEB SITE FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 77-040,669. JAMOLOGY, INC., POUND RIDGE, NY. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORIES, CDS, DVDS, BOOKS, FOOD AND BEVERAGES, CLOTHING, HEADWEAR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KEVIN CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JAMOLOGY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,518,706, 2,220,108 AND OTHERS.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF FILA IS "ROW", "RANK", "LINE", OR "FILE".

FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING CLOTHING, CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, FOOTWEAR, HEADWEAR, HANDBAGS, CARRY-ALL BAGS, ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, WATCHES, AND SUN-GGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,756. BLUE SEA SYSTEMS, INC., BELLINGHAM, WA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,401,677.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MARINE ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,852. EVE'S APPLE INC, WAVELAND, MS. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL SHOPS FEATURING ADULT CLOTHING, LINGERIE, COSTUMES AND NOVELTY ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.

MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL JEWELRY STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CAROL SPIELS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ADVERTISING AND ADVERTISEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2006.

KAREN SEVERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,043. HARDWARE HANDBAGS, LLC, BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING HANDBAGS, PURSES AND TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2004.

JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FILA

Live Brilliantly

BLUE SEA SYSTEMS

AdVend

EVE'S APPLE

HARDWARE
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 77-041,056. HARDWARE HANDBAGS, LLC, BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PURSES, HANDBAGS AND TRAVEL BAGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-20-2006.

JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,080. LANGRIDGE, SARAH E., EVANSTON, IL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING A WEB SITE THAT ENABLES USERS TO POST ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH ONLINE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS AND WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PROVIDING HYPERTEXT LINKS TO THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,209. DINESH, PINAKIN, ALEXANDRIA, VA. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ONLINE MARKETING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD PHOENIX ON THE FIRST LINE WITH 6 RAISED DOTS BETWEEN AND SEPARATING THE LETTERS AND THE WORDS ONLINE MARKETING BELOW.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING TELEPHONES, WIRELESS HAND HELD DEVICES FOR ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, PAGERS, AND RELATED ACCESSORIES AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,339. IMAGING SOLUTIONS, INC., MISSION VIEJO, CA. FILED 11-10-2006.
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 77-041,347. GRIMAC ROYAL FALCON CORP., SETAUKET, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “ENTERPRISES, INC.”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MAIL ORDER AND ONLINE RETAIL DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING GOURMET ESPRESSO MAKING EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 2-0-1997.
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,564. FATWALLET, INC., MACHESNEY PARK, IL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED SWIRL DESIGN.
FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF DISCOUNT OFFERS AND COUPONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-16-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-16-2004.
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,644. PHOTO MARKETING ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL, JACKSON, MI. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2006.
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,865. VESSELS, INC., BIRMINGHAM, AL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,647,785.
FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING LAWN AND GARDEN ITEMS; WHOLESALE STORES FEATURING LAWN AND GARDEN ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,097. ELDERLUXE, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 11-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL STORE, ON-LINE RETAIL STORE AND CATALOG MAIL ORDER SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HOME ACCESSORIES, HOME AND PERSONAL SECURITY AND MONITORING, FITNESS AND WELLNESS EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES, PERSONAL MOBILITY AND TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES, HOME HOUSEWARES, APPAREL, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND VITAMINS, PERSONAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT, AIDS TO DAILY LIVING, VISION AND HEARING PRODUCTS, HOME ENTERTAINMENT AND GAMES, EDUCATIONAL AIDS AND HOME FURNISHINGS, ALL FOR MATURE ADULTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,186. STRATITEK, INC., SPRINGFIELD, OR. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL CONSUMER ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,644. PHOTO MARKETING ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL, JACKSON, MI. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2006.
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,186. STRATITEK, INC., SPRINGFIELD, OR. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL CONSUMER ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CAKEBREAD  

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,286. CLICKACOUPON.COM, INC., MANSFIELD, OH. FILED 11-13-2006.

Insighter  

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

———

JEAN LAFITTE  

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A PAPER THIN, PERFORATED EDGE, COUPON UPPER BODY WITH SMALL ARMS AND LEGS. THE HANDS AND FEET ARE EXAGERATED AND THE HANDS HAVE FOUR FINGERS WITH THE FEET COVERED IN SHOES.

FOR PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-20-2006.

JASON BLAIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

———

Skip-A-Day Diet  

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CD'S, EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, MAGAZINES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, HEALTH AND FITNESS PRODUCTS, T-SHIRTS, CAPS, KEY CHAINS, CUPS, GLASSES, BUMPER STICKERS, NOTE PADS, BOOKS, AND OTHER ITEMS FOUND IN A SOUVENIR SHOP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SUSAN RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

———

BROKERHELP.COM  

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BOX WITH THE LETTERS BH IN IT.

FOR PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING TRADE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF DIFFERENT MORTGAGE BROKERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-17-2006.

ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE COLOR(S) DARK GREEN, WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO CALADIUM LEAVES, WITH THE TIPS OF SUCH LEAVES POINTED IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS. THE LEAF IN THE FOREGROUND APPEARS SLIGHTLY LARGER THAN THE LEAF IN THE BACKGROUND, AND OVERLAPS THE BACKGROUND LEAF SLIGHTLY. BOTH LEAVES APPEAR IN THE COLOR DARK GREEN, WHILE THE COLOR WHITE IS USED TO DEPICT THE VEINS OF BOTH LEAVES.

FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LIVE FLOWERS, LIVE PLANTS, FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS, BOUQUETS, AND GIFT BASKETS CONSISTING OF FLOWERS, BALLOONS, CANDY, AND/OR PLANTS; RETAIL FLORIST SHOPS; RETAIL SHOPS FEATURING NAMELY LIVE FLOWERS, LIVE PLANTS, FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS, BOUQUETS, AND GIFT BASKETS CONSISTING OF FLOWERS, BALLOONS, CANDY, AND/OR PLANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 12-1-1948; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1948.

NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE WHEREBY BUYERS OF GOODS OR SERVICES LOCATE AND RECEIVE QUOTATIONS FROM MULTIPLE COMPETITIVE SOURCES IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOBILE WINDSHIELD REPLACEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-4-2006.

DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHEREBY BUYERS OF GOODS OR SERVICES LOCATE AND RECEIVE QUOTATIONS FROM MULTIPLE COMPETITIVE SOURCES IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOBILE WINDSHIELD REPLACEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-4-2006.

SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 77-043,945. SANTA BARBARA AXXESS, LLC, SANTA BARBARA, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLACK AND WHITE BOLD FONT WITH STYLIZED XX WITHIN THE WORD. FOR ADVERTISING AND PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PROVIDING A MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY AND CARD ENTITLING PARTICIPANTS TO RECEIVE DISCOUNTS ON DINING, HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS, CONSUMER MERCHANDISE, TRAVEL, PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, MOVIES, SPORTS, THEATER AND OTHER LEISURE ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1999.
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,994. SUCCESS DESIGN INSTITUTE LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO EMPLOYMENT HIRING AND TRAINING AND EMPLOYEE ASSESSMENT, EDUCATION AND RETENTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,102. THE BEST FOR PETS, INC., SANTA MONICA, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PETS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PET PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-9-2006.
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,103. MY STORES, INC, MIAMI, FL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CONSUMER MERCHANDISE, NAMELY, CLOTHING, SHOES, JEWELRY, ELECTRONICS, COOKWARE, HOUSEWARES, APPLIANCES, FURNITURE, LINENS, PILLOWS, DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES, OFFICE FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES, TOYS, GAMES, SPORTING GOODS, TOOLS, OUTDOOR LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT, PET SUPPLIES AND PAPER PRODUCTS; RETAIL APPAREL STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,344. GREEN KEY RESOURCES, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-15-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EXECUTIVE AND PROFESSIONAL RECRUITMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2004.
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 735
CLASS 35—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOOD & WATER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, GREEN, GRAY, AND BLUE.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A GREEN "FOOD", GRAY ",&", BLUE "WATER", AND GRAY "WATCH", WITH A GRAY MAGNIFYING GLASS THAT MAGNIFIES "WATCH".
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY A GRASS-ROOTS ORGANIZATION THAT PROMOTES PUBLIC AWARENESS AND PARTICIPATION REGARDING CORPORATE CONTROL AND ABUSE OF OUR FOOD SUPPLY AND FRESHWATER AND OCEAN RESOURCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-13-2006.
KATHY DE JONGE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A GOASIS LOGO.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CONVENIENCE STORE ITEMS AND VEHICLE FUEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 3-31-1996.
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF NETWORKING AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EXECUTIVE SEARCH AND PLACEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 3-31-1996.
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATIONAL WEB PAGES DESIGNED TO GENERATE SALES TRAFFIC VIA HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES; PROVIDING A WEB SITE THAT ENABLES USERS TO POST ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH ON-LINE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET; PROVIDING USED CAR SALES LEADS FOR OTHERS; PUBLICITY AND SALES PROMOTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-3-2006.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


PIQQEM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONDUCTING BUSINESS AND MARKET RESEARCH SURVEYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
REBECCAH GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


PIQQ

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONDUCTING BUSINESS AND MARKET RESEARCH SURVEYS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
REBECCAH GAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 77-045,484. VENTURITY FINANCIAL PARTNERS, LLC, ADDISON, TX. FILED 11-16-2006.

VENTURITY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ACCOUNTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 77-045,503. VENTURITY FINANCIAL PARTNERS, LLC, ADDISON, TX. FILED 11-16-2006.

KEEPING YOUR COMPANY ACCOUNTABLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ACCOUNTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 77-045,682. BIGMACHINES, INC., DEERFIELD, IL. FILED 11-16-2006.

BREAKTHROUGH OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS (BOA)

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSULTATION SERVICES TO ASSIST BUSINESSES IN ASSESSING THE ISSUES, CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS FOR IMPROVING BUSINESS PROCESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-21-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2003.
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 77-045,712. AMERICAN EXPRESS MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT CORP., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-16-2006.

MEMBERSHIP REWARDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,099,787, 2,721,710 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE REWARDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF CREDIT CARD ACCOUNTS THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-6-1995; IN COMMERCE 10-6-1995.
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-046,083. WEST CHINA LLC, GAITHERSBURG, MD. FILED 11-16-2006.

STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,659. C.J. ADVERTISING, LLC, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES DIRECTED TO LAW FIRMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 9-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-30-2006.
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,668. C.J. ADVERTISING, LLC, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES DIRECTED TO LAW FIRMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 6-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2002.
DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,692. C.J. ADVERTISING, LLC, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 11-17-2006.

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,069. POINTER BROTHERS ADVERTISING, LLC, ENCINITAS, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR PROVIDING WORKERS TO HOLD HAND-HELD ADVERTISEMENT SIGNS ALONG ROADSIDES SO THAT THE SIGNS ARE EASILY VISIBLE TO MOTORISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 6-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-2-2006.
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 77-047,083. POINTER BROTHERS ADVERTISING, LLC, ENCINITAS, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING WORKERS TO HOLD HAND-HELD ADVERTISEMENT SIGNS ALONG ROADSIDES SO THAT THE SIGNS ARE EASILY VISIBLE TO MOTORISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-2-2006.
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,112. POINTER BROTHERS ADVERTISING, LLC, ENCINITAS, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING WORKERS TO HOLD HAND-HELD ADVERTISEMENT SIGNS ALONG ROADSIDES SO THAT THE SIGNS ARE EASILY VISIBLE TO MOTORISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-2-2006.
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,115. POINTER BROTHERS ADVERTISING, LLC, ENCINITAS, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING WORKERS TO HOLD HAND-HELD ADVERTISEMENT SIGNS ALONG ROADSIDES SO THAT THE SIGNS ARE EASILY VISIBLE TO MOTORISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-2-2006.
MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 77-047,581. HARRIS TEETER, INC., MATTHEWS, NC. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF A DISCOUNT PROGRAM FOR ENABLING PARTICIPANTS TO OBTAIN DISCOUNTS ON GOODS AND SERVICES THROUGH USE OF A DISCOUNT MEMBERSHIP CARD; ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATION PRODUCTS VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR ADVERTISING AND SALES PURPOSES; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF GROCERIES FEATURING A BONUS INCENTIVE PROGRAM FOR CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-30-2003.
JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,616. HARRIS TEETER, INC., MATTHEWS, NC. FILED 11-20-2006.

FOR ADMINISTRATION OF A DISCOUNT PROGRAM FOR ENABLING PARTICIPANTS TO OBTAIN DISCOUNTS ON GOODS AND SERVICES THROUGH USE OF A DISCOUNT MEMBERSHIP CARD; ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATION PRODUCTS VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR ADVERTISING AND SALES PURPOSES; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF GROCERIES FEATURING A BONUS INCENTIVE PROGRAM FOR CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2003.
JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-047,628. CRAGG HOUSE CORPORATION, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-20-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BAR SUPPLIES, GLASSWARE, BEVERAGE SUPPLIES, AND BEVERAGE ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2006.
JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,710. KATULA CONSULTING, LLC, WAUSAU, WI. FILED 11-20-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOUQUETS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR OPERATING AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR SELLERS OF GOODS, NAMELY, OPERATING AN ORDER-GENERATING PORTAL FOR LOCAL FLORISTS SEEKING TO SELL OLD AND/OR LESS POPULAR FLOWER BOUQUETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES, CONSULTANCY AND INFORMATION; BUSINESS CONSULTATION; BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES; BUSINESS INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF INCORPORATION AND ORGANIZATIONAL SERVICES FOR CORPORATIONS AND OTHER BUSINESS ENTITIES AND TAX CONSULTATION RELATED TO NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION; BUSINESS ORGANIZATION ADVICE; BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS RESEARCH; BUSINESS RESEARCH CONSULTATION; CONSULTING SERVICES IN BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT; INFORMATION IN BUSINESS MATTERS; ORGANIZATIONAL SERVICES FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES; TAX CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,865. AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR BONE AND MINERAL RESEARCH, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 11-20-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ARCH WITH THE WORDS "ASBMR" UNDERNEATH.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF SCIENTISTS ENGAGED IN BONE AND MINERAL RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 77-048,492. ABC ADVERTISING AGENCY, INC., SEDALIA, MO. FILED 11-21-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ADVERTISING AGENCY, INC., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND BY RENDERING SALES PROMOTION ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,925. QUANTIMIZE, INC., OAKLAND, CA. FILED 11-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION SERVICES, NAMELY, THE DEVELOPMENT OF ADVERTISING PROGRAMS AND PROMOTIONS FOR ADVERTISEMENT ON THE INTERNET; ADVERTISING CONSULTATION; BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES; COMPILING, ANALYZING AND MONITORING THE PERFORMANCE, EFFECTIVENESS AND RESULTS OF ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING CAMPAIGNS; MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS SERVICES; SALES VOLUME AND SALES LEAD TRACKING SERVICES FOR OTHERS; MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING SERVICES, STRATEGIES AND PROCESSES, IN THE NATURE OF PAID PLACEMENT, PAID INCLUSION, SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION, BID MANAGEMENT, LEAD GENERATION AND OTHER PERFORMANCE BASED ONLINE MARKETING; BUSINESS MARKETING SERVICES FEATURING LEAD GENERATION AND CUSTOMER ACQUISITION PROGRAMS AND ONLINE SOLUTIONS FOR DIRECT MARKETING TO CONSUMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-25-2006.
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,003. JOBSTER, INC., SEATTLE, WA. FILED 11-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE REFERRAL NETWORKS AND RELATED SEARCH AND CONTACT MANAGEMENT FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION ABOUT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND THE POTENTIAL CANDIDATES TO FILL THEM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-25-2006.
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,275. FATWALLET, INC., MACHESNEY PARK, IL. FILED 11-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF DISCOUNT OFFERS AND COUPONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A REPRESENTATION OF MARINE VEGETATION, MOLLUSKS AND SMALL FISH. FOR RETAIL STORE AND MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING GIFTS AND DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES INCLUDING STANDING AND HANGING ART, FASHION ACCESSORIES, TOYS, DINING ACCESSORIES, INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GARDENING ACCESSORIES, MUSIC TAPES AND DISCS, CARDS, STATIONERY, ARTICLES OF CLOTHING, SCENTS AND COMESTIBLES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 7-12-1990.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MANUFACTURERS, CONTRACTORS, AND SUPPLIERS IN THE POWER WASHERING INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-1-1994; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1994.
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FIRST USE 2-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1999.
LINDA ORNDORF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, REGISTERING, SCREENING, CREDENTIALING, AND ORGANIZING THIRD-PARTY VENDORS, SUPPLIERS, AND CONTRACTORS, AND DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON BEHALF OF OTHERS; IMPLEMENTATION AND FOLLOW-UP OF ADVICE IN THE FIELDS OF MARKETING; REFERRALS FOR GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2006.

BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY, REGISTERING, SCREENING, CREDENTIALING, AND ORGANIZING THIRD-PARTY VENDORS, SUPPLIERS, AND CONTRACTORS, AND DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION ON BEHALF OF OTHERS; IMPLEMENTATION AND FOLLOW-UP OF ADVICE IN THE FIELDS OF MARKETING; REFERRALS FOR GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-3-2006.

SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "GET HEARD" WILL BE IN THAT SPECIFIC FONT AND STYLE WITH THE STAR AT THE END OF THE SLOGAN.

FOR ADVERTISING AND ADVERTISEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,573. LINDEMANN, FELICIA M., EL PASO, TX. FILED 11-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POINTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY AWARDING PURCHASE POINTS FOR CREDIT CARD USE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,703. ANSAL, VIVEK K, TEMPE, AZ. FILED 11-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "GET HEARD" WILL BE IN THAT SPECIFIC FONT AND STYLE WITH THE STAR AT THE END OF THE SLOGAN.

FOR ADVERTISING AND ADVERTISEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WE CAN OUTFIT YOU FROM GREAT FALLS TO NEPAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND INTERNET STORE SERVICES FOR CAMPING, HIKING AND BACKPACKING EQUIPMENT, TRAVEL WEAR, ATHLETIC WEAR, AND CLIMBING GEAR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2002.

DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WE CAN OUTFIT YOU FROM GREAT FALLS TO NEPAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "GET HEARD" WILL BE IN THAT SPECIFIC FONT AND STYLE WITH THE STAR AT THE END OF THE SLOGAN.

FOR ADVERTISING AND ADVERTISEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EXPONENTIAL EDGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS OPERATIONS; BUSINESS ACQUISITIONS CONSULTATION; BUSINESS CONSULTATION; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AS WELL AS DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSES FOR THE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY PLANS AND MANAGEMENT PROJECTS; BUSINESS PLANNING; MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF STRATEGIC PLANNING VIA A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION ON BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS PLANNING, STRATEGIC PLANNING, BUSINESS OPERATIONS AND BUSINESS ACQUISITIONS; PROVIDING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF STRATEGIC PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRIDGES TO INNOVATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS OPERATIONS; BUSINESS ACQUISITIONS CONSULTATION; BUSINESS CONSULTATION; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AS WELL AS DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSES FOR THE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY PLANS AND MANAGEMENT PROJECTS; BUSINESS PLANNING; MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF STRATEGIC PLANNING VIA A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION ON BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS PLANNING, STRATEGIC PLANNING, BUSINESS OPERATIONS AND BUSINESS ACQUISITIONS; PROVIDING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF STRATEGIC PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2006.
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SCRUBCAREERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF EMPLOYMENT, RECRUITMENT, CAREERS, PERSONAL ISSUES RELATED TO CAREERS AND WORK LIFE; JOB RESOURCES; JOB LISTINGS AND RESUMES; PROVIDING ONLINE INTERACTIVE EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING AND RECRUITMENT SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE JOB LISTINGS; PROVIDING AN ONLINE WEBSITE FOR POSTING RESUMES AND JOB PROFILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2005.
MICHELLE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
PETSUNITED, LLC

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For online retail store services featuring pet products, pet supplies and books (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

First use 10-1-2006; in commerce 10-1-2006.

Aretha Somerville, Examining Attorney

---

PAPER MOON, LLC

The mark consists of a baby crawling looking up at a crescent moon.

For online retail store services, mail order services and retail store services featuring clothing, toys, games and accessories for infants and children, maternity clothing, child care accessories, such as carriages, strollers, furniture, bouncers, high chairs, cribs, and layette (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

First use 7-1-2006; in commerce 7-1-2006.

Mary Crawford, Examining Attorney

---

AMERICA'S BLOOD CENTERS

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "pints", apart from the mark as shown.

For miscellaneous services, namely, promoting public awareness of the need for blood donors, blood products, and community blood bank services (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).


Elizabeth Beyer, Examining Attorney

---

TAW

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For distributorship of electro-mechanical equipment, namely automation devices, motors, motor controls, variable frequency drives, and electrical power distribution equipment (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).

First use 0-0-1989; in commerce 0-0-1989.

Karanendra S. Chhina, Examining Attorney
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 77-063,972. PROJECT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE, INC., NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA. FILED 12-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TESTING TO DETERMINE PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY, NAMELY, TESTING AND EVALUATING OF PROFESSIONALS WORKING IN THE FIELD OF PROGRAM MANAGEMENT TO DETERMINE THEIR LEVEL OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE AND COMPETENCY IN THE CENTRALIZED, COORDINATED MANAGEMENT OF A GROUP OF PROJECTS AND SHARED RESOURCES TO ACHIEVE A STRATEGIC GOAL; BUSINESS SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, CREDENTIALING OF PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS; AND BUSINESS SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, VERIFYING AND MONITORING THE CREDENTIALS OF PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF SPECIALISTS IN THE FIELD OF CLEANING, RESTORATION AND AIR QUALITY; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONVENTIONS AND TRADE SHOWS FOR OTHERS FOR THE EXHIBITION AND PROMOTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLEANING, RESTORATION AND AIR QUALITY AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 77-069,666. AEROTEK, INC., HANOVER, MD. FILED 12-21-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,809,735, 2,913,755 AND OTHERS.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A PARTIALLY SHADED TRIANGLE AND THE TERM AEROTEK.

FOR EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES; EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES; HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT OUTSOURCING SERVICES; JOB AND PERSONNEL PLACEMENT; TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102), FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.

MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 77-069,845. DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG, BONN, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 12-21-2006.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON FED REP GERMANY APPLICATION NO. 30639334438, FILED 6-23-2006, REG. NO. 30639334, DATED 11-14-2006, EXPIRES 6-30-2016.

THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, BLUE AND OCHRE.


FOR TELEPHONE DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE SERVICES; ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH PRINTED ADVERTISING, PRINTED DIRECTORIES, THROUGH ENCODED MEDIA, THROUGH THE DISSEMINATION OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS, THROUGH DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING, THROUGH ELECTRONIC BILLBOARD ADVERTISING, PREPARING AUDIO-VISUAL PRESENTATIONS FOR USE IN ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, BUSINESS APPRAISALS, BUSINESS AUDITING, PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION, NAMELY, PREPARING BUSINESS REPORTS AND CONDUCTING BUSINESS RESEARCH, ANALYSIS AND SURVEYS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT PLANNING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SUPERVISION, CONDUCTING BUSINESS NETWORKING FOR OTHERS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING SERVICES, EXCLUDING AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA THE TELEPHONE AND THE GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS IN THE FIELD OF ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS MARKETING; PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF DATA PROCESSING; RENTAL OF AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES; RENTAL OF DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT; ORGANIZING JOB FAIRS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---
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EDATAFLEX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING PRICING AND PRODUCT DATA INFORMATION DATABASES TO CONTRACTORS AND DISTRIBUTORS IN THE ELECTRICAL, PLUMBING AND HVACR FIELDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2000.
BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,238. SINOSTONE, INCORPORATED, ELBERTON, GA. FILED 12-29-2006.

Sinostone, Incorporated

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INCORPORATED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIPS IN THE FIELD OF NATURAL GRANITE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.
P AUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VIA SPIGA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,420,167, 2,722,434 AND OTHERS.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "STREET" AND "EAR OF WHEAT".
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COATS, SWEATERS AND EYEWEAR; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING COATS, SWEATERS AND EYEWEAR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-8-1996; IN COMMERCE 4-8-1996.
HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


TAC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,177,574, 2,230,492 AND OTHERS.
FOR EMPLOYMENT AGENCY AND PROVISION OF CONTRACT WORKERS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-1979; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1979.
LAURIE MAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AMERICAN SHUTTER SYSTEMS ASSOCIATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF THE HURRICANE SHUTTER PRODUCTS INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1995.
KATHERINE E. HALMEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICES, CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO PUBLICITY; PROMOTING AND MARKETING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH ALL PUBLIC COMMUNICATION MEANS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING MARKETING PROMOTIONAL EVENTS FOR OTHERS; PUBLICITY SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF DEVELOPING MULTIMEDIA PUBLIC RELATION CAMPAIGNS AND PROMOTING THE GOODS, SERVICES, BRAND IDENTITY AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND NEWS OF THIRD PARTIES THROUGH PRINT, AUDIO, VIDEO, DIGITAL AND ON-LINE MEDIUM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2005.
DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MATERNITY CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES; COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING MATERNITY CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-20-2006.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HUMAN RESOURCES, NAMELY, HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SERVICES, AND EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES; PROMOTING AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2002.
CHRIS WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INTERNATIONAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A FANCIFUL "W" WITH A TRIANGLE.
FOR GENERAL BUSINESS MERCHANDISING SERVICES, NAMELY, MARKETING OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION ON THE LIKELIHOOD THAT A GIVEN VEHICLE WILL REMAIN OPERABLE THROUGH A GIVEN FUTURE DATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION INFOMERCIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-100,514. NEW BALANCE ATHLETIC SHOE, INC., BOSTON, MA. FILED 2-6-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING AND BUSINESS ADVISORY AND INFORMATION SERVICES FOR ENTERPRISES, THIRD PARTY VENDORS, SUPPLIERS, AND CONTRACTORS RELATING TO BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT, STRATEGIES, LOGISTICS, PRODUCT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, SUPPLY CHAIN, INVENTORY MANAGEMENT, MANUFACTURING, AND PRODUCT MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTOCOFFEE

ONTOCOLLEGES

ONTOCAFES

ONTODATING
ONTODESKTOPS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTODEOCTHES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTODOCTORS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTOFILMS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTODRINKS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTOFood

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ONTOFURNISHINGS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTOJOBS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTOFURNITURE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTOHEALTH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTOGARDEN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTOHOME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 77-106,181. ULTRACONCURRENT, INC., APTOS, CA.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMI-
NATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE
INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKET-
ING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT
INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING
ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES
ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB
SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-106,190. ULTRACONCURRENT, INC., APTOS, CA.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMI-
NATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE
INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKET-
ING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT
INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING
ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES
ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB
SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-106,183. ULTRACONCURRENT, INC., APTOS, CA.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMI-
NATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE
INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKET-
ING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT
INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING
ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES
ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB
SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTOKITCHEN

SN 77-106,197. ULTRACONCURRENT, INC., APTOS, CA.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMI-
NATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE
INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKET-
ING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT
INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING
ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES
ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB
SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTOMEDICAL

ONTO LAPTOPS

ONTONOTEBOOKS

ONTOMAGAZINES

ONTOPERSONALS
CLASS 35—(Continued).

ONTORESTAURANTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-123,974. ROVION, INC., OWINGS MILLS, MD. FILED 3-6-2007.

ONTOSCHOOLS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING SERVICES; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET; ON-LINE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INDURATEC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LICENSING OF METAL SURFACE TREATMENT PROCESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ROVION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVERTISING AND COMMERCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES; VIA THE INTERNET; ADVERTISING VIA ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND SPECIFICALLY THE INTERNET; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA AN ON-LINE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK ON THE INTERNET; DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2001.
SUSAN RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-123,974. ROVION, INC., OWINGS MILLS, MD. FILED 3-6-2007.

PHARMAIAT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROMOTING, ARRANGING, AND CONDUCTING TRADESHOWS AND BUSINESS CONFERENCES DIRECTED TO THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-454,709. LOUISIANA PRIMARY CARE ASSOCIATION, INC. (LPCA), BATON ROUGE, LA. FILED 7-22-2004.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOUISIANA PRIMARY CARE ASSOCIATION, INC. LOUISIANA'S HEALTH CENTERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The color(s) red, black, white and blue is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The mark consists of the state of Louisiana is white with a blue background color; lettering of LPCA is red; the fill in color is white and the "LOUISIANA'S HEALTH CENTERS" lettering is black.

SEC. 2(f) as to "LOUISIANA PRIMARY CARE ASSOCIATION, INC. (LPCA).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPETITIVE SOLUTIONS, INC.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S.CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
The foreign wording in the mark translates from Farsi to English as "26TH RESTING PLACE OF MOON IN THE SKY".
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING (U.S.CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-595,739. GIFT CARD GENIE, PARKER, CO. FILED 3-26-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIFT CARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING GIFT CARDS; AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE WHERE USERS BUY, SELL, AND SWAP PRE-OWNED AND NEW GIFT CARDS (U.S.CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KYLE PEETE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Gift Card Genie
CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUTO GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH THE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION OF MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES; NAMELY, FACILITATION AND ASSISTANCE OF UNITED STATES CUSTOMERS WITH LOCATING AND ESTABLISHING BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CHINESE MANUFACTURERS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN CHINA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-622,847. CATHERINE B. DESIGNS LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 5-4-2005.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DESIGNS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INDEPENDENT SALES REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES, NAMELY, REPRESENTING TEXTILE DESIGN STUDIOS IN THE SALE OF ORIGINAL AND ANTIQUE ARTWORK, CONSISTING OF PRINTS, EMBROIDERIES, APPLIQUES AND SWEATER SWATCHES, TO CLOTHING MANUFACTURERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,845,975.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PARTS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-631,028. WILLPOWER PUBLISHING, LLC, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 5-16-2005.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUBLISHING" AND "2002", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) GREEN, GRAY, BROWN, RED AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING SELF-PUBLISHED CHRISTIAN BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SUSAN HAYASH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
AMBIENTE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,297,536.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS AIR, AURA, ATMOSPHERE, ENVIRONMENT, OR AMBIANCE FROM SPANISH, AND TO AMBIANCE FROM ITALIAN AND GERMAN.
FOR PREPARING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR OTHERS IN CONJUNCTION WITH ORGANIZING FAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS; OFFICE SERVICES, NAMELY, SECRETARIAL AND CLERICAL SERVICES; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING DISPLAYS; ORGANIZING AND ARRANGING FAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES IN THE FIELD OF HOME INTERIOR ACCESSORIES, DECORATIVE DOMESTIC LIGHTING, DECORATIVE ART, ART AND PICTURE FRAMES, AND DOMESTIC MIRRORS; ORGANIZING AND ARRANGING MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES, AND SYMPOSIA FOR BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL PURPOSES IN THE FIELD OF HOME INTERIOR ACCESSORIES, DECORATIVE DOMESTIC LIGHTING, DECORATIVE ART, ART AND PICTURE FRAMES, AND DOMESTIC MIRRORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHELLE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

360 ATHLETICS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON CANADA APPLICATION NO. 1249648, FILED 3-7-2005.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ATHLETICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING SPORTING GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONE GOOD WOMAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL GIFT SHOP SERVICES AND ONLINE ORDERING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CONSUMER GIFTS CONVEYING A POSITIVE SENTIMENT FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
HENRY S. ZAK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS BAREFOOT TESS WITH THE LETTER A BEING A HIGH-HEELED SHOE. FOR RETAIL AND WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES, ONLINE RETAIL AND WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES, MAIL ORDER SERVICES, ELECTRONIC CATALOG SERVICES, WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AND ONLINE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING SHOES, JEWELRY, CLOTHING, WALLETs AND BAGS, NAMELY, PURSES, SHOULDER BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, ALL PURPOSE ATHLETIC BAGS, BACKPACKS, BEACH BAGS, BOOK BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, DIAPER BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, GYM BAGS, OVERNIGHT BAGS, TOTE BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS, CLUTCH BAGS, HANDBAGS, LUGGAGE, SUITCASES, RUCKSACKS AND GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005. TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR COMPARATIVE MARKETING AND ADVERTISING SERVICES FOR PROVIDERS OF RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, FOR PROVIDERS OF BROADBAND CABLE, DSL, FIBER-OPTIC AND SATELLITE INTERNET ACCESS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). LINDA POWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-726,269. MATTRESS EXCHANGE, INC., AURORA, CO. FILED 10-4-2005.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MATTRESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "MATTRESS EXCHANGE YOUR COMFORT SOURCE" SURROUNDED BY TWO STYLIZED SEMICIRCLES WITH STARS WITHIN THE SEMICIRCLES. FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING GENERIC AND BRAND NAME FINISHED FURNITURE AND BEDDING ITEMS, NAMELY, MATTRESSES, BOX SPRINGS, HEAD BOARDS, BED FRAMES, BUNK BEDS, DAY BEDS, SOFAS AND SLEEPER SOFAS; RETAIL STORES FEATURING THE ARRANGING OF DELIVERY AND SETUP OF GENERIC AND BRAND NAME FINISHED FURNITURE AND BEDDING ITEMS, NAMELY, MATTRESSES, BOX SPRINGS, HEAD BOARDS, BED FRAMES, BUNK BEDS, DAY BEDS, SOFAS, AND SLEEPER SOFAS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). HEATHER SAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SHADOW BOX AROUND THE LETTERS JDA.

FOR EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SEAN CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-744,526. DAWN MEAD, LAKEWOOD, CO. FILED 11-1-2005.

THE COLOR(S) YELLOW AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE LETTERING APPEARS IN ALL BLACK AND THE TRIANGLE BENEATH THE FIRST O IS PMS 129 YELLOW.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERING IS ALL BLACK AND THE TRIANGLE BENEATH THE FIRST O IS PMS 129 YELLOW WITH A 1 POINT BLACK OUTLINE.

FOR ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY SERVICES; CREATING AND UPDATING ADVERTISING MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-741,048. CITY TOWING, INC., N. LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 10-26-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUTO AUCTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING PUBLIC AUCTIONS OF VEHICLES AND AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-747,055. ALABAMA OUTDOORS, INC., HOMEWOOD, AL. FILED 11-4-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING OUTDOOR CLOTHING AND SPORTING GOODS EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-4-1981; IN COMMERCE 9-4-1981.

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE COLOR(S) GREEN, BLACK, WHITE AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK. 
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A WHITE SILHOUETTE OF A CAT WITHIN A BLACK DESIGN OF A DOG, WITHIN A GREEN HORSESHOE, ON A YELLOW BACKGROUND.
FOR PROVIDING A WEB SITE AT WHICH USERS CAN OFFER PETS, PET SERVICES AND PET PRODUCTS FOR SALE AND BUY PETS, PET SERVICES AND PET PRODUCTS OFFERED BY OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). 
FIRST USE 7-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2005. 
DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUST PRINT AND SAVE!

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
MARCIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-767,931. FRUM THA GROUND UP, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FL. FILED 12-6-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS AND COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS, TO HELP PROMOTE DESIRABLE CHARACTER VALUES AND TOOLS FOR ACHIEVING SUCCESS IN YOUNG PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). 
FIRST USE 3-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-30-2003. 
JOHN GARTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-786,978. MILITARYSTARS LLC, SARASOTA, FL. FILED 1-7-2006.

Deploying Military Talent to Corporate America

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CAREER PLACEMENT; EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES; JOB AND PERSONNEL PLACEMENT; JOB PLACEMENT; ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING JOB FAIRS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). 
FIRST USE 12-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-7-2005. 
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**CLASS 35—(Continued).**

**SN 78-786,981. MILITARYSTARS LLC, SARASOTA, FL. FILED 1-7-2006.**

**MilitaryStars**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CAREER PLACEMENT; EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES; JOB AND PERSONNEL PLACEMENT; JOB PLACEMENT; ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING JOB FAIRS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SN 78-788,116. RESUMES TO GO, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FL. FILED 1-10-2006.**

**NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "24 HOUR" OR "RESUME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.**

THE COLOR(S) RED, WHITE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE COLOR RED, WHICH APPEARS IN THE WORDS "RESUMES TO GO"; THE COLOR BLACK APPEARS IN THE WORDING "24 HOUR" IN THE UNDERLINING, IN THE HANDS AND NUMBERS OF THE CLOCK FACE, AND IN THE BORDER SURROUNDING THE LETTERING "RESUMES TO GO"; THE COLOR WHITE APPEARS IN THE BACKGROUND.

FOR RESUME PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 12-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1996.

JOHN KELLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SN 78-799,270. RELIANT BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC., HOUSTON, TX. FILED 1-25-2006.**

**YOUR OFFICE RESOURCE PARTNER**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING BUSINESS AND OFFICE PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIES; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING BUSINESS AND OFFICE PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2005.

DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SN 78-804,029. INTERLOGIC OUTSOURCING, INC., ELKHART, IN. FILED 2-1-2006.**

**INTERLOGIC**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,088,362.

FOR OUTSOURCING IN THE FIELDS OF PAYROLL PROCESSING, HUMAN RESOURCE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, BENEFIT AND RETIREMENT PLAN ADMINISTRATION, AUTOMATIC TAX DEPOSITING AND FILING, EMPLOYEE ELECTRONIC TIME AND ATTENDANCE SERVICES, EMPLOYEE ASSESSMENT AND PROFILING AND CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ELIZABETH KAJUBI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

**SN 78-815,783. FORTIUSONE, INC., WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 2-15-2006.**

**YOUR OFFICE RESOURCE PARTNER**

FOR DISASTER RECOVERY SERVICES, NAMELY BUSINESS PLANNING AND BUSINESS CONTINUITY CONSULTING; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES FOR CONTINUITY PLANNING, NAMELY CONTINUITY INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-12-2006.

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-817,404. ADULTSHOP.COM LIMITED, NORTHBRIDGE, AUSTRALIA, FILED 2-17-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
Sec. 2(F).
For computerized on-line retail services featuring adult leisure products, namely, videos, erotic toys, compact discs, digital video discs, clothing, books, and publications featuring sexual and erotic themes; wholesale and retail distributorships featuring books, publications featuring sexual and erotic themes, music, video tapes, audio cassettes, compact discs, and digital video discs, adult leisure products, erotic toys, clothing, and lingerie; on-line computer services, namely providing information regarding the goods and services of others in the nature of a buyer's guide, by means of a global computer network; dissemination of advertising for others via print media, electronic communication methods, and an on-line communications network; rental of advertising space (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
First use 12-22-1999; in commerce 12-7-2000.
Joanna Dukovic, Examining Attorney

SN 78-821,541. VIRGIN LIFE CARE INC., WELLESLEY, MA.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "TRACK RESULTS" and "EARN REWARDS", apart from the mark as shown.
The mark consists of the image of an exclamation mark in a circle, the words "TAKE CHARGE", the image of an arrow in a circle, the words "TRACK RESULTS", the image of a star in a circle, and the words "EARN REWARDS" in a straight line.
For conducting employee incentive award programs for others to promote healthy lifestyle choices; conducting member incentive award programs for organizations to promote healthy lifestyle choices; promoting the sale of products and services of others through the administration of incentive award programs to promote healthy lifestyle choices; providing information and advice on promotion and marketing in the fields of personal health, physical fitness, prevention of medical conditions, and health insurance (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
First use 11-7-2005; in commerce 11-7-2005.
David Yontef, Examining Attorney

SN 78-825,386. KINETITEC CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY.
For licensing of friction reducing surface treatment (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
Mark T. Mullen, Examining Attorney

SN 78-825,400. KINETITEC CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY.
For licensing of friction reducing surface treatment (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
Mark T. Mullen, Examining Attorney

SN 78-825,813. NETELISYS INC., SACRAMENTO, CA.
The color(s) blue, black and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The color blue appears in the lettering for the term "NETELISYS" and in the circle design appearing above this wording. The color black appears in the lettering for the wording "ARCHITECTS OF INTELLIGENT NETWORKS". The color gray appears in the shading behind the lettering for the term "NETELISYS" and in the circular swoosh design element appearing around the circle.
For business consulting for the information technology industry (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
First use 3-10-2004; in commerce 3-10-2004.
Amy McMenamin, Examining Attorney
CLASS 35—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,301,270, 3,198,915 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHOWCASE OF THE STARS DISCOVER YOUR CAREER IN HOSPITALITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) RED, YELLOW AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF "MFHA SHOWCASE OF THE STARS" IN WHITE ON A BLUE RECTANGULAR BACKGROUND, AND ITALICIZED "DISCOVER YOUR CAREER IN HOSPITALITY" IN BLUE ON A WHITE BAND ABOVE A SMALLER BLUE BAND AND TWO STARS, EACH IN RED WITH YELLOW TRIM APPEARING OVER AND ACROSS THE BACKGROUND RECTANGLE AND BANDS.

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND DIVERSITY IN THE RESTAURANT INDUSTRIES ON BEHALF OF EMPLOYEES, VENDORS, MANAGEMENT AND OWNERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-829,280. THE COMPLETE TILE COLLECTION, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-4-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TILE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR RETAIL AND WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES, FEATURING CERAMIC TILES, MOSAICS, DECORATIVE STONE, COUNTERTOPS AND SINKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 12-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-3-2004.

CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-829,658. HASSAN, TAREK, ANN ARBOR, MI. AND POLLACK, JOHN, NAPERVILLE, IL. FILED 3-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTHCARE ADVISORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF EXPERT CONSULTANTS IN THE FIELDS OF MEDICAL SCIENCE, BIOTECHNOLOGY, AND HEALTHCARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-830,182. ATLANTIC EXCHANGE INC., DORAL, FL. FILED 3-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PRINTING AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT, INK, RIBBONS, TONER, PAPER, COATINGS, AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-831,519. LEE READ JEWELERS, INC., MERIDIAN, ID. FILED 3-7-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIAMOND" AND "STORE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MEMBER CONSUMER ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURERS, MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS, MUSIC COMPANIES, AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES, AND OF THE HOME ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY GENERALLY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-8-2003.
JUSTINE D. PARKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MEMBER CONSUMER ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURERS, MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS, MUSIC COMPANIES, AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES, AND OF THE HOME ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY GENERALLY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-29-2003.
JUSTINE D. PARKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-832,352. API SYSTEMS, INC., DENVILLE, NJ. FILED 3-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVERTISING, NAMELY ADVERTISING THROUGH DYNAMIC DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS AND KIOSKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2006.
BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-832,424. API SYSTEMS, INC., DENVILLE, NJ. FILED 3-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVERTISING, NAMELY ADVERTISING THROUGH DYNAMIC DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS AND KIOSKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2006.
BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-832,482. PRIME TIME BUTCHER, INC., WOODBURY, NY. FILED 3-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUTCHER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FOODS, BEVERAGES AND GIFTS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 0-0-1979; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1979.
REBECCAAGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-832,619. API SYSTEMS, INC., DENVILLE, NJ. FILED 3-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVERTISING, NAMELY ADVERTISING THROUGH DYNAMIC DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS AND KIOSKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2006.
BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-832,756. API SYSTEMS, INC., DENVILLE, NJ. FILED 3-8-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVERTISING, NAMELY ADVERTISING THROUGH DYNAMIC DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS AND KIOSKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2006.
BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE STYLIZED BACKWARD SLANTED PARALLEL BARS WITH OUTLINE SHADOWS UNDER EACH BAR.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ORTHOPEDIC REHABILITATION EQUIPMENT, BRACES AND ORTHOTICS FOR CONTRACTURE MANAGEMENT, AND DIABETES FOOTWEAR AND FOOTWEAR INSERTS; BILLING SERVICES FOR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OFFERED PRIMARILY BY MEDICAL PRACTICES; DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FOR ORTHOTICS, JOINT IMPLANTS AND MOBILITY PRODUCTS, NAMELY SCOOTERS AND WHEELCHAIRS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
GISELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


PLAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF POLITICS, POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS, MEDIA RELATIONS, PUBLIC POLICY, LEADERSHIP NETWORKING, AND THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1998.
JESSICA A. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

S STAFFORD FOODS


WHERE A GREAT CAREER IS PART OF THE DESIGN

WE BRING TOGETHER PROFESSIONALS WITH A PASSION FOR LEADERSHIP AND A COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CAREER SERVICES FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS, NAMELY, EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITMENT, PLACEMENT, AND STAFFING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AMERICAN MACHINE TOOL DISTRIBUTORS' ASSOCIATION

SN 78-840,362. AMERICAN MACHINE TOOL DISTRIBUTORS' ASSOCIATION, ROCKVILLE, MD. FILED 3-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING KITCHENWARE, NAMELY CULINARY, COOKING GADGETS, POTS, PANS, DISHES, KITCHEN LINENS, GOURMET FOODS, AND KITCHEN SMALL APPLIANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The Bitchen Kitchen

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KITCHEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING KITCHENWARE, NAMELY CUTLERY, COOKING GADGETS, POTS, PANS, DISHES, KITCHEN LINENS, GOURMET FOODS, AND KITCHEN SMALL APPLIANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2002.
MARLENE BELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AMERICAN MACHINE TOOL DISTRIBUTORS' ASSOCIATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DISTRIBUTORS' ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(f).
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MACHINE TOOL DISTRIBUTORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-17-1969; IN COMMERCE 1-17-1969.
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-840,878. CENTER FOR VALUE-BASED MEDICINE, LLC, FLOURTOWN, PA. FILED 3-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS, NAMELY, THE STUDY OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES TO PATIENTS AND HEALTH CARE UTILIZATION AND REVIEW SERVICES; PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PATIENT BENEFIT QUANTIFICATION, NAMELY, DATA COMPILING AND ANALYZING IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE; PROVIDING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES TO PATIENTS; AND PROVIDING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE PATIENTS’ DISABILITIES AS THEY RELATE TO CALCULATING HEALTH CARE BENEFITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-840,880. CENTER FOR VALUE-BASED MEDICINE, LLC, FLOURTOWN, PA. FILED 3-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,852,190.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS, NAMELY, THE STUDY OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES TO PATIENTS AND HEALTH CARE UTILIZATION AND REVIEW SERVICES; PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PATIENT BENEFIT QUANTIFICATION, NAMELY, DATA COMPILING AND ANALYZING IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE; PROVIDING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES TO PATIENTS; AND PROVIDING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE PATIENTS’ DISABILITIES AS THEY RELATE TO CALCULATING HEALTH CARE BENEFITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-841,260. COBB ENERGY MANAGEMENT CORPORATION, MARIETTA, GA. FILED 3-20-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,031,646.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AFFILIATE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CIRCULAR SUNBURST LOGO WITH THE WORDS COBB ENERGY A COBB EMC AFFILIATE.
FOR UTILITY BILL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, TRACKING, REPORTING, ANALYZING AND DELIVERING ENERGY INFORMATION IN THE FORM OF UTILITY BILLS AND UTILITY METER DATA RATE SCHEDULES; MARKETING CONSULTING FOR ENERGY RELATED SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-25-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2005.
CAROLINE WOOD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,031,646.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS, NAMELY, THE STUDY OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES TO PATIENTS AND HEALTH CARE UTILIZATION AND REVIEW SERVICES; PROVIDING DATABASES FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PATIENT BENEFIT QUANTIFICATION, NAMELY, DATA COMPILING AND ANALYZING IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE; PROVIDING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES TO PATIENTS; AND PROVIDING ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE PATIENTS’ DISABILITIES AS THEY RELATE TO CALCULATING HEALTH CARE BENEFITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUSINESS SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING LEGAL ADMINISTRATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS REORGANIZATION ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-1984; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1984.
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-844,004. ISLAND PAPERIE, INC., WAILUKU, HI. FILED 3-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING DIGITAL AND PRINTED SCRAPBOOKING SUPPLIES AND INVITATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2004.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-845,438. BRAINRESERVE, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS AND CONSUMER TRENDS FOR MARKETING AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BRAND CREATION, DEVELOPMENT AND IDENTITY; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ADVERTISING, PUBLIC RELATIONS AND MARKETING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-845,824. MOODY BLUES, LLC, GILBERT, AZ. FILED 3-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DENIM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL CLOTHING Boutiques; Retail Clothing Stores (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JIM RINGLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARTISAN GELATO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) RED, LIGHT GREEN, DARK GREEN, YELLOW, ORANGE, BROWN, WHITE, BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF FOUR BROWN AND WHITE LATTICED ICE CREAM CONES, THE FIRST WITH A RED
CLASS 35—(Continued).

AND DARK GREEN STRAWBERRY ON TOP, THE SECOND WITH A LIME GREEN APPLE ON TOP, THE THIRD WITH A YELLOW, DARK GREEN AND ORANGE PINEAPPLE ON TOP, THE FOURTH WITH A LIGHT GREEN AND DARK GREEN WATERMELON ON TOP, AFTER WHICH THERE IS A BLACK VERTICAL LINE. THIS IS FOLLOWED BY THE WORD "GELATISSIMO" IN STYLATED BLACK LETTERING WITH THE WORDS "ARTISAN GELATO" UNDERNEATH IN BROWN STYLIZED LETTERING.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ICE CREAM AND FROZEN CONFECTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-849,941. THE CHARITYGROUP, LLC, LAKE OSWEGO, OR. FILED 3-30-2006.


FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES, NAMELY FACILITATING DONATIONS OF REAL AND TANGIBLE PROPERTY TO NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.

JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-854,611. TXU CORP., DALLAS, TX. FILED 4-5-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,474,176, 2,711,626 AND OTHERS.

FOR PROCUREMENT, NAMELY, PURCHASING, OF ELECTRIC ENERGY, PETROLEUM, AND OTHER FOSSIL FUELS FOR OTHERS; OPERATION OF BUSINESS FOR OTHERS, NAMELY, OPERATION OF INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS AND CONGENERATION FACILITIES; ENERGY USAGE MANAGEMENT; INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY; INVOICING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-14-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-14-1999.

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-856,375. HANLEY-WOOD, LLC, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 4-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,655,675 AND 2,709,681.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POOL & SPA EXPO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ARRANGING, CONDUCTING AND PROMOTING TRADE SHOWS IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCTS, MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES RELATING TO THE DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF POOLS, SPAS, PONDS, WATERFALLS AND LAKES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SETH A. RAPPAORT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-858,736. INTERNATIONAL POOL & SPA EXPO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,655,675 AND 2,709,681.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POOL & SPA EXPO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ARRANGING, CONDUCTING AND PROMOTING TRADE SHOWS IN THE FIELD OF PRODUCTS, MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES RELATING TO THE DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF POOLS, SPAS, PONDS, WATERFALLS AND LAKES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SETH A. RAPPAORT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-856,799. FLORIDA RETAIL FEDERATION, INC., TALLAHASSEE, FL. FILED 4-7-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLORIDA RETAIL FEDERATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF RETAILERS; LOBBYING SERVICES, NAMELY PROMOTING THE INTEREST OF RETAILERS IN THE FIELDS OF LEGISLATION AND REGULATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-858,418. HOMESUBLIME, LLC, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 4-11-2006.
FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE FEATURING HOME DECOR AND HOME FURNISHINGS GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHRISTOPHER OTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-859,132. WEBB, MICHAEL, NORCROSS, GA. FILED 4-11-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONSULTING SERVICES TO BUSINESSES FOR THE GENERAL IMPROVEMENT OF SALES THROUGH THE APPLICATION OF QUALITY MANAGEMENT PRINCIPALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2006.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ONLINE AND RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES; ONLINE AND RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES FEATURING SPORTING AND SOCCER RELATED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONSULTING SERVICES TO BUSINESSES FOR THE GENERAL IMPROVEMENT OF SALES THROUGH THE APPLICATION OF QUALITY MANAGEMENT PRINCIPALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2006.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PASION POR EL FUTBOL
MAKE YOUR SALES FUNNEL FLOW FASTER
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-860,246. FLOWERS, INC., BOGART, GA. FILED 4-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BALLOONS AND BALLOON ACCESSORIES, GIFTS AND GIFT ACCESSORIES, HOME ACCENT ITEMS, HOME DECOR ITEMS, CERAMIC ITEMS, TABLE SETTING ITEMS, DECORATIVE TABLE-TOP ITEMS, PLUSH TOY ANIMALS AND OTHER PLUSH ITEMS, MUGS, GIFTS, GIFT PACKAGING, ORNAMENTS, FIGURES, STATUES AND SCULPTURES, BASKETS, PLANTERS, VASES, CANDLEHOLDERS, AND SPECIALTY FOOD AND BEVERAGE ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 2-0-1996.

ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-862,762. MEADWESTVACO CORPORATION, STAMFORD, CT. FILED 4-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SALES PROMOTION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROMOTING VARIOUS CONSUMER PACKAGING OPTIONS TO OTHER BUSINESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-7-2006.

ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,648. JCSMITH USA, LLC, BRIARWOOD, NY. FILED 4-20-2006.

"THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES JOHN CARL SMITH, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED." THE COLORS RED, WHITE AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


FOR SMALL BUSINESS CONSULTING, NAMELY ACCOUNTING AND TAX PREPARATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 9-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-14-2005.

SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-867,981. WAL-MART STORES, INC., BENTONVILLE, AR. FILED 4-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES FEATURING ORGANIC PRODUCTS; ONLINE RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES FEATURING ORGANIC PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-868,143. Q INTERACTIVE, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 4-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISPLAY OF ADVERTISING FROM A WEB PAGE ON THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

------------------------

SN 78-868,326. O.R. NURSES, INC., GERMANTOWN, TN. FILED 4-24-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OR NURSES INC" AND "PROFESSIONALS FOR SPECIALTY STAFFING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) GREEN, WHITE, AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN OF A CIRCLE FEATURED IN THREE SHADES OF GREEN AS BACKGROUND WITH A STYLIZED "R" FEATURED IN WHITE OFF CENTER BUT CONTAINED WITHIN THE CIRCLE. NEXT TO THE DESIGN, THE WORDING "OR NURSES INC" APPEARS IN LARGER LETTERS FEATURED IN BLACK AND CENTERED DIRECTLY ABOVE THE WORDING "PROFESSIONALS FOR SPECIALITY STAFFING" FEATURED IN BLACK SMALLER LETTERS.

FOR EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES SPECIALIZING IN MEDICAL AND PROFESSIONAL STAFFING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.

RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

------------------------

SN 78-870,044. STUDIO ONE NETWORKS, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONVERGENCE SYNDICATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY, INTERNET AND DIGITAL CONTENT SYNDICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-12-2006.

DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

------------------------

SN 78-870,299. ALLEN BROTHERS, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 4-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,703,418 AND 2,733,674.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FOODS, ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FOOD, MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING FOOD, AND WHOLESALE STORES FEATURING FOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-1893; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1893.

RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

------------------------

SN 78-874,629. ZELCOM GROUP, LLC, SCHAUMBURG, IL. FILED 5-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GROUP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DATA ANALYSIS AND DATA COMPILATION SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2006.

JILL PRATER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE HOME WELLNESS AND FLOOR CARE INDUSTRY THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION IN PRINT AND ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-879,418. COMPTEL, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 5-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,413,679.
FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF COMMUNICATIONS COMPANIES, ADVOCATING THEIR INTERESTS BEFORE GOVERNMENTAL BODIES, AND ARRANGING AND PROMOTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF COMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-878,526. SIMPLY RENTALS, INC., ROCKFORD, MI. FILED 5-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CIRCLE BORDER OF A ROAD LEADING UP A HILL TO A HOUSE IN THE SUNSET.
FOR PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE NATURE OF REAL ESTATE RENTALS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2006.
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-882,670. ROCK & REPUBLIC ENTERPRISES, INC., CULVER CITY, CA. FILED 5-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, FOOTWEAR, HEADWEAR, PERFUMERY, TOILETRIES AND COSMETICS, LEATHERWARE, LUGGAGE AND BAGS OF ALL TYPES, JEWELRY, WATCHES AND EYEWEAR, MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, FOOTWEAR, HEADWEAR, PERFUMERY, TOILETRIES AND COSMETICS, LEATHERWARE, LUGGAGE AND BAGS OF ALL TYPES, JEWELRY, WATCHES AND EYEWEAR, AND ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES, FOOTWEAR, HEADWEAR, PERFUMERY, TOILETRIES AND COSMETICS, LEATHERWARE, LUGGAGE AND BAGS OF ALL TYPES, JEWELRY, WATCHES AND EYEWEAR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CIRCLE BORDER OF A ROAD LEADING UP A HILL TO A HOUSE IN THE SUNSET.
FOR PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHICH FEATURES ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE NATURE OF REAL ESTATE RENTALS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2006.
SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SUPERDIRECTORIES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,425,941.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE DIRECTORY INFORMATION SERVICES ALSO FEATURING HYPERLINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


SHAILA SETTLES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE FEATURING CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASSETS; OPERATING AN ONLINE MARKETPLACE FOR THE BUYING AND SELLING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASSETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2005.

LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS IN THE HOME WELLNESS AND FLOOR CARE INDUSTRY THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION OF PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION IN PRINT AND ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2005.

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-894,072. BALANCED INSIGHT, INC., SPRINGBORO, OH. FILED 5-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ASSISTANCE, ADVISORY, AND CONSULTATION SERVICES WITH REGARD TO BUSINESS ANALYSIS AND ASSOCIATED DATABASE ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT FOR BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND DEPLOYMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


COLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LLP" AND "CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ORANGE SQUARE, A LARGER BLUE SQUARE, AND A GREEN SQUARE THE SAME SIZE AS THE ORANGE SQUARE. BENEATH WHICH IS THE TERM JOHNSON IN UPPERCASE GREEN LETTERS; BENEATH WHICH IS THE TERM O'CONNOR LLP IN UPPERCASE BLUE LETTERS. THE WORDS CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS APPEAR IN ORANGE.

FOR ACCOUNTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHEREBY BUYERS OF GOODS OR SERVICES SUBMIT THEIR REQUEST OR NEED AND THE SYSTEM AUTOMATICALLY MATCHES THE REQUEST WITH POTENTIALLY QUALIFYING PARTICIPATING BUSINESSES OR VENDORS WHO IN TURN PROVIDE THE CONSUMER WITH QUOTATION AND ESSENTIALLY BID ON NEW SALES OPPORTUNITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-18-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-18-2006.

DEIRDRE ROBERTSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TAX SERVICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INCOME TAX CONSULTATION; INCOME TAX PREPARATION; TAX CONSULTATION; TAX FILING SERVICES; TAX PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2000.
ELIZABETH BEYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-914,941. ANDERSON, DAVE E., OVERLAND PARK, KS. FILED 6-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BIOENERGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION; CONSULTANCY OF PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT; EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES; EMPLOYMENT COUNSELING AND RECRUITING; EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES; EMPLOYMENT OUTPLACEMENT SERVICES; JOB AND PERSONNEL PLACEMENT; PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION; PERSONNEL PLACEMENT AND RECRUITMENT; PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING FOR THE SELECTION OF PERSONNEL; TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES; TESTING TO DETERMINE EMPLOYMENT SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-916,996. CLEAR!BLUE HOLDINGS, LLC, BIRMINGHAM, MI. FILED 6-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED EXCLAMATION POINT.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICES, IN THE FIELDS OF MARKET DEVELOPMENT COUNSELING AND IMPLEMENTATION, STRATEGIC PRODUCT MARKETING, ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY CREATING CORPORATE AND BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS. DIRECT MARKETING, SALES PROMOTION, NAMELY STRATEGIC PRODUCT MARKETING, INTERNET-BASED MARKETING, AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING START-UP SUPPORT FOR BUSINESSES OF OTHERS, ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY CREATING CORPORATE AND BRAND IDENTITY FOR OTHERS THROUGH ONLINE MARKETING, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET, AND MARKETING SERVICES, NAMELY MARKETING THROUGH INTERNET COMMUNICATIONS; PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF MEDIA RELATIONS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS INFORMATION SERVICES; PUBLIC RELATIONS, NAMELY, INVESTOR RELATIONS; PUBLIC RELATIONS CONSULTATION, NAMELY, CONSULTATION FOR CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS; BUSINESS MARKETING SERVICES RELATED TO EVENTS AND SPORTS EVENTS OF OTHERS, TECHNOLOGY MARKETING AND PROVIDING MARKET RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS AND BUSINESS INVESTIGATIONS. PREPARATION AND PRESENTATION OF BUSINESS PRESENTATIONS; PREPARING AUDIO-VISUAL PRESENTATIONS FOR USE IN ADVERTISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOANNA DUROVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 775
CLASS 35—(Continued).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE STOCK MEDIA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURES LEADING TO USE OF STOCK MEDIA, NAMELY ROYALTY-FREE STOCK FOOTAGE, ROYALTY-FREE STOCK MOTION-GRAPHICS, ROYALTY-FREE STOCK 3D ANIMATIONS, ROYALTY-FREE STOCK MUSIC, ROYALTY-FREE STOCK SOUND EFFECTS, AND ROYALTY-FREE STOCK PHOTOS; PROVIDING A WEB SITE AT WHICH USERS CAN OFFER GOODS FOR SALE AND BUY GOODS OFFERED BY OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
DEIRDRE ROBERTSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-923,482. BARNETT, JEANNE L, CEDAR GROVE, NJ. FILED 7-6-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROMOTION, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING OF ON-LINE WEBSITES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JACLYN KIDWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-923,746. MCFAUL, WILLIAM J, JACKSON, NJ. FILED 7-6-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESOURCE MAXIMIZATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
RESOURCE MAXIMIZATION COORDINATOR (RMC)
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESOURCE MAXIMIZATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF EXECUTIVE AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-928,189. CORBI, LAWRENCE A., PEACHTREE CITY, GA. FILED 7-12-2006.
THE NAME JON MARCO IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
THE COLOR(S) GRAY, MAGENTA, BLACK AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING PIZZA, PRETZELS, FUNNEL CAKE, FRENCH BREAD PIZZA CIABATTA BREAD AND OTHER FOOD PRODUCTS FOR RE-SALE OF AID IN THE FUNDRAISING EFFORTS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.
KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-929,497. CONSTELLATION RESOURCES LLC, MISSOURI CITY, TX. FILED 7-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED TEXT AND A GRID FEATURING STARS.
FOR EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES; JOB PLACEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-19-2006.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

**RAD TOP**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING TANK TOPS, T-SHIRTS, CORSETS, BLOUSES, SHIRTS, DRESSES, JACKETS, SKIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, SHOES, TROUSERS, VESTS, JEANS, BELTS, FOOTWEAR, HATS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEATERS, GOWNS, COATS, UNDERWEAR, ROBES, SHAWLS, SCARVES, PAJAMAS, SWIM WEAR, GLOVES, SOCKS, BRA'S, HEADBANDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CORY BOONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**CHECKOUT PRIZES**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,989,427, 2,905,335 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRIZES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF INCENTIVES BASED ON CONSUMER PURCHASE BEHAVIOR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1997.
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**PLATYPUS**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,401,671 AND 1,401,672.

FOR RETAIL FURNITURE STORE SERVICES FEATURING FURNITURE AND HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS; ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FURNITURE AND HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JAMES STEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**SR ALLIANCE**

Service and Respect for Seniors

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GREY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE LETTERS SR AND IN THE HORIZONTAL BARS OVER AND ABOVE THE WORD ALLIANCE. THE COLOR GREY APPEARS IN THE WORD ALLIANCE AND THE PHRASE "SERVICE AND RESPECT FOR SENIORS."

FOR GENERAL BUSINESS NETWORKING REFERRAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSISTING MEMBERS IN FORMING AND SUPPORTING REFERRAL GROUPS THAT PASS BUSINESS LEADS AND PROMOTE THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD OF SENIOR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MICHELLE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-935,158. IQ ELECTRONICS, INC., SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 7-21-2006.

**VIBRANT SOLUTIONS**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL STORE, ONLINE RETAIL STORE AND DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING HAIR PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-935,792. ISLAND FOOTWEAR, INC., DELRAY BEACH, FL. FILED 7-24-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOOTWEAR" AND "INC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) RED, GREEN, BLUE, BROWN AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "ISLAND FOOTWEAR INC" IN BLUE; A WATER-TYPE BACKGROUND DISPLAYED IN BLUE; AND, A RED SHOE WITH WHITE LACES OUT OF WHICH RISES A BROWN PALM TREE WITH GREEN LEAVES.

FOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS OF SHOES TO RETAIL SHOE OUTLETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STAFFING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2006.

VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) PURPLE AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "YOU'RE IT" IN PURPLE, FEATURING A STYLIZED I, WITH THE LETTER I COMPRISING A HUMAN FIGURE IN PURPLE REACHING FOR A YELLOW STAR.

FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, DEVELOPMENT AND CHILD CARE PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-26-2005.

AISHA SALEM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) PURPLE AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "TE TOCA A TI" IN PURPLE, FEATURING A STYLIZED I, WITH THE LETTER I COMPRISING A HUMAN FIGURE IN PURPLE REACHING FOR A YELLOW STAR.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH WORDING "TE TOCA A TI" IS "IT TOUCHES YOU."

FOR PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, DEVELOPMENT AND CHILD CARE PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 8-26-2005.

AISHA SALEM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-938,345. KOOSHAREM CORPORATION, SANTA BARBARA, CA. FILED 7-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STAFFING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2006.

VERNA BETH RIRIE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EXPENSE MANAGEMENT COUNCIL (EMC)

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXPENSE MANAGEMENT COUNCIL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EXECUTIVE FOR EXPENSE STRATEGIES (EES)

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXPENSE STRATEGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TECHNOLOGY THINK TANK (3T)

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THINK TANK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR BUSINESS INVESTIGATIONS, EVALUATIONS, EXPERT APPRAISALS, INFORMATION AND RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EXPENSE MANAGEMENT GROUP (EMG)

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXPENSE MANAGEMENT GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY AS WELL AS DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSES FOR THE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY PLANS AND MANAGEMENT PROJECTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-944,875. JOHNSON & JOHNSON, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ. FILED 8-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 648,450, 1,419,912 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SALES AND LOGISTICS COMPANY, LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS PLANNING SERVICES TO AFFILIATES, CUSTOMERS AND ASSOCIATIONS, NAMELY, SALES, MARKETING, ADVERTISING, OPERATIONAL, FINANCIAL RECORDS, INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND LOGISTICAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 648,450, 1,419,912 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SALES AND LOGISTICS COMPANY, LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS PLANNING SERVICES TO AFFILIATES, CUSTOMERS AND ASSOCIATIONS, NAMELY, SALES, MARKETING, ADVERTISING, OPERATIONAL, FINANCIAL RECORDS, INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND LOGISTICAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INFRASULTS
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ASSISTANCE, ADVISORY SERVICES AND CONSULTANCY WITH REGARD TO BUSINESS PLANNING, BUSINESS ANALYSIS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, AND BUSINESS ORGANIZATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,989,427 AND 2,860,092.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRIZES INSTANT WIN GAME", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE WITH THREE DOLPHINS SUPERIMPOSED ON TOP OF THE TRIANGLE AND THE WORDS CHECKOUT PRIZES INSTANT WIN GAME.
FOR PROMOTING THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE DISTRIBUTION OF INCENTIVES BASED ON CONSUMER PURCHASE BEHAVIOR (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY GROUP, LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS CONSULTING AND INFORMATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ROBERT STRUCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-944,941. PHOENIX INTANGIBLES HOLDING COMPANY, GREENVILLE, DE. FILED 8-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL SUPERMARKET SERVICES INCLUDING FUEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MUSIC CDS, T-SHIRTS, AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MUSIC CD'S, T-SHIRTS, AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOUNDATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MUSIC CD'S, T-SHIRTS, AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-953,016. SANUS HOLDINGS, LLC, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 8-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVISION OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR DENTAL OFFICE DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DAWN HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-954,911. PHEPHIPHOPHUM OMNITECH, INC, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 8-17-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OMNITECH" AND "INC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A POLYSYLLABIC WORD WITH EACH SECTION OF THE MAIN MARK WORD HAVING IDENTICAL HALF MOON SHAPES CUPPED TO FORM THE LETTER "P".
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-5-2006.
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CHOPPER SHOX, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MOTORCYCLE REPLACEMENT PARTS; DISTRIBUTORSHIP SERVICES FEATURING MOTORCYCLE REPLACEMENT PARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-11-2006.
RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BROKEN OVAL AND A STAR BETWEEN THE WORDS "SMART" AND "CHOICE."
FOR TAX PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CARRIE ACHEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-961,237. RILEY, BOB, CRYSTAL RIVER, FL. FILED 8-26-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OMNITECH" AND "INC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A POLYSYLLABIC WORD WITH EACH SECTION OF THE MAIN MARK WORD HAVING IDENTICAL HALF MOON SHAPES CUPPED TO FORM THE LETTER "P".
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-5-2006.
SHAILA SETTLES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-961,237. RILEY, BOB, CRYSTAL RIVER, FL. FILED 8-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING VEHICLE ENGINE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DIESELSITE
CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-961,671. CHURCH GREEN PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, LLC, TAUNTON, MA. FILED 8-28-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROFESSIONAL SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SHOOTING STAR AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "CGPS CHURCH GREEN PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, LLC".
FOR BOOKKEEPING; TAX PREPARATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).
SN 78-961,735. COST FINANCIAL GROUP, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 8-28-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL GROUP, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF BUSINESSES OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE PREMIUM FINANCE FOR INSURANCES AGENCIES, AGENCY GROUPS, AND INSURANCE COMPANIES AND THIRD PARTIES IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE PREMIUM FINANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1990.
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BRING LINDBERGH TO LIFE.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, MARKETING AND REAL ESTATE SALES MANAGEMENT OF CONDOMINIUMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-963,731. ASA PARTY AND PAPER SUPPLIES, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 8-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARTY SUPPLIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING PARTY SUPPLIES, COSTUMES AND DRESS-UP ACCESSORIES OFFERED THROUGH TELEPHONE, MAIL ORDER, ONLINE MEDIA AND PHYSICAL LOCATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


KYLE PEETE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-963,737. ASA PARTY AND PAPER SUPPLIES, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 8-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARTY SUPPLIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WHOLESALE STORES FEATURING PARTY SUPPLIES, COSTUMES AND DRESS-UP ACCESSORIES SOLD IN BULK, THROUGH TELEPHONE, MAIL ORDER, ONLINE MEDIA AND PHYSICAL LOCATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2006.

KYLE PEETE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,968,485 AND 2,973,537.

FOR RETAIL SHOP SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, ART, JEWELRY, BEACHWEAR, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, COSMETICS, BAGS AND TOTE BAGS, GOLF ACCESSORIES, SOUVENIR ITEMS, GIFTS AND TOYS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS; RETAIL APPAREL STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MORGAN WYNNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-964,965. AMERICAN FAMILY MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, MADISON, WI. FILED 8-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 773,380, 773,381 AND 2,670,923.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING RECOGNITION AND INCENTIVES BY THE WAY OF AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF THE SALE, UNDERWRITING, AND SERVICING OF MULTIPLE LINES OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR RETAIL CLOTHING STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 0-0-1969; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1969.

JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR PERSONNEL PLACEMENT AND RECRUITMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

G. MAYERSCHOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,968,485 AND 2,973,537.

FOR RETAIL SHOP SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, ART, JEWELRY, BEACHWEAR, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, COSMETICS, BAGS AND TOTE BAGS, GOLF ACCESSORIES, SOUVENIR ITEMS, GIFTS AND TOYS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS; RETAIL APPAREL STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MORGAN WYNNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL CLOTHING STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 0-0-1969; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1969.

JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RETAIL CLOTHING STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 0-0-1969; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1969.

JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,968,485 AND 2,973,537.

FOR RETAIL SHOP SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING, ART, JEWELRY, BEACHWEAR, SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, COSMETICS, BAGS AND TOTE BAGS, GOLF ACCESSORIES, SOUVENIR ITEMS, GIFTS AND TOYS; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS; RETAIL APPAREL STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

MORGAN WYNNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS FRIEND.

FOR ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES; NAMELY ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING HANDBAGS, PURSES, WALLETS, JEWELRY, SCARVES AND ACCESSORIES THROUGH A WEBSITE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-966,204. AMERICAN INSOMNIA ASSOCIATION, WESTCHESTER, IL. FILED 9-1-2006.

FOR ASSOCIATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF INDIVIDUALS WITH INSOMNIA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MATERNITY BABY CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RETAIL WOMEN'S MATERNITY AND INFANT CLOTHING, NAMELY, BLOUSES, DENIM, SUITS, BLAZERS, JUMPERS, INFANT ONE PIECE UNDERWEAR, DRESSES, HATS, JACKETS, LONG AND SHORT COATS, SWEATERS, LINGERIE, SCARVES, TIES, BOWS, COLLARS, SWIMWEAR, EXERCISE WEAR, TENNIS SUITS, JUMPSUITS, TOPS, TUNICS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, JEANS, SHORT SETS AND DIAPER BAGS STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 78-966,597. ROYAL HOBBIES LLC, CHANDLER, AZ. FILED 9-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOBBIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING PRODUCTS REGARDING HOBBIES, NAMELY, RADIO CONTROL CARS, RADIO CONTROL TRUCKS, RADIO CONTROL BOATS, RADIO CONTROL AIRPLANES, RADIO CONTROL HELICOPTERS, MODEL ROCKETS, PLASTIC AND WOODEN MODEL KITS, KITES AND GLIDERS, AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, AND PRODUCTS REGARDING HOBBY TOOLS AND CRAFT SUPPLIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

SN 78-967,074. BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION, CHARLOTTE, NC. FILED 9-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MUSEUMS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH A PROGRAM THAT PERMITS BANK CUSTOMERS TO OBTAIN ADMISSION TO ENTERTAINMENT VENUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1998.

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MUSEUMS ON US

SN 78-970,575. JUMPSTART DIGITAL MARKETING, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 9-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AUTOMOTIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUSINESS MARKETING AND ADVERTISING SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING MARKETING AND ADVERTISING SERVICES TO AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN CONNECTION WITH THE SALE OF AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 3-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2001.
JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUMPSTART AUTOMOTIVE

SN 78-971,093. MARKETING RESOURCE GROUP, INC., LANSING, MI. FILED 9-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POLL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MICHIGAN POLL


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR STRATEGIC BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 7-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1993.
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SEAHOLD

SN 78-972,238. GOODWILL INDUSTRIES OF DENVER, DENVER, CO. FILED 9-12-2006.

"THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS READY."
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

¡LISTO!

"THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS READY."
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR PROMOTION, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING OF APPAREL INCLUDING—T-SHIRTS, CAPS, HATS, TANK TOPS, AND OTHER MATERIALS FOR SPECIAL EVENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CORY BOONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,083,574.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MAILING, SHIPPING, AND PACKING SUPPLIES, STAMPS, MONEY ORDERS, GREETING CARDS, POSTCARDS, NOVELTIES, PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS, PHOTO GIFTS, LOTTERY TICKETS, BUMPER STICKERS, MUGS, LICENSE PLATES, PENS, CLOTHING, AND HATS; COPYING OF DOCUMENTS SERVICES; AUCTION LISTING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ADVERTISING THE AUCTIONS OF OTHERS; MAIL SORTING, HANDLING AND RECEIVING; ARRANGING FOR PICKUP, DELIVERY, STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, FREIGHT AND PARCELS VIA GROUND AND AIR CARRIERS; COMPUTERIZED TRACKING AND TRACING OF PACKAGES IN TRANSIT; INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, SHIPMENT PROCESSING, PREPARING SHIPPING DOCUMENTS AND INVOICES, TRACKING DOCUMENTS, FLAT-SIZED MAIL, PACKAGES AND FREIGHT OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS AND INTERNETS; MONITORING AND TRACKING OF PACKAGE SHIPMENTS; TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING THE TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS FOR OTHERS AND PLANNING AND SCHEDULING SHIPMENTS FOR USERS OF TRANSPORTATION SERVICES; ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES; OUTSOURCING IN THE FIELD OF MAIL SORTING, HANDLING, RECEIVING AND MAILROOM FUNCTIONS; BUSINESS CONSULTING IN THE ECONOMIC AND EFFICIENT OPERATION OF A COMPANY’S OR FIRM’S OUTGOING MAIL FUNCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 35—(Continued).

RAN D STAD PROFESSIONALS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
PRIORITY DATE OF 9-8-2005 IS CLAIMED.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROFESSIONALS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RECRUITMENT OF PERSONNEL; TEMPORARY STAFF DEPLOYMENT; EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONNEL; SECONDMENT OF PERSONNEL; ADVISORY IN THE FIELD OF STAFF MATTERS; TAKING CARE OF THE ADMINISTRATION IN PARTICULAR SALARY AND PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION; EMPLOYMENT-FINDING AND ADVISING IN RESPECT OF PERSONNEL AND STAFF MATTERS; ADVISEMENT IN THE FIELD OF THE CHOICE OF PROFESSION; SELECTION OF PERSONNEL; SELECTION OF PERSONNEL VIA PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODS; EMPLOYMENT OUTPLACEMENT; CAREER GUIDANCE; BUSINESS INTERIM-MANAGEMENT SERVICES; BUSINESS PROJECT MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY; ALL AFORESAID SERVICES ALSO PROVIDED VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS, AMONG OTHER THINGS VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DEBRA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

VACATION VILLAGE RESORTS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VACATION" AND "RESORTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE, RED, PURPLE, ORANGE, BROWN, GREEN, AND AQUA IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
The mark consists of the words VACATION VILLAGE in blue underlined by a single green line, a brown mountain, an orange sun, a green palm tree with blue shadowing underlined by two wavy lines in aqua, and a purple house with a red door. For formation, brokerage and management of time share interests in real estate (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2004.

MICHELLE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
SN 76-618,423. LIBRA ADVISORS LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 6-7-2002.

Libra Advisors

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ADVISORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HEDGE FUND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

MERCANTILE BROKERAGE SERVICES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,866,156.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BROKERAGE SERVICES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO MERCANTILE.
FOR BROKERAGE OF SHARES OR STOCKS AND OTHER SECURITIES; MUTUAL FUND BROKERAGE SERVICES, FIXED INCOME INVESTMENT SERVICES; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT OF AND DISTRIBUTION OF VARIABLE AND FIXED ANNUITIES, FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES, ON-LINE SECURITIES TRADING AND RETIREMENT FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2004.

ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-655,410. FIRST NATIONAL BANK, EL PASO, TX. FILED 2-21-2006.

SUBJECT TO CONCURRENT USE PROCEEDING WITH REGISTRATION NUMBER 2718067, 2667603, 2650793, 2326908, 2729241, 2756180, 2782817, 1406105, 1648600, 2039223, 1912744, 2295406, 2367699, 2971649, 2950481, 2856026, 3003723, 2830034, 2797535, 2794599, 2791175, 2810437, 2797474, 2774255, 2702633, 2626886, 2581439, 2487281, 2161899, 2367700.
PHOTOGRAPH BY FRED CARL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY.
CLASS 36—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ASPEN GROUP BENEFIT ADVISORS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL HEALTH, LIFE, DISABILITY AND LONG TERM CARE; MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENTS; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; AND FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION OF RETIREMENT PLANS, ESTATE PLANS AND BUSINESS CONTINUATION PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2006.
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,398,727, 3,159,619 AND OTHERS.
FOR ANNUITY UNDERWRITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

AMERICAN GLORY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,293,676.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2004.
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).


FOR FINANCING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 527,414, 1,049,235 AND OTHERS.
FOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES; FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT INFORMATION SERVICES; FINANCIAL CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH; RATING SERVICES, NAMELY REGARDING PERFORMANCE OF SECURITIES AND INVESTMENTS AND REGARDING CREDIT WORTHINESS; PROVIDING AND UPDATING INDEXES OF SECURITIES VALUES; FINANCIAL DATA AND STOCK RESEARCH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-1-1962; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1962.
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


STANDARD & POOR'S


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,293,676.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2004.
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-001,650. RETIREE BENEFITS COMPANY, LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 9-18-2006.

WE SERVE AND PROTECT OUR RETIREES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSET MANAGEMENT, PENSION MANAGEMENT, ACQUISITION AND MANAGEMENT OF PENSION PLANS; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MONEY LENDING, ESTATE SETTLEMENT SERVICES, ISSUANCE AND MANAGEMENT OF CERTIFICATES BACKED BY LOAN PORTFOLIOS WHICH ARE SUBSEQUENTLY MANAGED TO INSURE THE INTEGRITY OF THE CERTIFICATES, THE ISSUANCE OF MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES, PROVIDING FOR THE EXCHANGE OF FOREIGN CURRENCY, COMMODITIES, FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES, INTEREST RATE PRODUCTS, AND EQUITIES; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, RETIREMENT PLAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, RETIREMENT BENEFITS MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSET ACQUISITION, CONSULTATION, DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT; INVESTMENT ADVICE; AND INVESTMENT CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JAY BESCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WIRELESS TELEPHONE PAYMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, WIRELESS MOBILE TELEPHONE RATE PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

AISHA SALEM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


DAUM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 0-0-1904; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1912.

JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PSAM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSET MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT CONSULTATION AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES; FINANCIAL RESEARCH; RISK MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL INVESTMENT SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF HEDGING, ARBITRAGE, INVESTING IN EQUITY, FIXED INCOME, CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES, SECURITIES IN BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE MARKETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.

MIDGE BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


ISO PHOTOPAK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,368,227 AND 2,662,173.

FOR RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TO OTHERS, OVER A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK, DATA AND INFORMATION ABOUT PROPERTIES AND BUILDINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS AND DIAGRAMS OF PROPERTIES AND BUILDINGS AND CRIME SCORE INFORMATION, ALL FOR ASSESSING COMMERCIAL, FINANCIAL OR INSURANCE RISKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2006.

SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,957,171, 2,066,402 AND 2,805,542.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "SALEM ".
FOR BANKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1998.
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-010,462. RICARD PAUL BUETER, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 9-29-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION REGARDING A PERSONALIZED FINANCIAL PLAN FOR BENEFICIARIES OF ANNUITIES AND INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS, THAT DESCRIBES THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE DISTRIBUTION-AT-DEATH SETTLEMENT OPTIONS, DISTRIBUTION DEADLINES AND INCOME TAX IMPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-5-2006.
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-011,556. HOPE MOUNTAIN FOUNDATION, INC., FREDERICK, MD. FILED 10-2-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOUNDATION, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TINA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-012,712. RETIREMENT FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC., TUCSON, AZ. FILED 10-3-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEALTH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RENTAL OF REAL ESTATE AND VACATION PROPERTIES, NAMELY VACATION HOMES, CONDOMINIUMS, CABINS, VILLAS, APARTMENTS, AND HOUSES; REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-022,931. SHEAHAN, JOHN, MONROE, CT. FILED 10-17-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSET MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT ADVISORY, FUND INVESTMENT, AND HEDGE FUNDS INVESTMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RAMONA ORTIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SALEM FIVE

SHEPHERD YOUR WEALTH

LEGACYSAFE

GOT BEACH?

FundWatch
CLASS 36—(Continued).


BENEFITS FORWARD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BENEFITS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS; ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS; BROKERAGE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

LAURA KOVALSKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-025,894. SIMPLE DEDUCTIONS, INC., EUGENE, OR. FILED 10-20-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DEDUCTIONS INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) LIGHT BLUE AND DARK BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING SIMPLE DEDUCTIONS, INC. IN DARK BLUE AND A SWIRL DESIGN IN LIGHT BLUE.

FOR MEDICAL ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FINANCING AT A DISCOUNT GUARANTEEING PAYMENT TO MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS; ELECTRONIC DEBIT TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,176. AMERITAS HOLDING COMPANY, LINCOLN, NE. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VISION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTRATION OF GROUP VISION INSURANCE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.

KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING A WEB-BASED ELECTRONIC INVOICE AND PAYMENT SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-030,863. CHILD GUARD, LANCASTER, PA. FILED 10-27-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FUNDRAISING PROGRAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A GLOBE OF THE WORLD AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "MAKING A DIFFERENCE...TOGETHER CHILD CG GUARD A SAFER WORLD FUNDRAISING PROGRAM".

SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-028,802. ROUTHMEIR STERLING INC., CEDAR RAPIDS, IA. FILED 10-25-2006.

OPUS-NEXUS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COLLECTION OF DEBTS; DEBT MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION; DEBT RECOVERY AND COLLECTION AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-027,802. CHILD GUARD, LANCASTER, PA. FILED 10-27-2006.

CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 77-029,176. AMERITAS HOLDING COMPANY, LINCOLN, NE. FILED 10-25-2006.

True View Vision

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE VISION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTRATION OF GROUP VISION INSURANCE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.

KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


S2S

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING A WEB-BASED ELECTRONIC INVOICE AND PAYMENT SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-030,863. CHILD GUARD, LANCASTER, PA. FILED 10-27-2006.

SN 77-027,802. CHILD GUARD, LANCASTER, PA. FILED 10-27-2006.
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-031,142. LIBERTY DENTAL PLAN OF CALIFORNIA, INC., IRVINE, CA. FILED 10-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DENTAL PLAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DENTAL HEALTH INSURANCE UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,166. LIBERTY DENTAL PLAN OF CALIFORNIA, INC., IRVINE, CA. FILED 10-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LARGE L IN WHITE SET OVER THE WORD "LIBERTY" IN WHITE AGAINST A PURPLE BACKGROUND WITH A STYLIZED IMAGE OF THE CROWN OF THE STATUE OF LIBERTY IN LIGHT PURPLE. THE TERMS DENTAL PLAN ARE IN PURPLE.
FOR DENTAL HEALTH INSURANCE UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, SAVINGS PROGRAMS FOR INDIVIDUALS AND ADMINISTRATION OF SAVINGS PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
WILLIAM ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,912. RUSKIN, JERROLD, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY BANKING SERVICES, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, EQUITY CAPITAL INVESTMENT, INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT, AND RETIREMENT FUND INVESTMENT; INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION AND PROVIDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF RETIREMENT PLANNING AND INVESTMENT, FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES; ESTATE PLANNING SERVICES; RETIREMENT PLANNING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use “American” and “Strategy Fund, Inc.”, apart from the mark as shown.

For financial services, namely, providing mutual fund investments and the underwriting and administering of variable life insurance and variable annuities (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

First use 1-8-1999; in commerce 1-8-1999.

Kelley Wells, Examining Attorney

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use “Capital”, apart from the mark as shown.

The English translation of the Swahili word Uhuru in the mark is freedom, liberation, personal liberty, emancipation, national autonomy or independence.

For financial services for non-profit, public service, charitable organizations and high net worth individuals, namely—investment management services; securities brokerage services; financial services in the nature of an investment security; financial analysis in the field of investment securities; and financial consultation services in the field of investment securities (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 and 102).

Benjamin Okeke, Examining Attorney
CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 77-034,296. WESTERN UNION HOLDINGS, INC., ENGLEWOOD, CO. FILED 11-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, BANKING SERVICES, MONEY TRANSFER SERVICES, ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SERVICES, BILL PAYMENT SERVICES, MONEY ORDER SERVICES, CREDIT CARD SERVICES, PREPAID CARD SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ADDING AIRTIME TO PREPAID OR PAY-AS-YOU-GO SERVICES THAT RELOAD CASH ON PREPAID SECURED DEBIT CARDS, AND THAT RECHARGE MINUTES TO PREPAID LONG DISTANCE CALLING CARDS; GIFT CHECK SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ISSUING PERSONALIZED GIFT CHECKS AKIN TO MONEY ORDERS; AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINE SERVICES, DEBIT AND STORED VALUE CARD SERVICES AND DIRECT DEPOSIT OF FUNDS INTO CUSTOMER BANK ACCOUNTS; AUTOMATED CLEARING HOUSE DEPOSIT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-28-2006.

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,778. KINNISON, MATS, MIDVALE, UT. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MORTGAGE PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,941. UNITED OF OMAHA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, OMAHA, NE. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ANNUITY UNDERWRITING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-29-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-29-2005.

KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEALTH MANAGEMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR INVESTMENT ADVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.

NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVICE RELATING TO INVESTMENTS; FUND INVESTMENT CONSULTATION; FUNDS INVESTMENT; INVESTMENT ADVICE; INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT; INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS; MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHARISMA HAMPTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-038,045. AMERICAN STUDENT LOAN CORPORATION, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-6-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE AMERICAN, STUDENT LOAN AND SERVICES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN EAGLE HOLDING A SCROLL, STANDING ON A SHIELD, ENCRICLED BY THE WORDS "AMERICAN STUDENT LOAN SERVICES" WITH THREE STARS BETWEEN THE WORD "SERVICES" AND THE WORD "AMERICAN" AND THREE STARS BETWEEN THE WORD "SERVICES" AND THE WORD "LOAN." FOR FINANCIAL CONSULTATION; PROVIDING STUDENT LOAN INFORMATION; STUDENT LOAN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-038,569. OWNERS FINANCING REAL ESTATE LLC, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,576. OWNERS FINANCING REAL ESTATE LLC, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,752. THE IRVINE COMPANY LLC, NEWPORT BEACH, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE VILLAGE CENTER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,163,878.
FOR SHOPPING CENTER SERVICES, NAMELY, RENTAL OF SHOPPING CENTER SPACE; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, LEASING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2005.
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS

SN 77-038,045. AMERICAN STUDENT LOAN CORPORATION, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DANIEL BRODY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,752. THE IRVINE COMPANY LLC, NEWPORT BEACH, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

ORCHARD HILLS VILLAGE CENTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ORCHARD HILLS VILLAGE CENTER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SHOPPING CENTER SERVICES, NAMELY, RENTAL OF SHOPPING CENTER SPACE; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, LEASING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2005.
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-038,779. LABOR-MANAGEMENT FUND ADVISORS, LLC, TROY, MI. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FUND INVESTMENTS, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AND INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAVID TOOLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,950. WORTH EVERY DOLLAR APPRAISALS, LLC, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "APPRAISALS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL SERVICES AND VALUATION SERVICES, AND ADVICE CONSULTATION AND INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING THERETO (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.
ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,029. TSP TALK LLC, OGDEN, UT. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TSP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT THRIFT SAVINGS PLANS THAT IS PROVIDED TO THRIFT SAVINGS PLANS PARTICIPANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,293. INFINITY INSURANCE CO., BIRMINGHAM, AL. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,616. BENETRENDS, INC., NORTH WALES, PA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,824,847.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN AND ADMINISTRATION OF RETIREMENT BENEFIT PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-31-1983; IN COMMERCE 5-31-1983.
GISSELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,660. GROWMARK, INC., BLOOMINGTON, IL. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,423,272 AND 2,580,588.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR CREDIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TSP Talk.com

FUEL 24
CLASS 36—(Continued).


OMNIFLEX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,131. FIRSTMERIT CORPORATION, AKRON, OH. FILED 11-9-2006.

FIRSTMERIT E-DEPOSIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,877,966, 2,867,527 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "E-DEPOSIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING; ON-LINE BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MICHAEL TANNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,483. MARKET RATES INSIGHT, INC., SAN RAFAEL, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.

BalanceBuilder

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF FOREIGN CURRENCY, COMMODITIES, FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES, INTEREST RATE PRODUCTS, AND EQUITIES VIA THE INTERNET AND INTRANET SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,574. PATRICK ROBERT, IRVINE, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.

Trusted Wealth Advisors

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEALTH ADVISORS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, A TOTAL PORTFOLIO OFFERING FOR HIGH NET WORTH CLIENTS CONSISTING OF BOTH SEPARATE ACCOUNTS AND MUTUAL FUNDS FOR EQUITY AND FIXED INCOME INVESTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JENNIFER MARTIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HK LANE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


unitZXchange

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUSINESS LOANS". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MONEY LENDING FOR BUSINESSES; PAYMENT PROCESSING SERVICES, NAMELY, CREDIT CARD AND DEBIT CARD TRANSACTION PROCESSING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2006.
JEAN IM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BUSINESS LOANS WITHOUT THE HASSLE


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FEDERAL CREDIT UNION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CREDIT UNION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SMICROCAP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Price With Confidence

SN 77-040,822. MARKET RATES INSIGHT, INC., SAN RAFAEL, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL RESEARCH SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CUSTOMIZED DEPOSIT, LOAN, AND FEE STUDIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

360 FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FEDERAL CREDIT UNION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CREDIT UNION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

Dinner with the Masters


PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-041,409. ABDIEL CAPITAL ADVISORS LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.

ABDIEL CAPITAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAPITAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR EQUITY CAPITAL INVESTMENT; FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN INVESTMENT SECURITY; FUNDS INVESTMENT; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT; INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS; MANAGEMENT OF A CAPITAL INVESTMENT FUND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 12-9-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-9-2005.

GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,496. MERCURY PAYMENTS SYSTEMS, LLC, DURANGO, CO. FILED 11-10-2006.

MERCURY PAYMENT SYSTEMS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PAYMENT SYSTEMS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR INTEGRATED CREDIT CARD TRANSACTION PROCESsing SERVICES AND RELATED WEB-BASED REPORTING SERVICES, ALL MARKETED TO MERCHANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 11-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2001.

CHARISMA HAMPTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,636. MERCURY PAYMENT SYSTEMS, LLC, DURANGO, CO. FILED 11-10-2006.

MERCURY PAYMENT SYSTEMS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PAYMENT SYSTEMS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR INTEGRATED CREDIT CARD TRANSACTION PROCESsing SERVICES AND RELATED WEB-BASED REPORTING SERVICES, ALL MARKETED TO MERCHANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 11-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2001.

JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,132. EVANS, SCOTT, HIGLEY, AZ. FILED 11-12-2006.

MERCURYGIFT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ISSUING STORED VALUE CARDS IN THE FORM OF GIFT CARDS MARKETED TO MERCHANTS; TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT SERVICES MARKETED TO MERCHANTS, NAMELY, PROVIDING ELECTRONIC PROCESSING OF GIFT CARD TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.

CHARISMA HAMPTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,132. EVANS, SCOTT, HIGLEY, AZ. FILED 11-12-2006.

HOMETELS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, RENTAL OF VACATION HOMES, CONDOMINIUMS, CABINS, AND VILLAS USING PAY PER CLICK ADVERTISING ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Suburbo
Suburbo.com

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR REAL ESTATE LISTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PERFECT PITCH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 2-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2001.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Maximum Pessimism

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL FORECASTING; FINANCIAL INVESTMENT IN THE FIELD OF EQUITIES, FOREIGN EQUITIES; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL RESEARCH; FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN INVESTMENT SECURITY; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY ASSISTING OTHERS WITH THE COMPLETION OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS FOR STOCKS, BONDS, SECURITIES AND EQUITIES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF FOREIGN CURRENCY, COMMODITIES, FINANCIAL DERIVATIVES, INTEREST RATE PRODUCTS, AND EQUITIES VIA THE INTERNET AND INTRANET SYSTEMS; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, A TOTAL PORTFOLIO OFFERING FOR HIGH NET WORTH CLIENTS CONSISTING OF BOTH SEPARATE ACCOUNTS AND MUTUAL FUNDS FOR EQUITY AND FIXED INCOME INVESTMENTS; FUND INVESTMENT CONSULTATION; FUNDS INVESTMENT, HEDGE FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES; INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING A WEB SITE WHERE USERS CAN POST RATINGS, REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON STOCKS, BONDS, MUTUAL FUNDS AND OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NicQuik
Speed to Market

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD NICQUIK WITH THE WORDS SPEED TO MARKET UNDERNEATH, AN ARROW ABOVE NICQUIK WITH A CRESCENT DESIGN ON THE RIGHT SIDE.

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE INSURANCE RELATED SERVICES, NAMELY, INSURANCE QUOTES AND ISSUANCE OF POLICIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 77-042,729. NAUTILUS INSURANCE COMPANY, SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE INSURANCE RELATED SERVICES, NAMELY, INSURANCE QUOTES AND ISSUANCE OF POLICIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,909. NATIONAL CITY CORPORATION, CLEVELAND, OH. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BANKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

LAURIE KAUFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,991. EMIGRANT SAVINGS BANK, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BANKING; SAVINGS BANK SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JENNIFER VASQUEZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUSTOMIZED BANKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FIRST USE 8-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-3-2006.

JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,230. KNORR, ERIN, HOLIDAY, FL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE LISTING; REAL ESTATE MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,245. KNORR, ERIN, HOLIDAY, FL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE LISTING; REAL ESTATE MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,990. NATIONAL CITY CORPORATION, CLEVELAND, OH. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATIONAL HOME BENEFITS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

LAURIE KAUFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,245. KNORR, ERIN, HOLIDAY, FL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MLS ADDvantage", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE LISTING; REAL ESTATE MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,245. KNORR, ERIN, HOLIDAY, FL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE LISTING; REAL ESTATE MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEVER LOSE MONEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BANKING; SAVINGS BANK SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JENNIFER VASQUEZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Street Smart ADDvantage

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE LISTING; REAL ESTATE MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-043,286. AMERIPRISE FINANCIAL, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FINANCIAL SERVICES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ADVICE RELATING TO INVESTMENTS, ASSET MANAGEMENT, CASH MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION, FINANCIAL PLANNING CONSULTATION, FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL RESEARCH AND FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING ON-LINE FINANCIAL CALCULATORS; PROVIDING STOCK SECURITIES MARKET INFORMATION; BROKERAGE IN THE FIELD OF STOCKS, MUTUAL FUNDS AND OTHER SECURITIES; MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT AND MUTUAL FUND DISTRIBUTION; CONSUMER LENDING SERVICES; ISSUANCE AND MANAGEMENT OF CERTIFICATES BACKED BY LOAN PORTFOLIOS WHICH ARE SUBSEQUENTLY MANAGED TO INSURE THE INTEGRITY OF THE CERTIFICATES; INVESTMENT FUND TRANSFER AND TRANSACTION SERVICES; ASSISTING OTHERS WITH THE COMPLETION OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS FOR STOCKS, BONDS, SECURITIES AND EQUITIES; A TOTAL PORTFOLIO OFFERING FOR CLIENTS CONSISTING OF BOTH SEPARATE ACCOUNTS AND MUTUAL FUNDS FOR EQUITY AND FIXED INCOME INVESTMENTS; FINANCIAL TRUST OPERATIONS; TRUST SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT AND TRUST COMPANY SERVICES; INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, UNDERWRITING, WRITING AND BROKERAGE OF PROPERTY, LIFE AND CASUALTY INSURANCE; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT OF AND DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUITIES; INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY ASSET ACQUISITION, CONSULTATION, DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,377. REALITY CHARITY, LLC, BALTIMORE, MD. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,437. REALITY CHARITY, LLC, BALTIMORE, MD. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,504. BEAM-TEAM, LLC, INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,514. MISSOURI BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF KANSAS CITY, KANSAS CITY, MO. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BANKING AND RELATED FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CHECKING, SAVINGS, MONEY MARKET, INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT, CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNT AND AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE SERVICES; SAFE DEPOSIT BOX SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, CONSULTATION, PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT; COMMERCIAL AND CONSUMER LENDING SERVICES; MORTGAGE LENDING AND LOAN FINANCING; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; DEBIT CARD SERVICES; ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA; CASH MANAGEMENT; MORTGAGE BANKING SERVICES; PROVIDING BANKING SERVICES AND BANKING INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 7-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2006.
TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,424. EVERGREEN COMMUNITY BANK, EVERGREEN PARK, IL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,514. MISSOURI BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF KANSAS CITY, KANSAS CITY, MO. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BANKING AND RELATED FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CHECKING, SAVINGS, MONEY MARKET, INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT, CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT ACCOUNT AND AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINE SERVICES; SAFE DEPOSIT BOX SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, CONSULTATION, PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT; COMMERCIAL AND CONSUMER LENDING SERVICES; MORTGAGE LENDING AND LOAN FINANCING; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; DEBIT CARD SERVICES; ELECTRONIC PAYMENT, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA; CASH MANAGEMENT; MORTGAGE BANKING SERVICES; PROVIDING BANKING SERVICES AND BANKING INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 7-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2006.
TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-043,536. PROLAWYER INSURANCE, LLC, NEWTOWN, PA. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSURANCE AGENCY AND BROKERAGE IN THE FIELD OF LAWYER’S PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-043,957. ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY, NORTHBrook, IL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, WRITING AND UNDERWRITING INSURANCE IN THE FIELDS OF PROPERTY, LIABILITY, CASUALTY, LIFE AND COMMERCIAL AND PROVIDING ANCILLARY SERVICES THERETO: NAMELY, ADMINISTRATION AND CLAIMS ADJUSTMENT; FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PROLAWYER

SN 77-043,604. PROLAWYER INSURANCE, LLC, NEWTOWN, PA. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SWIRL.
FOR INSURANCE AGENCY AND BROKERAGE IN THE FIELD OF LAWYER’S PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, WRITING AND UNDERWRITING INSURANCE IN THE FIELDS OF PROPERTY, LIABILITY, CASUALTY, LIFE AND COMMERCIAL AND PROVIDING ANCILLARY SERVICES THERETO: NAMELY, ADMINISTRATION AND CLAIMS ADJUSTMENT; FINANCIAL RETIREMENT PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,669. NEW CENTURY MORTGAGE CORPORATION, IRVINE, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MORTGAGE BANKING AND MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Tangibulls

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, A TOTAL PORTFOLIO OFFERING FOR HIGH NET WORTH CLIENTS CONSISTING OF BOTH SEPARATE ACCOUNTS AND MUTUAL FUNDS FOR EQUITY AND FIXED INCOME INVESTMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.
ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Home 123 MORTGAGE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,250,525 AND 3,031,863.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE BANKING AND MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 77-044,568. WORLDSERVE MINISTRIES, FRISCO, TX.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE DESIGN OF THE CROSS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO HANDS CUPPING A CROSS ABOVE THE TERM NEEDSFORFRIENDS ABOVE THE TERM MERCY FOR DISASTERS AND DIFFICULT TIMES.
FOR ACCEPTING AND ADMINISTERING MONETARY CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING IN VIEW OF DISASTER PRECAUTIONS AND PREVENTION; ELEEMOSYNARY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONETARY DONATIONS; PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES CONCERNING MONETARY DONATIONS; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD CHARITABLE MONETARY GIVING THROUGH FINANCIAL AND ESTATE PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-14-2006.
P A U L F. G A S T , EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 77-044,589. WORLDSERVE MINISTRIES, FRISCO, TX.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EQUIPPING AND TRAINING CHURCH PLANTERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF FIVE LITTLE STICK PEOPLE IN FRONT OF A CHURCH IN FRONT OF A LARGE SUN WITH LONG SUN RAYS ABOVE THE TERMS SEEDS OF SUPPORT ABOVE THE TERMS EQUIPPING AND TRAINING CHURCH PLANTERS.
FOR ACCEPTING AND ADMINISTERING MONETARY CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING IN VIEW OF DISASTER PRECAUTIONS AND PREVENTION; ELEEMOSYNARY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONETARY DONATIONS; PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES CONCERNING MONETARY DONATIONS; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD CHARITABLE MONETARY GIVING THROUGH FINANCIAL AND ESTATE PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-14-2006.
P A U L F. G A S T , EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 77-044,612. WORLDSERVE MINISTRIES, FRISCO, TX.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE DESIGN OF THE BIBLE AND CROSS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BIBLE WITH A CROSS ON IT IN FRONT OF A SUN BURST ABOVE THE TERMS EVERY MAN A SWORD AND ABOVE THE TERMS PROVIDING ETHIOPIANS THE WORD OF GOD.
FOR ACCEPTING AND ADMINISTERING MONETARY CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING IN VIEW OF DISASTER PRECAUTIONS AND PREVENTION; ELEEMOSYNARY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONETARY DONATIONS; PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES CONCERNING MONETARY DONATIONS; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD CHARITABLE MONETARY GIVING THROUGH FINANCIAL AND ESTATE PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-14-2006.
P A U L F. G A S T , EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 77-045,077. BRIGGS/ FREEMAN REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, INC., DALLAS, TX.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES; REAL ESTATE LISTING SERVICES; REAL ESTATE AGENCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-7-2006.
P A U L F. G A S T , EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LEVEL PARTNERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PARTNERS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, EXECUTING INVESTMENT DECISIONS ON BEHALF OF INDIVIDUALS, ORGANIZATIONS, AND INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2006.
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,756. WORLDSERVE MINISTRIES, FRISCO, TX. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE GRAPHICAL DEPICTION OF A FLOATING HOUSE BOAT ABOVE THE WORDS ANCHORED IN CHRIST ABOVE THE WORDS FLOATING MINISTRY CENTERS FOR THE FORGOTTEN PEOPLE.
FOR ACCEPTING AND ADMINISTERING MONETARY CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING IN VIEW OF DISASTER PRECAUTIONS AND PREVENTION; ELEEMOSYNARY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONETARY DONATIONS; PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES CONCERNING MONETARY DONATIONS; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD CHARITABLE MONETARY GIVING THROUGH FINANCIAL AND ESTATE PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.
P A U L  F. G A S T ,  E X A M I N I N G  A T T O R N E Y

SN 77-045,767. WESTERN BANK, ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 11-16-2006.

SHERPALO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENT SERVICES; PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTMENT SERVICES; INVESTMENT FUND MANAGEMENT SERVICES; AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2005.

SN 77-045,802. WESTERN BANK, ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 11-16-2006.

SN 77-045,575. SHERPALO, LLC, REDWOOD CITY, CA. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BANKING; INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES; ISSUANCE OF BANK CHECKS; ON-LINE BANKING SERVICES; SAVINGS BANK SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-30-2006.
TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,767. WESTERN BANK, ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BANKING; INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES; ISSUANCE OF BANK CHECKS; ON-LINE BANKING SERVICES; SAVINGS BANK SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 77-045,862. ARX INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT L.P., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,807,133, 2,896,111 AND OTHERS.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES; NAMELY, INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TASHIA BUNCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Juntos Avanzamos

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS TOGETHER WE ADVANCE.
FOR CREDIT UNIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-16-2005.
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 77-046,579. TEXAS CREDIT UNION LEAGUE, DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as Together We Advance.
For credit unions (U.S. CLS. 100, 101, and 102).
First use 8-1-2005; in commerce 11-16-2005.
MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,053. WORLDSERVE MINISTRIES, FRISCO, TX. FILED 11-16-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE DESIGN OF THE BIBLE AND CROSS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN IMAGE OF A BIBLE WITH A CROSS WITH BEAMS OF LIGHT SHINING UP AND OUT FROM THE BIBLE ABOVE THE WORDS SWORD FOR A SERVANT WHICH IS ABOVE THE WORDS PROVIDING THE WORD OF GOD.
FOR ACCEPTING AND ADMINISTERING MONETARY CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING IN VIEW OF DISASTER PRECAUTIONS AND PREVENTION; ELEMSOSYNARY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MONETARY DONATIONS; PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES CONCERNING MONETARY DONATIONS; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD CHARITABLE MONETARY GIVING THROUGH FINANCIAL AND ESTATE PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
TASHIA BUNCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TSC 401(k) Health Check

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "401(K)👑", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING FINANCIAL ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY INVESTMENT CONSULTATION, STRATEGIC ASSET ALLOCATION, FINANCIAL PLANNING, RETIREMENT PLANNING, LIQUIDITY AND TAX PLANNING AND PRIVATE FINANCIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101, AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-11-2006.
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,585. TAX SHELTERED COMPENSATION, INC., EDINA, MN. FILED 11-17-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE DESIGN OF THE BIBLE AND CROSS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "CORPORATE RETIREMENT PLANS" apart from the mark as shown.
For providing financial advisory services, namely investment consultation, strategic asset allocation, financial planning, retirement planning, liquidity and tax planning, private financial services, and third-party administrator services (U.S. CLS. 100, 101, and 102).
First use 9-22-2006; in commerce 9-22-2006.
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,588. TAX SHELTERED COMPENSATION, INC., EDINA, MN. FILED 11-17-2006.

TSC Successful Corporate Retirement Plans Made Easy

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CORPORATE RETIREMENT PLANS" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING FINANCIAL ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY INVESTMENT CONSULTATION, STRATEGIC ASSET ALLOCATION, FINANCIAL PLANNING, RETIREMENT PLANNING, LIQUIDITY AND TAX PLANNING, PRIVATE FINANCIAL SERVICES AND THIRD PARTY ADMINISTRATOR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-22-2006.
VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 77-047,022. THE REGENCE GROUP, PORTLAND, OR. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHARMACY BENEFIT MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


"BLESS YOUR HEART"

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCIES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; LOAN FINANCING; MORTGAGE LENDING; MORTGAGE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 8-29-2004.
VIVIAN MICZNK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


"HELPING THE HOME-LESS"

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCIES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; LOAN FINANCING; MORTGAGE LENDING; MORTGAGE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 1-10-1997.
VIVIAN MICZNK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,986. MKT MORTGAGE KATY TEXAS, LP, KATY, TX. FILED 11-20-2006.

Mortgage Advice That Makes Cents

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MORTGAGE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,875. CURING KIDS' CANCER INC., MARIETTA, GA. FILED 11-21-2006.

"RESTAURANTS CURING KIDS' CANCER"

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BORROWER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-17-1997; IN COMMERCE 4-17-1997.
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,393. HERRERA, ROBERT, WESTON, FL. FILED 11-22-2006.

BORROWER FRIENDLY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,959,632.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BORROWER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MORTGAGE LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MARIAM MAHMOUDI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR LEASING OF REAL ESTATE; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,958. SWOBODA HOSPITALITY SPECIALISTS LLC, PHOENIX, AZ. FILED 11-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1996.
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,515,942.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR WARRANTY SERVICES, NAMELY ARRANGING FOR REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENT OF MAJOR HOME SYSTEMS, APPLIANCES AND PARTS THEREOF PROVIDED BY OTHERS PURSUANT TO SERVICE AGREEMENTS COVERING REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF MAJOR HOME SYSTEMS, APPLIANCES AND PARTS THEREOF, PROVIDED BY OTHERS PURSUANT TO SERVICE AGREEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-051,571. EARLY WARNING SERVICES, LLC, SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 11-27-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,767,330, 2,747,452 AND 2,747,453.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WARNING SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE CURVING TRIANGULAR FIGURES ARRANGED WITH EACH AS ONE OF THREE SIDE ELEMENTS OF A LARGER TRIANGULAR FIGURE, AND THE WORDS EARLY WARNING SERVICES.
FOR RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES TO DETECT, PREVENT AND DETER PAYMENT AND IDENTITY FRAUD (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-26-2006.
DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,111. GMAC LLC, DETROIT, MI. FILED 11-28-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INSURANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 10-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-13-2006.
ROBIN MITTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,733. SANDRA KOSKO, WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA. FILED 11-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-14-2006.
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-059,168. POWER FINANCIAL CREDIT UNION, PEMBROKE PINES, FL. FILED 12-7-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,550,156.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL CREDIT UNION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLACK AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR BLACK APPEARS IN THE WORDS POWER FINANCIAL AND THE COLOR RED APPEARS IN THE WORDS CREDIT UNION AND THE DESIGN ELEMENT.
FOR BANKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLOR(S) BLACK AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE NORTHWEST QUADRANT OF A COMPASS ROSE. THE COMPASS ROSE IS GRAY AND THE BACKGROUND IS BLUE.
FOR INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-072,750. MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED, PURCHASE, NY. FILED 12-28-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,186,117, 1,666,085 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TRAVEL PER DIEM CARD, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, BANKING AND PAYMENT CARD SERVICES; PROVIDING CREDIT CARD, DEBIT CARD, CHARGE CARD AND STORED VALUE PREPAID CARD SERVICES; REMOTE PAYMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ELECTRONIC FUNDS AND CURRENCY TRANSFER SERVICES; ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC CASH TRANSACTIONS, NAMELY, CASH DISBURSEMENT SERVICES; CREDIT CARD VERIFICATION SERVICES; CHECK VERIFICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.
GENE MACIOL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A HOUSE AND CHECK MARK DESIGN.
FOR INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION; INSURANCE CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION; INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY, WRITING PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE; INSURANCE UNDERWRITING IN THE FIELD OF PROPERTY AND CASUALTY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2006.
SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-078,163. WINTRUST FINANCIAL CORPORATION, LAKE FOREST, IL. FILED 1-8-2007.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,165,693, 2,296,831 AND 2,360,692.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMUNITY MORTGAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, THE PURCHASE OF FUTURE PAYMENTS OF LOTTERY AND CONTEST WINNINGS, STRUCTURED SETTLEMENTS, SECURED INSURANCE SETTLEMENTS AND ANNUITIES; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION; AND CREDIT INQUIRY AND CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-4-2006.
JEFF DEFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

SN 77-084,351. BOSTON PRIVATE FINANCIAL HOLDINGS, INC., BOSTON, MA. FILED 1-17-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY BANKING SERVICES; FINANCIAL PLANNING, INVESTMENT ADVISORY AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2007.
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-087,855. UNITED STATES TRUST COMPANY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 1-22-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BANKING, FIDUCIARY AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SANDRA MANIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INVESTMENT SECURITIES, CREDIT DEFAULT DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS, CREDIT RISK HEDGING SERVICES RELATING TO THE CREDIT RISK ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN INVESTMENT SECURITIES, AND INDICES RELATING TO THE CREDIT RISK ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN INVESTMENT SECURITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2006.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INVESTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF CUMPLA CON LA LEY POR MENOS IS COMPLY WITH THE LAW FOR LESS.
FOR PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
AGX


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF CUMPLA CON LA LEY POR MENOS IS COMPLY WITH THE LAW FOR LESS.
FOR PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-099,828. SYMPHONY BANK, INDIANAPOLIS, IN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BANKING AND FINANCING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 11-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-17-2006.
EMILY CHUO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-099,294. LODDING CORPORATION, LEICESTER, MA.
FILED 2-5-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,854,369.
FOR PROVIDING EXTENDED WARRANTIES ON CORROSION OF FUEL OIL STORAGE TANKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-31-1966; IN COMMERCE 8-31-1966.
STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-099,386. FIVEWELLS REALTY, LLC, Schaumburg, IL.
FILED 2-5-2007.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REALTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GREY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLUE SYMBOL FOLLOWED BY THE WORD FIVEWELLS APPEARING IN BLUE FOLLOWED BY THE WORD REALTY APPEARING IN GREY.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE BY MEANS OF LINKING THE WEB SITE TO OTHER WEB SITES FEATURING REAL ESTATE INFORMATION; REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION SERVICES; REAL ESTATE AGENCIES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE CONSULTANCY; REAL ESTATE CONSIDERATION; REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT; REAL ESTATE LISTING; REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, RENTAL OF VACATION HOMES, CONDOMINIUMS, CABINS, AND VILLAS USING PAY PER CLICK ADVISING ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 77-108,997. SUNTRUST BANKS, INC., Orlando, FL.
FILED 2-16-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,848,314.
FOR CHECKING ACCOUNT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-12-2007; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2007.
PAM WILLIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-126,435. MCS INC., Lake Worth, FL.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLAIMS ADJUSTMENT IN THE FIELD OF INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-175,826. WACHOVIA CORPORATION, Charlotte, NC.

CROWN BANKING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,238,740, 1,983,532 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BANKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
LOURDES AYALA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-604,969. AGILIS COMPANY, ALBERT LEA, MN. FILED 4-8-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,018,750.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING LOCKBOX AND CAGING SERVICES, NAMELY, ACTING AS A BANK AND THIRD-PARTY COLLECTION AGENT TO PROVIDE SPECIALIZED DONATION, PAYMENT AND DOCUMENT PROCESSING SERVICES TAILORED TO THE UNIQUE NEEDS OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-645,761. PROGRESS INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 6-7-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MULTI-MANAGER FUNDS INVESTMENT; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION COMPRISED OF INVESTMENT FUNDS SELECTION, REALLOCATION, TRANSFER AND DISTRIBUTION SERVICES; RELATED CONSULTING, NAMELY INVESTMENT CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


MICHAEL WIENER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-659,784. TAIPEI FINANCIAL CENTER CORP., TAIPEI CITY 110, TAIWAN, FILED 6-28-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TAIPEI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SHOPPING CENTER SERVICES, NAMELY, RENTAL OF SHOPPING CENTER SPACE; AGENCY OR BROKERAGE FOR RENTING OF BUILDINGS; LEASING AND RENTING OF BUILDINGS AND CONFERENCE ROOMS; REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; AGENCIES OR BROKERAGE FOR LEASING AND RENTING OF LAND; LEASING OF LAND AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY AND BROKERAGE SERVICES PERTAINING TO LAND AND BUILDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FUNDRAISING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) RED, BLACK AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


FOR CHARITABLE FUND RAISING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF SELLING SWEET BAKERY GOODS TO RAISE FUNDS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN OVAL BROKEN IN TWO PLACES.

FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION; INSURANCE CLAIMS PROCESSING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 7-21-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2005.

LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) RED, ORANGE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


FOR INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSET ACQUISITION, CONSULTATION, DEVELOPMENT, AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES; INTERNATIONAL BANKING; PROVIDING FINANCING PLANNING FOR MEMBERS OF THE MILITARY; SAFE DEPOSIT BOX SERVICES; INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS; LOAN FINANCING; DEBT COLLECTION SERVICES; DEBIT CARD SERVICES; LEASE PURCHASE FINANCING; PROVIDING LOANS SECURED BY COMMERCIAL PAPER; SURETY SERVICES; FINANCIAL GUARANTEE AND SURETY SERVICES; COMMERCIAL LENDING SERVICES; MUTUAL FUND BROKERAGE; CHECK VERIFICATION SERVICES; VENTURE CAPITAL FUNDING SERVICES TO EMERGING AND START-UP COMPANIES; ISSUANCE OF CREDIT CARDS; CREDIT CARD SERVICES; TRUST REPRESENTATIVE SERVICES; FINANCIAL CLEARINGHOUSE SERVICES; ISSUANCE OF TRAVELERS CHECKS; PROVIDING TEMPORARY LOANS; BANKING; RENT COLLECTION AGENCY SERVICES; EQUITY CAPITAL INVESTMENT SERVICES; INVESTMENT BANKING; MORTGAGE BANKING; SAVINGS BANKS; PAWN BROKERAGE; ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER; STOCKS AND BONDS BROKERAGE; SECURITIES SERVICES, NAMELY, GUARANTEEING LOANS; SECURITIES BROKERAGE; CONSULTING OF SECURITIES INVESTMENTS; ELECTRONIC FINANCIAL SERVICE FOR THE PURCHASE OF SAVINGS BONDS; DEBT COLLECTION AGENCIES; ISSUING STORED VALUE CARDS; ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT PLANS; FACTORING AGENCY SERVICES; INSTALLMENT LOANS; BROKERAGE FOR HIRE PURCHASE; MONETARY EXCHANGE SERVICES; HEALTH INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; CREDIT BUREAU SERVICES; THEFT INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; BAIL BONDS; INSURANCE AGENCY; INSURANCE CLAIM ADJUSTMENT; INSURANCE CONSULTANCY; PROVIDING INSURANCE INFORMATION; INSURANCE BROKERAGE; ACTUARIAL SERVICES; INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; ACCIDENT INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; MEDICAL INSURANCE SERVICES; AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE SERVICES; REINSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES; LIABILITY INSURANCE SERVICES; AVIATION INSURANCE SERVICES; MARINE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; FIRE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; CREDIT INQUIRIES; STOCK EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS; VALUATION OF STOCK EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS; FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS; FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY; BUSINESS, STOCK OPTION, AND PENSION VALUATION SERVICES; FINANCIAL INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF RATES OF EXCHANGE; FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ELECTRONIC MEANS; FISCAL VALUATIONS; FISCAL ASSESSMENTS; BUSINESS LIQUIDATION SERVICES; ORGANIZING OF STOCK EXCHANGES FOR THE TRADE OF STOCKS AND OTHER FINANCIAL VALUES; COMMODITIES BROKERAGE; LEASING OR RENTAL OF BUILDINGS; LICENSED REAL ESTATE AGENT SERVICES; LEASING OF FARMS; LEASING OF SHOPPING MALL SPACE; RENTAL OF OFFICE SPACE; REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; LEASING OF REAL ESTATE; REAL ESTATE AGENCIES; APARTMENT HOUSE MANAGEMENT; RENTAL OF APARTMENTS; ARRANGING TEMPORARY HOUSING ACCOMMODATIONS; HOUSING AGENCIES; ANTIQUE APPRAISALS; JEWELRY APPRAISAL; NUMISMATIC APPRAISAL; STAMP APPRAISAL; CHARITABLE FUND RAISING; CUSTOMS BROKERAGE; CAPITAL INVESTMENT AGENCIES; OPTION TRADE BROKERAGE; ELECTRONIC CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS; SECURITIES, STOCK, FUTURES, AND BOND BROKERAGE; PROVIDING STOCK INFORMATION; TRAVELER CHECK INSURANCE SERVICES; TRUST GUARANTEE SERVICES; VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Calls For A Cause

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHILANTHROPIC SERVICES CONCERNING
MONETARY DONATIONS FROM THE SALE OF TELE-
PHONE CALLING CARDS, TELEPHONE NUMBERS
AND TELEPHONIC DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
102).
FIRST USE 6-13-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-2-2005.
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MNL INNOVATOR CHOICE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,501,790 AND 2,589,561.
FOR LIFE INSURANCE AND ANNUITY UNDER-
WRITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PERLA BLANCA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
The foreign wording in the mark translates
into English as "White Pearl.
For prepaid telephone calling card and
telephone debit card services (U.S. CLS. 100,
101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2005.
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS BLACK PEARL.
FOR PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING CARD AND TELEPHONE DEBIT CARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-7-2005.
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-802,229. BTS GROUP, INC, SPRINGFIELD, MO. FILED 1-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICAL ENTITLEMENT RECOVERY SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO OTHERS IN OBTAINING FUNDS AND/OR PAYMENT FROM GOVERNMENT ENTITLEMENT PROGRAMS, PRIVATE INSURERS AND OTHER THIRD-PARTY SOURCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.
KAREN BRACEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-812,713. STAMPS, PAUL CRAIG, ORANGE, CA. FILED 2-10-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MORTGAGE COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JANICE KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-819,592. LAND TITLE GUARANTEE COMPANY, DENVER, CO. FILED 2-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CORPORATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO LAND TITLE EXCHANGE.
FOR PROVIDING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INTERNAL REVENUE CODE SECTION 1031 TAX DEFERRED EXCHANGE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A SAFE HARBOR TO THE TAXPAYER BY HOLDING EXCHANGE PROCEEDS IN TRUST FOR THE TAXPAYER UNTIL PROPERLY IDENTIFIED LIKE-KIND PROPERTY IS PURCHASED AND OFFERING EXCHANGE INFORMATION TO THE TAXPAYER AND THEIR COUNSEL THAT MAY ASSIST BOTH PARTIES IN INTERPRETING SECTION 1031 OF THE CODE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY ASSISTING CITIES AND OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES REGARDING SPECIAL ASSESSMENT DISTRICTS, PROPERTY TAX COLLECTION, MUNICIPAL BOND ISSUES AND COLLECTION SERVICES, NAMELY UTILITY RATE STUDIES, USER FEE STUDIES, COST ALLOCATION STUDIES, FISCAL IMPACT FEES, FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, ASSISTING CITIES AND OTHER MUNICIPAL AGENCIES REGARDING REVENUE GENERATION, NAMELY FACILITY FINANCIAL PLANNING, ARBITRAGE REBATE CALCULATIONS AND GROWTH PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1995.
WILLIAM ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMMERCIAL LENDING SERVICES; THE SECURITIZATION OF COMMERCIAL LOANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAPITAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FINANCING, FACTORING, ASSET BASED LENDING, RECAPITALIZATIONS OF LBO FINANCINGS, BRIDGE FINANCINGS; INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES; VENTURE CAPITAL FUNDING SERVICES TO EMERGING AND STARTUP COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-1986; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1986.
WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE INTERNATIONAL RETAIL NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) WHITE, RED AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR REAL ESTATE CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SETH A. RAPPAPORT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 78-829,819. CIGNA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, INC., CLAYMONTE, DE. FILED 3-6-2006.

FUNDAMENTAL Care

FOR INSURANCE BROKERAGE IN THE FIELD OF LIMITED BENEFIT MEDICAL, DENTAL, PRESCRIPTION DRUG AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE; INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION IN THE FIELD OF LIMITED BENEFIT MEDICAL, DENTAL, PRESCRIPTION AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.
BENJAMIN OKEKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-830,119. VERTICAL LEND, INC., DBA MORTGAGE WAREHOUSE, MELVILLE, NY. FILED 3-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION ON MORTGAGES, REVERSE MORTGAGES, REFINANCING, AND LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-24-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2005.
FRED CARL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-830,144. VERTICAL LEND, INC., DBA MORTGAGE WAREHOUSE, MELVILLE, NY. FILED 3-6-2006.

THE EDUCATED HOMEOWNER NETWORK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION ON MORTGAGES, REVERSE MORTGAGES, REFINANCING, AND LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-24-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-24-2005.
FRED CARL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 78-832,836. ALASKA TRUST COMPANY, ANCHORAGE, AK. FILED 3-8-2006.

The Complete Trust Solution

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRUST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ESTATE TRUST MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL TRUST OPERATIONS; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT; TRUST MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS; TRUST SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT AND TRUST COMPANY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-25-2006.
CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-834,412. ASSURANCEAMERICA CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 3-10-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,961,353 AND 3,144,163.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LATINO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SANJEEV VOHRA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-841,239. PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE SERVICES, INC., LAGO VISTA, TX. FILED 3-20-2006.

SENIOR LENDING NETWORK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LENDING NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR WEBSITE PROVIDING INFORMATION ON MORTGAGES, REVERSE MORTGAGES, REFINANCING, LENDING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, AND MATCHING BORROWERS WITH POTENTIAL LENDERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 7-21-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2004.
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Sn 78-830,119, VERTICAL LEND, INC., DBA MORTGAGE WAREHOUSE, MELVILLE, NY. FILED 3-6-2006.

SN 78-830,119. VERTICAL LEND, INC., DBA MORTGAGE WAREHOUSE, MELVILLE, NY. FILED 3-6-2006.

The Complete Trust Solution

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRUST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ESTATE TRUST MANAGEMENT; FINANCIAL CONSULTATION; FINANCIAL TRUST OPERATIONS; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT; TRUST MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS; TRUST SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTMENT AND TRUST COMPANY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 2-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-25-2006.
CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-834,412. ASSURANCEAMERICA CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 3-10-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,961,353 AND 3,144,163.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LATINO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SANJEEV VOHRA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-841,239. PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE SERVICES, INC., LAGO VISTA, TX. FILED 3-20-2006.

Professional Liability Insurance Services, Inc.
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 78-851,344. AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INSURANCE COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING IN THE FIELD OF PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-16-1964; IN COMMERCE 1-16-1964.

ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

YOSEMITE INSURANCE COMPANY

CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 78-853,578. PRIVATE BANCORPORATION, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 4-4-2006.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO "MINNESOTA".
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRIVATE BANK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) GREEN AND BROWN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING PRICE QUOTATIONS AND OTHER FINANCIAL INFORMATION ABOUT FINANCIAL MARKETS BY SUBSCRIPTION VIA THE INTERNET OR OTHER ELECTRONIC MEANS; PROVIDING FINANCIAL DATA AND NEWS AND MARKET ANALYSIS INFORMATION TO TRADERS OF FINANCIAL MARKETS; PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL MARKET INFORMATION; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING DYNAMIC REPORTING OF FINANCIAL DATA VIA AN ON-LINE SERVICE PROVIDER MODEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-11-1996; IN COMMERCE 3-11-1996.

MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIVATE BANK
Minnesota

SN 78-853,800. CQG, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 4-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING PRICE QUOTATIONS AND OTHER FINANCIAL INFORMATION ABOUT FINANCIAL MARKETS BY SUBSCRIPTION VIA THE INTERNET OR OTHER ELECTRONIC MEANS; PROVIDING FINANCIAL DATA AND NEWS AND MARKET ANALYSIS INFORMATION TO TRADERS OF FINANCIAL MARKETS; PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATA-BASE IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL MARKET INFORMATION; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING DYNAMIC REPORTING OF FINANCIAL DATA VIA AN ON-LINE SERVICE PROVIDER MODEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-0-1987; IN COMMERCE 3-0-1987.

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CQG

SN 78-858,762. ACCESS CAPITAL, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STAFFING CAPITAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FINANCING, FACTORING, ASSET BASED LENDING, RECAPITALIZATIONS OF LBO FINANCINGS, BRIDGE FINANCINGS; INVESTMENT BANKING SERVICES; VENTURE CAPITAL FUNDING SERVICES TO EMERGING AND STARTUP COMPANIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-23-2006.

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ACCESS STAFFING CAPITAL
CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS CITIMAXX HOMES AND LOANS IN BLUE WITH A WHITE BACKGROUND.
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-887,723. DEBORAH MYERS REAL ESTATE, INC., SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 5-19-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REAL ESTATE, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES A LIVING PERSON, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.
THE COLOR(S) BLACK, WHITE, GRAY, PINK, ORANGE, YELLOW, AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
SANDRA MANIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-886,131. CITYDWELLERS, LLC, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 5-17-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REAL ESTATE FOR LIVING AND INVESTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SIHOUETTE OF A WOMAN WALKING WEARING A DRESS, HIGH HEELS, AFRO-PUFF PONYTAIL, AND A SHOPPING BAG AND PURSE IN HANDS. THE TEXT "CITYDWELLERS" IS IN THE FONT BRADLEY HAND ITalic, AND "REAL ESTATE FOR LIVING + INVESTING" IS IN THE FONT COPPERPLATE GOTHIC.
FOR LAND ACQUISITION, NAMELY, REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; LEASING OF REAL ESTATE; REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION SERVICES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE CONSULTANCY; REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION; REAL ESTATE EQUITY SHARING, NAMELY, MANAGING AND ARRANGING FOR CO-OWNERSHIP OF REAL ESTATE; REAL ESTATE LISTING; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 9-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-14-2005.
DORITT L. CARROLL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-896,735. SMART PORTFOLIOS LLC, SEATTLE, WA. FILED 5-31-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PORTFOLIOS LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE, WHITE AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS SMART PORTFOLIOS LLC AND A DESIGN ELEMENT. THE COLORS BLUE, WHITE AND GRAY APPEAR IN THE DRAWING AS FOLLOWS— THE WORDS SMART PORTFOLIOS LLC ARE BLUE AND THE DESIGN ELEMENT IS A BLUE AND GRAY SHADED CIRCLE WITH THREE WHITE STAR-LIKE SHAPES WITH GRAY CURVED BANDS EXTENDING FROM THE STAR-LIKE SHAPES.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, INVESTING THE FUNDS OF OTHERS, MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT AND INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 4-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-6-2005.
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 78-904,609. THE TRAVELERS COMPANIES, INC., ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 6-9-2006.

IN-SYNCH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES FOR ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE; PROCESSING, ADMINISTRATION AND ADJUSTMENT OF INSURANCE CLAIMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-904,614. THE TRAVELERS COMPANIES, INC., ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 6-9-2006.

INSURANCE. IN-SYNCH.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING SERVICES FOR ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE; PROCESSING, ADMINISTRATION AND ADJUSTMENT OF INSURANCE CLAIMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The Beach Group Properties, LLC.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DOLLAR SIGN WITH A MAN SURFING.
FOR INVESTMENT SERVICES, NAMELY INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES, CONSULTATION, DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR INVESTMENTS, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS PROJECTS, CONSULTATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF FINANCIAL PLANS, ASSET MANAGEMENT IN THE FINANCIAL MARKETS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The Lending Lady

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LENDING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMMERCIAL LENDING SERVICES; CONSUMER LENDING SERVICES; FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY MONEY LENDING; MORTGAGE LENDING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-16-2003.
WILLIAM ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-913,965. EVOLUTION REALTY LLC., ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 6-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REALTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-915,262. OLD DOMINION REALTY, INC., HARRISONBURG, VA. FILED 6-23-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OLD DOMINION REALTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The color(s) black and gold are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The mark consists of a black pillar with gold background and black outline, and the wording is black.
FIRST USE 6-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-7-2003.
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-927,713. JOHNSON, RICHARD A., RIVERSIDE, CA. FILED 7-12-2006.

THE NAME "RICHARD A. JOHNSON" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE IN THE FIELD OF HOME, LAND, INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL SALES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SUSAN RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAYMENT AND INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE PAYMENT OPTIONS BY MEANS OF CUSTOMER-OPERATED ELECTRONIC TERMINALS FEATURING CREDIT, DEBIT AND ATM OPTIONS AVAILABLE ON-SITE IN RETAIL STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2006.
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-929,140. PAYMENT ALLIANCE INTERNATIONAL, INC., LOUISVILLE, KY. FILED 7-13-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAYMENT" AND "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING MULTIPLE PAYMENT OPTIONS BY MEANS OF CUSTOMER-OPERATED ELECTRONIC TERMINALS FEATURING CREDIT, DEBIT AND ATM OPTIONS AVAILABLE ON-SITE IN RETAIL STORES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2006.
KELLEY WELLS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-927,713. JOHNSON, RICHARD A., RIVERSIDE, CA. FILED 7-12-2006.

THE NAME "RICHARD A. JOHNSON" IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE IN THE FIELD OF HOME, LAND, INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL SALES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SUSAN RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 78-938,118. ASTOR DEVELOPMENT GROUP, LLC, MIAMI, FL. FILED 7-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; LEASING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RESIDENTIAL HOME AND CONDOMINIUM PROJECTS, COUNTRY CLUBS, HOTELS, MOTELS, AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

——

SN 78-944,997. THE CALLAGHAN GROUP, LTD, EL SEGUNDO, CA. FILED 8-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT, REAL ESTATE AGENCIES, REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL, REAL ESTATE LISTING SERVICES, FINANCIAL SERVICES IN REAL ESTATE, NAMELY, MORTGAGE BROKERAGE; FINANCIAL GUARANTEE AND SECURITY; FINANCIAL INVESTMENT IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE, FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN INVESTMENT SECURITY, FINANCING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
DANIEL TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

——

SN 78-947,300. ARISTEIA CAPITAL, L.L.C., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REAL ESTATE" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2005.
SHAUNIA CARLYLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

——

SN 78-951,490. CITY CONNECTIONS REALTY, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 8-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REALTY" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-0-1988; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1988.
SHAUNIA CARLYLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

——


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAPITAL" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, HEDGE FUND INVESTOR SERVICING, PRIVATE FUND INVESTMENTS, FINANCIAL RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-1-1997.
SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 78-953,421. BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION, CHARLOTTE, NC. FILED 8-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,367,274 AND 2,483,007.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR BANKING AND RELATED FINANCIAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-12-1998; IN COMMERCE 1-12-1998.
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONSUMER CREDIT COUNSELING SERVICE EST. 1974", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSUMER CREDIT CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-958,357. CCCS OF CENTRAL FLORIDA AND THE FLORIDA GULF COAST, INC., ORLANDO, FL. FILED 8-23-2006.

SN 78-962,946. BRADDOCK FINANCIAL CORP., DENVER, CO. FILED 8-29-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY MANAGEMENT OF INVESTMENTS, COLLATERALIZED DEBT OBLIGATIONS, HEDGE FUNDS, STRUCTURED FINANCIAL ASSETS, FINANCIAL PORTFOLIOS AND ASSET BACKED SECURITIES; FINANCIAL ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY INVESTMENT ADVISOR SERVICES AND FINANCIAL PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-962,950. BRADDOCK FINANCIAL CORP., DENVER, CO. FILED 8-29-2006.

FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, NAMELY MANAGEMENT OF INVESTMENTS, COLLATERALIZED DEBT OBLIGATIONS, HEDGE FUNDS, STRUCTURED FINANCIAL ASSETS, FINANCIAL PORTFOLIOS AND ASSET BACKED SECURITIES; FINANCIAL ADVISORY SERVICES, NAMELY INVESTMENT ADVISOR SERVICES AND FINANCIAL PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-961,761. CLIFFS EDGE, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 8-28-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MASTER PLANNED COMMUNITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCY, BROKERAGE AND LEASING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-21-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-21-2004.
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-971,430. UFJ NICOS KABUSHIKI KAISHA, DBA UFJ NICOS CO., LTD., TOKYO, JAPAN. FILED 9-11-2006.

FOR CREDIT CARD SERVICES, DEBIT CARD SERVICES, CASH REPLACEMENT RENDERED BY CREDIT CARD; FINANCING SERVICES, LOAN FINANCING, INSTALLMENT LOANS, ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFER, FINANCIALLY GUARANTEED FINANCING; CREDIT BUREAUS; DEBT COLLECTION AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2005.
SHAUNIA CARLYLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BANKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2006.
CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,511,458.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ADVISORS FUND, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING "THALIA" WITH A LINE OVER THE LETTER "I" AND THE WORDING "HEDGE FUND INVESTING" IN A WHITE RECTANGLE.
The colour(s) red, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The colour red appears in the wording "THALIA" and the line over the letter "I", the colour black appears in the wording "HEDGE FUND INVESTING", and the colour white appears in the rectangular background of the mark.
The mark consists of the wording "THALIA" with a line over the letter "I" and the wording "HEDGE FUND INVESTING" in a white rectangle.
FOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENTS MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT CONSULTANCY, FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, A TOTAL PORTFOLIO OFFERING FOR HIGH NET WORTH CLIENTS CONSISTING OF BOTH SEPARATE ACCOUNTS AND MUTUAL FUNDS FOR EQUITY AND FIXED INCOME INVESTMENTS, INSURANCE CONSULTANCY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELIZABETH BEYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PRIORITY DATE OF 2-4-2005 IS CLAIMED.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEDGE FUND INVESTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The colour(s) red, white and black is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The colour red appears in the wording "THALIA" and the line over the letter "I", the colour black appears in the wording "HEDGE FUND INVESTING", and the colour white appears in the rectangular background of the mark.
The mark consists of the wording "THALIA" with a line over the letter "I" and the wording "HEDGE FUND INVESTING" in a white rectangle.
FOR FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENTS MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL AND INVESTMENT CONSULTANCY, FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, A TOTAL PORTFOLIO OFFERING FOR HIGH NET WORTH CLIENTS CONSISTING OF BOTH SEPARATE ACCOUNTS AND MUTUAL FUNDS FOR EQUITY AND FIXED INCOME INVESTMENTS, INSURANCE CONSULTANCY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
ELIZABETH BEYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 36—(Continued).
SN 79-023,292. ABLE INC., JAPAN, FILED 1-20-2006.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0883428
DATED 1-20-2006, EXPIRES 1-20-2016.
THE COLOR(S) GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR GREEN APPEARS IN THE LETTERING OF THE MARK.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS ABLE.
THE TRANSLITERATION OF THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK IS EIBURU.
FOR LIABILITY GUARANTEE AND ACCEPTANCE OF BILLS, NAMELY, FINANCIAL GUARANTEE AND SURETY; AGENCIES FOR COLLECTING GAS OR ELECTRIC POWER UTILITY PAYMENTS; TRANSACTION OF SECURITIES SUBSCRIPTION OR OFFERING, NAMELY SECURITIES BROKERAGE SERVICES; PROVIDING STOCK MARKET INFORMATION; AGENCIES FOR NON-LIFE INSURANCE; CLAIM ADJUSTMENT FOR NON-LIFE INSURANCE; NON-LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING; INSURANCE PREMIUM RATE COMPUTING; MANAGEMENT OF BUILDINGS; AGENCIES OR BROKERAGE FOR RENTING OF BUILDINGS; LEASING OR RENTING OF BUILDINGS; PURCHASE AND SALE OF BUILDINGS, NAMELY, REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION SERVICES; AGENCIES OR BROKERAGE FOR PURCHASE AND SALE OF BUILDINGS; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES; AGENCIES OR BROKERAGE FOR LEASING OR RENTING OF REAL ESTATE; LEASING OF REAL ESTATE; AGENCIES OR BROKERAGE FOR PURCHASE OR SALES OF REAL ESTATE; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON BUILDINGS OR LAND CONCERNING ACQUISITION AND LEASING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 76-659,904. VERANO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, WEST PALM BEACH, FL. FILED 5-11-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FLORIDA". APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "VERANO" IN THE MARK IS "SUMMER". FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FEATURING DEVELOPMENT OF SINGLE-FAMILY HOMES, AND MULTI-FAMILY HOMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-660,066. KOLTER HOLDINGS FLORIDA, INC., WEST PALM BEACH, FL. FILED 5-16-2006.
THE COLOR GRAY IS NOT A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED RENDITION OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS.
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
SN 76-657,231. TAYLOR BUILDING CORPORATION OF AMERICA, LOUISVILLE, KY. FILED 3-24-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "TAILORED FOR LIFE" IN A STYLIZED FONT.
FOR CONSTRUCTION OF HOUSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2005.
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLOR GRAY IS NOT A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED RENDITION OF RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS.
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 76-667,774. SCHEPS, ADAM, ORANGE, CT. FILED 10-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CAR WASH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
BRETT J. GOLDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,561. TRAILER TRASH, LTD., UPPER ARLINGTON, OH. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK AND PINK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "TRAILER TRASH" WRITTEN IN STYLED BLACK LETTERS WITH THE "S" IN PINK AND THE UPPER END OF THE "S" IN THE DESIGN OF A FLAMINGO HEAD WITH A BLACK BEAK.
FOR RUBBISH AND REFUSE REMOVAL SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 8-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-8-2006.
DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RAPID RESPONSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSTRUCTION CONSULTATION AND ADVISING PROVIDED TO BUILDERS REGARDING CONSTRUCTION DEFECT CLAIMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR STUCCO REPAIR CONTRACTOR SERVICES, INCLUDING SPRAYING STAIN OR DYE ON STUCCO; REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS, NAMELY, REPAIR OF STUCCO BY SPRAYING STAIN OR DYE ON STUCCO (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 12-30-1989; IN COMMERCE 12-30-1989.
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-023,091. FOG COAT CORPORATION, WILDOMAR, CA. FILED 10-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING AND RADIATION THERAPY MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Fog Coat
CLASS 37—(Continued).

SN 77-035,277. MERCER, SILAS, METROPOLIS, IL. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BROTHERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BUFFING AND POLISHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 12-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,404. MANKITCHEN LLC, PRAIRIE VILLAGE, KS. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSTRUCTION OF COOKING FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 10-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-30-2006.
LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,476. STRUCTURE-TONE, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-6-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,015,278 AND 2,019,012.
THE MARK CONSISTS IN PART OF A STYLIZED BOX.
FOR GENERAL CONTRACTING SERVICES FOR CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING RENOVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 3-1-1998.
PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,339. RELUMINATE, INC., ST. PAUL, MN. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, RETROFITTING, AND REPLACEMENT OF LIGHTING SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,343. FULTON, RICHARD F., TINTON FALLS, NJ. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER REPAIR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF LAUNDRY, JANITORIAL, HOUSEKEEPING AND RESTROOM EQUIPMENT; BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
DAVID TOOLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 77-041,143. SILVER STAR ENTERPRISES, LLC, N. MYRTLE BEACH, SC. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, NAVY BLUE, BROWN, GREEN, RED, ROYAL BLUE, BLACK, LIGHT GRAY, DARK GRAY, LIGHT BLUE, AND MEDIUM BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A YELLOW SUN OVER WHICH RESIDES BEACH BUFFERS IN STYLIZED NAVY BLUE LETTERING, A PALM TREE WITH A BROWN TRUNK AND THREE GREEN LEAVES, A MOTOR VEHICLE WITH A RED BODY, A ROYAL BLUE WINDSHIELD, YELLOW HEADLIGHTS, BLACK TIRES, A LIGHT GRAY FRONT FENDER, A LIGHT GRAY GRILL TRIMMED WITH A DARK GRAY BORDER AND DARK GRAY VERTICAL MEMBERS AND DARK GRAY SIDE MIRRORS, AND A PLURALITY OF LIGHT BLUE BUBBLES OF VARIOUS SIZES LOCATED TO THE LEFT AND RIGHT OF MOTOR VEHICLE, EACH LIGHT BLUE BUBBLE HAS A MEDIUM BLUE PERIMETER OR BORDER.

FOR AUTOMOBILE CLEANING; AUTOMOBILE CLEANING AND CAR WASHING; AUTOMOBILE DETAILING; AUTOMOBILE POLISHING; AUTOMOBILE UNDERCOATING SERVICES; AUTOMOBILE WASHING; REPAIR OR MAINTENANCE OF AUTOMOBILES; VEHICLE CLEANING; VEHICLE DETAILING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 3-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2006.
TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 77-043,484. WESLEY W. WEIGEL, SUNNYVALE, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MECHANICAL" AND "ELECTRICAL" AND "PLUMBING" AND "FIRE PROTECTION" AND "SINCE 1981", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 1-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2006.
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE WORDS "U.S. MOBILE WASH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLACK, RED, WHITE AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "U.S. MOBILE WASH" PRINTED IN BLACK VERDANA FONT, CENTERED BETWEEN TWO MIRRORED ADAPTATIONS OF AN AMERICAN FLAG, EACH FLAG CONSISTING OF SIXTEEN WHITE STARS AGAINST A BACKGROUND OF OLD GLORY BLUE, SIX WAVING STRIPES IN OLD GLORY RED, AND FIVE WAVING STRIPES IN STANDARD WHITE. THESE ELEMENTS OF THE MARK REST ABOVE THE WORDS "THE MOBILE WASH PROS" PRINTED IN BLACK VERDANA FONT.
FOR AUTOMOBILE CLEANING AND CAR WASHING; PRESSURE WASHING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 5-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2006.
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MECHANICAL" AND "ELECTRICAL" AND "PLUMBING" AND "FIRE PROTECTION" AND "SINCE 1981", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AUTOMOBILE PAINTING; MAINTENANCE AND/OR REPAIR OF AUTOMOBILES; RESTORATION IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOBILES; CAR REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 1-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2006.
TRICIA SONNEBORN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE REMBREY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 8-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-14-2006.
SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Business Lifestyle Campus

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAMPUS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 10-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-10-2006.
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

A NEW CREATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSTALLING DRYWALL PANELS; INSTALLING FLOOR TILE; PAINTING IN THE FIELD OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES; PLUMBING SERVICES; REMODELING OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The Shire

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-30-2004.
JAY BESCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 77-047,322. THE BRANCHESE COMPANY, LLC, TEMPE, AZ. FILED 11-18-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAINTING CO." AND "COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLACK AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR HOUSE PAINTING; PAINTING; PAINTING CONTRACTOR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 11-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-15-2006.
EDWARD FENNESSY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ER CUSTOM AUTOMOTIVE

SN 77-047,535. THE MAIDS INTERNATIONAL, INC., OMAHA, NE. FILED 11-20-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,013,614 AND 2,178,325.
FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL CLEANING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
SARA THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INVATEC

SN 77-048,082. EDWARD’S BODY SHOP & AUTO REPAIR INC., MIAMI, FL. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUSTOM AUTOMOTIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIR AND FINISHING FOR OTHERS; AUTOMOBILE CLEANING AND CAR WASHING; AUTOMOBILE CUSTOMIZATION SERVICES; AUTOMOBILE DETAILING; AUTOMOBILE PAINTING; AUTOMOBILE POLISHING; AUTOMOBILE WASHING; AUTOMOBILE REFINISHING; MOTORCYCLE CUSTOMIZATION SERVICES; REPAIR OR MAINTENANCE OF AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,810. FURMANITE US GSG LLC, RICHARDSON, TX. FILED 11-29-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,304,574.
FOR REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF INDUSTRIAL VALVES, GAUGES AND INSTRUMENTATION, GASKETS, BOILERS, SOLENOIDS, SWITCHES, FLAME ARRESTERS, CONDENSATION PUMPS, VACUUM HEATERS, VALVE BRACKETS, VALVE MOUNTING HARDWARE, AND CORROSION RESISTANT PLATING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 3-17-1997; IN COMMERCE 11-0-1997.
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).

SN 77-059,230. BRAKE BROTHERS, LLC, SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 12-7-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BRAKE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, RED, WHITE, AND BLUE.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLUE RECTANGLE WITH A RED AND WHITE OCTAGON IN THE MIDDLE. THE WORDING BRAKE DEPOT IN WHITE IS SUPERIMPOSED OVER THE RECTANGLE AND OCTAGON.

SEC. 2(F).
FOR AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR SERVICES, NAMELY BRAKE REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION, AND STEERING ASSEMBLY REPAIR AND ADJUSTMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DEMOLITION TECHNOLOGIES AND A DIVISION OF, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN EMBLEM DEPICTING THE JAWS OF AN EXCAVATOR IN THE FORM OF A DINOSAUR'S HEAD IN COLOR BLACK WITH A BLUE BACKGROUND. A DOUBLE OVAL FRAME BORDER IN COLOR BLACK SURROUNDS THE EMBLEM AND INSIDE THE DOUBLE OVAL FRAME READ THE FOLLOWING TEXT IN COLOR BLACK: ADVANCED DEMOLITION TECHNOLOGIES. AND AT BOTTOM OF THE EMBLEM THE FOLLOWING TEXT IN COLOR BLACK READS: A DIVISION OF ADT CONSTRUCTION GROUP.

SEC. 2(F).
FOR BUILDING DEMOLITION, LAND GRADING AND EXCAVATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 2-12-1996; IN COMMERCE 2-12-1996.
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PEST CONTROL SERVICES, NAMELY, MOSQUITO CONTROL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO FLY ZONE

FOR PRESSURE WASHING OF WOODEN SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
LINDA LAVACHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 78-832,005. POW! POW! POWERWASHING, LLC, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 3-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POWERWASHING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRESSURE WASHING OF WOODEN SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
LINDA LAVACHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 78-837,239. NEW IMAGE PAINTING, INC., IRVINE, CA. FILED 3-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAINTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATION OF BUILDINGS; CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE AND RENOVATION OF PROPERTY; CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING RENOVATION; RENOVATION IN THE FIELD OF PAINTING RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR; CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR OF BUILDINGS; RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; PAINTING IN THE FIELD OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS; PAINTING CONTRACTOR SERVICES PAINTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Controlled Pressure Drilling

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DRILLING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WELL DRILLING AND WELL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 78-837,246. NEW IMAGE PAINTING, INC., IRVINE, CA. FILED 3-14-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAINTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF WORDS NEW IMAGE OVER TAPERING STREAK BEHIND UPPER RIGHT SIDE OF WORD PAINTING. FOR CONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATION OF BUILDINGS; CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE AND RENOVATION OF PROPERTY; CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING RENOVATION; RENOVATION IN THE FIELD OF PAINTING RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR; CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR OF BUILDINGS; RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; PAINTING IN THE FIELD OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS; PAINTING CONTRACTOR SERVICES PAINTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 78-843,543. NATIONAL INVESTMENTS, LLC, HIAWASSEE, GA. FILED 3-22-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, CONSTRUCTION AND LAND DEVELOPMENT, NAMELY, PLANNING AND LAYING OUT OF RESIDENTIAL AND/OR COMMERCIAL COMMUNITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JAMES STEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).


RECCS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE AND RENOVATION OF PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-856,908. GOODE, JEFF, HUNTSVILLE, AL. FILED 4-7-2006.

QUAVA NETWORKS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF WIRELESS COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
CAROLYN GRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED DESKTOP COMPUTER KEYBOARD AND MONITOR IN WHICH THE MONITOR HAS HUMAN FACIAL FEATURES CONSISTING OF EYEBROWS, EYES, A NOSE AND A MOUTH.
FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
LINDA LAVACHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


R'newal

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES FOR LIQUID CHILLERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


PEACE OF MIND

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSTRUCTION OF POLYURETHANE SURFACES FOR ATHLETIC TRACKS, GYMNASIUMS AND LIKE SURFACES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
DANIEL RUSSELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-933,428. AM ABLE, INC., LA MESA, CA. FILED 7-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO STYLIZED HUMAN FIGURES, ONE SITTING IN A WHEEL CHAIR, THE OTHER STANDING ADJACENT; BOTH WITH THEIR ARMS RAISED WITH THE WORDS AM ABLE, INC. IN CLOSE PROXIMITY.
FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION CONSULTING AND BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, REMODELING AND INSTALLATION OF ASSISTANCE DEVICES FOR THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED IN COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS AND RESIDENCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 5-20-1993; IN COMMERCE 5-20-1993.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO STYLIZED HUMAN FIGURES, ONE SITTING IN A WHEEL CHAIR, THE OTHER STANDING ADJACENT; BOTH WITH THEIR ARMS RAISED WITH THE WORDS AM ABLE, INC. IN CLOSE PROXIMITY.
FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION CONSULTING AND BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, REMODELING AND INSTALLATION OF ASSISTANCE DEVICES FOR THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED IN COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS AND RESIDENCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 5-20-1993; IN COMMERCE 5-20-1993.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 37—(Continued).
SN 78-961,767. CLIFFS EDGE, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 8-28-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MASTER PLANNED COMMUNITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LAND DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES, AND COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 4-21-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-21-2004.
MATTHEW PAPPAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 37—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SHARPENING AND REPAIR OF SCISSORS AND HAND OPERATED SHEARS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 0-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1990.
BARNEY CHARLON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF ACCOUNT CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ACCESS TO AN ON-LINE DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT PHARMACEUTICALS AND HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-013,794. NAVICORE OY, ESPOO, FINLAND, FILED 10-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED STAR DESIGN ON THE LEFT SIDE FOLLOWED BY THE WORD NAVICORE IN STYLIZEDLETTERING.
FOR SECURED OR UNSECURED TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, TRANSMISSION AND DELIVERY OF DIGITAL DATA, LIGHT FILES, SOUND FILES, DATA, INFORMATION AND IMAGE SIGNALS BY MEANS OF COMPUTER, CABLE, RADIO AND SATELLITE TRANSMISSIONS, ALL IN PARTICULAR FOR NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, ROUTE PLANNERS, AND THE USE OF ELECTRONIC MAPS; WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF DATA BY MEANS OF VIDEO TEXT, THE INTERNET, GSM (GLOBAL SYSTEM FOR MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS) AND WAP (WIRELESS APPLICATION PROTOCOL); WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL DATA; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT; TECHNICAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTATION IN CONNECTION WITH ALL OF THE ABOVE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
CHARLOTTE CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-017,887. MARINA LIGHTHOUSE, LOS ALTOS, CA. FILED 10-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF NO PUNCTUATION, THE WORDS "THE" "SOUND" AND "FENG SHUI" SHOULD BE CAPITALIZED, THE WORD "SOUND" SHOULD BE ITALICIZED, ARIAL FONT.
FOR COMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, TRANSMITTING STREAMED SOUND AND AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WORLD RADIO NETWORK

NO CLAİM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RADIO NETWORK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, SEC. 2(F).
FOR RADIO BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
JAMES LOVELACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Four P's of Podcasting

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PODCASTING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PODCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 7-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-3-2006.

ESLPOD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR PODCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 5-13-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-22-2006.

THE PET PROFESSOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BROADCASTING OVER THE INTERNET IN THE FIELDS OF PETS, PET WELLNESS, PET PRODUCTS, PET OWNERSHIP AND PET TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 3-31-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-31-2001.

VoIPanel

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR VOICE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL (VOIP) SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

RAGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR BROADCASTING SERVICES AND PROVISION OF TELECOMMUNICATION ACCESS TO VIDEO AND AUDIO CONTENT PROVIDED VIA A VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE VIA THE INTERNET, NAMELY, PROVIDING ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC MEDIA CONTENT OR INFORMATION VIA UPLOADING, POSTING, SHOWING, DISPLAYING, TAGGING, BLOGGING, AND SHARING OVER THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 5-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-30-2006.
CLASS 38—(Continued).

SN 77-038,490. FREECONFERENCE.COM, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLOBAL CONFERENCE PARTNERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) WHITE AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A GRAY GLOBE WITH A GRAY AND WHITE RING AND WHITE ORBIT, ABOVE THE WORDS GLOBAL CONFERENCE PARTNERS, OVER A WHITE BACKGROUND.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY AUDIO AND VIDEO TELECONFERENCING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 10-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-10-2006.
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,363. XRINGER INC., SAN JOSE, CA. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRANSMISSION OF PICTURES, DRAWINGS, IMAGES AND CARTOONS IN DIGITAL FORMAT THROUGH WIRELESS DEVICES AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,166. MARRON INTERCONNECT LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR VOICE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL (VOIP) SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,828. BRANCO, CARLOS P., WEST HARTFORD, CT. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, BLUE, RED, GREEN, AND YELLOW.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS PLAYFUL OR JOKING.
FOR PROVIDING REMOTE INTERNET ACCESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 38—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMUNICATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE UNDERLINED, STYLATED, LETTERS RNK IN A LARGER FONT SIZE RELATIVE TO THE SMALLER FONT SIZED, STYLED, WORD COMMUNICATIONS UNDERNEATH.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,480. RNK, INC., DEDHAM, MA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR Font, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHONE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL COMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,480. RNK INC., DEDHAM, MA. FILED 11-13-2006.

GIGA-LEC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR Font, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WIRELESS BROADBAND COMMUNICATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 10-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-16-2006.
JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,635. ONE VELOCITY, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 11-16-2006.

WE'RE IN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR Font, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING TRAVEL, TRIPS AND TOURS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,894. AMERICAN TELECOM SERVICES, INC., CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

GREAT AMERICAN COUNTRY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR Font, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 12-26-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-26-2005.
BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,880. GREAT AMERICAN COUNTRY, INC., NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 11-17-2006.
CLASS 38—(Continued).

SN 77-064,197. G-3-II LP, SCRANTON, PA. FILED 12-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,563,610, 2,648,677 AND 2,735,912.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMUNICATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RADIO BROADCASTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


MARY CRAWFORD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 7-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2006.

RENEE SERVANCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WEBCASTING SERVICES; ONLINE BROADCASTING PROGRAMS OVER THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; STREAMING OF ANIMATION, VIDEO, SOUND, GRAPHICS, PRESENTATIONS, IMAGES, MODELING, WEBSITE CONTENT, MOTION PICTURES, AND ENTERTAINMENT-RELATED MULTIMEDIA CONTENT VIA THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; UPLOADING, POSTING, SHOWING, DISPLAYING, TAGGING AND ELECTRONICALLY TRANSMITTING ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND INFORMATION; TELECOMMUNICATION AND ON-LINE COMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, WIRELESS ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND CONTENT VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS AND WIRELESS PRODUCTS, HANDHELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES, CELLULAR TELEPHONES, KIOSKS AND INTERACTIVE ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS; ONLINE BULLETIN BOARDS, FORUMS AND CHAT ROOMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2004.

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STREAMING OF AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

LINDSEY RUBIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STREAMING OF AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

LINDSEY RUBIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 7-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2006.

RENEE SERVANCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STREAMING OF AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

LINDSEY RUBIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 7-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2006.

RENEE SERVANCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STREAMING OF AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

LINDSEY RUBIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 7-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2006.

RENEE SERVANCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STREAMING OF AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

LINDSEY RUBIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 7-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2006.

RENEE SERVANCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STREAMING OF AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

LINDSEY RUBIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 7-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2006.

RENEE SERVANCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STREAMING OF AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

LINDSEY RUBIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 7-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2006.

RENEE SERVANCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STREAMING OF AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

LINDSEY RUBIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 38—(Continued).
SN 77-099,319. NORTHWEST INDIANA PUBLIC BROADCASTING, INC., MERRILLVILLE, IN. FILED 2-5-2007.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAKESHORE PUBLIC TELEVISION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FIRST USE 10-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-4-2006.
B. PARADEWELAI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MULTIPLE USE ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS FOR THE TRANSFER AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND OTHER CHRONIC DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-663,973. CARL FREUDENBERG KG, WEINHEIM, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 7-5-2005.

OWNER OF FED REP GERMANY REG. NO. 30359961, DATED 2-17-2004, EXPIRES 11-30-2013.
FOR CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY; PROVIDING ACCESS TO DATA OR DOCUMENTS STORED ELECTRONICALLY IN CENTRAL FILES FOR REMOTE CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WIRELESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING FIBER OPTIC NETWORK TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, EXTENDING FIBER OPTIC NETWORK SERVICES TO BUILDINGS LOCATED NEAR FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS VIA THE USE OF WIRELESS BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 1-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2006.
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TV", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING FORATV AND THE DESIGN OF AN ARCH.
FOR TRANSMISSION OF NEWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 12-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-20-2005.
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 38—(Continued).

SN 78-843,651. LONDON INTERNET EXCHANGE LIMITED, PETERBOROUGH, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 3-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY PROVISION OF ACCESS TO THE INTERNET AND TO MOBILE PHONES, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND OTHER PERSONAL MEDIA DEVICES VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE; VIDEO-ON-DEMAND AND PAY-PER-VIEW TELEVISION TRANSMISSION SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE CHAT ROOMS AND ONLINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMMING AND THE DISTRIBUTION THEREOF; AND ISSUES OF INTEREST OR CONCERN TO WOMEN, NAMELY CELEBRITIES, MUSIC, MOVIE AND BOOK REVIEWS, FASHION, ADVOCACY INITIATIVES, SHOPPING, COOKING, WEDDINGS, ASTROLOGY, INTERIOR DESIGN AND DECORATING, BEAUTY, RELATIONSHIPS, GARDENING, FAMILIES, PARENTING, CHILDREN, BABIES, HEALTH AND FINANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

PLUG AND PEER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR OVER-THE-AIR, SATELLITE AND CABLE TRANSMISSION OF AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIAL; BROADBAND COMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, SATELLITE, CABLE AND NETWORK TRANSMISSION OF SOUNDS, IMAGES, SIGNALS AND DATA; PROVIDING WEB CASTING SERVICES; STREAMING OF AUDIO AND VIDEO MATERIAL ON THE INTERNET AND TO MOBILE PHONES, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS, HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND OTHER PERSONAL MEDIA DEVICES VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE; VIDEO-ON-DEMAND AND PAY-PER-VIEW TELEVISION TRANSMISSION SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE CHAT ROOMS AND ONLINE ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMMING AND THE DISTRIBUTION THEREOF; AND ISSUES OF INTEREST OR CONCERN TO WOMEN, NAMELY CELEBRITIES, MUSIC, MOVIE AND BOOK REVIEWS, FASHION, ADVOCACY INITIATIVES, SHOPPING, COOKING, WEDDINGS, ASTROLOGY, INTERIOR DESIGN AND DECORATING, BEAUTY, RELATIONSHIPS, GARDENING, FAMILIES, PARENTING, CHILDREN, BABIES, HEALTH AND FINANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-854,554. WIGGLEWIRELESS, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 4-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MEDIA CONTENT AND ADVERTISEMENTS TO SELECTED TARGET CONSUMERS VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF SPONSORED ADVERTISEMENTS AND NEWS, SPORTS OR ENTERTAINMENT TO SELECTED TARGET CONSUMERS VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; BROADCAST OF DATA, CONTENT, OR MULTI-MEDIA FILES OR STREAMS TO WIRELESS MOBILE DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WiggleWireless

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MEDIA CONTENT AND ADVERTISEMENTS TO SELECTED TARGET CONSUMERS VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF SPONSORED ADVERTISEMENTS AND NEWS, SPORTS OR ENTERTAINMENT TO SELECTED TARGET CONSUMERS VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; BROADCAST OF DATA, CONTENT, OR MULTI-MEDIA FILES OR STREAMS TO WIRELESS MOBILE DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

MATTHEW EINSTEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
1-877-334-HOPE 4U

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,031,759.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 4-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2006.

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

1-877-334-Hope For You

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,031,759.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 4-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-9-2006.

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-866,094. EXCHANGE MY MAIL, INC., MANHASSET, NY. FILED 4-20-2006.

FOR DELIVERY OF MESSAGES BY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). FIRST USE 4-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2005. 
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-875,834. INFOTELIS CORP., CLEVELAND, OH. FILED 5-3-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "I", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE MARK CONSISTS OF 3 OPEN ELLIPSES PLUS THE LOWER CASE LETTER "I". FOR INTERNET TELEPHONY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). FIRST USE 2-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-21-2006. 
TANYA AMOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-878,510. GLOBALROAM PTE LTD, SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, FILED 5-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, DATA TRANSMISSION AND RECEIPTION SERVICES VIA TELECOMMUNICATION MEANS, ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE OF DATA STORED IN DATABASES ACCESSIBLE VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS, PROVIDING ACCESS TO TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS, PROVIDING ELECTRONIC TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVIDING THIRD PARTY USERS WITH ACCESS TO TELECOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE, TELECOMMUNICATION ACCESS SERVICES, LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, GRAPHICS BY MEANS OF TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPHIC, CABLE, AND SATELLITE TRANSMISSIONS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS BY E-MAIL, TELECOMMUNICATIONS GATEWAY SERVICES, TRANSFER OF DATA BY TELECOMMUNICATION; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; DATA COMMUNICATION BY ELECTRONIC MAIL; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF FACSIMILE COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA FEATURING ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION; FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION AND RETRIEVAL SERVICES; AND INSTANT MESSAGING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104). FIRST USE 2-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2006. 
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-927,993. NORTH PITTSBURGH SYSTEMS, INC., GIBSONIA, PA. FILED 7-12-2006.

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 38—(Continued).

SN 78-932,144. TELEMUNDO NETWORK GROUP LLC, HIALEAH, FL. FILED 7-18-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,557,303.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PUERTO RICO, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTER "T" AND STAR DESIGN.

FOR CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 2-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2005.

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS, IN PART, OF A DEPICTION OF A FIBER OPTIC CABLE.

FOR WIRELESS BROADBAND COMMUNICATION SERVICES, VIDEO OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL SERVICES, VIDEO-ON-DEMAND TRANSMISSION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 38—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,885,436 AND 2,906,346.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR MESSAGING SERVICES, NAMELY, SUBSCRIBER BASED SERVICES FROM A BUSINESS FOR SENDING EMERGENCY WARNING MESSAGES TO RESIDENCES AND BUSINESSES AT SELECTED GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS VIA TELEPHONE, WORLD-WIDE WEB AND WIRELESS TRANSMISSION MEDIUM, NAMELY, INFRA RED AND RADIO FREQUENCY SONIC TRANSMISSION EXCLUDING REAL TIME PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, NAMELY, POLICE, FIRE, RESCUE AND OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 6-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2001.

ALICIA COLLINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

SN 76-628,506. ONLINE TRANSPORT INC., GREENFIELD, IN. FILED 1-21-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY TRUCK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RISK GROUP, LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 2-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2002.
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AIR TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 7-17-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2005.
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-657,518. WAGNER, ELISA, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 3-30-2006.

Wings Air

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AIR TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 7-17-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-17-2005.
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-660,688. NATURAL HABITAT, INC., BOULDER, CO. FILED 5-26-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARBON POLLUTION REDUCTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF: RECTANGLE DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS: ONE WITH THE INITIALS, ONE WITH THE NAME, AND ONE WITH A LEAF.
FOR ARRANGING TOURS, NAMELY, NATURE TRAVEL AND WILDLIFE SAFARIS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.
KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Dry Cleaning Liberation

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DRY CLEANING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PICK-UP AND DELIVERY OF DRYCLEANING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-001,520. NEOCELLS, LLC, EVANSTON, IL. FILED 9-18-2006.

NeoCell's HOTTEST Ticket

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION KIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) DARK GREEN AND LIGHT GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF WORDS ARE DARK GREEN WITH A LIGHT GREEN OVAL BORDER DESIGN WITH TWO TEARDROP IMAGES.
FOR BIOMEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, THE STORAGE OF HUMAN CELLS FOR MEDICAL USE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
COLLEEN DOMBROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—(Continued).
SN 77-003,306. CENTRAL PARKING CORPORATION, NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 9-20-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,013,070 AND 2,270,071.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARKING SYSTEM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) YELLOW AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A YELLOW POLYGON DESIGN OUTLINED IN BLACK WITH THE WORDING "CENTRAL PARKING SYSTEM" TO THE RIGHT OF THE DESIGN. THE BLACK LOCATED IN THE LETTERS OF THE MARK IS NOT CLAIMED AS COLOR BUT CONSTITUTES BACKGROUND, OUTLINING, SHADING OR TRANSPARENT AREAS AND IS NOT PART OF THE MARK.
FOR VEHICLE PARKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-013,266. ALOHA AIRLINES, INC., HONOLULU, HI. FILED 10-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLASS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
 FOR AIRLINE PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,162. SHELL VACATIONS LLC, NORTHBOURG, IL. FILED 10-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AT SEA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CRUISE SHIP SERVICES; TRAVEL, EXCURSION AND CRUISE ARRANGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,664. GREENLIGHT LOGISTICS, INC., PLANO, TX. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOGISTICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FREIGHT FORWARDING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
LAURA HAMMEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,800. AXIS GLOBAL SYSTEMS, LLC, MASPETH, NY. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLOBAL SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COURIER SERVICES; TRANSPORT BY AIR; WORLDWIDE DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS AND PARCELS BY TRUCK, COURIER AND AIR; PICK-UP, TRANSPORTATION, STORAGE AND DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES AND FREIGHT BY LAND AND AIR; TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY SERVICES, NAMELY, SAME DAY SHIPMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—(Continued).

SN 77-042,323. DIMERCO EXPRESS (USA) CORP., WOOD DALLÉ, IL. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, BLUE, ORANGE.

"THE COLOR ORANGE APPEARS IN THE TOP CURVED LINE; THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE BOTTOM CURVED LINE AND THE WORD DIMERCO." THE MARK CONSISTS OF BLUE WORD AND DESIGN WITH BLUE AND ORANGE LINES.

FOR FREIGHT FORWARDING; FREIGHT SHIP TRANSPORT; FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY AIR, TRUCK AND/OR CARGO SHIP; SUPPLY CHAIN, LOGISTICS AND REVERSE LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, RAW MATERIALS, AND OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,232. DIMERCO EXPRESS (USA) CORP., WOOD DALLÉ, IL. FILED 11-13-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,157,700.

THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, BLUE, ORANGE.

"THE COLOR ORANGE APPEARS IN THE TOP CURVED LINE; THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE BOTTOM CURVED LINE AND THE WORD DIMERCO." THE MARK CONSISTS OF BLUE WORD AND DESIGN WITH BLUE AND ORANGE LINES.

FOR FREIGHT FORWARDING; FREIGHT SHIP TRANSPORT; FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY AIR, TRUCK AND/OR CARGO SHIP; SUPPLY CHAIN, LOGISTICS AND REVERSE LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, RAW MATERIALS, AND OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


MARC LEIPZIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

"THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE TERMS BLUE SKY CLEAN AIR SHIPPING SOLUTIONS IN BLACK. THE TERMS CLEAN AIR SHIPPING SOLUTIONS APPEAR AT THE TOP OF THE MARK ABOVE THE WORD BLUE. BETWEEN THE WORDS BLUE AND SKY IS A STYLIZED TRUCK IN WHITE AND BLACK. THERE ARE THREE EMISSION BUBBLES EMANATING FROM THE TRUCK. THE BUBBLES ARE BLUE WITH BLACK LINING. THERE IS A BLACK OVAL BENEATH THE TRUCK DESIGN.

FOR PICK UP AND DELIVERY OF FREIGHT, FURNITURE AND SHIPPABLE GOODS IN OR ON VARIOUS OVER LAND VEHICLES USING ALTERNATIVE FUELS INCLUDING BIODIESEL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105)."


PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,763. NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC., EAGAN, MN. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

"OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,271,908, 2,850,937 AND OTHERS.

FOR AIR TRANSPORTATION; AIR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES FEATURING A FREQUENT FLYER BONUS PROGRAM. AIRLINE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105)."


STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,454. SEL VENTURES, LLC, STONE MOUNTAIN, GA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HOURLY TRUCK RENTAL AND DELIVERY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NWA EXTRAS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,271,908, 2,850,937 AND OTHERS.

FOR AIR TRANSPORTATION; AIR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES FEATURING A FREQUENT FLYER BONUS PROGRAM. AIRLINE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—(Continued).

SN 77-043,360. MOBILE ONSITE MINI STORAGE, INC., CHARLOTTE, NC. FILED 11-14-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “MOBILE ONSITE MINI STORAGE”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A GENERALLY HOUSE-SHAPED FIGURE CONTAINING THE LETTERS M O M S AND THE WORDS MOBILE ONSITE MINI STORAGE THEREUNDER.
FOR STORAGE IN GENERAL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A WOMAN DRIVING A CAR AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING “WOW WEEKENDS OF WOMEN”.
FOR ORGANIZATION, BOOKING AND ARRANGEMENT OF EXCURSIONS, NAMELY STRESS-FREE WEEKEND EXCURSIONS, GETAWAYS, RETREATS, AND CAMPS DESIGNED FOR ALL WOMEN THAT OFFERS THEM THE OPPORTUNITY TO RELAX AND REJUVENATE AND PARTICIPATE IN ACTIVITIES RELEVANT TO A PARTICULAR FACILITY AND LOCATION;
ORGANIZATION, BOOKING AND ARRANGEMENT OF EXCURSIONS, NAMELY EXCURSION GETAWAYS THAT ARE DESIGNED FOR WOMEN WHO ARE CANCER SURVIVORS OR HAVE OTHER DISABLING AND LIFE-TERM SYNDROMES AND DISORDERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 7-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-22-2006.
DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR POSTAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PRESORTING, STUFFING, SEALING, POSTAGE METERING, BUNDLING AND DELIVERING MAIL TO THE POST OFFICE;
SHIPPING AND DELIVERY SERVICES, NAMELY, PICK-UP, TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF PACKAGES AND LETTERS BY VARIOUS MODES OF TRANSPORTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
H. M. FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,645. GET IT HOME, INC., NAPLES, FL. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF GOODS BY VAN OR OTHER MEANS OF TRANSPORT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2006.
P A U L A M A Y S, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,703. GET IT HOME, INC., NAPLES, FL. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF GOODS BY VAN OR OTHER MEANS OF TRANSPORT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2006.
P A U L A M A Y S, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—(Continued).
SN 77-046,752. STUDENTCITY.COM, INC., PEABODY, MA.
FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARRANGING TRAVEL TOURS VIA GLOBAL AND/OR LOCAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 11-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-8-2006.
TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,031. STUDENTCITY.COM, INC., PEABODY, MA.
FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "PIMP MY SPRING BREAK" SUPERIMPOSED OVER A DIAMOND NECKLACE WITH A ROUND MEDALLION WHICH INCLUDES A SILHOUETTE OF A NATIVE AMERICAN WARRIOR.
FOR ARRANGING TRAVEL TOURS VIA A GLOBAL AND/OR LOCAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 11-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-8-2006.
TEJBIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,723. EL AL ISRAEL AIRLINES, LTD, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS TO "THE HEIGHTS".
FOR AIR TRANSPORTATION OF PERSON, PROPERTY, MAIL, AND CARGO; PROVIDING TRANSPORTATION RESERVATIONS AND BOOKING SERVICES FOR AIR TRANSPORTATION AND MAKING TRAVEL RELATED RESERVATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 9-0-1948; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1948.
JEFFERY COWARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 39—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 505,509 AND 1,076,652.
FOR TRANSPORT BY RAIL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 12-31-1968; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1968.
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-053,453. JOHNNY CYCLE MOTORCYCLE RECOVERY, L.L.C., NEWARK, NJ. FILED 11-29-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EMERGENCY AUTO OR TRUCK TOWING; EMERGENCY AUTOMOBILE TOWING; VEHICLE TOWING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 8-5-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-29-2006.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EMERGENCY AUTO OR TRUCK TOWING; EMERGENCY AUTOMOBILE TOWING; VEHICLE TOWING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 8-5-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-29-2006.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—(Continued).

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "SERIES", apart from the mark as shown.
For making reservations and bookings for transportation; transport by boat, air, railway, and barge; conducting sightseeing tours for others; arranging travel tours (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).

PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; airline transportation services; arranging travel tours and charter air transportation services; travel information services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).
First use 7-1-2003; in commerce 7-1-2003.

STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; airline transportation services; arranging travel tours and charter air transportation services; travel information services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).
First use 7-1-2003; in commerce 7-1-2003.

STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For transportation and moving services for others, namely, the transportation of household and commercial goods and specialized transport of fragile goods by truck or van; packing and packaging of goods for transportation for others; customized shipping services, namely, providing customized freight and distribution via truck transportation; warehousing services; transportation and inventory logistic consultation services for others about the packing, transport, warehousing and storage of goods; warehousing and storage of goods; freight forwarding, and freight brokerage services for others; packaging articles for transportation, namely, crating services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).
First use 0-0-2000; in commerce 0-0-2000.

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-664,337. ARPIN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC., EAST GREENWICH, RI. FILED 7-6-2005.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For transportation and moving services for others, namely, the transportation of household and commercial goods and specialized transport of fragile goods by truck or van; packing and packaging of goods for transportation for others; customized shipping services, namely, providing customized freight and distribution via truck transportation; warehousing services; transportation and inventory logistic consultation services for others about the packing, transport, warehousing and storage of goods; warehousing and storage of goods; freight forwarding, and freight brokerage services for others; packaging articles for transportation, namely, crating services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).
First use 0-0-2000; in commerce 0-0-2000.

STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "MOBILE SELF-STORAGE", apart from the mark as shown.
The color(s) red, white, black, and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The color white appears in the background of the mark. The color black appears in the three lines depicting speed, in the wording "OUTTA SITE," in the three wheels, and in the side of the cart containing the face. The color red appears in the top section of the cart and the wording "MOBILE SELF-STORAGE." The color gold appears on the back panel of the cart directly behind the face section.
The mark consists of the design of a moving box that has wheels and a face. The design is above the wording "OUTTA SITE," which is above the wording "MOBILE SELF-STORAGE."
For warehouse storage services featuring the use of transportable storage containers (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).
First use 5-11-2005; in commerce 5-11-2005.

MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; airline transportation services; arranging travel tours and charter air transportation services; travel information services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).
First use 7-1-2003; in commerce 7-1-2003.

STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For transportation and moving services for others, namely, the transportation of household and commercial goods and specialized transport of fragile goods by truck or van; packing and packaging of goods for transportation for others; customized shipping services, namely, providing customized freight and distribution via truck transportation; warehousing services; transportation and inventory logistic consultation services for others about the packing, transport, warehousing and storage of goods; warehousing and storage of goods; freight forwarding, and freight brokerage services for others; packaging articles for transportation, namely, crating services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 105).
First use 0-0-2000; in commerce 0-0-2000.

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—(Continued).

SN 78-674,849. CRETE CARRIER CORPORATION, LINCOLN, NE. FILED 7-20-2005.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,659,475.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE NUMBER "1" WITH "CCC" THEREIN.

FOR FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY TRUCK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 6-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2005.

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN APPROXIMATELY SQUARE AREA OF BLUE WITH A RED BORDER. THE BLUE AREA CONTAINS BLACK LINES DIVIDING IT INTO FOUR QUADRANTS. IN THE BLUE SQUARE, HIDING ALMOST HALF OF THE BLACK LINES, ARE THE FOLLOWING SHAPES— IN THE CENTER IS A RED CIRCLE, ABOVE AND ADJACENT TO THE RED CIRCLE IS A YELLOW SHAPE THAT IS ROUGHLY TRIANGULAR, WITH ITS TOP EDGE SLIGHTLY OVERLAPPING THE RED BORDER, SIDES ANGLED IN, AND THE BOTTOM CURVING UPWARD TO GIVE THE APPEARANCE OF SITTING ON THE CIRCLE. BELOW AND ADJACENT TO THE RED CIRCLE IS A GREEN SHAPE THAT MIRRORS THE YELLOW SHAPE IN A SLIGHTLY SMALLER SIZE, NOT EXTENDING ALL THE WAY DOWN TO THE RED OUTLINE. ALL THE COLORS ARE SHADED TO GIVE A THREE-DIMENSIONAL APPEARANCE. TO THE RIGHT OF THE DESIGN IS A BLUE RECTANGLE CONTAINING THE WORDS "THE NOHBELL GROUP" IN STYLIZED LETTERS IN AN ORIGINAL FONT. THE WORDS ARE COLORED WHITE. BELOW THE WORDS IS A HORIZONTAL TURQUOISE LINE THAT EXTENDS OUT OF THE RECTANGLE ON EITHER SIDE. THE BLUE RECTANGLE HAS A TURQUOISE BORDER.

FOR SUPPLY CHAIN, LOGISTICS AND REVERSE LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY, STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SERVICES CONSISTING OF TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF FOOD AND BEVERAGE PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS BY AIR, RAIL, SHIP OR TRUCK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-844,231. MARINA DE PONCE, INC., SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO, FILED 3-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS BAHIA CARIBE AND OVER THEM A STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF A FISH CONSISTING OF STYLIZED REPRESENTATIONS OF THE SUN, A SEAGULL, AND A WAVE.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS CARIBBEAN BAY.

FOR MARINA SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 3-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-23-2006.
CHRISTOPHER OTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-849,587. QUALITY CUSTOM DISTRIBUTION SERVICES, INC., IRVINE, CA. FILED 3-29-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUSTOM DISTRIBUTION SERVICES INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION, AND DELIVERY OF GOODS FOR OTHERS BY TRUCK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 2-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2006.
SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 39—(Continued).

SN 78-875,131. SEASSPAN INTERNATIONAL LTD., NORTH VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 5-3-2006.


FOR TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY SERVICES, NAMELY, SAME DAY SHIPMENT SERVICES, AIR TRANSPORTATION, AND FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY SHIP, RAIL AND TRUCK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

DANNEAN HETZEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-947,581. PERKINS TP TRAILERS, INC., LIMERICK, PA. FILED 8-8-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRAILERS INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS ShOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A TEEPEE.

FOR RENTAL OF VANS, TRUCKS AND TRAILERS OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN IMAGE OF A FEMALE MOTORCYCLE RIDER HOLDING HER FINGER TO HER MOUTH SUPERIMPOSED OVER A SHIELD IMAGE THAT CONTAINS AN IMAGE OF A MOTORCYCLE WITH LIGHTNING BOLT IMAGERY IN THE BACKGROUND RESEMBLING AN ELECTRICAL STORM.

FOR MOTORCYCLE RIDING CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING MOTORCYCLE RIDING EXCURSIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


SUNG IN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-024,406. JETBIRD AG, CH-6300 ZUG, SWITZERLAND, FILED 5-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. PRIORITY DATE OF 4-12-2006 IS CLAIMED.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0886319 DATED 5-3-2006, EXPIRES 5-3-2016.

FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, AIR AND LAND TRANSPORT OF PASSENGERS AND OF GOODS; PACKAGING ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORTATION; STORAGE OF GOODS IN GENERAL; ARRANGING OF TRAVEL TOURS; SERVICES OF AN AIRLINE COMPANY, NAMELY, AIR TRANSPORT OF TRAVELERS, AIRPORT PASSENGER CHECK-IN SERVICES, FREIGHT PLANE TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF GOODS IN GENERAL, PLANE UNLOADING SERVICES; OPERATION OF A TRAVEL AGENCY, NAMELY, TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT RESERVATIONS, BOOKING OF SEATS FOR TRAVEL, TOUR ESCORTING OF TRAVELERS, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH AIR AND LAND TRANSPORT, PROVIDING OF INFORMATION ABOUT TRAVEL OR TRANSPORT OF GOODS BY BROKERS, PROVIDING INFORMATION ON TRANSPORT TARIFFS, TIMETABLES AND TOURS; RENTAL OF LAND AND AIR VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

CHRISTOPHER OTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT


HALDEX

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 03792166, FILED 4-30-2004, REG. NO. 003792166, DATED 9-11-2006, EXPIRES 4-30-2014.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,455,157 AND 2,420,384.
FOR CONTRACT MANUFACTURING AND CUSTOM MANUFACTURING OF VEHICLES AND VEHICLE PARTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


HIGH VELOCITY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF SHUTTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,278. 420 AUTO CARE, CHANDLER, AZ. FILED 10-27-2006.

PRESCRIPTION WINDSHIELDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WINDSHIELDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AUTOMOTIVE WINDOW TINTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 9-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2006.
LAURIE KAUFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-669,918. CHARLES D RICHARDSON, GERMAN-TOWN, TN. FILED 12-4-2006.

JamaRPublisher

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIGITAL ON-DEMAND PRINTING SERVICES OF BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 8-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-5-2006.
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-006,452. ARGOS EXPLORATION, LLC., BUCKHANNON, WV. FILED 9-25-2006.

ARGOS EXPLORATION LLC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LLC, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION SERVICES; AND OIL PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 9-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-7-2006.
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-007,962. THOMAS INSTRUMENT, INCORPORATED, BROOKSHIRE, TX. FILED 9-26-2006.

Thomas Instrument

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AEROSPACE MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 0-0-1953; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1965.
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-012,565. THOMAS INSTRUMENT, INCORPORATED, BROOKSHIRE, TX. FILED 10-3-2006.

INSTRUMENT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THOMAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR AEROSPACE MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 0-0-1953; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1965.
JANICE L. MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF DENTAL PROSTHETICS; CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF MOLDS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; CUSTOM MANUFACTURING AND FITTING OF PROSTHETICS; DENTAL LABORATORIES; DENTAL TECHNICIAN SERVICES; MAKING OF PROSTHETIC DEVICES TO ORDER (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 9-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-5-2006.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,075. PICSMART LLC, FLOWER MOUND, TX. FILED 11-1-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CREATION OF CUSTOM PORTRAITS AND PAINTINGS BASED ON PHOTOGRAPHS, SNAPSHOTs OR IMAGES PROVIDED BY THE CUSTOMER (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,382. ROBERTSON, DODIE, HATTIESBURG, MS. FILED 11-2-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MONOGRAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The COLOR(S) BLACK, PINK, GREEN AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
The MARK CONSISTS OF "T, M, H" IN BLACK LETTERS SURROUNDED BY BLACK LINES CONTAINING PINK DOTS WITH A GREEN CENTER ON EACH BLACK LINE. TWO BLACK LINES FORM A CANOPY ABOVE THE LETTERS TMH AND TWO BLACK HORIZONTAL LINES BELOW CONTAIN THE WORDS "THE MONOGRAM HUT" IN BLACK LETTERS BETWEEN THE TWO LINES, ALL ON A WHITE BACKGROUND.
FOR MONOGRAMMING OF CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,075. PICSMART LLC, FLOWER MOUND, TX. FILED 11-1-2006.

SN 77-036,729. ROLLED METAL PRODUCTS, INC., BAKER, LA. FILED 11-3-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CUSTOM PROCESSOR OF STEEL AND ALUMINUM NAMELY BY IN-LINE SLITTING, EDGING AND OSCILLATE WINDING FOR MANUFACTURED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 11-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2006.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—(Continued).
SN 77-037,995. EVRAZ OREGON STEEL MILLS, INC., PORTLAND, OR. FILED 11-6-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OREGON STEEL MILLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN OF A MOUNTAIN LOCATED WITHIN A BOX WHICH IS LOCATED TO THE LEFT OF THE STYLIZED WORDS "OREGON STEEL MILLS".
FOR METAL TREATMENT, NAMELY, STEEL MELTING, CASTING, ROLLING AND FINISHING, MANUFACTURING STEEL PLATES AND STEEL COILS TO CUSTOMER ORDER; METAL TREATMENT, NAMELY, STEEL PLATE AND STEEL COIL MANUFACTURING AND MANUFACTURING STEEL PLATES AND STEEL COILS TO CUSTOMER ORDER (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

B. PARADEWELAI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,106. ACORN ENGINEERING COMPANY, CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA. FILED 11-9-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,472,827.
FOR MANUFACTURING SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF ACCESS DOORS, ROOF FLASHINGS, AND ROOF HATCHES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MARY BOAGNI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,086. DISPLAY PACK, INC., GRAND RAPIDS, MI. FILED 11-12-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MANUFACTURE OF AUTOMOTIVE PARTS, COMPONENTS, AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, INTERIOR TRIM, INSTRUMENT PANELS, CONTROL PANELS, CONTROLS, CONSOLES, APPLIQUES, FASCIAS, DOOR TRIM, EXTERIOR TRIM, GRILLES, MIRRORS AND BODY PANELS TO THE ORDER AND/OR SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 11-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-6-2003.

JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WENDY GOODMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—(Continued).
SN 77-043,904. ARMORWORKS ENTERPRISES, LLC, TEMPE, AZ. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONTRACT MANUFACTURING IN THE FIELD OF BALLISTICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CUSTOM IMPRINTING OF PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SHIRTS, BAGS, MUGS, PENS, BUSINESS CARDS, BANNERS, POSTCARDS WITH DECORATIVE DESIGNS; CUSTOMIZED PRINTING OF COMPANY NAMES AND LOGOS FOR PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES ON THE GOODS OF OTHERS; DESIGN PRINTING FOR OTHERS; PRINTING; SCREEN PRINTING; SILK SCREEN PRINTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,857. NUHEAT INDUSTRIES LIMITED, DELTA, B.C., CANADA, FILED 11-15-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,413,980, 2,415,672 AND 2,633,961.
FOR MANUFACTURING OF FLOOR HEATING SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

DAVID YONTEF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,872. NUHEAT INDUSTRIES LIMITED, DELTA, B.C., CANADA, FILED 11-15-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED IMAGE OF A HUMAN FOOT.
FOR MANUFACTURING OF FLOOR HEATING SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

DAVID YONTEF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,428. LOY-LANGE BOX COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOX CO." APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MANUFACTURING OF CORRUGATED CONTAINERS AND DISPLAYS TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 0-0-1897; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1897.

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,857. NUHEAT INDUSTRIES LIMITED, DELTA, B.C., CANADA, FILED 11-15-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,502,027.
FOR MANUFACTURING OF FLOOR HEATING SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-045,428. LOY-LANGE BOX COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,502,027.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOX CO." APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MANUFACTURING OF CORRUGATED CONTAINERS AND DISPLAYS TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 0-0-1897; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1897.

AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—(Continued).
SN 77-045,432. LOY-LANGE BOX COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOX.
FOR MANUFACTURING OF CORRUGATED CONTAINERS AND DISPLAYS TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 0-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1997.
AMY HELLA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,388. TOM RIVERS, WEST FARGO, ND. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TAXIDERMY (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,039. DISCOUNT LABELS, LLC, STAMFORD, CT. FILED 11-21-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LABELS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "DISCOUNT LABELS" AND A ROLL OF LABELS.
FOR FABRICATING LABELS, BUSINESS CARDS AND RUBBER STAMPS TO THE CUSTOM REQUIREMENTS OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 7-31-1986; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1986.
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 40—(Continued).
SN 77-049,124. MY SCRAPBOOK GALLERY LLC, PROVO, UT. FILED 11-21-2006.

My Scrapbook Gallery

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRONIC IMAGING, SCANNING, DIGITIZING, ALTERATION AND OR RETOUCHING OF SCRAPBOOK PAGES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 12-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.
JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-051,037. ISHRED, LLC, AVON, MA. FILED 11-27-2006.

iShred

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOCUMENT SHREDDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


California Dental Arts
The Art of Precision

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CALIFORNIA DENTAL ARTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF DENTAL PROSTHETICS; CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF MOLDS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; CUSTOM MANUFACTURING AND FITTING OF PROSTHETICS; DENTAL LABORATORIES; DENTAL TECHNICIAN SERVICES; MAKING OF PROSTHETIC DEVICES TO ORDER (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 9-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-5-2006.
BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR IMPRINTING MESSAGES ON T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
ADA HAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-063,520. TAMPA ARMATURE WORKS, INC., TAMPA, FL. FILED 12-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TAW WITH A PLURALITY OF SUBSTANTIALLY EQUIDISTANT LINES EXTENDING IN RADIAL FASHION FROM THE W IN A PERSPECTIVE VIEW.
FOR CONTRACT MANUFACTURING IN THE FILED OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONTRACT MANUFACTURING IN THE FILED OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 0-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1989.
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-078,137. GFX INTERNATIONAL, INC., GRAYSLAKE, IL. FILED 1-8-2007.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,157,610.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INTERNATIONAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR COMMERCIAL PRINTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 12-7-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-7-1996.
JASON BLAIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURING OF NON-METAL NATURAL AND/OR SYNTHETIC COMPOSITE FABRIC FIBERS FOR REINFORCING MATERIALS USED IN AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS, SPORTING GOODS APPLICATIONS, MILITARY APPLICATIONS, TRANSPORTATION APPLICATIONS, STRUCTURAL REINFORCEMENT APPLICATIONS AND BALLISTIC APPLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-723,691. CUMMINS INC., COLUMBUS, IN. FILED 9-29-2005.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,991,046.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER "C" CONTAINING THE WORD "CUMMINS" ALONG A DIAGONAL LINE, WITH THE WORDS "POWER" AND "RENT" IN BLOCK LETTERS.
FOR RENTAL OF POWER GENERATING EQUIPMENT, NAMELY RENTAL OF ELECTRICITY GENERATORS, TRANSFER SWITCHES, SWITCHGEAR, ELECTRICAL CABLES, TRANSFORMERS AND ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
DAYNA BROWNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—(Continued).
SN 78-794,977. DESIGN MASTER ASSOCIATES INCORPORATED, TOANO, VA. FILED 1-19-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRANSFER OF IMAGES FROM ONE MEDIA FORM, NAMELY DIGITAL IMAGES, TO ANOTHER MEDIA, NAMELY, CERAMICS, WOOD, GLASS, FABRIC, METAL, PORCELAIN AND MOUSE PADS BY MEANS OF A DYE SUBLIMATION PROCESS; DESIGN PRINTING FOR OTHERS, NAMELY TRANSFER OF DIGITAL IMAGES TO PAPER; DESIGN PRINTING SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
JERI J. FICKES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 40—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME MOVIE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MOVIE FILM TRANSFER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COLOR CORRECTION AND CONVERSION OF MOTION PICTURE FILM TO VIDEO FILM OR OTHER MEDIA FORMATS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-833,528. INNOVENTOR, INC., MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO. FILED 3-9-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CUSTOM MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-847,229. ADVANCED CARD SYSTEMS, INC., ARLINGTON, TX. FILED 3-27-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARD SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CUSTOM PRINTING OF PERSONALIZED PLASTIC CARDS AND IDENTIFICATION BADGES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 5-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-0-1998.
JILL C. ALT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 40—(Continued).

SN 78-864,635. WARREN OIL COMPANY, INC., DUNN, NC. FILED 4-19-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,146,021.
FOR COMPOUNDING AND BLENDING BOTH PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, NAMELY MOTOR OIL, GEAR OIL, TRANSMISSION FLUID, POWER STEERING FLUID, AND HYDRAULIC OIL, AND CHEMICALS IN THE NATURE OF FUEL ADDITIVES, SOLVENTS, EMULSIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
DOMINIC PATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-867,984. CLARKE AMERICAN CHECKS, INC., SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 4-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,021,875, 2,210,950 AND OTHERS.
FOR CUSTOM PRINTING OF BANK CHECKS TO THE ORDER AND SPECIFICATION OF OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
TEJBJIR SINGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WINERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WINERY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 79-031,195. SHENZHEN JINJIA COLOR; PRINTING GROUP CO., LTD., CHINA, FILED 11-6-2006.

OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0904216 DATED 11-6-2006, EXPIRES 11-6-2016.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF "JIN AND JIA" IS "STRENGTH AND NICETY".
THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATE TO "JIN AND "JIA" AND THIS MEANS "STRENGTH AND NICETY" IN ENGLISH.
FOR OFFSET PRINTING, LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING, SILKSCREEN PRINTING, PRINTING, PHOTOCOMPOSING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
SHARON MEIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 75-433,792. PASTORAL INSTITUTE FOR COMMUNICATIONS, INC., MIAMI, FL. FILED 2-13-1998.

PAX INSTITUTE

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INSTITUTE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "PAX" IN THE MARK IS "PEACE".
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING LECTURES, SEMINARS, CLASSES AND EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF USING MASS MEDIA TO FURTHER CATHOLIC PASTORAL EFFORTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-17-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-17-1997.
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


Wild West Winery

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WINERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WINERY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NUTRITION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SEMINARS FOR SALES REPRESENTATIVES AND INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS TEACHING SELF-DEVELOPMENT SKILLS AND SALES AND MARKETING TECHNIQUES FOR NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, HOMEOPATHIC FORMULATIONS, FOODS, SOAPS, COSMETICS, AND CLEANING SOLUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1993.
DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NUTRITION FOR LIFE

CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 76-640,207. JONAS, JOYCE, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 6-3-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, IN THE FIELD OF JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-0-1990; IN COMMERCE 1-0-1990.
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COLLEGE-LEVEL COURSES OF INSTRUCTION THAT SPECIALIZES IN FIELD-SPECIFIC CAREER TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2003.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 76-656,668. ENVIROSTAT, INC., FORT COLLINS, CO. FILED 3-10-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF SAMPLING, LABORATORY SUB-SAMPLING, STATISTICS AND QUALITY CONTROL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2004.
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLLEGE THAT CARES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK IS AN ABSTRACT DESIGN FEATURING A GLOBE, PLANETARY RINGS, AND A TRIANGULAR SHAPED STRUCTURE WITH THE WORDS FAIRVIEW ENTERTAINMENT,
FOR TELEVISION AND MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2004.
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FAIRVIEW ENTERTAINMENT

MULTI INCREMENT

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK IS AN ABSTRACT DESIGN FEATURING A GLOBE, PLANETARY RINGS, AND A TRIANGULAR SHAPED STRUCTURE WITH THE WORDS FAIRVIEW ENTERTAINMENT,
FOR TELEVISION AND MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2004.
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS OF SAMPLING, LABORATORY SUB-SAMPLING, STATISTICS AND QUALITY CONTROL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2004.
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MULTI INCREMENT
FOR MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT GUEST SPEAKER AND PERFORMER BOOKING SERVICES; TELEVISION AND RADIO SHOW PLACEMENT FOR ARTISTS, PERFORMERS, SPEAKERS, AND OTHER GUEST INDIVIDUALS; MEDIA TRAINING, NAMELY, ADVISING ARTISTS, PERFORMERS, SPEAKERS AND OTHER GUEST INDIVIDUALS ON HOW BEST TO CONVEY THEIR MESSAGE; TELEVISION PRODUCTION; ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING SPECIAL EVENTS, NAMELY, BOOK LAUNCHES; EVENT PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2006.

SN 76-657,902. FAMILY TIME! INTERACTIVE, LLC, CEDAR PARK, TX. FILED 4-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERACTIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
STANLEY I. OSBORNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SPORTS CAMPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 1-17-2003.
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-660,007. JOHNSON & JOHNSON, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ. FILED 5-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,544,299.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SURGICAL ACADEMY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH, IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS MEDICINE TECHNIQUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-662,800. BDB VENTURES, INC., DBA THE CEDARHOUSE SCHOOL, MIDLOTHIAN, VA. FILED 7-10-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCHOOL" OR "EARLY LEARNING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) GREEN, BLACK AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A FULL-DAY PRESCHOOL PROGRAM (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2005.
JAMES A. RAUEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HISTORIC KENWOOD, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF HISTORIC HOME TOURS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BungalowFest

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE HISTORIC KENWOOD, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF HISTORIC HOME TOURS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-665,901. TURNER, JOEY, HAMILTON, OH. FILED 9-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
WILLIAM BRECKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Doc Brown & The Jigawatts

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
WILLIAM BRECKENFELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-667,593. LIFE OUTREACH INTERNATIONAL, FORT WORTH, TX. FILED 10-16-2006.

LIFE TODAY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL ISSUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-3-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-3-2001.
JULIE GUTTADAURO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SCIENCE AT SEA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY, CONDUCTING HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL COURSES IN OCEANOGRAPHY, NAUTICAL SCIENCE AND MARITIME STUDIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2006.
RAUL CORDOVA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CSB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,662,800.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, BROADCASTING SCHOOLS PROVIDING INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELDS OF TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SUPER Q SUNDAYS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUNDAYS" APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF MUSIC AND VARIETY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE BRIDE'S PERSPECTIVE

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND BLACK ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLACK, SINGLE LINE RECTANGLE WITH THE WORDS THE BRIDE'S PERSPECTIVE IN BLACK INSIDE THE RECTANGLE. BLUE BANDS EXTEND HORIZONTALLY OUTWARD FROM THE SHORT SIDES OF THE RECTANGLE. THE COLOR WHITE INSIDE THE RECTANGLE IS INTENDED TO SHOW BACKGROUND AND/OR A TRANSPARENT AREA AND IS NOT CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES NAMELY, WEDDING PLANNING AND COORDINATION OF WEDDING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 9-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2006.

SARA THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FACILITATIONMASTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS USING PROPRIETARY METHODOLOGY DEVELOPED IN THE FIELD OF ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-669,064. LAMARSH & ASSOCIATES, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS USING PROPRIETARY METHODOLOGY DEVELOPED IN THE FIELD OF ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

METHODOLOGYMASTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS USING PROPRIETARY METHODOLOGY DEVELOPED IN THE FIELD OF ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JOHN WILKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-669,093. MILLER, JESSE DARNELL, ST CLAIR SHORES, MI. FILED 11-16-2006.

ITCHE KADOOZY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME "ITCHE KADOOZY" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAM FEATURING INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERS IN THE FIELD OF CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


BUILDING COMMUNICATION AND TEAMWORK IN THE CLASSROOM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF GRADUATE-LEVEL TEACHER TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-21-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2005.
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


JAY HUSSLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
The name JAY HUSSLE IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY, LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES BY A RAP ARTIST; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON A MUSICAL/RAP ARTIST AND SUCH ARTIST'S MUSIC, SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDINGS, PICTURES, NEWS, SPECIAL PROJECTS, TOURS, PERSONAL APPEARANCES AND BIOGRAPHY VIA A WEBSITE ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
RONALD MCMORROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CATHOLIC COWBOY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL SOLOIST (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,556,202.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLEGE" AND "EST. 1927", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES ONLY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SHIELD WITH THE WORDS "THE MASTER'S COLLEGE" ABOVE AND "EST. 1927" BELOW. THE SHIELD IS DIVIDED INTO FOUR SECTIONS BY TWO STRAIGHT LINES, ONE THAT CROSSES THE SHAPE FROM TOP TO BOTTOM AND ONE FROM SIDE TO SIDE. AND IN THE CENTER OF THE SHIELD, THERE IS A RECTANGLE, WITHIN WHICH THERE IS A DRAWING OF ELEVEN SHEPHERD'S STAFFS.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING COLLEGE LEVEL CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF LIBERAL ARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SHIELD WITH THE WORDS "THE MASTER'S COLLEGE" ABOVE AND "EST. 1927" BELOW. THE SHIELD IS DIVIDED INTO FOUR SECTIONS BY TWO STRAIGHT LINES, ONE THAT CROSSES THE SHAPE FROM TOP TO BOTTOM AND ONE FROM SIDE TO SIDE. AND IN THE CENTER OF THE SHIELD, THERE IS A RECTANGLE, WITHIN WHICH THERE IS A DRAWING OF ELEVEN SHEPHERD'S STAFFS.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING COLLEGE LEVEL CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF LIBERAL ARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-010,932. FIT FOR US INC., SALEM, NH. FILED 9-29-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "FIT" WHICH IS COLORED IN RED AND THE LETTER I WHICH IS REPLACED BY A TORCH COLORED BLUE, RED AND WHITE MIDDLE WITH A GREEN CEDAR TREE. THE WORD FOR IS ALSO COLORED RED BUT THE LETTER O IN THE WORD FOR IS REPLACED WITH THE PICTURE OF A SMILING SUN COLORED YELLOW. THE WORD US IS COLORED BLUE. THE FONT USED IS LUCIDA CALLIGRAPHY.

FOR HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-011,329. CONTINUING EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT, INC., POMONA, NY. FILED 10-1-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CED ENGINEERING" AND "PDH FOR THE PROFESSIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "CED ENGINEERING" AND "PDH FOR THE PROFESSIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING INFORMAL ON-LINE PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF ENGINEERING COURSES, AND PRINTABLE MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 9-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-25-2006.

DAVID YONTEF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,631. FASCINATING SCIENCE, LLC, SILVER SPRING, MD. FILED 10-5-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCIENCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ON-LINE SCIENCE CURRICULA DIRECTED AT MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-015,743. EMERALD PASSPORT INC., PANAMA CITY, PANAMA, FILED 10-6-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EMERALD PASSPORT INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE TRAINING IN THE FORM OF SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,631. FASCINATING SCIENCE, LLC, SILVER SPRING, MD. FILED 10-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FASCINATING SCIENCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ON-LINE SCIENCE CURRICULA DIRECTED AT MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-015,743. EMERALD PASSPORT INC., PANAMA CITY, PANAMA, FILED 10-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE TRAINING IN THE FORM OF SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 77-016,561. MYNEAR, JENNIFER W., NICHOLASVILLE, KY. FILED 10-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CART", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY COORDINATION OF THE PROCUREMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF GIFT TOYS TO CHILDREN IN CRISIS SITUATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-017,747. THE BENNETT GROUP, ROCHESTER, NY. FILED 10-10-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EDUCATION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A PICTURE OF THREE PIECES OF PAPER WITH LINES INDICATING WRITING ON THE LEFT WITH TWO CHEVRONS IN THE MIDDLE POINTING TO THREE STAMPED AND ADDRESSED ENVELOPES ON THE RIGHT WITH THE WORDS EVOLUTION OF EDUCATION BELOW.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TRAINING IN DIRECT MAIL AND FULFILLMENT PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTING PRINTED MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2006.
LAURIE MAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-017,850. SERGEANTS BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RADIO ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY TALK RADIO PROGRAMS FEATURING PERFORMANCES BY RADIO PERSONALITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FRED CARL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-019,806. CINCINNATI BENGALS, INC., CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 10-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 940,763.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY DANCE AND CHEERLEADING PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FRED CARL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,856,016.
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ONLINE CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, VIRTUAL CLASSROOMS, DEMONSTRATIONS, TOURS, PRESENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS IN THE FIELDS OF SOFTWARE APPLICATION PRODUCTS, DEFENSIVE DRIVING, FORKLIFT OPERATIONS, HEALTH AND SAFETY, BUSINESS LAW, HIPAA, MINING SAFETY, BANKING, COMMUNICATION, CUSTOMER SERVICE, FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING, HUMAN RESOURCES, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, PROJECT MANAGEMENT, AND SALES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DANNEAN HETZEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LearnCenter
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 77-021,309. HILL, CALVIN EUGENE, CHULA VISTA, CA. FILED 10-14-2006.

MILITARY CIVILIAN EXPERIENCE WITH MILCIVEX.ORG MR/MS ARMY NAVY AIR FORCE MARINE COAST GUARD MILITARY AWARDS PAGEANT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MILITARY CIVILIAN AND ARMY NAVY AIR FORCE MARINE COAST GUARD MILITARY AWARDS PAGEANT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF BEAUTY PAGEANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 11-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.

RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-022,427. GOLDEN, RICHARD, DETROIT, MI. FILED 10-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXTRACTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TUTORIAL SESSIONS, DEMONSTRATIONS AND/OR WORKSHOPS IN THE AREA OF DENTAL/ORAL SURGICAL TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES FOR REMOVAL OF TEETH AND ROOT TIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-022,651. FESTA, TERRI, SCOTTS VALLEY, CA. FILED 10-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HALLOWEEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ANNUAL SOCIAL EVENTS FOR PEOPLE AND THEIR DOGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


ELIZABETH KAJUBI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-023,820. BARKAN-CLARKE, JACQUELINE MIA, BEACON, NY. FILED 10-18-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEAVING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN PERSONAL AWARENESS; CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN SELF AWARENESS; CONDUCTING SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF CREATIVE ARTS THERAPY; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF CREATIVE ARTS THERAPY AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 5-5-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2000.

MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A GPS BASED TREASURE HUNTING GAME FEATURING EQUESTRIAN EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-024,784. LENOW, JEFFREY, MEDFORD, NJ. FILED 10-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-024,861. FESTA, TERRI, SCOTTS VALLEY, CA. FILED 10-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HALLOWEEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ANNUAL SOCIAL EVENTS FOR PEOPLE AND THEIR DOGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


ELIZABETH KAJUBI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-024,784. LENOW, JEFFREY, MEDFORD, NJ. FILED 10-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "USA" AND "URBAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LION’S HEAD OUTLINED IN BLUE WITH RED EYES AND A RED MOUTH; A RED HUMAN FIST OUTLINED IN BLUE IS SUPERIMPOSED ON THE LION’S FOREHEAD; THE LION’S HEAD AND FIST ARE GRASPED IN A HUMAN PALM AND WRIST OUTLINED IN BLUE WITH THE WORD "USA" IN BLUE ON THE WRIST; AND A BANNER OUTLINED IN BLUE IS BELOW THE WRIST WITH THE WORD "URBAN" IN BLUE FOR MARTIAL ARTS INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-024,862. WESTON EDUCATIONAL, INC., DBA HERITAGE COLLEGE, DENVER, CO. FILED 10-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERPRISES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-026,298. HALL, PAUL, GARDENA, CA. FILED 10-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERPRISES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR AUDIO RECORDING AND PRODUCTION; EDITING OR RECORDING OF SOUNDS AND IMAGES; RECORD MASTER PRODUCTION; RECORDING STUDIOS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERPRISES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING PARTIES AND COCKTAIL RECEPTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


DAVID H. STINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EMILY ASEN

HERITAGE COLLEGE

38 NORTH
Girls Achieve

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GIRLS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL ENRICHMENT, NAMELY EDUCATIONAL AND LIFE SKILLS, AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PAUL CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LIFESTYLE ENTREPRENEUR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTREPRENEUR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ARRANGING OF EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES; ARRANGING PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING COURSES; CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN PERSONAL AWARENESS; DEVELOPING EDUCATIONAL MANUALS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS AND LIVING; DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS AND LIVING; EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS AND LIVING RENDERED THROUGH VIDEO CONFERENCE; EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MOTIVATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPEAKERS; PERSONAL COACHING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS AND LIVING; WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS AND LIVING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FAMILY FITNESS WEEKEND

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEEKEND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ORGANIZING COMMUNITY SPORTING EVENTS FOR SPONSORS, NAMELY, TRIATHLONS, DUATHLONS, SWIMMING RACES, 5K ROAD RACES, VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENTS, BASKETBALL TOURNAMENTS, INLINE SKATING, CHILDREN'S TRIATHLON, DUATHLONS BICYCLE RACING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 4-1-1993.

RENEE MCCRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
BRTeach

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES IN THE FIELD OF EXERCISE SCIENCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

BRENDAN REGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-028,669. BR TEACH, LLC, CHARLEROI, PA. FILED 10-25-2006.

FLORA MACDONALD BALL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BALL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ORGANIZING COMMUNITY SPORTING EVENTS, NAMELY, TRIATHLONS, DUATHLONS, SWIMMING RACES, 5K ROAD RACES, VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENTS, BASKETBALL TOURNAMENTS, IN-LINE SKATING, CHILDREN'S TRIATHLON/DUATHLONS BICYCLE RACING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-028,682. FLORA MACDONALD LEGACY FOUNDATION, CARY, NC. FILED 10-25-2006.

Menopause Sherpa

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MENOPAUSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN PERSONAL AWARENESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-028,886. GLEANN MORGAN, LLC, KALISPELL, MT. FILED 10-25-2006.

GLACIER CLASSIC

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLASSIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ORGANIZING AND STAGING A SERIES OF SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS, NAMELY, MOTORCROSS RACES, RODEOS, ARTS AND CRAFTS FAIRS, CHRISTMAS, WINTER, AND SEASONAL EXPOSITIONS, ARCHERY COMPETITIONS, AND CONCERTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,165. EXCLUSIVE SPORTS MARKETING, INC. OF FLORIDA, BOCA RATON, FL. FILED 10-25-2006.

SN 77-029,963. REGINA H. SMITH, TUCSON, AZ. FILED 10-26-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF MUGSHOTS SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHY, A DOG HEAD IN CIRCLE OF "O" IN THE WORD MUGSHOTS, THE "S" LETTERS ARE VARIOUS HEIGHTS AND SIZES AND PLACED ON DIFFERENT LEVELS. THERE IS A SMALL UNDER LINE UNDER THE LETTER "S" IN THE WORD MUGSHOTS. MUGSHOTS IS LARGER THAN THE WORDS SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHY.

FOR PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CABBIE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMMING; DIRECTION OF MAKING RADIO OR TELEVISION PROGRAMS; DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMING TO CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEMS; DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF AN ON-GOING UNSCRIPTED DOCUMENTARY TELEVISION PROGRAM FEATURING THE EXPERIENCES OF A CABBIE; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN UNSCRIPTED DOCUMENTARY TELEVISION PROGRAM FEATURING THE EXPERIENCES OF A CABBIE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY A CONTINUING UNSCRIPTED DOCUMENTARY SHOW BROADCAST OVER TELEVISION, SATELLITE, AUDIO, AND VIDEO MEDIA; ON-LINE JOURNALS, NAMELY, BLOGS FEATURING THE EATING AND TRAVEL EXPERIENCES OF A CABBIE; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2004.

MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Empowered Medicine

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH AND MEDICATION INFORMATION VIA E-MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IF YOU TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF YOU CAN THEN CULTIVATE OTHERS AND TOGETHER, NURTURE THE EARTH.
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 77-032,130. MATRIARCH RECORDS, L.L.C., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RECORDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF PRODUCING MUSICAL AUDIO RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.
TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MARIACHI RECORDS

REACT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT, CLOSE-QUARTER COMBAT, HANDGUN TECHNIQUES, AND SELF-DEFENSE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-21-2006.
SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


EARTH AND ITS PLACE IN THE UNIVERSE

BECAUSE I SAID SO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUSEUMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-032,439. CRUZ, MARIO, EVERETT, MA. FILED 10-30-2006.

Impacto Latino

im dream-e

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRODUCING ON-LINE VIRTUAL REALITY COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PUBLICATION

CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 77-032,963. AFTER THE FALL...FROM PIECES TO WHOLE, LLC, NEDERLAND, CO. FILED 10-31-2006.

AFTER THE FALL... FROM PIECES TO WHOLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PERSONAL COACHING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LIFE TRANSITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KATHERINE CHANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-033,355. BOOKMARK EDUCATION, LLC, NILES, IL. FILED 10-31-2006.

BOOKMARK EDUCATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EDUCATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE, LIGHT BLUE, WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE WORDING. THE COLORS BLUE, LIGHT BLUE AND WHITE APPEAR IN THE DESIGN.
"THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BOOK WITH BLUE COVER. LIGHT BLUE BINDING. LIGHT BLUE PAGES AND A WHITE TASSEL-ADORNED BOOKMARK. ALL LOCATED TO THE LEFT OF THE STYLIZED WORDS "BOOKMARK EDUCATION" IN CAPITALIZED BLUE LETTERS."
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND ON-LINE AND CORRESPONDENCE CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF FINANCE, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE AND OTHER PROFESSIONS AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-19-2006.
ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,562. WESTFIELD CORPORATION, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-1-2006.

PLAYTOWN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING RECREATIONAL AREAS IN THE NATURE OF CHILDREN'S PLAY AREAS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DAVID COLLIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,683. GRAND SLAM CLUB/OVIS, BIRMINGHAM, AL. FILED 11-1-2006.

3/4 GRAND SLAM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,121,746, 3,206,664 AND OTHERS.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES; PROVIDING RECOGNITION AND INCENTIVES BY WAY OF AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF WILD SHEEP HUNTING; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF WILD SHEEP HUNTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-034,711. GRAND SLAM CLUB/OVIS, BIRMINGHAM, AL. FILED 11-1-2006.

3/4 SLAM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,121,746, 3,206,664 AND OTHERS.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES; PROVIDING RECOGNITION AND INCENTIVES BY WAY OF AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF WILD SHEEP HUNTING; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF WILD SHEEP HUNTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LYDIA BELZER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,316. DALLAS THEATER CENTER, DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-2-2006.

LET YOURSELF GO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF THEATER PRODUCTIONS, EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF ACTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-29-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-13-2005.
SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 77-035,537. SARAH MERIANS PHOTOGRAPHY & COMPANY, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-2-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2005.
STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL" AND "ANTI TERROR SCHOOL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES, INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GAMES, MULTI-MEDIA COMPUTER GAMES AND REMOTE ACCESS COMPUTER GAMES; AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING, CONDUCTING, PRODUCING AND EXHIBITING GAMING EVENTS RENDERED LIVE AND THROUGH THE MEDIA OF TELEVISION AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,674. JINGLE PRIZE, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-2-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAHJONG", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES, INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GAMES, MULTI-MEDIA COMPUTER GAMES AND REMOTE ACCESS COMPUTER GAMES; AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING, CONDUCTING, PRODUCING AND EXHIBITING GAMING EVENTS RENDERED LIVE AND THROUGH THE MEDIA OF TELEVISION AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
PETER CHENG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,690. MORRISON, TRUDI, PORTLAND, OR. FILED 11-2-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF PARENT AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BENJAMIN ALLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SLUGGER ROO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL ARTIST (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SANDRA MANIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The Power Woman

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WOMAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND RETREATS IN THE FIELD OF CORPORATE AND SPIRITUAL TRAINING FOR WOMEN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LifeSkills School of Etiquette, LLC

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIFESKILLS SCHOOL OF ETIQUETTE, LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE APPLICANT CLAIMS COLOR AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK, NAMELY, YELLOW AND BLUE.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BUTTERFLY WITH A BLUE BODY AND YELLOW AND BLUE WINGS FLYING OVER A BLUE CURVED SHADOW OVER THE WORDS "LIFE SKILLS" PRINTED IN YELLOW AND OUTLINED IN BLUE. THE WORDS "LIFE SKILLS" PRINTED IN BLUE ARE UNDERNEATH THE WORDS "LIFE SKILLS".

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING INFORMAL ON-LINE PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF ETIQUETTE AND PROTOCOL, AND PRINTABLE MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 11-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-3-2006.

PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 77-037,081. PEA TV, INC., CHAPPAQUA, NY. FILED 11-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,573,769 AND 2,830,085.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TV", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PRESENTATIONS OF FICTIONAL AND NON-FICTIONAL STORIES, JOKES, RIDDLES, ART, PLAYS, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND ANIMATED IMAGES, AND PROVIDING FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT OR EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF CURRENT EVENTS, MUSIC, AND SPORTS, AND PROVIDING NEWS PRESENTATIONS VIA THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-23-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-20-2000.
TINA L. SNAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 77-037,148. ALEXANDER STUART RICHANBACH, EUGENE, OR. FILED 11-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION SHOWS AND MOVIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2006.
MARK PILARO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 77-037,360. VIACOM INTERNATIONAL INC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF TELEVISION SERIES, FEATURING LIVE ACTION, COMEDY AND DRAMA; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT CONCERNING TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,365. PRIESTLEY, GEORGE, FAR ROCKAWAY, NY. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES; DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS OF OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF POLITICAL SOCIAL SCIENCES; EDUCATING AT UNIVERSITY OR COLLEGES; EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MOTIVATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPEAKERS; EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPING, ARRANGING, AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES AND PROGRAMS AND PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES; ON-LINE EDUCATION CREDIT AND DEGREE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON SERVICES; PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE GRADUATE AND POST GRADUATE LEVEL; PUBLICATION OF RESEARCH MATERIALS, POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ANALYSES; PUBLISHING OF BOOKS AND REVIEWS; PUBLISHING OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JULIE THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
METE YOUR MATCH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF TELEVISION SERIES, FEATURING LIVE ACTION, COMEDY AND DRAMA; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT CONCERNING TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Windows on World Heritage

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORLD HERITAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING WEBCAST PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF NATURAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE EDUCATION AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH SESSIONS TO INSTRUCT TEACHERS ON HOW TO ACCESS THE NATURAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS MADE AVAILABLE ON THE AFOREMENTIONED WEBCAST PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
YAT SYE, LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

YOGI WAY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "YOGI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR YOGA INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MARIAM MAHMOUDI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 77-038,305. THE TUMBLE CENTER INC, MISSION VIEJO, CA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTION; CHILDREN'S YOGA INSTRUCTION; AND DANCE INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

LESLIE RICHARDS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,554. CAM-HELD ENTERPRISES, INC., MIDDLE ISLAND, NY. FILED 11-7-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE WORDING "KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO HUMAN FIGURES BENEATH A TREE WHICH CONTAINS THE WORDS "JUST KIDS" AND ALL ARE ENCIRCLED IN DESIGN.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SPECIALIZED LEARNING CLASSES FOR AUTISTIC CHILDREN IN THE FIELD OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION FOR AUTISTIC CHILDREN; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPING, ARRANGING, AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES AND PROGRAMS AND PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION FOR AUTISTIC CHILDREN; PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE ELEMENTARY EDUCATION LEVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-1-1981; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1981.

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,664. PUBLIC RADIO INTERNATIONAL, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF A RADIO AND SATELLITE VOICE PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF COMEDY, SATIRE, OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS ON SUBJECT OF GENERAL INTEREST; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A RADIO PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF COMEDY, SATIRE, OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS ON SUBJECT OF GENERAL INTEREST VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; RADIO ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY RADIO PROGRAMS FEATURING PERFORMANCES BY A CAST IN THE FIELD OF COMEDY, SATIRE, OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS ON SUBJECT OF GENERAL INTEREST (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 11-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-2-2006.

PAMELA HIRSCHMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-038,837. INVEST SOUTHWEST, TEMPE, AZ. FILED 11-7-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE WORDING "INVEST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF RAISING CAPITAL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-26-2006.

KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 77-039,165. STRIDEDECK INC., RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE; ICE SKATING INSTRUCTION; PHYSICAL FITNESS CONDITIONING CLASSES; PHYSICAL FITNESS CONSULTATION; PHYSICAL FITNESS INSTRUCTION; PROVIDING FITNESS AND EXERCISE FACILITIES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF EXERCISE TRAINING; ROLLER SKATING INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,194. NEW JERSEY AQUARIUM, LLC, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BALLROOM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING BALLROOM FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,195. NEW JERSEY AQUARIUM, LLC, COLUMBUS, OH. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BALLROOM, THE BALLROOM AND AQUARIUM, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING BALLROOM FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,403. PCA, LLC, MATTHEWS, NC. FILED 11-8-2006.

"THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED WORDS "COLORME" FOLLOWED BY AN EXCLAMATION MARK."

FOR FULL SERVICE PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,495. HIZAMI, DANNY JAY, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A COMEDIAN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.

KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,530. CHALLENGE NA, INC., THORNWOOD, NY. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE COLOR(S) YELLOW AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


FOR EDUCATION SERVICES NAMELY, MENTORING IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT FOR YOUNG WOMEN; EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING CAMPS, CLUBS, AND ASSOCIATED EVENTS IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT; RECREATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF YOUTH CAMPS, CLUBS, AND ASSOCIATED EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.

KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 77-039,712. TRISHA WASHBURN, OCONOMOWOC, WI. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS INSTRUCTION AND CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
JENNIFER VASQUEZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,936. HEARTIGNITED, L.L.C., MERCER ISLAND, WA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PERSONAL COACHING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF LIFE AND CAREER BUILDING AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
SANJEEV VOHRA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,728. MCCRAE, JARRY R., WASHINGTON, NJ. AND MCCULLOUGH, JESSIE, BLOOMFIELD, NJ. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, MUSICAL BAND, ROCK GROUP, GYMNASTIC, DANCE, AND BALLET PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DAVID TOOLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,024. FILM LIFE, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CONDUCTING A FILM FESTIVAL; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF FILM EXHIBITIONS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE MUSICAL CONCERTS AND THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES; PROVIDING RECOGNITION BY WAY OF AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF MOTION PICTURE FILM; AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, PANELS, CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF FILM PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SANJEEV VOHRA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,823. BUILDING MEN AND WOMEN FOR OTHERS, INC., TOWSON, MD. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS TO PROVIDE MOTIVATIONAL TOOLS AND GUIDANCE, AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-6-2005.
ELLEN BURNS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,024. FILM LIFE, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-8-2006.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CONDUCTING A FILM FESTIVAL; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF FILM EXHIBITIONS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE MUSICAL CONCERTS AND THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES; PROVIDING RECOGNITION BY WAY OF AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF MOTION PICTURE FILM; AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, PANELS, CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF FILM PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BUILDING MEN AND WOMEN FOR OTHERS

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CONDUCTING A FILM FESTIVAL; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF FILM EXHIBITIONS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE MUSICAL CONCERTS AND THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES; PROVIDING RECOGNITION BY WAY OF AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF MOTION PICTURE FILM; AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, PANELS, CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF FILM PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 77-040,100. KAMUELA HOLISTIC RESORT, LLC, WAIKOLOA, HI. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, AND INDIVIDUAL TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; PERSONAL COACHING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2005.

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,220. COMEDY PARTNERS, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF TELEVISION SERIES, FEATURING LIVE ACTION, COMEDY AND DRAMA; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT CONCERNING TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ANTHONY RINKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,103. AMARAL, JOSEPH ANTHONY, RANDOLPH, NJ. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION SHOWS AND MOVIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-21-2006.

JENNIFER VASQUEZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,144. THE CAD ENTERTAINMENT GROUP, INC., ASTORIA, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING ENERGETIC SOUL PLACED TO THE LEFT OF A PERSON DANCING ON HIS HANDS.

FOR DANCE INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,234. IN DEMAND LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING COMEDY CABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MAGAZINE PUBLISHING; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, ALMANACS AND JOURNALS; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS OF MAGAZINES, OF JOURNALS, OF NEWSPAPERS, OF PERIODICALS, OF CATALOGS, OF BROCHURES; PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC MAGAZINES; PUBLICATION OF MAGAZINES; PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND OTHER PRINTED MATTER; PUBLISHING OF WEB MAGAZINES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING ENERGETIC SOUL PLACED TO THE LEFT OF A PERSON DANCING ON HIS HANDS.

FOR DANCE INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.

ROBIN MITTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,980,157.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, TELEVISION SHOWS IN THE FIELD OF FOOD STYLING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MYRIAH HABEEB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,320. HODGDON, MARILINDA, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,980,157.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, TELEVISION SHOWS IN THE FIELD OF FOOD STYLING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MYRIAH HABEEB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,459. CRSTAGER MARKETING AND AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT LLC, DIX HILLS, NY. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS; PRESENTATION OF MUSICAL PERFORMANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2006.
HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE PRIMARY LEVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-29-2002.
DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOOD PROTECTION

SN 77-040,383. INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR FOOD PROTECTION, DES MOINES, IA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,416,652.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ASSOCIATION, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF FOOD PROTECTION; PUBLICATION AND PUBLISHING OF JOURNALS IN THE FIELD OF FOOD PROTECTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-10-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2000.
JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,475. NATIONAL PLASTICS CENTER & MUSEUM, INC., LEOMINSTER, MA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE PRIMARY LEVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-29-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-29-2002.
DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE SOUND IS ALL AROUND YOU


Plastics is my bag

SN 77-040,475. NATIONAL PLASTICS CENTER & MUSEUM, INC., LEOMINSTER, MA. FILED 11-9-2006.
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF COMEDY; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, AND MUSICAL, VARIETY, NEWS AND COMEDY SHOWS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, AUDIO, VIDEO AND PROSE PRESENTATIONS FEATURING COMEDY; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A TELEVISION PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF COMEDY VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY A CONTINUING COMEDY SHOW BROADCAST OVER TELEVISION, SATELLITE, AUDIO, AND VIDEO MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING RECOGNITION AND INCENTIVES BY THE WAY OF AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF AUTOMOTIVE RESTORATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
IRA J. GOODSAID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE MUSICAL, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD SOMBRA IN THE MARK IS SHADE OR SHADOW.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-23-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-28-2003.
JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,264. GRAYBILL, JUSTIN DAVID, EPHRATA, PA. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
GIANCARLO CASTRO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUST PAST
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 77-041,609. SON, PAUL J, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF PROMOTERS AND NIGHTLIFE IN THE REALITY GENRE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MICHAEL LEWIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,753. DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC., BURBANK, CA. FILED 11-10-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HUMAN" AND "METHOD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TEACHING IN THE FIELD OF BEHAVIOR OBSERVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,793. CAM-HELD ENTERPRISES, INC., MIDDLE ISLAND, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF FOUR HUMAN FIGURES DANCING ATOP LETTERS, WITH SQUIGGLE LINE TO RIGHT OF FIGURES.
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SPECIALIZED LEARNING CLASSES FOR AUTISTIC CHILDREN IN THE FIELD OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, DEVELOPING, ARRANGING, AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES AND PROGRAMS AND PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION FOR AUTISTIC CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BILLY HILL & THE HILLBILLIES
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THEODORE MCBRIDE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

H.A.R.M (Human Alarm Resolution Method)
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HUMAN" AND "METHOD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TEACHING IN THE FIELD OF BEHAVIOR OBSERVATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CYNTHIA SLOAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ON-LINE PUBLICATION OF STORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
JASON ROTH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,076. SOCIAL MOTHERFLY LLC, HOLMDEL, NJ. FILED 11-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PARTIES FOR THE PURPOSE OF DATING AND SOCIAL INTRODUCTION FOR ADULTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
COLLEEN KEARNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,938. SICKLE CELL FOUNDATION OF ORANGE COUNTY, LAKE FOREST, CA. FILED 11-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF EQUIPPING AND EMPOWERING YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS WITH SICKLE CELL DISEASE RENDERED THROUGH CORRESPONDENCE COURSES; PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR MOVIES, SHOWS, PLAYS, MUSIC OR EDUCATIONAL TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDE WEEKEND GETAWAYS AND CAMPS DESIGNED FOR WOMEN INCLUDING WEEKENDS GETAWAYS AND CAMPS FOR WOMEN WHO ARE CANCER SURVIVORS AND OTHERS WITH LIFE-TERM ILLNESSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-22-2006.
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,555. QUINTANA MULTILINGUAL SERVICES, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRANSLATION SERVICES; LANGUAGE INTERPRETATION SERVICES; PROVIDING VOICE OVERS FOR TAPES, RECORDS, TELEVISION AND OTHER RECORDED MEDIA AND DUBBING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF POLICE AND CIVILIAN SELF DEFENSE TRAINING VIA E-MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DARRYL SPRUILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,555. QUINTANA MULTILINGUAL SERVICES, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRANSLATION SERVICES; LANGUAGE INTERPRETATION SERVICES; PROVIDING VOICE OVERS FOR TAPES, RECORDS, TELEVISION AND OTHER RECORDED MEDIA AND DUBBING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


ALMOST DEAD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PRERECORDED MUSIC, INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, AND COMMENTARY AND ARTICLES ABOUT MUSIC, ALL ON-LINE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-6-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-15-2006.
DANIEL RUSSELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Empathy as a Second Language

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF COMMUNICATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-10-2006.
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,015. FIESTA PALMS, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MINT HIGH LIMIT LOUNGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOUNGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CASINO SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING CASINO FACILITIES, BETTING SERVICES, AND GAMING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING AND PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR SPECIAL EVENTS FEATURING CASINO AND GAMING CONTESTS AND TOURNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-3-2006.
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,398. MOLACIRCLE, LLC, SUNNYVALE, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

MOLACIRCLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-30-2006.
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE STARLIGHT BALLROOM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BALLROOM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING BALLROOM FACILITIES IN A CONVENTION CENTER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2002.
ANGELA M. MICHELI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,543. GREATER WILDWOODS TOURISM IMPROVEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, WILLOWDALE, NJ. FILED 11-14-2006.

WORD IN MOTION DANCE CO.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DANCE CO., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY SINGING AND DANCE GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 77-043,592. BAUSCH & LOMB INCORPORATED, ROCHESTER, NY. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FIRST USE 10-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-25-2006.
JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,607. SMITH, YOLANDA G., BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOLISTIC SELF-CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT AND HOLISTIC HEALING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,656. BREAK THE CYCLE INC., LOUDON, TN. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CHRISTINA SOBRAL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,766. VII PHOTO AGENCY LLC, VENICE, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING SEMINARS IN THE FIELDS OF PHOTOGRAPHY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,810. ETECH MARKETING, INC., GAINESVILLE, FL. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING PHOTOGRAPHIC, AUDIO, VIDEO AND PROSE PRESENTATIONS FEATURING ADULT ENTERTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-2-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-2-2005.
KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
ULTRASIMPLE DIET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND LECTURES ON HEALTH, NUTRITION AND VITALITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SAMUEL E. SHARPER JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,927. RU FIT, LLC, FAIRVIEW PARK, OH. FILED 11-14-2006.

Happy, Healthy, Strong, Smart, Successful (and sometimes) Sexy

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS CONDITIONING CLASSES; PHYSICAL FITNESS CONSULTATION; PHYSICAL FITNESS INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,006. METACAFE, INC., PALO ALTO, CA. FILED 11-14-2006.

PRODUCER REWARDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REWARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CONTESTS AND INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO ENCOURAGE THE SUBMISSION OF AND PROMOTE THE VIEWERSHIP OF AUDIO AND VIDEO CLIPS AND PRODUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COMPUTER ANNEX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,420,491.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMPUTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(f).
FOR COMPUTER EDUCATION TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-17-1985; IN COMMERCE 5-17-1985.
DANNEAN HETZEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 77-044,359. BLOSSOM, PAMELA M., MATTESON, IL.
Filed 11-15-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION AND PERSONAL GROWTH AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-24-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-24-2006.
ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

In Between Amens

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AMATEUR YOUTH SPORTS SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING, PROVIDING AND MANAGING YOUTH SPORTS ACTIVITIES; ARRANGING FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS FOR SHOWS AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS; ENCOURAGING AMATEUR SPORTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION BY ORGANIZING, PROMOTING, SPONSORING, SANCTIONING, CONDUCTING, ADMINISTERING, REGULATING AND GOVERNING AMATEUR ATHLETIC PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF FIGHTING GAMES; OFFICIATING AT SPORTS CONTESTS; OPERATION OF SPORTS CAMPS; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS FOR FIGHTING; ORGANIZING SPORTING EVENTS, NAMELY, FIGHTS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING SPORTING INFORMATION; PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR SPORTS TOURNAMENTS; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; SPORT CAMPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.
MORGAN WYNNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Shin Do Kumaté

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AMATEUR YOUTH SPORTS SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING, PROVIDING AND MANAGING YOUTH SPORTS ACTIVITIES; ARRANGING FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS FOR SHOWS AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS; ENCOURAGING AMATEUR SPORTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION BY ORGANIZING, PROMOTING, SPONSORING, SANCTIONING, CONDUCTING, ADMINISTERING, REGULATING AND GOVERNING AMATEUR ATHLETIC PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF FIGHTING GAMES; MARTIAL ARTS INSTRUCTION; OFFICIATING AT SPORTS CONTESTS; OPERATING OF MARTIAL ARTS' SCHOOLS; OPERATION OF SPORTS CAMPS; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS FOR FIGHTING; ORGANIZING SPORTING EVENTS, NAMELY, FIGHTS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING SPORTING INFORMATION; PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR SPORTS TOURNAMENTS; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; SPORT CAMPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.
MORGAN WYNNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE QUEST FOR THE GREATEST MARTIAL ARTS WARRIOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR AMATEUR YOUTH SPORTS SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING, PROVIDING AND MANAGING YOUTH SPORTS ACTIVITIES; ARRANGING FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS FOR SHOWS AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS; ENCOURAGING AMATEUR SPORTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION BY ORGANIZING, PROMOTING, SPONSORING, SANCTIONING, CONDUCTING, ADMINISTERING, REGULATING AND GOVERNING AMATEUR ATHLETIC PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF FIGHTING GAMES; MARTIAL ARTS INSTRUCTION; OFFICIATING AT SPORTS CONTESTS; OPERATING OF SPORTS CAMPS; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS FOR FIGHTING; ORGANIZING SPORTING EVENTS, NAMELY, FIGHTS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING SPORTING INFORMATION; PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR SPORTS TOURNAMENTS; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; SPORT CAMPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2002.
MORGAN WYNNE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,840,120.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "US PERFORMING ARTS CAMPS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD PHRASE US PERFORMING ARTS CAMPS IN COMBINATION WITH THE DESIGN OF THREE STARS.
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, RESIDENTIAL AND DAY CAMPS IN THE FIELD OF PERFORMING ARTS AND MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107), FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


The mark consists of a man holding a pencil and eraser in one hand, sitting on top of a computer mouse, straddling the wire extending from the mouse, and holding onto that wire with the other hand.

For education services, namely, providing seminars in the field of health, safety, and welfare to interior designers, architects, and suppliers of the foregoing (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

First use 2-11-2003; In commerce 9-14-2004.

Roselle Herrera, examining attorney.


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For educational services, namely, providing online guidance and tutorials on space exploration and development (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

Dominick J. Salemi, examining attorney.


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For entertainment services in the nature of sports fishing team competing in organized competitions and exhibitions (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

Dominick J. Salemi, examining attorney.
CLASS 41—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TRAINING INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS LLC, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, BLACK, BLUE AND WHITE IS/ ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE COLOR YELLOW APPEARS IN THE HALF CIRCLE DESIGN ELEMENTS; THE COLOR BLACK APPEAR IN THE LETTER TIS; THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE CIRCLE DESIGN ELEMENT ABOVE AND CONNECTED TO THE LETTER "I" AND IN THE WORDING TRAINING INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS LLC; THE COLOR WHITE APPEARS AS BACKGROUND TO THE ENTIRE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF LETTERS, GEOMETRIC FIGURES FORMING LETTERS, YELLOW CRESCENT MOON SHAPES, LETTERS T, SHAFT OF "I", AND S IN BLACK, DOT OF "I" AS BLUE CIRCLE.

FOR COMPUTER EDUCATION TRAINING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


DAVID MURRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NEONATAL PRACTICES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING CONTINUING MEDICAL AND NURSING EDUCATION COURSES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING FORUMS AND SEMINARS FOR PHYSICIANS, NURSES AND NURSE PRACTITIONERS IN THE AREA OF PRETERM BIRTHS AND NEONATAL CARE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2004.

JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,350,992.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING ONLINE CLASSES, COURSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINE, LAW, REAL ESTATE, FINANCIAL SERVICES, INSURANCE, ENGINEERING, HUMAN RESOURCES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, EDUCATION, COMPUTERS AND PRODUCT USAGE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 8-0-1995; IN COMMERCE 8-0-1995.

FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Professionalizing Motherhood

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS AND RESOURCES AND THE CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES AND FORUMS FOR MOTHERS IN THE AREAS OF PARENTING, MARRIAGE, FAMILY MANAGEMENT, PERSONAL, AND SPIRITUAL TOPICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,064. HEARTS AT HOME NATIONAL MINISTRIES, BLOOMINGTON, IL. FILED 11-16-2006.

Invest in a Mother...Influence a Family...Improve a Community...Impact the World

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS AND RESOURCES AND THE CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES AND FORUMS FOR MOTHERS IN THE AREAS OF PARENTING, MARRIAGE, FAMILY MANAGEMENT, PERSONAL, AND SPIRITUAL TOPICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VeniAmiN SHOWS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SHOWS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES IOAN VENIAMIN OREA, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS MADE OF RECORD.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF SPECIALTY ACTS AND SHOWS BY SPECIALLY COSTUMED PERFORMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,096. VENIAMIN SHOWS, INC., ORLANDO, CA. FILED 11-16-2006.

REBEl

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,158. SAETER, HEIDI, NAPERVILLE, IL. FILED 11-16-2006.

VENIAMIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES IOAN VENIAMIN OREA, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS MADE OF RECORD.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF SPECIALTY ACTS AND SHOWS BY SPECIALLY COSTUMED PERFORMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 10-1-1997.
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,071. VENIAMIN SHOWS, INC., ORLANDO, CA. FILED 11-16-2006.

Cordial CANINES

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CANINES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DOG AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "CORDIAL CANINES".
FOR ANIMAL TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ANDREA EVANS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,071. VENIAMIN SHOWS, INC., ORLANDO, FL. FILED 11-16-2006.
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 77-046,159. PALADINO, PATRICIA, TINTON FALLS, NJ. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-29-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-29-2003.
KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,463. BULLOCK, BRIAN A., BURBANK, CA. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A PYRAMID SHAPE WITH VERTICAL LINES AND STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDS, "MODERN MILLIONAIRE".

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE, WEALTH, SPIRITUALITY, PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND RELATIONSHIPS AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THERewith; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING ONLINE SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE, WEALTH, SPIRITUALITY, PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND RELATIONSHIPS AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THERewith; AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING TELESEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE, WEALTH, SPIRITUALITY, PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND RELATIONSHIPS AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,885. GREAT AMERICAN COUNTRY, INC., NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 11-17-2006.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FEATURING MUSIC, EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT, WITH SUCH SERVICES BEING DELIVERED BY WAY OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-26-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-26-2005.
BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,930. DAHLIA'S BLOOM, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEAUTY PAGEANT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF BEAUTY PAGEANTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
P A U L F. G A S T , E X A M I N I N G A T T O R N E Y

SN 77-046,993. GOSPEL LIGHT BAPTIST CHURCH, INC., HOT SPRINGS, AR. FILED 11-17-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BAPTIST COLLEGE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "CHAMPION BAPTIST COLLEGE" WITH A TORCH DESIGN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.
SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 77-047,204. VEHICLE DYNAMICS INSTITUTE, LLC, AVENAL, NJ. FILED 11-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN OVAL IMAGE WITH PROTRUDING ARMS ON TOP AND BOTTOM MAKING THE IMAGE RESEMBLE THE SYMBOL USED IN WEATHER REPORTS TO SYMBOLIZE A HURRICANE. THE IMAGE ALSO CONTAINS CHECKERBOARD IMAGERY IN THE UPPER AND LOWER PORTIONS OF THE LOGO.

FOR TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SECURITY, ADVANCED VEHICLE DRIVER TRAINING, AND HIGH RISK CARGO TRANSPORT SECURITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2006.

NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,118,986, 3,125,514 AND 3,131,753

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ARCH WITH THE LETTERS "ASBMR" BENEATH.

FOR PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, OF MAGAZINES, OF JOURNALS, OF NEWSPAPERS, OF PERIODICALS, OF CATALOGS, OF BROCHURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


HOWARD SMIGA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,617. STONECROFT MINISTRIES, INC., KANSAS CITY, MO. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION, EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, COURSES, CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF CHRISTIAN RELIGION AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-30-2003.

JOANNA DUKOVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,945. JMRW PARTNERSHIP, WHITE PLAINS, NY. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, MUSICAL BAND, ROCK GROUP, GYMNASTIC, DANCE, AND BALLET PERFORMANCES; ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING AMATEUR SAILING COMPETITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 0-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1939.

ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FIRST USE 3-10-1983; IN COMMERCE 4-8-1983.

DAVID TAYLOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,165. SPHERION ATLANTIC ENTERPRISES LLC, FORT LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 11-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ON-LINE JOURNALS, NAMELY, BLOGS FEATURING CAREER AND WORKFORCE TOPICS AFFECTING EMPLOYEES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 8-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-9-2006.

ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,670. THE SENTE GROUP, INC., SUWANEE, GA. FILED 11-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING THE USE OF AN ELECTRONIC LIBRARY OF REFERENCE MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.

MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,976. MCGRANAHAN, STEVEN C., NEW CASTLE, PA. FILED 11-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF FEATS OF STRENGTH, COMEDY AND MOTIVATIONAL PERFORMANCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2006.

GISELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR NEWS REPORTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

RHYTHM & RAWHIDE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES OF WESTERN MUSIC AND POETRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
STEPHANIE ALI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,184. AQUA LOGIC, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 11-22-2006.

BUILDING ENVIRONMENTS FOR LIFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RENTAL OF AQUARIUMS AND FISH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,301. AUDREY, HAHN, GLOUCESTER, MA. FILED 11-22-2006.

Psychedelic Relics

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, MUSICAL BAND, ROCK GROUP, GYMNASTIC, DANCE, AND BALLET PERFORMANCES; ENTERTAINMENT NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL BAND; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY LIVE PERFORMANCES BY MUSICAL BANDS; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY ROCK GROUPS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-3-1999; IN COMMERCE 3-3-1999.
LEIGH CAROLINE CASE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The mark consists of a black and white silhouette of a robot holding a walkie-talkie in a spot light. The design is taller than it is wide.
FOR CONCERT BOOKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-5-2006.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Thank Dog!

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "THANK DOG" WITH A HALO.
FOR DOG TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-20-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-20-2003.
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-051,495. RISEMBERG, RAFAEL, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-27-2006.

Dating Circles

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PARTIES FOR THE PURPOSE OF DATING AND SOCIAL INTRODUCTION FOR ADULTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-15-2006.
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 77-053,169. CITY OF MCKINNEY, TEXAS, MCKINNEY, TX. FILED 11-29-2006.


FOR PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR MOVIES, SHOWS, PLAYS, MUSIC OR EDUCATIONAL TRAINING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 2-8-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-8-2005.

HANNO RITTNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 77-055,818. FIT EXPRESS, INC., SHANNON, MS. FILED 12-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,651,525.

SEC. 2(F) AS TO FIT EXPRESS.

FOR EXERCISE AND FITNESS SERVICES, NAMELY PHYSICAL FITNESS CONSULTATION AND INSTRUCTION; PROVIDING PHYSICAL FITNESS AND EXERCISE FACILITIES AND PHYSICAL FITNESS AND EXERCISE TRAINING CENTERS; EXERCISE AND FITNESS SERVICES, NAMELY PHYSICAL FITNESS CONSULTATION AND INSTRUCTION BY AND THROUGH WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, AND CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL FITNESS AND EXERCISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MORENO, PAUL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-054,192. INDIANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN. FILED 11-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INDIANA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MUSEUM SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING MUSEUMS AND MUSEUM EXHIBITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-055,927. EXPONENTIAL EDGE, INC., PALO ALTO, CA. FILED 12-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF STRATEGIC TIPS AND TECHNIQUES FOR INNOVATION AND GROWTH VIA E-MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 10-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-13-2006.

BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 77-059,161. PENTON BUSINESS MEDIA, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 12-7-2006.

The Briefing Room

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FIRST USE 5-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-28-2006.
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-059,389. WEDDINGS BY STEPHANIE, FLAGLER BEACH, FL. FILED 12-7-2006.

Your day. Your dream. Your wedding.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF WEDDING PARTY PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
LINDA ESTRADA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NIGHT CLUB MIAMI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MIAMI", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY AN ON-GOING TELEVISION DRAMATIC SERIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
YAT SYE, LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Come Play With Us

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES; PROVIDING A COMPUTER GAME THAT MAY BE ACCESSED NETWORK-WIDE BY NETWORK USERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 11-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-16-2006.
LINDA E. BLOHM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-063,483. PENZEYS, LTD., BROOKFIELD, WI. FILED 12-13-2006.

WEEKNIGHT PIRATES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE COLUMN IN A MAGAZINE IN THE FIELD OF COOKING, BAKING, TRAVEL AND LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-063,569. PENZEYS, LTD., BROOKFIELD, WI. FILED 12-13-2006.

ONE FOR THE ROAD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE EDITORIAL COLUMN IN A MAGAZINE IN THE FIELD OF COOKING, BAKING, TRAVEL AND LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INTERACTIVE EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS, MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF PET OWNERSHIP AND PROVIDING DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF PET OWNERSHIP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


JANICE KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-069,675. LINOTYPE GMBH, BAD HOMBURG, FED REP GERMANY, FILED 12-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


FIRST USE 4-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2001.

TOBY BULLOFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE WEB SITE FEATURING ARTWORK, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, GAMES AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS; ONLINE BLOG FEATURING A BROAD RANGE OF VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA INFORMATION AND DISCUSSIONS; AND CONTESTS AND INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO ENCOURAGE THE SUBMISSION OF AND PROMOTE THE VIEWERSHIP OF AUDIO AND VIDEO CLIPS AND PRODUCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2004.

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-074,970. THE CULINARY INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, HYDE PARK, NY. FILED 1-3-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING RECOGNITION BY WAY OF AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF CULINARY ARTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

PAUL E. FAHRENKOPF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAMP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, EDUCATIONAL AND RECREATIONAL BASED PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN PROVIDED IN SHOPPING CENTERS DURING SUMMER MONTHS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2005.

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

NAAKWAMA ANKRAH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 903
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAUGHLIN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "LONG LIVE - AN EXCLAMATION EXPRESSING GOOD WILL, WELL WISHING.
FOR TELEVISION SERIES FEATURING SINGING, DANCING, COMEDY AND DRAMA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROPER PREP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, NAMELY, PROVIDING SEMINARS AND CLASSES REGARDING ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO SUBSTRATE PREPARATION AND RECOMMENDED USES OF CERTAIN SELF-LEVELING UNDERLAYMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WELLINGTON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.

SUSAN STIGLITZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 77-093,604. 24 HOUR FITNESS USA, INC., SAN RAMON, CA. FILED 1-29-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,997,726.
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF A MAGAZINE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, FITNESS AND EXERCISE INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-093,627. 24 HOUR FITNESS USA, INC., SAN RAMON, CA. FILED 1-29-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,997,726.
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF A MAGAZINE IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, FITNESS AND EXERCISE INSTRUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-098,957. SHOWTIME NETWORKS INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 2-5-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY A DRAMATIC TELEVISION SERIES RENDERED THROUGH THE MEDIA OF TELEVISION, CABLE, SATELLITE, RADIO, TELEPHONE AND BROADBAND SYSTEMS, AND VIA THE INTERNET, PORTABLE AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 12-4-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-4-2005.

ELLEN BURNS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TM 904 OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUNE 12, 2007
KIDISTHENICS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING HEALTH AND FITNESS PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN; CHILDREN'S FITNESS AND EXERCISE INSTRUCTIONS AND FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IMPACT!

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,146,388 AND 3,163,531.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING, PRODUCING, AND CONDUCTING LIVE PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING MATCHES AND EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GOLDEN GLOVES OF AMERICA, INC.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GLOVES OF AMERICA, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF BOXING CONTESTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-1-1920; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1920.
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-124,082. GOLDEN GLOVES OF AMERICA, INC., HUTCHINSON, KS. FILED 3-7-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A CIRCULAR ELEVATED PLATFORM ABOVE WHICH IS SUSPENDED FOUR LARGE VIDEO DISPLAY MONITORS. THERE ARE ALSO TWO OPPOSITELY ARRAYED RAMPS WRAPPING PARTIALLY AROUND THE PLATFORM LEADING UP TO THE UPPER SURFACE OF THE PLATFORM. COLLECTIVELY, THESE ELEMENTS DEFINE THE DISTINCTIVE TRADE DRESS FOR THE GAMECASTER FIELD OF PLAY FOR HEAD-TO-HEAD VIDEO GAME COMPETITIONS.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, STAGING, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME TOURNAMENTS AND EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ANNE FARRELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ANNE FARRELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERSONAL TRAINING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

S.W.A.T. TEENS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TEENS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, MENTORING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF LIFE SKILLS FOR TEENAGERS TO BUILD RESPECT, RESPONSIBILITY, AND A POSITIVE OUTLOOK ON LIFE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2003.
COLLEEN DOMBROW, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERSONAL TRAINING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.
SUSAN LESLIE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-629,630. PANHANDLE AREA EDUCATION CONSORTIUM, CHIPLEY, FL. FILED 5-13-2005.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE (293); RED (186); GREEN (360); AND BROWN (471) IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR(S) RED APPEARS IN THE APPLE, GREEN APPEARS IN THE LEAF OF THE APPLE, BROWN APPEARS IN THE STEM OF THE APPLE, WHITE APPEAR IN THE E IN THE APPLE AND BLUE APPEARS IN THE LETTERS PDC AND PAEC.
FOR PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATIONAL TRAINING FOR TEACHERS AND EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS THROUGH THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NIGHT CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HOOK-UPS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NIGHT CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SN 78-644,834. TAN, YEW GEE CHRISTOPHER, SHATIN, NEW TERRITORIES, HONG KONG, FILED 6-6-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY, FIVE CHINESE CHARACTERS AND A DEVICE.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO ZHI; SHI; YAN; XI; QUN, AND THIS MEANS PERCEIVE; RECOGNIZE; RESEARCH; PRACTICE; MULTITUDE IN ENGLISH.

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT EDUCATION; PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, BOOKS, JOURNALS, REVIEW AND OTHER PRINTED MATTER; PUBLISHING OF ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-646,940. DOMINION ENTERPRISES, NORFOLK, VA. FILED 6-9-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FEST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR EDUCATION AND EVENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING BOAT SHOWS AND ASSOCIATED SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND MASTER CLASSES FOR BOAT OWNERS AND ENTHUSIASTS; ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING SOCIAL GATHERINGS OF BOAT OWNERS AND ENTHUSIASTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR STANDARDIZED TESTING SERVICES - NAMELY, PREPARING, ADMINISTERING AND SCORING OF STANDARDIZED TESTS OF EDUCATORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-703,547. LRP PUBLICATIONS, INC., PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL. FILED 8-30-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION, ADVICE AND NEWS ABOUT EDUCATION TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING A DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION INFORMATION, NAMELY, SUMMARIES AND ANALYSES OF STATE AND FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY, STATUTES, LAWS, REGULATIONS, CASE SUMMARIES, STATE AND FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION ACTIVITIES, AND EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS' ACTIVITIES TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELDS OF ACCOUNTABILITY AND DATA MANAGEMENT, TITLE I, CURRICULUM, GRANTS, DISCIPLINE AND SAFETY, MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION, SUPERINTENDENTS, BOARD AND STAFF RELATIONS, ATHLETICS AND ACTIVITIES, SPECIAL EDUCATION AND NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND PROVIDED TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 8-7-1997; IN COMMERCE 8-7-1997.

SARA THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF THOROUGHBRED RACING VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "YOGA" AND "WELLNESS STUDIO", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS YOGA 360 WELLNESS STUDIO AND A STYLIZED YOGA POSE LOGO.
FOR FITNESS AND YOGA STUDIO; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, BEAUTY, CLOTHING AND FITNESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2004.
YONG KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION DIRECTED TO A COMMUNITY OF CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK IN THE FIELDS OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN, NAMELY ART PROJECTS, CREATIVE WRITING PROJECTS, GAMES, AND PARTY IDEAS; PROVIDING LINKS TO WEB SITES OF OTHERS FEATURING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES AND INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN, NAMELY ART PROJECTS, CREATIVE WRITING PROJECTS, GAMES, AND PARTY IDEAS; ARRANGING OF CONTESTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-6-1998; IN COMMERCE 2-6-1998.
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER DATABASES FOR STUDENTS IN THE FIELD OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION FOR VIDEO, AUDIO, DIGITAL MEDIA, ENTERTAINMENT, EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES, FILM, COMPUTER ANIMATION, GAME DESIGN, LIVE EVENT PRODUCTION AND INFORMATION ABOUT THE ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA AND MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRIES; ON-LINE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION FOR VIDEO, AUDIO, DIGITAL MEDIA, ENTERTAINMENT, EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES, FILM, COMPUTER ANIMATION, GAME DESIGN, LIVE EVENT PRODUCTION AND INFORMATION ABOUT THE ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA AND MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


ESTHER A. BORSUK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,774,486.

FOR PROVIDING NON-PROFIT TRAINING OF GUIDE DOGS AND NON-PROFIT TRAINING OF BLINDED MEMBERS OF THE MILITARY WHO RECEIVE GUIDE DOGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

BRENDAN MCCAULEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ITSM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT METHODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 12-8-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-9-1998.

JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ITSM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT METHODS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 12-8-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-9-1998.

JULIE WATSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ENTERTAINMENT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONDUCTING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF RECORD PRODUCTION, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP, AND PRESENTATION OF LIVE MUSIC SHOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 8-10-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-10-2005.

MICHAEL KAZAZIAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING YOGA AND MARTIAL ARTS INSTRUCTIONS, CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF EXERCISE, WELLNESS AND FITNESS WITH YOGA AND MARTIAL ARTS; COURSE MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-12-2005.

DOMINIC FATHY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS DAY OF THE FAMILY.
FOR CONTESTS AND INCENTIVE AWARD PROGRAMS TO ENCOURAGE STUDENTS AND ORGANIZATION MEMBERS TO SET UP AND ACHIEVE GOALS IN ACADEMICS, ATTENDANCE, CITIZENSHIP AND CONDUCT; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INCENTIVES TO PARENTS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF BASIC COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY THROUGH THE ISSUANCE OF AWARDS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING FAIRS; MASTER OF CEREMONY SERVICES FOR PARTIES AND SPECIAL EVENTS; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL PURPOSES, NAMELY, MUSICAL AND DANCE GROUPS, ART SHOWS, CELEBRATING ACADEMICS, AWARD CEREMONIES AND COMMUNITY SERVICE; ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMUNITY AND CULTURAL EVENTS, AND REGIONAL AND ETHNIC FESTIVALS, NAMELY, ORGANIZING COMMUNITY FESTIVALS FEATURING A VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES, NAMELY SPORTING EVENTS, ART EXHIBITIONS, FLEA MARKETS, ETHNIC DANCES AND THE LIKE; SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 4-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2004.

KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLUE, FOUR-CORNERED DIAMOND WITH THE WORDS ETHICS, REALITY, VISION AND COURAGE WRITTEN IN BLACK, AT EACH CORNER.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKERS, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES IN THE FIELD OF DEVELOPING BUSINESS AND PERSONAL CHARACTER SKILLS, AND DISTRIBUTION OF WRITTEN MATERIALS AS A PART THEREOF (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-8-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-8-1998.

INGA ERVIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) ARRANGING FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS FOR SHOWS AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS; ARRANGING OF SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES; DINNER THEATERS; (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PARTIES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PARTIES FOR THE PURPOSE OF DATING AND SOCIAL INTRODUCTION FOR ADULTS; (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) (BASED ON INTENT TO USE) (BASED ON USE IN COMMERCE) PARTY PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-10-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2005.

HEATHER SAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
DEEP LOVE PROCESS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOVE PROCESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS ON THE SUBJECT OF PERSONAL AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH, AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIALS, NAMELY, WORKBOOKS, VIDEOS, CHARTS, AND INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; PROVIDING GENERAL INTEREST NEWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

GAME SHOW AMERICA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GAME SHOW, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF GAME SHOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NEW ORLEANS INTERNATIONAL JEWISH MUSIC FESTIVAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JEWISH MUSIC," "NEW ORLEANS," "NEW ORLEANS" OR "JEWISH MUSIC FESTIVAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING A FESTIVAL FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "ACADEMY", apart from the mark as shown.

For entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of online non-downloadable multimedia entertainment software for use in promotion of positive self-esteem and health; providing online animated computer games; educational services, namely, providing public appearances, classes, seminars and workshops designed to educate the general public, patients and health care professionals on the importance of exercise and proper nutrition and emotional well-being and distributing corresponding educational materials (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

First use 6-0-2005; in commerce 6-0-2005.

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-818,165. THEO STUDIO LLC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 2-17-2006.

THE MARK consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For production of television programs; programming on a global computer network (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

First use 1-1-2006; in commerce 1-1-2006.

KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-808,307. BIG PICTURE SCRAPBOOKING, LLC, LIBERTY LAKE, WA. FILED 2-6-2006.

THE MARK consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "SCRAPBOOKING", apart from the mark as shown.

For educational services, namely, conducting online classes, exhibitions, workshops, and displays in the field of scrapbooking (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).


ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.


No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "INSTITUTE", apart from the mark as shown.

Sec. 2(f) as to "STANDARDS FOR EXCELLENCE" for educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational and training programs to non-profit and charitable organizations in the field of recommended ethics and accountability code and practice standards in connection with self-regulation, board governance and organizational management, human resources, financial accounting, record keeping, public access to information, insurance coverage, legal compliance, conflicts of interest, training, accountability, and reporting requirements and ethics and accountability standards (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 107).

First use 6-0-2004; in commerce 6-0-2004.

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL POWER SHOWCASE

ANGELUS ACADEMY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATIONAL, HIGH SCHOOL, AND SHOWCASE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELD OF ATHLETICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-5-2005.
LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE FOREIGN WORDING "ET VERBUM CARO FACTUM EST" IS "AND THE WORD WAS MADE FLESH".
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE PRIMARY AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LEVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DANIEL RUSSELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MUSEUM & FACTORY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MUSEUM SERVICES RELATING TO BASEBALL BATS AND THE GAME OF BASEBALL; CONDUCTING GUIDED TOURS OF THE ABOVE MUSEUM AND OF A FACTORY WHERE BASEBALL BATS ARE MANUFACTURED; AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING FIELD TRIPS, CLASSES, AND LECTURES RELATING TO THE MANUFACTURE OF BASEBALL BATS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-2-2006.
STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
HeyMath!
Because every student counts

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF UNITED KINGDOM REG. NO. 2396453, DATED 7-8-2005, EXPIRES 7-8-2015.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING COURSES AND TUTORIALS VIA COMPUTER AND THE INTERNET IN THE FIELD OF MATHEMATICS; ARRANGING OF ONLINE TESTS; PROVIDING LESSON PLANNING INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ANALYZING EDUCATIONAL TESTS SCORES AND DATA FOR OTHERS; PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL MATHEMATICS INTERNET HELPLINES FOR LEARNERS THAT PROVIDE GUIDANCE WITH QUERIES AND ARE DELIVERED BOTH ASYNCHRONOUSLY VIA EMAIL, ON-LINE MESSAGING AND IN REAL-TIME VIA CHATROOMS AND WEB CONFERENCING, ALL IN THE FIELD OF MATHEMATICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MEGAN WHITNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 78-827,788. NEW CASTLE CORP., LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 3-2-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,549,563 AND 1,659,163.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOTEL," "CASINO" AND "LAS VEGAS," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CASINO SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, NAMELY, A MEDIEVAL THEMED SHOW FEATURING SIMULATED COMBAT, JoustING, Horsemanship AND COSTUMED ACTORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-829,189. JEFF BURROWS.COM LLC, CAREFREE, AZ. FILED 3-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, NAMELY LEADERSHIP, MARKETING AND PROFIT-IMPROVEMENT; AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2006.
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-829,875. HIGHTOWER, TRENTON, MIDLOTHIAN, VA. FILED 3-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FIELD TRIP," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF TEAMWORK AND LEADERSHIP AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-14-2005.
MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 78-830,896. BLOGWIRE HUNGARY SZELLEMI ALKOTAS T HASZNOSITO KFT., BUDAPEST, HUNGARY. FILED 3-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING NEWS IN THE NATURE OF CURRENT EVENT REPORTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JAMES LOVELACE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-831,080. PERSAY ENTERTAINMENT, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 3-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENTERTAINMENT," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-831,580. THE HUNT DOCTOR, INC., TUNKHANNOCK, PA. FILED 3-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE HUNT DOCTOR," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION COURSES AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 78-831,824. ROVEGNO, MIA ALLEGRA, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 3-8-2006.

**HUMMINGBIRDWORKS**

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF THEATRICAL AND FILM VIDEO PRODUCTIONS, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTIONS, NAMELY, MUSIC VIDEO PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-832,543. RAND MCNALLY & COMPANY, SKOKIE, IL. FILED 3-8-2006.

**NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MY SCHOOL & NEIGHBORHOOD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.**
FOR ON-LINE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TEACHING IN THE FIELD OF GEOGRAPHY, MAP SKILLS AND CONCEPTS OF COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MARTHA FROMM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-833,696. MEDIATEC PUBLISHING, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 3-9-2006.

**NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRAINING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.**
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE PUBLICATION IN THE NATURE OF A MAGAZINE FEATURING ARTICLES, COLUMNS, TRAINING TOOLS, NEWSLETTERS, EVENTS CALENDARS AND INDUSTRY NEWS RELATING TO CORPORATE TRAINING, LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-28-2006.
LEIGH LOWRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-834,684. MEDIATEC PUBLISHING, INC., CHICAGO, IL. FILED 3-10-2006.

**NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRAINING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.**
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE PUBLICATION IN THE NATURE OF A MAGAZINE FEATURING ARTICLES, COLUMNS, TRAINING TOOLS, NEWSLETTERS, EVENTS CALENDARS AND INDUSTRY NEWS RELATING TO CORPORATE TRAINING, LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-28-2006.
LEIGH LOWRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-835,233. COREY, TOBY, LOS GATOS, CA. FILED 3-12-2006.

**FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY ORGANIZING, PRODUCING, AND CONDUCTING EXHIBITIONS OF COMPETITIVE GAMBLING EVENTS RENDERED LIVE AND THROUGH THE MEDIA OF TELEVISION AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).**
JASON BLAIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


**THE COLOR(S) BLACK AND GOLD IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.**
THE LION AND STAFF ARE GOLD. THE WORDING IN THE MARK IS BLACK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LION HOLDING A STAFF AND ALONG WITH THE WORD "HIGHPOWER".
FOR MUSIC COMPOSITION AND TRANSCRIPTION FOR OTHERS; MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR OTHERS; MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES; RECORD MASTER PRODUCTION; RECORD PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.
PAUL F. GAST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SIXERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL AND RENDERING LIVE BASKETBALL GAMES AND BASKETBALL EXHIBITIONS; THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTS OF BASKETBALL GAMES, BASKETBALL EVENTS AND PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; CONDUCTING AND ARRANGING BASKETBALL CLINICS AND CAMPS, COACHES CLINICS AND CAMPS, DANCE TEAM CLINICS AND CAMPS AND BASKETBALL EVENTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PERSONAL APPEARANCES BY A COSTUMED MASCOT OR DANCE TEAM AT BASKETBALL GAMES AND EXHIBITIONS, CLINICS, CAMPS, PROMOTIONS, AND OTHER BASKETBALL-RELATED EVENTS, SPECIAL EVENTS AND PARTIES; FAN CLUB SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING THE FOLLOWING NON-DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT - TELEVISION HIGHLIGHTS, INTERACTIVE TELEVISION HIGHLIGHTS, VIDEO RECORDINGS, VIDEO STREAM RECORDINGS, INTERACTIVE VIDEO HIGHLIGHT SELECTIONS, RADIO PROGRAMS, RADIO HIGHLIGHTS, AND AUDIO RECORDINGS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL, BASKETBALL NEWS IN THE NATURE OF INFORMATION, STATISTICS, AND TRIVIA ABOUT BASKETBALL, ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES, VIDEO GAMES, INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAMES, ACTION SKILL GAMES, ARCADE GAMES, ADULTS' AND CHILDREN'S PARTY GAMES, BOARD GAMES, PUZZLES, AND TRIVIA GAMES; PROVIDING ON-LINE MAGAZINES, GUIDES, NEWSLETTERS, COLORING BOOKS, GAME SCHEDULES AND GREETING CARDS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL OVER THE INTERNET; PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

DAVID C. REINHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE BIKE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOUSTON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "HOUSTON AEROS" WITH A STAR IN THE CENTER OF THE "O" IN THE WORD "AEROS" AND AN IMAGE OF A PROPELLER BOMBER AIRCRAFT WITH A SNARLING FACE FLYING OUT OF THE CENTER OF A HOCKEY PUCK.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF HOCKEY GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NATIONAL TALENT SUMMIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATIONAL" AND "SUMMIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ARRANGING, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES FEATURING SPEAKERS, VENDOR BOOTH, SOCIAL EVENTS, AND EDUCATIONAL CLASSES IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RESOURCES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

JESSICA A. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATIONAL" AND "SUMMIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING CASINO FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SCOTT BALDWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
**CLASS 41—(Continued).**

**SN 78-841,211. SAWYER, STEPHEN SHELBY, VERSAILLES, KY. FILED 3-20-2006.**

**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.**


FOR LIVE MOTIVATIONAL AND INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKING PERFORMANCES AND DISTRIBUTING RELATED MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THERewith; CONDUCTING ART COMPETITIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-1-1995; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1995.

MICHAEL WIENER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

**SN 78-843,232. THE CLOROX PET PRODUCTS COMPANY, OAKLAND, CA. FILED 3-22-2006.**

**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.**

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE INTERACTIVE WEBSITE FEATURING PHOTOGRAPHS, QUIZZES AND PROSE PRESENTATIONS FEATURING CAT BEHAVIORS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.

AMY MCMENAMIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

**SN 78-844,124. CANCUN, INC., HANOVER, MD. FILED 3-23-2006.**

**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.**

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING DANCE PERFORMANCES AND EXHIBITIONS TO LIVE AND RECORDED MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

**SN 78-844,889. THINKEQUITY PARTNERS LLC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 3-23-2006.**

**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.**

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING LIVE VIDEO BLOGS IN THE EMERGING GROWTH INDUSTRY; ONLINE JOURNALS, NAMELY, BLOGS IN THE EMERGING GROWTH INDUSTRY; ONLINE NEWSLETTER ON THE SUBJECT OF FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS IN THE EMERGING GROWTH INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 10-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2005.

JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

**SN 78-845,359. RENZULLI LEARNING SYSTEMS, LLC, AVON, CT. FILED 3-24-2006.**

**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.**

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS, NAMELY, PROVIDING A DATABASE OF ENRICHMENT RESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES SUITABLE FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS, GENERATING STRENGTH ASSESSMENTS AND LEARNING PROFILES OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, MATCHING PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS TO SUITABLE ENRICHMENT RESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES, AND MAINTAINING ONGOING EDUCATIONAL STUDENT RECORDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 0-0-1977; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1977.

DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE INSTITUTE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE ON-LINE PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF MONTHLY ELECTRONIC MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE CONSULTING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
BENJAMIN OKEKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-851,258. SCIENCE & SAFETY CONSULTING SERVICES, INC., RALEIGH, NC. FILED 3-31-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCIENCE & SAFETY CONSULTING SERVICES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The mark consists of the literal element in stylized lettering with a butterfly design on the right side.
FOR ARRANGING PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOP AND TRAINING COURSES; CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF SCHOOL SCIENCE SAFETY PER REGULATORY AND EDUCATIONAL LAW, CODE, AND REGULATION COMPLIANCE; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF SCHOOL SCIENCE SAFETY PER REGULATORY AND EDUCATIONAL LAW, CODE, AND REGULATION COMPLIANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SAFETY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
NICHOLAS ALTREE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-851,886. WORLD RADIO NETWORK, MCALLEN, TX. FILED 3-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACADEMIA CRISTIANA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as CHRISTIAN ACADEMY OF THE AIR.
SEC. 2(F) "DEL AIRE HAS BECOME DISTINCTIVE OF THE GOODS/SERVICES THROUGH THE APPLICANT'S SUBSTANTIALLY EXCLUSIVE AND CONTINUOUS USE IN COMMERCE FOR AT LEAST THE FIVE YEARS IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE DATE OF THIS STATEMENT."
FOR EDUCATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF A BIBLE-BASED RADIO CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-852,350. VIACOM INTERNATIONAL INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TALENT SHOW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ON-GOING TELEVISION SERIES, FEATURING LIVE ACTION, COMEDY AND DRAMA; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT CONCERNING TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
JESSICA A. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The Institute Minute

ACADEMIA CRISTIANA DEL AIRE

Science & Safety Consulting Services
Science IS—INQUIRY...Safely

LITTLE TALENT SHOW

Nicholas Altree, Examining Attorney

Jessica A. Powers, Examining Attorney
CLASS 41—(Continued).

CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 78-853,702. LIFETIME ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-4-2006.

SN 78-854,448. PURKEY, WILLIAM WATSON, GREENSBORO, NC. FILED 4-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION, TELEVISION PROGRummING, SCHEDULING OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMING AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO PROGRAMS, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION, RADIO PROGRAMMING, SCHEDULING OF RADIO PROGRAMMING AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS, PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES, TELEVISION ON-AIR SPOTS, FILM CLIPS, AND INTERSTITIALS, NAMELY, SHORT PROGRAMS FOR BROADCAST ON TELEVISION, ONLINE AND IN MOVIE THEATERS; ONLINE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION REGARDING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS AND THE DISTRIBUTION THEREOF AND ISSUES OF INTEREST AND CONCERN TO WOMEN, NAMELY SPORTS, MUSIC, MOVIES AND BOOKS; PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-854,487. PURKEY, WILLIAM, WATSON, GREENSBORO, NC. AND SIEGEL, BETTY, MARIETTA, GA. FILED 4-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EDUCATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND MENTORING IN THE FIELD OF TEACHING PRACTICE AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


MICHAEL WEBSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-853,732. HOPE FOR YOU! CORPORATION, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. FILED 4-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,031,759.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PROGRAMS FOR FEMALES AND MALES TO ENCOURAGE COMPASSION, GOOD HEALTH, SUCCESS, PEACE AND HAPPINESS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR INVITATIONAL EDUCATION

Invitational Education

Hope For You

The International Alliance for Invitational Education

Invitational Education
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 78-855,689. DTI PARTNERS, INC., MOBILE, AL. FILED 4-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,434,406.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF SECURITIES INVESTMENT AND SECURITIES TRADING, STOCKS, BONDS, FUTURES, OPTIONS TRADING, AND COMMODITIES TRADING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1996.

MARTHA SANTOMARTINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-856,535. HAMMOND PORT AUTHORITY, HAMMOND, IN. FILED 4-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RECREATIONAL GOLF SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING GOLF COURSES AND GOLF FACILITIES, GOLF CLUB SERVICES, RENTAL OF GOLF EQUIPMENT, GOLF INSTRUCTION AND ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF GOLF TOURNAMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-14-2006.

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-856,963. WARDEN, CAROLYN MARIE, HIGHLANDS RANCH, CO. FILED 4-7-2006; AM. P.R. 3-22-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "UNIVERSITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, LECTURES, AND INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF PROVIDING BETTER SERVICE TO INTERNAL CUSTOMERS AND CONSUMERS OF CREDIT UnIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.

DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 78-858,819. LIFETIME ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION, TELEVISION PROGRAMMING, SCHEDULING OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMING AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO PROGRMS, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION, RADIO PROGRAMMING, SCHEDULING OF RADIO PROGRAMMING AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS, PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES, TELEVISION ON-AIR SPOTS, FILM CLIPS, AND INTERSTITIALS, NAMELY SHORT PROGRAMS FOR BROADCAST ON TELEVISION, ONLINE AND IN MOVIE THEATERS; ONLINE SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION REGARDING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS AND THE DISTRIBUTION THEREOF AND ISSUES OF INTEREST AND CONCERN TO WOMEN, NAMELY SPORTS, MUSIC, MOVIES AND BOOKS; PROVIDING ON-LINE COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-862,168. CLIENTWHYS, INC., AGOURA HILLS, CA. FILED 4-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, NAMELY NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF TAXES AND ACCOUNTING OFFERED TO ENROLLED AGENTS, CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERS, TAX PREPARERS AND ATTORNEYS AND THEIR CLIENTS; PROVIDING AN AUTOMATED EMAIL NEWSLETTER SERVICE TO ENROLLED AGENTS, CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERS, TAX PREPARERS AND ATTORNEYS FOR THEIR CLIENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-21-2006.

MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 78-862,749. COUNTRY MUSIC ASSOCIATION, INC., NASHVILLE, TN. FILED 4-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AWARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING AN ANNUAL AWARDS CEREMONY FOR THE PRESENTATION OF AWARDS IN RECOGNITION OF DISTINGUISHED ACHIEVEMENT IN THE FIELD OF COUNTRY MUSIC; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION MUSIC AWARDS PROGRAMS; LIVE MUSIC PERFORMANCES IN THE FIELD OF COUNTRY MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


PRISCILLA MILTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,919. SKIDAWAY COMMUNITY INSTITUTE, INC., SAVANNAH, GA. FILED 4-20-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SKIDAWAY COMMUNITY INSTITUTE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK, GOLD, AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE PALM TREES ARE IN GOLD DISPLAYED ON A BLACK RECTANGULAR BACKGROUND, WITH THE LETTERS SCI DISPLAYED IN WHITE. THE PERIMETER AREAS AROUND THE BLACK BACKGROUND DISPLAY ARE ALSO IN GOLD, WITH THE WORDS "SKIDAWAY COMMUNITY INSTITUTE" AND TWO DOTS AROUND THE WORD "INSTITUTE" IN BLACK. THE GOLD AREAS ARE LIGHTER IN THE MIDDLE AND DARKER ON THE LEFT AND RIGHT.

FOR ORGANIZING COMMUNITY CULTURAL EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.

STEVEN R. FOSTER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-867,604. NEW MEXICO LOTTERY AUTHORITY, ALBUQUERQUE, NM. FILED 4-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,251,380 AND 2,253,433.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LOTTERY AUTHORITY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR LOTTERY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 9-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 9-1-1997.

GEOFFREY FOSDICK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-867,853. CONSCIOUS WORKPLACE, LLC, LAGUNA NIGUEL, CA. FILED 4-24-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WORKPLACE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY, OFFERING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, TELECLASSES, COMPUTER WEBSITE CLASSES, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF EMPLOYEE AND ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT, BASED ON UNIVERSAL HUMAN VALUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-13-2006.

PAULA MAYS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 78-868,475. MICHAEL, VERNOCA L., PHILADELPHIA, SC. FILED 4-24-2006.

Blue Horizon Boxing Promotions, Inc.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BOXING PROMOTIONS, INC., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
HEATHER SAPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 78-871,111. PROMAX INTERNATIONAL/BPME, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 4-27-2006.

MUSE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AWARDS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING RECOGNITION AND INCENTIVES BY WAY OF AWARDS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF PROMOTIONS AND MARKETING IN THE FIELD ELECTRONIC MEDIA PRODUCTS; EDUCATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS PERTAINING TO PROMOTIONS AND FOR MARKETING PROFESSIONALS WHO PROMOTE ELECTRONIC INTERACTIVE MEDIA PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-874,465. PHILLIPS, SAMANTHA, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 5-8-2006.

SMARTJOCK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ACT CENTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CENTER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COMPUTER-BASED TESTING IN VARIOUS DISCIPLINES, NAMELY, VOCATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL ASSESSMENTS AND CERTIFICATIONS, LICENSURE TESTS FOR TRADE AND PROFESSIONS; PROVIDING TRAINING COURSES DELIVERED VIA A COMPUTER NETWORK IN THE FIELD OF JOB PLACEMENT AND JOB-RELATED SKILLS, NAMELY ADULT LITERACY, COMPUTERS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND TECHNICAL SKILLS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT; PROVIDING COMPUTER-BASED TESTING FOR COMPETENCY PLACEMENT IN POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL TESTING AND ASSESSMENTS FOR LONG DISTANCE LEARNING COURSES OFFERED THROUGH POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
SARAH WAYDA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-878,455. PHILLIPS, SAMANTHA, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 5-8-2006.

SAM PHILLIPS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
P A U L F. G A S T, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 78-879,813. ATLANTA HOCKEY CLUB, LLC, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 5-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CROSS CURRICULUM ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM FOR ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS AND TEACHERS IN THE FIELDS OF SPORTS, LANGUAGE ARTS, MATH, SCIENCE, HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SOCIAL STUDIES; EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL CONCEPTS THROUGH SPORTS; AWARD PROGRAMS, INCENTIVE PROGRAMS, CONTESTS AND SWEEPSTAKES TO ENCOURAGE STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS TO SET UP AND ACHIEVE GOALS IN ACADEMICS, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, CITIZENSHIP AND ATTENDANCE; PROVIDING ALL OF THE SAME ONLINE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-886,185. NEW FRONTIER MEDIA, BOULDER, CO. FILED 5-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TOPLESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY AN ADULT TELEVISION SERIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KENNETH E. SHARPERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-891,756. TIME4 MEDIA, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 5-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "OUTDOORSMAN CHALLENGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELD OF FISHING, HUNTING, SHOOTING AND ARCHERY; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COMPETITIONS FOR FISHING, HUNTING, SHOOTING AND ARCHERY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-892,408. NATIONAL CENTER FOR MISSING & EXPLOITED CHILDREN, ALEXANDRIA, VA. FILED 5-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,515,135 AND 2,523,540.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE INTERACTIVE COMIC RELATED TO INTERNET SAFETY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-892,520. NATIONAL CENTER FOR MISSING & EXPLOITED CHILDREN, ALEXANDRIA, VA. FILED 5-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,515,135 AND 2,523,540.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE INTERACTIVE COMIC RELATED TO INTERNET SAFETY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-886,183. NEW FRONTIER MEDIA, BOULDER, CO. FILED 5-17-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,515,135 AND 2,523,540.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ADULT TELEVISION SERIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-892,420. NATIONAL CENTER FOR MISSING & EXPLOITED CHILDREN, ALEXANDRIA, VA. FILED 5-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,515,135 AND 2,523,540.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN ONLINE INTERACTIVE COMIC RELATED TO INTERNET SAFETY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 78-894,510. HAM & EGGS, INC., SANTA MONICA, CA.
FILED 5-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOTION PICTURE FILM PRODUCTION; FILM DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KRISTIN DAHLING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-896,015. HAM & EGGS, INC., SANTA MONICA, CA.
FILED 5-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MOTION PICTURE FILM PRODUCTION; FILM DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KRISTIN DAHLING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-896,630. MARKET WORLD, INC., WICHITA, KS.
FILED 5-31-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RADIO, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DIRECTION OF MAKING RADIO OR TELEVISION PROGRAMS; DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO OR TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A RADIO PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF VARIETY VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY A CONTINUING VARIETY SHOW BROADCAST OVER TELEVISION, SATELLITE, AUDIO, AND VIDEO MEDIA; NEWS SYNDICATION FOR THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY; OPERATION OF VIDEO EQUIPMENT OR AUDIO EQUIPMENT ETC; FOR PRODUCTION OF RADIO OR TELEVISION PROGRAMS; PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS; RADIO ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION; RADIO PROGRAM SYNDICATION; RADIO PROGRAMMING; TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMMING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-8-2003.
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-907,890. DEV8 ENTERTAINMENT, LIMITED, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA NA, BR.VIRGIN ISLANDS, FILED 6-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TEENS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING ADULT-ORIENTED MOVIES, PRERECORDED SEX-ORIENTED AUDIO AND VIDEO MESSAGES, STORIES AND PICTURES BY WAYS OF TELEPHONE, TELEVISION AND A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-12-2006.
MICHELE SWAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-910,682. BURKS, CHARLENE, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 6-17-2006.

THE COLOR(S) WHITE, BLACK AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING BEHIND THE SHINE OUTLINED IN WHITE WITH BLACK INTERIORS, THE DESIGNS OF MICROPHONE AND CAMERA OPERATORS ALSO OUTLINED IN WHITE WITH BLACK INTERIORS, AND A SPOTLIGHT EMITTING A YELLOW LIGHT RAY TOWARDS THE WORD SHINE, ALL ON A BLACK RECTANGULAR BACKGROUND.
FOR VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES; AN ONGOING TELEVISION SHOW FOR BROADCAST VIA TELEVISION AND THE INTERNET DOCUMENTING THE PRODUCTION PROCESS BEHIND THE MAKING OF COMEDIANS, ATHLETES, ENTERTAINERS, DIRECTORS, PRODUCERS, AND VARIOUS KEY PERSONNEL IN THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-6-2003; IN COMMERCE 9-8-2003.
CHRISTOPHER BUONGIORNO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CONTRA-TIEMPO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS AGAINST TIME.

FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY CREATING AND PERFORMING SALSA-BASED DANCE THEATER FOR VARIOUS COMMUNITIES; CREATING AND IMPLEMENTING COMMUNITY ARTS WORKSHOPS FOR ADULTS AND YOUTH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 2-3-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-3-2005.

SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CHRIST EMBASSY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CHRIST", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-7-2000.

SUE LAWRENCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Yomod

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING USER VIDEOS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ARTISTIC PROFILES AND OTHER MULTI-MEDIA MATERIALS; AND PROVIDING ONLINE COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

EMILY CARLSN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).

SN 78-935,344. 2 TOUCH, NOKOMIS, FL. FILED S.R. 7-21-2006; AM. P.R. 7-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF MASSAGE THERAPY AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION WITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-19-2006.

ATTIYA MALIK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ART AND MUSIC, ENTERTAINMENT, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA AN ART, MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT WEB SITE WHICH ENABLES USERS TO OBTAIN INFORMATION REGARDING LOCAL EVENTS, CONCERTS AND EXHIBITIONS IN SPECIFIED AMERICAN TOWNS AND STATES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

DAVID STERKIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-936,184. 21ST CENTURY GAMING CONCEPTS, INC., BEVERLY HILLS, CA. FILED 7-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF BOLD STYLIZED CAPITAL "A" ABOVE "BONUS" IN SMALLER CAPITAL LETTERS FOR GAMBLING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-936,315. 21ST CENTURY GAMING CONCEPTS, INC., BEVERLY HILLS, CA. FILED 7-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BOLD STYLIZED CAPITAL "A" BELOW "BONUS" IN SMALLER CAPITAL LETTERS FOR GAMBLING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-936,322. 21ST CENTURY GAMING CONCEPTS, INC., BEVERLY HILLS, CA. FILED 7-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GAMBLING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

INGRID C. EULIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-937,921. MIDWEST ORGANIC AND SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION SERVICE, INC., SPRING VALLEY, WI. FILED 7-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY INSTRUCTION IN PRODUCTION AND MARKETING OF ORGANIC CROPS AND LIVESTOCK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 12-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2000.

KHANH LE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
TECH HEADS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF LIVE-ACTION, COMEDY, DRAMA, ANIMATED, AND REALITY TELEVISION SERIES, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF LIVE-ACTION, COMEDY, ACTION, ANIMATED, AND/OR REALITY MOTION PICTURE FILMS FOR TELEVISION, AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION OF LIVE-ACTION, COMEDY, ACTION, ANIMATED, AND/OR REALITY TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR VIDEOCASSETTE, VIDEODISC, LASER DISC, DIGITAL VIDEO DISC (DVD), CD-ROM, OTHER DIGITAL RECORDATION, INTERNET, WIRELESS TRANSMISSION, LIVE STAGE AND RADIO (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

MELVIN AXILBUND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-941,100. LUCKY RABBIT FILMS, AUSTIN, TX. FILED 7-31-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FILMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RABBIT HOLDING A GUN, STANDING TO THE LEFT OF A BOX WITH HOLES IN THE BOTTOM, CONTAINING THE WORDS LUCKY RABBIT FILMS.
FOR MOTION PICTURE FILM PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STUDENT RUSH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STUDENT!", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING FOR AND PROVIDING DISCOUNT TICKETS FOR STUDENTS IN CONNECTION WITH SPORTING EVENTS, MUSICAL CONCERTS AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-944,201. LEMIEUX GROUP LP, PITTSBURGH, PA. FILED 8-3-2006.
CLASS 41—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONDUCTING ENTERTAINMENT EXHIBITIONS IN THE NATURE OF CAR SHOWS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF VISUAL AND AUDIO PERFORMANCES, AND MUSICAL, VARIETY, NEWS AND COMEDY SHOWS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-24-2006.
PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Sensory Ladder Learning

Desert Thunder

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SENSORY" AND "LEARNING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, LECTURES, COURSES, AND CLASSES IN THE FIELDS OF GENERAL EDUCATION AT THE K-8, HIGH SCHOOL AND ADULT LEARNING LEVELS AND SPECIAL EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ROBERT STRUCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 78-954,709. JONAS, JUDITH C., GREAT FALLS, MT. FILED 8-17-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SENSORY" AND "LEARNING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, LECTURES, COURSES, AND CLASSES IN THE FIELDS OF GENERAL EDUCATION AT THE K-8, HIGH SCHOOL AND ADULT LEARNING LEVELS AND SPECIAL EDUCATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
ROBERT STRUCK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

IDEA

American Academy of Husband-Coached Childbirth

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACADEMY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "AMERICAN HUSBAND-COACHED CHILDBIRTH".
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS RELATING TO CHILDBIRTH TRAINING FOR INSTRUCTORS IN THE FIELD AND FOR PROSPECTIVE PARENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 9-1-1971; IN COMMERCE 10-1-1971.
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-954,885. THE INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS SOCIETY OF AMERICA, DULLES, VA. FILED 8-17-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,156,585, 2,613,425 AND OTHERS.
FOR ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELD OF INDUSTRIAL AND PRODUCT DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
KIMBERLY PERRY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW AND GOLD IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
CLASS 41—(Continued).


FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF A TELEVISION SERIES ON HOW TO RENOVATE A KITCHEN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 2-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-6-2006.

NANCY CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-957,946. SCHOOLHOUSE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, LLC, STODDARD, WI. FILED 8-22-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TUTORING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TUTORING SERVICES, PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION, GROUP SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, AND DIAGNOSTIC AND PRESCRIPTIVE INSTRUCTION, IN THE FIELD OF STANDARDIZED COLLEGE ADMISSION EXAMS, K - 12 READING, K - 12 WRITING, STUDY SKILLS, TEST PREPARATION TECHNIQUES AND TEST TAKING TECHNIQUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY LIVE PERFORMANCES BY A MUSICAL GROUP (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2002.

EMILY CARLSEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY LIVE PERFORMANCES BY MUSICAL BANDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-16-2004.

KATHERINE CONNOLLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


IN DIRE NEED

Schoolhouse Tutoring

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TUTORING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TUTORING SERVICES, PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION, GROUP SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, AND DIAGNOSTIC AND PRESCRIPTIVE INSTRUCTION, IN THE FIELD OF STANDARDIZED COLLEGE ADMISSION EXAMS, K - 12 READING, K - 12 WRITING, STUDY SKILLS, TEST PREPARATION TECHNIQUES AND TEST TAKING TECHNIQUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD PANIM IN CAPITAL LETTERS, WITH YELLOW DOT OVER THE LETTER "I", ABOVE THE WORDS "THE INSTITUTE FOR JEWISH LEADERSHIP AND VALUES" IN SMALLER, UPPER AND LOWER CASE LETTERS, AND TO THE RIGHT OF BOTH A YELLOW CIRCULAR EMBLEM.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS "FACES".

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS FOR JEWISH ADOLESCENTS IN THE FIELD OF VALUES AND LEADERSHIP SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


ASMAT KHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


Dead Rabbit

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY LIVE PERFORMANCES BY MUSICAL BANDS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-16-2004.

KATHERINE CONNOLLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 78-970,038. THE MASTER'S COLLEGE AND SEMINARY, INC., SANTA CLARITA, CA. FILED 9-8-2006.


NELSON SNYDER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 41—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PERSONAL COACHING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SPEECH AND PUBLIC SPEAKING; PROVIDING VOICE OVERS FOR TAPES, RECORDS AND OTHER RECORDED MEDIA; ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL CORPORATE SPEAKING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MOTIVATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPEAKERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107). FIRST USE 3-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-30-2006.

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING CLASSES IN THE FIELDS OF AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY, ACCOUNTING, ANTHROPOLOGY, ART, ASTRONOMY, BIOLOGY, BIOTECHNOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, CHINESE, COMMUNICATIONS, COMPUTER APPLICATIONS AND OFFICE PROCEDURES, COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS, COUNSELING, CRIMINAL JUSTICE, DENTAL HYGIENE, DRAFTING, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING SCIENCE, ENGLISH, FIRE SCIENCE, FRENCH, GEOGRAPHY, GERMANY, HEALTH CARE, HISTORY, HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT, HUMAN SERVICES, INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES, ITALIAN, JAPANESE, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING, MATHEMATICS, MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY, NANOFABRICATION, NURSING, PHILOSOPHY, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, PHYSICS, POLITICAL SCIENCE, PSYCHOLOGY, READING, REAL ESTATE, SOCIOLOGY, SPANISH, SPEECH, AND SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY CONDUCTED IN CLASSROOM SETTINGS, ON-LINE VIA THE INTERNET, AND VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS, NAMELY WITH AN INSTRUCTOR IN ONE LOCALE AND STUDENTS IN A SECOND, REMOTE LOCALE COMMUNICATING VIA VIDEOCONFERENCING; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING ARTISTIC AND CULTURAL EVENTS TO BE ATTENDED BY STUDENTS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELD OF ATHLETICS; ENTERTAINMENT FOR STUDENTS IN THE NATURE OF FITNESS PROGRAMS, INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS, EXTRAMURAL SPORTS, AND PROVIDING ORGANIZATIONAL CLUBS FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN OUTDOOR RECREATION, PHYSICAL FITNESS, WELLNESS, RUNNING, BIKING AND THE MARTIAL ARTS; CAREER COUNSELING AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FOR STUDENTS; STANDARDIZED TESTING FOR STUDENTS AS REQUIRED FOR ENTRANCE INTO OTHER INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2003.

BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 41—(Continued).
SN 79-026,273. WORLD COMPETITIVE PEOPLE PTY LTD, AUSTRALIA, FILED 6-14-2006.
OWNER OF INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION 0891515 DATED 6-14-2006, EXPIRES 6-14-2016.
FOR BUSINESS TRAINING CONSULTANCY SERVICES; BUSINESS TRAINING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
MICHAEL ENGEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
SN 75-924,894. CYBEAR, INC., FT. LAUDERDALE, FL. FILED 2-22-2000.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,146,776 AND 2,146,777.
FOR PROVIDING HEALTHCARE INFORMATION SERVICES TO PATIENTS, PHYSICIANS, PHARMACISTS AND OTHER HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 9-3-1999; IN COMMERCE 9-3-1999.
MICHAEL SOUDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

NAMELY TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF TECHNICAL CALCULATIONS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; CONSULTING IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTER SECURITY, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, ENGINEERING, UNDERWATER EXPLORATION, GEOLOGY, MATERIALS TESTING, MECHANICAL RESEARCH, OIL FIELD EXPLORATION, ANALYSIS OF OIL FIELDS, OILFIELD SURVEYING, OILFIELD INSPECTION, QUALITY CONTROL, CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICS; GEOLOGICAL PROSPECTING; QUALITY CONTROL FOR OTHERS; SURVEYING SERVICES; CONTROLLING, SURVEYING AND APPRAISING OF TECHNICAL QUALITY AND DESIGN OF MARINE VESSELS AND INSTALLATIONS AND CLASSIFYING THEM WITH RESPECT TO THEIR DEGREE OF RELIABILITY AND ASSURING THEIR COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE REGULATIONS, RULES AND REQUIREMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MARK SPARACINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-656,975. DOODLELAB, INC., HEALDSBURG, CA. FILED 3-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DESIGNING SOFTWARE WEB PAGES AND WEB BASED APPLICATIONS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-16-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-16-2005.
KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-663,821. IVENUE.COM, LAS VEGAS, NV. FILED 7-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DESIGNING SOFTWARE WEB PAGES AND WEB BASED APPLICATIONS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-16-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-16-2005.
KAPIL BHANOT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,282. TELIGENT SYSTEMS, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE PLATFORM FOR ENABLING WEB COMMUNITIES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR CONSUMER AND BUSINESS ENTERPRISES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHERYL CLAYTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,677. KEYSTONE THERAPEUTICS, INC., PITTSBURGH, PA. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE USED FOR MANAGING THE ADMINISTRATION OF HOSPITALS AND MEDICAL FACILITIES AND PATIENT TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
REGINA DRUMMOND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
C.O.D.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DESIGN, CREATION, HOSTING OF HOME-PAGES AND WEBSITES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,996. HARGETT ENTERPRISES, INC., DBA INTERSTATE SCALES, EVANSVILLE, IN. FILED 11-14-2006.

THE COLOR(S) RED, WHITE AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


SEC. 2(F) AS TO "INTERSTATE SCALES" BASED ON PRIOR REGISTRATION 2431309.

FOR VEHICLE WEIGHING STATION SERVICES, PRIMARILY FOR TRUCKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


"THE COLOR(S) RED, BLUE, WHITE, BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK." 


FOR CONDUCTING ENGINEERING SURVEYS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND CONSULTATION RELATED THERETO IN THE FIELD OF PUBLIC HEALTH, NAMELY HIV/AIDS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


TINA KUAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE ENTIRE MARK APPEARS IN THE COLOR BLUE. 

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATIONAL WATER SURVEYING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,137,087. 

"THE COLOR(S) RED, BLUE, WHITE, BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK."


FOR CONDUCTING ENGINEERING SURVEYS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DEZMONA MIZELLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER INTERFACE SOFTWARE AVAILABLE OVER A NETWORK IN ORDER TO CREATE PERSONALIZED ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICES; CREATING CUSTOMIZED USER-DEFINED INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES WHICH INCLUDE ON-LINE WEB LINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES IN CONNECTION WITH GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; CUSTOMIZED SEARCHING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING SPECIFIC INFORMATION AS REQUESTED BY CUSTOMERS FROM INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES VIA THE INTERNET; CUSTOMIZED SEARCHING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SPECIFIC INFORMATION AS REQUESTED BY CUSTOMERS FROM SEARCHABLE INDEXES AND DATABASES OF INFORMATION, INCLUDING TEXT, ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS, DATABASES, GRAPHICS AND AUDIO VISUAL INFORMATION, VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-012,948. SFC, MISSION VIEJO, CA. FILED 10-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARING ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE REPORTS; REVIEWING STANDARDS AND PRACTICES TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH ZONING LAWS AND REGULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-14-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-14-1997.

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-012,972. SAUNDRA F. JACOBS, MISSION VIEJO, CA. AND JEFFREY B. JACOBS, MISSION VIEJO, CA. FILED 10-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR PREPARING ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE REPORTS; REVIEWING STANDARDS AND PRACTICES TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH ZONING LAWS AND REGULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-14-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-14-1997.

ANN E. SAPPENFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-016,309. EVIGILANT.COM INC, ARLINGTON, VA. FILED 10-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPARING ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE REPORTS; REVIEWING STANDARDS AND PRACTICES TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH ZONING LAWS AND REGULATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-14-1997; IN COMMERCE 7-14-1997.

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-012,948. SFC, MISSION VIEJO, CA. FILED 10-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CUSTOM DESIGN OF SECURITY SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-016,309. EVIGILANT.COM INC, ARLINGTON, VA. FILED 10-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CUSTOM DESIGN OF SECURITY SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
A. AboveMLS

SN 77-021,784. GONSMAN, SEAN P, ALPHARETTA, GA. FILED 10-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF ARROWS FORMING A CIRCLE OR AN ARC OF A CIRCLE.

FOR COMPUTER SERVICE, NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA; COMPUTER SERVICE, NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR SEARCHING AND RETRIEVING INFORMATION FROM DATABASES AND COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; DATABASE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; GRAPHIC ART DESIGN; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


DAVID HOFFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

B. tscg


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LAND USE CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

C. DART

SN 77-025,552. NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 10-20-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "DART" WITH THE WORDS "TSUNAMI TECHNOLOGY" APPENDED FROM THE "T" IN "DART," ALL IN THE COLOR BLACK. A BLUE WAVE FORMED BY A SINGLE LINE EXTENDS FROM THE TOP OF THE LETTER "D" TO THE BOTTOM OF THE LETTER "T" IN "DART".

FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, THE PROVISION OF TSUNAMI FORECASTS AND OCEAN WAVE MEASUREMENT OBSERVATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 10-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-12-2006.

SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

D. OUTSIDE.IN

SN 77-030,249. THATGAMECOMPANY, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 10-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A SEARCH ENGINE FOR OBTAINING LINKS TO ONLINE JOURNALS, WEBLOGS AND OTHER THIRD PARTY WEB SITES CONTAINING COMMENTARY, POSTINGS AND REVIEWS BY COMMON OR USER-DEFINED LOCATION AND TOPIC, AND CREATING GEOGRAPHICALLY DEFINED INDEXES OF ONLINE JOURNALS, WEBLOGS AND OTHER THIRD PARTY WEB SITES CONTAINING COMMENTARY, POSTINGS AND REVIEWS AVAILABLE VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

E. thatgamecompany


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2006.

MICHAEL LITZAU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Process Charette

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, NAMELY, TECHNICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, ENGINEERING SERVICES, DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, DESIGNING AND TESTING OF NEW ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Fourth Quadrant Solutions

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOLUTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND RELATED SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-20-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-20-2004.

BRIAN PINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Honeybee Creations

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CREATIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR GRAPHIC ART DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2002.

BENJAMIN ALLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CustomDev

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT; COMPUTER SERVICE, NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA; COMPUTER SERVICE, NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR SEARCHING AND RETRIEVING INFORMATION FROM DATABASES AND COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SERVICE, NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; OR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF SOFTWARE DESIGN; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; CUSTOMIZATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; DATABASE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION AND DATA BASES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF NETWORKS; DESIGN AND TESTING FOR NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT; DESIGN OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER NETWORKS FOR OTHERS; DESIGN OF HOME PAGES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND WEB SITES; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

MATTHEW MCDOWELL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1986; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1986.
ALYSSA PALADINO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,441. NELSON, KRISTI, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DESIGN OF SPECIALTY INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR ENVIRONMENT SETTINGS; INTERIOR DECORATING; INTERIOR DECORATION CONSULTATION; SHOP INTERIOR DESIGN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TERESA M. RUPP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,545. COHO CREATIVE LLC, CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CREATIVE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING PACKAGING DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2002.
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,635. ESTHER CAMPUZANO GARCIA, WESTON, FL. FILED 11-8-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WEB, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) GREEN, ORANGE/YELLOW AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE @ SYMBOL IN ORANGE/YELLOW. AT THE END OF THE @, THERE ARE TWO GREEN SMALL CIRCLES, A DARKER GREEN ONE, FOLLOWED BY A LIGHTER GREEN CIRCLE. THE TERM WEB APPEARS UNDERNEATH THE @ SYMBOL IN ORANGE/YELLOW WITH A BLACK SHADOW EFFECT LINING THE LETTERS.
FOR CREATION AND MAINTENANCE OF WEB SITES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,715. E-MOTION SOFTWARE, LP, BEDFORD, MA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 10-3-2003.
TIMOTHY FINNEGAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 77-039,876. ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP & PLANNING, INC., SACRAMENTO, CA. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS "ESP" IN ALL CAPITALS CENTERED OVER (1) A HORIZONTALLY ORIENTED GRAPHIC DESIGN WITH THREE CONNECTED ELEMENTS CONSISTING, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, OF A RECTANGULAR SPIRAL, AN OVAL SPIRAL AND A SERIES OF CONNECTED RECTANGLES, (2) THE WORDS "ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP & PLANNING" AND (3) THE WORD "INCORPORATED". FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT, COMPLIANCE AND PLANNING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JAMES MACFARLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,357. QUESTEK INNOVATIONS, LLC, EVANSTON, IL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,503,302. SEC. 2(F).
FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES NAMELY SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING CONSULTING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS WITH RESPECT TO FORMULATIONS, MANUFACTURING, AND USES OF CERAMIC AND METAL MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1997.
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,357. QUESTEK INNOVATIONS, LLC, EVANSTON, IL. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,503,302. SEC. 2(F).
FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES NAMELY SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING CONSULTING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS WITH RESPECT TO FORMULATIONS, MANUFACTURING, AND USES OF CERAMIC AND METAL MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-0-1997; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1997.
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,150. ANIMOTO, LLC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 11-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING USERS OF GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS WITH THE MEANS TO CREATE SLIDESHows AND VIDEOS USING DIGITAL MEDIA SUCH AS PHOTOGRAPHS, MUSIC AND VIDEO (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,310. IMAGECHEF, INCORPORATED, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN CREATING DIGITAL TEXT AND GRAPHIC WORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,395. NEXTITPLACE LLC, MARIETTA, GA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES, NAMELY, ENGINEERING FOR THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FIELD; INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTATION; PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS; TECHNICAL SUPPORT, NAMELY, MONITORING OF NETWORK SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KELLY BOULTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 77-042,450. PEAK IP SOLUTIONS, LLC, LIVERMORE, CA. FILED 11-13-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE IP SOLUTIONS AND UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF FIVE SMALL CIRCLES AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "PEAK IP SOLUTIONS UNIFIED.COMMUNICATIONS.INTELLIGENCE".

FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SECURITY; COMPUTER SECURITY SERVICE, NAMELY, RESTRICTING ACCESS TO AND BY COMPUTER NETWORKS TO AND OF UNDESIRABLE WEB SITES, MEDIA AND INDIVIDUALS AND FACILITIES; COMPUTER SITE DESIGN; INTEGRATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 12-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-10-2004.
STEVEN R. FINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 77-043,044. CLEAN POWER RESEARCH, LLC, NAPA, CA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, COMPUTER CONSULTATION AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 11-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-11-2006.
JOANNA DUROVIC, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMMERCIAL ART DESIGN; COMPUTER CONSULTATION; COMPUTER SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CUSTOMIZED WEB PAGES FEATURING USER-DEFINED INFORMATION, PERSONAL PROFILES AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SITE DESIGN; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF SOFTWARE DESIGN; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; CREATION AND PROVISION OF WEB PAGES TO AND FOR THIRD PARTIES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ON-LINE COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS; DESIGN OF HOME PAGES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND WEB SITES; DESIGN OF HOME PAGES AND WEBSITES; DESIGN, CREATION, HOSTING, MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES FOR OTHERS; DESIGNING WEBSITES FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; GRAPHIC ART DESIGN; GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-1-2000; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2000.
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 77-043,659. GEORGIA-PACIFIC LLC, ATLANTA, GA. FILED 11-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS GP WITH A LINE OVER THEM, A LARGER X AND THE LETTERS PRESS WITH A LINE OVER THEM.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING BUILDING-PRODUCT ORDERS OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-8-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-8-2005.
REBECCA EISINGER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,731. TRIALSOFT TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SAN ANTONIO, TX. FILED 11-14-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; LITIGATION SUPPORT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MAUREEN DALL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,818. HOME ANALYZERS, LLC, MEMPHIS, TN. FILED 11-14-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME" AND "LLC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE LETTER A INSIDE THE DESIGN OF A HOUSE AND THE WORDS HOME ANALYZERS, LLC CONFIDENCE BEFORE THE CLOSING.
FOR INSPECTIONS OF HOUSE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SETH A. RAPPAPORT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF GENETICS AND BIOTECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-4-2006.
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-044,486. SIGNALYSIS, INC., CINCINNATI, OH. FILED 11-15-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ENGINEERING; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF ENGINEERING SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2006.
ANDREA BUTLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,144,394.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TECH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SELF-MANAGED WEB HOSTING FOR OTHERS ON COMPUTER SERVERS; PROVIDING TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, MONITORING AND TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND NETWORK SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2003.
JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) VIOLET, CHARCOAL GRAY AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A VIOLET DELTA WITH CHARCOAL GRAY BORDER AND THREE WHITE OVALS WITH CHARCOAL GRAY BORDER OVERLAPPING TO FORM A FASCIMILE OF A MOUNTAIN, WHICH RESEMBLES THE LETTER A, FOLLOWED BY VIOLET LETTERS WITH CHARCOAL GRAY BORDER TO SAY "ALTITUDE", FOR DESIGN AND TESTING FOR NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-8-2006.
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING CUSTOMIZED ON-LINE WEB PAGES FEATURING USER-DEFINED INFORMATION, WHICH INCLUDES SEARCH ENGINES AND ON-LINE WEB LINKS TO OTHER WEB SITES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-10-2006.
REBECCA GILBERT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE STUDIO, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DESIGN SERVICES FOR OTHERS, NAMELY RESIDENTIAL INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DESIGN AND DECORATING CONSULTATION SERVICES FOR NEW HOMEOWNERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 11-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-14-2006.
GISELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-047,430. CUBENOT, LLC., LEESBURG, VA. FILED 11-19-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR PROJECT REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT AND COLLABORATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
VIVIAN MICZNIAK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
YOUR PARTNER IN TECHNOLOGY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
ROSELLE HERRERA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,657. AVATAR MEDIA DESIGN LLC, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA. FILED 11-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF AVATAR SPREAD WING LOGO.

FOR DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS; DESIGNING THEME GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA SHOWS FOR CONVENTIONS, PRODUCT LAUNCHES, TRADE SHOWS, KEY NOTE ADDRESSES AND AWARD CEREMONIES FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
FRED MANDIR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,718. THE SENTE GROUP, INC., SUWANEE, GA. FILED 11-21-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING THE USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE TO CREATE A SEARCHABLE INVENTORY LIST OF SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION, INCLUDING EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS AND REPORTING AND SEARCH CAPABILITIES, FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.
MONIQUE MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LITIGATION SUPPORT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-2-2006.
HEATHER THOMPSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-050,367. TITANIUM VAULT CORPORATION, BILLINGS, MT. FILED 11-23-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HOSTING OF DIGITAL CONTENT ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GISELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

SN 77-050,716. CUBENOT, LLC., LEESBURG, VA. FILED 11-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF COLLABORATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, TIME MANAGEMENT, INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, AND ORGANIZATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.

VIVIAN MICZNIK FIRST, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 9-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-21-2006.

KIM SAITO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 11-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-21-2006.

MARK T. MULLEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

SN 77-054,989. EAGLE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC., OREM, UT. FILED 12-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING QUALITY ASSURANCE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY, AND AIR AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY SERVICES; QUALITY CONTROL FOR OTHERS; TECHNOLOGY SUPERVISION AND INSPECTION IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY, AND AIR AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY SERVICES; TESTING, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF CERTIFICATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2006.

ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE TO ENABLE THE CREATION, STORAGE, UPLOADING AND POSTING OF INTERNET HOME PAGES; DATA MINING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2004.

ALEXANDER L. POWERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

THE GRID LAYER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GRID, APART FROM THE MARK, AS SHOWN.
FOR WEB SITE HOSTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 11-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2006.
JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


VFA.AUDITOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,372,552, 2,996,845 AND OTHERS.
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR FACILITY AND REAL PROPERTY ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GINA FINK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


INTERACTIONOMICS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS ANALYSIS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GVAX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESEARCH, PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CONSULTATION REGARDING PHARMACEUTICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WANDA KAY PRICE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


MyReputation

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, SITES AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-9-2006.
SCOTT SISUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

STEPHEN AQUILA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE GRID LAYER

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE GRID, APART FROM THE MARK, AS SHOWN.
FOR WEB SITE HOSTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 11-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2006.
JENNIFER DIXON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ULTRAVECTOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF GENETICS AND BIOTECHNOLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,159,990.
FOR ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND PLANNING SERVICES; CONVERTING ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING DESIGN DATA TO 3D MODELING DATA FOR OTHERS USING COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2004.
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ONTARGET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

Facets e²

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING CONSULTING SERVICES AND SERVICES AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) IN THE FIELD OF MANAGED HEALTHCARE FOR CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION, CLAIMS PAYMENT AND CLAIMS UTILIZATION REVIEW AND MANAGEMENT, AND FOR SUPPORTING THE REQUIREMENTS OF A HEALTHCARE PAYER ORGANIZATION; AND PROVIDING RENTAL OF SOFTWARE FOR THE SAME (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ILAAonline

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,881,264, 2,416,402 AND 2,423,968.
FOR PROVIDING CONSULTING SERVICES AND SERVICES AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) IN THE FIELD OF MANAGED HEALTHCARE FOR CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION, CLAIMS PAYMENT AND CLAIMS UTILIZATION REVIEW AND MANAGEMENT, AND FOR SUPPORTING THE REQUIREMENTS OF A HEALTHCARE PAYER ORGANIZATION; AND PROVIDING RENTAL OF SOFTWARE FOR THE SAME (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,159,990.
FOR ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND PLANNING SERVICES; CONVERTING ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING DESIGN DATA TO 3D MODELING DATA FOR OTHERS USING COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2004.
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,881,264, 2,416,402 AND 2,423,968.
FOR PROVIDING CONSULTING SERVICES AND SERVICES AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) IN THE FIELD OF MANAGED HEALTHCARE FOR CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION, CLAIMS PAYMENT AND CLAIMS UTILIZATION REVIEW AND MANAGEMENT, AND FOR SUPPORTING THE REQUIREMENTS OF A HEALTHCARE PAYER ORGANIZATION; AND PROVIDING RENTAL OF SOFTWARE FOR THE SAME (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,881,264, 2,416,402 AND 2,423,968.
FOR PROVIDING CONSULTING SERVICES AND SERVICES AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) IN THE FIELD OF MANAGED HEALTHCARE FOR CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION, CLAIMS PAYMENT AND CLAIMS UTILIZATION REVIEW AND MANAGEMENT, AND FOR SUPPORTING THE REQUIREMENTS OF A HEALTHCARE PAYER ORGANIZATION; AND PROVIDING RENTAL OF SOFTWARE FOR THE SAME (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BRIAN NEVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LABORATORIES, INC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY TESTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-1898; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1898.
CURTIS FRENCH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-621,916. SPROCKET SUCCESS, INC., ST. GEORGE, UT. FILED 5-3-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR FACILITIES MANAGEMENT, WORK ASSIGNMENTS AND ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
NAPOLEON SHARMA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,543,822.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LEGAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SEAN CROWLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-668,432. CASESHARE SYSTEMS, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 7-12-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REPOSITORY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SEARCHABLE DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR USE IN LITIGATION, LITIGATION DISCOVERY BY ELECTRONIC MEANS, AND FINANCIAL AND MERGER AND ACQUISITION DUE DILIGENCE FOR ENTITIES WITH MULTIPLE LOCATIONS ACROSS THE COUNTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2005.
EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY CONSULTATION ON THE DEVELOPMENT, CREATION, DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, OPERATION AND INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AIDED PUBLIC SAFETY DISPATCH SYSTEMS; CUSTOM COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AIDED PUBLIC SAFETY DISPATCH SYSTEMS; TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND SOFTWARE SUPPORT, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AIDED DISPATCH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1998.
RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

RONALD AIKENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRITECH SOFTWARE THAT SAVES LIVES

---


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "W.E.B.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING A DATABASE OF AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY MARKET INFORMATION TO ALLOW VEHICLE DEALERS TO GENERATE VARIOUS PAYMENT PLAN OPTIONS TO ASSIST CUSTOMERS IN CHOOSING BETWEEN VEHICLE PURCHASE AND LEASE PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 11-30-2003; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2003.
KAELIE KUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ADP W.E.B.DESKING

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 11-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-17-2005.
CHRISIE B. KING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Size Does Matter

---

SN 78-746,272. VAN WINCKEL CONSULTING INC, DBA LEAGUEONE SOCCER REGISTRATION, ALAMO, CA. FILED 11-3-2005.

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LeagueOne
SN 78-766,297. QUATTRO INTERNET SOLUTIONS LTD., ST. HELIER, UNITED KINGDOM, FILED 12-5-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING ONLINE SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES THE USER THE ABILITY TO CREATE NEWSLETTERS, PRESS RELEASES, PRODUCT RELEASES, GREETING CARDS, MESSAGES, AND THE LIKE WITH IMAGES, MULTIPLE FONTS, COLORS, TABLES, BULLETS AND BACKGROUND; TO CREATE AND MANAGE EMAIL LISTS; TO HOST CUSTOMER IMAGE LIBRARIES AND PAST NEWSLETTERS; TO COLLECT DATA FROM RECIPIENTS FOR PURPOSES OF TARGETING AND PERSONALIZING COMMUNICATIONS; AND TO GENERATE STATISTICAL REPORTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-14-2002; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2002.
LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ABSTRACT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER PROVIDING ON-LINE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING REAL ESTATE RELATED DATA AND INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-8-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-8-2005.
MARK RADEMACHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-789,035. COLYNX, LLC, SEWELL, NJ. FILED 1-11-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FILE SHARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOSTING THE WEBSITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN FACILITATING SURVEYS AND ASSESSMENTS AIMED AT PROVIDING USERS WITH 'REAL TIME' FEEDBACK REGARDING ORGANIZATIONAL, PROFESSIONAL, AND PERSONAL PERFORMANCE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.

KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-809,086. KEY AMERICA TITLE CORPORATION, TAMPA, FL. FILED 2-7-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICA TITLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FOR REAL ESTATE CLOSING SERVICES, REAL ESTATE SETTLEMENT SERVICES, REAL ESTATE RESEARCH SERVICES, TITLE SEARCHING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-827,941. WEB.COM, INC., ATLANTA, GA. FILED 3-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING, CREATING, MAINTAINING, IMPLEMENTING AND HOSTING WEBSITES FOR OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS DEPLOYMENT FOR OTHERS ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPPORT FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK USERS, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PROBLEMS, BY TELEPHONE AND ON-LINE VIA THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2006.

CIMMERIAN COLEMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR RECORDING AND MANAGING USER INFORMATION BY USER DEFINED TOPICS; COMPUTER SERVICES NAMELY, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE INTERFACES AVAILABLE OVER A NETWORK IN ORDER TO CREATE A PERSONALIZED ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICE; PUBLIC DOCUMENT EXTRACTION AND RETRIEVAL AND DATA MINING BY MEANS OF GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SERVICES NAMELY, CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES IN CONNECTION WITH GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SERVICES NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICES PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION FROM SEARCHABLE INDEXES AND DATABASES OF INFORMATION, INCLUDING TEXT, ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS, DATABASES, GRAPHICS AND AUDIO VISUAL INFORMATION, BY MEANS OF GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-6-2001.

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN FACILITATING SURVEYS AND ASSESSMENTS AIMED AT PROVIDING USERS WITH 'REAL TIME' FEEDBACK REGARDING ORGANIZATIONAL, PROFESSIONAL, AND PERSONAL PERFORMANCE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.

KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-809,086. KEY AMERICA TITLE CORPORATION, TAMPA, FL. FILED 2-7-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICA TITLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FOR REAL ESTATE CLOSING SERVICES, REAL ESTATE SETTLEMENT SERVICES, REAL ESTATE RESEARCH SERVICES, TITLE SEARCHING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-810,095. KEY AMERICA TITLE CORPORATION, TAMPA, FL. FILED 2-8-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICA TITLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FOR REAL ESTATE CLOSING SERVICES, REAL ESTATE SETTLEMENT SERVICES, REAL ESTATE RESEARCH SERVICES, TITLE SEARCHING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-820,098. KEY AMERICA TITLE CORPORATION, TAMPA, FL. FILED 2-8-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICA TITLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FOR REAL ESTATE CLOSING SERVICES, REAL ESTATE SETTLEMENT SERVICES, REAL ESTATE RESEARCH SERVICES, TITLE SEARCHING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

WARREN L. OLANDRIA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR RECORDING AND MANAGING USER INFORMATION BY USER DEFINED TOPICS; COMPUTER SERVICES NAMELY, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE INTERFACES AVAILABLE OVER A NETWORK IN ORDER TO CREATE A PERSONALIZED ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICE; PUBLIC DOCUMENT EXTRACTION AND RETRIEVAL AND DATA MINING BY MEANS OF GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SERVICES NAMELY, CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES IN CONNECTION WITH GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER SERVICES NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICES PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION FROM SEARCHABLE INDEXES AND DATABASES OF INFORMATION, INCLUDING TEXT, ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS, DATABASES, GRAPHICS AND AUDIO VISUAL INFORMATION, BY MEANS OF GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-6-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-6-2001.

RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
MemoryArk

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR MANAGING AND RECORDING GENEALOGICAL AND HISTORICAL DATA AND THE CREATION, DISPLAY, SHARING, AND STORAGE OF FAMILY HISTORIES, AUTOBIOGRAPHIES, BIOGRAPHIES, HISTORICAL RECORDS, AND GENEALOGICAL INFORMATION AND MATERIAL; APPLICATION SERVICES PROVIDER FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION, PHOTOS, PHOTO ALBUMS, IMAGES, AND OTHER DATA RELATING TO FAMILY HISTORIES, AUTOBIOGRAPHIES, BIOGRAPHIES, HISTORICAL RECORDS, AND GENEALOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 10-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-14-2005.
RICHARD WHITE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRAY-PAK CORPORATION

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CORPORATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

"THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED COMBINATION OF THE LETTERS "T", "P" AND "C" IN VARIOUS SHADES OF BLUE OVER THE WORDS TRAY-PAK CORPORATION, ALSO IN BLUE." FOR DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF PREPRINTED THERMOFORMED PACKAGING AND PACKAGING MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-1-1975; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1975.
LA TONIA FISHER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OMNIADMINISTRATOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN DATABASE MANAGEMENT IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT, ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING AND CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DELEGATE-ONLINE.COM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ONLINE.COM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING SPECIFIC INFORMATION AS REQUESTED BY CUSTOMERS VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
MICHAEL TANNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

QPPQ TRANSFORM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONSULTATION AND ENGINEERING IN THE FIELD OF HYDROLOGY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ODESSA BIBBINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).

SN 78-849,874. CARLOS AMENGUAL-SORIA, BARCELONA, SPAIN, FILED 3-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as all of it.
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE THAT ALLOWS THE USER TO POST, ORGANIZE, AND MANAGE CONTENT ON A WEBSITE; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP), NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS; COMPUTER CONSULTATION; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES; COMPUTER SERVICE, NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR CREATING SEARCHABLE DATA-BASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, MANAGING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; DESIGN OF HOME PAGES AND WEB-SITES; DESIGN OF HOMEPAGES AND WEBSITES; DESIGN, CREATION, HOSTING, MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES FOR OTHERS; HOSTING OF DIGITAL CONTENT ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-23-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-23-1997.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A COLUMN DESIGN REPRESENTING A FANCIFUL LETTER "D".
FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-860,195. DONALD J. NOLAN, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 4-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,342,017.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LAW GROUP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-3-1998; IN COMMERCE 8-3-1998.
ELLEN B. AWRICH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,506. LOCAL MATTERS, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE PLATFORMS AVAILABLE OVER A NETWORK IN ORDER TO CREATE SEARCHABLE DATABASES; RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION AND DATA MINING BY MEANS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS; CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,575. LOCAL MATTERS, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A COLUMN DESIGN REPRESENTING A FANCIFUL LETTER "D".
FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-23-1997; IN COMMERCE 5-23-1997.
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,575. LOCAL MATTERS, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE PLATFORMS AVAILABLE OVER A NETWORK IN ORDER TO CREATE SEARCHABLE DATABASES; RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION AND DATA MINING BY MEANS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS; CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
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SN 78-865,595. LOCAL MATTERS, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE PLATFORMS AVAILABLE OVER A NETWORK IN ORDER TO CREATE SEARCHABLE DATABASES; RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION AND DATA MINING BY MEANS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS; CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,606. LOCAL MATTERS, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 4-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE PLATFORMS AVAILABLE OVER A NETWORK IN ORDER TO CREATE SEARCHABLE DATABASES; RETRIEVAL OF INFORMATION AND DATA MINING BY MEANS OF COMPUTER NETWORKS; CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, INDEXES OF WEB SITES AND INDEXES OF OTHER INFORMATION SOURCES IN CONNECTION WITH COMPUTER NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,634. ORADYNE INCORPORATED, HAWTHORN WOODS, IL. FILED 4-20-2006.

FOR DESIGN OF INDUSTRIAL POWER ELECTRONICS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 78-869,641. DIARD SOFTWARE, LLC, CARY, NC. FILED 4-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SOFTWARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1996.
KAREN K. BUSH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-870,469. OSISOFT, INC., SAN LEANDRO, CA. FILED 4-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,905,462.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, SOFTWARE INSTALLATION AND INTEGRATION SERVICES; SOFTWARE SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES; AND CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE USE, IMPLEMENTATION, INTEGRATION AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2001.
CHARLES L. JENKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-873,736. GENERAL DYNAMICS C4 SYSTEMS, INC., SCOTTSDALE, AZ. FILED 5-1-2006.

FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVISION OF PHYSICAL LABORATORIES AND DEMONSTRATION AREAS, AND PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE WEB PORTALS FOR CREATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF ON-LINE COLLABORATION ENVIRONMENTS FOR USE BY MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS COMPRISED OF CORPORATIONS, GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS, TO COLLABORATE, CREATE, DEVELOP AND INTEGRATE TECHNOLOGY USED, WORN, AND CARRIED BY WAR FIGHTERS OR OTHER TACTICAL TEAMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARIA-VICTORIA SUAREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
asentinel

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS EXPENSE MANAGEMENT FEATURING A MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL TOOL FOR BOTH DOMESTIC AND GLOBAL COMPANIES WHICH DETAILS AND AUDITS ALL TELECOM EXPENSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-2-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2003.
FRANK LATUCCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

controlBridge

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WEB HOSTED MONITORING SERVICE, COMPLETE WITH A BI-DIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROL FEATURE TO MONITOR AND CONTROL ANALOG DEVICES, DIGITAL DEVICES AND SMART DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHARISMA HAMPTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HindmanSanchez

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A ROOF TOP HELD UP BY SHADOW FIGURES OF FOUR PERSONS, EACH HOLDING ONE SIDE.
FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SHAILA SETTLES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

METRO SPACE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,979,714 AND 3,110,500.
FOR ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN; COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR INTERIOR DESIGN; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; DESIGN FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF INTERIOR DESIGN; DESIGN OF SPECIALTY INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR ENVIRONMENT SETTINGS; INTERIOR DECORATING; INTERIOR DECORATION CONSULTATION; SHOP INTERIOR DESIGN; TEMPORARY INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR HOME DECORATION CONSULTATION, NAMELY, HOME STAGING CONSULTATION FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAKING HOMES MORE APPEALING TO PROSPECTIVE BUYERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KAREN SEVERSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EXAROOM

THE COLOR(S) WHITE, DARK GRAY, LIGHT GRAY, YELLOW AND BLUE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR HOSTING OF DIGITAL CONTENT ON THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
LearnCenter

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,856,016.
FOR DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ON-LINE COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS; AND COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING, CREATING, MAINTAINING, HOSTING, AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR THE PURPOSE OF INTERACTING WITH CLIENTS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DANNEAN HETZEL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SiteWorksStudio

ValleyCrest DesignGroup

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,282,997, 3,162,994 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VEGAS GRAPHICS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DESIGN OF HOME PAGES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, AND WEB SITES; AND PRINT; GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ELI HELLMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

VEGAS GRAPHICS

GRI

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THREE STYLIZED PENGUINS.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; WEB SITE HOSTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EmmiPrep

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ON-LINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROVIDING AND DOCUMENTING TRANSFERENCE OF EDUCATIONAL CONTENT TO HEALTHCARE PATIENTS AND OTHER HEALTHCARE CONSUMERS BY MEANS OF THE GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-24-2006.
JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
EmmiSuccess

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROVIDING AND DOCUMENTING TRANSFER-ENCE OF EDUCATIONAL CONTENT TO HEALTHCARE PATIENTS AND OTHER HEALTHCARE CONSUMERS BY MEANS OF THE GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-26-2006.
JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EmmiSafety

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROVIDING AND DOCUMENTING TRANSFER-ENCE OF EDUCATIONAL CONTENT TO HEALTHCARE PATIENTS AND OTHER HEALTHCARE CONSUMERS BY MEANS OF THE GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Pay Lynxs

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PAY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO ACCESS BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND TRANSACT BANK BUSINESS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2006.
ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

EmmiHealth

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROVIDING AND DOCUMENTING TRANSFER-ENCE OF EDUCATIONAL CONTENT TO HEALTHCARE PATIENTS AND OTHER HEALTHCARE CONSUMERS BY MEANS OF THE GLOBAL COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-14-2005.
JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 42—(Continued).
SN 78-968,130. EXTRACON SCIENCE LLC, WILMINGTON, DE. FILED 9-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR ASSISTING CUSTOMERS IN COMPLYING WITH AN EXERCISE, DIET, SMOKING OR HABIT CHANGING GOAL, OR IN COMPLYING WITH A MEDICATION TAKING GOAL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SCOTT BIBB, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-972,386. R&D DYNAMICS CORPORATION, BLOOMFIELD, CT. FILED 9-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNICAL CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF TURBO-MACHINERY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GRETTA YAO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-974,604. CODE A SITE, LLC, CARY, NC. FILED 9-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE INTERACTIVE CALENDAR SOFTWARE FOR USE IN SCHEDULING TENNIS GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-654,081. INFERNO PIZZERIA, INC., NEWTONVILLE, NY. FILED 1-26-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIZZERIA" "EST 1968", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE PORTRAIT IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MARIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 78-974,604. CODE A SITE, LLC, CARY, NC. FILED 9-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE INTERACTIVE CALENDAR SOFTWARE FOR USE IN SCHEDULING TENNIS GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT AND CATERING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-31-1968; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1968.
MARIE MILONE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).

SN 76-661,750. BREWER, BILL, SURPRISE, AZ. FILED 6-12-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MAUI GRILLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE; ORANGE; YELLOW; RED; AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ALICE BENMAMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TAPHOUSE AND COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BROWN, ORANGE, RED, WHITE, GREEN, SEA GREEN, LIME GREEN, YELLOW, BLACK, TAN AND PINK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE BANNER IS YELLOW, THE CIRCLE AND SHAMROCK ARE GREEN, PRINTING IN THE CIRCLE IS WHITE AND THE REST OF THE LETTERING IS BLACK.

FOR O’BANNON’S TAPHOUSE IS AN IRISH PUB THAT, IN ADDITION TO YOUR TYPICAL BAR SERVICE, EMPHASIZES A VERY LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALTY BEERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KEVON CHISOLM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).

SN 76-668,565. DAVIS, ALEXANDER, COCONUT CREEK, FL. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DAVID ELTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,629. MARCELA’S CHICKEN RESTAURANT LLC, STAFFORD, VA. FILED 11-7-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “CHICKEN RESTAURANT”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BROWN, ORANGE, RED, WHITE, GREEN, SEA GREEN, LIME GREEN, YELLOW, BLACK, TAN AND PINK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


FIRST USE 10-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2006.

RUSS HERMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOTEL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANNE E. GUSTASON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CROSSFIRE" STRING CHARACTERS ALONE.
FIRST USE 8-19-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-003,094. CROSSFIRE, BETHESDA, MD. FILED 9-20-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FRESH BURGERS, BEER AND WINE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FIRST USE 8-19-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-019,960. BERNARD MERCHANT GROUP, INC., ST. PETERSBURG, FL. FILED 10-12-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BRISKET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WOODROW HARTZOG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-023,758. COOPER, CRAIG N., HAYWARD, WI. FILED 10-18-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIZZA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING PIZZA AND OTHER FOOD FOR CONSUMPTION ON OR OFF THE PREMISES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).

SN 77-024,696. SMART KITCHEN, INC., SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, FILED 10-19-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KOREAN CUISINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "GOSIREH" IN FANCIFUL LETTERING WITH THE WORDS "KOREAN CUISINE" IN FANCIFUL LETTERING APPEARING UNDERNEATH AND TO THE LEFT OF THE WORDS "GOSIREH KOREAN CUISINE" APPEAR SEVERAL NON-LATIN CHARACTERS.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTER(S) IN THE MARK TRANSLITERATES INTO GOSIREH, AND THIS MEANS NOTHING IN ENGLISH.

FOR CANTEENS, RESTAURANTS, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, SNACK-BARS, RESTAURANT CHAIN SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-025,622. EARL OF SANDWICH (USA), LLC, ORLANDO, FL. FILED 10-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SANDWICHES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

ANDREA SAUNDERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).

SN 77-028,149. LXR HOLDCO, LLC, BOCA RATON, FL. FILED 10-24-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LUXURY RESORTS & HOTELS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) GRAY AND BROWN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE COLOR BROWN APPEARS IN THE BORDER OF THE FRAME AND IN THE WORDING "LXR" AND "LUXURY RESORTS AND HOTELS". THE COLOR GREY APPEARS IN THE BACKGROUND OF THE FRAME.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A RECTANGULAR FRAME CONTAINING A THREE-DIMENSIONAL FIGURE OF THE STYLIZED LETTERS "LXR".

FOR HOTEL, LODGING AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SERVICES, NAMELY, HOTELS, HOTEL SERVICES FOR PREFERRED CUSTOMERS, AND MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS; RESTAURANT, CATERING, BAR AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE SERVICES; RESORT HOTELS; PROVISION OF FACILITIES FOR MEETINGS, CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS; PROVISION OF BANQUET AND SOCIAL FUNCTION FACILITIES; RESERVATION SERVICES, NAMELY, RESERVATION OF HOTEL ROOMS FOR TRAVELERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.

WOODROW HARTZOG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,166. WOODHURST, SHARON KAY, SAVANA, IL. FILED 10-25-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF MANNY'S PIZZA & SALOON ABOVE PERSON WEARING A SOMBRERO, SITTING, NAPPING AND LEANING BACK AGAINST CACTUS.

FOR CARRY-OUT RESTAURANTS; RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES; RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANTS; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 7-31-1995; IN COMMERCE 7-31-1995.

JOHN DALIER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 77-032,272. SETHURAMAN, BRATHIBBE DR., GILROY, CA. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BHAVAN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "BHAVAN" IS "HOUSE."
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KEVIN CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Meenakshi Bhavan

CLASS 43—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "PARK CHOW FOOD DRINK" STYLIZED.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CAROL SPILS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE BAR, RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ERIN FALK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BottleBar


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE BAR, RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KEVIN CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Club No Minors


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WOODBRIDGE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-1986; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1986.
MICHELLE DUBOIS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Woodbridge Feed & Fuel
CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 77-036,407. DOCTORS HOSPITAL OF MANTECA, INC., DALLAS, TX. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NORTH STREET CAFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CAFE-RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JASON LOTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-036,929. PATTERSON, PATRICK W., NEW ALBANY, OH. FILED 11-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANTS; RESTAURANTS FEATURING HOME DELIVERY; SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS; SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES; TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY, MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS FOR RESTAURANTS AND MEALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TRACY WHITTAKER-BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,049. MATLAGA, JOHN B., BLOOMSBURY, NJ. FILED 11-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING A DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF RECIPES AND COOKING INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WINE HERETIC

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "WINE", apart from the mark as shown.
For consulting services in the field of culinary arts; providing banquet and social function facilities for special occasions; providing information about wine characteristics; serving food and drinks; sommelier services, namely, providing advice on wine and wine and food pairing (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

J.P. LICKS HOMEMADE ICE CREAM COMPANY, INC., BOSTON, MA. FILED 11-3-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR CARRY-OUT AND EAT IN RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING ICE CREAM, FROZEN YOGURT, WARM AND COLD BEVERAGES AND BAKED GOODS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LAURA KOVALSKY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MATLAGA, JOHN B., BLOOMSBURY, NJ. FILED 11-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING A DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF RECIPES AND COOKING INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

uFood

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For providing a database in the field of recipes and cooking information (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 77-037,287. ACORN ASSET MANAGEMENT, INC., SACRAMENTO, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,294. ACORN ASSET MANAGEMENT, INC., SACRAMENTO, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHILD CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,312. ACORN ASSET MANAGEMENT, INC., SACRAMENTO, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHILD CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-037,327. ACORN ASSET MANAGEMENT, INC., SACRAMENTO, CA. FILED 11-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHILD CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CHRISTINE COOPER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).

SN 77-039,777. LURCAT, LLC, MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.
AMY MCMENAMIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,792. LURCAT, LLC, MINNEAPOLIS, MN. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2002.
AMY MCMENAMIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-039,898. DIZZYCO, LLC, DBA PIZZA FOUNDATION, MARFA, TX. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF CARICATURE OF A PIZZA CHEF.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES, RESTAURANT SERVICES FEATURING HOME DELIVERY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-3-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2003.
ZACHARY BELLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,786. YK & KP CORPORATION, ANNANDALE, VA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES; RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JEAN IM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,817. THIRD AVENUE RESTAURANT CORP., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-6-2006.
BARBARA BROWN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-042,543. MARTIN, WILLIAM C., WEYMOUTH, MA. FILED 11-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CARRY-OUT RESTAURANTS; RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANTS; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).
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MINER-DUNN

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For restaurant services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
First use 0-0-1962; in commerce 0-0-1962.
Sandra Manios, examining attorney

THE GIVEN INSTITUTE

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "INSTITUTE", apart from the mark as shown.
For provision of conference, exhibition, meeting and special events facilities (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
First use 4-1-1997; in commerce 4-1-1997.
Samuel E. Sharper Jr., examining attorney

TONY JR'S

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For catering; restaurant services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
Frank Lattuca, examining attorney

OAK STEAKHOUSE

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "STEAKHOUSE", apart from the mark as shown.
The mark consists of the words "OAK STEAKHOUSE" printed as the word "OAK" above the word "STEAKHOUSE" the two words divided by a line and printed on top a drawing of a live oak tree, with all encased in a black line oval.
For restaurant and bar services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
Peter Cheng, examining attorney

ARA fusion restaurant

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "FUSION RESTAURANT", apart from the mark as shown.
The color(s) black, blue, red and white are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The wording "ARA" appears with two black "A"'s and a red "R," the wording "FUSION RESTAURANT" is black, the waves are blue; the stylized Korean characters for "ARA" are black and the regular Korean characters for "ARA" are white on a red background.
The mark consists of the words ARA FUSION RESTAURANT above stylized waves, with ARA written in both stylized and regular Korean text.
The non-Latin character(s) in the mark transliterate into "ARA," and this means "ARA" in English.
For restaurant and bar services; restaurants (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).
Jean Im, examining attorney
CRAZY NOODLES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NOODLES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR RESTAURANT; RESTAURANT SERVICES; CARRY-OUT RESTAURANT; RESTAURANT FEATURING HOME DELIVERY; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANT; SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES; AND RESTAURANT SERVICES, SPECIFICALLY, EATERY SPECIALIZING IN THE SERVING OF NOODLE DISHES HAVING AN ITALIAN-, MEDITERRANEAN-, AND ASIAN-STYLE INFLUENCE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 9-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-7-2005.
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BUFFALO WILD WINGS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE ORIGINAL CREATORS MÉXICO, S.A. DE C.V., LOMAS DE CHAPULTEPEC, D.F., MEXICO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,940,946 AND 2,973,086. FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

HARLEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SANDRA MANIOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

MOST VALUABLE PLATTERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
REBECCA SMITH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BUENOS AIRES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2006.
ANDREA K. NADELMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

WANNADO CITY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,940,946 AND 2,973,086. FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-20-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-26-2006.
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DRAWING OF TWO MEDIEVAL FOOLS BLOWING HORNS, WITH A PATTERN EXTENDING FROM THE HORNS. FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-20-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-26-2006.
JAMES STEIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 77-047,609. VINO 100, LLC, BALA CYNWYD, PA. FILED 11-20-2006.

4 For Sure

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT WINE CHARACTERISTICS; SOMMELIER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ADVICE ON WINE AND WINE AND FOOD PAIRING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 11-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-10-2006.
LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 77-049,299. FOODFUN INC, RENO, NV. FILED 11-21-2006.

Tortillas never had it so good!

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.
ELIZABETH BEYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,428. GOURMET SAUCES, INC., ELLENWOOD, GA. FILED 11-22-2006.

WING LAB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN;
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES; TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


GOOD THINKIN'

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,110. ISLAND DOGS, LLC, WEST PALM BEACH, FL. FILED 11-20-2006.

Island Dogs

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-23-2006.
JOHN DWYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,075. SALAD CREATIONS OF AMERICA, INC., MARGATE, FL. FILED 11-20-2006.

GISELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-048,110. ISLAND DOGS, LLC, WEST PALM BEACH, FL. FILED 11-20-2006.
CLASS 43—(Continued).

LARRY FLYNT'S BAR & GRILL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,909,711 AND 3,006,902.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAR & GRILL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME LARRY FLYNT IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

LOVE ME, BUT LEAVE ME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOTEL SERVICES; HOTEL SERVICES FOR PREFERRED CUSTOMERS; HOTEL, BAR AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; MOTELS; RESERVATION OF HOTEL ROOMS FOR TRAVELERS; RESORT HOTELS; TOURIST INNS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TONI HICKEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


CAMP ROBBER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED BIRD ON TOP OF THE WORDS CAMP ROBBER WITH A MOUNTAIN RANGE AND EVERGREEN TREES IN THE BACKGROUND.
FOR RESTAURANTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOHN SCHUYLER YARD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

A CUT ABOVE THE REST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2005.
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-064,213. PICA POLLOS VICTORINA CORP., BRONX, NY. FILED 12-14-2006.

NWA WORLDVACATIONS

EL SABOR QUE ME FASCINA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as the flavor that fascinates me.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES AND CARRY OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 11-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-20-2006.
JANICE KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SN 77-082,269. BOI NA BRAZA, INC., GRAPEVINE, TX. FILED 1-12-2007.


SN 77-091,469. BOI NA BRAZA, INC., GRAPEVINE, TX. FILED 1-12-2007.
CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 77-124,196. PIATTINI, INC., BOSTON, MA. FILED 3-7-2007.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF PIATTINI IS "SMALL DISH".
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES SPECIALIZING IN MENUS OF SMALL PLATES OF FOOD THAT ENABLE CUSTOMERS TO SAMPLE SEVERAL DIFFERENT TYPES OF FOOD ITEMS AT ONE SITTING, AND WINES WITH A FULL EXPLANATION OF THE REGION, GRAPE, AND TASTING NOTE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2001.
WILLIAM P. SHANAHAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BARBACOA GRILL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF BARBACOA IS "BAR-BECUE".
FOR RESTAURANT AND FOOD PREPARATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KARANENDRA S. CHHINA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BISTRO, RESTAURANT, AND LOUNGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOTEL, BAR AND RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
IRENE D. WILLIAMS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
STEVEN PEREZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WASABI JAPANESE STEAKHOUSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN ELEMENT IN A CIRCLE ABOVE THE STYLIZED WORDS "WASABI" OVER THE STANDARD TYPE FONT WORDS "JAPANESE STEAKHOUSE".
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
STEVEN JACKSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ITALIAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.
ELIZABETH BEYER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 78-747,869. MAROO, INC., CLOVIS, CA. FILED 11-4-2005.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, WHITE AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO KOREAN LETTERS WITH WHITE FONT COVER IN THE MIDDLE. "MAROO" HAVé WHITE FONT. THE STAMP WITH A FOOT PRINT IS LOCATED RIGHT NEXT TO "MAROO".
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD "MAROO" IN THE MARK IS WOODEN FLOOR.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BARBARA RUTLAND, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 78-807,883. JOSE', INC., FAYETTEVILLE, AR. FILED 2-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME JOSE DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WENDY JUN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 78-831,019. ZAPF, JACQUELIN L., TWIN FALLS, ID. FILED 3-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COFFEE SHOPS FEATURING COFFEE AND ESPRESSO (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BILL DAWE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).

SN 78-833,080. JACKIE'S INTERNATIONAL, INC., CANTON, MS. FILED 3-9-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PAN-ASIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

"THE COLOR(s) RED AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK."

THE COLOR RED APPEARS ON THE WORDING "PAN-ASIA" AND THE COLOR BLACK APPEARS ON THE WOK DESIGN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS PAN-ASIA IN STYLIZED FORM WITH A WOK BEHIND THE WORDS.

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANT TAKE-OUT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


RUDY R. SINGLETON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-834,568. BARBARELLA'S, LLC, HOWARDS GROVE, WI. FILED 3-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OLIVE N' ASH DOES NOT IDENTIFY AND LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 7-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2001.

SOPHIA S. KIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-865,903. BRE/SOUTH SEAS RESORT OWNER L.L.C., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 4-20-2006.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,135,189.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ISLAND RESORT" AND "CAPTIVA ISLAND, FLORIDA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(s) GREEN, BLACK AND WHITE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK. IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SQUARE WITH A WHITE BIRD INSIDE, WITH OUTSTRETCHED WINGS, AND GREEN AND WHITE WAVY LINES INSIDE THE BACKGROUND OF THE SQUARE. THE WORDS SOUTH SEAS ISLAND RESORT AND CAPTIVA ISLAND, FLORIDA APPEAR IN BLACK NEXT TO THE BIRD DESIGN.

FOR HOTEL, RESORT LODGING AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SERVICES; RESTAURANT, CATERING, BAR AND LOUNGE SERVICES; RESORT HOTEL SERVICES; PROVISION OF FACILITIES AND MEETINGS, CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS; PROVISION OF BANQUET AND SOCIAL FUNCTION FACILITIES; AND MAKING HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.

ELISSA GARBER KON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-906,981. NEW JERSEY PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, NEWARK, NJ. FILED 6-13-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS PORTUGUESE TERM FOR A STYLE OF MOSAIC STONEWORK.

FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 7-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1998.

JENNIFER KRISP, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-929,815. RALEIGH ENTERPRISES, LLC, SANTA MONICA, CA. FILED 7-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BAR, RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.

FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF CHILDREN IN SILHOUETTE FORM SKIPPING ON THE GRASS WITH STARS IN THE BACKGROUND.

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY HOUSING ACCOMMODATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-17-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-4-2005.

TONJA GASKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-929,815. RALEIGH ENTERPRISES, LLC, SANTA MONICA, CA. FILED 7-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BAR, RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.

FRANK LATTUCA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).
SN 78-936,948. AVADO BRANDS, INC., MADISON, GA. FILED 7-25-2006.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,712,533 AND 1,942,248.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GRILL" AND "BREWERY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-4-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-4-2005.
SONYA STEPHENS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-941,388. CAFE´ ZUPAS FRANCHISING, LLC, HIGHLAND, UT. FILED 7-31-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "CAFE´", apart from the mark as shown.
For restaurant services (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
First use 7-25-2006; in commerce 7-25-2006.
JORDAN BAKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-959,267. DOGS AT WORK, LLC, DBA AUNT LENI'S CAFE AND MARKET, NEW ORLEANS, LA. FILED 8-24-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
"THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL."
For delicatessens; restaurant services (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
First use 4-1-2006; in commerce 4-1-2006.
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-968,648. ZB INCORPORATED, BOISE, ID. FILED 9-7-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "BENTO", apart from the mark as shown.
For fast food and non-stop restaurant services (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
First use 9-0-1996; in commerce 9-0-1996.
JUDITH HELFMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-971,300. UNITED CAMPUS HOLDINGS COMPANY, LLC, AUSTIN, TX. FILED 9-11-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "CAFE", apart from the mark as shown.
For restaurant services (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
First use 6-30-2003; in commerce 6-30-2003.
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-971,687. ERA CARE, INC., SEATTLE, WA. FILED 9-11-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "CAFE", apart from the mark as shown.
For restaurant services (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
First use 6-30-2003; in commerce 6-30-2003.
RON FAIRBANKS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-959,267. DOGS AT WORK, LLC, DBA AUNT LENI'S CAFE AND MARKET, NEW ORLEANS, LA. FILED 8-24-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
"THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL."
For delicatessens; restaurant services (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
First use 4-1-2006; in commerce 4-1-2006.
BERYL GARDNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-971,687. ERA CARE, INC., SEATTLE, WA. FILED 9-11-2006.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "CAFE", apart from the mark as shown.
For retirement homes, retirement communities, providing assisted living facilities (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 43—(Continued).

SN 78-971,698. ERA CARE, INC., SEATTLE, WA. FILED 9-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "ALJOYA" WITH THREE STYLIZED LEAVES ABOVE THE LETTER "J". FOR RETIREMENT HOMES, RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES, PROVIDING ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LINDA MICKLEBURGH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


SUZANNE BLANE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-655,323. TURQUOISE, A MEDICAL DAY SPA, LLC, FAIRFIELD, CT. FILED 2-17-2006.

TURQUOISE, A MEDICAL DAY SPA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,037,963. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE A MEDICAL DAY SPA, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR MEDICAL HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING FACIALS, FACIAL AND BODY MASKS, EYE TREATMENT, BODY WAXING, COSMETIC TREATMENTS, NAMELY FACIALS USING INJECTABLE BIOCHEMICALS, SKIN PEELS, FACIAL LINES, FOLD AND WRINKLE REMOVAL, BODY WRAPS, MEDICAL PEDICURES, CELLULITE REDUCTION, SKIN FIRMING, VARICOSE VEIN REMOVAL, HAIR REMOVAL, ACUPUNCTURE AND ACUPRESSURE SERVICES, MASSAGE, NAMELY FACIAL MANAGEMENT, Lymphatic Drainage for Cosmetic Purposes, Derma Facial, Swedish Massages, Deep Tissue Massages, Therapeutic Shiatsu Massages, Reflexology, Hot Stone Massages, Aromatherapy; Pre-Natal and Post-Natal Health Care; Consultation in the Field of Medical Health Spa Treatment (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 6-10-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

WILLIAM VERHOSER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-660,921. INSTITUTE OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION, PEORIA, IL. FILED 6-1-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE CENTER, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F) AS TO RETURN TO WORK CENTER. FOR OCCUPATIONAL REHABILITATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 0-0-1991; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1991.

MICHAEL WIENER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE THE PAVILION FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEDICAL, HEALTHCARE, AND HOSPITAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

PATRICIA EVANKO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SERVICES OF A MAKEUP ARTIST AND NAIL SALON SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MANICURES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.

CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-668,514. ALZHEIMER'S FOUNDATION OF AMERICA, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-6-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "EXCELLENCE IN CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) YELLOW, BLUE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A FIVE POINT STAR IN YELLOW WITH WHITE HIGHLIGHTS; IN THE CENTER OF STAR IS THE IMAGE OF A PERSON IN CIRCULAR FORM HOLDING A HEART IN WHITE; THE BACKGROUND SHADOWING OF THE STAR APPEARS IN BLUE; AND THE PHRASE "EXCELLENCE IN CARE" APPEARS IN BLUE.

FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES, NAMELY, ESTABLISHING CARE FACILITIES FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE OR RELATED DEMENTIAS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-25-2006.

SKYE YOUNG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-669,046. PMC HOSPICE SERVICES, INC., ALBUQUERQUE, NM. FILED 11-15-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORDING "SOLAMOR" IS "SUN LOVE".

FOR HOSPICE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


FOR MEDICAL EQUIPMENT LEASING SERVICES AND ONCOLOGY CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2006.

JOHN HWANG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-670,049. PMC HOSPICE SERVICES, INC., ALBUQUERQUE, NM. FILED 12-7-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOSPICE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A DESIGN OF A HEART.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORDING "SOL AMOR" IS "SUN LOVE".

FOR HOSPICE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JENNY PARK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).


JOHN E. MICHOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-013,246. SEEGER, LISA, LANDING, NJ. FILED 10-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PET CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR DOG WALKING SERVICES; PET SITTING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-015,970. UNIVERSITY GENOMICS, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO. FILED 10-6-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CANCER TREATMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

TAMARA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-019,694. NAFEESA MAHMOOD, MD, NAPERVILLE, IL. FILED 10-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICAL SPA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR MEDICAL SPA SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING HEALTH SPA SERVICES FOR HEALTH AND WELLNESS OF THE BODY AND SPIRIT OFFERED AT A HEALTH RESORT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 10-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-7-2006.

JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-025,562. TACK, LAURA, BOULDER, CO. FILED 10-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPA AND TAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 10-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-20-2006.

TAMARA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-013,246. SEEGER, LISA, LANDING, NJ. FILED 10-4-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BOREDOM BUSTERS PET CARE SERVICES (Including pet sitting; dog walking; pet grooming) (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 2-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2004.

KATHERINE STOIDES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-014,758. SOUTHERN HEALTH PARTNERS, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN. FILED 10-5-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL, DENTIST, AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES TO INMATES IN COUNTY JAIL FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 7-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1996.

CHARISMA HAMPTON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-025,562. TACK, LAURA, BOULDER, CO. FILED 10-20-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EXEDRA SPA AND TAN SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 10-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-20-2006.

TAMARA LEE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).
SN 77-028,907. TREE SERVICES, INC., BELTSVILLE, MD. FILED 10-25-2006.

Adirondack Tree Experts

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TREE EXPERTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TREE CARE SERVICES; TREE REMOVAL SERVICES; TREE SURGERY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 6-1-1989; IN COMMERCE 6-1-1989.
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-029,872. WAGONER'S NURSERY, LLC, GIBSONVILLE, NC. FILED 10-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A WAGON WITH A TREE IN IT AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "WAGONER'S NURSERY, LLC".
PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE HEART CENTER" "MEDICAL CENTER" AND "BEND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HEALTH CARE AND HOSPITAL SERVICES, namely Providing Cardiac Care Services (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KELLY CHOE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE, NAMELY MEDICAL COUNSELING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH CARE, NAMELY MEDICAL COUNSELING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BONNIE LUKEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).

SN 77-031,106. ADVENTIST HEALTHCARE, INC., ROCKVILLE, MD. FILED 10-27-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOSPITAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-031,867. BLISS WORLD LLC, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,116,892, 3,011,661 AND OTHERS.
FOR DAY SPA SERVICES, NAMELY MASSAGE SERVICES; BEAUTY SALONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
AMEETA JORDAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-032,151. LUMINARY SPA, INC., PLEASANTON, CA. FILED 10-30-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.
NORA BUCHANAN WILL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-033,101. ON CALL FOR KIDS, LLC, PLANO, TX. FILED 10-31-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE ON-CALL FOR KIDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS ON-CALL FOR KIDS, SEPARATED BY A HUMAN FORM SURROUNDED BY THE RAYS OF A SUN, SMALL STARS ARE FOUND ON TOP OF THE LETTER "F" IN THE WORD FOR AND A CROSS IS THE PUNCTUATION FOR THE LETTER "I" IN THE WORD KIDS.
FOR NURSING CARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 9-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-22-2006.
GISELLE AGOSTO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,069. DSHI SYSTEMS, INC., ROCKLEDGE, FL. FILED 11-2-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
WILLIAM VERHOSEK, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,096. RON WALKER ENTERPRISES, INC., MUSCLE SHOALS, AL. FILED 11-2-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SUN TANNING SALON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SUN, PALM TREE, AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "SOUTHERN SUN TANNING SALON".
FOR TANNING SALONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JULIE THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
SMILE21

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COSMETIC DENTISTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
HEATHER BIDDULPH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

empoweredmedicine.com

YOUR PRESCRIPTION FOR HEALTHY SKIN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION REGARDING HEALTH AND MEDICINE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

TRENTHAM MANSION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HYPNOTHERAPY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SHARI SHEFFIELD, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).

SN 77-039,216. WELSH, KEVIN, CATONSVILLE, MD. FILED 11-8-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH & WELLNESS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HEALTH CARE; MEDICAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ESTHER BELENKER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,630. THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ALLERGY, ASTHMA & IMMUNOLOGY, INC., MILWAUKEE, WI. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASTHMA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF ASTHMA AND ALLERGY INFORMATION THAT ALLOWS INPUTTING AND COLLECTION OF DATA, GUIDELINES, AND INFORMATION, ALL FOR TREATMENT AND DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES; PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF ASTHMA AND ALLERGY INFORMATION THAT ALLOWS INPUTTING AND COLLECTION OF DATA, GUIDELINES, AND INFORMATION, ALL FOR RESEARCH, EDUCATION, AND UNDERSTANDING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
ARETHA SOMERVILLE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-040,368. DILAURO, MICHELLE DENINNO, STROUDSBURG, PA. FILED 11-9-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF MULTIPLES OF A PERSON SITTING WITH THE ARMS OUT TO THE SIDES AND BELOW THAT THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "INBALANCE".
FOR MEDICAL SERVICES, NAMELY, REIKI/ENERGY BODY WORK, CELLULAR CLEANSE FOOTBATH, AND CRANIAL SACRAL MASSAGE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-25-2006.
KRISTIN DAHLING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-041,134. JUST LAWN CUTTERS, INC., YORK, PA. FILED 11-10-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LAWN CUTTERS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) GREEN, WHITE, AND GREY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR LAWN CARE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-24-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-24-2006.
ANNE MADDEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).

SN 77-041,388. WAX, LLC, LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 11-10-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE WAX, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LARGE DISC SURROUNDED BY CONCENTRIC CIRCLES COMPRISED OF DOTS AND TILE SHAPES.

FOR COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MASSAGE, SKIN CARE, BODY WRAPS, CELLULITE TREATMENT, FACIALS, MANICURE, PEDICURE, LASER HAIR REMOVAL, DEPILATORY SERVICES, EYEBROW SHAPING, EYEBROW COLORING, EYELASH EXTENSIONS, EYELASH COLORING, AND EYELASH CURLING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 2-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-28-2006.

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

DISTANCE HEALTHCARE

SN 77-043,839. HYMAN ENTERPRISES LLC, LENOX, MA. FILED 11-14-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIET", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PROVIDING INFORMATION ON HEALTH, NUTRITION AND VITALITY; COUNSELING ON HEALTH, NUTRITION AND VITALITY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2006.

MARY ROSSMAN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

ULTRASIMPLE DIET

SN 77-045,544. LONG, JEREMIAH, DARIEN, CT. FILED 11-16-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HARVESTING AND STORAGE OF ADULT STEM CELLS FROM TEETH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-20-2006.

JOHN E. MICHAOS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

BIOEDEN

ONE GREAT SMILE
SN 77-045,667. CONTINUCARE CORPORATION, MIAMI, FL. FILED 11-16-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The foreign wording in the mark translates into English as Taking Personal Care of Your Health and Well-Being.

For health care services, medical diagnostic services, medical services, and medical clinics (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

First use 10-2-2006; in commerce 10-2-2006.

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-046,059. INLAND IMAGING MANAGEMENT, INC., SPOKANE, WA. FILED 11-16-2006.

The mark consists of the words Inland Imaging, with a group of vertical lines over the word Imaging.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "IMAGING LLC", apart from the mark as shown.

For medical imaging services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).


ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,552. SKUTCH, LAURA, NORWALK, CT. FILED 11-28-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "BELLY", apart from the mark as shown.

For massage therapy for the abdomen treating reproductive, digestive and urinary disorders (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

First use 11-10-2006; in commerce 11-15-2006.

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-059,921. SODERSTROM DERMATOLOGY CENTER, S.C., PEORIA, IL. FILED 12-8-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "SKIN", apart from the mark as shown.

For health spa services, namely, cosmetic body care services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).


DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

---

INLAND IMAGING

Inland Imaging

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "IMAGING LLC", apart from the mark as shown.

For medical imaging services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).


ROBIN CHOSID, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

The Belly Spa

The Belly Spa

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "BELLY", apart from the mark as shown.

For massage therapy for the abdomen treating reproductive, digestive and urinary disorders (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

First use 11-10-2006; in commerce 11-15-2006.

MARGERY A. TIERNEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CONTINUCARE

Continucare

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For health care services, medical diagnostic services, medical services, and medical clinics (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).

First use 11-0-1997; in commerce 5-7-1998.

DAVID C. REIHNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SKIN DIMENSIONS

Skin Dimensions

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "SKIN", apart from the mark as shown.

For health spa services, namely, cosmetic body care services (U.S. Cls. 100 and 101).


DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).

SN 77-063,891. ANTARES BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, LLC, BATON ROUGE, LA. FILED 12-13-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, L.L.C.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK AND PURPLE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF REPRESENTATION OF A STAR CONSISTING OF BLACK PLUS SIGN IN CENTER WITH FOUR TRIANGULAR RAYS EXTENDING FROM ENDS OF PLUS SIGN, PURPLE IN COLOR, FADING TOWARD ENDS OF RAYS. THE WORD 'ANTARES' IS PURPLE AND THE WORDS 'BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, L.L.C.' ARE BLACK.

FOR MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

EDWARD FENNESSY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-063,891. ANTARES BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, LLC, BATON ROUGE, LA. FILED 12-13-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, L.L.C.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK AND PURPLE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF REPRESENTATION OF A STAR CONSISTING OF BLACK PLUS SIGN IN CENTER WITH FOUR TRIANGULAR RAYS EXTENDING FROM ENDS OF PLUS SIGN, PURPLE IN COLOR, FADING TOWARD ENDS OF RAYS. THE WORD 'ANTARES' IS PURPLE AND THE WORDS 'BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, L.L.C.' ARE BLACK.

FOR MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

EDWARD FENNESSY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MEDICINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED TEXT AND A LEAF.

FOR PROVIDING HEALTH INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KIMBERLY FRYE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-071,364. TRIAD HOSPITALS, INC., PLANO, TX. FILED 12-26-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF SUN RISING FROM AN OPENING FLOWER.

FOR HOSPITALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

GEORGE CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-063,891. ANTARES BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, LLC, BATON ROUGE, LA. FILED 12-13-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, L.L.C.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLACK AND PURPLE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF REPRESENTATION OF A STAR CONSISTING OF BLACK PLUS SIGN IN CENTER WITH FOUR TRIANGULAR RAYS EXTENDING FROM ENDS OF PLUS SIGN, PURPLE IN COLOR, FADING TOWARD ENDS OF RAYS. THE WORD 'ANTARES' IS PURPLE AND THE WORDS 'BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, L.L.C.' ARE BLACK.

FOR MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

EDWARD FENNESSY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-414,464. ESOTERIX, INC., AUSTIN, TX. FILED 5-6-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,578,622, 2,739,736 AND OTHERS.
FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL REPORTING SERVICES, NAMELY, REPORTING ABOUT RESULTS OF MEDICAL TESTS; PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-1-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2001.
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE NAME RYAN CHELSEA-CLINTON DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

FOR MEDICAL SERVICES; HEALTH CARE SERVICES; HEALTH CENTER SERVICES; COMMUNITY OUTREACH AND SOCIAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH AND DISEASE PREVENTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2001.
ALICE SUE CARRUTHERS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LABORATORIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DRUG TESTING FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-4-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2005.
RAY THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LASER RX", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR LASER HAIR REMOVAL; LASER TATTOO REMOVAL; LASER SKINCARE TREATMENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2006.
KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
Girls to Women

SPOUT HOME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MENTAL FITNESS, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL GUIDANCE, DIETITIAN SERVICE, DISPENSING OF PHARMACEUTICALS, DRUG TESTING FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE, EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, FOOD NUTRITION CONSULTATION, GYNECOLOGICAL PAP EXAMINATION, HEALTH CARE, MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL CONSULTATION, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE CONSULTANCY PROVIDED BY DOCTORS AND OTHER SPECIALIZED MEDICAL PERSONNEL, MEDICAL CLINICS, MEDICAL CONSULTATIONS, MEDICAL COUNSELING, MEDICAL INFORMATION, MEDICAL SERVICES, MEDICAL TESTING, MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING AND PSYCHOTHERAPY AS IT RELATES TO RELATIONSHIPS, MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES, NUTRITION COUNSELING, OBSTETRIC AND GYNECOLOGY SERVICES, PERFORMING DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES, PHARMACEUTICAL ADVICE, PHYSICAL THERAPY, PHYSICIAN SERVICES, PREPARATION AND DISPENSING OF MEDICATIONS, PROVIDING HEALTH INFORMATION, PROVIDING HEALTH CARE INFORMATION BY TELEPHONE AND THE INTERNET, PROVIDING HEALTH CARE INFORMATION BY TELEPHONE, PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND NUTRITION, PROVIDING MEDICAL INFORMATION, PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTATION, PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES, PSYCHIATRIC TESTING, PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTATION, PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELING, PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING SERVICES, PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING, PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS, SERVICES RENDERED BY A DIETICIAN, TELEMEDICINE, WEIGHT REDUCTION DIET PLANNING AND SUPERVISION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LINDA ORNDORFF, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE COLOR(S) RED, WHITE, ORANGE, BLUE, BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TILED IMAGE OF RED DOG WITH RED LEASH, ORANGE COLLAR SET IN A BACKGROUND MOSAIC OF IRREGULAR WHITE SQUARE TILES WITH SEVERAL RANDOM BLUE TRIANGULAR TILES AND A BORDER OF BLACK SQUARE TILES.

FOR PET GROOMING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
KATHERINE M. DUBRAY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).
SN 78-866,269. GUNDERSON, JEFFREY E., STOUGHTON, WI. FILED 4-20-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ALPACAS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. SEC. 2(F).
FOR BREEDING AND STUD SERVICES FOR ALPACAS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-1-1993; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1993.
KEVIN DINALLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CUTS FOR KIDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE HEAD OF A BEAR CUB. FOR BARBERSHOPS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005.
RICHARD A. STRASER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "APPROACH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REHABILITATION OF ALCOHOL ADDICTED PATIENTS; REHABILITATION OF DRUG ADDICTED PATIENTS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
AMY ALFIERI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-881,286. REAL SUBSTANCE SOLUTIONS, INC., DENVER, CO. FILED 5-11-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,784,374. FOR MEDICAL TREATMENTS AND THERAPIES, NAMELY, INTRAVENOUS TREATMENTS, ACUPUNCTURE TREATMENTS, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPY FOR ADDICTIONS, NAMELY, DRUG AND ALCOHOL ADDICTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
BARBARA GAYNOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-893,757. JARVIS, GERALDINE, WELLESLEY, MA. FILED 5-26-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERSONALIZED PET CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A LABRADOR RETRIEVER AND A WESTIE WITH THE WORDS ABSOLUTELY PAWSITIVE. FOR ANIMAL GROOMING; DOG WALKING SERVICES; PET CARE SERVICES, NAMELY, DOG WALKING, DOG BATHING AND NON-MEDICATED PET GROOMING; PET SITTING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-30-2006.
DOMINICK J. SALEMI, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).

SN 78-916,218. HEATHER D. SCAFFIDI, DBA DOGS AT PLAY, CHELMSFORD, MA. FILED 6-24-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DOGS AT PLAY" WITH A DRAWING OF A DOG. THE WORD 'DOGS' IS IN BLUE AND REMAINING WORDS ARE IN BLACK. THE DOG IS IN BLACK.

FOR PET CARE SERVICES, NAMELY, DOG WALKING AND OUTINGS AND PET SITTING IN THE NATURE OF SOCIAL PLAY GROUPS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.
JILL PRATER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ONLINE DATA MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMPUTER DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF SLEEP DISORDERS, DIAGNOSTIC TESTING AND SLEEP DISORDER TREATMENT FOR DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT COMPANIES, MANUFACTURERS OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, DOCTORS, DENTISTS, AND SLEEP LABORATORIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
MICHAEL REATING, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-942,164. JEFFREY C. HAGER, MANAHAWKIN, NJ. FILED 8-1-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VASCULAR AND VEIN CENTER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR VASCULAR MEDICAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FLORENTINA BLANDU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-959,240. AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, FILED 8-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FACIAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES FOR HEALTH AND WELLNESS OF THE BODY AND SPIRIT OFFERED AT A HEALTH RESORT; HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES; MASSAGE; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO MASSAGE; PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT BEAUTY CARE SERVICES; BEAUTY SALONS; MASSAGE AND THERAPEUTIC SHIATSU MASSAGE; SALON SERVICES, NAMELY FACIALS, MANICURES AND MASSAGES THAT ARE PROVIDED IN A TRAILER OUTFITTED WITH CHAIR, TABLE AND SINK ACCESSORIES; AROMATHERAPY SERVICES; COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES AND HEALTH CARE FOR HUMANS, NAMELY AROMATHERAPY, BALNEOTHERAPY AND THALASSOTHERAPY SERVICES; SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC AND THERAPEUTIC BODY CARE SERVICES; COSMETIC BODY CARE FOR THE FACE AND BODY; COSMETIC BODY CARE, NAMELY, CAPILLARY AND BEAUTY TREATMENT FOR THE HAIR; SLIMMING AND WEIGHT REDUCTION TREATMENT NAMELY, WEIGHT REDUCTION DIET PLANNING AND SUPERVISION; MASSAGE THERAPY SERVICES; CONSULTANCY RELATING TO BEAUTY CARE; CONSULTANCY RELATING TO COSMETICS BODY CARE; CONSULTANCY RELATING TO MAKE-UP BODY CARE, BODY SLIMMING, BEAUTY CARE AND SKIN CARE; COSMETIC ADVICE, NAMELY OFFERING ADVICE REGARDING THE METHODS OF APPLYING MAKEUP; MANICURING SERVICES; TANNING SALONS; HAIR SALON SERVICES, NAMELY, TREATMENTS TO PROTECT HAIR FROM EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT, HEAT, HUMIDITY AND CHLORINATED WATER; HAIR CUTTING; HAIR STYLING; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HAIR STYLING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
THOMAS MANOR, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 44—(Continued).
SN 78-961,698. SPECIALTY DISEASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FL. FILED 8-28-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HEALTH" AND "NY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES, MANAGED CARE SERVICES, AND DISEASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INCLUDING CARE COORDINATION; MANAGEMENT OF CO-MORBID CONDITIONS; ASSESSMENTS, NAMELY, MEDICAL TESTING; MONITORING OF DATA INDICATIVE OF THE HEALTH OR CONDITION OF AN INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS; PROVIDING MEDICAL AND HEALTH INFORMATION VIA DIRECT MAIL, EMAIL AND THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-16-2006.
CHRISTOPHER OTT, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
SN 76-663,572. SOSBP, SHADY SIDE, MD. FILED 7-24-2006.

THE DESIGN COMPRISSES THE WORD SOSBP PRECEDED BY A SMALL RECTANGLE COMPRISING THE DIAGRAM OF CIRCLES IN THE FORM OF A FINGERPRINT.
FOR IDENTIFICATION VERIFICATION SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING AUTHENTICATION OF PERSONNAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION FOR SECURE OVERALL TRANSACTIONS, NAMELY, SELLING, BUYING AND PAYING (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 4-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-16-2006.
TRACY CROSS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 45—(Continued).
SN 77-004,489. KATE’S CLUB, INC., MARIETTA, GA. FILED 9-21-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLUB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
"THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES KATE ATWOOD, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED."
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE CARICATURED IMAGE OF FOUR WINDOW PANES OVER A SHORT WALL AND TO THE LEFT OF A DOOR, ALL OF WHICH ARE ABOVE THE STYLIZED WORDS KATE’S CLUB.
FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING GUIDANCE AND SUPPORT TO GRIEVING CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
GINA HAYES, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—(Continued).
SN 77-005,693. HK FINANCIAL, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA. FILED 9-22-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE, WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE GEOMETRIC SHAPES FORMING THE "OPEN BOX" DESIGN ELEMENT AND THE WORDING "OUR LITTLE BLUE BOX." THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN A SLIGHTLY DARKER SHADE IN THE TERM "LITTLE." THE MARK APPEARS ON A WHITE BACKGROUND.
FOR ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING SUPPORT GROUPS IN THE FIELD OF INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
DAVID MILLER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—(Continued).
SN 77-016,005. CROWLEY MEDICAL LEGAL CONSULTING, LLC, WAYNESBORO, VA. FILED 10-6-2006.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For medical legal consulting services (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
First use 4-30-2006; in commerce 4-30-2006.
WON TEAK OH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-019,245. HEPPELL, ROBIN MATTHEW, VICTORIA, CANADA, FILED 10-11-2006.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "FUNERAL", apart from the mark as shown.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
For funeral service undertaking (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
JOSETTE BEVERLY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-022,564. EVOLUER IMAGE CONSULTANTS, LLC, PHILADELPHIA, PA. FILED 10-17-2006.

The English translation of the French word EVOLUER in the mark is EVOLVE.
For personal image development consultation; personal lifestyle consulting services (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SHANNON TWOHIG, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 45—(Continued).

IDEATANGO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ONLINE DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY FOR POTENTIAL LICENSING, SALE AND DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 9-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-20-2006.

DAVID I, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

Showcial Networking

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES RELATING TO THE PERFORMING ARTS, THEATER AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-20-2006.

JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS 45—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES RELATING TO THE PERFORMING ARTS, THEATER AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 10-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-20-2006.

JACQUELINE A. LAVINE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WELSH & KATZ, LTD.
Attorneys at Law

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LTD." AND "ATTORNEYS AT LAW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE STYLIZED WORDING WELSH & KATZ, LTD. ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
FOR LEGAL SERVICES AND COUNSELING; PROVIDING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND TECHNOLOGY RELATED LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-1-1983; IN COMMERCE 2-1-1983.
RAY THOMAS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-035,097. ALLEGIANCE PROTECTION GROUP, INC., NEW YORK, NY. FILED 11-2-2006.

ALLEGIANCE
PROTECTION GROUP

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PROTECTION GROUP, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ABSTRACT DESIGN AND THE STYLIZED TEXT OF THE WORDING "APG ALLEGIANCE PROTECTION GROUP".
FOR PRIVATE INVESTIGATIONS AND SECURITY GUARD SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-030,074. MOGREET, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA. FILED 10-26-2006.

MOGREET

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING A SELECTION OF ELECTRONIC GREETING CARDS VIA ONLINE, THE INTERNET, AND CELL PHONES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
TASNEEM HUSSAIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

It's Just a Drink!

SN 77-038,533. MAMALAKIS, JOHN S, BLOOMINGTON, MN. FILED 11-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WEB SITE SERVICES FEATURING ON-LINE DATING CLUB (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
RENEE SERVANCE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY
CLASS 45—(Continued).
SN 77-039,944. INSIDER GUIDES, INC., NEW HOPE, PA. FILED 11-8-2006.

MYYEARBOOK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING, AND IN THE NATURE OF, ON-LINE DATING, INTRODUCTION, USER INFORMATION, AND SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.
AMOS T. MATTHEWS, JR., EXAMINING ATTORNEY


AMERICA'S CHOICE IN HOMECARE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICA'S" AND "HOME CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR NON-MEDICAL CUSTODIAL HOMECARE SERVICES FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE TO ENABLE THEM TO CONTINUE LIVING AT HOME, NAMELY, PERSONAL CARE ASSISTANCE OF ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING SUCH AS BATHING, GROOMING AND PERSONAL MOBILITY FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE AND RUNNING ERRANDS FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 5-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2005.
EVELYN BRADLEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-043,630. GROUPGO, LLC, WALTHAM, MA. FILED 11-14-2006.

I'M OUT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES; ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
CAROLYN CATALDO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-049,008. JOBSTER, INC., SEATTLE, WA. FILED 11-21-2006.

SUPERSTAR TAGS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR LEGAL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
SALLY SHIH, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

A DIFFERENT APPROACH

A different approach

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LEGAL SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2005.

JASON TURNER, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


WingWomen

WingWomen

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DATING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

LESLEY LAMOTHE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-053,588. TITAN AMERICAN CORPORATION, IRVINE, CA. FILED 11-29-2006.

Home League

Home League

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MINISTERIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING MEETINGS FOR WOMEN TO DEVELOP AND ENHANCE THEIR SPIRITUAL LIVES THROUGH FELLOWSHIP, WORSHIP, EDUCATION, AND SERVICE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 12-31-1965; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1965.

KELLY MCCOY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 77-052,660. TEEN MANIA MINISTRIES, INC., GARDEN VALLEY, TX. FILED 11-29-2006.

ELDERWISH

ELDERWISH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, GRANTING WISHES OF SENIORS AND THEIR FAMILIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 7-4-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-4-2004.

PAULA MAHONEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


The Regent Travel Concierge

The Regent Travel Concierge

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TRAVEL CONCIERGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CONCIERGE SERVICES FOR OTHERS COMPRISING MAKING REQUESTED PERSONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND RESERVATIONS AND PROVIDING CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS RENDERED TOGETHER FOR CUSTOMERS OF A LUXURY CRUISE LINE AND LUXURY HOTEL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 3-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-7-2006.

SANJEEV VOHRA, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LOST AND FOUND LOCATOR SERVICES FOR PERSONAL AND CORPORATE ITEMS VIA A GLOBAL INTERNET-BASED PRODUCT REGISTRY DATABASE, NAMELY, ASSISTING OTHERS IN RECOVERING LOST ITEMS BY PROVIDING A SUBSCRIBER-BASED REGISTRY SERVICE, OFFERING INCENTIVES FOR THE RETURN OF ITEMS LOST BY THE SUBSCRIBERS AND COORDINATING THE RETURN OF LOST ITEMS TO THE SUBSCRIBERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

DOMINIC J. FERRAIUOLO, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF FEMALE SILHOUETTES WITH MYSHAPE ACROSS THEM.

FOR PROVIDING CONSULTATION IN THE SELECTION OF CLOTHING TO SUIT AN INDIVIDUAL’S BODY SHAPE, MEASUREMENTS AND CLOTHING PREFERENCES, AND VICE VERSA VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVIDING SERVICES IN THE AREA OF PERSONAL SHOPPING FOR CLOTHING TO SUIT AN INDIVIDUAL’S BODY SHAPE, MEASUREMENTS AND CLOTHING PREFERENCES, AND VICE VERSA VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


TARAH HARDY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-913,575. VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, MOUNT PROSPECT, IL. FILED 6-21-2006.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MOUNT PROSPECT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


FOR FIRE FIGHTING; POLICE PROTECTION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


PETER B. BROMAGHIM, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF FEMALE SILHOUETTES WITH MYSHAPE ACROSS THEM.
CLASS 45—(Continued).

SN 78-927,269. VERACITY INC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA. FILED 7-11-2006.


CARRIE ACHEN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-963,457. SOCIALINTHECITY.COM, LLC, CHICAGO, IL. FILED 8-30-2006.


ALLISON HOLTZ, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 78-972,167. MYJETSETLIFE, NEW YORK, NY. FILED 9-12-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

KEVIN CORWIN, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

* * * *
SECTION 4.—PRIOR UNITED STATES CLASSIFICATION
APPLICATION IN ONE CLASS

COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARKS

CLASS 200—COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP
SN 77-038,867. KAPPA PHI LAMBDA SORORITY, INC., BROOKLYN, NY. FILED 11-7-2006.

K Φ Λ
Kappa Phi Lambda

FOR INDICATING MEMBERSHIP IN A(N) SORORITY.
ELLEN PERKINS, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INDICATING MEMBERSHIP IN AN ORGANIZATION THAT DEVELOPS AND EXECUTES MILITARY MISSIONS INVOLVING SPECIAL OPERATIONS STRATEGY, DOCTRINE, AND TACTICS.
FIRST USE 1-31-1962; IN COMMERCE 1-31-1962.
ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CERTIFICATION MARKS

CLASS A—GOODS

SN 76-644,736. AOAC INTERNATIONAL, AKA AOAC, GAITHERSBURG, MD. FILED 8-12-2005.

THE CERTIFICATION MARK, AS INTENDED TO BE USED BY PERSONS AUTHORIZED BY THE CERTIFIER, TO CERTIFY MATERIALS USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF SUBSTANCES AFFECTING FOOD, AGRICULTURE, PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY, AND THE ENVIRONMENT IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE.
FOR ANALYTICAL TEST KITS COMPRISING OF COMMERCIALLY PACKAGED SYSTEMS OF PRINCIPAL AND/OR PROPRIETARY REAGENTS AND/OR TEST STRIPS, INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE, SUPPORTING SUPPLIES SUCH AS PIPETS, SYRINGES, REACTION VESSELS, STIR RODS, AND APPROPRIATE ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTS, IN-PROCESS SENSORS, BIOSENSORS, MONITOR BADGES, TEST STRIPS, AND ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTS AND EQUIPMENT; NAMELY, AUTOMATED ANALYZERS, BIOSSENSORS, CALORIMETERS, CHROMATOGRAPHY COLUMNS, GAUGES, PHOTOMETERS, SCINTILLATORS, THERMISTORS, THERMOCOUPLES, AND THERMOMETERS, USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF SUBSTANCES AFFECTING FOOD, AGRICULTURE, PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY AND THE ENVIRONMENT.
GEORGIA CARTY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,175,060, 1,906,846 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERFORMANCE TESTED", "RESEARCH INSTITUTE", AND "LICENSE NUMBER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SN 78-913,027. THE ALPACA REGISTRY, INC., LINCOLN, NE. FILED 6-21-2006.

SEAL

NAME OF APPLICANT THAT DEVELOPS AND EXECUTES MILITARY MISSIONS INVOLVING SPECIAL OPERATIONS STRATEGY, DOCTRINE, AND TACTICS.
FIRST USE 1-31-1962; IN COMMERCE 1-31-1962.
ZHALEH DELANEY, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,348,066.

THE Alpaca Registry, Inc.

TM 994
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REGISTRY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE CERTIFICATION MARK, AS USED BY AUTHORIZED PERSONS, CERTIFIES THAT AN ALPACA ANIMAL AND ITS OWNER HAVE MET THE SUBSTANTIVE AND PROCEDURAL STANDARDS NECESSARY FOR INCLUSION AND THAT THE ANIMAL'S GENEALOGICAL BACKGROUND IS SUCH THAT THE ANIMAL IS LIKELY TO CONTRIBUTE SUBSTANTIAL GENETIC QUALITY AND DIVERSITY TO THE NATIONAL ALPACA HERD.

SEC. 2(F).

FOR LIVE ANIMALS OF THE CAMELID FAMILY.

FIRST USE 1-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 1-1-1997.

MICHAEL LITZAU, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

SN 76-660,447. PHARMACY COMPOUNDING ACCREDITATION BOARD, WASHINGTON, DC. FILED 5-23-2006.

PCAB Accredited

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,111,079 AND 3,111,080.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACCREDITED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE CERTIFICATION MARK, AS USED BY PHARMACIES AUTHORIZED BY THE CERTIFIER, CERTIFIES THAT THE PHARMACIES AUTHORIZED BY THE CERTIFIER HAVE COMPLETED INSPECTIONS OF THE PHARMACIES' PREMISES, OPERATIONS, POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND SERVICES ADMINISTERED BY THE CERTIFIER IN A SATISFACTORY MANNER AND ARE COMPETENT IN THE FIELD OF COMPOUNDING PHARMACY WHICH ENTAILS THE MIXING TOGETHER OF TWO OR MORE CHEMICALS TO MAKE A MEDICATION PRESCRIBED BY A PHYSICIAN OR VETERINARIAN ACCORDING TO EXACTING CRITERIA AND THE FORMULATION PRESCRIBED BY THE PHYSICIAN OR VETERINARIAN.

FOR PHARMACY SERVICES.

FIRST USE 9-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-7-2006.

EDWARD NELSON, EXAMINING ATTORNEY


THE COLOR(S) RED, BLUE, BLACK AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A BLUE WAVE APPROACHING A BLACK LIGHTHOUSE, WITH WHITE WINDOWS; THE WORDS "TSUNAMIREADY" ARE IN RED AND THE WORDS "NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE" ARE IN BLACK.

THIS CERTIFICATION MARK, AS USED BY LOCAL AND REGIONAL GOVERNMENTS, CITIES, TOWNS, AND OTHER LEGAL JURISDICTIONS, CERTIFIES THAT JURISDICTION'S TSUNAMI PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE CAPABILITIES HAVE MET THE STANDARDS SET BY THE APPLICANT.

FOR SEVERE WEATHER PREPAREDNESS OF STATE AND LOCAL JURISDICTIONS.

FIRST USE 6-30-2001; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2001.

AISHA CLARKE, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

CLASS B—SERVICES
The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. CL.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).
3,250,678. (See Class 1 for this trademark).  

3,250,696. (See Class 1 for this trademark).
JUNE 12, 2007

U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

3,252,052. MYCOSCREEN (BLOCK FORM). ELITECH
3,252,057. EKVAR (BLOCK FORM). NOVARTIS AG, (U.S.
FILED 6-30-2006.
3,252,058. EDEZAK (BLOCK FORM). NOVARTIS AG, (U.S.
FILED 6-30-2006.
3,252,059. OPRETIR (BLOCK FORM). NOVARTIS AG, (U.S.
FILED 6-30-2006.
3,252,075. TESTOCUR (STYLIZED). DR. AUGUST WOLFF
GMBH & CO.; ARZNEIMITTEL, (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51
3,252,086. HONGJITANG 1907 AND DESIGN. JINAN HONGJITANG PHARMACAL CO. LTD.; (JINAN HONGJITANG ZHIYAO YOUXIAN; ZEREN GONGSI),
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 5, 30 AND 40), (U.S. CLS.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
3,250,112. C (STYLIZED). CREATIVE CONNECTORS CORP.,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 6 AND 20), (U.S. CLS. 2, 12,
3,250,213. ALLENTOWN (BLOCK FORM). ALLENTOWN
CAGING AND EQUIPMENT CO., MULTIPLE CLASS,
(INT. CLS. 6, 9, 11, 12, 16, 20 AND 21), (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 12,
13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
3,250,239. FROCH (BLOCK FORM). FROCH ENTERPRISE
3,250,328. LITTLE TWIN STARS (BLOCK FORM). SANRIO
COMPANY, LTD., (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
3,250,334. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. UNITED STEEL
PRODUCTS COMPANY, (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25
3,250,408 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,498. STAHLWILLE AND DESIGN. EDUARD WILLE
GMBH & CO., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 6, 7, 8, 9, 11,
18 AND 20), (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 12, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26,
28, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 41, 44 AND 50). SN 78-620,068. PUB.
3,250,532. MARINO WARE AND DESIGN. WARE INDUSTRIES, INC., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 6 AND 42),
3,250,540. FURRSTUD (BLOCK FORM). STEELER, INC., (U.S.
3,250,541. HZ (BLOCK FORM). PROFILARBED S.A., (U.S.
3,250,559. GROTTO (BLOCK FORM). AMETCO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25
3,250,561. VENETIAN (BLOCK FORM). AMETCO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23,
3,250,589 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,591 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,661. CARING WAYS (BLOCK FORM). DUGAN FUNERAL SERVICES, INC., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 6,
16, 19 AND 20), (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 5, 12, 13, 14, 22, 23, 25, 29, 32,

TM 1001

3,250,732. MUHLER AND DESIGN. THE MUHLER COMPANY, INC., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 6 AND 19),
(U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 33 AND 50). SN 78-755,066.
3,250,733. MUHLER (BLOCK FORM). THE MUHLER COMPANY, INC., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 6 AND 19),
(U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25, 33 AND 50). SN 78-755,137.
3,250,806. YEHA (BLOCK FORM). YEHA INTERNATIONAL
3,250,819. ANCHORPAD (BLOCK FORM). ANCHORPAD
SECURITY, INC., (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
3,250,866 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,932. J73A AND DESIGN. NOVELIS DEUTSCHLAND
3,251,101. WE SET THE WHEELS IN MOTION (BLOCK
FORM). HYDRO-GEAR LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 6, 7, 17, 20 AND 25), (U.S. CLS. 1,
2, 5, 12, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 31, 32, 34, 35, 39 AND 50). SN
3,251,379. QUALITY BAR (BLOCK FORM). CASEY EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND
3,251,408. A (STYLIZED). GROUPE CARBONE LORRAINE,
(U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50). SN 78-920,874. PUB.
3,251,911. TABFIX (BLOCK FORM). IMPRESS GROUP B.V.,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 6, 16, 20, 21, 29 AND 30),
(U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 12, 13, 14, 22, 23, 25, 29, 30, 32, 33, 37, 38, 40, 46
3,251,914. VIBO AND DESIGN. "VIBO S.P.A.", MULTIPLE
CLASS, (INT. CLS. 6 AND 20), (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 22, 23,
3,251,923. DOOR 2000 AND DESIGN. DOOR 2000 SRL,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 6, 19 AND 20), (U.S. CLS.
1, 2, 12, 13, 14, 22, 23, 25, 32, 33 AND 50). SN 79-016,364. PUB.
3,251,946 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,252,013 ( See Class 2 for this trademark).
3,252,029. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. DANTHERM A/S,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 6, 7, 11, 19 AND 37), (U.S.
CLS. 1, 2, 12, 13, 14, 19, 21, 23, 25, 31, 33, 34, 35, 50, 100, 103
3,252,040. VVT 1883 AND DESIGN. VVT - VITKOVICE
VÁLCOVNA TRUB, A.S., (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25
3,252,049. BETAFENCE (BLOCK FORM). BETAFENCE
HOLDING NV, (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50). SN

CLASS 7—MACHINERY
3,250,089. ACCU-CUT. BROCKIE INTERNATIONAL, INC.,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 7 AND 37), (U.S. CLS. 13, 19,
3,250,095. THERMO TOP V. WEBASTO THERMOSYSTEME
INTERNATIONAL GMBH, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS.
7, 9 AND 12), (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 26, 31, 34, 35, 36, 38
3,250,141 ( See Class 4 for this trademark).
3,250,150. USDIESELPARTS.COM AND DESIGN. GOMER’S
INC. MISSOULA, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 7, 9 AND
12), (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 26, 31, 34, 35, 36, 38 AND 44). SN
3,250,207. BOM BOT (STYLIZED). INNOVATIVE RESPONSE


CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
3,250,113 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
3,250,149 (See Class 5 for this trademark).
3,250,224. BENCHANEEDLE (BLOCK FORM), IN6 INCUVES-
3,250,408 (See Class 5 for this trademark).
3,251,948 (See Class 7 for this trademark).
3,252,303 (See Class 5 for this trademark).

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS
3,250,213 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,250,408 (See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,415 (See Class 7 for this trademark).
3,250,464 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
3,250,498 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,250,708 (See Class 7 for this trademark).
3,250,731 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
3,250,866 (See Class 1 for this trademark).
CLASS 12—VEHICLES

3,250,097 (See Class 7 for this trademark).


3,250,126. PODIUM (BLOCK FORM), CONTINENTAL AG.


CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

3,250,076 (See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,082 (See Class 8 for this trademark).
3,250,179 (See Class 10 for this trademark).
3,250,369 (See Class 3 for this trademark).
3,250,910 (See Class 12 for this trademark).
3,251,946 (See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,251,961 (See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,251,985 (See Class 7 for this trademark).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

3,250,076 (See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,110 (See Class 17 for this trademark).
3,250,661 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,250,732 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,250,733 (See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,250,889 (See Class 12 for this trademark).
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3,251,606. ROCKWOOD RETAINING WALLS (BLOCK
FORM). ROCKWOOD RETAINING WALLS, INC., (U.S.
FILED 8-2-2006.
3,251,680. FELT RAPIDO (BLOCK FORM). LFF SYSTEMS,
INC., (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). SN 78-947,066. PUB. 3-272007. FILED 8-8-2006.
3,251,910 ( See Class 12 for this trademark).
3,251,923 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,251,946 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,251,986. ATLAS CONCORDE AND DESIGN. CERAMICHE
ATLAS CONCORDE SPA, (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50). SN
3,252,029 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,252,078. CLACK (BLOCK FORM). FINDECO S.R.L., (U.S.
FILED 8-9-2006.
3,252,088. GRIPFIBRE (STYLIZED). EUROVIA, (U.S. CLS. 1,

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
3,250,112 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,250,135. SEBASTIAN MINIATURE (BLOCK FORM). THE
TRUST OF PRESCOTT W. BASTON, (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25,
3,250,205 ( See Class 16 for this trademark).
3,250,213 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,250,274 ( See Class 19 for this trademark).
3,250,408 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,498 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,250,508 ( See Class 16 for this trademark).
3,250,574. GREEN ASSURED AND DESIGN. INTERNATIONAL TRADE ASSOCIATES, INC., DBA ITA, INC.,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 20 AND 24), (U.S. CLS. 2, 13,
6-29-2005.
3,250,634 ( See Class 12 for this trademark).
3,250,661 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,250,786. EMBELLISHING LIFE (BLOCK FORM). DRANSFIELD AND ROSS, LTD., (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND
3,250,841. MENOPAUSE THE MUSICAL (STYLIZED). J
3,250,890. RAINIER AND DESIGN. RAINIER INDUSTRIES,
3,250,920 ( See Class 17 for this trademark).
3,250,936. METALLI (BLOCK FORM). THE TRADE GROUP,
3,251,000 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).
3,251,014. START WITH THE COMFORT TEST (BLOCK
FORM). EKORNES ASA, MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS.
20 AND 35), (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 50, 100, 101 AND 102).
3,251,101 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,251,114 ( See Class 11 for this trademark).
3,251,167. MONSTER BINS (BLOCK FORM). SIMPLASTICS,
3,251,169. DEWIE DIGITALLY ENHANCED WORKBENCH
FOR INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS AND DESIGN.

JUNE 12, 2007

SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE, (U.S. CLS. 2, 13,
3,251,277. FIBER OF HER BEING (BLOCK FORM). FIBER OF
HER BEING, LLC, (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50). SN
3,251,280. ACRYLIGLO DESIGNS "ACRYLIC GIFTS WITH
ATTITUDE" (STYLIZED). MOTHERBOARD GIFTS &
3,251,376. IMAGO MCSI AND DESIGN. MILL CREEK
STUDIOS INC., (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50). SN
3,251,432 ( See Class 3 for this trademark).
3,251,629. SECUREPATCH (BLOCK FORM). PATHWAYS &
3,251,630. SECUREHUB (BLOCK FORM). PATHWAYS &
3,251,676 ( See Class 8 for this trademark).
3,251,685. SNAP DRAGON FRAMES (BLOCK FORM).
LAUERSDORF, SUE ELLEN, (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32
3,251,901 ( See Class 3 for this trademark).
3,251,911 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,251,914 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,251,923 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,251,929 ( See Class 12 for this trademark).
3,251,946 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,251,962 ( See Class 12 for this trademark).
3,251,963. VISCOBLEND (STYLIZED). LINZ TEXTIL GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 20,
23, 24 AND 25), (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32, 39, 42, 43 AND 50).
3,251,976. WAPROLACE (STYLIZED). UNOPIU’ S.P.A., (U.S.
FILED 1-12-2006.
3,251,993. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. PROMOSEDIA SPA,
3,252,002. FAER AND DESIGN. LUBE HOLDING S.R.L.,
MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 20, 24 AND 25), (U.S. CLS.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
3,250,098. JUPI. DROGA KOLINSKA, ZIVILSKA INDUSTRIJA, D.D., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 21 AND 32), (U.S.
3,250,100. AEGIS. LIPHATECH, INC., (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29,
3,250,153. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. KLEIN, STANLEY J.,
(U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50). SN 76-642,017.
3,250,213 ( See Class 6 for this trademark).
3,250,301. LAZY DAISY (BLOCK FORM). PETER MEIER,
3,250,369 ( See Class 3 for this trademark).
3,250,379. REAPERALE AND DESIGN. REAPERALE, INC.,
3,250,408 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,517. PERFECTPORTIONS (BLOCK FORM). FIRST
QUALITY-C-PACKAGING INC., (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29,
3,250,593. MOULIN ROUGE (BLOCK FORM). MOULIN
ROUGE S.A., MULTIPLE CLASS, (INT. CLS. 21 AND 31),


CLASS 24—FABRICS


3,250,574. (See Class 20 for this trademark).

3,250,920. (See Class 17 for this trademark).


3,251,676. (See Class 8 for this trademark).


3,251,901. (See Class 3 for this trademark).

3,251,905. (See Class 17 for this trademark).

3,251,951. (See Class 3 for this trademark).

3,251,962. (See Class 12 for this trademark).

3,251,963. (See Class 20 for this trademark).

3,252,002. (See Class 20 for this trademark).

3,252,012. (See Class 22 for this trademark).


CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS
3,250,408 (See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,251,893 (See Class 25 for this trademark).
3,251,895 (See Class 24 for this trademark).

CLASS 27—FLOOR COVERINGS
3,250,076 (See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,116. COVERDECK SYSTEMS AND DESIGN, COVER-
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

3,250,129. (See Class 3 for this trademark).
3,250,130. (See Class 3 for this trademark).
3,250,155. (See Class 9 for this trademark).
3,250,375. (See Class 16 for this trademark).
3,250,500. (See Class 29 for this trademark).
3,250,621. (See Class 29 for this trademark).
3,250,640. (See Class 29 for this trademark).
3,250,670. (See Class 29 for this trademark).
3,250,810. (See Class 5 for this trademark).
3,250,857. (See Class 25 for this trademark).
3,250,880. (See Class 5 for this trademark).
3,250,882. (See Class 5 for this trademark).
3,250,989. (See Class 5 for this trademark).
CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS

CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES
3,250,408. (See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,483. (See Class 11 for this trademark).
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

3,250,081 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
3,250,094 (See Class 14 for this trademark).
3,250,109 (See Class 16 for this trademark).
3,250,147 (See Class 35 for this trademark).
3,250,155 (See Class 9 for this trademark).
3,250,172. SAVES4ALS (BLOCK FORM).
3,250,190. THE MASIELLO GROUP (BLOCK FORM).
3,250,193. CIM (BLOCK FORM).
3,250,206. BECAUSE YOUR MOVE MATTERS (BLOCK FORM).
3,250,235. HERON DUNES ON LAKE POWELL (BLOCK FORM).
3,250,255. FIRST AMERICAN BANK AND DESIGN.
3,250,266. FISHER DUNES ON LAKE POWELL (BLOCK FORM).
3,250,355 (See Class 16 for this trademark).
3,250,408 (See Class 1 for this trademark).
3,250,658. (See Class 12 for this trademark).
3,250,713 (See Class 35 for this trademark).
3,250,721. NEWS 'N' WALK AND DESIGN. DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG, (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). SN 78-
LAIDLAW & COMPANY EST. 1842 AND DESIGN.

RPM (BLOCK FORM).

CORA BETT THOMAS (BLOCK FORM).

ARS (BLOCK FORM).

COMPETITIVE PRICING. FAST CLOSINGS.


CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

3,250,115 (See Class 43 for this trademark).
3,250,156 (See Class 43 for this trademark).

3,250,408. (See Class 43 for this trademark).
3,250,598. (See Class 43 for this trademark).
3,250,848 (See Class 36 for this trademark).
3,250,857 (See Class 25 for this trademark).
3,252,069 (See Class 43 for this trademark).
3,252,087 (See Class 35 for this trademark).
3,252,094 (See Class 43 for this trademark).


3,251,639 ( See Class 38 for this trademark).

3,251,640 ( See Class 38 for this trademark).


3,251,686 ( See Class 9 for this trademark).


3,251,946 ( See Class 1 for this trademark).

* * * * *
SECTION 2.—PRIOR UNITED STATES CLASSIFICATION

COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARKS

CLASS 200—COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP


CERTIFICATION MARKS

CLASS A—GOODS


CLASS B—SERVICES


* * * * *
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS ISSUED UNDER SECTION 1(d)

The following marks have registered on the Principal Register pursuant to the intent-to-use provisions of Section 1(d) of the Trademark Act of 1946, as amended.

SECTION 1.—INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in more than one class


DVD EXTRA

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DVD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTHORING AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTHORIZING AUDIOVISUAL CONTENT TO BE RECORDED ON A DATA STORAGE MEDIA, SUCH AS AN OPTICAL DISK MEDIA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR AUTHORIZING DIGITAL VERSATILE DISKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PREPARING AUDIO AND VIDEO DATA TO BE WRITTEN ONTO AN OPTICAL DISK STORAGE MEDIUM, SUCH AS A DIGITAL VERSATILE DISK; DATA STORAGE MEDIA, NAMELY OPTICAL DISKS, HAVING AUDIOVISUAL DATA, NAMELY MOVIES OR GAMES, RECORDED THEREON AND AUTHORED USING SOFTWARE FOR AUTHORIZING AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTS; OPTICAL DISK MEDIA HAVING AUDIOVISUAL DATA, NAMELY MOVIES OR GAMES, RECORDED THEREON AND AUTHORED USING SOFTWARE FOR AUTHORIZING AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTS; DIGITAL VERSATILE DISKS HAVING AUDIOVISUAL DATA, NAMELY MOVIES OR GAMES, RECORDED THEREON AND AUTHORED USING SOFTWARE FOR AUTHORIZING AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


BLUE JEAN TEDDY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR STATIONERY PRODUCTS, NAMELY STATIONERY SETS, STICKERS, STATIONERY BOXES, MEMO PADS, SCRAPBOOKS AND MEMORY BOOK, AND KEEPSAKE BOXES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

FOR DIAPER BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).


CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR SHEETS, PILLOWCASES, BLANKETS, COMFORTERS, DUST RUFFLES, PILLOW SHAMS, CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-1-1998; IN COMMERCE 7-1-1998.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR BABY AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, CHILDREN'S SPORTSWEAR, OUTERWEAR, PLAYWEAR, NAMELY T-SHIRTS, AND ROMPERS, GIRLS' CASUAL WEAR, NAMELY, TOPS, BOTTOMS AND DRESSES, BABY BOOTIES, BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. Nos. 2,303,431, 2,914,725, AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "UNBREAKABLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR ANTI-THEFT METAL LOCKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 30).

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR ANTI-THEFT AUTOMOBILE STEERING WHEEL, STEERING COLUMN, AND BRAKE LOCKS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR RADIO-CONTROLLED TOY VEHICLES; SCALE MODEL VEHICLES; TOY MOBILES; TOY MODEL CARS; TOY MODEL HOBBYCRAFT KITS; TOY MODEL CAR KITS; TOY MODEL VEHICLES AND RELATED ACCESSORIES SOLD AS UNITS; TOY VEHICLES; TOY VEHICLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE; TOY VEHICLES WITH TRANSFORMING PARTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2006.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND Firmware FEATURING AUTO RACING GAMES; VIDEO GAME INTERACTIONAL HAND HELD REMOTE CONTROLS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES; COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 28, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR CALENDARS, BABY AND CHILDREN'S BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, PHOTO AND SCRAPBOOK ALBUMS, STATIONARY, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER, ARTS AND CRAFTS PAINT KITS, CRAFT PAPER, FINGER PAINTS FOR CHILDREN, AND PRINTED TEACHING MATERIALS FOR TEACHING INFANT AND CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR GAMES, PLAYTHINGS, AND EDUCATIONAL TOYS FOR CHILDREN, NAMELY, BABY Rattles, RIDE-ON TOYS, ACTION TOYS, NAMELY PLASTIC ACTION TOYS CONTAINING A COMPUTER CHIP THAT CREATES SOUND EFFECTS AND LIGHTS AND WOODEN ACTION TOYS, SANDBOX TOYS, PLUSH TOYS, SQUEEZE TOYS, WIND-UP TOYS, MUSICAL TOYS, C Rib TOYS, BATH TOYS, TOY MOBILES, BABY MULTIPLE ACTIVITY TOYS, BOARD GAMES, CARD GAMES, STUFFED ANIMALS, AND CUBE, MANIPULATIVE AND JIGSAW PUZZLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OS TITLE
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TITLE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEBE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE MARK IS BRILLIANT BABY.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING MUSIC AND CUSTOM COMPILATIONS OF MUSICAL RECORDINGS; ONLINE MUSIC SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING DOWNLOADABLE PRE-RECORDED MUSIC AND VIDEO FOR A FEE OR PREPAID SUBSCRIPTION VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,807,824.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE WHERE USERS MAY DOWNLOAD AND OTHER MEDIA FILES AND CREATE THEIR OWN CUSTOM COMPILATIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING PRERECORDED MUSIC ON-LINE VIA THE INTERNET AND ENABLING USERS TO REMIX AND DOWNLOAD THE MUSIC TO THEIR COMPUTER, CELL PHONE, OR OTHER HARDWARE DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR PROVIDING A WEBSITE WHERE USERS MAY DOWNLOAD AND OTHER MEDIA FILES AND CREATE THEIR OWN CUSTOM COMPILATIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING PRERECORDED MUSIC ON-LINE VIA THE INTERNET AND ENABLING USERS TO REMIX AND DOWNLOAD THE MUSIC TO THEIR COMPUTER, CELL PHONE, OR OTHER HARDWARE DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

#1 Rule Have Fun

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR, NAMELY ANTI-GLARE GLASSES AND SUNGLASSES AND THEIR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; CARTRIDGES AND CASSETTES FOR USE WITH HAND-HELD VIDEO GAME MACHINE; VIDEO OUTPUT GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISIONS; DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND DOWNLOADABLE VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2006.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATERIAL, NAMELY STICKERS, STATIONARY, PRINTED PAPER SIGNS, BLANK OR PARTIALLY PRINTED PAPER LABELS, POSTERS, AND PAPER GIFT BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2006.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR LEATHER AND ImitATION LEATHER GOODS, NAMELY, LUGGAGE, ALL PURPOSE SPORTS BAGS, ATHLETIC BAGS, BEACH BAGS, BOOK BAGS, DIAPER BAGS, DUFFEL BAGS, GYM BAGS, TOTE BAGS, BOOT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, SATCHELS, WALLET, COIN PURSES, FANNY PACKS, KNAPSACKS, WAIST PACKS, BUSINESS CARD CASES, UMBRELLAS, PET COLLARS, AND PET LEASHES, AND PLASTIC LUGGAGE TAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2006.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, SLEEPING BAGS, BEACH CHAIRS, CAMPING CHAIRS, STADIUM CUSHIONS, NON-METAL KEY Fobs, PLAQUES, FIGURINES AND ORNAMENTS MADE OF WOOD, WAX, PLASTER AND PLASTIC, PLASTIC PENDANTS, AND PLASTIC KEY RINGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2006.
CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR DINNERWARE, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, COASTERS NOT OF PAPER AND NOT BEING TABLE LINEN, PLASTIC COASTERS, REMOVABLE INSULATORS FOR DRINK CANS AND BOTTLES, LUNCH KITS CONSISTING OF LUNCH BOXES AND INSULATED CONTAINERS, TRAYS, PLASTIC CUPS, COOKIE JARS, PAPER CUPS, PAPER PLATES, CERAMIC MUGS, PLATES, BOWLS, PET BOWLS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2006.

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR TEXTILE ARTICLES, NAMELY, BED LINEN, DUVET COVERS, PILLOW CASES, BED SHEETS, BED BLANKETS; TABLE LINEN; TABLE CLOTHS, NAPKINS, HANDKERCHIEFS, CURTAINS, CLOTH PENNANTS, CLOTH BANNERS, CLOTH FLAGS, TOWELS, BEACH TOWELS, TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS, FACE TOWELS, TEA TOWELS, FLANNELS, AND TEXTILE PLACE MATS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FIRST USE 6-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2006.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, FRISBEES, FLYING DISKS, KITES, BALLOONS; BAGS SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT NAMELY, BASKETBALL BAGS, TENNIS BAGS, WATER-SKI BAGS, SOCCER BALL, SURFING BAGS; BOXING SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, KICKING BAGS, PUNCHING PADS, PUNCHING AND KICKING TARGETS, JUMP ROPE, PUNCHING DUMMY; SNOWBOARDS, SURFBOARDS, BODY BOARD, WATER-SKIS, WAKEBOARDS, KNEE BOARDS, VOLLEYBALLS, BASEBALLS, FOOTBALLS, KICKING TEES, GOLF BALLS, GOLF CLUB COVERS, GOLF TEES, SKATEBOARDS, SOCCER BALLS, SOFTBALLS, TENNIS BALLS, BASEBALLS, SURFBOARDS, KICKBOARDS, AND FLOATS FOR RECREATIONAL USE, NAMELY INFLATABLE WATER TUBES, AND RAFTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-15-2006.


INVESTMETRICS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPLYING MATHEMATICAL AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS TO FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS AND ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL
FOR FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, SERVICES WITH RESPECT TO FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS AND ASSET MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 4-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE EVENTS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL GIFT STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.
CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING, SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING CONSULTATION, PARTY PLANNING, PARTY PLANNING CONSULTATION, AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING PARTIES AT PRIVATE HOMES AND FACILITIES, EVENT VENUES, HOTELS, ESTABLISHED BUSINESSES, AND PUBLIC FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THYMES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR SPICES, SEASONINGS, AND FOOD FLAVORINGS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 4-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2004.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FIRST USE 4-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-10-2004.


CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, AND MANUALS RELATING TO AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAMS FOR SCHOOL STUDENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR STORING, UPDATING, TRACKING, MANAGING, AND SHARING MEDICAL INFORMATION, MEDICAL IMAGERY, MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONS, LABORATORY RESULTS, PRESCRIPTIONS, AND PATIENT RECORDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-24-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-24-2005.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES
FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR USE IN STORING, UPDATING, TRACKING, MANAGING, AND SHARING MEDICAL INFORMATION, MEDICAL IMAGERY, MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONS, LABORATORY RESULTS, PRESCRIPTIONS, AND PATIENT RECORDS; CUSTOM DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, UPDATING AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND DATA PROCESSING SOFTWARE SYSTEMS IN THE MEDICAL FIELD; TECHNICAL CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DATA PROCESSING SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, COMPUTER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND INTEGRATED SYSTEMS ALL IN THE MEDICAL FIELD AND THE FIELD OF MEDICAL BUSINESS PROCESSES; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN THE MEDICAL FIELD (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

KITCHEN DUDES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KITCHEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED TEACHING AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL IN THE FIELDS OF CULINARY ARTS, COOKING, FOOD, RECIPES, SEASONINGS AND COOKING UTENSILS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-12-2006.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR COOKING UTENSILS, NAMELY DISHES, PLATES, POTS, PANS, DISH AND DECANTER STANDS, POT AND PAN SCRAPERS, BUTCHER BLOCKS, ROLLING PINS, SPATULAS, TURNERS, WHISKS, SERVING SPOONS, SERVING FORKS, LADLES, VERTICAL ROASTING FRAMES, COLANDERS, COOKIE CUTTERS, MUFFIN AND COOKIE MOLDS, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, MUGS, CUPS, HAND-OPERATED MINCERS, GARLIC PRESSES, AND HAND OPERATED GRINDERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-23-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "PRICXY" AND THE DESIGN OF A FAIRY AS SHOWN IN THE DRAWING.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR MEN'S AND BOY'S WEARING APPAREL, NAMELY, JEANS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, WOVEN SHIRTS, SWEATERS, CARDIGANS, VESTS, JACKETS, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, JEANS, SHORTS, HATS, CAPS, COATS, SCARVES, NECKERchieFS, NECK BANDS, WRIST BANDS, HEAD BANDS, GLOVES, BELTS, PAJAMAS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, SWIM WEAR, AND BATHING TRUNKS; AND WOMEN'S AND GIRL'S WEARING APPAREL, NAMELY, JEANS, T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, TANK TOPS, WOVEN SHIRTS, SWEATERS, CARDIGANS, VESTS, JACKETS, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, JEANS, SHORTS, HATS, CAPS, COATS, BELTS, SCARVES, NECKERchieFS, NECK BANDS, WRIST BANDS, HEAD BANDS, GLOVES, PAJAMAS, SOCKS, UNDERWEAR, FOUNDATION GARMENTS, PANTYHOSIE, TEEIEZ, BRAS, SKIRTS, DRESSES, BLOUSES, SWIM WEAR, AND BIKINIS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


FASHION TO FIGURE

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR WOMEN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, DRESSES, PANTS, SHORTS, SHIRTS, TOPS, SKIRTS, SOCKS, UNDERGARMENTS, JACKETS, BLAZERS, SWEATERS, COATS, FOOTWEAR, HEAD WEAR, BELTS, SCARVES AND ACTIVE APPAREL; NAMELY, SWEAT SUITS, SWEAT PANTS AND SWEATSHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES ALL IN THE FIELDS OF WOMEN'S APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


QUARTET

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,244,441 AND 1,527,855.

CLASS 2—PAINTS
FOR INTERIOR PAINTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16).
FIRST USE 6-30-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1995.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS
FOR NON-LUMINOUS METAL SIGNS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-30-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1995.

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR TROLLEYS (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-30-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1995.
CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR SIGNS NOT OF METAL AND NON-LUMINOUS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 35).
FIRST USE 6-30-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1995.

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR DISPLAY FURNITURE; OFFICE AND CONFERENCE FURNITURE; FURNITURE RACKS; COAT HANGERS AND GARMENT RACKS; SHELVING; FURNITURE FITTINGS NOT OF METAL, NAMELY PARTITION AND DOOR HOOKS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-30-1995; IN COMMERCE 6-30-1995.


BIOEAZE

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
FOR INDUSTRIAL PROCESSING AND BIOPROCESSING SYSTEM DISPOSABLE COMPONENTS FOR STORAGE, FILLING, EMPTYING, SAMPLING, MIXING, MANUFACTURE AND/OR TRANSPORT OF BIOLOGIC MATERIALS FOR THE BIOTECHNICAL, BIOPHARMACEUTICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES, NAMELY, NON-METAL DISPOSABLE CONTAINERS, PLASTIC BAGS FOR HOLDING BIOLOGIC MATERIAL, VALVES OF PLASTIC BEING OTHER THAN MACHINE PARTS, PLASTIC STORAGE DRUMS, NON-METAL TUBING, NON-METAL COUPLINGS AND CONNECTORS FOR NON-METAL TUBING, AND DISPOSABLE FILTERS FOR BIOLOGIC MATERIAL FOR USE WITH NON-METAL DISPOSABLE CONTAINERS AND PLASTIC BAGS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2002.


SCMH

CLASS 12—VEHICLES
FOR FORK LIFT TRUCKS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS THEREOF; ACCESSORIES FOR FORK LIFT TRUCKS, NAMELY, TRAVEL ALARMS INDICATING FORWARD OR BACKWARD MOTION, HORNS, CABS, CANOPIES, HAND TRUCKS, WAGONS, CARTS, AND DOLLIES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FORK LIFT TRUCKS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR FORK LIFT TRUCK REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR RENTAL OF FORK LIFT TRUCKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 5-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2003.


KITCHEN ESSENTIALS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "KITCHEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS
FOR PAPER PLATES AND TAKE-OUT CONTAINERS FOR FOOD (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SHORTENING, VEGETABLE OIL, AND SLICED DELI MEATS (U.S. CL. 46).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,547,467.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED CROSS.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STICKERS AND DECALCOMANIAS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1979; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1979.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, HEADWEAR, NAMELY, TOPS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, SWEATSHIRTS, JACKETS, BOTTOMS, SHORTS, PANTS, JEANS, HATS, BAWNIES, BELTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, SKATEBOARD TRUCKS, SKATEBOARD GRIP TAPE, AND SKATEBOARD ACCESSORIES CONSISTING OF RISERS, BEARINGS, AXLES AND MOUNTING HARDWARE; SPORTING GOODS, NAMELY, SKATEBOARDS, AND SKATEBOARD WHEELS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 0-0-1979; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1979.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,398,896, 2,827,803, AND OTHERS.
THE COLOR(S) RED AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF DHL SOLUTIONS IN RED LETTERS AND A YELLOW BACKGROUND.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS
FOR FOLLOW-UP SERVICES, NAMELY THE ELECTRONIC TRACKING OF FREIGHT DOCUMENTS, PARCELS, PACKETS, LETTERS AND PALLETS; RETURN MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, MANAGEMENT OF RETURNED MERCHANDISE; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO LOGISTICS; PROVIDING OF INFORMATION AND DATA ON DATABASES AND/OR THE INTERNET, IN THE LOGISTICS FIELD, REGARDING LETTER MAIL, PARCEL AND EXPRESS SERVICES, DISTRIBUTION OF NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES, SHIPMENT AND DELIVERY OF MAIL; PROCESSING AND FRANKING OF MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR TRANSPORT OF GOODS AND WARES VIA MOTOR VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, RAILWAYS, SHIPS, PLANES; PACKAGING OF GOODS FOR TRANSPORTATION; STORAGE OF GOODS; TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION; SERVICES OF A FREIGHT BROKERAGE; UNLOADING CARGO; FREIGHT STORAGE INFORMATION, COURIER SERVICES; LOGISTIC SERVICES, NAMELY, COLLECTION, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, RAW MATERIALS AND OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS BY AIR, RAIL, SHIP OR TRUCK; FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY SHIPS, PLANES, RAILWAYS, AUTOMOBILES, MOTOR VEHICLES, TRUCKS; WAREHOUSE STORAGE; RENTAL OF WAREHOUSE SPACE; RENTAL OF STORAGE CONTAINERS; MAIL, FREIGHT AND EXPRESS SERVICES, NAMELY PARCEL DELIVERY, PACKAGING ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORTATION, RENTAL OF MAIL BOXES; CARGO HANDLING; POSTAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PARCEL DELIVERY, PACKAGING ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORTATION, RENTAL OF MAIL BOXES; PROVIDING INTERNET STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, NAMELY IMAGES, TEXT AND AUDIO DATA (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 8-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,398,896, 2,827,803, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIR & OCEAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) RED AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF DHL DANZAS AIR & OCEAN IN RED LETTERS WITH A YELLOW BACKGROUND.
CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

FOR PAPER AND CARDBOARD; GOODS MADE FROM PAPER AND CARDBOARD, NAMELY, BOXES, CONTAINERS, CARTONS, BAGS, ENVELOPES, CORRUGATED BOARD, CUSHIONING OR PADDING FOR PACKING OR SHIPPING PURPOSES, PACKAGING PAPER, PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING, LABELS, MAIL POUCHES, CARDBOARD TUBES, POSTERS; PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, MAN-AGEMENT OF RETURNED MERCHANDISE; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO LOGISTICS; PROVIDING OF INFORMATION AND DATA ON DATABASES AND OR THE INTERNET, IN THE LOGISTICS FIELD, REGARDING PROCESSING AND RANKING OF MAIL; ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING FOR THIRD PARTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

FOR INSURANCE SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF UNDERWRITING PROPERTY LOSS IN THE FIELD OF TRANSPORTATION; CUSTOMS BROKERAGE FOR THIRD PARTIES; ELECTRONIC PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS, NAMELY, ESTABLISHING FUNDED ACCOUNTS USED TO PURCHASE GOODS AND SERVICES ON THE INTERNET, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING OF INSURANCE CLAIMS AND PAYMENT DATA; AND ELECTRONIC PROCESSING AND TRANSMISSION OF BILL PAYMENT DATA; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, NAMELY, FINANCIAL EXCHANGE, MONEY LENDING, INVESTMENT FUND TRANSFER AND TRANSMISSION OF DATA, IMAGES, VOICE, SIGNALS, AND ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA, IMAGES, VOICE, SIGNALS, AND ELECTRONIC POLLING; STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES; STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR INSURANCE PURPOSES, FINANCIAL EXCHANGE SERVICES, FINANCIAL GUARANTEE AND SURETY SERVICES, AND FINANCIAL RESEARCH AND INFORMATION; MONETARY AFFAIRS, NAMELY, MONETARY EXCHANGE, REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, NAMELY, APPRAISALS FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS, FINANCIAL VALUATION OF REAL ESTATE, ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF REAL ESTATE, REAL ESTATE LEASING, BROKERAGE AND BROKERAGE SERVICES, REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT, REAL ESTATE ESCROW AND TRUSTEE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ACCESS TO TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, PROVIDING OF INTERNET ACCESS TO THIRD PARTIES PLACING ORDERS ONLINE OR VIA THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ACCESS TO PLATFORMS AND PORTALS IN THE INTERNET; EMAIL SERVICES, INTERNET AND ONLINE SERVICES, NAMELY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES AND DATA AS WELL AS ELECTRONIC STORE-AND-FORWARD TRANSMISSION; ELECTRONIC STORE-AND-FORWARD MESSAGING; WEB-MESSAGING, NAMELY FORWARDING OF MESSAGES OF ANY KIND TO INTERNET ADDRESSES; PROVIDING ACCESS TO A COMPUTER NETWORK AND OR TO AN ELECTRONIC DATA BASE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE

FOR TRANSPORT OF GOODS AND WARES VIA MOTOR VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, RAILWAYS, SHIPS, AIRCRAFT, AND TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS FOR TRANSPORTATION; STORAGE OF GOODS; TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION; SERVICES OF A FREIGHT BROKERAGE; UNLOADING CARGO; FREIGHT STORAGE INFORMATION; COURIER SERVICES; LOGISTIC SERVICES, NAMELY, COLLECTION, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES, RAW MATERIALS AND OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS BY AIR, RAIL, SHIP OR TRUCK; FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY SHIPS, PLANES, RAILWAYS, AUTOMOBILES, MOTOR VEHICLES, TRUCKS; WAREHOUSE STORAGE, RENTAL OF WAREHOUSE SPACE, RELOCATION SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES, ACCOUNTING SERVICES, NAMELY ACCOUNTING FOR INSURANCE SERVICES, NAMELY THE ELECTRONIC TRACKING OF FREIGHT, DOCUMENTS, PARCELS, PACKETS, LETTERS AND PALETTES; RETURN MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, MAN-AGEMENT OF RETURNED MERCHANDISE; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES RELATING TO LOGISTICS; PROVIDING OF INFORMATION AND DATA ON DATABASES AND OR THE INTERNET, IN THE LOGISTICS FIELD, REGARDING PROCESSING AND RANKING OF MAIL; ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING FOR THIRD PARTIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.
FOR TRANSPORTATION, RENTAL OF MAIL BOXES; POSTAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PARCEL DELIVERY, PACKAGING ARTICLES FOR TRANSPORTATION, RENTAL OF MAIL BOXES; PROVIDING OF INFORMATION AND DATA ON DATABASES AND/OR THE INTERNET, IN THE LOGISTICS FIELD, REGARDING LETTER MAIL, PARCEL AND EXPRESS SERVICES, DISTRIBUTION OF NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES, SHIPMENT AND DELIVERY OF MAIL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).

FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR DEVELOPING, UPDATING AND DESIGN OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; DEVELOPING COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN DATA NETWORKS FOR THIRD PARTIES; NETWORK MANAGEMENT, NAMELY DATA WAREHOUSING; DATA ADMINISTRATION ON SERVERS, NAMELY, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF DATABASES; DIGITAL DATA PREPARATION AND PROCESSING, NAMELY, CROSS-PLATFORM CONVERSION OF DIGITAL CONTENT INTO OTHER FORMS OF DIGITAL CONTENT; TECHNICAL CONSULTING SERVICES FOR ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF SOFTWARE, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND DATA PROCESSING; UPDATING AND INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; RENTAL AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY DATA RECOVERY SERVICES; WEB HOSTING; COMPUTER SERVICE, NAMELY, ACTING AS AN APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TO HOST COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR THE STORAGE OF DATA AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS; PROVIDING OF SEARCH ENGINES FOR OBTAINING DATA ON THE INTERNET; DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA OR INFORMATION; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, SITES AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON THE INTERNET; IMPLEMENTING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, REDIRECTING ELECTRONIC MAIL TO CHANGED PERSONAL ELECTRONIC ADDRESSES; TECHNICAL CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2003.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MUSICAL SOUND AND MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; CASES AND SPECIALY ADAPTED BAGS FOR CARRYING SOUND RECORDINGS; PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDE TRANSPARENCIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1992.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY AN INDIVIDUAL AND A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1992.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

BABY CHAM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR MUSICAL SOUND AND MUSICAL VIDEO RECORDINGS; CASES AND SPECIALY ADAPTED BAGS FOR CARRYING SOUND RECORDINGS; PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDE TRANSPARENCIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-0-1989; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1989.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY AN INDIVIDUAL AND A MUSICAL BAND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use GRILL, apart from the mark as shown.

**CLASS 21—HOUSEWARES AND GLASS**

FOR COOKING AND BARBECUE UTENSILS AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY FORKS, TONGS, TURNERS, SPATULAS AND BRUSHES FOR BASTING MEAT; CERAMIC SERVING PIECES, NAMELY PLATTERS AND BOWLS; AND PAPER PLATES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-20-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2004.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

**CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS**

FOR MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING REACH AND FREQUENCY INFORMATION FOR OUTDOOR ADVERTISING MEDIA SCHEDULES THROUGH ONLINE ACCESSIBLE DATABASES; AND PROVIDING AN ONLINE DATABASE FEATURING INFORMATION ABOUT OUTDOOR MEDIA FOR USE IN ACCESSING, MANIPULATING, AND PREPARING REPORTS AND ANALYSES REGARDING REACH, FREQUENCY, AND RELATED INFORMATION CONCERNING OUTDOOR ADVERTISING MEDIA, AND FOR USE IN PLANNING, PERFORMING, AND EVALUATING OUTDOOR ADVERTISING PLACEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 1-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-2-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

**CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS**

FOR CDS, DVDS, AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS ALL FEATURING MOTIVATIONAL, INSPIRATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL INFORMATION IN THE AREAS OF PERSONAL AND BUSINESS GROWTH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 3-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2002.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

**CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER**

FOR BOOKS, MANUALS, BOOKMARKS AND PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ALL FEATURING MOTIVATIONAL, INSPIRATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL INFORMATION IN THE AREAS OF PERSONAL AND BUSINESS GROWTH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 25, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2002.

---

**GRILL FRIENDS**


"I Get To!"

**IMSOUTDOOR NAVIGATOR**


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

**CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES**

FOR PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR USE IN ACCESSING, MANIPULATING, AND PREPARING REPORTS AND ANALYSES FROM DATABASES REGARDING REACH, FREQUENCY, AND RELATED INFORMATION CONCERNING OUTDOOR ADVERTISING MEDIA, AND FOR USE IN PLANNING, PERFORMING, AND EVALUATING OUTDOOR ADVERTISING PLACEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 1-2-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-2-2006.

---

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,339,635.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AIRLINES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLORS RED AND BLUE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS SPIRIT AIRLINES WITH THE LETTER "S" IN WHITE AGAINST A RED RECTANGLE AND THE REMAINING LETTERS IN BLUE.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHIRTS, HATS, SWEATERS AND JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE
FOR AIRLINE TRANSPORTATION; TRAVEL SERVICES, NAMELY, BOOKING AIR TRAVEL (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS
FOR GLASS CLEANERS; MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANERS; WOOD AND HARD SURFACE CLEANERS AND POLISHES; STAINLESS STEEL CLEANERS AND POLISHES; FLOOR AND WALL CLEANERS AND POLISHES; CLEANERS FOR RESTROOM FIXTURES; OVEN CLEANERS; GRILL CLEANERS; DEEP FRYER CLEANERS; MULTI-PURPOSE INSTITUTIONAL DEGREASING CLEANING PREPARATIONS; POT AND PANS, CHINA, FLATWARE, GLASSWARE DETERGENTS, LAUNDRY DETERGENTS; TILE CLEANERS; PRESDOAK PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING FLATWARE; RINSE ADDITIVE FOR USE IN KITCHEN UTENSILS, FLATWARE, TABLEWARE; UPHOLSTERY CLEANER; DRAIN CLEANERS; CARPET CLEANERS; DELIMERS; LAUNDRY BLEACH; STAIN REMOVERS; FREEZER CLEANERS; ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANT CLEANERS; SANITIZERS FOR INSTITUTIONAL APPLICATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR AIR AND ROOM DEODORIZERS; AIR FRESHENERS; ANTI-MICROBIAL HANDWASH (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FIRST USE 1-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-17-2005.
CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, TOPS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, HATS, BASEBALL CAPS, VISORS, HEADWEAR, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, SHORTS, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, SHOES, FOOTWEAR, AND WRISTBANDS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 11-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-13-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LIVE MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT IN LIVE MUSIC SETTINGS AND VENUES; PROVIDING COMMENTARY, ARTICLES, AND INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT ONLINE VIA THE INTERNET; MUSIC AND AUDIO PRODUCTION AND PUBLISHING SERVICES; AND PUBLISHING OF ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-17-2005.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR FRESH AND BOTTLED CUT VEGETABLES, VEGETABLE PUREE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2005.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR VEGETABLE JUICES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 10-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,919,699.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOME" OR "READY KIT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR PERSONAL EMERGENCY KIT CONSISTING OF RADIOS, SAFETY WHISTLES, FIRST AID KITS, THERMAL BLANKET, PONCHO, WATER BAG, GLOVES, FOOD BARS AND RESPIRATORY MASKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 25, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 5-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2004.

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
FOR NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, PLASTIC BARRIERS FOR CONTAINMENT OF ENVIRONMENTALLY UNFRIENDLY SUBSTANCES (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-31-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATURAL FLAVOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR FRESH AND BOTTLED CUT VEGETABLES, VEGETABLE PUREE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2005.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR VEGETABLE JUICES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 10-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR USE IN REALIZING, CONTROLLING, AND MANAGING THE WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITIES OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES, AND MANUALS PROVIDED THEREWITH; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DEVELOPING, CONTROLLING, OPERATING AND INTERFACING WITH WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS DEVICES AND SYSTEMS; COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL SOFTWARE FOR USE IN COMMUNICATING WITH WIRELESS AND WIRED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND MANUALS SUPPLIED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-14-2005.

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

FOR CAREER PLACEMENT SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

FOR REHABILITATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PHYSICAL REHABILITATION; PROVIDING MENTAL REHABILITATION FACILITIES; AND PROVIDING PHYSICAL REHABILITATION FACILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INC., APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF BACKGROUND OF SUN IN GOLD. LETTERS (LCI, INC.) IN HUNTER GREEN.


Owner of U.S. Reg. Nos. 1,064,668 and 1,182,496.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use INDOOR RECREATION CENTER, apart from the mark as shown.

The mark consists of the word "HOLIDOME" in stylized letters below which appears a depiction of stylized waves and the words "INDOOR RECREATION CENTER".

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR AMUSEMENT ARCADE SERVICES AND PROVIDING SWIMMING POOL FACILITIES; HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 3-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2006.
CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES

FOR HOTEL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LODGING, RESTAURANTS AND SNACK BARS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-10-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY, REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, REAL ESTATE LISTING; ONLINE INFORMATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 692,347, 2,518,009, AND 2,518,010.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE CIRCLE SURROUNDING THE WORD "SINK" AND IN THE LETTERS "IN" AND "ERATOR". THE COLOR WHITE APPEARS IN THE WORD "SINK".

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR TEXTILE LINING FOR INTIMATE APPAREL (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS AND TOPS, PANTS, SHORTS, HEADWEAR, HATS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SCARFS, BATHING SUITS AND UNDERWEAR; FLEECEWEAR, NAMELY, FLEECE SHIRTS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SKIRTS AND JACKETS; EXERCISEWEAR, NAMELY LEOTARDS, PANTS, SHORTS, CAMISOLETS, SWEATSHIRTS, BEACH COVERUPS; DRESSES; SKIRTS; AND SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.


CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR BEACH TOWELS, BEACH BLANKETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS AND TOPS, PANTS, SHORTS, HEADWEAR, HATS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SCARFS, BATHING SUITS AND UNDERWEAR; FLEECEWEAR, NAMELY, FLEECE SHIRTS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SKIRTS AND JACKETS; EXERCISEWEAR, NAMELY LEOTARDS, PANTS, SHORTS, CAMISOLETS, SWEATSHIRTS, BEACH COVERUPS; DRESSES; SKIRTS; AND SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,131,833.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 23—CLOTHING

FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, NAMELY, SHIRTS AND TOPS, PANTS, SHORTS, HEADWEAR, HATS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SCARFS, BATHING SUITS AND UNDERWEAR; FLEECEWEAR, NAMELY, FLEECE SHIRTS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SKIRTS AND JACKETS; EXERCISEWEAR, NAMELY LEOTARDS, PANTS, SHORTS, CAMISOLETS, SWEATSHIRTS, BEACH COVERUPS; DRESSES; SKIRTS; AND SWEATERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 1-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2006.
CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN GEOSPATIAL DATA IMAGING AND MAPPING IN THE FIELD OF GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, CONSULTATION, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT OR MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


JOY OF BEADING

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BEADING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

FOR BEADS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF JEWELRY; JEWELRY MAKING KITS CONSISTING OF LOOSE BEADS AND STRINGING MATERIALS; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FEATURING DESIGNS AND RECIPES FOR BEADED JEWELRY SOLD TOGETHER WITH ABOVEMENTIONED KITS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-23-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-23-2005.

CLASS 26—FANCY GOODS

FOR BEADS FOR HANDICRAFT WORK; HANDICRAFT KITS CONSISTING OF LOOSE BEADS AND STRINGING MATERIALS; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FEATURING DESIGNS AND RECIPES FOR BEAD HANDICRAFT WORK SOLD TOGETHER WITH ABOVEMENTIONED KITS (U.S. CLS. 37, 39, 40, 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-23-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-23-2005.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,283,754, 2,256,193, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BARBECUE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR BARBECUE MEAT PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CHICKEN, BRISKET, SAUSAGE AND RIBS, NOT FOR SALE IN GROCERY STORES, DELIS OR FOOD SERVICE DISTRIBUTION (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 2-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 2-0-1996.
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR BARBECUE SAUCE, BREAD MIXES, CAKES AND PIES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 2-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 2-0-1996.
CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES
FOR RESTAURANT SERVICES, CATERING, AND TAKE-OUT RESTAURANT SERVICES; BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

JOYFUL LIVING
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
BRUSHES, MIXING BOWLS, TRIVETS, GARLIC PRESSES, AND BRUSHES FOR BASTING MEAT; COOKWARE, NAMELY, STEAMERS, FUNNELS, TEA BALLS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, GLASS STOPPERS, STOVE BURNER COVERS, COOKIE CUTTERS, ROLLING PINS, AND CANISTER SETS; SOAP AND LOTION DISPENSERS; SOAP DISHES; PAPER TOWEL HOLDERS; TOILET TISSUE HOLDERS; TISSUE HOLDERS; TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS; WASTE BASKET AND TRASH CONTAINER HOLDERS; WASTE BASKETS AND TRASH CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE; NAPKIN RINGS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; HAIR BRUSHES AND COMBS; CANDLE HOLDERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; CANDLE RINGS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; CANDLE STICKS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; CANDLE EXTINGUISHERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CANDELABRAS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; GLASS BOXES; DECORATIVE CERAMIC AND PORCELAIN BOXES FOR THE STORAGE OF PERSONAL EFFECTS; BASKETS MADE OF STRAW, WICKER, CLOTH, AND WOOD; FITTED PICNIC BASKETS; PLANT AND FLOWER POTS, BOWLS, AND BASKETS; VASES; FIGURINES MADE OF CHINA, CRYSTAL, EARTHENWARE, GLASS, AND PORCELAIN; NON-METAL PIGGY BANKS; SOUVENIR AND DECORATIVE PLATES; CLEANING CLOTHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

FIRST USE 10-25-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-21-2006.

CLASS 24—FABRICS

FOR BED SHEETS, COMFORTERS, QUILTS, DUVET COVERS, COMFORTER COVERS, COVERLETS, BED SPREADS, BED BLANKETS, BLANKETS FOR OUTDOOR USE, CHILDREN'S BLANKETS, RECEIVING BLANKETS, SILK BED BLANKETS, WOOLEN BLANKETS, AFGHANS, BED SKIRTS, MATTRESS PADS, PILLOWS, PILLOW BEAMS, DUST RUFFLES; HOUSEHOLD LINENS, NAMELY, TOWELS, WASH CLOTHS, DISH CLOTHS, AND POT HOLDERS; TABLE LINENS, NAMELY, TABLE CLOTHS, TABLE RUNNERS, TABLE TOPPERS, CLOTH NAPKINS, AND PLACE MATS; UNFITTED FABRIC FURNITURE COVERS; FABRIC SHOWER CURTAINS; FABRIC WINDOW TREATMENTS, NAMELY, POUFFS, PUFFS, SWAGS, TOPPERS, TIERS, CURTAINS, DRAPERY, VALANCES, LININGS, AND TAB TOPS; AND FABRIC FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING, UPHOLSTERY, AND CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-22-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, COATS, BLAZERS, JACKETS, ANORAKS, PARKAS, PONCHOS, RAINWEAR, SNOW SUITS, APRONS, HEADWEAR, HATS, CAPS, HOODS, VISORS, BERETS, BEACHWEAR, BELTS, SUSPENDERS, SCARVES, BANDANAS, BLOUSES, DRESSES, SKIRTS, CAMISOLAS, SLIPS, SHOULDER WRAPS, WRAPS, BODY SUITS, WARM-UP SUITS, JUMPERS, JUMP SUITS, OVERALLS, SUITS, VESTS, TIES, PANTS, SWEATPANTS, SLACKS, TROUSERS, JEANS, BOTTOMS, SHORTS, EAR MUFFS, GLOVES, MITTENS, MUFFLERS, SWEATBANDS, HEADBANDS, WRISTBANDS, LEG WARMERS, LEG-WEAR, ANKLE-HIGHS, UNITARDS, HONIERY, SCOURTIGHTS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, JERSEYS, PULLOVERS, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS, TOPS, TURTLENECKS, SLEEPWEAR, NIGHT GOWNS, PAJAMAS, LINGERIE, ROBES, LOUNGEWEAR, NECKWEAR, SWIMWEAR, UNDERCLOTHES, UNDERWEAR, NAMELY, BOXERS, SHORTS, BOXERS, UNDERWEAR, BAFFERS, BRAS, SPORT BRAS, AND TRUNKS, UNIFORMS; FOUGONNIE COVERS, NAMELY, BOOTS, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, GALOSHES, SANDALS, AND SLIPPERS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 3-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-22-2006.

JUNE 12, 2007 U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE TM 1065 FOR ART EXHIBITIONS; DIRECTION OF MAKING RADIO OR TELEVISION PROGRAMS, DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF HOMEMAKING, HOME CARE, COOKING, HOUSEKEEPING, DECORATING, FINE CHINA, DINING, ENTERTAINMENT, GARDENING, WEDDINGS, MOTHER, CRAFTS, HOUSEWARE, AND HOLIDAY PLANNING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A TELEVISION PROGRAM IN THE FIELD OF HOMEMAKING, HOME CARE, COOKING, HOUSEKEEPING, DECORATING, FINE CHINA, DINING, ENTERTAINMENT, GARDENING, WEDDINGS, MOTHER, CRAFTS, HOUSEWARE, AND HOLIDAY PLANNING VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINMENT; OPERATION OF VIDEO EQUIPMENT OR AUDIO EQUIPMENT ETC FOR PRODUCTION OF RADIO OR TELEVISION PROGRAMS; PRODUCTION OF CABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMS; PRODUCTION OF CLOSED CAPTION TELEVISION PROGRAMS; PRODUCTION OF RADIO PROGRAMS; TELEVISION PROGRAM SYNDICATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-15-2006.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT

FOR OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 10-4-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-7-2005.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

FOR EXPLORATION AND SEARCHING OF OIL AND GAS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 10-4-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-7-2005.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR EXPLORATION AND SEARCHING OF OIL AND GAS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 10-4-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-7-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLS. TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESOURCES, INC.," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 24—FABRIC

FOR BED SHEETS, COMFORTERS, QUILTS, DUVET COVERS, COMFORTER COVERS, COVERLETS, BED SPREADS, BED BLANKETS, BLANKETS FOR OUTDOOR USE, CHILDREN'S BLANKETS, RECEIVING BLANKETS, SILK BED BLANKETS, WOOLEN BLANKETS, AFGHANS, BED SKIRTS, MATTRESS PADS, PILLOWS, PILLOW BEAMS, DUST RUFFLES; HOUSEHOLD LINENS, NAMELY, TOWELS, WASH CLOTHS, DISH CLOTHS, AND POT HOLDERS; TABLE LINENS, NAMELY, TABLE CLOTHS, TABLE RUNNERS, TABLE TOPPERS, CLOTH NAPKINS, AND PLACE MATS; UNFITTED FABRIC FURNITURE COVERS; FABRIC SHOWER CURTAINS; FABRIC WINDOW TREATMENTS, NAMELY, POUFFS, PUFFS, SWAGS, TOPPERS, TIERS, CURTAINS, DRAPERY, VALANCES, LININGS, AND TAB TOPS; AND FABRIC FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CLOTHING, UPHOLSTERY, AND CURTAINS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-22-2006.

Rosetta Resources Inc.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLS. TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RESOURCES, INC.," APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FIRST USE 8-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2006.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS, INCLUDING WORKBOOKS, GUIDEBOOKS, SCHOOL CURRICULUM, CALENDARS, BOOKLETS, BROCHURES, NEWSLETTERS, MANUALS, REPORTS, FLYERS, AND STICKERS ON THE SUBJECT OF DEVELOPING THE SKILLS AND INSIGHTS NECESSARY TO CREATE PEACE AND WELL-BEING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR APPAREL AND FOOTWEAR, NAMELY, HEADWEAR, SOCKS, UNDERPANTS, SHORTS, PANTS, LONG PANTS, BATHING SUITS, T-SHIRTS, MEN’S SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, JACKETS, LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 12-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2005.

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR SURFBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-1-1999; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2005.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING SEMINARS, TRAININGS, WORKSHOPS, PROGRAMS, AND CAMPS IN THE FIELD OF DEVELOPING THE SKILLS AND INSIGHTS NECESSARY TO CREATE PEACE AND WELL-BEING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 8-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL IN DENTISTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR DENTIST AND DENTAL HYGIENIST SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
EDIBAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE AND BAR CODE APPLICATIONS FOR USE IN THE AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURING AND TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 12-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2005.

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES

FOR COMPUTER CONSULTATION SERVICES, NAMELY, DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; INTEGRATION OF ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE AND BAR CODE APPLICATIONS INTO COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 12-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2005.

DevForce

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

FOR CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE; COMPILER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER APPLICATION SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES; COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE TO ALLOW CUSTOMERS TO ACCESS BANK ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND TRANSACT BANK BUSINESS; COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMS RECORDED ON DATA MEDIA SOFTWARE DESIGNED FOR USE IN CONSTRUCTION AND AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING (CAD/CAM); COMPUTER SCREEN SAVER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SEARCH ENGINE SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING INFORMATION DIRECTORIES THAT MAY BE DOWNLOADED FROM THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ADMINISTRATION OF COMPUTER LOCAL AREA NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMMUNICATING WITH USERS OF HAND-HELD COMPUTERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING AND MANAGING SERVER APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING SELF-SERVICE TERMINALS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CREATING DATABASES OF INFORMATION AND DATA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ENCRYPTION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ORGANIZING AND MANAGING DIGITAL IMAGES AND PHOTOGRAPHS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROCESSING DIGITAL TEXT DATA; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE COLLECTION, EDITING, ORGANIZING, MODIFYING, BOOK MARKING, TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND SHARING OF DATA AND INFORMATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROGRAMMING FACSIMILE MACHINES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN RELATION TO DIGITAL ANIMATION AND SPECIAL EFFECTS OF IMAGES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR WIRELESS CONTENT DELIVERY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ASSIST COMPUTERS IN DEPLOYING PARALLEL APPLICATIONS AND PERFORMING PARALLEL COMPUTATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO AUTOMATE DATA WAREHOUSING; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO CONTROL AND IMPROVE COMPUTER AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT SOUND QUALITY; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ENABLE THE TRANSMISSION OF PHOTOGRAPHS TO MOBILE TELEPHONES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE TO ENHANCE THE AUDIO-VISUAL CAPABILITIES OF MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS, NAMELY, FOR THE INTEGRATION OF TEXT, AUDIO, GRAPHICS, STILL IMAGES AND MOVING PICTURES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, AN APPLICATION ALLOWING SALES AND FIELD SERVICE EMPLOYEES TO UPDATE AND RECEIVE DATA STORED IN AN ENTERPRISE'S COMPUTER DATABASES IN REAL TIME USING A MOBILE DEVICE WITH FULL TELEPHONY INTEGRATION WITH THE TELEPHONE AND/OR SOFTWARE FEATURES OF THE MOBILE DEVICE; COMPUTER TELEPHONY SOFTWARE; CREDIT SCREENING SOFTWARE; DATA COMPRESSION SOFTWARE; ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONES; ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE IN THE NATURE OF A DATABASE FOR NON-TRANSACTIONAL DATA AND A SEARCH ENGINE FOR DATABASE CONTENT; FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, NAMELY, SOFTWARE TO CONTROL BUILDING ENVIRONMENTAL, ACCESS AND SECURITY SYSTEMS; GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE; NETWORK ACCESS SERVER OPERATING SOFTWARE; WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

SULTATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF SOFTWARE DESIGN; CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR OTHERS; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF DESIGN, SELECTION, IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; DATA AUTOMATION AND COLLECTION SERVICE USING PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE TO EVALUATE, ANALYZE AND COLLECT SERVICE DATA; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ONLINE COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEMS; DESIGN OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE RELATING TO AIRCRAFT; DESIGN OF HOME PAGES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND WEB SITES; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SOFTWARE; DESIGNING COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR CONTROLLING SELF-SERVICE TERMINALS; DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS RECORDED ON DATA MEDIA SOFTWARE DESIGNED FOR USE IN CONSTRUCTION AND AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING (CAD/CAM); DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE FOR SECURE NETWORK OPERATIONS; DEVELOPMENT, UPDATING AND MAINTENANCE OF SOFTWARE AND DATA BASES, HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; IMAGE PROCESSING SOFTWARE DESIGN; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR OPERATING FILLING APPARATUS AND MACHINES; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PREPARING INVOICES OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS AND THE INTERNET; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PREPARING SHIPPING DOCUMENTS OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS AND THE INTERNET; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR SHIPMENT PROCESSING OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS AND THE INTERNET; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING DOCUMENTS OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS AND THE INTERNET; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING FREIGHT OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS AND THE INTERNET; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TRACKING PACKAGES OVER COMPUTER NETWORKS, INTRANETS AND THE INTERNET; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; RETAILING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR OTHERS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
FOR EMERGENCY ROAD SIDE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FOR EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSISTANCE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES
FOR CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF DATA THEFT AND IDENTITY THEFT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

3,252,547. AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC., NEW YORK, NY. SN 78-802,553. PUB. 5-30-2006, FILED 1-30-2006.

AIG SECURITY ADVANTAGE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR ANTI-GLARE GLASSES; CASES FOR CHILDREN'S EYE GLASSES; CORRECTIVE GLASSES; ELECTRONIC GLASS AND CERAMIC FUSES FOR USE WITH ANY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT USING A/C POWER; FIELD-GLASSES; FRAMES FOR GLASSES AND PINCE-NEZ; GLASS DRIERS FOR LABORATORY PURPOSES; GLASS GRADUATED SCALES; GLASS TUBES FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES; MAGNIFYING GLASSES; OPERA GLASSES; OPTICAL GLASSES; PLATES, GLASS SLIDES OR CHIPS HAVING MULTI-WELL ARRAYS THAT CAN BE USED IN CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OR PATTERNING FOR SCIENTIFIC, LABORATORY OR MEDICAL RESEARCH USE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-8-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-20-1998.
CLASS 14—JEWELRY
FOR ANKLE BRACELETS; BODY-PIERCING RINGS; BRACELETS; BRACELETS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CAN- DLE RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CHARITY BRACE- LETS; IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS; KEY RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL; NAPKIN RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL; NUTCRACKERS, PEPPER POTS, SUGAR BOWLS, SALT SHAKERS, EGG CUPS, NAPKIN HOLDERS, NAPKIN RINGS, TRAYS AND TOOTHPICK HOLDERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; RINGS; RINGS BEING JEWELRY; RUBBER OR SILICON WRISTBANDS IN THE NATURE OF A BRACELET; SERVIETTE RINGS OF PRECIOUS METAL; WATCH BRACELETS; WATCH CROWNS; WATCH FACES; WATCH FOBs, WATCH GLASSES; WATCH MOVEMENTS; WATCH PARTS; WATCH POUCHES; WATCH STRAPS; WATCH STRAPS MADE OF METAL OR LEATHER OR PLASTIC; WATCH WINDERS; WATCH WINDING BUTTONS; WATCHES; WATCHES CONTAINING A GAME FUNCTION; WATCHES CONTAINING AN ELECTRONIC GAME FUNCTION; WATCHES FOR OUTDOOR USE; WRIST WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-8-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-20-1998.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
FOR STICKERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR T-SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS
FOR BABY BACKPACKS; BACKPACKS; SCHOOL- CHILDREN'S BACKPACKS; SMALL BACKPACKS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-8-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-20-1998.

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T- SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; ANKLE SOCKS; ANKLETS; ANTI- PERSPIRANT SOCKS; BRIEFS; DISPOSABLE UNDER- WEAR; HEADGEAR, NAMELY, HAT, CAPS; JAPANESE STYLE SOCKS (TABI COVERS); JAPANESE STYLE SOCKS (TABI); JEANS; KNITTED UNDERWEAR; LA- DIES' UNDERWEAR; MEN'S SOCKS; PARTS OF CLOTHING, NAMELY, GUSSETS FOR TIGHTS, GUS- SETS FOR STOCKINGS, GUSSETS FOR BATHING SUITS, GUSSETS FOR UNDERWEAR, GUSSETS FOR LEOTARDS AND GUSSETS FOR FOOTLETS; PER- SPIRATION ABSORBENT UNDERWEAR CLOTHING; PLEATED SKIRTS FOR FORMAL KIMONOS (HAKA- MA); SKIRT SUITS; SKIRTS; SKIRTS AND DRESSES; SOCK SUSPENDERS; SOCKS; SOCKS AND STOCKINGS; T-SHIRTS; THERMAL SOCKS; THERMAL UNDER- WEAR; THONGS; UNDERWEAR; WATER SOCKS; WO- MEN'S UNDERWEAR; WOOLEN SOCKS, WOVEN OR KNITTED UNDERWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-8-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-20-1998.


CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS
FOR DAIRY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, YOGURT (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 7-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2006.
CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS
FOR ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-30-2006.

CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES
FOR FRUIT JUICES (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 1-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-31-2006.

3,252,562. SPECIALTY RETAILERS (TX) LP, HOUSTON, TX.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,837,154.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BABY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

CLASS 24—FABRICS
FOR RECEIVING BLANKETS, BABY BLANKETS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING
FOR CLOTHING FOR INFANTS AND BABIES, NAMELY, BIBS NOT OF PAPER, BABY BUNTING CREEPERS, BOOTIES, DIAPER SETS WITH UNDER-SHIRT AND DIAPER COVER, ROMPERS, COVERALLS, TODDLER ANKLETS, CARDIGANS, PAJAMAS, SLEEPWEAR, COATS, JACKETS, LAYETTES, SHIRTS, PANTS, SHORTS, ONE-PIECE INFANTWEAR, DRESSES, SOCKS, SHOES, FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

3,252,569. BOB'S SPACE RACERS, INC., DAYTONA BEACH, FL.

WHAC-A-MOLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,675,229, 2,536,814, AND 2,561,937.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
FOR COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES; COMPUTER GAME DISCS; COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; DOWNLOADED RING TONES, GRAPHICS AND MUSIC VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES; ELECTRONIC GAME PROGRAMS; ELECTRONIC GAME SOFTWARE FOR CELLULAR TELEPHONES; INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME PROGRAMS; VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES; VIDEO GAME DISCS; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS
FOR CARD GAMES; LOTTERY CARDS; PLAYING CARDS; PUZZLES; TRADING CARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
SECTION 2.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6-1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. CL.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in one class

CLASS 1—CHEMICALS


THE DRAWING IS A SPECIAL FORM DRAWING CONSISTING OF THE WORD "PHRESH" HAVING THE LETTER "H" IN UPPER CASE AND THE REMAINDER OF THE LETTERS IN LOWER CASE.

FOR ACIDIC CHEMICAL ADDITIVES, NAMELY CHEMICAL MIXTURES USED AS ACIDULATING AGENTS, SANITIZERS, DISINFECTANTS, PRESERVATIVES, AND ANTIMICROBIALS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF FOOD, ANIMAL FEED, CHEMICAL, MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, CONSUMER, AND AGRIBUSINESS PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS, NAMELY LANTHANUM COMPOUNDS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FIRST USE 5-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-31-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONCRETE ADMIXTURES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

FIRST USE 2-10-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-10-2005.

3,252,456. HOT SALT, LLC, SPRINGFIELD, MA. SN 78-678,780. PUB. 7-4-2006, FILED 7-26-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MELTING SNOW AND ICE (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).

CLASS 1—(Continued).

3,252,468. NEWMAN, MATTHEW, NEW ROADS, LA. SN 78-690,055. PUB. 5-16-2006, FILED 8-10-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FORAGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PLANT FOOD USED AS GROWTH ACCELERATORS APPLIED TO PLANTS AND SOIL.
PREPARATIONS FOR FORTIFYING PLANTS FEATURING GROWTH ACCELERATORS APPLIED TO PLANTS AND SOIL (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 2-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-21-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADHESIVES FOR FLOOR, CEILING AND WALL TILES; CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY ADHESIVES (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 12-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2005.


THE COLORS RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, PURPLE AND BLACK ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR RED APPEARS IN THE WORDING MOTHER EARTH AND IN THE FLOWERS.
THE COLOR ORANGE APPEARS IN THE FLOWERS.
THE COLOR YELLOW APPEARS IN THE HIGHLIGHTING SURROUNDING THE WORDING MOTHER EARTH AND IN THE FLOWERS.
THE COLOR GREEN APPEARS IN THE CONTINENTS ON THE GLOBE.
THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE OCEANS ON THE GLOBE.
THE COLOR BLACK APPEARS IN THE HIGHLIGHTING OF THE CONTINENTS.
THE HIGHLIGHTING OF THE FLOWERS.
THE HIGHLIGHTING OF THE WORDING MOTHER EARTH.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS "MOTHER EARTH" OVER A DRAWN GLOBE WITH FLOWERS GROWING OUT OF THE CONTINENTS.
FOR ORGANIC POTTING SOIL (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 6, 10, 26 AND 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS


PATAGONIA

FOR TOILET WATER, COLOGNE, PERFUME (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 30, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-14-2006.
LIP INK

FOR COSMETICS, FRAGRANCES AND PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, LIPSTICKS, LIP GLOSS, NON-MEDICATED LIP BALMS, EYE SHADOWS, BLUSHERS, EYE AND LIP PENCILS, EYEBROW COLOR, EYEBROW COLORING FLUID, EYELINER, MASCARA, BLUSH, CREAM MAKEUP, FOUNDATIONS AND BASE MAKEUP FOR CONCEALING IRREGULAR SKIN TONE, NON-MEDICATED BLEMISH STICK, FACE POWDER, BLUSHES, PERFUME, COLOGNE, EAU DE TOILETTE, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE, SCENTED BODY SPRAYS, PERFUME SPLASHING WATER, FRAGRANT BODY SPLASH; SHOWER GEL, BUBBLE BATH, HAND LOTION, BODY LOTION, FACE LOTION, HAND SOAP, BODY SOAP, FACE SOAP, HAIR SHAMPOO, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR STYLING GEL, HAIR SPRAY, HAIR COLOR AND DYES, HAIR KINES, BODY GLITTER LOTION, MAKE-UP REMOVER, EYE CREAM, HAND CREAM, BODY CREAM, FACE CREAM, ASTHRINGENT FOR THE FACE FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; FACE CLEANSER, BATH OIL, BATH BEADS, BODY POWDER, BATH OIL; LUM POWDER, SHAVING CREAM, DEODORANT, SCENTED BATH BEADS, BODY SUNTAN LOTION, FACE SUNTAN LOTION, BODY SUNLESS TANNING LOTION, FACE SUNLESS TANNING LOTION, BODY PRE-SUN TANNING LOTION, FACE PRE-SUN TANNING LOTION, BODY AFTER SUN TANNING LOTION, POTPOURRI AND SACHETS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


IMPRESSION LASH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE LASH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; BODY CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BODY SOAPS, BODY CREAMS, BODY LOTIONS, BODY POWDERS, NON-MEDICATED DEODORANTS AND ANTI-PERSPIRANTS; NON-MEDICATED SUNSCREEN PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SUNSCREEN, SUN BLOCK AND SUN TANNING PREPARATIONS; PREPARATIONS TO PROTECT THE SKIN FROM THE SUN; NAMELY, NON-MEDICATED SUN CREAMS AND NON-MEDICATED AFTER-SUN LOTIONS; BATH PRODUCTS, NAMELY, BATH BEADS, BATH FOAM, BATH GELS, BATH LOTION, BATH OIL, BATH POWDER, AND NON-MEDICATED BATH SALTS; PERFUME, COLOGNE, COSMETICS AND MAKEUP (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).


THE DIFFERENCE IS A HEALTHIER CLEAN

FOR MASSAGE OILS; ESSENTIAL OILS FOR PERSONAL USE; AROMA THERAPY PRODUCTS, NAMELY SCENTED OILS AND LOTIONS USED TO PRODUCE AROMAS WHEN HEATED; BATH PRODUCTS, NAMELY, OIL; SKIN PRODUCTS, NAMELY, CREAMS AND LOTIONS; AND BODY PRODUCTS, NAMELY, OIL; BODY LOTIONS; AND COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 3-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.
CLASS 3—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,449,255.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FRENCH LAUNDRY DETERGENT", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LAUNDRY DETERGENT (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-12-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SCENTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR LAUNDRY DETERGENT, BATH AND TOILET SOAP IN ALL FORMS, NAMELY, LIQUID; ROOM FRAGRANCES; LINEN SPRAY; ALL PURPOSE CLEANING PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-3-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-3-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE COLOR(S) WHITE, DARK BLUE, METALLIC SILVER AND RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
The color statement consists of stylized lettering using the "OPTIMA" font family, shown in white on a dark blue background of a flag design, which includes ribbons applied to the top and bottom in metallic silver. The color red is applied to the triangular shape inserted into the letter "V".
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERING USING THE "OPTIMA" FONT FAMILY, SHOWN IN WHITE ON A DARK BLUE BACKGROUND OF A FLAG DESIGN, WHICH INCLUDES RIBBONS APPLIED TO THE TOP AND BOTTOM IN METALLIC SILVER. THE COLOR RED IS APPLIED TO THE TRIANGULAR SHAPE INSERTED INTO THE LETTER "V".
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 9-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-30-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, HAIR STYLING LOTION (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2006.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 604,584, 723,187, AND OTHERS.
The color(s) white, dark blue, metallic silver and red is/are claimed as a feature of the mark.
The color statement consists of stylized lettering using the "OPTIMA" font family, shown in white on a dark blue background of a flag design, which includes ribbons applied to the top and bottom in metallic silver. The color red is applied to the triangular shape inserted into the letter "V".
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STYLIZED LETTERING USING THE "OPTIMA" FONT FAMILY, SHOWN IN WHITE ON A DARK BLUE BACKGROUND OF A FLAG DESIGN, WHICH INCLUDES RIBBONS APPLIED TO THE TOP AND BOTTOM IN METALLIC SILVER. THE COLOR RED IS APPLIED TO THE TRIANGULAR SHAPE INSERTED INTO THE LETTER "V".
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.
CLASS 3—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THICK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-12-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLEAN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY, NON-MEDICATED SKIN CLEANSERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 2-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 3-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-16-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,012,645.
FOR COSMETICS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY BATH FLAKES (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, NAMELY HAIR SHAMPOO (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.
LIQUID TRUST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIQUID", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COSMETICS AND TOILETRIES, NAMELY, PERFUME, BODY LOTION, SHOWER GEL, BODY SPRAY, SKIN MOISTURIZING LOTION, BODY OIL, BODY CREAM, MASSAGE OIL, LIPSTICK, LIPGLOSS, LIQUID BODY WASH, SOAP, DEODORANT, AND SHAMPOO (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2006.

THE SKI HOUSE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED BATH PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; SHOWER AND BATH GEL (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

PROIMMUNE

FOR DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, AND PROTEIN NUTRITIONAL DRINKS FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 4-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-17-2006.

VONTIV

FOR PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY, COMPOSITIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CANCER AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 8-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-13-2006.

LESS-STRESS WEIGHT CONTROL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WEIGHT CONTROL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR VITAMINS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52), FIRST USE 11-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-8-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR, OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,178,046, FOR INGREDIENT BLEND IN A NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT FOR STRENGTH AND PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT; NAMELY CAPLETS, TABLETS, CAPSULES CONTAINING HERBALS, AMINO ACIDS, AND OTHER INGREDIENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52), FIRST USE 2-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2004.


CELLEGIION

CLASS 5—(Continued).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,572,106, 2,639,340, AND OTHERS.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF DISTINCTIVE STYLIZATION OF THE PYGANIC PRO MARK AND FLOWER DESIGN.
FOR INSECTICIDES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,572,106, 2,639,340, AND OTHERS.
THE COLOR(S) WHITE, BLACK, ORANGE, AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF DISTINCTIVE STYLIZATION OF THE PYGANIC PRO MARK IN THE COLOR WHITE WITH AN ORANGE BACKGROUND BEHIND THE PYGANIC TERM AND A BLACK COLORED BACKGROUND BEHIND THE PRO TERM AND THE DESIGN OF A FLOWER WITH WHITE COLORED PETALS AND A YELLOW COLORED CENTER.
FOR INSECTICIDES (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTAL DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOMEOPATHIC PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS MADE FROM FLOWER EXTRACTS FOR USE IN ALLEVIATING EMOTIONAL AND MENTAL STRESS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 12-31-1996; IN COMMERCE 12-31-1996.

3,252,423. BEFORE & AFTER COSMETICS, LLC, POMPON PLAINS, NJ. SN 78-663,865. PUB. 4-11-2006, FILED 7-5-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NATURAL PROGESTERONE TRANSDERMAL CREAM (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-8-2003.

17-HD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 7-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2005.

BEFORE & AFTER MENOCREAM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NATURAL PROGESTERONE TRANSDERMAL CREAM (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).
FIRST USE 6-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-8-2003.
GLUCOTOR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NUTRITIONAL, HERBAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; HERBAL TINCTURES, NAMELY, HERBAL EXTRACTS AND PREPARATIONS IN THE NATURE OF DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 8-31-2002; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2002.

DERMASILK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; VITAMIN AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 9-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-5-2006.

SITE-LOC

FOR METAL SHEDS AND STORAGE CONTAINERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

CLASS 6—(Continued).


TRU-ARX RESISTING THE FORCES OF NATURE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUILDING MATERIALS, NAMELY, ALUMINUM CLADDING FOR CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


FOR METAL HARDWARE, NAMELY SHACKLES CONTAINING METAL PINS FOR USE IN HOISTING LOADS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


MAXTOUGH


FOR METAL HARDWARE, NAMELY SHACKLES CONTAINING METAL PINS FOR USE IN HOISTING LOADS (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


SNOW MEISTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SNOW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD MEISTER IN THE MARK IS "MASTER".

FOR METAL SNOW GUARDS AND SHIELDS FOR USE ON ROOFS OF BUILDINGS TO KEEP SNOW FROM SLIDING OFF THE SURFACE OF THE ROOF (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


EVERLIFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR METAL FENCING HAVING A PAINTED COATING; METAL FENCING COMPONENTS HAVING A PAINTED COATING, NAMELY POSTS, RAILS, PICKETS, BALUSTERS, PLANKS, PANELS, SLATS, POST CAPS, PICKET CAPS, RAIL CAPS, CHANNELS, SPINDLES, LATTICE, TRIM, HANDRAILS, FASTENERS, NAMELY BOLTS, NAILS, AND SCREWS, STRUCTURAL INSERTS FOR POSTS, RAILS, PICKET CAPS, AND HANDRAILS; AND METAL GATES HAVING A PAINTED COATING (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2005.


TANFLEX SEVEN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR METAL FITTINGS FOR HYDRAULIC HOSE (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.
CLASS 7—MACHINERY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISHWASHERS AND PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NITROGEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEMBRANE TYPE SEPARATOR FOR SEPARATING AIR INTO ITS ELEMENTAL COMPONENTS FOR USE TO INFLATE TIRES (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 4-20-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-20-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR VACUUM CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONVEYOR BELTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 10-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-10-2006.

CLASS 7—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CYCLONIC ACTION CORDED HAND VAC (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DISHWASHERS AND PARTS THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR VACUUM CLEANERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CONVEYOR BELTS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 10-10-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-10-2006.

CLASS 8—HAND TOOLS
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THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR HAND TOOLS AND CASES THEREFORE, NAMELY, TOOL STORAGE CASE, INSULATION STRIP-PERS, WIRE CUTTERS, CRIMPERS, DEBURRING TOOL, NUT DRIVERS, SCREWDRIVERS, AND WIRE PULL IMPLEMENT (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).


3,252,273. CLS HEALTHY FEET, LLC, BEVERLY HILLS, CA.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MANICURE AND PEDICURE INSTRUMENT KIT (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.

2-SQUARE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HAND TOOLS NAMELY, SQUARES (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

FIRST USE 1-3-2007; IN COMMERCE 1-3-2007.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS

3,252,104. INTERSHOP COMMUNICATIONS AG, JENA, FED REP GERMANY. SN 76-142,920. PUB. 4-18-2006, FILED 10-6-2000.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR IMPLEMENTING ONLINE SHOPPING AND USER MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 10-3-1999; IN COMMERCE 10-3-1999.

KEEP YOUR MANI/PEDI A HEALTHY HABIT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MANICURE AND PEDICURE INSTRUMENT KIT (U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44).

FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.

SLEEP F.A.S.T.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SLEEP", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR SLEEP AIDS, NAMELY A MACHINE FOR GENERATING BACKGROUND NOISES TO FACILITATE FALLING ASLEEP (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2006.
CLASS 9—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NETWORKS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR LINE OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION DEVICES, NAMELY CONTROLLERS AND CONNECTORS FOR REMOTE CONTROL AND AUTOMATION OF CONSUMER, INDUSTRIAL OR BUSINESS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 6-30-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE USED TO TRANSMIT, RECEIVE OR OTHERWISE ACCESS BROADBAND AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.


SCE ENERGY ORB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RADIO FREQUENCY RECEIVERS HAVING A COLOR CHANGING DISPLAY FOR VISUALLY INDICATING CHANGING ELECTRICAL RATES IN A GIVEN SERVICE AREA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-20-2006.


VERSALINK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE USED TO TRANSMIT, RECEIVE OR OTHERWISE ACCESS BROADBAND AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.


ATC, THE RF AUTHORITY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE RF, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR CAPACITORS AND THIN FILM ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR RADIO FREQUENCIES, NAMELY CONDUCTORS, HIGH-DENSITY INTERCONNECTORS, LASER DIODE MOUNTS, POWER SUPPLIES, CAPACITORS, RESISTORS, RESISTOR NETWORKS, METALIZED ELEMENTS, SUBSTRATES, TERMINALS, INDUCTORS, SPIRAL INDUCTORS, VIAS, METALIZED HOLES, AIR BRIDGES, CROSSOVERS, WRAP-AROUNDS AND SOLDER DAMS; RESISTIVE FILMS, CONDUCTIVE FILMS; MICROWAVE ATTENUATORS, FILTERS, AMPLIFIERS, POWER DIVIDERS AND ANTENNAE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ENERGY ORB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RADIO FREQUENCY RECEIVERS HAVING A COLOR CHANGING DISPLAY FOR VISUALLY INDICATING CHANGING ELECTRICAL RATES IN A GIVEN SERVICE AREA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 1-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-20-2006.

3,252,182. SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT INC., TOKYO 107-0052, JAPAN. SN 76-630,120. PUB. 9-12-2006, FILED 11-10-2005.

ENERGY ORB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 4-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2006.
CLASS 9—(Continued).


CROSS

FOR EYEWEAR, NAMELY, SUNGLASSES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-31-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2006.


THEYELLOWPAGES.COM

SEC. 2(F).
FOR DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION AND ACCESS IN THE FIELD OF ONLINE MARKETING FOR WEBSITE OWNERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-1-1997; IN COMMERCE 12-1-1997.


SYNFORA

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND ENHANCEMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND ELECTRICAL HOUSEHOLD, INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL APPLIANCES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.


TIQIT

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS; HANDHELD COMPUTERS AND EMBEDDED OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE, AND MANUALS SUPPLIED THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 9-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-0-2006.


DIGITALMOVIE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF SINGLE LETTER STRING “DIGITALMOVIE” WITH THE LETTER “E” OF “MOVIE” COMPRISED OF A MOVIE REEL DESIGN.
FOR BLANK AND PREFORMATTED DVD’S AND COMPACT DISCS; BLANK RECORDABLE AND REWRITABLE DVD’S AND COMPACT DISCS; BLANK OPTICAL DISCS FOR USE AS STORAGE MEDIA (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


ExpressCard

FOR MODULAR PERIPHERALS FOR MOBILE AND DESKTOP COMPUTERS AND ADD IN STORAGE AND COMMUNICATIONS CARDS FOR COMPUTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 8-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2005.


LOVE BOAT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR.
FOR SLOT MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERACTIVE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLORS ORANGE, BLUE, AND WHITE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF A SHADED CIRCLE (BLUE) WITH SUNBURST (WHITE) AND PARTIAL ARC DESIGN (ORANGE); "BD INTER" IS BLUE, WITH AN ORANGE LINE UNDER INTER; "ACTIV" IS ORANGE WITH A SHADOW BEHIND IT.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED FOR DIABETES MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DOCUMENT GENERATION AND REVIEW RELATED TO MEDICAL COST CONTAINMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


THE MARK Consists of the words "UNITED WAY" and a design comprising a hand, rainbow and person in two adjacent squares.

First Use 4-20-2004; In commerce 4-20-2004.

THE MARK consists of standard characters without claim to any particlar font, style, size, or color.

For optical goods, namely, eyeglasses and sunglasses and frames for eyeglasses and sunglasses (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 and 38).

First Use 7-9-2004; In commerce 7-9-2004.
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRERECORDED VIDEOCASSETTES AND DVDS FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMING; PRERECORDED COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC, VIDEO GAMES, COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-21-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM THAT LINKS SOFTWARE APPLICATION MODULES AND BRIDGES REPORTING, PRESENTATION, WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT AND INTEGRATION FUNCTIONS ACROSS SOFTWARE APPLICATION MODULES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2004.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PHONE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELEPHONES AND TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC HANDHELD UNITS FOR THE WIRELESS RECEIPT AND/OR TRANSMISSION OF DATA WHICH HAVE THE CAPACITY TO TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE VOICE COMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-0-1998; IN COMMERCE 6-0-1998.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ELECTRIC", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TELEVISIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
GAMMA CHROME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR USE IN COMMUNICATIONS, GRAPHICS, EXTENDED MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS, AUDIO, VIDEO, GAME AND TELEVISION APPLICATIONS; COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR RECORDING, ORGANIZING, TRANSMITTING, MANIPULATING, AND REVIEWING TEXT, DATA, PHOTOGRAPHS, VIDEO AND AUDIO FILES, COMPUTER GRAPHICS SOFTWARE, EXTENDED MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE RECORDED ON MAGNETIC MEDIA FEATURING EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE IN THE FIELDS OF MATH, SCIENCE, SOCIAL STUDIES, HISTORY, RECREATION, FINE ARTS, AND LANGUAGE, EXTENDED MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE FOR THE INTEGRATION OF TEXT, AUDIO, GRAPHICS, STILL IMAGES AND MOTION PICTURES; AUDIO SOFTWARE TO CONTROL AND IMPROVE AUDIO EQUIPMENT SOUND QUALITY; VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, TELEVISION SETS, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS (PDAS), ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS COMPRISING ENTERTAINMENT HANDSETS, TELEVISION DISPLAYS AND HIGH DEFINITION TELEVISION DISPLAYS, CHROME PROGRAMMABLE AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL VIDEO ENGINES, HARDWARE DIGITAL ACCELERATORS SUPPORTING DISPLAYS, NAMELY, ROTATING MONITORS AND MULTIPLE SCREEN CONFIGURATIONS, FEATURING REAL-TIME VIDEO EFFECTS AND FILTERING; GPS NAVIGATIONAL DISPLAYS AND AUTOMOTIVE VISUAL DISPLAYS, HIGH DEFINITION TELEVISION; HANDHELD JOY STICKS AND REMOTE CONTROLS FOR PLAYING INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAMES, PORTABLE AND HANDHELD DIGITAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR RECORDING, ORGANIZING, TRANSMITTING, MANIPULATING, AND REVIEWING AUDIO, VIDEO AND OR DATA FILES, INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS DEVICES, NAMELY TELEPHONES, HANDHELD JOY STICKS AND REMOTE CONTROLS FOR PLAYING INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAMES, HANDHELD PERSONAL COMPUTERS, RELATED OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE, BIOS SOFTWARE, COMPUTER UTILITY PROGRAMS, MICROPROCESSORS, SIGNAL PROCESSORS, VIDEO PROCESSORS, COMPUTER EXPANSION BOARDS, COMPUTER GRAPHICS BOARDS, COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS, GRAPHICS CARDS, SEMICONDUCTORS, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, COMPUTER CHIPS, CHIPSETS, ACCELERATOR CHIPS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, DRIVER UTILITIES FOR GRAPHICS, AUDIO AND VIDEO ACCELERATORS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AND COMPUTER DEVICES FOR DATA COMPRESSION AND DECOMPRESSION, MODULATION AND DEMODULATION, ERROR CORRECTION CODING AND ENCODING, VOICE CODING AND PREPROGRAMMED MEMORIES CONTAINING PROCESSOR INSTRUCTIONS, AND COMPUTER MEMORY HARDWARE; COMPONENT DEVICES FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS; AND PRINTED MATERIALS FOR THE AFORESAID GOODS SOLD AS A UNIT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 9-17-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.

JOE GLOW

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR HAND TOOLS, NAMELY, TAPE MEASURES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 10-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-16-2006.

DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRE-RECORDED COMPACT DISCS FEATURING MUSIC AND PRE-RECORDED DVD’S FEATURING STORIES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).

FIRST USE 8-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2005.
CLASS 9—(Continued).


BMS.net


ARMOR TAIL

XtremeADM

CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,070,208, 2,130,458, AND OTHERS.
FOR COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES, COMPUTER GAME Cassettes, COMPUTER GAME DISCS, COMPUTER GAME TAPES, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO GAME MACHINES FOR USE WITH TELEVISION RECEIVERS, DOWNLOADABLE GAME SOFTWARE, DOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER GAMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-17-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-17-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE DISH, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COVERS FOR DISH SHAPED ANTENNAS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS IN THE FIELD OF SELF IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-27-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-27-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-27-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-27-2006.
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY SYSTEMS PRIMARILY COMPRISED OF ON-BOARD COMPUTERS TO CONTROL POWER SIDE MIRRORS FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBJECT DETECTION ON VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY SYSTEMS PRIMARILY COMPRISED OF ON-BOARD COMPUTERS TO CONTROL POWER SIDE MIRRORS FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBJECT DETECTION ON VEHICLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38). FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.
CLASS 9—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PHOTODIODES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 12-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2006.

3,252,379. SATCOM DIRECT, INC., SATELLITE BEACH, FL. SN 78-622,172. PUB. 2-7-2006, FILED 5-4-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF BILLING (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR USE IN PROVIDING CONDITIONAL ACCESS TO ANALOG AND DIGITAL CONTENT (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-17-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-17-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE WHICH PERMITS REMOTE ACCESS TO IDENTIFY A KNOWN REMOTE DEVICE, COMPUTER, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT OR OTHER WIRELESS DEVICE AS BEING PART OF A CORPORATE NETWORK IP ADDRESSING SCHEME, EVEN AS THE REMOTE DEVICE, COMPUTER, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANT OR WIRELESS DEVICE OPERATES OUTSIDE THE CORPORATE NETWORK BOUNDARIES ON OTHER NETWORKS, WITH OTHER IP ADDRESSING SCHEMES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 2-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A STYLIZED LETTER S, OVERLAPPING AND CONNECTED TO, A STYLIZED LETTER M, FORMING A UNIFIED SYMBOL, IN WHICH AN EMERGENT CENTER V APPEARS. S AND M ARE CONTAINED WITHIN A CIRCULAR GRAPHIC THAT REPRESENTS A DIGITAL MOON/OVUM. THE PHRASE "SESSOMORTE", IN STYLIZED LETTERS, IS LOCATED AT BOTTOM, SLIGHTLY OVERLAPPING CIRCULAR GRAPHIC.
FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2006.
MAUI MADNESS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GAMING MACHINES AND SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH GAMING MACHINES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 11-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-14-2006.


CLASS 9—(Continued).

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,264,056.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INTERNATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VIDEO ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, INDOOR-OUTDOOR TV ANTENNAS, VIDEO CONNECTORS, VIDEO CABLES, VIDEO REWINDBERS, VIDEO HEAD CLEANERS, AND VIDEO ADAPTERS; AUDIO ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, AUDIO ANTENNAS, AUDIO CABLES, AUDIO CONNECTORS, AUDIO HEAD CLEANERS, EARPHONES, AND HEADPHONES; TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, TELEPHONE CABLES FOR VOICE AND DATA, TELEPHONE CONNECTORS AND TELEPHONE ADAPTORS; AND ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, ELECTRICAL CABLES, ELECTRICAL OUTLET ADAPTORS, PLUG CONVERTERS AND ELECTRICAL OUTLETS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2005.

CLASS 9—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MAGNETICALLY ENCODED CREDIT CARDS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
CLASS 9—(Continued).

3,252,495. MESSIER, JEFF, MANSFIELD, MA. SN 78-725,730. PUB. 6-13-2006, FILED 10-3-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AUDIO RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC; MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS; SOUND RECORDINGS FEATURING MUSIC (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 3-30-2002; IN COMMERCE 10-31-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR INSTANT MESSAGING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 10-1-1996; IN COMMERCE 10-1-1996.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TELEVISION, AND VIDEO; AUDIO, AND DATA PROCESSING, AND DATA EXCHANGE OVER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 4-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.

3,252,556. MICROSOFT CORPORATION, REDMOND, WA. SN 78-977,810. PUB. 1-31-2006, FILED 5-12-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,646,465 AND 2,698,179.
FOR INTERACTIVE VIDEO GAME DEVICES COMPRISED OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AND ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, GAME CONSOLES, GAME CONTROLLERS AND SOFTWARE FOR OPERATING GAME CONTROLLERS; ELECTRONIC DEVICES, NAMELY, COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR ACCESSING GLOBAL COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; COMPUTER HARDWARE AND COMPUTER PERIPHERALS; CAMERAS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES AND COMPUTER GAMES WITH OTHERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER OR COMMUNICATION NETWORK AND FOR ACCESSING AND BROWSING GLOBAL COMPUTER AND COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR COMPRESSING AND DECOMPRESSING DATA AND VIDEO IMAGES, WORD TEXT EDITING AND FOR COMPOSING, TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING EMAIL; OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE PROGRAMS AND UTILITY PROGRAMS FOR USE WITH THE ABOVE REFERENCED MACHINES; USER MANUALS THEREFORE SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH; COMPUTER PROGRAMS, NAMELY, GAME SOFTWARE FOR USE ON COMPUTERS AND VIDEO GAME PLAYERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER STANDS SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR HOLDING A MONITOR; COMPUTER STANDS SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR HOLDING A LAPTOP; MOUNTING RACKS FOR COMPUTER MONITORS AND LAPTOP COMPUTERS; WRIST RESTS AND SUPPORTS FOR COMPUTER MOUSE USERS; AND COMPUTER SCREENS AND FILTERS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2005.

3,252,552. SMARTFIT.
CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS


STONE CONE

FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, A HELICAL STONE EXTRACTOR; GUIDE WIRES; DEVICES FOR REMOVAL OF BIOLOGICAL CALCULI; DEVICES FOR ENTRAINMENT OF DEBRIS GENERATED DURING MEDICAL PROCEDURES FOR FRAGMENTATION OF CALCULI, NAMELY LITHOTRIPSY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


ENCORE

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,806,706 AND 1,806,707.
FOR ORTHOPEDIC MEDICAL DEVICES FOR THE TREATMENT OF ORTHOPEDIC INJURIES, NAMELY, SOFT, SEMI-SOFT, SEMI-RIGID AND RIGID, SELF-CONTAINED, TEMPORARY BRACES FOR THE BACK, WRISTS, KNEES, ANKLES, FEET, ELBOWS, SHOULDERS AND NECK; HOT AND COLD GEL PACKS; COMPRESSION HOISERY; FRACTURE WALKER BOOTS; CHEMICALLY ACTIVATED HOT AND COLD GEL THERAPY PACKS AND COVERS; THERMOMETERS; HOT AND COLD THERAPY UNITS, NAMELY, WHIRLPOOLS; THERAPEUTIC AND CLINICAL ULTRASOUND DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,806,706 AND 1,806,707.
The lining shown in the drawing is a feature of the mark and is not intended to indicate color.
FOR ORTHOPEDIC MEDICAL DEVICES FOR THE TREATMENT OF ORTHOPEDIC INJURIES, NAMELY, SOFT, SEMI-SOFT, SEMI-RIGID AND RIGID, SELF-CONTAINED, TEMPORARY BRACES FOR THE BACK, WRISTS, KNEES, ANKLES, HEELS, FEET, ELBOWS, SHOULDERS AND NECK; HOT AND COLD GEL PACKS; COMPRESSION HOISERY; FRACTURE WALKER BOOTS; CHEMICALLY ACTIVATED HOT AND COLD GEL THERAPY PACKS AND COVERS; THERMOMETERS; HOT AND COLD THERAPY UNITS, NAMELY, WHIRLPOOLS; THERAPEUTIC AND CLINICAL ULTRASOUND DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,284,184 AND 2,184,865.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAND", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPRESSION BANDAGES AND WRAPS FOR CHEST USE; AND POST SURGICAL GARMENTS, NAMELY, AUGMENTATION BINDERS OR BANDS FOR USE AFTER PLASTIC SURGERY FOR BREAST AUGMENTATION (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.


MAXAIR

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,559,483.
FOR POWERED AIR RESPIRATORS FOR ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION, NAMELY, FOR MEDICAL AND SANITARY USE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


SURETRAK

FOR UNIVERSAL INSTRUMENT ADAPTER FOR USE IN IMAGE GUIDED SURGERY (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


ULTRALUX

FOR MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, FIBER OPTIC SURGICAL HEADLIGHT SYSTEMS COMPRISED OF FIBER OPTIC SURGICAL HEADLIGHT MODULE, FIBER OPTIC CABLE, HEADBAND, LIGHT SOURCES, VIDEO CAMERA AND CABLES, DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS, FLOORSTANDS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

CONOR MEDSYSTEMS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MED SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY STENTS AND CATHETERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GENERAL MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY CONTINUOUS FLOW CARDIAC ASSIST SYSTEMS COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF A LEFT VENTRICULAR ASSIST DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 5-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-8-2003.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR IMPLANTABLE HEART PACEMAKERS AND ASSOCIATED CONTROLLER APPARATUS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 8-24-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-24-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR INVALID WALKERS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DENTAL APPLIANCE, NAMELY, HOLLOW TEETH IN THE FORM OF A DENTAL ARCH CORRESPONDING TO AND MOUNTABLE ON THE SURFACE OF A PERSON'S EXISTING TEETH (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 12-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2004.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR GENERAL MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY CONTINUOUS FLOW CARDIAC ASSIST SYSTEMS COMPRISED PRIMARILY OF A LEFT VENTRICULAR ASSIST DEVICE (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).

FIRST USE 5-8-2003; IN COMMERCE 5-8-2003.
CLASS 10—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SPINAL IMPLANTS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 6-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2005.

3,252,494. MEDLINE INDUSTRIES, INC., MUNDELEIN, IL. SN 78-725,089. PUB. 7-4-2006, FILED 10-3-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SUCTION CATHETER KITS COMPRISED OF SUCTION CATHETERS, MEDICAL GLOVES AND POP-UP CUPS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 8-16-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-16-2005.


FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY, CLIPS FOR CONNECTING LEAD WIRES TO MEDICAL ELECTRODES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 9-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-7-2005.


FOR DENTAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, DENTAL MEDICAMENT DELIVERY APPLIANCES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2005.

3,252,554. ROLENCE ENTERPRISE INC., CHUNGLI CITY, TAIWAN. SN 78-853,118. PUB. 9-12-2006, FILED 4-4-2006.

FOR ELECTRICAL DENTAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, DRILLS, ULTRASONIC SCALER, X-RAY INTRAORAL PHOTOGRAPHS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MEDICAL EXAMINATION LAMPS; QUARTZ LAMPS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; INTRAORAL CAMERAS (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-23-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-4-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL DEVICES, NAMELY ENDOSCOPIC NEEDLES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).


FOR DENTAL APPARATUS, NAMELY, DENTAL MEDICAMENT DELIVERY APPLIANCES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 2-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-0-2005.

3,252,554. ROLENCE ENTERPRISE INC., CHUNGLI CITY, TAIWAN. SN 78-853,118. PUB. 9-12-2006, FILED 4-4-2006.
CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS

3,252,125. GAMASONIC, LTD., TEL-AVIV, ISRAEL. SN 76-554,115. PUB. 4-11-2006, FILED 10-6-2003.

LIGHT MY SHED

FOR SOLAR LIGHT FIXTURE USED FOR LIGHTING INTERIOR SPACE WITHIN CLOSED STRUCTURE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 5-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2004.


FOOTSIE BATH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BATH", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN:
FOR PORTABLE FOOT BATHS, PEDICURE TUBS AND FEET SOAKING TUBS FOR USE IN HOMES, PEDICURE SALONS, BEAUTY SALONS, SPAS AND DAY SPAS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 4-14-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-14-2004.

3,252,381. BRADFORD WHITE CORPORATION, AMBLER, PA. SN 78-623,024. PUB. 2-14-2006, FILED 5-4-2005.

MASCOT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BOILERS AND WATER HEATERS FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 12-14-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-14-2005.


VARI-PLUME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR AIR INDUCTION NOZZLE FOR EXPELLING EXHAUST GASES USED WITH VENTILATING EXHAUST FANS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).


TECHTANIUM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HOT WATER HEATERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 8-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-22-2006.

3,252,481. GRINDMASTER CORPORATION, LOUISVILLE, KY. SN 78-701,085. PUB. 5-16-2006, FILED 8-26-2005.

PRECISIONBREW

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRIC BREWING MACHINES FOR COFFEE AND TEA FOR COMMERCIAL USE (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 6-25-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-25-2004.
CLASS 11—(Continued).


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For gardening appliance systems, namely, hydroponic and aeroponic, agricultural and horticultural propagation systems, for use in growing plants, namely, one or more environmentally controlled chambers and apparatus capable of providing water, plant nutrients, and light, said system comprising an irrigation unit, water pump, lighting fixtures, and lights, said system sold with integrated components for plant growth, namely seed pod units consisting of containers, sponge-like growth matrices, seeds, and plant nutrients, all sold as a unit (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

First use 12-28-2005; in commerce 3-1-2006.

---


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For electric lanterns; flashlights (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 and 34).

First use 5-9-2006; in commerce 5-9-2006.

---

CLASS 12—VEHICLES


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For bicycle parts, namely, upright handlebars, bicycle frames, head tubes, fork tubes, head lugs, bells, saddles, saddle cushions, handlebars, gear shift levers, fork blades, handlebar covers, directional signals, seat posts, brake levers, steering head sets, handlebar stems, and component parts of handlebar ends, namely, handlebar ribbons; bicycle accessories, namely, bicycle racks for vehicles, air pumps and replacement parts for use therewith, namely, air pump hoses (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 and 44).


---


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For brake pads for land vehicles; disc brake pads for vehicles; disc brakes for land vehicles (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 and 44).

First use 12-8-2006; in commerce 12-8-2006.
CLASS 12—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRUCK BUMPERS AND GRILL GUARDS, EXCEPT FOR PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES (U.S. CLS. 19, 21, 23, 31, 35 AND 44).
FIRST USE 11-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2006.

CLASS 14—JEWELRY

DAVID MORRIS
THE NAME DAVID MORRIS IDENTIFIES A LIVING INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.
FOR JEWELRY, COSTUME JEWELRY, STERLING SILVER JEWELRY, GOLD JEWELRY, PLATINUM JEWELRY, MOUNTED AND UNMOUNTED PRECIOUS AND SEMIPRECIOUS GEMSTONES, MOUNTED AND UNMOUNTED PEARLS, FINE JEWELRY, WATCHES, CHRONOMETERS, CHRONOSCOPES, SCULPTURES OF PRECIOUS METAL AND SCULPTURES CONTAINING PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS GEMSTONES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).


BEACH BUM
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE JEWELRY, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.

BAND-TASTIC
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BRACELETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2005.


CLASS 14—(Continued).

ABOUT TOWN
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEN'S JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.


INTELLI-TIME
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOCKS AND WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005.
CLASS 14—(Continued).
3,252,538. BEL-ORO INTERNATIONAL, INC., NEW YORK, NY. SN 78-788,702. PUB. 10-3-2006, FILED 1-10-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR JEWELRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-9-2006.

CLASS 15—MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY, DIGITAL PIANOS AND DIGITAL KEYBOARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
FIRST USE 8-29-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-29-2006.

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER
3,252,140. M MILESTONES OF CONNECTICUT, LLC, NEW CANAAN, CT. SN 76-601,032. PUB. 4-11-2006, FILED 7-6-2004.

FOR GIFT CARDS, ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS, GREETING CARDS, OCCASION CARDS, PRINTED INVITATIONS, PAPER NAPKINS, GIFT WRAPPING PAPER, PAPER GIFT BAGS, STATIONERY, STATIONERY WRITING PAPER, ENVELOPES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE KIDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) PURPLE AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR YOUNG CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL TEACHING RESOURCES, NAMELY, MAPS OF BIBLE TIME AREA AND PRINTED CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLICAL TIMELINES; EDUCATIONAL BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION AND PUPPETS, SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT FOR TEACHING CHRISTIAN PRINCIPLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 30).
FIRST USE 8-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-30-2006.

3,252,370. MACEACHERN, ROBERT, LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA. SN 78-613,328. PUB. 1-10-2006, FILED 4-20-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DRUM LUGS TO TIGHTEN DRUMHEAD HOOPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 21 AND 36).
FIRST USE 4-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-4-2006.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE KIDS, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) PURPLE AND YELLOW IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR YOUNG CHILDREN'S EDUCATIONAL TEACHING RESOURCES, NAMELY, MAPS OF BIBLE TIME AREA AND PRINTED CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLICAL TIMELINES; EDUCATIONAL BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF RELIGION AND PUPPETS, SOLD TOGETHER AS A UNIT FOR TEACHING CHRISTIAN PRINCIPLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 30).
FIRST USE 8-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-30-2006.
SHORE THINGS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PHOTOGRAPHS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.

ROB VAN DAM

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,739,105.

THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES ROBERT SZATFOWSKI, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.

FOR PACKAGING, NAMELY BLISTER CARDS, PAPER FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING, PAPER POUCHES FOR PACKAGING, PLASTIC BUBBLE PACKS FOR WRAPPING OR PACKAGING; COLLECTOR ALBUMS, NAMELY, FOR STICKER COLLECTABLE CARDS, PHOTO COLLECTABLES; LABELS, NAMELY, PRINTED PAPER LABELS, PRINTED SHIPPING LABELS; FOLDERS; PLASTIC BAGS FOR GENERAL USE; PAPER TABLEWARE, NAMELY, PAPER PLACE MATS, PAPER TABLE MATS, PAPER TABLE LINENS; STICKERS; FRAMED PICTURES; PENS; PENCILS; POSTERS; NOTEBOOKS; TRADING CARDS; CALENDARS; PAPER TABLECLOTHS; PHOTOGRAPHS; CHALK; BROCHURES, MAGAZINES, AND NEWSPAPERS CONCERNING SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS; POSTCARDS; GREETING CARDS; PICTURES; DECALS; TEMPORARY TATTOO TRANSFERS; COLORING BOOKS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; SOUVENIR PROGRAMS CONCERNING SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT; BOOKS FEATURING PICTORIAL BIOGRA-
CLASS 16—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FOODS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MAGAZINES, LEAFLETS, BROCHURES, AND NEWSLETTERS FEATURING FOOD, HEALTH AND NUTRITION; CATALOGS FEATURING FOOD, SNACKS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, AND GENERAL NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 10-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-26-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BOARD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR MAGNETIC BULLETIN BOARDS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 5-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ANIMAL CHARACTER WITHIN A CIRCLE.

FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BOOKS AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF ANIMAL WELFARE; COLORING BOOKS; CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF ANIMAL WELFARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

FIRST USE 9-3-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-3-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CALENDARS; GREETING CARDS AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MAGAZINES, LEAFLETS, BROCHURES, AND NEWSLETTERS FEATURING ANIMALS AND ANIMALS FEATURES (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38, 39 AND 50).

FIRST USE 10-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-26-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CALENDARS; GREETING CARDS AND POSTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).

CLASS 16—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF AN ANIMAL CHARACTER WITHIN A CIRCLE.
FOR PRINTED MATTER, NAMELY, BOOKS AND NEWSLETTERS IN THE FIELD OF ANIMAL WELFARE; COLORING BOOKS; CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY BOOKS; PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF ANIMAL WELFARE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 9-3-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-3-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. Nos. 1,336,643, 2,823,946, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “FLEX”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,336,643, 2,823,946, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “FLEX”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “POKER”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SYNDICATED NEWSPAPER COLUMN DEALING WITH THE GAME OF POKER (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50). FIRST USE 3-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-3-2006.
CLASS 16—(Continued).
THE COLOR(S) RED IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR RED IS FEATURED ON THE WORDING POTTY AND NUMBERS 911.
FOR RESTROOM SURVIVAL KIT CONSISTING PRIMARILY OF PAPER TOILET SEAT COVERS, AN INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING CARD ILLUSTRATING PROPER HAND WASHING TECHNIQUE, BABY WIPES, AND AN ANTIBACTERIAL OR SANITIZING HAND WASH (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF KINESTETIC LEARNING (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-9-2006.

CLASS 17—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLASTIC FLEXIBLE PACKAGING FILM SOLD IN BULK TO INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-7-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRESSURE SENSITIVE VINYL SHEETING FOR USE IN PRINTING AND MANUFACTURING OF GRAPHIC SIGNS, POSTERS, STICKERS, OR LABELS (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WRITING INSTRUMENTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2006.

CLASS 17—RUBBER GOODS

3,252,386. INNOVATIVE INSULATION, INC., ARLINGTON, TX. SN 78-634,146. PUB. 4-11-2006, FILED 5-20-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR RADIANT BARRIER METALIZED FOIL FLEXIBLE BUILDING INSULATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
CLASS 17—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REMOVABLE PLASTIC FILM USED TO PROTECT THE SURFACE OF ALUMINUM TRIM PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SIDING, GUTTERS, DOWNSPOUTS, TRIM COIL, SOFFITS, FASCIA, FRIEZES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, NAMELY, J-CHANNELS, F-CHANNELS, CORNER POSTS AND SILL TRIM, DURING FORMING AND INSTALLATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-2-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-2-2005.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,428,217.
FOR BACKPACKS AND PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

ZIP-SHIELD

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REMOVABLE PLASTIC FILM USED TO PROTECT THE SURFACE OF ALUMINUM TRIM PRODUCTS, NAMELY, SIDING, GUTTERS, DOWNSPOUTS, TRIM COIL, SOFFITS, FASCIA, FRIEZES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, NAMELY, J-CHANNELS, F-CHANNELS, CORNER POSTS AND SILL TRIM, DURING FORMING AND INSTALLATION (U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50).
FIRST USE 8-2-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-2-2005.

THE CHEETAH GIRLS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNED OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,428,217.
FOR BACKPACKS AND PURSES (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TOTE BAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).
CLASS 18—(Continued).
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COUTURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR HANDBAGS (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41). FIRST USE 11-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-0-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PET AND ANIMAL ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, COLLARS, LEASHESS, AND CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41)." FIRST USE 4-15-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-15-2005.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 1,470,205. For handbags (U.S. Cls. 1, 2, 3, 22 and 41). First use 4-30-1999; in commerce 4-19-2006.

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS
3,252,244. BALDWIN, WILLIAM H., AMARILLO, TX. SN 78-411,938. PUB. 4-26-2005, FILED 5-3-2004.
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "American and Products, apart from the mark as shown. For vinyl floor tile (U.S. Cls. 1, 12, 33 and 50). First use 11-1-1994; in commerce 11-1-1994.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "TRAVEL", apart from the mark as shown. For luggage (U.S. Cls. 1, 2, 3, 22 and 41). First use 9-0-2005; in commerce 9-0-2005.

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. Owner of U.S. Reg. No. 3,080,723. For glass mosaics for buildings (U.S. Cls. 1, 12, 33 and 50). First use 7-0-2004; in commerce 7-0-2004.
CLASS 19—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NON-METAL WINDOWS AND DOORS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

FIRST USE 1-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-8-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TACTILE SYSTEMS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WARNING DEVICES COMPRISED OF TEXTURED TILES HAVING A PLURALITY OF PROJECTIONS FOR EMBEDMENT INTO CONCRETE PLATFORMS OR CURB RAMPS TO ASSIST THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

FIRST USE 6-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-4-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUILDING MATERIALS MADE OF TROPICAL HARDWOOD, NAMELY, DECKING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

FIRST USE 2-28-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-28-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NON-METAL FENCE AND RAILING SYSTEMS PRIMARILY OF PLASTIC COMPRISED OF RAILING, PANELS, POSTS, STAYS, GATES AND FASTENERS (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

FIRST USE 8-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2006.

3,252,492. IRVING MATERIALS, INC., GREENFIELD, IN. SN 78-721,482. PUB. 7-4-2006, FILED 9-27-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR READY-MIXED CONCRETE (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

FIRST USE 10-31-1999; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2000.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE FLOORING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR WOOD FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 19—(Continued).
3,252,512. NORTH PACIFIC GROUP, INC., PORTLAND, OR.
SN 78-746,712. PUB. 8-1-2006, FILED 11-3-2005.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,801,819 AND 2,976,936.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE FLOORING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WOOD FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
3,252,120. MARKOS & WIDLY, INC., CORONA, CA. SN 76-

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-29-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-29-2005.

3,252,149. AMERICAN WOODMARK CORPORATION,
WINCHESTER, VA. SN 76-612,132. PUB. 9-6-2005, FILED

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR KITCHEN CABINETS AND BATHROOM CABINETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.

3,252,123. PAINE, FRANK J., JR., YPSILANTI, MI. SN 76-

THE BATON OF COURAGE
FOR NON-METAL TROPHIES AND PLAQUES (U.S.
CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

3,252,302. CM MANAGEMENT, INC., BUFFALO, NY. SN 78-

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MATTRESSES, BOXSPRINGS AND MATTRESS
FOUNDATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-4-2006.

3,252,320. KHVALIN, OLEG, ROCHESTER, NY. SN 78-

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METAL TROPHIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25,
32 AND 50).

3,252,129. PAINE, FRANK J., JR., YPSILANTI, MI. SN 76-

THE BATON OF COURAGE
FOR NON-METAL TROPHIES AND PLAQUES (U.S.
CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

CLASS 20—(Continued).
3,252,512. NORTH PACIFIC GROUP, INC., PORTLAND, OR.
SN 78-746,712. PUB. 8-1-2006, FILED 11-3-2005.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,801,819 AND 2,976,936.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE FLOORING, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WOOD FLOORING (U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 20—FURNITURE AND ARTICLES NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED
3,252,120. MARKOS & WIDLY, INC., CORONA, CA. SN 76-

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR FURNITURE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-29-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-29-2005.

3,252,149. AMERICAN WOODMARK CORPORATION,
WINCHESTER, VA. SN 76-612,132. PUB. 9-6-2005, FILED

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR KITCHEN CABINETS AND BATHROOM CABINETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2005.

3,252,123. PAINE, FRANK J., JR., YPSILANTI, MI. SN 76-

THE BATON OF COURAGE
FOR NON-METAL TROPHIES AND PLAQUES (U.S.
CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

3,252,302. CM MANAGEMENT, INC., BUFFALO, NY. SN 78-

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MATTRESSES, BOXSPRINGS AND MATTRESS
FOUNDATIONS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-4-2006.

3,252,320. KHVALIN, OLEG, ROCHESTER, NY. SN 78-

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NON-METAL TROPHIES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25,
32 AND 50).

3,252,129. PAINE, FRANK J., JR., YPSILANTI, MI. SN 76-

THE BATON OF COURAGE
FOR NON-METAL TROPHIES AND PLAQUES (U.S.
CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).
CLASS 20—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PLASTIC STORAGE CONTAINERS FOR NOVELTY ITEMS, NAMELY, ROCKS AND HAIR ROLLERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 12-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-12-2006.

3,252,463. LAURALI COLLECTIONS, CORP., CENTERVILLE, MA. SN 78-685,238. PUB. 5-30-2006, FILED 8-3-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR REMOVABLE ACCESSORIES FOR HANDBAGS AND PURSES, NAMELY, ORNAMENTS OF BONE, IVORY, PLASTER, WAX OR WOOD (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 32 AND 50).

FIRST USE 7-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2005.

CLASS 21—(Continued).

3,252,165. SPC RESOURCES, INC., HARTSVILLE, SC. SN 76-636,954. PUB. 4-11-2006, FILED 4-25-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR THERMOFORMED PLASTIC CUPS, TUBS AND CONTAINERS SOLD EMPTY FOR STORAGE AND FOR HOLDING FOOD AND BEVERAGE (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CAT LITTER PAN WITH HANDLES (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

FIRST USE 10-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-8-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PLASTIC FOOD/WATER BOWLS FOR PETS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

FIRST USE 9-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-0-2006.

3,252,339. DOWN TO EARTH DESIGNS, INC., PORTLAND, OR. SN 78-546,687. PUB. 5-9-2006, FILED 1-12-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR NON-METAL UTENSILS FOR USE WITH FLUSHABLE DIAPERS, NAMELY, TOILET STIRRERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

FIRST USE 12-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.
CLASS 21—(Continued).

3,252,412. HOWELL, FRANK, DBA MUD IN YOUR EYE POTTERY, BELLINGHAM, WA. SN 78-657,870. PUB. 3-7-2006, FILED 6-24-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STONEWARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR POTTERY, NAMELY, CERAMIC SCULPTURES, VASES, VESSELS, BOWLS, PLATES, POTS, PITCHERS, DISHES, SERVING DISHES, BAKING DISHES, DINNERWARE, AND CUPS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.

CLASS 21—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,522,664.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "POCKET PET HAIR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ADHESIVE TAPE-ROLLER DEVICE FOR REMOVING HAIR FROM CARPETS, UPHOLSTERY, FLOORS AND CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ALL PURPOSE PORTABLE HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS; CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN USE; HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS FOR FOODS; PORTABLE PLASTIC CONTAINERS FOR STORING HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN GOODS (U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50).

FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.

CLASS 24—FABRICS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DRAPERIES, CURTAINS, SHOWER CURTAINS, WINDOW CURTAINS, DUVET COVERS, BED SKIRTS, SHAMS, TABLECLOTHS, TABLE LINENS, NAMELY, REVERSIBLE PLACEMENTS, REVERSIBLE TABLE RUNNERS, VALANCES, COMFORTERS, SLIP COVERS, BESDEEPS, BED RUFFLES, PILLOW CASES AND FABRICS USED IN THE MANUFACTURING OF THE FOREGOING ITEMS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE BABIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DUVET COVERS, COMFORTERS, BED SKIRTS, CRIB BUMPER PADS, BLANKETS, QUILTS, PILLOW CASES, BEDSHEETS, AND FABRICS, NAMELY COTTON, SILK, ACRYLIC, POLYESTER, RAYON, LUREX, AND MODACRYLIC, FOR USE IN CHILDREN'S BEDROOMS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).

DIVAS OF THE DEEP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COTTON FABRICS; LINEN FABRICS; COTTON-BASED MIXED FABRICS; WOVEN FABRICS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).


THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE WORD COLCHAS EL ELEFANTITO IN THE MARK IS LITTLE ELEPHANT BEDSPREADS.
FOR COMFORTERS, BEDSPREADS, CURTAINS, BED SHEETS, PILLOW SHAMS (U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-1977; IN COMMERCE 9-26-2005.


THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
THE PORTRAIT OF THE GIrl DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER, BEACHWEAR, BOTTOMS, CHILDREN'S CLOTH EATING BIBS, COVERALLS, HATS, PANTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, TOPS, T-SHIRTS, UNDERGARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 11-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-17-2006.


THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
THE PORTRAIT OF THE GIrl DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER, BEACHWEAR, BOTTOMS, CHILDREN'S CLOTH EATING BIBS, COVERALLS, HATS, PANTS, SHORTS, SKIRTS,
SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, TOPS, T-SHIRTS, UNDERGARMENTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 11-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-17-2006.
CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE SPORT SOCK (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
THE NAME "JOSEPH ALLEN" DOES NOT IDENTIFY A LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR SHOES AND FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 10-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CLOTHING NAMELY, T-SHIRTS AND TANK TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


PC = BS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-18-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-18-2006.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPORTSWEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S APPAREL, NAMELY, JEANS, JACKETS, PANTS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS, TOPS, VESTS, DRAWSTRING PANTS, BASEBALL CAPS, HATS, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SOCKS, AND JERSEYS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 2-10-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF A FANCIFUL DESIGN OF A BIRD IN AN OVAL, ABOVE THE WORDING "SOUTHBIRD".
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY CAPS, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, WET SUITS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 11-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2006.

CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, BELTS, BOOTS, COATS, DENIM JACKETS, DENIM JEANS, DENIM SHIRTS, FOOTWEAR, GLOVES, HATS, HEADWEAR, HOSIERY, JACKETS, JEANS, JERSEYS, JOGGING SUITS, JUMP SUITS, LINGERIE, NECKTIES, NECKWEAR, OVER-ALLS, PANTS, POLO SHIRTS, PULLOVERS, SCARVES, SHIRTS, SHOES, SHORTS, SLEEPWEAR, SOCKS, SPORT SHIRTS, SWEAT PANTS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, SWEAT SHORTS, SWEATERS, SWEATERS, T-SHIRTS, TANK TOPS, TIES, TURTLENECKS, UNDERWEAR, VESTS, VISORS, WARM-UP SUITS, AND WIND RESISTANT JACKETS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,790,986 AND 2,802,048.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF TWO STACKED SQUARES, EACH WITH ONE ROUNDED CORNER.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR APPAREL, NAMELY SHIRTS, JACKETS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 10-5-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-5-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, SWIMTRUNKS, WALKING SHORTS, PANTS, UNDERWEAR, TANKTOPS, SHIRTS, JACKETS AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF DESIGN OF A FISH.

FOR CASUAL CLOTHING AND SPORTSWEAR, NAMELY, BASEBALL CAPS, CARDIGANS, COATS, GOLF SHIRTS, JACKETS, JOGGING OUTFITS, KNIT SHIRTS, OPEN NECKED SHIRTS, POLO SHIRTS, SHIRTS, SPORT SHIRTS, SWEAT SHIRTS, TANK-TOPS, V-NECK SWEATERS, SHORTS, SKIRTS, PANTS, UNDERWEAR AND SOCKS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

CLASS 25—(Continued).


FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, TOPS, PANTS, AND HATS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). FIRST USE 12-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-6-2006.

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; TANK TOPS; TOPS CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39). FIRST USE 3-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ADHESIVE BRAS; AFTER SKI BOOTS; ALBS; ANGLERS' SHOES; ANKLE BOOTS; ANKLE GARTERS; ANKLE SOCKS; ANKLETS SOCKS; ANORAKS PARKAS; ANTI-PERSPIRANT SOCKS; APRES-SKI SHOES; APRONS; ASCOTS; ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR; ATHLETIC SHOES; ATHLETIC UNIFORMS; BABUSHKA; BABY BIBS NOT OF PAPER; BABY BUNTING; BABY DOLL PYJAMAS; BALACLAVAS; BALLET SHOES; BALLET SLIPPERS; BALLOON PANTS; BANDANAS; BAND-DEAUX; BASEBALL CAPS; BASEBALL SHOES; BASEBALL SNEAKERS; BATH SLIPPERS; BATHING CAPS; BATHING COSTUMLIES; BATHING COSTUMES FOR WOMEN; BATHING SUITS; BATHING SUITS FOR MEN; BATHING TRUNKS; BATHROBES; BEACH COVER-UPS; BEACH FOOTWEAR; BEACH SHOES; BEACH WEAR; BEANIES; BED JACKETS; GARMENT BELTS; CLOTHING BELTS; BELTS MADE OF LEATHER; BELTS OF TEXTILE; BERETS; BERMUDA SHORTS; BIB OVER-ALLS; BICYCLE GLOVES; BICYCLING GLOVES; BIKINIS; BLAZERS; BLOOMERS; BLOUSES; BLOUSONS; BOARD SHORTS; BOARD SHORTS; BOAS; BODY SHAPER; BODY SUITS; BOLEROS; BOLO TIES; BONNETS; BOOTIES; BOOTS; BOTTOMS; BOW TIES; BOWLING SHOES; BOXER BRIEFS; BOXER SHORTS; BOXING SHOES; BRAS; BRASSIERES; BREECHES; BRIEFS; BRIEFS UNDERWEAR; BUSTIERS; BUSTLE HOLDER BANDS FOR OBI-OBIAGE; BUSTLES FOR OBI-KNOTS OBIAGE-SHIN; CAFTANS; CAMISOLE; CAMP SHIRTS; CANVAS SHOES; CAP VISORS; CAPES; CAPRI PANTS; CAFTANS; CAMISOLE; CAMP SHIRTS; CANVAS SHOES; CAP VISORS; CAPES; CAPRI PANTS; CAPRIS; CAPS CLOTHING; CAPS WITH VISORS; CARDIGANS; CASSOCKS; CHASUBLES; CHEF'S CATS; CHEMISES; CHEMISETTE; CHILDREN'S AND INFANTS' CLOTH BIBS; CHILDREN'S CLOTH EATING BIBS; CHILDREN'S HEADWEAR; CLEATS FOR ATTACHMENT TO SPORTS SHOES; CLIMBING BOOTS; MOUNTAINEERING BOOTS; CLOGS; CLOTH BIBS; CLOTHE BIBS FOR ADULT DINERS; CLOTH BIBS FOR USE BY SENIOR CITIZENS OR PHYSICALLY-OR MENTALLY-CHALLENGED PERSONS; CLOTH DIAPERS; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN JUDO PRACTICES; CLOTHING FOR WEAR IN WRESTLING GAMES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, FOLK COSTUMES; CLOTHING, NAMELY, WRAP-AROUNDS; CLOTHING, NAMELY, SCARVES; T-SHIRTS; SHIRTS; SWEATERS; JACKETS; BELTS; JEANS; PANTS; UNDERWEAR; SHOES; BOOTS; DRESSES AND SKIRTS; COATS; COATS MADE OF COTTON; COATS OF DENIM; COLLARS; COMBINATIONS; COMPETITORS' NUMBERS OF TEXTILE; CORSELETS; CORSETS CLOTHING; FOUNDATION GARMENTS; COSTUMES FOR USE IN ROLE-PLAYING GAMES; COVERUPS; CRAVAT; CRAVATS; CREEPERS; CROP TOPS; CUFFS; CULOTTES; CUMMERBUNDS; CYCLING SHOES; CYCLISTS' JERSEYS; DECK-SHOES; DENIM JACKETS; DENIM PANTS; DETACHABLE NECK-PIECES FOR KIMONOS KINARI; DICKIES; DISPOSABLE SLIPPERS; DISPOSABLE UNDERWEAR; DOWN JACKETS; DRESS SHIELDS; DRESS SHOES; DRESSES; DRESSES MADE FROM SKINS; DRESSING GOWNS; DRY SUITS; DUNGAREES; DUST COATS; DUSTERS CLOTHING; EAR MUFFS; EAR BANDS; EMBOSSED SOLES AND HEELS OF RUBBER OR OF PLASTIC MATERIALS; ESPADRILLES; EVENING DRESSES; EVENING GOWNS; FABRIC BELTS; FISHERMEN'S JACKETS; FISHING VESTS; FISHING WADERS; FITTED SWIMMING COSTUMES WITH BRA CUPS; FLEECE PULLOVERS; FLEECE SHORTS; FLIGHT SUITS; FLIP FLOPS; FOOTBALL SLIPPERS; FOOTBALL BOOTS AND STUDS THEREOF; FOOTBALL SHOES;
CLASS 25—(Continued).

TURBANS; TURTLENECK SWEATERS; TURTLENECKS; TUXEDO BELTS; TUXEDOS; TWIN SETS; UNDERGARMENTS; UNDERARM CLOTHING SHIELDS; UNDERCLOTHES; UNDERGARMENTS; UNDERSHANTS; UNDERSHIRTS; UNDERSHIRTS FOR KIMONOS JUBAN; UNDERSHIRTS FOR KIMONOS KOSHIHAMI; UNDERSHIRTS; UNIFORMS; UNIFURS; UPPIARS; UPPERS FOR JAPANESE STYLE SANDALS; UPPERS OF WOVEN RATTAN FOR JAPANESE STYLE SANDALS; V-NECK SWEATERS; VISORS; VOLLEYBALL SHOES; WAIST BELTS; WAIST STRINGS FOR KIMONOS KOSHIHIMO; WAISTBANDS; WAISTCOATS; WALKING SHORTS; WARM UP SUITS; WATER SOCKS; WATERPROOF JACKETS AND PANTS; WEDDING DRESSES; WEDDING GOWNS; WET SUITS; WET Suits FOR WATER-SKIING AND SUB-AQUA; WIND COATS; WIND RESISTANT JACKETS; WIND SHIRTS; WIND VESTS; WIND-JACKETS; WIND-CHEATERS; WINDJACKERS; WINDSHIRTS; WINTER BOOTS; WOMEN'S CEREMONIAL DRESSES; WOMEN'S SHOES; WOMEN'S UNDERWEAR; WOOLLEN SOCKS; WOOLLY HATS; WORK SHOES AND BOOTS; WORKING OVERALLS; WOVEN OR KNITTED UNDERWEAR; WRAP BELTS FOR KIMONOS DATEMAKI; WRAPS CLOTHING; WRIST BANDS; WRISTBANDS; WRISTBANDS CONTAINING A COOLING SUBSTANCE TO COOL THE WEARER; YASHMAGHS; ZOOT SUITS; ZORI (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

FIRST USE 8-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-31-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 10-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2005.
3,252,531. SOUTHERN PROPER, LLC, CHAMBLEE, GA. SN 78-783,059. PUB. 8-29-2006, FILED 12-30-2005.

E.R. GEAR

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GEAR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 10-6-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-6-2005.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS DAY, NIGHT.
FOR FOOTWEAR (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-11-2006.

FUSION JEANS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JEANS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR DENIM JACKETS; DENIMS; JEANS; PANTS; TOPS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,447,629, 2,543,904, AND OTHERS.
FIRST USE 1-6-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-6-2006.
3,252,533. SOUTHERN PROPER, LLC, CHAMBLEE, GA. SN 78-783,059. PUB. 8-29-2006, FILED 12-30-2005.

SOUTHERN PROPER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR NECKTIES, BOWTIES (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 2-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-1-2006.
3,252,537. SOUTHERN PROPER, LLC, CHAMBLEE, GA. SN 78-783,059. PUB. 8-29-2006, FILED 12-30-2005.

URBAN SWINGERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BELTS; CAPS; DRESS SHIRTS; GLOVES; GOLF SHIRTS; GOLF SHOES; HATS; JACKET; JEANS; KNIT SHIRTS; OPEN-NECKED SHIRTS; PIQUET SHIRTS; POLO SHIRTS; SANDALS; SHOES; SHORT-SLEEVED OR LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS; SHORTS; SOCKS; SPORT SHIRTS; SWEAT SHIRTS; T-SHIRTS; VISORS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.
THE ULTIMATE FIGHTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,170,463 AND 2,576,367.
FOR TANK TOPS; SHORTS; HEADWEAR; WORKOUT AND SPORTS APPAREL, NAMELY SHORTS AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).

J. GARCIA

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
The NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
SEC. 2(F).
FOR RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).

Traces of

TY PENNINGTON STYLE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "STYLE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
The NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES TY PENNINGTON, WHOSE CONSENT(S) TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.
FOR WALLPAPER; DECORATIVE WALL BORDERS; RUGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 4-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2005.
CLASS 27—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WOVEN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CARPETS, RUGS AND FLOOR COVERINGS (U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.

WOVEN DYNAMIX


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRADING CARD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-23-2006.

CLASS 28—(Continued).

CLASS 28—TOYS AND SPORTING GOODS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR STUFFED TOY ANIMALS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-28-2006.

PERFECT ONE

3,252,146. MORROW SPORTS, LLC, FORT COLLINS, CO. SN 76-609,541. PUB. 6-6-2006, FILED 8-30-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR BASEBALL PITCHING SCREENS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

A-SCREEN


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

HAMMY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF CLUB SHAFTS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

EPIC
The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Shane McMahon, whose consent(s) to register is submitted.

For toy action figures and accessories therefor; cases for action figures; toy vehicles; board games; playing cards; toy spinning tops; stand alone video output game machines featuring wrestling; arcade games related to wrestling; pinball games related to wrestling; hand-held units for playing electronic game; tabletop action skill games related to wrestling; jigsaw puzzles; kites; toy wrestling rings; dolls; puppets; stuffed toy animals; card games; toy guitars; water guns; Christmas tree decorations; costume masks; toy belts; doll furniture; party favors in the nature of crackers and noisemakers; skateboards; bowling balls and accessories, namely, bowling gloves, wrist supports, bowling ball bags; windup toys; toy scooters; bowling pins; knee and elbow pads for athletic use; yo-yo's; plastic model kits for making toy vehicles; pool cues; novelty toys, namely, toy banks made of tin; toy gum machines; toy candy bowl mechanical dispensers; toy stick gum dispensers; toy gum figure makers; confetti (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 and 50).


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "PUBLISHING", apart from the mark as shown.

For children's multiple activity toys; puzzles; toy jewelry; educational games, namely, card games; board games; dice games; memory card games; brain teaser puzzle games; puzzle games; games of skill; bingo game playing equipment; jacks and tic tac toe; board games involving manipulatives; magic tricks; and hobby craft kits for decorating household articles and clothing (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 and 50).

First use 5-31-2003; in commerce 5-31-2003.

3,252,287. The Cheetah Girls. The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For children's play cosmetics (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 and 50).

First use 12-22-2006; in commerce 12-22-2006.
CLASS 28—(Continued).


CLASS 28—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,507,205.
FOR CARRYING CASES FOR HAND HELD UNITS FOR PLAYING VIDEO GAMES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).

3,252,375. TAYLOR MADE GOLF COMPANY, INC., CARLSBAD, CA. SN 78-619,702. PUB. 3-7-2006, FILED 4-29-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY GOLF CLUBS, GOLF PUTTERS, GOLF CLUBHEADS, GOLF CLUB-HEAD INSERTS, GOLF CLUB COVERS, AND GOLF BAGS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-11-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR GOLF CLUB HEADS AND GOLF CLUBS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-22-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FIELD", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR OUTDOOR ACTIVITY GAMES OF CAPTURE AND RESCUE USING MALLETS AND BALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-17-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DOLLS AND TOY FIGURES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 9-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLASTIC TOY MAGNETIC BLOCKS USED IN A GAME OR PUZZLE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 6-4-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-0-2006.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,416,128, 2,379,854, AND OTHERS.
FOR EXERCISE MACHINES; MANUALLY OPERATED EXERCISE EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EXERCISE EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, TREADMILLS, ELLIPTICAL TRAINERS, STATIONARY CYCLES, WEIGHT LIFTING AND STRENGTH MACHINES, AND MULTIPURPOSE STRETCHING APPARATUS TO ENHANCE FLEXIBILITY AND TO EXERCISE, REHABILITATE AND IMPROVE PERFORMANCE OF SPECIFIC BODY MOVEMENTS AND ACTIVITIES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 10-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.

3,252,513. CALLAWAY GOLF COMPANY, CARLSBAD, CA. SN 78-747,290. PUB. 7-4-2006, FILED 11-4-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,181,280, 2,572,234, AND OTHERS.
FOR GOLF BALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-7-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COLLECTION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR TOY ANIMALS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.

FOR GOLF EQUIPMENT, NAMELY, GOLF GRIPS; HANDLE GRIPS FOR SPORTING EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 3-11-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-11-2005.

3,252,528. CALLAWAY GOLF COMPANY, CARLSBAD, CA. SN 78-782,245. PUB. 7-4-2006, FILED 12-29-2005.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,181,280, 2,364,705, AND OTHERS.
FOR GOLF BALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-7-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-7-2005.
CLASS 28—(Continued).
3,252,529. CALLAWAY GOLF COMPANY, CARLSBAD, CA. SN 78-782,249. PUB. 7-4-2006, FILED 12-29-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,181,280, 1,395,892, AND 2,364,705.
FOR GOLF BALLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 1-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-20-2006.

CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS

THE LINING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
FOR DAIRY PRODUCTS EXCLUDING ICE CREAM, ICE MILK AND FROZEN YOGURT (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-7-1998; IN COMMERCE 10-7-1998.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 588,580, 2,556,523, AND OTHERS.
FOR PROCESSED MEATS, NAMELY HOT DOGS, LUNCHEON MEATS AND SAUSAGE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1948; IN COMMERCE 3-19-1952.

CLASS 29—OVER THE MOON

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MILK, FLAVORED MILK, AND DAIRY-BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-5-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-5-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ORIGINAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE FOREIGN WORDING "LA FAMOSA" IS "THE FAMOUS."
FOR TOMATO PASTE, PROCESSED OLIVES (U.S. CL. 46).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DAIRY-BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2006.

CLASS 30—STAPLE FOODS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 588,580, 2,556,523, AND OTHERS.
FOR PROCESSED MEATS, NAMELY HOT DOGS, LUNCHEON MEATS AND SAUSAGE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 1-1-1948; IN COMMERCE 3-19-1952.

CLASS 30—HEBREW NATIONAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DAIRY-BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2006.

CLASS 30—FUELOSOPHY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DAIRY-BASED BEVERAGES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 10-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2006.
CLASS 30—(Continued).

3,252,166. IZHIMAN, ISHAQ MUSTAFA KHALED, DBA IZHIMAN COFFEE, AMMAN, JORDAN. SN 76-637,607. PUB. 5-2-2006, FILED 5-2-2005.

THE NON-LATIN CHARACTERS IN THE MARK TRANS-LITERATE TO IZHIMAN.

FOR STAPLE FOODS, NAMELY, PASTA, SAUCES, COFFEE, COCOA, RICE, SALT, CAKES, ICE CREAM, CHOCOLATE, TEA, SUGAR, MACARONI, FLOUR, MAYONNAISE, VINEGAR, KETCHUP, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, MUSTARD, PROCESSED THYME, BREAD, PASTRY, CONFECTIONERY SUGAR, FROZEN CONFECTIONS, BAKING POWDER, YEAST, HALVAH, FLAVORED ICES, FRUIT ICES, HONEY, TRECACLE, SPICES, BISCUITS, CHEWING GUM, CANDY, READY TO EAT CEREAL, AND PROCESSED CEREAL (U.S. Cl. 46).


FOR RICE (U.S. Cl. 46).

FIRST USE 5-11-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-11-2005.


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 144,708, 2,578,695, AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ICE CREAM POPPERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS FOR SHADING PURPOSES.

FOR ICE CREAM (U.S. Cl. 46).

FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CONE" AND "ICE CREAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

FOR HOMEMADE FRESH ICE CREAM AND ICE CREAM RELATED PRODUCTS, NAMELY, WAFFLE CONES, WAFFLE BOWLS, FROZEN YOGURT, WATER ICE, SUGAR-FREE ICE CREAM, LOW CARB ICE CREAM, FROZEN ICE CREAM DRINKS (U.S. Cl. 46).


FOR RICE (U.S. Cl. 46).

FIRST USE 5-11-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-11-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CAFE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS COFFEE.

FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 11-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-11-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BREADS, BAKERY GOODS, BAKING MIXES; CONDIMENTS, NAMELY, CHUTNEYS, MAYONNAISES, RAITAS, REMOULADES, SALSA, MUSTARDS, RELISHES; PROCESSED HERBS AND SPICES; COOKING SAUCES, MARINADES, BARBECUE DRY RUBS, FOOD GLAZES; COFFEES AND TEAS; COCOA MIXES; CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATE CANDIES, CHOCOLATE CHIPS, CHOCOLATE FLAVORING SYRUPS, CHOCOLATE POWDER, CHOCOLATE-BASED FILINGS FOR CAKES AND PIES; NATURAL SWEETENERS (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 9-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-1-2006.

PATTY HILLER LLC, CANTON, MA. SN 78-603,694. PUB. 1-3-2006, FILED 4-7-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PIZZA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ICE CREAM (U.S. CL. 46).


VALENTINO'S OF AMERICA, INC., LINCOLN, NE. SN 78-616,235. PUB. 1-10-2006, FILED 4-25-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,210,072 AND 1,210,075.

FOR CONDIMENTS, NAMELY, SAUCES AND SPICES (U.S. CL. 46).

FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
CLASS 30—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GOURMET POPCORN", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR POPCORN (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 9-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TREATS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHOCOLATE CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TREATS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CHOCOLATE CANDY (U.S. CL. 46).

CLASS 30—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CANDYCANE COCOA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HOT CHOCOLATE MIXES (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 11-3-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-3-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COFFEE (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CREAMY LEMON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR BAKING KITS CONSISTING OF MIXES FOR BAKERY GOODS AND DESSERTS (U.S. CL. 46).
FIRST USE 8-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2006.
**CLASS 30—(Continued).**


**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BREW", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR TEA (U.S. CL. 46). FIRST USE 3-15-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-15-2006.**

---

**CLASS 31—NATURAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS**


**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. FOR DOG FOOD (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46). FIRST USE 7-15-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-15-2005.**

---


**THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ODOR", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. FOR BREATH FRESHENING CRYSTALS WHICH ARE A COMPONENT OF EDIBLE DOG BONES (U.S. CLS. 1 AND 46). FIRST USE 12-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2004.**

---

**CLASS 32—LIGHT BEVERAGES**


**NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "JAMAICA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. THE COLORS RED, GREEN, BLACK AND WHITE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK. THE CUP APPEARS IN GREEN AND IS OUTLINED IN BLACK. THE STRAW APPEARS IN ALTERNATING STRIPES OF GREEN AND WHITE. THE WORD "VIVA" AND THE UPSIDE DOWN EXCLAMATION POINT APPEAR IN WHITE. THE WORD "JAMAICA!" APPEARS IN RED AND IS OUTLINED IN BLACK. FOR POWDERED AND LIQUID HIBISCUS FLOWER FLAVORED CONCENTRATES USED IN THE PREPARATION OF SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48). FIRST USE 10-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-1-2005.**
CLASS 32—(Continued).

3,252,552. PEPSICO, INC., PURCHASE, NY. SN 78-831,435. PUB. 9-12-2006, FILED 3-7-2006.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND CREAM IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF INDULGE YOUR SENSES IN STYLIZED BLUE LETTERING WITH A CREAM-COLORED OUTLINE. A BLUE DOT PRECEDES AND SUCCEEDS THE STYLIZED LETTERING.
FOR SOFT DRINKS (U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48).
FIRST USE 7-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2006.

CLASS 33—(Continued).


FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY WINES, SPIRITS, PREMIXED DRINKS INCLUDING WINE OR SPIRITS, APERITIFS, BRANDIES, LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 10-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-26-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SAUVIGNON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 10-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 8-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-8-2006.


FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY WINES, SPIRITS, PREMIXED DRINKS INCLUDING WINE OR SPIRITS, APERITIFS, BRANDIES, LIQUEURS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 10-26-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-26-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SAUVIGNON", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 10-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2004.

CLASS 33—WINES AND SPIRITS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 8-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-8-2006.
CLASS 33—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 6-6-2004; IN COMMERCE 9-18-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 764,803 AND 1,265,232.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS CHIEF.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINES, SPARKLING WINES, AND DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 11-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2006.


THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS CHIEF.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINES, SPARKLING WINES, AND DISTILLED SPIRITS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 11-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2006.
CLASS 33—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VINEYARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WINES (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 9-12-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-5-2006.


Jealous Bitch
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 8-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2006.

CLASS 34—SMOKERS’ ARTICLES


Cleo
FOR CIGARS, LITTLE CIGARS, ROLL-YOUR-OWN TOBACCO, PIPE TOBACCO AND SMOKELESS TOBACCO (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 8-25-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-25-2006.


FLASH
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARETTE LIGHTERS NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 8-1-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2003.


TEN MILE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR WINE (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 4-27-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-27-2006.

CLASS 33—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,751,401, 2,949,330, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BLACK CHERRIES", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NAMELY, CHERRY FLAVORED SCHNAPPS (U.S. CLS. 47 AND 49).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.


CHARLESTON

CLASS 34—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARETTES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 11-8-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-8-2006.

3,252,450. SMOKE BRAKE, LLC, HONOLULU, HI. SN 78-675,837. PUB. 8-1-2006, FILED 7-21-2005.

CLASS 35—(Continued).

3,252,139. MASSEY, SEAN, SUGAR LAND, TX. SN 76-600,381. PUB. 9-6-2005, FILED 6-30-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIGARETTES CONTAINING TOBACCO SUBSTITUTES NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 2, 8, 9 AND 17).
FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.

3,252,450. SMOKE BRAKE, LLC, HONOLULU, HI. SN 78-675,837. PUB. 8-1-2006, FILED 7-21-2005.

SERVICE MARKS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


AUTOMALL DIRECT BY CAL-PRO INC.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,717,661 AND 1,747,361.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC." APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CATALOG ORDER, MAIL ORDER AND ONLINE ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING STATIONERY, BUSINESS CARDS, GREETING CARDS, INFORMATION CARDS, PLAQUES, AWARDS, PRIZES, CALENDARS, GIFTS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, BOOKS, GAMES, DECORATIONS, MODEL CARS, LAMPS, MODEL GAS PUMPS, GAS PUMP BANKS, MODEL PARKING METERS, PARKING METER BANKS, BOOKENDS, MAGNETS, VIDETAPES, TIES, CLOTHING, AND OTHER ITEMS RELATING TO THE AUTOMOBILE, MOTORCYCLE, BOAT, MARINE AND RECREATIONAL VEHICLE INDUSTRY, DEALERSHIPS AND THEIR CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

3,252,450. SMOKE BRAKE, LLC, HONOLULU, HI. SN 78-675,837. PUB. 8-1-2006, FILED 7-21-2005.

3,252,139. MASSEY, SEAN, SUGAR LAND, TX. SN 76-600,381. PUB. 9-6-2005, FILED 6-30-2004.

SERVICE MARKS

CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


AUTOMALL DIRECT BY CAL-PRO INC.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,717,661 AND 1,747,361.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INC." APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CATALOG ORDER, MAIL ORDER AND ONLINE ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING STATIONERY, BUSINESS CARDS, GREETING CARDS, INFORMATION CARDS, PLAQUES, AWARDS, PRIZES, CALENDARS, GIFTS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS, BOOKS, GAMES, DECORATIONS, MODEL CARS, LAMPS, MODEL GAS PUMPS, GAS PUMP BANKS, MODEL PARKING METERS, PARKING METER BANKS, BOOKENDS, MAGNETS, VIDETAPES, TIES, CLOTHING, AND OTHER ITEMS RELATING TO THE AUTOMOBILE, MOTORCYCLE, BOAT, MARINE AND RECREATIONAL VEHICLE INDUSTRY, DEALERSHIPS AND THEIR CUSTOMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROMOTION OF LIVE AND RECORDED MUSICAL PERFORMANCES VIA ELECTRONIC, PRINT AND AUDIO/VISUAL MEDIA; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP AND ORDERING SERVICES FEATURING MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS AND VIDETAPES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-24-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-24-2006.
PUBLIC NEW YORK

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE NEW YORK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ADVERTISING AND MARKETING CONSULTATION SERVICES PROMOTING GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; NAMELY PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISING AND DISSEMINATING ADVERTISING MATTER; PREPARING AUDIO AND VISUAL PRESENTATIONS FOR USE IN ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS VIA PRINT MEDIA, RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND VIA OTHER MEDIA CUSTOMARY FOR SUCH PRESENTATIONS; BUSINESS AND MARKETING CONSULTATION OF FOCUS GROUP AND CONSUMER SURVEYS OF DEMOGRAPHIC DATA AND CONSUMER PREFERENCES; ARRANGING AND PRESENTING TRADE SHOW EXHIBITS; PUBLIC RELATIONS; PUBLIC INFORMATION CAMPAIGNS, NAMELY PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR RACIAL AND RELIGION TOLERANCE, PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR VOTING IN ELECTIONS, PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR EATING A HEALTHY DIET, PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR MAINTAINING ONES APPEARANCE, PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR PEOPLE TO STOP SMOKING, PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR CONSERVATION OF PUBLIC PARKS, AND PROMOTING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE NEED FOR BEHAVING POLITELY IN PUBLIC; BUSINESS ACQUISITION CONSULTING; ARRANGING RENTAL OF MAILING, TELEPHONE AND WEBSITE LISTINGS; AND DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2006.

EDDIE Z’S

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,832,974, 2,671,938, AND OTHERS.
FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES ALL FOR HOME FURNISHINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2006.

WILDFIRE

FOR BUSINESS MARKETING CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY PUBLIC RELATIONS COUNSEL AND IMPLEMENTATION, STRATEGIC PRODUCT MARKETING, BRANDING, ADVERTISING, DIRECT MARKETING, SALES PROMOTION, INTERNET MARKETING, AND TECHNOLOGY-ENABLED SALES AND MARKETING SERVICES, PUBLIC RELATIONS SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MEDIA RELATIONS, EVENT MARKETING, SPORTS MARKETING, CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS COUNSEL, FINANCIAL COMMUNICATIONS, INVESTOR RELATIONS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS, TECHNOLOGY MARKETING, EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATIONS, MARKET RESEARCH, COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE, WRITING SERVICES, COLLATERAL DESIGN AND PRODUCTION, AND AUDIO VISUAL PRODUCTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 35—(Continued).


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WILD BLUEBERRIES & QUALITY CERTIFICATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GREEN IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE WORKING BOREAL WILD BLUEBERRIES, QUALITY CERTIFICATION AND THE STYLIZED BEAR AND BLUEBERRY DESIGN ARE IN THE COLOR BLUE, AND THE POINTED DESIGN ON EITHER SIDE OF THE BEAR AND STYLIZED BLUEBERRY ARE IN THE COLOR GREEN.

FOR PROMOTE AND FACILITATE THE MARKETING OF WILD BLUEBERRIES OF OTHERS ON THE UNITED STATES AND INTERNATIONAL MARKETS THROUGH DIRECT SALES, AND TO UNDERTAKE PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS FOR OTHERS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING OF WILD BLUEBERRIES GROWN IN CANADA THROUGH DIRECT SALES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ORDER FULFILLMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS IN THE FIELD OF PRINTING AND PUBLISHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-1-2004.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR BUSINESS INFORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF COLLECTING, PROCESSING, ARCHIVING, BENCHMARKING, ORGANIZING AND DISTRIBUTING BUSINESS PROCESS DATA FOR USE IN BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 12-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-14-2006.


FOR ADVERTISING THROUGH ALL PUBLIC COMMUNICATION MEANS; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT; PROVIDING OFFICE FUNCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 10-1-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-8-2004.
CLASS 35—(Continued).


CLASS 35—(Continued).

CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BLINDS" AND "SHUTTERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


CLASS 35—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE 24 OUNCE SODA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR VENDING MACHINE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENERGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


3,252,368. GOODY'S MS, LP, KNOXVILLE, TN. SN 78-608,670. PUB. 5-23-2006, FILED 4-14-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DENIM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE 24 OUNCE SODA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR VENDING MACHINE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ENERGY CHALLENGE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE 24 OUNCE SODA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR VENDING MACHINE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE 24 OUNCE SODA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR VENDING MACHINE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 5-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2006.
CLASS 35—Continued.


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For retail gifts store services (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
First use 5-30-2005; in commerce 5-30-2005.


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For advertising and marketing (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For business consulting services (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
First use 7-11-2005; in commerce 8-1-2005.


The name(s), portrait(s), and/or signature(s) shown in the mark identifies Glenn Johnson, whose consent(s) to register is made of record.

For wholesale ordering services in the field of lighting and electrical products and control systems (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
First use 9-29-2006; in commerce 9-29-2006.


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For retail store services of seashells and seashell party accessories (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).


The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

For contract sales representatives in the field of pharmaceuticals (U.S. Cls. 100, 101 and 102).
First use 8-0-2005; in commerce 8-0-2005.
PharmaDTP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR DIRECT MARKETING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PHARMACEUTICALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2005.


Markita

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING CONSUMER INFORMATION REGARDING PRODUCTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS VIA THE TELEPHONE AND THE GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-9-2006.


CREEK CLUB

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CLUB", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CUSTOMER LOYALTY SERVICES AND CUSTOMER CLUB SERVICES, FOR COMMERCIAL, PROMOTIONAL AND/OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 10-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 10-1-2005.


CLAMP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ADVISORY AND BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF BEST PRACTICES WITH REGARD TO MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATIONS AND PREVENTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-30-2006.
CLASS 35—(Continued).
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,932,641, 2,949,391, AND 3,081,185.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "GROCERY STORE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND BLACK IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF A REPRESENTATION OF A FLOWER AND "BLOOM" IN BLUE AND THE TERM "A DIFFERENT KIND OF GROCERY STORE" IN BLACK.
FOR RETAIL GROCERY STORE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 6-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-0-2006.

CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL

TAP
FOR PROVIDING AN ELECTRONIC FARE COLLECTION AND PAYMENT SYSTEM FOR BUS AND RAIL PASSENGERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,589,321.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AMERICAN'S EQUITY" AND "HSA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING UNDERWRITING AND ADMINISTERING INDIVIDUAL HEALTH CARE PLANS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-24-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-24-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNERSHIP OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,513,095, 2,932,318, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, FUTURE GROWTH CONSULTING, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).


AMERICAN'S EQUITY ADVANTAGE HSA

ANOTHER FINANCIAL EDGE FROM RADIAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FINANCIAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, FUTURE GROWTH CONSULTING, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 36—(Continued).
3,252,304. NC INSURANCE SERVICES, INC., IRVINE, CA.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "INSURANCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GOLD IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
THE COLOR BLUE APPEARS IN THE TERM "FAST N SURE" AND IN THE CIRCULAR BACKGROUND DESIGN.
THE COLOR GOLD APPEARS IN THE WORDING "INSURANCE WHEN YOU NEED IT", IN THE RAISED BULLETS ON EITHER SIDE OF THE LETTER "N" IN "FAST N SURE", IN THE DOOR KNOB DESIGN AND IN THE INCOMPLETE CIRCLE DESIGN THAT IS POSITIONED TO PARTIALLY SURROUND THE HOUSE DESIGN.
FOR INSURANCE AGENCY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MORTGAGE, LIFE AND CASUALTY INSURANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-8-2005.

CLASS 36—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FEDERAL CREDIT UNION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CREDIT UNION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FEDERAL CREDIT UNION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CREDIT UNION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 2-8-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHARITABLE GRANT MAKING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE AND NURSING, NAMELY, PROVIDING FUNDING TO HELP NURSES TO IMPROVE THE OUTCOMES AND EXPERIENCES OF PATIENTS AND PROVIDERS ON MEDICAL/SURGICAL UNITS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-11-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-11-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS REPORTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
CLASS 36—(Continued).
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,480,873 AND 2,926,919.
FOR CURRENCY EXCHANGE SERVICES, NAMELY, PURCHASE AND SALE OF CURRENCY, MULTI-DEALER TRADING AND CURRENCY EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS, PROVIDING MARKET DATA AND INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF CURRENCY EXCHANGE AND TRANSACTIONS; FINANCIAL CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING RESEARCH, ANALYSIS AND ADVICE IN THE FIELD OF CURRENCY EXCHANGE AND TRANSACTIONS; FINANCIAL CLEARING HOUSE SERVICES, NAMELY, THE FACILITATION OF CURRENCY EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS AND EXCHANGE RATE RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS; CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF CURRENCY EXCHANGE, ELECTRONIC PROCESSING, EXECUTION AND SETTLEMENT OF ORDERS FOR CURRENCY EXCHANGE AND SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSURANCE UNDERWRITING IN THE FIELD OF LIFE, HEALTH AND DISABILITY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 9-11-2006; IN COMMERCE 9-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,131,725 AND 2,380,783.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE SAN FRANCISCO, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR REAL ESTATE AGENCY SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-2-2006.

3,252,548. SURESELL HOUSE BUYERS, INC., CARROLLTON, TX. SN 78-805,925. PUB. 9-12-2006, FILED 2-2-2006.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR REAL ESTATE SERVICES, NAMELY REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION, REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE SERVICES AND MORTGAGE LENDING SERVICES OF RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 1-24-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-24-2006.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "REALTY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE COLORS BLUE, WHITE AND BEIGE ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.
FOR EVALUATION OF REAL PROPERTY; LEASING OF REAL ESTATE; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE BY MEANS OF LINKING THE WEB SITE TO OTHER WEB SITES FEATURING REAL ESTATE INFORMATION; REAL ESTATE AGENCIES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE CONSULTATION; REAL ESTATE LISTING; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 5-3-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-3-2006.
CLASS 36—(Continued).


NASDAQ MAX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 922,973, 2,156,075, AND OTHERS.
FOR INFORMATION SERVICES, NAMELY, THE PROVISION OF SECURITIES MARKET DATA (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).
FIRST USE 8-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2006.

CLASS 37—CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR


Mural Mural On The Wall

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAINTING ANIMATION MURALS, PAINTING UNLIMITED STYLES OF MURALS, CREATING TEXTURED WALLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 7-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2004.


THE TOTAL PRO EXPERIENCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF BUSINESS AND OFFICE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 9-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2005.


CLASS 37—(Continued).


THE TOTAL PRO EXPERIENCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR INSTALLATION AND REPAIR OF BUSINESS AND OFFICE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 9-12-2005; IN COMMERCE 9-12-2005.
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CLASS 37—(Continued).


Western Carpet Care

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "CARPET CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDE CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY CLEANING, EMERGENCY WATER DAMAGE DRY OUT REPAIR SERVICE TO RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL CONSUMERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

CLASS 38—COMMUNICATION


DAILY DIAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING SERVICES, NAMELY PREPAID INCOMING COLLECT CALLS; PREPAID TELEPHONE CALLING SERVICES, NAMELY PREPAID COLLECT CALLS FROM INMATES IN A CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).


MOCCHAT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING ON-LINE CHAT ROOMS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS CONCERNING THEIR COLLEGE AGED CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).
FIRST USE 3-20-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-20-2006.

CLASS 38—(Continued).


SIP-IX

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK-TO-NETWORK PEERING SERVICES FOR VOICE, VIDEO AND CONTENT, ENABLING NETWORK OPERATORS TO EXCHANGE VOICE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOLS, INSTANT MESSAGING, MULTIMEDIA INSTANT MESSAGING, VIDEO SESSIONS, CALLS AND CONTENT, AND PUSH-TO-TALK OVER CELLULAR SERVICES WHICH ORIGINATE, TERMINATE AND SHARE CALLS OR SESSIONS FOR MOBILE, FIXED AND BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 104).

CLASS 39—TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE


JUNK 911

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE JUNK, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR JUNK HAULING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 8-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 8-1-2005.
CLASS 39—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR RENTAL OF VEHICLE PARKING SPACES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARKING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS PARKING CENTS WITH A CENT SIGN ON THE LETTER C.
FOR RENTAL OF VEHICLE PARKING SPACES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.

CLASS 40—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEAT TREATMENT/WORKING AND PROCESSING AND SURFACE TREATMENT/WORKING AND PROCESSING FOR METAL, METAL PARTS OF MACHINES AND APPARATUSES; METAL TREATMENT; SHOTPEENING; SANDBLASTING; ELECTRO-PLATING; MEDIUMWORKING; ANNEALING; METAL TEMPERING; HEAT TREATMENT IN THE NATURE OF METAL COATING AND METAL PLATING; TREATMENT/WORKING AND PROCESSING, NAMELY, DRYING OF CLOTH, CLOTHING, FUR, AND LEATHER; PLASTIC WORKING; CERAMICS WORKING; STONE WORKING; WOOD WORKING; COMMON WASTE TREATMENT; INDUSTRIAL WASTE TREATMENT; RECYCLING OF WASTE AND TRASH; RENTAL, LEASING OF SHOTPEENING MACHINES AND APPARATUSES; RENTAL, LEASING OF SANDBLASTING MACHINES AND APPARATUSES; RENTAL, LEASING OF METAL WORKING MACHINES AND APPARATUSES; RENTAL, LEASING OF MACHINES AND APPARATUSES FOR PULP-MAKING, PAPERMAKING OR PAPER WORKING; RENTAL, LEASING OF BOOKBINDING MACHINES AND APPARATUSES; RENTAL, LEASING OF TEXTILE MACHINES AND APPARATUS, NAMELY, RAW SILK PROCESSING MACHINES AND APPARATUS, YARN SPINNING MACHINES AND APPARATUS, WEAVING LOOMS, FISH-NETTING MACHINES, EMBROIDERY MACHINES, ROPE MAKING MACHINES, BRAIDING MACHINES, HOSIERY LOOMS, LACE MAKING MACHINES AND APPARATUS, FELT MANUFACTURING MACHINES AND APPARATUS, MACHINES AND APPARATUSES FOR APPLYING WATERPROOFING TO TEXTILES AND MACHINES AND APPARATUSES FOR APPLYING WATERPROOFING TO TEXTILES, MACHINES AND APPARATUSES FOR TEXTILE TEXTURING; RENTAL, LEASING OF WASTE CRUSHING MACHINES AND APPARATUSES; RENTAL, LEASING OF MACHINES AND APPARATUSES FOR LUMBERING, WOODWORKING, OR VENEERING OR PLYWOOD MAKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).
FIRST USE 10-22-2001; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDS PARKING CENTS WITH A CENT SIGN ON THE LETTER C.
FOR RENTAL OF VEHICLE PARKING SPACES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 105).
FIRST USE 3-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2006.

CLASS 40—MATERIAL TREATMENT
CLASS 40—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RECYCLING OF MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 103 AND 106).

FIRST USE 1-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2005.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


SAN JOSE CYBERRAYS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SAN JOSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL, ENTERTAINMENT AND NON-FICTION INFORMATION IN THE AREA OF SPORTS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2004.


DOUBLE CANNONS

FOR ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF FIELD SPORTS GAMES; NAMELY AN ORIGINAL FIELD GAME INVOLVING multiple PLAYING OBJECTS SUCH AS BALLS, AND multiple PASSERS OF SAID OBJECTS; AND CONDUCTING ENTERTAINMENT EXHIBITIONS IN THE NATURE OF COMPETITIONS INVOLVING SUCH ORIGINAL FIELD GAMES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


COMPETILEAGUE

FOR SEMINARS OR CLASSES ON BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 12-13-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-13-2006.

CLASS 41—(Continued).

3,252,173. HUTCHINSON, MICHAEL, WASHINGTON, DC. SN 76-642,362. PUB. 4-11-2006, FILED 7-7-2005.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 3-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2005.


HYPTICIAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SONG WRITING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 4-8-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-17-2006.

3,252,186. WACHOWSKI, JACQUELINE, RIVERSIDE, CT. AND GITLIN, ROSETTA, RIVERSIDE, CT. AND ALLAN, SHEILA, RIVERSIDE, CT. AND EWING, SUSAN, RIVERSIDE, CT. AND SINCLAIR, NANCY, RIVERSIDE, CT. SN 76-652,125. PUB. 9-12-2006, FILED 12-12-2005.

THE GOLDDIGGERS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PRESENTATION OF LIVE SHOW PERFORMANCES IN THE NATURE OF MUSICAL REVUES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 2-9-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-9-2006.
LAUREATE INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITIES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,508,958.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITIES, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND ON-LINE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COURSES OF INSTRUCTION AT THE COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY AND GRADUATE SCHOOL LEVEL; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING COURSES OF STUDY BOTH IN PERSON AND ON-LINE, AT THE COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY AND GRADUATE SCHOOL LEVEL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


GIST

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGIES AND LIFE PATH CHOICES; CONDUCTING ON-LINE EXHIBITS AND DISPLAYS IN THE FIELD OF PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGIES AND LIFE PATH CHOICES; PERSONAL COUNSELING SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF CAREERS, LEADERSHIP SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AND GOAL ACTUALIZATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 5-0-2000; IN COMMERCE 5-0-2000.

BIOFLASH

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT NEWS AND TOPICS RELATING TO FAMOUS AND NOTEWORTHY PEOPLE ACCESSIBLE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING ONLINE, NON-DOWNLOADABLE NEWSLETTERS FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT NEWS AND TOPICS RELATING TO FAMOUS AND NOTEWORTHY PEOPLE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 6-3-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-3-2004.
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PROGRAMS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE TO HELP THEM DEVELOP HUNTING, FISHING AND OUTDOOR APPRECIATION SKILLS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR TRAINING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF SPIRITUAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT (RELIGION) (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE PATENT OFFICE, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PUBLICATION OF PRINTED MATERIAL (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 11-30-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-30-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND MOTION PICTURE FILMS; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF CABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMS, AND PRODUCTION OF SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


FATHERS IN THE FIELD

THE CHEETAH GIRLS
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF SPORT BY ALL MANNER OF TELEVISION AND RADIO SYSTEMS AND VIA THE INTERNET (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

Home of World Champions

3,252,318. TALBOTT, SHAWN M., DRAPER, UT. SN 78-534,769. PUB. 4-4-2006, FILED 12-17-2004.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "AWARDS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PROVIDING RECOGNITION AND INCENTIVES BY THE WAY OF AWARDS TO INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS THAT CREATE EXTRAORDINARY NEW FREEDOMS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-30-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-30-2004.

SPARK DIGITAL MEDIA


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIGITAL MEDIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

NEW ABILITY AWARDS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "DIGITAL MEDIA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

SENSE LIFESTYLE PROGRAM


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "LIFESTYLE PROGRAM", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING CLASSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF STRESS MANAGEMENT, EXERCISE, NUTRITION, SUPPLEMENTATION, OR EVALUATION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 12-3-2002; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2002.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SAFETY AWARENESS TRAINING IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

THE NAME, PORTRAIT, AND/OR SIGNATURE SHOWN IN THE MARK IDENTIFIES MARTHA STEWART, WHOSE CONSENT TO REGISTER IS SUBMITTED.

FOR ONGOING RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS OF HOMEMAKING, HOME CARE, COOKING, HOUSEKEEPING, DECORATING, GARDENING, ENTERTAINING, WEDDINGS, CRAFTS, ANTIQUE COLLECTING, AND HOLIDAY PLANNING; PRODUCTION OF RADIO PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PERILS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES AND SEMINARS IN THE FIELD OF INVESTIGATING PERILS, CATASTROPHES, COLLAPSES, RISK AND FAILURES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2003.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,648,014.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PENNY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING, CONDUCTING AND PROVIDING ONLINE AND WIRELESS ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INTERACTIVE CARD GAMES AND GAMES OF CHANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING, CONDUCTING AND PROVIDING ONLINE AND WIRELESS ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF INTERACTIVE CARD GAMES AND GAMES OF CHANCE (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 7-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2005.
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY WRESTLING EXHIBITIONS AND PERFORMANCES BY A PROFESSIONAL WRESTLER AND ENTERTAINER; PROVIDING WRESTLING NEWS AND INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-23-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-23-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR TRAINING AND PERSONAL COACHING SERVICES FOR REAL ESTATE AGENTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 2-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005.

3,252,469. MEDIA LOFT, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN. SN 78-690,948. PUB. 5-2-2006, FILED 8-11-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PRODUCTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 1-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 11-4-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY AND PUBLICATION OF PRINTED MATTER (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 1,212,771, 1,212,825, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAJA", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING A STUDENT CAR DESIGN AND RACING COMPETITION (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,995,834, 3,060,804, AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ROCK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF AN ON-GOING TELEVISION SERIES, FEATURING LIVE ACTION, COMEDY AND DRAMA; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT CONCERNING TELEVISION PROGRAMS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 11-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-21-2006.
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "METAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, FEATURING LIVE ACTION, COMEDY AND DRAMA AND PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT CONCERNING TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND MUSIC ARTISTS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 11-16-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-16-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,305,663.
FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING MOTIVATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPEAKERS; EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING DISTANCE LEARNING COURSES IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS STRATEGY, BUSINESS INNOVATION AND GROWTH, LEADERSHIP, CUSTOMER SERVICE, AND ETHICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNERS OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,305,663, 2,305,664, AND 2,374,308.
SEC. 2(F) AS TO "WASHINGTON SPEAKERS BUREAU".
FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING MOTIVATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPEAKERS; EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING DISTANCE LEARNING COURSES IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS STRATEGY, BUSINESS INNOVATION AND GROWTH, LEADERSHIP, CUSTOMER SERVICE, AND ETHICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.
CLASS 41—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING MOTIVATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPEAKERS; EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING DISTANCE LEARNING COURSES IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS STRATEGY, BUSINESS INNOVATION AND GROWTH, LEADERSHIP, CUSTOMER SERVICE, AND ETHICS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 5-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2006.

---

IMPACT CHANNEL

---

ISYNERGY

---

CLASS 42—SCIENTIFIC, COMPUTER AND LEGAL SERVICES


ENGINEERING A BETTER WORLD

REGISTRATION IS RESTRICTED TO THE AREA COMPRISING THE ENTIRE UNITED STATES EXCEPT FOR THE STATES OF FLORIDA, GEORGIA AND ALABAMA PURSUANT TO CONCURRENT USE PROCEEDING NO. 94002038. CONCURRENT REGISTRATION WITH SERIAL NO. 76344120.

FOR ENGINEERING DESIGN AND CONSULTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 4-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 4-0-1999.

---

CLASS 42—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SYNERGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR COMPUTER AND CONSULTING SERVICES, NAMELY WEBSITE DESIGN, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT, WEBSITE CONSULTING, WEBSITE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT, SOFTWARE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP), NAMELY, HOSTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS OF OTHERS; HOSTING THE WEB SITES OF OTHERS ON A COMPUTER SERVER FOR A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 4-7-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-7-2003.

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLINICAL RESEARCH FOR THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY USING INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE FOR REAL TIME DATA ENTRY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 10-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 10-0-2006.

---


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER (ASP) FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR THE DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT OF EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION PROGRAMS, AND USER MANUALS SOLD AS A UNIT THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


---

ICOPHONE

---

FROM PROSPECT TO PAYCHECK

---
CLASS 42—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER FEATURING SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF REAL ESTATE, NAMELY, WORD PROCESSING AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING SECURE INTERNET-BASED INTEGRATION OF MORTGAGE LOAN DOCUMENT PREPARATIONS WITH PAPERLESS CLOSING AND MANAGEMENT, ALLOWING COLLABORATION OF PARTIES IN CREATING A FULLY SALEABLE, DIGITALLY SIGNED ELECTRONIC MORTGAGE NOTE AND PACKAGE (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 3-3-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-12-2006.

EDGESECURE

eMS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


CLASS 43—HOTEL AND RESTAURANT SERVICES


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101). FIRST USE 4-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2005.

TWIN PEAKS


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "SPIRAL SLICED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


EASE

CLASS 43—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PUBLICK HOUSE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.
FOR RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 2-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 2-22-2006.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "NATIONAL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES; BODY SALON SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 6-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-14-2006.

CLASS 44—(Continued).

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MASSAGE THERAPY SERVICE SPECIFICALLY DEVELOPED FOR AND TAILORED TO CHILDREN (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INTERACTIVE TOOLS TO FACILITATE AND PROMOTE THE GATHERING, EVALUATION AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO THE EFFICACY AND EFFECTS OF VARIOUS MEDICAL TREATMENTS BY DOCTORS AND OTHER MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 11-22-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-4-2005.

LIBERTY NATIONAL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PROVIDING WEIGHT REDUCTION PLANNING, TREATMENT, AND SUPERVISION THROUGH A WEIGHT REDUCTION PROGRAM FEATURING COUNSELING, BEHAVIOR-MODIFICATION, DISCUSSING AND PROVIDING ADVICE AND INFORMATION IN THE AREA OF WEIGHT CONTROL AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-0-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-0-2006.

TRIM AND FIT FOR LIFE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INTERACTIVE TOOLS TO FACILITATE AND PROMOTE THE GATHERING, EVALUATION AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO THE EFFICACY AND EFFECTS OF VARIOUS MEDICAL TREATMENTS BY DOCTORS AND OTHER MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 11-22-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-4-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,166,871.
FOR HAIR SALON SERVICES, MAKE-UP APPLICATION SERVICES, MANICURE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SAUNA AND STEAM ROOM FACILITIES, MASSAGE THERAPY, AROMA THERAPY, AND HYDROTHERAPY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SAUNA AND STEAM ROOM FACILITIES, MASSAGE THERAPY, AROMA THERAPY, AND HYDROTHERAPY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.

3,252,421. THOMPSON, JULEE, LENEXA, KS. SN 78-663,727. PUB. 4-4-2006, FILED 7-5-2005.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF HEALTHCARE AND NUTRITION (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 3-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-1-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SAUNA AND STEAM ROOM FACILITIES, MASSAGE THERAPY, AROMA THERAPY, AND HYDROTHERAPY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,166,871.
FOR HAIR SALON SERVICES, MAKE-UP APPLICATION SERVICES, MANICURE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 0-0-1996; IN COMMERCE 0-0-1996.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SAUNA AND STEAM ROOM FACILITIES, MASSAGE THERAPY, AROMA THERAPY, AND HYDROTHERAPY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR HEALTH SPA SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING SAUNA AND STEAM ROOM FACILITIES, MASSAGE THERAPY, AROMA THERAPY, AND HYDROTHERAPY (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).
FIRST USE 12-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 12-1-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR DATING SERVICES, INCLUDING BOTH COMPUTER DATING SERVICES AND VIDEO DATING SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF SELF-IMPROVEMENT (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).


* * * * *

DATE SAFER. DATE SMARTER.
COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARKS

CLASS 200—COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS, INC.", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

SEC. 2(F), "ASSOCIATED BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS, INC.". FOR COLLECTIVE MEMBERSHIP MARK TO INDICATE THAT USERS OF THE MARK ARE CHAPTERS, MEMBERS OF CHAPTERS, OR SELECT AFFILIATES OF AN ASSOCIATION THAT PROMOTES THE INTERESTS OF BUILDERS AND CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS (U.S. CL. 200).

FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 2,334,990 AND 2,545,907.

* * * * *

TM 1156
SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER

These registrations are not subject to opposition.

SECTION 1.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in more than one class


CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


* * * * *

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,208,533.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FORUM" IN CLASS 41, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
SECTION 2.— INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

The short titles associated below with the international class numbers are terms designed merely for quick identification and are not an official part of the international classification. The full names of international classes are given in section 6.1 of the trademark rules of practice.

The designation “U.S. CL.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Application in one class

CLASS 3—COSMETICS AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR LIP PRODUCTS, NAMELY, LIP PLUMPING GLOSS, LIP PENCILS, LIP SHINES, LIP GLOSS (U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 50, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 7-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2004.

CLASS 5—PHARMACEUTICALS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "FAT BURNER", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS (U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52).

FIRST USE 8-17-2006; IN COMMERCE 8-17-2006.

CLASS 6—METAL GOODS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR METAL HOSE FITTINGS, METAL PIPE FITTINGS, METAL PIPE COUPLINGS, METAL FLANGES, AND VARIOUS OTHER METAL PARTS, NAMELY, BENDS, GASKETS, TEEs, LATERALS, Y’S, SADDLES, CROSSES, NIPPLES, STRAINERS AND REDUCERS FOR ABOVE GROUND TANK TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY (U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50).


CLASS 7—MACHINERY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR VACUUM CLEANERS, FLOOR WASHING MACHINES, FLOOR POLISHING MACHINES, RUG AND CARPET SHAMPOOING MACHINES AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOREGOING; VACUUM CLEANER BAGS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).

FIRST USE 1-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2004.

ALLEGHENY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

MICRO COLLAGEN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NATURAL FAT BURNER

THE ORIGINAL SINCE 1924
CLASS 7—(Continued).


SHARP-N-STROP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRIC KNIFE SHARPENERS (U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35).
FIRST USE 3-0-2005; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2005.

CLASS 9—ELECTRICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS


RICH RECORDING TECHNOLOGY

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "RECORDING TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, A RECORDER THAT AUTOMATICALLY RECORDS VIDEO, TEXT FROM SCREEN, KEYBOARD TEXT, AUDIO VIA MICROPHONE AND SYSTEM EVENTS ON AN INTERNAL DATABASE THAT INDEXES RECORDED CONTENT FOR A SERVER AND RETRIEVAL AND SEARCH/BROWSER TOOL (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


CLEAR POWER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR SURGE PROTECTORS; AUDIO, VIDEO AND DATACOM CABLES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 7-31-2005; IN COMMERCE 7-31-2005.

CLASS 9—(Continued).


DATABASE STUDIO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, AN EXTRACTION, TRANSFORMATION, LOADING SOFTWARE APPLICATION THAT PERFORMS DATA HYGIENE, GEOGRAPHIC CODING, MERGE AND PURGE, AND DATA MATCHING FUNCTIONS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


JUDGE'S DAUGHTER

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR MUSICAL SOUND RECORDINGS (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).


DIY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CIRCUIT BREAKERS, ENCLOSED ELECTRICAL SWITCHES (U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.

CLASS 10—MEDICAL APPARATUS
CLASS 10—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR ELECTRICALLY OPERATED HEARING AID; HEARING AIDS; MEDICAL HEARING INSTRUMENTS AND STRUCTURAL PARTS OF SUCH DEVICES (U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44).
FIRST USE 4-1-1988; IN COMMERCE 2-4-1997.

EARTECH

CLASS 11—ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL APPARATUS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR APPARATUS FOR VENTILATING, NAMELY ELECTRIC VAPORIZERS COMPRISED OF A VAPORIZER AND TUBING AND DUCTING MADE FROM GLASS OR ELASTIC MATERIAL FOR USE TO TRANSPORT VAPOR FROM A VAPORIZER (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 3-16-2000; IN COMMERCE 3-16-2000.

VOUTILAINEN

CLASS 14—JEWELRY


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS SOLD IN BULK; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HORLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY CLOCKS, WATCHES, WRISTWATCHES, TABLES CLOCKS AND CHRONOMETERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATCH COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50).
FIRST USE 11-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-21-2006.

WHIP

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUMBING DEVICES, NAMELY, TRAPS FOR USE IN PREVENTING DRAINS FROM CLOGGING (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.

TUB TRAP

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PLUMBING DEVICES, NAMELY, TRAPS FOR USE IN PREVENTING DRAINS FROM CLOGGING (U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-1-2006.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN WATCH COMPANY

CLASS 16—PAPER GOODS AND PRINTED MATTER

PROMOTIONS & REWARDS

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PROMOTIONS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR CATALOGS IN THE FIELD OF SALES INCENTIVES, TRADE SHOW GIVEAWAYS, BUSINESS GIFTS AND AWARDS, EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION, MOTIVATIONAL PRODUCTS, RETAIL TRAFFIC BUILDERS, FUNDRAISING, AND BRAND AWARENESS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, NEWSLETTERS AND PAMPHLETS IN THE FIELD OF TRAVEL AND TOURISM; AND INFORMATIONAL FLYERS FEATURING TRAVEL AND TOURISM; AND BROCHURES ABOUT TRAVEL AND TOURISM (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 12-3-2004; IN COMMERCE 12-3-2004.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR COLUMN IN A MAGAZINE FEATURING MARKET COMPARISONS ON CURRENT POPULAR CONSUMER PRODUCTS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


FOR MAGAZINES FEATURING FINE HOMES, COMMUNITIES, FURNISHINGS, GARDENS, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR THE FLORIDA LIFESTYLE (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR PAINT APPLICATOR ROLLERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 7-18-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-18-2006.


NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TECHNOLOGY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "INNOVATIONS", WITH THE T IN ITALICS, ABOVE A LINE WITH "TECHNOLOGY | GOVERNANCE | GLOBALIZATION" UNDER THE LINE.
FOR JOURNAL CONCERNING BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT MATTERS (U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
CLASS 16—(Continued).

Arthritis Practitioner

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ARTHRITIS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR PRINTED PERIODICALS IN THE FIELD OF ARTHRITIS (U.S. ClS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-1-2005.

CLASS 18—LEATHER GOODS

Strong Bags

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BAGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN, FOR LUGGAGE (U.S. ClS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41).

CLASS 19—NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS

THE STIPPLING IS A FEATURE OF THE MARK CONVEYING THE TEXTURE OF THE BLOCK AND DOES NOT INDICATE COLOR.
FOR CONCRETE BLOCKS FOR USE IN LANDSCAPING AND RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS; MORTARLESS RETAINING WALL SYSTEMS COMPOSED OF CONCRETE BLOCKS INTERLOCKED WITH ALIGNMENT PINS (U.S. ClS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50).

CLASS 25—CLOTHING

FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY APRONS AND HATS (U.S. ClS. 22 AND 39).
CLASS 25—(Continued).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “GIRL”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SPORTSWEAR CLOTHING, NAMELY T-SHIRTS AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

Rebel Road Sista

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 2,872,112.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “PAI GOW”, APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
THE FOREIGN WORDING IN THE MARK TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH AS MAKE NINE.
FOR CASINO CARD GAMES, CASINO GAMING TABLES (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "COUTURE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR SPORTSWEAR CLOTHING, NAMELY TEE-SHIRTS AND SHIRTS (U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39).
FIRST USE 6-1-2005; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2005.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE TOYS, NAMELY DOLLS AND DOLL ACCESSORIES, NAMELY CLOTHING FOR DOLLS, DOLL ROOMS, DOLL BEDS, DOLL HOUSES, FABRICS AND LINENS FOR DOLLS AND STROLLERS FOR DOLLS (U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50).
FIRST USE 5-23-2006; IN COMMERCE 5-23-2006.
CLASS 29—MEATS AND PROCESSED FOODS


SERVICE MARKS
CLASS 35—ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ADVERTISING BUREAU", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATCH COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING WATCHES; RETAIL STORES FEATURING WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 11-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-21-2006.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATCH COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING RELATED TO RETAIL SALES MATTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 6-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-22-2006.

WORLD SWOOPING ASSOCIATION

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ASSOCIATION", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.


ROCKY MOUNTAIN WATCH COMPANY

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATCH COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING WATCHES; RETAIL STORES FEATURING WATCHES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 11-21-2006; IN COMMERCE 11-21-2006.

Actions, Interactions, Transactions

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "WATCH COMPANY", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTING RELATED TO RETAIL SALES MATTERS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102). FIRST USE 6-22-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-22-2006.
CLASS 36—INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL


SUTTER BANK OF COMMERCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "BANK OF COMMERCE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY BANKING SERVICES, AND FINANCIAL INVESTMENT, PLANNING, MANAGEMENT, ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 4-19-2006; IN COMMERCE 4-19-2006.


PARITY ARBITRAGE FUND

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR FUNDS INVESTMENT; INVESTMENT OF FUNDS FOR OTHERS; MANAGEMENT OF A CAPITAL INVESTMENT FUND (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 5-10-2005; IN COMMERCE 5-10-2005.


BLOG YOUR HOME

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR ON-LINE RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE LISTING SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102).

FIRST USE 3-14-2006; IN COMMERCE 3-14-2006.

CLASS 41—EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT


THE INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FEED

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MUSIC FEED", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

FOR PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT, ENTERTAINMENT, NAMELY A CONTINUING MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT SHOW DISTRIBUTED OVER TELEVISION, SATELLITE, AUDIO, AND VIDEO MEDIA, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, MUSICAL VIDEOS, RELATED FILM CLIPS, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING ON-LINE REVIEWS OF MUSIC, MUSICAL ARTISTS AND MUSIC VIDEOS, AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PRERECORDED MUSIC, INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC, AND COMMENTARY AND ARTICLES ABOUT MUSIC, ALL ON-LINE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

FIRST USE 1-20-2005; IN COMMERCE 1-20-2005.


GUMBO

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF COOKING; COOKING INSTRUCTION; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING INTERACTIVE EXHIBITIONS IN THE FIELD OF COOKING (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107).

CLASS 41—(Continued).

3,252,595. JENKINS, LORNA, RIVERSIDE, CA. SN 78-802,641.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR CHILDREN AND ADULT LEARNING CENTERS
IN THE FIELD OF ARTS AND CRAFTS (U.S. CLS. 100,
101 AND 107).
FIRST USE 7-7-2006; IN COMMERCE 7-7-2006.

3,252,605. THORNOCK INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTIONS,
INC, SOUTH WEBER, UT. SN 78-857,880. FILED P.R. 4-10-

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CLASSES,
SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, CLINIC, TUTORING, AND
MENTORING IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH, NUTRITION,
BUSINESS PLANNING, GARDENING, MORTGAGES,
FINANCIAL PLANNING, HOME BUYING, INVESTING,
AUTOMOTIVES, COSMETICS, ENTREPRENEURIAL
PURSUITS AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERI-
ALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, NAMELY, AUDIO,
AND PRINTABLE MATERIALS (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
107).
FIRST USE 1-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 1-10-2006.

3,252,616. NEXT EDUCATION, LLC, BERKELEY, CA. SN 78-

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,147,035.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "ANIMATION SCHOOL", APART FROM THE MARK
AS SHOWN.
FOR MENTORING SERVICES, AND EDUCATIONAL
AND TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING
CLASSES, ALL IN THE FIELD OF ANIMATION, AND
PRINTED COURSE MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED IN
CONNECTION THEREWITH (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
107).
FIRST USE 6-1-2004; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2004.

3,252,617. KREMER, REINER G., FRANKTOWN, CO. SN 78-
950,458. FILED 8-11-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 3,161,046, 3,161,047, AND
3,161,048.
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CON-
DUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND
WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF CHIROPRACTIC MED-
ICINE AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIALS
IN CONNECTION THERewith (U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND
107).
FIRST USE 6-16-2003; IN COMMERCE 6-16-2003.

CLASS 44—MEDICAL, BEAUTY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

3,252,575. MARC L. NEVINS, D.M.D., M.M.SC., P.C., CAM-
BRIDGE, MA. SN 77-021,296. FILED 10-14-2006.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS
WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE,
SIZE, OR COLOR.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE "PERIODONTICS & DENTAL IMPLANTS", APART
FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
FOR PERIODONTAL SERVICES, DENTAL IMPLANT
SERVICES, PREVENTATIVE DENTAL SERVICES (U.S.
CLS. 100 AND 101).
CLASS 45—PERSONAL SERVICES

CARE GUIDANCE

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

FOR MANAGED HEALTHCARE SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF THE MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTHCARE AND EMERGENCY INTERVENTION SERVICES TO THE FAMILIES OF AND TO THOSE MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN AND CHRONIC MEDICAL CONDITIONS THAT ARE IN NEED OF CHRONIC HEALTHCARE SERVICES (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

FIRST USE 6-1-2006; IN COMMERCE 6-1-2006.
The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

SECTION 8

1,402,811. MOOD CREATIONS. INT. CL. 5. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,807. TURF CHAMPION AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 5.
1,402,800. LAYDE. INT. CL. 9. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,779. LIQUID AIR CORPORATION. INT. CL. 4. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,770. CREATIVE CARE. INT. CL. 3. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,749. STARPAGE AND DESIGN. INT. CLS. 9 AND 38.
1,402,739. JOSS STICKS DAI ButSUUKO AND DESIGN. INT. CL. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,734. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. INT. CL. 5. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,733. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. INT. CL. 5. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,719. TRACTION AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 2. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,717. CREATIVE CARE. INT. CL. 3. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,716. LANDWRITE. INT. CL. 3. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,712. TROUBLESHOOTING. INT. CL. 2. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,709. FORAPERLE. INT. CL. 1. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,708. FORAPERLE. INT. CL. 1. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,703. IDFREE. INT. CL. 1. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,699. FORAPERLE. INT. CL. 1. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,696. FORAPERLE. INT. CL. 1. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,694. EG AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 1. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,693. CLOVER (STYLIZED). INT. CL. 1. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,688. IDFREE. INT. CL. 1. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,686. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,685. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,683. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,682. UHP. INT. CLS. 6 AND 9 REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,676. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,675. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,674. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,673. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,672. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,671. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,670. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,669. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,668. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,667. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,666. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,665. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,664. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,663. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,662. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,661. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,660. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,659. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,658. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,657. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,656. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,655. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,654. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,402,653. ULTRA HIGH PURITY. INT. CLS. 6 AND 17. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,201. BULLSKINS CCI AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,211. BULLSKINS CCI AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,222. SPORTWICK. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,225. NUTS 'N BOLTS. INT. CL. 25. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,240. TIMESPAWN. INT. CL. 27. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,244. PRO POINT. INT. CL. 28. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,246. HOT CHAMBER. INT. CL. 28. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,258. THE PENN SLAMMER. INT. CL. 28. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,322. MOCHEDDA AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 29. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,318. OCEANETTES. INT. CL. 29. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,309. TRU-PRO. INT. CL. 29. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,315. MILK LITE AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 29. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,311. AMERITEX. INT. CL. 29. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,322. MOCHEDDA AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 29. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,324. SAHADI. INT. CL. 29. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,328. BAKERS SQUARE AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 30. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,340. MERLINO'S. INT. CL. 30. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,341. POPULAR AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 30. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,347. SAHADI. INT. CL. 30. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,348. SAHADI. INT. CL. 30. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,351. ORIGINAL HEATH AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 30. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,354. SHUCKS. INT. CL. 30. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,359. MONA'S AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 30. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,361. EARTHGRO AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 31. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,363. SUNSEEDS AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 31. REG. 7-29-1986.
1,403,366. PERRIER WITH A TWIST OF NATURAL LIME AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 32. REG. 7-29-1986.
2,373,871. EXT ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE TRADING, INC.. INT. CL. 36. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,872. POLYORCHID INT. CL. 41. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,874. ASK BETTER QUESTIONS. INT. CL. 42. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,876. GTE RISKLESS WIRELESS. INT. CL 38. REG 8-1-2000.
2,373,878. GTE BUSINESS BASIC. INT. CL. 38. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,882. PROGIX. INT. CL. 37. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,883. PROGIX. INT. CL. 42. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,892. KEEPSAKE COOKBOOKS. INT. CL. 36. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,894. YOUNG AT HEART. INT. CL. 35. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,897. SWEET DONNA'S COUNTRY STORE, RESTAURANT & BAKERY. INT. CL. 42. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,899. ADDS. INT. CLS. 9 AND 42. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,909. BLESSED ARE ... (STYLIZED). INT. CL. 16. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,912. WYN-WYN. INT. CL. 35. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,918. SPINC. INT. CL. 35. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,920. MAH JONG. INT. CL. 35. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,931. MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN. INT. CL. 36. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,932. INTERIORS BY TRICOTS ST. RAPHAEL. INT. CLS. 24 AND 25. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,934. MASTER MODEM. INT. CL. 41. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,938. VIKING CULINARY ARTS CENTER. INT. CLS. 35 AND 41. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,939. CELLUFREE. INT. CL. 5. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,942. JAW JAMMERS. INT. CL. 30. REG. 8-1-2000.
2,373,946. TIDESTONE TECHNOLOGIES. INT. CLS. 9 AND 42. REG. 8-1-2000.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CLs</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,554,164</td>
<td>VELOCITEL. INT. CL. 38 ONLY. REG. 3-26-2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>809,581</td>
<td>AMADEO. U.S. CL. 39. REG. 6-7-1966</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,459,098</td>
<td>VERIFIER. INT. CLS. 9 AND 16. REG. 6-12-2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,750,918</td>
<td>AUTOSURVEY. INT. CL. 35. REG. 8-12-2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,753,967</td>
<td>STUPID PRICES FOR SMART SHOPPERS. INT. CL. 35. REG. 8-19-2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,790,604</td>
<td>XTEND. INT. CL. 5. REG. 12-9-2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,794,309</td>
<td>WORLDDESIGN. INT. CL. 35. REG. 12-16-2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,899,489</td>
<td>RED TAPE. INT. CL. 25. REG. 11-2-2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,924,432</td>
<td>SPACEFUEL AND DESIGN. INT. CL. 32. REG. 2-1-2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,924,441</td>
<td>VUESTICK. INT. CL. 5. REG. 2-1-2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,993,936</td>
<td>RUBBSTANDARD CHARACTER MARK INT. CLS. 25, 35 AND 45. REG. 9-13-2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * * * *
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS AMENDED, CORRECTED, ETC.

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

Any change to the registration will be indicated at the bottom of each entry under ELEMENTS AMENDED, CORRECTED OR RESTRICTED. With the exception of changes to the goods and services, additions to the registration will appear in asterisks and deletions of the registration will appear in brackets. Elements which are only changed will be listed with no punctuation. As to the goods/services statement, amendments to the goods/services will appear in asterisks and deletions will appear in brackets. In addition if any change to the goods/services occurs, the element “Goods/Services” will be listed under ELEMENTS AMENDED, CORRECTED OR RESTRICTED.

1,033,387. REG. 2-10-1976. FLANIGAN'S ENTERPRISES, INC. (FLORIDA CORPORATION) 2841 CYPRESS CREEK ROAD, FORT LAUDERDALE, FL, 33309, SN 72-453,874. FILED 4-9-1973. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

THE PORTRAIT IS OF "JOSEPH FLANIGAN," A LIVING INDIVIDUAL, WHOSE CONSENT IS OF RECORD.

INT. CLS. 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41 AND 42/U.S. CL. 100 FOR [COCKTAIL LOUNGE] *BAR SERVICES*.
FIRST USE 5-7-1966; IN COMMERCE 5-7-1966.

ELEMENTS AMENDED

GOODS/SERVICES

1,201,326. REG. 7-13-1982. NEW WORLD PASTA COMPANY (DELAWARE CORPORATION) 85 SHANNON ROAD, HARRISBURG, PA, 17112. SN 73-174,405. FILED 6-14-1978. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 518,709, 821,366 AND OTHERS.

INT. CL. 3/U.S. CLS. 30 FOR DRIED ALIMENTARY PASTE, FROZEN PASTA ENTREES AND PREPARED SAUCES.
FIRST USE 5-1-1919; IN COMMERCE 5-1-1919.

ELEMENTS AMENDED

MARK

1,782,300. REG. 7-20-1993. SAAB AKTIEBOLAG (SWEDEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY) 581 88 LINKOPING, SWEDEN, SN 73-735,971. FILED 6-23-1988. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

SAAB

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 714,948, 1,473,430 AND OTHERS.

INT. CL. 1/U.S. CLS. 1 FOR [ANTIFREEZE].
FIRST USE 10-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 2/U.S. CLS. 6, 11 AND 16 FOR [PAINT FOR USE ON MOTOR VEHICLES; NAMELY, TOUCH-UP PAINT PACKAGED FOR CONSUMER USE].
FIRST USE 10-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 3/U.S. CLS. 1, 4, 6, 51 AND 52 FOR [MOTOR VEHICLE CARE AND MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS; NAMELY, UPHOLSTERY AND LEATHER CLEANER].
FIRST USE 10-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 5/U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 46, 51 AND 52 FOR [FIRST AID KITS].
FIRST USE 10-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 6/U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50 FOR [HOUSE MARK FOR A FULL LINE OF METALLIC MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS AND PRODUCTS; NAMELY, LOCKS, KEYS, FASTENERS IN THE NATURE OF PINS, CLAMPS, AND SPRINGS, HOSE COUPLINGS; FLAG STANDS OF METAL; KEY RINGS; METAL SIGNS; FUEL CANS; METAL AUTOMOTIVE EMBLEMS].
FIRST USE 10-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 7/U.S. CLS. 13, 19, 21, 23, 31, 34 AND 35 FOR HOUSE MARK FOR A FULL LINE OF POWER OPERATED TOOLS AND MACHINE TOOLS FOR USE IN REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE [OF MOTOR VEHICLES] AND AIRCRAFT, THEIR ENGINES AND SYSTEMS; [PARTS MADE PRIMARILY OF METAL FOR USE IN MOTOR VEHICLES; NAMELY, DISTRIBUTORS, CRANKSHAFTS, UNIVERSAL JOINTS, BALL BEARINGS, PUMPS, AXLES, PISTONS, PISTON RINGS, CAMSHAFTS, VALVES, DRIVE CHAINS, CHAIN TENSIONERS AND GUIDES, CLUTCH AND FLY-WHEEL ASSEMBLIES, WIPER-MOTORS, POWERWINDOWS, AND SUNROOF MOTORS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES].
FIRST USE 10-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 8/U.S. CLS. 23, 28 AND 44 FOR HOUSE MARK FOR A FULL LINE OF HAND TOOLS FOR USE IN THE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE [OF MOTOR VEHICLES] AND AIRCRAFT, THEIR ENGINES AND SYSTEMS; CUTLERY; NAMELY, FORKS, KNIVES AND SPOONS; POCKET KNIVES.
FIRST USE 10-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR [FULL LINE OF ELECTRICAL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; NAMELY, RELAYS, SWITCHES, GAUGES, FUSES, SPEEDOMETERS, TACHOMETERS, BATTERIES, FUEL, IGNITION AND ENGINE BOOST SYSTEM, ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNITS;] MARINE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT; NAMELY, LEVEL GAUGES, MONITORING UNITS FOR SHIP MACHINERY, ELECTRONIC CARGO MONITORING SYSTEMS COMPRised OF RADAR GAUGES, TV MONITORS, AND DISPLAY UNITS, ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS, ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, ELECTRONIC CONTROL TARGETS, COMPUTERIZED APARATUS FOR THE CONTROL OF THE OPERATION OF MACHINES, MACHINES FOR THE CONTROL OF THE OPERATION OF MACHINES, AND PROCESS CONTROL EQUIPMENT; ELECTRO-OPTICAL GUN SIGHTS; FIRE EXTINGUISHERS; ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SYSTEMS COMPRISING SPEAKERS, RADIOS, CD AND TAPE PLAYERS;] MOTION PICTURE FILMS, AND PROJECTORS.

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 13/U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 12, 13, 35 AND 39
FOR [AIR CONDITIONERS AND HEATERS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; LAMP ASSEMBLIES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; NAMELY, LENSES, SOCKETS AND BULBS; ENGINE BLOCK HEATERS;]

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 14/U.S. CLS. 27 AND 28
FOR WATCHES AND CLOCKS, ORNAMENTAL LAMPS AND LAMPS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, FOR CLOTHING; NAMELY, SWEATERS, SHIRTS, CAPS, SUN VISORS, TIES, SCARVES, BELTS, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, WARM-UP SUITS, HATS, T-SHIRTS, GLOVES, SKI CAPS, GOLF GLOVES.

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 15/U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50
FOR [FULL LINE OF ELECTRICAL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; NAMELY, GASKETS AND SEALANTS, AND SEALS, WASHERS, PIPES, CLIPS, RINGS AND INSULATION; PLASTIC FUEL TANK AND FUEL FILLING HOSES AND RESERVOIR SEALING CAPS;]

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 16/U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50
FOR HOUSE MARK FOR PRODUCT AND SERVICE MANUALS AND BROCHURES, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONS AND NEWSLETTERS, BOOKS AND MAGAZINES, ALL RELATING TO THE MOTOR VEHICLE; AEROSPACE AND HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES; PENS AND PENCILS; PEN HOLDERS; WRITING PAPERS; NOTE PADS; DOCUMENT HOLDERS; DECORATIVE PRINTS; STICKERS; PLAYING CARDS; AND PAPER BADGES; PAPERWEIGHTS; PRINTED SIGNS OF PAPER, PAPER DECALS, PAPER IDENTIFICATION TAGS, HOLDERS FOR PAPER CUBES.

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 17/U.S. CLS. 1, 5, 12, 13, 35 AND 50
FOR [HOUSE MARK FOR FULL LINE OF NON-METALLIC MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS; NAMELY, GASKETS AND SEALANTS, AND SEALS, WASHERS, PIPES, CLIPS, RINGS AND INSULATION; PLASTIC FUEL TANK AND FUEL FILLING HOSES AND RESERVOIR SEALING CAPS;]

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 18/U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41
FOR TRUNKS AND BAGS FOR TRAVEL, WALLETS, PURSES, HANDBAGS, CREDIT CARD CASES, BUSINESS CARD CASES, BRIEFCASES, LEATHER TRAVEL ORGANIZERS, BRIEFCASE TYPE PORTFOLIOS, Garment BAGS, UMBRELLAS, LEATHER TRAVEL CASES FOR AUTOMOBILE PAPERS AND MANUALS KEY CASES,] DOCUMENT CASES OF LEATHER; COSMETIC CASES (SOLD EMPTY); [AUTOMOTIVE DOOR AND HEAD-LINING UPHOLSTERY MADE OF FABRIC.]

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 20/U.S. CLS. 32 AND 50
FOR PLASTIC SIGNS, BANNERS AND POINT-OF-PURCHASE DISPLAYS; DISPLAY CABINETS AND STANDS; PLASTIC LUGGAGE TAGS; CHAIRS AND TABLES; PICTURE FRAMES, PLASTIC BADGES.

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 21/U.S. CL. 2
FOR GLASSWARE; NAMELY, GLASS SCULPTURE, VASES, DECANTERS, TUMBLERS, GLASSES, BOWLS, ICE BUCKETS; BRASSWARE; NAMELY, CANDLESTICKS; PEWTERWARE; NAMELY, CANDLESTICKS, PLATES, BOWLS, TANKARDS; CERAMIC MUGS; SALT; PEPPER SETS; CANDLEHOOLDERS; BOTTLE OPENERS; GLASS FOR VEHICLE WINDOWS.

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 24/U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50
FOR TOWELS, CLOTH FLAGS; TEXTILE STREAMERS; PLASTIC TABLE MATS; [AUTOMOTIVE DOOR AND HEAD-LINING UPHOLSTERY MADE OF LEATHER.]

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 25/U.S. CL. 39
FOR ARTICLES OF CLOTHING; NAMELY, SWEATERS, SHIRTS, CAPS, SUN VISORS, TIES, SCARVES, BELTS, JACKETS, JOGGING SUITS, WARM-UP SUITS, HATS, T-SHIRTS, GLOVES, SKI CAPS, GOLF GLOVES.

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 26/U.S. CL. 40
FOR CLOTH PATCHES FOR CLOTHING.

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 27/U.S. CLS. 19, 20, 37, 42 AND 50
FOR [CARPETS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; TEXTILE AND RUBBER FLOOR MATS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES;]

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 28/U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50
FOR TOY AND MINIATURE DISPLAY AIRCRAFT, AND AIRCRAFT AND ACCESSORIES FOR AIRCRAFT; NAMELY, LEVEL GAUGES, MONITORING SYSTEMS COMPRISING OF RADAR GAUGES, TV MONITORS, AND DISPLAY UNITS, ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS, ELECTRONIC CONTROL TARGETS, COMPUTERIZED APARATUS FOR THE CONTROL OF THE OPERATION OF MACHINES, MACHINES FOR THE CONTROL OF THE OPERATION OF MACHINES, AND PROCESS CONTROL EQUIPMENT; ELECTRO-OPTICAL GUN SIGHTS; FIRE EXTINGUISHERS; ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SYSTEMS COMPRISING SPEAKERS, RADIOS, CD AND TAPE PLAYERS;] MOTION PICTURE FILMS, AND PROJECTORS.

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 34/U.S. CLS. 8, 9, 9 AND 28
FOR ASHTRAYS, CIGARETTE LIGHTERS, AND CIGARETTE BOXES NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL; SMOKING PIPES, AND MATCHES.

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

ELEMENTS AMENDED GOODS/SERVICES

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 22/U.S. CLS. 26 AND 28
FOR TOY AND MINIATURE DISPLAY AIRCRAFT, AND AIRCRAFT AND ACCESSORIES FOR AIRCRAFT; NAMELY, LEVEL GAUGES, MONITORING SYSTEMS COMPRISING OF RADAR GAUGES, TV MONITORS, AND DISPLAY UNITS, ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS, ELECTRONIC CONTROL TARGETS, COMPUTERIZED APARATUS FOR THE CONTROL OF THE OPERATION OF MACHINES, MACHINES FOR THE CONTROL OF THE OPERATION OF MACHINES, AND PROCESS CONTROL EQUIPMENT; ELECTRO-OPTICAL GUN SIGHTS; FIRE EXTINGUISHERS; ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SYSTEMS COMPRISING SPEAKERS, RADIOS, CD AND TAPE PLAYERS;] MOTION PICTURE FILMS, AND PROJECTORS.

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 29/U.S. CL. 2
FOR [AIR CONDITIONERS AND HEATERS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; LAMP ASSEMBLIES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; NAMELY, LENSES, SOCKETS AND BULBS; ENGINE BLOCK HEATERS;]

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.

INT. CL. 30/U.S. CLS. 27 AND 28
FOR [FULL LINE OF ELECTRICAL PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES; NAMELY, RELAYS, SWITCHES, GAUGES, FUSES, SPEEDOMETERS, TACHOMETERS, BATTERIES, FUEL, IGNITION AND ENGINE BOOST SYSTEM, ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNITS;] MARINE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT; NAMELY, LEVEL GAUGES, MONITORING UNITS FOR SHIP MACHINERY, ELECTRONIC CARGO MONITORING SYSTEMS COMPRised OF RADAR GAUGES, TV MONITORS, AND DISPLAY UNITS, ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS, ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, ELECTRONIC CONTROL TARGETS, COMPUTERIZED APARATUS FOR THE CONTROL OF THE OPERATION OF MACHINES, MACHINES FOR THE CONTROL OF THE OPERATION OF MACHINES, AND PROCESS CONTROL EQUIPMENT; ELECTRO-OPTICAL GUN SIGHTS; FIRE EXTINGUISHERS; ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SYSTEMS COMPRISING SPEAKERS, RADIOS, CD AND TAPE PLAYERS;] MOTION PICTURE FILMS, AND PROJECTORS.

FIRST USE 1-0-1939; IN COMMERCE 9-0-1949.
NEWSBYTES

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR PROVIDING *ARCHIVED* ONLINE NEWS REPORTS, NEWS COLUMNS, AND INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, SOFTWARE, AND RELATED GOODS AND SERVICES.
FIRST USE 5-7-1983; IN COMMERCE 5-7-1983.

EVALUATION CORRECTED
GOODS/SERVICES

SHADOWPLANT

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38
FOR HIGH FIDELITY DYNAMIC SIMULATION SOFTWARE PROGRAM THAT ALLOWS TRACKING OF PROCESS IN REAL TIME; PROVIDES OPERATING INFORMATION; FORECAST PROBLEMS; AND PROVIDES HISTORICAL CONTROL INFORMATION.
FIRST USE 2-7-2000; IN COMMERCE 2-7-2000.

EVALUATION CORRECTED
OWNER NAME

ONE ON 1 BY REPORT

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,610,284.
INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39
FOR WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S FASHION SHOES SOLD THROUGH SHOE STORES AND SHOE DEPARTMENTS OF DEPARTMENT STORES.
FIRST USE 8-5-1997; IN COMMERCE 2-2-1998.

EVALUATION AMENDED
MARK

PAINPUMP

INT. CL. 10/U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44
FOR MEDICAL APPARATUS, NAMELY MEDICINAL INFUSION DELIVERY DEVICE.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME
OWNER ADDRESS

2,457,820. REG. 6-5-2001. CRAFTS AMERICANA GROUP, INC. (WASHINGTON CORPORATION) 13118 NE 4TH STREET, VANCOUVER, WA, 98684, SN 75-537,050. FILED 8-17-1998. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

ARTIST'S CLUB

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 1,956,409.
INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR MAIL ORDER AND CATALOG SERVICES FEATURING HOBBY AND CRAFT SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS; ON-LINE RETAILING SERVICES FEATURING HOBBY AND CRAFT SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK.
FIRST USE 5-0-1999; IN COMMERCE 5-0-1999.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK

2,486,940. REG. 9-11-2001. RENQUIST, CHRISTOPHER NORTH (UNITED STATES INDIVIDUAL) 95 LEXINGTON AVE. #1A, NEW YORK, NY, 10016, SN 75-880,303. FILED 1-5-2000. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

SHAVLIK TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION (MINNESOTA CORPORATION) 2665 LONG LAKE ROAD, SUITE 400, ROSEVILLE, MN, 55113, SN 75-589,086. FILED 11-16-1998. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

RO PRO

INT. CL. 11/U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34
FOR WATER STORAGE TANKS FOR USE WITH * RESIDENTIAL OR HOUSEHOLD * REVERSE OSMOSIS WATER FILTRATION SYSTEMS.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
GOODS/SERVICES
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COLECTRIC PARTNERS

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "PARTNERS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION SERVICES OFFERED TO MEMBERS AND CUSTOMERS IN THE AREAS OF FUEL PROCUREMENT, ENERGY CONVERSION AND ENERGY TRANSPORT; ADMINISTRATION OF A DISCOUNT PROGRAM FOR ENABLING MEMBERS TO OBTAIN DISCOUNTS ON EQUIPMENT COSTS, NAMELY POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT, POWERLINES AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT; AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT PLANNING FOR MEMBERS AND CUSTOMERS.
FIRST USE 3-0-2001; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2001.

THRIVENT

INT. CL. 6/U.S. CLS. 2, 12, 13, 14, 23, 25 AND 50
FOR PROMOTIONAL ITEMS MADE OF METAL, NAMELY, METAL KEY HOLDERS.
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 26 AND 38
FOR PROMOTIONAL COMPUTER ACCESSORY ITEMS, NAMELY, TAPE MEASURES, DECORATIVE MAGNETS.
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

INT. CL. 11/U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34
FOR PROMOTIONAL ITEMS, NAMELY, FLASHLIGHTS.
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

INT. CL. 14/U.S. CLS. 2, 27, 28 AND 50
FOR PROMOTIONAL JEWELRY ITEMS, NAMELY, JEWELRY, WATCHES, CLOCKS, ORNAMENTAL PINS.
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

INT. CL. 15/U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50
FOR PROMOTIONAL PRINTED AND STATIONERY ITEMS, NAMELY, PENS, PENCILS, HIGH-LIGHTING MARKERS, LETTER OPENERS, PAPERWEIGHTS, NOTE PADS, DE LEES, CALENDARS, PAPER NAPKINS.
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

INT. CL. 18/U.S. CLS. 1, 2, 3, 22 AND 41
FOR PROMOTIONAL ITEMS, NAMELY ATTACHE CASES, BILLFOLDS, BUSINESS CARD CASES, TRAVELING BAGS, CANVAS TOTE BAGS, CARRY-ALL BAGS, UMBRELLAS.
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

INT. CL. 20/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 22, 25, 29 AND 50
FOR PROMOTIONAL ITEMS, NAMELY, NON-METAL KEY HOLDERS.
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

INT. CL. 21/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50
FOR PROMOTIONAL HOUSEWARES AND GLASS ITEMS, NAMELY, MUGS, BEVERAGE GLASSWARE, TRAVEL MUGS, PORTABLE COOLERS, INSULATED CAN AND BOTTLE HOLDER, PLASTIC SPORTS BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY, PAPER PLATES, PAPER CUPS.
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

INT. CL. 24/U.S. CLS. 42 AND 50
FOR PROMOTIONAL TEXTILE ITEMS, NAMELY, GOLF TOWELS.
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.

INT. CL. 30/U.S. CL. 46
FOR PROMOTIONAL FOOD ITEMS, NAMELY, CANDY.
FIRST USE 5-21-2002; IN COMMERCE 5-21-2002.
2,877,762. REG. 8-24-2004. ICOBES B.V.B.A. (BELGIUM PRIVATE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY) KOESTRAAT 49, 9940 EVERGEM, BELGIUM., SN 75-694,628. FILED 4-29-1999. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

FOR PROVIDING ONLINE MAGAZINES AND NEWSLETTERS PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MATURE INDIVIDUALS AND IN THE FIELDS OF RETIREMENT, MATURE OR RETIRED LIFESTYLES, FINANCE, HEALTH, INSURANCE, MEDICINE, TRAVEL, VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES, AGING AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS; EDUCATION AND TRAINING SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING CLASSES, ONLINE CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELDS ADOPTIONS, CAMPS, CAREGIVING, CHILDCARE, EDUCATION, MEDICAL SERVICES, ELDERCARE, EMPLOYMENT, ASSISTED CARE FACILITIES, LEGAL ASSISTANCE, FINANCE, BUSINESS, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, TRAVEL AND ELDER ASSISTANCE, RETIREMENT, MATURE OR RETIRED LIFESTYLES, FINANCE, HEALTH, AGING, FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS, CONSUMER ISSUES, ECONOMIC SECURITY, WORK, AND INDEPENDENT LIVING; DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; CONSULTATION SERVICES PROVIDED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK

2,909,108. REG. 12-7-2004. AARP (D.C. NON-PROFIT CORPORATION) 601 E STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, DC, 20049, SN 76-482,918. FILED 1-16-2003. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, COMPUTER CONSULTATION, COMPUTER DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES, COMPUTER DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING, COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN FOR OTHERS, DATA RECOVERY SERVICES, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING NETWORK WEB PAGES FOR OTHERS AND CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, SITES AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS.
FIRST USE 1-6-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
*DESCRIPTION OF MARK*

2,941,357. REG. 4-19-2005. TECHNO ENTOMOLOGY, INC (CALIFORNIA CORPORATION) 4201 TOPANGA BLVD. #36, WOODLAND HILLS, CA, 91364, SN 76-574,732. FILED 2-6-2004. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

INT. CL. 42/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101
FOR COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY, COMPUTER CONSULTATION, COMPUTER DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES, COMPUTER DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING, COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN FOR OTHERS, DATA RECOVERY SERVICES, DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING NETWORK WEB PAGES FOR OTHERS AND CREATING INDEXES OF INFORMATION, SITES AND OTHER RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON COMPUTER NETWORKS.
FIRST USE 1-6-1999; IN COMMERCE 7-0-2003.

ELEMENTS AMENDED
MARK

*DESCRIPTION OF MARK*


OWNER OF U.S. REG. NOS. 741,334, 2,461,155 AND OTHERS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "THE MAGAZINE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 16/U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50
FOR PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, BOOKS, NEWSLETTERS, BULLETINS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, EMPLOYMENT GUIDES AND MAGAZINES PROMOTING THE INTERESTS OF MATURE INDIVIDUALS AND IN THE FIELDS OF RETIREMENT, MATURE OR RETIRED LIFESTYLES, FINANCE, HEALTH, INSURANCE, MEDICINE, TRAVEL, VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES, AGING AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS; POSTERS.
FIRST USE 3-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 3-0-2003.

INT. CL. 25/U.S. CLS. 22 AND 39
FOR CLOTHING, NAMELY, [ ATHLETIC SHOES, BEACH SHOES, SHOES,] ANKLETS AND SOCKS, BELTS, JERSEYS, SHORT SETS, TIES, TOPS, WRAPS, JACKETS, DENIM JACKETS, FUR JACKETS, LEATHER JACKETS, RAIN JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, WRAPAROUND, CORSETS, BRIEFS, THONGS AND UNDERWEAR; HEADWEAR, NAMELY, HATS AND CAPS.


INT. CL. 35/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR RETAIL STORES FEATURING CLOTHING, DISTRIBUTORS AND MAIL ORDER SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING; MAIL ORDER CATALOG SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING.


THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

OWNER OF U.S. REG. NO. 3,038,843, DATED 1-10-2006.

DOMestic APPLICATION NO. 775,383, 2,424,004 AND OTHERS.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOMEWORK", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107
FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INTERACTIVE ONLINE CUSTOMIZED HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS, TESTS AND TEACHING AIDS AND MATERIALS ACCESSED THROUGH A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK FOR STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS * FOR USE IN HIGHER EDUCATION *.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME


INT. CL. 21/U.S. CLS. 2, 13, 23, 29, 30, 33, 40 AND 50
FOR BOTTLES AND PLASTIC BOTTLES, SOLD EMPTY.

INT. CL. 22/U.S. CLS. 45, 46 AND 48
FOR MINERAL WATERS, AERATED WATERS, FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .


INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR MERCHANDISE PACKAGING FOR BEVERAGES, PARTICULARLY MINERAL WATERS, AERATED WATERS, NONALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

 ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER NAME

M2MAX


INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107
FOR MERCHANDISE PACKAGING FOR BEVERAGES, PARTICULARLY MINERAL WATERS, AERATED WATERS, NONALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .


FOR EDUCATION SERVICES, namely conducting classes and workshops in the fields of martial arts, aerobic instruction, methodology and curriculum, health and fitness techniques, relaxation and breathing techniques, and stretching and conditioning techniques; personal training services, namely, strength and conditioning services; health club services, namely, providing facilities for recreation activities; providing classes and training in the fields of sports and physical health and recreation; physical training, namely, physical fitness instruction and consultation; arranging and conducting sporting events and classes in self defense.

FIRST USE; IN COMMERCE.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "VENTURE MARKETING", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR(S) BLUE AND GRAY IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORD "BLUEPOINT" IN BLUE LETTERING; THE WORDS "VENTURE MARKETING" IN GRAY LETTERING LOCATED BELOW THE "BLUEPOINT" COMPONENT AND BEGINNING AT THE MIDPOINT OF THAT COMPONENT; AND LOCATED ABOVE THE "BLUEPOINT" COMPONENT A BLUE TRIANGLE SUPERIMPOSED IN PART OVER A LARGER GRAY TRIANGLE.


ELEMENTS AMENDED

GOODS/SERVICES

MOSQUITONIX

INT. CL. 11/U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34
FOR OUTDOOR AUTOMATED INSECT MIST SYSTEM THAT DISPENSES INSECTICIDE COMPRISED OF PORTS AND RESERVOIRS FOR APPLYING PEST CONTROL CHEMICALS TO A NETWORK OF PERMANENTLY INSTALLED SYNTHETIC PIPES WHICH DELIVER THE PEST CONTROL CHEMICALS OR FLUIDS TO DESIGNATED AREAS AND PRESSURE APPARATUS FOR FACILITATING THE FLOW OF SUCH PEST CONTROL CHEMICALS AND FLUIDS, BUT NOT FOR TERMITE CONTROL.

FIRST USE 4-24-2003; IN COMMERCE 4-24-2003.

FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED

GOODS/SERVICES

CHANGING THE WAY YOU VIEW THE BATHROOM

INT. CL. 11/U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34
FOR LAVATORIES; SINKS; PEDESTAL SINKS; WALL MOUNTED SINKS; PLUMBING FITTINGS, NAMELY, DRAINS; COVERS, NAMELY, COVERS FOR DRAIN PIPES WHICH ARE PART OF SANITARY PLUMBING INSTALLATION; AND PARTS FOR FAUCETS, NAMELY, FAUCET STANDS, IN THE NATURE OF PLATFORMS UPON WHICH FAUCETS AND THE LIKE ARE MOUNTED.

FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

FIRST USE 7-0-2003; IN COMMERCE 8-0-2003.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED

GOODS/SERVICES
LARKSPUR HOTEL

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "HOTEL", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 43/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101

FOR HOTELS; PROVIDING TEMPORARY HOUSING ACCOMMODATIONS

FIRST USE 4-0-2004; IN COMMERCE 4-0-2004.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED

ENTITY

ACTIVE CARE ENGAGEMENT

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "ACTIVE CARE", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

INT. CL. 44/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101

FOR DISEASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR INSURANCE AND HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION PLAN MEMBERS WITH CHRONIC AND HIGH-RISK CONDITIONS


ELEMENTS CORRECTED

DATE OF FIRST USE

EMOTION ENGINE

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON JAPAN APPLICATION NO. 11-17168, FILED 2-26-1999, REG. NO. 4459833, DATED 3-16-2001, EXPIRES 3-16-2011.


INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38

FOR LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS WITH MEMORIES.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE

INT. CL. 28/U.S. CLS. 22, 23, 38 AND 50

FOR STANDALONE VIDEO GAME MACHINES INCLUDING A TELEVISION FOR PERSONAL USE.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE

ELEMENTS CORRECTED

FOREIGN COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

FOREIGN REG. NO.

FOREIGN REG. DATE

FOREIGN REG. EXPIRATION DATE
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR. THE NAME(S), PORTRAIT(S), AND/OR SIGNATURE(S) SHOWN IN THE MARK DOES NOT IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR LIVING INDIVIDUAL.

INT. CL. 36/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 102
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES, NAMELY, COMPILING AND PROVIDING AN INDEX OF TRADING ACTIVITY AND VALUES FOR FINE ART FOR OTHERS; INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AND ADVISORY SERVICES; ASSET VALUATION AND APPRAISAL SERVICES; AND INVESTMENT RESEARCH SERVICES.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT*

THE MARK CONSISTS OF THE WORDING DELI EXPRESS APPEARING IN THE COLOR BLACK WITH YELLOW COLORED SHADOWING. THE WORDS ARE POSITIONED WITHIN AN INTERIOR DESIGN SHAPED WITH BOTH CURVED AND STRAIGHT LINES, WHICH HAS A YELLOW BACKGROUND WITH WHITE PARALLEL VERTICAL LINES AND RED, ORANGE, AND BLACK BORDERS. THE INTERIOR DESIGN SHAPE IS POSITIONED AT A SLANT WITHIN AN EXTERIOR DESIGN SHAPE WITH A RED BACKGROUND AND A PARTIAL BLACK BORDER ON THE BOTTOM AND RIGHT SIDES.

INT. CL. 11/U.S. CLS. 13, 21, 23, 31 AND 34
FOR MICROWAVE OVENS FOR COOKING.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
*USE IN ANOTHER FORM STATEMENT*
**XIA PRECISION SYSTEM**

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color. No claim is made to the exclusive right to use "Precision System", apart from the mark as shown.

**INT. CL. 10/U.S. CLS. 26, 39 AND 44**

For orthopedic implants and orthopedic instruments for the implantation of orthopedic implants.


**SWITCH**

The mark consists of standard characters without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.

**INT. CL. 9/U.S. CLS. 21, 23, 26, 36 AND 38**

For pre-recorded CD’s, video tapes, laser disks, audio cassettes and DVD’s featuring religious and religious educational subject matter.

First use 5-31-2005; in commerce 5-31-2005.

**INT. CL. 16/U.S. CLS. 2, 5, 22, 23, 29, 37, 38 AND 50**

For publication resources, namely, pamphlets, brochures, and newsletters, for churches and individuals, in the fields of devotional materials, music, worship, outreach, curriculum, youth ministry, retreats, youth groups, Bible study, inspiration, leadership training, spiritual growth, discipleship, evangelism, church facilities, church planning, congregational care, deacons, elders, funerals, giving and stewardship, sermons, and baptism.

First use 5-31-2005; in commerce 5-31-2005.

**INT. CL. 41/U.S. CLS. 100, 101 AND 107**

For religious instruction services; providing religious education services, namely providing classes, seminars, conferences, workshops and retreats in the field of religion and ministry and distributing course materials in connection therewith; entertainment services in the nature of organizing and producing live and recorded presentations relating to religious, spiritual, and theological topics, namely, lectures, music concerts, theater productions, and musical productions; entertainment services, namely, providing a television program in the field of religious and religious educational subject matter; entertainment services, namely, providing a radio program in the field of religious and religious educational subject matter via a global computer network; production of radio and television programs; direction of making radio or television programs.

First use 5-31-2005; in commerce 5-31-2005.

**INT. CL. 45/U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101**

For evangelical and ministerial services; providing information in the fields of religion and spirituality; counseling in the fields of religion and spirituality; youth and adolescent ministry services.

First use 5-31-2005; in commerce 5-31-2005.
EMVASAN

THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PARTICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

PRIORITY CLAIMED UNDER SEC. 44(D) ON ERPN CMNTY TM OFC APPLICATION NO. 3290293, FILED 7-30-2003, REG. NO. 3290293, DATED 7-30-2003, EXPIRES 7-30-2013.

INT. CL. 5/U.S. CLS. 6, 18, 44, 51 AND 52
FOR VACCINES AGAINST INFECTIOUS DISEASES; VACCINES AGAINST VIREAL INFECTIONS; VACCINES AGAINST BACTERIAL INFECTIONS; VACCINES TO PREVENT TUMOR DISEASES; VETERINARY VACCINES; PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES, VIREAL INFECTIONS, BACTERIAL INFECTIONS, TUMOR DISEASES, AND FOR GENERAL IMMUNE STIMULATION.

FIRST USE ; IN COMMERCE .

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
OWNER ADDRESS

TM 1210 OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUNE 12, 2007

TERREAL (FRANCE CORPORATION) IMMEUBLE 5EME AVENUE, 47 RUE LOUIS BLANC, COURBEVOIE, FRANCE, 92400, SN 78-669,343. FILED 7-13-2005. PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "TERRACOTTA" AND "ROOF TILES AND WALL CLADDINGS", APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.

THE COLOR EVOKES THE TONES OF TERRACOTTA. THE STIPPLING IN THE MARK IS INTENDED TO EVOKE THE TONES OF TERRACOTTA

THE COLOR(S) ORANGE, RED, MAROON, BROWN, TAN, BEIGE AND WHITE IS/ARE CLAIMED AS A FEATURE OF THE MARK.


INT. CL. 19/U.S. CLS. 1, 12, 33 AND 50
FOR NON-METALLIC MATERIALS FOR ROOFING, STRUCTURING OF BUILDING, CLADDING AND WALL COVERING, NAMELY, ROOF TILES, FITTINGS FOR ROOFING IN THE NATURE OF TILES AND BRICKS, HIP TILES, VERGE TILES, VENTILATION TILES, STRUCTURAL BRICKS AND LARGE FORMAT MONOLITHIC BRICK PIECES, FACING BRICKS AND LARGE FORMAT MONOLITHIC BRICK PIECES, TILES FOR WALLS, TILES FOR FLOORS, MADE OF CLAY, CONCRETE, CEMENT, ASPHALT, COMPOSITE OR SYNTHETIC MATERIALS WITH AND WITHOUT FIBRE REINFORCEMENT; BRICKS, LINTELS, LEDGES, TILES FOR BUILDING NOT OF METAL, NON-METAL GUTTERS, NON-METAL WINDOW SHUTTERS, NON-METAL CHIMNEYS AND CHIMNEY COWLS, WOOD BEAMS AND WOOD GIRDERS, CONCRETE BEAMS AND CONCRETE GIRDERS, PLASTIC BEAMS AND PLASTIC GIRDERS, STRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK COMPRISING OF WINDOW FRAMES AND DOOR FRAMES SOLD AS A UNIT AND CORNICES NOT OF METAL FOR BUILDINGS.

FIRST USE 1-0-2002; IN COMMERCE 1-0-2002.

ELEMENTS CORRECTED
COLOR DESCRIPTION STATEMENT
TRANSLITERATION STATEMENT

* * * * *
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS—NEW CERTIFICATES

New Certificates issued under section 7(d) of the Trademark Act of 1946 for the unexpired term of the original registrations.

2,121,184. CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS, INT. CL. 38. CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO. REG. 12-16-1997. NEW CERT. SEC. 7(D) TO REGISTRANT.

3,182,022. NAT NAST, INT. CLS. 14, 21 AND 25. THE NAT NAST COMPANY, SOUTH NORWALK, CT. REG. 12-5-2006. NEW CERT. SEC. 7(D) TO REGISTRANT.

* * * * *
This page is intentionally blank
INDEX OF REGISTRANTS
JUNE 12, 2007

(Registered; Renewed; Canceled; Amended, Corrected, etc.; New Certificates; 12c Publications.)

The designation “U.S. Cl.” appearing in this section refers to the U.S. class in effect prior to Sep. 1, 1973 rather than the international class which applies to applications filed on or after that date. For adoption of international classification see notice in the OFFICIAL GAZETTE of Jun. 26, 1973 (911 O.G. TM 210).

"DR. MARTENS" INTERNATIONAL TRADING GMBH, D-82166 GRÄFELFING, FED REP GERMANY:
1,989,504, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

"REPORTER" SPOLKA Z O.O., CHORZÓW, POLAND:

"VIBO S.P.A.", I-36071 ARZIGNANO (VICENZA), ITALY:

ÜCYILDIZ SILAH; SANAYI VE TICARET LIMITED SIRKEТИ, TURKEY:

A & K STATIONERS LTD., TAIPEI HSIENT, TAIWAN:
2,372,003, CANC. INT. CL. 16.

A BETTER CHANCE, INC., NEW YORK, MA:
1,989,593, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

A BRAND COMPANY CONSULTADORIA E SERVICOS, LDA, FUNCHAL, MADEIRA, PORTUGAL:
1,990,064, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

A PLACE IN VERMONT INC., WILMINGTON, VT:

A. D'ALESSIO, INC., BROOKLYN, NY:
3,252,506, INT. CL. 25.

A. O. SMITH CORPORATION, MILWAUKEE, WI, A. O. SMITH CORPORATION, MILWAUKEE, WI:
1,061,562. REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 9.

A. T. STILL UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES, KIRKSVILLE, MO:
3,252,457, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 44.

A.C.E.S. CONGLOMERATE, INC., MIAMI, FL:

A.C.T. III, INC., FRESNO, CA:

A.C.I. INDUSTRIES, INC., TORRANCE, CA:

A.P. DEAUVILLE, LLC, NORTH NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ, FABERGE, INCORPORATED, NEW YORK, NY:
2,372,310, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

A.P.M. CORPORATION, ENGLEWOOD, NJ:
1,403,144, CANC. INT. CL. 17.
1,403,145, CANC. INT. CL. 17.

A.S. MFG COMPANY, INC., EAST PROVIDENCE, RI:

A.B.F. FREIGHT SYSTEMS, INC., FORT SMITH, AR:

A.C.E. TELEVISION NETWORKS, NEW YORK, NY:
3,252,228, INT. CL. 41.

A.S. EECOLET SKO, DK 6261 BREDEBRO, DENMARK:

A.C.E. MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION, ST. LOUIS, MO:

AARON SPELLING PRODUCTIONS, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
3,252,224, INT. CL. 9.

ABB TELEVISION NETWORKS, NEW YORK, NY:
3,252,193, INT. CL. 9.

ABF FREIGHT SYSTEM, INC., FORT SMITH, AR:

ABC LEASING CORP., WILMINGTON, DE:
2,373,656, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

ABSTINENCE & MARRIAGE EDUCATION RESOURCES, INC., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL:
2,371,909, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36 AND 40.

ACCELERATED CHRISTIAN EDUCATION, INC., LARGO, FL:
2,047,799. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 16.

ACCLAIM LEASING INC., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL:
2,371,909, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36 AND 40.

ACCO BRANDS CORPORATION, LINCOLNSHIRE, IL:
3,252,559, INT. CL. 9.

ACE LIMITED, HAMILTON 08, BERMUDA:

ACH FOOD COMPANIES, INC., CORDOVA, TN:
1,989,504, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

ACORN PRODUCTS CO., LLC, LEWISTON, ME:
3,252,485, INT. CL. 35.

ABSOLUTE QUALITY INCORPORATED, HUNT VALLEY, MD:

ABT FREIGHT SYSTEMS, INC., FORT SMITH, AR:
3,252,480, INT. CL. 29.

ABINICOS, INC., WARRENVILLE, IL:
3,252,368, CANC. INT. CL. 10.

ABRAHANTES, HUMBERTO, NORTH BERGEN, NJ:
3,252,219, INT. CL. 12.

ABSTHINECE & MARRIAGE EDUCATION RESOURCES, INC., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL:
2,373,656, CANC. INT. CL. 42.

ACAI ROOTS INC, SAN DIEGO, CA:
3,252,576, INT. CL. 29.

ACCELERATED CHRISTIAN EDUCATION, INC., LARGO, FL:
2,047,799. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 16.

ACCLAIM LEASING INC., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL:
2,371,909, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36 AND 40.

ACCO BRANDS CORPORATION, LINCOLNSHIRE, IL:
3,252,559, INT. CL. 9.

ACE LIMITED, HAMILTON 08, BERMUDA:

ACH FOOD COMPANIES, INC., CORDOVA, TN:
1,989,521, CANC. INT. CL. 30.

ACORN PRODUCTS CO., LLC, LEWISTON, ME:
3,252,480, INT. CL. 29.

ACCORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY LLC, BLOOMSBURG, PA:
3,252,097, INT. CL. 42.

ACRYLIC PLASTIC PRODUCTS, INC., JACKSON, MS:
2,196,109, AM. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 41.

ABB DAIMLER-BENZ TRANSPORTATION GMBH, D-82166 GRÄFELFING, FED REP GERMANY:
1,989,504, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
Aerogrow International, Inc., Boulder, CO:
3,252,527, Pub. 3-27-2007. Int. Cl. 11.
Aerus Concepts, L.P., Dallas, TX:
3,252,609, Int. Cl. 7.
Affinity Group, Inc., Ventura, CA:
2,092,635. Ren. 5-9-07. Int. Cl. 35.
AFG Industries, Inc., Kingsport, TN, American
Saint gobain Corporation, Kingsport, TN:
838,788. Ren. 5-9-07. U.S. Cl. 33 (Int. Cl. 19).
AFM Corporation:
1,403,143, Canc. Int. Cl. 17.
After 3, Inc., New York, NY:
3,252,152, Multiple Class, Int. Cls. 16 and 41.
AG Associates, Inc., San Jose, CA:
2,373,221, Canc. Int. Cl. 7.
Against My Killer S.R.L., Italy:
Agent Xpress, Inc., St. Augustine, FL:
AGFA-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, D-51301 Le-
Verkseen, Fed Rep Germany:
2,373,799, Canc. Int. Cl. 9.
Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA,
J&W Scientific, Inc., Rancho Cucamonga, CA:
1,403,457, Canc. Int. Cl. 37.
1,403,432, Canc. Int. Cl. 39.
1,403,475, Canc. Int. Cl. 39.
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute,
Arlington, VA:
1,989,598, Canc. U.S. Cl. A.
Aircraft Parts Corp., Farmingdale, NY:
1,990,518, Canc. Int. Cl. 7.
Airmar Technology Corporation, Milford, NH:
Airtech of Stamford, Inc., Stamford, CT:
2,072,937. Ren. 5-8-07. Int. Cl. 37.
Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha, Japan:
AK Facility Management Corp., Santa Monica,
CA:
3,251,573, Pub. 3-27-2007. Int. Cl. 44.
Akai Security, Inc., Espanola, NM:
2,373,682, Canc. Int. Cl. 37.
Akal Security, Inc., Espanola, NM:
2,147,686. Ren. 5-4-07. Int. Cl. 9.
Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, Inc., Santa
Clar, CA:
2,371,973, Canc. Int. Cl. 10.
Advanced Electronics, Inc., Chattanooga, TN:
2,372,563, Canc. Int. Cl. 37.
Advanced Games & Engineering, Inc., Ft. Lau-
derdale, FL:
2,380, Canc. Int. Cl. 9.
Advanced Lighting Technologies, Inc., Wal-
tham, MA:
1,403,019, Canc. Int. Cl. 11.
Advanced Medical Nutrition, Inc., Pittsburgh,
PA:
2,144,644. Ren. 5-4-07. Int. Cl. 5.
2,144,645. Ren. 5-4-07. Int. Cl. 3.
2,147,688. Ren. 5-4-07. Int. Cl. 5.
2,147,689. Ren. 5-4-07. Int. Cl. 5.
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA:
Advanced Outdoor Innovations, Inc., Wausau,
Wl, DBA Muskky Mania Tackle:
2,372,509, Canc. Int. Cl. 28.
2,372,582, Canc. Int. Cl. 28.
Advanced Processes, Inc., Ambridge, PA, Ferro-
technology, Inc., Wyandotte, MI:
2,047,014. Ren. 5-10-07. Int. Cl. 7.
2,047,015. Ren. 5-10-07. Int. Cl. 7.
Advanced Separation Technologies Inc., Whip-
pany, NJ:
2,044,411. Ren. 5-9-07. Int. Cl. 1.
Advertical, LLC, Villa Hills, KY:
Advertising & Design Services, Inc., Kingston,
WA:
3,272,275, Canc. Int. Cl. 16.
Advertising Ventures, Inc., Providence, RI:
3,250,399. Ren. 5-10-07. Int. Cl. 35.
Advocates for Children of New York, New
York, NY:
ALPACA PETE’S, INC., BOULDER CITY, NV:

ALENATURA PRODUKTIONS- UND HANDELS GMBH,

ALLUB, CARLOS JOSE, BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA:

ALLIED VAN LINES, INC., WESTMONT, IL:

ALLIED FORWARDING GROUP GMBH, FED REP GER-

ALLIANZ LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH

ALLIANT TECHSYSTEMS INC., EDINA, MN:

ALLIANCE TRADING, INC., COVINGTON, LA:

ALLIANCE DESIGNER PRODUCTS INC./PRODUITS DE-

ALLENTOWN CAGING AND EQUIPMENT CO., ALLEN-

ALLEN, ELIZABETH L., ENCINITAS, CA AND MOHR,

ALLERGAN, INC., IRVINE, CA:

ALIENWARE CORPORATION, MIAMI, FL:

ALIGN MACHINE TOOL CO., LTD., TAICHUNG HSIEN,

ALIGN TECHNOLOGY, INC., SANTA CLARA, CA:

ALIGN WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE BRIEF, JUDGE:

ALTRONICS CORPORATION, MIAMI, FL:

ALTERA CORPORATION, SAN JOSE, CA:

ALTERNATE ENERGY BUILDERS, INC., WARREN-

ALTERATIVE, ROBERT, NEW YORK, NY:

ALVAREZ, RICARDO A., NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA:

ALZETA CORPORATION, SANTA CLARA, CA:

ALZETA CORPORATION, PALO ALTO, CA:

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OPHTHALMOLOGY, INC.,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DENTAL SLEEP MEDICINE,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF CRITICAL CARE NURSES,

AMERICAN ACADEMY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF

AMERICAN AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES, INC., KEN-

AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC., DFW AIRPORT, TX:

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PSYCHIATRY AND

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF HOSPITAL MEDICAL

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF EMERGENCY MEDICINE,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MEDICAL CRITICISM,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MEDICINE AND SCIENCE,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF NEUROLOGY, INC., SEATTLE,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT, JR., CAM-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PSYCHOLOGY, INC., WASH-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OBGYN, INC., PHILADEL-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, THE,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF CHILDREN’S PRACTICE,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDiatrics, JR., CHICAGO,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PSYCHIATRY AND

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PSYCHOLOGY, INC., WASH-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF CHILDREN’S PRACTICE,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF NEUROLOGY, INC., SEATTLE,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OBSTETRICS AND

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OBGYN, INC., PHILADEL-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OBGYN, INC., PHILADEL-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF CHILDREN’S PRACTICE,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OBSTETRICS AND

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OBGYN, INC., PHILADEL-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OBGYN, INC., PHILADEL-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PSYCHOLOGY, INC., WASH-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF CHILDREN’S PRACTICE,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OBSTETRICS AND

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OBGYN, INC., PHILADEL-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF OBGYN, INC., PHILADEL-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PSYCHOLOGY, INC., WASH-

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS,

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF CHILDREN’S PRACTICE,
ASCENSION CONSULTING CORP., FORT WORTH, TX:
2,373,385, CANCE. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.
ASHLAND INC., RUSSELL, KY:
2,373,304, CANCE. INT. CL. 1.
ASHLAND LICENSING AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LLC, DUBLIN, OH; ASHLAND OIL, INC., ASHLAND, KY;
1,064,261. REN. 5-5-O7. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3 AND 17.
ASHLAND LICENSING AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LLC, DUBLIN, OH:
1,403,577, CANCE. INT. CL. 3.
ASHWAUBENON ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC, INC., GREEN BAY, WI:
ASKEE NET CONSULTING LTD., LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM:
3,251,184, PUB. 3-27-2007. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 38 AND 41.
ASPEN AEROGELS, INC., NORTHBOROUGH, MA:
ASPEN PET PRODUCTS, INC., DENVER, CO:
ASPEN TECHNOLOGY, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MA:
1,990,699, REN. 5-5-O7. INT. CL. 9.
1,990,699, CANCE. INT. CL. 16.
ASSIETTE ENTERPRISES, INC., CENTENNIAL, CO:
1,436,641. REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 35.
ASSOCIATED BREWERIES & DISTILLERIES LIMITED, MUMBAI, INDIA:
ASSOCIATED BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS, INC., ARLINGTON, VA:
ASSOCIATED GLOBAL SYSTEMS, INC., NEW HYDE PARK, NY:
2,128,872. REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 39.
ASSOCIATED MATERIALS, INC., CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH, DBA ALSIDE:
ASSOCIATION FOR INSTALLERS AND MANUFACTURERS, INC., SONORA, KY:
2,374,070, CANCE. INT. CL. 41.
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES, WASHINGTON, DC:
ASSOCIATION OF VINEYARD CHURCHES, USA, STAFFORD, TX:
ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN'S HEALTH, OBSTETRIC AND NEONATAL NURSES, WASHINGTON, DC:
ASTEC INDUSTRIES, INC., CHATTANOOGA, TN:
3,252,348, INT. CL. 9.
ASTELLAS PHARMA INC., TOKYO, JAPAN:
ASTRA AKTIEBOLAG, S-151 85 SODERTALJE, SWEDEN:
2,371,900, CANCE. INT. CL. 5.
2,371,904, CANCE. INT. CL. 5.
ASX OPERATIONS PTY. LIMITED, NEW SOUTH WALES, 2000, AUSTRALIA:
AT HOME HEALTH, INC., OAK PARK, IL:
1,403,507, CANCE. INT. CL. 42.
AT LAST SPORTSWEAR INC., SECaucus, NJ:
2,047,342. REN. 5-4-O7. INT. CL. 25.
ATARI INTERACTIVE, INC., BEVERLY, MA:
BARUNSON CO., LTD., REPUBLIC OF KOREA: 3,251,915, PUB. 10-3-2006. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 18, 21, 26, 28, 30 AND 32.

BASE KING, LLC, DALTON, GA: 2,087,287. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 27.

BASF AGROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS B.V., NETHERLANDS, AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY, WAYNE, NJ: 2,058,293. REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 5.


BATH & BODY WORKS, INC., REYNOLDSBURG, OH: 3,252,443, INT. CL. 3.


BAY SHORE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, OCEAN CITY, MD: 1,829,482. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 25.


BEACONSVILLE DESIGN, INC., ACCORD, NY, DBA POLUCK STUDIOS: 2,373,539, CANC. INT. CL. 21.


BELLSOUTH INTELECTUAL PROPERTY CORPORATION, WILMINGTON, DE: 2,373,599, CANC. INT. CL. 38.


BENCHMARK KNIFE CO., INC., OREGON CITY, OR: 2,373,609, CANC. INT. CL. 38.


BERKSHIRE CORPORATION, GREAT BARRINGTON, MA, BERKSHIRE CORPORATION, GREAT BARRINGTON, MA: 2,058,392. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 31.

BERNARD HODES ADVERTISING, INC, NEW YORK, NY: 2,372,469, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 42.

BERNARDI’S ITALIAN FOODS CO., TOLUCA, IL: 1,403,359, CANC. INT. CL. 30.

BENCHMADE KNIFE CO., INC., OREGON CITY, OR: 2,373,709, CANC. INT. CL. 1.

BEAUTE CREATEURS (SOCIETE ANONYME), 75002 PARIS, FRANCE: 2,373,545, CANC. INT. CL. 3.


BEAUTY HOLDING LLC, DENTON, TX: 2,372,208, CANC. INT. CL. 35.


BECKETT, DAMEON, NEW YORK, NY: 3,252,222, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 41.

BECO ENGINEERING COMPANY, OAKMONT, PA: 1,403,403, CANC. INT. CL. 35.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company/Trade Mark</th>
<th>Address/Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOWTIE, INC.</td>
<td>IRVINE, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOLLING PROPRIETORS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA</td>
<td>Richardson, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOVAY ENGINEERS, INC.</td>
<td>HOUSTON, TX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BRIGHTON-BEST SOCKET SCREW MFG. INC., TETERBORO, NJ:
1,073,456. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 6.

BRIGHTON-BEST SOCKET SCREW MFG. INC., TETERBORO, NJ:
1,073,456. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 6.

BRIGHTON-BEST SOCKET SCREW MFG. INC., TETERBORO, NJ:
1,073,456. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 6.

BRIGHTON-BEST SOCKET SCREW MFG. INC., TETERBORO, NJ:
1,073,456. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 6.

BRIGHTON-BEST SOCKET SCREW MFG. INC., TETERBORO, NJ:
1,073,456. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 6.

BRIGHTON-BEST SOCKET SCREW MFG. INC., TETERBORO, NJ:
1,073,456. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 6.
CENTERPOINT ENERGY, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
CHEM-AQUA, INC., IRVING, TX, ANDERSON CHEMICAL COMPANY, INC., MACON, GA:
CENITE, INC., BURLINGTON, MA:
CENTIVE, INC., MACON, GA:
CENTIVE, INC., BURLINGTON, MA:
CENTRAL AND SOUTH WEST CORPORATION, DALLAS, TX:
CERA, INC., BALDWIN PARK, CA:
CERAMICHE ATLAS CONCORDE SPA, ITALY:
CERTA, INC., BALDWIN PARK, CA:
CHEF PEPIN ENTERPRISES, INC., PINECREST, FL:
CHEF PEPIN ENTERPRISES, INC., PINECREST, FL:
CHEETAH AUTO ENTERPRISE CORPORATION, TAIPEI, TAIWAN:
CHEEK-UMS, INC., CINCINNATI, OH:
CHECK IT HOME INSPECTION, INC., LAS VEGAS, NV:
CHATEAU STORES OF CANADA LTD., MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA:
CHATEAU FLEUR CARDINALE, FRANCE:
CHATEAU FLEUR CARDINALE, FRANCE:
CHATALAS, RENEE L., SEATTLE, WA:
CHARTER OAK GROUP, LTD., VIENNA, VA:
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS HOLDING COMPANY, INC., PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL:
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS HOLDING COMPANY, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHARTER BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEMS, L.L.C., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS HOLDING COMPANY, INC., PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL:
CHARTER BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEMS, L.L.C., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS HOLDING COMPANY, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHARTER BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEMS, L.L.C., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS HOLDING COMPANY, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS HOLDING COMPANY, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS HOLDING COMPANY, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS HOLDING COMPANY, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS HOLDING COMPANY, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS HOLDING COMPANY, INC., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHARTER BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEMS, L.L.C., ALPHARETTA, GA:
CHR. HANSEN, INC., MILWAUKEE, WI:
CHRISTENSEN, CARSTEN BO, DK-1852 FREDERIKSBERG, DENMARK:
CHRISTENSEN, CARSTEN BO, DK-1852 FREDERIKSBERG, DENMARK:
CHRONICLE PUBLISHING COMPANY, THE, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
CHROMATIC TECHNOLOGIES, INC., FRANKLIN, MA:
CHOSHUN, INC., TAIPEI, TAIWAN:
CHOSUN, INC., TAIPEI, TAIWAN:
CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRUNGLI AG, KILCHberg, SWITZERLAND:
CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRUNGLI AG, KILCHberg, SWITZERLAND:
CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRUNGLI AG, KILCHberg, SWITZERLAND:
CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRUNGLI AG, KILCHberg, SWITZERLAND:
CHR. HANSEN, INC., MILWAUKEE, WI:
CHRISTENSEN, CARSTEN BO, DK-1852 FREDERIKSBERG, DENMARK:
CHRISTENSEN, CARSTEN BO, DK-1852 FREDERIKSBERG, DENMARK:
CHOSHUN, INC., TAIPEI, TAIWAN:
CHOSUN, INC., TAIPEI, TAIWAN:
CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRUNGLI AG, KILCHberg, SWITZERLAND:
CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRUNGLI AG, KILCHberg, SWITZERLAND:
CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT & SPRUNGLI AG, KILCHberg, SWITZERLAND:
CELLTREK, INC., ROCHESTER, NY:
CEPA BRITISH COLUMBIA, LTD., VANCOUVER, B.C.:
CEPA BRITISH COLUMBIA, LTD., VANCOUVER, B.C.:
CEPA BRITISH COLUMBIA, LTD., VANCOUVER, B.C.:
CEPA BRITISH COLUMBIA, LTD., VANCOUVER, B.C.:
COUNCIL FOR THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF HEALTH SERVICE PROVIDERS IN PSYCHOLOGY, WASHINGTON, DC:
2,094,075. REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 42.
2,100,694. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 16.

COUNTRY HEDGING, INC., INVER GROVE HEIGHTS, MN:
1,989,836. CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 35.

COUNTRY LIFE, LLC, HAUPPAUGE, NY, TEA TREE SOLUTIONS, INC., HAUPPAUGE, NY:
2,050,169. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 3.

COUNTRY LIVING INSURANCE, INC., POPULARVILLE, MS:

COURTAUDS TEXTILES (HOLDINGS) LIMITED, LONDON, VIA 3DA, UNITED KINGDOM:
2,373,536. CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 25.

COVERDECK SYSTEMS, INC., WILMINGTON, DE:

CRACKER BISCUIT COMPANY, NORTH PEKIN, IL:
3,252,359, INT. CL. 16.

CRAWFORD, JUDY, CRANE, TX, DBA NICE GUY REGISTRY CO.:
2,053,599. REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 16.

CRAZY HORSE STEAK HOUSE, SANTA ANA, CA:
1,403,481, CANCELLATION. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.

CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY LTD., SINGAPORE:
2,373,094, CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 9.

CREATICS USA INC., FLUSHING, NY:

CRESTONE CAPITAL ADVISORS LLC, BOULDER, CO:

CRESTONE ELECTRONICS, INC., ROCKLEIGH, NJ:

CRI 2000, L.P., SAN DIEGO, CA:
3,252,539, INT. CL. 36.

CROOK, ADRIAN, SAN CLEMENTE, CA:

CROPME COMPANY, NORTH PEKIN, IL:
1,403,512, CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 42.

CROSBY GROUP, INC., THE, TULSA, OK:
3,252,282, INT. CL. 6.

CROSS, MICHAEL DWAYNE, FLINT, MI:
3,251,762, PUB. 3-27-2007. INT. CL. 44.

CROSTEX INTERNATIONAL, INC., HAUPPAUGE, NY:
2,065,201. REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 10.

CROTON WATCH CO., INC., MOONACHIE, NJ:

CROTTY, MARTIN P., BRIGHTON, MA:
2,374,030, CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 41.

CROWE CHIZEK AND COMPANY LLC, SOUTH BEND, IN:
3,252,514, INT. CL. 35.

CROWN INTERNATIONAL STEEL BUILDING SYSTEMS CORP., MCKEES ROCKS, PA:
3,252,122, INT. CL. 6.

CRS HOLDINGS, INC., WILMINGTON, DE:
1,989,886, CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 6.

CRYSTAL CRUISES, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:

CSA, INC., TIVERTON, RI:
2,053,920. REN. 5-7-07. INT. CL. 9.

CSMG INTERNATIONAL, LTD., CHICAGO, IL:

CTS TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, ENGLEWOOD, CO:
2,373,034, CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 35.

CTS USA INC., FLUSHING, NY:

CUDDLEWEAR, INC., OLD BROOKVILLE, NY, DBA ANIMAL MAGNETISM:
3,252,425, INT. CL. 21.

CUEN, RICHARD, SAN JOSE, CA:

CUDDLEWEAR, INC., OLD BROOKVILLE, NY, DBA ANIMAL MAGNETISM:
3,252,425, INT. CL. 21.

CUSP TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, ENGLEWOOD, CO:
2,373,034, CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 35.

CUSP TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, ENGLEWOOD, CO:
2,373,034, CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 35.

CUSP TECHNOLOGIES, LLC, ENGLEWOOD, CO:
2,373,034, CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 35.

CUMBERRAND GENERAL STORE, LLC, ALPHARETTA, GA:

CUMMINS FILTRATION IP, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
2,041,808, REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 16.

CUMMARAN, INC., CALABASAS, CA:
2,373,544, CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 25.

CURBELL ELECTRONICS, INC., ORCHARD PARK, NY:
3,252,437, INT. CL. 10.

CURRENT SYSTEMS, INC., CALABASAS, CA:

CURRULLUM ASSOCIATES, INC., NORTH BILLERICA, MA:

CURRY, JENNIFER, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

CUSTOM CHROME, INC., MORGAN HILL, CA:
1,403,211, CANCELLATION. INT. CL. 9.

CUSTOM DIRECT, LLC, JOPPA, MD:

CY TECHNOLOGIES, INC., EDMONTON ALBERTA T6G 1K8, CANADA:

CZYBIO INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA:
2,049,403. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 36.

CRESCENDO VENTURES MANAGEMENT, LLP, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:

CRESCEO REAL ESTATE EQUITIES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, FORT WORTH, TX:
2,049,403. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 36.

CRESCEO REAL ESTATE EQUITIES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, FORT WORTH, TX:
2,049,403. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 36.
EADDY, SUSAN ADAMS, NASHVILLE, TN: 1,989,703, CANC, INT. CL. 3.
EADS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH, 85521 OTTOBRUNN, FED REP GERMANY: 1,055,300, REN. 5-8-07, INT. CL. 42.
EAGLE FAMILY FOODS, INC., LUNENBURG, MA: 3,250,096, PUB. 12-12-2006, INT. CL. 9.
EARLY TIMES DISTILLERS COMPANY, LOUISVILLE, KY: 1,402,785, REN. 5-9-07, INT. CL. 5.
EARTHGRO, INC., LEBANON, CT: 2,373,205, CANC. INT. CL. 21.
EARTHBOUND, INC., TOPEKA, KS: 2,373,582, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
EAST-WEST SPECIALTY SAUCES, INC, DENVER, CO: 2,059,363, REN. 5-9-07, INT. CL. 5.
EARTHSHELL CONTAINER CORPORATION, SANTA BARBARA, CA TO SCAN/PLANT, INC., SANTA MONICA, CA: 1,402,791, CANC, INT. CL. 5.
EARL MAY SEED AND NURSERY, L.C., SHENANDOAH, IA: 2,055,586. REN. 5-7-07, INT. CL. 5.
EAST COMPANY, INC., TOPEKA, KS: 1,402,785, REN. 5-9-07, INT. CL. 5.
EAST-BAY ASSOCIATION, CLEVELAND, OH: 1,989,703, CANC, INT. CL. 3.
EAST COAST RECYCLING ASSOCIATES, INC., MILL-E CIVIS, INC., PASADENA, CA: 2,053,822. REN. 5-7-07, INT. CL. 5.
EAGLE FAMILY FOODS, INC., LUNENBURG, MA: 3,250,096, PUB. 12-12-2006, INT. CL. 9.
1,441,186, REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 16.
HARLEQUIN ENTERPRISES LIMITED, DON MILLS, ONTARIO, CANADA:
HARMON AUTOGlass INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, LLC, WACO, TX:
2,139,611, REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 37.
HARMON, DEBORAH P., CARROLLTON, TX:
2,372,705, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
HARRAH'S LICENSE COMPANY, LLC, LAS VEGAS, NV:
1,403,496, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
HARRINGTON, RAYMOND A, CLOGHERHEAD, COUNTY LOUTH, IRELAND:
HARRIS CONNECT, INC., PURCHASE, NY:
1,441,186, REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 28.
2,140,252, REN. 5-4-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3 AND 10.
HARTING KGAA, ESPELKAMP 32339, FED REP GERMANY:
1,433,636, REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 9.
HARTZ MOUNTAIN CORPORATION, THE, SECAUCUS, NJ:
HARUSPEX, INC., EMBASSY, NEW YORK, NY:
1,944,925, REN. 5-7-07. INT. CL. 28.
1,944,925. REN. 5-7-07. INT. CL. 28.
2,119,672, REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 16.
HARRISON, DAVID JAMES, ALMA, MI:
3,252,505, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
3,252,507, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
3,252,508, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
HARRIOTTS LIMITED, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM:
3,250,706, PUB. 12-26-2006. INT. CL. 35.
HARRY J BOSWORTH COMPANY, SKOKIE, IL:
2,140,252. REN. 5-4-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3, 5 AND 10.
HARTING KGAA, ESPELKAMP 32339, FED REP GERMANY:
1,433,636, REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 9.
HARTZ MOUNTAIN CORPORATION, THE, SECAUCUS, NJ:
HARUSPEX, INC., ENCINO, CA:
3,252,556, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 25.
HASAN A. AL-GHANI SR. AND SALWA & SAFIYYA A. AL-
GHANI PARTNERSHIP, THE, OAKLAND, CA:
2,373,406, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
HAMMOCK DUNES CLUB, INC., PALM COAST, FL:
HATASHITA ENTERPRISES LLC, NEW YORK, NY:
2,140,252. REN. 5-4-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3, 5 AND 10.
HARTING KGAA, ESPELKAMP 32339, FED REP GERMANY:
1,433,636, REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 9.
HARTZ MOUNTAIN CORPORATION, THE, SECAUCUS, NJ:
HARUSPEX, INC., ENCINO, CA:
3,252,556, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 25.
HASAN A. AL-GHANI SR. AND SALWA & SAFIYYA A. AL-
GHANI PARTNERSHIP, THE, OAKLAND, CA:
2,373,406, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
HAMMOCK DUNES CLUB, INC., PALM COAST, FL:
HATASHITA ENTERPRISES LLC, NEW YORK, NY:
2,140,252. REN. 5-4-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3, 5 AND 10.
HARTING KGAA, ESPELKAMP 32339, FED REP GERMANY:
1,433,636, REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 9.
HARTZ MOUNTAIN CORPORATION, THE, SECAUCUS, NJ:
HARUSPEX, INC., ENCINO, CA:
3,252,556, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 25.
HASAN A. AL-GHANI SR. AND SALWA & SAFIYYA A. AL-
GHANI PARTNERSHIP, THE, OAKLAND, CA:
2,373,406, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
HAMMOCK DUNES CLUB, INC., PALM COAST, FL:
HEIN RICHARD, MONACO, MONACO:
HENKEL CAPITAL, S.A. DE C.V., ECATEPEC DE Mendoza II,
BILLY E, ORLANDO, FL:
HENDERSON, TERRY B, GLEN ALLEN, VA:
HELEN OF TROY LIMITED, ST. MICHAEL, BARBADOS:
HEIDELBERGER DRUCKMASCHINEN AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT,
HEICO CORPORATION, HOLLYWOOD, FL, HEINICKE
HEBREW HOME OF GREATER WASHINGTON, INC.,
HEARTLAND INTERNATIONAL, INC., LOUISVILLE, KY:
HEARTLAND BUILDING PRODUCTS, INC., BOONEVILLE, MS:
HEALTHY GLOW AIRBRUSH TANNING, LITTLE SILVER,
HEALTH DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTH WATCH, INC., CHERRY HILL, NJ:
HEALTHCARE LOGISTICS, LLC, SOMERSET, NJ:
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., NEWARK, NJ:
HEALTHY GLOW AIRBRUSH TANNING, LITTLE SILVER,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HEALTHY DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST, INC., BEAVERTON,
HSIN LUNG ACCESSORIES CO., LTD., JUNGH, TAIPEI, TAIWAN:
3,252,148, INT. CL. 12.
HUBBARD, WILLIAM SR., PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI:
3,272,974, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
HUBBELL INCORPORATED, ORANGE, CT:
2,050,636, REN. 3-9-07, INT. CL. 9.
HUBER ENGINEERED WOOD LLC, CHARLOTTE, NC:
2,373,560, CANC. INT. CL. 19.
HUFFY CORPORATION, MIAMISBURG, OH:
2,372,188, CANC. INT. CL. 12.
HUGH SPORTSWEAR, INC., SALT LAKE CITY, UT:
3,272,727, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
HUGGENS, KEVIN K., GILBERT, AZ:
HUMAN LIFE INTERNATIONAL, INC., FRONT ROYAL, VA:
HUMAN PERFORMANCE SPECIALISTS, INC., CHANDLER, AZ:
3,250,618, PUB. 3-27-2007, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41, 42 AND 44.
HUMANITARIAN RESOURCE CENTER OF NORTH AMERICA, SALT LAKE CITY, UT:
2,374,035, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 36 AND 42.
HUMORDROME PRODUCTIONS, WEEHAWKEN, NJ:
3,272,760, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
HUMPHREY, JOHN L., ST. CHARLES, MO:
HUNGER DUMPTY SNACK FOODS USA, INC., KITCHENER, CANADA, ONTARIO:
1,428,625, PUB. 5-10-07, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 30.
HUNT-WESSON, INC., FULLERTON, CA TO CONAGRA FOODS PACKAGED FOODS COMPANY, INC., OMAHA, NE:
1,990,363, CANC. INT. CL. 30.
HUNTRESS, HARRIET JESSIE MINETTE, OXON, UNITED KINGDOM:
3,273,993, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16, 18, 24, 25 AND 28.
HUNTER'S SPECIALTIES, INC., CEDAR RAPIDS, IA:
2,100,582, REN. 5-7-07, INT. CL. 28.
HUNTER'S SPECIALTIES, INC., CEDAR RAPIDS, IA:
HUNTING BEACH CONFERENCE AND VISITORS BUREAU, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA:
3,252,581, INT. CL. 16.
HUNTINGTON MECHANICAL LABORATORIES, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA:
1,062,070, REN. 5-10-07, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 9.
HUPPMANN GMBH, FED REP GERMANY:
3,127,184, COR. INT. CL. 6.
HURLEY, HAROLD JOSEPH III, OMAHA, NE:
3,252,462, INT. CL. 8.
HURRICANE PACKAGING, INC., HOUSTON, TX, DBA BOXES 4 U:
HUSQVARNA AKTIEBOLAG, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN TO HUSQVARNA AKTIEBOLAG, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN:
1,989,855, CANC. INT. CL. 7.
HUTCHINSON, MICHAEL, WASHINGTON, DC:
3,252,173, INT. CL. 41.
HY CITE CORPORATION, MADISON, WI:
3,252,539, INT. CL. 7.
HYBRIZME CORPORATION, RALEIGH, NC:
2,483,084, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
HYDRO-GEAR LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, SULLIVAN, IL:
LOVING MEMORIES, ALGONAC, MI: 3,251,374, PUB. 3-27-2007. INT. CL. 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41 AND 42.

MILESTONES OF CONNECTICUT, LLC, NEW CANAAN, CT: 3,252,140, INT. CL. 16.

M. J. AINGE & CO. LIMITED, HEREFORDSHIRE, UNITED KINGDOM: 3,252,141, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 41.

M & Q PLASTIC PRODUCTS CO., NORTH WALES, PA: 1,989,827, CANC. INT. CL. 16.


M'OTTO ENTERPRISES, INC., SEATTLE, WA: 3,252,377, CANC. INT. CL. 25.


MAI LE CHU, HANOI, VIETNAM: 1,990,136, CANC. INT. CL. 25.


MAI LE CHU, HANOI, VIETNAM: 1,990,136, CANC. INT. CL. 25.

MAI LE CHU, HANOI, VIETNAM: 1,990,136, CANC. INT. CL. 25.


MARTIN, DAVID, LAGUNA NIGUEL, CA:
MARTHA'S VINEYARD CEREBRAL PALSY CAMP, INC.,
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA:
3,273,296, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
MAPSCO, INC., ADDISON, TX:
2,093,148, REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 9.
MARATHON ELECTRIC MFG. CORP., WAUSAU, WI:
1,205,534, REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 7.
MARATHON VENTURES, LLC, WAKARUSA, IN:
MARC & JOSIE'S HOUSE PARTY, L.L.C., MARTINEZ, CA:
MARC L. NEVINS, D.M.D., M.M.SC., P.C., CAMBRIDGE,
MA:
3,252,575, INT. CL. 44.
MARGARET STURMAN GORDON, NEW YORK, NY, DBA
MABE DELIGHTED:
MARGAVIO, THOMAS P., ATLANTA, GA:
MASON, GREG E., PHOENIX, AZ:
MARIE SELBY BOTANICAL GARDENS, INC., SARASOTA,
FL:
MARIN MOUNTAIN BIKES, INC., NOVATO, CA:
2,062,459, REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 12.
MARTIN'S VINEYARD CEREBRAL PALSY CAMP, INC.,
VINEYARD HAVEN, MA:
MARTIN OPERATING PARTNERSHIP L.P., KILGORE, TX:
2,373,092, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 16 AND 42.
MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA:
MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA:
3,251,163, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
3,251,166, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
3,251,167, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
3,253,503, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
3,253,788, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
3,254,799, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
MATTEL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA:
3,251,790, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
MATTELL, INC., EL SEGUNDO, CA:
2,373,791, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
MATTHEW NIRENBERG, AUSTRALIA:
MAURICE SPORTING GOODS, INC., NORTHBROOK, IL:
2,373,396, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
MAX ROHR, INC., WILMINGTON, DE:
3,252,116, INT. CL. 34.
MAX-AIR TECHNOLOGY, INC., O FALLON, MO:
MAXIM PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA:
3,250,103, INT. CL. 5.
MAXNET, INC., FREEHOLD, NJ:
2,372,182, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
MAXOLY, INC., MIAMI, FL:
MAZAK ENTERPRISES, LAS VEGAS, NV:
MBR Creations Inc., Ontario, Canada:
2,373,648, CANC. INT. CL. 37.
MCBRIAR SPORTSWEAR, INC., TAMPA, FL:
1,472,538, REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 23.
MILLIKEN & COMPANY, NEW YORK, NY: 2,373,793, CANC. INT. CL. 24.
MILWAUKEE BUCKS, INC., MILWAUKEE, WI: 2,373,252, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
MILWAUKEE CHAPEL & MFG. COMPANY, INC.: 1,402,964, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
MINDEWALK INC., ORLANDO, FL: 3,252,440, INT. CL. 28.
MINOR, MARK DOUGLAS, ALAMEDA, CA: 3,272,300, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
MIOX CORPORATION, ROCKLIN, CA: 3,252,135, INT. CL. 1.
MIRACLECORP PRODUCTS, DAYTON, OH: 2,055,704, REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 3.
MIRAGE RESORTS, INCORPORATED, LAS VEGAS, NV: 2,373,868, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
MIRAFLY CORPORATION, ROY, UT: 3,252,408, INT. CL. 35.
MISCHANT FEDERAL CREDIT UNION, SAN DIEGO, CA: 2,057,121. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 36.
MITSUBISHI CATERPILLAR FORKLIFT AMERICA INC., HOUSTON, TX: 3,252,300, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 12, 35 AND 37.
MIX MOR, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA: 1,062,646. REN. 5-7-07. INT. CL. 7.
MIT IMPORTS CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY: 1,989,845, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
MK MEDIA, LLC, DALLAS, TX: 3,252,598, INT. CL. 25.
MODCOMP, INC, FT LAUDERDALE, FL: 2,371,925, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
MOODCOW, INC., FT LAUDERDALE, FL: 2,371,926, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
MODES CAFE AU LAIT INC., MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA: 2,093,317, PUB. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 25.
MOHAWK CARPET CORPORATION, CALHOUN, GA: 2,373,695, CANC. INT. CL. 27.
2,373,774, CANC. INT. CL. 27.
2,373,852, CANC. INT. CL. 27.
MOLLECULAR PROBES, INC., EUGENE, OR: 2,037,023. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 9.
2,080,660, REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 1.
MONDOR LIMITTEE, IBERVILLE, QUEBEC, CANADA: 1,403,205, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
MONGOOSE PRO MONSTER TRUCKS, INC., LANSING, MI: 2,373,436, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
MONA FON CORPORATION, MONONA, IA: 3,272,123, CANC. INT. CL. 40.
MONTANA WATCH COMPANY, LLC, LIVINGSTON, MT: 3,252,604, INT. CL. 14.
3,252,606, INT. CL. 35.
MONTMIRAL BAY ANIMAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE, MISSISSAUGA, CA: 2,094,448, REN. 5-8-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 41 AND 42.
MONTROSE SUPPLY COMPANY, SIGNAL HILL, CA: 3,252,255, INT. CL. 17.
MOODY DUNBAR, INC., JOHNSON CITY, TN, OLD FASHIONED FOOD PROCESSORS, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MD: 1,077,566. REN. 5-7-07. INT. CL. 29.
MOOG INC., EAST AURORA, NY: 2,120,788. REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 9.
2,122,677, REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 9.
MOORE INDUSTRIES INTERNATIONAL, CORP., NORTH HILLS, CA: 3,252,146, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 5.
MOREHEAD, INC., BALDWIN, KS: 1,403,186, CANC. INT. CL. 21.
MORGRO, INC., SALT LAKE CITY, UT: 1,453,173. REN. 5-9-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1 AND 5.
MORROW SPORTS, LLC, FORT COLLINS, CO: 3,252,146, INT. CL. 28.
MOTHERSHEAD, ROBERT, GROUSE POINTE, MI: 2,372,068, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC., ENCINO, CA: 1,439,617. REN. 5-10-07. U.S. CL. B.
1,439,619. REN. 5-10-07. U.S. CL. B.
MOTIONVATION, LLC, MINNEAPOLIS, MN: 1,447,865. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 35.
NATIONAL BLACK MBA ASSOCIATION, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
NATIONAL CATTLEMEN'S BEEF ASSOCIATION, GREENWOOD VILLAGE, CO:
2,373,064, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 16.
NATIONAL CHEMICALS, INC., WINONA, MN:
2,057,462, REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 3.
NATIONAL COIL COATING ASSOCIATION, CLEVELAND, OH:
NATIONAL MAINTENANCE & REPAIR, INC., HARTFORD, IL, NATIONAL MARINE SERVICE INCORPORATED, ST. LOUIS, MO:
1,056,454, REN. 5-5-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 37, 39 AND 42.
NATIONAL MINING ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC:
3,250,117, PUB. 3-14-2006. INT. CL. 35.
NATIONAL PARK TRUST INC., ROCKVILLE, MD:
NATIONAL PROPERTIES GROUP CORPORATION, DENVER, CO:
2,372,536, REN. INT. CL. 37.
NATIONAL RECREATION AND PARK ASSOCIATION, ASHBURN, VA AND ADVISORS MARKETING GROUP, INC., THE OCEANSIDE, CA:
NATIONAL RESTAURANT ENTERPRISES, INC., WESTCHESTER, IL, DBA AMEKING:
2,372,059, REN. INT. CL. 42.
2,372,060, REN. INT. CL. 42.
NATIONAL STARCH AND CHEMICAL INVESTMENT HOLDING CORPORATION, NEW CASTLE, DE, NATIONAL STARCH AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION, BRIDGEWATER, NJ:
1,444,342, REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 30.
1,450,234, REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 1.
NATIONAL STROKE ASSOCIATION, ENGLEWOOD, CO:
NATIONAL SURF LEAGUE, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
NATIONAL TOBACCO COMPANY, L.P., LOUISVILLE, KY:
NATIONAL VISION, INC., LAWRENCEVILLE, GA:
3,252,337, INT. CL. 9.
NATIONAL WELDERS SUPPLY COMPANY, INC., CHARLOTTE, NC:
3,250,680, REN. 5-7-07. INT. CL. 6.
NATIONWIDE SIGNING SERVICES LLC, NAPLES, FL:
NATIONWIDE STUDIOS, INC., GALLATIN, TN:
1,478,037, REN. 5-5-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 40 AND 42.
NATUR UND TIER - VERLAG GMBH, 48157 MÜNSTER, FED REP GERMANY:
NATURAL BALANCE PET FOODS, INC., PACOIMA, CA:
3,252,171, INT. CL. 31.
NATURAL HISTORY NEW ZEALAND LIMITED, AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND:
2,373,220, CANC. INT. CL. 38.
NATURAL ORGANICS INC., MELVILLE, NY:
2,075,411, REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 5.
NATURAL PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL LLC, MIAMI, FL:
NATIONAL SELECTION FOODS, SANTO JUAN BAUTISTA, CA:
2,069,073, REN. 5-10-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 31.
NATURAL THOUGHTS, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA:
2,139,235, REN. 5-7-07. INT. CL. 3.
NATURE'S TABLE FRANCHISE COMPANY, ORLANDO, FL:
1,446,888, REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 42.
NATURE'S WAY CO., LTD., NAGOYA, JAPAN:
NATURE'S WAY PRODUCTS, INC., SPRINGVILLE, UT:
2,042,173, REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 32.
NAUTADUTILH N.V., NETHERLANDS:
3,252,069, PUB. 3-27-2007. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 35, 36, 41 AND 42.
NAUTILUS, INC., VANCOUVER, WA:
2,373,271, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
2,352,448, INT. CL. 28.
NAVARRO, AMAYA ARZUAGA, 09340 LERMA (BURGOS), SPAIN:
2,068,428, REN. 5-10-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 3, 14 AND 25.
NAVASKY, EDWARD, PHILIPSBURG, PA:
2,061,366, REN. 5-7-07. INT. CL. 42.
NAVIGATORS, THE, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO:
2,372,738, CANC. INT. CL. 16.
NAZZARO ENTERPRISES INC., MENLO PARK, CA:
1,402,713, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
NBTY, INC., BOHEMIA, NY:
1,099,564, CANC. INT. CL. 5.
NC INSURANCE SERVICES, INC., IRVINE, CA:
3,252,304, INT. CL. 36.
NCH CORPORATION, IRVING, TX:
1,430,813, REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 4.
1,431,681, REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 4.
NCI BUILDING SYSTEMS, L.P., HOUSTON, TX:
2,037,498, REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 2.
2,079,167, REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 35.
NEAS, INC., WAUKESHA, WI:
NEAT-O-BURRITO, INC., WICHITA, KS:
2,372,829, CANC. INT. CL. 35.
NEBRASKA VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION (NE GOVERNMENT AGENCY), LINCOLN, NE:
NEDCO SPORTS PRODUCTS, INC., ALBERTVILLE, AL:
NEDELCO, INC., AURORA, NE:
2,071,400, REN. 5-9-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35 AND 38.
2,102,705, REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 42.
NEIGHBORS FOOD STORES, INC., MOUNT AIRY, NC:
NELLIE BLY PARK, BROOKLYN, NY:
2,372,256, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
NELSON ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERS, INC., PLANO, TX:
3,252,383, INT. CL. 41.
NELSON OLSON INC, PLYMOUTH, MN:
2,047,522, REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 19.
NELSON, GREG, HOMewood, CA:
2,374,454, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
NEOGENOMICS, INC., FORT MYERS, FL:
NEOPERL INC., WATERBURY, CT:
2,070,511, REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 11.
NEOTONUS INC., WASHINGTON, DC:
2,372,256, INT. CL. 36.
NERO AG, KARLSBAD-ITTERSBACH, FED REP GERMANY:
NEROVA S.A., PROVINCIA DE BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA:
3,252,099, INT. CL. 3.
NET RESULTS, INC., PROSPECT, KY:
NETGUARD, INC., MARIETTA, GA:
2,373,417, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
NETPLIANCE, INC., AUSTIN, TX:
2,372,448, INT. CL. 37.
NETPRO COMPUTING, INC., PHOENIX, AZ:
NORTH AMERICAN PAYMENT SYSTEMS, INC., BRONX, NY:
NORTH AMERICAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA:
3,252,572, INT. CL. 16.
NORTH AMERICAN WHOLESALE LUMBER ASSOCIATION, INC., ROLLING MEADOWS, IL:
2,374,018, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
NORTH MISSISSIPPI MEDICAL CENTER, TUPELO, MS:
1,403,572, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
NORTH ONE TELEVISION LIMITED, LONDON, ENGLAND:
3,251,062, PUB. 1-2-2007. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16, 38, 41 AND 42.
NORTH PACIFIC GROUP, INC., PORTLAND, OR:
3,252,511, INT. CL. 19.
3,252,512, INT. CL. 19.
NORTHERP, JOHN H., BURKE, VA:
NORTHWEST PODIATRIC LABORATORY, INC., BLAINE, WA:
1,424,716. REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 10.
NORTHERN CORPORATION, SIOUX FALLS, SD:
2,374,004, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 35, 37 AND 42.
NORWOOD OPERATING COMPANY, LLC, CARROLLTOWN, PA, DELAVEST, INC., OXFORD, MS:
1,458,757. REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 41.
NOVA CHEMICALS (CANADA) LTD., CORUNNA, ONTARIO, CANADA:
1,449,140. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 1.
NOVA CONTROL SYSTEMS, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
NOVA GAMING, LLC, GREENVILLE, SC:
3,252,438, INT. CL. 9.
NOVALIS TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED, HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA, CANADA:
NOVARTIS AG, BASEL, SWITZERLAND:
NOVARTIS AG, SWITZERLAND:
NOVARTIS AG, CH-4002 BASEL, SWITZERLAND:
NOVARTIS AG, SWITZERLAND:
NOVELIS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH, GOTTINGEN, FED REP GERMANY:
NTNU TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AS, TRONDHEIM, NORWAY:
3,250,484, PUB. 3-27-2007. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 35, 41 AND 42.
NUHOMES DESIGN, LLC., HOUSTON, TX:
2,372,273, CANC. INT. CL. 17.
NURSING STATION CONCEPTS, INC., LAKE VILLA, IL:
2,373,714, CANC. INT. CL. 10.
NUTRI-METICS INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS PTY., LTD., BALMAIN, NEW SOUTH WALES 2041, AUSTRALIA TO TUPPERWARE PRODUCTS S.A., FRIBOURG, SWITZERLAND:
1,999,503, CANC. INT. CL. 3.
NUTRISYSTEM IPHC, INC., WILMINGTON, DE:
NUTRITION 2000, INC., SALINA, OK:
2,372,590, CANC. INT. CL. 5.
NUVISIONS INTERNATIONAL INC., MILFORD, PA:
2,095,784. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 9.
NUVISIONS INTERNATIONAL INC., MILFORD, PA:
2,091,824. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 9.
NUVE INC., RIDGEFIELD, NJ:
NX, INC., FAIRFAX, VA:
O'REILLY, HEATHER, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA AND SOMMARS, ROBERT SCOTT, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA:
2,372,954, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
O.F. MOSSBERG & SONS, INC., NORTH HAVEN, CT:
1,990,001, CANC. INT. CL. 13.
O'BRIEN FAMILY VINEYARD LLC, NAPA, CA:
O'BRIEN, SARA, WESTMONT, NJ:
OLEARIE, GEORGE J., TUCSON, AZ:
2,069,187. REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 41.
OAKBROOK CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT, INC., ST. CHARLES, IL:
OBEX INVESTMENTS LLC, LARCHMONT, NY:
3,252,600, INT. CL. 36.
OBJECT INSIGHT, INC., ANN ARBOR, MI:
2,373,031, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
OBSCHESCO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVYU "DIAMANT ALKO", RU-109280 MOSKVA, RUSSIAN FED.:
ODDZON, INC., CAMPBELL, CA:
2,373,762, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
2,373,763, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
2,373,780, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
ODECO ELECTRONICA, S.A., BADALONA (BARCELONA), SPAIN:
ODS NETWORKS, INC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,373,479, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
ODWALLA, INC., HALF MOON BAY, CA:
ODYSSEY ONE SOURCE, INC., EULESS, TX:
OFF TRACK MANAGEMET, INC., CORONA, CA:
OHIO NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, THE, CINCINNATI, OH:
2,138,380. REN. 5-7-07. INT. CL. 36.
OHIO STATE BAR ASSOCIATION, COLUMBUS, OH:
1,477,627. REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 16.
1,477,626. REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 16.
1,437,761. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 7.
ODDZON, INC., CAMPBELL, CA:
2,373,762, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
2,373,763, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
2,373,780, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
O.I. OI PTY LTD, MALVERN, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA:
OIL-CHM RESEARCH CORP., CHARLOTTE, NC:
2,076,144. REN. 5-9-07. INT. CL. 4.
OKI BERING MANAGEMENT CO., CINCINNATI, OH:
1,437,761. REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 7.
OKLAHOMA STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK:
OLD VENICE ENTERPRISES, INC., OXFORD, MS:
OLD-COUNTRY BAKERY, INC., LENEXA, KS:
ODEMARK, LLC, BURLINGTON, VT, DELAVEST, INC., WILMINGTON, DE:
2,144,676. REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 30.
OLDENBURG GROUP INCORPORATED, GLENDALE, WI:
OLDING, PAUL, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA:
OLIN CORPORATION, ST. LOUIS, MO:
1,987,647. REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 6.
2,063,443, REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 13.
OM FINANCIAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, BALTIMORE, MD:
PROMUS HOTELS, INC., MEMPHIS, TN: 2,371,911, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.
PROACTIVE GOLF ENTERPRISES, INC., CHICAGO, IL: 2,372,822, CANC. INT. CL. 28.
PROTECTAID LTEE / PROTECTAID LTD., MONT ST-HILAIRE, QUEBEC, CANADA TO AXCAN LTEE, MONT ST-HILAIRE, QUEBEC, CANADA: 2,388,948, COR. INT. CL. 5.
PROTECTION COATING COMPANY, ALLENTOWN, PA: 2,048,169, REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 2.
PROWEBSTE HOSTING CORPORATION, MILLERSVILLE, MD: 2,372,957, CANC. INT. CL. 42.
PROZERVE PROFESSIONAL PROJECT SERVICES, INC., OAK RIDGE, TN, PRO-ZERVE PROFESSIONAL PROJECT SERVICES, LLC, KNOXVILLE, TN: 2,052,391, REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 35.
PRÜFTECHNIK DIETER BUSCH AG, D-85737 ISMANING, FED REP GERMANY: 2,373,132, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9, 16 AND 35.
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA: 3,252,424, INT. CL. 38.
PULASKI PRODUCTS CO., KEARNY, NJ: 1,063,436, REN. 5-10-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 29 AND 40.
PUMA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT; RUDOLPH DASSLER SPORT, FED REP GERMANY: 2,050,667, REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 9.
PUMP PROS, INC., MASON, OH: 2,060,334, REN. 5-8-07. INT. CL. 7.
PVD, OLED, INC., HAMDEN, CT: 3,253,333, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
PYXIS TECHNOLOGIES, SOMERS, NY: 2,374,043, CANC. INT. CL. 9.
Q INDUSTRIES, LLC, PEORIA, AZ: 2,373,333, CANC. INT. CL. 25.
QUALITY ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES, INC., TIGARD, OR: 2,372,923, CANC. INT. CL. 41.
QUALITY SPACES INCORPORATED, ST. PAUL, MN: 3,250,707, PUB. 3-27-2007, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 37 AND 42.
RETIRED BRAINS LLC, CHICAGO, IL:
RETAIL BRAND ALLIANCE, INC., ENFIELD, CT:
RND DEVELOPMENT, INC., RENO, NV:
RMSG, LLC, PRINCETON, NJ:
ROARK CAPITAL GROUP, INC., ATLANTA, GA:
RIVERSIDE THEATRE WORKS INC, ROCKLAND, MA:
RITE AID CORPORATION, CAMP HILL, PA:
RISTER ENTERPRISES, INC., SKOKIE, IL:
RISHO KOGYO CO., LTD., KITA-KU, OSAKA, JAPAN:
RINKER BOAT COMPANY, LLC, SYRACUSE, IN:
RIGHT STUFF, INC., BURLINGTON, MA:
RIDGE, JASON, SKOKIE, IL:
RIDGEWAY LIGHTING LLC, RENOVATION, IA:
RIGGS, JASON, SAN DIEGO, CA:
RIDA, INC, CRANSTON, RI:
RIHOCKEY SYSTEMS, INC., ROCHESTER, NY:
RHODES DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CORP., LAS VEGAS, NV:
RHODE ISLAND HOSPITAL, PROVIDENCE, RI:
RHODES DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CORP., LAS VEGAS, NV:
RHODES DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CORP., LAS VEGAS, NV:
RICOCHET PRESS, BOSTON, MA:
RICHER CHEMIE-TECHNIK GMBH, 47906 KEMPEN, FED REP GERMANY:
RIESA CORPORATION, SALEM, OR:
RICKER BOAT COMPANY, LLC, SYRACUSE, NY:
RICKER BOAT COMPANY, LLC, SYRACUSE, NY:
RICKERT, JAY, TORONTO, ON:
RICKS, ERIC, SEATTLE, WA:
RICKS, MARK W., TUSCOLA, IL:
RICKS, SCOTT, JOPPA, IL:
RICKS, STEPHEN, EUGENE, OR:
RICKS, TIMOTHY A., AUSTIN, TX:
RICKS, WILLIAM A., RIVERSIDE, CA:
RICKS, WILLIAM M., HOLLAND, MI:
RIDGWAY LIGHTING LLC, RENOVATION, IA:
RIDER ENTERPRISES, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA:
RIDER ENTERPRISES, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA:
RIDER ENTERPRISES, INC., SAN DIEGO, CA:
RIDE AID CORPORATION, CAMP HILL, PA:
RIDE AID CORPORATION, CAMP HILL, PA:
RIDGE DEEP INTERACTIVE LEARNING LIMITED, DUBLIN 2, IRELAND:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
RIDGEWOOD LEAF SOFTWARE, INC., NOVATO, CA:
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SARASOTA EIGHT, INC., SARASOTA, FL:
SANOY AVENTIS, 75013 PARIS, FRANCE:
SANITARY WIPING CLOTH CO., ERIE, PA:
SANDSTONE HOLDINGS, LLC, GOLDEN, CO:
SANDOZ LTD. (SANDOZ AG), BASLE, SWITZERLAND:
SCANDURA, INC., CHARLOTTE, NC:
SCAN HEALTH PLAN, LONG BEACH, CA:
SAVERKEN, INC., HOUSTON, TX:
SAUVIGNON REPUBLIC, SANTA ROSA, CA:
SARAYA FOUNDATION, LIECHTENSTEIN:
SAM'S GARDEN FOODSTUFFS CO., LTD., CHINA:
SAMATAMASON INC., DUNDEE, IL:
SAMWELL, CHARLOTTE, NC:
SAMSUN OPTO-ELECTRONICS AMERICA, INC., SECAUS,
SANUELFILM SERVICE LONDON LTD., GREENFORD,
SAMUELSON FILM SERVICE LONDON LTD., GREENFORD,
SANDHILL SCIENTIFIC, INC., HIGHLANDS RANCH, CO:
SANDIEGO CONVENTION & TOURIST BUREAU, SAN
SAN DIEGO CONVENTION & TOURIST BUREAU, SAN
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SONY CORPORATION, TOKYO, 141-0001, JAPAN:
SONY CORPORATION, SHINAGAWA-KU, TOKYO 141, JAPAN:
SOHO CORPORATION, GLENVIEW, IL:
SOFTIS HF, ICELAND:
SOFAMOR DANEK GROUP, INC., MEMPHIS, TN TO
SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT INC., TOKYO 107-
SONIC IMPACT TECHNOLOGIES LLC, SAN DIEGO, CA:
SOMANETICS CORPORATION, TROY, MI:
SOHO LIVING, LLC, LAKE WORTH, FL:
SOGRAPE VINHOS, S.A., 4430 VILA NOVA DE GAIA,
SOCIETY TO CERTIFY ART & ANTIQUES CO., ATLANTA,
SONFLOWER FOUNDATION OF OKLAHOMA, EDMOND,
SONA MEDSPA INTERNATIONAL, INC., FRANKLIN, TN:
SOLYSMAR IMPORT-EXPORT CORPORATION, BALDWIN,
SPARKS BELTING COMPANY, DIVISION OF JSJ COR-
SPARK NETWORKS, BEVERLY HILLS, CA:
SPARK DIGITAL MEDIA, INC., JOPLIN, MO:
SPANEK, INC., SARATOGA, CA:
SPALDING SPORTS WORLDWIDE, INC, CHICOPEE, MA:
SPACEFUEL CORP., MIAMI, FL:
SPACETIME, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
SPHERE COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, DALLAS, TX:
SOUTH DATA, INCORPORATED, MT. AIRY, NC:
SOUTHERN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, THE,
SOUTH DAKOTA, ESCHOL, SD, DBA SOUTHERN BAPTIST
SOUTHERN BEARINGS SERVICE, INC., DETROIT, MI:
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, ROSE-
OUTANCE, BEAUVAIS, FRANCE:
SPARK NETWORKS, BEVERLY HILLS, CA:
SOUTHERN DATA, INCORPORATED, MT. AIRY, NC:
SPARK NETWORKS, BEVERLY HILLS, CA:
SOUTHERN DATA, INCORPORATED, MT. AIRY, NC:
SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY INTERNATIONAL INC., BAN-
SOFTSHARE, INC., SANTA BARBARA, CA:
SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES, INC., MESA, AZ:
SOHOFORK DEVELOPMENT GROUP, EL DORADO
SOUTH ORANGE, NEW JERSEY, 07079, U.S.:
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SPRINGS GLOBAL US, INC., FORT MILL, SC:
SPOT-NOT CAR WASHES, INC., SPRINGFIELD, MO:
SPIN MEDIA LLC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
SR HOLDINGS INC., LEXINGTON, MA:
SQUARE ONE ORGANIC SPIRITS, LLC, NOVATO, CA:
SPY LIGHTING CORPORATION, AMHERST, NY:
SPRINKLES CUPCAKES, INC., BEVERLY HILLS, CA:
SPORTSPOWER, LTD., HUNGHOM KOWLOON, HONG KONG:
SPORTPHARMA, INC., ST. PAUL, MN:
SPIRIT AIRLINES, INC., MIRAMAR, FL:
SPINELLI, LEN, LOWELL, MA:
SPIELO MANUFACTURING ULC, MONCTON, NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA:
SPIN MEDIA LLC, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
SPRINKLES CUPCAKES, INC., BEVERLY HILLS, CA:
SPORTSPOWER, LTD., HUNGHOM KOWLOON, HONG KONG:
SPECIAL SPORTS AMSTELVEEN B.V., BADHOEVEDORP, NETHERLANDS:
SPECIALTY DATA, INC., RIVERDALE, GA:
SPECIALTY EQUIPMENT MARKET ASSOCIATION, DIAMOND BAR, CA:
SPECIALTY FERTILIZER PRODUCTS, LLC, BELTON, MO:
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS COMPANY, JERSEY CITY, NJ:
SPECIALTY RETAILERS (TX) LP, HOUSTON, TX:
SPECIALTY EQUIPMENT MARK ASSOCIATION, DIA-MOND BAR, CA:
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS COMPANY, JERSEY CITY, NJ:
SPECIALTY RETAILERS (TX) LP, HOUSTON, TX:
SPECTRA MERCHANDISING INTERNATIONAL, INC., CHICAGO, IL:
SPECTRONIQ DIGITAL, INC., LOS ANGELES, CA:
SPECTRUM GROUP, BEVERLY HILLS, CA:
SPELLBOUND DEVELOPMENT GROUP, INC., NEWPORT BEACH, CA:
SPECIAL SPORTS AMSTELVEEN B.V., BADHOEVEDORP, NETHERLANDS:
STEAM-UMM COMPANY, LLC, THE, READING, PA:
STEELCRAFT CORPORATION, MEMPHIS, TN:
STEELER, INC., SEATTLE, WA:
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UNFILTERED NAPA LLC, NAPA, CA:

TURKISH FANS CORPORATION, BURBANK, CA:

TURTLE WAX, INC., WILLOWBROOK, IL:
2,443,115, CANC. INT. CL. 1.

TUTTLE FINANCIAL ADVISORS, INC., ANAPOLIS, MD:
3,251,458, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

TUTTLE CABLE COMPANY, LLC., TYLER, TX:
1,428,099, REN. 5-8-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 25 AND 30.

TWIN ANCHORS, INC., CHICAGO, IL:

TWIN RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT, LLC., RICHARDSON, TX:
2,352,349, INT. CL. 43.

TWL KNOWLEDGE GROUP, INC., CARROLLTON, TX:

TWO WHEELER, LLC., BOLIVAR, MO:
1,990,501, CANC. INT. CL. 30.

TYCO VALVES & CONTROLS INC., HOUSTON, TX:

TYLER CANDLE COMPANY, LLC., TYLER, TX:

TYPHOO RESTAURANT, INC., SANTA MONICA, CA:
2,013,955, REN. 5-7-07. INT. CL. 25.

U.S. VERNON MFG. CO., BROOKLYN, NY:
1,402,847, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 9.

U.S. VINYL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, LAFAYETTE, GA:
2,053,090, REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 27.

UCB, INC., ATLANTA, GA, BLULINE LABORATORIES, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:
1,073,449, REN. 5-6-07. INT. CL. 5.

UCSF STANFORD HEALTH CARE, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:
2,371,970, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

ULTIMATE NUTRITION LIMITED, FLEETWOOD, FY7 7PB, UNITED KINGDOM:

ULTIMATE RESTAURANT SYSTEMS, INC., ALBUQUERQUE, NM:

UNBREAKABLE COMPANY, BERWYN, PA:
3,251,121, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 12.

UNCLE CHARLIE’S MEATS, INC., RICHMOND, KY:

UNDER ONE UMBRELLA NATIONAL SALES, LLC, MIA- MI, FL:

UNDERGROUND ARCHIVES, LLC, CHICORA, PA:

UNDERSEA BREATHING SYSTEMS, INC., LAKE WORTH, FL:
2,073,153, REN. 5-4-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1 AND 11.

2,073,154, REN. 5-4-07. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 1 AND 11.

UNELKO CORPORATION, SCOTTSDALE, AZ:

UNFILTERED NAPA LLC, NAPA, CA:
3,252,525, INT. CL. 33.

UNIbet (INTERNATIONAL) LTD, SLEIMA SLM 15, MALTA:

UNICLA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, WANCHAI, HONG KONG:
2,057,036, REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 11.

UNILEVER SUPPLY CHAIN, INC., CLINTON, CT:
2,373,456, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

2,373,645, CANC. INT. CL. 3.

UNIMIN CORPORATION, NEW CANAAN, CT:
2,044,370, REN. 5-5-07. INT. CL. 1.

UNION OF ORTHODOX JEWISH CONGREGATIONS OF AMERICA, NEW YORK, NY:
2,373,644, CANC. INT. CL. 41.

UNION SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION, CONNELSVILLE, IN:
2,373,777, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

UNION SUPPLY COMPANY, INC., RANCHO DOMINGUEZ, CA:

UNITED COMMUNICATIONS GROUP LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, ROCKVILLE, MD, UNITED COMMUNICATIONS GROUP, ROCKVILLE, MD:
1,824,372, REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 16.

UNITED INDUSTRIES CORPORATION, ST. LOUIS, MO:
1,044,608, CANC. INT. CL. 5.

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE OF AMERICA, INC., ATLANTA, GA:

UNITED SOCCER ACADEMY, INC., BEDMINSTER, NJ:

UNITED STATES COURT REPORTERS ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, IL:
2,080,972, REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 42.

2,108,282, REN. 5-4-07. INT. CL. 42.

UNITED STATES NAVY, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND, WASHINGTON NAVY YARD, DC:

UNITED STATES OLYMPIC COMMITTEE, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO:
2,046,328, REN. 5-7-07. INT. CL. 25.


UNITED STATES SHOE CORPORATION, THE, PORT WALES, MA:

2,371,970, CANC. INT. CL. 20.

UNITED STATES TENNIS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED, WHITE PLAINS, NY:
2,373,224, CANC. INT. CL. 39.

UNITED STATIONERS SUPPLY CO., DEERFIELD, IL:

UNITED STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, BURNSVILLE, MN:

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, HARTFORD, CT:
1,402,848, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 12.

1,402,847, CANC. MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 6 AND 12.

UNITED WAY OF AMERICA, ALEXANDRIA, VA:
1,403,271, CANC. INT. CL. 28.

UNITED WEST, INC., DENVER, CO:
2,372,345, INT. CL. 36.

UNITED WORLDWIDE CLINICAL SERVICES, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:
2,373,777, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

UNITED YOUTH COMMUNICATIONS, INC., ROCKVILLE, MD, UNITED COMMUNICATIONS GROUP, ROCKVILLE, MD:
1,824,372, REN. 5-10-07. INT. CL. 16.

UNITOS OF ORTHODOX JEWISH CONGREGATIONS OF AMERICA, CHICAGO, IL:
1,403,427, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

UNITOS OF ORTHODOX JEWISH CONGREGATIONS OF AMERICA, CHICAGO, IL:
1,403,427, CANC. INT. CL. 36.

UNITOS OF ORTHODOX JEWISH CONGREGATIONS OF AMERICA, CHICAGO, IL:
1,403,427, CANC. INT. CL. 36.
WHAT IF ORGANIZATION, THE, YARDLEY, PA:

WETSCAPES, L.L.C., LAS VEGAS, NV:

WESTWOOD GROCERY, INC., GLENDALE, MO:

WESTLAND INDUSTRIES INC., PHOENIX, AZ:

WESTIN AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS, INC., IRWINDALE, CA:

WESTERN SEED AMERICAS INC., (WEIHAI SHANHUA DITAN JITUAN YOUXIAN GONGSI), CHINA:

WESTERN OILFIELDS SUPPLY COMPANY, BAKERSFIELD, CA:

WESTERN LINEN, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

WESTERN GOVERNOR'S ASSOCIATION, DENVER, CO:

WESTERN DIESEL SERVICES, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:

WESTERN CARPET CARE, REDLANDS, CA:

WESTELL TECHNOLOGIES, INC., AURORA, IL:

WESTERN CORP. FITCHBURGH, MA:

WENDT GMBH, FED REP GERMANY:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

WELLPOINT, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:

WESTERN GOVERNOR'S ASSOCIATION, DENVER, CO:

WESTERN OILFIELDS SUPPLY COMPANY, BAKERSFIELD, CA:

WESTERN LINEN, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

WESTERN GOVERNOR'S ASSOCIATION, DENVER, CO:

WESTERN DIESEL SERVICES, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:

WESTERN CARPET CARE, REDLANDS, CA:

WESTELL TECHNOLOGIES, INC., AURORA, IL:

WESTERN CORPORATION, OGWATONA, MN:

WESTERN DIESEL SERVICES, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:

WESTERN OILFIELDS SUPPLY COMPANY, BAKERSFIELD, CA:

WESTER COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS, ANTHONY C. II, SPRING VALLEY, CA:

WILLIAMS, DAVID M., SPRING VALLEY, CA:

WILLIAMS, ROBERT A., PORTLAND, OR:

WILLIAM PITT REAL ESTATE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, SHREVEPORT, LA:

WHEEL HORSE RELATIONS INC., IVINS, UT:

WICHMANN, TROY, DES MOINES, IA:

WHEELED COACH INDUSTRIES, INC., WINTER PARK, FL:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

WILLIAM PITT REAL ESTATE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, SHREVEPORT, LA:

WHEEL HORSE RELATIONS INC., IVINS, UT:

WICHMANN, TROY, DES MOINES, IA:

WHEELED COACH INDUSTRIES, INC., WINTER PARK, FL:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

WELLPOINT, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:

WESTEN DIESEL SERVICES, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:

WESTERN OILFIELDS SUPPLY COMPANY, BAKERSFIELD, CA:

WESTER COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS, ANTHONY C. II, SPRING VALLEY, CA:

WILLIAMS, ROBERT A., PORTLAND, OR:

WILLIAM PITT REAL ESTATE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, SHREVEPORT, LA:

WHEEL HORSE RELATIONS INC., IVINS, UT:

WICHMANN, TROY, DES MOINES, IA:

WHEELED COACH INDUSTRIES, INC., WINTER PARK, FL:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

WELLPOINT, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:

WESTEN DIESEL SERVICES, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:

WESTERN OILFIELDS SUPPLY COMPANY, BAKERSFIELD, CA:

WESTER COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS, ANTHONY C. II, SPRING VALLEY, CA:

WILLIAM PITT REAL ESTATE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, SHREVEPORT, LA:

WHEEL HORSE RELATIONS INC., IVINS, UT:

WICHMANN, TROY, DES MOINES, IA:

WHEELED COACH INDUSTRIES, INC., WINTER PARK, FL:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

WELLPOINT, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:

WESTEN DIESEL SERVICES, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:

WESTERN OILFIELDS SUPPLY COMPANY, BAKERSFIELD, CA:

WESTER COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS, ANTHONY C. II, SPRING VALLEY, CA:

WILLIAM PITT REAL ESTATE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, SHREVEPORT, LA:

WHEEL HORSE RELATIONS INC., IVINS, UT:

WICHMANN, TROY, DES MOINES, IA:

WHEELED COACH INDUSTRIES, INC., WINTER PARK, FL:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

WELLPOINT, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:

WESTEN DIESEL SERVICES, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:

WESTERN OILFIELDS SUPPLY COMPANY, BAKERSFIELD, CA:

WESTER COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS, ANTHONY C. II, SPRING VALLEY, CA:

WILLIAM PITT REAL ESTATE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, SHREVEPORT, LA:

WHEEL HORSE RELATIONS INC., IVINS, UT:

WICHMANN, TROY, DES MOINES, IA:

WHEELED COACH INDUSTRIES, INC., WINTER PARK, FL:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

WELLPOINT, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:

WESTEN DIESEL SERVICES, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO:

WESTERN OILFIELDS SUPPLY COMPANY, BAKERSFIELD, CA:

WESTER COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS COMMUNICATIONS, INC., TULSA, OK:

WILLIAMS, ANTHONY C. II, SPRING VALLEY, CA:

WILLIAM PITT REAL ESTATE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, SHREVEPORT, LA:

WHEEL HORSE RELATIONS INC., IVINS, UT:

WICHMANN, TROY, DES MOINES, IA:

WHEELED COACH INDUSTRIES, INC., WINTER PARK, FL:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN:

WELLS FARGO & COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO, CA:

WELLPOINT, INC., INDIANAPOLIS, IN:
ZINEX CORPORATION, OXNARD, CA: 2,053,720, REN. 5-4-07, INT. CL. 9.
ZITO, JOE, EAST GREENWICH, RI: 3,250,146, PUB. 10-3-2006, INT. CL. 35.
ZWOTech LIMITED, SHEFFIELD, UNITED KINGDOM: 3,252,111, MULTIPLE CLASS, INT. CLS. 9 AND 42.
ZYGIA, M., AUKLAND, NEW ZEALAND: 3,250,146, PUB. 10-3-2006, INT. CL. 35.
7TH INNING STRETCH, LLC, STOCKTON, CA:

* * * * *